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the put week there has been
notice on the bulletin board
warning against fighting and damages in college buildings during Rising Day. Last year a similar notice
appeared. We wonder if this notice
means any more than the last one.
Or is the Student Council (and the
administration) going to sit complacently by while the same sort of destruction is carried on as on last Rising Day? It seems about tone that a
stop be put to what is essentially

T

Noted European Pianist In
Program Under Town

"GENERAL BOOTH'*
IS WEUL RECEIVED

Traveled Widely In Europe;
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ANDREWS TALKS
ON FRANS HALS
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Describes Him AS Master
Of Individual Portrayal"
In Lecture
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stated Professor
Henry E. Andrews, Director of the
Walker Art Building and head of the
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Professor At Harvard Law,
Former Brain-Truster,
To Talk April 28
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It has been several months since
have written any articles for the
Orient, but I was reading the bulletin board, and I noticed the rules
laid down for Rising Night.
I smiled
when I thought of Rising Nights in
the years of '97 and '98. Preparations
were in order a week before the night,
I recall the Rising Night of '97 esI
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H

Fish. Jr., '38. president of

the house.

His subject will be an-

William

W. Marr,

Council Changes
Rising Day Date

_
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Because of a

conflict

j

He is also the author of many books
on legal subjects.
As last year when Professor George
L. Kittredge spoke on "Shakespeare's
Villians," the lecture will be preceded by a formal banquet in honor of
the speaker for the members of Delta Upsilon and invited faculty guests.

with Good Fri-
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BEAM TO LECTURE
ABOUT REMBRANDT
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who accused

Jesus of treason.
Tomorrow's chapel speech will be
S lvcn °y Professor Wilmot B. Mitche11
of tne En g ,isn Department on
"
John tn * C« ne Wno Loved." The
leria. wjj be given
h of ti

J-*™,
g^Wg

Kenneth

Week Introduced
In Chapel By Cadigan

a certain room so they found
a
rmK am and s°on opened up
\
j assure you that adjourns
In ord
,he following day.
1Tie roughest and it seems
to me
|,.
}g* w? rs t fi Sh t was between '97 and
it lasted from 12 midnight
*to
cna Pc "our. Then it commenced

Two hearses were engaged
from Bath and were kept in a livery
stable where my grandfather worked. Four students were kept on duty
two by day and two by night. Four
more hearses were hired, so there
were six on hand.
Nine large hogshead barrels were
brought in from Portland to Freeport, nine miles away, unknown to
the freshmen. I worked for a man
named Will Muir. driving a team. 1
drove over to Freeport and hauled
some of the barrels to McKeen's
Woods where students met me and
helped me to unload.
I know two
Alumni, one in Portland and one in
Bath, who will no doubt smile when

.
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as
friapei^was coming out in the morn-

The sophs who had

lng.

Memorial

C^M^on
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placed it in front of the chapel
it with freshmen, and
paraded

around
It

it to keep them in.
was always a custom

to call
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Al the 11th meeting of the Model, mouth; James Blunt. Bowdoin. and
League of Nations, at Mass. State Woodrow Sayre, Williams.
Boos and *rheers accompanied the
College, more than 300 students from
35 New England colleges were rep- departure of the Austrian delegation
from the assembly, after having withresented.
Reorganization steps for the fur- drawn from the league at Hitler's
request.
t her a nee of the League were decided
upon during the executive committee
Lithuania Fears Pound
meeting at which at least one deleIta ,
herseU disappointed
gate from each college ls represented. jn the
{r r
,
when H>r
In the future there will be a contmu- interna(ional economic discussion was
ation committee which shall have, denied
L T delegation which
charge of the entire affair and which
esented
from
I(a
abstain ed
shall elect officers of the League further active p^, n the assornb v
from among its members.
signifying withdrawal.
Bluat Elected To Committee
Margaret McDougal of Wheaton
Present college juniors elected to and representing Lithuania said that
the new committee are as follows:
if Poland enters her country. "Lith
George Edsen. University of New uania will
'
be wiped off the map of
Holtzberg. gy'^"
Hampshire;
Sarah
J.
Smith; Sidney Trachtenberg NorthAbe LipBitz of Amherst, speaking
Mt
HoiWUliamson.
eastern; Ethel
sUted tha , the int erestf.
for
yoke; Harold Wood. Tufts; Virginia of (he nationji in nL, tt)Untr> were a pCarrow Wellesley and David Land- preciatedi but tnat ^re than this
man. Brown. Sophomores are Basil resolution was needed.
He recomPollit, Harvard; Arthur Root, Dart(ContiniMii on I'm,-*
j

§.15 P-m.
Piano ReMemorial Hall by Erno

I
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Balogh.

Thursday

Chapel.
Professor
Mitchell will talk on "John, the
One Who Loved."
Thursday - evening. Philip C.
Beam will speak in the Union
on "The Life And Works of

.

,

j^ M

,

;

;

,

Rembrandt."
Friday

- Chapel.
President Sills
will talk on "The One Who
Suffered."

l

i

Track meet with
at Andover.
Sunday - Chapel. The preacher
will be the Rev Hilda L. Ives
-

dent,

Building.

j

Phillips

BARTLETT SPEAKS ON
LIFE S ALTERNATIVES
is made up of a series of irreconcilible alternatives" quoted Boyd
W. Bartlett, Professor of Physics,

J.V.

j

Academy

^^

,

of Portland.
Tuesday - Holiday.

'

1

>

from a commencement part several
years ago in his address in chapel last
Saturday. Professor Bartlett pointed
out that certain choices, which a person makes from time to time exclude
certain other ones and that it Ls the
person who realizes this and accepts
the consequences or his choice that
has reached maturitv. "Being a camnus playboy and attaining scholastic distinction are to most people, mutually exclusive." he said and that it
is
Dart of growing up to make a
choice of one with the realization
that the other is excluded. Professor
Bartlett referred to the fact that it is
often impossible to recommend seniors to jobs and graduate schools if
they have built up a reputation for
indolence and -lack of dependability.
He said that it is part of a college
education to learn to recognize this
conflict, to see wherein the choice
should be made, and then to accept
the result without crying about it.
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By Charles W. Marr

COMING EVENTS
-

The Cane Committee

David B. Soule, chairman;
Charles L. Young, and John H. Frye.

"Life

tion of a president, manager, and
librarian, and to discuss plans
for next year.

cital in

burn.
up of

!

Asks Austria's Removal
From Meeting Of Model League

W

Tonight

|

I
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'Hitler
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;

a meeting of the
There will
Glee Club in iV Music Room tomorrow at 7 n>I. for the elec-

Hall

stale fruit

President at 3 a.m.. but one n
a t
oag.of oats was hung on the door
k nol) ins, ead- I wish I could quote
tn
exa l words that President Hyde
f it. I can recall
aJd about
one sen^
t was "God must
Jenpe.
dearly love
r
otherwise he would not have
°°jf
made
so many of them."
Rising Nights in these times are
they read this article.
At midnight, everybody was awak- very lam e compared to those years,
Kidnapping days are
arable, and have been coming closer emd by the chapel bell ringing. The P*81 and 8° ne
together since the time of Christ. flight between the classes took place °y* r also I°r the Sophomore and
"Jesus was between these two and on the Delta. But. there was always Freshmen Presidents,
Walter the Rubber.
a "Burners Squad'' of sixteen. So,
died because of the evils of man."
I

N ^T

1

David Fitts. newly elected presihas had a notable career at
Bowdoin. Playing football throughout
his four years, he has made three
letters and was co-captain during the
1937 season. In addition he has reMr. Beam will talk on seventeenth ceived letters in both tennis and
century art in Holland with respect swimming. Dave was also president
to be held Saturday, April 23rd in
to its most famous exponent, Rem- of his freshman class. He is president
the Hotel Lafayette in Portland. The brandt.
He will trace the artist's of the Student Council this year and
banquet will start at 7.30 p.m. and
life and paintings, and will discuss
a member of the College Glee Club.
^buses
his "Young Man with
the Short
iContiniMd on P;ivre 4)
Sword," which is now on exhibition

Suffered."

classes in

were greeted with
and rotten eggs.
rhere was only one rest room on
campus near where the infirmary is
now located. This was called the
"Angel's Rest." The sophs removed

pecially.
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Who

addition to these officers the seniors
selected Claude R Frazier, Marshal;
William Frost. Class Poet; Edward
h. Owen. Class Odist; James A. Bi-sh|0 p. Class Historian; and Harold D.
Ashkenazy. Class Orator,
Robert W. Laffin was elected to
head the Commencement and Dance
Committee which included William
H. Fish. Jr.. Robert N. Smith, Thomas J. Craven, Jr.. and James P. Hep-
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door

Is Elected
Senior President
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arrangements in modern dance rhythm of selections from famous operas for Victor. Among these are "Martha" by Flotow, "I Dreamt I Dwelt in
Marble
Halls"
from
"Bohemian
Girl," "Gavotte" from "Mignon" and
"Dance of the Hours" from "La

j

28,

Based On Bible Stories S&, JKftsSTk ^JST^^t
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seDuring the past few months Larry
speaker for
as the _.__._---_
-_- the
lected
'
_ annual
_
.^miiuii
Clinton aiiu
and ilia
wuiitMid have
iidvr playhis Orchestra
umvlecture sponsored by the Bowdoin
at proms at Yale and Princeton
Chapter of Delta Upsilon which will arKj
jjj
Amherst before
be held on Thursday evening, April coming to Bowdoin
Z

;
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re-

Go,"

Gioconda."

Harvard Law School, has been

'40.

!

while the fight was on. the sixteen

'er

die."

L-flMjMi,hr»ii
i

sub-editors. They are: James
H. Cupit. Jr.. David W. D. Dickson.
John C. Evans, Herbert V. Field.
Luther A. Harr. Jr., Theodore Hoitt,
Robert A. Inman, T. John Keefe, Jr..

the

of

'40.

cent hits include
a Holiday."

|

4
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At that time the freshmen will carryon their traditional conflict with the
As fourth speaker in the traditional Sophomore class, after which they
Bowdoin Holy Week chapel series, will no longer be required to wear
Chauncey W. Goodrich. D.D.. this hats and comply with other freshman
morning spoke on "Judas Iscariot. rules. Rising Day will last 24 hours
the One Who Betrayed." Dr. Good- ending Friday at midnight.
rich talked about the life of Judas
two teams will include
The restrictions set by the Student
and how he brought Jesus' life to its Council are:
Sanborn '40. and William C Hart
on the affirmative team and David shameful end.
1.
There is to be no fighting in
Philip C. Beam. Instructor in Art
W. D. Dickson '41 and GeoreeT
On Monday, April 11. Charles T. college buildings.
Little. 2nd 40 on the negati ve
Burnett, Professor of Psychology,
2.
Any students carrying Rising and Curator of the Art Collections,
team
gave a talk on "Pontius Pilate, the Day beyond the fixed date will be will speak on the subject of "The Life
One Who Judges." Professor Burnett called before the college authorities. and Works of Rembrandt" tomorrow
discussed this judge who tried to save
3.
The two classes participating evening" in the Union. This is the
Jesus from death, but. rather than in- will be assessed for any damages.
second of a series of two lectures,
cite a riot, yielded to the demands of
4.
The sophomores are not to the first having been given last Thursthe conservative priests and elders break up the freshman banquet.
day evening by Professor Andrews.

would break into the rooms and toss
beds and bed clothing, clothes hats
caps and coats out of the windows
would b, -severai-memb^^f
the Sophs with matches to set the
To members of the Sophomore and ar^cles afire
Une
vear
a group could not get inFreshman Classes of Bowdoin, Greet- .

and "Dorsey Stomp." His most

I

pomted

,

—

;

After working with the Casa Loma
band, turning out six scores a week,
for almost two years he left and
formed his own band. In addition.
Larry began to compose himself and
turned out such hits as "Zig Zag"

"Satan
"Let
"The Dipsy DooFRANKFURTER IS Takes "Abba Dabba,"
"Midnight
Madhouse." and "The Study
D. U. LECTURER Brown."
nt
yywwnfcid.a

Eighteen
have been
ap— *" m freshmen
^^
.
»m.

,

Walter Smiles At Rising Notice
As He Recounts Battles Of '97
Kdltor'a note Walter, who ha*
the robber for Bowdoin
track teams for many year*, tells
how the Freshmen freed themselves of rules at the turn of the
century.
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Leonard

and James E. Tracy, Jr., '39, have
been elected Associate Editors, with
Tracy serving as Sports Editor.
Those chosen to serve as Managing
Editors
Editor
next year are Richard E.
George W.-*STOve1fer^/tticKard
Jr., and Richard E.
"" W.
"• Sullivan.
^'"/f": * "
pu ,fn
l!
*?* a11 of the c, "»°!
°-. Ph„u, P
I
E. Requa and John G. Wheelock. 3rd.
transfer students, have been appointed Assistant Managing Editors. Associate Business Managers chosen artGuy H. Hunt. Jr. '40, Richard N. Ab-

|

W

One-Act

"38.

1

I

.

I

These prizes amount to $105
and are awarded annually.

The question is "Resolved: that this
congress approves the naval policy of
the present administration." In. the
actual debate, tentatively scheduled
for the week of April 24th. four teams
were chosen. Thomas F. Phelps '38
and C. Alton Stetson, Jr. '41, were
selected to debate on the affirmative
side of the question with Arthur
Wang '40, and Ernest F. Andrews Jr
'40, as their opponents.
The other
,

Newman

S.

printed.

Fitts
third negative speaker. To prove his Charles H. Mergendahl, Walter S. nounced later.
arguments he used the standpoint of Pierce. Harold L. Pines, Ernest H.
Mr. Frankfurter is well known in
the ever-present Republican party op» Pottle, Jr.. Henry A. Shorey. 3rd, government and legal circles, as he
William
E. Vannah. and Max Wein- has been
a professor at Harvard since
P08""00 , The onl y affirmative argu- shel.
ment
se t
th
**
1914, and has held manv positions in
"L £ fOI
S? £ !?
° f Colb
K neth
Washington. He was connected with
?'
David W. Fitts was elected Presi^"fT'
wh!2? arKu ed r th e present adminlsthe War Department as assistant to dent of the senior class at a class
,
J? firmly on Mr. Roostration, standing
the Secretary during the years pre- meeting last Thursday evening in
evelt's accomplishments in the past
ceding the World War, and was one Memorial Hall. Frederick S. Newman
four years.
of the first of the brain-trusters" of was elected Vice President, and Anthe present Roosevelt Administration. 'drew H. Cox Secretary-Treasurer. In
,
-

BraXry'

for excellence

!

LARRY CLINTON

|

I

University

the

;

class of
bating.

!

j

'

Leo Leiberman,

Four teams, of two men each Were
selected in trials on MondayTvening
April 11, to debate for the

I

1

j

Prizes, donated by the Hpnorffi
James Ware Bradbury, LL-D./ 6/ the

j

j

in

;

j

:

Columbus." "I Found a New Baby."
land "Copenhagen." During 1937 be
arranged for publication over onequarter of all the popular tunes

John H. Rich. Jr., '39, has been
elected Editor-in-Chief of the Orient
for next year succeeding William'
Frost '38, the past editor.
At the
same time Pierson C. Irwin, Jr., "39,
was chosen head of the Bowdoin Publishing Company to succeed Frederic

DEBATES ON POLITICS

TEAMS CHOSEN FOR
BRADBURY DEBATES

j

(

confined himself until recently exclusively to writing and arranging music.
After leaving he went with
with Isham Jones, the original Dorsey Brothers Orchestra, and Casa
Loma. For the latter he produced
some of his most outstanding arrangements including "Christopher

j

.

Associate Editors

FOUR-COLLEGE FORUM

^

'.

CHOSEN

IS

Irwin Heads Business Board

.

>

This week all Christianity observes Holy Week." stated the Rev.
George L. Cadigan, minister of St.
Paul's Church of Brunswick in chapel
Sunday. The Ressurection is a wonderful thing, he said, and it is looked
up to by people every day who are
realizing that Christ is the Savior.
With regards to the Cross, the Rev.
Cadigan asserted that, "the Cross
The
stands for the love of God"
Cross is not found in any one place,
but everywhere. The Japs, the 'poor
whites' and all other people get the
same meaning from the Cross.
Then he stated that the love of
God and the love of man are insep-

RICH

j

,

ALTHOUGH

Holy

I

j

conjunction with the current
Representativpj.of the four Maine
display in the Boyd Gallery of the colleges: Bates. Bowdoin. Colby, and
Art Building of Hals' portrait of the University at Maine, met last
"Herr Pieter Tjarck" and Rem- night in Hubbard, Hall to debate
22
brand** "Tba Young Man wMh the f »*•
Roosevelt adminis anon
Short Sword."
Three of the four colleges represIn introducing his lecture, ProfesUnivented:
Bowdoin.
and
the
Bates,
sor Andrews noted the distinct privilege offered the Bowdoin Museum of ersity of Maine, argued on the negaFine Arts of displaying representa- tive side of the question. Ernest F.
tive
works of the two foremost Andrews, Jr. '40, Bowdoin's represDutch portraitists through the gen- entative, used the opinions of the leftwring critics of the Roosevelt adminerosity of Mr. Harry Oakes -'96, a
out his argument.
member of the Board of Trustees of istration to bring
Also usingthe negative argument was
the College.
Edward Dingley of Bates College,
Hals, who lived from 1584 to 1666.
hLTctaUn.
on v^wpoin^of
Usee
(Continued on Pain it
Democrats
the anti-administration
who openly defy President Roosevelt.

.

;

feature of the pro-

(Continued <bh P*x* 4)

Bowdoin Art Department, during his
lecture last Thursday evening in the
Moulton Union on "The Life and
Works of Frans Hals." This talk, illustrated by lantern slides, was giv-

Speaks Of
Tollman's Death

Sills

sage from Khufu." written by H.
Stuart Cot t man and La Vergne
Shaw; N. H. Fay High School of
Dexter gave "Pink and Patches." by
Margaret Bland: Garret Schcnck, Jr..
High School of East Millinocket gave
"Gloria Mundi." by Patricia Brown;
(CMiioMd «q Piuit 4)

by James. The

|

s>

accompanied by Roy

-

al of the individual,"

i

schools that competed
presented the following plays: Houlton High School presented "A Mes-

nfcisic

,

i

tholomew.
The Junior Collage Glee Club was
heard in three groups. The first included "Jesu Dulds Memoria," Victoria and "On The Steppe," Gretch"Hals was a master of the portrayThe second group consisted
anioff.

DURING

The other

Fleischner

•

!

,

speare.

By Robert D.

i

trombone. John T. Konecki. comet. J. Vefhon Carten. drums,
and Richard T. Eveleth and Richard
pianos.
L. Chittim,
Chapel Choir Sings
The Bowdoin Chapel Choir present|ed a group which included "Broken
Melody." Sibelius; and two 'Negro
spirituals "Old Ark's A' Moverin',"
and "Steal Away. ? arranged by Bar-

(

School won honorable mention with
its presentation of Act IV, Scene I, of
"The Merchant of Venice," by Shake-

FEATURED VOCALIST

Larry Clinton and his Orchestra have been engaged to play for
the Ivy Ball on May 20 according to an announcement made by
* the
_
Tommy Reynolds, a new organisation _Ivy _£
Dance Committee consisting of George L. Ware, Jr., and HorKen Reeves will
from Kentucky.
a
co-chairmen,
Daniel
F.
Hanley,
ce
S.
Greene,
Pierson
Irwin,
C.
l^&rLL^!^^!4!S5«SH[
r?;
at the Deke House as well as the A.D
house. Gene Boardman wUl be heard Jr., and G. Bertrand Paull, all of '39. Clinton has, in the past six
at the Theta Delta Chi house, and months,
grained nationwide fame through his recordings for VicDean Hudson, prominent New England orchestra leader, will lead his tor. With the thirteen-piece band, as featured vocalist, is a bruband at the Delta Upsilon house.
nette, Bca Wain.
Doc Harmon's local band will play
In the world of music Clinton is
for the Zeta Psis and Bob Gleason
by no means a new personality. Affor Kappa Sigma. Billy Murphy has
ter an early life devoted almost enbeen chosen oy Beta Theta Pi. and
tirely to music, in 1933 he had the
on his second night at Bowdoin Gene
position of third
trumpeter with
Boardman will entertain at the Sigma
Ferde Grofe. Grofe discovered that
Nu house. Kearney Kallander will
Clinton was much more valuable as
play at the Alpha Tau Omega house,
an arranger than a musician and told
him sc. Larry took the advice and

The combined jfec dubs of Westbrook Junior OcjBege and Bowdoin
College were heaifjl in a joint concert
by Portland musie lovers in the Hotel
Eastland ballroom, Friday evening.
Following the concert, the Bowdoin
Polar Bears provided music for a
ely SO couples atdance. Approxii
tended.
-Glee
Club sang
The Bowdoin l-Glee
"Siberia." by Staffe and "Lightnin',"
vis and text by
with music by
group, and "GenChristian in its ft
eaven," with text
eral Booth Ente
and was
rmWiggins,

8.15 In .Memorial Hall.

j

Brunswick

rior'

by Lindsay and
tatter piece was

noted concert pianist who
a concert tonight at

.

]

|

orroance

IS

|

j

.

Ivy House-Parties will be the scene
several varieties of swing and
sway, as seen by the announcement
that ten houses have already chosen
bands to play at their dances.
Alpha Delta Phi will hold a battle
of music between Tony Brown and
Ken Reeves. The Chi ps s wtii have

paper Critic

As

Erno Balogh, noted concert pianist

.

N

Praises

I

WE

BEA WAIN

Formerly With Ferde Grofe, Clinton Branched Into
Arranging With Isham Jones, Original
Dorseys, And Casa Loma

of

Gave Twenty Concerts In
U. S. Last Year

will give a concert at 8.15 o'clock
tonight in Memorial Hall under the
auspices of the Brunswick Co-operative Concert Association. This is the
that • group of college men would! last of the series of concerts sponhave enough common sense and -self- sored by this organization this seacontrol to refrain from such action. son, Roland Hayes and the Ionian
Singers having already been heard.
• - r
When Erno Balogh came to this
have always been amazed at
complacency with which country in 1924 he was called by
the
Bowdoin students could go through) New York critics "A virtuoso of no
the •"dorms" and, in one night's work. mean order." and praised for his
do several hundred dollars' worth of "brilliance of tone, technical mastery,
damages. Such a needless and sense- admirable command of nuance
less waste! The assessment for Rising poetic feeling." Last season he played
Day damages last year was almost as twenty concerts.
Balogh A Prodigy
large as Bowdoin's contribution to
the Red Cross. If students are going.
As a boy in Budapest, Erno Balogh
to spend their money, as they must made his first concert appearance at
do for such assessments, how much the age of three. He was acclaimed
better it would be to use it for some- as a prodigy and continued his career
thing worthwhile— perhaps doubling until he was six when his parents
our Red Cro*s contribution. And sent him to the Royal Conservatory
there is always the added evil of the of Music. While there he published
assessment of students who take no his first compositon at the age ol
part in committing the damages,
eight Studying the piano with Bela
s • r
Bartok and composition with Zoltan
the past spring vacation Kodaly. he graduated at the age of
a luncheon was held at the seventeen.
Downtown Athletic Club in New
After his graduation he toured the
York, which was attended by about continent, making his debut in Berundergraduates, lin and playing in Germany, Hungary.
100 sub-freshmen,
and alumni. In behalf of the group Holland, and Scandinavia. Two of his
(Continued on Pair* 4>
of undergraduates who attended, we
wish to express our appreciation to
the New York Alumni Association
who arranged the luncheon, and especially to Mr. Sumner T. Pike '13, *vho
sponsored the affair and made arrangements for the guests to use the
facilities of the club during the afternoon. Also deserving of mention is
In Chapel on Tuesday, April 5,
Mr. Roy A. Foulke 19, who inter- President Kenneth
C. M. Sills reportviewed Seniors on the problem of ad the death atU^Bsninfrtdn. Delaplacement The whole affair was 'a ware,
on April 1st, of Frank G. Tallvery generous gesture.
man, a notable benefactor of the
College and founder of the Tallman
the COLLEGIATE REProfessorship.
VIEW has been established for
President Sills spoke as follows:
nearly a year, no Bowdoin students,
"The College heard with regret of
so far as we know, have made any the death last Friday in Wilmington.
contributions to the magazine. This Delaware, of one of our generous
year the REVIEW has been a quar- benefactors, Mr. Frank G. Tallman.
terry, but a recent announcement in-j He was a graduate
of Cornell, not
dicates Its plans for becoming a of Bowdoin; but his great-grandfathmonthly publication next fall. Al- er was one of the original overseers
ready the REVIEW has connections of the college; his father and several
in "some 40 schools" in New England. other relatives graduated here.
In
It seems to us that Bowdoin should 1928 he established with
a gift of
also be represented.
$100,000, the well known Tallman
As the REVIEW'S editors put it: Foundation which enables us to add
"
to be truly representative, to to the faculty each year a distinbe truly effective, the REVIEW will guished visiting professor usually
have to cement its relationship with from abroad. What the foundation
colleges already allied with it and! has meant to the college in the past
make the proper connections with col- ten years can readily be seen from
leges not yet approached with the the list of able men who have held
idea. A picture of New England col- that chair. In 1935 the college adoptlege life cannot be completed without ed Mr. Tallman into the Bowdoin
the co-operation of every one of the family by conferring on him the honschools in this section. Alliance with orary degree of Master of Arts.
the REVIEW costs the schools noth"In business life he was well
ing and offers them wonderful pubknown as havine been one of the
licity
vice presidents of the DuPont Company. He was a generous philanthropist and interested in many different
High
things; for example, he owned an unusually fine collection of Lincoln
Play Contest books and manuscripts. I do not want
you undergradautes to forget that
to Mr. Tallman and to nun like him
The Bowdoin College Interscholas- you owe many of the privileges you
tic Drama Tournament for all Maine enjoy in your college. When private
Preparatory
and
Schools
High
philanthropy such as his ceases, it
Schools was won by Brunswick High will be a sad day for ourcountry.
School last Saturday, April 9, at Memorial Hall. Brunswick presented
"Rich Man, Poor Man." by Bertha Y.
Burrill. Rockland High School won
second place with "Gloria Mundi" by
Patricia Brown. South Portland High

Fraternities Decide On
Ivy House Party Bands

-*:-

APPEARED FIRST IN
BUDAPEST CONCERT

Such destruction is only one of
the evils of the whole system of
Freshman rules and its attendant activities.
Of course, damage to dormitories is not a necessary consequence of such activities, but it has
been a result all too often. Nor are
Rising:
controlling
the
authorities
Day entirely to blame: it would seem

.

1

FOR IVY GYM DANCE

Polar Bears flay For Dance
Following Singing Of
Glec'Chibs

Erno Balogh

Group's Auspices

"rowdyism."

.

TOMORROW NIGHT

BOWDOIN JOINS
BALOGH TO PRESENT
LARRY CLINTON AND
A PIANO RECITAL IN WESTBltOOK IN
ORCHESTRA TO PLAY
MEM. HALL TONIGHt SONQ CONCERT

The Sun

.

BEAM TO LECTURE
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When boiled down to its ess >aee
the matter seems to be wholly one of
sex-education. Mr. D.,,unfortunni >iy
like the greater percentage of the
people, has not only been submitted
to the wrong kind of sex-education,
but that attitude which has been

Editors

John G. Wheeloek.

'4C

I

built up in him
try to force the

one which would
same unhealthy at-

is

titude on others. The prudish manner
in which sex is looked on is to be
traced to the church fathers who
cannot be criticized too harshly for

'41

ItOWDOIN ITKLIKHINO COMPANY

A

problem of salacious magazines.

person wit.i a heal'hy attitude tosex. brought about with a complete knowledge of the subject, is not
going to be interested for long in
anything with an appeal based on
ignorance.
The problem of divorce
may also lie helped somewhat beby a church cause of the number of marital mishesitated to adjustments based on faulty sex-edu-

the pictures which wouH "harm chOidren" and would do no one "any good
because a woman who did not know
would nor
>'l about
vrhat they wvi
be smart enough to read what was

Awioctete Editor*

Leonard

COMMUNICATION

To the Editor of the Orient:
A certain group of pictures in the
magazine, "Life." which has caused
nationwide discussion and censorship.
Its
lis the occasion for this letter.
'immediate purpose is to justify my but by religion, in fact,
(position and attitude to a Mr. D., who which, while it never
was "shocked" and "disgusted" by pass judgment on sexual

J
Hrunawlrk. Maine

not only defeating '" eir own bif, '°gica! purpose and that of their successots, but, in addition, producing,
by their fanatical writings, more neurotics than ever existed in "heathen"
countries. The prevailing attitude toward sex under whif i we are suffering is that produced not by science

ward

j

1

morality, cation.

contained no member among its
clergy who had first-hand knowledge
of the matter unless he had broken
his ecclesiactical vows.
Now. Mr. D. believes all information on sex should be kept away from
children until they have passed their
first decade While 1 am not a psychologist or psychiatrist, those who are
all agree that this phase of an individual's education should start very
early.
The number of adults whose
warped and sometimes ruined lives
may be traced to incorrect impressions formed early in life should
alone be sufficient to refute Mr. D.'s
theory of education. Proper instruction for children would straighten out

Mr. D.'s remark about the intelligence of woman shows him to have
overestimated the general level of
knowledge concerning a problem with
which every woman should be but is

many

women and men.

among them

difficulties,

As the antagonism toward sex-ed- be the advisable step toward more
ucation at the present day shows it enlightened days. It would be interdifficult to in- esting. If someone could be found who
stitute courses in public schools deal- ha* the requisite energy, and pering with the matter, the next best n
*^ tementv. to observe the results
thing,
elective courses in private.
(Onntimred on Pa«« *)
schools and colleges, would seem to'
would be impossible or

the

not
ror

intimately

This erbelieve, of the

acquainted.

characteristic,

is

I

majority of college students because
they do not realize that everyone has
not even as much an educational opportunity on the subject as they,

however limited

theirs

may

be.

The

purpose of the article in "Life" was
to cut down on the mortality fate in
childbirth and the fact that there is
such a high rate as there is shows
that too much ignorance prevails on
the subject, ignorance among both

Business Manager
Pierson C. Irwin '39
Assistant Managers

Guy H. Hunt.

Jr. '40

Richard H. Abbott M0

Edward

J.

Platz '40
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NO MIRROR
Custom seems to have decreed that each year at the changing
of the guard the editor must outline his policies for the coming
year in some form of manifesto in this column. Coming close
upon the heels of several suggestions concerning the policy of the
Orient which have recently been made, such a discussion takes on
added significance.
It has been suggested that the ORIKNT, in its editorial columns,
should take on more the form of a mirror of campus opinion. This
recommendation has been made because many articles here seem
to express the ideas of an individual or small group rather than
that of the majority of students.

by* *

**>*
aV10 **

However, if we consider holding the editorial columns of the
Orient responsible for exposing the desires, dissatisfactions, or
convictions of the undergraduate, we are at once met with the
which arise in trying to organize and present this campus opinion. The members of the editorial staff of this paper,

V*

Z*+'+
ot

difficulties

t°

despite a definite effort on their part, find it impossible to contact
the undergraduates concerning every issue that arises. To do

would require sitting in on every bull-session or table discuscampus
an obvious impossibility. Only on the most unquestionable points is the majority viewpoint apparent to any degree whatsoever.
The editors do feel that their task is more one of stimulating
thinking among readers on questions which arise or which they
believe should be made to arise. Opportunity is given
and most
enthusiastically
through the Pro and Con columns for the expression of student ideas which reiterate or contradict the editorials or bring up new points which have been overlooked. Editorials in the Orient, it is felt, should serve rather as encouragement
and an incentive for campus thought which in turn can be drawn
out and aired in the columns reserved specifically for communica-

.
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sion on
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NATIONAL
JOY SMOKE

THE

prince Albert

pipeful* of fragrant tobacco in

every 2-oz.

tin

of Prince Albert

"TOBACCO

tions of that sort.

As an attempt to present a more unified front in our writings,
thing apparently desired by many, henceforth no editorials will
be initialpH, but may be considered a product emerging from a
coherent policy of the paper. In case of an internal controversy,
of course, the articles will be signed. Such a step, small as it is,

"How

about it, Joe, do you
Camels are different from other -cigarettes?"

find that

it

toward concretion.
the mechanical side one change

is

planned which should

V

interest many readers. This concerns an increase in the number
of issues in Volume LXVIII.
Realizing that there is a desire
among many for more frequent publications, and yet forced to
cognizance
yes, painful realization
of the difficulties of producing twenty-five issues, the present board is temerarious enough
to hope to increase this number by at least three. We presume it
shall have to be conceded that Volume LXVIII shall be at least

A

NEW COURSE

Elsewhere in this paper is a communication from an undergraduate who suggests that a course dealing with sex education
instituted here at Bowdoin. This recalls immediately an article in a recent issue of the American Magazine, part of which reads as follows: "Preparation for marriage
fs the most rapidly spreading subject in the field of education.
Of the 672 colleges and universities in the United States, more
than 200- have such courses. Twelve years ago there were 22."
Such facts, if true, and there is little reason to doubt them,
are of enough consequence to deserve careful consideration. Youth
throughout the land is undertaking such problems with mature
observation and inquiring discussion, and if the general theme of
bull-sessions is to be taken as a true reflection, interest here in
such matters is far from dormant.

and marriage problems be

In his letter, Mr. Ferris has presented a strong case for the
establishment of these courses. That other schools in all parts
of the country find them thriving, and popular with the students,
is also a string argument.
But a serious consideration of such a
question cannot avoid involving the age-old educational controversy of pragmatism versus classicism. It may be doubted whether many of the above mentioned 200 colleges and universities
stand highest in the educational field. It is becoming increasingly
evident that a large number of women's colleges are glorified

finishing schools, as, in the

same way, many small and

masquerading under a

—

is

the majority

opinion in a survey of
successful, well-known

something

say about

"Any all-cigarettes-are-alike

to

with

talk doesn't jibe

tobacco planters

my experience.There's a big difference. I've smoked
and found that Camel
is the cigarette that agrees with me, in a lot of ways.
Good taste. Mildness. Easy on the throat. And
Camels don't give me jumpy nerves. Like a lot of
people I know, 'I'd walk a mile for a Camel!'"
Camels

how

different cigarettes

steadily for 5 years,

"When Camel
know
say;;

BILL GRAHAM, seeing Joe DiMaggio pull out Camels, asked his opinion on smoking.
Joe answered: "There's a big difference between Camels and others." You, too, will find
in Camels a matchless blend of finer, more expensive tobaccos
Turkish and Domestic.

—

TOMkCC
cosw«CAr*n*

says

'costlier tobaccos' I
it's

right,"

Mr. Edward

Estes,

can be!

capable

young planter, who
knows tobacco from
the ground up because he grows it.
"Take my last crop, for instance.
Camel bought all the best parts —
paid me the most I've ever gotten.
The men who grow tobacco know
what to smoke— Came Is!"
"Last year

^

the dandiest

els.

M *>»«*»«*

THE KITCHEN of his

His family are
fisher folk. DiMaggio is 6 feet tall
weighs around 185 pounds. His

Joe

—

my

nerves are h-c-a-1-t-h-y

Camels

JOE mends a
,

had
crop

Roy Jones, another
experienced planter
who prefers <"am-

CLOSE-UP of Joe's grip.
When someone men<io**«tT«

I

ever," says Mr.

|M

net.

IN

restaurant.

says: "I eat what I like. With
meals and afterwards, 1 smoke
'for digestion's sake/"
CocTrnat. int. a. 1.

tioned a sensitive throat,
Joe remarked: "/ stick to
Camels. Camels don't Irritate

my

throat."

tmaa Man* ijawn. Waaaaa

<

.MaUOnDM

els

because

I

"I

smoke Cam-

know they

bid higher

«kA.

and pay more at the auctions for
the choice lots of leaf tobacco. They
paid the highest price

I

ever got

from anybody. Considering that
Camel uses finer, costlier tobaccos,
it's not surprising that Camel is the
leading cigarette with us planters."

large in-

Monday*:
e:o-D-i-I c-a-n-t-o-r

On

bearing "collegium" are
either pnhlir niincfcwl trade schools or tuition-minded diploma factories. Nor is popularity among the student body an absolute
criterion for the ideals on which a good curriculum is founded,
although their opinions cannot be ignored.
However, the scattering arguments presented here cannot be
.Mttled with a Q.E.D.
Only by sincere investigation and discussion by those whom it affects can a question of this nature, and
other questions affecting the fundamental tenets of a progressive
institution, be adequately settled.
stitutions

THEIR SMOKING!"

tf* ^
f&Kjm

las

quantitative.
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will at least incline
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aAe

seal

the air

America'* areat fun-maker arid personality hroiurhl to you by£amel
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TILL5

Mr. Harold

ANOTHER

Craig, too, bases
his preference
for Camels on

what he known

OJumoia Network.
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BENNY GOODMAN
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Met

I
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got the best of my last crop. That
holds true with most planters I
know, too. You bet I smoke Camels."

h,aN*«»«>*-

4

mHi

about the kinds
of tobaccos that
go into the various cigarettes. "I get
the check — so I know that Camels
use more expensive tobaccos. Camel
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Dinner Planned
For Jack Magee

Sigma Nu Takes Dekes

SPORTS SIDELIGHTS

|

In Basketball Playoff

A

commemora-

testemonial dinner

In the final playoff for the interfraternity basketball championship.
the Sigma Nu team, leaders of League
A, defeated the Dekes, winners of the

ting his twenty-five years at Bowdoin
will be tendered Coach Jack Magee

the Gym under the
auaptees of the Lions Club of Brunswick in conjunction with the Rotary
Club. One of several banquets held
recently for genial Jack, this particular one gives promise of being the

on April 26

in

League

B

Bob Hinkley,

tournament.
v

than a week distant;
With the opening of the local baseball season
hope springs once again eternal in the breasts of the Polar Bear pelletchasers. For the first time in many years of State Series campaigns Bowdoin shapes up as a first class hitting club. Corey, Melendy, Fisher, Dale,
Manter and others wield enough power up there at the plate to make any
opposing pitcher stop and think before feeding in that old two and three
In fact, the club appears well enough fortified In every position
ball.
two and three deep— to make things hot In the State Series this spring.

j

was the high-scoring center for
Sigma Nu's, with 15 points. Dick
{Griffin '38, and Bill Fredericks 39.!
also helped to roll up the Sigma Nu
'41,

I

the

Cunningham of the Boston Dekes. The Dekes were leading by
Bill
Post and one of the foremost feature 15-12 at the half, but thei Sigma Nus
and sports writers in the country, has rallied in the second half to stage
been invited as the principle speaker their comeback and win the interand Col. Frank Lowe will act as Mas- fraternity championship.
ter of Ceremonies.

New

All of the

England track coaches have been extended invitations as well aa the Bowdoin Track Squad.
Just how highly Coach Magee is esteemed by his friends and associates
is shown by the gifts and other forms
of appreciation that have been given
to him at various banquets and reunions held all over Eastern New England during the past winter and
early spring.

[

;

and gloomy confines of the cage while
sinks deeper and deeper Into the
bowels of East Brunswick. A club might have worlds of
power at Use platter and be tighter than • pullman win-

freexe In the dark

defensively but If the pitchers are behind the rest or
the ootat, many heart-breaker, will be lost--eape«lally at
the beginning of the season. And Bowdoin • pitchers are
behind the rest of the club.
s

S. Pat.

i\*s

No.

2,012, 106

New way
tobacco

cooler.

cleaner. Carburetor -Action cools
smoke. Keeps bottom of bowl mbaohrtefy
dry. Treated with honey. Oct the genuine.

UPDRAFT

daily blngle. Nevertheless

and the

makes tobacco
burn

foe

ball

the trip begins

a few weeks

in

Jr.,

DOUBLEDAY LEADS
FROSH TRACK MEN

WIDE HERRING BONES AND DIAGONAL
WEAVES- FINE CHEVIOT CLOTH-FITTING
QUALITIES WORTHY OF $35 & $40 SUITS
are the features that
of

new spring

make

this

I

!

j

!

These suits are not $29.50 values
estly

we ask you

to

towns. Be thrifty

compare them with

nomical

the best clothing you can find at $35.00

or even more.

In every detail

rotes

rush

For

—of style

In

and wise

if

de-

collect

wish.

sweetheart's birthdays or
had a haircut.

telephone

the

nearest

Railway

R. R.

STATION

NEW YORK
Case System
Three-Year Day Course
Four-Year Evening Course

Brunswick, Me.

RAILWAY

button soft lounge front with short
center back vent

—

newest ideas

correct fashion.

in

ACICNCY

NATION-WIDE RAIL-AIR SERVICE

they express the

Required for Entrance
Transcript of Record Must Be

Furnished

A

.Morning, Early Afternoon and
Evening Classes
For Further information address
CHARLES P. DAVIS, Registrar
233 Broadway, New York

minute spent slipping into one of these
will

prove everything

we have

said.

Besides the outfield combination of
Davidson, Melendy, and Manter already mentioned. WeUs has Doc HU1,
George Davis, and Johnny Frazier to
pick from should any of the leading
trio fail to produce.
The final placwill depend on how they
ing of
look at the plate. There are veterans

men

EARN EXTRA MONEY

148 Maine Street

Students wanted to represent Old
Hickory
made-to-order
fraternity
paddles, wall plaques, dance souvenirs,

Let Us Mail a Box of

Send $1.00

scrapbooks.

Whitman's Chocolates for you.

$1.75,

for

wall

plaque;

available for nearly every position but
they will have to step to keep ahead
of the newcomers.

for paddle;
$1.95,
for

scrapbook showing your Greek letters (burntin), graduation date, personal and school name. Old Hickory
Paddle Co., Indianapolis. Ind.

HARRIS TWEED

TONDREAU

BROS. CO.
SY MAINE STREET
EVERYTHING THATS GOOD
TO EAT

$3850

WE NOW STOCK

Imported fabrics—Perfectly tailored

a complete line of S. S. Pierce
specialties at Boston

PRINTING

The COLLEGE BOOKSTORE

catalogue prices

1% on $10.00 — 2^ on $20.00

OTHER NEW BENOIT SUITS

.

.

$17.50 —
REVERSIBLE TOPCOATS
MANSFIELD SHOES FOR SPRING
NEW SPRING BOSTONIAN SHOES
PLAIN AND SPORT BACK JACKETS

ARROW SHIRTS — AH

patterns and styles

$25.00

— $29.50

TeL 655-W
STUART * CLEMENT

Town B a 14 n g
Hrmiwlfk, If*.

$7.50

$2.00

I

A Good Formula
For Your Printing
A brief interview with us

I

Prompt

A

Shaver

Bowdoin men

is

we

Undergraduate Curriculum

right
this

Leading to

formula for

their stationery, postcards, fraternity forma, iavltations and other
printing. It

works splendidly.

TheRecord Office
—

W. CHANDLER & SON

School of Law

delivery

price that

F.

Northeastern University

set exactly right

Clean correct proof to you
Quick work on our presses

Telephone S

—

Paul K. Nhrea, Bowdoin 1919

BRUNSWICK

Electric

Thornton Wilder's "Our Town" First Edition $2.00
A Few "Birds of America" for
$2.00

UNCLE TOM'S CABIN SHOP

$5.50

$9.95 to $29.50

Try a Remington-Rand

10^r on $100 orders

$19.50 to $35.00

Copy

FIDELITY BLDG.

Has Rivals

ior.

ALLEN'S DRUG STORE

SUITS OF
Genuine Hand Loomed

has been converted into

the first time. George Griffin, who
did some flinging for the jayvees last
year, is also a pitching candidate.
Behind the plate. Coach Wells has
Dick Griffin who has been seeing action off and on for the past two
seasons. This year Griffin's most dangerous opponents are Johnny Orr;
sophomore, and Ralph Howard, a jun-

Co-educational
Member of the Association of
American Law Schools
College Degree or Two Years of
College. Work with Good Grades

IXPRESS

V

year,

There are several other pitchers
on hand including Jack Tucker, Harry
Houston, Foster Backus, and Don
Bush. Tucker is probably the most
promising of the group having seen
considerable action with the jayvees
last year. Another candidate is Matt
Lord, a senior, who is trying out for

SCHOOL OF LAW

they meet the requirements of more
expensive garments. Styled in the three

last

Griffin

Fordham University

regular call dates.

24-W

when they

a pitcher because of his speed and the
Such embarrassment is now elim- scarcity of hurlers. Another who has
inated.
Tie service merely thumbs been shifted from the infield to the
box is Franny Roque. a first basea card and the forgetter is saved.
man and a south-paw.

it

Low, eco-

on laundry, baggage or parcels.

service

MAINE CENTRAL
'Ptone

it

you

Express office or arrange for

—fabric, tailoring and fitting qualities

and

cities

all

— send

come back prepaid,

can

colleges

swift, safe,

Prompt pick-up and delivery,

without antra charge,

—mod-

in

'

last

>,
j

service.

combination of Melendy. Davidson, and Manter.
Melendy has been
shifted from the shortfleld post and
with his natural speed, a fine throw»ng arm, and a good judgment of flies.
he is apparently a fixture at left field,
field

.

TO MEET ANDOVER

events.

Railway Express. Thousands of students

probably be no

JAYVEE TRACKMEN

silon, received his ^•imerals for his
cross-country activities during the
Fall. He has been a consistent point
gainer for the Polar Bear Frosh
track team in the mile and two-mile

throughout the country rely on this

will

I

home and back weekly by nation-wide

pendable

While there

i

j

$29.50

Coach Wells' plan to work in extra
sessions by holding practice the last
four^'ctoyY oF"spnng" "vacation
rudely upset by rain and snow, and
extreme cold made it impossible for
pitchers to warm up sufficiently to
do more than -loosen up their arms.
Wells has gone lightly on both pitchers and innelders in order to guard
against sore arms, and thus far the
bulk of outdoor work has been confined to batting and conditioning.
Lineup Not Settle*

I

— and

is

will include Dart*

Convenient Railway Express Service
it

1

principal

it

SAVE ON LAUNDRY

Speed

1

Head Golf Team

group

suits so outstanding at

Cold and stormy weather feems to
be Bowdoin s first and toughest baseball opponent as repeated fall temperatures and Friday night s fourinch snowfall have made it impossible
for Coach Linn Wells' squad of 50
diamond aspiiaiits to get in but a few
real workouts.
.

I

attempt to line up a first team until
With only two weeks remaining be- after the exhibition games with
fore its first match, the Bowdoin Col- Bates and Colby. April 19 and 23,
lege Golf team, built around three Coach Wells has been using one out-

liams.

A. Doubleday '41, promising
distance man on the Freshman track
squad, was elected captain of the
Yearling forces for the winter season.
Doubleday, a member of Delta Up-

James

**

L__

!

Three Veterans

mouth and Amherst, two new teams
on the Bowdoin schedule, in addition
to such teams as Boston University,
M. I. T., Wesleyan, Olneyville, Bates,
the Portland Boys' Club, and Wil-

WATCH THEM

^TgftZT

NET SQUAD

ham, Frank Woodruff, and Ed Owen, Captain George Davidson seems to
all of whom have had game competi- have clinched the center field berth,
tlon.
Sophomore AI Clarke, also will while Everett Manter, a Brunswick
High product, is leading all other canbid for a berth on the team.
Nothing is know, as yet, of the! didates for the ri gbt field post. A
candidates, or the prospects of the sophomore. Manter has been particuJunior Varsity team, which will open larly impressive at bat and if he can
still hit when the pitching begins to
with Hebron, April 28th.
get tougher, he will probably be in
there for a regular job.
Infield Taken Care Of
Another sophomore, Ed Fisher, has
shown up well as shortstop. He is
Coach Magee's strong Freshman not only a dependable batter but a
With the shift of
squad augmented by the J. V. men smooth fielder.
would seem
will Journey to Andover this Saturday Melendy to the outfield it
regularly.
to compete in a return track meet that Wells plans to use him
Hank
Dale
anrjears
to have the edge
with Phillips Academy.
The J. V.
covered
that posiat
third
base.
He
outfit will be considerably weakened
by the loss of several men who have tion for the jayvees last year and
received their letters and joined the was a consistent hitter.. Right now.
Varsity.
However, the Freshman Rabbit Haire appears to have the insquad possesses such men as Huling. side at second. He looked after the
Doubleday, Young, Marble and Mc- keystone sack the latter half of the
Nels Corey, anGuire who can be counted on to give season last year.
Bowdoin a safe margin. As will be other veteran infielder. undoubtedly
remembered, the Jayvees took over will be back at first base.
Good
Pitching
Prospects
Andover 82-26, last January; they
Little can be said about the pitchcan hardly be expected to repeat such
a performance because of a slightly ers because conditions have been anyreduced number and because of in- thing but favorable for them. Most
of their work has been done in the
sufficient practice on dry grass.
cage and accordingly they have not
At Lewis Institute of Technology had much real chance to show their
you can hire someone to think for stuff. Two experienced men are on
hand, Leon Buck and Bud White,
you.
A student there has started a card each of whom should shoulder a good
index of students who complain they share of the pitching burden this
forget such vital details as their year. Ken Birkett, a third baseman

not yet complete,

I

f

returning veterans from last year's
aggregation, is quickly rounding into
form.
Captain Harry Hood, Bob
Mullen, and Will Gerard, three of the
four men who played last year, will
Peter Fairbairn Jenkinson, and be available, as well as Walt Ben-

John Emery Woodward.
Although next year's schedule

games that the Polar Bears do win wiH be a

most adverse of
tribute to the coaching of Linn under the
year, regardless
conditions. Bowdoin has a ball team thl»
IN MAY.
of the outcome of the trip.

'38

With all of last year's varsity regulars returning this year, and the
The New England Intercollegiate weather, overlooking the recent and
Association's trophy for the outstand- nnrnwrtni
fall permitting
m»rmlttin n earMrunexpected snow fall,
ing swimmer this year is to be award- Her practice than in previous years,
ed to Harold Sewall White, Jr. "Bud" the tennis outlook heralds a favorable
has also been unanimously elected season.
captain of next year's swimming
The returning varsity netters Inteam.
clude Capt. Harold Ashkena2y '38,
Nine men received letters this year Dave Fit to '38, Bill Hyde '38, Ed
for swimming on Bowdoin's Varsity
O'Neill '38, Frank Purrington '.^.
team.
Namely they are: Charles Jack Salter 38, and John Rich 39.
Gerard Carlson '38, Brewster RundAmong the sophomores Ben Shatlette '38, William Hudson Fish, Jr.
Hill look
'38,
Harold Sewall- White, Jr. '39. tuck. Lloyd Akeley and Cal
George Long Ware, Jr., '39, Melville promising -and may see varsity action
Hutchinson '39, John Car- this season.

—

of burning

— better,

»

FOR

—

CARBURETOR
YELLQjfOLE
U.

—

i

c««* weib Behind in E»riy

LHTERMEN RETURN

The southern trip, during which the Bear» meet Mass. State, Amherst,
Wesleyan and Tufts, takes place in the last week of April. Colleges m
southern New England have two or three weeks of outdoor practice underway before the Wellsmen get the snow out of their spikes Bowdoin, with
a minimum of work in the warm sunshine and on firm tooting, goes south
and meets four pretty fair ball teams in any man's league The result ? If Clarendon
Bowdoin does win a few games, it is because she has a vastly superior nine. roll Marble, Jr. '40, Robert Maxwell
Jr. 40, Robert Dixon FleischThe loases. which are more frequent, are not only excusable but shouldn t Pennell.
ner '39. For work in connection with
be.
the swimming team Clyde Bartlett
•
•
Holmes, Jr. '40 was elected next
an advantage
year's manager, and Arthur Woods
A situation aacH aa tide gtvea too great
possible break on
Wang was elected alternate manager.
to the southern schools, which get every
our way to
They also received numerals.
v*»ather conditions wllle we are »tlll »hov*lling
baseball
Bowof
Ten men on the Bowdoin Freshman
kind
of
the
Adams Hall. A true picture
Is
season
lost
to
Swimming team received numerals.
doin can play and does play later on In the
Maine
whoThey are: Edward Whit all Cooper,
the southern college fans. "Those hicks from
Postpone
Stephen
Peter Carlson, Roger Davis
ever told them that they could play baseball?
Dunbar, Stanwood Elmer Fisher, Jr.,
the trip until the middle of May wjien Bowdoin Is on a
John Moshier Chapin, Stanley Philmore equal footing, at least in sunshine workout days and
lips James. Luther Armstrong Harr.
then watch the Lord Jeffs and the Jnmboes work for their

games.

in five

:

dow

Ed Giltnan '40, Zeta t*si, was high
scorer in both leagues, with a total of
60 points. Bill Fredericks of Sif[ma
Nu ran him a close second with -59
points. The high team score for one
game was made in the Psi U-Chi Psi
game, won by the Chi Psis, 67-41. The
Psi U's were the best scoring t.»am
with a total of 211 points in five
games. The best defensive team was
the Deke team, with 117 points made
by their opponents

FleM diamond

the Pickard

Schedule For White Nine

Bud White Receives Trophy
To Captain Team For
Coming Season

I

—s

•

total of 30 points against 24 for the

beat.

I

The big rub, however is the pitching staff. Potential
game winner* far the WeH« outflt are having their dally

j

Weather Delays Practice

GROUP HONORS
BOWDOIN STAR

less

—

I

SWIMMING

N. E.

By Jim Tracy
•

Day Program

.

.

.

three years

LL.B.

Degree

Evening Program

. . .

four years

Admission Requirement: a minimum of two yeors of college work

A

limited

number of scholarships available

to college graduates

Gradual* Curriculum
Leading

Degree
Two-year Evening program open to
graduates of approved Law Schools
to LL.M.

tie Huntington Avenue, Boston, Massachusetts
Tfl»e twu KtN m— SIM

Printers of

The Orient and Alumnta
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

FOUB

Balogh To Play
At 8.15 Tonight

I

Sab-Freshman Dinner

Andrew* talks
On Hals Works
t

Variety

By Robert D. FleJschner
Plans are being completed for the
annual sub-freshman dinner, regularA lone Bowdoin for the dance comly sponsored by the Portland Alumni mittee for securing such a swell band
Seen at Chick
Association. This year the dinner will as Clinton for Ivy
practically
probably be held in Brunswick on Webb during vacation
May 13. Professor Edward C. Kirk- everybody living within a 50 mile
land will represent the college at the radius of Boston. Those "4 Ink Spots"
I
Rhode Island Alumni Association downstairs in the Grille are tops
Rhapsody in G Minor
Brahms meeting which is to be held Home- These past few days have been grand
Week's
Five Sonatas (played without pause) time later this month, or touring the ones at the local cinema
(Contlnard from P»«» 1)
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first

part of May.
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PURE FOOD SHOP

In the chapel service on Sunday,
April 17, Rey. Hilda L. Ives of Portland whose husband, Howard R. Ives,
*98, was the donor of the Ives Athletic Trophy, will give the Easter sermon. The chapel choir will sing "Alle- and repeated the Japanese plea for
luia. Christ is Risen." by Andre Kop- impartiality.
Rural* Ask* League to Act
olyoff.
Russia, represented by a group
traits.
Mrs. Ives is the executive secretary
from Smith, requested the League to
The meager historical data con- of the Associated
Commissions for restrain further development of agcerning Hals reveals him as the ex- the Development
of the Rural Church
gression and eliminating dangers of a
travagant twice married father of in New England,
arid is connected
new world war.
ten children, whose "overty in later with
the Andover Newton TheologicHarvard,
Brown and Radcliffe
life necessitated annuities from his
al School in Newton Centre, Massaspeaking for the Netherlands. France,
home city in Haarlem. "This scarcity chusetts. Mrs. Ives
is well known at
und Britain respectively out-lived the
of
material Bowdoin
definite
biographical
because of her husband and conditions
of their countries and disforces one to conclude that "his
also because of her father. Charles
cussed the lawful and unlawful means
works are the fruits by which we F.
'84, who was president of]
to.
prevent aggression.
may know him," continued Professor the Libby,
Board of Overseers for a number
The committee on the Spanish sitAndrews.
of years. Since the death of her husuation passed in a resolution requestThe "reality well met" of such of band she has. been
engrossed in re- ing the League to give its support to
his works as the "Buffoon," .the
ligious work,
"Haarlem Fishwife," the "Jolly Top- work of the and especially in the the Spanish government.
rural churches.
World Trade Discussed
er"
the grinning "Hille

and
Bobbe"
have caused Hals to be dubbed, somewhat mistakenly, the "Laureate of
Laughter." Against this popular conception of Hals as an over-imbibing

.

'

.

"wastrel." the speaker offered the
"deft executionist" and expert handler of "linear multiplicity" of the
"Doelins." group pictures of various
organizations, and the aesthetic colorist and master ot\ the "slashing
stroke" evidenced by "Herr Pieter
Tjarck."
Philip C. Beam, Instructor in Art
and Curator of the Art Collections,
will deliver a similar address, entitled, "The Life and Works of Rembrandt van Rvn, in the Moulton Union tomorrow evening at 8.15 o'clock.

I

BRUNSWICK HIGH'S
PLAY WINS AWARD

!

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Brunswick Bowling Alley

.

in

.

.

.

(Continued from Pag* 1)
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and Brunette Bea Wain, warbler supreme
ping pong tournaments are urged to with Larry Clinton, equals her grand
play off their matches as soon as singing with her good looks
Happossible.
py Easter.
finalists.

i

Academv. "Yes Means No";
Farmington High School, "Echo,"
by Robert Rasper.; and Gardiner
High School, The Trysting Place,"
by Booth Tarkington.
The judges were Mrs. Athern P.

\

least
four undergrade were
(Coftintml from Page 1)
present at the One-Act Play Contest
mended that the promises under the for. visiting , high schools held last
Kellogg-Briand pact arid the coven- Saturday evening at Memorial Hall.
ant of the League be kept by the na- Arriving
during an
intermission,
tions of the world.
three students, all freshmen, were
Williams College spoke for Japan discussing the advisibility

of surrendering the required 50 cents admisPresident and Mrs. Sills, who
happened to be leaving at this point,
stopped to have a few words with
Professor Daggett in charge of tickets. After they had left. Professor
Daggett proffered four tickets to the
freshmen and a nearby upperclassman. Casey had paid for the tickets
with the probable assumption that
college students are broke 90'/r of
the time. Three freshmen and a sophomore express their deep appreciation
and promise that they will not forget
Casey's lit course.
sion.

I

.

.

—
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UNION SETS DATES
FOR MATCH FINAL

(Dustard and Cress
At

I

.

.

Day Chapel

(Continued from Tain- I)

.

.

LEAGUE DECIDES ON
CONTINUATION PLAN

To Speak

at Antwerp but spent the
greater part of his life at Haarlem.
There, during the Netherlands' period
of greatest commercial prosperity
and contemperaneously with the flourishing of Dutch portraiture, he produced his sharply characterized por-

.

They
pet gripe: Snow in -April
tell us that Arnold Boling, the drummer subbing for Webb once took a
C
the presidency of Howard MoeUrom
fly-swatters on
with
break
minute
15
A
held a testimonial dinner for Coach the walls of N. Y.'s Onyx Club
Jack Magee last week in honor of his In case you hadn't heard: The Theta
F
twenty-fifth anniversary as mentor Delts have a whole symposium of
II
of the Polar Bear track and field "Loch Lomond" from Harry Lauder
Scherzo in B Flat minor
Chopin forces. Over one hundred prominent to Benny Goodman ... We hope the
Prelude in G major
alumni and former Bowdoin track idea of having corsages this Ivy dies
Prelude in B flat minor
stars turned out to celebrate Jack's a very sudden death
"Nib Wood,
Etude in E major
anniversary.
The club presented a very sage fellow, says he bets not
Etude in C sham minor
Coach Magee with a handsome clock one student in ten knows the house
Polonaise in A flat
in token of his years of service to where Harriet Beecher Stowe wrote
the Polar Bears.
the immortal ''Uncle Tom's Cabin"
Intermission
What's the
right here in town
III
trouble with Martha Til ton these
Rondo in E flat major
Hummel
Note to H. R. B. 'Jamdays?
two bther
The Trout
merely
Schubert-Heller
min" and "Jive" are
Der Contrabandiste
ways of describing "Swing"
Schumann-Taus <g
Sounds sillv doesn't it: But overeatDirge of the North
ing on Sunday is one cause of Sunday
BaK 'Ji
Next Freddie
traffic accidents
Triana
Albeniz
Finals in the Union ping pong Bartholomew plays "Lord Jeff."
It
IV
tournament as well as the Interfra- has to do with a pickpocket and is
Blue Danube Waltz
Strauss- Schulz-Evler ternity bridge tourney will be hi*ld on not publicity for Amherst College
(Saturday evening, April 23. at the Heard Helen Ward the other night.
Moulton Union. The finals of the pool Goodman could use her again
Inand billiards competition will be post- cluding the title song. 30 Irving Berponed until a later date, however.
lin melodies are being used in the
Ragtime
Band"
Among those who still remain in flicker "Alexander's
PORTLAND, ME.
the ping pong tournament are Cal This is but 5 percent of what Berlin
has contributed to American musicB. Chipman, Inc. Hill, defending champion, and the ana since he began in 1908
Napother three seeded olayers. Puringfamed "Hundred Days," after
|ton. Foster, and Tootell. Tsi Upsilon oleon's
return from Elba, were really 110
will defend its title in the bridge his
sees: Deanna Durmust
Add
days
matches although last year's team
Tailors
bin in "Mad About Music"
has been broken up by graduation.
the land recently picked Jack BenCompliments of
The one preliminary match in the of
ny as one of its best dressed men
billiards comoetition has been playThe list of house bands for Ivy isn't
ed off leaving Melendy and Ross as as imposing as usual this year
the
Entries
the pool
Scarlatti

minor
major
major
major
minor

Ives

In Easter

was born

—

.

.

L

Hilda

9

To Be HeW On May 13

compositions were played by the Budapest Philharmonic. Last September
the New York Philharmonic gave his
"Divertimento" its World Premiere.
The program to be presented tonight is as follows:

D
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TILLOTSON PLAYS
AS GUEST ARTIST
Professor Frederic E. T. Tik>ltson|
of two guest artists at a
concert presented by the Brunswick
Orchestral Society last Monday evening in the new Brunswick High
School. As guest with Professor Tillotson was Mrs. Barbara Abbey Stevens of New Hayen, Conn., wiw sang
a group of folk songs.
Previously in the afternoon, Mr.
Tiloltson had appeared before two
thousand school children in a group
of program music to "demonstrate
the possibility of music giving expression to nature, and to out experiences in relation to the" life about

was one

j'

]

us."

Calais

COMMUNICATION
(Continue! from page 2)

(Continued from Paice

1)

of two compositions of Rupert Neily.
"L' Automne." and "Just A-Longing''

with Miss Jeanette Quincannon, contralto, as soloist.
"Tampa Robin"
completed the group. In their third
appearance during the concert, the
Junior
College
sang "Marquesan
Isle," by Dunn.
The combined clubs presented "May
No Rash Intruder" from "Solomon,"
by Handel, Bach's "To Thee Alone

eco-

DAVID wTfITTSTs
SENIOR PRESIDENT

physical,

out
the
cars immediately took up the pursuit and
among others, 14 A.D.'s piled on
"Sandy" Lincoln's bus and set out.
After going about 10 miles, the car
came to a stop in front of a filling
station. The final analysis: no gas;
the catch: a closed filling station.
The A.D.'s hitch-hiked the remaining distance, and upon arriving found
that Bowdoin fire-fighters had formed a bucket brigade and had removed
the furniture from the house. After
the fire had been put out. the students left and the furniture remained outside.

GLEE CLUB HOLDS
PORTLAND RECITAL

Be Glory," "Mother Moscow," by
Tschesnokiff. and "Chorus of Homage," Brahms.
Mr. Rupert Neily conducted the
Girls' Club and Professor Frederic
Tillotson the Bowdoin groups assisted
by Mrs. Frances Donnell Grasse.
Richard T. Eveleth, and Richard L.
Chittim, pianists.
According to the Portland Press
Herald, "The program was superior
to any of its kind heard in a long
time."

pathological,

c

-

Body of the International Institute of a fire engine careening
Harpswell road Students'
Intellectual Co-operation.

of a- polf on the question of whether
or not such a course should be presented in this college. The present
Hygiene course is pitifully inadequate
and uninstructive, not because of the
intellectual shortcoming of the instructor as much as because of a lack
of definite purpose in the course.
The proposed elective would not
be one dealing solely with sexology,
but would also include all the factors
which are involved in making marriage a success or failure, be these
factors

m

It's a great feeling to realize
that our campus ranks second In
the country In beauty. According
Trade was discussed and a resolution was passed unanimously aiming
to President SUla In a recent
at lowering the trade barriers and
Chapel address, a noted travelstimulating world trade.
er of colleges and universities haa
The Bowdoin delegates, representranked Bowdoin second only to
ing Canada, made several suggestions
the University of Virginia.
We
in the committee meeting on Trade
wonder If the campus was rated
Relations, all of which were unaniwhile under snow or In June?
mously accepted.
m-e
The League took another importIt happened last Friday afternoon.
ant step when it accepted a resolution which set
up the Governing At about 1.30 many students noticed

m

c

-

Phil Wilder is a Brunswick
Fire
Commissioner.
He also
teaches a class in Education. Putting their heads together certain
members of the Ed clsss decided
that It would be safe to cut their
class, and go to the above-mentioned Are. Phil would certainly
be there, and so they went too.
.

I

They returned from the Are, a
miserable lot. Phil hadn't gone.

m

c

-

An old story, but maybe there are
some who have not heard it. Last
fall two freshmen who were walking
to Pickard field were given a lift by
the Dean in his automobile. Upon

nomic or what have you.
Of course it is unlikely that any
such elective be offered to undergrad(Continued from Vhkv I)
uates under the present regime of
getting in the car, one freshman said
compulory chapel attendance and the He is a member of Alpha Delta Phi to the other: "Jack, this is the Dean."
v
like. But. who knows? Concerted ex- fraternity.
- c
Vice
President
was
presiNewman
pression on the part of the students
" 'Look at Napoleon,' were the
may bring the idea into focus at least dent of his class during his sophowords of President Ingle Arnold
long enough to be rejected by the more and junior years. He is the retiring manager of the Bowdoin Pubpowers that be.
of
Bowdoin'*
newly formed
lishing Comuany and was president of
Onomes' Chin
short men
ALLAN C. FERRIS '39 Theta Delta Chi during the past year. When Interviewedforrecently
by an
Fred has earned three letters in footOrient porter.''
ball
and
is
member
of
a
the
Student
Daggett of Brunswick, Harrison C.
—From the RADCIFFE NEWS
Lyseth, Diredlor of Secondary Educa- Council.
1
We
are
afraid
that
the
Andrew Cox, a Deke, besides being
Radtion of the State Department of Educliffe girls have been misinformcation, and Robert D. Morss, Jr.. '38, a member of Phi Bet.: Kaopa and a
ed. Sometimes we wish we had
President of the Bowdoin Masque Rhodes Scholarship candidate, holds
a porter to bear some of our bur•
three football letters and is a memand Gown.
dens, hut at present the ORIENT
ber of the Student Council.
:

j
I

,
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m

..out for

;

more
pleasure

doesn't find Itself financially able
to hire one.

Arrow New Trump
has a

CUMBERLAND
Wednesday

5-honor count!

The

April IS

Kid Comes Back"
with

Wayne Morris
also

New

Step right up

and ask

Sound Act

Thursday

April 14

Take Romance"

"I'll

for

with

—

Grace Moore

Chesterfields

.

.

Melvyn Douglas

also

.

Selected Short Subjects

they'll give

you

Friday

with
Morris
Priseilla Lane

—

Wayne

than any cigarette

April 13

Honor and Behave'

'Love,

more pleasure

also

News

you ever smoked

Sound Act

Saturday

April 16

Lew Ayres

—

Helen Mack

In

"King of the Newsboys"
Cartoon
1

—A specially woven

2—Mitoga

soft collar for

—Sanforized-Shrunk—

3

for

—

permanent

April 18

-

It

with

fit

Tommy

style.

for

Comedy

Men. • Tues.

"The Adventures Of
Tom Sawyer"

shaped-to-fit.

4 Authentic

5—All this

long wear.

— Jackie Moran
— Walter
Brennan

Kelly

May Kobson

also

only $2.

News

Sound Art

ARROW SHIRTS
A new

shirt

U one ever

MORTON'S NEWSSTAND

shrinks.
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PLEASURE cigarette
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The Sun
" Rises

KirklandToGiveTslkAt
Bowdoin Political Forum

200 APPLY FOR

CLASS OF 1942

YXAMAGE. akin to sacrilege.
*J perpetrated by tome unthinking
undergraduate, or undergraduates,
whan the dan numerals of "41" were
lathered on the Memorial Flagstaff
some tint last week. The College authorities expre ssed their humiliation
when they learned that there persists among some of the undergraduates of Bowdoin the unreasonablenew to desecrate such a memorial.
It is a sad fact that there are some
unthinking rowdies among us. One
need not be a "kill Joy" to realize
the seriousness of such acts and

Arc Fifty More
Than Number At This
tine Leit Year

Applications

150 IS

From

12

To

j

INC1

Members

PHOTO EXHIBIT

.

Will Hold

Joint

Rom

L

icerts

M<

.

was

'39

in

elected

Club last Thursmusic room in Ban-

president of the
day night in
nlster Hall,

Twent V-Five Prints Chosen
.
..
..
_,
n
In WalKer
rOf Display
.

Rewards For

|n

Attend*

OPEN THURSDAY
,

Manager;
Chosen

UPON
tSE IN DUES

CLUBVt

14

supplanted by contemptuous acts
then college supervision is being in- file in his office. This number is fifty
vited by the students themselves.
more than at this time last year. Of
s - r
the two hundred applications now on
ALTHOUGH tor a time it seemed hand 34 of these are sons of Bowdoin

Is

*4jl

For Assistant

expected that the topic refers to
two years after the election.

Dr. Edward S. Hammond. Director
of Admission, announced that to date
there are over two hundred appliestions for admission to the college on

i

-i
'40 Elected

Taylor

is

Gentleman's Agreement Will
To
limit House Pledging

frown upon their commitment.
date, the College has not been unrcaIn considering and excusing
of the farces of students when
they trample about campus out Just
to raise \ din or have some fun. But
when "fun" and class lordliness is

"&% SEASON

Although "Two
interest.
tical
Years After" gives Professor Kirkland a broad range for a topic, it

PROBABLE
LIMIT FOR CLASS

A meeting

GLEE CLUB IN

Brown

lee

E.

Brown

NO. 2

1938

State of Maine English
Professors Meet Here

McLEAN (HEADS

Professor Edward Chase Kirkland will sneak on "Two Years
Wednesday evening.
After" on
Anril 27 at 8.15 p.m. in the lounge
of the Moulton Union under the
auspices of the Bowdoin Political
Forum. Thomas F. Phelps '38. president of the Forum has announced.
Professor Kirkland. the Frank
Munsey Professor of History here,
has spoken Several times to the
forum on subject* of recent poli-

ADMISSION TO

••

ORIENT

BRUNSWICK, MAINE, WEDNESDAY APRIL 20,

(68th Year)

'40

Lions

of the English depart-

ments of the four Maine universities and colleges was held yesterday morning and afternoon at the
Moulton Union. The topic for discussion was "Major Work in English."
About thirty professors
and teachers, practically all the

j

'41,

Art Building

j

in

_

BEAN LECTURES
ON REMBRANDT

Honor Jack's 25 Years
Of Service As Coach
Of Track Here

Will

was

Due To
Were

assistant

cics

Coach Jack .Magre, injured yesterday when the car in which he
riding crashed In FramingMass., was to return to his
home- here this morning; from Boston.
Sustaining a back injury.
Coach Magee's condition is reported as "not serious," and he is t«
undergo X-ray examinations here

was
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JACK MAGEE

,
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j

who

be feted on Tuesday evening on the occasion of
his 25 years of track coaching at
Bowdoin.
.

.

.

will

upon

DEAN REGRETS

By Dick Doyle
Headed by an imposing list of athand nationally prominent inupwards of 500 friends
and admirers of Jack Magee will

gather

,

By

Monday
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Student Council
Plans Rising Day

i

I

COMING EVENTS

n

,

Thirty
Year Period In College Library

gested that in the event of a hand-tohand battle the participants should
agree to retain at least one piece of

By

Umiw*

Healea, Jr.
Thirty years ago. when the

The
clothing, for propriety's sake.
same desire is effective this year also
The rules which the Student Coun1 f0f thi" yC"'* 1U88k? aP°
as /^S-^
loilowi
1
fighting In
PETTm!
College
buildings.

L.

Now

York State. This is true, hownew ever, for after Mr. Lewis received his
degree

in

engineering at the Univer-

mjk, and

later with Gerald G.

Wild

farmers"

in

Westchester

,

day's work.

-

caned before the College authorities
The two classes participating
3.
will be assessed for anv damages,
4.
The Sophomores are not to
break up the freshman banquet which
to scheduled to take place at the Hotel Lafayette in Portland on Saturday night

A

familiar figure in his long stay
here, first as assistant librarian, and
for the past dozen years or so as
reference librarian, Mr. Lewis has
come to be affectionately regarded as
part of the tradition of the college.
In fact, hc declares, the proudest moment of his life came twelve years
ago when his appointment as reference librarian was announced, and all

DONATE 160 FOR
FOUNDATION FUND {& a^iuonnen

***"* "*

*"

,

He te ,^ of hte work at
such
estate, on which was a big pond: the
pond was drained, with some diffiand a sunken wall was put
around the hollow
so that cattle
could be pastured there, and the owner could sit on his back porch above
and look out over his cows without
seeing a fence!
This work Mr. Lewis left In 1907.
as the demand for such service by
rich farm-fanciers dwindled in the depreasion of that year.
Learning of
an opening here, he came to Bowdoin
In 1908, to serve under Mr. Little,
who, declares Mr. Lewis, "was one of
culty,

dement

at

College
Colby;
bridge
and
tournaments
ping-pong
at
Moulton Union at 6.15 p.m.
Sunday. April 24 . Chapel, the
Daylight
President.
Saving
Time.)
Monday, April S3 - Chaw!, the
State
President;
of
Maine
Scholarship Exams; Bradbury
Debates in Hubbard Hall at
(

:

—

Trained As Aa Engineer
Professor Charles T. Burnett, of
Mr. Lewis affirmed that the boys
the Psychology
• nnou
he has watched go through Bowdoin
"fU e «»" °f *®^<> h*« «**" (he is a "Maine" man hdmself) have
cd th
.,
fl. from
I
collected
the faculty and stu- been a -flne bunch of fellows." Most
dents for the Infantile Paralysis <* hJs be, t friends are the men he has the finest men that ever lived. All
Fund. This has been sent to the cen« known here at Bowdoin. he observed, I've got out of Bowdoin College I
tral office in New York and is to be
To look at this man, whose work owe to him." He asserts that he
used in connection with the Warm has been for so long with books in would not now swap his years at
Springs. Georgia. Foundation and to the monastic life of the library, one Bowdoin for a career of engineering
further Investigation into the causes! does not realise that he is a trained again if he could.
Ever since he has been at Bowdoin.
and cure for the disease at the vari- engineer, who once carried on work
(CoatlniMd os Pas* 4)
ous universities.
I reclaiming abandoned farms in lower

game

baseball

Exhibition

County.

kindly man lias Erecting fancy barns and building
Anv students earrvine Rhine ^r thi* ""obtrusive,
a,mtt* t every crushed stone roads was all in his
?' ** hc P"* "'
hevondth^ fixed ^te will h^ don
kind of library work there is."
'

H. Mitchell; Camera
in Walker Art

Nixon; Meeting of committee
on grounds and buildings at
Moulton Union at 1.00 p.m.;

j^

«ii—

W.

Club exhibit

Building o|ieas.
Friday, April ti • Chapei, I^onard Cronkhite will sing; Rising
day; Varsity debate with M.
I. T. in Hubbard Hall at 8.13
p.m.
Saturday, April 23 - Chapel. I x-an

Hubbard Hall was just five years old, sity of Maine, he worked for several
Mr. Hugh M. Lewis came to Bowdoin; years laying out and making oxer
working with the late George T. these farms for wealthy "gentlemen

^

'

fessor

Hugh Lewis Completes

by the counrii?n°^%nd7avor to Cestall any unnceded rowdyism.
Last year Dean Paul Nixon sug-

2.

j

M

^

-

|

l*

any

practically
every prominent
track coach in the country; A good
idea of the extent of Jack's friends

from

one with
a big concern. Count on being underrated and overlooked. Count on dull
routine that doesn't begin to test your
abilities.
Count on seeing about you
in

I

job. especia:-.,

Continued on

Pmrc

the track world can be gathered
from these messages of congratulawhich will come from as far as

in

tion

4)

:

Forum on "Two Years

After."

Thursday, April 28 - Professor
Frankfurter will lecture in Memorial Hall at 8.15 p.m.
Tuesday, May * - Yves Chardon.
cellist, will

I

give a recital in

Me-

morial Hall at 8.15 p.m.
Thursday, May 5 - Sir Herbert
J. C. Grierson will lecture on
English literature in Memorial
,

C.

Kvaas

automobile trip
e .u
„._•— during
j...;
states
through the Southern
the spring vacation. Professor and
Mrs. Orren C. Hormell visited many
3600-mile

H

The trip was made primarily
for the purpose of investigating the
work and administration of govern-

litical

'

By John
a

Professor
Kirkland will speak at the Po-

;

aMMattiiiMiaiiiaWiattiiiiiia«.

es

HaU

at 8.15

pm.

iMM

Is

in

nearby

New

of the coach-

England would

come but most

of these will be busy
with their squads in preparation for
Bowdoin's three
the Penn Relays.
representatives in Congress, Senator

Author,

Government Authority

Wallace White,
and
Ralph Brewster

Representa-

Oliver will send messages.
Sponsored as it is by the local service clubs, the banquet has been ar-

Frankfurter was born on November
15. 1882. Coming to the United States
in 1894, he received his Bachelor of
Arts degree from the City College of

ELECTIONS TO WHITE

New York

(Continued on

!'»(.-»

in

the

"American

Science Review."

The

Political

chief point of

.

HEY ARE ANNOUNCED

in 1902.

Elections of members of
for the forthcoming
been announced by ten of
nities. Zcta Psi and the
Club have not vet named

Harvard awarded Mr. Frankfurter
LL.D. decree fdur yenrs later. He
has been a professor at the Harvard
Law School since 1914. Durin" the
year 1933-34 he was the George Eastman Visiting Professor at Oxford
University. He has acted as assistant to Secretaries of War and of Labor and on the President's Mediation
Committee. During the war Mr.
Frankfurter served on the War Labors Policies Board as t chairman,
Professor Frankfurter is the authoi
of many books dealing with law

Key

his

I

'

'

the

White

year have
the frater-

Thornd'ke
their dele-

gates. The first meeting of the new
members will be held Monday night in
the White Kev room at the Swimmbig Pool to elect officers for next

(year-

Those elected by the fraternities
Wesley E. Bcvins. Jr.. '40, Al-

'

arc:
|

-pha Delta Phi; Harry P. Hood. Jr.,
'39. Psi Upsilon; Harold E. Dyment

Chi Psi; William M. Ittman "Z9.
Delta Kappa Epsilon; Richard H.
Foster '39. Theta Delta Chi; Robert
D. Flcischner '39, Delta Upsilon;
James E. Tracy. Jr., '39. Kappa Sig'40.

S. Mullen '39,"Bcta Theta
Charles F. Gibbs '39. Sigma Nu;

ma; Robert
Pi;

in

Alpha

'40.

tiTL'DLMk
ALtlftKEiU
.

mental power plants In the South,
but also a great deal of pleasure and
enjoyment was gained from visiting
several famous places of historical

ture,

3)

BASIS OF STUDENT

see.

interest in the South.
A survey which Professor Hormell
made of the administration of laws
governing electric service in the
South was done in the preparation of
an article to apoear. in the near fu-

James

and

tives

Felix Frankfurter, who will give ;i
public lecture here on April 28. under
the auspices of the Bowdoin chapter
of Delta Upsilon, is one of the foremost legal authorities in the country-

interest in this study is t.ie method Tau Omega.
of controlling electric rates through
The present members, headed by
contracts between federal authorities
Frank D. Lord '38, will continue for
and various co^pe^t,^ state and the remainder of the year, the new
municipal power authorities, which members taking over the duties at
own and operate their own distribut- the beginning of next year.
in« plants. Until recently the meth
od of controlling electric rates was
regulated by state public utility commissions. But, in several states, laws
a
TO
All/
lo
have been passed depriving public
utility commissions of their control of
the regulation of rates and services
Word has been received from the
of publicly owned power projects.
College Office that, beginning next
February. 1939. there will be a change
Visits Many Place*
In place of state regulation of »n the policy of handling student aid
>
In' past years scholarship awards
rates, there has been set up a regu- have depended on the grades of the

ects

-

More

the Pacific Coast.

Frankfurter

and Donald W. Bradccn
In

fig-

^

'

.

"

Hormells Tour Southern States;
Inspect Governmental Projects

powcr and rural electrification projNorth Carolina,
in Virginia,
South Carolina, Georgia, and Tennes-

Wednesday, April 27

a Bowdoin athletic

to

A *™?& assured 01 the attendance
B *» Cunningham one of the out-

,
f

i

ucation." For the distribution of the
awards the state has been divided
into four districts and only one scholarship is» usually given to each district. At ore? time the college gave
as many as cicht scholarships in one
year but most of the time four scholproblems' and questions.
arships have he«»n awarded.

In

4.30 and 8.15 p.m.

Tuesday, April 2i - Banquet
gym to honor Jack Magee.

made

ure.
|

:

years
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jssts

ever
i

new
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I
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chapters, this occasion is to be sponsored by the local Lions and Rotary
Clubs, and promises to be one of the
largest and most enthusiastic tributes

>

graduates, he predicted an inevitable °
nf Ji.^„ „«m.„, f„- „„„.. standing sports and feature writers
>
g
of the couniry another famous C^nwfh^.^i^
invit^'
nin
ningham,
G,enn has
am Glenn
*'-Tr.e
situation' is serious, but
Whether the foremost miler of alln °Pf' es s
Dean N,xon
ated time will he able to reach here on
31
adding that. employers are always ti
has
t ^j, definitely announcopen to be ur*resijgby and that couc
However it ts known that
„, y,.,
a ge
tre and determination arc essential
Glenn, once a member of Jack's track
to combat what will seem at times team which toured Japan, may be
<" be « hopeless situation. "But." he able to fly here.
Other figures who
a<jded. "don't expect
ex
too much from have promised to attend are Ex-Gov.
your first job."
Louis Brann. Col. Frank Lowe, toast"Unless there is some sudden master and all three of Jack's rival
change between now and June." Maine coaches. Chester. Jenkins of
stated the Dean, "I fear that many of Maine. Ray Thompson of Bates, and
you seniors will go through a most Norm Perkins of Colby. Governor
discouraging period before you con- Barrows has a speaking] engagement
nect with a payroll.
Comparatively elsewhere, and would otherwise atfew concerns this year are actively tend.
looking for new graduates. Even cerCoaches Send Telegrams
tain organizations that usually give a
One of the highlights of the affair
rather special welcome to Bowdoin
men are
unable this year to promise promises to be a large bateh of tekH
...
grams from practically every former
us anything
"Don't expect much of the few first Bowdoin captain under Jack, and

S

I

ECKE

for

'^

GRIERS0N
TO LECTURE NAY

i

i

I

'

Set For

i

Courage Needed

Sargent Gymnasium Tues-

in

day evening for the fourth and largest of the celebrations in honor of
John J. Magee's silver jubilee as
Coach and Director of Track AthletPreceded by three
ics at Bowdoin.
banquets given by various alumni

Discouraging Situation But
Not At All Hopeless;
Directing his talk in Saturday's
chapel to the many seniors who will
be looking for oosi tions this June,
Dean Paul Nixon went on to describe
the pathos of the present job situation. Pointing out that few concerns

Bradbiqfr Debate

l

is

vited guests,

i

j

it

letically

LACK OF JOBS

E

However,

return.

his

expected that Mr. Magce will he
able to attend his testimonial dinner on Tuesday night.

.

AS

•

.

EXPECT OVER 500
TO ATTEND AFFAIR

!

J

Gym

BiU Cunningham, Ex-Gov.
Brann, Frank E. Lowe
Are To Speak

mind. The meeting was
a closed one with all those members of Bowdoin 's English department, who were in town, attending.

outcome

Will

Banquet In Sargent

college English teachers in Maine,
were present.
Similar meetings havo been held
annually since 1929 alternating at
the different colleges. Its purpose
is to discuss topics of mutual interest in English with no definite

chosen mi

1.

And Rotarians

Honor Jack Nagee With

and Walter Taylor Popularity
Subjects;
iger.
Various polivoted on it this time to be
Types,
Models
brought into eff< 1 next year are:
Not Individuals
be increased to a
Dues are
Tomorrow morning the annual ex1.
that difficulties in making ar- men.
hibition of photographic work spon- dollar to cover jmanager's fees and
ranffrments would make It impoari"Why the furor; why is Rembrandt
may arise.
overseers sored by the College Camera Club any deficits
June
p,,^
fln
haW
d
U
nj
preferred to so many others; why
is to be appointed
* D.
According to Professor
A comml
2.
•^i. ! t his year. expressed a wish to limit the enroll- will open.
tbetr annual lecturer. Again
have his pictures enjoyed popularity
Is for faithful work
to about $ix hun. Philip C. Beam the show displayed to to consider
x
tne ^n^.
*
the past, they have succeeded in±
as
ince.
for years?" asked Philip C. Beam,
ppe9ent du<. to the size of the public last year evoked much fav- and regular al
in obtaining as a speaker, man who
is to be appointed
Instructor in Art and Curator a/ Art
3.
A commil
the class of '41. the enrollment is orable comment, both for interest and
stands high in the intellectual world.
llties for failure to Collections, when he spoke on "The
^^ins 620. quality, and the Art Department feels to decide the
professor. Nex ycars cUuil(- according to Dr. that the movement is worthy of en- attend
the second
Life and Works of Rembrandt." last
,
by the way. to appear here within Hamraond will be limited to about couragement.
ho join the Glee Thursday evening in the Moulton
Studen
4.
for the whole year. Union. Mr. Beam answered his questhe past several months.
Pour undergraduates' photographs Club must
ISO members. Notices of admission
Tour
OUter houses on campus might will go out about May 1st.
tion by explaining that Rembrandt
have been selected for the final exprofit by altruistic efforts such as this
ing tour will begin painted what interested others.
Next year's
He
The admission credits that have hibition. The exhibitors are Carl F.
Delta Upsilon Lectureship. The posi- been received thus far are more nat- Barrv i '38. W. Streetcr Baas. Jr. '38 two days
to the beginning went on to say that the artist's sub00" **. frat rnlt C*"^!' factory than normal The percent- Arthur Chapman, Jr. '39. and Robert of spring
tkm
and will run four jects were types rather than individ''L!.'!^
,K
strengthened
the vacation, thus uals and that his models were enmaterially
by such age of students from the various ML Pcnnell '40.
or five days
rs of the Club an dowed by him with emotions and ex1
frK»uent,y fe states is about the same as in preat a
All prints were turned in by April giving the
VSf TS?- *
"""Ti
nd part of the va- pressions common to all people. Thus,
to
reccivtng much criticism.
vious years except that there have 10th. and though each person could opportunity
Professor Frederic his subjects have modern counter* •
been twenty applications filed from submit an unlimited number of prints, cation at
ted at the meeting, parts and are just as recognizable
Tiflotson
WELL as an extension of under- outside the New England and Middle the Museum staff reserved the right TheT. tour
will
centralized in and today as they were in the seventeenth
graduate appreciation to Mr. Atlantic states, a few more than us- to select twenty-five which was all about
Boston
New York, with century.
that could be accommodated. From
Pickard for the two new hard-sur- ual.
int concerts with
possibilities of
appearance,
the
view
of
point
of
the
In regard to limiting the number
The speaker then proceeded with
faced tennis courts which he made
various women's Colleges en route,
impressive
will
most
be
display
final
the aid of slides, to trace Rembrandt's
possible here last year, recognition of pledges of the various fraternities
will
There
be
a mixed concert
to
confined
the
been
prints
have
the
if
should also be given for the effective on campus, there has been nothing popular sizes. Mr. Beam stated. How- after mid-years
which Colby Jun- life. The famed painter was born in
Leyden, Holland; his father was a
<>B
Pan 4)
way in which the crew has prepared definite settled, but there is a gen- ever, the staff, in selecting the
miller.
His parents sent him to tha
the day courts for use this year, tlemaa's agreement that the houses prints judged them entirely by what
University of Leyden in an effort to
Play on them has begun earlier this wfll limit themselves to twelve or it believes to be the best standards
make him do "serious" work. But as
year than for some time, in spite of fourteen pledges.
of quality.
undcrhe spent most of his time studying
Dr. Hammond requests that
notably cold and late spring weather.
The following are the rules and
plant life, he was soon withdrawn and,
Interest in tennis at Bowdoin is con- graduates who are acquainted with
(Continual a* F»a« 4)
permitted to sketch.
sklerable among hpth students and prospective freshmen, and would like
(CoaliMMd oa Par* «)
faculty and this year an exceptionally to proffer advice as to their abilities.
early start has been made possible, should communicate with him. This. Christian Qualities
April 25th
?n selected as the
The value of sports such as tennis Dr. Hammond stated, would grantly
date for the
jtv prize debating SIR H. J. C.
in
choosCottege
authorities
aid
the
and golf in their ability to be carRev. Ives contest. Prof _ Athern P. Daggett
Stated
ried over from school and continued »««»»• Oaas of 194Z insofar as it
announced this
rk. Four teams, bf
5th
later in life is well established, and would give the examining committee
two men
already been
In the Easter Sunday Chapel servthe more the college can open them, » further, tos^timo the aceomohshchoacAP
ice the Rev-. Hilda L Ives of Porfto the undergraduate, the greater is ments of the boys,
two
teams,
composed
The
of Thorn
Sir Herbert J. C. Grierson. one of
land, whose husband. Howard R.
its service to him.
'38
as F. Phelps
and C. Alton Stet- the mostl eminent, English scholars
Ives *9S donated the Ives Athletic
!™',
s - r
son, Jr.. '41, upholding the affirma- in
1.'T u
1 flf."™ . """"S
'27
the
field of English
literature, will
Trophy, was the guest speaker.
tive, and Arthur W. Wang '40. and lecture in
has been said of late conMemorial Hall on ThursMrs. Ives, in her talk, treated imErnest F. Andrews. Jr.. '40, upholding day evening. May 5th, on some phase
cerning the beauty or lack of
mortality briefly, went on to tell
the
IN
negative,
will vie at 4.30 o'clock of English Literature, It has been anbeauty of our campus. In particular,
several stories of personal experience,
this spring as ever, the state of health
and ended with a presentation of in the afternoon in the debating room nounced by President Kenneth C. M.
in Hubbard Hall.
Sills.
8
Albert Van Dekker. the stage name Christian attributes. Although her
At S.15 o'clock, the two teams com°LU* h J? *"
Sir Herbert is giving a course this
^will
be stories were compelling and contain- posed of Richard R
Bowdoin
Ecke.
of
Albert
t
Sanborn '40 and year at Smith College. A few years
» righted, even featum , |n xht forthcoming nwvie at- ed several truthful though derogaWilliam C. Hart '39. for the affirma- ago he presented the English Literathen, too many spots here and there traction *at~"the"
sidelights
United
States
tory
on
the
at
the Pastime Theatre
tive, and the negative team of David ture course at
..
Johns Hopkins which
are either a dull brown rotor or are "The Lone
her
point
of
is
today,
the
as
it
hieh
AprfMS „„,
and 26,
Wolf.**
,f
on Aprfris
Umc Wo
'41 and George T. Professor Robert P. T. Coffin deliversparsely covered by a thin sprinkling
sermon was reached in her idea of the W. D. Dickson
Tuesday.
Monday
Little. 2nd. *40 wi!l debate.
ed this year.
of new grass, hastily sprung from
Van Dekker has been in Hollywood earmarks of a Christian. She stated
The
question
which
is to be deseed planted that spring. Year after
Sir Herbert was born and educated
in that a Christian has the following bated is "Resolved:
tmM.
f
that this congress in Scotland.
'
year certain too well trodden
He attended Kings'
several productions. He has plajed qualities: first of all he is to be recare of necessity raked over and in "The Great Garrick" and "Marie ognized by his humility, secondly, he approves the naval policy of the pres- College. Aberdeen, and Christ Church,
ent administration." The Bradbury Oxford. He was a professor at Aberplanted anew.
the
and
must
be
found
in
company
Antoinette."
prizes amounting to about $105 an- deen University from 1894 until 1915.
districts
where
would
and
Christ
be,
ground
from
the
Despite pleas
"He is becoming a fixture in ro- lastly he must be courageous in the nually were donated by the Honor- Since 1915 he has been professor of
crew, students persist in taking the
mantle roles.' Profesaor •George H.
able James Ware Bradbury. LL.D., of English Literature and Rhetoric at
face of sorrow and difficulty and do
shortest route' to their destination.
Quinby. director of dramatics at
the class of 1825. for excellence in the University of Edinburgh.
Sir
Z?T
LIZ;,for „*."
t
be found gwdoln stated, "especially in those the Christ-like thing.
One remedy
thte might
Herbert is a recognized authority on
W ,M reauiring fencing."
At the close of Mrs. Ives' sermon debating.
PnCl
rf ***
n
te
British Literary History and on 17th
I"
J
! A
A
the choir rendered "Alleluia, Chirst is
places.
erected in a few
has been i!!^J
1^,^**
While at Bowdoin, Van Dekker
century poets. He edited "The Poems
- Risen" by Andre Kopoh off.
damage, unfortuumunr niaved
ocai oi
of the
me oamagc,
great deal
tr-adinc
roles in
of John Donne." "The Poems of John
nately enough, is already done by Ejamtet^nnd the role of Mac Duff in
IN MKMORIAM
Milton." "Donne to Butler." and "The
nK roU,
•Macbeth." Later he was featured in ftphat hf* TwiHl
Metaphysical Poets." besides writing
The faculty and student body
!t
edges of many of» the paths the
the !^L"ET
Guild productions in IIW»UIIg ICail
various chapters In "The Cambridge
of
Bowdoin
College
were sadgrass te completely trampled «"^. whMl
by Alfred Unl
History of England."
dened to learn of the death of
Wi '^ atCr
ks
fln
M.
I.
T.
Friday
Night
1" the spring of 1931. Van Dekker
Mrs. Eleanor Brown, wife of
^uJ-lf
!L
,^, ^l
the
*" took
d dlSht,y
over Henrv Halls role in Grand
Prof. Frederic Willis Brown,
*J?
State Of Maine
are no boardwalks on Hote ,» and then become associated
sought If there
in Boston. Massachusetts, on
w «>in debatimr
The
Bowdoin
aeoaunc warn
will
team win
'»
which to walk. An even more exten- _,„-,
_ r_.;„K», on
_.
nn .hm nnvturium
production ^no!d
Thursday. April 17th.
Given
a debate with a team from Mas, &"?'*
..
«ive strinir of hnardwalks ntaeed in *
Professor and Mrs. Brown
had been staying in Boston
The State of Maine Scholarship ex"°*where Mr. Brown is spending
'£
£.«
aminations will be given at 9 a.m. on
ground crew.
titans and 'ixzs'%;'
his sabbatical from the College.
heen jn «&,„.„„,, the Circle," and tion: -Resolved: That the neutrality
April 25th, in Memorial Hall and othHe will return to renew his
"Bitter Stream." the latter a Thea act of 1937 and the type of neutrality
er places in the State, Professor
courses in the French departtre Union play which was presented toward which it is directed arc for
Athern
P. Daggett has announced.
ment in the fall.
in the spring of 1936.
the best interests of the United
About 50 high and preparatory school
The "Lone Wolf hi Paris" has not States." Andrew Cox '38 and Thomas
students will compete for the four
yet been reviewed In metropolitan Phelps '38 will represent Bowdoin.
$500 scholarships to Bowdoin nexj
dailies or in tradespapers, Mr. QuinThe judges for the debate are the
year
by stated, so it is impossible to state Rev. Mr. Tubbs of Bath, Mr. John
These scholarships were established
Rising Day has been set by the the importance of Van Dckkcr's role Carey of Bath, und Mr. Linwood Elby the college in 1930 "to encourage
Student Council to run from midnight now.
Ikrtt of the Peering High School.
the best students in the secondary
ThurMlay. April 81 - Chapel. I»rotomorrow until midnight on Friday.
schools of Maine to seek a college ed1

i»i\m:K on

j

method based on contracts be- first semester. Beginning next Febscholarship awards will also
tween federal authorities and local f"8
publicly owned services. This is a *T*nd upon the grades*of the preced-

latory
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I
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Icbur-rhsa

aajt

actuals

are

vu

no more

"pttaRraaiive" than this.
Again, Mr. F. states, "tie prevailiag attitude under which we are suffering to that produced not by science
but I*- religion." In a veiled but net
too tasteful manner, he condemns
Otthohetsm as the worst rettgkaas offender. Assuming ia all fairness to
Mr. F. that he is talking about the
United Stales of America and that he
considers the evil of ignorance widespread here, it is difficult to see just
exactly what the rational origin of
such a statement can be. In the first
place, only approximately half the
people in America profess to a religion. Aad within that hair, there are

CDuftard and Cress

tabbed, the cup
hastily
nlled with dregs, In order, as Mrs.
Mils an aptly put it, "to make
•ire that the cap would he washed, as most of tbe goewts sre not
•n neat aad often leave messy
eupN." Mr. and Mrs. MIIIn both
admitted that they had been seeing s series of cartoon movies In
wlpeh the animal* set like human
helags. They evidently take the

i

!

mmvttk. m«im

K*aUUh«l

John H. Rich.
I>vuwird

J.

Cohen

Richard E. Doyle '40
Richard W. Sullivan,

MHon
George M. Stevens.

Jr. '40

Jr.

Richard K. Tukey
Managing Kdttor*
John G. Wh««ekirk. .Vd

A»«fctaat

Requa

Jr. •*>

Asftontate Kdttor*
"39
James E. Tracy, Jr. '39

Managing

Philip E.

1871

"16

-10

'40

indeed more I'rotcstHiits than CathAmont; Protestant churches,
few ministries, if any, practice celibacy It is hard to see Cien how Mr.
F. can lay the ugly duckling on the
doorstep of the embolic ck-rgvo'en.
who are celibates (and there»r.
inlornas
fore "prudes,'' as be
in another amazing syllogism). Will
he undertake to prove that Catholicism creates more neurotics than a
heathen civilizaiion could, or was
that also an opinion tryinu to ikis*
itself off as a factual statement?
America has
It
is argued that
high maternal death rate, in fact higher than most Eturopean countries
Statistics prove this, of course, but
who will prove the statistics? They
are in this case SO unreliable that
their importance is neahfible. and,

Cupit. Jr. '41

Herbert V. Field

"41

Robci

'41

Inman
Chark-x W. Marr
A.
i

Pines

.

'41
'41

G

David W. D. Dk-kaoo '41 T John
Evans '41
lAUhor A. Harr. Jr. '41
Theodore I loin '41
T. John Keefe. Jr. '41
Jack R. Kinnard '41
William B. Vannah 41
Walter S. Pierce "41
E. Harold Pottle. Jr. 41
Henry A. Shorey. fed

t.Wkrs H. Mergendahl.

BOWOOIN

Max vVeinshel
<X>M*ANY

Jr. '41

It HJJKIUNt,

i

j

(

«m uar an excerpt from tbi* InUer,
by Hudson Sinkinson '02.

jsent

'41

'41

BinlMM. 'tanagn
Pierson C. Irwin '.IS
Assistant Itaangiii

March
mark-

"The. item in the Orient for
regarding President Hyde's
tng an examination paper A,
IB,

\

j

in

eas^andu,:,^^^ which

the

Jr. '40

Richard H. Abbott

Edward

J.

m

n> - c
This story is told about an incident
Professor Mitchell's Ann rican Lit-

-Peculating

Presi

about

I

had

lieen discharged

pfter an enlistment in
iw,

u

»,-

i~nu v

i

that

Island at the age of four
with
from the Navy no
outside influence or restrictions
»*** spring for
put ,,n
on 'nem,
them, and thev urew up to
KnH not taken **•'
.

'40

Platz 4»

exams and
Algebra exam the pn
"Naturally
was » r>it
1
stepped into President
in*
but not for king In
n.. tiling Hal Piexy and I
Ung a friendly chat, and I
Hedged member of the
I

When

should

1

.

i

inv linal

class.

.

;

'

"'

nervous as

1

Hydes

they live a moral life or would they
fivsake all civilized action and confaict
themselves like animals
.

of with no inhibitions?
practically,
Joe Tuccio ixippod up,
were hav

.

.

j

was a

'I

know

Philip S. Wilder, alumni secretary
has accepted the
college,
chairmanship of the executive committee to make plans fdr the Brunswick observance of the coming Air
Postmaster
program.
Mail Week
George Leonard of Brunswick has

the

of the

once

m

cinema seriously

<

Tuccio?"

"Well," said Joe, "I had eight rab-

j

-

c
after

the last
A short time
warning period an undergraduate on kin way to Portland passed a oar parked en the road and
discovered Mrs.
seated Inside. He stepped
Sills eyubUned that the
president was calMag a garage
r*r s isau te change their fist
tire. The student generously vol•teered to ia tbe Job, and by
the time he had fuiished the
president
had returned. Upon
name,
learning
the
student's
Casey ashed why the hey ha an t
been In to see him concerning
his major warning;. The mystified
niidergrad immediately returned
to i-oHege and, vKitlne the office,
found that a warning had supposedly bees seat him. In reality
it
had gone to his namesake.
to hi* surprise

announced.

Silts

The town will have a special cachet
to observe the event of the first air

and Mrs.

mail

Ih>

exams?

from town, which wBl
19, and Pilot Frank

flight

come on Mav

Simpson, the town's leading pilot, will
make the flight from here to Portland

In connection with the plaas, essay and poster contests will be conducted in schools both in Ftrunswkrk
and in all towns of the state. Winners in Maine will compete for naatiunal honors.

full

freshman
ready for

MER^

"You're monthly a lit lo rusty. Qq ahead with Um- clas;;. We can
m. whether examinations an- needed!
+**mh*4«nn Vr k im* Atria* thr r«lbwT<«r tar Uw StodwU at Bow*** C oH**r.
later.' A handshake and 1 was on m\
|wuy luick to North Mnine to become
even
for various, ivasons. it is prattcallj a graduate in 1<M)2. with<«it
impossible lo ileiermine in America passing entrance exams."
m -e
a.* verand rU* matter ai IS. ^iwm Wh «t arwwkk. Hunr.
or in Europe how many women dte
the
It
U lute rest lax to note
of childbirth and how many die of
uddresses
titles of the Chanel
diseases caught (hiring iireenancv.
Managing EdMor tor ttafcdo ri nit Kaster week. .Monday.
What statistics wall nmve that the
Richard E. Tukey
one who
"I'outitis Pttataj the
real causes of assured cases of death
as
anaaassaaaaaTaeaaaaaaHBaaa
Judged." Tuesday, "Peier. the
from childbirth are not predominately
Vat. I.XMli
Wiaamaay. Apr* an, i
No. ? physiological and Oat bevond physione who e>iii«4," Wednewday.
"J nuss tseariet, the one who Beological cases, t:ud lack nf proper pre*
trsyed." Thursday, "4ohu. tbe
natal care is not responsible ? That
oae who l/oved." Friday. "The
does not leave many mothers who
Discussion of the proposal for an extended reading i>eriod Idled in childbirth because tlxy b.ltUw uh» Suffered." snd to erewn
the week on Saturday the I>enit
fOMLNT, February 23), wrtkh has now reached the stage of ac- lowed a particular moral code.
div. usM-d "Senium aad Jobs."
However, 1 do not l»el»eve that all
tive faculty consideration, has brought to light several difficult but
m -e
Mr. F. says is haphazard misstat<Walter Young went to the Opera in
highly important points. The general opinion seems to be that ment. In fact it is almost a ulatitude
to state the belief that sex ignur- Boston one night during vacation. II
any change would apply ««Jy to the two upper classes.
this iance is harmful. Education, then, is was a rather l<>n«» performance, and
should be is not quite clear. Tied up with this opinion is the ques- the thing. But who is to educate, when be got out, the street cars bad
stopped running for tbe night. So
tionable suggestion that the extended reading period be used only schools or parents? The human body Walt begun running for home, about
is a delicate mechanism, it is true,
in advanced courses.
but it seems like a cumbersome ag* three mites away. He" had gone but
gtameratkm of cells when compared a mile, when he was spied by u poThe trouble seems to lie in a distrust of the ability of under- to the human mind Can a course in Imv fequad car "he policeman picked
up as a suspicious character and
classmen.
wonder if ft ta not possible to underestimate these high .school ever present its material him
in salutary form? Must not individ- packed him off to the station house.
students. In most cases, the work during the Freshman year is ual differences be the greatest deter- "Is anyone chasing you?" he was
asked
"Not th.it I know of." Walt
not greatly different from that of the secondary schools. And to mining factor? Would it not be santo urge education bv parents, who answered with a erin. The pattcej
many students it offers no intellectual challenge. An opportunity er
have on their side opportunity and a tired other questions at him, but
for individual work, such as the proposed reading period would superior knewk>dgc of and interest in were unable to gain any information
the child? Perhaps instruction of 'They finally let him go; but they
offer, might help to stimulate the intellectual interest that often
parents, normally more mature, in followed him. and when he began to
the proper methods of giving the (run again, he was taken back to the
does not arise until a man begins his major work.
child a sane sex education might be station bouse. Agaia questions: again
The further problem arises of whether or not Juniors and quite
vasive answers. While the police
as fruitful as disseminating this
Seniors taking elementary courses would be allowed the privileges {specialized knowledge through gram- were beeominu more and more impatient, Walt w;is having the time of
mar
and
high
schools.
of the change. If they were not, there might be a tendency among
his life. Finally weariness broke down
Next, what is there which a course his resistance, and he told his story
these students to avoid elementary courses in favor of advanced
in marriage here would offer that the The police took the hoax good-nut
courses having the last month devoted to extended reading. If many excellent books on the subject medly, and even gave him a rkle.
m -e
the reading period applied to aH students, such complications would not? If these books are not
available in the library stacks it is
last Tuesday afternoon Mr.
would be avoided, ard the whole problem would be considerably time they were. There is. however, a
Mrs. Kennajfe
M. Sills had
snd
very real danjwr of wasted effort in
simplified.
thr honor of ewrrtainiiig. In adfollowing the fads of many mid-wesdition to sonaTbf the prominent
The possibility of the plans being made optional for individ- tern and some eastern colleges. There
Mitzie
"Miss
undergraduates.
are other courses not given here
Bratt." Mllzh wore a large purual professors seems to us unwise. One of the advantages of the which would conform more to the
rtbJn.il
ple
around her neck
plan is in having a solid month, unbroken by classes; the interrup- standards which have made Bowdoin
makiiiK s ptosMinK eontrsnt with
offer all that the inspired woids of
her newly-wanked white coat.
tion caused by just one class can rum a whole morning's studying. President
Hyde wilktl to us. I say'
She sat on her nitulquarter* on
The difficulty, however, is not so easily solved. Special arrange- keep it as it is.
a chair and lapped tea from a
R. CRAVEN *38.
Presidential cup. After she had
ments would probably have to be made for science courses, especially those involving laboratory work. And, obviously, additional

Guy H. Hunt.

this
bits

olic*.

'40

Sub-Kdttors

James H.

MuJi '
The proof that'se
tard and Cress was leeetved a tdwrt
while ago n a letter to Profamor
Burnet t who was kiad enough to let

WILDER IS HEAD OF
AIR MAIL PROGRAM

I've tried it
answer to that one
Quite surprised Professor Mitchell
gulped aad said, "Where did you try

BeftTHA,

OUR fi«ANO-

MOTHER GATOR SHE'S OVE«
K) FEET LONG ANO EASILY
A MUNDREO ^EAPS OLD
MY WHAT 9lG TEETH
GRANDMOTHER HAS.
BETTER TO &TE
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reading is not going to help in a course like French 15-16.
But on the whole, the plan would make a valuable addition to
most courses. Nor would it come as an entirely untried innovation, for it is now a part of the curriculum at Harvard and other
colleges, where it seems to he working satisfactorily.

PRO

and

consideration
department of music.

beneficial

offered

CAMELS FOR

CON

THEIR SMOKING!"

—

Bowdoin seems to be a fione. The expense is very
Football helmets, jerseys, and
shoes, with track shorts and hockey
gloves may be used. Sticks, the. on-

crosse at

successful, well-known

which would have te be
bought, are sold at a great discount
to

new

;

;

However, the athletic department to
date has been unwilling even to allow

tobacco planters

organizations.

Adequate space

To

provided at Bowdoin on tbe Delta or at Pickard Field.
It is inevitable that the sport will
reach Maine shortly. It is played at
Amherst.
Williams.
M.I.T.,
New
Hampshire, Springfield, and Dartmouth, to mention a few. There k no
reason why Bowdoin should lag behind.
Besides, providing a fast moving spring sport. Lacrosse vould furtber and complete our athletic relatioas with the smaller New England
is

"When Camel
know

Estes,

H

^|^k
^k^

which

is

eighteen by twelve feet. The

nately for the sake of his argument,
a tennis bail, of this assertion is not only a posteriori
solid, hard rubber. There are ten reasoning, but also is lacking any
men oe • team and due to a fast proof or any factual background. It
pace, allowances are made for fre- u simply, alas too simply, an opinquent substitution*.
ion. vVould Mr. F. undertake to prove
The opinion seems to be prevalent id us that sex ignorance is the reamong non-players that Lacrosse )s
It
of the moral standards of a
unnecessarily rough ajgatl that
? If I am not mistaken, the
injuries occur. Although it is a red
church, on grounds which
blooded sport with plenty of bodily are allowable, instructs the parents
contact, there are very few injurie*. to teach their children these matInjuries that do occur are seldom, if ters, rather than making them a part
ever serious.
of their grammar school and high
The chief objection to adopting La- school courses, I believe most
bail is the size of

maw

naat^tu^ataMMMi,

"Last year

fl

Jl

CLOSE-UP of Joe's grip.
When someone men-

•fHfV

U«

AMtWCA

JOE meodi a net His family are
fisher folk. DiMaggio is 6 feet tail
—weighs around 185 pounds. His
nerves are h-e-s-1-t-h-y!

IN THE KITCHEN of his restaurant.
Joe says: "I eat what I like. With
my meals snd afterwards, I smoke
Camels 'for digestion's sake.'"

tioned a sensitive throat,

Joe remarked: "i stick to
Camels. Camels don't irritate

my

Conrrlabt. lfSt. R. J. RarooUa Trtlrrn Co*h»d>.

throat."

Wk»ten-S«lM. North OarollBa

els

the

I

had
crop

Roy Jones, another
experienced planter
who prefers Cam-

>

because

dandiest

ever," says Mr.

Br*

^?lnK

i

U

Edward
capable

young planter, who
knows tobacco from
the ground up because he grows it.
"Take my# last crop, for instance.
Camel bought all the best parts —
paid me the most I've ever gotten.
The men who grow tobacco know
what to smoke—Camels!"

:

H

right,"

it's

says Mr.

colleges.

JAMES
CUPIT. JR., '41.
Lacrosse- It appears to
me that much of the objection is due
to ignorance of the game. As I real- !Td the rid j tor of the Orient:
That Bowdoin should institute a
ize that comparatively few students
at Bowdoin have ever played La- marriage course because a Pittsfield.
crosse, and many have never even Mass., official started a wave of oenseen a game, I'd like lo explain a few sorship of a popular magazine is. I
of tbe more general points aad clar- think, pushing the progressive attiify some misconceptions which many tude a bit too far. Before serious
'consideration should be taken of the
people seem lo hold.
Lacrosse is a national sport in addition to the curriculum of any
Canada. In the U. S. it has bee* a surh course as advocated by "Mr. F."
major sport in many Middle Atlantic in last week's Orient, possibly the
matter should be discussed a little
colleges and universities. Today it
leas superficially than it has been to
• a ndi ng, and at present it is pJaydate
ad as far north as Dartmouth.
To begin with, Mr. F. has based
Present day Lacrosse is a modera great number of his arguments conation of tbe game played by the
cerning tbe origin of sex ienorance
North American Indians. It is a upon evidence which is obviously emspring sport played op a field 89 by pirical. It is bis contention that celi50 yards long.
Goals are six feet bacy plus church morality has been
square with nets fastened to them. the cause of the prevailing ignorance
They are situated within a crease as sex matters ia America. Unfortuia

says

'costlier tobaccos' I

I

,

the majority

opinion in a survey of

ly equipped

FREDERIC TILLOTSON.

attendance

is

nancial

slight.

ilx

liie Editor of tbe Orient:
I have recently talked with a number of students about Lacrosse, and
they are quite interested in having
a try at it. The ones who have had
experience have been in favor of
playing at Bowdoin for some time.

every 2 -oz. tin of Prince Albert

GROWERS FAVOR

)

the past Administration of the
Bowdoin Orient:
May I take this opportunity of
congratulating the retiring editor for
the interesting and construcuve manner ir. which tbe Bowdoin Orient has
been conducted during this past year
and particularly may 1 express ray
appreciation for the generous and

pipeful: of fragrant tobacco ia

"TOBACCO

(A section devoted te correspondents on matters academic snd otherwise. The editors are net reapsniihU for eptnl aa i expressed ia

To

50

JOY SMOKt

I

els. "I smoke Camknow they bid higher

and pay more at the auctions for
the choice lots of leaf tobacco. They
paid the highest price

I

ever got

from anybody. Considering that
Camel uses finer, costlier tobaccos,
it's not surprising that Camel is the
leading cigarette with us planters."

Mondays:
C-A-W-T-O-n

Mr. Harold

Americ«»«re«fuaHo«k«r«^ personality brought to you by Camel

Craig, too, bases
his preference
for Camels en

On

tin a*r

EDDIE

ct««r«aa. Every

Monday

at

7:30

pm EST.. 6:iOpmC.«.T..S:Jp

S. T- and 7:30jm P. S.T,
pm
over Columbia Network.

M

On (he mlr Tuesdays:
BENNY GOODMAN

raw -sate ar «ras»
Hear m« ***« Goodman Swin«
Band "so to town." Every Tuesday
E- S.T.,
9 2? ••"£•
ar tail »«T •ftr~,1:30mn
It
M.S.T..
j:»0pm
M>pm M.S.T.

aje pm C.SJ
pm F.S.T.. over Col
,

and 6J0

m

what he knows
about the kinds
of tobaccos that
ge into tbe varioas cigarettes. "I get
the check - so I know that Camels
use more expensive tobaccos. Camel
got tbe best of my last crap. That
holds

true with

know, too. You bet

^^^^^t^mmtmm^tmmmmMmammmMtmmmmamm^mmM^mm^

m

most planters I
I smoke Camels.''
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SPORTS SIDELIGHTS

ROSS NETS LOW

Weft",

day

Freeh Tallies 77 hi Annual
Holiday Tournament;
Hood, Second

_

E.

newly «c-

Rosa, At.,
of the Psi

.

UpnUoa

i

when

the lowest wore of
men entered in the PaDay Golf Tournament held at

come through.

last

team and low Bowdoin man in
year's tournament, and "Bud"

Guild

'39.

both Psi Us. Thirteen
entered the tourna-

Bowdoin men
ment.

The Psi Upsiton team retained the
Five-Man Team Cup. defeating the

Philip

.

Frederick Thomas
Herbert Goldstein
Thomas Riley

-

.

.

.

(Omrtaqr of Portland Trta HrraM)

HARRY MOOD

83
83
83
85
88
card
card
card
card

no
no
no

no

.

.

tional

napUta aas
of this year's gelf

—a

left.

Courtenjr of Portland

bis

team-

swims! tour next

Colbath.

Tarbell.

Foster,

BOWDOIN LOSES

among

is

an empty thing, so

triple to left center.

Jack's record speaks for itself, but
his status and capacitv as a coach is
not wholly contained in these records.

The performances

Bowdoin men

of

in

er,

,

;

they say. but certainly there

J

nothing empty in the charged package of
wit that is the sometimes impetuous
Jack. It has taken more than mere
coaching success for "Johnny-Jack"
to carve his niche in Bowdoin's famous hall. There's an informal side to
Jack, less publicized to outside observers, but which commands the
friendship and respect of the vast ma
jority of those connected in aay way
with Bowdoin or Brunswick. A man
may not be a herb in his own bailiwick, but the idiosyncracies and personality of the Director of Track
is

Leading to
.

.

.

three years

LL.B.

Rangers

Callahan. 2b
Leigh, cf
Schutts, lb
Kerrigan, ss
Dudzic, rf
son.
As we watched Jack bustling Joyce, c
about with the score-board, whistling
runners into place, surrounded by Tiner, p

i

i

'

I

i

Degree

Admission Requirement: a minimum of two years of college work

prominent

officials

whom

he numbers Samakles. p

;

Leading to LLM. Degree
Two-year Evening program open to
graduates of approved Law Schools

i

:

:

bors, colleagues,
•

\'*y

1

Hard and Soft Coals

Fuel Oils

and students.

'

Dry Fireplace Wood

Students who want to live in a whole
house with room and board.
All
modern conveniences. Located near
Whittier Field. Reasonable price.
If interested, get in touch with Mr.
Fred Bonang. 9 Bowker street, Town.

I

!

!

Tel. 827-R.
i

I

Yes, We're Interested In

tt, Mgr.

ALL Your

WE NOW STOCK
a complete line of S. S. Pierce
specialties at Boston
catalogue prices
1

% en %\0M — Yh en 12*00

The COLLEGE

BOOKSTORE

TW.655-W

have had long experience in
producing for Bowdoin men:

STATIONERY
POSTERS
ALUMNI LETTERS
TICKETS
FRATERNITY FORMS

Price $1.00

TENNIS BALLS
UNCLE TOM'S CABIN SHOP

We

dances for yon to the tune of your radio

Wlc on $100 ©roars

F.

And Other

* for $1.35

•7

BROS. CO.

W. CHANDLER & SON

MAINE STREET

EVERYTHING TMATS GOOD
TO EAT

MORTON'S NEWSSTAND FIRST NATIONAL BANK

— CONFECTIONERS —

of Bntnawkk. Maaae
Capital,

S175,Wa

1
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PURE FOOD SHOP
rORTLAMD, ME.
B.

Chapman,

4
.

.

.

1

4

3

2
3

ss

14

3
2

Howard.

6

Hill. If

Frazier,

White,

If

If

Griffin,

.
.

c

.

Houston, p
p

Inc.

f

Under the direction of Coach Bob
Miller, Senior Life Saver's and Examiner's tests were begun^on Monday. April 11. Those taking Examintests are: Melville C. Hutchinson '39. Robert M. Pennell '40, and
McLean '39. The 12 taking
both tests are: Wellington Yaple '40,
Luther Abbott '39, Arthur G. Sea'41,
grave
Robert G. Gordon '41, John
H. Halford '38. Charles P. Reeks, Jr.,
'41, Nelson D. Austin '41, Roger D.
Dunbar '41, Selah W. Strong *38,
John T. Konecki '39, Bennett W. Mc-

er's

iloss L.

Gregor

'40,

and Roger

C.

Boyd

_

Telephone s

—

Paul K. Nh«a, Bowdoht

IMC

Manager

Compliments of

Brunswick Bowling Alley

Conant '41. David P. Brown '41, John
C Woodward '41, George T. Little '40,
Donald M. Hager '41, Jack R. Kinnard '41, Franklin O. Robinson '41,
Peter F. Jenkisson "41, Harold T.
Pines '41, Joel B. Berkowitz '41.
(B).

Height, 6 feet.

inches.

Broad jump

—Won

by Huling (B);

second, Gould <A); third,
Distance, 22 feet.

James (B).

—

Won by Dempsey
Discus throw
(A); second. Boulter (B); third, Sebasteanski (B). Distance, 116 feet, 11

Learn To Fly at Camp Winnecook
Limited number of young men are offered an unusual opportunmaster an airplane this summer at Camp Winnecook,
Unity, Maine. They can lay the foundation for an interesting career
in air transportation. They will also have available boating, sailing,
swimming, tennis, golf, riding. Excellent food.

etc.

Total Reeourcaa S2,7M,ft«t

Printer" of

The Orient

Thoroughly competent instruction in flying, navigation, engines,
July 1 to August 26. Very moderate fee for camp and flying
Write for folder.

CHARLES

R.

SPAULDING, Marlboro

Airport, Marlboro, Mass.

TITDFNT FATBOHACH SOIjrjTEO

\^
aim

'41.

There are 13 taking Senior Life
Saver's tests. These include Thomas
A. Brownell '41, Gordon D. Winchell
'41, Francis R. Bliss '40. Donald B.

ity to learn to

The Record Office
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EXAMS
AND TESTS STARTED

—

Lyman

ab

.lb

Corey, lb

30.

ing (B); second,

—

2

4 24 10
bh po a

31

LIFE SAVING

7
2

1

2

place in the javelin toss falling short Houston. Losing pitcher, Cooke. Umof the winning distance by some two
pires— Fortunato and Gibson. Time—
feet.
2 hours.
The entire track squad, varsity and
freshmen alike is propping this and
next week for coveted places among
Bowdoin's representatives in the Harvard Relays at Cambridge on April

2

2

6

3
3

instruction.

Largest Line af Pipe* and Tobaeeo
'in Town
TOILET ARTICLES

1

32

*
3

6
3

.

Davidson, cf
Haire. 2b
Manter, rf
Fisher,

5
1

2

drive Tucker,

220-yard low hurdles— Won by HulMurphy (A); third,
Allen (B). Time 25 1-5 seconds.
2
100-yard dash Won by Pirnie A)
a 1
second Bow-en (A); third, Maguire
o
(B). Time 10 1-5 seconds.
32 3 627
440-yard run—Won by Young iB);
Score by innings:
second. Seymour (A); third. Legate
3—5 (B). Time 53 1-5 seconds.
Rangers
0—3
Bowdoin
880-yard run Won by Doubleday
Runs batted in—Dudzie 2, Leigh 2, (B); second, Martin (B); third, FalClout ier. Howard. Griffin, Dale. Two coner (A). Time 2 minutes, 3 1-5 secbase hits—Corey. Three base hits—
Kerrigan. onds.
Stolen bases
Leigh.
Mile run Tied for first, Doubleday,
Sacrifice
Joyce, Davidson, Corey.
Callahan, Joyce, Davidson. Hagstrom. McDuff, all iB). Time 4
hits
Struck out— By Samakles 1. by Tiner minutes, 48 4-5 seconds.
Javelin throw
Won by Jackson
by
BirkTucker
2,
1, by Buck 3, by
ett 3, by White 7. Base on balls off (A); second. Page (A); third Walker
Tiner 2, Samakles 3. Tyranny 1. (B). Distance 153 feet, 5 inches.
Hammer throw
Won by Boulter
Hits off Tiner 3 in 3 innings, off
Samakles 2 in 3 innings, off Tyranny i.B); second. Day (A); third. Page
Distance 168 feet. 2 inches.
1 in 3 innings, off Buck 2 in 2 innings, (A).
Shot put Won by Reardon (B);
in 2 innings: off Birkett
off Tucker
2 in 2 innings, off White 1 in 3 inn- second, Pratt (B); third, Williams,
Tyranny. (A). Distance 48 feet, 1'4 inches.
Winning pitcher
ings.
Pole vault Won by Marble (B);
White. Wild pitch
Losing pitcher
Hit by pitcher—by Ty- second, Stimson (A); tied for third,
—Birkett.
James (B) and Eklund (B). Height.
ranny (Fisher). Passed balls Joyce 11 feet, 6 inches.
Umpire— Brewer.
2.
High jump Won by Gould (A);
tied for second. Reardon (B); James,

Printing

Ask Us For Quatatlaas

:

TONDREAU

2

5

2

.

1

3
4
4
4
3

—

14

—
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ASK TO SEE "DANCING DAN"
He

1

stretch

.

.

4
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Lumber and Building Materials of AH Kinds
MORRELL

1

2

smashing

Dale,

.

bh po

ab

garnened him a third place. PSrnie Birkett, p
of Andover captured both the 100 and
220 sprints in excellent time. Harvey
28 5 327 11
Totals
McGuire snared a third in the cen- Bates
0—1
tury and Gene Redmond and Young Bowdoin
x—
gave the Jayvees the placing points
Runs batted in—R. Thompson.
in the furlong.
base
Two
Howard, Frazier, White.
Carl Boulter. George Reardon, Jack hit— Briggs. Sacrifice hits Davidson,
Marble, and Huling shone in the field Birkett. Stolen bases—H. Thompson,
events by virtue of victories in the R. Thompson 2. Bases on balls— off
hammer throw, shot put, pole vault, Witty 2, off Briggs 2, off Houston 1.
and broad jump, respectively. Excep- Struck out— by Cooke 1. Dy Witty 4.
keen competition in the Hit by pitcher—by Cooke <Hill), by
tionally
weights found Boulter losing a discus Tucker
by Briggs
(Hutchinson),
first by but a quarter inch. Sebastean- (Manter).
play— Beliveau,
Double
ski finishing out of the money in the Tardiff to Bergeron. Left on bases
shot by an inch, and Walker, third Bates 5. Bowdoin 6. Winning pitcher,

00000200
00011001

WANTED

co.

4
3

4

"

!
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BRUNSWICK COAL & L

2
2

|

,

316 Huntington Avenue, Boston, Massachusetts

2

3.

Corey, lb
Orr, c
character. Wit should flow freely at
Howard c
the banquet table-— it always does
when Jack is around. There many Griffin, c
anecdotes will crop in. The occasion Hill. If
\h his 25th year of poaching service. Stickel, If ....
We feel safe in saying that the people Buck, p
who turn out for the banquet will be Tucker, p
no more proud of their guest of honor Birkett. p
than Jack himself will be of his 25 White, p
Totals
years of association with his neigh-

Graduate Curriculum

A. E.

>

1

5

1

,'*_«"

«,
Manier

1

2

pusher ss
i

5
4

2

as friends, we couldn't help but feel Tyranny, p
that here was the direct reason for
Totals
the importance of the two track
meets.
The whole system revolved Bowdoin
about him; he even told the band Dale, 3b
when to play.
Davidson, cf
As town and college people gather, 'Haire, 2b

Tuesday, to honor Jack Magee il will
be the personal side of his character
to which they pay their respects.
They will be honoring a neighbor, a
public-spirited citizen, an engaging

i

to college graduates

o

4

m

w

h

ah

Dulwis. 3b
Ooutier. If

I

'

Legate's

The summary:

I

Evening Program . . . four years

number of scholarships available

—

m

BAA

Undergraduate Curriculum
Day Program

Doubleday, Hagstrom, and McDuff, all freshmen, spreadeagled the
But in the ninth, "Bud" White who rest of the mile field to cross the line
struck out seven batters in the three in a triple tie with the former returninnings that he worked, was nipped ing a few minutes later to win the
With two men on, 880 yard run. Lyn Martin's strong
for three runs.
Leigh stepped into one of White's second place running and Paul Herfast deliveries and lifted it far into mann's clever pacing were other Bowleft center field to brmg the inning's doin highlights in this event.
total to three, which proved the marWalt Young captured a closely congin of victory.
tested win in the 440 in which Boyd

'

—

School of Law

To urn Building
Irtiiiicfe, Ma.

Huling. a former Andover student, Cooke, p
led Neal Allen over the high hurdles, Witty, p
came back to capture the 220 yard Glover, If
low timbers, and ended a full afterTotal
noon with a victorious 22 foot leap
in the broad jump

me

around to tell a pole vau' rev what he
past. Jack
take a look at the faces, not the is doing wrong, wav'ng /lis scorena-nes, and rattle off each individual's board, urging on his man gers. settling disputes, r.
uring for records
collegiate and later life history.
the little man with eyes seemingly
Early Track Experience
in the back of his head
sees all
directs
all—
these
are
but a part of
Jack's real ability is as a coach
and trainer, needless to say. Since the composite Magee characteristics.
the days when he used to win the
Haa Developed Intramuraa>
street sprints, races over the scrubby
The annual track week-end featurcinders of a South Boston vacant lot.
Jack has be<»n wrapped up in track'
* the Interfraternity and InterAs a trainer his experience dates back scholastic Meets offers an excellent
example of Magee promotion. What
to the early days of the
marathon, when he would pedal along mi gbt have been an ordinary' intrau"d athletic contest has developed
on 'a bicvele in front of Hughie McGrath and Mike Ryan in those run- mto the outstanding sports event of
the year outside of a football game.
..... j.
For the visiting schools their meet is
probably the big event of their sea-

Northeastern University

CLEMENT

followed him.

,

,

'<

ft

who

In the last of the fourth Bowdoin
took a one run lead which they inin*vk£ creased to two in the next frame. In
way ne
he inai\iahandles over a hundred men. the sixth, the Rangers worked Birkett
for a walk, two singles, and a wild
meets, interfraternity meets, in- pitch to push two runs across the
terachoiastics. the Christmas Gambol plate and even the score.
Bowdoin took a short-lived lead in
bear 1he stajT1 P 0I
The man the eighth when Griffin knocked in
aa*
a run with a sharp hit to right field.

y/£n^rZnZJ
«
***££
J **,
tionai prowaaa.

will

"

STTJART

for the second time this year, 76 Beliveau, ss
to 50. Ray Huling with three spark- Bergeron, lb ...
ling victories and Jim Doubleday, Briggs, If, p
Freshman Track Captain, who won R. Thompson, cf
his distance double with ease, were Hutchinsoa, c
outstanding during an afternoon of Buccigron, rf .
excellent early season perlormances. Tardiff, 2b

for the
Polar Bears and held the visitors
scoreless for two innings, as did Tuck-

the state, national, and international
events represent but a portion of

^

men

Buck started on the mound

Bowdoin trackmen of the

'

PRINTING

Bowdoin's spring track season got

on the
Witty,
replacing Cook
mound for Bates in the fourth, was
touched for a run when Manter
scored after- being given a base on
balls. In the sixth, Bates bunched
two hits off Tucker to score their
two down, Briggs
first run. With
doubled to left field, and scored on
Thompson's single. The Polar Bears
came back in their half of the sixth
inning to score two more runs to
clinch the game.
The batters saw many different
styles of pitching during the afternoon; for each team limited its hurlers to three innings apiece. Cook,
Witty, and Briggs took their turn for
Bates; while Houston, Tucker, and
Birkett toed the rubber for the Bowdoin outfit.
On Saturday the Polar Bears wiH
take a trip to Colby to play their last
exhibition game before they open
their schedule with Mass. State oaV
April 27 at Amherst, Mass.

ofT to a victorious start last Saturday
The score:
Rangers eked out a win over Bowdoin
on Cape Cod. whore ho tutored Char- when Leigh knocked in two runs in afternoon at Andover. Massachusetts Bates
where Jack Magee's Jayvees topped
lie Rice, later a Univeristy of Maine
the ninth inning with a smashing the Phillips Andover Academy cinder- H. Thompson, 3b
sprinting "immortal."

We know

•

in itself

MERMEN

DOWN ANDOVER

to place him high awhile, rest-awhile, run-again grinds.
Last Saturday in an exhibition
who have dene good for As a coach he started at Powder game
at Pickard Field, the Lewiston
Point Prep, a short-lived institution

those

Bowdoin.

V.

J.

PRACTICE GAME

ial^-^Sif
fhSoUSSfS $V!£Jtt*%Zi^'"J*S&
st,.<dhun<«
more. Taking any group picture of °*

Magee

Colorful

Fame

and

lisMted

Sunday Teletcram

Above la pictured a teat, hard-hit ting trio that will probably form Lisa
Wells" outfield when the regular season start*. Left to right are Oak Melendy, versatile slugger, Capt George Davidson, speedy oenterfieider, and
local hitting product. Ed Hill, not in the above photo, is also
Manter,
Ev
assured of a prominent place among the contending outfielders.

'^^u^JTimS^E*^***

has always been an aid to

A

up a two run lead. In the first inning Haire singled to left field to
score Dale; and in the second frame
Fisher scored on Howartfs triple to

Following the example of the other athletic outfits, the golf team gave
us a preview yesterday en the Brunswick C.C. links. There were six Psi U's
entered, five of wham are members of the golf team. Harry Hood was out to
make it two in a row. He won the affair last year and hoped to repeat.
The hoys have been out practicing for some time now and all are pretty much
"on the ball." This tourney opened the Maine amateur play season and always draws a large entry list of the best in the State.
a
a
Plana far Use testimonial dinner for Jack Magee are
rapidly being ostnaieted Glen Cunningham, the holder of
the world's record, has been Invited to attend. It Is doubtful
if ha will he able to, bnavever, as he ha* made plans to run
in a special invttattoa meat In California, a few days preB1U Cunningham ef the Boston Peat he* been into he the principal speaker and Col. Frank Lowe
record crowd Is expected to be
• the teen trans tar.
te hoaer Jack and his twenty-five years ef coach
at Rnwdoia. He's won his share of State meet*
beal d aa a aar ashling many relay quartet* that have showed
their heels to mora than a few bigger Greater Boston collage runners. Me has gained fame throughout the length
and breadth of Ud» land for his ability to coach and train
Olympic winners sad placer*. Europe knows him for his
traps with America's beat under his care. Only last summer
*,
she Scwadlaaviaa countries saw his team overwhelm their
beat. The Far Kaai knows him for the Jaunt he took a few
yearn ana to Japan.

of no better example of
radiant, talkative "color" than John
J.
A visit to that piotorially bedecked office, filled with world-wide'
track bric-a-brac; the little bespectacled man behind the desk; the ubiquitous
rusty-white
coat-sweater
bearing its highly treasured "B"
at the banquet.
then» is all the color you could posibty
or
listen
see
to
for
an hoJ^or
The feats of Magee-coached teams
auMsVal globe-trotting
rinho-tmttino t*Mr
talk.
and individuals have beea rolled off two of historical,
many a tongue in a "fanning bee"; Like the "Ancient Mariner" Jacks
the Magee prestige transcends countries and continents; he is acknowTha£ UraHi!fi£ ST*
ledged as a veteran, prime aid in the hea annm
development of track and field ath"athletic heart" anorrintM
letics at Bowdoin and the world-at- system

the Brunswick High School
track team, which is allowed the use
In short. Jack
ef the Hyde Cage.
Magee is probably as Jtiuag a hhk as
there is in that necessary association
between the town and the college.

those ef the men whom he coached
are general knowledge. As assistant
coach on three United States Olympic
teams, leader of touring track teams
to Japan and Scandinavia, he has
been noted especially for turning out
hurdlers.
good relay teams, and
weight men. Fred Tootell was a na-

its

Mostrum, Charles. Claff. McLaughlin.
Stanwood. Niblock. Good, and a host
of others are names to be conjured
with in Bowdoin history. Jack's relay teams have defeated most of the
larger New England colleges, with
the most significant victory' being the
triumph over a Yale quartet. Other
victories are too numerous to mention here, and will probably pop up

larly

achievements

Houston, who started on the mound
for the Polar Bears, held the visitors
scoreless with two scattered hits,
while his teammates were building

and Olympic champion hammer have done much

thrower.

rect and indirect, which Jack has
given in many a civic enterprise. Jack
has given freely of his organisation
abilities to town as well as state poli-

Magee's

1*

mm

mates oa

1)

Jack

who

team and wiM lead

as a testimonial of what Jack
has dene for the town as well
as far the college. The people of
Brunswick appreciate the service, di-

He

.

bar oae

NOTABLES TO ATTEND
BANQUET FOR NAGEE
fram hw

tics.

victory-.

A

81

Bean

Albert Clarke

The

77
79
79

Walter Benham
Frank Woodruff
Robert Mullen
Luther Abbott
Leonardo Buck

By Charles Marr
Bowdoin's Polar Bear diamond
squad opened its intercollegiate competition on Pickard Field yesterday
afternoon by gaining a 5-1 verdict
over the Bates Bobcats in an exhibiFine pitching and tamely
tion game.
hitting on the part of the Bowdoin
nine brought the Big White an easy

—

Hood, "Bud" Guild. Walt Benham, and Prank Woodruff.
Although the tournament has no
definite effect on who shall win positions on the Bowdoin Golf Team, it
ry

will effect the coach's decision.

—

a

Riverdale Country Club team by one
stroke. This is the third consecutive
year that Psi Upsilon has held the
cup.
The men who composed the
Pal U. team were Rodney Ross, Har-

summary:
Rodney Ross
Harry Hood
Eastham Guild

Over Bobcats

COLBY GAME AWAY
ON NEXT SATURDAY

s
s
Spring track get going again Saturday when the
Jayvees travelled down to Andover to try and duplicate
their one-aide* vteftwry •* Inst winter. It was s much cloner affair thai time but the squad showed thai despite the
leas ef several veterans te the varsity, they still have plenty
of point-getters. Douhieday seem* to have benefitted from
his indoor and cross-country experience. He shape* up as
a coming State champ In the mile and possibly the half.
The reat atf the team appears pretty atrong, being wellwit h added power In the middle sad long dl»taaeea. The Harvard Betsy* which take place in a few
and later the New England*, at Brown, aught to be
sort ef an Inducement for the Mageensee.

the Brunswick Country Club yesterday. He shot a gross score of T7
Tied for leosnd place, each with a
card of 79. were Harry Hood '39,
lanky leader of this year's Duw dwaa
golf

Pitching Staff And Batters
Shine In Easy Victory

of Leon Buck and Kenny Birkett. The cross-fire ball of Jackie Tucker had
the Lewistoaiaos baffled for two innings that he pitched. When Bud White
poured in his fast one the "batters" shut their eyes and swung. The batting
strength that is expected to carry the team to new heights this year didn't

i

golf

the Bowdoin
trhjfs

Polar Bear Nine Tops Bates
In Exhibition Opener By 5-1

By Jack Keefe
„
they Anally blew the lid off the local baseball season last SaturCoach Linn WeHs trotted out his charges to play the Lewiston
Rangers. The crowd el students and town people that watched had come
to see what the Polar Bears could offer in the way of pennant possibilities.
It was warm enough for the twiriers to really cut loose and cut loose they
did.
The team was known to have plenty of power with the stick but
just what the pitchers «ouM dffer in the way of encouragement was a question They had been brought along very carefully but the cold weather had
forced them to keep pretty well bundled up whenever they went outside.
With the exception of Bud White, the four pitchers who twirled for Bowdoin were limited to a two inning effort. A full account of the game may be
found els* he w on the page but it might be well to mention a few of the
high spats of the fracas. The visitors swung in vain at the hooks and curves
.

GOLF NATCH
TO LEAD FIELD

IN
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

Camera Club To Have

Hormells Inspect

Annual Photo Exhibit
(Coatimml tram ftmt I)
classifications for the entries in the
exhibition:
Prints which were offered last year

Schedule Of Final Exams

Utility Projects
ICbntinuvd Iran Pan*

ited the Co-operative

I)

Power Associa-

struct ors.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE

tion in northern Virginia and connot be submitted
ferred with the state public utility
Subject matter will be classified as commissions
in Virginia. North CarPictures of campus olina. South Carolina, Tennessee, and
views or which deal with and char- Georgia. Power projects at Buzzard's
acterise some phase of College life. Roost,
Greenwood, South Carolina;
Don't try freak stunts; aim at somethins worthwhile, such as the fine Dalton. Georgia; the rural electrifica"Modern Florence Nightingale" of tion administration at Chattanooga.
last year.
Tennessee, and the real center of the
b) Candid shots of the Faculty.
The aim of a fine candid shot is not Tennessee Valley administration at
to catch the victim unawares in a Norris Dam, near Knoxville, Tennesfreak and uncommon position or un- see, were investigated in this survey

nay

by portraying him

—laboratory,

ings

and

in

in usual surroundoffice, classroom—

an attitude which emphasizes

some personal

trait, like

energy, hu-

The candid

.-.hot

taken on the run.

is

not necessarily

Many

of "Life's"

best shots are informally posed; it is
in that respect that the candid shot
differs from the very formal portrait,
taken in studio surroundings, the subject in his Sunday clothes, and emphasizing physical likeness as much if

not more than personality and
c) Open. Anything.

traits.

Cfcardon. To Give Recital
Yves Chardon. first cellist of the
Boston Symphony orchestra, will present a recital in Memorial Hall on

May 3rd. Professor
Frederic E. T. Tillotson has
announced. All undergraduates are
Tuesday evening.

of

THURSDAY, JUNK

Musk

invited to attend.

2
Enulisl.. 6
History IS
Zoology 12

Italian 4

Psychology

li

FRIDAY. Jt'NE

S

French 6

French 16
Mathematics 1
Mathematics 2

tour.

SATURDAY.

Norris Dam was the most important power project visited by Professor
and Mrs. Hormell. Two days were]
passed in conferring with various offleers connected with the Tennessee
Necessary
andi
Valley authority.
worthwhile information was gained'
from these conferences, since a great
deal of interest centers in the TVA
enterprise, grow'ng out of the recent
controversy among the members ofj
the board, which resulted in the ret
moval, by President Roo»?velt, of the
board's chairman, Mr. A. E. Morgan.
Valuable data was secured from a
conference with Professor Finer of
the London School of Economics, who
is passing a year of intensive study
of the TVA.
On the way south a stop was made
in Washington, where Professor and
Mrs. Hormell attended a conference
on World Economic Co-operation.

Latin 4
Latin 10

Orman

English 18, Memorial
History 2
Sociology 2
Zoology 6

German 6
Greek

WEDNESDAY,
French 2
French 4

10.

Memorial

12

14

I*hiloscphy

written,

8

II

tof 193« Yetlo-Bole
see it today.
Yello-Bole was made to

styles

—

smokers of

duction 8 times because
so many men find YelloBole better. Scans sweet,
stays sweet.

tic u.

s.

500

styles.

BOLE

»*t. err.

At the spring meeting of the RowClub of Portland, to be held
in May. Coach Adam Walsh
will be the main speaker, it has been
doiri

I

i

ot

early

.

.

in

Appleton Hall

!

.

.

.

.

GLEE CLUB PLANS
FOR COMING YEAR

announced.
Preliminary ballots for nominations

Alumni Association

Southern California will hold a banquet at
the University Club. Los Angeles on
Admiral William Vesie
April 25th.
Pratt. LL.D. "29 will be the speaker.
Ttie

.

actually

A.

.

iMPtr ai

Alumni Notes

.

.

Laird, psychologist at
Colgate, says that "The swing bug is
a bad insect to let bite you" and
adds that in a year or two swing will
he a thing of the past
The longer Di Maggio holds out the better the
cham* for the others.

Greek 4
Mathematics 8

IUJ

by her

Donald

French «
French 12

Physics 2

was

of "Uncle Tom's Cabin"

Latin 2
Physics 4

25-50* pipes that they
can get more pipepleasure if they buy this
honey -cured briar fat f 1.
We've increased pro-

.

leisure hours, but ball, ball, ball"

Government 8

dealer now
YOUR
has this big assort-

.

week's comment on Harriet
Beecher Stowe reminds us that part

Chemistry 2
Mathematics 14

CAtMJKTOt $13$
.

.

HUGH

M.

LEWIS

who has been associated with Bowdoin undergraduates for thirty
.
.
years as reference librarian in Hubbard Hall. Pictured above is Mr. Lewis
nested at hi-, desk in the library. He daily clips all news stories in which
Bowdoin. or her nuns, are mentioned-

.

Last
to

SATURDAY, JUNE

STfMNTft

.

country is appearing around Boston
within the next month ... As Longfellow wrote his father In 1824:
"there is nothing now heard of. in our

B

English 14

91.00

.

.

Philosophy 2

.

.

.

.

Music 2

STANOAIO

.

.

Government 6
Greek 2

FRIDAY. JUNE

.

.

—

»
Art 6, Memorial
Chemistry 12
Economics 4
Economics 10
Latin

.

.

WE

German 8
German 12

.

.

History 12
Psychology 4
JUNE 8
German 2

Jl

.

.

Astronomy 2, Memorial
Economics 2

Chemislry 8

English 24

A»S0

.

the Editor of the "Bugle" received a request the other day for
Bowdoin's entry for the Drake University Relays Queen. Any suggestions?
Why don't we see more
of Madeleine Carroll?
Hatch
mentions in his history of the college
that the athletic diversions of riding
and polo Anally became popular at
Bowdoin that is for the wealthier
students
"Fats" Waller at Ricker tonight, if you're so inclined
.
This warbler. Paula Gayle, on the
Joe Penner program seems to be
creating a minor sensation
Practically every big-name band in the
.

7

English 26
History 22
Sociology 4

.

.

.

History 10
Philosophy 6

Botany 1
Chemistry 6

Na.

.

.

sic in Japan
Week's pet gripe:
That Ivy is still 27 days away
Bette Davis does a grand Job in
"Jezebel" at the local cinema today

4

Government 2

TUESDAY, JUNE

German

.

.

MONDAY, JUNE

THURSDAY.

SPECIAL DISPLAY

.

.

Mineralogy 1
Physics 6
Psychology 2

Latin

of the early traditions of Ris-c
Ing Night was for the Frosh to burn
their caps. Now the custom seems to

.

Chemistry 10
Education 2
Spanish
Zoology

Government 12

j

R

41 INK 4

Art 2, Memorial
Economics 6

D. Ftrtachner

One

.

Mathematics
Mathematics
Chemistry 4
Economics 8

By Robert

be to put them away for future sale
Despite much comment to the
contrary we still think that corsages
at Ivy are superfluous ... On April
30, Raymond Scott introduces a new
mad-titled work "SlidhV Down a Kilocycle to Columbia Square" on the
Swing Club. Also featured on that
airing will be Johnny Davis, who ran
away with the honors in the recent
"Hollywood Hotel" flicker
pym
band Clinton's latest recording "Stop!
and Reconsider" hits the music stands
today
Double or nothing: Following the lead of the Alpha Delts
who wound up with two house bands,
the D.U.'s found themselves with two
Sounds
lecturers the other day
funny doesn't it: But the Argentine
Tango is the most popular dance mu-

English 2
English 10, Memorial

History 4

!

mor, seriousness, dignity, etc

I

ISO

R.SO

Comparative Literature 2

follows:
a) Campus.

dignified attitude; it strives to reveal
the most typical aspect of the subject

Variety

JCNK, IBM
Unless othorwiso indicated, examinations will be held in the gymnasium.
Exami nations- in CQUKMV not listed will be scheduled by the several ln-

fill
one of two vacancies in the
Board of Overseers have been mailed
to about 3,000 alumni.. These vacancies ate due to the election of Harold
Lee Berry 01 of Portland from the
Board of Overseers to the Board of
Trustees last Jane, and to the recent
death of John A. Waterman '84. The
final ballot for nominations and for
Alumni Elections will be mailed early
in May.

to

(

Coin inurd from f'aa* I)

ior College will be invited. The main
concert of next year will be on April
It will
22. in the new high school.
be a joint concert with Radcliffe. and
will probably be followed by a dance.
G. Wallace Woodworth will conduct
the concert, which will consist of 16th
and 17th century music, to be lectured on the preceding day by Dr.
Davison, Professor of Music at Harvard.

BEAM SHOWS SLIDES
OF REMBRANDrS LIFE
1

troin

<'->nt intit-ii

Pajai

H. Lewis Is Familiar

Figure At The College

'>

in

to teach himself.
Studied Shadow*
Rembrandt occupied himself with
the problems of ligtH and shadow and
completely disregarded established
technique. In spite of overdramatizing a little too much, he developed a
skill in capturing and painting his
subjects' characteristics and person-

Mr.

Beam

stat«?d.

fi'iin

!'a-.-

I

i

has been one of Mr. Lewis' duties
from the papers and put
away all clippings about Bowdoin
alumni, students, athletic victories,
prize declamations, and all the rest of
the life of the college.
These have
gone? to fill out a "clipping-history"
scrapbook of Bowdc'n begun years
ago by Mr. Little, a collection which
now occupies a number of shelves and
a filing case in rooms "behind the
scenes" in the library. These scrapbooks, one set about alumn. and one
about college activities, trace back
with letters, clippings, and programs,
to the first graduating class, and provide a wealth of reference informait

to cut out

home

alities,

onlinunl

(<

After studying with a painter

Leydcn for three years, Rembrandt
went to Amsterdam to get advanced
training. However, he did not agree
with his teacher then- and returned

I

i

!

|

1

1

He demon-

strated this fact with slides of Rembrandt's portraits of his mother and

for biographies, obituaries,

tion

the

father.

and

like.

A boon lo many a student has been
Rembrandt's genius was soon recognized and, at Amsterdam he paint- Mr. Lewis' "reference" function, for
ed portraits and became overwhelm- another of his duties has been to
ingly successful.
He continued to look up and answer little points
break rules of art by painting is he brought in by inquiring boys, or stupleased. Instead of cluttering his can- dents prodded by too-inquiring provases with extra details, he dwelt fessors. It used to be a regular serimportant vice of his to find the answers, to
entirely
on his most

dimmin" all others. This questions for a forgotten Bible course,
was and for many other subjects as they
concentration
of
attention
came in.
accomplished by varying degrees of
Gems Among His Stamps
illumination and shadow.
By arMr. Lewis' hobby is postage stamps,
ranging his groups in natural atti- and his collection is
respected by feltudes, they appeared more lifelike low
collectors throughout Maine. Askand less rigid than his predecessors'. ed how long it has been growing, he
View Self-Port raits
admitted he had been collecting all
The hands of his "The Young Man his life, beginning with several
With the Sword" are examples of stamps, issued by the Confederate
his precise work. Mr. Beam pointed States, which his mother had brought
out. The color combinations and the from Florida before he was born.
normal position are quite remark- With these as a nucleus, his collecable, Beam, added.
The skin seems tion has mounted rapidly, and now
translucent: looking at them, one (contains stamps from every' country
gets the impression of fine veins and in the world, many of whose issues
actual contours. This picture and the he has nearly complete.
Two stamps issued by the British,
Hals'
portrait
of
"Herr Pieter
Tjarck." are now on exhibition in the besieged in Mafeking during the Boer
Walker Art Buildin" through the War and showing crude pictures, one
of a bicycle rider, and the other of
generosity of Mr. Harr> Oaken '96.
Mr. Beam showed slides pf several the general, he deems his most inand teresting treasures. But he exhibits
of Rembrandt's self -port rails
demonstrated that they tell the story proudly a thick block of stamps, carof the master's life because they re- bonized and solidified, which were
found in an airtight safe in the ruins
flect the painter's state of mind at
different periods in his life. Tl»e first Of the post office at Bangor, following
one depicts a young man full of am- the disastrous fire there a number of
years ago.. It is the real thing, bebition, but not quite sure of himself;
cause by holding the block properly
another one showed him as a successto the lighj one can still see the lines
ful, wealthy man, a bit too serious
of the stamps.
Dividing his attention between his
objects,

i

j

I

!

1

j

I

1
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Chesterfield opens the season

more pleasure and

with

[

.

I

gives millions of smokers
the same play every day
and you'll want to hear
Paul Douglas broadcasting
. • .

the scores and highlights of
the games Lefty Gomez,
first guest star.

1

•

CUMBERLAND

—

It's always more pleasure with
Chesterfields . . . more pleasure for listeners . . . more

Wctl.

-

mild ripe tobac-

— home 'grown

and aromatic Turkish—and pure

"Jezebel"
March

of

and

(< V; nil 11 iks
frtuii Paaa I)
ten or fifteen years your seniors
don't feem to have arrived any1

Friday

April 22

"Condemned Women"
Louis

Hayward

—

Sally Ellen

also

April 23

Saturday

111111

who

"Courage of the West"

la

with "pull" being advanced over your
Count on a lot of other irritants.
Then if you can stick it out,
prove yourself loyal and cheerful, industrious and observing, able and ambitious through it all. something is
apt to happen that will make you feel
that the capitalistic system docs have
its

Comedy

Cartoon

April 25 - 26
Men. - Tues.
•leanette MacOonald
Nelson Kddy
in

"The Girl Of The
Golden West"
also

Paramount N«*ws

Wednesday
Carole Lombard

points."

For juniors and sophomores, the
Dean
Nixon recommended a thorough study
l*)tentiaJ seniors of the college.

also

.

Count on them

telling you
thai there's nothing for a man in that
contrern.
Count on seeing fellows

where.

head.

Comedy

News

gredients a cigarette can
have
THEY SATISFY.
.

youllfindwm. PLEASURE

friends,

Time

Bob Baker

Chesterfield

his

Vocational Shelf

also

News

cigarette paper. . . the best in"

.

library,

Nixon Commends

in

with

Chesterfield's

his

April 20-21

Thurs.

Bette Davis

pleasure for smokers.

cos

family,

his stamps. Mr. Lewis looks forward
contentedly to still more happy years
with his beloved Bowdoin.

April 27

— Fernand

(iravet

in

of the vocational shelf in the library,
and advised consulting members of
the vocational committee.
"I, personally, want to help keep Bowdoin
men off the bread line," he stated, and
added that, however, unless students
came to him, he was unable to aid

them.

•

•

and overconscious; a third one revealed him as a tired, bankrupt old
man with a pudgv face and ill health.
The final portrait was that of a man
about to die. but even then with a
kind of forgiving smile on his face for
the very people who had deserted
him. Mr. Beam concluded.

"Fools For Scandal"

in Chesterfields milder better taste
Copyright !<>».

Unucrt *

also

News

Mwu Tomujo Co.

^MaMMMMBMiaMaiMaMMiaaaaiaiaaa|

Sound Act

Said President Robert M. Hutchins
the
University
of
Chicago:
"Schools of journalism are the shadiest educational ventures."
of

M
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CUNNINGHAM SPEAKS ANDREWS, WANG
AS COACH MAGEE IS TAKE BRADBURY
TENDERED BANQUET DEBATE HONORS

The Sun
Rises

»»

»•

comet to us that this sprint
WORD
**

once again the pleasant custom
of campus singing in the evening is
to be revived. For the post several
years tt has been attempted spasmodically, but this year a bi-weekly
schedule has been worked out and,
with a vastly improved Glee Club,
enthusiasm should reach a new high

President Sills has announced
that next year the lecturer under
the Tallman Foundation is to be
Mr. C. F. Horwood. Tutor in English of St. Catherine's Societv. Oxford University. England. Mr. Horwood will give a course in English
Literature and will prepare students for the major examinations
in that subject, thus bringing the
Oxford tutorial training in contact
with our system of general exami-

DINNER TRIBUTE TO
COACH'S 25 YEARS
Brann, Lowe, Maine College
Coaches Present At
Testimonial

We

understand that,
ternity singing.
on occasion, after supper fraternity
delegations used to sit on their
porches and sing to other houses
which in turn would respond frith

By Jack Keefe
One hundred and fifty friends of
Coach Jack Magee gathered ih Sargent Gymnasium last night at a dinner

^ ^ l^
^

.

:

eleven fraternities on campus. crowd before he changed to a more
Great difficulty would be experienced! serious mood wherein he criticized
with any smaller number. In turn, Germany for mixing politics with
lB "* »*» Olympics. Bill slatthe fraternities can fulfill their obu-i
ed that the Americans were the onlyr
eountr "^ to *** ,he Nazi. salute
The or- to thcy officials'
platform. Only the
ganized groups on «ny campus should in-fval of'the GcimanTthtetes'savrd
realise their obligation to the entire; the wearers of the stars and stri|ies
own
student body, as well as to their
from a humiliating silence. Mr. Cunmembers, and also realise that they nmgham's talk was something that
are integral parts of the college and the crowd will remember for a long
Cc .' u
'>
.<
By carrying
hrjicc responsible to it.
? .»»
the

<,

j

•

\*

rOSfl

continually receiv-

•*

rw

,

^L

f £Lf^T
any time up !»?
till next December.
The latest announcements received
j

•

,
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Celebrate

U AHUUdl
Animal ninrmr

is September 1st.
Another contest, apparently for
full-length dramas, is being conducted
by the Massachusetts Federal Theatre. It la open to all college students
and graduates in New England, and
is part of a drive "to uncover new talent and to unearth promising material." According to the announcement, the initial contest will dose No-

date

There were about one hundred and
members of the Class of '41 present to celebrate the occasion, and
celebrate they did; for they cheered,
sang, booed, and maintained a general uproar the entire evening. There
was comparative quiet only when
President Walt Young Secretary Ed
Cooper, and V.ce President Joel Wilha,m *rOS* and made ,hcir fittin 8
remarks concerning class ideals an?

:

is

now

M

vember 15. 1882, Professor Frankfurter came to America at an early age.

—

j

j

WILL HAVL LHAJNuLO

mittee.

Has Written Many Books
Professor Frankfurter has written

and published many books dealing
with law and the Sunreme Court; inPublication
cluding books on both Justice Holmes
nd Justicc Brandeis. He is considAn attempt to break the tyranny of >en
words will be featured by the next
? a " e n ° n tnr S " vro
issue of the Bowdoin Quill, which will and * Ulod V™*> ie ™ s Hnd m ,ho v * r)y
mon,
1 s of 1
he was considered as
appear at Ivy, Editor Samuel Jacobs
?3J
stated thar the issue would be an ex- I* hkclv candidate for the position of
periment in printing in view of the| Su P reme Court Justice. In Mav 1936
fact that such words as "although" he was accredited by the New York
and 'throuKh will be in the abbrevi- .Times as beinu "One of President
Roosevelt's closest unofficial advisated forms of "allho" and "thru."
Mainly because the last issue re- ers and is credited with indirect auceived the cr.ticism of benj; too sen- thorship of considerable New Deal

^

.

;

™ ^^

'

!

,

|

-

'

timental in theme, the Ivy Day ediwill carry a wide variety of

,

Legislation."

tion

In High School Tonight

in

an

endeavor

(Continued on tawt

—

j

to

The publication will include a bit f}lpP
Clllll
V* J
of whimsy by James A. Bishop '38;
two travelogues written b> Vasmer

play.

By Janes H.

j

books,

Seventeenth

j

j

|

!

!

'

I

j

'
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Cupit, Jr.

In one of the hardest fought battles
that the annual Frosh-Soph rivalry
has seen in thc past decade, the membens of the Class of '41 discarded the
yoke of the sophomore class in the '38
version of Rising Day. Starting s<K>n
after the somewhat tranquil arrival
of midnight last Thursday night, the
yearlings continued until they rang
down the curtain 24 hours later on
one of the wildest, fruit slingin', wat
er dousin', panel breakin', clothes
strippin' scraps that has met the
eyes of Bowdoin men in several years.
The fracas was started soon after
midnight when the freshmen marched
to the famous horse trough following
a council of war on Whittier Field.
A bonfire was started at the ancient
equine watering vat, after fuel had
been gathered from near-by sources.
While the blaze was at its height,
freshmen suddenly discovered one of
their leaders being escorted into a
black sedan in a somewhat unortho-

u

P1»11S

Annual Banquet

"The Rabbit's Foot," that won the L. Flint '38 and William J. Norton
Play Contest in Jr. '38, poetry by Theodore Stern '39,
college One-Act
March, will be produced tonight in Charles E. Campbell '39. Joseph TucProfessor Frederic Tillotson has
the Brunswick High School Assembly cio '40. and Jack Kinnard '41. and
same
Hall. The
cast will be used as stories by Charles E. Campbell j r recently announced that the Bowdoin
Glee Club will hold its first annual
when the pjay was ?ivcn in Memorinl
H'oiitinunl on I'nte 4)
ham.
banquet at the close of next year's
Here is the second group Jarries Hall, consisting of Mrs. A thorn P.
season. He added that the collect km
Buchanan. Kirsten Flagstud. Crete. Daggett. Edwin Vergason. William fl.-k Ca«»W« AmnliflOr
of a dollar dues from each member
The 1>IUU iMJCni rtinpilHtM
Circe, Pachyderm. Arthur Morgan, Fish and Robert Fleischncr.
will help to defray the expenses of
Docile, Garnet. Osage. Paul Bunyan, stage manager is Richard Sullivan.
Bilge. Lemmings, Salutary^ Eugene The play will begin at eight o'clock.
Singing th %. i? nc« uet
Following the precedent set by
Field. Penology. Lerida. Trafalgar, and in conjunction with it the Bruns
"~
other important colleges throughout
"God's in His heaven All's right wick High School prize winnihg one..
„
.„
BctMnninK Monday nisht and every the count ry, the collection of dues
with the world!", the Forty-eighth act play. "Rich Man, Poor Man," by
Monday
and
Thursday
nights
during
Daniel
Rubens.
Tortugas.
Bertha
Burrill.
will
also
be
proY.
has a three-fold purpose in glee clubs
State. Dry
the remainder of the year, weather Th*. chief
Defoe. Omniscient, Hugo Black, and duced.
p Urpose is. of course, to
These plays arc being given in or- permitting, the Glee Club will give make possible the annual banquet at
Mosque.
Well, we're half way through them, der to enable thc cast of "Rich Man. outdoor singing programs at seven the close of each season. The other
but we won't look at the score yet. Poor Man" to journey to Apponaug. o'clock.
two purposes, secondary in importIt is Mr. Tillotson's hope that all
The third set is: Crinoline, Hannibal Rhode Island where it will enter into
ance, are the defraying of possible
"Mrs. further competition.
Strata.
interested alumni will see fit to in- deficits and
Flemings.
Hamlin.
a small manager's fee.
vest taxable surplus income in the
O'Leary's Cow," Julia Ward Howe,
Any student who feels that he will
purchase of an outdoor sounii system. be unable to pay his dues can meet
Luxor. Odin. Fuselage. Vicksburg Pitcairns Island. The world will little
A system of thjs sort would carry the this obligation through a plan of
what
we
say
remember
note nor long
singing to ail corners oi the campus Professor
Tillotson.
No man who
," Phineas T. Barnum. Canton
here;
and even farther
wants to sing, and who wants to enIsland. "How far that little candle
Said Dean Nixon in Chapel last
Company ter the club wil , be p revent ed bethrows his beams'". Loot. Martin- Saturday. "Noblesse oblige is worth has developed an outdoor sound sya
cause
he can't pay his dues. If any
1
A leC
CaviaV
a
e
u 51 tl Metehior
* ?J£T
?5
£?_A /' rCi. following for its own sake: it is fine tern that is being used by organiza- student who finds himself unable to
g^ves, Cervera. Alsace, Panda. Dred idealism.
In times of social and tions sponsoring larpe outdoor cHbral raise
the amount will see Professor
Scott, and Tern.
economic unrest it is also the sanest events. At the present it is used by
Here we come down the home practicability, as idealism often is in the San Carlo Grand Opera, and the Tillotson personally, he will mak<?
plans for the payment of his dues.
stretch with Finnan Haddie. Iolanthe, any time." Dean Nixon was speak- results have been very good.
Malachi. Horace Greeley, Piebald. ing of the criticism so often given
This system not onlv carries sound aa »
fji*
f\ l
Paul Kruger. Alkaline. Plebiscite. college boys by people who believe at
great distances, but amplifies overI. 1. DeD<lte r S
"Oh, Tiber! father Tiber! To whom them playboys and think they ought
tones and under-tones.
the Romans pray,—," Orbit. Pian- to be "swinging shovels somewhere."
issimo,
Praxiteles, Helium.
Leeks. He gave an example of a poor, hardCubit, Piraeus, Pumice, Warp and working boy who was unable to go
IS
woof.
*8.6°,
Bonanza,
The Gold to Bowdoin because of financial conBowdoin's debating team lost by a
Bug," MolokBi. Tensile, Pilate, and ditions, and urged students to make
two to one decision' its inter-collegiPhoenix. Whew!
,hej r opportunities, and
tnc
Harry P Hood Jrv '39 was elected £e d *^*te\&
prove that they have earned them.'
institute of
Iechnology last
president
of
White
the
Key
for
the
There
man* peopie
neonle who
nieture r
5f"f
wno picture
mere are many
_.
,_.. Mon
evening. The debate, held on
th
v ni
ht Friday
Alonaay
nignt
'
j,ear_jast
colleges as institutions where stu- fortncoming
a.meeting in the White Key room. tn c eeon or cross-examination sv*
dents make a pretence of getting an
s
,
,v p
."J
J™-. the ZVj.'jLW.
V??'.« ^S,
?i
education, but in reality are merely (Hood is a member of Psi Upsilon fra- That
Tonight, April 27 - Professor
Neutrality Act
of 1937 and
making themselves a nuisance to the ternity. Charles F. Gibbs '39, Sigma the type of neutrality toward which
Kirkland will speak to thc Popublic.
Realizing
fact, Nu, was chosen vice-president. Robgeneral
this
Forum
litical
it is directed are for the best interat 8:15 in the
'ert S. Mullen '39, Beta Theta Pi. Sectheir
should,
by
conduct.
students
Moulton Union.
ests of the United States."
prove to these critics that they are vetary, and Richard H. Foster '39.
Harold James '38 and L. Hurley
Thursday. April 58 - Chajx;!. Proiheta Delta Chi, Treasurer.
wrong.
Bloom '40 represented M. I. T. and
fessor Wilmot Mitchell; Examupheld the affirmative
Bowdoin
ining Committee visits the Colwas represented by Thomas F. Phelps
lege; J.V. Baseball game with
'38 and Andrew H. Cox '38.
ProfesBrunswick High at 3:30; J.V.
sor
P.
A.
Daggett
acted
as
chairman.
Golf match with Hebron at
The judges were the Rev. Chnrles If.
3:30; Professor Felix FrankTubbs of Bath. Mr. John P. Carey of
furter will lecture at 8:15 in
Bath, and Mr. Llnwood Elliott of
Memorial Hall.
fessions as selline. vacuum e'eaners,
By Robert D. Fleischner
Deering High School, Portland.
Friday, April 89 - Chapel, the
Larry Clinton is a peculiar fellow, running a hosiery store, and install,r
President; J.V. Baseball game
as he will tell ou himself. He has had ing electrical devices,
with Fryeburg Academy at
In 1933 he was holding down the Prints
a very varied, and at times, an amusDisplay
3:30.
ing career. He first saw the light of position of third trumpeter with
Saturday, April 30 - Chapel. Dean
day in Brooklyn 27 years ago. His Ferde Grofe. His only trouble was
In
Club Exhibit
Nixon; J.V. Baseball game with
relatives certainly gave him a mu- that he had what is called in the
Edward LiUle High School at
sical heritage; his mother was a sing- jargon'of the profession "a ten»thirty
2:00; Harvard Relays in CamTwenty-five prints "chosen from a
er and his grandfather a famous or- lip.". In other words, his emlxmchure
bridge.
However, a musical career completely collansed about that time large number submitted, are now on
ganist.
Sanday, May 1 Chanel, the Rev.
was not planned for Larry his par- every night. It was then that Grofe exhibit in the Walker Art Building
Herbert Hitchen of the First
cuts visioned a great future for him discovered that Larry was a much during the annual exhibition of stuUnitarian Church, West Newas a civil engineer. This plan was] better arranger than a third trumpet- dent photographic work sponsored by
ton, Mass.
thwarted when he left school at the er and ever since then he has con- the College Camera Club. Carl F.
Monday. May t - Chapel, the
age of sixteen to become a musician, fined himself to writing and arrang- Barron '38. W. Streeter Bass, Jr.. '38^
President
He started in on the piano, but soon ing musk. From Ferde Grofe he went Arthur Chaoman '39. and Robert M.
Tuesday, May * - Countess Charswitched over to the trumpet. Event- to Isham Jones and then to the orig- Pennell '40 have pictures on exhibidon. cellist, will <rjve a recital
Dorsey
Brothers
Orchestra. tion in the present display.
ually he had learned to play on each inal
with Professor Tillotson in MeThe Camera Club display gained a
instrument, but none of them well, When the latter broke up he joined
morial Hall at 8:15.
and from time to time he would be- with Glen Gray and the Casa Loma great deal of favorable comment last
Thursday, May 5 - Sir Herbert
come disgusted with the whole thing group and turned out some of his year, and, in continuing its policy,
Grierson will lecture on Engand give up entirely. During these pe- greatest arrangements. For two years the club offers a wide field of photolish literature in Memorial Hall
graphic work for the present showing.
iCouUsuwi on r«t 4)
riods he worked at such prosaic proi
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COMING KVENTS

Win

Over Bowdoin Team
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"The First Half of the

Centun" 1906: "Metaphysical Poets, Donne to Butler,"
1921: contributions
to "Cambridge
History of Literature." "Blake's Dlustrations to Gray's Poems," 1922;
and "The Background of English Literature and other Collected Essays,"
1925.
In addition he also edited "The
Poems of John Donne." 1912: "The
Poems of John Milton." 1925: "Lyrical Poetry from Blake to Hardy."
1928; "Cross-CurrenU in the litersture of the Seventeenth Century."
1929: and "Letters of Sir Walter
Scott" in 12 volumes.

War and was both connected with
the Labor Department and a member of the President's Mediation Com-

i

Jacobs Plans To Experiment
With Printing In Next

contributions

one-act

';

i

Vergason To Give Play

Vergason 's

j

jvyIssueofWl

r

Edwin

"

Supreme Court

—

ntlCKerS
^•
"
u

He graduated from City College, New
York, and in 1906 received the dejgree of LL.B. at Harvard. He has
been a professor at the Harvard Law
school since 1914 and has taken a
prominent part in politics for" an
equally long period. During the war
he was, assistant to the Secretary of

Fell\ Frankfurter, who will lecture
tomorrow night in Memorial Hall
on "Mr. .lustier Holmes and the

j

Pitched Battles, Fruit Throwing
Highlights In Frosh-Soph Fracas

visiting Professor at

many

eric E. T. Tillotson in

1

—

Smith College.
the author of

Henrknte d'Estoumelles dc Conand wife of the noted
musician. Yves Chardon, will play in
a Joint concert with Professor Fred-

stant, cellist

I

o
Speaks

C

is

j

.

Sir Herbert J.
Grierson. who will
lecture in Memorial Hall on Thursday
evening. May 5. on some phase of
English literature, is. according to a
member of the English denartmeht,
probably the most outstanding Engllsh scholar in the field of English
Literature.
Dr. Grierson. who has been Lord
Rector of Edinburgh University since
1936. is the leadim* authority of thc
<tay on John Dome, English poet of
the early seventeenth centurv. Former visiting professor of English at
Weslcyan and at Johns Hopkins, Sir

He

hai'don Will Join

With Prof. Tillotson
For Recital

"S'j

Andrew^

Approximately fifty high school and
preparatory school students cornP^ted for the four $500 Bowdoin
scholarships last Monday as they took
the State of Maine Scholarship Examinations in various places throughout the state.

H

To Speak Here May 5

including:

(.

.

!

j

Herbert

COUIUCSS

-

-.,.,.

prize.

STATE TESTS HELD
FOR SCHOLARSHIPS

tneir duty to Bowdbin.
Tom Brownell. who led the singing,
or at least tried to lead it. did not
fare so well. It was only after considerablc persuadin" and yelling that

came when President Young examinations were given at Houlton
called for a vote on a 12 o'clock or 1 High
ieh School,
School Bangor
Baneor High
Hieh School,
School.
o'clock returning bus. Needless to Rockland High. Skowhegan High.
i QoaUn—
P—» 4 )
<
Fryeburg. Farmineton. and Machias.
„.. . i
*
#«. • i * -The following men from Bowdoin
»
lOnignt
Klrkland
were respectively in charge of the
aforementioned places: Edward KamProfessor Edward C. Kirkland will r? r |ing. Boyd Wheeler Bartlett. Robert
lounge
in
the
speak tonieht at 8.15
Carleton Goodell. Vernon Lemont
Professor Miller. Elroy La Casce '14, W. G.
of the Moulton Union.
Kirklands speech will be entitled Mallett '97, and Philip Kimball 11.
"Two Years After." and the affair
awa
s,ble
wul ** anwill be under the auspices of the
"
J"* 25, 1938.
fi
[nounccd
on May
Bowdoin Couece Political Forum.

Sir Herbert Grierson

By Charles Mergendahl
Professor Felix Frankfurter, one of
the foremost legal authorities in thc
country, will be speaker at the annual lecture sponsored by the Bowdoin Chapter of Delta Upsilon to be
given on Thursday. April 28th in Memorial Hall
This lectureship endeavors each year to bring to Bowdoin some outstanding man to speak
on some subject in the field for which
he is noted. Professor Frankfurter
will take for his subiect, "Mr. Justice
Holmes and the Supreme <Ja>urt."
Born in Vienna. Austria, on No-

-

WA

president emphasized. When getting
cynical and discouraged we are. nevertheless, still able to maintain hope
through acting loyally and kindly, he
concluded. Thc choir sang a Bach
Chorale. "Starry Aisles and Heavenly
Spaces."

dinner

1st.

TO PLAY MAY 3

I

Resolved: That this house approves
the naval policy of the present administration. The debates centered
around the naval bill now on the floor
of the Senate, which was introduced
into Congress ty President Rtosevelt
and which has already been passed
by thc House of Representative*. Anuphold thc negative
drews and
and Hart and Sanborn took the affirmative. Tht? Oregon system of debating was used.

171 111 ICI

he "made himself heard. He. with Dick
Chittim at the piano, finally succeeded in leading his classmates in "Well
Sing to Old Bowdoin," "Bowdoin
Beata" and sundry other songs.
The one serious time during the

Called "Unofficial Advisor"
• To Roosevelt In New
Deal Legislation

,

_

five

1

whelming success as far as the iest
of the lasses were concerned.
In
fact, Rube was the life of the party.

FAMOUSCELLIST

ued. The ideal of peace, security of
scoie on it?
Christianity and the spirit of scienTaking the first twenty-five first:
tific aid in world progress are shatEstuary, Anthony Eden. Ensilage.
tered and endangered by the contem- Dissonance. Ethan Allen. Crimea.
porary bombing of civilians, persecuBowdoin freshmen celebrated their tion of Christianity, and atrocities Liechtenstein. Longitude. The Bill of
Rights. Hiroh to. Cinema. Diapason.
newly-acquired rights last Saturday against thc Jews.
Ptnnaeie. 0» Rosetta Stone. Paul
night in the Mayfair Room of the La"Yet great spiritual ideals and McNutV "Caveat Emptor," Tepid,
fayette Hotel in Portland wity their
Scrooge. "The Widow's Mite."
Cele.-y,
annual banquet climaxing the Rising forces still e«ist and hope in democthe
Saleratua. Cerebrum.
racy will not be lost as long as a Whirry
Day festivities.
Cunningspirit of brotherhood survives," the Bren.-w-r Pass, and Glenn

tions

vember

_

«*»

I

offer a chance of wider recognition
for our one-act play writers. A long
list of cash and other prizes is being offered by the Berkeley Playmaker«. Berkeley, California, for the best
one-act plays submitted in their fifteenth annual playwriting contest,
nual playwriting contest. The closing

—

_

.

Lectureship

TO TAKE SUPREME
COURT AS SUBJECT

i

'

Harvard Professor To Come
Here For Annual D. U.

D. U. Lecturer

dlUUeillo

Wtf

£!££.? r/V^»wi^T^^r!i

I

Here Tomorrow Night

Memorial Hall
B. Sanborn
Richard
tucnara o.
«™ Ernest F. on Tuesday evening. May
^-"»» and
3. at 8.15
Jr^dfc'.ded the rndtviduaJ &c]ock
Chacon himself will play at
was to be awarded k owdoin noxt ycar durin
prh
This prise
thp
^,
to the man that the judges chose as a Institute: a mistake was made in
thc best speaker among the cont«--i announcing that he would play this
ants, but because of the excellence year.
of both debater*, the prize was dividMme. Chardon. a countess and
ed between them.
virtuoso-cellist in her own right, has
Professor A. P Daggett presided played extensively throughout Europe
The Judges were and this country as a soloist. The
over the debates
Assistant Protea*or Fritz C. A. Kolln program next Tuesday evening will
of the. department of German, As- begin with Brahms' E-mtnor Sonata
sistant Profesia* Ernst C. Helmreich for cello and piano, with Professor
of the dcparUnrnt of History, and Tillotson at the piano.
A rarely performed suite. 'Pieces
(Costisa* <« r«Ke t)
en Concert." by Louis Couperin, will
follow on the program. This "Royal
;.
qi m
Cy . • »
Concerts"
suite was the first chamber
Christianity,
peace.
Democracy,
iJlUTTlD
9m" m9
music to be introduced in thc history
and general world progress were all
£»A a_ Cf/»»*#^>»»/o of instrumental music and was com.
introduced as objects of modern dismissioned by Louis lc Grand, king of
OiCZtv
illusionmcni
and cynicism in thc
France in the seventeenth century.
course of the speech. Even here at
Before that time ballet and theater
iW
college, he noted, "so much that is
were music werc a hvays played, but no
the cMnalinivi that
In
not fine arid
arri trivial" causes doubt-! given last Monday for the four $500
chamber-music.
ing of faith in the institution where State of Main* Scholarships, an InThe last number on the program
"you placed all your hope intellectual- formational Te
was included to try will be a sonata by Cesar Franck.
ly."
general range of This composition was originally writthe candidate
lot, containing 100 ten for violin and piano.
Mme. CharAlthough "with abiding faith in de- knowledge.
some easily iden- don has transcribed the sonata for
mocracy, many youths died in the words and phobscure. offers an the cello, and will play it almost as
World War. there i* tax more tyranny tiAed. bus otJti
facopportunity
students
and
Tot
e
originally
written for the violin.
in the work) today than when kaisulty members to test their own genars and emperors ruled." he continknowledge.
What can you
eral

i

,

(

T. 'little. II, '40.
Thei
Judges' decistoavwas 2-1.
The subject tor he dehatcs was:

And
He

j

is

of the freshman class.

and George

HOPE KEYNOTE FOR
CHAPEL TALK

!

j

htg notices of literary competifor college students. A short
time ago we mentioned the "Story"
short story contest. Since that time
we have received a notice from the
"Collegiate Digest" of a $200 prize
contest for literary compositions. The
contest is open to all New England
college students, and entries are not
limited to any particular form of
writing. Here is an opportunity for
"Quill" contributors to reach a larger
n^ioiwv Pnfrw m.v Iw. .•itimUt.H

member

C

ter and Bill Cunningham of the Boston Post was the feature speaker of
the evening. President Sills was the
SILLS'
first speaker.
In summarizing his
speech, he said that Bowdoin was
very fortunate in having such a man
Forces
** <*•<* Magee for its track coach, "Spiritual Ideals
thc
j Bnnn of Mai
Still Exist,"
Says
wxt speaker
tnat Jack was „„,.
skJered one of the finest citizens of
In Address
the state as well as being one of the
best coaches in the country. Dnvc
"Your eyes will be opened both to
represented
track
the
tion. This year, with the decision to Soule '38,
see and to know when you seek the
limit considerably the size of the en- squad here at Bowdoin and tendered
truth" stated President Kenneth C.
tering class, the situation is more' to Jack the best
alk in last
n climaxin
of the entire team in whose behalf
Sunday
afternoon's chapel service.
Bill Cunningham.
authorities have
president based his address on a
The
known far and wide for his after-dinstory
thcGospel
adaptation
of
modern
is
obThe position of the college
„„ sp^in,, and for his newspaper
Christ's walk to Emvious. since it is vitally interested on column, sketched Jack's career.
He of the risen
maus with two disciples.
Its own behalf in maintaining all of told many amusing stories to lite
,

J

authorities to cooperate in a plan to help regulate
the number of men pledged by them.
brought
on as a result
been
This has
~# »w._4L-Ir «#
the
of «»*»
some «r
of th»
the „..«
past action
of
bouses in pledging a large number of
men. making it impossible for other'
houses to secure the desirable number for a smoothly running organizacollege

rpHE ORIENT

ful

the Judges. *W»* second prize was
Hart '39 and
awarded to William
Richard B. SartDtorn '40, who debated against David: W. D. Dickinson '41

!

as well as possible under X'.te
present pledging system, tie gentleman's agreement arrived at by the
house presidents, the fraternities can
do a service both to the college and
to one another.

Present D. U. Lecture

belonging to Bill Moulton, thought-

and evening: They defeated Thomas
F. Phelps *» and C. Alton Stetson.
'41, by a Unanimous decision of

<

r

IJtRATERNITTES have been asked

out.

last week-end was Rube, a brown
and green feathered Mallard duck

Jr.,

Since Professor Chase will be
away on Sabbatical next year, it is
Coffin
Professor
probable
that
Shakespeare
the
will
conduct
course and that Mr. Horwood will
have the course in Renaissance and
Seventeenth Century writers usually taught by Professor Coffin.

,

by

Felix Frankfurter Will

Probably the most popular guest
at the Colby Junior College prom

—

nations.

their own songs. Probably no one to pay honor to him and his twenty^vent in a mans college life wiU bring: five years of coaching at Bowdoin
back such pleasant memories as the Among the guests were I President
of singing voices com Kenneth C. M. Sills. Dean Paul Nixthe campus on a spring on, both of Bowdoin. Albert Lill. past
evening. It is a tradition worthy of president of the A.A.U., the coaches
of Bowdoin and the track coaches of
being solidly re-established here and
the colleges here in Maine. Col. Frank
permanently retained.
Lowe of Portland was the toastmas-

'

NO. 3

1938

Traveling by express from Brunswick, Master Rube arrived hale
nnd hearty into the arms of thc
junior college's fdircst maidens.
Bill, finding himself unable to
First Choice
attend the college prom, took the
next best avenue to a girl's heart
Ernest F. Andrews. Jr., '40. and and immediately dispatched a tenArthur W. Want 10 won thc first der remembrance of himself and
prize in the Bradburv Debating Conhow tender it was. Not only did
test held in tht debating room in
Rube make a hit with Miss VirHubbard Hall last Monday afternoon! ginia Putnam, but he was an over-

Guests Present

This announcement brings to mind
another decayed custom of the Bowdoin campus which could easily be
restored and popularized The custom
referred to is that of outdoor fra-

-

27,

Moulton '« Duck Makes
Hit At Colby Jr. Prom

Noted Sports Writer Heads Oxford Tutor Will Have
Hart, Sanborn Are Second;
list Of Prominent
Judges Unanimous In
Tallman Post Next Year

for recent years.

s

ORIENT

BRUNSWICK, MAINE, WEDNESDAY APRIL

(68th Year)

HARVARD RELAYS
THIS SATURDAY

was outside

of Police Chief Ouellette's

"heaven." Following a noisy demonand a conference between
the Police Commissioner and Class
President, Walter Young, the Yearling forces withdrew, "Butch" soon
joining his cohorts "on the hill."
Concerted action began at approximately 1 a.m. when the frosh packed
the fourth floor of Winthrop, and after a half hour of tusseling, routed
five
out
of
the
sophs'
stellar!
battlers. The scene of action shifted
at 1.30 to the Art Building steps
where a rumor had it that Dnvc
Walden '38 had been mistreated by
a group of freshmen. The classes of
'38 and '39. eager to enter the fesstration,

i

tivities, collected forces and charged
'41 on the steps.
Another conference
ensued, the frosh being offered the
choice of retiring or "taking what
they could get" as interloper Ashkenazy aptly expressed it.
The
former alternative was chosen, and
the boys departed, many under the
dox manner. The class of '41 rallied, impression that festivities had ceased
for that night anyway.
but it was too late. "Butch." erstHowever*, the sophs had not startwhile fuel gatherer and general
handy man in the frosh forces, was ed; for with carefully laid plans they
speeding towards the Brunswick .jail launched their attack at 3.30 and
many were taken by surprise. The
with his ungentle guardians.
A hasty consultation took place, showers were packed to capacity,
and in a short period the entire class
iConUDUdd oa Pa** 4)

—
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Clinton

Found His

Calling After

Poor Start As Trumpet Player

Now On

Camera
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

into our colleges

Nothing

a 'fad"

Any
could bt ftirther from the truth
subject so closely related to life, and
so vital fc> the future happiness and

CDustard and Ctvs*

boring points offered Inviting retreats for the less daring member* of '4*. but Class President
Un Rone was to the midst of the
fray that Is until Friday night
When the frosh began their march
across campus to the domain of
the Mustard House beys. "Sborrjr" Clarke, staunch supporter for
the honor of *40, was cruising

\

871

still

appalling

number

worse

Jr. '39

on

certain

Probably the top sto^' of the
week romen in concerning Fresh-

man Kd

of tight-lipped

or too busy patents, and what

John H. RiPh.

sicians.

l^onard

The reasons for instituting sue* a
tvurse here should be apparent by
this time.
It would be for those men
who feel they neett Mich knowledge,
and who sincerely desire to obtain it
und for those who are doubtful, or
who feel they may be mis-informed.

Cohen 19

James K. Tracy, Jr. "SO
Managing Rdttor*
Richard E. Doyle '40
Ceoage M. Stevens. Jr. '40
Richard W. Sullivan, Jr. '4fl
Richard K. Tukey '40
AsnJsia** Managing Rditors
Philip E. Reo.ua '40
John O. Whoelock. 3rd "10
J.

Hub- Editor*
Jr. '41

David W. D. Dickson

John C. Evans '41
Theodore Hoitl '41
Jack R. Kinnard '41
Walter S. Pierce 41

'41

V. JFVM '41
iAither A. Hair. Jr. '41
Robert A. lnman 41
Thaddeus J. Keere, '4t
Charles W. Marr '41
William E. Vannah 41
Harold L. Pines "41
E. Harold Pottle. Jr. '41
Henry A. Shorey,
Charles II. Mergendahl. Jr. '41
Max Weinshel '41

BOWIMHN PIRMHtUNt;

COMI'.AN*
Business Manager

Guy H. Hunt,

Pieraon C. Jfwtn '39
Assistant Ma—gnni
Richard H. Abbott "40

Jr. '40

lb* Student, of
b* nivoa to Ik- kUnuri..

«—

t

.

I

|

around

In his Ford
ticed the yearlings

j

the Mustard House looking
for
Bo we. In trae "Halrhreath Harry" fashion "H'aorty"
raced up to the door af the soph
•(mores' dwelling aad called for
Kin. Hearing the gradually increasing din of the apnroafshiog
freshmen, Un had come to the
door Just In time te jump in the
car and escape the clutches of
the Class of '41.

Un

.

m

-

TH0RNDIKE GROUP
PLANS IVY DANCE

;

:
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«

told uk one of
favorite stories the other day.
^story takes place in a Dean's

Professor Mitchell
his

The

>l

i

Managing Editor far this Issue
George M. Stevens
April SI. Its*

.

.

.

.when he noswarming to-

ward

office
any Dean. In the office
with the Dean was a visitor. A stum- c
dent came in who was out of breath
such vital concern to young men anil
Of course you have probably heard
women, once the ne«Hl for it has Seen
of 210-pound
established, then thai college foiv- rrntnv of the stories
sophomoiv Carl Soulier's various ac|goes a great obligation.
Ihdties' during the heat of the RatlV4SOB*sVTDMAk6->Oue«kfl(>JTl
L. A. Farley Ml
>CO« VJHOLE STOCK OP P1PCS, f—
ing Day fracas, l-mbably you missed
OUT MY NEXT PIPE
the little episode that look place on
MOST BE HMHT.' ) *Zf|*
Friday night as the frosh were at'To the Editor of the Orient
tempting to put the finishing touches
Dear Sir:
on the Rising I>ay festivities. Carl
In its annual, or semi-annual, edi- happens lo room
on the first floor of
the
torial on
the rending period
Winthrop Hall in the very center of
Orient refrrs with approval to the the wildesr fighting during the eveplan in operation at Harvard This ning, iHit his do.. r for some reason
reference to the Harvard reading pewas unlouched
riod has been made so often both in
Tiie story runs that as the yearling
editorials in the Orient and by stuthe
iwuaded through
dents in discussion, that it might l>c "warriors"
well to point out just what the lim- dorms they all seemed instinctively
its of the reading period at Harvard aware whenever they approached the
region ruled by King Boulter. Friday
really are.
ritual
To begin with it is a reading pe- night as the shower "dunking"
-n^-y p
began its second night stand the
H6LLO DON. NOTICE
THERE S ONE TOBACCO THAT L-. aas—nv
riod, not a review period, as so many
WHATDOMOU
TOUXtt FOSSV ABOUT
freshmen
swarmed through Winthrop
CryeS A CCXXSMOCrW^BrTELESS|CRIMP CUT assuoes good
undergraduates at Bowdoin seem to
RECOMMEND,
SELECTING A PIPE
ordinardroves. Carl picked un an
FV\OON6, EASY DRAWING,
think. The mistake is. doubtless due in
JUDGE?,
ABOUT
BUT HOW
bar and sat
AND COOL.EVEKJ BURNING.
to the fact that the few days al- ily much tor. heavy, iron
>OU« TOBACCO?
PRINCE ALBERT tS EXTRAdoor
lowed for review at Bowdoin have down on the inside of his closed
MILD. TOO.
add
been mistakenly called a reading pe- to wait for any daring— We might
VATHGO0O
tried to set
foolhardy
who
freshman
riod. At Harvard sizeable reading asRICH TASTE.'
foot inside the boundaries of No. 1
signments are made, (the idea of voloutside the
Winthrop.
MurTrmrhvs
untary or even guided individual
the
effect that
reading having broken down years door seemed to Ix- to the
ago I, and the students are given freshmen were well aware that No. 1
enough material to make up for the was no safe place for fhe Class of
.

.
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BmrWi CiMm

mi KM um V9***— «*»•»»•
"j"* A" V1!ttowaoia
^T5&L2l^.
to "SL^TL??*
ttuMnes^ Mwwnr of tba
Publishl** CttmimMT
*• S*r y+r In mrran**,
Ataman*. **.*•.
"••" •» •!' «•*»» matter Willi
B the mmt s aV* at HruaswMk. Maine
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Edward J. Wat* '40
.L*T*r» We^nenimy rfnrin* the (Ukf« Year b»
IX1 "j*
rontrib ,!..«, ami
Alt
>IUI I— >tna» ebodtf
Urn?? sbs!*U
Sobarriirfkm*.

Into

the
uiddtnhiog
of
chains held h> the Chm» of '40—
by force If necessary. Bo* alas,
President Young had to do without the service* of ahtf bodied
X wicker: for he was walling away
fhe hours in r,,tiet repose In the
••hem. lab. nwav froaa all hustle
of activity that was taking plane
around the campus-

lightened path to their greatest heritage life, and the pursuit of happiness. If a college neglects a phase of
education of such magnitude, and of

.Ird '41

who went

ceremony

would endeavor to clear up Iheir
ami to straighten any ideas
which might be twisted.
In short, it would insure them
in-so-far as it is humanly possible lo
insure such a thiriK a clear and enIt

doubts,

H. Cupit.

Zwieker,

i » i iw of the
chemistry lali, for almost eight
solid undisturbed hoars while his
classmates upheld the honor of
'41 on the field
of bnitle In last
week-end's annual mlalng Day.
Oass President Walter Trntng
mustered his faros* late Thursday night in preparation for the

sotttvde in the dark

even
phy-

is

occasions,

.

—

young men and women
can hardly be called a "fad." That
it
should be encouraged within our
higher institutions «f learning is the
more apparent when one notes the
weil»l)eimg of

J

[and quite excited
"Dean," he tend, and my father and mother are
said, "may I be excused to go- home?
very anxious to have m« at home.
Tomorrow is my fifth birthday, and Won't you please let me go?"
the first that I will have a chance to
The Dean gave him the excuse, and
spend at nome, with my father and wis.ied him a happy birthday. After
mother and sister
the boy went out the visitor said: "I
The Bean was quite amazed. He know that boy. His birthday isn't on
was willing to listen to the boy/s 'the 29th of February."
story. If he had a good excuse he
The Dean smiled. "1 know that boy
would let him go.
and he hasn't any sister
too
"It's like this" the boy said, "I was either.
His story was so good that
born on the 29th of February. At the I couldn't say no."
end of four years when mjy first birthday Sanaa mv father aad mother were
away. At the end of eight years, my
nd birthdas/. I was in the hospital
having n»y tonsils out. A| the end of
twelve years, my third* birthday, my
sister had the mumps jand our house
Lloyd Rafncll and his Georgians
was quarantined and I couldn't spend have been engaged bv the Thorndike
my birthday at home. At the end of Club to play at the club's Ivy dance,
sixteen years, my fourth birthday, my which will be held on Thursday. May
father and mother wexe in Florida.
in the Moulton Union Lounge.
19,
The l)oy was smiling now. He saw Rafnell's band, playing at the first
that the Dean was weakening.
non-fraternity dance ever held at the
celebration,
played earlier in the
Ivy
The lx»y continued. "Tomorrow is
my fifth birthday and I htaven't spent year at the Dartmouth Wint r Carone of them at home with my father nival.
and mother and sister. My sister is
Plans are now. under way for a
coming home from the West to at- club picnic in the near future.

No. S
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GRAND OLD TRADITION

I

Tradition returned to the Bowdoin campus last Thursday eve-in* when the class of 1941 officially "arose" against their sopho-

tDwnship. Aside from this were the countless bumps, bruises and
broken noses etc., accumulated by the various members of the
two warring factions. All for the sake of exalted tradition. Tradition has certainly fallen to a low plane when it results in such
an exhibition of barbarism and animal instinct.
The college authorities have long encouraged Rising Day by refusing to abolish it and at the same time have sought to diswurag» any acts of vandalism. How can these two points of view be
reconciled? Either the college should abolish this most naive of
tfce "old traditions" completely or should make arrangement; for
til sane and law abiding campus inhabitants to get safely out of
the "war zone" with their possessions. Every year specifications
•re set down to be observed by the belligerents and every year
they are blithely broken with the greatest of abandon while the
authorities howl in anguish and dismay at the vandalism and utter
disregard for the rights of individuals. What need for howling
Snd making threats? Everyone, including the college, knows
what the results will be every Rising Day long before the fight
begins. And still Rising Day is a grand old Rowdoin custom.
Perhaps it was a grand old custom back in the days when the
difference between a freshman and a sophomore was more than a
freshman cap. But in these days the event has become the longwaited-for opportunity to do some damage and to sink a baseball
hat into the head of the nearest victim and no questions asked.
What a fine and noble tradition has Rising Day become when the
freshmen take it upon themselves to tie and bind a senior to the
Memorial Flag Pole. What a fine tradition it has become when
the seniors themselves are forced 'to go on the war-path for the
purpose of teaching the frosh the rules of the game. What a finetradition it has become when it has become tradition Lo kick in as
many dormitory doors as possible (and then boast aliout it). It
is not entirely out of the realm of possibility that some day a
freshman will not be living up to tradition unless he gets himself
stripped in the broad daylight or spends the evening in the jail,
much to the amusement of himself and his classmates and to the
horror of the college authorities.
Tradition, it seems, has a stronger hold on the average Bowdoin underclassman than sentiment and respect for hallowed college property. Did respect for the Memorial Flag Pole deter the
frosh or the responsible party from defacing it? Did respect for
the chapel and all that it stands for insure its inviolability during
the fracas? Not blaming the present freshman and sophomore
classes entirely for the sacrilegious sorties on Bowdoin's hallowed
memorials, we do blame the whole system of class rivalry, as
supported by the college, for these acts. The Orient has long
opposed this system and has campaigned against it, thus far, in
vain. But the Orient will continue to exert whatever influence it
may have on campus to put a stop to this open and acknowledged
barbarism. Steps were taken three years ago to quiet down the

;

'

'41
had the\ only known what was
awaiting tltem inside, they might not
even have .stayed loir* enough to murmur a warning. As midnight approached. King Boulter's door remained untouched, and Carl relaxed

lack of classes.
i

j

Secondly, being a reading period it
applies only to courses in which outside reading can be of value. This
excludes all recitation courses. < languages, mathematics, etc. ) and most
laboratory courses.
In these fields
classes continue as before.

In

the

somewhat

place the
shorter than is

period

third

his anticipatory vigi.

is
j

commonly

KIND

supposed. Last January the period
covered seventeen days, (Jan. 3 - 19 ter to our attention, for it may be
incl.l, and in May it will cover twenthat some who read last week's edity-four days. May 9 - June 1 inch
torial received the mistaken impresI hope these few facts will help sion which he mentions. We thought
destroy the rather naive ideas too (perhaps wrongly* that everyone uncommonly current about the reading derstood that the proposed reading
period at Harvard. I do not intend period would, not be merely for reto discuss the merits of the plan as it view. We even refesred to a previous
exists here, nor criticize the Orient editorial that had |rscus.sed the subfor advocating a different type of ject. To quote fr*t that editorial:
reading period for Bowdoin, if if "The idea is not .If course, to have
thinks it wise. But if comparisons arc the student spend a period of three
to be made with Harvard, let it at or four weeks solfjy in reviewing foP
least get the facts straight.
semester examii
.n*. Such a period,
classes would be
during which
Very truly yours.
for extending reheld, would be us
GERHARD RENDER *31.
unite assignments
quired reading.
could be made, for wiiich the student
Editor's Note: We are glad that would be held responsible in the seMr. Rehder has brought this mai- mester exams.
I

ME PRINCE ALBERT FOR ANY
OF PIPE. IT PACKS RIGHT, 5MOKE5
G0OL
ANRSAy, 15 IT MILD,
MELLOW, AND TASTY!
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Of course the aaphoraorex lest
several wen during the week-end
aa Portland. Rosjatn, and neigh-
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raaOMBT MKFBUof Prince Albert. IT
you don't find it the mellowest, tastiest pipe tobacco yon ever smoked, return the packet tin
with the rest of the tobacc o) in It to us at any
time within a month froaa this date, and wc will
refund full purchase price, plus pottage
f SiffneoV R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company,
Winston-Salem. North Carolina
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To

it would always be pertinent to the
students' personal needs.
Mr. Craven's recent reply seems to
be noticeably lacking in both constructive criticism and vital content.
He admits that sex-education its necessary, which point is the only one of
value in his letter, and this he does
not pursue to its logical conclusion.
Books are necessary, and to be decertainly.
sired in sex-instruction
But that is not enough- A subject
involving the individual to the degree
that sex does—a subject dealing not
only with physical aspects, but to an
even greater degree with those of
psychojogrsal nature demand;; far
more than mere books could ever supIt demands of the instructor a
ply.

the Editor of the Orient:

I would suggest that Mr. Ferris and
Mr. Craven pay less attention to the
source of our present attitude toward
atx, and get down to our immediate
The ignorance which some
needs.
freshmen manifest is all too great,
and as they are bound to obtain six

education of a sort while in college
It might as well be of a wholesome
Would it not be better for
kind.
them to get their knowledge from a
course such as Mr. Ferris has proBosed than to rely on information
obtained in our local "Quartier Latin."
or in bull sessions whore the supply
has often a varying degree of authenI hardly think anyone can
ticity.
deny the need for such a course at
Bowdoin, and in view of that fact it
would aeem that the proper authorities should give the matter thair
closest consideration at the earliest
hour. But. and here a word of caution
if such a course as has been
recommended is introduced, it should
be so devised and so conducted that

—

—

i

thorough understanding of, and sympethy with, human nature, over and
above the requisite technical knowledge.
This point should be stressed
above all others in instituting such a
course, for

it is vital.

Mr. Craven terms the iJea
troducing

courses

in

>f

in-

sex-education

pipeful* of fragrant tobacco in

every 2-oz.

tin of

Prince Albert
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AT A NEW TIME IN MANY LOCALITIES
(EGINNING

5flr

this

week Eddie Cantor continues

"Cantor's Camel Caravan,"

Check up the radio

listing

at a

new time

new program,
many localities.

his

in

of your local newspaper to be sure that

you've got your correct time for hearing Eddie on his keen

program. Cantor's

big,

over the Columbia Network.

hi

new

new, rollicking Camel Caravan comes to you
It's

great— don't miss

it!

OwrrKM.

and

^p
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aaal

was narrowly averted, but
once again the flood-gates of unrestrained vandalism seem to be
England institution of
New
conservative
open in this old, staid,
higher learning.

PRO

,,'

ataWBldJs TafeflK** Cm.

=

affair after serious personal injury

(A section devoted to correspondence on matters academic and othTh* editors are not responsible for opinions expressed In thane

y^

l

j

tfiore ormenters.
Before the next twenty-four hours had pasted
into the musty files of "bull session" material, damage amounting
tfc several hundred dollars to college property was done; countless

depredations on private property were committed and one member
of the freshman class spent the evening in the bastile of the local

i
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an* BENNY GOODMAN'S
GREAT SWMG BAND
70M"EV£*y
Smi
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TUESDAY

GO£S T0

Hear the one and only Benny "feel

his stuff"

to his palpitating "killer dillers."

Note

program
(9:30

locally

pm

E.

pm P. S.T.,

from "sweet music"

the time for getting the

pm E. S.T.
pm M. S.T., 5:30

from the following schedule: 8:30

D. S.T.), 7:30

pm

C. S.T., 6:30

over the Columbia Network.

TWO GREAT

PRESENTED

W

m

CIGARETTES
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

SPORTS SIDELIGHTS

White Nine Opens Regular Season
MAGEE ENTERS
Today Against Mass. State Team
BOWDOIN STABS
Wesleyan

On

Schedule For

usually strong teams, but it Is too
the season to predict tiny
The Medford lads present a
formidable trio of hitters in Colker.

early in
results.

Tomorrow; Amherst,
Tufts Next

IN

and Roopenian.
White Pacea Mass. Mate
Coach Wells announced before the
game today that he planned to start
Bud White on the mound against the

RELAY MEET

Silvestri.

FOUR-GAME SERIES
OPENS TO SEASON

i

Bud

Staters.

Redmond, Stan wood, Pope,
Rowe Will Run For
White Vanity

take the
mound for the Polar Bears against
Coach Jack Magee will invade the
Tufts. Coach Wells will use Houston
Ion Thursday against Wesleyan. while Harvard Relay Carnival at Cambridge
Jack Tucker, sophomore hurler, will next Saturday with five relay teems

Bowdoin opens its regular 1938
baseball season today when the Polar
Bear nine lines up against Mass.
State in the first scheduled game of
the year for the Big White. Coach
Linn Wells took fourteen players oa
the annual spring trip which includes
games with Mass. State, Wesleyan,
Amherst, and Tufts on successive
days.

also

will

!

face Amherst on Friday.
Ken Eiir- and several specialty men. Trials
kett and Leon Buck will remain ready will be run off Saturday morning
with the finals in the afternoon. The
to fill in as relief hurlers.
Polar Bears are very strong in the
Making the trip are catchers Dick relay events, and they are expected
Griffin and Ralph Howard and pitch- to bring home some title.
"
ers Bud White. Harry Houston, Jack
The varsity 880 yard relay teem
The Bay State outfit has a veteran Tucker. Leon Buck, and Kenny Bir- will probably consist of Lin Rowe,
team with Captain Fred Riel heading kett. The regular infield of Nels Charlie Pope. Jeff Stanwood, and
the batting order and covering sec- Corey on first. "Rabbit" Haire on Gene Redmond, although Dave Soule
ond base. Bemben and Towle lead second. Hank Dale on third, and Ed and Bill Mitchell are still being conthe Mass. State nine at the plate, Fisher at short also made the Unp. sidered as possible star vers.
This
while the latter holds down the first while in the outfield Coach Wells took same group will also compete in the
sack. Wesleyan has a powerful out- Oak Melendy, Capt. George Davidson. one mile relay with each man doing
Ed Manter. Melendv will be a quarter. Competing in the shuttle
fit again this year with a great deal ;and
of their material returning to secre- ready to fill in in the infield posts. relay race which consists of altertion once again for the Cardinals. while Bud White will help in the out- nate 120 yard high and low hurdles
Both Amherst and Tufts boast their field if his services are needed.
will be Neal Allen and Lin Rowe taking the high timbers, and Charlie
Pope and Ferg Upham in the low
hurdles.
Bowdoin will also enter a freshman

•

:

I

I

,

j

;

i

•

I

!

I

medley

combination with Walter
Young running the quarter, either
McDuff or Martin in the half. Hagstrom the three-quarter mile, and
Doubleday the mile. The freshmen
will be represented by a shuttle relay
team of Huling and McGuire in the
high
hurdles,
and Lovejoy and
Marble in the low ones.
Dave Soule will represent Bowdoin
in the broad jump as will Ray Huling.
freshman star, who recently leaped
22 feet against Andover. Bill Tootell and Carl Boulter are entered in
the hammer throw and Boulter is
also competing in the discus throw as
well.
Hank Dolan and Jeff Stanwood, high-jumpers, compfete the list

»,

Convenient Railway Express Service
Speed

I

home and back weekly by

it

Railway Express. Thousands of students
throughout th« country rely on

pendable

without extra charge, in

towns. Be thrifty and wise

nomical

rates

rush

cities

ail

— send

can come bock prepaid,

For

it

ond
collect

telephone the

MAINE CENTRAL
**-

colleges

de-

delivery,

— and

it

nearest

promise and whose herd work and
interest have warranted some reward.

parcels.

At the

Railway
dares.

call

STATION

R. R.

w

Brunswick, Me.

RAILWAY

New

England

FOURTEEN ERRORS
ALLOWED IN GAME

Bowdoin's Jayvee nine opened its
baseball season yesterday by downing
South Portland Hieh School, 6-3, in
a game on Pickard Field.
The visitors were first to score
when they chalked up a run in the
The J.V.'s lost no
opening frame.
time, however, in tieing the count;

Victors Score In All Except
Three Innings; Four
Runs In Sixth

their half of the first inning

nor view with alarm; with no
Having nothing to point to wifh
editorial ax to grind as is the usual wont of the columnist, it might be timely
to continue considering our National Pastime— golf critics to the contrary.
A few years back,, in line with the general (k-pression, it was feared that
baseball was losing its grip, particularly among the colleges. Counter attractions and a general lack of inlerest seemed to sound the premature
death knell to the truly American game There was golf, tennis, etc.. in the
spring. The students stayed away in droves. It was up to the Profeasional
Leagues to lend the hand, that they themselves might be fed.
s
s
Taking a leaf from Wellington's book, the Major
League decided to employ the Waterloo- Kt on theory over
here—"en the playing fields of young America will he won
the World Series of the future." There followed a care-

—

fully planned and executed promotional program which baa
been a big boon to the colleges, and an indirect aid to the
Majors. Out of the wreckage of collegiate baseball morale
has emerged a rejuvenated sport. Through the medium of
aw oh projects as Linn Wells' baseball school, held in conjunct!— with the baseball moving picture and big-league
instructor, college and professionals co-operate to preserve aad to stimulate the grand old game now in Its 100th
year. Colleges such as Holy Cross and Dartmouth are
looked upon as stepping s.ones to professional tryouts.

game marked by

In a
ing

and frequent

game.
Rocque started on the mound for

8

Bonzagni, lb
Stephens, 2b

4

2

1

Stickel, ss
Frazier, cf

3

1

3

3

rf

.

4

Hill.

Bowdoin's runs came consistently
throughout the game, scoring in all
but three innings. In the third frame
errors combined with Haire's single
and White's double accounted for
Four
three of the Bowdoin scores.
runs featured the Big White's half of
the sixth when the team batted
2 around.
Batting honors went to "Rabbit"
7
Haire and Bud White, who collected three hits apiece. Bowdoin's Captain Davidson, Melendy, and Buck hit
safely twice, as did Colby's center

cf

Haldane, c
Oit. c
If

Salkeld, rf

8
5

2
2
3

2

3

1

strings.

2
2

1

.

{

'

Marr, rf
Edling, p

1

3'2
927

32

Totals

—

s
s
Lest this latter attitude seem too commercial, it can be pointed out
enthat baseball is a worthy, profitable occupation, provided that one is
the necessary skill. But isn't that true of any field, especially in
this recess or recession from prosperity? Baseball has gained caste and
Berg,
Moe
Sox
like
Red
gentlemen
polished
prestige. Its players contain
speaker of seven languages, refuser of a Chair at Princeton; Monte Weaver
The Varsity golf team swings into
of Washington, one time teaching fellow in a Virginia college. Its players action today when it meets the Dartare gentlemen— save for the Gas House Gang; its spectators no more mouth squad at Hanover in its annual
rowdyish than a college football crowd.
opening match. The team this year
s
a
is considered to be one of the strongCader wraps: Linn WeHs waa the crafty one Saturday
est, if not the strongest, in many
as he withheld his convert ible-plteher Kenny Birkett and
years. The four-man combination is
box
pitching
composed of Harry Hood, Wil Girard.
Big Bed White from appearing in the
Bob Mullen, and Al Clarke. The
the tip Is that Birkett will he the surprise of the year
three were assured of their
first
White and Dick Edling, Freshmen, are lofty pitchers of
places by their past record, while Al
the Schoolboy Rowe build: we hope without the sore arm
staff may
Clarke gained his place by surviving
If all goea weH, Bowdoia'i 5-oian pitching
the last qualifying round of eliminaprove as effective, If not more so than Will Mentor's lone j
tion play. Walt Benham '39 and
having seen both held* this year we
efforts In 'S6
Frank Woodruff '39 were added to
might boldly say that Plckard Field diamond Isn't tar betwo no**
the squad at the last minute to fill
hind Fenway's aa far aa appearance goes
Bowdoin
out a six-man team Both Benham
such-loss shots aa they looked a week age:
Red Sox in the American.
and Woodruff have played with the
in the Serte*
a
a
Varsity on several occasions and they
Speaking of appearances of various diamonds, there are a few around both were in the Opper bracket of
of the the Brunswick Patriot's Day Tournathe campus at the present time that are ruining the grass and beauty
the stu- ment this year.
grounds. It is hard to tell how often the college officials have asked
around the
Last year's team lost but one
dents to refrain from plaving softball on the campus grounds
week-end coming up match, that to Dartmouth, and tied
art budding and the library, but with sub-freshman
would try to another. It is also noticeable that
very soon it might be to the benefit of the fraternities if they
only one man is gone from last year's
cure this habit
team. Another proof of the power of
the squad is that of the eight finalists to reach the qualifying round
in the State Tourney held last year,
These six
six were Bowdoin men.
...
will form the nucleus of the six-man
team. Bowdoin plac<>d fourth among
"*H t"
Wednesday
spring,
New
colleges
last
the
England
Bowdoin's tennis team left last finishing behind Dartmouth, Holy
uusd Gravat
V>
Carole Lomban
r ght for Hanover to open its season Cross, and Harvard.
Following the
toIn
against the Dartmouth netmen
match with Dartmouth, the team
day. Due to Major work, the team travels to Williams where it will
"Fools For Scandal"
embarked on its most difficult sched- play Williams on Thursday. Wesule in years minus three of its star leyan is on Friday, and the last match/
Ed is against Amherst on Saturday.
Sound Act players:
Ashkenazy,
Harold
News
The Jayvee team is still pretty
O'Neill, and Dave Fitts. Jack Salter
will act as captain and number one much unsettled, with only Rodney
A Pril **
Thursday
and
Ross. Luther Abbott, and Ed Owen
man. and those making the trip
Douglas
Melvyn
Blondell
Joan
the order in which they will play are fairly certain of places on the team.

LINKSMEN MEET AT

DARTMOUTH OPENER

—

Graduate Scholarshios should be
in President Sills' hands on or before Tuesday,

May

.

10.

.

.

.

.

.

.

fielder, Irish.

The summary:
Bowdoin

ab
5

Dale, 3b

Melendy,

Orr, c

4
6
5
3

Howard, c

1

If

Haire, 2b

White, rf

Fisher, ss

Davidson, cf
Rocque, p
Buck, p

—

_____^__^___^__^^_—

„_._, of .man iNetmen Open Season
CUlflE " l Allll
At Dartmouth Today

4

Totals

—

—
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Frank Purington

There's Always a Woman'
*•

luxuriant

silks,

you

will find

Superbly tailored

Made by

the makers of

to

»—» resilient

'39.

Travel Talk

also

Fordham University

Comedy

News

and $1.50

The COLLEGE BOOKSTORE
ASK TO SEE "DANCING DAN"
He

dances for you to the tune of your radio

TENNIS BALLS
F.

3 for $1.35

W. CHANDLER & SON

BRUNSWICK COAL

LUMBER

ft

Hani and Soft Coals

CD.

UNCLE TNTSCAHN SHOP
Tel.

News

rf

.

.

.

. .

three years

limited

number

Degree

Evening Program

. . .

— CONFECTIONERS —

MAINE STREET

Largest Line of Pipes and Tobacco

EV ERY TH IN G TRATS GOOD

TO EAT

Mi

i

in Town
TOILET ARTICLES

1

1

3
2

1

2

Burrill. c. 3b
ss
ss
Irish, cf

.

.

.

.

.

10

2
2
5
2
2
4

Dobbins
Leonard,

p

etc.

1

9
6

1

6

1

1

1

3

2

2

1

1

1

2

2

1

Hersey, p
Cleveland, p

2

xPetei-s

1

100020

42 7
for Cleveland

Totals

x— Batted

9 28 16

T*toattM» KIN««f,

Bowdoin
Colby

Two

....

10311401 0—11
020002210—7
—
—

Melendy, White 2,
Three base hit Melendy.
Bases on balls, off Berrie 1, Hersey 1,
Cleveland 1, Rocque 3. Buck 2. Struck
out by Berrie2. by Hersey 2, by Cleveland 1, by Rocque 1, by Buck 4. Stolen bases McGee, Pullen, Rancourt,
Burrill, Davidson, Buck. Wild pitches
Berrie 2. Hersey, Buck. Hit by
pitched ball— by Buck (Hatch). Double plays
McGee to Dobbins to Rancourt. Winning pitcher Buck. Losing
Brewer
pitcher— Berrie. Umpires
and Bragg. Time 3 houre. 50 minbase hits

Allen. Irish.

—

—

—

—

—

utes.

FRATERNITIES OPEN

SOFTBALL LEAGUES
Delta Upsilon's softball team leads
Class B in the Interfraternity Softball Contest with one victory, while
in League A the Psi U.'s and Chi
with two wins
Psi's top the
list
apiece. The scores of the games that
have been reported as of Friday
are: League A: Psi U. 10, Sigma
Nu 4; Chi Psi 16. A.T.O. 7; Chi Psi
15, A.D. 11; Psi U 1, Thorndike
In League B the Dekes
(forfeited).
defeated the Betas, 18-11, and lost to
D.U. by 20-14.
standings
up to last Friday are
The
as follows:

League

Team
Psi

U

A

W

L

2

2

Chi Psi

Ptc.
1.000
1.000

A.T.O.

1

000

A.D
Sigma Nu

1
1

.000
.000
.000

1

League B

W

L

1

1

have not

Ptc.
1.000

^Al

hfll

B.

SPATJLDING, Marlboro

.000

played

any

of Friday.

Airport, Marll.

tro,

500

1
1

Thoroughly competent instruction in flying, navigation, engines,
July 1 to August 26. Very moderate fee for camp and flying
Write for folder.

CHARLES

MOO*

7

in 9th.

Score by innings:

instruction.

314 Huntington Avenue, Boston, Massachusetts

1

1

Limited number of young men are offered an unusual opportunmaster an airplane this summer at Camp Winnecook,
Unity, Maine. They can lay the foundation for an interesting career
in air transportation. They will also have available boating, sailing,
swimming, tennis, golf, riding. Excellent food.

leading la LL.M. Degree
Two-year evening program open to
graduates of approved Law Schools

7
e
2

2

ity to learn to

of scholarships available to college graduates

MflMaMMM«M*MaaMlia[

3

1

Learn To Fly at Camp Winnecook

four years

Graduate Currrulum

ST

Maguire, rf. If
Mcintosh, If
Rancourt. lb
Gruber, lb

games as

Tel. S27-R,

1

Curriculum

Mgr.

TONDBEAU BROS. CO. MORTON'S NEWSSTAND

WANTED

Allen, if
Pullen. c

Students who want to live in a whole Thorndike
All
house with room and board.
Team
modem conveniences. Located near
D.U
Whittier Field. Reasonable price.
D.K.E
If interested, get in touch with Mr.
Beta
Fred Bonang, 9 Bowker street. Town.
The rest

Admission Requirement: a minimum of two years of colleRe work

A
*2*.

.

and towels are available to students at the Pickard Field House
locker room. The locker system
is run on the order of a bath
house, whereby each student receives a locker and towel for the
time that he is down at the field.
After he has finished with the
locker for the day, he returns
the towel and key.

New York

School op Law
LL.B.

announce that free lockers

DAVIS, Registrar

Northeastern University

Day Program

MORRELL

P.

23S Broadway,

Leading to

A. E.

CHARLES

Sound A<1

> Undergraduate

AH Kinds

Furnished
Morning, Early Afternoon and
Evening Classes
For Further information address

655-W

Dry Fireplace Wood

of

NOTICE

Transcript of Record Must Be

in

"The Adventures of
Marco Polo"

As-

The Athletic Department wishes to

Required for Entrance

Gary Cooper

/

—

Lawn Tennis

<

Member of the Association of
American Law Schools
College Degree or Two Years of
College Work with Good Grades

2-S

Mob. • Tues.

2% on $20.00
on $10.00
10% on $100 orders

Fuel Oils

Lumber and Building Materials

June Travis

Selected Short Subjects

a complete line of S. S. Pierce
specialties at Boston
catalogue prices

1%

Price $1.00

—

will include eight reels of action shots
of such players as Don Budge, Bobby
Riggs. Frank Parker. John Van Ryn,
Helen Jacobs, Helen Wills Moody,
Baron von Cramm. and many others.
The films have been obtained from

Case System
Three-Year Day Course
Four- Year Evening Course
. Co-educational

with

Dick Foran

'

6

sociation.

NEW YORK

"Over The Wall"

WENOWSTOCK

May

The Moulton Union Board plans to
present a program of tennis films on
Friday evening. May 6. The program

the United States

SCHOOL OF LAW

April 30

Saturday

Tennis Movies,

3
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Union Board Will Show

'40 will

Louise Hovick

construction.

Shirts. $1

'38,

Of Broadway"

Arrow's large assortment

Arrow

Hyde

make the trip as a doubles
partner. The Polar Bear team will
[meet Williams tomorrow, Wesleyan
April 28
Friday
ton Friday, and Amherst on Saturday,
"Battle
Today the J V. Tennis team played
i
with
jits first game of the season against
School court.
Victor McLaglen— Brian Donlevy Andover on the Prep

of neckties replete with a colorful variety of exclusive
patterns.

Bill

Bernard Shattuck '40. Johnny Rich
and Cal Hill '40. Lloyd Akeley

also

Sound Art

weave bouclc

"38,
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Corey,
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game before the opening of the regular schedule to defeat
the Colby Mules by 11-7. Playing on
the Waterville diamond last Saturday, the Polar Bears countered seven
errors as did the Mule outfit to make
a total of fourteen errors for the
last exhibition

the Polar Bears, but was replaced in
the second inning by Leon Buck, who
'hurled the rest of the game. For Colhomer to right center to make the by Berrie, Hersey, and Cleveland
score 6-3-. The visitors were unable shared the pitching duties.
Though the fielding was erratic at
to get to Edling, Bowdoin pitcher,
and the game ended with the score times, several sensational catches were
pulled off. Fisher. Bowdoin shortstop,
unchanged.'
turned
in two remarkable plays, the
diving
Stickel's
Hill's home run and
catch of a hard hit drive featured the best of which was his high leap into
the air to spear Johnny Pullen's drive
game.
in the last of the ninth. Melendy
The summary was:
the
ab bh po e turned in a beautiful catch in
Bowdoin
he tore in from left
4 1 1 1 fourth, when
Harding, 3b
field to take Irish's fly off his shoe-

Upham,

dowed with

.

Applications for the Longfellow, Everett, O'Brien, and Moses

NATION -WISE KAIL. AIR SKHVICK

In a range of rich fabrics from rough

loose playshifting of players,

Bowdoin's nine came through

.

INC.

-

Harvard

NOTICE

IXPRESS

*»Ufc«

ACKNCY

first

Relay Carnival a year ago the Bowdoin 880 yard relay team of Soule.
Deane. Hooke. and Stanwood came
from behind to defeat quartets from
New Hampshire and Bates. During
the same meet Captain Bob Porter
was nosed out by inches in the invitation mile by Holt of Rhode Island.

Rocque And Buck Hurl For
Bears; Haire, White
Sooth Portland Outfit
Get Three Hits

Jayvee Nine Wins Over

for in

"

Game

In Loosely Played

Stephens singled to right, and was
driven in with Stickel's double down
the third base line.
In the second inning each team
scored a run to make it 2-2. No more
scoring was done, however, until the
fifth frame when South Portland took
a one run lead which they held until
the J.V.;s scored four runs in their
big eighth. Stephens singled, advanced to third on an error, and
scored on a wild pitch. The next man,
Stickel, walked, went to third on an
error and then stole home. "Doc"
Hill, coming up with Upham on first
as the result of a walk, belted a

• —
pride,

of individual entries in the Harvard
meet.
Coach Magee will also include in
the squad such men as have shown

principal

you wish. Low, eco-

if

oa laundry, baggage or

service

Express office or arrange for regular

I**""

in

this swift, safe,

Prompt pick-up and

service.

I

nation -wide

—

a
s
of the »id>lin<- feature* of the current road trip
yaaterday's workout In Fenwav Park, home of the
aw lata* Boston Red Sox. Through the generosity of Genoral Manager Eddie Collins, incidentally a friend of Linn
Welt*, the Bowdoin touring team had the advantage of
piatdhaag on the well-groomed greensward of Tern Yawkey's nUiion-doilar layout. Such a privilege speaks well
both for Well* and for Bowdoin, coming aa It does after
the exeeutrvea of both Boston Major League teams expressed indignation and regret at the practice of school
and college coaches In encouraging their promising players
to sign with other Major outfit*. This practice is all the
more galling when said college and schoolboys have been
liberally treated to Annie Oakleys. With the red«\ptionbeaaa atesox out to cram down the throats of the cynical pseudo-experts
that hukaeyed appellation "Gold
Plated." and with the slinging Bee» buzzing with hustle,
the frost rated Boston clubs will have the Bowdoin team at
the head of the 'cheering section.

Oea

waa

•

SAVE ON LAUNDRY

Bowdoin Nine Tops Colby

By Dick Doyle
That old spring tonic via 16 solid safe hits in the last tune-up game a.
Colby seems to have wrought a change in the Wellsmen of Bowdoin. Coming
as they do jiistbefore -the gong rings*" the precious base-hits have injected
the vital confidence so necessarv to an unestablished though determined ball
club. The Yanks may have, or be about to have, their DiMaggio, but Bowdoin has finally got its Melendy. Just as the long-hitting, competitive PiMag
is the reputed keynote to the Yankee's success, Oak Melendy's presence in
the Bowdoin lineup means a bit more than an impressive batting average.
Returning from his sojourn as a fraternity convention delegate, the very
much versatile Melendy served notice with a couple of long blows to signalise a geneial Bowdoin bombardment. When the mythical bell actually
"rings" today let's hope that some hits have been saved for Maas. Suite's
"eleven straight" Statesmen.

Maaa.
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GIVES
DAY FIGHTS
Bob Morns '38 Engaged FRANKFURTER
LECTURE TOMORROW
ARE WILD BATTLES To Wed Brunswick Girl
!

RISING

However, this
sophomore hurlers.
earl)' morning skirmish came to a
sudden climax with the appearance
as
appeared in
Sills
he
President
of
tjs» doorway of the chapel with up-

Frankfurter Is not only a prominent figure in politics but is an important member of the Bar Association. He has lectured in many of the

The engagement of Miss
Lysbeth winchell of Brunswick and Robert Dillingham
Moras, Jr.. of Berkhamsted,
Hertfordshire. England, a member of the Class of '38. has been
announced by Miss Winchell's

j

{

universities

of

j

i

|

j

:

j
|

,

J

Festivities were far from over, howfor private fraternity scraps
were on the schedule for the noon
meal desert. The Psi U.'s and T. D.s

IVY

I

DaW

QUllI

TO

Tl"Y

Printing Experiments

combined, and with representatives
from the Sigma Nu and Deke houses,
a worthy showing was made by the

;

(I'ontiaued from

tV s
omore victory at dawn,
went through their stripping routine
oh the front lawn, while the Kappa

Pw

D

Milton M. Goldberg 39. Claude
R- Frazier 38. Charles H. Mergendahl Jr. 41 and Lawrence P. Spingarn '40.
The Ivy Houseparty issue of the
Bowdoin Quill will feature these new
authors; for out of the twelve men
whose works will appear nine are
contributing for the hrs* time. The
added interest in contribut ing and the
effect that the changes will have on
the students it is hoped will meet
favorably with the student and faculty bodies as a whole.
•39.

soph1

and colleges and was

Sig sophs retired to the protection of
the ditches of the Harpswell sewer
construction job.
Activities were climaxed on Friday
night when freshmen paraded through
ends and showered the few remaining
members of the opposing delegation.
The horse trough was again the scene
of much activity, this time as a bath
But aid was
for half a dozen of '40.
not forthcoming to the captured settled back into the tranquility of
sophs, for the Class of "40 had again e yeryday life;.

(CoHliuiMsl from

II

in

"The Dipsy Doodle," "Whoa Babe."
"Satan Takes A Holiday." "A Study
In Brown." "Mid-Nite in the Madhouse," "Shades of Hades," and many
others, all during the nast year.
Clinton is a bug on golf and tennis,

saying

that he would rather play
tennis than eat. At one time he had
the aviation bug and took several flying lessons. Finding that this took too

much time away from

his

music he

did the next best thing and began to
build model planes. In no time he
had 28 model planes of assorted
shapes and sizes Diled up at various
Economic deoartments have been inplaces all through his apartment. It
vited to attend with their wives.
was then that Mrs Clinton decided
Following the lecture there will be
enough was enouch so she bought him
an informal reception at the D.U.
Courtesy of Portland Sundmy Telegram
a new camera and the model planes
House with a round-table discussion
have been forgotten ever since. He
The president of the D.U. House, WilBowdoin students rapidly turned out last Saturday when a rumor was circulated around the
does all his work at home, in streaks,
liam Fish, says: "We regret that the
campus that • Fascist parade was planning to march through Brunswick In a propaganda mobiland is constantly in pajamas; he is
size of the house does not permit us
isation. Rotten fruit, hockey sticks, baseball bats, and other weapons were hurriedly brought oat as
very proud of his collection of multito open our reception to the public,
the students set up a blockade on the Bath road. One of the signs may be seen In the above picture.
colored lounging pajamas.
but we extend a cordial invitation to
Over a hundred students were drawn to the scene of action, but fortunately the parade did not arLarry is blonde, blue eyed and
all Economic and Government majors
rive In Brunswick.
stands five feet ten. His favorite dishwho wish to attend."
es are real Virginia ham and rare
Answering the "call to arms," Bowsteaks.
The latter he loves just bedoin's anti-Fascists turned out en
fore retiring and he insists that it's
masse last Saturday morning when
good for one. Although he says he
the cry went out that a Fascist demhctes 'jam' he often frequents such
By Robert D. Flelschner
onstration from Bath was to march
spots as the Onyx Club.
through Brunswick in a propaganda
(Continued from I'mf 1)
His arrangements are undoubtedly
say. the latter was selected by a
parade. Although somewhat "dragged
Orson Welles. and members of the the big feature of his band. He likes
Frank Purington "38 became college out" by the events of the day before.
large majority: for the yearlings were
Mercury Theatre have made five rec- nothing better than to take an old
ping-pong
Saturday
evchampion
last
'40
still hopeful that the Class
of
in which over-ripe fruit had made its
ords
of
scenes
from
their
modern
tune
'38
and really go to town on it.
ening
Tootell
by
Bill
defeating
would show up prepared for a pitched
first
appearance on the Bowdoin dress production
of Shakespeare's Many of his arrangements have bebattle in The mfctdkToV Portland. But'i'" tr*c finals of the annual Moulton campus in several years, underclass"Julius Caesar"
.
Our bets for come all-time hits.
no such affair happened much to the Union Tourneys; and the Alpha Delta men and upperclassmen as well turnthe
Commencement band are Duke
When he comes to Bowdoin next
pleasure of the numerous squad cars Phi team overcame Psi Upsilon by ed out in frenzied anticipation of reEllington and Bob Crosby, with the month he will have with him his
that kept a constant eye on the fresh- six points to take over the inter- pulsing a supposedly anti-American
heavy emphasis on the latter .
famous Victor recording orchestra
man groups as they walked around fraternity bridge trophy.
demonstration. Rotten fruit, hockey In case
you
didn't know: Pres. Roose- and lovely Bea Wain, who is considfourth
seeded
Purington
who
was
town.
sticks,
baseball bats, and wooden
at the beginning of the tournament blockades were in readiness for the velt's 16-cy)inder Cadillac is equipped ered as one of the country's finest
led Tootell throughout the match to expected invasion, but alas, all prep- with a machine gun and tear gas female vocalists.
This is the same
bombs '.
Week's pet gripe: In the band that will play at the Glen Island
win. 21-19. 21-11 11-21.21-18. Puring- aration was
for naught
for the in- spring
of the y ear we i"* 1 haven't Casino this summer. In the past we
ton received a silver belt buckle while vasion was nothing
nr^rJld"
but a preparedOnce again it is necessary to
>arf
(or the energy) to have had bands that were on their
Tootell was given a watch charm. In
ness
of
demonstration
in
fair
city
the
request on behalf of the Dean's
think one ub
the struggle for top honors in bridge.
Maine Street was wav to the top. but this year we have
Bath, nine miles from the border of originally
Office and the Athletic DepartEd Dunlap and Bert Paull played for Brunswick.
"the twelve-rod road"
one that comes to us at the height of
ment that the students refrain
For an honest, though in places ra its popularity.
Alpha Delta Phi to amass 74 points;
Campus Grapevine
from playing ball on the campus
Psi Upsilon. last year's winner, was
ther cynical
account of athletics
The events of the hardest fought from the inside read Paul Galileo's
grounds around the library and
second with 68 points; and Delta
Upsilon and Theta Delta Chi followed Rising Day in the new era were not "Farewell to Sports"
museum.
With sub-freshman
For furwith 65 and 62". respectively. There enough to rid Bowdoin 's underclass ther information on Easter Smith
week-end not far distant it is
is a possibility that a faculty team men of the zeal and lust for a battle:
especially urged that the students
America's No. 1 drummer, see Laffin
will meet a combined team made up for it did not take long for the cam- Denham. or Ware
refrain from any further playing
This week's
. .
.
of the teams of these four houses.
pus grapevine with the aid of a mis- "New Yorker" has a very clever paron the grounds.
guided chapel bell to bring out over ody on our own Prof. Coffin and Mrs.
one hundred students. A blockade Etnier of "Gilbert Head" fame
Recently two Yale students formwas rapidly set up along the main Bathing, except when prescribed by ed the first collegiate chapter of the
road to Bath and the students armed a physician, was made unlawful in Shirley Temple Club, with buttons,
themselves with whatever
imple- Boston in 1845 ... We were quite photographs, and a very exclusive
ments of "war" that they were able taken aback when George Jean Na- membership.
•
•
•
to secure on such short notice. Cars than actually gave a play a favorable

Variety
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BLEND YOUR TOBACCO

.

.

I

WITH

Psjt""

this outfit and also managed to find
time to squeeze in some stock numbers on the side. As if this were not
enough, he turned to composing himself and turned out such hits as:

Victors Named
FROSH CELEBRATE
AT GALA BANQUET
In Union Finals

*

LARRY CLINTON BEGAN
AS TRUMPET PLAYER
he turned out six scores a week for

1933-34 the George Eastman Visiting
Professor at Oxford University. In
1936 at a dinner for the New School
of Social Research at which he was
toastmaster, he criticized the universities for not absorbing more German
students, stating that every school,
both college and university, should
have at least two such students.
Preceding the lecture, which begins at 8.15. there will be a formal
banquet In Professor Frankfurter's
honor at the D. U. House. The dinner
will begin at 6.00 o'clock P.M.. and
President Sills, Dean Nixon, and the
professors of the Government and

parents, who are residents
Brunswick.
Bob. 9 member of Alpha Delta
Phi. has been active in the
Masque and Gown, and Kent's
Expeditions
while
at
Island
Bowdoin.
He prepared at
Rugby. Eneland. Miss Winchell
attended Colby College and the
Portland School of Fine and
Applied Art.
No date has been set for the
wedding.

I

ever;

in retaliation for_t he

Students Prepared To Defend
Town From "Fascist" Invasion

(tVmlinwsl from P»«* I)

(Ouittaovd from Vwtt I)

and it was with a sigh of despair
that freshmen returned to wrecked
rooms at 4.00 for three brief hours
vt sleep.
8«f*a Bring Out Fruit
Feeling that nothing is better for
a breakdown of prestige than a sudden deluge of over-ripe fruit, the
>ophpmo*»m went into action as the
freshmen chapel-goers emerged from
fba peace ana solitude of the sacred
retreat in the early morning ritual.
Rotten tomatoes, darkened bananas.
juicy grapefruits, sticky oranges, etc.,
were only a few of the various assort men t of ammunition used by the

freshmen

.
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were stopped coming

in

from Bath review

as the student leaders raised their
arms in the Fascist salute and cau
tiously asked the whereabouts of the
overdue parade.
In tho meantime
student patrol cars were sent to Bath
to bring back early reports on the
progress of the invading horde.
Pn-sident Kenneth
M. Sills.

week

last

.

.

Sounds

silly

doesn't it: But Bowdoin had a library
before it had either a faculty or
buildings
Charming Gail Reese,
.

.

.

formerly with Berigan and now with
Glenn Miller, will soon trek off to
Hollywood ... A Copenhagen hotel
is equipped with pipes for beer as
well as water, and is able to adver-

C

Chesterfield and

.

bring you

.

.

Relief Plan, sponsored
American Legion.
ter

preview coast-to-coast broadcast
from New York '39 World's Fair

by

ture
.

At Magee Banquet
•

l

from l'ure

nil

.

.

.

The gym dance

Frank

telegrams that
all over the
of the telegrams said

One

will fea-

now type

.

.

.

.

fifty

i

Alumni Notes

Join us in the preview of the

New York 1939 World's Fair.
When it's Swing time at this great
ball

Time

over the country.

all

it'll

!

On May 6th there will be an Alumthat in all likelihood Jack Magee
would be elected president of the ni Dinner at Springfield. Mass., at
A.A.U. of which he is now vice-presi- which Coach Jack Magee will be
dent. When Coach Magee was intro- guest of honor and Dean Paul Nixon
duced to the grou" he was given a will represent the college. This is the
standing ovation. He thanked the night before the Bowdoin track meet
President of Bowdoin for the snlendid at Springfield College.
co-operation that he had received
The Bowdoin Club of Portland will
during his years here. He cited the
case of Phil Good, star hurdler of a hold a dinner for subfreshmen at the
Coach
few years ago who was allowed to go Columbia Hotel May 19th.
Adam
Walsh will show football movon a track trio abroad and to make
up his lost work when he returned to ies and Professor Edward S. Hamj

be Chesterfield
,

He also wished to thank the mond will speak.
it possible for him
Professor Edward C. Kirkland will
travel abroad with the various
track squads. Coach Magee spoke of speak before the Providence Bowthe good feeling in Janan towards doin Alumni on May 6th.
the United States.
He predicted a

college.

College for making
to

four-minute mile and a fifteen-foot

|

pok? vault for the near future. The
dinner, which was sponsored by the
Rotary and Lions Clubs with Harry'
Shulman as the chairman, concluded
with the singing of "Bowdoin Beata."

NOTICE
Thcry

will

be a short meeting

at 7.30 P.M. this evening in the

Room

B.C.A.

r*

^

P1

of the Moulton Un-

ion for all men interested in Lacrosse. Anv men who are interested, and all men who have had
any experience are requested to

attend.

Yes, We're Interested In

™40

S^it»0*«

FIRST NATIONAL

And Other

Printing

STIIPKNT

PATBOWAMC SOUCJTKD

PURE FOOD SHOP

for more smoking pleasure everywhere
Chesterfield is the right cigarette .

—

Telephone S

It

Myiu Tobacco Co,

^

»

Sigma

Phi.

ganization.

women's

journalistic or-

He was detected by the
way in which he smoked.

and was promptly ejected, but not
before he had heard 200 coeds razzed
about things not meant for male cars.

He

is

now being

carefully

avoided

on campus.
•
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•
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Colgate University has opened
a new course In the study of
foreign

dictatorship.
»

•

•

*

•

Students advertising a University
of Michigan play production picketed
the local cinema to advertise their
own play.
•

•

•

*

•

Fourteen colleges and univercountry have orange
and blue for their colors.
sities In this

•

•

•

•

•

I)

Lawrence L. Pelletier of the department of Government.
The Bradbury Drize. amounting to
about $105 annually were donated by
the Honorable James Wnrc Bradbury,
LL.D.. of the Class of 1852, for excellence in debating.

Lyman

B.

Chipman,

Inc.

PRINTING
Compliments of

Brunswick Bowling* Alley

Manager

Printers of

CopTCisbt 19J8, UooiiT

•

—

Paul K. Nlven, Bowdoin 1916

.

•

PORTLAND, ME.

Ask Us For Quotations

The Record Office

*

•

An Indiana University law student
dressed himself as a girl and attended the annual razz banquet of Theta

(Continued from Psjjr

Capital, $175,000

x

in

now experi-

BANK ANDREWS AND WANG
WIN DEBATE HONORS

Total Resources S2.7O0.0O0

have had long experience
producing for Bowdoin mon:

»

an "orientation"
given to freshmen,
aad embraces, among other
things, proper table manners.
It in

Harvard freshmen have petitioned
on the the university to give them older
The
weath- women as dormitory maids.
er permitting, with Coach Jack Ma- freshmen say that the present maids
are too young, and that their blondgee as guest of honor.
ness. pulchritude and garrulity arc
There will be an informal meeting not conducive to scholarly concentraof the New York Club on or about tion.
May 19th at the Alpha Delta Phi
Among the courses at Ohio
Club in New York.
Wesleyan University, are typewriting and shorthand.
The engagement of William S. Bur•
»
*
•
»
ton '37 and Miss Nancv Lea Connor
I*rinceton's Undergraduate Counof Bangor was recently announced
by Miss Connor's parents. Bill, a first - cil, while discussing plans for a prom,
year faw student at Harvard, was a made the" following rule: "Following
Phi Beta Karma man and a member the usual custom, no corsages will be
of D.K.E. House here at Bowdoin. No allowed to be worn on the dance
floor."
date has been set for the wedding.

PRINTING
STATIONERY
POSTERS
TICKETS
ALUMNI LETTERS
FRATERNITY FORMS
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(irlnnell College is

The New Hampshire Alumni Club

of Brunswick, Maine

We

%**£:
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will hold a meeting May 23rd
Isle of Shoals off Portsmouth,
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Light up your Chesterfield and

opening
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time. After a short speech, Col.

.

.

Sunday.

had been received from
country.

.

Cunt in

Lowe read some

.

.

•

.

.

every nation

•

.

decorations this Ivy
How Dolly Dawn keeps her
popularity is a mystery
Goodman's concert at Symphony next

Cunningham Speaks

. .

.

believe that this will aid in th<students' comprehension of where
they stand.

the series of animated cartoons entitled
"Sally Swing"
to
replace "Betty

Boop"

"Rhapsody in Blue". thousands
of happy dancers ... a blaze of
color
flags and costumes of
.

Bates has a new marking sy*tem. If a student merely flunks
• course, he receives an" F. If,
however, be
falls
hopelessly,
then he gets an FF. Professors

"Comprehensive inventory" tests
Dean Paul Nixon, and Coach Adam tise running beer in every room".
Walsh all turned out to temper the They tell us that Al Hughes, formerly will be given to Brown seniors. The
action of the "defenders" in what of '39, plays with Bob Gleason and tests will attempt to measure "what
students
know today, rather than
they realized was a false rumor; for his Orchestra, to be featured at the
what they have known what they
the supposedly Fascist demonstration Kappa Sig house this Ivy
Lonwas nothing more than a mass dem- don sank nine inches in a hundred have retained and have available as
current resources," explained Pres.
onstration under the National Disas- years
Paramount is planning a Henry M.
Wriston.
.

Paul Whitem AN

.

STUART * CLEMENT

The Orient

Town Building
Brunswick, Me.
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of the most progressive advances in educational policy that
the college has made for some time
appeared with the announcement of
the official decision to adopt a fourweek Junior and Senior reading period in the spring. Although the ar-

Institution of Project Will Professor Frankfurter

Be Experimental For
Time Being

Recommends History

rangement has been experimented
with and is in use elsewhere in the
academic world, it is new at Bowdoin.
It is more or less an extension, on
a smaller scale and to all members College Regards Action As
of the two classes, of the privileges
Important Educational
given each year to a certain few out-

PLAN TO AFFECT
UPPER-CLASSMEN

standing Seniors. And this manifesStep Forward
tation of more confidence in the undergraduate should be met with sinA f0ur.weejt reading period to be
cere attempts at its justification It instituted in May of next year for
is hoped that a good majority of the certain courses composed predominprofessors will be inclined to adopt antly of Seniors and Juniors, was prothefaeulty at a
the optkH-1 reading period for their vkted for by vote,tf
Avowedly an ex. meeting last week.
so that it may be given as
ociorr the
uw £:„ w- adopted
e a trial as possible before
»», thc
tx,. discretion
-*£»«<i a
Hiseretmn of
anal decision at the end of two years, the instructor in each course, and the
s - r
•whole arrangement is to be revwwed
f*X>NSIDERING the widespread in- at the end of two years.
During this period, which will prevy »«_>.«
i~ tennis
««..,.» on
ah campus,
Mntmm ine;^,
»k*
tcrest in
.vjr«_«i examinations, »w~
stu...
the ....
cede the final ^,.^.5_«»;^»
<-«
it »
tennis movies which the Union Oom-- dentg
haw
forma , c ia4S . room
night
Friday
on
mittee is presenting
lectures or recitations, but will work
are very timely. Good tennis is al- by themselves in the library or their
ways enjoyable to watch, even for own studies «on reading and other
non-players; and for those whd like [tasks assigned by their instructors,
(Th* hope of estaWtehing such a readto call themselves tennis players the
jTL~
.
,j w_ j—.—- n.-T.. -_ii
6 period is that it will develop and
be instructive as well.
Alms should
BtwienVs njMC Hy to use his
It is seldom that the average player. freedom and develop powers of indeat least here in the East, has the pendent study,
**Iaaaertaat Step Forward**
opportunity to see any great amount
thi * "?
^he
of moving pictures, where, with the
IT'S*
J!*Jg™I
a,
ep
l
aid of the cloae-up and slow motion. n
|
/ !i
}^c
he can analyze the strokes and style JJ*
the
of the best players in the world.
tawhk* the^ouMwork" and
r
tune
*ne
I^the
standards
college"
by
rigid
of
the
files
of
back through the
at the end of the read-«...
Ri*~ •• recentl> we
«• came
n.™ examinations
Sun Rises
mg period. During this period inacross a suggestion by a .former ed- struc tors will be available for conHot that dance commit teef make pub- ference and advice, but the students
lie a record of their disbursements will not be required to attend classes
and handling of the student dance nor to meet their instructors regufees. In discussing the idea, he said: lar]>M
6.. J
>' ,*?*e
"Students here pay $25 to the Blan- __***". f
T*rs_i?Tv?J
has had such a reading period, comket-Tax; and the use of the fund is lbined wtth a
c h%,£te tul „rial
made public
.In a year, students system but so far as is known the
who attend botLi gym dances pay ten plan at Bowdoin is unique, for since
dollars, and if' they go to the Com- the college is not able to provide for
tK!" °
meneement Ball, thirteen; yet they .*u
u!
!"*|fj
*t £2£l
8Jl, th
demand no knowledge of the inner ^Jffi"*
?
*,
of the committees which
iroark of confidence ii the intellectual
they themselves have elected to run J maturity ot the modern undergmduthe dances.
ate."
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Bigness

!

Herbert

Hitchen.
First
Unitarian
Church in West Newton. Mass.. used
for his text in last Sunday's chapel
a story from the Bible illustrating
Christ's standard of values.
From
l
< * y of C"™* Mr
Hit
n «•"*
*iJ
<*f greattinu
«d to compare bigness and
>
npgg ming
examples. He said
that Italy is not as great as Norway.
is not necessary.
At any rate, it or Sweden, or Denmark because, although it is more powerful, it has
seems worth thinking about.
not the spiritual life that these Scan_
dinavian countries have.
He measHE ,last college lecture of the year ured greatness by the extent of
brings to
Bowdoin tomorrow spiritual life. Finally, he discussed
individual
***
and
said
that the
night one of the few really outstandmg speakers that the student body is gI7>a *?e otu a *V , .'f s?u,„is **itr'

I
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f^..„o.„ to
#
^ »u. the
.u
fortunate
hear dunng
course choir sang
Sir Herbert Ones.
Of the academic year.
Grierson comes to Bowdoin as one
•

|

his

spiritual

life.

(Cuntinurd on

l*»in!
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The

Ye Watchers and Ye Holy Mrs.
Burnett Will Plav
rs* 1>ur
**y

;

Sol© in Chapel

°

May

8th

of English Literature. Besides'
n Sunda y- Mfly 8 Mr« Charles
rTIf I
CI ACarcc Burnett
l^i»L«L«iMjJ!*
l^LtAooCiO
will play a cello solo part to
is a distinguished teacher and
"
~
Ave Maria" by Bach-Gounod, while
lecturer. And the subject of his ad__
n*
*' «i» Glee Club will accompany her in
dress. "The Movement of Poetry In
Ji!5f of trustniembers ofr the boards
Latin. This will act. more-or-less as
My Time " dealing as it does with lees and
overseers, visited the college an exneriment
for
Baccalaureate
the literature of our century, should last Thursday and Friday in order to
service
be of especial interest, since con- ascertain the general internal con..
,_
..
..
a
fi
,
t,mC
temporary movements always seem dhion of the coUege. This commit- in
^Jjf
u
J^,
2H
an accomtee
c™**. V^^y to investigate instrumental solo with
have a more
inore immeoiate
immediate appeal.
aooeal
to nave
p^n imeni has been done In chapel.
phaseg of
Qthcr (han
financial.
The members of the com- lf successful, it will be followed in
two
weeks
with
the
same
combii
amittee are Messrs. Evans. Pelers,
field
this,

he

vrv
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J^*™21™ ^mm
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KIRKLAND TALKS ON

Moore, Copeland, Clifford. Ingraham.
|

Paying "Ave Marin" by Shu-

Ivy House Bands Will Represent
Wide Variety Of Musical Styles

Speaking before the Bowdoin ColPolitical Forum last Wednesday night. Professor Edward C. Kirkland made an aooraisal of the present political situation after two years

I

of Pros. Roosevelt's second term. Professor Kirkland said that he felt that,
in comparison to the situation back
in 1936. there is at present a greater
economic depression and that Mr.
;

'

.

By Robert D.

Fletechner
The counterpart of almost every
big-name orchestra in the nation will
be found here on the Bowdoin campus during Ivy House Parties. Many
of the house bands have a style very
similar to that of the country's topflight bands,
To begin with there will be Dean
Hudson and His Florida Clubmen at
the Delta U. house who feature a
mixture of Benny Goodman and Casa
-

Loma

in

theiv faster

arrangements

In the pieces of a slower tempo the
Certain features of the present re- quality of Hal Kemp is easily discerngime. Kirkland feels, will be lasting, ible. This versatile band, of fourteen
These include such boards and gov- pieces, features Frances Colwell and
ernment institutions as the Social St- a glee club of the Fred Waring type,
Exchange This outfit has recently fulfilled encurity Board, Securities
Commission, National Labor Rela- gagements at Simmons. Dartmouth,
t ions Board, the A. A.A., banking sys- and
New Hampshire. This will be
tern reforms, and some form of fed- their farewell New England appeareral relief. He thought that there ance before going west to make movie
was not likely to be any shift in the 'shorts.
present political set-up towards raKen Reeves and his orchestra, who
dkalism, nor would a third party be have recently finished an engagement
effective. If any change in the presi- aboard the ocean liner Be de France,
dent's program has taken place, it has will play on campus two nights. He
been towards the right and a return
be at the Alpha Delt house on
to Hoover's program with emphasis Wednesday night and on Thursday
on confidence and normalcy.
night will move up Maine street to
Kirkland concluded by saying that the Deke house. This band has a very
the gravest danger of the present ad- distinct stvle of its own and the
ministration was that of inflation of Springfield "Student" says of them:
some form or other. This, he said. "Followers of 'that thing called
would mean rising prices and greater swing' will be pleased to know that
jthis orchestra has a captivating style
government control.
Bill.

,

i

I

j

j

i

j

:

;

wm

;

;

;

of its own in rendering those numthat are now sweeping the country in popularity.
This group has
recently made -very successful appearances at Harvard, Amherst, and

^n

Pope easily held in the final quarier.
The time for the distance was 3.28.4.
Dave Soule leaped 21 feet 6 3/8

jump but
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iContinued on Page 4)

final, and other matches
of
internationally
famous players
8
ear s
singIes
ch°am P io nli Fis
Made up of seven reels of close-up.
normal speed, and slow motion photography. the films will provide two
hours of top-notch tennis. Donovan
D. Lancaster, chairman of the Union
Committee, has announced that there
will be no admission charge.
Budge-von Cramm Final
Three of the reels will be devoted
to the Budge-von Cramm championship final at Forest Hills.
Another
reel contains portions of matches in
the Women's Singles Championship,
'

^^

,
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PRESENTS CONCERT
Madame

Chardoh, wife of the famcellist of the Boston Symphony Orchestra, Yves Chardon, presented a cello recital last night in
Memorial Hall, accompanied by Professor Frederic Tillotson at the pied

ano.

Sonata

vs.

»!««ri^li
slow
motion

«*" tams
shots

of

cl«>se-up

grips

and
and

|

i

strokes of

j

By H. A. Shorey 3rd
Editor's Note: It has just been
learned by President Sills that
work has been delayed again on
the Polar Bear monument to be
presented by the Class of 1912.

ton Athletic Field gateway.

The com-

mittee in charge states that "Westerly granite is not only about the most
;

among the workprobable that the bear
be finished in time to be

to a strike

\

is

expensive type of granite but is characterized by very small crystals."
This makes for a finer finished surface and, unlike the other campus
monumental work, the absorption
factor that

dedicated at Commencement. )
The Bowdoin Polar Bear, which
will be placed .before the entrance
to the Sargent Memorial Gymnasium,
is expected to be completed and er-

i

.

is

practically negligible.

Utrtlk, ffi,

SB3 n^Ttc,'

i£K

i

!

;

J

{

I

i

!

'

i

]

and
I

well

known for his monument- expression to them of much
He made the Columbia Bowdoin means. Made of the

work.
Lion and the Tigers above the Prince-

al

I

is

I

short the Burp plan. He said the main
idea back of it is "a plan to end all
plans."
By a series of simole steps his ideal
plan was drawn up:
"Everyone agrees that a na1 1
tional income of $100,000,000,000 is
desirable.
.2)
"There are rouehly 130.000.000
persons in the United States."
3)
"By the inexorable laws of
higher mathematics $100,000,000,000
divided by 130.000.000 is roughly
$770."
4)
"Taxes are unjust."
5)
"The countrv needs more pur-

The monument has been approved
by the college architects McKim.
Mead, and White, and accepted by chasing power.'.'
the President and governing boards.
6)
"The time has come for the
The class of 1912 aimed at g ivlng tne Federal Government to take over the
J
an er
entire monetary syitem."
would
7)
"Each derson shall be given
$770 yearly new money to be print™
ed each month."

ready to be unveiled at Commence- brings out
and develops in her men.
ment.
With which it was also their aim to
The monument is entirely of West- incorporate that distinctive Polar exerly white granite and will be about ploration which Peary and Mac-Mileleven feet high. The sculptor is Mr. (an have made so definitely Bowdoin's
F. G. R. Roth of Englewood, New by means of ice-cap and the "top-ofJersey and the architects are John the-world" on which the bear is
Calvin and John Howard Stevens of mounted.
Portland.
The entire mass of bear
The donors hope, of course that
and base is expected to weigh twenty Bowdoin men past, present, and futons
ture will take the Bear to their
_
Mr. Roth is an eminent sculptor hearts and look upon it as a definite
,

1

j

(Continued on Pag«
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Professor Abrahamson called the
Townsend Plan a 'menace' and that
if the Townsend Plan were adopted
the young
benefits
pay for

people unaffected by
would take forty years
the

pensions

given

to

its

to

the

present a<»ed.
Although only 30 members or 7%
of the House are listed in favor of the

Townsend

Abrahamson said
Plan.
that there was imminent daneer. As
three Maine ReDresentath&s were
list the daneer lay pi the fact
that some day the Nation may go as
Maine goes.

all

that on the
finest

i

MamM

University

,

s

th.

the

,

Of 1912 Polar Bear To Be
Placed In Front Ot Gymnasium

th.

before

Forum of the University of Maine
last Saturday evening Albert Abranamsoni pro fessor of Economics at
Bowdoin gave a humorously satirical
discourse directed against the Townsend Plan and all other plans of that

j

Class

t lft, ann.unce

Louis Couperin

i

.

it

.

Bill Tilden. and Bill Johnand normal and slow motion
photography of strokes and play of
other famous players, including Helen nature.
Professor Abrahamson used as a
Wills Moody, Rene Lacoste. Gerald
central theme for his talk a new plan
Patterson, and Pat O'Hara-Wood.
devised by himself called 'The Bonaza Unlimited Recovery Plan" in

ston,

.

Due

Brahms
.

Cesar Franck

Speaking

Parker.
reeI

concert

Townsend Pension Plan

—

-

men,

E minor

Abrahamson Discusses

Parker-John Van Ryn quarter-final
matcht portions of the Budge-Joe
Hunt quarter-final, and sequences
from the semi-finals matches von
Cramm vs. Bobby Riggs. and Budge

at Smith College, and having
Eaton, Anthony H.. Gray, Me..
that capacity at the Johns
Emery William D.. Springfield. Mass.
Hopkins University, and Wesleyan.
Gardner, Richard F.. Auburn, Me.;
Professor Chase continued by de- Gossler,
Richard H., Pawtucket, R.
claring Sir Herbert "comparable to
iCggUpyjd vp r»jfg -)
Kitteridge" and saline that he is often called the "Grand Old Man of
literature."

will not

first

Mme Chardon, who has toured Europe extensively giving recitals, presented the following program:

as well as the two finalists.
Reel number two, devoted to Men's
Singles, has close-ups of the Frank

!

An

COUNTESS CHARDON

including outstanding, women players,-,
pieces en
such as Helen Jacobs, Kay Stammers.
Mary Hardwick. and Dorothy Bundy. Sonata

On

1

the

;
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COMING EVENTS

for

Famous Netmen

;

authority on John Donne, English poet of the seventeenth century.
Dr. Grierson is the author of many
books concerning that famous personage. In addition, he has edited a
Williams.
number of works, foremost of which
At the Kanoa Sig house Bob Glea- are: The Poems of John Milton, and
son and his orchestra will swing out. Letters of Sir Walter Scott in twelve
This is a comparatively new outfit volumes.
from Lynn, Mass. They have a very
urtusual style of their own and should
go a long ways.
After the absence of a few years,
this Ivy will see the return to camThursday, May 5 - Sir Herbert
pus of Billy Murpav and his very
Grierson will lecture in Memopopular Royal Arcadians. This band
rial Hall at 8.15 p.m. on "The
will plav for the Betas. They have
Movement of Poetry in My
had innumerable successes throughTime."
out New England both at colleges and
Friday, .May 6 - Abbot Farley '41
dance halls.
will sing "Largo" by Handel in
Doc Harmon and his clarinet marChapel.
malade will hold forth at Zeta Psi
Motion pictures will be shown
and Kearney Kallander's great show
at 7.30 p.m. in Memorial Hall
band will be at the ATX). At Chi
by the Union Board through
Psi Tommy Reynolds and his clarinet
the co-operation of the U. S.
are scheduled for Wednesday night.
Lawn Tennis Association.
This band boasts plenty of "jive" and
Saturday, May ^ - Track vs. Vera fine vocalist in Archie Thomnson.
mont and Springfield at SpringFollowers of Tommv Dorsey will
field. Golf and tennis at the
enjoy Gene Brodman and his fourUniversity of Maine. Baseball
teen-piece orchestra from Connectiat Bates.
cut. This band has filled many enSunday, >I*y 8 - The Rev. George
gagements at Weslcan and other
A. Trowbridge of New York
New England schools and is fast beCity will speak.
coming one of the favorites of the
Monday. May 9 - Major examiGene
himself
is
an
excellent
East.
Continued on Fare Z)
nations commence.

off

j

Movies Feature

Week End

Planned Fof Ma> 13, 14

filled

lege

zalion

t,on
beft.

Easily

inches for fourth place in the broad
failed to qualify in the 100yard dash. Matched against Rhode
Island. Harvard, and Boston College
in the 4x110 yard shuttle hurdle relay. run over alternating low and high
•barriers,
Cte Bowdoin quart el of
Fergie L'pham. Lin Rowe, Charlie
Pope, and Neal Allen could do no
better than fourth. The rest of the
An exhibition of tennis movies. virtually complete varsity squad,
containing action shots of the world's
which was makin" its first start of
leading players, will be presented by th^'^ eaaon
piace.
the Union Committee in Memorial
Vu„
u„
The *freshman
entrants,
placing
Hall at 7.30 on Friday evening. The
well ud in five of seven events enterfilms, which are circulated by the
United States Lawn Tennis Associa- ed, were seldom out of the spotlight.
Uion. jnclude sequences of the Budge- Ray Huling was Bowdoin's lone invon Cramm match, the Lizana-Jed dividual winner with his 22 foot 6 1/8

glish

POLITICAL SITUATION

Roosevelt has had a slight political
slump. The defeat of his reorganization bill, although the topic of more
lobbying than most important bills.
was a greater blow to Mr. Roosevelt's political prestige than the defeat ot his Supreme Court Reorgani-

fi^

Goding and Farrington.

'

Sub-Freshman Week-end is scheduled for Friday and Saturday. May
should be aware that individ- 13th and 14th, this year. Invitations
«""*» from having or acquir- were sent out by the Faculty Com"•"tyinterests,
assuming mittee on Preparatory Schools last
ing
not • from
P^/'Desn^PtuI Nixon said in chap- week. There will be a presentation
c ' '**' Saturday. He stated that there of "The Shoemaker s Holiday by the
are cprtain people who are forced by Masque and Gown on Friday evening,
an • nner P°wcr to strive for some- as well as informal receptions at the
thln« "x^ «-edHa*>l<* or more sue- fraternity houses and campus singing.
On Saturday there will be the
«*«'"» for mankind bv intellectual or
*P»"tual means^ It is these men who Maine State Track Meet with the
arc "»e reHl individuals, the men af- four colleges competing. The trials
ter^om we shouWDattern our lives, will he held in the morning and the
On
1
his ,a,k on in * main events in the afternoon.
P"" .
dividuality to a previous one on both Friday and Saturday, there will
standards and standardization by be an opportunity for the Sub-Freshto
visit Classes and meet the EMmen
"bowing th« l ^'"K "different m trirector of Admissions and other memvial matters us more or less a standbers of the, Faculty. Guests will be
ardization of ono t yoe of would-be In
°n the campus with ample
S^o^allsm He advocated hat we quarto^
opportunity to see the Undergraduate
should be what we are because we life* of the college.
are that, and not try to be forced
Seventy-five
sub-freshmen
had
individuals.
been admittt»d to the" College as of
April 30. They are as follows:
Bell,
Robert L.. Everett. Mass.:
jgj. Herbert Grierson
Blood. Robert E.. Jr., SwampscoVt.
Bononfant.
Kenneth
H.,
Poetry Mass.;
Lecture
Presque Isle, Me.; Bowdoin. E. Seavey. Kennebunk. Me.; Brey, Robert
"The Movement of Poetry In My N.. Jr.. Philadelphia. Pa.
Time" will be the topic of the lecture
Chism, Murry S., Jr.. Tenafly, N. J.;
to be delivered by Sir Herbert Grier- Clark. Alton W.. Kennebunk. Me.
son 'Dmorrow evening in Memorial Clark. Davd R.. Seymour,. Conn.;
Professor Stanley P. Chase, in Comstock. William III, Ann> Arbor,
Hall.
speaking of Sir Herbert said: "His Mich.; Corbett. William J., North
reputation among EnglLsh scholars is Pelham, N. Y.
Although a native of
very high."
Dodson, Louis B.. Washington. D.
Scotland. Sir Herbert has spent much
C; Donnelly, Edmund M.. Lexington.
time in the United States, serving at Mass., Drummond,
Daniel T., Jr.,
visiting
professor of Enpresent as
Auburn, Me.

To

Class A.

lost a couple of yards
Hampshire's Abbott; but Bob
Hamblen, seemingly quite recovered
from his muscle ailments, more than
made up the deficit to hand Stanwood a five or six yard lead. Bowdoin's Co-Captain flashed old time
form to double the margin which

'

"We

^™?

in

New

to

Sub-Frosh

statute books when Justice Holmes took his post, continued
the speaker, and even these two. the
Interstate Commerce Act of 1887 aiKi
the Sherman Anti-trust Act of 1890
The adlitv
ministration of Theodoro Roosevelt
however, marked a change. Free enterprise was brought under government supervision, and the several
states enacted numberkss laws of!
social control
Through the use of
taxing power and bv regulatory legislation. not only were abuses to be
remedied, but benefits were to be
achieved for the common man.
a
. 1
.„, ...
Unhke ..
the great men on the court
before him." said Dr. Frankfurter.

j

1

*"

frosh

mile quartet,

LMHVlWJAiiSM TOPIC
OF SATUtDAY CHAPEL

?

And Greatness :me^S..

Wd "T^ *T^^ The Reverend
mister of the

•

mark

Win Mile

m^

Economic LeirW»tW»n
There were only two important
measures of economic legislation on

on any

the past^ But during the past
yemr
Ve
JZL*? ?to committees of the
complimentary
past. We do not pretend to know
whether or not' there is any basis for
these rumors. The point is that publi-.
catioi. of the figures would prevent
any such rumors and kill any reflec
«*-^»
ti«M cast
«.«t upon
>nnn members
nw^Hor. of
«i dance
uoro
committees. Perhaps such a measure

-

,

the

B.

Boyd Legate, leading

Holmes was justice of the
a member of Delta Kapoa Epsilon.
Court, said Dr. Frankfurter, for oneFrost, a member of Alpha Delta
fifth of the Court's existence, during
editflHn-chief of the Orient
P" 1
t the most T«VIni
interthe years 01
intense tali?
t . .
___w__ -» »u..
action of government and busings }%<J™*J?* Jf ' „T, SfJ wLaue
<-«»sk»l
«•* as * ell as the Masque
until recently. Conflicts of the postand Gown. Bradford is a member of ic*miuv of Pom«nd smntay i«i«ir»m^
into
Ray Httllng. who hroko the frenhmaa broad-Jump mark at the Harvard
the Glee Club and College Choir. He
political conflict
has been a cheer leader and has been Relays. Ha tarday. with a leap of 2° feet. « inches to tie for first olace.
time until the present. Capitalists
and tennis.
were at that time first becoming a active in track sthletics
He
is a member of Beta Theta Pi.
distinct class. Technological advances
brought large corporations, and this
growth wax toe origin ««f many pottsau rsfgwcussBx*.

Rev. Hitchen Compares

to cast

ing
1

I

r

of the present,
for that matter, on

'

here last Thursday evening. Professor
Frankfurter, delivering the thirteenth ticipated in Freshman football, tenannual Delta Upsilon lecture, took as nis, and swimming. Cox is one of the
his topic. "Mr. Justice Holmes and leaders of the Bowdoin Debating.
Team and has taken an active part in
the Supreme Court."
Supreme Freshman and Varaitv football. He is

^ \^,

Class

maintained the wide advantage peer
Northeastern's speedy Masianica in
the anchor furlong.
The time of 1
minute ahd 30.8 seconds bettered
Bowdoin's winning clocking of last
year, and was but 1.4 seconds slower
than Boston College's record-break-

.

t

-

I

any

|

.

.

'

KJOW

j

in

substantial first leg lead was successively lengthened by Lin Rowe and
Jeff Stanwood. while Charlie Pope

taken part in various prize speaking contests while in
College. He is a member of the Mathematics Club and also has played
with the junior varsity tennis team.
Chapman belongs to Aipha Defta Phi.
O'Neill, a member of Theta Delta
Chi. is a member of the Bowdoin
Christian Association and the Glee
Club. While in College, he has Dar-

tn tne consciousneHs of the peodeclared Profesaor Felix Frank-

relays

timber toppers bested the freshman
hurdle relay field, and Ray
Huling gained a first place tie in the
frosh broad jump to highlight Bowdoin's performances in the Second
Annual New England Relay Carnival
sponsored by Harvard University at
Harvard Stadjum last Saturday. The
Bowdoin wins with the exception of
the mile relay victory were new record performances.
The varsity 880 quartet repeated
its victory of last year by decisively
outspeeding both Northeastern and
New Hampshire. Gene Redmond's

Chapman bad

t^^^J^^rlfZJSZi
1

;

;

1*

mile

shuttle

Mathematics Club.

Holmes possessed qualities
more than any other jusand no other Justice has ever
man »° establish the Supreme

^ne

ers

Frost, el Pleasantviile. N. Y.
The faculty Icommit tee also appointed DoiuddlFranklin Bradford, of
Larchmont, N4 Y. as an alternate
commencement speaker. Three of the
selected speakers are sons of Bowdoin men.
Chapman, OTJeill. Cox. and Frost
are Dean's List men. two of the
group also baft** members of the

Court
'

cere-

liam

of genius
tice.

By Dave Dickson
Coach Magee's varsity baton passeasily swept both the 880 and

Commencement
graduation

Chapman. Jr«l and Edward Lynch
O'Neill. Jr.. Mss of Portland, Andrew
Hood Cox, JrJof Bangor, and Wil-

Justice

i^
™^^'^nTn^oiSTi^m^m
^pr^ing
U£e

™ff
^^i^^L

Half-Mile Team Bests
Last Year's Time

j

Active

Undergrade^

1st

Frosh Place In Five Events;

Are Sons
Graduates;

monies on Ju>Svl8ih were announced
by President*nncth C. M. Sills in
Chapel last Ffflay. Those seniors who
have been nanfid are Philip Freeland

,

j

Broad Jump

iers
in

speakers fat jj*

Frankfurter Speaks On Mr.
Holmes' Influence On
Supreme Court

,

hamblenTstanwood
star in mile relay

All
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NO. 4

jFrosh Take Shuttle Hurdles
Relay; Hulingr Ties For

Three of
Of Bowc

j

.

1938

4,

Chapman, JfrNeiU, Frost,
Cox, To jpeak June 18
At xercises

DONALD

HOLMES THEME

I

^

At the reception for Professor Frankfurter at the D. U.
house following his lecture, the
question was asked what a man
should specialize in in college if
he were planning to attend law
school after his graduation. According to Professor Frankfurter, a sound knowledge of the
country's history is a primary
requirement. Another necessary
thing is to learn how to study.
"The majority of boys," said
Frankfurter,
"even
Professor
after graduating from college
are shallow and are for the most
part unable to I'ead a book intelligently."
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FACULTY VOTES FOR
AWARD SENIORS Varsity Wins "B" 880 And
FOUR-WEEK READING C0M1HNCEMENT
Mile At Harvard Relays
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subjugation.

Orient

Th<>

feels that the ,-uto

have been adequately dealt with

•Ml

MaMa.

Rata aNah

Issues
Special Air Mail Cachet

t*wmseives

in past editorials. (If

I

HOUSE BANDS ARE

,

i

t

on

(Continued from Pas* I)

trombonist and the Dorsey manner is
will issue
carried out to -Derfection. They will
to commemorate National Air Mail Week. he heard at Theta Delta Chi.
March 28, 1968, and Aprrt 28. 1987.) We wish to mention only i*e eachet will picture the Cabot
!• „\s
j Mill, representing industry, and Bowrs
«j
a
j »•
two points. Even the Alumni "Needs committee ha* expressed doin CoTio K e. representing learning.
Designed by Miss Sylvia Hitmmond,
its disapproval of physical punishment in the enforcement of the
rate; and it«efcms evident that the rules .cannot be enforced with- Bru^swick^gi^i^*^.^^

JMI

ill

Town Committee

oaly « fart or tho whole system of Freahnvan rule* snd Fresh-

we wouM

to refresh his m«iff)ory

On May 19th Brunswick
refer hiin tpHHe^eaue* Yf»*Ppt'i-iat air mail cachet

with such an array of imposing
*»** the hou«e dances should be except tonally fine this Ivy. Add to this
the great gyrri band and it looks like
a perfect house party.

t

i

I^onnrd

J.

John H. Rich, Jr. SO
Aw-aeJa* Kdlters
James E. Tracy,

Cohen

'.TO

out the strap or the paddle. 'fhcre is oofr one soh.tMin: FredMhian is part of the program' phm^d by,
t0
rule* must go. And without the ruks there doe, not seem much Mail
ooS^l^rt
held within toe high school m coO-J
point to Rising Day. If the latter then must dfr too, Itt it die

Jr. "39

Manajrinx Kdltor*

Richard E.
Richard

40

W
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George

llivan. Jr. '40

.

Stevens. Jr. '10

Richard E. Tukey 40

Maaaginr Battem
John G. Whcclock. 3rd

Philip E. Rcqtia '40
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In conclusion, the

'10

several

Sub-Editors
David W. D. Dickson '41
UKOCf A. Harr. Jr. '41
ThaddtHis J. Keefe. '41
William E. Vanaafi 41

Jaa**s H. Capit. Jr. '41
John C. Evans '41
Herbert V Fiehl '41
Theodore Hoitt '41
Robert A. Inman '41
Jack R. Kmnard 41
Oiaries W. Marr '11
Walter S. Pierce '41
Harold L. Pines '41
E. Harold Pottle. Jr. '41 Henry A. Shorey. Srd
Charles H. Mcrgondahl. Jr. '41
Max Weinshcl 41
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members

Orient would

like to

of thf Senior class

hear the ©pinion of the

who

the preparation of the current miamve.

junction with this week, including an
essay and poster contest.
On May
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of the "barbarians" and lave answered then harges. Now wc
ff the
M uc&Xwn
would like to hear the opir.i< n of the non-barbaric members of tin today is that we have opportunities
dans; or is the unity of the "Class of '38" so firm and unshaken ^TThTrntegratio^ 82. "jSrcite
that they are ail "barbarians," as they proudly term themselves? Reinhardt. Mills College.
<

j

<M?of IT at

did not participate in, plane, there will be a speaking proaccom Panted b>' » "»™ band.
h^rd-the.oaiaon *"»"'
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"Bring bat* Itisinj? Week and a nogvlated Phi Chi wiUi all
their barbaritit*
..." urges the "Class oi *:iS" in a communication appearinjjf eha'where in this issue. The Orient wt4comes the
opportunity ofTcrotl by this letter to express once agstin its opposition to the stafMdrtffK of Rising Day.
wish to staU' at the ootthat then^ are several minor points meniiontd in the letter

...and

We

^

Which we would not attempt to refute. We miirht. in retaliation,
t*ke issue on the iMeamnft of 'Vonservatism" we might poi"t ont
that we did not "lalxl" the Seniors "l«rbarians and vandals," that
they t<Mik Uioan names upon themselves ; we mi«ht sufarest that we
had always undersUx»d that Cod ts on the side of law and order;
we mifrht dispute the assertion that the Senior class is the most
unified in colleire and we miirht point oot that though the painting
•f the war memorial did not occur on Rising I>ay, it was certasniy instigated by the spirit of the day, which (at that time)
was thought to be only several days distant. Rut we have no desire to be pedantic; the real issue involves much deeper principles.
The Seniors have clearly stated their position. They have adSjriUed that their motive was not to discipline the Freshmen, but!
merely to join in one of those brawls for which they have such
• sentimental longing. In other words, they admit they had no
rational motive, but were merely out to have a fling at irresponsible "animal instinct." Of course they actually didn't get very far.
but the important thing is that they wanted to, and they seem to
think that that should be the motive of other classes as well.

how

grew and grew!

it

In 1891 this writing desk type telephone was
installed in a

;

Long Island general

a good telephone, but

store. It

was

could be connected

it

with only a part of the Bell System's 250,000
telephones in the country at that time. Service

j

:

was slow and expensive.

j

Year by year

I

this strange looking telephone,

with a more modern transmitter and receiver

t

substituted

from time to time, grew in useful-

reach-

ness as the Bell System grew longer in

shorter in time needed for

making connections

I

—higher in

quality of service

— lower in cost.

|

It is

"find

not at

ail

clear that there is

what we have

the

in

way of

In 1937 "okl faithful" was retired to be-

come

a

museum

any pressing necessity to

'guts'." Certainly, if there is

i.LKi.L

auch a necessity, there are more civilised ways of 'finding out. Nor
is it clear that two or three free-for-alls during a man's life are
going to teach him much about fighting for "something more important than the other fellow's pants," whatever that may be.
If any muscle-man does fed this necessity. Win Allen, over at the
Zete house, would probably be glad to show him a thing or two.
Moreover, it is all too often the case on Rising Day, as on Proc
Night, that the fighting man with "guts" has indulged a bit too
much in alcoholic stimulants hence the desire to fight, even to the
extent of waging battle with his own classmates to prove the exittence of "guts."

MEL KOONTZ— FAMOUS HOLLYWOOD ANIMAL TAMER— WRESTLES A FULL-GROWN LION!

"WE CHOOSE
CAMELS
FOR OUR

i

emphasis upon the
class spirit and unity fostered by those "scraps." To which we
would answer: Class unity for what? More scraps? Class unity to
go around breaking down doors and wrecking the dorms? Or
merely to be able to talk about such acts twenty-five yeai-s after?

Now we may as well make it clear right here that the Orient
not opposed to the fighting itself. If anyone wants to go out on
the campus or on Pickard Field and wrestle around with the members of another class (merely because they are another class) far
be it from us to say nay. But past experience has shown that

SMOKING. WE

men are

shows himself complete master of the savage beast. No doubt
about bis nerves being healthy! And, as Mel points out, one big
difference in Camels has to do with havingthealthy nerves. Mel says:
"No matter how many I smoke, Camels don't frazzle my nerves."

HERE'S MEL KOONTZ alone in the cage with four hundred and fifty
pounds of Hon. The huge lion crouches — then springs straight at
Koontz. Nerves cool as ice, Mel meets the charge head on. Man and
lion clinch while onlookers feel their nerves grow tense. But Mel

unless the College takes definite steps of prevention, such fighting
always invades the dorms, resulting in several hundred dollars
worth of damages. These are the things that lead to the accusation

The Seniors very
pay for the damage you

about your cigarette, Mel. I've

irresponsible playboys.

often

smugly insist that it isn't vandalism to
Rut as President Sills has pointed out, such things would
be tolerated for a minute outside a college. Perpetrators of
tmA deeds would find themselves in jail and legally punished,
whether they paid for such damages or not.

a difference

do.

if

point

we wish

make

that as long as the College allows this system to continue, such damages and other acts of vandalism are going to continue, with an absolutely senseless and
needless waste. And as long as an entire group is assessed for
to

lo

cigarette

such acts and, especially, to those
pensive form of amusement.

SAYS

who cannot

afford such an ex-

TO

be panned over with such deprecations.
that the "Class of '38" has admitted their
aim is not the discipline of Freshmen, but merely to uphold that
grand ok* tradition "good old Rising Day." They say, "Risingis significant

men as are the chapel spires." They ar«
As was pointed out in last week's editorial,
when a group of Bowdois men wiH bombard the chapel with rotten fruit, we're afraid the chapel has to take a back seat. Of
course, we must remember that *88 was the last clam to suffer
from the um pon smsl iWm of Phi Chi they never had a chance to
do unto '39 as '87 dad earn them and apparently they are still
is

it

is

1

smoke"

PENN

i

it

from me, Penn, any

the indsssaee of that

PHILLIPS!

me on

will

now stmadad

be well

to

society.

remember that Rising Day

is

Mr. George Crumbaugh, another

onc-cigarette's-

all

counts.

My hat's off to 'em

— the

well-known planter, had a fine tobacco crop last

for real,

year. "My beat yet,**

kind that doesn't get

my nerves ragged— or make my throat raspy."
W«'.

"And

he says.

the

Camel people bought all the choice
lots— paid me more than I ever got

5

before, toe. Naturally, Camel's the

SfEL

I"

KOONTZ and Penn

Phillips got to talking on the subject of
Mel Koontz, millions of people find what they
want in Camels. One smoker tells another: "Camels agree with
me!" Yes, those nsttier a*bvm*m in Camels do make a difference!
cigarettes. Like

*Rf TH*

successful planter of Danville. Ky.

1

nt«wj

On Om

air Mondays: E-0-D-l-E C-A-N-T-0-t
A arncii gnat fun -maker mmi penoaality. trm—ai
io you Meadar i
i. . by Camel cigarettes. Ocr

w

cigarette ! smoke myself". Pact ia,
most planters favor Camels. So I
know that Camels use finer tobaccos."

Mr. Caxil White,

"*

1

"jjfMT

OM

SMOKrk
nils wtrriiiR...

anieis

"Like most pawners around here, I
sold the teat of

my

'

Cut uaibta Network. Sat yoar local nrwtoaoer far time.

BENNY OOOOMAN

a£rce

and "aw to town." Every
lata Wptii|.ST."»:M)pmf.D ST
7:»# mm CI.T. •:»• »m af.S.T.. ViO pm P.S.T.,
artt fntomaia Network.
|

it

adds. "I'm talking facts when I
say Camels «»-<• made from MOrtE

as-good-as-another talk is the bunk. There
are a lot of angles to consider in smoking.
Camel is the cigarette I know really agrees with

;

;

^

EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS."

I^H

dearer.

Furthermore

m

BfffffJ

MEL KOONTZ

01

as dear to Row doin

wrong;

I

growing tobacco,
knows it from the ground up.
"Camel pot my choice jtraties last
year — and many years back," he

na

«

natural mildness

The Seniors very glibly slide over these things by calling them
"a /ew broken doors" and "a few thoughtless acts." We reiterate,
damages mounting into hundreds of dollars every year can hardly

Day

Camels are

*Take

damages committed by certain of its wilder members, the system
unfair to those members who wish to have nothing to do with

it

says Mr. Beckham
Wripht, who has
spent 19 years

wondered

different from
other kinds?"

what

-SAY THESE
TOBACCO PLANTERS

for making various cijrarettes,"

ti

is

is

Now

me

KNOW TOBACCO"

"I know the kind
of tobacco used

"I guess you have
to be particular

say it makes

fist

The

OWN

to place a great deal of

is

that college

syktlkm

t.«:ij:piio\lk

;

The Seniors seem

exhibit, but 15 mil-

lion modern Bell telephones "carry on."

me

.

rm

s maainc

i

mm a

i

W h m mum nana Cm h
i

H*__KM_«waal

h

mi

last crop to
the Camel people. And at the beat
p raiaa I stick to ( 'amels and I
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The class of '38 has had
them than any etoas « cola week of rising. And

spirit.

of

«a

lege;

aot responaioie lor opiate*

we had

even the college authorities will admit, we think, that the Senior Class>
is the mast unified in college. We have
every year,
several
get-togethers
when everyone forgets he belongs to
« fraternity. True, we have been here
longer together than any other class
in the college, but that's not the ex-

man with so much muscle above
the neck that he let some one sink a
baseball hat into bfc head? He should
do these things before he tries to
strike out— with that mighty editorplanation. It's the memory of those
ial pen of his
so vital a part of all
"barbarous acts of vandalism" we all
Joy out of Heti Week with their cru- that is
Bowdoin as the rising of the committed together, and at our
sading editorials by making us feci eTeshmen.
twenty-fifth reunion we wfl still be
guilty every time «m
Fighting may be barbarous, but it's talking about them.
and vandals far enjoying good old one of the few ways we have left to
Of course the Senior Class joins in
find what we have in the way of
Rising Day.
the universal denunciation of so
"guts." It does you no harm to be
thoughtless an act as the painting of
Certainly our Mend did let Ms edable to go into one of those tussles
itorial enthusiasm carry him just a
the war memorial, which did not by
laughing and to be still laughing
the way, occur on Rising Day. But we
bit too far. Has he talked with the
when it's all over. The roi^fcead that don't see any harm in a few broken
martyred Senior, who when we saw starts
slugging finds himself very undoors which have, in our experience
hhn last otiU thought his capture an popular in a verv
amusing adventure? Has he talked be animal instinct short time. It may been boasted of perhaps, bat paid for
and barbarism, hot too. It Isn't vandalism to pay for
with those indignant Sensors and
God knows we sunnress that part of the damage you do.
heard them admit that they went out. us too
much. Sometime we might
not to discipline the Freshmen, hut to have
Rising Day is as dear to Bowdoin
something more important than
get into one more of those free-forthe other fellow's pants to fight lor, men as are the chapel spires. The
alls they miss so much? Has he disand ft might be handy to know bow administration, mo, must see some
covered that the captive was not tied
value
in it or they would have abolto go about it. Tear yourselves away
to the Memorial Flag Pole hut to a
from your books '-ou civilized 'sophis- ished it long ago." We Seniors about
scrubby pine tree with no known traticates, and you may learn something to graduate view with alarm-Jhis
ditional importance? Has he found
movement to civnize Bowdoin. Erinone of these fusing Days.
back Rising Week and a regulated
Phi
with ail their barbarities,
a desire hacked tov the Student Council. The spirit that would come back
with them would be worth the overa complete line of S. S. Pierce looking of a few thoughtless acts.
The Orient may crusade it it wrM, but
specialties at Boston
it should consider well before it atft

the

the Edrtof of the Orient

"Once again the flood-gates of unrestrained imagination seem to be
open in this OM, staid, conservative"
Bowdoin Orient. Tney took all of the

—
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PRINTING

catalogue prices
V7e on $10.00

— 2% on $20.00

10% on $100 orders

tacks so uncompromisingly a tradition as old, as valuable, and as enjoyable as the Freshman-Sophomore
battles.

CLASS OF

*38.

(Editor's note: The members of
the class of '38 who submitted the

Brunswick. Mo.

TeL 655-

I

BOOKSTORE

The COLLEGE
Wright

*

DitMM — Pennsylvania — Duulep

TKNNIS BALLS

g for gt^S

above letter wished the Orient to
make H clear that the opinions expressed are those of an over-whelming majority of the class. They realize that there are some dissenters in
the class, hut feel that the majority
in favor is so large that the letter is
actually the opinion of the class as
a whole.)
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WHITE TEA! BREAKS
Richard Events Wia«
FRANaRJKTKR SPEAKS
EVEN ON GOLF TRIP
ON JUSTICE HOLMES
Chime Ringing Contest
tOMMawd (no h« M
The Bowdoin golf team opened the
For the past week or two Bowdoin
t

current season by breaking even in students have gone about their variHa four-game trip which included ous duties to the accompaniment of
matches with Dartmouth. Williams. Bewdoin Beata, Phi Chi, and a swing
Westeyan. and Amherst. Improving rendition of Loch Lomond. The anconsistently after its first match, the swer to all this is the chimes consextet, composed of Harry Hood, Wil- test to pick a chime ringer for next
Frank' year to replace Carlyle deSuze '38.
fred Girard. Bob Mullen,
Woodruff, "Shorty" Clarke, and Walt
Mr. Tillotson has announced that
Benham, came through to defeat Richard Eveleth is first, and Thomas
Wesleyan. 8-1. and Amherst, 5*%-3"*. Lineham second for the chimes conon Friday and Saturday. Matches test. These men had practiced tor
were lost to Dartmouth and Williams three weeks and when the first trials
on Wednesday and Thursday by re- came, the quality was so near equal
that Mr. Tillotson despaired in mailspective scores of 8-1 and 6>*-2Mi.
Hood with three victories, turned in ing a decision, and so selected a comthe most impressive individual rec- mittee of three faculty members as
ord although points were gathered by judges. Dr. Burnett, Professor Kamand Professor Sibley comall Bowdoin players. In the Dart- erling,
mouth encounter. Bowdoin gained its prised the committee.
lone point by a victory of Hood over
Flohr. Girard and Benham, playing
third and sixth men. collected two
points at Williams, while Clarke and
Benham gained half point on Best
Ball.
At the last meeting of the Masque
The Friday match at Wesleyan was and Gown the following were elected
almost a dean sweep for the White as new regular members: Sidney M.
shooting
No. 1, opened A! pert '40, Charles H. Mergendahl
team. Hood,
the match with a victory over Dairy, '41, Charles Hartshorn '41, Charles
while individual tallies were also Stepanian '41, James A. Hates *40,
gained by Woodruff, Clarke and Ben- John C. MacCarey "39, Paul L. Wheelham. Best Ball accounted for the re- er '40, Daniel B. Downer '41, George
mainder of the points.
Ware, Jr.. '39, Freeman D. Clark '»,
At Amherst, three points were Jeffrey J. Carre '40, Robert Barton
gained by Mullen, Hood, and Benham, '41, Augustus Feun '40, Guy Hunt,
while Clarke won half a point on a Jr., '40. The new honorary members
victory over the Amherst No. 2 man. are: i%rgaret Ellen Clifford, Suzanne
Woodruff and Benham, Clarke and Young, Helen Racine, and Professor
*
Hood had Best Ball to account for Thomas Means.
the other two markers. Amherst
There will be a general meeting of
gained two and a half points on in- the Masque and Gown on May 4, in
dividual victories, and one point on the assembly room of the Umon at
Best Ball to end the match. 5^-34. 8 p.m.
j

MASQUE AND GOWN
ELECTS MEMBERS
'

>

1

TWO GAMES

Brunswick Bowfmg Alley

EASILY

Preside n t SMe will be the guest
speaker at five group gatherings
during May and June. His sched-

The Jay Vee
ed

its

baseball team extendwinning streak to three

ule is as follows:

—

May 16 as guest of Amherst Alumni Association of western Massachusetts at dinner in Deerfield. The

when they whipped Brunswick High and Edward Little of Auburn at Pickard field last week.
Brunswick was taken over' to the
tune of 8-2, and the Eddies 7-0. It
was the errors and mental lapses of
the high schoolers rather than the
play of the Wellsmen that settled the
fr«cas in favor of Bowdoin. The
White
twirlers
performed
well.
•Younger" Griffin started and lasted
straight

presidents of Amherst, Bowdoin,
Williams, and Wesleyan are to be
guests of honor.
May 27 as speaker at a Rotary
Club convention at Quebec on "International Relations."
June 4 Phi Beta Kappa address
His subat Syracuse University.

—

—

Locke became
register.,

the

first

Anarchy

ject will be "Culture vs.
in

until the fifth holding the schoolboys
well in hand during his stay. "Pete"
Howie, former Exeter star, finished
up. shotting out the opposition for
the remainder of the game. The Bowdoin defense was airtight and the offense came through at the right time.

"Staerm"

Lumber and Building Materials of AH Kinds
A. E. MeBBKLL tt. Mffr.

President Has Arranged
Extensive Speaking Tour

JAY-VEE NINE TAKES

college pitcher to

Compliments of

THREE

Education."

June 12— Address to graduates of
Worcester Academy.
June 28 High school graduation
talk at Northampton, Mass.

—

SUB-FROSH

WEEKEND

I

a shut-out

COMES NEXT WEEK

when he white-washed Edward LitUe
7-0. He pitched hntless ball until the
sixth, from there ill giving up just

(Continued from

Pw

1)

four bingles. The freshman aee was I.; Grindle, W. Lincoln, Jr., Winchestnever ia trouble, or* one man reach- er, Mass.
Hall, Frederick. W., Beverly. Mass.;
ing third in the entire game. Locke
Hamburger, Sumner A.. West Roxhelped win hia sua j
_Jg* J>e was. bury, **»»**.; l is an -Richard C.
the big sticker of The day. crashing
Larchmond, N. Y.; Harkness. Loring
out three solid hits for a total of five
E.. Jr., Fitch burg. Mass.; Hendrick[

r=

m

,

Two successive "squeeze" plays son, Harold M., Brunswick, Me.;
were put on. Stephens scored on the Hewes. Robert E.. Beacon, N. Y.;
and Stickel on the second. As in Hinkley. George K., Waterford. Conn.
the other games, Stickel played an
Ireland. Charles T., Portland, Me.
important part, both in the field and;
Leonard. Robert E. 2nd. North Eas-

bases.

Variety

Frank Trombar's arrangement of
"Mr. Holmes had been singularly out"Stars and Stripes Forever"
side the current of public affairs or of
interest m them. Other greet judges an the Swing Club was a swing senhave been guided by the wisdom of sation. In tact the whale program
an active me. Mr. Holmes was led by was exceptional with M. Sullivan
About 100
the divination of the philosopher and never in better voice
the imagination of the poet. He was yean ago there was a tine af
essentially the philosopher who turned cents here at Bowdoin for "smoking a
segar"
streets
Week's
pet
in
the
to law, and because he had an orgripe: The Mass. State. Wesleyan.
ganic philosophy, he was not dnv
Tufts baseball teams
We hear
traded by the infinite diversity of de- and
that certain houses have actually vottail in the appearance of the same
ed to finesse corsages this Ivy
central issues."
Irene Dunne is as good as ever in
Dr. Frankfurter declared that the that offering down town today alJustice
great theme in the life of
though she hasn't got too much to
Holmes was the amplitude of the work with. Worth seeing though
Constitution in contrast with the nar- The Paul Whiteman radio program
rowness of some of interpreters. He is going to make a Southern college
pointed out that Mr. Holmes more prom tour taking airings from Duke.
than 40 years ago had written, "One Tenn.. and N. C.
Received a very
of the eternal conflicts out of which lovely picture of Bea Wain t'other
life is made up is that between the day
Bowdoin was the sixth coleffort of every man to get the most lege in the country to join the Phi
he can for his services, and that of Beta Kappa organization back in 1324
Along with the publishing of
society, disguised under the name of
capital, to get his services for the Somerset Maugham's grand new book
least possible return. Combination on "The Summing Up" comes a Broadthe one side is patent and powerful. way revival of his best play "The
Combination on the other is the nec- Circle." Though 17 years old it still
essary and desirable counterpart, if has contemporary interest and above
the battle is to be carried on in a all gives actress Tallulah Bankhead
Saw
a long-deserved good role
fair and equal way."
Mr. Justice Holmes, continued the Krupa's new band the other night and
it should go places. Evcj-y man in the
speaker, found nothing in the Conband has a drum of some sort
stitution to prevent legislation which
Did you know that the chapel cost
sought to remove some of the more
Hardly a thing to throw
S46.500.
obvious inequalities in the distriburotten fruit at
Paramount list*
tion of economic power.
His col- 102 shorts for next season. We hope
leagues on the Court, however, did a few of them are better than what
not share his views, and in most of we've been seeing down here lately
his decisions, he was not with the
Add weird jobs: There is a felmajority of the Court. A year ago, low in KnoxvUle, Tenn., who walks
however, the old views of Mr. Jus- about the streets and sniffs the air to
tice Holmes becan to be the new detect leaking gas— and gets paid for
constitutional direction of the court. it by the gas company
Week's
Holmes realized, said Dr. Frank- best gag ("Bugle' vintage of 1920)
farter, that there will always be Father of sub-frosh to Dean Nixon:
.
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clashes of interest in legislation, but
he considered the Court as a broaq"
guide in the se clashes. He saw the
constitution as a means for oiflering
the life of a progressive country.
•He became the impersonal voice of
this Constitution. His decisions came
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"Reserve

son the best furnished
room in College." The Dean answess:
"Every room is furnished with a
radiator, send your son." We understand that this situation will be taken
care of next year
Sounds silly
doesn't it: But Mussolini's salary is
"Colfrom knowledge, and he transcended less than ten grand a year
lege
Humor"
predicts
that Maxino
his personal ideas and prejudices, becoming the guard of the country's Sullivan's disc of "Loch Lomond" will
the not too distant
past, present, and future. Refusing to be worth $25
The swell recording of
barken to the din of .the moment, his tuture
Andrews
constitutional outlook was, through "Bei Mir Bist D. S." by the
Sisters has sold well over 100,000 by
his long life, free from fluctuation.
now
Don't forget the Derby SatThis was so, concluded Dr. Frank- urday night.
furter, because it was born of a deeply-roo'ied
and coherent philosophy
concerning the dynamic character of
1912 IS
the American Constitution and of a
judge's function in construing it.
The lecture was preceded by a
formal dinner at the Delta Upsilon
< Continued from Pag* 1)
house, and followed by an informal medium that could be found, it is
discussion concerning many present expected that the Bear wiH be as
near everlasting as possible. But. as
legal and political questions.
the committee puts it, "there is little
Tweedy. Albert W., Jr., Hingham. protection to be had against a certain
type of vandalism that seems to crop
Mass.
Wells. Bruce H., Weston, Mass.; out on occasions amongst so-called
Whittemore, Davis C, Maple wood, N. college men. One suggestion as inWhitten, Perley J.. Uxbridge, surance against this and as an added
J.;
Mass.; Williams, John E.. Jr., Win- attraction is the use of floodlights on
throp, Mass.; Woodward, C. Eugene, the mounment."
Newtorr Centre. Mass. Works. David
Only one per cent of the unemA., Hinsdale. 111.; Wright, Donald P..
Haverhill. Mass.; Wulfing, John M.. ployed in November. 1930. were college graduates.
II. Clayton. Mo.
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first

at the plate. His diving catch of a
liner was the best play seen at
Pickard so far this year. The fielding,
so far has been good. The hitting of
the infielders has been especially
i

harp

Sale

noteworthy.

The game with Fryeburg Academy
was called at the end of the first
of the first inning. Locke started and
gave up one walk but struck out the
aide. But the heavy rain and hail
storm caused Umoire Brad Cole to
call the game. The team was under
the direction of Johnny Frazier.
Coach Linn Wells was away with the

Genuine Camel's Hair

varsity on its annual "southern" trip
following men played in one or
both of the games: Infielders: Bonzagni, Stephens, Marr, Stickel. Hussey, Gates and Harding. Outfielders
Upham,
were
Salkeid,
Williams,
Frazier, Keefe, and Hill. Haldane and
Orr split the catching assignments.

The

Polo Coats

|

|

j

\

The next game is on Wednesday
with Hebron and on Saturday Bridgton comes here.

ton. Mass.; Lewis,

James

M.. Marion.

RENTAL

Mass.; Lindley, Nelson O.. Wellesley
Hills. Mass.; Logan, Alan L., Brooklyn, N. Y.; Lord, Richard -B., Pittsfield, Mass.; Lunt. Robert H.. Haverford. Penn.
McKay. John S.. Cleveland, Ohio;
MacKay. Joseph H.. Houlton. Me.;
Marston, Coburn. Skowhegan. Me.;
Merritt.
Brooks P.,
Newtonville.
Mass.;
Michael, William D.. Jr..
Braintree. Mass.; Moreshead, Robert
A., Portland, Me.; Morris, AlLston J..
Jr.. Upper Montdair. N. J.; Morse.
Donald H., Nutley, N. J.; Morse, M.
Herbert. Jr.. Concord. N. H.; Munroe,
St<-«wart W., Jr., Grosse Pointe, Mich.
Neilson, Robert R.. Lewis ton, Me.;
Nelson. William E.. Lawrence, Mass.;
Nprton. James A., Jr., Philadelphia.
Pa.
Paisley. J. Warner, Shaker Heights,
Ohio; Pangburn, Edward J., Upper
Montclair, N. J.; Perkins, Niles L.,
Jr., Togus, Me.; Peterson,- Winfield
A., Jr., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Reynolds, Arthur P., Presque Isle,
Me.; Robinson. Burton W., Noroton.

Caps and Gowns
W«

have for immediate delivery

CAPS

From our «wn

—

—

VERfflED $35.00 QUALITY

GOWNS

stock

— All

sizes.

$ J .25

Conn.
Sanborn, John G.. Augusta. Me.;
Schilling, Walter M.. Pnaaoelphiu
Pa.; Sellers. William E„ Haverhill.
CONFECTIONERS
Mass.; Smith, Frank A.. Jr., Westbrook. Me.; Smith. George E.. Jr..
Largest Line of Pipes and Tobacco Woburn, Mass.; Stetson, Rufus E..
la Town
Jr.. New York, N. Y.; Stone. Kenneth
G. Jr., Westbrook, Me.; Stan*. John
TOILET ARTICLES
P.. Portsmouth, N. H.; Swift, Hewson H.. New York, N. Y.
Tennyson, Leonard B., Jr., Yonkers,
N. Y.; Thompson, Harry A., Newton
Highlands, Mass.; Thompson, James
B., Jr., Fort Lee, N. J.; Thompson,
Lewis B., Newton Highlands, Mass.;

MORTON'S NEWSSTAND

4>aw4oy%!5

and

This includes use for both Ivy and

Commencement

'

BUSH COATS
TENNIS SHOES
WHITE DUCK TROUSERS

$1.95

$1.25 to $1.65
$1.95

George A., Jr., Portland,
Me.; Travers, Paul, Nashua, N. H.;

Tibbetts,

Genuine Camel's Hair in natural tan shade. Double breasted with
half belt

The

for young

men—and

right polo style.
it is

There

now, as

it

is

TONDREAU

no finer all-around coat

has been for

many

years, a

87

favorite—at colleges and universities.

BROS. CO.

MAINE

EVERYTHING THAT* GOOD
TO EAT

Northeastern University
The Ideal «t for

School of Law

k

Undergraduate Curriculum
beading to

Chocolates
Via hove fee famous Sampler

($L50)-Aa»rico
eoady,

i

iinmt box oi

«W *• FairhW ($1.00)

Bay hrognw*

A

limited

Allen's
M.

Drug Store

C. Perkins, Ph.o.,

148 Maine

St.

Mgr.

Brunswick,

IL.8.

Degree

ejecting

number of

Program ...four poors

scholarships available to college graduates

Landing to iLM. Dograe
Two-ynnr Eveaing program open to
graduates of approved Law Schools

--VsDay. Ojoaxao*,/

BRUNSWICK

shrae vnars

Graduate Curriculum

-outstoadiao box oi confections
at its prioo. Awxosh - all docor at-

FIDELITY BLDG.

. . .

Admission Requirement: a minimum of two years of collage work

SI*
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

WHITE VARSITY

HUCKSTERS GO

f»-

SPORTS SIDELIGHTS
By Bud Steves*

COPS CARNIVAL

Most enlightening to those in favor of the spreading of Bowdoin's name
were the Spring athletic trips of the past week. The Polar Bears certainly
hit the high spots of the New England small college circuit as they took
in Wesleyan, Amherst, Williams, Tufts, Dartmouth, and the Harvard Relays.
The records of the games won and lost definitely do hot stack up in favor
of the Polar Bears, but the answer of this harks back to the much involved
question of the real importance of the State Series. That is. whether Bowdoin is going to be a New England School or remain a Maine school. Until
Bowdoin alumni and undergraduates decide on this problem there isn't much
use in squabbling over the defeats suffered by the Big White on the Spring
athletic trips. The fact remains that the Polar Bear outfit did their best, but
they Just didn't have the required time for practice before they started their
seasons with these "Southern" teams who were from two to three weeks
advanced in their practice sessions.

RELAY EVENTS
Quartets Take 880 and Mile
In Class "B" Events

At Harvard

TOP LAST YEAR'S

—

HALF-MILE MARK

•
a
i
Looking at the brighter side of the situation, the trips
at least give the Vanity players something to look forward
to in the way of traveling. Then again all to not lost; for
didn't the Polar Bear nine stand up against two highly
rated outfits and only lose by one run in extra Innings ? The
golf team brought home two victories, and of course the
trackmen hung up their usually One record at the Harvard
Relays both in the track and held events. The tennis squad

Ray Huling Ties For First
In Frosh Broad Jump;
'41 Wins Relay
(Continued from Page

U
him a

was definitely handicapped by the toll that the Major
exams took in Harold Ashkenaiy, Dave Fitts, and Ed
O'Neill. Probably the two real highlights of the trips were
Ray Hilling's record smashing broad Jump si Cambridge
when he tied for a new meet record at 22 feet, 8 Inches, and
Harry Hood's record playing at Tedesco last Sunday when
be set the new course record with a 71. The trips certainly

tie
Inches broad jumn giving
for top position with Partlow of Harvard. Ray then won the jump-off for
the medal with a better leap of 22
feet 10 inches.
The frosh shuttle relay hurdlers,

McGuire,
Lovejoy,
Harvey
Charlie Edwards, and Huling hung up
a new mark of 1:3.8 in defeating
Boston College and Mass. State.
Lovejoy and Edwards picked up a
lead in their low hurdle legs which
Huling kept to the taDe. Jack Marble
cleared the winning pole vault height
of 11 feet 6 inches on his second try,
but under existing rules was obliged
to accept second place behind Rosenberger of Harvard who soared over
Bill
the bar on his first attempt.
Eklund was fourth in this event.
The distance medley quartet of Nils

Dave

are far from failures, but In considering their real worth it
to hard to cast aside the possibilities that the team would
have if the (rips were postponed until a somewhat later
date when Bowdoin could give a much better account of itself. From a financial standpoint. It also seems rather out
of place to spend a large sum of money on such publicity
which could easily be turned to advantageous advertising
If only the trips were postponed until later.
<
•
a
a
Not forgetting the fine record that the Jayvee nine has made for itself
Junior
to
the
recognition
some
be
timely
to
at
least
give
so far, it might
Varsity outfit which provided the local diamond rooters with some real ball
playing last week while the Varsity squad was on tour. The snappy freshman infield of Bonzagni, Stephens. Stickel, and Harding is one of the
smoothest clicking cornbinations that Bowdoin followers have seen "in many
Hagstrom, Walt Young, Lyn Martin years on the Jayvee lineup. The height and power of Edling. the speed and
Capt Jim Doubleday running ability of Locke, and the looseness of Griffin on the mound have provided the
legs of 1320. 440. 880 and one mile Polar Bears with a stellar pitching staff. Behind the plate Haldane and Orr
respectively, captured third behind have most everything under control, while Frazier, Marr, Hill, Salkeld, and
Holy Cross and Harvard in a strong Upham cover the "daisies" for the Polar Bear outfit. Maybe a couple of
six-team field. Doubleday's brilliant Estate Baseball Championships are in the offing for Bowdoin
anchor leg was particularly note
worthy.
Andover Tennists Beat
Jayvee Golfers Beat
Jim clearly ran the fastest mile of
8-1
Bowdoin Jayvees
the relay gaining on the leader Haley
of Holy Cross who strided the mile
in striking 4:30 fieures. Frank SabasBowdoin's jayvee tennis team was
tia,nski, with a third in the 16-pound overwhelming crushed at Phillips AnBowdoin's Junior Varsity golf team
hammer throw, was the sole Bowdoin dover last Wedr ?sday losing 8-1. completely mastered Hebron Acadweight man to place during the en- Bowdoin's lone victory was registered
emy last Thursday on the Brunswick
tire afternoon.
by Ed Coopert freshman swimmer links, winning 9-0. Summary;
The 440-yard sprint relay team of and former Moses Brown tennis capRoss (B) defeated Davis (H), 2 and
McGuire, Abendroth., Young and Hul- tain.
0.
ing was shut out behind Harvard,
In an afternoon of defeats, Ev Pope
Bean (B) defeated Taylor (H). 5
New Hampshire and Tufts in the fin- was outstanding giving Dave Wil- and 4.
als of this feature.
helm, national ranking junior and
Pierce (B) defeated Lebel (H), 7
Andover No. 1 man, a stiff battle. and 5.
"Unfortunately, intelligence is of- The Bowdoin squad, headed by Pope,
Goldstein (B) defeated Wilcox (H).
ten devoted to stupid ends and it is consisted of Johnny Stuart in No. 2 4 and 2.
often nullified in its social usefulness position, and Phil Chapman, Guy
Abbott (B) defeated Knowlton
by emotions which interfere with Hunt. Johnny Marble and Ed Cooper, (H). 5 and 4.
clear thinking."— Dr: W. F. Vaughan, in that order.
Best ball— Ross and Bean (B) defeated Davis and Tavlor (H), 2 and

—
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Hebron Academy Team
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ONKY in Yt llo-Bole

spirited battle

is

forecast

Fresh from a series bf splendid
showings at the Harvard sponsored
New England Relay Carnival of last
Saturday. Bowdoin's strong freshman
squad met Stephens High School of

for

While Bowdoin was competing

Rumford

and Kennebunk

High

in

in

to 44. Both squads uncovered individual stars who should force the White
to display top form to triumph this
week end.

Hard luck and heartbreaking

,

|

i

Opening a four game stand at Mass.
State the Wellsmen were defeated 4-1
and then proceeded to come Cut on
the short end of the count at Wesleyan in a 17-16 slugfest. Rain prevented
the Amherst tilt and the 10-inning
2-1 loss to Tufts was the culmination
of a string of disappointments.
Bowdoin was unable to solve the
offerings of Blake. Mass. State portsider, who kept the five hits garn-

ered off him well scattered and held
the Polar Bears scoreless after the
third (inning. Melendy drove in Bowdoin's lone tally when he scored Corey with a double to center.
White, on the mound for Bowdoin,
pitched shutout ball after the fourth
and was touched for only seven hits.
White and Fisher registered singles
off* Blake in the last inning but forceouts at second checked the rally.
The Wesleyan game was a tough

Bowdoin's varsity netmen completely wiped out the results of a
rather unsuccessful New England trip
by defeating a strong Bates aggregation 5-4, Monday afternoon at Lew-

against Colbv. None of the host Gym- iston.
nasts is considered likely to match his
Outstanding in the Bowdoin victbry
Soule and Gene Redmond in the cen- was Bus Purington's three-set defeat
tury; Jeff Stanwood and Lin Rowe in of Milt Nixon in deuce sets
and the
the furlong; and Stanwood, Charlie double victory of Captain Jack Salter
Pope and Bob Hamblen in the quar- and Ben Shattuck over the State
ter should find considerable competi- Championship combination
of Reed
tion in the Vermonter.
and Nixon.
Bowdoin split the singles matches
Springfield's distance bet. Dattola,
who won the half and placed second with their opponents but two out or
in the mile, at Maine is the logical thiee wins in the doubles was a suffifavorite at these distances, but if cient margin for the victory.
clever Jack Magee runs Pope and
Reed
(Bates) defeated
Salter
Hamblen in the 880. Bowdoin's (Bowdoin) 7-5. 6-4.
chances will be considerably heightPurington
(Bowdoin)
defeated
ened in that event. Bowdoin has little' Nixon (Bates) 10-8. 5-7, 7-5.
hope for victories in the mile and;
Casterline
(Bates)
defeated
two-mile runs, although George Hill Hyde (Bowdoin) 6-2,2-6,6-3.
should be a contender in the latter.
Shattuck (Bowdoin) defeated KenDiller, the White's lone pole vault- ney (Bates) 4-6, 6-2, 6-0.
Rich '(Bowdoin) defeated Canavan
er, should be a definite threat in
that event, but Vermont's Allen and (Bates) 6-1. 6-2.
Walsh (Bates) defeated C. Hill
Springfield's Sorenson are apt to edge
Jeff Stanwood in the high jump, (Bowdoin) 6-3, 6-8, 6-2.
judging from last week's evidence.
Shattuck and Salter (Bowdoin) deGeorge Reardon in the shot put and feated Reed and Nixon (Bates) 6-4.
•«
Bill Tootell in the 16-pound hammer 6-1.
throw loom as Bowdoin's best bets in
Kenney and Casfc?rllne (Bates) dethe weight tossine events. Coach Ma- feated W. Hyde and C.
Hill (Bowgee's best javelin throwers, Melendy doin) 10-8. 3-6, 6-0.
and White, will be occupied with
Rich, and Purington (Bowdoin) debaseball this week but will be availfeated
Sutherland
and
Holmes
able for the state meet.
(Bates) 3-6, 6-3, 6-2
The complete list of Bowdoin 'en
The Bowdoin team just returned
tries is as follows: 100. Soule, Le- «,„ _£,., „ZZI a
u " da > n
af
* er a
ve
"^>' tr 'P
gate,
Stanwood, Redmond, Rowe, f
,
h
England
All
the
Hales; 220. Stanwood, Rowe Legate,
s
£f* c,oselv f™8»t «»'
es
we
Mitchell. Redmond. Pope. Hales; 440,
t
though the doubles were more sucPn™. Hamblen,
wamhion Stanwood,
« ta n^~^ Leeate,
lio-nt,,
Pope,
cessful than the singles. The No. 3
Mitchell, Hermann: 880, Pope, Hamteam composed of Shattuck and
blen, Hight, Baldwin: mile. Hight,
Akeley was undefeated, while the No.
Hill. Sanborn; two-mile. Hill. Hight,
2 team of Hill and Hvde won two
Bradeen;
hurdles
120-yard
high
1
a>
Rowe. Allen. Upham; 220-yard low
"? *%?*?*
the best Srfr.V
tennis for Bowdoin. 'e
Salter
hurdles. Rowe. Allen. Upham. PopeM
1

j

dav for the scorer as the two teams
combined to provide 33 runs, 32 hits,
and 20 errors to be kept track of in
the 12-innine battinr- spree. The Big
White held a small lead until the seventh when a six run splurge by the

!

I

;

«M A*

^"*
^^.

•

mond marathon which was brought

to a close bv Bottjer's twelfth inning
circuit clout.
Cole,

Eveqy Bowdoin

ELL0-B0LE
rat. orr.

Betterment

Several suggestions were made to
the examining committee, which was
here last Thursday and Friday. Some
of these are: that trees should be
planted along the fence recently constructed around Whittier field; that a
system should be developed whereby

Boulter Paull; shot put/ RearO'Donnell, Paull, Pratt; ham-;

mer.
Paull.

Boulter, Tootell; and
Carlson, ^allccr.

^
£°^n

:

£^
No

^

"*""« at
The following

javelin, foT tnp

-

is

,!

Totals

Bowdoin

and then

a throw to

rifled

Melendy, If
White, rf, cf

,

Fisher, ss

6 Position,

Corey, lb

match score Dale, 3b

trip:

c

Griffin,

Dartmouth* 8
Howard, c
Bowdoin 1
Williams 7>.#
Houston, p
Bowdoin Mb
Wesleyan cancelled on account of Buck, jj
raln
Birkett. p
Manter, rf
Amherst 6
Bowdoin 3
Playing its second stale match of Tucker, rf
the week and its sixth match in eight
Totals
days, the team met Colby here this
Wesleyan
afternoon.

Haire, 2b
Melendy, If
White, rf

Bottjer,

2b

If.

Morningstar. rf
Green. If

.

.

.

.

2

x— Batted

7

2
3
3
3

6

1

6 13 27

8

Couper. ss
Steff. c

3b

3
4

3 10
3
7

3
3
32

a

in 7th.

o
3

3 17
1

1

CUMBERLAND
.May 4 -H

"Joy of Living"
wit*
Douglas Fairbanks,

4
4

1
1

Alice Brady
also

tartvon

May «
"Judge Hardy's Children"
Friday

Chesterfield

Kostelanetz.

and Andre

. .

I

j

wit*
Lewis Stone
Mickey Rooaev
Cecilia Parker
Fay Holden

—

1
1

..

taste

.

. .

Zerwitz.

4

.

t

1

1

2

2
4

1

2

3
4
3

1

4

I

2

2
2

2 17 1
4
1
6 30 20
ab bh po e
4
4
36

Davidson, cf
Haire. 2b

4
4

1

4

If

o 5
j
3 1 1 3
4 1 7 Q
3 1 17
3 1 1
2
2 7
31
5 28 16
4

Fisher, ss
fc

Howard, c
Corey, lb
Birkett. rf
Dale, 3b

Totals
Tufts

0100000 00 1-2
000010000 0—1

Runs, Sheehan, Howard, Hatch. Er-

McGee, Howard. Two-base

hits.

White, Bennett. Howard. Birkett.
Stolen bases. Chiros. Sheehan. McGee. Corey 2. Hcward. Sacrifice hits.
Dale. Silvestri. Bases on balls, by

White
White

3, by Hatch. Struck out by
7. by Hatch 2
Triple play.
Chiros to McGee. Hit bv pitched balls.
.

Hatch

hit Corey and Birkett; White
hit Starosta and Bennett. Time. 2h.

Umpires, Layson and Ayer.

PRINTING
We

have had long experience
producing for Bowdoin nr.-n:

•

- 1

•

world's best
.

(chesterfields
will give you

. .

than any

Wed. - Thurv
May II - IS
Gary Cooper
Claudette Colbert

—

m

asssssss««iisssssssss«

Im

Printing

For Quotations

The Record Office
—

Telephone S

—

in

Paul K. Niven, Bowdoin 19 Id

'Bluebeard's Eighth Wife'

Manager

News
«t

Ask

also

smoked

Copyright 1938. liocrrr

Tyrone Power
Alice Brady

Paramount News

MORE PLEASURE

cigarette you ever

——

Don Araeche

in

STATIONERY
POSTERS
TICKETS
ALUMNI LETTERS
FRATERNITY FORMS
And Other

wit*

Alice Faye

.

Dorn"

"In Old Chicago"

mild ripe tobaccos.
home-grown and aromatic Turkish. and pure
cigarette paper. When you light a Chesterfield
you're smoking the cigarette that Satisfies.
cigarette ingredients.
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2

ALL Your

May

Mon. - Tues.

that

makes you

made of the

Bill

Myeu Tobacco Co.

iMMiss.
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Yes, We'i-e Interested In

Selected Short Subjects

stick to Chesterfields.
Chesterfields are

5

10210000 x—
00100000 0—1

Collier, 2b. ss

7

alao

You enjoy it in Chesterfield's refresh"extra something" that

3

for Haire in 9th.

May
la

"Sudden

3

9
2

1

Audlowoopics

Buck Jones

to millions

and better

1

3
2

also

News

they bring

...real pleasure... carefree pleasure!

ing mildness

2
1

—

Saturday

more pleasure

1

Roop'an, rf
Sheehan, cf
Dineen, If
McGee, lb
Hatch, p
Totals

rors,

Jr.

News

2

1

7

3b

Bowdoin

Wed. - Taunt.

a

ab bh po

Melendy,
White. p

o

4

1

Bowdoin

4

1

4

Starosta. If
Bennett, c

*

4

o

3
3
4

33

Silvcstri.
Chiros, ss

3

Towle. lb
Bush, If

h

4

If

Tuft*

3

1

ab r
4 1
3 t
4 1

1

72720

5
ab r

Umpires— Lcary and

5

223 033 020 010—16
050 030 601 011—17

Mans, state

1

1

2
3

Fred Riel. 2b
Bemben. cf
5ran Riel. cf

2

1

Towle, Davidson. Bases on balls—off
Blake 1. off White 2. Struck out—by
Blake 4. by White 5. Passed ballsHoward 2. Time— 1 hour, 45 minutes.

1

17

2

1

1

Haire.
Howard,
Two base hits—Towle.
Bemben. Melendy. Davidson. Three
base hit— Fred Riel. Stolen bases—

4

3

1

1

1

Blake. Steff.

3

1

2

7

0000030 2—5
3000010 2 —

Bowdoin

Intrram.

1

3
1

36

Bowdoin
Errors— Dale,

1

6
6
6
5
3

Mues

.

2

1

Mass. State

55 17 18 36 22 12
for

Bowdoin
Wesleyan

......

Dale. 3b
Tucker, p
Birkett, p
Totals
Colby

1

Birkett, rf
Griffin x

1

.

5
4
4
3
3
3

Manter, rf

2
.

.

4

Fisher, ss

x— Batted

12

1

.

1

2

5

*.

Corey, lb
Davidson, cf

2

Grosevnor. x
Totals

1
1

s.

Fisher, ss

1

p

Mues, p
See. p

8 24
h o
3

I
a

1

p
Howard, c

2

c

Cotter,

2

?>

Horne. lb
Daddario, ss

McCabe.

1

3

.

r

5

Totals

3

1

.

5

ab

White,

57 16 14 33 12
ab r bh po a
7 2 3 3 2

.

33

Dale, 3b
Haire, 2b

1

.

,

.

Bowdota

1

Bogue, cf
Cote, 2b
Havinghurst, 2b
Loustroem, 3b
Hake. 3b

.

Blake, p
to
Totals

ab r bh po
6 2 1 1
6
2 2
7
4 1
6
1
2
6
1
2
6
2 10
5
5
1
3
6
6

i

I

Davidson, cf

Melendy,

Bowdoin
Davidson, cf
Haire, 2b

—

:

first

out

pick Fisher for the third

—

another unit of land should ho used
on Pickard field so that one unit
could be segregated oacn year ihus
allowing the turf of the field to be
strengthened, and that the inadequacy of the hoUwater supply in the
gym should be remedied.

p

participated in

Tufts scored first, but Ken Birkett who batted an even .500 for the
three games, singled, scoring Howard
to knot the count in the fifth. The
score remained tied at 1-1 until the
ill-fated 10th, when Tufts tallied the
necessary run.
The game was featured by a triple
play by Wesleyan started bv Chiros.
Tufts shortstop, who snared a line
drive, doubling up White at second,

J

the

man

the lengthy contest with Houston.
Buck, and Birkett hurl inc. Melendy
led the hitters with 4 out of 7.
In the best played game of the trip,
the Tufts Jumbos pulled out a 2-1
win despite Bud White's six hit pitching. Hatch, Tufts' hurler, provided
the winning run when he raced home

from third in the 10th to bear- Ed Corey, .lb
Fisher's throw to the plate.
Howard, c

.

^.

.

Rabbit Haire's single to left in the
last half of the 8th scoring Dale provided Bowdoin with the necessary
margin to nose out Colby Tuesday.
6-5, in a thrill-packed ball game at
Pickard Field. Behind 5-4 by virtue
of Colby's two-run rally in the 8th.
Bowdoin got two men on base as
Howard and Dale walked and Capt.
Davidson drove Howard across the
plate to tie the score. The "Rabbit"
then came through to score Dale.
After Bowdoin had taken an early
lead of three inns in the first inning.
Colby tied the score in the 6th on
two passes from Jack Tucker, starting Bowdoin pitcher, and an error.
Bowdoin gained a one-run advantage
in -then- half on doubles by Fisher
and Corey.
Tucker caused his own downfall in
the seventh by filling the bases with
four straight walks. Cleveland's single sent the t icing run across to make
it 4-all. Birkett relieved Tucker, forced in a run with a walk, then retired the side.
CoHry
ab r h o a e
McGee, 2b
4
Leonard, ss
4 1 1 1 1
Burrill. 3b
5
2
Rancourt, lb
4 1
4
Allen, If
4 1 1 3
Hatch, rf
4
1
1
Pullen, c
1
1
1
6
Irish, cf
3
1
6
Cleveland, p
4 1 2

13

Cardinals put them in the van. The
lead changed twice more in the dia-

W

'

losses

followed Bowdoin's baseball squad as
it lost two one-run decisions and a
4-1 verdict in its annual spring trip.

NETMEN TRIM BATES
IN HARD FOUGHT TUT

. Vermont's ironman sophomore ace,
Smith, will be a thorn in Bowdoin's
side. rated off his performance last
Saturday of winning the 100, 220, and
440-yard dashes, all in excellent time,
versatile skill, and Bowdoin's Dave

On
"™

Jm,* ThrP*»
CamiN
ra
""^ mree Rail «*™
Polar Bear Invasion

Of Bay State

Stephens, far from the power of recent years when it won two straight
state titles, was expected to provide
little competition,
but Kennebunk.
definitely tops among small school
squads in Maine, offered Seavey
Bowdoin, star sprinter, Babine in the
pole vault, and Spoffard, huge weight
throwing ace as definite threats for
individual honors.

the New England Relays at Harvard
Saturday, Vermont was whipping Colby 75^4 to 60 >i. and Springfield was suffering defeat from the
strong U. of M. team by a score of 91

Colby In 8th,
By 6-5 Score

CLOSE CONTESTS
j

a triple meet on the Whittier Field
oval this afternoon.

last

don.

Facilities

Need

prove* all tobacco*. You
spend at least S20 for tobacco in

».

j

cus.

a rear — $1 spent on Yelto-Bole
make* that J20 worth of tobacco
taste twice a* goodi Oct your*.

sic. u.

TO SPRINGFIELD
A

!

Athletic
(Yellow)

Combined High Schools

next Saturday afternoon at Springfield, Massachusetts, where Bowdoin's
varsity track squad races Springfield
College and the University of Vermont in a trv-corncred meet. The
encounter assumes unusual interest as
it forms the last competition for Jack
Magee's tracksters before the feature
Maine Intercollegiates at Whittier
Field a week from Saturday.

Bowdoin Nips

WELLSMEN DROP

^ISr*
?
Owen and Pierce (B) defeated Ray
and Lebel (H), 7.and 5.
yed No.l singles with Purmgton
broad jump. Soule, Gibbs. Rowe.
2
Goldstein and Abbott (B) defeated
S a , K k N° *'
Gregory;
high
jump,
Stanwood,
Rear£
Knowlton and Wilcox (H), 4 and 2.
a
5 i
don Gregory; pole vault. Diller; dis- '?'*N°- 5 and Hil and Akeley alter-

BLEND YOUR TOBACCO
WITH THE HONEY
HONEY IW
THE BOWL

Yearling Runner* Meet

Sound Act

Printers of

The Orient
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Masque And Gown

ORIENT

i

By Richard

C

Officers

Dejrte

PLANS

IVY

For Next Year

TO MAINE TRACK TEAMS
IN ANNUAL STATE MEET

CELEBRATIONS

1I7E

"

Richard CarUnd '39 Leads Bottle Freed in Canada
Three-Day festivities WiU
Is Found Near Norway
Drama Group; Others
Include Banquets And
-

one house has done a "Jack
Posts
Magee" (called the turn) on this return to the custom of the past; meananticiing that Alpha Delta Phi has
pated the revival, and has already engaged in singing on the porch after
meetings. As far as we know she
reception has been favorable, and the Iliree-Act Play Contest Is
practice seems to be coincidental with
Held; One- Acts
the recent series of sings put on by
the Glee Club. Since singing offers a
Will Continue
fraternity
manifestation ,of
true
"spirit," to be trite but true, the more
Richard B. Carland '39 was elected
ihe merrier.
President of the Masque and Gown
» - r
for next year at the annual business
last Wednesof the society
meeting
nrtlE next offering for us to hit at
r
_.- day.
J. H. Tltcomb 39 was elected
P
Secretary; J. J. Carre '40. Business
I
.
w 7u
w whose
^f
ntisi
sic-loving
brethren,
ohe
au Manager A. H. Fenn '40, Publicity
tnority once prompted him to essay a Manager; M. W. Bullock '40. Prodefinition of "swing" for the Presi- duction Manager; P. H. Crowell '39.
dent and his wife. We have learned Production Advisor. B. L. Vergason
that the condition of our Music Room '39 was chosen for the Executive
Committee as Senior Member-atin Bannister Hall is little short of deLarge, and W. E. Bevins '40. Junior
plorable. The principal trouble seems
Member-at-Large.
to lie in the recording facilities, whose
Professor Quinby at this same
underlying hum-drum tends to garble meeting outlined the plans for the
something
like a next year. As usual the one-act play
a symphony into
classic rendition of "Powerhouse." contest will be held, with plays writThe deplorcrs bemoan a lack of ten by the students, and in addition

Named To

least

Picnics

Eight months ago. on August 11,
1937, Peter B. Stengel '39 threw a
sealed bottle into the Hudson Strait
at Latitude 60* 51' N. Longitude
60* 41' W. This week Stengel received word that the bottle had
been picked up on April 21, 1938.
on the westers! coast of Norway,
near the city of Aalesund.

QUINBY ANNOUNCES
PLANS FOR TERM
To Be

Orono Bears Are Favorites

FRATERNITIES HAVE

VISIT

9

COLLEGE

i

tunity to visit classes and meet the
Director of Admissions and various
of the faculty, there will be
numerous amusements to which they;
Among these
are cordially invited.
are the Masque and Gown play. "The
Shoemakers' Holiday." the annual

|

is

.

a great deal of
the students and

st attracts

tfntil among
prize of a Gregory
i

i

being used."

I

!

I

members

in-

a
Wiggam wood-

i

carving and twenty-flve dollars in
cash is awarded to the winner. Acto Profeaaor £*«%' ."}«
,
three-act. plays are to be preferably
written during the summer with re-

Maine State Track Meet, and various
informal smokers and receptions at;

^"^K

• * r
the annual State Meet near hearsals starting sometime in Deat hand, it reminds us that here cember. The winning play is to be
is one
of the few Varsity track tfven at Ivy and will go on a tour,
M«ataal Far Heuseparty
meets which the students are'privAt the Christmas Houseparties in
ileged to see in the course of a colleee
by William
year, A goodly attendance goes with- 1938 an original musical
'39 will be presented
It is
out saying. It's been eight long years, Brown
an, amusing satire on Bowdoin Colone glorious, one bitter, since Bow
lege with many of the more promidoin was last the host team, in 1930. nent students and faculty members
We recall witnessing a runaway meet. on campus characterized. At Comfor Maine, on that dark day. The one meneement 1939 "Hamlet" will be
glorious year was in 1932, when the produced with Ross McLean '39 again
White won, chiefly through the in- taking the title role.
The plan which was drawn up last
spired performances of Ray McLaughyear for the remodeling of Memorial
lin and Charlie Stanwood. As a result
HaH was not approved by the Adrainof a controversy over eligibility in jstrative Committee. They wjggested
the -WOsr-fwwc 1«M, Maine and « new theatre. A model for a "Little
Rates withdrew from the meet, and Theatre" has been constructed and is
Bowdoin's great team gained the now in the hands of the Universtiy
Theatre Association, in conjunct .on

WITH

j

r«r»

'->>

Tennis Pictures
Six reels of tennis movies showing
of the sport's outstanding stars

jetton were
i

*^«***™™
Union
by

ft
last Friday night
Hall

of

acceptance

to

HAMMOND, WILDER
ATTEND MEETING

States

•

j

Larry Clinton Lads Give Out
With Smooth Arrangements

^

j^y

,

.

|

I

'

'

,

^
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COLLEGE
HEADS TO
urn n \rftVUPDrvrp
UI>r CiKEilM Cj
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SS o?d£
not be changed

?»*

"he

the

Growler

will

include

stage,

which

will

-

!

'

t,t,e
bopes pleasantly obscured in
cheering on such Mageemen as Lin
Rowe. Neal Allen. Charlie Pope. Jeff

alcoves curtained off to be used as
needed. The whole set will represent
success it has been in New York. The an
Elizabethan rustic setting of
Masque and Gown production is the which most of the drops and flats have
same with few changes, as that which been already prepared by the crew.
excited the critics and brought to *he painting being done by Philip C.
both thfc forgotten Dekker arid the Young '40.
McrcurJ Theatre new acclaim.
Play Almost Forgotten
In th| leading role will be. J. P.
According to James W. Blunt '40.
production manager, the flats will eo
up. the curtains rigged, and the rest
of the stage put in order Wednesday
in time for the dress rehearsal.
The
proscenium, the curtain hung from
the ceiling of Memorial Hall to hide
Association
Christian
Bowdoin
The
the
stage
ropes,
has
ah-eady
Talbot.
been
has announced that Harold D.
Jr. '40 has been elected editor of thc "floated" and the proscenium flats
Handbook and Edward F. Everett '40 placed. The lights to be used in the
The Bowdoin production are on thc whole the same
Business Manager.
Christian Association >s responsible as in other productions except that
(Continued on I'm-.- 4)
for putting out the Handbook and
sends it during the summer to the
incoming Freshmen so that they may
NOTICE
better get to know thc College. It
Because of an unforseen illlTicovers as far as possible every nortulty in the engraving, the dismal feature and activity in the, Coltribution of the "Bugle" has been
lege and is an attempt to portray the
postponed until .May 2H, it has
and spirit of the College
t -adit ions
been announced by Edwin L. Verand to aid the Freshmen in entering
gaaoa '39, Editor.
into them.

|

j

Friday, >lay IS

-

j

cll
j

'41

will

Thomas Brown-

sin K

Quest a

"In

Tombu" by Beethoven

Chap-

in

el.

Baseball

j

j

vs.

Colby at 3.30 p.m.

J.V. Tennis vs. Hebron Academy. Tennis and Golf at Colby.
Baseball
J.V.
at
Fryeburg
Academy.
Glee Club Sing on Art Build-

ing

Steps

at

7.00

p.m.

The

Masque and Gown will present
"The Shoemakers' Holiday" in
Memorial Hall ai 8.15 p m
.

May 14
will speak
in Chapel.

Sat unlay.
Sills

.

.

President

on

"Twenty

Years"

Sub-Freshman Week End.
State Track Meet at Whittier

by Clinton's arsome mention of

Field with
pjn.

the

finals

at

1.30

May

1* - Rabbi Maurice
L. Zigmond of Yale University
will be the speaker at Chapel.
The ciwir will sing "Finlandia"

Sunday,

•

\

by Sibelius.
Meads*. May

1« - Baseball vs.
Bates at 3.30 p.m. Tennis vs.
Univei'sity of Maine.

Stanwood. Dave Soule. Oakley Melendy. Bill Tootell. and George Reardon who will be outstanding contenders for hurdle. 440. broad jump, jave,in hammer and *hot put honors. re-

sP^velyDave Sou,e and
:

^^

(Continue on raae

Remand,
31

Medical Committee To

Meet Here Next Sat

{

:

|

The committee appointed by Presi-

j

.

j

1

a

i

j

I

j

I

|

j

|

i

Elijah Kellogg, Minister And
Author, Was College Prankster

the

•

«£

there is the Enoch Arden three sets of curtains.
On the left »*"• moreover, may well find the aland many more well known emo- and right of the front stage will be m9st certain disappointment of thHr

;

May 12 . Opening of
Photographical Salon at
10.00 a.m. at the Walker Art
Building with pictures assembled by thc Portland Society of
Artists.

^

I

'

1

COMING EVENTS

i

^"u

dSSS exteam honors howe v ". '"
a detailed
f
r
throughout the show as usual, is divi- fminatwn of soeciflc events indicates
ded in two parts, the back with its tne .Probability of numerous sparkling
drop and skyline and the front, by '"dividual contests. Bowdoin enthusiThe

HANDBOOK EDITOR

]

numb*.

W*
"

a completely detailed
program of Ivy from start to finish,
the next |Hiblication of the Growler
will be issued on Wednesday. May 18.
An article of real comments by
real professors, in answer to the question,
"What Ivy Means to You."

Also

The introduction
the Anest he has

the so-called novelty tunes which further show his versatility.
He took
"Dtpsy Doodle" Papular
the very mediocre "Swinging in the
Perhaps the most pofiular tune by Corn" and made it into something.
Clinton In the past few months is The final chorus really "rocks" in the
his "Dipsy Doodle.'* which has been Clinton manner.
His latest tunes of
called the "collegiate favorite." Tom- this kind are "Look" and "Ferdinand
my Dorsey's recording of this was ar- the Bull." The former has a very
1
L&n
1
*?"*
four
word
unique
vocal
by Bea Waiii.
^
,
X(Continued on Pace 2)
in*8 1 * know the neav > baM mtr°j

BE OUT WEDNESDAY

comment on Mr. Quinby's latest triumph of the boards, "The Shoemak-

j

t his

to cn

'

j

I

Chapman.

I

day. May 14. The four men who will
attend this informal conference are
President Gray of Bates. President
Johnson of Colby. President Hauck of
the University of Maine, and President Sills of Bowdoin.
The presidents and their wives will
be entertained by President and Mrs.
Silis""ariundhe«»;" after "which Uiey
will attend the State Track Meet

wm^^r^n!^
r n
SguSed

j

)

TALBOT ELECTED

should prove interesting, as should
more candid camera studies by Artie

^^

mention two other arrangements by
Larry that Tommy has made famous.
The first is the very popular "Satan
Takes a Holiday." Someone has said
that he must "have had a weird
dream the night he wrote and arNevertheless it
ranged this one."
season's outhas been one of the
>
landing;' arrangements and is heard
wherever popular music is played.
Features Novelty Tunes
We all know the spook type of
melody with the several drum solos
and the gradual diminuendo down to
The second was
a whisper finish.
written by Dorsoy himself but credit
for the arrangement goes to Larry.
This is the melancholy "Morning
After." The Clinton arrangement is
thoroughly in sympathy with the

cd this up with "Gavotte" and "Dance
» f the Hours." Thc former Is taken
at a medium fast swing featuring
adroit manipulation of the ensemble
jnj a ck-vealy executed vocal by Bea tenor of the tune.
Ponchielli's "Dance of the is judged as one ot
Wain.
The annual meeting of the four Hours" is not quite so fast in tempo, ever done.
We cannot pass
presidents of Maine Colleges will be but just as solid. The tenor sax work
held at Bowdoin this year qp Satur- ©f Tony Zimmers shines through in rangements without
,__

"d

take female roles.

Scene I* Outside

i

duct ion followed by the melody trio. ers' Holiday/."
Although the melody is simple and
mbel,i *hcd
L&rry
S lled ll. U
lf
*>
P wltn nLS inexhaustible
This
-uprty of swing licks
style as
shows
the
Clinton
off
really
both composer and arranger. While
Thursday.

"^

this

I

°

Cpurt of the National Pastime. The
'"breaks of the game" arc evidently
evening up for Linn Wells and his
Bowdoin ball club. The pre-State
By Robert D. nelschner
Series record might have been mar"No band Is better than its ar_
red by defeats, but these can be laid rangements" said a well-known music
at the door of inferior preparation, eritTe about Larrv Clinton and his
that is. Inferior compared to the run- orchest^he other day The metooV
ning starts of the Massachusetts col- w. ri«« n( thi« bund has amolv Droved
Anv^ne^lwkfn^ at
^ls Statement
leges. The fact that Bowdoin shaped
**- up favorably alongside its strong op{|mU u ^ nQt muie up of thc
ponents is a tribute to the calibre of country's outstanding solo musicians,
college baseball as played in Maine,
*„» all practical artists and
As th? standing o«* a team in a four- Clinton's arrangements set them off
college league of evenly-matched ag- in grand style.
grcgations Is continually in jeopardy.
Larry ana his boys have been re
we will not venture a prediction of cording for Victor now for six or
Bowdoin's position at the finish. seven months and practically every
has been a nation-wide best
record
Whatever the result, the brand of ball
»eller. The waxing that first brought
is well worth watching. The wheel
him into nation-wide prominence was
may spin the other way, and as Bill that of "Martha" and "I Dreamt I
Terry says, "the difference between a Dwelt in Marble Halls." This inaugu
slap on the back and a kick in the rated a series of his arrangements in
pants is a mere matter of phvsiogra- modern dance rhythm of selections
from famous operas. He soon follownhv ••

the

Charlie Young, two-mile champion.
Likewise, Bates is sure to miss Anton
Kishon, brilliant winner of the shot,
hammer, and discus, and. Outsell,
javelin titlist. Colby, too, is without
its sole 1937 victor. Wa?huk who captured the broad jump. In striking
contrast.
Maine not only boasts
Johnny Gowell. probable victor in
both hurdles and the broad jump, and
B| H Hunnewell sterling two milcr.
both of whom were out of state meet
competition last year, but also will
fi e 'd a host of new stars,
Soule Is Bowdoin's 100 Hope
aooarent lack of the
DMPlte

interest,

Featuring

OPEAKING

Rlan in baseball. It's a "percentage'*
gaVie. in which the old law of aversfes holds sway in the Supreme

in

tional scenes added to enough ribaldness to make the play the roaring

IVY GROWLER WILL
,

For the first time in three years
the scene used will be an outs d'e one
consisting of a large sky drop and a
cut out of a London skyline of the
h e 8ht Stri

bit.

these poets.
Dr. Grierson said concerning McPhee, who was a classmate of his,
"He is a passionate poet who has
never received the recognition he deSir Herbert also spoke
serves."
about Rachel Ann Taylor, a pupil of
his. and read some of her poetry.

I

'39 will also

written

cury Theatre, New York and became
a hit production.
The play itself is that of a jovial
shoemaker who through chance becomes Lord Mayor of the city, and
true to his fellow shoemakers he does
not forget them in his new wealth.
In the bouncing, boisterous comedy
there is. Of course, as always thc love

;

the

will take place
The play
19.
Elizabethan Period
season at the Mer-

second presentation
on Thursday. May

was revived

j

Committee.

is the favorite In the quarter mile, while Rowe
expected to punk Maine's Johnny Uowell in the hurdles.

Friday night at 8.15 the Masque Hepburn '38. who. according to reand Gown will present the first per- ports plays the role with a gusto,
formance of Thomas Dekker's "Shoe- with H. L. Oshry "40 playing the part
makers' Holiday" before an audience of his wife. Frank G. Davis '41, E.
The L. Vergason '39. and R. M. Stover
of students and sub-freshmen.

thej
letters they have sent the prospective
freshmen, and mam' others are ex-i
pected during this week. Everything',
possible is being done in an endeavor
letters

Stars, two of BowTrack meet thi« Sat-

i

ing Professor of English at Smith,
spoke on "The Movement of Poetry
in My Time."
The lecture dealt mainly with the
poets with which he had personal
contact, and how they impressed him
to make Sub-Freshman Week End
during his life time. His first feeling
both valuable and enjoyable for next for poetry came, he said, in his sixyear's incoming class.
teenth year, when he became interested in thc works of Keats. Then,
as a young man, he was more strongly influenced by Swinburne and RosSir Herbert said that Kipling
setti.
also, he believes, was influenced by

many

Maine Stronger Than In 'S7
Last year, a distinctly weaker
Maine team than the present outfit,
was able to edge, by a 46 to 44 score,
a Bowdoin squad with such now absent state title holders as Bob Porter
in the half and mile. Dave Deane.
double victor in the hurdles, and

Row, Sophomore

Masquers Will Play "Shoemakers'
Holiday" As Given At The Mercury

(

!

The movies, circulated by United
Lawn Tennis Association, included, two reels of the Donald Budge
-Gotfried Von Cramm championshrp
match of last year; one of the semifinals and the finals of the woman's
Edward S. Hammond. Dean of Adsingles between. Miss Lizani of Chile
and Miss Jcdrzejowska of Poland missions, and Philip S. Wilder. Alumwith
greater
edged experiment,
the
re- onc snowing the men's semi-finals;
ni Secretary, represented Bowdoin at
sponsibility being placed on the stu- and two demonstrating technique in the annual meeting of the Maine SecIn the semifinal rounds, ondary Schools Conference on Thursdents. It took* as if the Faculty was general.
gambling (pardon the word! on the such stars as Frankie Parker. Robert day and Fr.day. May 5th and 6th in
~..<..-it.. «r »k« b ,„j„„,«
«n,/.»K*^ Rices Helen Jacobs, and Kay Stam- Augusta.
__.:_
Many important educational probin net ion.
were seen =_
mers
the extra study time will he spent at
The essentials of good tennis were Jems now prevalent in secondary
the books or on the golf course re- demonstrated by a number of stars schools were discussed at the con
Among those headmasters
mains to be seen.
including Bill Tildcn II. Riehard Wil- ference.
liams. Gerald Patterson, Jean La- and principals present were several
» - r
The Bowdoin graduates. Dr. James L. Mccoste and Helen Wills Moody.
of gambles, there's no
various grips were shown along with Conaughy, president of Wcsleyan
sport In which the wheel of for- the proper swing and follow through. University and formerly a member of
tune, the blindfolded goddess, does The various serves and strokes were the Bowdoin faculty, spoke on "The
.
Secondary School of the Future."
\more to govern the fate of a team also shown.
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some
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urday. Pope
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Charlie Pope and Lin

doin's outstanding entries in the State

"The dllTiiwwff M ini ' sc ence
will spen* in Chapel on Saturday
morning. Guests will be quartered in and poetry Ls that science makes confraternity houses about the campus tinual progress, whereas poetry merely
and will be given an excellent oppor- changes with fashion," said Sir Hertunity to witness and join in the ac- bert Grierson in a lecture last Thursevening in Memorial Hall. Sir
tivities of collet undergraduate life. day
of the University of
Thc Faculty Committee on Prepare- Herbert, rector now
serving as Visitand
tory Schools has already received! Edinburgh
i

'

,

• - r
T|fIIAT with the word "progressive"
being tossed about rather freely
by educators and politicians, it seems
that
Bowdoin should
appropriate
come through with some progression
of its own; meaning the recently

*^

uKB

HIS TIME

FWJRYfiF

xlQfaVfi
AfinAAl* In
01*1 B *»P|W:»I

established, eptional. extended Reading Period for next year. Like most
experiments of its kind, the intended
scholastic privilege for Juniors and
Seniors may prove to be an academic
gamble. In a sense it will be a double-

.

SWAKn ON

;

looks as if
championship celebration for Jack's,
Silver Jubilee will come a year late.

Viewed collectively, comparatively,
or individually with due regard for
all possible upsets, the Black Bears
still seem to pack power sufficient to
justify a 60 or 70 point winning score.
Neither the host Bowdoinites. woefulfy weak in the distances and with
scattered strength in the weights and
jumps. Bates with excellent distance
power but little else, nor Colby with
little balance and
scant individual
hopes
appears likely to seriously
threaten a Maine cluster which is unusually well fortified in every event
but the javelin.

i

Gene Boardman and Dean Hudson
stmte *»«** "»Fea*ure
will hold forth on Thursday and WedThe Maine State Track meet will nesday nights at the T.D. and D.U.
be held on Saturday, the trials being
(Continued m V*m O
run off in the morning and the flnals and main events in the afternoon.
All four Maine colleges will compete (.RIfc RtlfUV
in this meet, and it promises to bo '
very interesting and exciting,
Campus singing will be held by the
Glee Club under the direction of Profeasor THlotson, and President 801s I

I

(ConUnneit on

j

i

|

it

i

;

by

now

i

is

.

Knglands. Right

,

!

shown

!

default.
Though
"verbally" foiled in the State, Charlie
Allen's team went, on to win the New

Deu

Bowdoin will be the collegiate.
sports center of the state this coming Saturday as the 'rack squads of
Bates, Bowdoin, Colby and Maine converge ojj Whittier Field for the 1938
renewal of the time-hallowed Maine
Intercollegiate Track and Field Association Meet. A splendidly balanced U. of M. outfit is an odds on favorite to give the Orono institution its
fourth straight title with Bowdoin,
Bates, and Colby expected to trail in
that order.

'

on Wednesday night with their
house dance which features Ken
Reeves. A picnic at Camp Aimhi on
Thursday afternoon will be followed
by a banquet in^the evening. Reeves
will close a two-night stand by playing at the Dekc. house on Thursday.
A tea will pre efdt the dance there
and the formal banquet will be held
on Saturday.
Psi Upsllon wHI offer Art Shaw in
his second appearance on the camA
pus within the last six months.
banquet will precede the dance on
Wednesday, and a picnic will be held
on Thursday aftprnoon.

Hudson*, to Play for I) I
the fraternity houses.
At the Chi Psi Lodge, dancing will
"The Shoemakers' Holiday," which
a current Broadway hit, will be take place on Wednesday to the muin Memorial Hall at 8.15 on sic of Tommy Reynolds, whose outfit
Friday evening. It is under the direc- was recent lv organized in Kentucky.
tion of George H. Quinby. and James A picnic will follow on Thursday at
Hepburn '38 will play the leading! Booth hay and the banquet will be
held on Thursday evening.
^jj£"

|

.

championship

By Dave Dickson

4.D.'s wffl open their festiv-

The

tertainment of next year's incoming
class. Besides giving them an oppor-

o^ «* K vh*more
« n*M«i ^T&SSTSrzSS
s;
TOnU

bear
of Sibe'tus;
the only complete Opera available is
Wagner. Our critic adds that "Andrew Carnegie would turn over in his
grave. If he should see how his money

Meet

About eighty sub-freshmen arc expected this coming week end of May
13 and 14 to be present at Bowdoin's
annual two days devoted to the en-

i

like to

^fy*

ities

,

would

Ivy activities, r at the individual
houses will begin on the 18th when
numerous danc/SJ. banquets and picnics open a time day siege of the
Bowdoin campufc Although arrange-

ments for the epllege program have
not been made public by the Ivy
Committee, the flans for the various
houses are nearly completed.

Men To

State

And Melendy
Are Counted To Lead
White Attack

Pope, Reardon

I

And

POLAR BEARS RATE
FOR SECOND PLACE

Wednesday Night

See
"Shoemakers' Holiday"

80

Straight Title

A. D„ Psi U, D. U., Chi Psi,
Beta Open With Dances

•

Incoming:

To Gain Their Fourth

ALL CHOSEN BANDS

SUB-FROSH TO

^

NO. 5

M®mm BOWDOIN WILL BE HOST
MR

Elects

•

noticed in a preceding "Sun"
a desire for the revival of singing
about the campus by the various fraternities as well as the Glee Club. At

HOLIDAY"
FRIDAY EVENING

HIIOIC.MAKr-B.S-

BRUNSWICK, MAINE^ BDNESDAY MAY 11, 1938

(68th Year)

~ Rises ~

, .,

dent K. C. M. Sills last year to'maKi?
a survey of premedical courses *nd
student health will meet hertA on
Saturday. May 14. This commjftre,
of which Dr. John A. Wentworth KXJ,
chairman of the medical department
of Hartford, Conn., Hospital, is chairman, consists of Dr. Mortimer Warren '96 of Portland; Dr. Henry L.
Johnson '07. college physician; Dr.
Clyde L. Doming '10. who is associated with Yale Medical School; Dr.
Cornelius P. Rhoads '20. an associate
of thc Rockefeller Institute of Medical Research; Dr. Benjamin B. Whitcomb '30. graduate of McGill Medical
School: and Dr. Clarence L. Scammon '09, thc chairman of the Contmonwealth Foundation of New York
citv
City.
These men will make a survey of
the premedical courses here, this
work being done to aid in placing
men in medical schools. Undergraduate health in eeneral will also he
studied. They will make a formal report to the governing boards in June.

joker. He alone dared to put Presi
By .Max Welnshel
.
.
ii ii dent Allen'* h»t
tho ton of the
on exhibition at Hubbard Hall a?™ , . R , na ' on tne *°P ot ' nc
steeple; he was the greatest
a complete record of thc history f-™pel
of the down-trodden freshmen
i^rror
and works of Elijah Kellogg, one of An
interesting
incident
occurred
the College's earliest and most rewh cn Kellogg was suspected of stealnown graduates. Author, minister.
asign As the "tute proctor apsailor, and farmer. Mr. Kellogg was '"K
proached his door, he remained outone of the most beloved and respected
side because, he heard Elijah at deof Bowdoin's sons. Born in 1813, the
yotions. Kelloggs prayers were: "And
Ison of a Congregational minister of
answered and said unto them, an'
he
Portland who was also an overseer
evil
and adulterous concmtion seekof the college. Elijah was a lively,
* W
uu/
after a si<m: and there shall no ~'* BuilduiO To
mischievous child. He loved the sea c«h
be «"«»«»•»»»
and nature and as a youngster ran *»&"
Professional Photo*
this time, he decided to enawav to sea and then in later life. terAbout
the ministry and settle in Harps-,
settied down on a small settlement in
where the townspconle had
On Thursday morning, an exhibiHarnsweli
promised tr build him a new church, tion of sixty photographs taken bv
»!•
w tricK\, at. ea. *V'V"Bfc
u: Ur^Tfr rfft.
/*•
After his
He
entered Andover Theological Sem- professional photographers will ()pen
n *"
,n "
cided to come to
inary where he wrote his famous at the Walker Art Building. These
;
™;L'
the average student at the ['"» OI dec amarlona "Soartacus to the Glad- pictures, the pick of a group from the
w iators" and "Regulus to the Car- 39th annual photographic exhibition
he workea n
his entrance,
"f
f>
through. Yet with »H this wori^ne thaginian5 "
required rhetorical ex- of the Portland Society of Arts, were
still had time to be one of the most pj^j^
loaned by Mr. Alexander Bower, the
popular undergraduates on campus.
Director of Sweat Musuem of PortThis little, wrinkled, unimposmg
One of his college mates writes, as
land.
According to Philip C. Beam,
reported in Prof. Mitchells biograph- Alpha Delt was an eloquent and curator of the Art collections, this
forceful speaker. He had a great af- lexnibitk)n
ical sketch of him in 'Tales of Bowwhlch is sponsored to
doin," "he was always boiling over feet ion for boys and the College used show
amateur photographers and
with good humor and pranks." He Jo send boys to Mr Kelloggs horne: otners interested in photography thc
«>r
rustication
He
was
pastor
of
best work of professionals
professionals, will rehas one of the greatest reputations
main on display about a month.
(Continued oa Pave t)
of any Bowdoin student as a practlcf
;
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

CARLAND SELECTED
TO LEAD MASQUERS

Kat»bliah»d

1871

^lohn
I>v>nard

J.

II.

Rich, Jr. '39

A*wacU»f» RdHor*
James
Managing Kdttors

Cohen

'39

Richard E. Doyle '40
Richard W. Sullivan.

E. Tracy,

Richard

bang up game oi

th*

That had

baseball.

What we believe to be a classis desoi our Jack Mngee
found in the Bangor News a short
while ago. In the sports column written by Jack Moran was written the

*W

cription

•Beau*:
"Ctaeez and crackers,

following:

"A bandy-legged

Irish

Scotchman,

It's

i

Jr. '40
'40

end.

'40

Managing Editor*
John G. Whoelock. 3rd

fellah's,

.

Hub-Edit**H. Ouprt. Jr. '41
David W. D. Dickson '41 John C. Evans '41
Herbert V. Fie Id '41
Luther A. Harr. Jr. '41
Theodore Hoitt '41
'41
Robert A. Inman
Thaddeus J. Keefe, '41
Jack R. Kinnard '41
Charles W. Marr '41
William E. Vannah '41
Walter S. Pierce '41
Harold I* Pines '41
E. Harold Pottle, Jr. '41
Henry A. Shorey, 3rd
Charles II. Mergendahl, Jr. '41
Max Weinshei '41

I

'41. Lewis "38, Hartshorn '41.
and Miss Treganowan. The play was
(given on December 16th and on December 21st during Christmas HouseSo successful were these
parties.
'performances that a road tour was
made to Needham and Newton. Mass.
Three One- Acta
There were three one-act plays presented in the 1938 contest "The Rabbit's Foot" by E. L. Vergason '39,
."Happily Ever Since" by W. H.
Brown '39, and 'Heaven's Our Home"
by C. N. deSuze '38. At the same
time Ihe Classical Club under the di-

idahl

'41

PI BMSHING COMPANY
Business Manager
Pierson C. Irwin *39
Assistant Managers
H. Hunt, Jr. "40
Richard H. Abbott '40
Edward J. Platz '40

rection of Professor Meaas presented
"The Syracusan Women" with Ashkenazy '38 and Najam '38 in the lead
roles. The winner was Vergason who
]t

for this Ianue

'What the hell da I care
the arches are different' "
say,

m

Brown

ted

"It
ioI

campus

being ov-

hi

rabbits

and

j

J

espex tally dawgs.

"Whispering Pine Series," "Forert
Glen Series," "Good Old Times Se-

jries,"

"Pleasant Cove

"Elm Island

SEE TVW QUMsT UTTLE FBAM6
builonqs*

\-T
>

rrBoaEaPTHiaLD-

EST SO-KXXKXJSES INTHe*JNnH3
STATES INSK3G ABE VWVrf PKJUPCS

SH0WN0 THE CLASS COSTUMES
OP

-

Series,"

and

Series."

THE SO<XXMA£TCft-ttUGMTaA9SES
RK5HT HEBE WHERE HE UVEP— ANP
ME LIVEP VEPCV COMFORTABLE A5

VOUCANSEE

1864-

if

tNTMB

c

for first place in 1937.
To those of you who have been
said Professor Quinby, "one
on Sunday
ihe finest one-act plays ever writ- over to the Dean's house
W. Sullivan, Jr.
evenings, it's common knowledge that
ten by a Bowdoin student."
are
etc.
The
next production this year of cigars, cigarettes, apples,
VoL LXVIII
Wednesday. May II. IMS
No. a the Masque and Gown will lie "The usually in order. One evening a lei«
usual polite
Shoemakers' Holiday" with Hepburn low came over and in his
the fel'38 and Browne!! 'A\ in the leading way the Dean tried to make
low feel at home. "Have a cigar
roles. The play is to be given Friday,
How
jMay 13th at 8.15 p.m. for the sub- Oh, you don't care for cigars.
don't smoke
about
a
cigarette.
You
May
19th
on
Thursday,
freshmen,
and
Favored this year by an unusually varied projrram, including a J
I'll bet you drink liki- a
do you
it was chosen by
•ffVr the Ivy guests,
State Track Meet, a Masque and
production, and cum pun Professor Quinby because "it is so fish though."
singing, Sub-Freshman Week-End should prove as great a success (full of amusing dialogue and situations so as to make it appt-uling at
as it has for
years in the past. It was a sagacious move this Sub-Freshmen Weekend and Ivy
f.cniol 'Beau' Bonzagni is the
one 'man on campii* who can Alyear to postpone the dates for -the Week-End until later in May, llouseparties."
ways Ire relied upon to give a
"Twelfth Night" will he this year's
thereby making them coin* ide with the track meet and at the same Commencement play, with DeSuze
funny twist to anything. He's a
versatile chap, plays football,
'38, Palmei '40. ami Garland '39 in the
time avoio. ng that lethargic period during which .so
of Bovr- leading male roles.
hockey and a hung up game of
The female title
doin's athletic teams are away on their spring trips.
baseball .
The point of the
roles will be taken by Mrs. Athern P.

Managing Editor

like

worrying about the pictures and

i

•

Looks

er-run with ducks]

no one. ever knows it. This year
after he had asked the question
Artie watched the class for s moment and then stepped forth with
the idea that was in everyone's
mind: "Why don't you boys slop

i

Publisher) every Werfnmula* during the College Year ft. the St intents *f Bow-loin Colics*.
mntribiition> and laniniunicailoa* -hould h« >"iven to Ihe Mansion); Editor li> Sutulay
prermUnx the date of (.ubiiraiion. The Mitor-in-fhief la resnonsiWe for the nfatnrhl
una: lha Manairintt Editor for nrw> and malu.-ui>. All eanitiiuiiirni ions reannliiiir ilWrip( <.m|.:mr
fs shouM !* adureK»»J to thf hu>iii»s Manmrer of the ttowdoin I'.ibli.liur.
|>rlntions. tZ.M ner year in advance.
With Aliimno*. 8*..M.
Entered a* ;eruml <lev. matter at the nnatafJka at Hrnn.-wuk. Main p.

I

traction.

.

j

class knits its collective brow and
tries t* think of the answer, but

'

AU

guest*.

his small congregation in Harpawrefl
until his death in 1901.
Elijah's love of boys and his deIsire to preach to them made him
write several series of books for boys.
iThey were books about nature, vigorous lives, college days, and all packed a moral. They pictured the best of
all literary work of the time of lives
!of children and the true customs of
the youth of his time. The titles of
the five series that he wrote are:

Professor Wilmot Brookings MitchBefore the Tufts game during the
ed to bother fair 'chum' ... he piped baseball trip, Bowdoin's "Rabbit" jell, of the English department, edited
up:
Haire diminutive regular second- the book, "Elijah Kellogg— The Man
"What does fhal word mean?"
baseman was thoroughly embarrassed and his Work." which contains a comCame the reply: "You should know when a youngster came up and asked, plete biography and various of Kellogg's writings.
Mr. Barron.
What does that word "Are you the bat-boy?"

tached to it. ThK picture ha*
three a re he* ... all different and
each year that the picture is
shown Artie Andrews pussies the
clans with the question: "Why
are the arches different*" The

:

til

.

tatastat waarted «a see the
rahMt aad «• the Mbhlt waa caned foe by the Beta's own Paneho.
The last we beard waa that Algy
made a grand an ores* in he debut. He ate dinner at the Beta
hoaae and- was Oie eenter of at-

The other day Professor Livingstone was translating a passage of
French. Some word in the text seem-

Ihere It a certain picture in Art
two which has a good story at-

j

BOWDOIN

Guy

a

season was "The Milky Way" with
the leading roles played by Mcrgen-

i

.

some pre-Ivy

Beta's had

(Contin k*J from Pajte 1)

For

Algy.

hi

.

The

m

!

'40

The name
.

'

Assistant

Rcqua

Philip E.

Oil

Exhibit In Lifcrary

about a week Algy waa carefully
tended. Fed
. cleaned etc.
Finally the big day came.
The

I

E Tukcy

££•

Ray Hullng brought a rabbit
back to college the other week

leakla'."

rV

WOTKS

KCllOfi?

charaf stopped only for

snapped back:
asked you

a minute, he

Last week 'Beau' was playing
Hebro n game ... he waa
•faked ... As he started to rise
he noticed that his leg was bleeding. Looking first at his leg and
ttw«r*at the fellows uho had gathered around, he smiled, said
ha the

a bit taller than a spark pl"8- Magjpe
hard
is a practical man
a product of
fortune,
with McKim. Mead.^and White, the knocks. College was not hit
Stan Barron, called 'chum' by his
A new swkch- he bad tb hustle for a living wnile
'Colleee architects.
still in knee pants
As a result he associates, takes French 6. On the
board built by J. W. Blunt '4* and
has brought to Bowdoin a technique days when he comes to class he usuD. Morss '38 was installed this
Ft.
of cornrnoT sense and athlete phil- ally manages to provide amusement
past season in Memorial Hall, and
osophy which swys:
for the class and Professor Livingalso a new panel prop support on the,
'Studies first, Track second.' There stone
'Chum' Barron is the
stage.
official window opener and question
The first production given by the is no appeal from that rule."
asker.
Masque and Gown in the 1937-1938
- e
(ConUnvwU from

Jr. '39

George M. Stevens.
Jr. '40

CDustard and Cress

Plans for Next Year Include
Two Student- Written
Productions

Editor-in-Chief
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WHEPE A LAPCE SUPPLY OF TOBACCO y£6 KEPT ON
HAND

.

.

WE PlPE-SMCKEPS CAN ALL
UNDEASTArO THAT PRECAUTION. rt>
CERTAINLY HATE TO HUN OUT OF MILD,
TASTY PWNCE ALBB»T. W0ULDNT XXP

THIS WAS THE SCHCOLM6STERS CHA«. NOTICE THE TWO
PfPES CABVEP IN THE BACK, AND THE BOX AT THE TCP

I

down

|

SHOULD SAV SO SMOKING
6 ONE OF THE

I

PRINCE ALBERT

many

BG PLEASURES M WV UFE TOO.

!

WOULDN'T VW^NT TO BE WITHOUT

'

--EVER/

,*]

I

many

U-v»J

!

j

.

However, more important for the success of the affair than a
glamorous array of scheduled entertainments and attractions is
the attitude of the student body as a whole. More impressive upon the minds of these high school youths than even the spectacle of
a quadrangular track meet will be the effect of their personal contacts for two days with college men. Whether Jack Magee's men
place first or fourth wil! matter little to them, but they will take
back with them an impressionistic view of college life. Since a
fr.od many of them are probably uncertain whether or not they
will go to college at all, it is highly important that this conception
he made the best possible. Bowdoin, as a college, can stand on its
own feet, but a little co-operation from the student body in the
proper entertainment of these sub-freshmen will elevate it even

Daggett, Mrs. Graham of South Freeand Mrs. Philip Burnhum, formerly of Brunswick, now of Koehester.
All the action will be concentrated on the upper steps and logia
of the Art Building, with part of the
audience seated on the terrace.
port,

.

McINTIRE ADVISES
( HURCH ONE LIKES

/
WHEN >OU

Get into a religious organization
suits your tastes. Glenn R.
Mclntiro, college Bursar, advised in
chapel last Saturday. He went on to
state that ihe peculiaritk-s of certain
churches are comparable to those of
individuals and that because of them
'we should not reject the church entirely. Such a church as the Catholic
offers pomp and ceiemony for those
who like that; the Cbngregationalist
for those inclined towards simplicity
in their worship of Cod. Mr. Mcln'tire concluded with the advice that
one should leave the church only
when it gets between him and God.

TAW

PRINCE

THING

THERE!

'as beat

Clinton's

Band Famous

!

!

Through Arrangements
(Cintiiwil from Vuyv 1)
bitter, which is released today, is
in fast waltz time and consisLs mainly

several choruses of very clever
lyrics most engagingly sung by Miss
Wain.
higher ii. their estimation.
Larry has not confined himself in
the past to arranging exclusively for
COUNCIL FLECTIONS
hLs own band.
For Glen Gray and
the Casa Loma Orcrn?stra one of his
Within a few weeks the student body of Bowdoin will be elect- most famous numbers was Irving
ing a Student Council for next year. Regrettably a large number of Berlin's "Always." Still keeping in
the Berlin tradition but with the
these undergraduates voting will not be giving the least thought Clinton touch he did "Miss Annabelle
to the purpose for which these men are being chosen, but will vote Lee" for Hal Kemp and "Remember"

of

for

for M e men they feel to be most popular, regardless of ability.
Fraternity politics too, as usual, will play its part in determining the outcome of the election, ^nd yet, why is so little thought
given to the choosing of a body which is to represent and govern

Jimmy

Dorsey.

At the present time Larry

is all

for

f

j

«

j

SMOKE 20 FMCRMfT PtPEFUlS of Prince Albert. If rem
don't find it the meHoweat, tattia* pipe tahacirn raw
ever aaneawd, return the packet tin with the reel ef
the tooecce in it to a* at ear til a withia •
rti
from this date, and we will refund full utraasa price,
plus posUaw. (SignmJ) R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co..
Winstoe-Salem. North CaroKa*.
.

I

I

himself and his htnd. which is under
the management of Rockwell-O'Keefe.
Playing many college proms he is
stepping further up the ladder every
day. Fortunate indeed is Bowdoin to
be able to dance to the music of this
inimitable maestro-composer-arrang-

LBERT

•r.

a,

"

r

>o>.

«. J

TMI

NAT.ONAl

pipeful* of fragrant tobacco in

JOY SMOKE

every 2-oz. tin of Prince Albert

er.

&&$£•

the students for a whole year? Is it that the students are not
enough interested in campus affairs, or does the fault lie with the
Council itself? Can it be that this organization is deteriorating into
another honorary society ?

ALBERT— WELL VOUVE «0T JOAKAND FIFTY DEUGHTFUL PIPEFUL5 IN

THE BIG POCKET-SIZE TIN. THAT /MAKES A
BIG HIT WITH ME!

I

i

The

PUFF THAT EXTRA-MILD, EXTRA-

HbbHI

Lffi

More than any other campus organization, the Student Counshould be a cross-section of the student body, capable of reThe very name of the organization
should be significant.
But has it been fulfilling its purpose?
There are at least two other organized groups on campus of identical membership which are more representative than the Student
Council. Each of the twelve men on the Council this year is a major letter winner. Nine of these are football men. No one of course
objects to a group of athletes as such. But it becomes apparent
that if we are to have all athletes on our Council we must necessarily do so at the exclusion of representatives of other phases of
college life which are equally important. And here we must look
back to the basic purpose of the Student Council. There seems but
orje answer
either the Student Council must be a representative
group ready to express the feeling and wants of the student body,
or else it will find itself losing its grip and standing on little else
than pure tradition.
cil

flecting student opinion.

said

Ralph Martin asked

cigarettes

if

saw

a difference

f eai nd

ia

I

Jf

—aaBBBBBBal

when

What Margaret Bourke- White, farnaes photographer,

'

found that Camels are very,
very different, Mr. Martin
not just in one way, but in
a lot of ways. For example, my
nerves must be just as trustworthy as a steeple jack's.
Camels don't jangle my nerves.
They taste extra-mild and delicate too. Camels never leave
an unpleasant after- taste, and

I've

—

'Cigarettes
pretty

much

seem
alike

to me. Do you find

—

some difference between Camels and
the others. Miss
Bourke-White?"

Itl

**^£ v

/

r'

\

they're so gentle to the throat.
fact, Camels agree with me
way! I think that's
what counts most— how your

In

in every

Since the Student Council nominates its own successors it can
do its part by selecting as representative a group as possible to
submit for eampus Latitat Further action is left entirely to the
student IhkJ.v. ( liven a representative group to vote on (and the
Student Council can do itself great harm by not nominating such
a group) the responsibility for the qualify and consequently the
effectiveness of their Council depends entirely upon the under-

:

STEEL MILLS, dam«, «ky$crapers, subways

._»

{as above)

cigarette

agrees with

you!"

—appeal to Margaret Bourke-White. She's gone all
over the United Sates. Her photographs are famous.
They're different! Misa Bourke-White made that
tame remark about Camels to Ralph Martin at the
New York World's fair grounds (right).

5^

graduates.
PlOP«-t

Il.teVCO.ie3.ate
.

.'Column

.

tML
'

Tt
^Pr>*JEC»*-''

In a criticism of American Univer-

tOSTUW

Bernardine Freeman, in her
article "Is This Education?" said: "I
can solve a quadratic equation, but
I
cannot keep my bank balance
straight I can read Goethe's Tata!
in the original, but I cannot ask for
a piece of bread in German; I can
name the kings of England since the
Wars of the Roses, but I do not know
the qualifications of the candidates in
the coming election; I have studied
the psychology of James and Titchener. but I cannot control my temper;
I can conjugate Latin verbs, but I
cannot write legibly."
sities,

SELLING

TOBACCO*

C ,CARETTE
(N A-fWEKlC*.

;

The University

Qf

Delaware

is

now

offering a year of study in Switzerland to enable students to study the

League of Nations

at first

hand.

j

I

'

i

"The Purple Parrot." campus huat Northwestern, was

mor magazine

recently barred from distribution until a two-|jage suprtk^rnerrt of pictures

Mowing

co-eds

in

their

j

|

bland at ffaar,

Leading growers
preference

Said one young lady on the staff of
College News: "Am-

nan

herst morals are very, very bad.

it's

Camel!

Am-

"I'm a tobacco planter,"
says Vertner Hatton, who
has grown tobacco for 25

"I've been planting tobacco for twenty years,"
says Harry C. King.

"The Camel folks
pay a sight more for our

"The Camel peaple

years.

in cigarettes
the Welleslcv

An official bulletin of the San Jose
State College ranks love as one of the
ten commonest causes for students
flunking out in their examinations.
Time is given as the only cure.

ONE SMOKER
TELLS ANOTHER

tell their

hatha had

dieted.

MORE

EXPENSIVE TOSACCOS
-Turkish and

better tobaccos. Last crop
they took my finest grades.
Carnal*— I know there's no substitute for earpensiva tobaccos. Most
Camels."
Planter*
I smafctt

and Mt. Holyoke do not speak
the same language. Amherst men area
a dignified bunch of old smoothies In
$165 shirts, usually red."

herst

i«w

C-D-D-l-t

CANTOR.

bought the choice lots
of my last crop -paid

more for my best tobacco.
So I know they use finer, more expensive
tobaccos in Camels. That's one mighty
good reason why my cigarette is Camel."

_ 17' "-«e«iay sugar, at
E.D.S.T.). 7*0 nm r <
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THE 0OWDOIN ORIENT
Well* Picks White To

MAGEEMENWIN

CHI PS!

Hurl Against V. of M.

AT SPRINGFIELD
BY BIG MARGIN

sports sidelights

AND DELTA U

LEAD BALL LEAGUES
Coach Linn Wells planned

Bud White

to

to

mound

the

send
session of the

White

U.'s leading League B, the Interfraternity Softball competition near* completion. Although the D. U.'s are well
ahead in League B, both the Dekes
and the T. D.'s have a chance of tying
for first place. The Thorndike Club

pitching,

is

it

probable that

Polar Bears Take Vermont, Doc

Hill clayed right fieJd.
Bowdoin, rudely upset by a supweak Bates team, must resume its win streak if it in to gain has dropped entirely from League A.
The only game played this past
its third State Championship crown
of the year. White set Maine down week was between the T. D.'s and the
with five hits and struck out eight D. Us on May 9th, the D. U.'i winning
by the score of 12 to 8. All
week
and
in a fine performance last
on his ability to repeat may rest the necessary remaining games wiU be
played off this week.
outcome of the series.
The standing of the teams is as folBowdoin has not shown up too well
for the Colby lows:
Counter 70 1-3; at the plate excepthitting
now w'th
game but may start
four games behind them.
Runs Fast Raee

Teams
Tricomer Meet

Springfield

UN ROWE

In

posedly

LEADS

BOWDOIN SCORING
Track Men
Pope
In Quarter Mile

W

Chi Psi

The 880 developed

a scorching
battle in the late stages with HamGarnering nine firsts during the
blen and Pope barely edging Stowfifteen-event program, Bowdoin's varell of Vermont at the tape. The sumsity track squad decisively outpointmary:
ed Springfield and Vermont in a tri120-yard high hurdles— Won by
angular meet, run off at Springfield,
Rowe (B); second, B. Alien (V);
Massachusetts, last Saturday after- third, Atkinson
(S). Time, 15.7s.
noon. The Mageemen registered 70
100-yard dash— Won by Smith (V);
1/3 counters to lead Springfield with second, Nelson
(S); third, Soule (B).
43 2/3 and Vermont with 21.
Time, 10s.
The White displayed unexpected
One-mile run Won by Dattola
balance, placing ia every event. Lin (S); second, Sanborn (B); third, Ruswith wine "ia both hurdles and sell (V). Time, 4-42.6.
XRowe,
second spot ia the broad jump, was
440-yard run—Won by Pope (B>;
(fa point man for Bowdoin, but Smith
second Smith (V); third, Stanwood
of Vermont who took both dashes
and^ second in the quarter was <B1. Time, 51s.
220-yard low
hurdles Won by
) equally outstanding.
Rowe (B); second N. Allen (B);
Qharlie Pope's sparkling 51 flat in
U* quarter, George Reardon's 43 feet. third. Simmons (S). Time, 26s.
880-yard run— Won by Hamblen
2M inches shot put heave, continued
evidence of the gradual return to (B); second. Pope (B); third. Stowell
form of both Jeff Stanwood and Bob (V). Time, 2:04.3.
Two-mile run— Won by Hill (B);
Hamblen, and Bill Tootell's improved
hammer throwing were among the second, Barrow S
third, Tonison
more encouraging aspects of the com- (S). Time, 10:33.4.
petition from a Bowdoin standpoint.
220-yard dash— Won by Smith (V)
Although neither race was run in ex- second, Stanwood (B); third. Nelson
ceptionally good time, George Hill's (S). Time. 22.3s.
victory in the two mile and Dick SanPole Vault— Won by Akeley (B);
born's second in the mile are well second, tie
among Bieber (S Minerworthy of note.
ly (S), Diller (B). Height, 11
4
;

)

,

ft.

in

Nu

2

Sigma

Alpha Tau
Thorndike

Omega
League

1

•

W

Delta Upsilon
Delta. Kappa Epsikm
Theta Delta Chi
Beta Ttieta Pi

4
2

Annual State Meet Here

j

j

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

1

Stanwood, Soule, Pope, am!
Rowe Expected To Gain
Second For White

MANY MARKS ARE

—

EXPECTED TO FALL

—

m

—

*

Zeta Psi

I

ond, Laedic (S); third. Boulter <B>.
Distance, 127 ft. 4 in.

High

—Won

jump

by

(S); second.
Gregory
Hunter <V). Height, 5

Shot

Sorrensen
(Bl;

third,

ft. • in.
put— Won by Reardon

ma

<B);

Melendy turned

second, Thompson (S); third, Landis
(S). Distance, 43 ft. 24 in.

double play

Pope Is 440 Threat
Bowdoin's only probable first in the
running events is expected to resulhj,
Pope^
Charlie
from
the
lanky
work in the quarter mile. Long-striding Charlie has been the sparkplug of
the White's mile-relay quartet and
judging from his 51 flat performance-

—

Javelin Won by Scribner (S); second, Paull (B); third, Frinerty (S).
Distance, 163 ft. 1 in.

Hammer

throw

— Won

<B>;

Broad jump

— Won

1%

Werner

some

stellar

work

was the

and "Hank" who came
were most needed. The
showed that they knew
lest

they proved

We

in.

(Si.

at Springfield last week is fully capable of winning this week end. His

To aid spectators in estimating the
heights of jumps and distances of
weight tosses, markers will be located at convenient distances both on
the gridiron and surroundings where
the weights will take place and beside
the broad jump pit. Linn Wells as announcer will, also, furnish frequent
comments relative to the height of
the high jump and pole vault bars so
that those interested in those events
may keep in close touch with the progress of the jumpers.

In left field, his

the eighth being particularly hair-raising,

la

it

that when all the chips are In for the settling of the championship, they will have a goodly share of them salted
still maintain that, with a fair share in the
away.
breaks, Bowdoin will nab the title, and if they don't, It
won't be because they didn't have the fight and guta to

third,

by Soule <B);

second, Rowe <B); third,
Distance, 21 ft. 11 in.

at bat

what they were doing and although they

by TooteU

second.
Boulter <B>;
Plumb (V). Distance, 150 ft.

ia

—

"Little Rab"
through with the biwrles when they
whole spirit and conduct of the club

and

turn the trick. Besides they won't be stacked ap against
a hurler like Matone every day in the week.

teammate,

-*

IVY
Full

—

Dress and

Tuxedoes
Whi

Ht*

J. V.'s

moment from the topic of
Glancing for the
Spring sports
there are several rournatrrings current
the effect that there are several moves toward
the organization on the part of interested alumni far a
new indoor hockey rink. Of course, action as yet is ia Its infant stages, bat any action for a new rink certainly is a
move nt the right direction; for without an indoor rink
there will be no more hockey, and without hockey Bowdoin
loses Its finest Winter outdoor sport. Certainly the undergraduates wish to send their appreciation to any alumni
who are helping In this drive. It Is with almost common
dread that the student body regards the almost inevitable
disappearance of hockey from the Bowdoin Winter schedule.
It k> with a most keen note of satisfaction that the
student body look upon this ansae; far it certainly shows
that the hockey alumni are ready to work with the undergraduate hockey lettermea aad eatuaaaaats ia keeping
the sport on the Boar aO la athletic

Collecting 18 hits, and aided by 6
errors,

l>Pi
-

""

BribVton

Academy defeated

the Junior Varsity 12-5 last Saturday
at Pickard Field.

entire game for
the visitor*, while Backus and Houston split the hurling assignment for

Murray pitched the

CO.

MAINE STREET

Capital. $lTS,ee*

EVERYTHING THAI'S GOOD
TO EAT

Total Resources S2.7M.M0

STUDENT PATBO*AC* POUCITKB

Stanwood, and Hag-

Bowdoin.
Bowdoin Has Hurdle Chance
Bridgton took a two-run lead in the
Bowdoin's two excellent sophomore
second inni ig by bunching several hurdlers, Lin Rowe and Neal Allen.
hits off Backus, and
continued to sri ould extend, but seem hardly likescore off Houston who relieved in the ly to de fe at, Maine's carrot-topped
tn d
timber straddling star, Johnny Gow,_•
^
J
^_ got three
._
hits e jj gjjj Luukko who will carry Bates'
Haldane
and Orr
apiece for the J.V.'s.
colors in both the 120-yard high and
The Jayvees returned to the win- 220-yard low hurdle events is a cap»"}**«••»»
**y mbtm and
K-uoriPd competitor and
«B_ ** ." «' :• *Y*,vmv r
frouncing Thornton Academy ^14-1, in snould
a dislinct thre at to all opa game that saw 38 men participate, ponents
Howie, G Griffin and Backus pitchBowdoin power in the field event?.
ed for Bowdoin in that order, holding is concentrated in the javelin, hamthe visitors to four hits. The Jayvees
mer ahot put, and broad jump. Oakjumped to a 2-run lead in the second ley Melendy, holder of the Bowdoin
inning, which they increased in every
recorc in the javelin, should have litframe but the last two.
tie" difficulty,^ in form, in defeating
Haldane's six stolen buses, and a rather mediocre group of spear tosStickels home run featured the game. sers. Bud White, who like Melendy
will be deserting Linn Wells' baseball
nine for the day, and Bert Paull of
Bowdoin and Sherry and Bower of
Maine will furnish Melendy with his
•

91

.

Jeff

gett of Maine are njore than likely to
turn the quarter into the best race
of the day.
No definite forecast can be made
concerning the 880 as all outstanding
entries except Crooker and Shepherd
of Bates are doubling in the quarter
or mile, and thus several of them
may not elect to start the half. Hamblen and Pope, the only Bowdoin entries, should find their hardest competition provided by Smith ami Haggett of Maine and the two Bates aces
already mentioned.
Even Jack Magee admits that Bowdoin can hardly anticipate even a
Don
single point in the distances.
Smith, bespectacled Maine mile sensation,
should threaten the longstanding record of 4:21, if he receives
sufficient competition from Wallace
and Rollins of Bates, and Maine's
Bill Hunnewell should easily whip the
Garnet hopes. Bridges and Rollins, in
the two-mile grind.

'.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK TONDREAU BROS.

'Attire

Swamp Thornton;

Defeated by Bridgton

to

1)

efforts to the hurdlqs, Jeff Stanwood
will carry Bowdoin's main 220 hopes
against Hurwitz. It was the disallowing of Jeff's claims of foul in last
year's furlong that deprived the Polar
Bears of a first place tie, but he
should be well up in Saturday's 220
field at the tape.

.

sec-

Continued from Pave

Bowdoin's outstanding 100-yard
t rants
will 'face considerable competition from Sid Hurwitz of Maine,
Bussey of
Daggett of Colby and
Bates. Hurwitz, a converted quartermiler, is the probable victor with the
rest of the field engaging in a bitter
struggle for second and third spots.
Provided Lin Rowe restricts his

1

Discus— Woa by Plumb (S);

—

)

Lewiston, Lirei Wells' Polar Bears went after their
third straight State wies victory against Dave Morey's Bobcats. Previously, the White had edged Colby and then two days later shut out Maine,
consider
to
be
whom many
the strongest team in the state. The game was
tost in the last of the ninth by 3-2, the details of which will be found In an-'
other column on this page. The defeat to Bates, who had previously tost to
both Colby and Maine, is not as harrrful to Bowdoin's series chances as
it appears. The club was stacked up against one of the best college pitchers
in the state and the club behind him was playing the best ball that we haire
Saturday Forenoon Field Events
seen a Morey-coached outfit play in three years. Added to this Bowdoin was
9.00 a.m.
having an off day in the field and Linn was very much under the blanket, Javelin Throw. Trials
9.00 ajm.
Broad. Jump, Trials
having spent a restless night with a bad stomach.
9.00 a.m.
Hammer Throw. Trials
•
*
a.m.
10.00
Trials
Shot Put.
10.00 ajn.
Discus Throw, Trials
Regardless of the difficulties, taw White played a game
which was a anMtterpiace of Ight and scrap and general all
Events
Running
Forenoon
>y
around aggmsrveaeaa. Lea Buck was the starting pitcher
10.00 a.m.
440- Yard Run, Trials
Mr Wens and turaea la a good effort. He was in trouble
10.15 a.m.
High Hurdles, Trials
plenty bat always seemed to have that hut bit «f eeaiafc aa
10.30 a.m.
100-Yard Dash, Trials
the ball and pulled the club oat of several boles after It
10.45 a.m.
220- Yard Dash, Trials
emed that the fat had gone up in smoke more than aoce.
11.00 a.m.
Low
Hurdles, Trials
On the other side or the fence "Speed" Matoae was keeping
the Wellsmen away from the plate. Melendy bashed a mighField Events
Saturday Afternoon
ty triple in the first, with two away but aside from a few
Finals
harmless Maries, M alone was mowing them down udrh
1.30 p.m.
Pole vault
alarming regularity. However the boy* never aaVe up. Far2.00 p.m.
Javelin Throw
haps It was the sight of Linn sitting off to the side of the
2.00 p.m.
Broad Jump
bench all by himself, or perhaps It was the constant chatter
,
2.00 p.m.
Throw
Hammer
that the few loyal rooters kept up, but at any rate ia the
2.30 p.m.
High Jump
eighth the Bears got one of the two runs hack that Len had
3.00 p.m.
Shot Put
given up. It was "Rab" Haire who supplied the timely
3.00 p.m.
Discus Throw
Mngle. And then again In the ninth, the White showed that
Running
Saturday Afternoon
they had the stuff out of which champs are made. "Bud"
White received a free •troll to start with only to be caught
Events Finals
napping off first base and when the next man went out
2.30 p.m.
Mile Run
it soft ened that the Jig was up. But the Bears never stop2.40 p.m.
440- Yard Run
ped trying and finally "Hank" Dale's second hit of the year,
High
Hurdles
2.50 p-in
which the Bates third baseman made a great bid for, pushDash
100Yard
3.05 pjn.
and they went into the ninth started across the tying
2-Mile
Run
3.15 pjn.
lag a new ball game. But Bates was not to be denied not
3.30 p.m.
880- Yard Run
the way that they were playing last Saturday and they finLow Hurdles
3.45 p.m.
ally wan the game an a aqaeese In the ninth.
4.00 p.m.
220- Yard Dash

—
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Maine Favored To Take

By Jim Tracy
Last Saturday up

Maine

this afternoon in an effort to
tip the Pale Blue once more and remain in the State Series lead. With
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The COLLEGE
Wright

ft

—

PUbmu

BOOKSTORE

Pennsylvania

'
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TENNIS BALLS

t far $1.1*

keenest competition.
Stan Johnson,
product

— 24 Hoar Stringing Service —

W. CHANDLER

& SON

!

1% on $1 0.00 — 2% on $20.00
10% on $100

the

with Bill Tootell a likely second and
Carl Boulter a good bet against
Briggs and Connor of Bates for third
place. Dyer and Kelley of Maine,

orders

Hodges of Colby

UNCLE TOUTS CABIN SHOP
j

TeL 655-W

PRINTING

of

a
a complete line of S- S. Pierce same district of Harpswell that produced another great Maine hammer
specialties at Boston
thrower in Rip Black, should give
catalogue prices
the Pale Blue a victory in this event

TENNIS RACKETS and RACKET FRAMES

F.

i

WE NOW STOCK

Compliments of
Yea, We're Interested In

Brunswick Bowling Alley

j

j

ALL

Your
;

PRINTING

I

I

|

and

Hibbard

of

Bates are outstanding in the discus,
although Boulter may prove capable
of giving the White a noint.
Bowdoin Shot Put Victory Likely
Judging from last week's heaves,
George Reardon is very likely to give
Bowdoin its third and probably last
first of the afternoon by a shot put
victory. His 43 foot. 2 inch put against
Springfield and Vermont was a good
foot better than that of Dyer of
Maine the same afternoon, and al-

though weight performan<res vary
from week to week Reardon is a,

j

STUART a CLEMENT

Town

Ba

I 1

dl a g

Irinswi oh. Me

Complete Line of Furnishings

For That Party

Chipman,

B.

NEW YORK

MORTON'S NEWSSTAND

_ CONFECTIONERS —
MAROON

DRESS SETS
HOSIERY

TIES

DRESS SHIRTS

Largest

Una

of Pipes
in

and Tobacco

Town

—

Telephone S

Now

Manager
Printers of

York

Northeastern University

School op Law

MR. PERRY

Undergraduate Curriculum
Leodimj to

Day Program

...

three years

ILL Dogree
Evooinq Praqraw*

. .

Admission Requirement: a minimum of two years of

A

limited

number of scholarships available

to coll

Graduate Curriculum
Leading

G&n&ifers

to

LLM. Degree

Two year Evening program apes te
graduates of approved Low Schools

114
»seo

—

Paul K. Nhrea, Bowdoin ltl«

DAVIS,

P.

j

I

TheRecord Office

t

2SS Broadway,

j

!

Special attention given to rental of full dress suits and tuxedoes

Representative of Palm Beach Co. will be here
Friday, May 13th. Please drop in and see an unusual
line of summer wear.

Printing

!

Required for Eatmai
Transcript of Record Must Be
Furnished
Merning, Early Afternoon aad
Evening Classes
For Further information address

CHARLES

TOILET ARTICLES

And Other

Ask Us For Quotations

Co-educational
of the Association of
American Law Schools
College Degree or Two Years of
(•liege Work with Goad Grades

Member

Inc.

good bet

STATIONERY
POSTERS
TICKETS
ALUMNI LETTERS
FRATERNITY FORMS

Case System
Three-year Day Cs ar i e
Four- Year Evening Coar se

PORTLAND, ME.

Lyman

have had long experience in
producing for Bowdoin men:

SCHOOL OF LAW

.

PURE FOOD SHOP

A

We

Fordham University

work
te»

The Orient

in this event. Briggs is the'
outstanding Bates entry, while Co*
by's Hodges is also adept in putting?
the 16-pound pellet
A probable second for Dave Soule
in the broad jump will probably be
the best Bowdoin performance in the
jumps. Johnny Gowell is fully capable of smashing the 23 foot % inch
record in this event, while Luukko
and Neumer may enable Bates and
Colby to break into the scoring here.
Maine's high .jumpers. McCarthy and
Higgins, both capable of springing

six feet, will meet their sternest foes
in versatile Bill Luukko and Royce

Tabor of Bates, Stanwood and Gregory of Bowdoin, and Anderson of
Coach Normie Perkins' Colby squad.
Track In fine Condition
Maine's premier pole vaulter Wally
Hardison, the lone state meet record
holder
in
competition
Saturday,
should defend his crown easily. Leonard may give concrete evidence of
Maine's two-deep power by snaring
send with Holmes of Bates a favorite to outsoar Bowdoin's Diller and
Akeley for the extra counter.
The surface of the Whittier Field
cinder oval is hi extremely fast shape
and stern competition is certain to
insure fast times if not new record
clockings. In order to speed up competition and incrcc.se spectator interest in the field events, several innovations will be noticed Saturday. All
winners will mount a rostrum fol-

lowing their victories where a certificate emblematic of their superiority will be awarded them.
The entire time program has been speded up

with the result that no more than
fifteen minutes will elapse between
the starting times of any event from
the javelin trials set for 9:00 a.m. to
the gun for the 220 final, the last
event of the meet at 4:00 p.m.
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Bobcats Defeat
Bears In Upset

White Shuts Out
Maine In Series

Fraternities Planning

With Bud White holding the University of Maine to Ave hits. Bowdoin's Polar Bears moved into first
place in the State Series, Thursday.
by virtue of a 2-0 victory over the
Pale Blue.

Bowdoin dropped its first State
To carry on our tirade we quote
Houses respectively. The T.D.'s will
game Saturday when Bates, from the rules set down by the Unhave their banquet on Thursday, Series
occupants, took advantage of dergraduate Council for the Junior
while the D.U.'s will hold theirs im- cellar
six Polar Bear errors to nose out the Prom held recently at
Princeton,
Delta
Updance.
mediately before the
"following the usual custom, no corleague leaders 3-2.
silon's picnic will be on Thursday
Buck kept the Bobcats well id sages will be permitted to be worn
at Green Acres. Canton. Maine.
on
the
What's
this
dance
floor"
check but his mates were unable to
Beta Dance Wednesday
across. Bowdoin tied about Bobby Smith having "Miss
Doc Harmon will plav at Zeta Psi push the runs
It's great to
2-2 in the ninth as with America" for ivy?
on Thursday. The Zetes have planned the score at
two down, Corey doubled to left and hear Helen Ward again on those Gene
their picnic for Thursday afternoon at
Krupa discs
We'll soon be seeing
sent in to run for him, scored
Professor Cushing's camp, and will Griffin,
Madeleine Carroll in a new flicker
on Hank Dale's line drive which about
finish activities with a banquet on
the Spanish Civil War entitled
off Thompson, Bates third
bounced
Friday. Visitors to Kappa Sigma will
"The Rising Tide"
We're really
their
half
sacker. Bates came back in
getting a bargain here because they
find Bob Gleason and his new band
inning to send Hutchinson paid
furnishing the swing music. The ban- of the
$7.70 a couple to hear Larry Clinthe bases with the winning ton at
quet will be held on Friday evening around
Amherst last week. They also
featured the very reasonable stag
and on Saturday a picnic will be run.
Howard was the only Bowdoin man price of $3.30
The cotstaged at Poland Spring.
Got those pledge
Week's pet gripe:
tage of Dick Stanley '41 will be the to get more than one hit off Malone buttons ready?
Belliveau
and
That
Easter Smith will not be able
scene of the Beta's picnic on Thurs- while H. Thompson.
to appear as guest drummer with
day. Dancing will be to the music of Johnson led the Bates hitters.
Clinton next week. We understand
Billy Murphy and his Royal Arcaab r h
Baton
he is out on the coast
Understand
dians Wednesday evening
Dick Moore sat through five shows in
4
2
On Thursday the A. T. O.'s will H. Thompson. 3b
that theatre in Boston featuring Shep
2 1
4
give a dinner at the Old House at Belliveau, ss
Fields one day last week with Chick
4
1 13
Raymond, and Kearney Kallander Bergeron, lb
Webb right down the street too
1
4
will play at their dance. Gene Board- R. Thompson, cf
Sounds silly doesn't it: But 90 per cent
1
1
4
man will entertain at the Sigma Nu Briggs, rf
of the furs marketed in the United
4 2 2
House on Wednesday before appear- Johnson. If
States are not sold under their true
1
4
ing with the T.D.'s on the following |Tardiff, 2b
names
This week's "Time" gives
4 1
1
night. Banquets will be held on Wed- Hutchinson, c
a very good story on the year's theat3
nesday and Friday by the Sigma Nu's Malone, p
rical miracle man, Orson Welles of
Haskell, x

Bowdoin scored what proved to be
the winning run- in the second when
White

tripled to deep left field
scored on Fisher's timely single.

and

The

second score was

tallied in the third
inning as Doc Hill led off with a single and advanced to second when

Davidson's bunt was mishandled by
Browne leaving both men safe.
Browne's throw to first on Rabbit
Haire's easy roller was wide and the
bases were filled. Melendy then drew

a walk to force in Hill. •
Maine threatened in the

I'airc

Robert D. Fletochner

.

.

r

h

a

1

4
3

o

c

Day. 2b
Webber, lb
Smith, If

4

Chute, If
Tapley. ss

2
3
3
4
2

.

.

.

.

|

Browne, p
Chick, p

.

.

.

fcrodinsky, xx

.

/ Totals
/ Bowdoin

ab
....

r

1

2

5 13 27

4

h

e

o

2
1

3
4

for

1

1

2

1

4

2

1

9
8

1
1

34

2

Browne

Simonetti, xx
Totals

on Thursday for their picnic.

—batted for Hamlin theUth.
00000000 0—0
01100000 0—2
Bowdoin
in

35

Davidson, cf
Haire, 2b
If

-.
Runs batted in, Fisher,
base hits, Howard, Lord. Three Fisher, ss
base hit.White. Sacrifice hit. Smith. Corey, lb
Stolen bases, Webber, Fisher. Struck Griffin, xxx

5 10 27

The

hit of

Drummer Dave Tough also
showed up very well much to the surprise of many
They tell us that
.

1

.

.

cinemactress Norma Shearer blushes
during love scenes and requires spec-

lighting to compensate for it
The Psi U's came through again
;it sure was good to see Alice Brady
I' 3 in a different type role the other day.
ial
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.

.
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00000001

Bowdoin

Errors. Belliveau, Fisher

Two

base

hits,

3,

.

.

—

.

.

1—2

Dale

3.

Corey, Howard, Ber-

Gwynn

Appointed

'37

Instructor

geron, Tardiff. Three base hits, Bel-

OF ANY TOBACCO.

An

At Harvard

Standout

colleges

at

least

twice,

Continued from Pa** 1)

1

'

I

j

Linn Wells in an interview yesterday.
"We will have played the other three

Maine

I

i

!

and

j

should be in a fair position to figure
out our position for the other games."
The team is in excellent physical conComedy."
dition except for the seniors who are
The cast is:
a bit behind in their sleep due to maKing Henry, G. H. Titeomb 39;
jor exams. A good deal of the success
Earl of Lincoln. H. M. Lord '39; Rowof the team depends upon the pitchland Lacy, T. A. Brownell '41; Askew,
ing staff. Bud White is the spearhead
A. W. Shepard '40; Oately. J. R. West
'38; Hammon, C. Stepanian '41; Warbut the other twirlers may prove almost as valuable. The road to the
ner, F. P. Clark '38; Eyre. J. P. HepState Scries crown will be made conburn '38; Roger. D. Waiden '38; Firk.
„ „ Team
„
Varsity
Golf
Bowdoin
The
p. G Lewis '38; Ralph, J. A. Hales
siderably smoother if Bud can turn in
Univ
the
defeated
overwhelmingly
'40; Lovell. C. W. Marr '41; Boy. P.
another shut-out against Maine today
and possibly again on next Tuesday. ersity of Maine team at the Bath L. Wheeler '40; Dutch Skinner. C. W.
The
Saturday.
Country Club last
Marr '41; Rose, F. G. Davis "41; SyThe fielding has been good for the strong Polar Bear squad lost only one bil. E.
Vergason '39; Margery, H.
most part. The fact that the team, match in their conquest of Maine. L. Oshrey '40; Jane,
M. Stover
when it plays away from home, us- The best battle of the day was be- '39; Cornwall, A. W. Shepard '40.
ually plays on diamonds that are not tween Munro of Maine and WoodMembers of the production crew
as good as ours may account for a ruff of Bowdoin. the latter finally are'^Stage Manager.^MTw" Bullock,
The only jr -40. Production Manager, J. W.
large share of miscues. The defen- pulling through 2 and 1.
sive play of the outfield has been ex- loser was Girard who lost to Mes- Blunt. Jr. '40; Property Manager. T.
Last Wednesday the D Howson '40; Costumes. C. P. "
cellent at all times and even sensa- seveau. 1 up.
tional at
Oakie Melendy's Varsity made a clean sweep against wards '41; Assistant Prod..
others.
work has been especially noteworthy. Colby by the score of 9-0.
ello '40, D. Q. Sammis '40. W. T.
The Junior Varsity which has been scom ^t
In a recent game, he raced far back
L FLscher, Jr. '41;
for a hard-hit ball, speared it with his shaping up meets Deering today trician, R. E. Chandler '41; Pai
again
Colby
Varsity
meets
gloved hand, whirled around and while the
p. C. Young '40.
Summary of Maine
rifled it to second base in time for a on the 13th.
double play. It is work like this that match:
best ball 5 and 4; MunBowdoin
has justified Coach Wells' shifting
Oakley from short to left field. The ro (B) beat Piorkowski 7 and 6.
Clark (B) beat Bryant 5 and 4.
hitting hasn't been consistent enough
Bowdoin — best ball 5 and 3; MulU.
to allow the pitchers to relax. Allen <Bi beat Birney 7 and 6. Woodthough the team has been hitting the ruff
»B> beat Munro 2 and 1.
ball hard and far. particularly on the
best ball 3 and 2; MesBowdoin
In a State Scries match at Orono
"Southern Trip." moat of the balls seveau (Mi beat Girard 1 up. Den- last Friday. Bowdoin's strong tennis
have been hit directly at or within ham (B) beat Romestall 9 and 7.
team defeated the University of
the reach of the opposing outfielders.
Maine. 7-2.
It is hoped that the luck changes for
Bowdoin took all the singles matchthe better and the runs start coming he couldn't be left off of the varsity os except two.
Jack Salter tost to
across the plate a' bit more frequent- squad. Known as a good receiver, it
Brooks and Abbott was beaten by
ly than before. Of' the Inflelders. was doubtful if he could hit hardJLult.
Hank Dale, diminutive third -base enough and often enough to warran^ ji,' the doubles Bowdoin made a
pepper-box has been a standout. He holding down the receiving end of the i
c |oan sweep by annexing every match,
is the player responsible for the life
battery. He has proven, however, to
The summary:
in the infield. He's always fighting,
be one of the most consistent hitters]
Brooks, defeated Salter, B, 3-6, 7-5,
keeping the team on its toes. W.ien on the team and has accounted for
*j_i.
the old base-hit is needed Hank can more than his share of points in the
Purington. B, defeated Chamberbe counted upon to come through. He "runs batted in" column. Howard has
i am>
3-6, 6-4. 6-4.
drove in the tying run in the' game shown, far more improvement than!
Shattuck, B, defeated Elliott, 6-1.
against Bates on Saturday.
any other member of the squad tojg^),
The darkhorse of the season has date.
RJch. B. defeated Cahill. 6-4. 6-2.
been Ralph Howard. Every one had
Lull defeated Abbott, B, 6-4, 6-1.
Early in the season Kenny Birkett
consigned Ralph to the J.V.'s, but he was converted from a good third
Hill,
B, defeated Chandler, 6-2,
showed such promise and ability that sacker to an equally good pitcheT. His 16-1.
Doubles
fast one has been helped a great deal
defeated
Salter
and
by a fine sharp-breaking curve. Val-j Shattuck
uable as he is this year, he ought to Brooks and Cahill. 6-3, 6-4.
Purington and Hill defeated Chambe much better next year when he's
had a whole season of pitching injberlain and Elliott. 6-1. 6-3.
Rich and Brand defeated Lull and
back of him.
The next home game is on Tues- Chandler. 6-2. 6-2.
!

VARSITY GOLF TEAM
BEATS MAINE, COLBY
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Melendy. Bases on bass, off
Malone 2, Buck 2. Hit by pitched
Frederick L. Gwynn '37 has been
ball, Malone (Corey). Struck out. by
Malone 7. Buck 2. Umpires, MacDon- apDointed to the post of Instructor
and Tutor in English at Harvard Uniough and Gibson. Time, 1.50.
liveau,

ONKY in Yrllo Bolt
improves
spend

— $1

tobaccos. You
$20 for tobacco in

all

at If ait

spent on Yello Bole
makes t ha t $20 worth of tobacco
taste twice as good I Get yours.

(r.i/owl

.

day).

1 10
1

.

2
4
bv White 8, by Browne 4, by Howard, c
1
4
Chick 1. Passed ball. Craig. Bases on Dale. 3b
4 1
balls, off White 2. Browne 2. Chick. Buck, p
Hits, off Browne 4 in 7 innings; Chick Birkett, p
It proves she really can act ... It's
Totals
33 2 7 24 12 too bad the Alpha Delts called off
1 in 2 innings. Left on bases, Bowthe unique idea of having a battle of
doin 7, Maine 8. Hit by pitcher. White
x— Batted for Malone.
music
Clark Gable was more pop(Tapley). Umpires, Brewer and Souxx Ran for Haskell.
ular in Buenos Aires than the Latincie. Time, 1.45.
xxx Ran for Corey in 8th.
born Ramon Novarro
remember
1—3
him?
One week from tonight.
Bates

tNRICHES THE FLAVOR

HONEY IN
THE SOWL

6

!

1

the 7th.

4

3
4
4
2

.

a "I'm Coming Virginia" (which Jack
Teagarden will feature on' the Whiteman program from Duke this Fri-

o

4

the Mercury Theatre

Goodman's Symphony Hall concert
was Bobby Hackett's rendition of

3 10 .27 14

ab r h
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!

1

in
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Bowdoin

>

Melendy.
Melendy. White, rf

out,

1

4

Lakewood

Two

4

2

3

Totals

a

2

1

.

,

while they will travel to

Maine

4

Hill, rf

— Batted

22

3
5

6

5
4
4

.«

Corey, lb >s
Howard, c
Dale. 3b

x

1

3

Fisher, ss

.

.

31

.

.

i

1

4

10

.

.

.

,

1

xx

Norton, x

Davidson, cf
Haire, 2b
Melendy. If
White, p

1

15

1

Craig, c

\

2

3

.

i

A

"By next Tuesday we ought to
know just about where we wi0 stand
in the State
Series,"
said Coach

•

.

;

Hamlin, cf
.

1

4

Dale

MASQUE TO GIVE_
PLAY ON FRIDAY

instead of using a light bridge and
spots they are to use floods and foots
land a travel spot in the balcony.
The play, first produced in London
in 1600. has almost been forgotten
except by drama courses and a few
readers who happen to chance upon
the Elizabethan period, until on JanMassachusetts Hall with an open
uary 1st the play opened at the Merborder treatment. The ashtrays
come in colors of black or blue and ,cury Theatre and received the tribare sold for 75 cents apiece or utes of the papers and magazines
"Stage"
throughout the country.
for
sold
four for $2.50. Thcv are
praises it in several issues calling it.
the benefit of the Alumni Fund
edition of a bawdy bawland may be purchased at the Alum- the 'Tabloid
ing, and sweetly lascivious English
ni Office during Commencement.

.

.

|

4

The Alumni Office has announced
that Bowdoin Ashtrays, made at
the famous Wedgwood Potteries in
England especially for the College,
have been ordered for Commencement delivery. Because the "Bowdoin Pines" are a well-known part
of the College, the pine is a basis
for the border design in connection
with ivy antj oak. The centers offer an etching of the entrance to

White Heads Pitching Staff;
Fielding Has Been Good;

.

.

.

ab

FOR STATE TITLE

•

•

•

.

.

Gerrish. rf
Lord, 3b

Souvenir Tray To Be
Sold For Alumni Fund

1)

.

when

there.

The summary:
Maine

(Continued from

BEARS MAKE BID

Variety
By

.

fifth

Craig reached third only to be strand-

ed

For Ivy Houseparties

a year

ELL0-B0LE
ato. u

a.

sat

versity, the authorities of the university announced recently.

John

G.

Gwynn who graduated from BowCrommelin.
Alabama
doin last year with honors, and who
sent five sons to the
is a member of Phi Beta Kappa has

planter, has
[United States Naval academy at An- been doing graduate work at Harvard
napolis.
during the past year.
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day with Maine. There
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be no
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BflWnniN ENTRIES

i

boys on edge during this lay-off for
I\
IMFFT
**' IJfUIB ITIE1E1I
the final two or three games. Bowdoin is leading the loop now, and we|
hope that we will be able to say as ,mvtMm «rkra»a.
much a weok from today
Mclendv
In speaking of the play of the
35 H s white Jr
J.V.'s. Coach Wells said that he was
26 G B Paull
very much pleased with the play of Broad .lump
several of the freshmen. These mer.
4
L
Rowe
will make good varsity material an1
D. B. Soule
other year. The J.V.'s wind up their
19 A. I. Gregory
season with two games away. Frye21 C. F. Gibbs
burg plays host to them on Friday Hammer Throw
and Hebron on Tuesday. Edling a%d
22 C. E. Boulter
Locke arc the likely twirlers.
23 W. E. Tootell
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15
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CUMBERLAND
DIscba

— Claude! te

Gary Cooper

•Bluebeard's Eighth Wife'
alno

News

me

y*

8«wtl Act

May

Friday
Alloe Brady

show me a cigarette

— Chart**

IS

J.

Sound Act

<

May

Yukon"

-

because Chesterfield

ingredients are the best a cigarette

can have

. . .

mild ripe home-grown

tobaccos

.

.

aromatic Turkish to-

. . .

.

. .

—

-

copied

M. Rowe

L.

G. R. Stanwood
E. T. Redmond
C. H. Pope
B. C. Legate

6
7

8 W. F. Mitchell
23a- Yard Low Hurdle*
13 N. W. Allen
4 L. M. Rowe
14 F. Upham
6 C. H. Pope

Wed. May

IS

-

17

•

18

3 DAYS 3
lark CsaMe _ Myrna Loy
With Lionel Barrymore

Pole Vault
20

—

W.

J.

Dilk-r

—

KunnlnK High Jump
2 G. R. Stanwood
18 H. A. Dolan
19 A. I. Gregory
15 G. D. Rcardon
One-Mile Run
10 R. B. Sanborn

—

Test Pilot

11

G. L.

12

S. K.

Two- Mile Run
•

alno

Paramount News

—

L

Hill

Hight

11

G.

12

S. K. Hight

Mo-Yard Run

Hill

—

R. H. Hamblen
C. H. Pope

9
6

pure

and

a blend that can't be

A. Hales

—

Crime Doesn't Pay

Tnes.

Redmond

M. Rowe

L.

4
2
3

14

Mpencer Tracy

paper

E. T.

22«-Vard Daah

Mon.

aged for 2V£ years

—Upham

F.

Daah
3
4
5

ahto

also

. .

10O- yard

"Good-bye Broadway"
News

Cartoon

tasteless cigarette

—

D. B. SoukG. R. Stanwood

—

baccos .

7 B. C. Legate
High Hurdle*
13 N. W. Allen
4 L. M. Rowe

1

"Call of the

.

—

MA- Yard Run
9 R. H. Hamblen
6 C. H. Pope
2 G. R. Stanwood

2

with
Beverly Roberta
Kir-hard Arlen

.

PauU

C. E. Boulter
G, B. Paull

la

Katuruay

. .

—

Throw

14

Winnlnger

Rcardon

Pratt
H. O'Donncll

G. B.

26

Colbert

in

C

J.

26
22

May 11-12

Wed. -Than.

G. D.
J.
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BRUNSWICK COAL & LUMBER
Hard and Soft Coals

CO.

Fuel Oils

Dry Fireplace Wood

...
ovrrishema,
Ijccrrr av Mrtas
ToasjGCO Co.

they IIgive you

than any
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cigarette you ever smoked
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A. E.
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LARRY CLINTON
ton plays
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W.

Sullivan. Jr.
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something should be done
the band has long been
recognized on campus as a crying
need, and this column has expressed
that need time and again. The performance of the band at Saturday's
track meet

was

especially poor,

Polar Bears Do Better Than ni
Expected In Taking 48 1-4
Points For 2nd

BUD WHITE, POPE
RECORD BREAKERS

and

brought home the inadequacy of the
Bowdoln organization more than
ever. It has been a cause of

may

some

dis-

,

Has Nearly Doubled
Enrollment During
His Presidency

lated as a freshman forty years ago.
By. coincidence, President Sills served
as host to the presidents of Bates,
Colby, and the University of Maine at
the State Track meet here on Saturday afternoon.
.

!

',

Pe^'^JyAt the conclusion of the javelin,
broad jump mi]e quartcr nigh hurd .
j OT and 100 tne Mageemen were leadi ng tnc Oronoites 29 to 20, but thereafter Maine's distance and field power

j

'
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large,

'

.

flve

1

predominantly Bowdoin crowd
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President Kenneth C. M. Sills

President Sills has been honored b>
four of the Mainc Colleges, holding Honorary degrees from each.

I

J

-»d«™a

,

the vote survive
Twelve of the 30 faculty members
of 1918 are still serving on the Bowdoin teaching staff.
Professor Wfi-

'

opportunitics of which, because of the struction to individual members of
the band
location of the college, they would
These imIt is hoped that the uniforms can
ordinarily be deprived.
provements in the field of music at be purchased out of the budget that
Bowdoin arc merely steps toward a has been submitted to the Blanket
Tax
Committee for approval.
»u_,
i„
If the
*
__
#„
,hn
tt
**
art in the
for that mri
position
greater ^^
plans
eted>
the
scheme of the college.
members of the Band will be measured for uniforms at the opening of
CounrpHE purpose of the Student
school next fall so that the uniforms
will be ready by the Williams game,
is one partly of governing
cil
student activities, and one partly of
r Boyd 11 has been"s^recTed as
those
to^thJe
to
on
opinion
student
passing
f
for
with whom authority to act rests. Aim John Kon^, 39 has
chos
should be a en"a^ SS^rlssMs^yss^whSe Richincil
The Student Council
group to whom the student body ard E. Tukey '40, drum major for the
as
past
two
will
and
years,
continue
as
such
grievances
of
looks for redress
for next, year.
a mediator between the students and
the college officials. It is quite apperem t^t the coundj is losing its
grip on the student body. Nothing or
an important nature, as far as the
college in general can determine,
has come out ol Council meetings for
By Jack R. Klnnard
|
a long time. The recent ballot to deWhen Ivy is mentioned to the avertcrmine campus opinion on the n,uesunderclassman he immediately
tion of Freshman discipline came goes into a long exposition about th^
from the Dean's office. The need for swell date he's bringing up; the sweilsuch a movement to settle the ques- est dancer, the best looking girl in
New York (or maybe Massachution vhich has sMrred the campus in
n ii, setts!) the swcllest sport, and Anally
the past few u.eks was commonly fhe 8Welles(
you -Je evcr
Bu\
Council.
Student
the
But
recognized.
tnill „ comparatively new. comIn whom authority would seem ordi- pa rat holy in the history of the colnarily to rest in such matters, did lege, that is. for way back in the
not act. Whether or not the Council 187fTs Ivy didn't mean "houseparty."
Even the dances held in the Town
has done any advising this year Hall were looked
upon with disdain
cannot be known, since no re- by the faculty and even some of the!
ports evcr have proceeded from that
organization. The Council ftxes Proc.
in 1375 the Orient rose in righteous
Night and Rising Day, and tells the wrath against the evils of dancing in
students not to fight in college build- one of its editorials, going so far as to
"Enter any public hall when the
ings on those days, and then all ap- if**:
A
_ \?~~.
D^rfe.rw this
this dance has just begun and watch.
Perhaps
stops
parent. action

m^

i
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^icaUo^
performers ^
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^^ upon

body has done something in the past the
for the time, enyear. But if It has. it should let the joyment appears at its height. Four
students in general sec the results of or flve hours afterwards, and still
the
on.
have grown
maindance
goes
Faces
expects
te
it
if
its actions
tain the place it should have In the heavy and dull ... yet they dance on.
estimation of the student body. As enslaved, bowed before the tyranny
and cruelty of pleasure, that allows
far as students can determine, the its devotees to gorge themselves
and
;

'

dead. If it is not.
known to the contrary.

Student Council
let

it

make

is

NOTICE
In today's issue of The Orient, on
page 4. is printed a complete list
of the Ivy Houseparty guests with
their undergraduate escorts.

them unsatisfied."
Back in the "good old days" Ivy
meant the traditional class exercises,
the planting of the Ivy and the
awarding of the wooden spoon, which
leaves
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otherf by listening to
"
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the Glee Club sing^'them
Last Friday's program consisted of
"Bowdoin Beata." "Rise, Sons of Bowwil
rtlT learn the

'Brothers. sln^On^byGrieg "Morning Speaks," "The Heavens Proclaim

Hun" by Beethoven. "Ark's a'MovcrIn',"

and

"I

Cot Shoes."

I
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I

to one of our well-known
alumni the seniors on marchinc forth
j.,ed to take about a step every five
minutes, but now they have reached
the amazing speed of about five steps

a minute.

'

i

!

!

were

the

days

when the

'<

"Psi Upsilon Flute Quartet " "Chandler's Six." and the "Village Trio"
used to lead the undergraduates in
wild revels.
Those were the days]
when the dances were referred to as
Ivy Hops and were usually given in
the town hall. The modern institution
of houseparties was not begun untii
1911 when the Psi Us initiated the
custom.
Following closely the precedent set by the Psi U's, the Zetcs
and the Kappa Sigs held house dances
1913, and not many more years

!

1

M

passed before every house on campus

had adopted the
dance was held
gymnttum was

The Orient

idea.
The first gym
in 1912, when the
in Memorial Hall.
reported, in a shocked

manner, that there was dancing
Since

Sills

Host To

until

I

al Hail.

The Ivy program

^^^^^M.^6^
Hanoi Sgmoff.fiS
Zigmond
Si^seS^b,
-S™.and Lawrence
Springarn
The second stage of equality. Rabbi
James

Bishop

A.

'38.

Charles E.

an

'40

Zigmond said, can only be attained
when all religious sects consider
themselves equal to each other.
Citing interdependence of all religious sects as the third stage. Rabbi
his

1

'

Zigmond continued by saying that

Mo

New—Equipment And Bird Banding

•

™

1

Reported By Kents Island Group

^

5

'

A

1

COMING EVENTS

j

-

A

holiday.

New England Track Meet.
Sunday, May tl - Chapel, President Sills.
Monday, May it - Chapel. President SOls.
State Golf Tournament at Waterville.

'

wiil consist of

opening address by Charles N. Corey,
president of the Junior Class, followP.
39,
contribute stories to this issue of the ed by the presentation of the class
poem by Edwin L. Vergason '39. Wilmagazine,
liam C. Hart '39 will deliver the class
A wide variety of contributors is oration
alter which Corey will prelisted in this issue of the Quill. Of the
twelve men "whose articles appear. sent to Oakley A. Melendy the wooo>
nine are contributing for the first en spoon, symbolic of the honor of
most popular man in the Junior
time.
Mrs. Elizabeth Etnier. author of Class. Richard H. Moore '39 is to
"On Gilbert Head." wiH review this offer the class ode. After this proIn a letter to gram, the planting of the ivy sprig
edition of the Quill.
Jacobs. Mrs. Etnjer stated: "If you will take place.
President and Mrs. Sills are to be
and the rest of the board think you
would be satisfied with a leminine re- at home to Juniors and their guests
viewer and one not particularly ad- following the Ivy program.
vanced in years or in wisdom. I
Beta Tea Today
would really be delighted to review
More than 300 persons were inthe Quill."
vited to attend the annual Beta Tea
at the Beta Theta Pi House on

igious sects.

proposed universal brotherhood would
be greatly improved if all religious
Maine College Presidents sects
could be enlivened and enriched
taking a common
Prcsidcnt Kenneth C. M. Sills was by tolerating and
ceremonies,
differert
in
host to President Arthur A. Hauck interest
views
and religious ideas. "We must,"
of
University
Maine,
of the
President
"widen
our horizons."
he
concluded,
Clifton D. Gray of Bates, and Presi
preaching
oesides
Rabbi
Zigmond.
1
to a congregation in Watcrbury.
The four college presidents held a Conn, every Sunday, is advisor to the
University,
"leeting at President Sills' house at Jewish students at Yale
10-30 Saturday morning.
The purP080 of the meeting was to discuss
Keen street this afternoon. Among
tbe relations between the Maine colthose invited were parents, faculty
w-j
y-j
rr
Luncheon was served at the
1'ges.
16
ll
President's house following the conp^"
guests of the undergraduThe presidents witnessed
f*rence.
ates.
Intercollegiate
the Maine
Track Meet
maintain the station during the sumL. Damon Scales, Jr.
By
Faculty
wives
who poured at
at Whittier Field as guests of Presldetailed account of the many mer.
the reception were: Mrs. Wilmot B.
^"t Sills,
The most important projects under- Mitchell, Mrs. Roscoe J. Ham.
activities carried on last year in conMrs.
nection with the research program of taken by the 18 men. who composed Manton Copeland. Mrs. Paul Nixon.
the Bowdoin Scientific Station on the field staff, were studies of the Mrs. Herbert R. Brown.
Mrs. Philip
Kents Island in the Bay of Fund*' is abundant bird life on the island and S. Wilder. Those who served at the
included in the third annual report careful records which were kept of tea were
Mrs. Stanley P. Chase and
Tomorrow, May IB - "The Shoe- !of the station which has Just been the weather and 'the action of the Mrs.
Samuel E. Kamerling.
tides. Two men are planning to make
makers' Holiday" will be given
published.
Picnics are to be held by many
in Memorial Hall at 8.00 p.m.
The addition of much needed equip- a topographic map of the island fraternities. Members of Alpha' Delta
Friday, May X» - Ivy Day. A holment has marked the recently con- Studies of the birds included research Phi and their guests will gather at
iday.
eluded season for the station. Two °n various species of ducks and gulls,
(Continued on fain 4)
Seniors' Last Chapel at LOO
new buildings, a 150- root wharf, a 500- as well as banding the birds and rep.m. President Sills presiding.
watt radio transmitter, and a new cording their cals
Jr
has
Pillsbury.
Nahum
R.
39
Exercises
were
the
plant
on the
Ivy Day
electric generating
major acquisitions during the 1937 prepared a paper on the^bird-banding
Walker Art Building Terrace
•
activities, which is included in the reseason
at 1.30 cm.
1
The interest was focused on
u ia10 # . k
on r—»« port.
New England Track Meet at
Providence.
Saturday. -May tl

advent of houseparties
dances there have been
many famous orchestras at Bowdoin.
Figures in the music world such as
Duke Ellington, Mai Hallet. Louis
Armstrong. Claude Hopkins, and
others have made their appearance
here within the last ten years. The
Dorsey brothers, too. were here in
1934 and many other notables played
for Ivy before this time, including:

still remain as deep rooted as the
Thorndike Oak. But even the Seniors* Last Chapel doesn't receive the Matey Pearl, the Cliquot Club Eskiattention it did in days of yore: ac(Continoad on Pure 2)

case of inclement weather, the
ceremonies are to be held in Memori-
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to

Siome years ago,

October.

and Mrs

their dramatization of Thomas Dekker's "Shoemakers' Holiday," a current but production, tomorrow night.
The play is scheduled to commence at
8 o'clock in order to afford undergraduates and their guests time after
which to prepare for the fraternity
dances that evening.

Ivy Day Program
Plans for the Ivy Day celebration
on Friday, the occasion of the Junior
Class program, have been arranged
under the chairmanship of John E.
Cartland, Jr., 39. with Robert W.
Kasten '39 and William V. Broe '39,
assisting him.
The Seniors' Last Chapel servico
will be held on Friday afternoon at
1 o'clock with Pres. K. C. M. Sills
presiding. On the progran
Abbot
Fariey '41, is scheduled to sing Valentino's •Farewell" from Faust
» l 1.30 o'clock, following chapel,
At
^e Ivy cetebratwn
ion will
* i; commence on

'39. Charles
Joseph Tuccio

'39.

Gym

j

$*££
ZFfJ^^JX'Z
rSSR 'Snm?^^ -^W
°I,
last

i

;

Jr.

^ V,

;

>*" * "
I

'

n
'«* and Jack ^ innard
i
this issue are sketches by Claude R.

1

™

I

—

^Campbell.

^^^^^se^nd

the

at

line

will include Mrs. Kenneth C. M.
Mrs. Wilmot B. Mitchell. Mrs.
Copeland. Mrs. Boyd W.
Bartlett. Mrs. Stanley B. Smith, Mrs.
Morgan B. Cushing, Mrs. Kenneth J.
Boyer, Mrs. Athern P. Daggett. Mrs.
Elbridge Sibley. Mrs. Donovan D.
Lancaster and Mrs. Adam Walsh.

Manton

p^^ by Theodore Stem

.

|

Fri-

Sills.

|

The Ivy edition of the Quill, literary publication of the College, is expected to be published today, according to Samuel K. Jacobs '38, editor.
The Ivy issue will contain many
interesting features. Included will be
two travelogues by William J. Nor-

'

I

dance

'•

Ivy Quill Edition
Published Today

BROTHERHOOD URGED
BY RABBI ZIGMOND

;

1

T

George L. Ware. Jr.. '39 and Horace
S. Greene '39. co-chairmen of the
dance committee.

—

F

parties, including teas
t0 oc asion the *-

Clinton and his famed dance orchestra on Friday amid a colorful display
of decorations. The decorative attraction of t;ie Gym dance a "storm of
coio,^ » provided by varied colored
j ights reflecting upon more than
8.000
revolving mirrors, is to be a novel
attraction at Bowdoin, according to

j

|

\

q

-

Gym Dance Friday
The Gym dance wiU featurc Lany

1

I

Today's Ivy Celebration Differs
Much From Those Of Days

^

aav

night.

Moulton Union.
sler ma " a c
!L
has annocn i
d fur ner
fT
additional| programs
next
yew «« planned to be sponsored as
(Conuivod on p.ue z,
supplementary to the student-faculty
c a w hich Mr Lancaster ls contem *
P i ?iI :
"Universal Brotherhood" was the
In the Eastern United States. Pro©1T<UVT« V,AOTru» feMor
of Rabbi Maunce L. Zig1
-nuotson said, there is no sys- sub
complete andi-onds talk m chapel Sunday afLast Friday,
m during Sub-Freshman fem so **thoroughly
Rabbi Z^gmond pictured
*** Ms'tom-bu'fit" system ttrvom
W^k\nd
universal brotherhood as made up of
^fMirnoiiK fnr i^TL.. o,!h 2£ «*ich W,U >* installed at Bowdoin. thr«
At arrangements will
is «?**«»
£or "irT&a there ev£r° h^be^n
a'
equa°l
8
be made whereby individual fratem- «*** j *™ e ™*»?: i h l.*«5^^"
Prft fe«nr Tillotson
TiiTnt^n 7«
h»AnC that
th a
Professor
is happy
so ry "{T~~
a
"social jty- and the third the interdependence
s "^"'arrana^ltor
many are interested in tl e movement
aTn System
Q
the of all religious sects
and he extends the invitation to all
Most religious sects never get Jbein
to
« th ' rccordin «s yond he" 'SS? rftoter^ing^otSrr
Gndergradua 'et to go"
h Art
tolerating
h

GLEE CLUB HOLDS
SING ON CAMPUS

£

^

^

£f? .!f !t
^
£>r **tore the formal climax on

be open to undergraduates and their
tomorrow,
Ivy Houseparty guests

Tonight and tomorrow night dancEnoch Arden bit, and many emotional
to the various
scenes which helped make it a success ing will be relegated
while on Friday
at Bowdoin. though feminine roles fraternity houses,
night,
the gala Gym dance will he
were fulfilled with male players.
Ivy Housethe
climax
to
the
held as
Comedy Is Clever
Edwin L. Vcrgason *39, as Sybil, party.
The list of fraternities, with the
the maid, was well received in his
role as was evidenced by the spontan- night of their house dance, and the
eous applause of the audience at the orchestra to play, is as follows:
Tonight
conclusion of several of his scenes.
Plans Possible Fred G. Lewis '38. as one of Simon Alpha Delta Phi— Ken Reeves' orGift
Eyre's journeymen, delighted the audchestra
For Music Appreciation
ience with his clever comedy. Like- Psi Upsilon Art Shaw's orchestra
wise. Harold L. Oshry's portrayal of Chi Psi— Tommy Reynold's orciiestra
All Students
Margery, wife to Simon Eyre, whose Delta Upsilon— Dean Hudson's or"but let that pass" provided many
chestra
Through the kift of $1,000 from good laughs.
Beta Theta Pi -Billy Murphy's orSenator Scott Simpson '03 and Mrs.
There were several amusing and
chestra
to
the
Simpson of Intervale. N. H.
clever incidents which marked the Sigma Nu Gene Brodman's orchesCollege, a Strombcrg Carlson sound production.
One of these was the
»u«t««
ill i
M afcattlirt hi the Italb
*• I *a»
frnftafarffllBP
fJnlorT'
wltn
a
fon
from "Snow White and the Seven
der
mcnt in Memorial Hall, for music Dwarfs" which amused the audience
Tomorrow Night
annoum** today by its Incongruity to Elizabethan
»PP£«! a1ion xif
Professor of Music Frederic E. T. drama. The use of the chapel chimes Delta Kappa Epsilon Ken Reeves'
orchestra
Tillotson.
as the "pancake" bells was particuProfessor Tillotson stated that, up- larly effective and aroused a murmur Theta Delta Chi— Gene Brodman's
orchestra
°" uwtailation of the sound system of approval from the audience.
"« will arrange three concern a week
The cast of characters of the play, Zeta Psi Doc Harmon's orchestra
,mu - includes: King Henry 5th, J. H. Tit- Kappa Sigma Bob Gleason
1 f« U
" n CI adua tes, to
J*?
,
j^
}**. the appreciation of famed re- comb '39; The Earl of Cornwall, A.
is
r
CO nCe r
° W. Shcpard '40; Sir Hugh Lacy, Earl
,
"^'^'.J}
,
,
*? rranged_ by the Student-Faculty
of Lincoln. H. M. Lord '39; Rowland
Union Board and the Concert Com- Lacy, for a time disguised as Hans.
mittee. in conjunction with Mr. Tillot
T. A. Brownell '41; Askew, A. W.

i

m
of
day service and the number
Tucson. It is furE
which ther hc{ns planned that a professional
soloists and musical groups
have appeared at Bowdoin during the instructor will be available once each
past two years has afforded students week next year to provide free in-

^^

being

service on
Saturday morning, the President
spoke briefly of the period since his
election.
Of the Board of twelve
Trustecs who chose him, all now have
died. the last being former Governor
William T. Cobb of Rockland, classmate of Admiral Peary in 1877. Only
eight of the 44 Overseers confirming

Band

|

maximum now

more than eight millions.
At the College chapel

«

IW"

^^^

a fixed

and

picnics

a

s eleven fraternities will sponsor their house dances
tonight while the remaining four will

i!)

m

ii

and its endowment has grown
from about two and a half millions to

(

|
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set.

j

\

piii'ilii

,

.
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OFFER VARIETY
Seven of Bowdoin

j

all

j

\

Houseparty, the Gym dance on Frinight, seven fraternities will sponsor open dances this evening while
the remaining four, will hold their
dances tomorrow evening. Numerous

day

—

,

I

IVV

1 T I

By

I

this af-

.

To Make

^^^
^^^
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SOUND SYSTEM

!

commences

!

SIMPSON GIVES

I

,

WHILE

lege officially

ternoon as more than 300 undergraduates and their guests asFor the first time in three years.
W
CLPTTO
larry
.
^
semble
at
eleven
fraternity
the scene of the Masque and Gown
*
whose popular danee orchestra
production is an outside one consistwill furnish music at the Gym danee houses for the beginning of the
ing of a large sky drop and a cut out
on Friday "fr"
»hree-day affair.
of a London skyline ot the Elizabethan period. The light strips were so
Prior to the feature event of the

ence.

,0 4X11^0 CTiI?
|>/\l^Uo T Ult

(Contimat on Tarn

^t^

sensational javeUn toss of 186 feet,
j^ inches, and Pope's time of 49 3-5
seconds in the 440 bettered the existIng Bowdoin records in these events,
, •
money.
Oakley Melendy being the former
" " '
holder of the javelin mark at about
we are on the subject of 173 (pet and Vale Marvin '36 the for._- ,_•,. # ^i_ „„„„-*., „i» v mer quarter mile record setter at
„„„.
opportunity
music, we take Lite
,
BU ,
of Mainc
to Pro- broke tnc
orchids
to present a few
meet
by nis
fessor Tillotson. He has been here winning pole vault
light of 12 feet,
but two short years, but in that time 5, % inches.
he has developed his department into
Bowdoin's dean sweep in the 440
one of which the college can be Justly wag
outstanding feature of a thrill
proud. The music courses arc no long- packed meet. Charlie Pope gained an
er of the "appreciation" type, ranked early lead but was pressed constantly
bv stmlsnts •» "att>— " for swutoo hy Haggctt of Maine all tne wai
^own^OO^tralghtaway
more* to lake as a fifth course. Tbey
are courses for students who want a ;Bob Hambl<vn spurted past Haggett,
deep knowledge of the subject. The and , n the Jast firtecn yards Jeff
Glee Club is able to take extended stanwood alto blazed by the fading
tours and make them a success. Said Maine ace to complete Bowdoin's
a Worcester paper after a concert in grand slam. Pope's clocking of 49
5
was *»? ** of a s ond
5
that city on this year's trip, "It is i^i,
•
i
_..— to
/~ hear
k~»,. a
o \xrmin
r* behind the long standing record of,
group of
always
a pleasure
(CooUnwtl on r««r 3)
young men with more than passable
voices, who have been drilled in point aiA1v I Inifnrmc PlonnoH
UII
and counterpoint, singing the simpler
and more familiar songs and chorals,
For Next Year's
but when such a group ventures into
new and difficult musical fields, and
Plans are being made whereby the
does so successfully, then listening
The Chapel Bowdoin Band will be outfitted with
becomes a real Joy "
black and white uniforrnsnext
Choir adds immeasurably to the Sun- »n«PP>
a .w« ... >w». «* fine
n«« >year, according to Professor of Music

|

j

as Charlie Pope in the 440. Dave
Soule In the broad Jump, Bud White
»" the javelin, and Hank Dolan with
a tie for first in the high
* jump added

;

with festive arrangefor
Bowdoin's
gala
Houseparty,
the
annual
spring social event of the ColIvy

j

'

victories

1

Gay

ments

j

!

Record*
1^ g^ fcowdota
Four Bowdoin
delighted the

j

Three-Day Event

arranged that they regulated the
From 4.30 o'clock until 6 o'clock, changing of the time of day. So suefollowing the ©ass Day Exercises, cessful was this effect that the audi
tea will be served in the Moulton ence applauded the set at the rising
Union.
A meeting of the Trustees of the curtain.
and Board of Overseers will be held
The main plot of the play concerns!
in Hubbard Hal at 2 o'clock in the itself with a jovial shoemaker, played
afternoon and at 7.30 p.m. respec- by James P. Hepburn '38. who,
On Thursday night, the an- through chance, becomes Lord Mayor
tively.
nual Senior Dance will be held in the of the city, and, true to his fellow
Gymnasium, commencing at 9 o'clock. shoemakers, does not forget them in
The Masque and Gown will present his new wealth.
"Twelfth Night", on Friday. June 17.
In this Elizabethan comedy, there
tion will be given on the
The presentation,
is,
as always, the love interest, an

wwt*

j

To Add Enjoyment To

By E. Harold Pottle, Jr.
Commenceroept week will begin on
The Masque and Gown will present
Wednesday, JvHje 15th when Presi- Thomas Dekker's "Shoemakers' Holiday" tomorrow evening at 8 o'clock
as its annual Ivy program feature in
Memorial Hall. On last Friday evening, the play was presented under
the direction of George H. Quinby before a large and appreciative audi-

dent Kenneth C^M. Sills is to deliver
the Baccalaureate Address in the
First Parish Chflwch at 5 o'clock in
the afternoon, according to plans for
that occasion wWeh have just been
announced by tfce College
The Class Day. Exercises under the
Thorndike Oak iflll be held on Thursday. June 16th at 3 o'clock in the
afternoon after which Mrs. Sills will
be at home at 0k President's House
for a recent kmr for families of the
members of the ^graduating class and

Boat Trips Planned

Picnics,

Chapman, Cox, First Performance Received
.Well By Audience In
Are To
Memorial Hall
DeUvafOrations

Seniors:

for alumni and friends.
J

^ ^ J^ 4^

:

JUNIORS PLAN IVY
DAY CELEBRATION

O'Neill, frost

enabled it to attain a victorious lead,
Bates, victim of a destructive injury
J»™. and Colby almostwholly dependent on the points gained by
' Hodges in
nevc r threaten .
the

I

MASQUE ANDGOWN
TWELFTIlNIGHTw
TO REPEAT DRAMA
WILL BE OFFERED

4

^^

j

Larry Clinton Will Provide
Dance Music Friday
For Gym Affair

«4

President Kenneth C. M. Sills observed the twentieth anniversary of

|

Holiday" Will
133rd Graduation Exercises "Shoemakers'
Be Played Tomorrow
To Be Followed By A
For Ivy Guests
Pinner In Gym

College

his election as head of Bowdoin Co*fege last Saturday where he matricti-

A n^l

j

j

.

«wiw
Its

Pole Vault Record

determined bid for top honors. Bowdoin's varsity tracksters finished in
second place with 484 points to the
168*4 credited to the better balanced
University of Maine outfit in the 38th
State Track and Field Meet
in order to Proyear's organization
'
• .
„ at Whittier Feld last Saturday. Bates
...
„
duce a band whicn "will go places,
Colby were well out of the run1
Although uniforms do not make aning with 10 * and 8\» points res-

„

|

By DavM W. D. Dickson
Although making an unexpectedly

•

IlK'TOVlTC

TWENTIETH YEAR
a*™%

Maine High Scorer;
Leonard Breaks Meet

bands of the other Maine colleges at
football games perform very creditably only to be followed by a poorlyoutfitted group of Bowdoin "noisemaken.." It is a source of pleasure
to learn that the band is at last in
i>—#
Tin -«line for a
'
has made extensive plans for next

.

in

Gowell,

in the fall to see the well-drilled

band, the outfits which Mr. Tillotson
l m ,m (_/.»..»
w—
„i„_».^i c
enthusiincrease .«»!...«!
has planned
should
asm among the members and attract
new men. The securing of a professional drill-master from Portland, and
weekly practices under him is also a
step toward making the Bowdoin
band an organization which will coml,
»-.
j.u any in .w
the state.
pare mfavorably with
Professor Tillotson has also stated
that the incoming Freshman class
shows every indication that it will be
able to supply many good musicians
for the band. These plans are just
what the college has been waiting for,
new
and should start the band on -a ~m
...
_
..
,
life.
But\ perhaps the most astounding feature of the scheme is that it
will entail little or no Increase in the
band's share of the Blanket Tax

NO. 6

1938

18,

STRONG MAINE TEAM COLLEGE PLANS 300 Guests Arrive On Campus
COPS TOP HONORS IN COMMENCEMENT
ANNUAL TRACK MEET FOR JUNE 18TH For Annual Ivy Houseparties

» Rises "
Ricfcaid

BRUNSWICK, MAINEjgSDNESDAY MAY

(68th Year)

The Sun
By

"SHOEMAKERS' HOLIDAY"
TOMORROW EVENING

ORIENT

OYM ON nUDAY

State Tennis Tournament at
Lewiston.
Taeaaay. Mav 24 - Baseball vs.
University of Maine at 3.30
p.m.

^
ject

ot

scientific

attention

in

tne

„_„
workshop and garege. Itatoo pro£„,,,„,
of , he United States.
vides space for a darkroom and a K ents Island was one of nine stations
room for the generating plant, while .S« te d to st ud> SSebirSf Near*
used
to
is
new
building
the second
kl were baiMiedt over
5000
f tn<?
house the outpost camps short wave 2QQQ w|tft
station ., dUtmctive
radio station.
red band to identify the bird's origin,

^t

.

^

(

^

and

,

In addition much new incidental
Accurate records are kept of the
equipment has been added to increase movements of these birds and a table
the efficiency and quality of the ex- appended 10 Pillsbury's paper reveals
perimental work as carried on by the tha? gu iLs banded at the station have
A number of been found and reported from points
Kents Island crew.
large industrial concerns have donat- m Texas Honduras and Jamaica.
tCooUaued on r»s* 4>
ed products to help build up and,

T

,, ram
f or
improving the Bowdoin
CanTinis
ampus are
ai
being made in
"' regard to
-ar'
.u
,he dr "-,n *« e S > Stem "- the Cam|
An architect is to make a careful
survey of the Campus this summer

is

;

,

it

by

!

fall.

Mr. Glenn Mclntire. Bursar, feels
l u ', , K „ /-.„_„..„ u, „.'...„...;.".„ L. ;» i
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my

sight
A- lovely apparition, sent

To be
Her eyes

Kdttar-la-Cklef

John

If.

Rich. Jr.

Aiworiatr

Inward

Cohen

J.

*.•»

But
E. Trney, Jr.

Jr. "40

11.

Cupit, Jr.

drawn

cheerM

the

Dawn;
Dancing shape, an imagd gay.
haunt, to startle, and way-lay"
Blind date, Mr. Wordsworth T
The trade magazines are giving Gene
Krupa's band fine notices ... Addenda on Larry Clinton: Tunes to watch
for— "Martha"; "I Dreamt I Dwelt
in Marble HaHs"; "Satan Takes a

To

.

I

'

John G. Wheelork,

Hab-Kdltora
David W. D. Dickson '41
Luther A. Harr. Jr. "41

tl

a
as stars oi twilight fair;
too, her dusky hair;

things else about hor

A

George M. Stevens, Jr. "40
Richard E. Tukey '40

'40

all

F»am May-time and

'.19

MMm»

AsMMant Managing Rdltora
Requn

Philip E.

ornament;

Like twilight's,

James

Managing
Richard K. Doyle '40
Richard W. Sullivan,

'.10

Ml tor*

i

3rd "46

!

John C. Evans

I

'41

Herbert V. Fiekl '41
Theodore Hoilt '41
Robert A. Inmnn '41
Thaddeus J. Keefe, '41
Jack R. Kinnard '41
Charles W. Marr '41
William E. Vanmh '41
Waiter S. Pieree '41
Harold I.. Pines '41
E. Harold Pottle, Jr. '41
Henry A. Mwwy 3rd
Charles If. Mergendahl, Jr. "41
Max WMMhef '41

Holiday"; "Dipsey Doodle"; his latest
... On campus
"College Humor
watch Art Shaw and his clarinet and
Dean Hudson with his Florida Club-

'41

RtlWDOIN PUBLISHRVQ COMPANY
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.
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from Page

badors,
Nichols,

Fletcher

Henderson,

•

"Shoemakers' Holiday"

1)

To Be Given Tomorrow

the Ipana Trou-

Red

and Bert Lawn.
v

f

(Continued from Patto 1)
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Building but,
steps of the Walker Art
surviving, taught President Sills Engym dances, house dances, banquet*,
in case of inclement weather, in "em- glish and Public Speaking when the
teas, picnics, plays, class day exerlatter was still a Bowdoin under- cises.
orial Hall^
and girls, who have become
At 1O30 on Friday mgrniag, there graduate,
more numerous in the last sixty odd
Since
hit
election.
President
Sill*
years about camfma f or the fc-y celewill be a softball tame between tbej
ls seen th* P^idenfs chairs at all
,h
bration.
contest
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of Dartmouth, the latter being elected
Parish House at 12.30 o'clock in the
U
in 1916, and to President Neilsen of
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n
afternoon. Daniel H. E. Fox '38 will Smith, elected in 1917. and soon to
?h
present an organ recital in the Colthe College song, "Rise. Sons of Bowthe
The President spoke particularly of doin." written by President Sills in
lege Chapel at 4 p.m. Following
recital, there will be a reception by the first appointment made by him
e,
e
d
after bis election, that of Profesaor
pTofc^ r
Sm*lar:
President and Mrs. Sills in the MoultPaul Nixon as Dean of the College. ly. on Saturday afternoon, when it
ton Union.
Hi; and the Dean have continued in was announced at the track meet
Among the various meetings which this important relationship through- that President Sills was celebrating
his anniversary, the Bowdoin Band
are scheduled to be held on June 17th out the twenty years.
Dr. Sills also spoke of the changing heralded him by playing "Rfee, Sons
are: the Alumni Council in Massachuunity of the College as typified by of Bowdoin" aa those attending the
setts Hall. 9.30 a.m.; the Phi Beta
Seniors,
just com- affair also rose and paid honor to
the presence of
Kappa Society, Alpha of Maine, in pleting their work, and o f sub-F resh- Bowdoin's eighth president.
Hubbard Hall, at 11 a.m.; the Alumni
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=•_. of Lincoln,
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G. H. Hunt '40; A
Dutch Skipper. C. W. Marr '41; A
Boy. P- L- Wheeler '40; Serving Men.
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men. The latter's "Alma Mater" and
"Bowdoin Beata" really "jive." Shaw
features two female vocalists in his
airings from Boston, Billie Holltday
Bualnam Maaaaagr
Mildred Bailand Nita Bradley
Pierson C. Irwin '39
ey's recording of "Rock It For. Me" Association at 1.30 p.m. in the Mouldoesn't come up to Ella Fitzgerald's ton Union, and
Assistant Mawsjara
the Directors of the
... In the late nineties another "last"
Ouy If. Hunt, Jr. '40
Richard H. Abbott 40
The Alumni Fund in Massachusetts Hall
appeared. Seniors Last Gym
Edward J. Ptatz '40
jazz craze has hit Shanghai with a at 3 p.m.
FuUi«h«l »vprv Wnlnoiutair rturinir th* Codaim X—r bf th* Stwtont* «f ttm4atm OoUat*. bang.
The city has more than one
The program on Saturday, June
Alt n>ntritHitinii<. unit roinmuniralioiiK .feould ht ifivtn to
tht Ttan^laa Bdho* b» Saadky
hundred dance halls, furnishing em- 18lh. will commence with an organ
hi |.rw*.lin K th* .late of i.uMiraiion. Th* KHtaor-ln-OiM*
U r—p—lhi» for IS. MMarlul
•wnn l»» Manaiciii' Kit Dor for n*w» and m«k*-»p. All wmiHM— hialliiiu r*ca*di*K s^xrin- ployment for some five thousand prorecital
at 10 a.m. in ihe First Parish
Wise
fessional dance partners
.Satan ipl ion*. fX.M ,«• v*.ir In advance.
With Atummta. MM.
words from Dr. Samuel Johnson: "The Church. At 10.45 o'clock the Com,

(Co*stir,u*d

Ruby Newman;

mos,

(Continued from Pag* 1)

"She was a phantom or delight
When first she gleamed upon

moment's

IVY HAS CHANGED

Twentieth Anniversary

Week Arranged

D. Ftolsdmer

ftofcert

President Celebrates

Commencement

Variety
Wf

Hrunawirk. Maine

James
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We.ch

'40

and

P.

L.

Wheeler

'40; Rose, daughter to Sir Roger. F.
g. Davis '41; Sybil, her maid, E. L.
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Eyre, H. L. Oshry 40; and Jane, wife
to Ralph. R. M. Stover '39.
Members of the production crew
e: Stage manager. M. W. Bullock
f^
'4°; Properties. T. D. Howson '40;
Production Manager. J. W. Blunt '40;
land Electrician. R. E. Chandler '41.
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chief benefit of dancing

one how to

Managing Editor la
Richard E. Tukey
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dike Oak is
Thorndike, the

Wedomday, May

18.
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TWENTY YEARS

T

.

.

named

.
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.

is to learn
mtneement Exercises wiil be held.
Our Thorn- The Seniors who are to speak on this
George

after

Bowdoin alumnus occasion are: Philip Freeland Chapman, Jr.. Edward Lynch O'Neill. Jr.,
Andrew Hood Cox, Jr., and William

first

Dorsey's arrangement
to die
'of "All Thru the Night" is tops
Last Ivy's Masque and Gown opus
.

Vol. I.XVIII

sit still."

.

.

Frost.

"Yellow Jack" will soon be seen on

Commencement Dinner
the screen with handsome Bob MontFollowing the graduation exercises,
Week's
pet
gomery featured
to there will be a Commencement Dingripe: Those approaching finals
.

|

.

.

<

Undoubtedly the most impressive chape] service of the ye*r 'adcTa melanchoTy

Accord- ner in the
note)
gymnasium. At this lime
ing to Webster (the dictionary king)
Bowdoin Prize winner will be anivy was formerly placed outside a the
tavern or house as a sign that wine nounced The Bowdoin Prize is given
tieth anniversary of his election as heath of Bowdoin College. At
was sold there
The Junior class once every five years to one who shall,
the close of the service, in deep respect for their president, the first planted an ivy in October in in the judgment of the committee in
1865. A boat race was also a feature
Punch says: "A worn- chargp of the award »* recognized
entire congrejration rose spontaneously and sanj? "Rise, Sons of of the day
an's heart, like the moon, is .ilways as having won national and not mereBowdoin," the president's own song written during his undergrad- changing, but there is always a man ly local oistinction, or who, in the
in
10
*?: • Bacll '? thp judgment of the committee, is fairly
uate days.
J^'
oM
days .li
to be
the Ivy dances used
in Mem. Hall.
The chief objec- entitled to be so recognized. This is
The love and respeet inspiring the students in this tribute is held
tion was that the warped floor might the second time that the Prize has
exemplary of that feeling toward- I>r. Sills that he has awakened not be strong enough ... In case you been awarded.
should find time there are some good
The first award of the Bowdoin

took place last Saturday on the occasion of President

Sills'

twen-

I

.

.

^

•

Bowdoin undergraduates and Bowdoin men during his long shows down towr\.
all rained out by now.
intimacy with the college. His ability to put students at their ease
and his sympathetic and understanding interest in all their probin all

.

.

It

should be

lems have facilitated his reaching a place closer to the heart of the

Alumni Notes

student body than most presidents ever hope to attain.
Despite the fact that he is primarily a scholar and educator.

land will hold a meeting tomorrow

President
ities

has by no means confined his interests and activ-

Sills

within the college walls. Through his great, yet unassuming

wisdom, his leadership and his high

come

idtals he has

fffo^
During

and

intellectual

to exemulifv. in the

minds of men
m. the world

his twenty-year presidency the college

remarkably, both

has advanced

the line of scholastic endeavor and in the

in

The endowment

acquisition of material equipment.
lege has tripled itself

And through

spiritual

and progress

evident in

is

all

of the col-

departments.

The Bowdoin Alumni Club

all

undergrad-

Prize

was made

in

1933 to Dr.

Fred

Houdlett Albee. M.D.. Se.D.. LL.D.,
fhe prize goes
of the Class of 1899.
to a graduate or a former member of
the College, or a member of its facThe
ulty at the time of the award.
fund from which the prize is guaranteed was established as a memorial
the
of
LL.D..
Curtis.
to William J.
Class of 1875, by Mrs. Curtu and her

of Port-

night at 6.15 o'clock in the Columbia
Hotel in Portland. Football movies

The prize consists of four
will be shown and Coach Adam Walsh children.
and Director of Admissions Hammond fifths of the total income from the
fund, which now amounts to $21,679.
will speak.

in
Mr.

IJII

rVWHimlWnlW

AHM

«wffl

Portsmouth on
Coach Jack
Monday, May 23rd.
Magee and Alumni Secretary' Philip
S. Wilder will be the speakers.
hold a

meeting

in

The New York Alumni plan

to hold

these years President Hyde's immortal "Offer of the an informal spring dinner on Wed-

College" has been kept continually in the minds of

|

'

;

.

nesday,

May

'

;

!

Curtis

was a member

Moulton Union

25.

of

the

The judges
of the College himself.
for the award will be the Presidents
of Harvard and Yale, and the Chief
the Supreme
justice of
Court of Maine.
At the time of the Commencement
Dinner, there will be a buffet lunch
for ladies, under the auspices of the
Society of Bowdoin Women, in the

Fringe Albert

THE

NAllONAt

JOY SMOKi

50

pipeful* of fragrant tobacco ia

•vary 2-oz.

tin of Prince Alber*

—

uates.

As Hatch says

in his

"History of Bowdoin College," "If one

should seek the keynote of President SUU' administration he

might

find

in

it

the two sentences from his report of 1924

Americans have,
sis

I

think, been guilty of putting too

on the log and too

little

on the Mark Hopkins

ings and excellent teachers are
halls

and wooden

instruction.'

much

.

'We
much empha-

.

:

Poor build-

.

to be preferred to beautiful

"

WELCOME, FAJR MAWKNS.
In the spring a

Bowdoin

man's

fancy

slightly

turns

to

thoughts of theses, major exams and houseparties. Today, however, theses

men from

and major exams are put behind forever and Bowdoin

'.°>8

to '41 are

dashing wildly about looking for that

sive collar button or for that elusive

Boston with that

last five dollars.

elu-

roommate who absconded

Despite this

all

of anticipation and seeming confusion, Bowdoin

to

too obvious air
is

beautiful in

the spring. The leaves have been on the trees and shrubbery for
of a week and a half the lake left the campus some two weeks
back and it stopped raining only last Sunday. Naturally we consider Bowdoin beautiful.
all

;

"AH cigarettes alike .'Not on your life, Mr.Thompson. There's a long list of differences in Camels—

The senior members of the college, as she is today, fall into
two categories
those who were successful in their majors and
who are so worn out from constant grinding that, to them,, houseparties loom as tedious as the B.A.A. marathon. The second group

—

—

fortunate
those who did not exactly achieve
highest scholastic honors. Their ultimate fate is unknown, but the
show must go on. Bearing up bravely under their misfortunes,
a type of "Laugh,
having sworn off the foul liquid, they carry on

embodies the

less

—

Clown, Laugh"

—after

affair.

The Juniors are proud and haughty

—

3" that haul* the
York Central's 20th Century Limited. <ab»ve, right)
Russell Thompson asks Engineer Bob Sharp* about

More and more, one smoker

the difference between Camels and other cigarettes.

SIVE

(<*»•««, hfi)

IN

THE CAB of the

big

all it is

"J-

New

agree with

tells

another: "Camels

me!" Experienced smokers know Camels
made from finer, MORE EXPENand Domestic.

are the cigarette

TOBACCOS—Turkish

—

this

no attention to them.
The sophomores are suave and sophisticated and truly they have

week

extra-mildness— natural taste— the greater pleasure I get
the fact that Camels don't give me
jittery nerves. I've been smoking Camels over 20
years. And I've found that Camels agree with me
in many ways. From what I see, most of the
boys in railroading are pretty much of the same
opinion. Camels set me right'.''

their celebration, so pay

OM THE AIH MONDAY NIGHTS
C-A-N-T-O-R

EDDIE

the right to be, for this is their second Ivy. Today, for the first
time, they feel that they can call the man behind the counter at
the M.S.L.C. by his first name. As for the Frosh, this is their first
encounter with a spring houseparty. They are the fortunate individuals who know not what they do.
Briefly, sweet maidens, the above situation describes the environment with which you have chosen to surround yourselves for
the next three or four days. Disregard completely the oddities and
Remember, there is a reason for
eccentricities of your escort.
everything. Make the college your home for the rest of the week,
hopes
to
be.
Qo» •»- the Masque and Gown presis
what
it
for that
entation of "The Shoemakers' H*li*tay~; it is for you. Attend the
Ivy Day and chapel exarciaes they art for you. Knowing that you
need no exhortation t» grace the house and Gym dances with
your presence, we leave you with the earnest hope and expectation
that you will consider every red brick and every blade of grass
that is Bowdoin your Bowdoin for the next few days.

America's great fun- maker and personality
brought to you by Camel cigarettes, over
Columbia Network. See the radio listing in
your local newspaper for the correct time.

ON THE AIR TUESDAY NIGHTS

"RiCIATt THl

COSTLIER TOBACCOS
CAMELS
TWTV

Aftt

TH«

tARCEST-S€UiNG
C'G^RfTr;

m

KMttuCA

BENNY GOODMAN
Hear the great Goodman Swing Band "go to
town." Every Tuesday at 8:30 pm E. S.T. (9:30
pm E.D.S.T.),7:30 pm ST., 6:30 pm M. S.T,
5: JO pm P. S.T.,over Columbia Network.

C

;
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"Camels agree with

TELLS ANOTHER

me

J. E. T.. Jr.
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Squad Of 19 Trackmen Leave
Tomorrow For 'New Englands'
By Bead* W. D. Dickson
co-Maine champ. Bill McCarthy of
A picked squad of 19 trackmen in- Maine, a bitter tussle for a show posicluding five freshman medley relay tion.
Likewise, Dave Soule has an
runners will leave campus at noon to- outside placing chance in the broad
morrow to represent Bowdoin in the jump. With Pops and Hamblen likely
annual New England Intercollegiate to concentrate in the quarter. BowTrack and Field Championships to be doin has but slight chances in the 880.
held Friday and Saturday at ProviFrosh .Medley Stress?
dence. Rhode Island.
Despite BowViewed as a whole, the varsity
doin's thoroughly creditable showing
Mageemen can hardly hope for more
in last Saturday's state meet. Coach
than seven or eight points, but the
Jack Magee estimates the White's
Bowdoin entry in the special freshpoint-gathering possibilities against
man medley relay competition, not
superior New England-wide competicounted in the scoring, should stand
tion as the poorest in years.
a good chance of placing well up in a
Rhode Island State, coached by field of 10 quartets.
;
'

i

!

SPORTS SIDELIGHTS

—

i

|

I

Bowdoin's former

sensation. Fred Tootell. is a general
favorite to retain its title, but recent
performances indicate that either
Boston College, with numerous first
place probabilities, perennially strong
Holy Cross or the University of
Maine's strong outfit is capable of
toppling little Rhody from its recently acquired preeminence in New

England track

j

hammer throwing

j

|

j

I

i

j

Against this
powerful quartet and in competition
with such currently potent track
schools as Boston University, Williams, and M. I. T., any Polar Bear
chances for team honors are decidedly meager.
circles.

Jim Doubleday, frosh captain and a
brilliant anchor man in every relay
appearance this year will again run
the final leg, this time over an 880
distance. Walt Young is sure to run
the quarter and the two 220-yard
legs will be run by two of the following sprinters: Bob Abendrotn,
Dave Lovejoy, Charlie Edwards, or
Dave Dickson. Both Doubleday and
Young are capable of matching the
best freshmen in this section, leaving
the great burden for Bowdoin's success or failure in the event dependent
on the sprinters' performances.

The complete list of entries as
Nevertheless, Charlie Pope and Bob compiled by Coach Magee on Monday
Hamblen in the quarter, Neal Allen is* as follows: 120-yard high hurdles,
Allen;
100, Soule. Redmond, Stanin the huddles, Hank Dolan in the
high jump. Dave Soule in the broad wood; 440. Hamblen. Pope, St an wood,
jump, and the frosh relay quartet Mitchell; 880, Hamblen, Pope; 220,
are all capable of .showing well in Stanwood, Redmond, Pope. Mitchell;
;

'

I

j

220-yard low hurdles. Allen, Pope;
company.
mile, Sanborn; hammer throw, BoulPope Is Individual Hope
ter, Tootell; broad jump, Soule: high
Charlie Pope, new Maine 440 king,
jump. Dolan, Reardon, Stanwood;
is undoubtedly Bowdoin's outstanding
shot put. Paull. Reardon; discus,
individual hope.
fast

1

Miles of Northeastern and McFarland of B. C. rate the position of favorites in the high jump, but if Hank
Dolan's game leg stands the pressure,
a rejuvenated Hank should give his

BOWDOIN IS SECOND AS MAINE
CAPTLRES STA TE TRACK TITLE

By Dick Doyle
Unique with international innovations, replete with color and competition, the State Meet was probably the most eye-filling and time-saving in
history.
Surprise and speed, of course, were tne keynotes to the occasion
of Maine's decisive, expected, but stoutly -opposed victory. There was surprise
in such heart-warming sights as the Bowdoin sweep in the 440, Dave Soule's
sprinting and jumping, versatile Bud White's arching "strike" with the javelin, and Hank Dolan's grand comeback- in the high jump. There was speed,
not so much in the well-run events, as in the swift and smooth functioning
of the Magee-conceived and Bowdoin-sponsored program. A better day for
track couldn't have been asked for, and the above-par Bowdoin performances compensated for any lack of championship in Jeck's 24th State Meet
in his 25th year of coaching.

Mageemen Score 484 Points
To Trail Maine With
Score Of 68 4

HELD AT WHTFTIfiR

s

that came
over from Its Friday night stay in Bath with the meet
already wrapped up in the dope sheet, and finally made It
certain on the score sheet. That the University's horde of
well-balanced paint- winners were given a "run for their
sseatey," pie res, and "diplomas" Is readily apparent. That
the meet was cleae at the mid-point U a standing tribute
to the courageous runners, jumpers, and throwers in White.
fighting Magee oratien Inspired the "Anniversary Team"
to put on the latent drive In the pinch. And to carry Anniversary theme stlH further, it must have been a soul-stirring event for President Sills in his own 20th year as the
distinguished head of Bowdoin.
s
s
Track Trappings: Listed under the pleasant surprise department was
Hobbling Hank Dolan's high- jump tie for first— beleaguered with ailments
from top to toe of his lanky frame, Hen-Pen finally shook off the shackles of
Neal Allen is yet
injury to revert to his form shown as a freshman
another who has apparently recovered from a discouraging set of pulled
muscles to follow in the track steps of his brother, Captain Charlie of the
'34 New England champs
Perhaps a major unexpected development of
the afternoon was Bud White's soaring javelin toss for a first place, the
first time he ever threw in competition
surprise though it was to the many
uninitiated. Big Bud's Bowdoin record heave was correctly called by none
other than the ace "turn-caller," Jack Magee the all-seeing eyes of "Mentor" Magee noticed the well-developed shoulder muscles of Bowdoin's sprint
swimmer, and urged him to try the sport of the ancient Greeks Bud received a belly-laugh when he read how he "shed his baseball suit and donned track scanties to win the spear-tossing event."
It

was a sweenfngly powerful Maine team

Bowdoin Makes Easy Win
In 440; White Breaks
Javelin Record
(Continued from P«w> 1)

Arnie Adams, former Bates flash.
Dave Soule edged Johnny Gowell of
Maine by a scant % of an inch in the
broad jump, but was in turn nosed by
"a hardly greater margin by Maine's
Sid Hurwitz in a sensational 100 yard

A

—

.

.

.

.

Dave flashed his usually excellent start to hold a clear lead almost the entire distance only to have

battle.

Hurwitz's final lunge give Maine the
Bud White well fulcentury title.
filled rumors concerning his possible
javelin prowess by easily winning
the spear tossing event over his teammate, Melendy, who, like himself was
turning from baseball to track for
the day.

•

.

—

—

Dolan Takes High

—

8

—

S

Speed to burn, stamina to spare, such are the ideal running characteristics of Maine's Don Smith, another of those
Aroostook athletes. Sophomore Smith seems set to shoe
seconds off his 4:22 aad 1:57 figures for the mile and 880

Tootell;
Boulter.
javelin,
Boulter,
Paull; pole vault, Akeley; freshman

medley relay, Doubleday, McDuff,
Young, and two from among Abendroth. Edwards, LoVejoy, and Dick-

respectively;

still

there's

many a

slip 'twivt the

gun and

the tape; many a hurdle from Sophomore to Senior. Bowdoin's future runner unlimited. Freshman Jim Doubleday,
had about as little experience as had Smith, before coming
to college. It may be mere fact than fancy should Doubleday challenge Smith in Bowdoin's promised gala season of
'».

son.

Courteny of Portland Sunday Tetearani

BREAKING BOWDOIN'S 440 RECORD
Charlie Pope, fleet-footed Bowdoin star. Is pictured crossing the tape
in Bowdoin record time In the 440- yard run clock inn a time of 49
3/5 seconds, closely followed hy his teammates Boh Hamblen, who
placed second, and Jeff Stanwood in third position.

—s

s

From the time that White and Soule did the unexpected in the javelin
and broad jump respectively, to the concluding 220, the goodly gathering applauded all competitors. Especially congenial as trackmen are themselves
before and after an event, the appreciative crowd reflected the friendly feeling among all four colleges. Garnished with Swedish and Olympic properties,

VARSITY NINE BEATS
COLBY, FOUR TO TWft

calculated to inform the spectator more readily as to what's happening,
the dressed-up meet should set the style for future winning ( ? ) occasions.
Once again the Globe-running Magee has come through with an efficient
plan darn clever, those Japanese and Swedes.
Lest the blaze of the State Meet and the rush of houseparties cast the
league-leading Bowdoin ball pastimers into the background, it might be
well to recall '36 and the rained-out finish which enabled Bowdoin to claim
a major share if not all of the Series title. Already forced out of a Bates
game, let's hope that the men of Wells can play; off the remaining contests
and still be in front. Perhaps Linn has lost enough decisions to the weather
with his hockey and baseball teams. Tight pitching and opportune hitting
has marked the play of the Maine teams, and Bowdoin has five well-pitched
games on its record.
s
s
The adverse in Bowdoin fortunes took a turn when
Lin Rowe came a cropper in the high hurdles, skimming
the first stick a bit too closely in his anxiety to break
away from bandaged Johnny Gowell at the start
all

—

Bowdoin's Varsity baseball team
continued on its course fb the state
championship when it defeated Colby
4-2 last Friday at Pickard Field. Captain George Davidson of the Bears
came through in the pinch, driving
in two runs and scoring another himself, accounting for three of the Polar

and Chernauskos for Colby. Bowdoin
got away to a one to nothing lead in
the first when Davidson singled,
stole second, took third on Melendy's
grounder and scored when the Colby
shortstop missed White's grounder,
but Colby came back with two' in the
second to go ahead. Scoreless in the
third, the big White put the game

in all cities

away in the fourth with a three-run
splurge.

yours free for the asking. When you phone, tell our agent the exact
time to call and you'll enjoy your train trip immensely.

MAINE CENTRAL

R. R.

'Phone 24-W

TONDREAU

STATION

'

BROS. CO.

MAINB STREET

87

Brunswick, Me.
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AOBNCYX

EVERYTHING THAT'S GOOD
TO EAT
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NATION-WIDE HAIL-AIR SERVICE

BRUNSWICK COAL & LUMBER
Hard and Soft Coals

CUMBERLAND
Wednesday

CO.

May
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(lark Gable
My ma Loy
Spencer Tracy

Fiief Oils

MORRKLL

*22,

of All Kinds

May
with

Mgr.
Joe Penner

Yes, We're Interested In

ALL Your

BANK

Lucille Rail

Fitting
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have had long experience in
producing for Bowdoin men:

Printing

Try Arrow's Shoreham.
turn

PRINTING

Ask Us For Quotations

TheRecordOffice
— Telephone S —
Paul K. Niven, Bowdoin 1918
.Manager

Town Building

of

Time

down

Mitoga

collar,

tailored

is

the smartest

black

for

tie
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Ray Milium!

The summary:
One mile run—Won by Smith (M);
second. Wallace (Ba); third, Foster
(Ba). Time 4:22.2.
.
. who shattered another Bowdoin
440-yard run Won by Pope (Bow)
record in the javelin throw by tos- second. Hamblen (Bow); third, Stansing the spear 186 feet.
wood (Bow). Time. 49.6.

—

.

News

Cartoon

May
"Tip Off Girls"

Saturday

S3

21

with
.Mary Carlisle

APJ^OW
DRESS -SHIRTS

— Lloyd

Nolan

also

Popular Science

Cartoon

May

Monday
The

— CONFECTIONERS —

PORTLAND, MB.

Largest Line of Pipes aad Tobacco

Lyman

B.

(

hipman,

Inc.

2S

Rite Brothers
la

"Kentucky Moonshine"
News

Going Places

W. CHANDLER & SON

—

Two-mile run Won by Hunnewell
(M); second. ; Bridges (Ba); third.
Wallace (Ba). Time, 9:53.4.
880-yard run— Won by Smith (M);
second Haggett (M); third Jordan
(M). Time, 1:57.6.
Won by
220-yard low hurdles
Gowell (M); second Allen (Bow.);
third F. Higgins (M). Time 25 s.
Won by Hurwitz
220-yard dash
(M); second. Stanwood (Bow); third
Atwood <M). Time 22.2 s.
Pole vault— Won by Leonard
Hardison (M); third tie
second.
among Weaver (M), Oladell 1C),
Akelev (Bow), and Maggs (B).
Height, 12 feet. 5 5-8 in.
Javelin
Won by White (Bow);
second, Melendy (Bow); third Connon (B). Distance, 186 ft. 14 in.
Broad jump Won by Soule (Bow);
second Gowell (M); third, Rowe
(Bow). Distance, 22 ft. 3 5-8 in.
Won by Johnson
Hammer throw
(M); second, Boulter (Bow); third,

B^nham
7.

defeated

Coolidge

Bowdoin won

best ball

—

—

»

(

Captain Harry Hood will lead Bowdoin's golfers to VVatertown. Mass.
this week, where they will engage in
two days' play for the New England
Intercollegiate championship.
Eighteen holes :\ ill be played Friday to determine he team championship with the four lowest scores of

Northeastern University

School of Law
Doy Program

.

.

.

three years

—

Tootell

limited

number of

(

Bow

) .

Distance, 159

ft.

4

in.

between Dolan (Bow) and McCarthy
i(M); third, Reardon (Bow). Height,
tie for first
Running high jump
!

—

I

5

ft.

10^

in.

—

Hood, Clarke. Mullen. Girard. BenWon by Hodges (C);
Shot put
ham, and Woodruff will compose the (second, Reardon (Bow); third, RusBowdoin team.
sell (B).
Distance 44 ft. 7 % in.
Discus
Won by Dyer t M second Hodges (C); third. Boulter

—

Evening Program

Distance 137

)

ft.

10 5-8

;

in.

Bowdoin Jayvees Defeat
Fryeburg Nine 5 to

Brunswick Howling Alley

1

* Behind the six-hit pitching of
Snerm Locke, the Bowdoin Jayvees
defeated Fryeburg Academy last Friday at Fryeburg oy the score of 5-1.
The game was the second straight
victory for the former Exeter star,
allowed only one run in the
two full games that he has pitched.
i
Timely hitting by Stickel and Rocque
line
Pierce
complete
of
S.
S.
a
drove the tallies across the plate.
For the first three innings the Jayspecialties at Boston
vees were pretty well handcuffed by
catalogue prices
the Academy twirler who allowed no
However. Stickel started the
hits.
r
on $10.00
2 < on $20.00 festivities off with a triple to deep
right center. Manter was walked, as
10' r en $100 orders
was Haldane. Franny Rocque came
through in the clutch with a long
double to left, scoring all three men.
A hit by Dick Harding, two bases
on balls with a couple of errors
thrown in accounted for the other
TeL 655-W
I

. . .

WE NOW STOCK

four years

Admission Requirement: a minimum of two years of college work

A

)

—

i

the men on each toam added together
and compared with the scores of the
other colleges. The^ four men from
each team who qualify in this round
will engage in a 36 hole medal play
match for the individual championship on Saturday.

M

—

Compliments of

Leading to LLB. Degree

F.

4.

(C) 8 and
5 and 4.

—

(Bow).

Undergraduate Curriculum

tballs

third

i

BENOITS

la Town
TOILET ARTICLES

The COLLEGE BOOKSTORE
BANNERS — VANITIES
BRACELETS — NECKLACES
— Tennis Balls — Golf Balls
Sof
BOOKS — BOOKS — BOOKS

Gowell

Colby golfers 7*4- '_ at Waterville.
Hood defraud Bunting (C) 3 and 2.
Clarke defeated Berry (C) 4 and 3.
Bowdoin won best ball 6 and 5.
Mullen defeated Myshrall (O 6
and 5. Window (C) defeated Girard
1 up.
Halved best ball.
Woodruff defeated Gregory (C) 5

MORTON'S NEWSSTAND

PURE FOOD SHOP

—

Team Gains State
By Defeating Colby

Hood To Lead Golfers
To The 'New Englands'

also

occasions.

a soft pleated front, and the

fit.

amour

"Her Jungle Love"

and

has the non-wilt Aroset

It

I.

in

STUART * CLEMENT

Brunswick, Me.

The Orient

collar attached dress shirt

most comfortable thing

We

STATIONERY
POSTERS
TICKETS
ALUMNI LETTERS
FRATERNITY FORMS

The

Friday
Dorothy

and Proper

,

BID WHITE

and

of Brunswick, Maine

Total Resources $2,700,000

March

Pictorial

Capital, $175,000

PRINTING

Printers of

—

also

FIRST NATIONAL

And Other
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"Go Chase Yourself

-

Lin Rowe suffered a pulled muscle
in hurdling the first flight of high
timbers, but Neal Allen gave the
eventual winner and high point man
of the meet, Gowell, terrific battles in
both the 120 high and 220 low hurdle
events to mark up two second places.
Jeff Stanwood gained Bowdoin's only
other counters in the runs by coming
back from his 440 effort to take a
close second behind Hurwitz in the
220.
Pope, who had qualified in
morning trials in both the 220 and the
low hurdles and had previously won
the quarter, was forced to withdraw
from both these events after an unsuccessful 880 try. Bob Hamblen, also,
found his 440 efforts disastrous to his
88u chances. Kirby Hight and George
Hill were unplaced in the mile and two
mile, respectively, after running courageous races against superior compeDon Smith in the 880 and
tition.
mile and Bill Hunnewell in the two
mile, both of Maine, easily won their
events in excellent times.
Reardon, Boulter Second
Carl Hodges of Colby edged George
Reardon by six incne* In winning the
shot put with a 44 feet 7 % inches
heave. Although placing second. Reardon threw nearly a foot better than
ever before in continuing his encouraging and steady improvement in this
event. Carl Boulter and Bill Tootell
gained Bowdoin a second and third in
the hammer behind Maine's Johnson,
and the former captured third in the
discus with a distance of 126 feet,
94 inches to end Bowdoin's scoring.

Title

Paramount News

Lumber and Building Materials

strength.

Courtesy of Portland Sunday Teleeram

Golf

also

Thursday

Jump

Hank Dolan's tying with the defending champion. Bill McCarthy of
Maine, for the high jump title at 5
feet 10'+ inches was probably the
greatest upset of the afternoon. McCarthy, a consistent six foot jumper,
had been conceded the title, but Hank,
in something like his pre-injury form,
matched every effort of the favorite.
George Reardon gaihed third for
Bowdoin in this event, with Lin
Rowe's third in the broad jump and a
tie for third in the pole vault by
Lloyd Akeley also aiding in Bowdoin's
jumping
of
showing
unexpected

Won by
120-yard high hurdles
(M); second Allen (Bow);
McKenzie (M). Time 15.6 s.
Won by Hurwitz
100-yard dash
Bowdoin's golf tram won the State (M); second. Soule (Bow); third AtiM). Time 10.4 s.
title. Friday, as they nipped up the wood

la

"Test Pilot"

Dry Fireplace Wood

A. E.

j

Bear's four tallies.
Kenny Birkett started for Bowdoin

—

Direct from your rooms, at low
cost, high economy and one
move: Merely phone our agent to call. No extra charge for delivery
and principal towns. No waiting around, no dickering.
And you can send "Collect," if you're pressed for cash.
Handy? Rath-rr.' And fast as well as convenient. When you return
to college, go summering, or travel anywhere, ship by the same dependable, helpful route. Special tags and labels — by far the best to use —

STATE MEET

38th

scholarships available to college graduates

who has

,

Graduate Curriculum
Leading to LLM. Degree
Two-year Evening program open to
graduates of approved Low Schools

—

\%

316 Huntington Avenue, Boston, Massachusetts
TatopkwM MNmar* 5100

UNCLE TOM'S CABIN SHOP

1
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

COMPLETE LIST OF UNDERGRADUATES AND GUESTS FOR IVY HOUSEPARTY
Waben. Maaa.
Boston.

Randolph

Swampseott.

Rolf

'S9
John W. Harrlaon '38
Wellington Yaple '40

Maaa.

V.-rrill

Mary SUmn
Betsy Winchell
Colleen Silencer
Ruth La Porte

Cleveland.
Cape Elisabeth
Providence. R.
Ilrunxwirk
Buffalo. N. Y.

Robert Barton
David Brown
Philip

Whealon
Pawlucket. R. I.
Farmlnirton
Portland
WeMport. Conn. t
Wineheater. Ma*,".
Auburndale. Mas*.

Chapman.

H.hurn Walker '41
Wealey Bevin* '40
John R. Wisidward
Donald Conant '41
Jay C. Pratt '«0

Jr.,

'38

l'rUrltla

Preston Brown
William Frost '38

D.

Portland
Maiden. Maaa.
Lewiston

Long

Maaa.

II

Elisabeth Sawyer
Clnny Jone*

Janet Smith
Mary Gairnon

Smith
Portland
U. of New Hampshire

Va**ar
Mn.

Louta.

Kalherine Gihb*
Connecticut
Colby Junior College
Sprinirfleld. Maaa.
Wnlla-don. Mas*.
South Braintree. Max*.
Portland
We-tfield. N. J.
University of Maine
Portland

,

Brunswick

Klisaheth Pen nock
Gail Patteraon

Jane Homer

OF ANY

Simmon*

Honey in Yen

IN

mprovci

BOWL

•pend
a year

You

all tobaccos.
at least $10 for tobacco in

KAPPA

Maxine Brown
Mary Hossey
Phyllis O'Connor
Nancy Pierce
Edith Newton
Constance Smith

I

ELLO-BOLE
no

u » »«r

Hill.

Sprinirfleld.

Maw,

Man.

Christie

Marv Omlen

Whorf

Betty

Agnes Rodulian
Renee Lavnsier
Susan Fisher
Jeanne Anne Rook
Mary Snear

'41

Scott Marshall '38
Philip Rrsiua '10
Loitan Becker '40

Robert Laffln

Ind.

Lerotr.

Wheatoa
Portland

Upper Montclalr. N.

Jane

l«nirmeadow. Mass.

Chat'le*

Aline Burnley
Alvine Wettsteln

Providence. R. I.
Winchester. Mas..
Scar-dale. N. Y.
Sprinirfk-W. Mass.

William Hart '3«

Mt. Vernon. N. J.
Weat Medford Mass.

THRTA
Griffith
Patricia Splller

Judv Worthen
Ruth Allen
Martha Tate

DELTA

Richard Kernald '39

Marjorie Axhrndrn

Newton. Mass.

'41
I * Rover
Kenneth Welch '40

Barbara Fischer
Ellen Hathorn

Belmont.

Thomas Craven
Vtn.-ent

Welch '38

Betty

Banimr

Frederic

Newman

Bedford VIIUKT..N Y.
Portland
Portland
Waban. Mas*.
Winchester. Mass
St. !>>ui-. Mo.
Newton. Mas*.
Manchester. N. H.
New York City. N. Y.
Win. heater. Mas*.
Scarsdalc. N. Y.
Belmont. Mas*.
New London. Conn.

David Mncomher '39
Robert Craven '38
Ri.hard Holt Ms
Joiin Rohhtn* '41
Freemont Merrow '41

KinirfBSld

John Rich. Jr.. '39
William Brown. Jr..
Henry Shorcy 'II

Carol Tyler

Grace Horner
Betsy Jonas

Thorp

Millieent

France* Gulliver

Armstron

Ella

Maxlmr

Mass.

Baniror

Dill

Cornelia Bridire
Vina Mcls<an

Mary Jenk*
Muriel Win K
Marv McCoy

Portland
Ri-ookline,

'38

•

Kohrrt Paire '41
Carl Storkwell "«"

Warren Arnold '38
Richard Abbott '48
Vernon Carten '40
Robert Arin-tronir 'i»
Brewster Rundlctte 38
John Scope '39

N. J.
Mass,

Elisibeth.

»

"38

'

Australia

Sydiicy.

Bertina I-arld
Doris Bird

Marie Johnson
Barbara Drummond

upper branch of the legislature. He
served in the House of Representatives from 1933 to 1937.
Mr. Simpson entered Bowdoin from Portland

'39

'41

M. Stevens '40
Arthur Chapman '39
I Ait tier Abbott '99

Gloversvillc. N. Y.
Bronxvllle. N. Y.

Marjory Leal
Naples

Senator Simpson is chairman of
New Hampshire Ways and Means
Committee and a member of the
Judiciary and other committees in the

'41

'39

Bean

Philip
Geor-ae

Auburn

Nelly

class of 1914.

CHI
Marr

Portland

E.

'39

lj.mhe '39

Philip

Wane

Arthur W.

U

'40

O'Neill '38

DELTA IPSII.ON
Helen
'41

Airawam. Mass.

Bloon:

Emily Coombs
Skerry

Garth Ones' II
Knos Denham '39

Jill

Willsrd Ba*s 'M
Stanley Allen II
Stetson Hussey '11
Stanley James '41

Ma\in. White
Maureen Mahoney
Frances Henry

John Omnia

Elizabeth

'41

J it ham

'II

Pierre

':!!>

Howard Soide
Haven Flftehl

'39
II

Rail h Karhork "''
Roticrt Kastrn Mi'

1

Belmont. Mass.
Barrinirton.

R.

I.

West Newton. Mas*.

Railshark

Lillian

Edsar W. Zwicker 'II
"38
let, holm Smith
Edward J. Brown '38
Dan I.. Her iter '89

Worrester. Mas*.

Ifc-niaon

Elisabeth

Dana Jones

Berwick
Everett. Mass.
Belmont. Mass.
Bath
Brockton. Mast.
New Haven. Conn.
Ncwtonville, Mass.
North

Butter field

Winifred Taylor
Winifred McCarty
Betty Burrow*
Jane Simpson

Graham

J<hn MarCarey
(ier>rsre

Barbara Pearson

New York

Marjorie

Ijcwlston
Calais

Lindquist
Barbara Ynunir
Marjorie Thorn paen

Ann Swannon

Portland
Newtonvile. Mass.
West SomcrvHIe. Mass.
Weston. Mass.
Ncwtonville. Mass
Auburndale. Mass.
Arlington. Mas*.

Silvia Wilcox

Rnnirrley

Grace Clark
Msrrelia Rennard
Mary Elwell

Eleanor Jone*

llnrkrni-ack. N.

Worcester.
Worcester,

JosHn

Dorothy Miner
Mary Treml
Kl'fjiior South worth
Polly Moore
Joan Morrison
Anne Tomkinson

°39

Fraxler

'.14

William Fish '38
Erne
Week*. Jr.. '39
Frederick Jealous '39
Is^-nard Robinson '38

300 Girls Arrive
For Ivy Parties

Frank Andrew* '39
Edward Steven* '39
Rr.tfer Boyd "41
William Vannah '41

Camp Aimhi tomorrow

Charles Skillen

ter

PSI

Y.
Mas*.
Mas*.

Concord, Mass.
Berlin. N. H.
South Portland
Newtonville. Maas.

Turner* Falls. Ma
Ware. Mas*.
New York. N. Y.

iContin ail from Paire

<.

Germanlown. Pa.
Ellsworth
Brunsv. iek
Brooklinc, Mas*.

'

itobhie

Petfuy Bennett
Whittrclt-o

Orono

Fiances Fay.

Soinervllle.

Jean Youth's
Hasel Myshrall
Louise Gross

Newton, Mass.

Mark

Ranaeley
Brunswick

Robert Taylor '39
Oiarles Brand 'In
Charles E. Camplssil. Jr.
James E. Tracy. Jr., '39
Randall Tinker 'III

Bria-mmcr

ly-uis

Thomas

Mas*.

Mil

lirnw ncll

'41

M. Sills. Mrs. Noel C. Little, Mrs.
Boyd W. Bartlett. and Mrs. Stanley
P. Chase. The formal banquet of the
Dekes will be held on Saturday.

KAPPA SIGMA
Betty Huril

Bi-verley.

Ruth Johnson

Brunswick

Mas*.

^wnTeyMajwrwrfTv*

Hinabam. Mar*.
StoneWah
University of Maine

Nancy Gerbcr

East Oranae. N.
Newton. Mass.

Alice

Berlo

Una

McDonald

Moselle

Phillip*

Joan Spencer
GeorKvtte Johnson
Cornelia Menard
Betty Jone*

J.

Portland
Charlestown. Mass.
M.-dford. Maas.

Richard

Estey

Marv Calderwssl
Simmon*
liolert.-

Carman

Vlnriwia

Ruth Turner
Frances Cartland

Ann

Ernest

ar

John

I'uririn

Audrey Burnett
Itcite Deeper

Qtlilicy.

Auburn

Perkins

Colby

Viririnia

Smith

C.immiiii.':

Korhe

I>ennett
Priseilla («*Midwln

Marria Smith
Caroline Toothaker
I. ill

Rata MrCanly

Warren Sumner
J<hn Stewart 'tV

WelUsley
Brunswick
Winthrop. Mas*.

Perkins

New|Kirt. R.

...the international code

for MORE SMOKING

PLEASURE

Ruth Fulton
Mary Heald
Belly I.loyd
Eleanor Banker

I

Davrnisirt
Rosalind Hi-Id

Maurine Schaal

Mary Daniel*
Waite

Doris Barker
Polly Saritent

Barbara

l.iniliiui

t

Clark

l.ouisa

Elixabrlh

Omokers

for

the world over
is the signal
smoking pleasure.

that They Satisfy

more

v^hesterfields are

made

— home-grown
and aromatic Turkish — and pure cigaof mild ripe tobaccos

rette

paper

.

.

.

the best ingredients a

cigarette can have.

With Chesterfields you are always
sure of refreshing mildness,
pleasing

Vv^
\

Grace Moorb
ANDRE KOSThLANETZ
Paul Whiteman
Okk,ms Taylor
Paul Douglas

...giving
to

aroma and

more

Junior

Doris Ruler
Clarissa Pickles
Carol Everett
Prisrilla Burton
Viririnia Doulberry

Elizabeth

oll.y

Ruth Glbaon
Pes Ryan
Mary jane Ripley
Aliee

Morrill

Kay

Elinor Viririe

Orono

Mavis Creatner
<K-rtrude

Mary

l«ou

Tow

le

New

Thomas

Georire

'tl

Chandler Crawford '38

•

'39

Allyn Wadleivh '38
Roaer Stover '39
Frank Purinaion. Jr.. '38

Edward Najam

,

'

'38
Pet«-r Stenael '39
l-lward Day '38
Harwoai Ryan '38
Is i. dull Kniaht Ml

Ward Hanscom '41
Thomas Abernetby

41
'41

TImmiim- Shechy. Jr
II. Carter
Richard Stroud '39

llarland

Calais
Vim-land. N. J.

ljrk>

Nadine Garoutti-

*39

'.:•.'

James Titcxnb

*

San ford

t»

Austin Nichols '39
Paul Messier '89
Charles Glbbs
Richard Merrill '39

Conn.

Mass.
Providence, R. I.
Pluahina. N. Y.
Exeter. N. H.
Wateruiwn. Mass.
Sprinafleld. Mass.
Portl.nd

Portland
Portland
Portland

I

Thomas Howard

Norw-ofal.

Grace Knot
Arlene Quint

•

OMEGA

l.iiiM-riek

Andrus

Viririnia

Alison

lovell

'

..

Stnnereiah Colleire
Heiahts. Ohio

West Hartford.
San ford

(Continued from Pbkc 1)
Recording of the songs of rare
birds for posterity and future refer-

Carlisle.

Ind.

Portland

Mildred Bassett

Auburn

Prisrilla

Jenkins
Barbara Currier

Wollaston.
Portland

MireilW Daveau
Mary Richard*
Patty Hall

France
Lowell. Maas.
Beverly. Mas*.

Mass.

Paris.

40

Philip Haaley 'II
Stuart Condon '38
I. R. Lincoln. Jr.. 'II
IVonald Hradern '40

Blian Ruraell *39
liesmr Hilt '39

Weldon Halre '3»
Benjamin Cushlaa. Jr..
Charles Salketd *ll
Oorae Croioley "|8

Violet Hamilton

Pitt* field

Paul Houston

Evelyn Smith

Lewiston

Sumner Peck

Melissa Broome
Rita Ross
Barbara Sea pwn
Sally RubinolT

Middle Haddam. Conn.
Portland
Lewiston

Auburn

Mitt. in

Annette Cohen
Geraldine Wolnian

Biddeford
Portland
Dorchester. Maas.
Quincy. Maaa.

Harold ljehrniaa '89
Harold Pines '41
Jack Loswlon '41
Jesse Levin '39
Harold Oahry 'I0
JoRre Hudon 'Jul
Mavnard Sandier '..!•
David Dousiaa '41
Herbert Goidtela *S8

'II
'41

THOKMHhE CLUB

better taste.

MORE PLEASURE

Silvia

Epstein

Frances London
Dorothy Lown
Yvette Tetu

a whole world of smokers

Beatrice

Ser vet nick

Marion Wlar
Florenee Carndl
Mariraret Gunter

Copriigut 1938, Lii*i.TT

& UxMMi Tobacco Co.

Leah Shur

Isewiaton

Brunswick
Haverhill.
(•aniiner

Maj*

Yonker*. N. Y.

Woburn.

ence was arranged with considerable
difficulty.
The recordings had to be
made by radio as it was impossible
to transport a sound truck to the island.
The birds were mostly active
during fog. so. during periods of dense
fog. the songs were caught in a sensitive microphone, sent by cable to the
short wave station a quarter of a mile
away, from which they were relayed
eight miles to the truck.

Rohert Stlrkel '41
Newell Gillctt '39
Ralph Reynold* '19
Winchell '40
Gordon Winchell '41
*"
tKirdon Maclbnural

Collei.'e

TAl

KENTS ISLAND GROUP
ADDS NEW EQUIPMENT

Gullbert

Shaker

ALPHA

'•''

'89

Griffin

Fnsrlerick

Carl N. deotrnr '38
Stanley Barron '49
Carl Barron '39

A Men

Raymond

'38

1*

CeaaafM

feature a

on Friday while members of the fraternity and their guests will go on a
picnic tomorrow to Lakewood.

Henry Wheeler "40
Nahuin Pill lairy ':;:
John O'Donnell ':".s

l.-lc

will

'40

'38

Richard Griffin '38
Walter Rush '411
Frank lord 'S
(k<orir>>

Reais OaaVMa
Boston. Ma-s.
Essex. Conn.
South Lincoln. Ma.'.
Concord. Mas.-.
South Chelmsford. Ma.
Whealon fdlleae
Lexinaton. Mass.
\\'or< ester. Mass.
IjaSalle

Petlenirile

Barbara Bellows

'II

Benjamin Karsoka*
<i<*»rae Yeaton *39

Bath

Alice

Ix'is

Juniisr

.a sail

Presiiu*'

Barbara Tubhs
Mary Graham

Alpha Tau Omega

Daniel llanley *3!i
William Bcue '39

1.

their

tomorrow evening. Si«ma Nu's aic
planning banquets this evening and

M

Methwn. Mass.
Bath
Kenncbunk|a>rt
l.asell Junior GaAeasi
Eakelnnd, Fla.

Anliker

Gove

Kappa Sigma and

dinner at the Old House at

William Fairelouah
Richard Stanley '41
Rolsrn

of

dance.

'39

Paul Garden! 'ri»
Richard Steer :!7
Charles Hart -horn
Charles Reeks '41

Newhury|Mjrt. Mass.
Liiwn lie-. Mass.

Cox

llol-othy

10

'3*

John Cartland

A banquet is to precede the dance
at Psi Upsilon this evening and a picnic is achedutcd for tomorrow afternoon. Members of Chi Psi and their
guests will hold a picnic tomorrow at
Boothbay Harbor and will then attend
their banquet tomorrow evening.
IMan For Banquet
The Theta Delts will hold their
banquet on Friday evening. Delta Upsilon will have a picnic tomorrow afternoon at Green Acres. Canton. The
Zetes will hold a picnic tomorrow at
>
I rofessor Morgan B. Cushing's camp.
Their banquet will be held on Friday evening.
Members

Arthur I.ittlehale 'II
William Norton '3><

SIGMA

Connm Campbell

Youna

'39

housoparty guests will be feted at a
banquet on Friday evening at the
chapter house while they will hold a
picnic on Saturday at Poland Spring.
Beta Theta Pi has arranged a short
sailing trip tomorrow afternoon to be
followed by a clam bake. T.ie Betas
will hold their formal banquet on
Friday evening, prior to the Gym

'I"

Joel William* 'II
Feriru* Uphnm '38

Mass.

Junior Colleire

DK field

Anne

'

Kred MeKenney '39

Mass.
Melrose, Mas*.

I'lisrilln Stow ell
Krances Carson
Clarke

Harriet
Shirley

Cha'-le.i

Qiiincy.

Thorn

A'lrienne

'3 1*

Willard Currier '39
'Robert Smith "'SH
Everett Poi*e *41

Winchester. Mas.-.
Wellesley
Milton. Mass.

Batty

'3«

File*

Emery

Lewis Upham '41
Jack Tuiker 't'l
Charle* Ma on '40
Richard E. Tukey

Newton, Mass.
Wyncotc. Pa.

Kathryn Walker
Vii'iTinia Collin*

II.

C.

John Nettleton

ilarkettstow n. N. J.
Braintree. Mass.

Barbara Rounds

BiirharH

Hospiial

S.,niervillc. Mas..
Melrose. Mas*.
Aul-urn
Wellesley Hills. Mass.

FUlwina

Kt

Douala- Wallace '41
David Doughty '40
Bennett Mc<icea»r '("
Charle* hin-ey '4tl

Brunswick

Karla i«arrahee
Aldith Sutton

Edit*

N. J.
Mas*.

Smith
Pel ham. N
Itrun wiik

Doris

Ruth

a

'41

'38

PI

Smith
Montclalr.

Mav

Novell"

Russell

Arliiiirton.
Cariihriilac
Welles ley

Gladys Casaaxa

'41

Paul Calabrn '40

Roy W. MrNiven

\

Anne Cushman
Kay Foley

Hoht

Tbeiabire

Brunswick
Cohasset. Mas*.

Portland

Belly Maeeal
Vances Brarkett

J>>r« *sa

Isyman Menard '41
Jack R. iKinnard '41
Doualas Mac Vane '41
Malcolm Shannon '3*
Charles Stepanian '41
Jack Keefe '41

BETA THETA

Phyllis

Kelley '39

Watson

PeAra Brnnham
Natalie Johnson
Mary Srribner

1)

afternoon af-

which a banquet will be held in
the chapter house.
The Dekcs are olanning a tea tomorrow for their cuests and members of t«ie Bowdoin faculty from 4
o'clock until 6 o'clock. Wives of professors who are members of D.K.E.
are expected to pour for the affair.
The wives include Mrs. Kenneth C.

'.-.!•

James Bell '41
Howard Miller '38
Ijitinv-r Hyde '88
Stanley Brown '41
Arthur Hanson 'II
John Halford '38
John Knowlton 'Hi
Elvin Oilman I"
Norman Ihipee Ms

Exeter. N. H.

Esther Brown
Katrina Nixon

"4lt

U

Robert
Davis
Alan Watts '4D

Isswiston

Bjaajej

Viririnia

Gu* Fenn

ClaiHie R.

fraternities.

Professor Tillotson. in anticipation
of such a sound system, has been investigating possible models for two
years. Ttie system which is to be installed in Bowdoin will reproduce
concerts through records comparable
to actual performance through a high
and low fidelity system which will enhance the overtones and low tones so
that the "timbre of instruments will
be reproduced," Mr. Tillotson said.

'11

i

Marirprrt I'alken
Harriett Allen

Esther

'41

Rend Rill*. Jr.. '39
I.loyd Poland '40
Donald Allen '38
Donald Haver '41
Harrison Berry. Jr.. '41
Edwin 1. Veraason ':
Iklward H. Soule '3»
E. Harold Pottle. Jr.. '41

.

ZETA

Betsey Vannah
Mariraret Vanler

Beta Kappa

*39

Downer

MacKraxle
RolM-rt Coombs '40
Philips Nead '33

Biddeford
Lexinxton. Mas*.
Wellealey Hills. Mas*.
Ncwtonville. Mass.

Matt son

Bet tie

Florence Towsey
Ruth Jean Krret
Nina Mcrvendahl

Daniel B.

City. N. Y.

'41

Chnr.hlll '39

East Hamidon. Conn.

Senator Scott Simpson
and., after graduating
with the class of 1903, became assistant secretary of the Maine Senate.
He is a member of Zeta Psi and Phi

High School,

R. Gibaoa *4I
Robert L. McCarty '41
Charles H. Merirendahl. Jr..

Lewiston
Concord. Mass.
Ipswich. Maas.

Jean Molt

'41

Jame*

Ohio

Cincinnati.

Perc Bevin
Hilda Bolster

'41

Philip C. Pratt '41
H. Callahan. Jr..
Kdt-.r Sewall. Jr.. '39
Albert Oiowibs '39

Daniel

Anne Sanborn
Nancy Lord

Norma Hayward

know

I)

the

Robert G. Porter
Lloyd Akeley '48
Robort Barrinirton

J.

MUSIC THROUGH GIFT
(Continued from Pave

Andrew Onx '38
Leoaard Pierre '38
William Webb '38

.

GlouceKter. Ma**.

STUDENTS TO ENJOY

arahip in name of Richard E. Simp«rjn,
a brother who served in the
World War after graduating with the

'39
'89

William Ittmann
Georee Ware '39
Seth Larrahee '3*
Mortimer Warren '39
Joseph Bertei* '39

Smith
Moscow. Idaho

Oak

'39
'18

Edward Seribner

Edith Plnkerton
Janet Fletcher
Marie Abbott

Eleanor Osirood
Marjorie Midirle,
'41

Philip Tukey '39
Arthur Fischer '39

Robert Mail in

Yap

of

Weatwood. Mas*.
West, Roxbury, Mas*.
Akron. Ohio
Milwaukee. Wl*

Marjorie Crouse
Barbara Daley

Nan

on.

Harry Baldwin '40
Lrnnsrd fYonkhite

Thomas Phelp* '88
Jame* Hales '10

William Hyde '38

Wheatnn
Chextnut
Portland
Island

Peter Wulfing '39
Herbert Lord '39

Harvey McGufn-

Wa*h.

Se»ttle.

Witherlnirton

Agatha Pickhardt

Henry Dolan

Portland
Connecticut Col U- ire
Brookllne. Mass.
Rmokline. Mass.
West Newton. Mass.

EP8ILON

University of Maine
Santa Monica. Cal.
Yale Nursing School

Sagr Adam*

— $1

spent on Yello-Bole
makes that $20 worth of tobacco
taatr twice as good Get yours.

(Yellow)

Johnvn

Kenneth Birkett '39
Gray Wheelock 'I"

Charles Eck

Eliaaheth

Luetic

I*

"aw
I esrh
Robert Foley "89
Paul Wilson '38

Ellsworth Fall*
Stonelelirh Colleire

Marjorie Phillip*
Madeline Smart
IVrothy B'ichen

Philip

'

Hurry

Welleslcy
Worcester. Mas*.

DELTA
Lake

Billie

Harold Oiullo '40
Fred Leeris •«
Harold Dyment '411
Donald MrConauirhy '40

Colleire

Carolyn Heidel

Mona Dougherty
NiU Quaky
Jane Thompson
Ruth Ann Warner

Maaa.
Springfield. Maaa.
Wlnthrmi. Ma**.

Emma Chapman

Emmy

PSI

Winchester.

St.

Oakley Mclemly
Jack Salter '38
William Allen '89
Jame* Hepburn '88
Bay Hulins '41
John Frye, Jr.. "38
Charles Butler '39

CHI

'41

Y.

Maria Germain
Audrey Everett

"18

'39

TopHham

Spencer
Mary Dunlea
Ruth Hodgklns
Helen Ket>hum
Viririnia Sim*
Joan Sweet
Toddy Kramer
Mary Lmilxc Nulker
Betty Holbrook

"38

Edward Owen

Island City. N.

Milton.

Newton.

'S*
'40

Rnas '4'
Stephen Carlson '41
Wells Wetherell '»
Bernard Sbattuek '40

Sprlngvnle
Mas*.
Maaa.
Boston. Maaa.

lively

Olive Galloiie
VlrKlnia Warburton
"
Virginia Roth

Helen Riley

THI

Leon Buck
Rodney

Bath
Westbrook

Ruth Hepburn

Nash

Kirhy Thwinic

J.

Birmingham

Sybil

tNRICHES THE FLAVOR
HONEY

N.

Li*bon

Strelinirer

Stevens
Connie Taylor
Jane Bern nan

Amoa W. Shepard '40
John D. Nirhol« .19
John P. Winchell '»
John D. Marble II
Bruce Haley '4
Winalow C. Gibson '.19

Rrunswirk

France* Home
Hopkins
Anila Uauvreau

Rath
Rath
Newton.

Carol

Riley *M
Gordon L. Potter '39
Robert D. Mora* "38

Salem. Mas*.

Lola

E.

Nancy

Lrla-bton

Westfleld.

Johnxon

Joy McN* iirht#
Gerry Hall

David Fitt* 'S8
Alexander Lincoln '41
Georire Davidson 'St*
Richard H. Moore '3D

I.

Elisabeth Freeman
Hllm* M. Peary
Joan Holt

Dorothy Robinson

'SC

'W

'41

'40

N. Y.

B.ftalo.

Fiwhhurg
Brun«wick

Nancy Hyde

Rolert S. Godfrey '8*
C. Inireraoll Arnold

Waltham. MaM.
Brunswick

Rosamond Frye
Lucille

Thomas

Marjorie Reeae

Ruth Aneltine
Virginia WHaon
Suzanne Younir

Jr..

Thompson Samnaon

Weat Newton. Maaa.
Ohio

Barbara Steam-

Steven*.

Clyde Holme- '«'
Jame. Richdale '40
Wlllard Knowlton 3f
Brook* Webster "40
Jarre Carlson '38
Calvin Hill '40
Robert Inman '41

Matroae. Maaa.
Tenany, N. J.

Henrietta Brown
Kay O' Brian
Allhea Fellowa
Kay Martin

Harold White 'St

Wellesler
Hartford. Conn.
Wlnrhester. Maaa.
l*ort land
Foxhoro. Maaa.
Ho|<e
Portland
RoKton. Mas*.
New York City. N. Y.

Eleanor Let son
Viririnia Leahy
Helen Kane

'M

Peter Donavan 'M
Vaamer Flint *M

Mm.

BeJfaat

Jane Knoblork
Marcla Laurent
MIMred Martin

'IV

Roe* McLean

Maaa.

Weat Nevrton.
Waban. MaM.
Newton. Maaa.

Janice Donavan

Katharine

John Greeley

Newton. Maaa.

Jeanette Wlnrbell

IhM Riee
Franee* Fernald
Jeanne Lyona
Rhea Eaald
Marian Leavitt
Virginia Smith
Evelyn Day
Nancy Whltten
Katharine True

Hanson

Polly

ALPHA DELTA PHI
Sally Hoeerr
H«UU Preble

IIPSILON

PSI

Eacert

Girl

Ruth

mmmmmmmm
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(eddberir '39

Itavis '39

Sidney Aluert '«•

'II

The difficulty of communication
was due to the extraneous sounds and
the heavy dew. The first bird whose
call was recorded was the camp's pet
raven "Croaky." The call of the rare
petrel was taken as well as the calls
from the

gull colony picked up a mile
a parabolic reflector and relayed to the truck by radio.
Accurate studies on the Great

away by

Blacjk Backed Gull, by Howard Miller
'38, on the island's weather by Robert
M. Cunningham, of the Cambridge
School, and a report on the radio station by Thomas A. Gross '40 complete
the report.
Bowdoin faculty members, alumni
and undergraduates who participated
in the work of the station, included
W. A. O. Gross '37. director; Robert
W. Harrington. Jr.. fellow in biology,
who acted as assistant director; Newel) E. Gillet. navigator; Daniel W.
Healy '37. zoologist: Thomas A. Gross
'40, radio engineer; Donald I. Patt '38.
zoologist; Nahum R. Pillsbury. Jr.
'39, commissary officer; Frederick H.
Crystal '41. radio operator; Everett
L. Giles "39; and Dr. A. O. Gross,
professor of biology.

LATE SPORTS RESULTS
BASEBALL
Maine

3.

Jayvees

Bowdoin 2
Hebron 3

6,

TENNIS
Bowdoin 5. Bates 4
Frosh 5, Decring 4
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Rises

By Richard

E.

Sub-Freshmen Taking
Entrance Exams Here

MASQUERS ARE
TO GIVE PLAY

*•

AT GRADUATION

Tukey

HHHAT
^ lax

the Student Council has been
in reflecting student opinion
in Bowdoin was voiced in this column

Leading Roles To Be Played
By deSuze, Palmer And
last
Carland
was

last week. The criticism which
week's column had of the Council
that "it was losing its grip on the
student body
nothing of an im.

.

PLAY FROM WORK
OF ORSON WELLES

.

portant nature, as far as the college
can determine, has come
out of Council meetings for a long
time."
This question is up to conjecture,
of course. However critical these
charges are, it seems evident that
this is an opportune time for the innovation of an Jnterfraternity Counin general

I,

cil

*

-

to

And

i

^
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I
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«**», tiST&SfeJS.
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number of separate entities."
tions. Mrs. Daggett played the feThese seem favorable reasons for male lead this year in "The Rabbit's
the encouragemnt of an Interfra- F«>t." which won the annual oneinto a

^

j

ac

his

Sunday Chapel

last

|

address of the year, speaking of the
militarism of the present day. Later
the President said concerning Bowdoin's reputation as a democratic. college, "Hazing is not democratic."
"No one can look abroad over the
world today," the President began,
"without being conscious of the fact
that force is takine the place of reason and good will in the dealings of
nations one with another. Warfare in
Spain and China, and threatenings to
peace in Central Europe are clear for
all to see. No less significant are the
desperate efforts of certain great na-|
tions to preserve peace by giving in
to force and the surrender of the
principle by
the
Council
of
thc
League of Nations." President Sills
cited the armament race as another indication of the rising militaristic spirit. and scored nations who "believe
that God is on the side of the great-

!

|

j

j

J

j

Council which would guide
and further correlate these programs.
ternity

Sunday Chapel

in

|

la >! contest

,

On Class Day, Thursday. June 16,
imost of the cast of "Twelfth Night"

st

night as

Johns Hopkins, Yale, B. U.,
Harvard, U. of Cincinnati

Bow-

to 300 housetraditional Ivy

Are

topped the weeK-cnd celebrations,
but picnics, houst dances, and Ivy
exercises were ay> included in the
The class ode
traditional prografn.
by Richard Moor* was sung by the
class. The planting of the traditional
class ivy was postponed because of
inclement weather.Condit ions, but.the

lege
faculty after the committee
meeting on Monday afternoon. ThLs
is the largest
number ever having
been made available here at Bowdoin.

The Charles Carroll Everett Scholarship, established in 1903, has been
awarded to Roy Edward Wiggin. Mr.
Wiggin stands in the upper tenth of
his class, is a member of Phi Beta

heMinMm.

other wremonics*erc
orial Hall
OaklJ AJHelcndy was
presented with h» wooden spoon in
'39.

Hart Speaks
Charles Nelson Corey, President of
aasg of .39 ohencd the Ivy Day
by introducing Edwin L.
ycrgason who read the class poem,
out-

Uncd the manv attacks against prescnt education and closed his speech
by praising thc "atmosphere condu-

«"

I

AN
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will entertain the guests at Mrs. Sills'
tca
wiU Pres<?nt ° ne °f thc
-

.

j

c j V e to sentiment" that
here at Bowdoin.

The

is

The Bowdoin Bugle

prevalent

will

come out

last

favor of Rising
form.
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At Works

Of New England Poets

^
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Hopkins University.
The Galen C. Moses Scholarship,
established in 1934, and held during
the past three years by Vincent Now-

Day
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student body on campus.

The

virtues of an

Elizabeth Etnier Writes Review
Quill
On Recent Publication

Council are many. Bowdoin would not
be the first to start such an organization. Thc actions of the body should
prove beneficial to all concerned.
Surely, in an Interfratcrnity Council
many moves "of an important nature" should originate. Then, working
conjunction with
thc Student
in
be a
body
Council, which should
above fraternity influences, a successful force of student administration
would be invoked.
•

DLANS

for

-

not been too successful.
Therefore
next year it is expected that another
system will be inaugurated.
President Dave Fltts in speaking about the
matter said, "We (the Student Council) favor a Sophomore group under
9
the supervision of the Student CounHowever, nothing definite yet
cil"
has been decided upon.
The Council also takes charge of
in between is nearly as good.
Of the verse I liked best "Two the Gym dance at Christmas and any
4>
COi«»
Poems" by Ted Stern because, work-

Interfratcrnity

Of

Editor's Note: Both thc Quill
and the Orient are very fortunate
in being able to have Mrs. Elizabeth

I

r

the formulation of

an

*•

would
Council
Interfratcrnity
necessarily be initiated in the Student Council. Then, here is a suggestion which seems to a vein of stu*nt opinion worthwhile and which
shouW bear discussion and an adequate investigation by the Student
Council. It is something which would
give the governing body of the stufaTabovV avenge for a rnaga! jj"f
urmu " n S,
n * *°. cj°s t0
s,
dents something to think about and zinc of this circulation
!
,.^
5,
Y fO'
offer recommendations.
,„ thh
thf re are poems
ofSgious mysticism.
Surely the Interfratemity Coun- stones, and what I call "personal j n very free verse, is the most amexperiences." There -are no articles bitious project.
Unfortunately cercil would mirror student opinion, be1
U
uin """S5 like thc
of "Oh
ing
B that its members would be elect- SUi.i
^Li?
ed direct.y from the fraternities and
r
not by a general campus poll on^the est Brat fs "Shiloh" and S K. Jacg |Sli£
ttat I fffthT
basis of popularity after the Student obs s "American Black Death in the author wanted to create.
For me
Council itself has made its own nom- two previous issues that I have re- this poem did not quite come off.
nations -one of the charges against cently read. I think the inclusion of
i n considering the prose it is surone artk:,e °t that type would give prujng to notice that the stories are
thc Student Council as it is today.
ndne8S a, d b0dy to th* ro**?2 "*- consistently better than the personal
Bv-.»«.iti— should
«h«..w ...,-k,
~« .^
w i
Fraternities
surely act
to- .This one before
me is a completely experiences. This was particularly
gether on many issues. Such discus- "literary number. The editors have interesting to me as I find the story
skm should be carried on by an Inter- wisely chosen to put the two out- a much more difficult form. Take
snding items first and last so that for example the "Portrait of a Sailfraternity Council. Surely the Stu
begins with enthusiasm and ends j ng Lumberman" which is an account
dent Council can see some virtue
satisfaction.
I will return to Q f the author's shipping as an able
such an organization.
in detail later. Nothing
iContinund on
t those stories
i
2)
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ing in a perfectly traditional form, his
Etnier review thc Ivy Quill. Mrs.
idiom seems the least forced, the
Etnier is the author of the novel
freshest and most individual.
"Sil"On Gilbert Head." She is the ence," by Joseph Tuccio, Is competwife of Stephen Etnier, one of the
ent, but the expression is somewhat
known modern painters. conventional and a little elaborate.
better
Their home is nearby on the island,
in the editorial notes I sec that he;
Gilbert Head, which lies near the
spends a good deal of time writing!
mouth of thc Kennebec river.
poetry.
I think that whtn persons
are interested in an art, their own
By Elizabeth Etnier
through a period of
5
Since I am unfamiliar with the
self-conscious
being °i^PJ°
and
studied
Quill, thc first thing that impressed
if
survive is aot to make
me was its very handsome physical
,'/,
for havln^had
appearance.
The lettering and deCharles Campbell's "Night creunuaua lly good
««n
nice im
s
a^Sl
I
efficient beauty or ease of sound. A,
2JLi S
nt
both
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COMING EVENTS
Tonight,

Alumni

M»y

XS
dinner in

-

Bowdoin
New York

City. Stan Lomax will be thc
principal speaker of the evening.

May S«- Chapel, Professor Mitchell.
Glee Club gives its last outdoor
singing concert at 7 p.m. All
students are invited to sing
with thc club.

Thursday,

Friday, May *7 - Chapel. Professor Charles T. Burnett.
Baseball game at Colby.
Student Council elections in
the Gym from 900-12.30 and
•from 1.00-4.30.
Saturday, .May 28 - Last Chapel
Service of the year with Dean
Paul Nixon.

Monday, May

— Holiday.

M

Review period

-

Memorial Day
for

Finals be-

(

gins.

,

i

SM

,

j

in^

i

i
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LWMH

Wednesday, June 1 - Final Exams
begin and continue until Monday, June 13.
Wednesday. June IS • Exhibit of
etchings by Ernest Haskell
opens in the Walker Art Museum.

Commencement Week
and
18.

begins

lasts until Saturday,

June

has

been

Kappa Sigma,

I

Continued on Pnur 4)

Men To

Conventions

Six of the fraternities on campus
will send delegates to their fraternity
conventions which are to be held this
summer or early fall.
A convention of the Alpha Delta
Phi fraternity will be hejd at San
Francisco in early September. The
Bowdoin chapter will send Winslow
C. Gibson '39 as delegate.

Kenneth N. Birkett '39 will be sent
as delegate to the Chi Psi convention
that is to be held Sept. 7-10 at the
Elms Hotel at Kxcelsior Springs, Missouri.

The Theta Delta

Chi Fraternity
convention June 25-28 at thc
in Spring Lake.
John H. Rich. Jr., '39
and Richard It Foster '39 will be thc
chapter delegates.
Union College will be the setting
of thc Delta Upsilon convention Sept.
1-3. Charles N. Corey '39 will be the
representative of the Bowdoin chapholds

its

Monmouth Hotel

New

Jersey.

ter.

A convention of the Zeta Psi fraternity will be held at Fort Garry
Hotel.
Winnipeg, Ontario, Canada,
June 30 and July 1-2 with Donald N.

Watt '39 as delegate.
The Beta Theta Pi fraternity holds

its convention at Poland Spring thc
dent of the Math Club in the group's 6, 7. 8, 9, and 10 of September. John
meeting last evening. Lou Bruemmer E. Cartland, Jr., '39 will be delegate.
'39 and Ingie Arnold '39 were elected
The Psi Upsilon fraternity held its
to the Vice President chair and Sec- convention in April in Ohio. It Is
retary-Treasurer position respective- hoped that next spring the convenly. William C. Carter spoke to the tion will be held here. A convention
meeting on the topic "Finite Groups." of the Delta Kappa Epsilon was held
Mr. Carter, a senior at Oalby, is a in Philadelphia last winter. ConvenRhodes Scholar. He plans to take tions of Kappa Sigma, Sigma Nu and
up his graduate work next year at Alpha Tau Omega are held bi-annualthe Balliol College at Oxford Univer- ly, and as they had conventions last
sity in England.
year, none will be held this year.
Hill, an A.T.O., succeeds A. Cox
'38 as president of the group. Fred
Newman '38 and Oscar Smith '38 are Spingarn '40 To Head

George

|

this country."

1935,

of

Six Houses Will Send

LEAD MATH CLUB

j

Glee Club.

member

a

.

HILL ELECTED TO

!

;

I

is

has been relieved from class attendance during the second semester of
the current year for special work in
Physics and has also distinguished
himself in Mathematics and in Chemistry. He will Dursue graduate siudy
at Boston University.

present

is

j

;

of the class of

lis

awarded for the next three years to
Roy Chalmers Gunter. Mr. Gunter,

"not ready to say
anything yet," but he rather assumes
that all but possibly the present form
of Rising Day will continue. In view
of the vote taken Dean Nixpn has
had several suggestions as to remedies for the situation.
One plan suggested is that
students actually
caught breaking property by the proctors or other college officials will be
charged a fixed sura much larger
than the genera! assessment that will
be levied against the two lower classes as a whole. The other suggestion
is that
the students who want no
part in the Rising Day activities may
sign and submit
their
individual
names to the office before the day.
Thus, they will be exempt from any
charges for property damage.
The reports as turned in show that
student opinion is 6-1 in favor of
continuing
freshman
rules.
Proc
Night and rules enforcement. The
college is 3-1 in favor of Rising Night,
and as for the length of time for the
rules, there is a 2-1 margin in favor
of the present period from September
to April.
Opinion seems to be in
favor of sophomore control of rules
regulation as about 235 students
voted in favor of the sophomores as
the body to control the rules enforcement. Of these. 123 wanted the soph
group under supervision, and the
rest wanted just a sophomore group.
There were 64 students in favor of
the continuation of the present S. C.
D. C. system, while 38 favored Student Council control directly.
Phi
Chi came through with 29 votes.

J

Mjfc

for work in belles lettres, is assigned
to Frederick Bryce Thomas, an Engmajor, who will study at Johns

lish

Student
opinion.
as
gathered
through Dean Paul Nixon's recent
poll, seems to be decidedly in favor
of the continuation of freshman rules,
Proc Night, and rules enforcement.
but there is a much less margin in

within ten days according to Editor
Ned Vergason. The cover of this
chapel service for the
year's book is to be all black with red
Seniors was held oM Friday afternoon,
Interfratcrnity Council would
important
scenes
from
drama.
..
_
the
.
.
Abbot Farley '41 sang Valentino's lettering and a pine bough across the
give thc Dean a selected body lTnis presentation will take
top.
place in
"Farewell" from Faust, and President
with which to discuss many fratern- the outdoor theatre in back of the
The book is dedicated to Coach
Kenneth C. M. Sills delivered the
ity problems. It is true that thc Dean President's home.
Thc Masque and Jack Magee in memory of his twentychapel speech.
est battleships."
now calls thc presidents of the variMost of the parts for "Twelfth
"From an international point of Gown contributed its share to the five years of service at Bowdoin. It
will feature art work by the Bickous fraternities together for inform- Night" have already been assigned, view,"
Sills, program with the'second production
continued
President
ford Engraving Co. with sketches of
al discussions on subjects about which with thc exception of a few which will "there is much to give discourage- of Thomas Dekker's "Shoemakers'
the College -buildings and scenes in
Hepburn
James
«lvcn o" 1 in **« verv ««r future. ment to those men and women every- Holiday."
the college to interested. Would it not
iCuntiawtftoi Pa«e 41
the classes and the like. The foreword
(Continued on pntre 4)
.
.
a.
where who are making for peace.
be more practical for thc Dean to
page is something new for the Bugle
Democracy is laughed to scorn; might _,^ WTm t _,
meet with an Interfratcrnity Coun- f|fr Br, L, C fll/l?
with
a series of candid camera shots.
1717^
And yet." he conis in the saddle.
Ul ¥
I ftlbftO
cil whose powers should include those
These shots are in story form starting
tinued. "there are still moral heroes
providing for conferences with college
witn a P> cture of a fellow dropping a
rp£\ win
in thc world
and in the lone run
II A
A
authorities to act in outlining pro111
Mjllill II rnUTfl I 'book in the library box at cightmen use that sticking to principle U
twenty In the morning.
by
grams and discussing fraternity
more Important than expediency."
pictures at chapel, reading the bul"We as a country," continued thc
problems? The members of the CounOn Friday in the Gymnasium be- letin board and going to classes in
Stree tcr Bass '38. Carl Barron '38.
President.
"are
responsible
for
many
tween nine o'clock and twelve-thirty
cil could then return to their trater- arKj Arthur Chapman. Jr.. '39 won
Adams
Hall.
nitics with thc questions and return awards in the recent photographic of thc troubles that afflict the world in the morning and from one o'clock
The color scheme of the Junior sectoday." He then scored the American to four-thirty in the afternoon the
to the Dean with their propositions competition for undergraduates spontion is to be particularly effective. It
policy toward the League of Nations Student Council elections for next
such as the presidents of the chap- sored by thc Camera Club. The exThe ballot is is to be in wine-red and black and
saying, "Our policy of isolation may year will be held.
for
been
on
hibition
prints
has
of
thc
ten now do.
drawn up by thc present Student white, with a rainbow border in gradthe last few weeks at the Walker Art have saved our own skins, but it has
- <._
t. seems
«~, * that
»h.» an
Council and contains the names of uated shades of wine-red. Mr. Gherin
Interfratcrnity
It
photographs entered in not helped the world much."
Muscum
twenty of the present Juniors of is responsible for this work as well as
(Continued on Page 4)
Council is an important agency which y^, competition were divided into
whom
ten are to be elected and ten pictures taken about the campus.
Bowdoin is lacking. What with the three classifications: campus, general.
of thc present Sophomores of whom Much credit is due to Mr. Kelly of
large undergraduate membership in and candid camera shots of the factwo are to be elected. According to the R. W. Kelly Publishing Co. who
fraternities, it seems reasonable to ulty. Awards were given in each diDave Fitts. Student Council Presi- aided in thc composition of the book,
rpxjT> 1^17. r>n*J
lntvriEi
believc that an interfratcrnity group vision. The awards in the respective
jdent, the Council is made up of sen- and to Wheeler '40, Loomis '40, and
lc
ed bv President
should be formed.
iors and juniors because it is gencr- Young '40.
.
J"2
I&}
the
college
Kenneth C. M. Sills for
have more power
Professor Frederic Tillotson has| all y /«>* that
* " r
'campus views. Professor Boyd Bart«nd •""»««*..The men on the ballot
that his concert course
Hits
* rc ooln well-fitted for the office and
(XNCE organized, ah Interfratcrnity ,c tt for the general division, and Phil- announced
.k„ r»«>«
.,„,... ..,m
f«„ ..„,,.
foot..«»
e
n
1
well-known on campus. They represp
„L!
J
Z
u
Council would prove to be the .'JP
for the candid snots. The awards as sacks famous Russian chwr a com.
„
,
,
h
ffate »V, ity
correct group to formulate all ,«ntciv announced by Mr philip
s Costhe pany of 36 made up of the
ho
but ^ Jso tnc majorit of „.*
fraternity dealings as well as rep- ass j s tant director of the Art Muscum. sacks of the Russian Steppes, whose jy^^
ancestry dates back 1000 years.
resenting thc groups before thc col- iwerc as follows:
In a speech before thc College
Student Council has a great
The second attraction will be Trudic ivariety „, functions, the most im- clubs of Augusta, Lewiston-Auburn,
lege authorities. It to suggested that
Campus views: "Springtime" by
Schoop and her comic ballet, whose portant of which is to both give and Brunswick and Watervillc on last
the Interfratcrnity Council be elect- Carl Barron. "Stairway - Hubbard
senwas
company
of
a
European
25
receive recommendations and sugges- Wednesday evening. Professor Hered on the basis of one member fA>m Hall" by Streetcr Bass, "Chapel Tow- sation.
"
tions.
As a representative part of bert Brown of the Bowdoin English
each fraternity, with a minimum ers bv Carl Barron:
The third attraction will be Ruth the student body they arc qualified department soundlv denounced the
by
S leS
group of officers as Its co-ordinating St G «J eralll d,v ^*?,n
,
Posselt, famous American violinist, to express unbiased opinions on any artificiality
J*
the New England
of
Streetcr Bass, 'Slalom £
by Streetcr
.•
—i ._j v
ii
eadcrs. to be selected
by tnc council
..
Baffli and
Summcr Morning" by Ar- with four European tours and three question submitted by the President poets.
itself.
On
Claiming that Mark Twain, Anthur Chapman. Honorable mention: Boston Symphony orchestra appear- of the College or other body.
thc other hand they serve the stu- drew Jackson, Artemus Ward, and
Thc Interfratcrnity Council would "Sword fisherman" by Streetcr Bass, ances to her credit.
Though each of thc first two at- dents by conveying any suggestions Will Rogers show the rough and
Continued on Paffe 4)
be supplementary to thc Student
tractions have a list price of $1200 or thc like to the proper authority,
Brown
Professor
attitude,
ready
Council, replace the White Key, and
All class elections are run by the -.harply crticized thc superficiality of
apiece, the concerts will be given free
supervise interfra tern ity air.lctics as
Student Council. They also for the such poets as Longfellow, Whit tier.
to the student body next year.
have
well.
formulated
years
Plans could oe
had charge of Emerson, Thoreau, Holmes, and othProfessor Tillotson said, "These past three
Thc last outdoor Glee Club
whereby the Interfratcrnity Council
three concerts in addition to thc two disciplining the Freshmen by means er New Englandcrs.
sing of the season will be at 7
intensive weeks of the Musical In- °t the Student Council Disciplinary
would smoothly integrate with thc
o'clock lliursday evening- The
Originality and realism are not
This was started as an
stitute will give Bowdoin a musical Committee.
students of the College arc inStudent Council which is, to all confound in the staid old New England
program that will not be equalled in experiment and unfortunately has writings, but more in the "humorous
vited to Join in thc sing with thc
ccrned, the governing factor of thc
*

mance Languages. In the field of Romance Languages the Henry W. Long-

Bugle To BeOut POLL FAVORS FROSH
RULES BY 6-1 VOTE
Within Ten Days

excPcisos

orator,

will

fellow Scholarship, established in 1907

t,

iclas*

Kappa, and is a major in French. He
do his graduate work either at
Harvard or Johns Hopkins in Ro-

Boy Edward Wiggln and Frederick Brvie Thomas, recipients of the
Charles Carroll Everett and Henry W. Longfellow Scholarship* for
graduate work. Wiggin will study Romance Languages at either Harvard or Johns Hou'.in.s, while Thomas plans to continue his English
work at Johns Hopkins.

Har-

old White. Walter Rowson. and Daniel Ha nicy were also singled out for
special gifts.

wilfiam C. Hart,

A. In man

Five graduate scholarships have
been presented to five outstanding
members of the senior graduating
class it was announced by the col-

«£ iJfr™ ^uring

^^^^nlcKf

Seniors' Choices

By Robert

noon, but "Ivy sunfrhino" materialized
for the rest of theifestivities.

J™*

Militaristic Spirit

"The hazing spirit is the kid brother of the militaristic spirit." said
President Kenneth C. M. Sills, last

Sunday

Way

doin men played
parly guests at

Jt dampened the
Rain son"
Ball.
Ivy Day exercisea on Friday after-

|

In

incing. picnicking,
(taking came to a

of

fitting close last

TALKS ON

!

j

.

'38

AVAILABLE NUMBER
IS LARGEST EVER

CLASS
INDOORS

EXERC

President Compares Hazing

T

Sg

RAIN FORC

custom.

:

Members Of

exams.

|

by the Masque and Gown will be a
IS true that the fraternities of Shakespearean
drama,
this
year
Bowdoin arc a dominating force "Twelfth Night." Leading roles will
on campus. Were it not for fraterni- be played by Carlylc de Suze '38, Edties, could the college offer under- ward Cutler Palmer '40. and Richard
graduates suitable rooming accommo- Carland '39.
The production taken from the
dations? Further, could the college
^ext of Orson Welles newly-famous
offer
suitable
boarding facilities?
Broadway producer, will be staged in
-,
The answer is obvious: \.
No.
fpont
t£c
Wa]kcr Art
mns
Bowdoin recognizes the value of All of the action in the play will be
fraternities on campus, according to concentrated on the upper level and
logia
of the museum, with part of
a statement in the "Bowdoin College
Bulletin," part of which states: "A the audience sitting on the landing,
generous program of inter-fraternity „-J h ?...th "£ uWOmCn £hara cter? » n
.nd sod,! even,,
members of each group to widen their and Mrs phiHp B umham. all of
circle of acquaintances, and prevents whom have taken prominent parts in
the student body from -breaking up the past Masque and Gown produc-

College Honors Presented
To Five Outstanding

RECEIVE COLLEGE A WARDS

Festivities

I

play, to be given
Friday evening, June 17. at 9 o'clock,

r

300 Guests Enjoy Dancing,
Picnkkingi In Annual

COLLEGE HAZING

C. Evans
the annual

7

Faculty Committee Announces
Graduate Scholarship Awards
SPRINIf PARTIES

tions during the past three days.
Professor Hammond, Director of
Admissions, announced that there
were about thirty-five applicants
here on campus taking the exams
and an additional sixty-five taking
the tests in the respective high
schools. Most of the sub-freshmen
have been taking the four-exam
schedule.
However, there have
been some taking only one or two

SILLS

commencement

the

NO.

THREE DAYS OF

Approximately one hundred subfreshmen have been taking the
Bowdoin College entrance examina-

By John
According

Bowdoin.

at

1938

IVY BAt| ENDS

Three days
and general

Steps Of Walker Museum
Will Be Setting For
Production

"TWELFTH NI«IIT" T<> UK
ON FRIDAY, JUNE 1?

ORIENT

BRUNSWICK. MAINE, WEDNESDAY MAY 25.

(68th Year)

The Sun
••

THE BO

1

frontiersmen,"
the
of
philosophy
stated thc speaker. In relation to current writings, he went on to commend thc humor of the present day
as an attempt to get back to realism.
Mark Twain was the subject for a
great deal of the speech: for in him
Professor Brown saw the "genuine
American attitude." Abraham Lincoln was even brought into the discussion when the professor praised
him for his fondness in quoting ArAlmost 100 persons
temus Ward.
were in the gathering.

Hill "39

was elected

Presi-

the other retiring officers for the
past year. Bruemmer is a member of
the Zeta Psi House, while Arnold is
affiliated with the Alpha Delta Phi
Fraternity.

"Quill" Editorial Staff
Lawrence

P.

Spingarn

'40

wax

elected to the editorship of the Bowdoin "Quill" in a meeting of the
board last Monday afternoon. The
editorial board elections were also

"Real Swing Band Must Play To
9
Dancers/ States Larry Clinton

held.

Charles E. Campbell,

Jr..

'39,

Winslow C. Gibson '39. Charles Mergendahl '41. and Edwin L. Vergason
'39 were
By "Chuck" Kline
The Goodman sandblasters were It is theelected to the editorial staff.
understanding also that
to
must
play
"A real swing band
cited as an example of the second
the dancers." So said maestro Larry type i.e., a band that plays to the there will be two additional elections
Clinton when asked what in his opin- crowd. This band has achieved its to the board next fall.
all-around success mainly through its attempts
The business staff will be headed
ion constituted a good,
swing combo. Larry went on to say to blast the roof off by using a heavy by Philip D. Lambe '39. Richard Abthat sweet swing is becoming the brass section. Clinton opined
that bott "40 and Maxime LeRoyer '41 will
rage because it is danceable, while "blast" was gradually giving way to be assistants on the business side of
still retaining its swingy lift. "To my subtle swing as far as the swing pop- the publication.
way of thinking there are three dis- ulace is concerned. He further stated
Spingarn, a non- fraternity man.
tinct types of swing bands." Clinton that Benny was undoubtedly aware succeeds Samuel K. Jacobs '38 as
stated. "First, there's the sweet swing of this fact, and was uncertain as to editor. Both
Gibson and Spingarn
band which plays to the dancers; the swing styles of the future. T.ie were members of the editorial board
then there's the band which plays ex- band's style is definitely changing for the past year. The men leaving
clusively to the crowd' (that milling with the addition of almost a whole the "Quill" staff are William Frost
throng around the bandstand); and new sax section.
'38 and
Charles S. Goodwin '38.
finally, there's the band which rocks
As an example of a group of jives- Lambe. a member of Theta Delta
Larry gave
for itself exclusively."
ters who play for themselves Larry Chi fraternity, was head of the busian
Tommy Dorsey's "fine band" as
ness board last year, and he will recited the Artie Shaw senders.
He
example of the first type, adding stated that in his estimtaion Art is tain his post for the coming term.
that the dorsey brand of music has
the greatest of the inspired swing Campbell is a member of Zeta Psi.
become a campus rave because it stick artists. He has a band around while Gibson is affiliated with Alpha
pleases both dancers and "gaters."
to play the stuff he loves and to Delta Phi. Mergendahl and Vergawn
We might add that Larry's own band him
give him inspiration for his own send- are both members of Delta Upsilon.
a much better example of this ing. This is undoubtedly the reason On the business board Abbott and
is
type, playing stuff that sends swtngare
both
members of
he hired Billie (she's definitely tops LeRoyer
Theta Delta Chi.
sters subtlety but solidly.
(Continued no fas* *)
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did -no damage on rising nig.it are
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being
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Huh- Editors
David W. D. Dickson '41 John C. Evans "41
Herbert V. Field 41
Luther A. Horr. Jr. '41
Theodore Hoitt '41
Robert A. Inman '41
Thaddeus J. Keefe. '41
Jack R. Rinnan! '41
Charles W. Marr '41
William E. Vannah '41
Walter S. Pierae '41
Harold L. Pines '41
E. Harold Pottle. Jr. '41
Henry A. Shorey, 3rd
Charles II. Mcrgcndahl, Jr. '41
Max Weinshel '41
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BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY

Jr. '40

1

.

keeps going, an d reaches her

.

any moment.

Gradually de-

lails and circumstances are
introduced, nothing in themselves, but
slowly creating a verv eerie effect,
Then comes the denouement which

destination.
Of the reminiscences. "Ebb Tide"
of many departments. Ls granted the is the most caret
ulry worked out. The
dubious distinction of being our first
"'"'"-"""'-'.7 seTs
^—
victim ui»n
ypen the sacrdkaal mound of -^
campus anecdote. It seems that the
for, one of the oddest and toast
biggest friend" and the
freshmen's
tr*
lucrative Jobs that we have ever
SOU
source of ail kinds of information
heard of la held down by the orWil
was
chuckling contentedly the other
iginator of this name and column.
week as he perused the sometimes
Back in the days when dry and
tragic results of the "General InKaU.V .Maine humor ran rampaart
formation Test" for State of Maine
In this space, John Gonld held
scholarship try-hards, Phil had conforth as founder-columnist. The
cocted the quiz in the first place).
(iresent Brunswick Record man,
Busting in on said contented mood.
searching as ever for odd materTimmy Riley, with a little pity in his
ial, dug up a provision of some
heart for the sub-frnsh. decided to
old town records for the position
gel even with the jolly but devilish
of fence inspector for the townAlumni Secretary.
Marshalling a
ship.
Having unearthed the forcorps of uterary. sports, historical,
gotten Job, John applied and is
and musical authorities at the A. D.
now working at two or three dolnwu.-n., 25
*-•*
ijuv.iui/ii.i were
vi v"» «
.ii'iin
house,
questions
soon
will'
comlars a year as Inspector, as a
Piled which were considered more
sideline to his newspaper work.
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Upon
Editor's Note:
requested an
itemised account of the said expenditures, but the office was ung
Unneeessary
able to furnish a written state- !er is told what hfS
h.rt B
Now 1 have come t0 the tv° choice
ment. Dean Nixon stated that $400
notion what he i« i,i,« t.hnt hT. thinks
Thorn * .hi «»mn trn iMp P' eccs of the magarine the first and
has already been charged by the 'or feels
n^h „•« "nr.n'i r^ the last which, like the good things
men working on the memorial, and 'With
th «*y «"?. 1 have saved for the end.
Steerase" whieh £f?Jw,
it
is estimated that a minimum of
me„r
In "The Truth About Harry Pestal.he .mnomf«I.to"i.
the
uncomfortable sea
'voyage 'into!
S275 more will be needed for the
oz/i" James Bishop has written a
Chinese waters.
gold leaf. The college planned on
have been told with^reau^nte^t first-class story. It begins in an imcollecting approximately $600 from
»„h personal, factual, almost dry way,
the Freshman Class for the dam- 'had there been w»L£
'cmnhasis AW./
n7^i„ Liin! suggestive of Conan Doyle and makage.
.
that oven an
n one' Trnwn in S "* naIf e *pect Dr. Watson to ap-

James E. Tracy, Jr. '39
Managing Editors
George M. Stevens. Jr. '40
.Tr. "40
Richanl E. Tukey '40

Jr. '41

Guy H. Hunt,

j

^^

M

receiving

Assistant Managing Editors
Philip E. Requa '40
John G. Wheeloek, 3rd "40

James ft Cupft,

clear all that has gone before,
yet it is an absolute surprise. After
that the story winds up quickly to
a logical conclusion. The manner of
telling is well sustained throughout
there is just the right amount of detail; to reveal the plot would be to

j

I

i

"39

Richard E. Doyle '40
Richard W. Sullivan.

Bewildered Trash.

Review

jects in the house taking on a disproportion of meaning or meaning
they never had before. -and it
reaches a climax in the vision of
Mary, but young again, filling her
place in the bed. Then there is his
long sleep and his arising the next
spoil it.
The denouement made me. day seemingly refreshed, seemingly
laugh very hard indeed and started adjusted to a changed life, ready to
me off .in such a good humor that had fix up the house like new. But the
implication is conveyed in the title
I not felt it my duty to read everything at least twice 1 probably would and in the last line- "The vine was
have been very lenient with the sue- 'dying." It is an artistic performance
As a
1 share the that escapes sentimentality.
ceeding contributions.
regret of the editorial board that Mr. story it is complete and satisfying.
Bishop is a senior for 1 would have
possiblv it Ls usual for the reviewer
his
work.
to
more
of
,ooked forward
to mak* n few general remarks, an
"The Vine Was Dying" by Law- interpretation of the magazine as a
If so. 1 beg to be excused.
rence Spmgarn, is quite a different whole.
kind of story. It is about an oldish 1 do not feel old or experienced
man who returns tb an empty house enough, nor abic'.to remove myself
after his wile's funeral. It has mood, sufficiently to see in this number of
I
sensitiveness, and considerable beau- The Quill any "trend" of youth.
ty.
It begins with the man's return, did not it(> that there was not a bitter
dead tired emotionally and physically. lhing in it. but I cannot tell what
to the yard of his farm, late on a significance it has nor if it has any.
sultry afternoon. It is developed as I am further handicapped by never
he goes through the rooms of the having seen a cojlege magazine behouse seeing and touching little fore and never having written a rethings- being broken down by the view of any kind. I have thoroughly
softness of the knitting yarn— "This enjoyed doing this, and would like to
part of the night was Tike a Journey thank the editor and the board for
through life, with the minutest ob- giving me the privilege.

make*

the scene, givea an atmosphere, and
introduces the subject (the writer's
grandfather)
telling
quite
a lot
,out him*
Tne promise- of tn e beginning is not entirely fulfilled, and
he last paragraph is vaguely unsetisfactory.
Somehow, my picture of
this grandfather is less vivid than,
that of the professor in Charles
Campbell's story "The Pinnacle."
There remain to mention "The Big
enoB
personal Fellow," a akvtch by Charles Mer^-.^TenSi Is 8h.mu Too
aoout vW?
gendahl— very Hemingway, as the
-T" rfiH
u
*° hT
reader s a n f n ,lon editorial notes pointed out. and "The
«
a n
tne 4 mber shlp or Basque Horn" by Milton Goldberg,
the life flh^rJ? v. r
Not prsonal a longish story with a framework of
!!*.
ennnt* i„^?!
PVei
a Frencn CAte which s,ruck "^ as
."
real t>orefnr» in»

Writer

\

j

;

I

j

I

major-domo

Phil "Falstaff" Wilder,

!
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Richard H. Abbott 40

|

Edward

J.

Plata '40

every W«lnr«l»y H..rin K the dlU^re Year by the Rtwlente of Bnwrioin
Collaire.
,'""",'" s ." n *' "•"'"'uniraiion- -hould be Kiven to the Mmim-iny Editor by Sunday
.'
.1.1./
lmWi ™' i <"'- The ftlilor-ln-Chief i. ieM.nnsil.le f.»r the editorial
"'.* '."'
eolun.n: llw Munaainir Editor for n.w, and make-uir.
All
III— tlSllnai re^ar.lin K aabarrip-"
tion- •luiulil
h.iul.l •» BiHraana
to the H u »,ne«, Manager of the Bow.b.in PuBli.hinv Company.
."alrfrri pfM.i.-^ VIMi^ i»r vear in a.lVance.
Willi Aliiiiinu«. t.t.SO.
Knteretl
ond ataaj matter ai the postnfliM- at Brunxwirk. Blaine.
Pul.li»he.l
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HAZING SPIRIT

_

1
j

he results of the Dean's

wo must

confess,

poll

on hazing activities have

somewhat dumbfounded.

The

left

us

!

WW w hiluiillB ^.''i^pSSIo^SgS''

trend of the vote leaves no doubt as to how the student body stands
on the issue. We hesitate to think that such a large part of the!
college can be inclined to such an unintelligent view. And
yet the
indication Mems unmistakable. Certainly hazinff is unintelliirent
.*
•..
W«
, .-.;„««-!
we Uni,^
have pointed
out again andj again the taint of smugness and
om platen ey—oven more, the injustice—of having one group of

j

...

i

<

!

young men

sit in judgment on the actions, and even the personalof another group of young men, and the senselessness and
wastefulness of Rising I>ay damages. Perhaps the huge assess-

class will help to drive

Among

c

the regular attendants

Uon^cEL

MMd

-

af^rg^"'.-*

tt-

—

In attacking the hazing spirit as "the kid brother of the mili-

As a

closing

word

in

what

is

of this matter in these columns for the Current year, we would
call attention to the effect of hazing activities on the attitude of

—

m

people outside the college. We have it on gootfauthority that most
of the other New England colleges in Bowdoin's class have abolished all such activities. Now we would not advocate a move on the
part of oar college simply because other colleges are doing it. But

Speaking

-

of

Cm*," whatever

c

"Mustard
that

may

and
stand

THERE* NOTHING 10CAL ABOUT THAT
WHEREVER 00 PRiUCf- ALBERT

IDEA

I

S A REAL

FAVORITE

GtNUINE PLEASURE IN

"Common colds-in am. of lining
membranes of nose, throat etc.--colds are very contageous. Bacterial
invasions after lowered resistance—:
comes from decrease in alkali supply
of blood (alkaline reserv), excess
c
catabolic products, effect o. changes
in temperature, lack of suff. and
variety of food (faulty diet no fruit
or green vegetables). Any infection
lowers resistance, too much "driveng."
lack of vit. D.. obstruction of
nose and throat"
but enough is
These go on
enough
.no comment Ls needed.
The manuscript has been copied exactly as written.
.

|

COOL AND SWEET— THAT$ HOW A PIPE
SMOKES WHEN VOU PACK IT WITH PRINCE

.

m

IT

CERTAINLY PUTS
PIPE /

A FELLOW'S

-

PrUS 50 JHIU>

ALBERT.

!

AND MELLOW?

$mj

c

Kenneth Paul Thomas Sullivan
'39 here for Ivy was canoeing on

pipe comiietition" with his learned
colleague.
Previous to this year,
Barney carried a collection of assorted pipes to off-set the fierce-looking
specimen daily smoked by Yale's ^ifi
to Bowdoin.
This latter object has
a gargoyle-like face for the bowl, and
we believe it has some association
with Yale. Barney has sworn off the
pipes
"time well spent!"

probably tye last that will be said

WELL, DOWN OUR
way WE ThHNK A LOT
Of PRINCE ALBERT.
YOU SEC WS LIKE
Oofl T064CC0 EXTRA-MILD

-

...

Presdent Sills has approached the question from a
new angle, and a more profound one. As a continuation of this
same time.
point of view, we might point out that it is usually the wilder,
m-c
least responsible element in a Hass that is most zealous in exemContinuing our remote association
plifying the hazing spirit. The President warned, further, that with the Classics, we notice that
Tommy's side-kick. Professor Stanley
to the puerile desire to exert their superiority and to have a fling
at irresponsible actions, these words of the President should carry
considerable weight.

m*^-

P^^->^ira

—

—

taristic spirit,"

gmj

etc.

the I'n.n^sor's faiih
- but
ful Scott y
we'd be wllliag to bet
that her recori is letter than
that of one or two would-be students of the Classics. Although
her only apparent aptitude to

—

home

our meaning.

v

c
,
In poking around the stacks of the
library the other day we found an
ancient set of Hygiene notes. They
prove interesting reading, spelling,

anything tireetc is the emitting
of an occaalonal imitation hurt leery, she is an inescapable element
of tb* noble gathering nine students—one Professor one dog.
Hhe anka only to have her buck
continually scratched, going the
round* of the clam. From necessity, gymnast Tommy has become adept at hand ling Homer
and relieving; "Argos" at the

ities

ment imposed upon the Freshmah

m

m

1

Bw'-vV

one of the lakes at Poland Spring

SHORE 2» HMCKANT PIPETUIS

at the Kappa Sigata picnic when
the time came toaayme home. He
heard some of use boys culling

you don't final it the mellowest, tastieat pipe
bacco you ever smoked, return the pocket

and began padaUng toward the
hound of their voice*, but having
gone a considerable distance he

came

to the end of the lake to
no one there again the
shouts of his friends were heard
this time at the other end <>f
the lake—Ken had followed the
echo the first time and had gone
to the wrong end of the l a k e

—

ftnd

of Prince Albert. If
totia

with the rest of the tobacco in it to us at any
time within a month from this date, and we will
refund full purchase price, plus postaf e.
(Sifned) R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company,
Winston-Salem, North Carolina
C*errlaM.U*n. a. }.

beak

Iseeero

c.

—

Fringe Al BERT

he was rather tired and late
when he reached the right shore.

THE NATIONAL

pipeful* of fragrant tobacco in

JOY SMOKE

•vary 2-oz.

tin of

Prince Alber*

it is significant that they have come to realize the puerility and
immaturity of the hazing spirit. That Bowdoin is still one of the
strongholds of that spirit is undoubtedly one of the reasons far
the frequently-applied epithet of "hick" college. But the modem
and enlightened trend is away from hazing, and there is yet hope!
that, though it seeps in slowly and painfully, enlightenment will

J

|

MSM

to

Bowdoin.

LEADERS IN THOUGHT*
The advent of Student Council elections this Friday reminds
us of another criticism implied in President Sills' address last
Sunday. His statement that "failure to take part in
college
elections is not democratic" speaks for itself. It reminds us that
voting for student officers is one kind of training for the larger
responsibility of citizenship. And recent criticism of the Student
Council should make it imperative that every student heed his
duty not only to vote, but to vote intelligently.
.

.

.

In the last several years, at least, the Council has been

made

up almost entirely of athlei.es. To be sure, there can be no argument against an athlete, r.s an athlete. But all too often men
prominent in athletics have been elected simply because they were
popular and not because of any particular qualifications for such
an office. Contemplation of these facts leads to the suspicion that
the student vote has not been used as intelligently as it might

" AH cigarettes alike? Not

son. There's a long

have.

Student Council members should have some ability as leaders.
it would be foolhardy to attempt to defend the view that leadership cannot be found in other college activities. Nor are ath-

known as a rule, as brilliant thinkers. It would seem that
members should be leaders in thought, as well as in other

Council

—

(abovt, hft) IN

THE CAB of the

big "J-

tells another: "Camels
me!" Experienced smokers know Camels
made from liner, MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS—Turkish and Domestic.

V that hauls the

More and more, one smoker

New York Central's 20th Century Limited, iabott, right)
Russell

Thompson

asks Engineer

agree with

are the cigarette

Bob Sharpe about

the difference between Camels and other cigarettes.

respects.

PRO

and

QON

America's great fun-maker and personality
brought to you by Camel cigarettes, over
Columbia Network. See the radio listing in
your local newspaper for the correct time.

Memorial Flagstaff. This bill topping
a previous bill of one and a half dollars for Rising Day was a pretty bitter pill for the frosh to swallow. Five
dollars apiece for two hundred (aVfltVnien, if the multiplication tables still
hold, is a thousand dollars rather
steep for a little mischief.

—

The

—

our money is going perhaps even an
itemized account would be in order.
Another thing that seems a little
unclear in our minds is whether the
freshmen are actually responsiole for
the damage—of course we realize
that the office must have some good
authority for sending out tlw bills:
but we would like to have it announced officially for we feel that there is
the possibility that members of another class or perhaps several clo.«ses

ON THE AIR TUESDAY NIGHT*
"SHEET SHOOTERS,"

says S.

Odis Walding, National AllGauge Champion, "watch their
nerves. Ifs Camels for

me

the way— Camels «grvcwith

all

me."

Hrff 7f '

a

1

1 HUBBARD, cashier of

noted Hollywood

•"

CAMttS

LARCEST.SIUINO
CfCAftsrre '" AAitRicn.

BENNY GOODMAN

"Camels taste different —
but milder. Camels agree
with me from every angle."
says:

richer,

Hear the great Goodman Swing Band "go to
town." Every Tuesday at 8:30 pm E.S.T. (9:30
pm E.D.S.T.),7:30 pm C. S.T., 6:30 pm M. S.T,
5:30 pm P. S.T., over Columbia Network.

Camels

an <

matchlaas aland
of floor.

MORE

EXPENSIVE

TOBACCOS
-Tartsra* and

bill

BVBWlBWBWBl

M *rrRK, A„ THt

" fOPLl

COSTLIER TOBACCOS

restaurant,

ware responsible. Even if it were
freshmen who desecrated the meiTto-

was understandable rial it would appear that to burden
because of the obvious damage done; the whole class with the misdemeanbut bow seven hundred dollars could or of a few is not the proper spirit
be spent in repairing the flagpole is of justice. Of course we realise that
Inconceivable. The facts in the matter; the office is hardly able to demand
arc anything but clear to anyone.' the payment of seven hundred dollars
least of all to the freshmen, ui J it from the small number who apparseems that since we are paying lie: ently did the damage.
bill we are entitled to know where
There are many of us who although
first

—

—

EDDIE CANTOR

)

the Editor of the Orient:
Thursday morning the members of
the freshman class were dismayed to
find awaiting in their respective mailhones an assessment of three dollars
and a half for damages done to the

On your life, Mr.Thomp*
of differences in Camels—

been smoking Camels over 20
years. And I've found that Camels agree with me
in many ways. From what I see, most of the
boys in railroading are pretty much of the same
opinion. Camels set me right!"

ON THE Al* MONDAY NIGHTS

(A atvtinn devoted to rorrespondniMw- on matter* academic and ortinrwise. The editors are not re w non albie for opinion* expreaaod in tlaaa*

To

list

jittery nerves. I've

But

letes

—

extra-mildness natural taste the greater pleasure I get
the fact that Camels don't give me

•ososratsc

ONE SMOKER
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TELLS ANOTHER
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

TfiKEE

SPORTS SIDELIGHTS
1

By Dick Deyte

ENDURING

Sidetracked as in '36 by the fluctuating weather fortunes, the present
baseball season has again brought home the telling fact that Maine climate
rarely allows a compete schedule. If it isn't a succession of unpredictable
showers which stymies the pastimers, exams and houseparties succeed in
paring another valuable cluster of playing days off the cramped card. And
since it is the ordained privilege and favorite habit for columnists to sprout
forth with ideas to save the situation, we might add our humble solution to
the college coaches quandary— the doubleheader. The age-old bargain bill of
the Major Leagues has already been adopted in the cloistered circles of the
"Ivy" League as the answer to the collegians' prayer. How about it. Linn
"Can *o Corn" Wells?

GIFTS OF

BOWDOIN WEDGWOODWARE

^

—

•
*
Before the lone Bowdoin ptaeera had gathered
twa points In Saturday's New England*, and
Orat "break-traininc" <•«., had bean lit. the
Jaek Magee omrtd he aeea peering Btraoah baa e
which hadn't been need alnce the season of '34. A
meeting was phj aa tH to sound the hattto taenia tor tike
eoraing nine-month track season. HBeat Mnine," end the
***** B, *£romln***®n <*f State track athletics—such a ©ry
Is eapected to »pur the strongly augmented squad for "89
on to the first Bowdotn win since 11. That famed Magna
Incubator for distanoe runners, grueling, grinding crasscountry, is to be the first step In the drive for a weM-belaaced team.

White Allows Three Hits
As Bowdoin Beats Maine
Move Toward

Polar Bears

Hood Leads Golf Team

'

To State^atspioiiship

^^fw™*

REIDMAN PITCHES
/khtrc
tv\D Till?
itlL ILAXMM\o
rUK

Captain Harry Hood retained his
State Championship golfr title and

helped his Bowdoin teammates an'iex
another Maine sport title wh^n he
pulled through the State meet com- Bowdoin Scores
III
petition to come home on top of the,
field last Monday and. Tuesday on the
Four In
Fourth
Waterville Country Club course in
Lucky Seventh
Waterville, Maine. Competing against
players from the four Maine colleges,
the Polar Bear team easily walked
By Jack Keefe
away with the matches as every man
The Bowdoin Polai Bears moved
qualified for the final rbunds.
another notch towards the State SeQualifying with a 76, Hood defeat- ries, championship yesterday when
ed Bunting of Colby and Clarke and they belted the offerings of Ed ReidWoodruff of Bowdoin to finish up on man of the University of Maine to the
s
s
A year ago at this time the Orono group was talking jauntily of an- top of the State Meet competitors. tune of 5-0. Bud White turned in his
performance
noxing every first place in the '38 State Meet. That the eventual margin was "Bob Mullen turned in a 77 in the second
sensational
fftlcit anrl flitiln *La aM Anns*. >kAn4 ««*• Ua
*>fl nnmtc
(?HflUVC how
HOW false
lutnA/ilnllir MinliAtinn iWMin/1 n.UilA
Al Clarke
Plnrl/o and
1» H
points shows
and futile the old dope sheet can be. especially
20
qualifying round, while Al
against the up-staters. and for the
a year in advance. Having already depleted Maine's store by same 34 points, Wll Girard carded 81's. Frank Wood- second time limited them to but three
represented by graduating seniors. Jack emphasizes the fact that Bowdoin ruff, the other Bowdoin man qualify- hits. For six innings the opposing
wAl lose a mere 5 markers. In the face of such manipulation of mathematics, ing, brought in an 82. Piorkowski of twirlers poured in their fast one and
Bowdoin's reinforced freshmen should go a long way toward winning the Maine qualified with an 81, while all that could be garnered was a sinmeet provided there are exceptions to the rule of winning track meets a Gregory and Bunting carded 82's to gle tally. In the fourth. Ed Fisher
year ahead of time. It's quite possible that the crux of next year's meet will enter the qualifying round. Bates did reached first when the Maine second
he the parallel development of Sophomore Don Smith of Maine, and that of not have a man in the final matches. baseman threw low to first. Ed stole
Freshman Jim Doubieday of Bowdoin.
Hood defeated Bunting 1 up, while second and when Hank Dale came
s
Clarke took Girard 1 up to move into through with the old hit and run,
A couple of extra strokes, somewhere down the line,
the semi-final round. In the other scored what seemed to be the all imthat
all
separated
were
the Bowdoin golfers from first
bracket Woodruff defeated Piorkow- portant run.
place In the New England tournament
Frank WoodThen in the lucky seventh, and it
ski by 4 to 2, and Mullen eliminated
rufTs low score for Bowdoin together with the cards turned
Gregory, 6 and 5. In the semi-final was lucky for the Big White, came
in by Shorty Clarke and Harry Hoed pushed the State
brackets Hood put Clarke out by a the blow up. Howard led off with his
Champions up near the top, or the bottom, whichever way
3 and 2 score, while Woodruff took second hit of the bal game, this time
speculation was rife over the
you regard golf scores
care of Mullen, 4 and 3. The final a double. After Dale had reached
absence of Bud White In the New England JaveMn threw,
match between Woodruff and Hood first on an error, a delayed double
which was won at a distanoe some five feet short of Bud's
finished up with Hood on top, 4 and steal was put on and there was Ralph
variable conditions and performState Meet mark
on third and "Hankus" on the mid3.
ances might have been against a White win last Saturday,
dle sack. Reidman committed a balk
but it's a good bet that Bud will be right up there nest
when he started to pitch but stopped
year, and Bowdoin too.
to listen to some' coaching from the
8
S
bench. In came Howard and Hank
I.
Remarkable features of the State Series games this year have been the
went to third. Nels Corey, after lookcomparatively low scores and narrow winning margins. It may be the good
ing over a couple of strikes slapped
pitching all around, smoother fielding, or light hitting. Chances are a combinaa long fly into right, a triple no less,
down
scortendencies,
THead
ball"?)
the
(or
is
it
the
has
cut
these
tion of
scoring Dale. "Doc" Hill stepped into
that game-winning triple by Maine's Dwight Lord at Orono cering
one of Reidman's fast balls and sent
tainly belongs in the "nothing-can-be-done-about-it" department: with the
it out to center field driving in the
count two strikes and no balls. Big Bud called upon one of baseball's comFrosh Second In Doctor. Davidson thought that would
mandments, and did the correct thing he "wasted" am} Lord reached up
be a good time to get himself a
Relay; Varsity Trails
.iround his cap (or the high ball and hammered 11 down for a trhjie.
healthy swat, so he polled out a
double into left center, but was out
Places
when he attempted to stretch it into
Although Melendy
Golfers
a three bagger.
Second In
Paced by Irving Folwartshny, Fred walked and the Rabbit singled to cenI.
Tootell's
splendidly-coached
R.
ter, all the scoring for the day was
England
IN
track and field aggregation perform- over.
ed true to predictions last Friday and
White Baffles Maine
Bowdoin just missed the team Saturday to walk away with the 52nd
Bowdoin came through the semiThrough the last three innings, Bud
N. E. Intercollegiate Track Meet at
finals of the State Tennis meet last crown in the New England Intercolcontinued to pour in his smoke ball
The
Brown
Field
Providence.
I.
in
R.
Monday and Tuesday to enter the fin- legiate Golf Championship last FriRams, coached by Fred Tootell, for- and the lads from Maine kept swingals today with Bates as the only real day and Saturday at the Oakley C.C
couldn't
connect safely.
but
scored ing
track star,
opponent. The Polar Bears kept two in Watertown, Mass., when its four mer Bowdoin
the fifth, a
points with Boston College Maine's first hit came in
doubles teams and one singles man in low men netted a 33 score to finish 29 2/5
slow roller in the back of second.
behind Holy Cross and Dartmouth and Holy Cross tied for second with Their second safe hit was a pop fly.
the running for the finals today.
23 points. Maine was in fourth posiwho
with
were
tied
for
first
place
a
in the seventh, which landed safely
Frank Purington and Bill Hyde detion with a total of 22 1/5.
between Melendy, Dale and Ptsher.
feated the State championship team 311 total.
Bowdoin with only two possrtt was The last hit that Maine got was a
A. A. Clarke finished highest for
of Milt Nixon and Burt Reedtrf Bates
far down in the final ranking. Charlie liner over second base that Fisher
in straight Sets. H-5.' B-0, 9-7. Jack the Polar Bean with a acore of 156.
Pope gained a fourth in the quarter just missed spearing. Never once in
Salter and Ben Shattuck worked: while Harry Hood. Wil Girard. Frank
behind and Bill Tootell with a fourth in the the game was Bud in trouble. Most of
followed
closely
their way to the finals by overcoming Woodruff
throw produced the only the balls that were hit off him were
Don Casterline and Howie Kenney of with scores of 156, 159, and 160 re- hammer
Bowdoin- scores. The freshman relay routine grounders. He obviously eased
spectively.
Bates, 4-6. 4-6. 6-2, 6-3, 6-4.
quartet of Young. Edwards, Abe'l- up a bit after the Bowdoin batters
Willie Turnesa, of Holy Cross, who
In the singles semi-finals Purington
droth, and Doubieday fared some- got
him those four runs in the sevthe tournament for the third
is the only Bowdoin man remaining. won
what better in finishing behind
Last night the Bates team held a consecutive year, became medalist in Northeastern in a field which includ- enth. White's record against Maine
15-14 point advantage, but with an this year's tournament when he card- ed Rhode Island and New Hampshire so far this year is two wins and no
defeat.
and a ed a one-over-par 71 in the qualifying yearling quartets.
all-Bowdoin
doubles final
The infieldere performed almost
chance for a win in the singles, Bow- round at Oakley after a nip-an-tuck
Bowdoin and Maine each qualified faultlessly, the only Bowdoin error
doin entered today's playing on an battle with Bobby Jacobaen of Dartmouth, who finished in second posi- men in fivp events in the trials on being chalked up to Fisher who overeven stand with Bates.
Friday.
Charlie
Pope
finished
first
Li
ran a slow bounder to short early in
Singles, quarter finals: Purington tion with a 143 total.
his he«t
the 440 and third in tne the game
Howard looked very
A field of 72, representing 10 col 220-yard of
(Bow.) defeated Cahill <M), 6-3, 6-4.
dash trials. Bob Hamblen
Casterline .Bates) defeated Shattuck leges, competed for the team title, also qualified in the quarter, and Red- good going back for a high foul in
His two hits helped
-now held by Dartmouth. The lowest mond came in third in the trial heat the third
(Bow.), 6-0, 2-6, 6-3.
a
lot
the
squeeze play went
and
Dartmouth
Doubles, quarter finals: Reed-Nix- team scores were:
of the 100. Bill
Tootell
qualified fluey
the second when Corey miss|on (Bates), defeated Chase-Frost Holy Cross, 311; Bowdoin, 313; fourth in the hammer with a heave of ed a in
low pitch and Howard was an
Amherst, 154 feet 9»4
(C). 6-4,7-5. Purington-Hyde (Bow.), Brown, 315; Harvard, 320;
inches.
easy out at the plate
eight
327; Tufts 330; Maine.
defeated Brooks-Cahill (M), 6-2. 6-2, 323;
Last year Bowdoin placed tenth strikeouts for Big Bud. and ten for
383.
6-0. Casterline-Kenney (Bates), <Je- 339; and Mass. State.
with 7 points gained by Bob Por'or's
Fisher came up
Last year in the same tournament. victory in the mile and fourths in the Ed Reidman
feated Pinansky-Dyer (C). 7-5, 6-4.
with
several
very
smooth
mak
plays,
Semi-finals: Purington-Hyde (Bow.) H, arry Hood carded a 74 and a 73 to 220 and javelin by Jeff Stanwood and ing the bird ones look simple
defeated Reed-Nixon (Bates). 6-3, P ,ace fourth in the individual rank- Oak Melendy. The year previous the Doubt if \Chuck" Corey ever hits a
team took Polar Rears placed fourth and won
6-0, 9-7. Salter-Shattuck (Bow.), de- ing, while the Polar Bear
ball as his\ smash in the seventh
it
Casterine-Kenney
(Bates). fourth in the squad competition. Last the title in 1934. Since the institu- was far over the right fielder's head.
feated
year's position was the best that the tion
4-6. 4-6, 6-2. 6-3, 6-4.
of these games Bowdoin has
The crowd which was the largest
Bowdoin golfers had previously done won the title four times, placed secof the year had a lot of fun riding
in the N. E. matches.
ond eight times, and been in third the visitor's first baseman. Every
position on five occasions.
time he came to bat he was greeted
In successfully defendipjj the tit!? with a chorus of hoots and jeers.
won a year ago, Rhode Islar-1 placed Both sides gave Reidman a fine hand
after
he returned to the bench in
in seven of the fifteen -events includa complete line of S. S. Pierce
ing two record-breaking
Each of the Bowpor'crm- the seventh
sj)ecialties at Boston
ances. Folwartshny set a new hammer doin outfielders contributed a good
PORTLAND, ME.
standard at 173 feet 11% inches, and running catch
double plays
catalogue prices
Ed Singsen of Brown vaulted 12 feet haved each side from trouble late in
r
the game
B. Chipman, Inc. 10^h inches.
the Maine team left
2 r on $20.00
on $10.00
right after the game, probably glad
they don't come back for another
on $100 orders

One Run

And

*

—

!

j

j

—

PRICE LIST

—a

All items arc available for immediate shipment. Color choice

DINNER PLATES (10%
18-78

Gateway

Riiwdom

1811

in

THE PLATTER

inch)

Walker Art Building
Hubbard Hall
The Chapel
$iy.oo the dozen

Massachusetts Hull

$8.00 for 6

The Campus
$8.00

the

.

2

inch)

$6.00 for 6

-

.

BUTTER PLATES
$8.00 the dozen

$4.50 for 6

-

CEREAL DISHES

OTHER ITEMS

$18.00 the dozen

ASH

-

the same

bv special order

.

.

TRACKMEN

R.

N. E.

MEET

.

Bowdotn

—

—

With Two

BOWDOIN HAS CHANCE
STATE NET FINALS

SEND ORDERS AND MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO
-

.

.

— 4 for $2.50

TH^ ALUMNI SECRETARY

.

WIN

ORDERED TOR )INE DELIVERY
TRAYS (Massachusetts Hall Doorway)
75c each

.

—

Massachusetts Hall Fireplace

Ail orders sent charges collect from Boston.

i

.

.

.

Same Puces
-

.

i860

(8i/

$10.00 the dozen

SOUP PLATES
% 1 0.00 for 6

(16 inch)
in

$15.00 for 2

TEA PLATES

CUPS and SAUCERS
BOUILLON CUPS and SAUCERS
AFTER DINNER CUPS and
SAUCERS
At

-

Black or Blue.

-

BOWDOIN COLLECE

Win

New

Matches

i

i

j

CUMBERLAND
May

Wednesday

tfi

"Hold That Kiss"

i

with

i

j

Maureen O'Sullivan

!

Dennis O'Keefe

!

I

Mickey Reoney

'

i

also

News

Sound Aet

Thursday

May. S«

"College Swing"
with

—
—

George Burns
.Martha Raye

.

Grade Allen
Bud Hope

also

extra charge for delivery
in all cities and principal towns.
waiting around, no dickering.
And you can send "Collect," if you're pressed for cash.

No

—

—

MAINE CENTRAL
'Ptaone

24-W

R. R.

27

"Sinners In Paradise"
with

Madge Evans

Sound Aet

May

Saturday

\

STATION

28

i

.

j

—

]

also

.

'omedy

Sound Aet

.

.

.

NATION-WIDE MAIL-AIR IIRVICI

May 80-81

—

James Stewart

Yes, We're Interested In

BANK
News

Maine

ALL Your

Capital. $175,000

PRINTING

Total Resources $2,700,000
STITDRNT PAThOWAGl? BOUCITBD

We

have had long experience
producing for Bowdoin mon:

And Other
ITa

Printing

Telephone S

i

BRUNSWICK COAL & LUMBER

Case System
Three-Year Day Course
Four- Year Evening; Course
Co-educational

CO.

Member

Fuel Oils

Lumber and Building Materials
A. E.

Required for Entrance
Transcript of Record Must Be
Furnished
Morning, Early Afternoon ami
Evening Classes
For Further Information address

MORRELL

*22,

of

AH Kinds

CHARLES

Mgr.

P.

Brunswick Bowling Alley

New

The Orient

Town Building
Brunswick, Me.

Northeastern University

Town
TOILET ARTICLES

York

j

Students
house.

who want

Room and

to live in

board.

If interested, get in

t

F.

balls

W. CHANDLER

& SON

.

.

three

yean

Evening Program

. . .

number of

Hill, rf

...

White, p
Totals

...

4
e

,h

2
3

1

4

1

1

3
4
4
2
2
30

1
1
1
1

2
1
1

5

4
9 27 12

11
1

8
3
9

2

1

00010040
in:

1

1

1

x—

Dale. Corey. Hill,

Davidson. Two base hits. Howard,
touch with Mr. Davidson. Three base hit: Corey.
street. Town, f tolen bases: Fisher. Howard, Dale
2, Hamlin. Base on balls: off Reid-

man

3;

four years

BARBOUR HOUSE
330 West 36th Street

New York

Gradual* Curriculum

City

White

1. Struck out: by
by White 8. Hit by
(Howard). Wild
Reidman.
Balk:
Reidman.

off

Reidman

10;

Reidman

Double plays: Tapley, Dyke and Webber, Dyke, Tapley and Webber. Passball: Craig. Left on bases: Maine

ed
4;

Bowdoin

4.

Umpires: Brewer and

Gibson. Time: 1:25.

A

residence for young business men,
women and students. Rates, including maid service, breakfast and dinner, $12 to $15 weekly for men; $10
to $12 for women. Delightful lounges,
roof terraces, athletic activities.

\

316 Huntington Avenue. Boston, Massachusetts

\

m—MM

1

3 24 13
po a
2 1

1

3

Corey, lb

pitcher:
pitch:

scholarship* available to college graduates

\
Lending to LLM. Degree
Two-yeor Evening program open to
graduates of approved Law Schools

2
5

Fred Bonang. 9 Bowker

Admission Requirement: a minimum of two years of college work

A limited

6
2
7

4

...
...
...

Bowdoin
a whole
Runs batted
Located

1

1

1

4

Fisher, ss
Howard, c
Dale. 3b

e

1
1

2
30

Haire, 2b

in

1

ab r

Davidson, cf
Melendy. If

po
2

1

3

.

Totals

— CONFECTIONERS —

leading to LLi. Degree
.

.

Bowdoin

Largest Line of Pipes and Tobacco

Undergraduate Curriculum
Day Program

.

Hamlin, cf

MORTON'S NEWSSTAND

Tel. 827-R.

The COLLEGE BOOKSTORE
BANNERS — VANITIES
BRACELETS — NECKLACES
— Tennis Balls — Golf Balls
Sof
BOOKS — BOOKS — BOOKS

c

h
1

4
3
3

If
rf,

r

4
4
4

.

Craig, c

near Whittier Field.

School of Law

.

Dyke. 2b
Day. 2b

WANTED

Manager

Chute,

Gerrish,

DAVIS. Registrar

2SS Broadway,

ART a CLEMENT

.

ab

rf

,

Reidman, p
Webber, lb
Lord, 3b

of the Association of

American Law Schools
College Degree or Two Yean of
College Work with Good Grades

PRINTING
STT

.

.

*

Tapley, ss
Norton, cf

Compliments of

NEW YORK

Dry Fireplace Wood

li»l«

.

Maine

SCHOOL OF LAW

—

Faul K. Niven, Bowdoin

Printers of

Fordham University

UNCLE TOM'S CABIN SHOP

Hard and Soft Coals

For Qnntatinns

.

year.

"Sound Act

TeL 655-W

TheRecord Office
—

*

in

STATIONERY
POSTERS
TICKETS
ALUMNI LETTERS
FRATERNITY FORMS
Ask

Lyman

"Vivacious Lady"
also

of Brunswick,

—

1%

10%

in

FIRST NATIONAL

.

.

PURE FOOD SHOP

"Rascals"

Mon.-Tues.
Ginger Rogers

.

.

.

j

WE NOW STOCK

Jane Withers

\

XPRESS

MIT.

;

;

John Boles

News

\
tuv4

.

i

—

also

Brunswick, Me.

Railw

.

.

.

I

No

Handy? Rath-rr.' And fast as well as convenient. When you return
to college, go summering, or travel anywhere, ship by the same dependable, helpful route. Special tags and labels
by far the best to use
yours free for the asking. When you phone, tell our agent the exact
time to call and you'li enjoy your train trip immensely.

May

Friday

high economy and one

cost,

.

'

Direct from your rooms, at low
call.

.

.

'

:

.

Stranger Than Fiction
Sound Aet

/move: Merely phone our agent to

|

1

TONDREAU
87

BROS. CO.

MAINE STREET

EVERYTHTNO THAT'S GOOD
TO EAT

HHMHMOTOTOTPH

mm

FOUR

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

PROGRAM FOR COMMENCEMENT WEEK
Wednesday, June IS
The Baccalaureate Address by

Organ

RECEIVE GRADUATE SCHOLARSHIPS

Decries Using

recital in

someday and read the names of your
older brothers inscribed on the memorial flag staff. A score of years
ago or so, the undergraduates of Bowdoin did not think what was happening in Europe was any concern of
theirs."

"But another reason," he continwhat you think in col-

Gymnasium.

,

Moulton Union, preceded by a Buffet Lunch at 12.30.
Luncheon for the Society of Bowd on

!

the Moulton Union at
of the Commencement

in

the time
Dinner.

|

!

All exercises are scheduled

IVY DAY

NIGHT"

(Continued from Paoe

Variety

ODE

By Robert

(Comin' Through the Rye)
a lassie meets a laddie.
Comin' through the pines,

"Why

these revels?" says the lassie,
'Why these ivy vines?"
"These are Ivy Celebrations,

Nineteen thirty-nine's;
Latimer Hyde '38, William
Norton. Jr.. '38. Guy H. Hunt. Jr.. Innocent our recreations.
Comin' through the pines.
'40, and Richard T Eveleth '40 will
production manager, and
as
act
"Planting ivy as of yore, O!
James H. Titcomb. stage manager.
Comin' through the pines,
Though it's sure to die tomorrow,
Yet today it twines.
Club

comb

'39,

Awards

Camera

ivy gently blowing,

As the

designs
Photographic Prizes May Faculty
accelerate our going.
I

Comin' through the

pines.

j

.

.

.

Arthur Chapman.
there

were fewer campus views than last
year. The judges considered the large
number of general shots good, and
the prize-winning and honorable men-

We
J
•

dAi.
Everlasting shrines,
sing our ode to dear old Bowdoin,
Comin' through the pines."

— Richard

candid camera competition. The pictures submitted, the judges said,
were very interesting and so good, in
fact, that it was difficult to choose
Barney
Professor
between them.

Henry Moore.

'

.

!

.

WALSH TO ATTEND

FOOTBALL SCHOOL

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

track equipment and all
towels must be turned in to

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

!

!

.

.

.

.

.

i

.

.

.

I

Some men
Some men

Alumni Notes

.

.

.

The annual spring informal dinner
Bowdoin alumni of New York

I

May

28.

A

fee will be

charged for

ulty.

Tommy

Dorscy
The almost
complete collapse of the corsage
racket
Katharine Hepburn in
"Bringing Up Baby."
In fact, the
whole picture
The plans for the

blNRICHES THE FLAVOR

.

.

—

(Yellow)

I

ELL0-B0LE
sio u

l

rat

on.

of

Columbia

will

.

.

.

.

.

tion of Independence have been
best sellers for the' past two
years In spite of all the talk of

speaker of the evening.
•

11

two additional lecturers nrobal.iy viA
be added to the staff between now
and the opening date.

The course this year will deal exwc know it ... So
clusively with the advance me .rie.s
"Thanks For the Memory" and we'll and practices of football, with stress

be over before

see you next year.

•

.

a

The Alumni Fund committee announces that

has heard from all of
the 51 class agents who are in direct
contact with their resoective classes.
A general mailing piece will be sent
out from the Alumni office in a few
days concerning the Fund. Returns
for the state are at present ahead of
a few years ago.

.

.

*

J

.

Bowdoin
Easter Smith at
Week's pet gripe: That this year w

New

York

.

.

mprovti all tobaccos. You
•prnd at least $20 for tobacco in
a year
$1 spent on Yello-Bole
makesthat S20 worth of tobacco
taste twice as food Get yours.

BOWL

Little

vicinity will be held tonight at
Phi Club in
City. Stan Lomax, prominent
sport columnist, will be the principle

the Alpha Delta

.

.

Honey in yciio-BoIc

IN

Lou

and

In a recent collegiate exchange
it
was interesting to note that
the Constitution and the Declara.

again act as dean and chairman and
"isms."
will conduct a forum on the- final day
in which the work of the wee*, will
be reviewed and coaches in a'?'r>'.Thirty Wcllesiey seniors are writance will be given an opportunity to ing novels as part of their work in
ask questions and offer suggest ions an English course.
The of their own.
beautifying of the campus
Jock Sutherland of Pittsburgh and
greatly improved /Jlee Club and their
"One advantage the average
soap box orator enjoys is that
The surprising Dick Harlow of Harvard will at.-o bo
successful tour
members of the faculty inrl <>no or
he's unhampered by any knowrise in the popularity of ace drummer
.

.

OF ANY TOBACCO.

of the

1

ledge of his subject."
"Trouble with the government
doing spring cleaning is
that they never throw any of
those old bureaus away."

•

*

•
col-

representative at the fifth rcunion of the Bowdoin Club of New
Hampshire Monday night in Portsmouth. New Hampshire.
dinner
lege

:

:

Northeastern

•

Coach Jack Magec was the

officials

as usual on offensive measures.

it

News
j

,

,

thought

I

to

play.

it was alNow, he's

playing single notes as triplets."

Comments On Krupa
Commenting on the new Krupacats
Larry
be*

said: "Gene's band is bound to
a success merely because he's in
Of the Casa Lomans he said:

"nine-tenths

smile in the evening,

smile in the dawn,
But the man worthwhile
Is the one who can smile
When his two front teeth are gone.
Cougar Courier

I

the Athletic Stock Room not later than 10.30 a.m. on Saturday,

Upper Sandusky'
most impossible

it."

.

,

THE

;

Students of the Teachers College of were: Harold D. Ashkenazy. Andrew
Connecticut are preparing to film a H. Cox, George T. Davidson, Jr.,
movie of life on their campus.
Claude R. Frazier, John H. Frye, Jr.,
Frederic S. Newman, Robert N.
Smith.
Safe driving and traffic effiMembers from the Class of 1939
ciency is one of the new courses
were:
Oakley A. Melcndy, Harold S.
planned for the University of
White, Jr.
Pittsburgh's summer session.

!

.

.

.

All

ference in Providence.

I

wok

all,

of J. Dorscy he said: "Jimmy is
the best alto man in the business. His
The officers for the council for the tone, which seems wavering, is realpast year were: David W. Fitts,
pure Dixieland which he has perPresident Geoffrey Stanwood. Vice- ly
fected naturally, whereas brother
President; David B. Soule. SecretaryTommy's tone has reached perfection
Treasurer.
through constant study. When I
Members from the Class of 1938 wrote his alto stuff for 'Dusk in

News

1937,
Baylor University, in
graduated the only quadruplets
ever to complete a college course.

.

...

I

gym

the Boston Wnivcrsity

.

.

NOTICE

tion pictures quite excellent. However, the most interesting new development was the response to the

HONEY

From

.

.

Mole was the greatest of them

For hours I sit behind those books.
My fiery thoughts beguile my looks,
an Inter"Oh why. oh fool, did you ever cram. Fraternity meeting in New York and stuff. In his opinion Ray McKinley is
So you could pass an entrance exam ?" John Frazier was present at a con- the top drummer of them all. Speaking

.

.

i

,

competition

.

.

.

-

|

year's

.

.

I

el,
Carl Barron.
Rising through the pines;
shots of the fachave advocated shrapnel,
Professor Coffin by Streeter They
its Gothic lines.
For
Bass, Professor Hormell by Arthur
have trodChapman, and! Professor Smith by But these Halls our feet

this

.

I

Arthur Chapman,
those who hate the Chapby Robert Pennell, "There are

ulty:

In

.

Dome** Are Tops

When asked about individual musicians, Clinton mentioned Shaw (sec
above) and the Dorscy freres especially. Speaking of brother Tommy,
ne said that he would be the first
to admit that he is not a real swing
trombonist. "He's a real all-around
man, which accounts for his huge
success." He added: "Yes. Tommy is
temperamental, but he regrets sincerely his outbursts immediately afterward; all his friends and ork boys
realize this, and have nothing but
good words for him." On the subject
of trombonists,
Larry said: "Miff

TO ELECT STUDENT
COUNCIL ON FRIDAY

stay up late,

I don't go out,
folks talk low. afraid to shout,
radio's voice is silenced now;
Exams are here; to them I bow.

I

The
The

i

.

U'ontinueil from Pair* 1)

"Old Mill" by
"Pink Elephants"
and "Solitude" by
Candid camera

riability.

barring none." He added that Jack
Teagarden. when accorded this epithet by Paul Whiteman on one of his
radiocasts, said; "No Paul; that honor
belongs to Miff Mole."
Asked who he considered to be the
best exponent
of
Dixieland stuff,
Larry made a surprising reply.
"Jimmy Dorsey is absolutely the best
purveyor of modern Dixieland!" He
went on to say that the superb Bob
Crosby rhythm is really of New Or(Continued front I'affr I)
leans vintage. Dixieland, he said, realfootball dances which are given. This
ty originated in St. Louis and is bayear delegates were sent to two meetsically different from New Orleans
ings.
Bob Smith attended

..Column..

I)

Louis Joffre Hudon and Stuart Gerard Paul Small have been assigned
In reviewing the year, which is no*v scholarships from the fund establishpractically over, the following items ed last year by
Mrs. John Washburn
ar-j foremost in our minds bringing
of Minneapolis in memory of her four
back memories: Adam Walsh's con- Bowdoin uncles under the name of
Tlv tirsl the O'Brien Scholarships. Mr. Hudon.
sistently fine work
time we heard Maxine Sul'ivan sing jwho is among the leading scholars of
Art Shaw at his class, as is
"Loch Lomond"
Mr. Small, is a memWalt ber of Phi Beta Kappa and has done
the Christmas Gym Dance
Locman in the Maine game
outstanding work in his major field of
Charles French. He will continue this study
Cronin's "The Citadel"
Boyer as Napoleon in "Conquest" 'at Yale. Mr. Small, a member of
Bud White in the New Englands Phi Beta Kappa and Delta Upsilon,
at Amherst and then again in ire
has majored in Classics, has won the
State Track Meet
"Snow Whit? Sewall Greek Prize and the Sewall
and the Seven Dwarfs"- all four Latin Prize and will do his graduate
times .
The coming and quijk work at the University of Cincinnati.
death (thank goodness) of the Hig It is of interest to note that Mr. Small
Apple"
The fine art exhibits submitted a Commencement part
-especially
Rembrandt
and written entirely in Latin and conthe
the Frans Hals
"Of Mice and cerned with the dental practice of
Men"— both
The" ancient- times.
and play
4 Ink Spots and their "home cookin'
at Levaggi's Grille
Our slight
disappointment with Larry Clinton
"Lost Horizon"— Ronald Colman, any day, anywhere
Bob
Laffin's great skiing at Lake Pbcid
Coach Adam Walsh, mentor of 'he
Oscar Homolka and Barry FitzPolar Bear eleven, has accepted an
The sucgerald in "Ebb Tide"
invitation from Stanley Woodward,
cess, of the White Key
Thornton
sports editor of the New York Herat 1
Wilqer's
scenery-less
"Our Tribune, to attend that newspaper's
play
Town"
The best Ivy ever
{fourth annual football coaching school,
Jim Bishop's "The Truth about Harry which will
be held the week of AuPestalozzi" in the last Quill
gust 29 at tne Herald Tribune audi"The Awful Truth"
President
torium. 230. West Forty-first street,
Sills' twenty years; Mr. Lewis' thir- New York.
ty years; Jack Magee's twenty-five
Clipper Smith of Villanova and T"d
yyicman of Princeton will oc n»»v
members of the roof hall sohoolN faclarity and consistently fine music of
.

part in class affairs and college elections is not democratic. Indifference
to what the other fellow thinks is not
democratic, either. Above all things,"
the President concluded, "let us not
be smug and complacent."

Intevcoliegiatc

To Five Members Of '38

D. Fleischner
(CbaUaneH from Pm"-

When

1)

In addition to the roles already mentioned: Francis R. Bliss '40. Philip F.
Chapman '38. Howard Miller '38,
James W. Blunt '40. James H. Tit-

I

Scholarships Presented

I

TO BE PRESENTED

i

,

83 Federal

lege is surely to fpllow you throughout life. That is why many of us are
concerned to see in some of our colleges hazing continued. For the hazing spirit is the kid brother of the
militaristic spirit. RMit here in our
own college days, wc arc forming
habits of thought and action that will
be powerful all our lives."
.
"We sometimes hear the claim
made," President Sills continued,
"that our college is one of the most
democratic in the country. I hope
that we can justify that claim. But
hazing is not democratic; exclusion
is
not democratic; failure to take
'

Louis Joffre Hudon, Stuart Gerard Small, and Roy Chalmers Gunter, seniors who were selected to receive graduate scholarships by the College faculty In a mectiig last Monday. Hudon and Small are
recipients of the O'Brien Scholarships established by .Mrs. John Washburn of Minneapolis, and Gunter will receive the Gaian C. Moses award. Gunter will study at Boston University. Hudon at Yale,
and Small at the University of Cincinnati.

on Eastern Daylight Saving Time.
Women at the Congregational Par- Information
in regard to rooms* in
ish House, at 12.30 P.M. The Sofrom
secured
Brunswick
be
may
ciety will maintain headquarters at
the Office of the Alumni Secretary.
\
street.

TWELFTH

added that the Basle combo was rapidly but unsteadily climbing the ladder of swing success. He does not
believe that colored musicians have
the technique and intonation characteristic
white instrumentalists
of
which probably accounts for their va-

ued, "is that

I

Women

Leading Swing Styles

(ConUnawd from Par* II
(UMtiaotd from Pa** I)
"But why, you will ask," said Presi- for our money).
dent Sills, "have I taken this rather
Commenting on the colored bands,
remote subject of international afLarry said that instability characterfairs as my theme in the last Sunizes their aggregations. "When Duke
day chapel of the year? Surely the
plays his own compositions, he's unanswer is clear enough. If you think
beatable."
Continuing he said that
the question of international affairs
when
Jimmy Lunceford was at his
has nothing to do with you. go out
best, no one could ask for more.
He

,

Hubbard Hall, at 11 A.M.
The annual meeting of the Alumni
Association at 130 P.M. in the

Clinton Outlines Three

Force Over Reason

the College Chapel
Presiby Daniel H. E. Fox '38, from 3 to
dent Sills in the First Parish
4 P.M.
Church at 5 P.M.
Meeting of Directors of Alumni Fund
ThuntdaT, June 18
in Massachusetts Hall at 3 P.M.
The Class Day Exercises under the Reception by the President and Mrs.
Thorndike Oak at 3 P.M.
Sills in the Moulton Union from 4
Mrs. Sills will be at home at tne
to 5.30 P.M.
President's House, to the famili.n Out-door presentation of Twelfth
of the members of the gra'iudtinr;
Night, by the Masque and Gown, at
class and to alumni and fri»n<is, af9.00 P.M. (In case of inclement
ter the Class Day Exercise'!.
weather the play will be in MemoTea will be served in the Moulton
riol Hall.) Tickets. $1.00 by mail of
Union, from 4.30 to 6 P.M.
Myron S. Mclntire. Chi Psi Lodge.
Meeting of the Trustees in Hubbard
Saturday, June 18
Hall at 2 P.M.
Organ Recital in the First Parish
Meeting of the Overseers in Hubbard
Church at 10 A.M.
Hall at 7.30 P.M.
The Commencement Exercises in the
Senior Dance in the Gymnasium at
Church at 10.45 A.M.. followed by
9 P.M.
the Commencement Dinner in the
Friday, June 17
Commencement
Meeting of the Alumni Council in
badges, or tickets, obtainable at
Massachusetts Hall at 9 30 A.M.
the registration desk at the LiSoftball Game, 1928 vs. 1933. on the
brary, are required for admittance
Delta, at 10.30 A.M.
to the Dinner.
The annual meeting of the Phi Beta A Buffet Lunch for ladies under the
Kappa Society. Alpha of Maine, in
auspices of the Society of Bowdoin

.
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Sonny

Dunham,

one-

tenth Billy Ranch (sweet trombone)
with a side order of Pee Wee Hunt
personality thrown in." Asked about
his own band Larry said: "My band,
as you see, is not made up of stars.
I organized a group of good musicians
who could and would play my arrangements, which is all that is necessary as far as I'm concerned." He
went on to say that he considered
Tony Zimmers his ace swingster and
that he was very fortunate to get him
from Isliam Jones' band. "My band
was really never made uo of studio
musicians, except for my first group
of records. In fact, my present lead
alto
man, Fletcher Hereford, has
been with the band in that position
ever since I started. Toots Mondello
played UUrd sax on the first records
only, and not first as supposed.
I
used Babe Rusin only until 1 was sure
of getting Tony Zimmers. All our college dances have been played with
practically the same
band."
This
ought to clear up a few things.

Bea Wain Speaks
Lovely Bea Wain, our sweet misA
and an evening sail down Portsmouth tress of "Marble Hall," gave us a litHarbor was held along with some Ue info about herself. She said that
athletic reminiscing by Coach Ma- she had never been with Artie Shaw's
combo or any other orchestra as had
gec.
previously been reported. 'She said
•
•
•
•
that Artie was one of her best
Adam Walsh will speak on behalf friends,
and that she made one side
of the college at a dinner on June 8
(disc to you)— "If It's the Last Thing
commemorating the seventy-fifth an-'
I Do" for Art as a personal favor
he
nivcrsary of Boston College.
had a disc date, and his vocalist was
»
»
»
*
(

tn

anetv

sick). Her previous vocal experience
of Portland held was limited to radio. She was a memits annual sub-freshman dinner at the ber of the Kay Thompson Rhythm
Hotel Columbia in Portland on May Singers, and the only girl in the V-8
19. Coach Adam Walsh and Professor octet on the old Ford airshow.
Her
Edward S. Hammond were the prin- favorite female vocalist is Mildred
cipal speakers from the college.
Bailey, Tony Zimmers really sends
her, and she loves Jack Leonard's disc
version with T. Dorsey of "Bewildered." Her favorite of the new balIvy
lads is a swell ditty called "You Go
To My Head," which she and the
band have just recorded. Her greatest thrill is her less than a month-old
marriage to C.B.S. ace pronouncor
(C'onlin k«I from Pajtr II
Andre Baruch of "Hit Parade" and
played the part of the Jovial shoe- "Town
Hall" fame (he's subbing on
maker in the Elizabethan comedy, the latter
show for Harry Von Zell).
while Edwin L. Vergason '39 and
She
just returned from her Bermuda
Fred G. Lewis '38 were received enhoneymoon
just before our Ivy shinthusiastically for their portrayals of
dig.
Sybil, the maid, and the journeyman
The Clinton cato begin a summer
respectively.
tomorrow night at Glen
Fraternity dances began Wednes- session
day night with Art Shaw, Dean Hud- Island Casino airing 7 times weekly
N.B.C. and 3 Mutual. The R.C.A.
son, and Gene Brodman holding the
spotlight, while Ken Reeves, Tommy show (WJZi has been moved back to
Reynolds, Billy Murphy, and Kear- 6.30 on Saturdays. The band also has
ney Kallander filled in the dancing an N.B.C. (WCSH) coast-to-coasfcr
program for the first night.
Bob also on Saturday at 9.30. After Glen
Gleason, Lloyd Rafnel, and Doc Har- Island, the band will do a session at
mon were added to the list Thurs- N. Y.'s Par and send the Blue Room
day night as five parties held sway. dancers at Hotel Lincoln.
Banquets were held by the individual
fraternities with most of them coming on Friday evening just previous
to the Ivy Ball in the gym. The Ball Intercollegiate

The Bowdoin Club

Gym Dance Tops

Houseparty Program

'Chesterfield's my brand
because they give me more
pleasure than any cigarette
I ever smoked— bar none.

More smokers

every day

find a new brand of smoking
pleasure in Chesterfield's refreshing mildness

and better

—4

taste.

because Chesterfields are
made of mild ripe tobaccos and
pure cigarette paper— the finest
ingredients a cigarette can have.
It's

Group

was gayly decorated with an

Gkacr Moore
Andrk Kostk. \mPaul Whiteman
Deems Taylor
Paul Douglas

i

/.

.

Cuf>>richt l<»«. Liccrrr

* Mrrii Tnsuxo Co.

hesterfield

intric-

ate system of reflecting mirrors that
lent an elaborate effect to the gym.
Softball, boating, swimming and
dancing were the main features of
the Ivy picnics of ten fraternities.
On Thursday afternoon eight of the
houses held their outings at various
camping spots around Brunswick.
The A. D.'s went to Camp Aimhi on
Little Sebago. the Chi Psi's to Boothbay Harbor, the A. T. O.'s to the Old
House in Raymond, the Psi. U.'s to
Popham Beach, the Zetes to Professor Cushing's island in Freeport, the
Betas to Orr's Island, and the D. U.'s

Appoints Mai Morrell
Mai Morrell. Bowdoin Athletic Director, was elected to fill a vacancy
on the executive committee of the
New England Intercollegiate Track
and Field Association at a meeting of
the
group at Providence, Rhode
Island, last Saturday morning. Other
activities of the council held in con-

junction with the 52nd Annual New
England Intercollegiate Track Meet
run off at the stadium of Brown University on Friday and Saturday afto Canton.
The Kappa Sigma and
Deke Houses held their picnics on ternoons, included the naming of Dr.
Saturday, the former house going to Frederick Marvel] of Brown as presiPoland Spring, and the latter to dent and Bill Cowell of the UniverCushing's Island.
The A. D.'s took sity of New Hampshire as vice-presitheir orchestra along with
them, dent. Athletic Director G. Loebs of
while the Beta House had a clam Colby is another representative of a
bake, and a number of the D. U.'s Maine college on the same committee.
went horseback riding.
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Award French Books To

SILLS URGES SENIORS

Four Bowdoin Students

TO CLING TO IDEALS
IN BACCALAUREATE
President Calls

Upon

*38

To

Emphasize Spiritual
Over Material

White

In Address

Oakley A. Mclendy '39 was elected
President of the Student Council by

Asking the graduates not to give
to modern trends of moral conduct, and emphasizing the old distinctions between right and wrong.
President Kenneth C. M. Sills deannual Baccalaureate
the
livered
Address in the First Parish Church,
Wednesday afternoon. He spoke as
follows, in part:
You are all aware that in the cyin
clical turn of events we are living
an age that puts much emphasis on

number of
largest
receiving
the
votes for the juniors in the all-campus balloting, while Harold S. White.
polled the second highest among
the juniors to automatically become
Other members of
Vice President.
the Class of '39 who were chosen
were: John E. Cartland, Jr., Charles

way

the realistic. The high hopes which
were so dominant twenty years ago
that out of the travail of the Great
War would come a better social order and more good will have vanished
into thin air and left hardly a wrack
behind. As so often has happened in
the past an age of realism has followed a romantic age. Today we arc
constantly beset with advice to let
our ideals go by the board and face
the hard facts of life realistically.
"The old order changcth giving place
to be ful-

Himself in many strange ways.
are learning to our sorrow
that, as President Butler of Columbia pointed out to his graduates the
other day— "Ideas and principles as
well as Kings can abdicate."
In other words, princinles of conduct, ideas of society and of governments, held loyally by many generations of men, may lose their force and
filling

And we

their appeal, unless wrought anew into
the lives of men. Abdication of many
old ideas seems to be going on apace
in many quarters of the world in
moral and political and social fields.
And it is interesting to reflect that

such abdication goes whenever and

wherever the Christian principles of
unselfish service give way before a
realistic

view of

life.

In the field of moral conduct, many
between right
of the oM djpti nct i
and wrong seem to be fading into the
gray light of the expedient or the twilight zone of the theory that life
should be lived from the point of view
of the immediate pleasure to be gain-

mw

ed. The popular magazines in
themselves
concern
articles

alternate.

COMMTiTEE ARRANGES
LECTURES, CONCERTS
for the nin.h biennial Institute to be held next year have re-

Plans

cently been announced by Professor
Frederick E. T. TilkHson, Professor
of Music who is heading the committee in charge.
To be held during the month of
April 1939 the Institute will be devoted to music and will bring to Bowdoin a large list of distinguished artists and eminent authorities. It will
be divided into two sections, one of
lectures and one of concerts and will
be open to the public as usual.
The program as arranged is as fol-

lows:

Lectures
Dr. Otto Kinkcldcy, Professor of
Music, Cornell University and an
outstanding musicologist.
Dr. Archilwld T. Davidson, Professor of Choral Music, Harvard Uni-

1.

2.

versity.

Downes. Music Critic, New
York Times and Director of N. Y.

3.

Olin

4.

World's Fair.
Aaron Copland, Dean of American
composers. New York. Lecture on

5.

John

modern music.
Taskcr

The books are presented

Ashkenazy, Bishop,

Cox Speak At
Annual Ceremony

Fitts,

Pmce

Lecturer,
I)

A

MAKKDKAN'S LIST
AT END OF SEMESTER

undergraduates
Dean's List as announced this morning by the college
office. In the case of upperclassmen
they will receive unlimited cut privileges for the -first semester of the
academic year 1938-39. Sophomores
will receive either unlimited cuts or
six cuts a semester. Eighteen seniors, sixteen juniors and Seventeen
total of fifty-one

comprises

the

ASMALVOUO

Faculty Is Awarded
Degree of L.H.D.

Palmer

KENNETH ROBERTS

"Falstaff'

Future

Plays Sir Toby Belch;
Singing Features
-Twelfth

was presented by

Night"

Masque and

the

as a conclusion to its thirtyfifth season last evening on the steps
of the Walker Art Building, before
a large and appreciative audience.
The role of Malvolio, hero or "goat"
of the play, was characteristically
played by Carlyle N. dcSuze '38, vet-

Gown

last

Thursday afternoon under dramatic

the Thorndike Oak. The smoking of
the pipe of peace, the singing of the
ode, and the cheering of the halls, all
was carried out before a large audience of alumni, parents and friends.
In his opening address David Walpresident
class
dron
Fitts,
the
spoke briefly on the position of the
class in the college. He cited the particular distinction of the Class of
1938 in regard to class unity and class

and then introduced William
Frost, class poet, who read his poem.
Harold David Ashkenazy gave the
class oration, the subject matter of
which had been held secret for. according to the speaker, "some very,
very ticklish reasons." The body of
the speech was a humorous proposal
to initiate into Bowdoin College a
The
"Guide Book for Freshmen."
guide book was based on the logical
theory that we come to college to
spirit

list

Council and has won letters in swimming, baseball and track. Voted the
outstanding swimmer in the New
England Association. White is the
leading pitcher, is Cantain-elect of
swimming and was President of his
class last year. Cartland, Beta Theta

earned his varsitv football letter,
and also plavs for the Independent
Pi,

(Continued on Pave 4)

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
VOTES APPOINTMENTS

have fun.
Courses and professors fall readily
into three categories, according to
Ashkenazy. Class One is the "Desirable Professor." Such a one would inYesterday noon at its annual meet- clude such qualities as being a food
ing held in the Moulton Union, the lecturer, a liberal marker, not strict
General Alumni Association presided with home work, and just a regular
over by Thomas R. Winchell '07, of fellow. Imitations of certain outstandWest Newton, Massachusetts, elected ing examples in each group which acthe following mem to the Board of companied the description- seemed to
Overseers, Carl M. Robinson 08, of be recognizable.
Falling into Class

Alumni

Council,

Two was

Lewis A. Burleigh '19, of Augusta, who
Joseph D. Garland '25, of Bangor.
William S. Linnell '07, Portland and
Boston,

'28.

is

the "superfluous professor"
usually a Ph.D. with a love
(Contiri"*!

on

Fnre

TO PHI BETA KAPPA

courses:
Class of 1939— William H. Brown.
Jr.. Portland: Louis W. Bruemmer,
Jr.. West Newton. ^lass.; Philip S.
Campbell. Portland: Leonard J. Cohen. Fort Fairfield: Alden B. Davis.
South Poland: George A. Dunbar.
Watertown, Mass.; Milton M. Goldberg. New Haven. Conn.; Ernest L.
Goodspeed, Gardiner; George P. Halekas. Taunton. Mass Georee L. Hill.
Wollaston, Mass.; C. Way land Kline.
(ConUauwl oa Pm*t 4)
all their

;

'

:

KENNETH ROBERTS

of Sir Andrew Aguecheck,
returning to the H«»hter part after
success in
character
considerable

comic role

Through

generosity of Mr.
Scott S.mpso£ of the Class of 1903
in giving to Bowdoin College a sound
as a memorial to his mother,
the college can. by extending the apparatus. serve the entire college area
in many interesting ways.
Many
plans for extensions and variations of
the system are already being visual-

performances. Mrs. Catherine Daggett played the part of Olivia, a role
which she had previously studied at
the Royal Academy of Dramatic Art
in London, Mrs. Elinor Graham as
Viola had probably the most poetic
lines of the whole play, which she
recited with dispatch. The third auxMrs.
Nclla
Bumham.
iliary was
whose participation in the play was

At the annual meeting of the
Alumni Association, held Friday
noon in the Moulton Union, the
Alumni prize was awarded to "Scott
Clement Ward Simpson, of the Class

—

of 1903, eminently successful agent
of the Alumni Fund, former member
of the Alumni Council and active
representative of its Committee on
Prospective Students, founder and
secretary of the Bowdoin Club of

twenty-five memHarold David Ashkenazy of Lynn,
bers of the Class of 1938 received Mass., James Alden Bishop of Prestheir diplomas from President Sills in que Isle, Donald Franklin Bradford
Bowdoin's 133rd Commencement ex- 'of Larchmoht. N. Y.. Hovey Mann
ercises held this morning in the First Burgess of Frecport, Philip Freeland
Parish Church. Of these seventy were Chapman, Jr., of Portland. Hubert
awarded the degree of Bachelor of Woodrow Coffin of Portland, Alide
Arts and fifty- five that of Bachelor of Lemaitre Duhaime of Manchester,
Science.
N. H., Kosrof EhVian of Portland, ArDr. Robert Albion of the Class of thur Ellicott Fischer of Westfield, N.
1918, a resident of Princeton, N. J., J., Harry Thomas Foote of Lorain,
acted as Marshal of the procession, Ohio, Kenneth Vernon Gray of Boothselected for this post by the Commit- bay Harbor, Rov Chalmers Gunter,
tee of Public Exercises. Professor Jr., of Woburn Mass., William StevEdward C. Kirkland acted in the ca- ens Hawkins of Wilmington, Vt., Wilpacity
of
Faculty Marshal, and liam DeWitt Hyde of Northampton,
Claude R. Frazier of Auburndale, Mass., Edward William Najam of
Mass.. was the undergraduate Marsh- Danbury. Cjnn Phillips Tryon Nead
al leading the seniors.
iof Rutherford, N. J., Edward Lynch
The Rev. Daniel Evans. D.D., of the O'Neill. Jr.. of Portland, Edward HenClass of 1896. of Belmont. Mass.. was ry Owen of Bath, Donald Irving Patt
chaplain of the exercises.
N. Y., Thomas
of Jamaica, L. I.,
Three members of the class of 1938 Franklin Phelps of Pueblo, Colo.,
of Bowdoin College received degrees Frank Humphrey Purington, Jr., of
"summa cum laude," two received Malba, L. I., N. Y.. John Shoukimas
them "magna euro laude." and 25 re- of Lawrence, Mass.. Oscar Samuel
ceived them "cum laude" in the 133rd Smith of Richmond, Frederick Bryce
annual commencement exercises of Thomas of Wilmington, Vt., Harlan
Durell Thombs of Cumberland Mills.
the college here this morning.

One hundred and

!

I

I

I

Union

possible after a flying trip from
Rochester. N. Y.
Francis R. Bliss '40 made his stagesinging debut in the oart of Festc,
Olivia's jester. William J. Norton, Jr.,
'38, as Fabian, Jarre W. Blunt, Jr.,
'40 third of his taaulv to appear in

Cushing.
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|

j
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system in Moulton
accept sound from these

Jr.,

of

^
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ticularly fine one has been especially
designed and constructed for the

j

j

%
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bn-dcoffoS'u^

.nd operatic
These, should be very popular when
reproduced in a manner that an" gland
Continued on FftKe 2)
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Next Year's Freshmen

Prizes and awards announced
the Bowdoin College commencement
exercises this morning were as fol-

I

Receive 4 Scholarships
Basie

past

Coun-

citizens

of

example of the

fine

oft proved fact that a liberal education is an effective preparation for

At Commencement Ball

A

I

OF CLASSICAL EPOCH
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Prize:

Bowdoin Alumnus For June Has

Prize: Harlan Durell Thombs '38 of
Cumberland Mills.
Nathan Gould Greek and Latin

Prize: Stuart Gerard Paul Small '38
of Scarsdale, N. Y.
Col. William Henry Owen Premium: Edward Lynch O'Neill Jr '38
of Portland.

Hiland Lockwood Fairbanks Prizes
Public Speaking: Ernest Francis
Andrews, Jr., '40, of Bangor for Debating; Richard Bigelow Sanborn '40
of Augusta, for English 5-6. Debating; Daniel Bush Downer '41 of New-

Story

By Ecke; Other Articles

Bowdoin Women Have

Newfoundland Winter, a story by perforce, frequently, though hesitantRobert
1931;

in

S.

the

Ecke, M.D., of the class of ly visited.
final installment of the
"When one looks on our incredibly

i

!

Mothers For Guests

|

Alumni "Needs" Report; a tribute to beautiful expanse of barren rocks and
the late John Anderson Waterman marsh, shorn of trees to the last
A.M. of the Class of 1884; an article stick; tiny laboriously tilled fish feron the New Homer for the Art Build- tilized gardens, one wonders how life
ing by Henry E. Andrews '94; seven s supported. It hardly is. Life here
Even
book reviews; and Undergraduate ^ artificial in the extreme.
Miscellany by Leonard J. Cohen '39 firewood is brought to the island in
are contained in the recently pub- "turns," sticks eight feet long and
lished June issue of the Bowdoin fl Ve inches through. Dogs drag them
Alumnus.
thirty or so at a time, at least ten
Robert Ecke is serving as a doctor miles over the ice. The homes are
at the modern, well-equipped hundred small and sung with the inevitable
bed Notre Dame Bay^ Hospital at iron pot on the eternally hot squat
j

;

English

(Continued uu i'»y e 41

4;

j

1

^
j

SUBSCRIBE

Haven; a

leading

DEAN URGE RETURN

Matthew

Economy

for

Company;

New England

posts of importance in the technical
field; straightforward, honest, public
Continued on Page 4)
battle of music between a white
enfurnished
the
Maine Scholarships for next year, ac- and a colored band
Comfor the annual
cording to an announcement made tertainment
recently by Professor Athern P. Dag- mencement Ball held last Thursday
gett, chairman of the special com- night by the Class of 1938. Count
mittee in charge. The scholarships of Basic and his orchestra, rated as the
$500 each are awarded to one student number one black band in the counof four districts covering try in a recent issue of "Time," supSpeaking at the annual Classical
in each
every county in the state, and are phed the "hot" and snecialty numbers ciub banquet at the Hotel Eagle on
determined on a basis of competitive while Will Hudson, formerly with Saturday evening. June 4, Dean PauJ
examination, personal interview, and Hudson-DeLange, satisfied the lovers Nixon deplored the apparent dearth
of slower and smoother music.
general secondary school record.
f
classicists which is prevalent at
Cards announcing the number of Bowdoin at the present time.
Valedictorian and track man at
At
Brunswick High School, Giveen has a each dance were employed to avoid the same time he urged the members
brother in the freshman class at confusion. At this dance also, alumni
f the club returning next year to
to
admitted
were
and
their
families
have
Bowdoin, and other relatives
^p a ji the influence which they might
preceded him at the college. Gardner the balcony free of charge. A lighting have in urging the freshmen to take
was Salutatorian at Edward Little system featuring a multi-colored ball Latin. He pointed out the relative
High School, and active in debating, similar to the one used at Ivy was practical value of Latin and the
other elective courses which most
dramatics, music, and publications. employed.
Patronesses for the affair were freshmen pursue, namely MathcmaJHe is the son of George R. Gardner
'01, has a brother now in college. Mrs* Kenneth C. M. Sills, Mrs. Al- tics and the sciences.
Holmes,
Gross.
Mrs.
Cecil
T.
fred
O.
relatives
After the banquet. President Wiland has other Bowdoin
Bangor High Mrs. Robert P. T. Collin. Mrs. Ernst ham Frost addressed the group and
attending
Vafiadcs,
School, was Chairman of the Student C. Helmreich, Mrs. Noel C. Little, complimented the club on the fine
Executive Committee and participat- Mrs. Boyd W. Bartlett, Mrs. Edward work which they did this year. The
cd in athletics, debating and drama- C. Kirkland, Mrs. Elbridge Sibley. play was especially cited and Scott
tics. Marston, President of the sen- Mrs. Samuel F. Kamerling, and Mrs. Marshall was given a rising vote of
thanks for the invaluable assistance
Student Council at John J. Magee.
ior class and
The dance committee was com- which he gave in this effort. AlSkowhegan High School, was active
in athletics, dramatics, and publica- posed of Robert W. LafTin, chairman; though the organization went in to
N.
debt during the current year, Frost
tions. He is the son of the late Col. Thomas J. Craven, Jr.; Robert
Roy L. Marston '99, and has other. Smith; William W. Fish. Jr.; and pointed out that this was largely the
result of the play and which he beJames P. Hepburn.
Bowdoin relatives.
lieved was well worth the effort. Professor Means of the faculty was also
especially commended for his expert
guidance of the club during the year.
(Continued on Pare 4)

William Stevens Hawkins '38 of Wilmington, Vt.
Hannibal Hamlin Emery Latin

Mass..

New

And Hudson Play

Souther^^?Ne» Enl

Telephone

president of the
cil;
one of the

i

Samuel M. Giveen of Brunswick,
Richard F. Gardner of Auburn, Lewis
V. Vafiades of Bangor, and Coburn
Marston of Skowhegan have been
awarded the annual $500 State of

Sewall Latin Prize: Francis Roy-

ton Center.

L

j

at

Political

sLr»fM

2SS.

Are Announced

Noyes

£™£

Moulton Union Lounge, and another
one wh h
d
h
of a different type has been supplied unit.
for t he Cause of the fine arts in Porttor Memorial Hall. The one for MemProfessor Tillotson has arranged !1L» i„A i„th«,
a
T.
orial Hall Is of a type* that can *e for a highly varied program during {?~, v
"f^n™^ibvarolleee whose art
which
will
is
coming
school
year,
doors
and
portable
so
the
used out of
Pn i|-J. t on _ ar_ ltQ P
npiH . „_ H ~ v
that it may be placed in any of sev- include a carefully planned series of
£«.*.,„#' a.*.
r.7»l
concerts from the records in his
eral out-of-door locations.
K„i.>tTTiwirSZ
.Harry Clifford Knight,
of the Class
At any of the gathering places in partment and from th„ ^nhnnir

Awards
Prizes,, jut

ster Bliss '40 of Belfast.
Sewall
Greek
Prize:
Bullock, Jr., '40.

the

of

a

,

\

]

central
will

President

fSl'
^

.

NOW

Twillingate in Newfoundland. He deswith the mosaic of
Get Your Complete Record Of Tfce cribes the.typical life ol:a doctor in kitchen stove
bizarre hooked rugs. The homes and
Year's Activities
this northern community and the the people are reasonably clean in
several
p.cwith
story is illustrated
spi , e of the obvious difficulties in the
tures
wav of ba'hing. Even the rare weal"This •metropolis of the north.' thy have no running water."
$2.00
housing, but far from supporting some
After descriptions of many interand Roy Edward Wjpgin of Peabody,
two thousand souK takes the form esting and thrilling adventure^Mr.
Mass.
of two islands separated at the west- Eck e ends wnh these lines. "There
Agent at
Honors in major subject fields anerly end by a narrow passage of are man y pleasures in working here
nounced at the 133d commencement
This inlet, with these really kindly people but
water. Shoal Tickle.
Entrance
exercises today were as follows:
passable for small boats if they can the note struck by the whole^^ set-up
Biology
High Honors: James
get under the bridge, widens between is one of hopelessness. It is a bitter.
Thomas Blodgett of Woburn, Mass..
Saturday Morning
the islands to a reef-flanked mouth barren, and bleak country and the
Donald Irving Patt of Jamaica. L. I..
leaving a good-sized hartor protect- whole people are fighting a dreary
,N.Y.
ed from every wind but the north- battle. Here you see a country lar
(ConUmMd on r**» t)
It is a harbor abhorred but
(Continued on Pair* <)
east.
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According to custom all wives of
visiting alumni and mothers of the
graduating class were entertained
during the Commencement program
by the Society of Bowdoin Women,
Mrs. Kenneth C. M. Sills is the Honorary President of the organization.
with Mrs. Philip G. Clifford serving
as President,
As in the past two years the Cram
nouse al g3 Federal street served as
Headquarters for the Society
The
meeting neld
in the Parish

;

j

Laude

College;

i

;

Magma Cum Lands
Andrew Hood Cox of Bangor and

Cum

of

g* »» £7

three sources: microphones, records,
and radio. It will amplify it and send
it to any speaker or sound projector
units which may be set up.
A par-

4)

'

William Frost of Pleasantville, N.
Louis Joffre Hudon of Brunswick,
and Stuart Gerard Paul Small of
Scarsdale. N. Y.
Y.,

Hilton

PUmned\*°GF?SX»2S£
&2£
Smith

,

j

Portland.

Is

i

The

made

,

Benjamin

MITCHELL

;

'

ized.

'38 of Lynn,
berg of New Haven. Conn., George Harold David Ashkenazy
Leslie Hill of Wollaston, Mass., and Mass.
Smyth Mathematical Prize: RichClinton Wayland Kline of Augusta.
'40 of Augusta.
Sanborn
Bigelow
ard
In 1938 and at the mid-winter
Lucien Howe Prize for Gentlemanly
meeting of the society held last Febthe following seniors were el- Conduct and Character: David WalNew Hampshire, who more than any ruary,
ected to membership: Harold David dron Fitts '38 of Winchester, Mass.
other one man is responsible for the Ashkenazy
Class of 1875 Prize in American
of Lynn, Mass.. Andrew
initiation and adoption of the now
Hood Cox of Bangor, -Benjamin Hil- History: Walter D. Bishop.
operative end-of-the-week commence- ton Cushing Jr.,
Portland; William
Pray English Literature Prize:
ment plan."
Frost of Pleasantville, N. Y., Louis Frederick Bryce Thomas '38 of BradThe description of the Sound Sys- Joffre Hudon of Brunswick, Edward ford. Vt.
tem, described elsewhere on this Henry Owen of Bath, Frank HumBertram Louis Smith, Jr., Prize in
page, and donated by Mr. Simpson phrey Purington Jr.. of Malba. L. I., English
Literature:
David Ward
testifies to his interest in the college. N. Y.. John Shoukimas of Lawrence,
Bamford '39 of Houlton; Philip StorSuch a constructive and progressive Mass., Stuart Gerard Paul Small of er Campbell '39 of Portland.
gift typifies Mr. Simpson's generos- Scarsdale, N. Y., Roy Edward Wiggin
Hawthorne Prize: Frederick Bryce
ity^
of Peabody. Mass.
Thomas '38. .

30 Members Of Class Of 1938
Earn Degrees With Distinction

B.

the college buildings or within rea- itge^Bul mess Officers
lMhe Easfern
sonable. range of the campus, anyone
who wishes to do so may have a presjdent with a son in the JreaS
graduaspeaker of a sound projector set up; ft
class to
on
nanf
h
and, by simply connecting to the cen- um uelv bound
%
to the College bv
tral unit by a pair of wires, whatever
f
present- the
may be going on there may be- re- best type of thet Bowdoin
graduate
ceived through these auxiliary units, who speaks the
truth, fears no man
The type of wiring needed is com- and does his job,
Honoris C*u
ter •' Art*
voHaee
through these
wires.
voltage passes
oa
thSe^wi'e?
A
| exander Bower, of Portland; Dirand U» method. of wiring is similar
of the g^,',,, Fine Ar t s and
to telephone wiring; that is. it is not th Por tland
Art
Museum;
instructor
necessary to protect them in duct or „S
t Westbrook Juraor Coll
conduit
This makes it practical for distinguished pa^er in
his own ri ££
fraternity houses the private homes wnos<? work *£
exhibited in
of the faculty college buildings, and ,
d,
galleries;
tonmlon rooms to receive maMte in his ne?d famouslike Other
all the sound sent from the central
nis
j,

,

:

Alumni Prize Winner

Summa Cum Laude

the

tion

lows
Charles Carroll Everett Graduate
At the annual meeting of Phi Beta Scholarship: Roy Edward Wiggin '38
Kappa Society. Alpha of Maine, held of Peabody, Mass.
in the Bowdoin College library Friday
Longfellow
Wadsworth
Henry
morning, five seniors and three jun- Graduate
Frederick
Scholarship:
iors were elected to membership in
Bryce Thomas '38 of Bradford, Vt.
the society.
Galen C. Moses Graduate ScholarThe seniors are Hubert Woodrow ship: Roy Chalmers Gunter, Jr., '38,
Coffin of Portland, Kosrof Eligan of
of Woburn, Mass.
Portland. Roy Chalmers Gunter Jr.,
Scholarship:
Graduate
O'Brien
of Woburn, Mass.. William Stevens
'38 of Brunswick;
Hawkins of Wilmington, Vt.. and Ed- Louis Joffre Hudon
"38 of
ward William Najam of Danbury, Stuart Gerard Paul Small
Scarsdale. N. Y.
Conn.
Class of 1868 Prize in Oratory:
The juniors are Milton Myer Gold-

Scott Simpson '03 Is

WILMOT

System; Extension

the cast, all
past performers in the Society's
productions, continued to give fitting
in

*

PROF.

Scott Simpson Donates Sound

parts.

(Continual
tinuwl «• P
P»it«

Treasurer

'08.

of Smith College, Alexander Bower
of Portland. Harry Clifford Knight
'98 of New Haven, William John Norton '05 of Detroit, Kenneth Roberts
of Kennebunk Beach. John Fessenden
Dana '98 of Portland, Frank Herbert
Swan '98 of Providence and Wilmot
Brookings Mitchell '90 of the Bowdoin faculty were awarded honorary
degrees by the college today at its
one hundred and thirty-third Commencement exercises.
Of the seven degrees conferred six
*90 were received by Bowdoin Alumni.
In awarding honorary degrees the
President spoke as follows:
In exercise of authority given me
by the two Governing Boards, I now
create:
'

as Sir Toby
Belch gave a remarkable rendition of
the inebriated unck, and his physique
and ready wit make him a most natural "Falstaff" foftnext year. Richard
'39,
President of the
B. Carland
Masque and Gown, played the broadly

2)

ELECT FIVE SENIORS

!

as follows.
The following upperclassmen may
cut classes during the first semester
of 1938-39 at their discretion, having
received grades of "B" or better In

George Palmer Hyde

'40

The three women

LITT.D.

,

activities at college.

Edward Palmer

.

sophomores were named on the

RECEIVES

College Honors Dana, Swan,
Knight, All of ^8, At
Exercises Today

eran-designer of the Masque and
traditional manner but under Gown. His enthusiastic nerformance
skies the class of 1938 ob- as the duoed steward in the comedy
served the annual Bowdoin Class Day marked a colorful climax for deSuze's

i

51

STARS

Wilmot B. Mitchell From

SUZE ^8

de

In

Allen, Jr., alternate.
Melendy, Psi Upsilon, is the most
versatile athlete in college, winning
four major letters for two years running. A standout figure in football,
hockey, baseball and track. Melendy
was also one of two junior members
on the Council this past year, is Captain-elect of baseball, and was chosen
Most Popular Man of his class. White
likewise was a junior member of the

the

Friday Night

CARLYLE

Shakespeare's

chosen were Robert N. Bass and
Charles H. Pope. Jr., with Neal W. rites

Portland; to

Masque and Gown Presents
Commencement Play

HAS CLASS

Frost,

8

HONORARY DEGREES;
ALUMNI RECEIVE SIX

CLOSE SEASON

French

studies.

i

Howard.

(Continual on

of

DAY THURSDAY

with Massachusetts; as Alumni Directors,
appointed by President Sills, Harold
C. L. Ashey '12, Worcester, Massachusetts, John L. Baxter '16, Brunswick. Maine, and George C. Weston
'10, Augusta.

4)

class

NO. 8

The sophomores threatening

many Howard W. Mostrom

The Church with

(CoaUnucd on rage

any

in

1938

COLLEGE AWARDS

TWELFTH NIGHT

W.

tinction

'38

problems connected with the attitude
of youth on pre-marital relations and
marriage. Some of these articles take
a distinctly pagan view and imply
that there is little or no value in the
ideals of chastity before marriage or
fidelity afterwards.

Clinton

through the Ministry of Education
of the French Government.

N. Corey, Enos M. Denham, Charles
F. Gibbs, Daniel F. Hanley. Harry P.
Hood. Jr.. Benjamin A. Karsokas,
Walter Rowson, Jr.. and John H.
Jr..

'38.

m

m

SHAKESPEARE'S

'S8,

public" are given annually to undergraduate scholars who gain dis-

Jr.,

Rich,

Hudon

JT.

Jr.,

'39, and Fred <!. Dambrie '40
have been rewarded by the French
government for being outstanding
students of the French language
and literature.
Prize* in the form of books #vhlch
bear the inscription "Offered by
the Government of the French Re-

Chosen Vice-

Is

President; 10 of '39,
2 Of '40 Elected

and God seems

Louis
Kline

STUDEfflMMCH

Dictatorships Are Examples
Of Cruelty Says Sills

to the new";

Benjamin H. dishing.

MELENDY HEADS

DANIEL FOX"^ IS
PROGRAM ORGANIST Bud

ORIENT

BRUNSWICK, MAINE, SATURDAY, JUNE" 18,

(68th Year)

SUBSCRIBE NOW TO
ORIENT AND ALUMNUS

were elected

Secretary

£ »{££, ^usen^tha^rnlHf
House Committee, Mrs. Widgery
^o^ chairman of Luncheon
Committee, Mrs Donald White Oth-

^W^

officers are

Vice President
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leaves are fallinjf now, the leaves are dead,
Like withered pi»ioas falling; in the sky
leaves are falling now, the brown, the rod,
The fellow ones; and on the earth they lie.

The

The
John H. Bich.

39

Jr.

In the spring the birds sang here, where on

Aaaoclase Editor*

Leonard

Cohen

*39

;

i

1

bough

tlte

i

That once was snowy, bursting into flower
The snows will rest again, the snows which now
Fade and are gone, the coolness of an hour.

James E. Tracy, Jr. •39
Managing Editor*
George M. Stevens, Jr. '40
Rictilrd W. Sullivan, Jr. '40
Richard E. Tukey '40
J.

Richard E. Doyle

Not even in the two great univer(Continued from Pas* 1)
proaches the original color, tone, and sal truths, Catholicism, and natural
clarity. Accompanying these recitals, science, can man find individual freecomment on them by Professor Til- dom, said William Frost in his comlotson or any guest authority will be mencement part this morning. Desdistributed through the system from cribing the parts which each one of
the microphone attached to it. When- these forces plays in the world's
the President of the College or civilization, the speaker showed how
other officials or visiting notables both Catholicism end acieace failed
would like to reach the college body to grant man his intellectual or spiriin the fireside- atmosphere, this can tual freedom.
"The flf ure of Roger Bacan, that
be easily done by the means above
churchman and
medieval
described. Announcements and plans great
'or the future and even homilies on scientist, may be taken to symbolize
campus conduct might be appropri- both of these truths united in one
ately sent out, and whenever there mac; for «'n^«' *> te wax an orthodox churchman of his time and thereis a party the whole coUege can lisfore a not very suc<:essful scientist
ten in.
ago m
If the alumni, students, and faculty he djeamed seven centuries
see*
all begin to enjoy and appreciate the dream which we have »nly Just
navigating are
possibilities of this system, there may realized: 'Machines for
Likewise
soon be a projector of good quality possible without rowers .
installed at every gathering place, cars may he made so that without a
and perhaps before very long dinner draught animal they may be neved
music for everybody will be going cum impetu inaestimabili. as we deem
out over the system between, say, the scythed chariots to have been

1871

'40

\

I

Philip E.

Junes H. Cupit,

Requa

pteavi
John G. Wheelock, 3rd

"40

Sub-Editor*
David W. D. Dickson '41
Luther A. Harr, Jr. '41
Thaddeus J. Keefe, '41
William E. Vannah '41

Jr. '41

Herbert V. Field '41
Robert A. Inman '41
Charles W. Marr '41
Harold L. Pines 41
E. Harold Pottle,
Charles H. Mergendafcl, Jr. '41

In me thou see'st the glowing «/ such
That on the ashes of his, youth doth

'40

Henry A. Shorey, 3rd

Max Weinshel

'41

Jr. '40

.

that which

it

teas nourished

by

William frost

Richard H. Abbott 40

Edward J. PUtz '40
PubiUhtri rvrry WrHnewlay rluring the roliay* Yaar by UV KtiwienU of Bowatoin Coils**.
All contribution.-' and i-omniunicatiost- hould b( jrivts to thr
Eatttor
Sunday

Mnrtnrinaby
U(h< fmoMlin,, tti« rtM* of publication
Th* bator-ln-r.hi*? is renjnnaibW for th»> oditorial
column tha Managing l!4itoi for n*w» and makr-up. Air communications retrain* mbsrjiptlon* should tw addraaawi to thr Bu»inn>» Manassr of tha Bowdoin Putaiahiag Company
itabaenntiona. 42.W1 par y»ar in advance.
With AUunnur. SS.Mi.
F.ntarad ay awond clean matter at th« iMMdiijIin at Brunrwick, Maine.
;
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ONE HUNDRED AND THIRTY-THREE

Of

|

mood and atmosphere, varying from hilarious gaiety in one momwit to periods of touching gravity and
solemnity, in the next, Commencement is once more with us. The
time has come for alumni to renew old acquaintances and to revis- ^i^.^^^'^^rntk^'out"'
it again the campus of their youth. It is the
time for the seniors
vacillating

its

iTS

to say farewell

and prepare themselves to enter the outside world,
a world still presenting an ominous outlook with its economic disorders and wars and rumblings of wars. It is a time when Bowdoin's past mingles with its future and a time for much serious
thought about Bowdoin."

™

I

™

And

yet

this

civilization,

realize that this is

'

i

^"T?

|

,

.

,

it-{S^n^i^«iS

*

;

^
aoS
^gVour^tos
£XSo ™
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security,

I

j

i

The philosophy which
brought forth out of the

PROGRAM

man
test

has
tube

and the spectroscope he has builded
firm in its

into a castle of knowledge,
foundations, lofty in its aim. mighty
in its protection against the elements.

Within its massive walls he reposes in
peace and the consciousness of cer-

j

.

.

find

I

^^^V

!

things were the fabThe man of the

might

Ages

—

'

|

— these

guidance, unanimity, and the assurance of absolute truth -- b*K that
truth would never make him free.
Having described the beginnings of
the sceesttific movement. Frost said,
"A* a result of their methods modern
man can say that he stands on the
threshold of a new age and witnesses
It is
the birth of another empire.
not true, of course, that natural
science has yet "replaced" religion;
up to now it has made conquest rather of man's rational than of his ethibut how complete that
cal nature
The archeoloconquest has been!
gist's spade upturns the classic dust
of Greece; the sacred volcano of Nippon looks down on laboratory and
power plant. In Europe and America,
where is the university in which the
sciences and their universal language
Or where is the
are disregarded?
intellectual heretic who will deny the
infallibility of their method and the
truth of their discoveries?
The scientist maintains, and with
justice, that his method is the opposDoubt and skepite of dogmatism.
ticism are the starting pointe of science, even as faith is the initial act
with doubt the
Armed
of religion.
scientists have swept away the cobwebs of ignorance, superstition, and
prejudice; and they have furnished
the intellect of man with a growing
body of verifiable truth. With one
voice the laboratories of the world
proclaim a new discovery, with one
voice the professors of the world cry
Seciuv
it forth in the lecture room.
ity, unanimity, as much truth, perhaps, as mortal mind can attain to
these things science offers. But what
about individual freedom?

brilliant

j

j

Fathers

Middle

it was, and founded firmly on
rock of Catholic truth, hardly
was characterized by individual freedom. Medieval man, whether he was
peasant, poet, teacher, lawyer, doctor, or nobleman, lived, to use an

I

has accom-

ric of the empire.

the

hrase, in the shadow of the
Bowdoin's one hundred and thirty- Mathematics
Intellectual Catholicism poscross
third commencement. She is an old institution, full of colorful what one can see and acquire through movement for providing refuge for low5, in Pf rt •_.
Latin;
t~„o„
rw
uur sessed a universal language,
Consider China ana Japan,
Psyfaculties.
states
five
exiles
totalitarian
the
the
of
the
of
the
use
method, scholasticism; an
universal
a
tradition and aware of remarkable accomplishments. She has livEurope. Europe. is destroying
chology and zoology clinch the proauthority rooted in the
infallible
ed through strife and wars, seen a young nation grow, expand cess of making the young man mto a self. It is casting away its most J^'I""
Church
the
and
Aristotle,
j™T' He r7 then ^ho Scriptures,
valuable possessions. They are ours
and mature, a world advance more rapidly than ever before, and full-fledged agnostic.
wo" d ggo du^'ectly
b areo
"Yet. to criticize a college student for the taking, and yet many are too
A nd vet the
in her own state she has witnessed with interest the birth and
for his agnosticism is to be unduly short sighted to recognize our good
is meant
an to 1* mandatory TILLOTSON ANNOUNCES
We must not let this opporgrowth of three other colleges. • Yet Bowdoin continues to do her harsh; his skeptical attitude is more fortune
of J°ar
u
f
br
Thus movement k, not
likely to be merely a symptom of the tunity pass.
declared, you say. Neither was
part well, progressing each yfear and keeping abreast of the world. exercise of imperfectly developed «mpl>;a benevalen and charitable
INSTITUTE
declared when the act was applied
It is a piece nf brilliant statesact.
we had to
Th
nms time we^had^to
„Xst itah/.
Italv
With respect for the old and consideration of the new she truly critical powers; in his case it is rath- rnanship.
It is the natural, the wis- fsamst
(Continunl from Pajra 1)
er a stage in the individual develop^
advances with an eye to the future and an ear to the ground.
ost. .the most fortunate policy that
and author. Authority
composer
ment and not a philosophy of life.
thff the act is too
natk)n «*** ***•
on American Music.
limited, that it is an incomplete ex"Science breeds skepticism '-which »
In these respects the past year has been no exception. It is a
Concert*
America has already welcomed pression of our neutrality policy
%
in itself is a very useful.—«ven inproyear tlwit may be looked back upon with some regret and a good dispensable, attitude,- but this same many of these m«a and others seek to
"There is, in the first place, the 6. Curtis String Quartet, in a
here. Proflsstor von Beckerath point of view of the isolationist. He
gram of modern American ChamdmL>4d a iat i nfaati aau i^rwaa Hay **a.l*i MJUutii' ad lji, and acad- ,1!^^.:,.^ aoveade Ifrf oil upon a come
ber Music including Walter Piston.
steel plate -it covers not only its own who lectured so ably at Bowdoin tells us that when war comes we
emically the college has progressed. A major item in the form working area but everything that three years ago was doubtful about should withdraw within our shells and
Aaron Copland and others.
land because
Boston
cellist.
of a new field house has been added to the plant, and a survey of surrounds it, too. Consequently we returning to his native views. Ex- avoi(j everything which might pos- 7. Ives Chardon,
This would mean
sib y threaten us.
Symphony Orchestra and Frederic
find the oil of skepticism saturating of his liberal political
the campus is laying the foundation for more and greater changes the dry tinder of an idealism based chancellor Bruening. who spoke here no trade at al i with belligerents and
Tillotson in cycle of Beethoven

Few

speech

written by Edward Henrv Owen, was
Behind Chandler's band the
sung.
whole group made the raands of the
campus cheering the halls and activities ended with the traditional farewell iiandshaking.

though

I

.

1

.

command.

its

I

his

plished here at Bowdoin" since it "entered through the customary avenues
of the dean's office and the examination room."
Andrew Hood Cox gave the closing
the pipe ©1
address, after which
peace was smoked and the ctess ode.

censorship— the Index Expurgatorum
and the Inquisition. It came about
rather because the medieval church
was from the very start the only insituation which through centuries of
barbarism preserved culture in its
bosom and fostered the pursuit of
knowledge with all the strength at

!

With

cital of all that this class

than to suppose that this universality
of educated opinion, this basic unity
of thought, came about because the
church imposed its will on the literate world by means of coercion and

Cox Champions

,

Ashkenazy ended

fluous.

with more examples of the problems
of the undergraduate which might be
overcome fcy suoh a "guide-book."
Following the oration James Alden
Bishop read the class history, "a re-

Nothing could be a greater mistake

|

Vol. I.XVIII

(Continued from faa* 1)
for scholarship but not for scholars.
Class *n»ree contains Jhe "necessary
professor" who acts as a stabilizer
between toe desirable and the super-

too much the child for his age. The
philosophers of Bacon's time (including Bacon himself) taught with one
voice that theology was the queen
of all the sciences, and that the only
ultimate object of human investigation must be the best way to attain
•
salvation.

Refugees

SCIENTIFIC AGNOSTICS

Are Held On Thursday

from which antiquity fought. And
flying machines are possible, so that
a man may sit in the middle turning some device by which artificial
wings may beat the air hi the manner
of a flying bird.'
Had Bacon been born in a different
epoch, he might have got somewhere
with his science; as it was, he was all

5.30 and 7.00. coming from the new
hi^h-quality records which are being
issued especially for such purposes.
This dinner music, instead of being
rontinuous, as radio music is. will be
relieved by intervals of refreshing
quiet.
It will be so planned that it
will form a background instead of inO'Neill Urges
terfering with conversation and can
bo accompanied by any announcements that may be necessary or useIntellectual
ful to the college routine, but the ear
will never be assaulted by commer"In
a
world
is mad with lust
that
harangues, nor will the program
by
about
brought
Agnosticism,
annihilation,
power
suddenly
change to something undefor
of
and
fear
modern science, was the keynote to
America has presented evidence of sirable, as is frequently the case with
Philip Freeland Chapman's speaking
rational act ion in international af- radio.
Chapman.
part this morning. Said
Neil. Jr.
said Edward Lynch
"Idealism has been violentiy
Policy
this
tered and trampled by our caprici- in his commencement speech
morning. "As students we have been
ous hedonistic philosophers into the
Blind worship taught to seek this method out and
Legalist Neutrality
mire of materialism
cultivate it. But i has been our
of the scientific method of thought, to
foreswear
and of the code of physical laws experience to see the world
Comparing three points of view rewhich it has given to the modern such teachings. The current events
world history show that the high- «garding Neutrality policy, Andrew
world, have eclipsed our conceptions of
social con- Hood Cox, in his Commencement adagents
of
and
est
political
of human values."
Jus- d ress today advocated for the United
trol are ridiculous and helpless.
The speaker made examples of in- Uoe and humanity, today, appear to
states the adoption of a policy conthe
fra B |le and impotent concepts." for mj n g to International Law, though
,, Ifnrv
course toward the »»
e ***<*>
non-commital.
He stated that the
P**:
breakdown of ideaui Speaking It
"Europe is being swept by storm subjection of Ethiopia in 1935 effected
ohHosophy Chapman stated that the
and breaks of terrorism. Nations eye each other a change in our consideration of the
trend clorifies reason
with belhgerrights
of
citizens
trade
The
weak
fear
and
with
jealousy.
barand
awav from relieious dogma
ents.
The neutrality act now prolit- nations fall before the strong without
Biblical
superstition
barian
vides for an embargo toward beliigerature teaches that the Bible is protest from the rest of the world,
umpleammunition,
arms,
erents
on
noihimr more than a "patch-work of Civilians in Barcelona are bombed as
war. and loans. The speaker
a "negative!sort of Rev- the Church sends blessings to the ments of
folk tales"
th<? applicability of this
elation."' Physics and Chemistry and generalissimo.
define knowledge as
The United States has proposed a b"l to future wars. His address fol-

Consumed with

Business Meaadpr
Pierson C. Irwin '39
Assistant MaVaspen

J

air,

With the rose, the flower of June,
With the flower of June.

'41

BOWDOIN PIRMHHING COMPAM

Guy H. Hunt,

;

li,

—

So red the leaf of autumn's bloom
1 had not thought it could compare,
Falling to frosted earth through frosty

John C. Evans '41
Theodore Hoitt '41
Jack R. Kinnard '41
Walter S. Pieroe '41

Jr. '41

fire,

Day Ceremonies

Class

INDIVIDUAL FREEDOM

Sound System

College

for Graduation, 1938
Mate*

tak,

FROST SEES LACK OF

Scott Simpson Gives

VARIATIONS ON A THEME

tain truth.

;

But when

come which

,

t

is

to set

shall that truth

him free?

|

j

who do

of students

not belong to a fraternity. Athletically the
year has been a great one. Among the accomplishments must be

champioaships in four sports and close seconds in two
This would seem to contradict the oft expressed fear that

listed state

others.

the athletics-for-all system would weaken individual teams. Academically the faculty has decided to take a "very important educa-

With the establishment of a reading period
in certain classes during the month of May a very definite step
has been taken to satisfy the need of more intellectual freedom
for the undergraduate, a need also recognized in a new provision
by which certain undergraduates may be permitted exemption
from some required courses.
But with all the progress the end is never in sight. When
Bowdoin fails to advance, then is the time for apprehension.
The needs of the college are still great and these are being continually brought to the attention of the alumni. As long as these
needs are met and the evolution continues Bowdoin can look
ahead to, and then back upon, more years like the past one.

tional step forward."

COMMUNICATION

Story By Keke Heads

June Bowikiio Alumnus
(ConUnunt from Pane

1)

ger than England, possessed of the
finest fisheries in the world and on its

mainland large forests and mines and
untold water power. Something must
be wrong when it is unable to employ
its twenty thousand employable and
only three hundred dollars will keep
a family.

It

is

a stragetic country

from a military point of view and
neither Ureal Britain nor the United
States can afford to have it weakly
independent or possessed by another
country, for it is the airway key to

North America.
For this reason
England will continue to pay our way
and we will continue to lead a futureless,

dole bolstered,

comfortless ex-

istence."

Professor Andrews writes a few
words on the New Homer for the Art
Building.
Under the will of Mrs.
Charles S. Homer, who died last September, Bowdoin College, Harvard
University, and the Brooklyn Museum were designated each to receive
a painting of Winslow Homer, chosen
from her collection by her executors.
For the painting that executors chose
to assign Bowdoin was the painting
the Bowdoin Director devoutly hoped
they would choose, the "Fountains at
Night: World's Columbian Exposition.

More notes on an Early Commencement are also included, the parafraphs taken. from "The Black Book."
y Anne Royall. as mentioned in the
Book Section of the March "AlumThe date of the Commencenus."
ment there described is 1827.
Candid camera shots of members
of the faculty finally have become
available

publication
Streeter Bass'

for

"Alumnus."

in

the

first

prize

Bowdoin Camera Club Contest shot
of Professor Coffin

is

included along

with Arthur Chapman's second prize
picture of Professor Hormell in a

THE DEFLOWERING OF NEW
ENGLAND: A DENIAL
To the Editor of THE ORIENT:

it

rots.

BACCALAUREATE

j

1

and additions. Socially a change has been made with the organization of the Thomdike Club, bringing solidification of that group

December, has been exiled from probably a limited trade With other
He is under threat of nations
A second doctrine says
"There is even a more popularly rec- Germany.
ognized evil for which science is quite death should he attempt to return to that a peaceful United States in the
These men will rai ds t of war is impossible, that the
his
native land.
responsible, at least in its more pracnation
that
on i y solution is a world at peace
and that is, an in- bring great credit to the
tical applications.
creasingly more complex social and adopts them. Their genius may be of to take active measures against war.
industrial structure, which, in so- no importance to the adherents of The third attitude, which we may
ciety's inability to adapt herself to it, totalitarianism but surely we recog- ca j] that of the legalist is more or
has contributed much towards the nize their ability and worth as intel- ie SS opposed to each of the first two
The legalist sees the impossibility
obliteration of basic values, and we lectual leaders of the world today.
Economic nationalism is a blight on of retiring from the rest of the world
have as a result what we disapand realizes the futility of trymaterialistic private business.
The two cannot
provingly
call
"the
to do away with war.
mg
bewildered,
same
sothe
world."
One is caught,
harmoniously exist in
"Just now, with the breakdown of
Business mast either submit
in a whirlpool of scientific complexi- ciety.
ties, which, if properly applied, and to the will of the state, or the state the League of Nations, the failure to
These apply complete sanctions against
obviously now "they are "not, could will confiscate the business.
aid materially in reaching one's goal. very men who, by their genius for or- Italy, and the failure of the BrusBut there's the rub you have sel- ganization and their business saga- sels conference on the Sino-Japanese
dom realized or set up for yourself city built up the economic structure struggle, effective international coany goal.
of their nation, are now destitute operation on major issues seems des"Idealism, usually made manifest in and homeless. The land which they tined to languish for a few more dea temptation towards excellence, is have enriched by their hard work, cades. No nation wants to take the
their ability, and their business acu- lead in such moves and no nation can
reasoning;
a matter of feeling, not
a man can reason until doomsday— men, has cast them out. Their talent be at all sure of the support of any
but his real happiness depends upon will go wasted unless patronized by
As a nation of busin
how he feels, emotionally, morally,
the fact that tnany °* these people
It is chiefly in these es° men ^we wondV"aT"the shortesthetically.
are without sufficient funds
In orlast three categories that the exer- sightedness of nations which would ^v that we may conserve
their tal
cast out so valuable an element of
cise of the will is made manifest.

on pure value, until, sodden,

in

and Bach Sonatas.
Georges Laurent, flutist of Bos- Organ Prelude A Vision.
Rheinberger
ton Symphony and a celebrated
harpsichordist to be announced.
Senior Processional, Marche Solen9. Choral concert b" combined singLoud Congregation seated
nelle
Bowdoin College
ing dubs of
and Wellesley College Doxoiogy and Invocation.
(men)
choir (women) conducted by Mile.
Congregation standing
Nadia Boulanger internationally Anthem— Death, I do not fear Thee,
famous woman musician and soloBach
ists.
Chapel Choir
With Professor Tillotson on the
committee are the following: Profes-jThe Scripture Lesson.
Professor Wilmot B. Mitchell
sor Charles T. Burnett, Manton Cope

j

—

.

.

.

.

I

|

.

|

.

.

i

.

.

—

8.

{

.

i

[

land,

Thomas Van

Cleve,

M.

Phillips

Mason, Stanley P. Chase, Stanley B.
Smith; Associate Professors Herbert Prayer

]

Brown and Newton P. Stallknecht; Anthem— "Ave Maria." Bach-Gounod
Chapea C»oir with Mlm Georgia
and Assistant Professors Philip S.

j

R.

'

j

Wilder, Fritz C. A. Koelln; Elbridge

Samuel E.
George H. Quinby.
Sibley.

,

Thomas, Soloist
The Baccalaureate Address,
President Kenneth C. M. Sills, LL.D.

Kamerling and

|

other nation. Similarly, the isalotion- Hymn —646
Congregation standing
is
ist policy has its difficulties.
Benediction
all well and good to say we will cut
down on all our trade arid avoid all Senior Recessional,
In
incidents likely to lead to war.
Congregation seated
practice, however, it is not so easy
Organ Postlude Triumphal March,
law
International
to accomplish.
Harris
does not forbid trading with belligDanlef H. E. Fox, Clan* of 1MB,
Consequently our manuerents.
facturers and producers, our bankers
Organist
and exporters will protest, and use all
their influence for repeal of such a
.

—

—

j

j
'

-

"In the last four centuries, science,
and its resultant trend of thought in
the whole Western civilization, have
always tended to exalt the power of
the intellect disproportionately to the
value of the soul, yet we can seek evidence in the modern age of science
of the realization of the absolute
We can point to the empirical
ideal.
who
physicist.
Sir Oliver Lodge,
writes a treatise upon the "Immortality of the Soul"; or William James
Believe."
who wrote "The Will to
"The intellect which prides itself

I

i

must be sought and they should not
.!?^|be hard to find. Religious and secular
^
who organizations snouJd respond at once
W
h sour c of her P™* 1 ^to so humane and idealistic a cause.
?
u
f
,S
need but recall the case of the great Tne uriiversitjes of our country are
ear specialist Doctor Neumann to re- eager to acquire 8Uch intellectual
„.
,,
.,
,r
a
,n e the An schluss
,
5 _..
:_vYlf"P.
lost many of these specialists
.

.

,,

.

^

\

W

;

how

the intellectual standards
of Europe have been destroyed by the
political philosophy ofr the totahtartan state. Dr. Neumann brought advances to science and medicine and
prestige to his native land by his etalize

wea]|h as

is

M

readiJv available in

.

,
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Fordham University

j

.

SCHOOL OF LAW

i

|

,

.

NEW YORK

!

j

i

^

^
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Case System
Three-Year Day Course
Four-Year Evening Course

I

g^ ^

.

.

j

Co-educational
Member of the Association of
American Law Schools
College Degree or Two Year* of
College Work with Good Grade*

j

j

!

Required for Entrance

j

Transcript of Record Must Be
Furnished
Moraiag, Early Afternoon and
Evening Classen
For Further information address

ODE

four-week reading period, the new
Union Committee teas, and the new
gift ot a sound system by Scott

Simpson '03.
Seven new books by Bowdoin men
or
in

men connected

with the college

some way are reviewed.

ma ntine

"The Sal-

Lanterns" by Carl K. Hersey '26 is reviewed by E. Baldwin
Smith. M. R. Ridley's "Shakespeare's
Plays: a Commentary" is reviewed by
William Witherle Lawrence and Melvin T. Copeland's "A Raw Commodity
Revolution" is reviewed by Edward
A. Duddy.
Hubert C. Barton, Jr.,
reviews the book "Price and Price
Policies" on which Albert Abrahamson '26 collaborated with Walter
Hamilton. Mark Adams. Irene Till.
Cmnr Marshall and Helen Everett
Meskkjohn.
"The Unbeautiful Spear: A Poem"
by Sheldon Christian is reviewed by
Frederick J. Libby and "What the
World Eats" by Hanson Hart Webster *99 and Ada R. Polkinghorne
is reviewed by Elizabeth La Barre
Sibley. "College Salaries" by Walter
J. Greenleaf '12 is also reviewed.

Tune: "Abide With Me"

We

tion."

Jeave you now, our home for four brief years.

Your friendly walls will not betray our tears,
Your whispering trees our sadness never tell,
As Thirty-Eight bids you her fond farewell.

We

are your sons we leave the family fold,
absent, 'till we're very old.
none can ever tell,
They'll not be strangers
Long years have passed since taking fond farewell.

—

Down

through the years, eternal comfort
Bowdoin, from Thirty-Eight, farewell

be,

to thee.

Edward Henry Owen

iMMMIIIIi

P.

UncUrgraduaU Curriculum
Loading to LLB. Degree

Day Program

.

. .

three yea r t

Evening Program

.

. .

four yea r%

Admission Requirement: a minimum of two year* of college work
limited

number of

DAVIS, Registrar

233 Broadway,

Northeastern University
School of Law

A
Your tree-lined campus, your familiar walls
Ever remembered as Time's curtain falls.

CHARLES

rightfully apply."

;

Some may be

.

—

ent, private sources of financial aid

their society.

taw E(m)pe
Their resources will be
Discussing the application of the
K ad iy loaned to prevent a waste of act to the future. Cox said, "We can't
talenl
tje ourae | ves down to an mternatkaiThe socM and cui^ai well-being alist policy, or an isolationist policy,
of mankind requires that we foster because neither will fit all situations,
But to me \gemi0 and talent with the same care the real solution of the problem.
forts in his chosen field.
Nazi he was racially undesirable, and lha)
would give a
and doH . then is the lcga i ist solution. Since
is
I hat
they intend to discard him.
raU plant
But Europe tne
we can t determine before hand just
upon its thorough emancipation from their method,
and it is that method
grea test culture that the world how we will want to act in all situaNew England poets."
traditional restraints should be exwhich has driven out the vjtai eiem- ,, as ever known j, destroying itself, tions, why do we try? The sensible,
The intellect alone ents
tremely chary.
Will you kindly print my unfrom their universities.
It is allowing the highest develop- the safe, the sane course is to live up
of an individual is like a very canequalified denial of this attempt at
Because of the quota restrictions ment of two thousand years of civili- to all the obligations of international
fully machined Hispano-Shiza gasoline
the Deflowering of New England.
We of America law and at the same time demand reengine lying on the work bench; it's and the rigorous physical, mental, zation to perish.
I did not mention either the prase
not going anywhere, it has no direct- and moral qualifications of our im- must make every effort to preserve spect for those rights we maintain.
or the poetry of any of these
migration
laws we will be assured of tor the future the best elements of The legalist has no visions of univertherefore
no
justified purpose, and
worthies.
of
refusuperior
type
a
European
and
economic,
desirable
cultural, and in- sal peace, nor faith in our ability to
HERBERT ROSS BROWN cation for its existence."
gee. We need most of all to remedy tellectual life. We of America have a remain unmolested in our shell. His
great moral duty to use the equip- real contribution is that we can fit
ment, the opportunity, and the will our solution to the dictates of the
typical pose.
CLASS
which are ours to assure the preser- problem, and be not compelled to use
Leonard J. Cohen '39, Acting Unvation and advancement of civiliza- another solution which does not
dergraduate Editor discusses the new

an egregiouslv

inaccurate
ver.- ion of a recent speech, the
ORIENT alleged that I "soundly
denounced" the superficiality of
Emerson, Thoreau, Longfellow,
Whittier, Holmes, and "the other
In

Hymn

The College

;

—

.

schoiarshipi available to coUege graduates

Graduate Curriculum
Leading to LLM. Degree
Two-year Evening program open to
graduates of approved Low Schools

J16 Huntington Avenue, Boston,
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TS

MAGEEMEN PICK
POPE AS LEADER

Continuing the athletic renaissance which was instituted three years
ago, the Polar Bear annexed five State Titles in the seven fields of endeavor
which were undertaken this year. The football team of course is an old
story. Even the most easual observer will remember how the Walshmer.
swept their third successive series fight, while losing but one game in the Four-Letter Athlete to
course of the season to a strong Williams outfil by a «| n Rlp touchdown.
Brilliant Career
Baseball proved itself a pleasant surprise. After an unproductive "southern
Baseball Captain
trip" the nine returned to Brunswick and proceeded to upset all the dope
and lead the way from the start. The title was not actually clinched, howIn the annual elections Bowdoin's
ever, until the last day of the series when the Black Bears of Orono dropped
a doubleheader to the surprising Mules of Colby to give Linn his second State Champion baseball team made
the logical move and elected Oakley
championship of the year.
A. Melendy to Captain the Wellsmen
g
g
for next season.
An expected and
Wells' other "good thing" was ia torss ol the Hockey
Imost happy choice, Melendy's electHIe of the state, a thing whteh. ia the past. Bowdaia
tion <"omes as a fitting climax to the
has thought about hut never dared to mention. The «tory „/
second successive "4-letter year" for
a vastly under-rated Bowdoin tat, ftghtim: for it« life?**
this most versatile of Bowdoin's athMood, (as it seemed at the time (taking a siipi»ov«dh anletes.
Two years of timely hitting
perlor Colby sextet two oat of three and then, not cr.oteat
and sure-fire fielding in his all-round
with this achievement, actually burying Northeastern
capacity as infielder-outfielder have
of
the
local
seems to us one of the more tarUUag dramas
qualified
Mel to lead Bowdoin to what
praise.
The
intercollegiate season. The golf team needs no
may well be its second championship
record speaks for itaetf. The other Maine colleges were
in a row.
swept completely off the links by Hood and his fellow
The
story behind Oakley's extendivot-diggers. Bob Miller and his ever-improving swimming
sive athletic career is already general
team rounded out Bowdoin's superiority In field * of athletic
knowledge, a saga which should be
endeavor for the season of 1937-38.
retold repeatedly to future genera-

Cap

At

Charlie Pope, long-striding middle
distance man, has oeen elected to
lead the Bowdoin track team for the
1939 season. Though only a sophomore, Pope's record through the extensive indoor and outdoor seasons
stood out in an ordinary year. Coming to Bowdoin via Bridgton .Academy from Boston English High, Pope
has progressed steadily and speedily
under Jack Magee's coaching. In anchoring the relay team at the B. A. A.
game*. Charlie's stirring kick won
Bowdota the race and himself the
crowd's applause for one of the best
performances of the evening. Outdoors he broke the Bowdoin record
ia winning the 440 in the State Meet,
sad scared fourth, under 50 seconds
ia a fast field.
Gradually Charlie
has extended his scope of distances
till he can now cover anything from
a 220 to the mile. A power runner
on the basis of a long stride, Pope
seems set to crack 49 seconds in the
quarter, as well as lead Bowdoin to
its most successful year since 1934.
With a seasoned store of veterans
on hand, and what with reaping a
merry point-winning harvest from
the freshmen. Jack is looking through
rosy goggles to the promised land of
State and New England honors. Intent upon breaking down Maine's
annual point-consumption. National
Prexy John J. can see the end of
Bowdoin's famine. A middle-distance
delegation of freshmen Jim Double- Courteny
day, Lyn Martin, Walt Young, Nils

|

1

S

i

8

.

championship caliber, but the presence of Maine's great Don Smith
•

.

8

militates against his chances. Looming as a hurdle contingent the peer
of the Stanwood-McLaughlin C. Al-

—

state and score in the New Englands.
Good group, the quartet of Lin With a team strong in everything exRowe, Neal Allen. Ray Huling, and cept possibly the sprints, Jack is
Dave Love Joy expect to sweep the pointing for next year.

len,
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We are all familiar with the
far-famed Melendy prowess in four
major sports. We are aware that he
is a finished tennis player, and could

endy.

York City

residence for young business men, augment that visionary basketball
students. Rates, includ- team, if and when it comes.
That
ing maid service, breakfast and din- "Oakel" is a past college champ in
ner, $12 to $15 weekly for men; $10 pool and billiards seems quite natuto $12 for women. Delightful lounges, ral.
even suspect he plays a mean
roof terraces, athletic activities.
game of chess.
Blessed with nearly a full quota of
lettermen due to return. Coach Linn
Wells and Captain-elect Melendy
seem destined to keep Bowdoin baseball up in the first division, if not on

a complete line of S. S. Pierce
specialties at Boston
catalogue prices

Y< on $10.00 — 2% on $20.00
10% on $100 orders

—

I

Melendy, Bowdoin's
only four-letter man who will
Champion
captain
State
the
Welkmen next year. "Mai" also
holds major letters In football,
track and hockey. ,

WE NOW STOCK

ENDURING

Portland; H. Lynnwood Martin,
ll
Louis Mo.
Junior Varsity Numerals— Andrew Jr.. '41, Providence. R. I; Frank Sa'41
Portland; Philip E.
A. Haldane, '41, Methuen, Mass.; (basteanski.
Curtis.
41, Salem, Mass.; Stanley P.
John E. Orr, '40, East Cleveland,
'41
Mass;
Newtonville
Ohio; Richard J. Griffin. Jr., '38. James,
Haverhill, Mass.; Harry Houston, '40, George R Toney. Jr.. 41. Nendham
Guilford; Foster T. Backus, Jr.. '40, Heights. Mass.; William N. Walker,
Hepburn Walker,
I:
Marshfield, Mass.; Richard E. EdJing,|'«.
•41, East Milton. Mass.; Sherman S. Jr.. 41, Brookhne. Mass.; Charles P.
Locke '41 Methuen Mass Peter W. Edwards '41, Milton, Mass.; Robert G.
'41. Mount Hermon. Mass.
Porter,
'41,
Henry
Cambridge, Mass.;
Howie,
OitU
V. Bonzagni, Jr., '41, Melrose, Mass.;
Varsity Letters -Captain Harry P.
Francis A. Rocque, '40, Lexington,
Mass.; Page P. Stephens, '41, Spring- Hood, Jr., '39, Lynn, Mass.. (major
field. Ill:; Robert F. Stickel, '41. Ros- sports letter); Albert A. Clarke, Jr.,
Frank E.
N.
Y.;
lindale, Mass.; Richard R. Harding, '40, Scarsdale,
'41,
Lexington. Mass.; Charles S. Woodruff, '39. Barre, Vt.; Robert S.
Salkeld, '41, Glen Rock. N. J.; Lewis Mullen, '39, Dorchester, Mass.; Wil'39,
'41,
Brunswick.
George
|frid H. Girard.
Waban. Mass.;
E. Upham.
Junior Varsity Numerals Rodney
M. L. Griffin. '39. Haverhill, Mass.;
Everett E. Manter, '40, Brunswick; E. Ross. Jr.. '41, Bath; Philip L.
Claude R. Frazier, '38, Auburndale, Bean, '39. Port Chester, N. J.; EdMass.; Assistant Managers James W. ward H. Owen, '38. Bath; Jothan D.
Blunt, Jr., '40, Longmeadow, Mass.; Pierce, '39, Portland; Herbert M.
Harold D. Talbot, Jr.. '40, Franklin, Goldstein, '38. Portland; Luther D.
Mass.; Herbert J. Tonry, '40, Wollas- Abbott, '39. Auburn.
Tennis
ton, Mass.
Varsity Letters— Captain John L.
Nat
Varsity Letters: Peter D. Stengel, Salter, 3rd. '38. Glen RklRe. N. J.;
"39, Belmont. Mass.; Frank D. Lord, Frank H .Purington, '38. Malba, N.
'38, Auburn; George M. L. Griffin, Y.; William D. Hvde. '38. Northamp'39, Haverhill, Mass.; Hubert W. Cof- ton, Mass.; John H. Rich. Jr., '39.
Portland; Barnard F. Shattuck, '40,
fin. '38, Portland.
Junior Varsity Numerals—Gordon Concord, N. H.; Calvin A. Hill, '40,
'41,
B.
Winchell.
South Lincoln. Waban, Mass.
Fencing
Mass.; Franklin C. Robinson, '41, Old
Varsity Letters— Carl F. Barron,
Hickory, Tenn.; Clifford J. Elliott,
N. Y.; George R. '38, Cambridge, Mass.; Louis J. Hu41, Scarsdale,
Thomas, '41, Shaker Heights. Ohio; don, '38, Brunswick; Theodora Stern,
Charles E. Eck, '41, South Braintree, '39. New Rochelle, N. Y.; James W.
Mass.; John P. Koughan. '41. Newton- Blunt, Jr., '40, Longmeadow, Mass.
Junior Varsitv Numerals Robert
ville,
Mass.; Arthur W. Littlehale,
Needham Heights, Mass.; E. Crandler, '11, Detroit, Mich.; Alide
Jr., '41,
Harold L. McLelian, '41, Belmont. L. Duhaime, Jr., '38, Manchester, N.
Mass.; Frederick E. Matthews, '41, H; George L. Potter, '39. Providence,
Sheehy, Jr., '41,
I.; Thomas J.
Cape Neddick; Richard G. Isaac, '41,
Mew York City; Chandler A. Stet- Portland: Wellington Yaple. '40; Deson, Jr., '41, Brunswick; Robert G. troit, Mich.; James" H. Cupit, Jr., '41.
Towson. Md.; Gordon D. Winchell,
Page, '41, Fort Kent.
'41, South Lincoln, Mass.
Track
Winter Sports
Varsity Letters Co-Captain David
Varsitv Letters— Willard S. Bass,
B. Soule. '38, Augusta; Co-Captain
Geoffrey R. Stanwood, '38; Welles- Jr.. '38, Wilton; Robert W. Laffin,
Springfield.
Vt.;
Duncan W.
ley Hills, Mass.; Lloyd T. Akeley, '38.
'40, Skowhegan; Neal W. Allen, Jr., Whitehill, '39, Newtonville, Mass.
!
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K. Nhrea, Bowdoin 1916
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women and

The Record Office

I
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BARBOUR HOUSE

EVERYTHING THATS GOOD
TO EAT

!

|

BROS. CO.

Ask Us Per Quotation*

j

j

—

MAINE STREET

'40,

;

Oakley A.

TONDREAU

;

Pope,

'

Individuals have contributed prominently toward keeping Bowdoin in
the news. Jack Magee's twenty-fifth anniversary here at Bowdoin was widely publicized as well as his election to the Presidency of the National Association of Track Coaches of America. Adam got his share of headlines last
t\ll as did Dave Pitts and Hal Ashkenazy. Mclendy once again earned four
major letters and Corey three. Bud White, besides winning throe letters was
voted the outstanding swimmer of the N.E.I.S.A. and added a surprise championship in the State Meet when he stepped from the diamond onto Pickard
Field to hurl the javelin to a State title. Added to this he pitched the Wellsmen practically single-handedly to the title in baseball, shutting out Maine
twice for good measure. So we come to the end of another year with Bowdoin at or near the top in all fields. Good coaching, uood material and the
true competitive spirit such as we have had at Bowdoin in the last few years
augurs well for the future. Not that we mean to say or even hope that Bowdoin will always be supreme in her field, athletically speakine we realize
that such a thing is impossible, but we do say that if the spirit, both of the
coaches and the players such as we have seen in the past three years continues through thick and thin in the future, win, lose or draw Bowdoin's
opponents will know that they have been in a hard clean fight.

in

STATIONERY
POSTERS
TICKETS
ALUMNI LETTERS
FRATERNITY FORMS

"39,

;

—S

STUDENT PATBOSMCa SOUCJTJUJ

We

Weynnewood, Pa.; George
L. Hill. "99. Wotlaston, Mass Samuel
K. Hight, '38. Skowhegan; Charles H.
blen,

St.

team coming BS> The hockey team
one man, Captain Buck, but Colby is always
swimming should continue on the top
where they have been Cor the past few seasons and track
is once again on the upgrade with a tine freshman team
to AH in the necessary gaps which were noticeable this
year.

Jr..

Portland; John W. Diller, '38,
Philadelphia, Pa.; Robert H. Ham'39,

;

strong. Golf and

.

'40,

'40,

.

loses but

Exprraa

Portland; Carl E. Boulter.

West Buxton; Henry A. Dolan.

,

ceptionally strong J.V.

of Portland Evening

has anAthletic
nounced a total of 123 awards of numerals and letters in seven sports. A
total of 58 varsity letters were awarded in track, baseball, golf, tennis,
fencing, winter sports, and the rifle
team, as well as €5 class numerals.
Harry P. Hood, Jr., '39, of Lynn.
Mass., was awarded a major sport
"B" for his outstanding performances

South Boston. Mass.; Linwood M. Roaie. '40, Rumford; George
D. Reardon '39. Quincy, Mass., Wilin golf this season. Letters and nu- liam E. Tootell, 38, Mcthuen. Mass.;
mefafe ia fencing were awarded this! Fergus Uphatn, '38, Waban, Mass.;
year for the first time in several sea- Harold- S. White. Jr., "39. Auburn;
Oakley A. Melendy, '39, Gardiner;
sons.
The complete list of awards fcJ- Eugene T. Redmond. Jr., '40, Brookline, Mass.; William F. Mitchell, '40,
lows:
In
sports manager. May- Melrose Highlands. Mass.; Harry P.
*39, Haverhill. Mass.
Hood. Jr.. '39, Lynn. Mass.; Managnard
ers Robert L. Davis, '39, Wayland,
Knowltoo, '39,
Varsity Letters— Ralnh W. Howard, Mass.; William B
'39,
'39. Hodgdon; Payson W. Tucker. Jr.,! Tejiafty. N. J.; James B. Hunter,
"40, Auburn, R. L; Kenneth Birkett. Newton, Mass.
Robert
Numerals
Varsity
Junior
'39,
Needham, Mass.; Leonardo E.
'41.
Y.;
Harrison,
N.
Buck. "38, Bath; Harold S. White. Jr.,i W. Abendroth.
'41. Bingham'39, Auburn;
arles N. Corey, '39. James A. Doubledav.
w!|ton, N. Y.; Leonard W. CronkHe, Jr.,
Milton
Newbury
Mass
P°rt,
tions.
Greater athletes' may have
North Chelmsford, Mass.J!' 41 Needham. Mass.; Davis S. Lovegraced the hollowed Delta, Whit tier,
Jonn D.
Fisher, '40, Brookline.X»y '41, Pawtucket, R. I
or Pickard Field, but certainly none Edmond J.
41, Portland: Nils A. Hag'40. Wol- Marble
covered more territory than did Mel- Mass.; Henry E. Dale, Jr
Raymond
laston. Mass.; Oakley A. Melendv. '39. strom. 41. Pittsfield. Mass.;
'41,
Newtonville,
Huling,
3rd.
G.
Gardiner; Edward W. Hall, '40, Cape
Henry V Bonzagni^ Jr.. 41,
Elizabeth; Captain George T. David- Mass.
'38,
son.
Winchester. Mass.; [Melrose. Mass.; Walter H. Young, 41,
Jr..
Manager Peter F. Wulfing. Jr.. 39, Dedham. Mass. David D. Dickson,

So next year we look forward to sur fourth successive
football title, with practically a whole team in itself graduating with the class of *38. There is no denying the fact
that this class has been the backbone of Bowdoin's recent
football prosperity and whether the status quo can be preserved without their presence on the gridiron remains a
great question which will be answered next fall. The baseball horizon, on the other hand seems roseate with an ex-

sophomore track star who
hi>l<N the college record in the
440 and who has recently been
elected captain of the Mageemen
for the 1988-39 season.

should

boost
Bowdoin's sagging distance
strength.
Doubleday is already of

—S

In the other two sports, tennis and track, Bowdoin loiiowed a good second. Bates was given a hard run by the White net men before she copped
the crown and the Mageemen gathered more points in the State meet than
most of the local columnists believed possible (Harry Shulman excepted).
In other fields the Polar Bears showed up well. The infant fencing team
under the leadership of Carl Barron won more than its share of matches and
the Rifle team downed Harvard once again among other tilings. Perhaps the
outstanding local news story of the winter season was supplied by Bob Laffin who won the Intercollegiate Ski jump at Lake Placid in New York.

'

And Other

Announce Athletic Awards Of 58
MELENDYWILL
Letters And 65 Class Numerals
LEAD WELLSMEN The
Department

By Jim Tracy

Star Holds College
Record In 440

Omar McDuff

THREE

SPORTS SIDELIGHTS

"Charlie" Pope

Sophomore Middle Distance

Hagstrom, and

wmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm

Captain George Davidson, fast
top.
fielding leadoff man, Leon Buck, a
pitcher, and Dick Griffin, part time
catcher will be the only missing men
from this year's winning team.
Bolstered

"down

middle"

the

freshman battery and

by

infield strength,

the '39 edition of the Wellsmen
should have a "paper value" stronger
than that of the present Champs. Anticipated developments: a spirited bid

—

R

—

MORTON'S NEWSSTAND
Compliments of

— CONFECTIONERS —
Largest Line of Pipes and Tobacco

Brunswick Bowling Alley

in Town
TOILET ARTICLES

for an infield position by freshman
Bob Stickel; a real pitching staff consisting of Bud White, Dick Edling,

Birkett, Sberm Locke, and Pete
Howie; competition for catcher Ralph
Howard from Andy Haldane; possibly a double-header or two to guard
against the rainy weather stymie.

Ken

UNCLE TOM'S CABIN SHOP
TeL S55-W

tNRICHES THE FLAVOR

OF ANY
ONEY in Yell o Bole
Improvo all tobacco*. You
•pend at least (20 for tobacco in
$1 •pent on Yello-Bolc
a year
makei that (20 i»orth of tobacco
tote twice a* food Get your*.

HONEY IN
THE BOWL

—

(Yellow)

I

ELL0-B0LE
no

w

».

»ai. o»».

PRICE LIST
All items arc available for immediate shipment. Color choice

DIKHER PLATES (10%
1878 Gateway

Walker Art Building
Hubbard Hall
The Chapel
Jiy.oo the dozen

Massachusetts Hall

Bowdoin

in

1822

$8.00 for 6

-

The Campus
$8.00

the

Same
-

BRUNSWICK COAL & LUMBER
Hard and

i860

in

Dry Fireplace Wood

$6.00 for 6

-

BUTTER PLATES
Massachusetts Hall Fireplace
$8.00 the dozen

CO.

Fuel Oil§

Soft Coals

(8i/ inch)
2

$10.00 the dozen

-

Lumber and Building Materials of
A. E. MORRELL ti, titer.

All

The

$4.50 for 6

CEREAL DISHES

OTHER ITEMS

$18.00 the dozen
All orders sent charges

ORDERED

ASH TRAYS

PCat

collect

-

from Boston.

JUNE DELIVERY

(Massachusetts Hall Doorway)

75c *ddi

— 4 for $2.50

Try Arrow's Shoreham.

The COLLEGE
"ASSIGNMENT DOWN EAST"
Oa

-

BOWDOIN COLLEGE

BOOKSTORE

by Henry Buxton

$**•
a new book

TRENDING INTO MAINE"

due June 20th

To

get »

lirst

F.

W.

*

,

edition autographed

jmu must speak

aaar.

CHANDLER & SON

asMMHaMa«aMa«MaMaaaaMaWSlsaa«BM

turn

down

Mitoga

collar,

tailored

— A Mew Beak

Mai»<-

KENNETH ROBERTS ha*

SEND ORDERS AND MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO

THE ALUMNI SECRETARY

and Proper

collar attached dress shirt

most comfortable thing

the same

by special order

Fitting

Kinds

Prices

SOUP PLATES
$10.00 for 6

(16 inch)

{15.00 for 2

TEA PLATES

CUPS and SAUCERS
BOUILLON CUPS and SAUCERS
AFTER DfNNER CUPS and
SAUCERS
At

-

Black or Blue.

-

the platter

inch)

fit.

a

is

the smartest

for black
It

tie

and

occasions.

ha/ the non-wilt Aroset

soft pleated

and the

•••••$3
front,

AFJkOW
DRESS SHIKTS
aktaWaWaWtkatati

H
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

FOUR
!*5

-
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HON. DEGREES

(Continued from P»a*

man.

Fund

of

of view of the ideal, that holds that
the love of one man for the maid of
is one of the finest and
truest experiences of the race, it is
disheartening that so much of the
popular discussion of marriage is
economic or Freudian. No decision
that youth has to make is of more

Michigan endowed by the late Senator Cousens for the benefit of underprivileged boys and girls of his state;
well known as a social worker in
Cleveland and Cincinnati and for the
past twenty years in Detroit; chairman of various city, state and national relief commissions and associapresident of the board of
tions;
trustees of the well know Cranbrook

moment.

Doctor of Science.

Kenneth Roberts, of Kennebunk
Beach and the United States of Am-

c
SCENE FROM COMMENCEMENT PLAY
"Twelfth Night" shows Mrs. Elinor Graham as Viola, left, and .Mrs.
Catherine Daggett as Olivia. Despite the threatening weather, the
play was performed outdoors, on the Walker Art Building terrace.

'TWELFTH NIGHT" IS
COMMENCEMENT PLAY

Classical Club Elects

Dolan To Presidency
(Continued from Vhkv

(Continued from Pusf 1)

1)

Mr. John Hamilton of the faculty
then spoke expressing his apprcciation of the club and its aims.
In conclusion, President-elect Dolan extolled Bowdoin's Greek Department as one well Worth a trial
and at the same time declared that
the Dean's Latin 1-2 was one of the
most interesting that he has taken in

—

j

Commencement plays as Sebastian.
Guy H. Hunt. Jr., '40 as Antonio,
and Latimer Hyde
the Sea-Captain
Philip F. Chapman '38 as Orsino.
Howard B. Miller '38 as Valentine,
played

productions
before. James H. Titcomb '39 was
both Stage Manager and Curio. The
complete cast is as follows:
Orsino
Philio F. Chapman '38
Sebastian
J. W. Blunt, Jr.. '40
Antonio
G. H. Hunt, Jr.. '40
Sea Captain
L. B. Hyde '38
Valentine
H. B. Miller '38
Curio
J. H. Titcomb '38
Sir Toby Belch
E. C. Palmer '40
Sir Andrew Aguecheek,
R. B Garland '39
Malvolio
C. N. deSuzc '38
Fabian
W. J. Norton. Jr.. '38
Feste
F. R. Bliss '40

the organization who were Dresent.
Officers of the club were elected
for the coming year including Henry
Dolan '39, President; Richard Moore
'39, Vice President; Richard Eveleth
'40, Secretary; and Francis Bliss '40,
Treasurer.

all

in various

honors1n~subjects
are awarded seniors

Maria
Stage Mgr
Production Mgr.

I)

Chemistry— Honors: Stuart Dexter Properties
Brewer of Richmond Hill, L. I., N. Costumes
Y., Hovey Mann Burgess of Freeport,
Electrician

Norman

English Dupee,

ban, Mass.. John
rence, Mass.

Jr.,

.

.

S. P.

Brewer

'38

Jr.. '40

JOHN

John Fay

Skv

—

maitre Duhaime, Jr.. of Manchester,
N. H.
Frederick
English Hieh Honors
Bryce Thomas of Bradford, Vt.;
Honors: Kosrof Eligian of Portland,
Phillips Tryon Nead of Rutherford,
N. J.
French Highest Honors: Benjamin
Hilton Cushing. Jr.. of Portland; High
Joffre
Hudon of
Honors:
Louis
Brunswick; Honors: Robert Keenan

—

:

—

Craven of Portland, George LeRoy

DANA

'98

:

Mass., William
Classics— Highest Honors: Stunrt Warren Nickerson of North Dana,
Gerard Paul Small of Scarsdale, N. Mass.. Roy Edward Wiggin of Peabody, Mass.
Y.
liuvrriuucut Huiiois: Donald
fciosn—
it unore; WiUmrn
Paine Allen of Snco, Thomas Frankli
ens Hawkins of Wilmington, Vt.
Colo.,
Malcolm
Economt's and
Sociology High Phelps of Pueblo,
Honors: Stuart Winslow Condon^of' Fairbairn Shannon of East Orange,
Roslindale, Mass.; Honors: Alide Le- N. J.

Crossley of Salem,

«

F.

day honored by his
hands of one who like hundreds of
John Fessenden Dana, of the Class fellow alumni is proud to call himself

Shoukimas of Law-

I

)mi—t»mMmm

I

N. Burnham
H. Titcomb '39
R. T. Eveleth '40

G. H. Hunt.

Wa-

of

.

j

J.

,

—

I

C. Daggett
E. Graham

Olivia
Viola

J

j

!

.

.

'

;

R
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had

college. This bit of flattery was applauded lustilv by the good Dean and
roundly hissed by the 30 members of

(CoatinPMi from Paire

erica; graduate of Cornell University;
honorary graduate of Dartmouth,
Colby, and Middlebury; learning his
craft as an undergraduate on the
"Cornell Widow" and later as a newspaper reporter; going from literary
strength to strength until he is now
recognized as an historical novelist
of the first rank: in the right sense
of the word popular since he appeals
to the people and is read by them,
and no less scholarly, thoughtful and
intelligent chronicler of our Maine
history and our New England heritage.
Doctor of Letters.
Honoris Causa

In another field of moral conduct,
that of personal responsibility for
the given word and for the keeping of
contracts, there is at least in some
quarters a very real abdication tak"98
ing place. Under the stress of the depression, governments, corporations,
individuals, have all felt it necessary
not professional retirement to be hon- to repudiate debts and to go back on
ored today on the fortieth anniver- plighted agreements. The phrase of
sary of his great class.
the
Psalmist "He that sweareth to
,
Doctor of Laws. his own hurt and change th not,
Honoris Causa
though it were to his own hindrance"
Frank Herbert Swan, of the Class is as out-moded as Victorian "whata
of 1898. of Providence; Bachelor of
Laws of Boston University; Trustee not" seemed to be a short while since.
of the College; son of a Bowdoin Face the situation realistically; pay
medical graduate and father of three what you can without too much sacBowdoin sons; influential citizen of rifice get together; and let the rest their subjects:
Donald I. Beal, South Portland;
Providence helping many good causes go. There has seldom been a time
including Brown University; director when debts, national, local, individu- Harrison M. Berry. Jr., Narbcrth.
of financial and charitable institu- al, are so generally disregarded as at Pa.; Frank G. Davis. New York City;
present
moment.
Vincent T. Eklund. Belmont, Mass.;
tions; able, successful and upright the
Of course there are many excep- Haven G. Fifield. Montclair. N. J.;
lawyer; past president of the Rhode
Island Bar Association; high-minded tions; many examples of a high sense Ward T. Hanscom, Sanford; Paul C.
and public spirited citizen of firm of honor under duress. A few years Houston. Plymouth; Edward C. Kollconviction but tolerant of the opinion ago I had occasion to offer a substan- mann, New York City; Marshall J.
of others, one who gives most freely tial additional scholarship to a sen- Leydon. Newtonville. Mass.; Everett
of himself and of his service to his ior who had all through his course P. Pope, North Quincy, Ivlass.; Robert
College, city and state.
been having a desperately hard time G. Porter, Mount Hermon, Mass.;
Thomas, Shaker Heights.
Doctor of Laws. financially. It was with the intention George
Honoris Causa
Wilmot Brookings MitcheH, of the of easing his burden in the last few Ohio; William E. Vannah, Berlin, N.
Class of 1890. Doctor of Letters of weeks of his course. He refused the H.
twofold ground
A list of the men in the graduating
Grinnell College. Edward Little Pro- proffered aid on the
fessor of Rhetoric and Oratory of the that others needed it more and that class who received Dean's List marks
his is as follows:
College; for forty-five years a mem- he could by his own efforts meet
wonder
Donald P. Allen, Saco; James A.
ber of the Bowdoin Faculty and still obligations, which he did. I
going strong, who has taught here how many of his mates would re- Bishop. Presque Isle Walter D. Bishimop, Quincy, Mass.; Donald F. Bradrefusal
as
just
as
longer than an- other Bowdoin teach- gard such a
David's action in pouring ford, Larchmont, N. Y.; James T.
er with the exception of Parker practical as
Blodgett, Woburn. Mass.; Hovey M.
jCleaveland and Alpheus S. Packard, the water from the well of Bethlehem
who marches in that proud company out unto the Lord! But that lad's Burgess. Freeport; Philip F. Chapaction, some time later noticed in an man. Portland; F. Davis Clark. Milo;
on
been
have
who
other
few
of those
newspaper
large
editorial
of
in
a
Robert W. Clarke, Melrose Higha
twoscore
the Faculty for more than
population far from Maine, lands, Mass.; Stuart W. Condon, Rosyears, William Smvth '22; Henry Le- center of
lindale, Mass.; Andrew H. Cox, Banland Chapman '66; Henry Johnson became a symbol of integrity and unfar
gor; Robert H. Cressey, Bath; George
amongst college men
74; William A. Moody '82; Charles selfishness
valuable to his kind than any L. Crosslev. Salem, Mass.; Benjamin
C. Hutchins '83, names known and more
revered by all who love the College; acceptance of the money would have HL Cushing. Portland; Kosrof Eligian,
Portland; John W. Ellery. Danvers,
whose service is as notable for its de- been to him.
Some vears since I knew a lawyer Mass.; Arthur E. Fischer, Westfield,
votion as for its continuity; who has
client inexperienced N. J.; Harry T. Foote. Lorain, Ohio;
trained many in this audience includ- who had given a
adDaniel H. E. Fox, Intervale, N. H.;
unfortunate
in
such
matters
some
ing fathers and sons to speak from
vice about investments which result- William Frost, Pleasantville, N. Y.;
this platform; all over the State of
Maine in school, seminary and church ed in a heavy loss. Although in no John P. Greene, Rumford; Roy C.
was not a Gunter, Woburn. Mass.; William S.
the most popular and most beloved way legally bound, for he
re- Hawkins, Wilmington. Vt.; Louis J.
member of the Bowdoin Faculty; to- trustee, he accepted the morallosses
Hudon, Brunswick; William D. Hyde.
College at the sponsibility and paid in full the

FRANK H SWAN

ends,"

Honoris Causa

,

1898, of Portland; Bachelor of his old student.
Laws, Harvard University; Overseer Honoris Causa
of the College; member of the FinDoctor of Humane Letters
ance Committee; former president of
And in the name of this society of
the Bow^rhyln Alumni Association,
class agent par excellence; one who scholars I declare that they are encan always be relied on to render titled to the rights and privileges
any service his College may ask, no pertaining to their several degrees,
how much personal incon- and that their names are to be forGreek
High Honors: William matter at
venience and trouble; brother, fath- ever borne on its roll of Honorary
Frost of Pleasantville, N. Y.
er, uncle of Bowdoin men; a member Members.
History Honors: Donald Franklirr
of the Bar known all over the State
Bradford of Larchmont, N. Y., John of Maine for ability and unswerving
After the mid-year examinaWardwell Ellery of Danvers, Mass., integrity; a lawyer who never cuts
tions at Williams, only six stuWalter David Bishop of Quincy, corners; in the words of a fellow
dents were dismissed for deficienMass.
cy in their studies. Four of the
townsman, "If there were one hunLat:n
Honors: Harlan Durell dred and twenty million Americans
six were sophomores, and the reThombs of Cumberland Mills.
maining two were Juniors. This
like him we should have few interPhysics -Honors:
Roy Chalmers national troubles" to his own gre.i*
is a new high for Williams in
Gunter, Jr., of Woburn, Mass., Oscar embarrassment 'drawn from out his
undergraduate scholastic achieveSamuel Smith of Richmond.
ment.
habitual modesty and personal though

of

1

\

|

|

—
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..

his choice,

School; father of two Bowdoin sons,
one graduating today, admirable exemplar of President Hyde's phrase,
"to lose yourself in generous enthusiasms and cooperate with others for

common

(Coatiawd from Pas*
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Basketball
team.
Dcnham, Delta
Karma Epsilon was varsity end on
the football
team, and has been
elected Vice President of his class.
Gibbs, Sigma Nu has been on both
varsitv football and track squads.
Corey, Delta Unsilon. is a three-letter
man in Football. Hockey, and Baseball, is Captain-elect of Football, and
1 Is
Portland; Ernest F. Andrews.
President of his class. Hanley,
Bangor; Donald W. Bradecn; PortSigma Nu. has played varsity football
land; Matthew W. Bullock. Jr.. Bosand hockey for two years, and is Capton, Mass.; Jeffrey J. Carre, Needtain-elect of hockey. Harry Hood,
ham Heights, Mass.; Richard T. Eve- Psi
Upsllon, is the leading golf playEdward F. Everett,
leth, Auburn;
er of the state, has led the team to a
Portland; James A. Holland, Jr.. Garstate title, and is also a trackman.
diner; George T. Little, 2d. Portland;
Karsokas. Sigma Nu, has played
Wakefield,
Willard
Lombard,
C.
football for two years and has been
Mass.; John C. Marble, Jr., Portland;
the track squad. Rowson. Zeta Psi,
Edward C. Palmer, Portland; Lloyd on
is a varsity football
letter winner,
L. Poland, Canton; Richard B. Sanand also plays baseball. Rich, Theta
born, Augusta: L. Damon Scales. Jr.,
Delta Chi, is Editor of the Orient,
Auburn Joseph Tuccio, Bedford Hills,
and Captain-elect of the tennis team.
N. Y.
Pope. Theta Delta Chi, is CaptainThe following soohomores may cut elect
of track. Allen, Alpha Delta
classes at their discretion during the
Phi, is a varsity track man and was
first
having
received
semester
President of his class last year. Bass,
straight "A's"; Richard L. Chittim,
Delta Kappa Ensiion, played varsity
Easthampton, Mass.; Chandler A.
football and hockey, and .was Vice
Stetson, Jr., Brunswick; and Walter
President of his class his freshman
G. Taylor, Needham. Mass.; David W.
year.
D. Dickson, Portland.
The following sophomores may take
six cuts in each subject, having rePrizes
ceived half "A's" and half "B's" in

—

Doctor of Science.
Honoris Causa
William John Norton, of the Class
of 1905, of Detroit; Doctor of Laws
of Wayne University; now in charge
of one of the most important pieces
of social reconstruction going on in
this country, the Children's

HHP

(Continued from Pas* 1)
Augusta; Harold B. Lehrman, Portwisdom gained from the ages looks land; Richard H. Moore. Deep River,
upon matrimony as a holy estate and Conn.; Robert S. Mullen. Dorchester.
regards it as a sacrament
the out- Mass.; Jotham W. Pierce, Portland;
ward and visible sign of inward and Walter Rowson. Jr.. East Braintrec,
spiritual ties. But the ease with which Mass.; Theodore Stern, New Rochelle,
those ties are broken shows that the N. Y.; Frederick A. Waldron, PittsChurch is running counter to much field.
popular opinion. And from the point
Class of 1940— Neal W. Allen, J-

<Contln>wl from Pain 1)

spirited business
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DEAN'S UST CONTAINS
Baccalaureate
Melendy, White
FIFTY-ONE STUDENTS
Hails Idealism
To Head Council

EIGHT RECEIVE

'

—

—

Awards And
Made Public Today
(Continued from Pag» 1)

Theodore Conley Leydon

'41 of Philadelphia, Pa., for English 4.
Poetry Prize: Claude Rand Frazier '38 of Aubumdale, Mass.
Edgar O. Achorn Debating Prizes:

Ernest Francis Andrews,
Bangor, George Thomas

'40,

Jr.,

Little,

of
2d,

'40. of Portland, Edward Cutler Palmer '40 of Portland, team prize; Ernest
Francis Andrews, Jr., '40, of Bangor,
individual prize.
Brown Extemporaneous English
Composition
Prizes:
William
1st.
Frost '38; 2nd, James Aldcn Bishop

'38.

Goodwin French Prize: Everett
Parker Pope '41 of North Quincy,
Mass.

Bradbury Debating Prizes: Ernest
Francis Andrews,

Jr., '40, of
'40,

Wang

Arthur Woods

Bangor,
Port

of

Chester. N. Y.. first; William Coolidge
Hart '39 of Fall River. Mass.. Richard Bigelow Sanborn '40 of Augusta,
second.
DeAlva St an wood Alexander Declamation Prizes: Ernest Francis An'40,
drews, Jr..
of
Bangor, first;
James Wallace Blunt, Jr.. '40, of
Longmeadow, Mass.. second; Arthur
Woods Wang, '40, of Port Chester, N.

honorable mention.
I. Kimball Prize for Excelin Natural Sciences:
James
Blodgett '38 of Woburn,
Mass.
which his mistaken suggestions had Northampton,
Mass.;
Robert
If.
Horace Lord Piper Prize for Best
caused, though it impaired his own Morss, Berkhamstead. England; EdEssay on Peace: Luther Damon
income seriously for the rest of his ward W. Najam, Danbury, Conn.. H.
Scales, Jr., '40 of Auburn.
life. That was certainly not a realistic Leigh ton
Nash, Jr., Omaha, Neb.j
Philo Sherman Bennett Prize for
him
William W. Nickerson. North Dana,
attitude. We all know men like
Best Essay on Free Government:
and they are "as the shadow of a Mass.; Edward H. Owen, Bath; ThomGordon Lloyd Potter '39 of Provigreat rock in a weary land" Surely as F. Phelns. Pueblo, Colo.; Malcolm
dence. R. I.
such an ideal of honor is more to be F. Shannon, East Orange. N. J.; John
Stanley Plummer Prizes in Public
regarded than great riches or passing Shoukimas. Lawrence, Mass.; Stuart
Speaking: Milton Myer Goldberg "3*
pleasure, or conduct based solely on |G. P. Small, Scarsdale. N. Y.; Fredof New Haven. Conn., first; William
prudence. Sir Walter Scott and Uly- erick B. Thomas, Bradford, Vt.; Allyn
Coolidge Hart '39 of Fall River.
sses S. Grant working in their old age !K. Wadleigh. Portland; William B.
Mass., second.
with their pens to repay debts of Webb, Wabasha, Minn.; Vincent B,
Forbes
Rickard
Poetry Prize;
honor for which thev could not be Welch. Portland; Roy E. Wiggin
Charles Edward Campbell. Jr.. '39 of
legally held are old-fashioned types of Peabody, Mass.
Beverly. Mass.; Milton Myer Goldvirtue to be sure but worthy of emu'39
berg
of New Haven. Conn., honlation when so many today pass on religious and racial tolerance, someorable mention; Howard Burnett Milsuch obligations with hardly a sigh thing would be gained. Minority
groups on their side must strive ler '38 of Turners Falls, Mass., Honof regret.
orable mention.
If the thousands and tens of thous- earnestly to control if not to conBrown Memorial Prizes for Portands pouring forth from our colleges jquer those traits and actions that
land High School Graduates: Benthis month would resolve to carry sometimes not without reason irrijamin Hilton Cushing. Jr., '38, Milton
into their daily conduct principles of tate the majority: majority groups
must try to understand the good Myer Goldberg '39, Edward Foster
points of the minority. Each one of Everett '40, David Watson Daly Dickyou graduating this week can go out son '41.
Y.,

Sumner

lence

Thomas

I

i
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way to cultivate friendly relations with other Americans of different backgrounds and traditions. It
is a fine thing to recognize the contributions
which
the
mulUtudes
brought to our shores from many
kindreds and tongues can make to
our common heritage.
can realize
too in the words of St. Paul that they
without us should not be made perof your

%m
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The keyword
today

is

in

security;

our social order
the

same

shows the prevailing mood
ternational
policies.
But
cases

we may be

in

word
our

in-

in
both
thinking of secur-

without regard to justice. Now security is in itself a fine goal, provided
it is the result of a fair and just settlement. But you cannot bring about
more than a spacious security by naying out doles or providing temporary
governmental employment, necessary
as these may be for the time being.
And you cannot have international
security by making peace with opity

'Chesterfield's my brand
because they give me more
pleasure than any cigarette
I ever smoked— bar none.

More smokers
find a

new brand

pression. The realist who strives to
get by through appeasement and compromise and delay and retreat Is liable to find his vision of peace a mirage. Anthonv Eden and Cordell Hull
and Lord Robert Cecil may be impractical theorists when they point
out there must be fundamental revision of international attitude and
action before there can be real security and real peace. And a revised
league or society of nations, where
not merely the governments but the
peoples of the world will be represented, where different forms of government may sit in council side by
side, is surely a better answer to the
world's unrest than excessive nationalism or isolation.

every day

of

smoking

pleasure in Chesterfield's refreshing mildness and better taste.

because Chesterfields are
made of mild ripe tobaccos and
pure cigarette paper— the finest
ingredients a cigarette can have.
It's
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Members

Grack Moore
Andre Kostelanetz
Paul Whiteman
Deems Taylor.
Paul Douglas
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been the most durable and lasting
which have often recomposed and reformed themselves in accordance with
their original constitution and ordinances. Still greater social and political and economic changes you will
see; for the world is in a state of continuous transition. In such flux hold
on to all those things that are good.
But above all things be humble with
your learning. Some centuries ago
Roger Bacon is reported to have
found that chief among the causes of
human error and folly is the hiding
of one's own ignorance under the pretense of wisdom. Don't bluff. In the
great enterprises of life you will be
partners not so much with other college men as with those who have
never been near a college but from
whom you can learn much if in the
trite phrase your college education has
taught you to know a good man when
you see him. To do that you must
constantly look below the surface, indeed the hope of arousing that attitude has been the basis of this talk.
Whether fate will bring you positions
of influence and honor as it will to
some, or whether you will never attain to much fame is a matter of
complete indifference. It is just as
important to know when to follow as
it

is

to

know where

of the Graduating Class:
In accordance with a custom which
goes back to Bowdoin's first Commencement in 1806, as President of
the College I wish to say a few informal words to you as the parting
message of your alma mater. During
the four years you have been here
many great changes have been taking
place all about sou. To some of you
these changes do not mean much; but
others realize their significance. The intellectual curiosity. If you let your
college student no longer lives in an mind rust, your ideals will go down.
academic vacuum; he is very much, And remember as I have often said
perhaps too much, in the world and to you, the greatest thing about eduof the world. You are young and you cation in school, college and beyond is
do not fear change. Probably many of that it deals constantly and truly not
you agree with an old English histo- with your fortunes but with your
rian that since time must bring about spirits, not with what you make out
alterations, those states have ever of life but what life makes out of you.
CVirl Mess you, each one.
,

mmtm
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You

strong but kind, not only men of conviction but men of tolerance. Those
two qualities are not contradictory
but complementary. Above everything else tinge your attitude in life
with idealism, and do not let your
ideals go when the years fly by. One
of the saddest things that can be said
of a college graduate is that after a
few years he has few intellectual interests, fewer cultural ones, still feWer ideals, that he has become one of
many. In this connection it has always struck me as curious that the
desire for adult education is less
among college graduates than in anyother section of our population, and
yet the college is supposed to arouse

1

Copyticlii !»**.

to lead.

have been an unusually active and
vigorous class showing plenty of ability and leadership. Remember that
the College expects you to be not only

IJV Gw^i^.
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a week earlier
than usual, Bowdoin's "Sun" again
looks down upon the college with alternately beaming and frowning countenance. Since the time-honored function of this column has been to editorialize in a lighter vein than is
usually found on page two, we hope
to "beam" more often than "frown."
There is always opportunity to take
"pop shots" here and there, at this
its

face

Week Opens
With Team In The

Third Practice

Best of Condition

LETTER MEN HOLD
VARSITY POSITIONS
Development Of Reserves
Provides Problem For
Coach Walsh

and that; in turn, we may get the
shot ourselves this happened all too
The bromide
frequently last year.
A Bowdoin football squad characwhich says that turnabout is fair terized by the spirit, deception, speed,
play makes the cheese more binding, and heady play typical of Adam
hence tlie early leading with our ed- Walsh's three previous Big White

—

chins.
combines looms In the offing as some
Most conspicuous of the summer two score varsity hopefuls start their
third week of pre-season training for
is the massive monumental

itorial

additions

the 1938 campaign.
mascot, Polar Bear, all fourteen tons
The ravages of graduation's heavy
making its tardy appearance In front toll of 13 lettermen and the absence
of the gym. The gray granite beast of several other promising aspirants
with the rather mournful face, '12's because of financial and scholastic
gift to Bowdoin, finally arrived to be- reasons would be extremely serious
come the target of the usual criti- were it not for Adam s consistent use
cism, and paint of the future. Sym- of over 20 men in each contest thus
famed Arctics, providing an excellent nucleus for the
bol
of Bowdoin's
current first string lineup. The soluand McMillan, the semlPeary'
tion of a pressing reserve problem
crouching-sitting animal can now
rests primarily on the development
Bear,
take its place with the Brown
of a good crop of candidates from last
Tuft's Jumbo, L. S. U.'s Tiger. Army's year's J.V. and frosh squads.
Mule, Navy's Goat, and numerous
With three of the past campaign's
other mascots, animate and other- regular backs, Bobby Smith, Dave
wise. Regardless of opinion as to the Soule, and Junie Frye, receiving their
sheepskins
last
spring, considerable
been
animal's appearance, it has
pointed out that the bear does im- shifting has been necessary to utilize
the best talents of the present top
prove the general front view of the
ranking quartet of Bennie Karsokas,
gymnasium, -\nd Herculean are the
Boyd Legate, Johnny Cartland, and
Bates men who wo-*, lug it off in Oakley Melendy.
posts.
preference to the goal

Karsokas and Melendy who

A T

>

8

in
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Alpha, Tan Omega won the lnterfraternity cup awarded by the
Student Council for the highest
among the
scholastic
average
Houses for the second semester of
hut year. The Thorndike Club led
the fraternities with a- score of
11.050 and the A.T.O.'s came next
with 10.444. The cap, however, Is
awarded to the highest ranking fraternity.

The Alpha Tau Omega house has
now won the cup nine consecutive
times. The averages of all fraternities are:

Thorndike Club
Alpha Tau Omega

11.050
10.444
0.586
9.105

Kappa Sigma
Sigma No
Chi Pal ...

9.0S5
8.048
8.929

Zeta Psl
Theta Delta Chi
Delta Kappa Epailon
Alpha Delta Phi
Beta Theta Pi
Delta Upsiton

&8S4
8.750
8.750
S.7SC
7.980

Psi Upsllon

MASQUE MEETS
OCTOBER THIRD

deserves

more attention

in

Membership Applicants Will
Be Welcomed And Plans
For Year Completed

alter-

the Alumni Report appearing in the
June issue of the Alumnus. The

statement therein was to the effect
that If and when a covered hockey
rink were provided and a few other
things attended to, then the way
would be paved for intercollegiate
basketball. This is equivalent to saying that Bowdoin would have the
sciences in its curricula provided a
building could be furnished for the

The

tackle squad has been characterized by Adam as the "best
ever." A far cry from four years ago
when Bowdoin's tackles were probably the weakest spots in the line, today finds the Polar Bears with six
(Continued on Pas* S)

By W.
Director

of

A. O.
the

GROSS

Bowdoin

'S7

Scientific

Station

were not so numerous
at Kent Island this summer, for the
to the New England traditions. We
days of pioneering at the Bowdoin
wonder if he could have had in mind
Scientific Station are fast coming to
the good old New England tradition
an end. Comfortable buildings, elecFull beards

of practically ignoring its own off- tric
vegetable
lights,
radiophone,
spring, basketball, for lo those many garden, cow, and other facilities now
years. The brainchild of Doctor Nais- make the Kent Islander's life com-

mith of Springfield had to do a Hor- fortable. Unless he chooses to forsake
ace Greeley before it could rapidly the able navigation of Newell Gildevelop. It looks like Bowdoin stands let t '39, who captains our 42- footer
supreme in the dubious honor of Scientist, and betake himself to
the Bay of Fundy with an
New cruising
steadfastly sticking
to
this
outboard like such stalwarts as
England tradition. We trust that the "Chuck"
Brand '40 he won't find
incoming class will eventually realize much danger. Unless his trip to the
Bowdoin's policy toward Varsity bas- island was a foggy, stormy, seasick
ketball, and that it may eventually one, he won't think of the twenty
enjoy the benefits of two or three miles of ocean between the island and
years of Varsity play. For the pres- mainland as creating isolation.
The first contingent arrived on the
ent we will have to emulate the victim of the popular song, but bemoan island June 14th after a 200-mile
to Lubec and a pleasant sail
our loss of something we never had drive
in silence rather

than

in

song.

As it is the custom to offer the
rush- weary freshmen bits of annual
advice about starting their college
careers off with the right activity,
here are a few words to the wise and
those not so wise. Needless to say.

every and each department, curricula
.and extra-curricula, is worthy of participation. "Grinds" and "Flunkees"
are not the most popular people, and
a mean between the extremes is most
desirable. This year perhaps a wider
opportunity is offered for the active
undergraduate, and not the least of
(Continued on Pace t)

Harrington,

and Watson
For Year 1938-39

Pelletier,

Three Bowdoin graduates, Ernest
Rockwell Dalton "37. Robert Brooks
Wait "35, and Jonathan Wales
French Jr., "37, ar# returning to Bow-

over the border out to the Station at
the mouth of the Bay of Fundy, Canada. Motor trouble aboard the
Scientist left
the group stranded
without adequate supplies. Bob Harrington described that first week
without such staples as flour and sugar as the "dry guillotine." To add to
their troubles, several cases of measles had to be quarantined. Most of us
who came later felt rather grateful
to the college work that had delayed
our departure. By the end of June
there were thirty men at the Station.
Most of these were undergraduates of
Harvard and Bowdoin. Little did we
realize that July would bring twentyseven days of fog. The weather prov-

reach approximately 180.

The members of the class of 1942
started their careers at Bowdoin by
gathering in Memorial Hall at eightthirty

officially welcomed to the college by Dean Paul NLxon. The rest of
the morning was devoted to the Psychological tests which are given every
year in the Sargent Gymnasium under the dierction of Charles T. Burnett, Professor of Psychology.
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SOUND SYSTEM

in

Moulton

the

Union at 8 p.m. Friday.
Both

editorial

and

busi-

ness board candidates are
invited.

Previous experience
unnecessary.

Morrell, Director of Athletics, concerning the athletic program of the

Gift Of Scott Simpson '03;
Central Unit Placed
In Moulton Union

college.

Freshman registration took place
yesterday, and was followed by a
The sound system, donated to the "mixer" for t..v newcomers at tha
college by Mr. Scott Simpson of the Union last night.
Class of 1903 as announced last
As usual, the largest group of
spring, was installed during the sum- freshmen from any one state comes

is ready for use. This sys- from Massachusetts, the second largest group coming from Maine.
The
way*., and plans it exten- Bay State claims 73 me be rs of '42;
sions and variations of t he system are Maine, only 51. New York has 18.
being visualized.
members, Connecticut and New JerTie central system in Moulton Un- sey each has six. Five come from
ion accepts sound from three sources, Pennsylvania, four from New HampIt
microphones, records, and radio.
shire. The District of Columbia, Misamplifies it and sends it to any speak- souri, and Ohio, each has two; and
er or sound projector units which Illinois, Rhode Island, and Tennessee
may be set up. A particularly fine have one each.
one has been installed in Moulton
Thirty-two Freshmen are sons of
Union, and another of a different type Bowdoin graduates, the same number
in Memorial Hall. The one in Memo- as last
year, but an exceptionally
be
that
can
the
type
of
Hall
is
rial
large percentage of the class. Fiftyused out of doors and is portable so five have Bowdoin connections.
that it may be placed in any of sevTills year the Governing
Boards
eral out-of-door locations.
voted to restrict the number of freshAt any of the gathering places in
men so as to make the total enrollthe college buildings or within reaContinued on Pair* 4)
sonable range of the campus, anyone
who wishes to do so may have a
speaker of a sound projector set up:
51
LIST
and, by simply connecting to the central unit by a pair of wires, whatever
FlKSi
ma>' ** «° Xn * on there
** re "
ceived through these auxiliary units.
The type of wiring needed is cornA total of flfty-cne undergraduates
paratively inexpensive. Only low volt- attained ranks necessary for the
age passes through these wires, and Dean's list, according to an announceto
the method of wiring is similar
ment from the college office. Uppertelephone wiring; that is, it is not classmen received the privilege of unnecessary to protect them in a duct limited cuts, while sophomores reor conduit. This makes it practical ceive either unlimited cuts or six for
the private the first semester of this year. Eighfor fraternity houses,

mer, and

tem

in

'

will serve the entire college area

m

many

I

MAKE DEAN'S

i

FOR
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Tollman
vllOll
CH1I1ICH1 Plmir
•»
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SEMESTER

duties as Lecturer in English Literature on the Tallman Foundation,
Mr. Horwood prepared at the Lydney
School in Gloucestershire. He entered homes of the faculty, college build- teen seniors, sixteen juniors, and sevOxford in 1922 as a member of Saint ings. and private dormitory rooms to enteen sophomores are named on the
Catherine's Society, and took honors receive all the sound sent from the list.
central unit.
there in 1926.
The following upperclassmen rePiofessor Tillotson has arranged ceived grades of "B" or better in all
From 1926 to 1928 he was Lecturer
in English at Fryeburg University. for a highly varied program during their courses and may cut classes at
include
will
a
which
the
year,
editors
of
school
the
He is also one of the
their discretion dur.ng the first seNew Clarendon series of Shakespeare, carefully planned series of concerts mester:
(Continued on Pay* 4)
published by the Oxford Press.
Class of 1939— William H. Brown,
Mr. Horwood is married and has
Louis W. Bruemmer, Philip S. Camptwo children. Though the children
1

I

I

1

'

j

|

|

!

:

|

;

'

:
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NOTICE

j

I

remain in England, he is accompanied by his wife. While in Brunswick they will live at the home of
Professor Chase, who is on sabbatical

next Monday evening in the
at 8 p.m.. Prof.
Ti Hot Hon Mill hold a smoker at
which all musical events will be

is,

Moulton Urion,

|

Goldberg,

Ernest
Goodspeed.
L.
George P. Halekas, George L. Hill, C.
Kline, Harold B. Lehrman.
Richard H. Moore. Robert S. Mullen,
Jotham W. Pierce, Walter Rowson,
Jr.. Theodore
Stern. Frederick A.
Waldron.

Wayland

discuiutt'd.

leave this year.

Polar Bear Set Up Before Gym;
Portrays Power Of Bowdoin

Men

develops in her men.

out and
The long delayed Bowdoin Polar which it was

Class of 1940— Neal W. Allen,
Ernest F. Andrews. Jr., Donald

With Bradeen. Matthew W. Bullock.

also their aim to incorBear, presented to the college by the
porate that distinctive Polar exploraclass of 1912. was at last unveiled be-

tion wh.ch Peary and MacMillan have
Memorial Gymnamade so definitely Bowdoin's by
summer. The Bear of Wes- means of ice cap and the "top-of-the-

terly white granite, sculptured by
world" on which the bear is mounted.
Mr. F. G. R. Roth of Englewood, New
It is the hope of the donors that
Jersey, stands eleven feet high and
Bowdoin men past, present, and futons.
weighs nearly twenty
Bear to their
The sculptor; Mr. Roth, is an emi- ture will take the
aearts
and look upon it as a definite
nent artist in his field, being noted
He made expression to them of much that
for his monumental work.
Bowdoin means. The Bear is made
the Columbia Lion and the Tigers
of the finest mediim that could be
above the Princeton Athletic Field
found: "Westerly granite is not only
gateway. The architects were John
about the most expensive type of
Calvin and John Howard Stevens of
granite but is characterized by very
Portland.
small crystals which makes for a finIn presenting the monument to the er finished surface and. unlike the
school, the Class of 1912 aimed at other campus monumental work, an
giving the college an enduring sym- absorption factor that is practically
bol which would portray, through the negligible." However, the committee
finely formed polar bear, those qual- in charge of the presentation has sugities of character, power, and super- gested flood-lights to protect against
iority which they feel Bowdoin brings any sort of vandalism.

mm

Jr..

W.
Jr..

Carre, Richard T. Eveleth,
James A. Holland. Jr.. George T.
Little, 2nd, Willard C. Lombard, John
C. Marble. Jr., Edward C. Palmer.
Lloyd L. Poland. Richard B. San-

Jeffrey

fore the Sargent
this

Leonard J. Cohen. Alden B. DavGecrge A. Dunbar. Milton M.

bell.

On

will

sium

Smoker

Albert T. Gould '08 opened the afternoon meeting by addressing the
freshmen in the Moulton Union. The
remainder of the afternoon was taken
up by short talks from the heads of
several departments concerning freshman electives, and from Malcolm E.

COLLEGE GIVEN

tion."

Frederick Chesney Horwood, Tutor
and Lecturer of Saint Catherine Society. Oxford University, arrived in
Brunswick yesterday to take up his

Tuesday morning, when they

were

Mr. Sills then went on to condemn
schools which allow the student to
"study only those things which please
"I venture to suggest
Samuel M. Giveen of Brunswick, him," saying.
that some modern theories of educaRichard F. Gardner of Auburn, Lewis
tion contribute nothing to oppose
V. Vaflades of Bangor, and Coburn
tendencies but rather aid and
Marston of Skowhegan have been such
abet them. The idea that a student
awarded the annual $500 State of
pick and chose his own stushould
Maine Scholarships as a result of the
dies from the cradle to the univercompetitive exams taken last spring,
sity, in a word that in his education
according to Professor Athern P.
he should do only those things he
Daggett, chairman of the committee
to do and should avoid drudgThe scholarships are wants
in
charge.
ery and hard work as much as possiawarded to one student in each ot
ble, such an idea of education leads
four districts covering every county
inevitably to selfish and undisciplined
in the state, and are determined on
(Continued on PaK* 2)
a basis of competitive examination,

The

mmtm

routine of "college life.
At the end
of registration, it appeared that, with
the addition of five transfers, the total of new men in the college would

•

Horwood Takes

'08,

On Tuesday

year he was a Librarian and in his cated man."
junior year he was chosen manager of
"One of the most troublesome if
In addition to these ex- not dangerous tendencies of these
the band.
tra-curricular activities, he attained times," continued the President, "is
Dean's List grades in his last two apparently the increasing desire to
The
Since his graduation from get something for nothing.
years.
Bowdoin, Mr. Dalton has been at thought that people are entitled to
Harvard as a candidate for the degree rewards of some kind, to pensions, to
of Master of Arls in teaching, his sharing wealth whether or not they
Mr. have made the slightest contribution
special field being Government.
Dalton's home is ip Hopedafe, Massa- to the accumulation of social wealth
chusetts.
is sapping our moral strength." The
After his graduation from Bowdoin. president continued stating that he
Mr. Robert Wait passed some time in was not against the government's
business, and then took up his studies giving work to those willing to work
again at Columbia- University, where and who cannot get work in private
he is enrolled as a candidate for the industry, "but when work is left out
degree of Master of Arts as a teach- of the picture," he said, "when the
While at philosophy of the day goes so far as
er of Natural Sciences.
(ContlaMd 4 Paa* 4)
to insist that the world owes everyone a living even if he is not willing
to work, we have a different proposi-

FOUR SELECTED FOR
MAINE SCHOLARSHIPS

630

COLLEGE

With a two-day round of welcoming
activities behind them. 176 freshmen
settled down today to dig into the

4

.

IN

Dean, Albert T. Gould
Address Freshmen

Says We Must Learn The
Value Of Hard Work
And Honesty

President Kenneth C. M. Sills o|>endoin this year as leaching Fellows in
Government, Biok^y. and French re- ed the 137th year of Bowdoin College this morning, speaking at the
Mr. Dalton wiUi replace Mr. Law- first chapel exercises of the year.
rence Pelletier, jwho is following The President devoted the first part
Harvard at the of his talk to a report of the changes
graduate work
A
mber of Theta and improvements made in the colpresent time.
Mr. Dalton ma- lege during the summer. Speaking
Delta Chi fratern:
t at Bowdoin and generally of the college, Dr. Sills said,
jored in Govern
in the Political "A liberal education does somehow or
took an active
Forum and the band, and was on the other free men's minds from prejuORIENT and Bowdoin Publishing dice and ignorance and intolerance,
Company staffs, fie was Assistant and when this is not the case the colManager of the latter organization in lege graduate no matter what degrees
his junior year. In his sopohomore he may hold is not a liberally edu-

FRESHMEN!!!

-

MEN

spectively.

personal interview, and secondary
school record.
Valedictorian and track man at
Following the tradition of presenting a Shakespearean play at Com- Brunswick High School, Giveen has a
mencement, the Masque and Gown brother in the sophomore class at
will again present
"Hamlet" this Bowdoin, and other relatives have
year. This play was given two years preceded him at the college. Gardner
was Salutatorian at' Edward Little
(Continued on Paite 2)
High School, and was active in debating, dramatics, music, and publications. He is the son of George C
Gardner '01. has a brother now at
college, and has other Bowdoin relaBangor
Vaflades. attending
tives.
High School, was Chairman of the
ed to be the most unfavorable on rec- Student Executive Committee and
ord and a great handicap to our va- participated in athletics, debating and
rious projects.
dramatics. Marston, President of the
Dr. faul A. Kellogg of Cornell UnU senior class and the Student Counversity completed a series of sound cil at Skowhegan High School, was
recordings of the Kent Island Herring active in athletics, dramatics, and
Gull colony which is one of the larg- publications. He is the son of the late
est in existence. Static made it im- Col. Roy L. Marston '99, and has
possible to utilize the radio sound other Bowdoin relatives.
recording method devised by Albert
R. Brand of Cornell and Tom Gross
'40 whereby sounds picked up on the
island were radioed to the recording
truck on the mainland. This year amplifying equipment of the Kent Island
radio station was used in connection
with the photo-electric recording
unit. Microphone cables were strung
First Gall For
to various parts of the bird colony.
The repertoire of gull is a large one
and many recordings were made to
secure the different calls. At many
times, the recordings revealed that
the clamor of the gulls was a steady
unchanging volume of sound.

of the bird when banded.
Donald R. Griffing. graduate student at Harvard, began a series of
experiments of the homing ability of
Leach's Petrel. This bird Is able to
(CoatiniMd on Pas* t)

Class of '42

BOARDS PLAN

RAPS "GAMBLING
SPIRIT" OF TIME

December.

Search For A Sixth Sense
Twenty-five thousand gulls have
been banded on the island during the
past four years as part of an extensive study of migration. Besides the
regular numbered aluminum bands of
the United States Biological Survey,
colored bands are now being placed
on the birds so that reports can be
made by observers equipped with
field glasses along the
coast.
The
bands are of different colors, and different combinations enable the determination of the date, place, and age

Thirty-two Bowdoin Alumni
Send Sons To Enter

And Improvements
During Summer

Gulls Recorded And Banded At
Kent Island; Fog Hampers Work

classics students.

President Sills was heard to say
that Bowdoin was one of the very few
New England Colleges to remain true

Replace

NO. 9

President Tells of Changes

ALL WERE ACTIVE
IN COLLEGE LIFE
Will

'

1938

.

nated at the left half post last fall
The first meeting of the Masque
have been shifted to right half and and Gown, the dramatic society of
The announcement in mid-summer fullback respectively. Melendy, speedy the college, is scheduled for Octoand powerful, seems well set at ber 3, according to Director George
that Bowdoin's basketball cause was
Junie Frye's old spot, and Karsokas H. Quinby. At this meeting, new aptemporarily lost could have been made who can kick and pass
but is espe- plicants for membership will be welThe handwriting on the cially valuable as a brilliant ball-tot- comed, and the plans which were
last June.
wall (in red ink) appeared at Com- er and sterling defense man is well started last spring will be completed.
large
public
at
but
to
the
mencement,
situated at right halfback. Legate
It is planned that the usual one-act
the news came as a surprise. The with his superior kicking and pass- student-written play eontest will be
5% financial cut due in all activ- ing potentialities will operate from held, offering twenty-five dollars and
the
left
half
post
with
Johnny
Cartthe
the Gregory Wiggam woodcarvmg of
ities is directly responsible for
land at his familiar spot at quarter the "Prologue" as prizes for the windisillusionment of those who had
where he understudied Smith last ner. The woodcarving was presented
been led to believe that Bowdoin was season.
for the first time last year to Edwin
at very long last getting in step with
Coach Walsh can place a letterman L. Vergason '39.
practically every institution in this
In every line position with the bulk
At Christmas Houseparties an origthis
for
broad land. It's beyond help
of the worries centered in providing inal musical by William Brown '39 is
year but the present athletic depart- adequate replacements in the end and
planned. The musical which Brown
ment has done all in its power to guard spots. Bowdoin's recent abund- has written is an amusing satire on
establish the sport, which is a vast ance of ends is clearly absent this life at Bowdoin with many of the
improvement over the efforts of pre- year. Fitts, Newman, Cox, and Cur- prominent students and faculty memvious administrations. No amount of ran have all graduated leaving Mac bers characterized.
Denham, Dan Hanley, and Johnny
Plans for a three-act play contest,
talking can affect the situation right
Marble to carry most of the wing with the winning entry being pronow; it's a matter which all agree
burden. Stan Allen, senior, and Ed duced at Ivy followed by a tour, will
should have been settled years ago.
Cooper and Pete Howie, sophomores, be discussed at the first meeting. EnIt does seem, however, that such an are among those making strong bids
tries are being received now, and reoverwhelmingly popular sport as bas- for the replacement posts.
hearsals are scheduled to start in
ketball

In Biology, Government,

And French

1013

SILLS

To Act As Teaching Fellows

Council Scholarship Cup

22,

CLASS OF

WELCOMES 176
FRESHMEN IN YEAR'S
FIRST CHAPEL TALK

THREE WWDOEN
Big White Points To
GRADUATES JOIN
Fourth Maine State
Championship Title FACULTY STAFF

» Rises »
By Richard

ORIENT

BRUNSWICK, MAINE. THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER

(68th Year)

The Sun
Showing

WELCOME TO THE

J.

born. L.
Tuccio.

Damon

Scales.

Jr.,

Joseph

The following sophomores may cut
classes at their discretion having received straight "As": Richard L.
Chittim, Chandler A. Stetson, Jr..
Walter G. Taylor, and David D. W.

Dickson.
The following sophomores may take
each semester, having received half "A's" and half "B's" in their
six cuts

subjects:

Dona'd I. Real. Harrison M. Berry,
Frank G. Davis. Vincent T. EkHaven G. Fifleld. Ward
Han-

jjr..

lund.

i

j

T

scom. Paul C. Houston. Edward C.
Kollman. Marshall J. l>eydon. Everett
P. Pope, Robert G. Porter. George R.
Thomas, and William E. Vannah.

"
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THE SUN USES

TALKS AT

OPENING CHAPEf the
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(Cofittsuert from »•«• >>
attractive organisations

AM

Whistles
OattHMa.
Pickard Fellowship Held
Greet Amherst Pledges

GULLS BANDED

By Roncalez This Year

is

AT KENT ISLAND

th*

usually dormant
Actually we are repeating history,
for this column urged students to try

(Reprint from Amherst Student)
Seven cannons, two sirens and a
steam wntstle signals used by the
Aaahatat fraterni ties each time a man
is pledged
combine to give Amherst
a slightly noisy rushing season. Here
are the signals used by the various

unsung and

Hits "Get Something For

Nothing " Spirit
America

111

out for the band hat year. Where
there was the smoke of hope there
4XO Madison Avi.
now seems to be the fire of enthuNSW YOU. N. Y.
(Continued from Pas* 1)
be more
thinking and lays the foundation for siasm, and the band should
EaHor-ta-Catof
a later philosophy of life that asks than a by-product of a football rally.
John H. Rich. Jr. '39
nevthere
But
nothing.
for
something
er has been," he said, "and there never can be life without work." The youth"; and also to Professor MitchLeonard J. Cohen '39
James E. Tracy, Jr. '39
President concluded by saying, "The ell who -at Commencement here amid
Editor.
was made
only answer, is that so far as we can great and general acclaim
Richard E. Doyle '40
George M. Stevens. Jr. '40
by his own college honorary Doctor
in this remote corner of our country
Richard W. Sullivan, Jr. '40
Richard E. Tukey '40
Thus the Facof Humane
we shall cultivate our own gardens ulty makes itLetters.
bow.
Assistant Managing Editors
and try during the coming year
%
In preparing for vour reception
Philip E. Requa '40
to learn in simple and homely ways here
John Q. Wheelock, 3rd '40
thia fall the Governing "Boards
the value of hard work and the sat- have instituted
Sub-Edl tori
an interesting innoisfaction of being true and just and vation in furnishing the rooms in
James H. Cupit, Jr. '41
David W. D. Dickson '41 John C. Evans '41
honorable in all our dealings."
Appleton Hall, which has also been
Herbert V. Field '41
Theodore Hoitt '41
Luther A. Hair, Jr. '41
The complete text of President completely rewired and in the inRobert A. Inman '41
Thaddeus J. Ksefe, '41
Jack R. Kinnard '41
terior redecorated. If this experiment
Sills' speech follows:
Charles W. Marr '41
William E. Vannah '41
Walter S. Pierae '41
in civilization works well, we shall
The opening of the college year is proceed to make the same arrangeHarold
Pines '41
E. Harold Pottle, Jr. '41 Henry A. Shorey, 3rd "41
always a time of expectation, hope ment in the ether dormitories in the
Charles H. Mergendahl, Jr. '41
Max Wemshrt 41
and high resolve. Like the beginning coming years. I hope before long we
of other undertakings, such as a may replace the present large unsatBOWDOIN
COMPANY
football season, a game of golf, a new isfactory
windows with the small
Business Manager
business enterprise; this time we are panes that fit
in so suitably to our
Pierson C. Irwin '39
to be victorious; this time we are to surroundings.
A commodious room
Assistant Maaageri
play the game of our lives; this time for the class in accounting has been
of
the
'40
mistakes
all
avoid
to
Guy H. Hunt, Jr. '40
we
are
Richard H. Abbott
equipped on the top floor of Adams
past.
Of tfourse such improvement HaU. The old Observatory has been
Edward J. Plata "49
does not always take place; one game repaired so that we hope it may be
Published every W**Tn#~U> itarins the CaUss* Yaar to the Stwtc&ta of le«Ui
is much like another; one season ha:; used
All contriboUon* ami rommunicfttfcmn rsosiil to rlvaai ts th» Managing- Editor ky
from time to time by students of
Hl«ht pncadinjr tb* Hate of publieatioa. Tto sVKtor-in-rhM U rwoomflM* for th* arttortal its usual share of disappointments, in astronomy
the risk of total
National Advertising Service, Inc.
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WELL BEGUH IS HALF DOHE'
During

week you, the bewildered members of
the Class of 1942, have faced a barrage of advice such as you have
probably never before encountered one undoubtedly even exceeding that period of anxious counsellings which preceded departure from home for college. By now you should realize that this
this hectic past

—

earnest and sincere advice has a purpose and that its purpose concerns a change which is about to take place in your life. It is an

old story. Those closely allied with the college see it happen year
after year in the same way. But it always takes place with a con-

stancy as certain as that which each fall colors the leaves of our
campus trees and sends them whirling down upon the campus.
And it is an occurrence which takes place in much die same
way as this phenomenon of nature. But, unfortunately, the events
regulating this change do not occur within the space of a few days
or a few weeks. They are not immediately apparent and cannot be
met at once and overcome decisively in one encounter. Such events

which you are about

m

to face are integral parts of that slow process

of development within you, which, as President

Sills

said in his

opening chapel address, makes the college education a "thrilling
enterprise full of interest and change and life." During the next four
years your mneT self as wefl as your outer self should develop
as it never has before.

No

advice, of course, given at the start of his college career

can be hoped to safely secure the freshman for all four years, or
even for one year. All the situations which will arise one cannot
hope to foresee, least of all make apparent and guard against. As
is becoming more apparent each year all education is essentially selfeducation. Too much already the student tends to rely mainly

upon

his instructors, evidently believing that

business all too often the same old
Nevertheless it
errors are made.
would be a sad thin" if in any undertaking we did not have the inspiration and the impetus of high hope
Like most proverbs,
at the start.
the old proverb has ancient truth
about it "well begun is half done."
Here at Bowdoin we can be reasonably happy about the beginning of
our one hundred and thirty-seventh
year. The College has never been in
better shape to do good work. The
fault will lie, not with the equipment or with the generous support
we have received from all our friends,
not with the stars but with ourselves
if we turn out at the end of the year
to be underlings.
So far as the Faculty goes, there
are only a few changes to report.
Professor Andrews of the Department of Art, and Professor dishing
of the Department of Economics, will
be absent on sabbatical leave, the
former for the first semester and the
latter for the second semester, and
Professor Chase of the Department of
English has leave for the entire year.
Recently in reply to a question from
another college in regard to sabbatical leave, I stated again what is with
me a firm conviction that no investment the college makes is more valuable or brings
more fruitful returns. We are glad to welcome back
to the campus Professors Kendrick
and Hartman who were away the last
semester, the one studying and writing in England, the other in California,
and Professor Frederic W.
Brown and Assistant Professor Korgen who were away all last year. The
budget (fatal word) did not permit
us to make many nronrotions last
June, but I am glad to say that the
Boards advanced Dr. Sibley to an associate professorship,
in
Sociology,
and Dr. Jepoesen to an assistant professorship in Physics and Mathematics. For the first time
many years
only one new name appears on the
Faculty roll, and that too of the Visiting Professor.
Mr. F. C. Horwood,
Tutor of St. Catherine's Society, Oxford University, with an excellent
record as teacher and scholar there,

j

by some divine de-

come to him. Bowdoin, happily, realizes this
danger and has taken steps in the opposite direction with its socalled reading period for juniors and seniors, intended primarily to
allow the student to test his power to stand alone and progress independently without constant supervision.
Failure or success in four years of college life depends upon
the individual and his ability to meet his responsibilities. Yet the
importance of an auspicious beginning with its direct effect upon
the future cannot "be underestimated. To enter into competition
for desirable positions here, certain activities require entrance during the freshman year. Too often a fellow realizes in his sophomore or junior years that he is then unable to get into activities in
which he is interested simply because he overlooked them during
his freshman year.
Of course, the other extreme of this situation includes the fellow who sets his goals too high, takes on too
many responsibilities, and consequently fails or, at best, is but medivice learning will

m

is to be Lecturer in English .Literature for the year under the Tallman
Foundation. We have a new Teaching
Fellow in FVench, Mr. Georges Roncalez, late of Paris, and I have appointed so far the following Teaching
Fellows: Mr. Ernest R. Dalton, '37,

in

Government;

Jonathan

Mr.

W.

CftUs Recorded By
Amplifying Equipment;
27 Days of Fog

Gntts'

Georges Roncalez. holder of the
degree of Agrege d' Anglais from the
University of Paris, and holder of a
professorship of English at the Lyc*e
Hoche in that city, has been appointed Fellow in French at Bowdoin for
the coming year. Mr. Roncalez will
take the place of Professor Darbelnet,

—

houses:
(

Continued from Pas* 1)

Alpha Delt, Beta, Chi Phi Chi

,

Psi,

who has returned

to France.
Mr. Roncalez has served for several years as professor of English at

Delta Tau, Phi Deft and Psi U greet
every pledge with subtle shades of
cannon's roar. Theta Delt and Phi
Psi have obtained old fire sirens for
the season's festivities ;and D.U. lets
go with a vigorous peep from her
steam whistle. Only Deke, Phi Gam
sense."
and Theta Xi welcome their newKent Island On The Air
A number of short wave. programs comers with dignified silence.
were sent out and rebroadcasted by
the Blue Network of the National
of the island during the winter. Joy
Broadcasting Company and by 'statakes fufl account of bird migration
tion WCSH in Portland. The broadmovements as well as of the weather.
casts were extemporaneous conversaWhen Bob Cunningham, our mettions by members of the staff and
eorologist from M.I.T., told a Lubec
were a welcome diversion in the
customs official that a crate of glass
course of the summer's work.
jars contained "fog
water,'.'
there
The Yankee Broadcasting System
were grave doubts in that worthy's
is new carrying
the
Kent Island
mind. Professor Philip Meserve had
weather report in its morning broadsuggested that a chemical analysis of
cast. The data is being radioed in
fog precipitate might yield some in
from the Station *very morning by
teresting information, and specimens
Warden Ernest Joy, who with his
of fog were brought back. The station
housekeeper are the sole inhabitants
is in one of the foggiest areas of the
world. Twenty-seven days of fog were
aries if necessary. Several important recorded during the month of July,
undertakings, like the publication ofi
One hundred gulls were shot and
the General Catalogue, the improve- prodigious numbers of parasites rement of the camous, varsity basket- moved from each
ch bird.
hirri A first-rate
first . rnfp inin _
-xtooned until ,„,„.,
ball, have had to be
_ was l
.«__,_£_„__
n.\>°"
1
1
8
™!* " d_.„^,
brighter financial days. Yet despite
„
J*? by Robertf Har<-ull-Sluicer devised
all this we are fortunate indeed to be

fly in from the high seas to its nest
on dark foggy nights when visibility
is practically nil. Convinced that no
ordinary powers endow the birds with
such ability. Griffin hopes that he
may be on the track of a "sixth

the Lycee de Chartres. has traveled
extensively on the Continent, and has
studied at Columbia University. He
was for one year instructor in French
at Cambridge University in England.
The Fellowship in French at Bowdoin was established in 1926 by Frederick W. Pickard of Wilmington, Delaware, a member of the Board of

Dick
rmgton, assistant director.
Stroud '39 joined White Head Island
fishermen to secure the stomach con-

,

tents of various fishes for identification. Ted Stevens "39 bottled up speciof invertebrate life that Newt

mens

Gillett '39 and Ralph Reynolds '40
had scooped up with drag nets from

Fundy

I

without
congealment. Repairs invisible to the
casual eye but essential to your comfort have been made at no inconsiderable expense in the heating plant.
Initial steps have been taken in the
troublesome problem of draining the as well off as we are.
campus. The long expected Polar
A college is primarily an institu- that free institutions can only be
Bear, the gift of the class of 1912, tion of learning. All the many acces- operated
by free men and that a libexecuted by the best animal sculptor sories of the modern college, social, eral education
does somehow or othin the countrv, Mr. F. G. R. Roth of athletic, musical, dramatic, are value- er
men's minds from prejudice
New Jersey, is now surveying the less unless they contribute to that andfree
ignorance and intolerance, and
Bowdoin air anxious to meet all com- end. Bowdoin is generally regarded when this is not the case the college
ers. I venture to express the hope, as a very conservative college, and
graduate no matter what degrees he
not yet an expectation, that its pris- yet nearly every year we make im- may hold
is not a liberally educated
tine whiteness will long be untarnish- portant changes in the curriculum man.
ed by Bowdoin daubings, and that and in methods of instruction that to
One of the most troublesome if not
you will all assist in repelling any some seem minor because they are dangerous tendencies of these times
most
the
This year
assaults from our friends the enemy. not publicized
,_
American life is apparently the uv
It is a pleasure to announce that important of these changes will be
£.
f
ad
Wn.-° f
our good friend, Mr. Harry Oakes he
nothing
In one wav or another,
r;
'98 of the Board of Overseers, is add- ing period for tne month of 'm.™
May In
from nMe_ lrack to reHef nn the
ing to his benefactions to the Art classes composed primarily of Sen- gambling spirit
is everywhere abroad,
Museum by allowing us to have on iors and Juniors at the discretion of The thought that people are entitled
more or less permanent loan in addi- the instructor class-room work, reci- to rewards of some kind, to pensions,
tion to the Rembrandt and Franz tations, conferences, will be suspendto sharing wealth whether or not
Hals, a Hogarth and a Gainsborough, ed, and the members of those classes they have made the slightest contriwhich paintings will be put on exhibi- will spend the
"but ion to the accumulation of social
tion later in the year.
Mr. John H. dependency. It is hoped that this ex wealth is sapDing our moral strength.
r
d n C nVinC g
r
i
Halford*of the class of 1907, has also
»i t thing the
t^ Colf^i :t was not fronfsires like these that
added to our colonial portraits a students that the best
the
was bom and grew to
most interesting
Benjamin West, lege can do for them is to Provide matur
T
for a moment
which like the paintings of Mr. Oakes opportunity ^self-education under tninkin
those
1*,^
£
is on more or less permanent loan.
everv man and every woman willing
„,l?LrSiffl
Jrfnin^
«rtamunSomewhat ambitious nlans for Bow- adopted a rule
afforded a
work should
d ab , e
rgr ad
doin's
sesquicentennial are taking
to
wo
chance
not
b> industry
**
o
Sfr 2^ m n.inn
shape.
During the coming year the fn
P
b y ,he government. The denial
committee of the Boards under the
such a ri * ht fe indeed an indiCt chairmanship of Mr. Harvey Dow they have made a reasonable ana
p^^mic orf
faJ
Gibson will proceed to the organiza- sustained effort to pass such courses der R
work
ft
have shown by some honor picture, when
tion of the graduates and friends of and
the philosophy
*?
r ' of the
Bowdoin so that apt only they but the grades in other work that they ougnt1 £
h
public at large may become acquaint- to be allowed to remain in college world owes everyone
a living even if
ed with the needs of a lively and Thus Bowdoin is not static.
he is not willing to work, we have a
ft should never be forgotten that
growing college, both for buildings
very different proposition. The. many
and other fiquiprnent, and for the this enterprise in which we are all fantastic and pathetic plans for old
even more important strengthening jointly engaged is a thrilling enter- age pensions, or for pensions for
of the teaching force through addi- prise, full of interest and change and those even willingly out of employIf any of you think for a motions to our endowment. Finally, in life.
ment, shows fatal errors of thought
reporting to you what has happened ment that a liberal education has as well
as patentlv moral weakness.
since you were here I must stress little or nothing to do with life itNow I venture to suggest that some
the important aotion taken by the self, reflect for a moment that the modern theories of education contribGoverning Boards that no Senior in- 'founders of this college, like the ute nothing
to oppose such tendencies
debted to his fraternity for room or founders of other American colleges, but rather
aid and abet them. The
board will be allowed to graduate un- believed thoroughly in the public util- idea that a youngster should study
ity of such an education; they knew,
til such obligation has been met, thus
only those things that interest and
recognizing the essential part that as has been said over and over again,
please him, that from the cradle
the fraternities by custom and usage
have played in providing dormitory
facilities and boarding clubs for so
many of the students.
Yet while there is much progress
to cheer and inspire us, we must never forget the adage attributed to
Caesar, that he thought nothing had
been accomplished while anything yet
remained to do. And there are some
We
disappointing things to reveal.
have not yet beep able to find a suitable available successor to give the
courses In Biblical and Religious History so ably conducted by Dr. Schroeder, and last year carried on with
great distinction in the first semes-
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to selfish and undisciplined thinking
and lays the foundation for a later
philosophy of life that asks something for nothing. Life is a struggle;
it is our duty to try to see so far
as we can that the rules of the game
are fair and just. But there never
has been and "There never can be life
without work, and if the older generation does not in this matter give
youth the right example, youth must
learn for and by itself the worth of
this principle.
Just one thing more. Students in
college are not getting much inspire
tion from the present situation so far
thaTprinciples of honor
«»
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through the university he should
choose and pick his own studies, in
a word that in his education he
should do onlv those things he wants
to do and should avoid drudgery and
hard work as much as possible. Such
an idea of education leads inevitably
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depths.

Plans for next summer are already
'36 a biology
teacher will be assistant director.
Griffin wilV bring a Harvard group
along to continue the Harvard-fiTom" Gross
on * lu
nTnced miCTaTio^sludy
nan
Fred Crystal are planning a
and,«l
400O foot direct ionai antenna that
will increase VEHN's power in the
eastern seaboard cities twenty-five
times giving it the force of a 50-kilowatt station in those areas. A Nova
Scotian schooner will take the majority of the expedition direct from Boston to the island.

underway. Dan Healy

1

1

'

Trustees.
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and honesty are important.

GIFTS OF

BOWDOIN WEDGWOODWARE

to

thusiasms with honesty, sincerity, and courage.
Members of the Class of 1942, the Orient welcomes you to
Bowdoin and hopes that your four years here will truly be "four
of the best years of your life."

"Sight Is Priceless-

_____

-

MASQUERS WILL HOLD

J.V. Gridsters Face

A Six-Game

FIRST MEETING OCT.

Schedule

significant improvement
Bear football system

Is

Cheap"

PRICE LIST
All items are available for immediate shipment. Color choice

1

(Coatinaad from Pas* 1)
the
the ago with Ross McLean '39 in the leadschedule ar- ing role, and McLean will also play
vastly improved J.V.
ranged for this coming season. Six Hamlet in the coming production
tilts with the opener against Andover.
The officers for the coming year
on Sept. 30 and the final clash against are: Richard B. Garland '39, presithe frosh on Armistice Day morning dent; J. H. Titcomb '39, secretary;
are slated. Other opponents are J. J. Carre '40, business manager; A.
Maine Central Institute of Pittsneld, H. Fenn '40. publicity manager; M.
Bridgton, N. H. U. J.V.'s and Phillips W. Bullock, Jr., "40, production manExeter Academy. The caliber of thia ager; P. H. Crowell '39, production
opposition demands a squad of eon- advisor. With these on the executive
Coach committee are E. L. Vergason '39,
size
influencing
siderable
Walsh to urge that those interested sensor member-at-large, and W. E.
in football bu not yet suited for var- Bevins '40, junior member-at-large.
sity efforts get in on the ground floor,
success
football
future
by dover, Bicker, the J.V.'s, and the
of
"learning to play the game against sophomores, and frosh team B has its
boys of their own class." All varsity usual three games carded against

A

Polar

Light

D[HHER PLATES (10%

owdoin Students
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This
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Approved

I.

is

Tour Headquarters

E. S. Student Table

We

have purchased a special
advantage of correct, indirect

i
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1878

Gateway

Massachusetts Hall

Bowdoin

in

$8.00 for 6

SPECIAL

$8.00

-

CUPS and SAUCERS
BOU1LLOK CUPS and SAUCERS
AFTER DINNER CUPS and
SAUCERS

Study Lamps

lot, to give you the
light at a reasonable

At

the

Same

$10.00 for 6

-

(8»/2 inch)

$6.00 for 6

-

BUTTER PLATES
Massachusetts Hall Fireplace

$8.00 the dozen

Prices

-

$4.50 for 6

CEREAL DISHES

OTHER ITEMS

$18.00 the dozen

i860

$ry.oo for 2

$10.00 tn« dozen

SOUP PLATES

- $4.95 TABLE LAMP FOR $350

-

(16 inch)

in

TEA PLATES

for

price.

,

The Campus

The Chapel
$ry.oo the dozen

i8i»

Black or Blue.

-

THE PLATTER

inch)

Walker Art Building
Hubbard Hall

by

-

the same

special

,

home

for Morse. Brunswick and Gardiner High

games are scnedulued
Whittier Field with J.V. and frosh
to be contested at
Pickard Field
The freshman team A has five conHebron, Antests scheduled

home encounters

schools With seven varsity games as
usual, Bowdoinites will be competing
in 21 contests, the most ambitious
grid program ever sponsored by the

Others $1.59

All orders sent charges coUect ft>>m Boston.

Up

ORDERED FOR JUNE DELIVERY
(Massachusetts HaU Doorway)

— SEE OUR WINDOW —

ASH TRAYS

7JC each

Central Maine
139

Power Company

— 4 for $1.50

SEND ORDERS AND MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO

THE ALUMNI SECRETARY

MAINE STREET

college
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the

ments, when in the high circles of
mankind so few examples of high
honor are found, is it any wonder
that youth in our schools ahd colleges sometimes nuestion the value
of honest work and the worth of honor? The only answer here is that so
far as we can in this remote corner of
our country we shall cultivate our
own gardens and try during the coming year to learn in simple and homely ways the valuo of hard work and
the satisfaction of being true and
just and honorable in all our dealings.

French, Jr., '37, in French; and Mr.
Robert B. Wait, '34, in Biology. Before leaving the Faculty for the year
to your tender mercies I am sure
you would wish to join with me in
extending
congratulations
to
the
Dean on his well-deserved honorary
degree of Doctor of Laws from Colby,
with the excellent and true citation:
"Sagacious and patient counsellor of ter by Professor Lightfoot, of Oxford. The exigencies of the financial
Professor Tillotson has moved from situation with a constantly decreas172 Maine street to 181 Maine street. ing yield have made it necessary to
ocre in all of them.
Assistant Professor Kolln has mov- cut nearly every appropriation in all
Decisions must constantly be made, but those made during ed from 62 Federal street to 7 Page departments of the College by at
the opening weeks of the first year of college have a deciding in- street.
least 5%, and the Executive ComAssistant Professor Hetmreich has
fluence upon the direction of the path of the next four years. The bought the Riley house at 6 Boody mittee has been given authority to
make the same reduction in all salbeen and are being subbe occupied February 1.
street
advice and counsels to which you have
jected are sound. Consider carefully, weigh all evidence, but, havnew
enyour
into
ing decided to the best of your ability, enter

When

statesmen of the world go
back on plighted words, when so
many nations have not the slightest
reeard for treaties or for agreeleading

BOWDOIN COLLEGE

order
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Magee

Out

Calls

BASKETBALL IS
POSTPONED BY
BUDGET BOARD

Varsity Harriers

With the first meet against Springon Oct. 15. Coach Jack Magee
has called oat fifteen candidates tor
the varsity cross country team. The
squad, led by. Captain George Hiil.
Includes Charlie Pope. Jim Doubleday. Lack of Funds Forces Board
Nils Hagstrom. Paul Herman. Dave
To Overrule
Dickson. Omer McDuff. Bob HamSentiment
blen, Bill Mitchell, Lin Martin,' Mark
Parsons, Don Watt, Dick Sanborn.
Don Bradeen and Tom Line nam.
Coach Magee- met his freshmen
squad this afternoon at which time
he informed the men that he would
take any man interested in track in Schedule Being
any form. He plans to hold three sesFor 1939-40 With Hope
sions a week on Whittier Field during the fall at which time he will
For Approval
handle all departments.
For sometime during the middle
Because of a 5% cut in appropriaof October. Magee has slated a coltions for all athletic departments,
lege handicap meet for all Bowdoin
Bowdoin will be unable to introduce
trackmen. Every man is to be given
varsity basketball into its athletic
a handicap rating and events will inprogram this year.
clude a 75-yard' and 300-yard dash.
Despite the support that the spor'.
• 600-yard run, mile and two mile
•has at Bowdoin, the budget cornmitruns, 75-yard high and 150-yard low
tee found it impossible to extend the
hurdles, broad jump, hammer, discus,
other
and pole vault. A scratch meet for athletic program further. With
departments' forced to undergo cuts,
freshmen only will also be staged this
it seamed to the athletic council unfall with the same events.
field

Campus

,

BASKETBALL STILL
BEING CONSIDERED

Drawn Up

I

|

;

!

i

j

i

The

schedule:

j

I

Vanity

—

away

Nov.

7-

Oct.

21— Farmingtbn Normal

Englands

-

Junior Varsity

— Bridgton Academy
Freshmen
13— Lincoln Academy

Oct. 25
Oct.
Oct.

—Deering

Nov. 3
Nov.

and the athletic
department were highly in favor of
introducing the sport, Malcolm E.
Morrell, Director of Athletics, said,
but found it impossible to take such
a step this year. A basketball schedule

had been drawn up and

officials

home selected for this season, but these arhome rangements have been cancelled. The
athletic department will draw up a
home schedule for 1939-40. however, in an-

school

-

home
High school

11— Wilton Academy

officials

-

-

18— Portland High

-

and com-

pel a further cut.

College

Oct. 15— Springfield - home
Oct. 22 Bates. - away
Oct. 28 U. of Vermont - away

New

fair to institute basketball

-

-

ticipation of the introduction of the
sport next year.

The

Bowdoin

Independents

and

home freshman teams will undoubtedly
home keep the game alive this winter. Last

the "Indies," unofficial court
representatives of the college, played
Facility
Will
Maine, Bates and Colby in addition to
leading non-collegiate teams in the
state, and the freshmen played sevEnter Tennis
eral of the larger Maine high schools.
A student-faculty doubles tennis The Independents have several of
tournament will be held in conjunc- last year's five available and should
tion with the annual student singles be aided by the present sophomore
tournament this fall. Five of the col- class.
lege tennis courts have been reserved for this purpose. The athletic de- wish to enter the doubles tournament
partment is offering a cup to the should get in touch with Johnny Rich
winner of the singles tournament and at the T. D. house. The deadline for
a medal to the runner-up as well as entries will be Saturday noon in orcups to the winners of the doubles der taat pairings may be made up
tournament.
over the week end. Play is scheduled
Sheets have been placed in the fra- to begin the following Monday.
ternity houses which should be signLast year's tournament was won by
ed by those wishing to enter the tour- Jack Salter who defeated Frank Purnaments. Members of the faculty who ington in the final round.

year

Netmen

Tourney

SPORTS SIDELIGHTS
By Jim Tracy

THREB

Big White Points To Fourth
Maine State Championship
LOOK POWERFUL
Weather Retards Practice,
Tufts Probably Strongest; '42 Football Men
But Adam Walsh
Expect Razzk-Dazzle
Optomistic
Lack No Weight
By McCoy's Men
RIVAL ELEVENS

On tha eve of college opening each year, the various publications see fit
to extend an official welcome to the incomihf class. jJJ'ORffiNT, through
the medium of its editorial columns, the freshman handbook, the
and the sophomores all contribute their bit In an effort to bete getting the
new men off on the right foot in the varied phases of Mfe at Bowdoin. To
our knowledge, never before has an attempt been madeto give a preview of
athletics and the men behind the scenes here at Bowdoin. Perhaps it is a
waste of time and energy to do so, but in the fall of the year, thoughts turn
to football, whether the individual aspires to be an active or a passive facThough the opening game Is still
tor in its success. Let us take a glimpse of the men who have bees responover* «
week off, the relative
sible for the continued success of Polar Bear athletic units for the past few
strengths of Bowdoin's football opyears.
ponents is already a matter of discussion. The question of how much
Mai Morrell, Director of AthtoMca, Is «• «Hk|
improvement shown by the elevens
sits on the top of Bowdoin'* athletic world. Little seen,
on the familiar seven-game schedule
bat whose influence ard wisdom in all matters athletic Is
in vogue for the last decade or so
always present, he can usually be found in his gym office
parallels the development of the 1918
wushaug Ms ever-present pipe. Backed by a wealth of exsquad of Walshmen.
As football
perience gained from his undergraduate football days and
"dope" suns rampant on the sports
his sahsosjswiit activities, he knows Ms*** atWeUes insidepages at this time, and with the
out, with the remit that Bowdoin profits tremendously unBoston
Herald's
Sampson
most
Arthur
underder his sM* rote. Never too busy to see the
making his annual tour of the New
paid hireling of the ORIENT, he win treat yon with as mach
cariUaMty and attention as be would the head of the Maine
England colleges, there are a tejv
A.A.U. He firmly believes that it is the purpose of athletics
"lines" that can be obtained on the
to present to the student a well-rounded profrrsm of activvarious potentialities.
ities rather than to place any u asHa stress on say single
With Mass. State appearing in its
Unsocial
reward.
activity for the purpose of reaping treat
usual opening spot a week from SatHow he has consistently china to this theory and at the
urday, it is interesting to note that
same time paring strict attention to his appropriations
the Statesmen shape up with about
while bis coaches have been turning out State Champions
the same type of squad which took a
right and left, we do not know, but we rather suspect that
honesty and rnteerity in administration will invariably
two touchdown defeat from the Polar
produce the hoped-for results,
Bears last season. Injuries hamper-

GROWLER

Is

If the
freshman football team
doesn't make a good showing this
year, it won't be because of lack of
weight. One of the candidates, Herbert E. M. Medbery, Jr., of Pngjddence, R. I.,
(weight 280 pounds)

has already made himself , famous by
proving that there wasn't a football
uniform on campus big enough to
fit him, and 16 other candidates for
the team all weigh over 180.
The football pants of "Doc" Brown,
for years the

measure of big men at

it

—

—

—

.

—

WELCOME STUDENTS
VISIT

THE NEW

Jarvis Restaurant and Tea
FIDELITY BUILDING

Room

reseat healthy condi tion.) Starting with nothing back In
the twenties, he has bro ught Bowdoin to a point where
she is now one of the swimming powers in the East and a
very definite factor In the New England* every year. The
beautiful new pool Is largely the result of Ids influence and
Bowdoin's aquatic success is absolutely Use result of his
keen knowledge of the sport and his handling of men.

•

for regular meals or for a snack at our

SODA BAR

v

— Luncheons from 35c to 75c —

s

After an evening's study, drop down for a

We're open

87

a complete line of S. S. Pierce
specialties at Boston
catalogue prices

BROS. CO.

with

WILL BE BETTER MEN.

MAINE STREET

EVERYTHING THAT'S GOOD
TO EAT

CUMBERLAND
Janet Oaynor
Robert Montgomery
Franchot Tone

$100 orders

also

Fox News

Brunswick Bowling Alley

TeL©56-W

The COLLEGE BOOKSTORE
will find everything

SEE THE
F.

Bowdoin from Stickers

to Typewriters

NEW CORONA ZEPHYR

$29.75

-

.

'

J

Community Sing

—

Varieties
Dancers

—

hi

to

Bowdoin Men Since 1870

— We Appreciate Your Business —

halfback the junior.
During the past two weeks, Adam
has been having two practice sessions each day. The mornings have
been devoted to lectures and the afternoons to outdoor work. As only
two scrimmages have been held at
this writing the aforementioned lineups are of course hardly settled matters, and the possibility exists that
late arrivals and others already in
uniform may change the picture as
the season progresses. The heavy rain
has disrupted training to some extent
of course, but as similarly unpleasant weather conditions have prevailed throughout New England, Coach
Walsh does not feel that Bowdoin
has been particularly handicapped.
The coaching staff has been thoroughly pleased with the excellent
spirit of the squad. The turnout has
been large, the battles for the many
open reserve positions spirited, and
the general attitude of the gridsters
determined but not cocky. Adam emphasizes the hope and expectation of
both Assistant Coach Dinny Shea and
himself that the current spirit will
continue to prevail throughout the
season. The coaches decline to give
any predictions about the coming season except to say that the coaching
staff and players will be judged by
actions rather than words."

Bowdoin will continue to rely mainly on speed and deception as its offensive weapons. Bowdoin's lack of many
big powerful youths necessitate the
dependence of her grid teams on a
well conceived, tricky offensive engineered by a good deal of grey matter, according to Coach Walsh.

Italian Spaghetti

UNION STREET

ALL Your

Spawn

Sep*. 28

•

20

of the North

Shop Downtown
for the Sign

"Soule and Walker"

STATIONERY
POSTERS
ALUMNI LETTERS
TICKETS
FRATERNITY FORMS
And Other

Printing

—

Telephone S

—

Mil

Manager
Printers of

Comedy

PRINTING

TheRecord Office
Pan! K. Nhren, Bowdoin

—

Henry
George Baft
Dorothy Lamour

News

BOWDOIN BARBERS
Watch

Ask Us For Quotations
Sound Act

News

The

First

PRINTING

Too Hot To Handle
Wed. - Than.

Of Service

Harvey McGuire at right half, and
Haven Fifleld at full are the secondyear men with Johnny Creiger at left

have had long experience in
producing for Bowdoin men:

Sept. 24 -27
Clark Gable —r Myrna Loy

775

promising candidate for this spot.
A former reserve, Red Rowson, a
recent J.V., Ken Welch, and two former frosh stars. Hank Bonzagni and
Andy Haldane, make up Dmny Shea's
Rowson imsecondstring backfleld.
proving year by year occupies the
quarter back post in a shift from the
fullback spot at which he gained his
letter while subbing for Frye last
year.. Welch, a junior, whose entire
football career has been limited to his
service on Bowdoin freshman and J. V.
squads, is at right half, and Bonzagni,
a sophomore pony back with plenty
of speed and shiftiness, is holding
down the left halfback job. Haldane,
who flashed on Linn Wells' strong
1937 frosh team will occupy the fullback spot where his weight and
plunging ability can perform best.
The third ranking backfield boasts
three sophomores and one junior on
its roster. Joe Williams at quarter.

We

The Last Stand

.8

PHONE

sired depth of material and the struggle for second string posts is wide
open. The only non-letterman in the
current starting linkup, based on tlte
two scrimmages thus far held is Nelson Austin, stocky and spirited sophomore, who right now is edging Hack
Webster, letter winning reserve of
last season, in the fight for the center position held down the past few
years by Basil Nicholson. Dave Harkness, also a sophomore, is another

Musicians

Boll Bftk£r

M. C. PERKINS, Ph.G., Manager

MAINE ST, BRUNSWICK, MB.

—

Yes, We're Interested In

Sept. 24

Saturday

SPECIAL STAGE ATTBACTtON
Uncle Ned's Radio

Mon.-Tues.

14*

21

Sept. 28
Locate Ball

ON THE SCREEN

ALLEN'S DRUG STORE

posts.

Affairs of Annabel

The

Stagers

W. CHANDLER & SON

sophomores, battling
about on a par for the replacement

la

News

WELCOME FRESHMEN
Here you

—

Bunny Bass and Carl Boulnd George Toney and

juniors, «
Steele,

VICS SILVER BAR

Going Places

Bound Act
Friday
Jack Onhto

Tom

fellows gather 'round

Sandwiches

Three Loves Has Nancy

UNCLE TOM'S CABIN SHOP

ter,

Delightful Atmosphere

in

Compliments of

tain first string starters right at pres-

ent with

There's a tavern in the town

Where good

Sept. 22

y

(Continaed from Pag* 1)
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1% on $10.00 — 2% on $20.00
10% on

s

the athletes of the class of '42 I wish to say this. These are the
whom you will work for the next four years. They will share in
your glory and take most of the blame for your defeats. They are experts,
each in his own line, but at the same time they are human beings, living,
vital, human beings who want to give you the best that is in them. They
will do that if you give them just half a chance. If you do this, not only
will you contribute greatly to Bowdoin's continued athletic supremacy, but
what is far more important, when the spring of 1942 rolls around YOU

men

until 1 a.m.

TONDREAU

WE NOW STOCK

—

To

bite.

SPEED, DECEPTION
husky gridmen outstanding in vying
for these spots. Captain Nels Corey
and Bdl Broe, seniors, are pretty cer-

Walt Loeman and Ralph Howard,
Bowdoin, are now being enlarged to both lettermen, will be the varsity
fit Medbery, who made a special visguards. This position lacks the de-

to the Athletic Department the
other day "Just to make sure," explaining that he had lost a lot of
time at Moses Brown last year until they could find a uniform to fit
him.
The complete list of candidates
weighing over 180 pounds is as follows: Paul F. Bickford, Great Neck,
L. I., tackle, 200; Frederick T. Baird.
ed Ebb Caraway's team through a Bangor, tackle, 180; John D. Clifford,
s
s
discouraging year which netted only III, Lewiston, tackle, 205; William J.
Guiding the destinies of the Polar Bear leather-oushers this year we
one win and a tie, and it looks as if Georgitis, Bristol, Conn., tackle, 192;
again have Adam Walsh for the fourth successive year. Adam is one of
Sumner A. Hamburger, West Roxthe better known disciples of the Notre Dame svstem. havinjr received his this unfortunate record could ">e bet- bury, Mass.,
180; Roger E. Leonard
early football experience under the guidance of the immortal "Rock.** After tered. A typical stroke of State luck
II, North Easton, Mass.. 188; Herserving aa captain of one of the greatest elevens ever assembled in this has already turned the wrong way,
eountrv the Four Horsemen team he went into coachiner and came to however, for Fran Rid and his base- bert E. M. Medbery, Jr., Providence,
Bowdoin bv way of Harvard. Bowdoin immediatelv won her first State ball battery mate have decided to R. I., 280; Philip J. Morgan, Turners
Champion«<hio in fifteen years. This was in the fall of 1935 and to this forego football. Cliff Morey captains Falls, Mass., guard, 182; Nile* L. Perpoint the Polar Bear still remains unbeaten in this league; Idolized bv four the '38 team from his end positoin, kins, Jr.. Togus, tackle, 195; Winclasses of Bowdoin men and countless members of alumni, not merelv beand low-slung Leo Santucci, barely field A. Peterson, Jr., Brooklyn, N.
cause of his uncanny ability to produce the goods, but because he is the
over five feet, is remembered for his Y., 198; William A. Scott, Winchester,
swell all-around gent that he is. he no longer finds it necessary to "shoot
bothersome buck from punt forma- Mass., guard, 200; Leonard B. Tennyfor the moon"; it has been hanging low over Whittier for these past four
son, Jr., Yonkers, N. Y., 180; Lewis
tion.
years.
V. Vafiades, Bangor, guard, 189; John
Wesleyan SHU Has Daddarto
s
s
E. Williams, Winthrop, Mass., 180; C.
Wesleyan, behind by a two out of
Eugene Woodworth, Newton Center,
Ably assisting Walsh Is "Many" Shea, also of the
three margin in the series under the
Mass., guard, 187; Barry Zimman,
Fighting Irish. Shy, almost boyish to meet in his street
Walsh regime wiH be out to even up
togs, once he dons his moleskins he means business and
Lynn, Mass., tackle, 195.
the count with a combination crew
the boys love the way that he carries on that business.
of returning vets and fresh sopho- to do so.
Handling the freshmen is Linn Wells of SprinrieM. Linn is
mores.
Principal threat
will
un*
of the sld school and limited ss he Is bv a lack of time and
Rounding into the .State Series,
doubtedly be Emilio Daddario, the Colby has first chance to knock the
an excess of Inexperienced material, he somehow always
seems to turn out s pretty good outfit. From football he
slashing cutback free-wheeler who Bowdoin Bears off the front spot, and
turns to Varsity hockey and then to baseball. His two
personally beat Bowdoin two years the WatervHle Mules boast more spirState Championships In these lines of endeavor last year
ago, but who was stopped here in it and sophomores than holdover vets.
ably testify to his all-around coaching ability.
Brunswick last season. Linemen Bott- Perhaps Colby will be the real
s
s
jer, Morningstar. Phelps will be re- "McCoys"
this year,
which means
The oldest member of our coaching staff in years of service is doughty membered, though the huge Holzer is that the necessary material will be
apparently
missing from the ranks. available for the high.wide, and handfar-flung
and
his
fame
is
is
now
in
his
twenty-sixth
year
Jack Magee. He
over the United States and European track circles. His affiliations with the The fact that the Wesleyan game is some football that has characterised
National A.A.U-.Olympic committees and other high posts are well known. slated for Middletown provides the Al McCoy's Northeastern teams of
His success with Bowdoin runners is even better* known. Bowdoin is proud only long and out-of-state trip for the
past The lack of so-called "razof her "little Napoleon of the cinder path" and rightly so. His time is never the season.
zle-dazzlists" was Colby's chief diftoo valuable to prevent him from paying the strictest of attention to the
Itnxxte-Daxxle Again?
ficulty last season, while quagmirlsh
most muscle-bound of the freshman forty-yard men. if the fellow is really
Williams is about as well off as Seaverns Field is still a severe handiin there to run,. He hates "contented" runners and his keen tongue and
biting wit has sent many a stumbling plodder back to Pickard Field to bang Wesleyan as regards returning ma- cap on a wet day. Outstanding pera tennis ball around. "If he has a heart and a pair of legs, I will make a terial, but the influx of sophomore formers should be Buz Burrill, Wartrack man out of him even if he never had a track shoe on in his life." standouts should make the Ephraims ren Pearl,
Captain Hersey, Dick
That's Jack, and that is precisely what he has been doing for this past more formidable than they appear on White, and sophomore Daggett.
quarter century.
paper. Williams will present a team
Sophomores continue to tell the
of physical contrasts, ranging from tale with Bates. Maine and Tufts,
Captain Larry Durell, little light- though Tufts is probably the strongThe last but certainly not the least important member
weight scooter, to the large veteran est appearing of all the Bowdoin opof the staff is Bob Miller, who has been at the helm of the
tackles, Abberley and
Silverthorne. ponents. Bates should show the beneWhite naw since its birth and who has nurtured It to its
Abberley incidentally made the Bow- fits of training camp, but the opendoin all-opponent team last year. ing Dartmouth game could easily
Gone are the hard running Simmons, give the Bobcats a crushing blow in
the Stearns twins, Latvis, and Noer- the way of injuries. Maine is bankhen, but two bothersome backs, King ing almost entirely on new talent,
and Seay remain. Cramer is a new- and perhaps Fred Brice will put on
comer darkhorse, a 180 pounder who the "retiring act" to key up the team.
may succeed Simmons. Williams The anti-climactic Tufts game should
holds a two-one edge over the last find the Jumboes a strong unit with
three years and is the only opponent plenty of yets and newcomers alike.

—

TEAM DEPENDS ON

The Orient

STUART B CLEMENT

Town Building

Brunswick, Me.
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

FOUR
TILLOTSON ANNOUNCES

176 Freshmen
Enter College

JOIN FACULTY AS TEACHING FELLOWS

MELENDY HEADS

INSTITUTFS PROGRAM

STUDENTCOUNCH

(CoaUaaed from P»k» t)
That "Boys
Welcome back
.
.
of the college about the same as Town" was one of the finest things
Therefore the college en- we've viewed for a long time
.
rollment will probably run to about One of the high spots of the summer
.

Plans for the ninth biennial Institute to be held next April have been
announced by Professor Frederic E.
T. TUlotson who is heading the committee In charge.
This year's Institute will be deVoted to music and will bring to
Bowdoin a large list of distinguished
artists and eminent authorities in the
field of music. The program will be
divided into two sections, one of lectures, and one of concerts, both of
which will be open to the public as

The program as arranged

is

as

fol-

lows:

3L

Lectorea
Dr. Otto Kindeldey, Professor of
Music, Cornell University and a

2.

prominent musicologist.
Dr. Archibald T. Davidson, Professor of Choral Music, Harvard

8.

4.

University.
Olin Downes,

Music critic, New
York Times and Director of the
New York World's Fair.
Aaron Copland, Dean of American composers, Lecture on Modern
Music.

5.

John Tasker Howard, Lecturer,
composer, and author. Authority
on American Music.

&

Curtis String Quartet, in a pro-

Concerts
.

gram

of

modern American cham-

music by Walter Piston,
Aaron Copland, and others.
ber
7.

8.

9.

Chardon, cellist with the
Boston Symphony Orchestra, and
Frederic TUlotson in a cycle of
Beethoven and Bach sonatas.
Georges Laurent, flutist with the
Boston Symphony Orchestra and
a celebrated, harpsichordist in a
program to be announced.
Choral concert by the combined
Ives

singing clubs of Bowdoin College
(men) and Wellesley College (woMile. Nadia
Boulanger internationally famous
woman musician, and soloists.

men) conducted by

With Professor Tillotson on the
committee are the following: Professors Charles

Copeland,

T.

Thomas

Burnett,

Van

Manton

Cleve,

M

Mason, Stanley P. Chase, and
Stanley B. Smith; Associate Professors Herbert R. Brown and Newton
Phillips

P. Stallknecht; and Assistant Professors Philip S. Wilder, Fritz C. A.
Kolln, Elbridge Sibley, Samuel E.

Kamerling, and George H. Quinby.

ment

Bud White

Is

last year.

Chosen Vice-

President; 10 Of *39,
2 Of '40 Elected

.

hundred and thirty.
The complete list of freshmen

six

is

as follows:

.

season was Paul Whiteman's memorial concert of George Gershwin muSullivan's
Maxine
sic—especially

Adams, G. Richard, Ellsworth; rendition
"Summertime"
of
Akeley, P. Emery, Skowhegan; Aus- Goodman vs. Vallee at the Boston
tin, Norman W., Arlington, Mass.
Eugene O'Neill's,
Garden Oct. 24
Babcock, Basil P., Jr., Aubumdale, plays in book form often sell more
Mass.; Baird, Frederick T., Jr., Ban- copies than popular novels of the day
Brunswick;
gor; Baxter. John L., Jr.,
Ever know Raymond Scott and
Beal, Norman H., South Portland; Mark
Warnow of "Blue Velvet
Bell, Robert L, Everett, Mass.; Be- Rhythm" fame were brothers?
.
.
Ernest R. Dalton '87
noit, Arthur
H.,
South Portland; Henry VII of England had a dress
Bickford, Paul F., Great Neck, L. I., suit of armor weighing some 95
N. Y.; Bitler, Clayton R., Northamp- pounds
(Continued from Page 1)
It's hard to agree with
Bowdoin Mr.- Wait was a Laboratory ton, Mass.; Blodgett, Frederic M., bandmaster Al Donahue when -he
Assistant in Biology, his major sub- Bucksport;
Blodgett.
Stephen B., says that "the Lambeth Walk will
ject. Besides being a member of the Medford, Mass.; Bloodgood, William make the Big Apple look like a dead
Glee Club and Chapel Choir he was D.. Scarsdale, N. Y.; Bonenfant, Ken- potato"
Week's pet gripe: That
on the Freshman Track • and Foot- neth H., Presque Isle; Bowdoin, E. football doesn't start earlier and last
ball teams. He is a member of Zeta Seavey,
Kennebunk; Bradford, E. longer. Can't wait 'till next SaturMr. Wait will replace Mr. Rob- Campbell, Ithaca, N. Y.; Brey, Robert day
Psi.
All the name bands are
Harrington, who is pursuing N., Jr., Philadelphia,
ert
Pa.;
Brown, planning late Fall openings in New
graduate courses at the University of Raymond A., Wellesley Hills. Mass. York hotels and clubs with intentions
New Hampshire.
Butterfield, Frederick H., Fitchburgh, of staying right through the World's
Mr. Jonathan Wales French, Jr., Mass.; Bye. Richard E., Portland; Fair next Summer
Enjoy rushwill be a teaching fellow in French Bomers, Charles H., Newton High- ing, Frosh?
They tell \-a that
His activities at Bowdoin include lands, Mass.
socialite Sally Clark, sister-in-law of
Dean's List scholastic standing in all
Caney, Lawrence D., Gardiner; John Roosevelt, won't do too well in
four years, membership in the Glee Carrigan, Peter P., Somerville, Mass.; the New York night-club spotlight...
Club, the Ibis, and the Chapel Choir. Chellman, Lloyd H., Jr., New York, Don't miss that Gable-Loy offering
Mr. French was an Assistant in N. Y-; Chism, Murray S., Jr., Tenafly. the first of the week
Rube WadFrench in his junior and senior years N. J.; Churchill, J. Spencer, Port- dell, the A's former great pitcher,
and an Assistant in Psychology in his land; Clifford, John D., Ill, Lewiston; once stole second base from third.
junior year. During this past year he Cole, Putnam, Glens Falls, N. Y.; Said it seemed like a fairly good idea
has been teaching and studying Coombs, Edmund L., Booth bay Har- at the time
Jimmy Lunceford's
French at Lycee Carnot des Garcons, bor; Corliss, Richard, F.. Everett, eight-weeker in Boston locks like a
(Cote d'Or), France. Mr. Mass.; Coyle, Matthew J., Jr., West good bet right now ... All the preDijon,
French has already assumed his du- Haven, Conn.; Cummings, George O., season dopesters figure Wesleyan for
ties as proctor of the Cram House for Jr., Portland; Cunningham,
Russell the Little Three title, but a fairly rethis term. In the French department E., Washington, D. C; Clark, Rufus liable scource says no .
Those
he is taking the place of Mr. Nathan C, Winchester, Mass.
close to Howard Hughes say he really
W. Watson, who has accepted a posiDale, John E., Jr., Maplewood, N. is married to Katharine Hepburn.
tion on the faculty of the Morse High J.; Davidson, Robert
C, Medford, They certainly pulled a boner when
School in Bath, Maine.
DeLorme, Alfred C, Jr., they thought the song "Where in the
Mass.;
Maplewood, N. J.; Dodd, S. Samuel, World" wasn't good enough for the
Jr., Newton ville, Mass.; Dodson, Louis picture "Josette."
It
would have
of the slapstick which is so prevalB., Washington, D. C; Driscoll, Fran- helped S. Simon and the whole thing
ent in many college humour magcis J., Jr., Wakefield, Mass.; Drum- greatly
That Kay Kyser oufit
azines, and attempt to give the stumon, Daniel T., Jr., Auburn; DuBois, seems to be one of the classiest in the
dents exactly what they desire in the
Holyoke, Mass.; Dyer, business. Plenty swingey, wonderful
way of comedy, in a more sophisticat- Louis H.,
James E., Dover-Foxcroft.
personality, and really great vocaled vein than has been previously
Eaton, A. Keith, Jr., Scarsdale, N. ists
Glasses are now being sucused.
Y.; Eaton, Anthony H., Gray; Eaton, cessfully used on infants as young as
The Growler staff consists of the
Franklin \V\, Bangor; Eck. Arnold R.. one year old
.
.
Decided on a year
following men: John C. MacCarey '39
Braintree, Mass.; EllingWood, Rich- of study?
and Augustus Fenn '40, co-editors;
ard G.. Rockland; Evans, Loland S.,
Robert Fleischner '39 and Richard E.
Newton ville, Mass.
Tukey '40, associate editors; John
Fenger, J. Robert, Brooklyn, N. Y.; Newtonville. Mass.; Morgan, Philip
Greeley '39, circulation manager; AuFes- J., Turner Falls, Mass.; Morrell, Kenigustus Fenn '40, business manager, Ferrini, Lindo, Lynn, Mass.;
neth E.. Jr., Cochituate, Mass.; Morand John MacCarey '39, advertising senden. Gilbert W., Beverly, Mass.;
Fisher, Frederick A., Jr., Waban, ris, Allston J., Jr., Upper Montclair,
manager.
Mass.; Flint,
Putnam P., Milton, N. J.; Morrow, Richard D.. Lynn,
Mass.; Ford, Jerome, Boston, Mass.; Mass.; Morse, Donald H., Nutley, N.
Foster. John M., Jr., Beverly, Mass.; J.; Morse. M. Herbert, Jr., Concord,
Frost, Stevens L., Pleasantville, N. N. H; Murdy, F. Russell, Clinton,
Mass.; Murphy,
Jr.,
William J.,
Y.
Gardner,
Richard F.,
Auburn; Brighton, Mass.; Murray, Paul F.,
.

Oakley A. Melendy '39 was elected
President of the Student Council by
receiving the largest number of votes
for the juniors in the all-campus balloting held at the end of last semester, while Harold S. White, Jr., polled
the second highest among the juniors
to automatically become Vice PresiJonathan W. French, Jr., '37
dent. Other members of the Class of
'39 who were chosen were: John E.
Enos
Corey,
Charles
N.
Jr.,
Cartland,
M. Denham, Charles F. Gibbs, Daniel F. Hanley, Harry P. Hood, Jr.,
Installed In
Benjamin A. Karsokas, Walter Rowson, Jr., and John H. Rich, Jr., al(Continued from Prnaw 1)
ternate. The sophomores chosen were: from the records in his department
Robert N. Bass and Charles K. Pope, and from the symphonic and operatic
Jr., with Neal W. Allen, Jr., alterbroadcasts on the air. Accompanying
nate.
these recitals, comment on them by
Melendy, Psi Upsilon, is the most Professor Tillotson or any guest auversatile athlete in college, winning thority will be distributed through
four major letters for two years run- the system from a microphone atning. A standout figure in football, tached to it.
hockey, baseball and track, Melendy
If the alumni, students, and faculty
was also one of the two junior mem- all begin to enjoy and appreciate the
bers on the Council last year, is Cap- possibilities of this system, there may
I
chosen
was
and
baseball,
of
tain-elect
soon be a projector of good quality
Most Popular Man of his class. White installed at every gathering place,
likewise was a junior member of the and perhaps before very long dinner
Council and has won letters in swim- music for everybody will be going
ming, baseball and track. Voted the out over the system, coming from the
outstanding swimmer in the New new high-quality records that are beEngland Association, White was the ing issued especially for such purleading pitcher of- the baseball team poses. It will be so planned that it
last spring, is Captain-elect of swim- will form a background instead of inming and was President of his class terfering with conversation and can
two years ago. Cartland, Beta Theta be accompanied by any announcePi, earned his varsity football letter,
ments that may be necessary or useand also plays for the Independent ful to the college routine, but the ear
Basketball team. Denham, Delta Ep- will never be assaulted by commercial
silon, was varsity end on the football
harangues, nor will the program sudteam, and has been elected Vice denly change to something undesirPresident of his class.
able, as is frequently the case with
Gibbs, Sigma Nu, has been on both radio.
track squads.
varsity football and
Corey, Delta Upsilon, is a three-let- track squad. Rowson, Zeta Psi, is a
ter man in football, hockey, and base- varsity football letter winner, and alball, is Captain-elect of football, and so plays baseball. Rich, Theta Delta
was President of his Class last year. Chi. is Editor of the Orient, and CapHanley, Sigma Nu, has played var- tain-elect of the tennis team.
two
for
Pope, Theta Delta Chi, is Captainsity football and hockey
years, and is Captain-elect of hockey. elect of track. Allen, Alpha Delta Phi,
Harry Hood, Psi Upsilon, is the lead- is a varsity track man and was Presiing intercollegiate golf player of the dent of his class two years ago. Bass.
state, has led the team to a state Delta Kappa Epsilon, has played varsity football and' hockey, and was
title, and is also a trackman. Karsokas, Sigma Nu, has played football Vice President of his class his freshfor two years and has been on the man year.
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Growler
Out October 1

Initial

Union

The new Growler

make

will

.

its In-

.

.

.

...

itial
appearance on the Bowdoin
the advent of the Mass.
State football game. Saturday. October first. There will be seven editions

campus with

in all, one at each home football
game, one at both Christmas and Ivy
houseparties, and one at the Interscholastic Track Meet. The first issue
will surpass any Growler in size in

.

.

the past three years. The largest edition, however, will be that of the

.

.

.

.

.

Maine game. The editors have decided on a new low price for the
Growler, fifteen cents for each copy,
and one dollar for a year's subscrip-

.

tion.

The purpose of the new Growler
is to present college life in a magThere are to be numerous cuts
of various subjects of interest such
as football games, houseparties, and
azine.

general campus activities. There is
also to be a personal column giving
various students were
seen or heard doing since the last

news of what
edition.

Stories Featured

.

.

.

.

.

Another new feature of the Growler will be an occasional short story
written by a Bowdoin student dealing
with campus life. The swing or record column will be continued. However, there will not be quite as much
space given to swing bands as has
been the policy in past years. There
will also be jokes and poems, and
perhaps an occasional short play.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

!

!
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John C. MacCarey

Fenn

'40, co-editors,

tention

is

and Augustus

'39

say that their

in-

i

good deal

to eliminate a

Robert R-,
Georgitis, William J., Bristol, Conn.; North Anson; Neilsoh,
Nelson. John, Stamford,
Giveen, Samuel M., Topsham; Gove, Lewiston
'

;

Ralph

S.,

Deane

B.,

Melrose,

Old Town;

Gray, Conn.; Nelson, William

Mass.;

Lincoln, Jr., Winchester, Mass.
Hall, Fredirck W., Beverly, Mass.;
Hall, Sidney L., Concord. N. H.; Hall,

Thomas

U.,

Newton Centre. Mass.;
A., West Rox-

Hamburger, Sumner

Hanigan, Roscoe D.,
Wollas ton, Mass.
Hanson, Richard
C, Larchmont, N. Y.; Haskell, Ernest, Bath; Hazel ton. Paul V., Saco;
Hendrickson, Harold M., Brunswick;
Herrick, Stanley E., Jr., Portland;
Hewes. Robert E., Beacon, N. Y.;
Robert B.,
Hill,
Saugus.
Mass.;
Holmes, Roland W., Plymouth, Mass.;
Holt, Marshall L., Lowell, Mass.
Ireland, Charles F., Jr., Portland.
bury, Mass.;

;

.

.

.

and with more smokers
who

every day
field's

find in Chester-

refreshing mildness and bet-

ter taste just

what they *want

in

a

cigarette.
It takes

good things

product. That*s

ingredients

—mild

to make a good
why we use the best

a cigarette can have

ripe tobaccos

cigarette

paper

— to

and pure

make

field the cigarette that

say

is

Chester'

smokers

milder and better • tasting.

E.,

Gr indie, W. Mass.; Newhouse, Robert

Lawrence,
E.,

Gardi-

ner: Niven, Robert S., Saugus, Mass.
O'Brien. Edward H., Brunswick; Osher, William J., Biddeford.

Pangburn, Edward J., Upper MontN. J.; Pendergast, William, Jr.,

clair,

Dedham, Mass.;

Perkins,

Niles

L.,

Togus; Peterkin, Donald S., Garden City, L. I., N. Y.; Peterson, Win-

Jr.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.; Pierce.
Francis M., Portland; Piatt, Joseph
field A., Jr.,

S„ Kingsport, Tenn.; Pearson, Roger
E., Sharon, Conn.
Redman, Charles W., Jr., Bangor;
Reynolds, Arthur P., Presque Isle;
Rice, H. Gordon, Washington. N. H.;

Ringer, Val M.,
Needham, Mass.;
Robinson, Burton W., Noroton, Conn.;
Janney, Raymond B.,
PittsII,
Rusell. Robert, Beverly, Mass.
burgh, Pa.; Johnson, Lincoln F., Jr.,
Sanborn, John G., Augusta; Scott,
Lynn, Mass.; Johnson, Robert, Salem,
William A., Jr., Winchester, Mass.;
Mass.
Seigal. Joseph, Portland; Shea, AlKaknes, George B., Lowell, Mass.;
Shepard,
fred D., Rowley, Mass.;
Keaveney, Donald C, Lynn, Mass.;
WilKennedy, Robert M., Jr., Pittsburgh, John O., Hudson. Ohio; Sides.
liam R., Jr.. Wellesley Hills, Mass.;
Pa.; Keylor, Arthur W., Wellesley,
Slocomb. Harold C, Jr., Winthrop.
Mass.; Kuster, John F., Salem, Mass.;
Mass.; Smith, Frank A., Jr., WestKerbs, Edward A.. Westend, N. J.
brook; Smith, George E., Jr., WoLaubenstein, George A., Hingham, burn, Mass.; Sowles, Horace K., Jr.,
Mass.; Leonard, Roger E., 2nd, East- Brookline, Mass.; Stetson, Rufus E.,
ern, Mass.; Lewis, James M., Marion,
Jr., New York, N. Y.; Stone. KenMass.; Lindley, Nelson O, Wellesley neth G., Jr., Westbrook; Stowe, John
Logan, Alan L„ Brooklyn, N. Y.; P.. Portsmouth, N. H.
Hills, Mass.; Lit man. Philip H., PortTennyson, Leonard B., Jr., Yonland; Loeb, Ben L., St. Louts, Mo.;
kers, N. Y.; Tibbetts, George A., Jr.,
Lord, Richard B.. Pittsfield. Mass.;
Portland.
Lunt, James O,
South Portland;
Vafiades. Lewis V„ Bangor.
Lunt, Robert H., Haverford, Pa.;
Link, Arthur A.
Waite. James B.. Binghamton, N.
McKay, John S., Shaker Heights, Y.; Watt. Robert G., Needham, Mass.;
Ohio; Mac Donald, Dougald. Waban, Weeks, George D., Portland: Weston.
Mass.; MacKay, Joseph H, Houlton; Robert B., Mechanic Falls; Williams.
Mass.;
Brookline,
MacLaughlin, Andrew W., Pleasant- Eugene B.. Jr.,
Winthrop,
E..
Jr.,
ville, N. Y.; Marston, Coburn, Skow- Williams, John
hegan; Marston. Edward R., North Mass.; Woodman, Stuart C, New Haven.
Conn.;
Woodward,
Eugene,
C.
Anson; Martin, Edward, Jr., Milton,
Mass.; Mason, Richard P.,
Bruns- Newton Center, Mass.; Woodworth.
W.,
Marblehead.
Mass.;
wick,''
Quentin,
Maver.
Belmont, Robert
Mass.; Medbery, 'Herbert E. M., Jr., Works. David A Hinsdale, 111.; WulProvidence, R. I.; Menard, Lincoln, fing. John M.. II. Clayton. Mo.; WyCohasset, Mass.; Merrill, Richard P., man. Oliver A., Jr., Newtonvilie,
Norwood, Mass.; Merritt, Brooks P., Mass.
,

,

Zelles, James G., Everett, Mass.;
Zimman, Barry. Lynn, Ma ss.
Advanced Standing
Chandler, M. Grant. South Paris;
CONFECTIONERS
Chapman. Alfred F., Chelsea. Mass.;
Largest Line of Pipes and Tobacco Littlefield, Maurice B„ Portland; Lu-

MORTON'S NEWSSTAND

—

—

In Town
TOILET ARTICLES

Newport, R. I.; Neily.
South Portland.

ther. Elbert S..

Rupert.

Jr.,

BRUNSWICK COAL & LUMBER
Hard and Soft Coals

*

..with

MORE PLEASURE

Dry

CO.

Fuel Oils

Fireplace

Wood

for millions
Lumber and Building Materials of
A. E.
Copyright 1931. ticcrnr

HM

a Mm* Totuuxo Co.

Mi

Mi

MORRELL

*22,

Mgr.

All Kinds

wmmmmmm

asssa-a^afaja*

C Jfcge Street

Ttwn

FOOTBALL RALLY TO
BE HELD ON FBIDA Y

THE BOW

z-s«s

VOL. LXVIII

POLAR BEARS, MAROONS ARE
PRIMED FOR TILT SATURDAY
ELEVEN HOUSES
HERE AT WHITTIER STADIUM

Delta Kappa Epsilon Has
Largest Pledged Group

Freshmen During Year

On The Campus

Names Five
Sophomores Members

'tr*

Statesmen B*jy On Spirit
Of Tea A feta Defeat
Of Pair Bears

Student Council

CHI PSI PLEDGES

Of New Group

17

FIRST MEETING TO

13

Reorganization
the
of
Council Disciplinary Committee into
an effective group to enforce Freshman rules has been announced by
Oakley Melendy '39, president of the
Student Council, following a meeting
of the Council with Dean Paul Nixon

Union on Monday

Composed of five Sophomores and
representatives from the Student
Council, the S.C.D.C. will meet week.

SCHROEDER

SPEAKS SUNDAY
Literature At Bowdoin

meeting places. The abol-

Is

Now At

Yale

Week

A

former teacher here, the Rev.
John Charles Schroeder will return
next Sunday, October 2, to deliver a
sermon in chapel. As yet the subject
of his address has not been announc-

(Continued on Pag* 2)

The Sun

ed.

1934 to 1936, Dr. Schroeder
taught DfbMtal literature here until
he accepted a call to join the faculty
of the Yale Divinity School.
Dr. Schroeder was born on April
22. 1897 in New York where he later
graduated from the college of City
of New York in 1917 with a degree
of Bachelor of Science.
He was a
member of the Delta Kappa Epsilon
fraternity.
He then studied at Union Theological Seminary, graduating
with honors in 1921. From 1933 to
1937 Dr. Schroeder was minister at
the
State
Street
Congregational
Church in Portland.

\V. Sullivan, Jr.

RUSHING

is over, and the Class of
1942 can now settle down to the
routine of classes and freshman duties. The rushing as carried on this

ests of the college.
• - r
rpHE first fault which has been voic(

eleven houses be at least fairly equal
Pierson Irwin '39, business manager
in numbers, lest one or two be forced
of the Orient, welcomed about 10
to abandon the chapter for lack of
(Continued on Page 4)
sufficient members. At a meeting of
the fraternity presidents last spring,
it was agreed by all that a limit of
twelve was satisfactory. Then in the
summer, because the college admitted
a larger class than was
While floods and gales swept the
planned, the limit was raised to fifteen. Yet. even this number was ex- New England states last week, there
was one Bowdoin undergraduate, comceeded in several cases.
ing
to college for his first year, who
a
r
i simple matter of elementary' arith- was caught in the midst of the
metic indicates that the Dean hurricane while Georges Roncalez, a
was being very generous in setting new leaching fellow in the French department was stranded for several
this limit, for it would allow 165
men to join fraternities, leaving but days in New Haven, Conn., unable to

MacCarey

John

Fenn

'40,

this

edition

starless 1938
to travel to Bi
its

main

ready

is

ick this Saturday.

ADAM WALSH

will rely on
at tribute 'of spirit to put up
fight against the Bowdoin

whose 1938 Bowdoin Polar
Bear football team will take the
field Saturday afternoon against
Massachusetts State, opening the
.

(Continued on

Fan

2)

NOTICE
All

members

of

the

Orient

staff ahould report at the Orient
office In the Moulton Union to-

morrow night at 7 o'clock for the
regular weekly alignments. Any

new freshmen who wlah to go
out for the board should also report at this time.

was almost

into Boston, his trip

was

one nightmare of fallen trees and
swollen rivers about him. The freshman reports that he saw houses without roofs, churches without steeples,
automobiles crushed by huge trees,

i

™

and washed out

bridges.

When he finally arrived in Boston,
after driving over lawns and pastures
proceed to Brunswick.
ten non-fraternity men in the class.
to avoid fallen trees and toppled over
Dr.
Henry
L.
Johnson's
summer
The average of non-fraternity men is
houses, Link discovered that he had
much larger than ten. The Dean, too. home at Watch Hill, R. I., was wash- driven almost 150 extra miles, due to
although realizing the importance of ed into the ocean. Situated in the rerouting of the traffic.
midst of one of the worst stricken
the limit, left it as a "gentleman's
Roncalez, who had arrived in New
agreement" in accordance with the areas on the coast. Dr. Johnson's coton September 19th, from
tage was one of hundreds that were York
college's "laissez faire" policy.
It
destroyed by the wind and water. France, left the metropolis on last
would be too bad if the college were
Five people, who were living in the Wednesday. His trip to New Haven
forced to enter fraternity affairs on
house next to Dr. Johnson's, were took eight hours by tram.
1

j

I

I

washed into the ocean when the
tidal wave rose, it was reported.
Arthur Link '42, who was driving
from his home in Wilkes-Barre, Pa,
said that he tried eight different

In the Connecticut city. Roncalez
to leave because of discontinued
transportation
facilities
brought up 'his year is the buydue
to the ravages of the storm. The
ing of desirable freshmen through
teaching fellow finally arrived in
promises of financial aid. The pracroads into Boston only to find all but Brunswick Sunday night with tales
tice of one house bidding against anone blocked by trees and water.
galore about his exciting trip to his
other for the favor of pledges-to-be
According to Link, from the time new position. While in Brunswick,
was evident in full force during this
be left Waterbury, Conn., until he Roncalez will live at 23 School street.
(Contiaiwd oa Tat*

was unable

'>

j

season.

*

DELEGATES TO

Football Rally To

Held On Friday Night

DECRY "RAIDS"

A spirited rally will be held Friday night, on the eve of the Bowdoin-Massachusetts State football

Student Council Members to
Confer At Waterville
On October 11
Two

representatives of the Student
Council will be delegated to confer
with
undergraduate leaders from
Bates, Colby, and the University of
Maine at a meeting in Waterville on
Tuesday night, October 11 in an endeavor to discourage vandalism and

"midnight riders" from damaging col-

i

j

The belabored press of the State
of Maine and all New England has
.^j«Jersa«L»th0 -avid public as to how
^ pirn Hut are Bowdoin's returning lettermen, and how gaping are the holes
represented by their graduates nonetheless. Numerically speaking the perTells centage split this year is even, inirProfessor H. R.
teen present and thirteen absent, yet
Beware
Freshmen
wholesale substitution accounted in
part for the returning wealth of
Of Poor Advice
proven combatants. Team prospects
Advising students to ignore that are still a matter of conjecture, and
age old maxim that studies should not since tiie annual turnover is unprebe allowed to interfere with a college dictable, a strong team is highly posHerbert
R. sible
Professor
education.
to
arise
from graduation's
Brown of the English department ad- wreckage.
dressed the college in Saturday ChapThree weeks of scrimmaging,

BROWN

A

t

Brown
To

Bates. Colby and Maine from marring
the 16-ton Polar Bear statue which
has been placed in front of the gymnasium as the gift of the Class of
1912.

Meeting here on Friday night, the
Student Council heartily endoj-sed the
proposed meeting of the Student
Council representatives from the colleges meeting and discussing pertinbeing made ent subjects. Melendy said that other

concerted eBort is
year by members of the Bowdoin

musical outfit one of the most
standing in this section.
An innovation for this year's band
will be the introduction of two drum
majors to lead the Bowdoin outfit.
Richard E. Tukey '40. drum major
for the past two years, will be supplemented by Richard P. Merrill '42,
an incoming freshman, it was announced last night at the first formal
practice of the band this year.
Measured for uniforms on Monday,
the 36 selected members of the Band
will make their initial appearance in
their new gar!) at the Williams football game here on October 12th.

The new uniforms

will

consist of

white trousers with black braid on
each trouser leg, a black sweater, a
black gabardine cape lined with white
gabardine, and a black and white military cap.

The uniforms

of the

d.um majors

skull

el.

TILLOTSON SPEAKS AT

GLEE CLUB'S SMOKER
t^

'<

annua l Glee Club smoker was
held in the Moulton Union Monday
night with many interested freshmen attending to learn about musical
Professor
Bowdoin.
activities
in
Frederic E. T. Tillotson, of the music department, spoke on the activities of the glee club, choir, and other
musical organizations in college,
Professor Tillotson pointed out that
few colleges in the United States
offer the musical advantages of BowHe enlarged on the fact that
doin
colleges would not exist for any
length of time if chances for relaxation and diversion were not inserted
in the curriculum of the school. Music offers the best chance for such
relaxation, according to Professor

drill,

•

I

«

I

the covers of the catalogue or in the
counsels of the President and the
Dean. It is the unwritten wisdom
which slowly increases with the years
Tillotson.
and is gravely enshrined in campus
This year, for the first time, an tradition. It takes the form of wise
reInstitute of Music is offered here. saws and hoary maxims annually
An interesting program has been hearsed by fraternity house Polonimade for the year during the institu- uses and dormitory Sir Oracles. It
credo
tion of the institute. Professor Til- constitutes a fondly cherished
'

j

of the Bowdoin Band are now to
consist of a white mess jacket with
silver buttons on the chest, joined
with black braid, white trousers with
black braided side stripes, and a military cap with a short plume.
John Konecki '39. a trumpet player, lotson stated. Some of the best ar- from which it is an undergraduate
will be the student director of the tists in the country' have been con- heresy to dissent.
trontimwd on P»g» 2>
band this year. Konecki and Profes(Contlnutd on Page 4
sor Tillotson held tryouts for positions in the band this past weekend.
(Continued on Page 4)
j

—Thomas

Brownell

will render a vocal
morning chapel.

'41

solo

in

Saturday -Meeting of Maine section of American Chemical Society at Bowdoin.
Football game between Bowdoin and Massachusetts State
College at 2 p.m. at Whittier
Stadium.
Rev.
Sunday The
John
C.
Schroeder. of the Yale Divinity
School, will speak in Chapel at
5 p.m.

—

Tneaoay Masque
and
Gown
smoker in the Moulton Union
at 7.30 pan.
Tryouts for the Polar
dance orchestra in Music
at 9 p.m.

aMaMaW

By a Freshman Reporter

FMM

re-

hearsal in Memorial Hall at 7
p.m.

Friday

I

Frosh Confident Of Victory
In "Proc" Conflict Tonight

COSB^WWTS
Thursday— First Glee Club

««.

anxiously awaiting tonight's Proclamation Njght on Pickard Field when
the underclassmen are supposed to
be substantially subdued by the
Sophomores and be coerced into accepting the terms of the "proc."

stiff battle this

sle tonight.

Activity will start at approximate9 o'clock on Pickard. This ancient
tradition of the college students will
be under the supervision of the Stuly

I

that

m*

body

endeavoring

Oakley Melendy '39. president of
the Student Council, has announced

to

^SL^S^

that

is

to afford the two classes
tunity to pick their prey.

I

renny has Deen shlf ted to right-half.
Oakley has gone to ful.back. thus
ea v ' n s' room tor substitute rightj
half Legate to become regular lefthalf. Unusual balance is contained in
this gifted trio as eaca can be truly
,

.

called a triple threat.
It is

not possible nor policy to give

away

trade secrets, and so no layman
can predict any radical tactical
changes for the coming season. With
the changes in personnel, however, it
looks as if Bowdoin's attack would
have more variety, though the defense might not be as stout as last
year's which begrudgingly allowed the
opposition an average of four first

downs

a

game.Though Dave

be missed,

is

it

perhaps

Fitts will

true

that

Bowdoin will not nave such a feared
and carefully-guarded pass-receiver

an oppor- man with the result that there will
be more alternatives among the pass-

The eager Freshmen hope

to

ward grabbers.

Kicking should be also a more evenSophomores as the latter rush
ly divided task, where last year it fell
onto Pickard. Molasses will undoubtto the lot of Junie Frye to do all of
edly be one of the most effective
off the

^

of the Class of 1942, howare endeavoring to put up, a
year. Secret meetings,
the nature of which have not been
divulged, have given the underclassmen a ehance to organize for the tus-

Members

evpr.

dent Council.

Bear

room

SOP*™™ .re bo.h

I

1

j

1

and fundamentals have brought

Also assuring students that profes- the Big White along as fast as any
sors did not throw their blue books of Adam's three previous Bowdoin
upstairs to determine grades, Profes- teams, 'llie squad has en experienced
sor Brown listed several popular first eleven, is strongly backed by
maxims to be generally disregarded. reserves in some positions, but is
His address follows:
thinly spread with substitutes in
"A new semester invariably opens others. Bolstered by Sophomore and
with excitement. The campus air is Junior Varsity material whose revibrant with hope. On every hand are spective speed in development will deto be seen shining black-boards ajid termine the eventual depth of defaces; note-books and good resolu- ^eiidabie materiaT~BowdoTn <
tions are still unsullied; dormitory counted upon to play a type
of game
windows and text books remain un- which vanes slightly from last year's
cracked; blue Mondays and blue standards of play.
books have yet to raise their ugly
Changes in positions have been
heads. These are the days when every
confined for the most part to the
professor pleases and only the weathbackfield, and involve the talented
er is vile.
triumvirate of high-stepping half"This is also open season for good
backs of varsity renown, Benny
advice to Freshmen; friendly remind
B **" Karsokas Oak Melendy.
ers for Sophomores: and respectful
and Boyd Legate. Where there were
admonition to upperclassmen. Some
'*° l«?tt-halves in the former pair,
of this advice never appears between

topics, in addition to the destruction
(Itontipucd on Pas* i)

out-

ASSAILS

AGE OLD SAWS

endy stated. It is expected that Bowdoin's representatives will ask for the
cooperation of undergraduates from

Band and music Professor Frederic
E. T. Tillotson to make the college

The Polar Bear eleven is still in
keeping with the successful policy of
taking each game in winning stride.
As Adam once frankly remarked, the
team is not out to "do or die for dear
old Bowdoin," nor raring to win for
good old coach, but is out there to
get across t.iat line before the other
fellow does, and to hit hard for the
fun of contact.

doin band, will proceed down Maine
street to College avenue, thence to
the campus where the rally is
planned on the steps of the Walker Art Building.

lege property at the various colleges
during toot ball weekends this year
as signs of victory or defeat, Oakley
A. Melendy '39, president of the Bowdoin Student Council has announced.
At the meeting of the students
from the various colleges, other pertinent subjects will be discussed. Mel-

•

tradition of victory.

game, George L. Ware '39, head
cheerleader, announced today.
Starting about 7.15 p.m. from in
front of the
Phi
Alpha Delta
House, a parade, led by the Bow-

Are Announced

this

With the stage prepared for an
unusually colorful opening, the sons of
Bowdoin are set to do their parts in
the inaugural of the '38 football season. Nothing traditional is at stake
in Saturday's contest with the Statesmen, except the Walsh-inaugurated

Be
j

back to make up a real pony back-

I

.

.

new

'^rfg" stEMl liWhe**^wai)i field -quar-

tet, while the other three are under
160 pounds, and may be joined by Leo
Santucci, five foot. 160 pound full-

morning.

And Link Battle Floods
And Wind To Reach Brunswick

2)

out-

State's

Caraway's Maroon squad

and Augustus

'39

announced

Talking with the New York representatives of the Growler on the telephone yesterday, the editors reported
that the concern said it would be impossible to recover the plates immediately from the stranded train which
is being guarded by militiamen.
However, the Board of Editors of
the Growler explained that this delay
will not impair their publication of
the scheduled issues for the Williams
game and thereafter.
In the Growler this year there will
be several feature columns in addition
to short stories, articles, jokes, and
cartoons.
The first issue is to contain 32 pages.
Managing editor of the Growler is
Richard E. Tukey '40, who is also a
a managing editor of the Bowdoin

Roncalez

*

not

Plans For Band

present policies.
Rich also outlined
has tried to keep as much out of the
process of promotion and eliminafraternity affairs as possible, except
tion of the Orient editorial staff.
when the welfare of the college as a
Leonard Cohen '39, an associate
whole was involved. The administra- editor
of the newspaper described the
tion, therefore, must feel that it is
method for freshmen to gather their
for the welfare of the college that the
news stories and write them.

a - r
feature which has been

I

if

chusetts

New Year

E. Doyle
Whipped into a state of mechanical and physical fitness
through an arduous three-week training period, fired and inspired
by the personality and coaching prowess of Adam Walsh, Bowdoin's 1938 football victory aspirants are primed and champing
at
the bit for the season's usual starting contest with the Maroon
Massachusetts Statesmen, scheduled for Whittier Field, Saturday.
The Black and White Bears, victorious in seven out of eleven
games with the erstwhile Aggies are more than anxious to prove
that they are equally as powerful as their thrice State Champion
predecessors, while Ebb Caraway's minions are out to wipe out
the stigma of a dissension-torn '37 season fraught with defeats.

Bowdoin Polar

po'

Bear eleven,

1

Friday night.
agreement very seriously. One house
John H. Rich, Jr. '39, editor-inwent far over the limit, and some
chief of the Orient, spoke to the
others exceeded it by one or two.
freshmen and described the history of
a - r
fpHE administration of the college the Bowdoin paper as well as its

official basis.

ght

to

the

Start

In the center of the line, MassachuDue to the results of the serious setts State has its nearest approach
conditions
flood
and
hurricane
(Contiawa on Pin S)
throughout New England, the freight
train, bearing special plates for the,
Growler, college humor magazine, is
stranded somewhere in Connecticut.!
Publication of the initial issue will
necessarily be postponed, the editors,

Frosh Welcomed
To Orient Staff

is

MOTHER

Wire

POWERFUL TEAM TO FACE MAROONS

By Richard

WaHington, 3rd
Amhentt, Mam.)

field.

>

4

Leighton

Primed
score
j

]

STORM POSTPONES
ISSUE OF GROWLER

the fact that again the number of men in the Jelegations of the
several houses is unbalanced. The
administration of the college has rec-i
Twenty-five freshmen joined the
ognized this fact as a fault, and the
editorial staff of the Orient, BowDean tried, through the means of a
doin's weekly newspaper, following
"gentleman's agreement," to limit
the annual smoker and get-together
the number of the delegations to 15
sponsored by the Board of Editors of
men. As far as we can determine,
the paper in the Moulton Union on
very few people on campus took this

an

By

(Special

only

year seems to have raised problems
which must be solved. Perhaps these
problems have been raised before,
but until this year we, personally,
have not heard them voiced. It seems
that many persons on campus doubt
He received his Doctor of Divinity
that the present system of rushing at
Bowdoin is the best system. They degree from Bowdoin in 1933 and his
cite many things which happened this Litt.D. degree from the University of
year that are not in the best inter- Maine in 1934.

ed

6 Victory
12
Last Saturday

-

From

» Rises m

*
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By

R

Past Professor Of Biblical

Phi Chi in 1935 came by fac-

By Richard

C.

REV. SCHROEDER

which much property was dam-

in

JOHN

of the Vale Divinity School,

first

ulty vote af*er a stirring Rising

i

Melendy, Legate, Karsokas, ( artland Make Up First
String Backfield; Whole Team Anxious To

C.

a strong
ALPHA DELTA PHI, Class of '42, team.
Putman P. Flint, Stevens L. Frost,
This same spirit carried the MassFrederick M. Blodgett, John D. Cliff- achusetts State College eleven to a
are, III, Franklin W. Eaton, W. Lin- 12 to 6 win over fbe American Intercoin Grindle, Jr., Alan L. Logan, Don- national CoUege%tttst Saturday and
aid S. Peterkin, Charles W. Redman, should give the Statesmen a long row
John G. Sanborn, Horace K. of upset wins throughout the season.
Jr.,
Sowles, Jr., Stuart C. Woodman, DavMany mistakes in the State offenid A. Works, Class of '40, Rupert sive are being smoothed out this
Neily, Jr.; Class of '41, John Hamil- week prior to the Bowdoin encounter.
But Adam Welsh should look for
ton.
PSI UPSILON, Class of '42. A. a real trial.
Massachusetts State will take the
Keith Eaton, Jr., Anthony Eaton,
Robert
Hill, Robert S. Niven, Wil- field with two of the lightest ends
liam Bloodgood, Frank J. Driscoll. Jr.. ever to play for the Maroon. CapBrooks P. Merritt, Gene Williams, Ed- tain Clif Morey will hold down the
ward Coombs, Campbell Bradford, right end berth with Howard Rudge
Morey tips the
at the other flask.
Robert Newhouse.
CHI PSI, Class of '42, Arnold Eck. beams at 155 povnds while Rudge
Medbury, Jack Wulfing. just makes 145 pounds.
Herbert
In the backfleM, the Statesmen
Richard Morrow, Robert Johnson,
Jack Foster, Thomas Hall, Edward will send Al Irayk to the quarterMarston,
Nelson Lindley, Donald back post. Bud King and Art CoMorse, William Austin, Val Ringer, hen are slated to fill the halfback
Lawrence Caney, John Dale, Roger positions with Chester Conant filling
Leonard: Class of '41, Arthur Key lor; out the fullback pott.
Weighing ISO Qjdwds. Cona nt is the
(Continued on Paa* X)

former professor of Biblical Literature here, who will apeak in
Chapel on Sunday.

Refractory yearlings will be arraigned for trial before the S.C.D.C.
ition of

I.

•

DR.
.

organized in
1935 to take the place of Phi Chi as
the organization for the punishing of
recalcitrant freshmen.

in selected

A.

;

on Tuesday night,
ly, commencing
October 11th, and mete out justice
to disobedient Freshmen.
The Sophomores who have been
named to the S.C.D.C. this year are
Nelson D. Austin, Joel F. Williams,
George Toney, Stanley James and
Andrew Haldane.
a
The Student Council Disciplinary

was

Maroon Tea* Beat

of 1942 which

Student

Committee

ISIJGHT, FAST

Freshmen

Bowdoin's eleven fraternities have
pledged 152 freshmen out of the Class
numbers 175 students
an Orient survey reveals. Four transfer upperclassmen were also pledged
by various houses.
The Delta Kappa Epsilon delegation, numbering 19 freshmen, is the
largest pledged group on campus with
the Chi Psi of 17 men in second place.
The average delegation of nine
houses is about 13 men.
Those undergraduates who have
been pledged are as follows:

Were Announced

Bowdoin Favored In Opener
Of Polar Bear's '38 Season

PONY BACEFIELD

Of The Other

9 Houses Are About

Council Before Plans

Moulton

UNDERGRADS

Delegations
14th

Dean Nixon Conferred With

in the
night.

NO. 10

OUT OF 175
FRESHMEN JOIN

To Enforce Rules For

BE OCTOBER

28, 1938

152

Reorganized

S.C.D.C. Is

ORIENT

BRUNSWICK, MAINE, WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER

(68th Year)

PBOT NIOHT TONIGHT
ON PICKABO FIELD

weapons at the struggle when the

upperclassmen commence to "proc"
k
the first year men.
Although much has been said con-

iionimuad on

ROWSOX

Pam

Si

ELECTED
SECRETARY OF COUNCIL
IS

cerning the failure of the Freshman
Walter Rowson, Jr., '39 was elected
waging a stiff battle against
the Sophomores in past years, it is secretary of the Student Council at
believed that this year's class of in- the meeting of the student governcoming men will put up a determined ment organization on Monday night
in t.ie Moulton Union.
Rowson, a
bid to down the upperclassmen. The
member of Zeta Psi, a proctor, and
Freshmen will be on the field early, a member of the varsity football
well-primed to "beat the Class of team, will continue in office for the
forthcoming year.

class in
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E. Tracy, Jr. '39

James

audiences, books;up a flight of stairs:
**
*° exhaust one

«>

I

1)

Robert D. Fleischner

'39,

who

.

,

Records" and "Flick views the
ers " * the Growler.

|
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flick-

'"J"«*

,

,

\
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Emphasizing with typical precision
cnncludmg syllabi the one time

MHr.

'39

(Continued from Paa*

contributes "Variety" to the Orient,
..
,
...„. i_£JL-ii ../-\- .»
also contributes two columns. On the

I

A
A book review column supplements
L. Perkins, Philip J. Morgan, Her- rushing.
They can be prevented by the feature columns. In this first
the co-operative efforts of the sev-j
J! thl bert M. PaUerson, Francis M. Pierce,
Jssue of xhe magazine « a feature
oral hoases without injuring the fun- „
„,,_
u
?•
inchid mg
|2? Daniel T. C. Drummond, Frederick A.
Hooey,
damenta! principles of our rushing article "Whos
Fisher, Dougall McDonald, Edward
system. Plans of delayed rughing and eight caricatures by Mark E. Kelley
laid down the "don'ts" in classroom]
do between June and September but Pangborn, James Dyer, Coburn Mars- of systems like that at Tufts, where'
"39 of some of Bowdoin's faculty and
etiquette. In the first hour he urged
to wait for the chapel chimes to sumton.
the freshmen bid the fraternities af- department heads with short introhis men not to chew gum like "oxen mon them
to work; (4) That the
ruminating over their cuds," while treasures in the Walker Art Building
THETA DELTA CHI, Class of '42, ter a visit to all the houses, have beep ductory sketches about the men.
offered,
but
would
th<?se
only make
in the second class he called his are to be
enjoyed by old ladies of both Norman H. Beal, Robert N. Brey, Jr.,
John Greeley '39 is circulation manfor typed houses, an unfortunate feacharges "cows," but repeated the sexes; (5) That the faculty enjoys
Another pet hate was the flunking students, especially athletes; Richard E. Bye, Richard F. Corliss, ture of the houses in other colleges. ager of the publication while Fenn is
"don't."
Our
system
not
when
is
all
right
arms
flings
Peary
who
D.
Stafford,
"boa-constrictor,"
Rufus F. Clark,
business manager and MacCarey is
(6). That every college lecture is a
and legs hither and thither on adja- waste of time because it is taken Sumner A. Hamburger, Charles F. abused, ami if the desire of hodses to advertising manager.
become "the best on campus" is not
cent chairs. In another word to the from a single source readily available Ireland,
Jr., George A. Lautxmstein.
allowed to master it.
Others on the staff of the publicawise the good professor advised his in the library; (7) That most Phi
Edward Martin. Jr., William J. MurJohnny-come-lately's to shrink in to Beta Kappa men and valedictorians
• - t
tion are: Editorial board— Charles H.
their seats like violets, rather than finally end their careers as traffic phy, Jr., Kenneth G. Stone, Jr., Rob- ALTHOUGH the SCDC passed into Mergendahl,
Paul!,
Bertrand
G.
to try to emulate Clint Frank in a cops and ditch-diggers; (8) That one ert G, Watt, James B. Waite, Oliver
a very ineffective existence last James B. Hunter, Wesley Bevins, Edmay coast through four years at col- A. Wyman, Jr.; Class of '41, Maurice year, the Student Council thai year win L. Vergason, E. Harold Pottle,
broken field.
graduate
in
lege and later do well
c
s^ attempting
to instil jnew gfe^into D^el Downer, Seth L. Larrabee, and
and professional schools; (9) That B. Littlefield.
the organization. The Council claims
The Kappa Sigs have scored again, college life has a cultural benefit ofWilliam Brown, Jr.
DELTA UPSILON, Class of 42, that effective means will be worked
or maybe we should say have "squeal- ten more valuable than the college
Raymond
A. Brown, Lloyd H. Chall- out to enforce the freshman rules.
Those on the Art Board include
The work; (10) That a week end in Bosed" again (no malice intent).
Stanley P. James, Orvilkj B. Depnis - r
Dekes may have their goat, the col- ton brings one back to the campus man, Jr., Samuel S. Dodd, Jr., LerpiIE
ORIENT
disapprovhas
voiced
lege may have its Polar Bear, but refreshed for serious study the fol- land S, Evans, Robert J. Fenger,' Gilson, Arthur Chapman, Jr., Edgar
the house on the corner torn between lowing week; (11) That Hell Week bert W. Fessenden, Sidney L. Hall, *• al of freshman rules and hazing Zwicker. Mark E. Kelley, Jr., Richtwo construction jobs has got its own antics are wholesome, original, sophis- Stanley E. Herrick, Jr.. Robert E. but the vote- last spring showed an ard E. Bye, Charles Henry Mason,
overwhelming sentiment oh campus and Alan Watts.
mascot a pig. While the latest ad- ticated and entertaining; (12) That it
Hews, John S. McKay, Quentin Mav- in favor of these traditional practirt>s.
dition to the Kap Sig pledge list may is one of the services of the college
be cast off until the
not furnish ham or bacon, the little library to provide electric light bulbs er, William A. Scott, Jr., George A. Certainly those who are in favor of indifference must
the rules will agree that their argu freshmen realize that the rules are
porker should supply plenty of fun for dormitory and fraternity house Tibbetts, Jr., George D. Weeks.
ments .are completely wiped out if 'something to be obeyed rather than
and also a few more freshmen duties, rooms; (13) That Cis the only grade
ZETA PSI. Class of "42, J. Richard the rules are lacking of enforcement, jsomthing to smile at and violate. The
Tagged with the name "Kappy," the for a gentleman; (14) That it is bad
Bickford, Frederick The discipline of freshmen which they 'result of a failure of this year's plan
little foot-long bundle of chubbiness form to take full lecture notes and Adams, Paul F.
ry has been negligible in can only mean the abandonment of
has already made himself right at rather good form to take none at all; H. Butterfield, Murray S. Chism, Jr.,
home.
House correspondents say (15) That a student coming to class Russell E. Cunningham, Richard G. recent years, and matters have been the rules altogether.
only made worse when freshmen may
that "Kappy" must undergo a train- ten minutes late should find a profes- Ellingwood,
s - r
Georgitis,
William
J.
openly flaunt the rules with no fear of
ing period before he can be "broken sor to welcome him, but that a professor arriving four minutes and fifty- Ernest Haskell. James C. Lunt, Rob- consequences.
It
is
this
situation TJfJTTH another season of freshman
into" the charmed circle.
nine seconds after the hour should ert H. Lunt, Paul F. Murray, Joseph which the Student Council seeks to *" rules and riding, Proc Night and
- c
find empty benches and be expected
Rising Day, it will be interesting
S. Piatt, William J. Pendergast, Ru-lcure.
While running
to whistle to the empty air; (16)
from our point of view to see just
s - r
through the animal kingdom of
fus E. Stetson, Jr.
(That Spanish is more practical than
steps the college administration
what
whole trouble in the past seems
bears, goats and pig's we cannot
either French or German; (17) That
KAPPA SIGMA, Class of '42, Ste«JwiU take to prevent serious damage
h«
*- the
»-> indifference
i-^.™.™ shown
,k~~, in
overlook J. Gray Wheetock's ex'to be
to force a dozen Freshmen to find phen B. Blodgett, Peter P. Carrigan,
toinhe new furniture in Appleton
perience last year with a fox.
recent
years
upperelassmen
by
totheir way back to the campus at two
Hall. True it is that the cost of the
Putnam Cole, Robert C. Davidson,
Our transplant**) Illini bad a sudthe rules. Although tosJt^ring'sK^
o'clock in the morning, from some
shouldered by
donp wil]
den yen for the so-called canny
deserted spot near South Harpswell Jerome Ford, Frederick W. Flolmes, poll showed tne campus decidedly in the occupants of the rooms, but what
anlmaf when, he spied a freshlyis an
infallible method of helping Lincoln Menard, William E. Nelson, favor of freshman discipline, experi- a needless waste. Many members of
ence
caught specimen brought back
has
shown
that
very
few
are
Slocumh,
C.
Robert
Russell,
Harold
Dean's
list;
And
them to make the
the student body are getting through
alive by a passerby.
"Chips!"
then, of course, there is the most pop- Jr., John G. Williams, Jr., Eugene C. willing to gjve any support to the
financia , skin of tneir
__' .,
Wheelock dickered a dollar deal
* _*
:»~>»
ular fallacy of them all; Never allow Woodward; Class of '40. Grant M. rules when they are in effect. Fresh- ITI^T
of replacing pieces
men stroll through the campus sans teeth, and the cost
for the red-hued denizen of nearyour college studies to Interfere with Chandler.
of furniture may squeeze their pockby woods, and then began to wonhat, and no one says a word; freshyour college education.
PI. Class of '42,
etbooks considerably. Certainly the
BETA
THETA
der where to keep the animal. Al"May I conclude this anthology of Richard P. Merrill, James M. Lewis, men are seen down town smoking college cannot let the matter slide
ways- ready- to-oblige Dean Nixon
without even looking behind them,
glib half-truths and moss-backed inusual ineffective warnings
George E. Smith, Jr., Paul V. Hazeland upperelassmen pass them by; the with the
Was consulted and the famous
formation by a humble warning of
ton, Basil P. Babcock, Jr., Robert L.
against fighting in the dormitories.
grass is constantly trod by yearling
punster searched the house to
my own:
Bell, James S. Zelles, Richard C. Hans - r
come up with a cage which had
"Don't you believe it!"
feet, and not a cry is raised.
at each
intensely interested

sarcasm

Leonard J Cohen

KAPPA

I

39

Rich. Jr.

If.
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activities.

j

4tot)AMw a*.
New «•«. mr.
C air tee
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Let uhui
Sea raianeri
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moed from Page 1)
This practic*) seems
!«j
dp particularly out of place in a
college which hag the reputation of
Class being purely amateur in regard to Orient.
fall's

W

1

m

Growler Will Be
Published Later

THE SUN RISES

Jo..! fraternities

1

j

•

ta

Tips Off

(Coatinued. from Pasa 1)
(Contlaaea from *»«* »t
| .
Cass of '40, Al Chapman.
"Scone at these nuggets 01
•usual privilege of attending two of
DELTA
EPS1LON,
t0 themes. 1
the opening day addresses of our gift- have found their way
'42,
John L. Baxter, Jr., Arthur H. intercollegiate athletics and which
ed lecturer, Professor Kirklnnd, we have taken the liberty of listing a few of
was placed on the small list of "pure
scru- Benoit,
/-.
Dean B. Gray, Mayland H. whites « wby .i.
n
i ;
'found a striking similarity between choice items for you* critical
the Carnegie Foundation.
his speeches to the two sections of tiny:
Morse, Robert B. Weston, John P.
of
the
p
<1>
members
That
certain
The chlseled-chinhistory hopefuls.
Stowe,
Joseph
H.
MacKay,
Frank
A.
but
depapers
Acuity
never correct
faults, however, are not basned emporer of enunciators "bit" his!
term' "* «"»des by tossing their bhje- Smith, Robert W. Woodworth, Niles
ic in our system of "hit and miss"
of his highly amused,

;
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Richard E. Doyle '40
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Richard E. Tukey '40
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John G. Wheelock. 3rd

'40
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David W. D. Dickson '41 John C. Evans '41
Herbert
Luthtr A. Harr, Jr. '41
Theodore Hoitt '41
Robert A. lnma%'41
Thaddeus J. Keefe, '41
Jack R. Kinnard '41
Charles W. Marr '41
William E. Vannah '41
Walter a Pierae '41
Harold L. pines '41
E. Harold Pottfe, Jr. '41
Henry A. Shorey, 3rd
Charles H. Mergendahl, Jr. '41
Max Weinshel '41
Jr. '41
V. Field '41
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A MUSICAL TEAR
Whether or not
of

its

the academic year 1938-39 proves the equal

m

predecessor with another bountiful crop of athletic cham-

those high standards of education of which

we

are

all

i

j

rampant

pionships and whether or not the coming year successfully upholds

I

I

so proud,

THE
1

i

l

I

one thing already seems certain and that
pass

all

is

that this year will sur-

previous years in the history of the college with

ity in the field of music.

scious and active in so

Never before has the

many

college

its

wa^

activ

^

|

been so con-

different enterprises of a musical char-

i

acter as since the appointment of Professor Tfllotson as head of the

Department of Music.

During the past year

ft

was considered

musical interest and appreciation had risen to a

new

high at

that

Bow-

doin, but even a glance at the curriculum outlined for the present

year will reveal

many

innovations as well as additions to those

Of course,

COUNCIL REVAMPS

the outstanding evehf; 6f

tfhe

Institute, to be held in April, bringing to the

campus a

large group

concerts. In this group can be

found such names as Dr. Otto Kin-

deldey, Dr. Archibald T. Davidson,

Ohn Dbwnes, Aaron Cope-

land,

John Tasker Howard and many ofhers,

field.

However,

atH

in addition to thfc affair, the usual

leaders in their

number of con-

certs will be held during the earlier part of the year.
.

I

Great satisfaction comes with the announcement of the pro-

years

new uniforms

for the

we have seen our band

For too many

Bowdorh band.

forced to parade side by side with oth-

Under such circumband was becoming
increasingly more difficult to maintain, but with the new impetus
which will be given by the uniforms and the definite schedule out
lined for play throughout the yeaf it should again rise. Along with
er bands clad in vastly superior uniforms.

stances

it

seems

little

wonder

that interest in the

,

this

announcement of reorganization

comes word of the move
organization

in the ranks of the

band

also

Such an
would seem to

tpjestabliih a string orchestra.

was not unheard

of in the past, and

be able to find a place in cainpus society

if

it

student response proves

Those persistent J?olar Bears too are once again being
reorganized and several dances have. already been arranged.

satisfactory.

Adding

its

facilities is the

the Union.

large share to

Bowdoin's

fast developing musical

Simpson Sound System which has been

The

installed in

schedule of concerts and hours of play should

1

r
these

's -

/CERTAINLY,

^

rpHIS year's freshmen were not here
*•
when the damage to the flagpole

indicate

facts

the poll did not show the
true sentiment of the campus. Can
lt be that the students were afraid
to voice their true feelings for fear
of loss of face among their friends?
Surely if the campus is not against
freshman rules, the evidence seems
to point to the fact that we are at
least indifferent concerning the whole
matter, and voted to retain them
only because the rules are traditional
on the Bowdoin campus.
s - r
IF this year's SCDC is to succeed, it
that

was done, and perhaps they do not
Class of '42, John Nelrca lizc just what it meant. We hereSeavey Bowdoin, Burton Robinby publish an earnest plea that such
Donald Keaveney, Alfred Shea,
an incident be not repeated, and that
Reynolds,
Faymond
Janney,
Arthur
in
the flagpole, the new polar bear, and
Leonard Tennyson, Kenneth Bonenother valued memorials in the colcapable of holding at least eight peoThe revamped organizaUon of the fant, Andrew MacLaughlin, John
lege be not desecrated this year. The
ple.
This Ark of motordom all but Student Council Disciplinary Com- Shepherd, Elhert Luther.
upperelassmen can aid greatly in preovershadows Gibson's "Eustasia," and mittee will be run under the jurisdicOMEGA, Class of '42,
ALPHA
TAU
venting such incidents from occurring
even boasts arms on its "bucket" tion and supervision of the student
Marshall L. Holt, Edward A. Kerbs.
by discouraging them among the
seats.
Unused to such a colossus of government board.
Winfield
A.
Allston J. Morris, Jr.,
freshmen. You upperelassmen know
cars, Vas drove around leaving wide
The S.C.D.C. last year died a nat- Peterson, Robert Nelson, Theodore
what last year's incident meant, and
open one of those plungers that orn- ural death. This year, Melendy statyou to "educate" the
Saba, Spencer J. Churchill, Lincoln F.
it is up to
ament the Rolls dash. To his con- ed, the Council, meeting with the Johnson,
Lewis V. Vafiades, George O.
freshmen into the civilized ways of
sternation he later learned that it group of Sophomores, will work out
*
must
have
support
as
well
the
Cummings, Jr., Gordon H. Rice, Fredexpressing themselves to the rest of
was the choke and that he was get- effective means by which all fresh- erick T. Baird, Carroll Tenell.
as the approval of the campus, and the college.
ting an of two miles to the gallon.
men will be induced to carry out the

A

year witf be the Music

of distinguished artists and authorities in a series of lectures and

curing of

George B. Kaknes, Richard F.
Gardner, Roscoe D. Hanigan, Ralph
S. Gove, Alfred C. DeLoreme.

son,

been used to house a guinea pig.
- c
The Dekcs can have their Buicks,
D.'s axe now rolling, in
but. the
DISCIPLINARY
Rolls Royces. Vas Flint joined "Hoot"
Gibson as owner of that erstwhile
(Continued from Pace 1)
aristocrat of automobiles, when he
aged. Phi Chi had been founded
showed up in a long drawn out Rolls 1864.

al-

ready carried on.

GROUP

m

- c
Ben mot (or maybe Gut wort)
gleaned from Arthur Chapman's

Germanic aojurn: The furious
Fuehrer Adolph was motoring
through the country when his
automobile ran over a dog in the
road.
Condescending Hitler ordered his chauffeur to go Into the
farmhouse and recompense the
dog-owner. However the Hitler
emissary soon appeared at the
door, laden with gifts and farm
produce, followed by the exultant
farmer crying: "Hell Hitler! The
dog is dead!" that must be comparable to the "Roosevelt Jokes"
around here in
so prevalent
Maine.
- c
One of Arthur's favorite tales
of daring do concerns his party's
plight In a certain Munich "clipJoint." ( irkie Macomber wan the
most cut-Op of the two, brass

—

m

rules for first year

men

SIGMA NU,

son,
son,

;

this year.

ENDURING

knuckles doing the Job In fine
fashion, while Chappy escaped
The
comparatively unscathed.
kicking in of a plate glass window highlighted* their little contact with the seamy side of Munich, but the boys did manage to
make the newspapers (according
to Arthur).

GIFTS

OF

BOWDOIN WEDG WOODWARE

rn - c
Bowdoin men were in the news during the off season, and certainly Tom-

my "Clam-Flats" Means has hit the
headlines as often as anyone in the
few years. Known far and wide
for his Town HaD harangues, Bowdoin's Classical t*emocrat branched
\ias\

out a bit and took up the political
cudgel in behalf of the "Democracy
of Ihc State of Maine." Speaking in
Portland's City Hall, the witty Means
was judged the speaker of the evening.

prove immensely popular with the undergraduates throughout the
year and should supply certain needs which are definitely apparent
ii>

HAPPY THOUGHT FOR THRIFTY C0UEGIANS

our music room.

Under the direction of our willing and able Professor Tillotaon the musical chapel: will be continued and the work of the
Choir and Glee Club

will

go on. Fraternity singing

will

be con-

tinued and Christmas Houseparty will even witness an original

Few, if any, elements are missing in this, the most musical year of them all. From
this year the undergraduate and die college as a whole should reap
musical comedy written by an undergraduate.

greater benefits of cultural development as well as unusual enjoy-

ment.
Bfsae

Bowdoin Christian

/Wn

Outlines Year's Plans

Sunday Ministers
Speakers

Walter Young
William Barton

Religious Forum,

William Hart, Phil Young
Thanksgiving Baskets, Richard Tukey
In a special meeting of the Bowdoin
There is also a definite place for
President
Association,
Christian
peace and social-action work under
Louis Bruemmer, and Cabinet, deterthe B.C.A., as well as a vast oppor-

mined plans for a new year. It was
decided that a concrete program be
followed, with Cabinet members acting as chairmen of a series of committees designed to carry out the
many duties of the Association.

tunity to co-operate in all these activities with the other New England
Cblasgas. under the co-ordination of

tiM

New

England Christian Move-

ment.

—SEND

your weekly laundry

home by handy Railway Express

PRICE LIST
All items are available for immediate shipment. Color choice

Right from your college rooms and return, conveniently,
economically and fast, with no bother at all. Just phone
our local college agent when to come for the bundle. He'll
call for it promptly— whisk it sway on speedy express
trains, to your dry or town and return the home
done product to you— all without txtra charge— the
whole year through. Rates for this famous college
service are low,oas/you can send <*#**> y° u know
(only by Railway Express, by the wsy). It's a very
popular method snd adds to the bsppy thought.
Phone our agent today. He's a good man to know.

MAINE CENTRAL

R.

DINNER PLATES (10%
1878

Bowdoin

list

The Campus

Hubbard Hall
The Chapel
$15.00 the dozen

181a
-

$8.00

B STATION

'Phone 24-W
Brunswick, Me,

At

the

Same
-

(16 inch)

i860

in

$15.00 for 2

$10.00 the dozen

(8i/

2 inch)

$6.00 for 6

-

BUTTER PLATES
Massachusetts Hall Fireplace
$8.00 the dozen

-

$4.50 for 6

Prices

CEREAL DISHES

SOUP PLATES
$10.00 for 6

-

TEA PLATES

CUPS and SAUCERS
BOUILLOH CUPS and SAUCERS
AFTER DINNER CUPS and
SAUCERS

OTHER ITEMS

$78.00 the dozen

by

-

the same

special order

All orders sent charges collect from Boston.

ACENCYt INC*
HSTioN-wiac laa.

ORDERED FOR JUNE DELIVERY
(Massachusetts Hall Doorway)

ASH TRAYS

mb an

75c each

of committees follows:

Work

in

Black or BJue.

-

THE PLATTER

inch)

Walker Art Building

$8.00 for 6

Soon these will be announced a
general meeting of the RCA. All stuChairman
dents, and especially freshmen, interBrunswick,
"Lid" Talbot. ested in any. or a0 of the activities
Charles Edwards and committees, are cordially invited
Deputations
Vocational Investigation. Bob Russell to this meeting,

A

Gateway

Massachusetts Hall

Committee

Social

:

— 4 for $a.jo

SEND ORDERS AND MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO

in

THE ALUMNI SECRETARY
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
90 Freshmen Seek Berths
Coach

Or Class

S

Responding to Coach Linn Wells' Bowdoin system,

Freshman

will

football candidates, interesting afternoon

make
for

it

First

gym.
one of the heaviest
in many years," said Coach Wells
after viewing his prospects. "There
are no less than seventeen boys who
weigh more than 180 pounds, and
several of these are over the two hundred pound mark," continued the
coach. Besides this weight that the
squad packs, it also has the necesThursday
"The squad

at the

is

sary height.

a very

ever, shortly the team will be broken
up into two squads as has been done
in previous years. Squad
will be
composed of the better players, those
who are potential varsity material in
another year. About 35 will be re-

A

tained on this squad. The other candidates
win become members of
squad B.

to

End

Tnurs.;

The annual fall tennis tournament
way Monday, with a total

the fresh-

got under
of 70

B will open against Morse
High School from Bath, on Oct. 24.
Gardiner comes here the following
week and finally Brunswick High.
The games of both squads will be held

men competing

in the singles.

The drawings were made on Sunday

night with today set as the deadline
for finishing the first round.
Eight men were seeded, and it
was ruled that the second man listed
at home this year, at Pickard field. in each pair would be responsible for
arranging
the match.
The games will start at 3.00 p.m.
Five courts have been reserved for
Outstanding among the back* so the tournament and a cup and a
far have been Bob BeD, Fred Fisher,
medal will be awarded to the winner
Ed Martin. Jack Holt. Ed Coombs, and runner-up respectively.
Only
Bill Murphy, Jtm Dyer, Ross Hanigan,
three letter men, Cal Hill, Ben Shat,

Undo

The practice sessions have settled
down to a bitter fight for the eleven
starting posts on the first team. The
first week of practice saw the linemen reporting every other afternoon,
the backs on the alternate days. How-

Round

Ferrini, Joe

MacKay, and Bob

Newhouse.

The following linemen seem

tuck, and Captain John Rich, will be
here to form the nucleus of the tenteam this year. Close attention
will be paid to the performances of
the players in the tournament because of the large number of vacancies to be filled.
Play in the new
student-faculty doubles tournament
will start shortly, it is announced.
The players who were seeded in
order are: B. Shattuck, 3. Rich, C.
Kerbs, Hill, L. Akeley, K. Birkett, J. Stewart, E. Pope, and J. Marble.
The pairings in the first round were:
B. Shattuck vs. R. B. Garland (AD.)
H. Pottle (D.U.) vs. R. A. Inman,
(Psi U.); B. Bloodgood (Psi U.) vs.
ft. Coffin (A. T. O); H. A. Shorey
(T. D.) vs. A. Nichol (Sigma Nu);

to be nis

good material: Phil Morgan. Jack
Stowe. John Clifford, Bill Scott s Randy Sides. Niles Perkins, George
Smith, Frank Smith, Win Peterson,
Paul Bickford, Barry Zimman, Arthur
Benoit. Herbert Medbury, Sumner
Hamburger, Paul Hazelton, Fred
Baird, Ken Morrell, John Williams,

Dan Drummond, Tom

Hall,

Ed

and Fred Blodgett.

GOLF TOURNEY

The linemen are big- as well as
and showed up very well, in the
TRIALS
short scrimmage last Saturday afternoon. The backs are quite a bit
J. B. Waite (T. D.) vs. J. E. Tracy
The fall golf tournament, which (Kappa Sig); W. Haines (A. T. O.)
lighter, but for the most part are
rugged. However, until the team has has not been held for several years vs. L. Menard (Kappa Sig); E. Stet-

TAB WEEK

fast

rtenofti

undergone several real hard scrim- has been revived with 16 men qual- son (Zete) vs. J. Stewart; K. Birmages, it will be guesswork to try ifying. All college men may enter, kett vs. J. Auperin (A, D.); P. Bagand all play will be governed by Unit- ley (A. T. O.) vs. L. Tennyson (Sigto. predict what is in store for the
team. The backs, several of whom ed States Golf Association rules ex- ma Nu); J. S. Churchill (A. T. O.)
vs. B. Robinson (Sigma Nu); E. B.
have made quite a name for them- cept where local rules prevail.
selves in high and prep schools have
The 18-hole medal play qualifying Williams (Psi U.) vs Gordon Winnot had much of an opportunity to round must be played before Satur- chelj (Sigma Nu); L. Poland (D. U.)
show what they are capable of doing day, ft has been announced.
All vs. L. Harr (Sigma Nu); P. Stephens
in the way of ball'carrying, passing scores must be attested and turned (Kappa Sig) vs. A. Clark (Psi U.);
in to Harry Hood on the day that W. Mick (Kappa Sig) vs. L. Menard
and kicking.
(Kappa Sig); E. Haskell (Zete) vs.
they
are
made.
Any
student
wishing
The schedule this year is one of the
P. B. Gates (Psi U.); L. Martin
most strenuous that any freshman to enter must notify either the Ath- (Sigma Nu)
vs. A. Carlson (Psi U.);
letic office, Harry Hood or Bob Milteam has ever undertaken. The sealer before any attempt to qualify P. Jenkisson (A.D.) vs. F. Davis (Sig.
son opens here against New Hampton
Nu); C. P. Edwards (A. D.) vs. C.
may be made.
Prep, a new-comer on the frosh list
ft. Hunt (A. D.); R. Armstrong (T.
The draw will be made on Octo- D.) vs. L. Abbott (T. D); P. Heron October 14th. The second game is
with
Hebron Academy.
Hebron ber 2nd, and all subsequent matches mann (T. D. vs. H. Morse (Deke);
knocked off a Portland team last Sat- are to be played according to sched- J. Scope (T. D.) vs. L. F. Smith (A.
urday to the tune of 95-0. This may ule one match per week.
D.); F. Kelley (Deke) vs. R. Stover
Captain Hood says that there will (A. T. O); W. Gibson (A. D.) vs. H.
show that there was littje opposition,
but it does prove that the boys from be no practice of the golf team this Talbot (T. D); F. Hall (Kappa Sig)
fall, but Coach Miller will have his vs. P.
Litman; H. K. Soules (A. D.)
Hebron must have plenty on the ball
eye on the performances of those in vs. E. Pope; J. D. Marble vs. A. C.
to roll up such a score as that.
—
the tournament.
White (Psi U.); H. Greene (Zete)
Next on the list is Andover, folA gold medal will be awarded to vs. Ireland (T. D.); J. A. Nichols (A.
lowed by Richer, Bowdoin Jayvees, the winner with
the runner-up re- D.) vs. J. Lewis (Beta); L. Cohen
and closing against the Sophomores ceiving a silver one.
vs. L. S. Brand (Kappa Sig); W. B.
as usual.
Undoubtedly the hardest
The course will be open to the Hall (Sigma Nu) vs. C. J. Elliott
game wiUy.be the Ricker affair. The students this fall as usual except on
(Sigma Nu); H. A. Wheller (Sigma
boys from upstate are three deep in week ends and holidays. Any underNu) vs. Gilbert Winchell (Sigma
almost every position. This, plus the graduate wishing to play must ob- Nu>; R. Barton
(A. D.> vs. R. Woods
fact that they are ceached by a for- tain a card from the Athletic office
(T. D.; Loomis (D. U.) vs. J. Rich
mer Bowdoin man who knows the before playing.
(T. D.).

—
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under Coach

Berths Open On 1938
Tennis Outfit

about 90 members of the class of men.
19*2 turned out to meet their coach
Team

last

By Bad

i^^x.

' *en»!
*t*ijww
session at
Dors*
l

Prepare For Grid fftts
call for

SPORTS SIDELIGHTS

70 ENTER F

Football Squ ad As Call Is Issued
Wells &ea If atonal As "Heaviest in Years";
Plans Selection of Squads A And B lb

year

Stevens

Maine jitterbugs swing out an T.
Old Orchard Pier
Bowdoin ©om-

—
— 90 men report for fresh man

Lhm WeH,.

K^

0>

„,

^

mni

^

football
ood>
to

j
words out of your mouths, "What's the
connection
between swingin' and football?" The answer Is rhythm;

Uke

the

men
men

frtr go
but 9d

are not only reporting for football practice,
are reporting for their first lesson In WaJsfa

PQLAR BEARS READY
FOR FIRST GAME OF
YEAR A T WHITTIER
(Continued from Pas* 1)

Quarterback

the punting. Both Melendy and Le- heady

rhythm under the baton of the freshman rhythm maestro,
Coach Una Wells.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

To

FIVE FRESHMEN SEEK

—

MANAGER'S POSITIONS

—

—

—

'

—

WE ARE READY

—

I

the

for

assistant

a
the State Series of last year an onmanagerships are Donald the-toes sprinting style makes Benny
MacDonald, Roger E. Pearson, George a true exponent of Jack Magee's prinCummings, Anthony Eaton, and Theo- ciples—best bet, off tackle also a
dore Saba.
two-year man.
for

year.

j

the

—

Left

VISIT

THE NEW

Room

— Luncheons

from 35c to 75c

We're open
coats, representing

men

what the best

dressetf

First Shop

Watch

Downtown

for the Sign

"Soule and Walker"

BBB

—

WE NOW STOCK
a complete line of S. S. Pierce
specialties at Boston

catalogue prices

-ALS0SriOES

TIES

SWEATERS

10% on

FlAID

—

first gained him the dubious Cooper are ex-Frosh, with the former
of "Scatterbrain," though Boyd an excellent pass-receiver, and also
proceeded to belie it a year on the among the improved men. Tackles,
track has improved him as runner.
George Toney, Tom Steele, sopho-

tude at

—

SPRING COMPANY

Sept.

Spawn

SHIRTS
Down and Tab CoUars

of

George Raft
Henry Fonda
Dorothy Lamour

—

also

Fox News

Comedy

.

SPECIAL

TONDREAU
87

BROS. CO.

MAINE STREET

EVER YT HING THAT'S GOOD
TO EAT

Friday

Sept. SO

Hold That Co-ed
with
John Barrymore—George Murphy
Marjorie Weaver

Paramount News

maine Ballads

P. T. Coffin

with
Wayne Morris
Claire Trevor
Jack LaRue
diaries Bickford

——

la

fi.75

OF NEW ENGLAND
«•«>
an attractive volume by Mx. Coffin published by the Johns Hopkins
This volume contains his lectures on Front and Robinson,
Press.
which he delivered at Johns Hopkins University.
Is

F.

W. CHANDLER

& SON

—

1

pipe

$2.10

$1.00

Yes, We're Interested In

have, had long experience in
producing for Bowdoin men:

Oct.

8-4

Marie Antoinette

.^
—

Tyrone Pawer
John Barrymore

Paramount News

Wednesday

——
Oct. 5

Tenth Avenue Kid

Fox News

with
Beverly Roberts

—

March

POSTERS
STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS
TICKETS
FRATERNITY FORMS
And Other

.with

Bruce Cabot

PRINTING
We

Selected Short Subjects

Norma Shearer

ALL tour

I

also

Poems by Professor Robert

Walnut

Total Value
Special

Sound Act
October

Valley of the Giants

Brunswick Bowling Alley

t packages

also

Saturday

NEW POET«T

Qenaits

Drug Store

Allen's

M. C. Perkins, Mgr.
146 Maine Street
Phone 775

In Town
TOILET ARTICLE8

The COLLEGE BOOKSTORE
the New Book

'2$

of the North
with

$100 orders

TeL 655-W

Thursday

Mori. -Tues.

Button

mores,and Carl Boulter and Bunny
Bass, juniors are ranking replacements. At guard the depth of experience is not so promising, with the
improved Red Oshry and Fred Jealous being pressed by Hoyt Griffith
and Sandy Lincoln, a small latecomer
who has what it takes. Dave HarkkBBBB. hess
is not far behind in the battle
for center, while Haldane. Rowson,
Bonzagni, and Fifield form a second

Largest Line of Pipes and Tobacco

UNCLE 1WSCABIN SHOP

WOOL SHIRTS

—

backfield.

Compliments of

FLANNELS

—

for opposing tacklers to grab
junior varsity has gained experience,
a long kicker, and recently employed and is rated among the most ima«3 a passer
his dejvil-may-care atti- proved men on the squad; Howie and

until 1 a.m.

1% on $10.00 — 2% on $20.00

WOOL HOSE

—

in the

Wesleyan and Williams games of a
Listed among those slated for servyear ago a lanky runner with a ice are ends Johnny Marble, Pete
loping, leaning stride which offers Howie, and Ed Cooper. Marble via the

GLENGARRY
bite.

MORTONS NEWSStANfl
— CONFECTIONERS —
BOWDOIN BARBERS

Tne

own

_

—

of the campuses are wearing.

into his

Compliments of

—

After an evening*s study, drop down for a

of Harris tweed covert cloth suits and top-

Legate

#

SODABAR

assortment

who came

Junior,

name

for regular meals or for a snack at our
fait

Boyd

halfback:

—

Right end: Dan Hanley a fine
fighting broth of a lad noted for his
defensive determination, and jokingly
called "the man who never catches a
pass" Danno makes up for this with
plenty of what is popularly called the
old Irish fight.

little

Jarvis Restaurant and Tea
FIDELITY BUILDING

new

—

The freshmen who are competing

managerships for

They are Charles H.
Man* '41, Freemant Morrow '41, Robert E. Chandler/41. John P. Koughan
'41, Converse Mordock '41. and Hernext

WELCOME STUDENTS

for yon to inspect our

—

m

j

:

&OSX

Johnny Cartland—
Whose cool confi-

:

pfay-crfllei',

gate have punted under fire, and seem dence and dependability made him
certain of getting even more distance frequent substitute for Smith ba*-;
• - s
Linn might not be an "icky-wicky" or a '"gator" in swing terms, but he this year. The lanky Legate boots a ketball experience aids him in getting
exponent
the
of that Walsh rhythm which has been at the top
certainly is
lofty ball which allows the ends time that necessary rhythm to the shift
of the Maine State fool ball "Hit Parade" for the last three years.
The
Polar Bear theme song, "Signals
9, 8, 7,
Hike
1. 2, 3.," has become to. get within tackling distance of! the extra valuable as a pass receiver—
Maine's favorite fall rhythm number. Polar Bear rhythm has been featured safetyman. Melendy gets the recntired also Rowson; a blocky product of the
oh gridirons throughout the East for the past few decades, but it has only distance, and can usually be relied
Jay-v's, who worked his way into a
been in the last three years that the boys have really been "jivmg" to the
upon to "kick 'erp where they ain't." reserve fuiroack position a hard mWrhythm of Adam Walsh, Dmny Shay, and Linn Wells.
Karsokas could take a kicking turn in ner last year, Red is being used as
new
Tlds
rhythm composed by the captain and
an emergency, whicn shouldn't arise Cartfand's blocking understudy.
of the Seven Mutes of Notre Dame, has carried Bowdoin
what with proven punters Andy Halathletics on the crest of the waves for three yean. SomeLeft end: Mac Denham— an idealry
times strong and sturdy, like the heavy classics; other
dane and Hank Bonzagni ready to
built end from Michigan, whose play
times, more shifty arid changing, like the lighter airs; and
take over at any moment. The pointlast season was hampered by a knee
still occasionally in the fast tempo of the modern swing
after-touchdown department, a minus
pieces maestro Walsh has been able to vary his rhythm to
injury switched from right to left
the complete bewilderment of many of the leading rhythm
quantity last year, is assured of conend, Mac
should capably replace
makers of rival elevens. Although probably not receiving
sistency and precision, for Haldane
Fitts in pass receiving and all-round
the world acclaim that Irving Berlin received for his
kicked points over steadily for the
rhythm through the medium of the film, "Alexander's Bagend-play a high-stepping and shifty
time Band," Adam certainly should have a picture filmed
Frosh last season, while Hank Dale
runner with the ball, Mac should be
In recognition of his achievements here at Bowdoin. A sugdid the same for the Jay-V's.
gested name possibly could be, "Bowdoin Swings with
the man for the end-around reverse.
One of the two most important
or can >ou think of a better one?
Walsh"
Left tackle: Captain Nels Coreyfundamentals, blocking, will not have
s • s
Again, to beat you to the gun, let me ask the question, "Just what is Bobby Smith leading the parade, but jovial, but a smart and fast-moving
this rhythm stuff? I've known people who could truck, shag, and rhumba,
of security at a key defense
block
offensive phase is not lackbut they couldn't play football. What's the connection?" The answer is that this vital
that seemingly simple, "Hike
ing in the present Polar Bear set-up. spot another all-round performer,
.1, 2. 3," is much harder than you or I
really suspect. From the start of every play to the very end rhythm and Johnny "Call 'em" Cartland under- Nek usually leads the team down unprecision as taught by maestros Walsh. Shay, and Wells is the dominating
der punts adeptness from hockey
force. Every man playing for the Black and White on Whittier Field next studied BobVy and is ready to carry goal-tending and baseball serve him
Saturday or any other Saturday this fall is not there only because he is a on with some intelligent generalship.
President,
human powerhouse or only because of his snakehips. Beside all that, he is iWith a good many of Bowdoin's plays in good stead popular as
and smart as a student. Nels should
a master at that Walsh rhythm. He "feels" every play just as you "jitterbugs" "feel" every note on" the "slush pump,'' "nigger stick," or "doghouse." running either to the right or left, a make an ideal leader.
team of eleven blockers is even more
s - s
Left guard: Walt I.oeman steady,
The mastery of this rhythm is the difference between
necessary. Spontaneous down-field of but consistently brilliant at a comthe varsity and freshman squads as they Una up now. The
the type displayed in the '37 Wesley- paratively obscure position, Corey's
freshmen boast outstanding stars from high schools and
an game pays huge dividends, and sidekick should make his Junior seaprep schools, but don't ever kid yourseff, or don't ever let
makes possible a punt-runback such son every bit as good as his Sophothere's a long way to go.
any of them kid themselves
more year— a smashing, burrowing
as Smith pulled off.
That rhythm and the precision which naturally follows perfect rhythm comes slowly to some and more quickly to
With one or two possible excep- tackier as a guard, "tackled by Loeannouncement
others. To some it is a vague factor, but to a person on
tions, a letter lineup is slated to an- man" was a familiar
a
sidelines
difference
between
this
rhythm
the
is
the
swer the whistle Saturday, and per- a worthy successor to Ashkenazy.
smooth clicking squad and a mediocre outfit. Therefore
haps
sketch
of
each
a
thumbnail"
stocky,
Webster—
Center:
Hack
let the 90 freshman grid aspirants take heed and start
player would be more in order than streamlined, sure tackier who spelled
"feeling" this game of football. They needn't try to shag
the "dope," so here goes:
through center or rhumba around end, but they can keep
Nicholson at the responsible pivot
the beat and get the "feel" of the quarterback's count.
Fullback: Oakley Melendy makes post Hack's passing in competition
The Walsh rhythm has carried the Polar Bears to the topvaluable use of his versatility as an was satisfactory— is receiving plenty
let the Class of '42 carry on.
athlete; it is safe to say that Oak's of fight for the spot from Sunny Ausexperience from other sports aids im- tin up from the Frosh both are sure
mensely his ability in football kicks, to see plenty of action.
Statesmen Prepare
runs, passes, blocks, tackles; alert on
Right guard: Ralph Howard
defense; spins with an agility
Stand Bowdoin's Test pass
bruising, broad-shouldered Aroostook
that would do credit to Harvard's
product who came into prominence as
Struck; popular man with two years
Ash's sub last year forte is as a
(Continued from Pag* 1)
Following the initial call for freshexperience Bowdoin's
of
Varsity
men who are interested in competing to a star in John Blasko, powerful most versatile athlete, and probably blocker, and is fast enough to be right
up in the front line of interference
for football managerships, five mem- center who wrecked the American Bowdoin's best
football
all-round
previous experience in football was
bers of the Class of 1942 have joined International College offense last
player.
limited to one year before coming to
the staff of managgrs this week, Ar- week almost single handed with a
Right Halfback: Benny Karsokas
Bowdoin.
thur Chapman, Jr. *39, varsity man- total of four pass interceptions and
approximately half of the tackles in probably 'the hardest running back in
ager, announced, a
Right tackle: Bill Broe another
acknowledged
the
Maine
Circuit,
ahd
the game.
Chapman, as vfsity manager of
fast lineman, indispensable to the
Walter Zachowskl and "Pudge" as one of the leading backs in New Notre Dame system introduced to
i-the football teamAne year, is being
England last year good in most deBlasko
guard
while
flank
at
Payson
'40
the Williams game
varsity play
assisted by William W. Fairclough
Malcolm supply partments, but head and shoulders two years ago as one of the battlers
and Harry Houston '40 as assistant Carl Nelson and Jim
the 190 pounds of muscle and deter- above as a runner; employing a joltwill be remembered for
of
the
mud
managers. Roger Stover '39 is maning knee action, swinging hips, and
mination of the tackle posts.
block thrown in the '37 Wesager of the freshman football team.
go-getting leg-drive, "Big Ben" gain- a telling
Six sophomores are now competing ,bert Fisher '41.
tremendous total of yardage in leyan game.
ed
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Time

Printing

Ash Vs For Quotations

The Record Office
—
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Paul K. Niven, Bowdoin 1911
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NEW

Plan Meeting Tuesday

ACTIVITIES

Tournaments, Movies,
Teas For Tear

on

held

Donovan Dean Lancaster, manager
Of the Moulton Union, announced an
organization meeting this week of the
Moulton Union Student • Faculty
Board. At in the past, the general

At the smoker, freshmen

interested

Masque and Gown and
competing for parts in the various
productions during the forthcoming

little

for

dancing

is

affair.

reported, this

is

As

The

officers

of

the

the only tea

of the Giants"

THE POLAR BEAR
.

system.

K. C. SILLS

PRAISES COMMONER
inspiration
impetus to begin,

.

Taking his text from the fortieth
chapter of the prophet Isaiah, the
president likened this to our present
President's
day situations, explaining why the
prophet had been right in beginning
Last Friday evening President and with flying and ending with walking,
Mrs. Kenneth C. M. Sills held the re- seemingly an anticlimax, but in reception given annually in honor of ality very true.
the faculty of BdWdoin College in
The president said that doing the
their home at 85 Federal street.
Members of the faculty, the Board of ordinary thing, the drudgery of evTrustees, the Board of Overseers, and eryday life, was harder than getting
alumni of Brunswick and Topsham started or conceiving the idea These
were among the *
\^°^e who *° alon * dom£ tJ?e ev "
guests.
eryday things are often the heroes
The receiving line included Presi- i„ times of stress as in the late hurdent and Mrs. Kenneth C. M. Sills, ricane disaster when linemen, poHenry Hill Pierce, a member of the licemen, firemen, and W. P. A. work
Board of Trustees residing in New ers became heroes by doing the same
York City, Leonard A. Pierce of Port- work they had been accustomed to
land, a member of the Board of Over- in ordinary times.
"These are the
seers, Mr. Frederick Horwood, the rea l heroes," said President Sills,
visiting Tallman Professor of Oxford, "not the ones that arise in war."
Mrs. Stanley Casson, wife of former
Tallman Professor Stanley Casson,
and the three new teaching fellows,
Ernest Dalton, Robert Wait, and Jonathan French.

House

NEW PLANS
FOR BOWDOIN BAND

OUTLINE

naments in bridge, chess, pool, biland ping pong were also spon-

liards,

j

j

Freshmen Candidates

sored.

Alpha Delta

(Continued from Pag»

of the board

The student members
Phi,

Psi. J.

Thomas

(Continued from Pag* 1)

|

According to Professor Tillotson. freshmen to join the business board
this year takes over the musical of the newspaper. Irwin outlined the

P.

Gray Wheelock, who

Chi
Riley
3rd '40; Psi Upsilon, Calvin A. Hill
'40; Delta Kappa Epsilon, Jotham D.
Pierce '39; Theta Delta Chi, John H.
Rich, Jr. '39; Delta Upsilon, Edwin
L. Vergason '39; Zeta Psi, E. F.
Everett '40; Kappa Sigma, Francis
'39,

•

1)

supervision of the band, the lack of policies and workings of the business
interest in the organization can be end of the Orient.

accredited to six definite shortcomFollowing the smoker, refreshments
ings in the system by which the band
were served in the cafeteria and those
has been formerly directed.
"First of all," Mr. Tillotson stated, who joined the editorial staff were
R. Bliss '40; Beta Theta Pi, Richard
candidates have had no incen- given their initial assignments by
E. Tukey '40; Sigma Nu, Thomas W. "band
tive and it is little wonder that they Richard E. Tukey '40, managing edi-

Alpha Tau Omega,
W. Bradeen '40; and the soon lost their enthusiasm. Poor
D.
Thorndike Club, Leonard J. Cohen players .have been admitted; there
'39.
The members from the faculty has been no music in the library worare Donovan Dean Lancaster, chair- thy of an ambitious group and though
man. Professor Arthur Chew Gilligan, the band has been used solely at football games, which in itself is not conand Eaton Leith.
ducive to good musicianship, no uniforms have been provided that might
at least give the organization a milFRESHMAN CLASS PICTURE

Howard,

Jr.

I

I

j

DEAN NIXON SPEAKER
AT ALUMNI BANQUET

ON TUESDAY AFTERNOON
Freshmen are requested to
assemble in front of the Walker
Art Building on Tuesday afternoon
All

at 1 o'clock for the annual group
picture of the incoming class. The
picture will be completed in time for
130 classes, it has been announced.
|

The new members of the

after the William*

game with

«

he

d

In
I

.

is

Victor

is

games when they turn

getting

in their stu-

dent blanket tax book tickets.
In February the band will give a

issuing

a memorial album of Gershwin songs special concert. A brass section sexcovering about thirty of his best- tet will be formed to play at variJames Stewart, ous times.
known numbers
This year it will be possible for
the latest Hollywood heart-throb.
students to hear classical recordings
used to be a stage-hand for Jane in the Moulton Union for two hours
Cowl's "Camille" company. One night every afternoon. The music is made
in Boston he rang the curtain down possible by the large collection of
on the great death scene and was im-|Efo>rds in the musical department
_ , They wdl be played in the small
Heard
mediately shown the door
room adjoining the lobby.
the new song, "Krum Elbow Blues"?
One of the most important of the
Singer Kate Smith publishes college musical activities is the Glee
.
This group will consist of
this month. Her autobiography ap- Club.
about *»* members. On ita annual
propriately titled "Living in a Great
spring tour, the Glee Club has been
„
Fourteen years ago |engaged tQ appear m
Big Way"
there were 46 musical shows on New York City, Philadelphia, and
Broadway during the season. Today later in Boston.
.

.

.

.

;

J

....

.

.

.

„

.

j

'

.

.
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One of the most interesting events
.In signing
a half dozen is a lot
of the year will be a musical comedy
a movie contract Corrigan had it stipChristmas houseparties.
The
at
ulated that he should not appear in script has been written by William
.

.

young J. Brown, Jr. '39, and is a take-off
Going the wrong way again on the faculty. This will be presMame ented uader the auspices of the
latest

ladies.
.

Prof.

.

Coffin's

.

»
'

following

the
respective
football
The Polar Bear dance orchestra, under the direction of Harold
Oshry '40 will furakh the music for
dancing at the various affairs.

games.

Jersey, six

members

of the

FOR
STUDENT AH) BLANKS

freshman class were guests at a wellLet s start off the season
attended meeting of the bowdoin 'kerb"
All students who desire scholarships must have their applications in
Club of North New Jersey which was with a win on Saturday.
the Dean's office on or before the
held in Montclair on September 14th
first of November, if they are to be
at the Montclair Athletic Club.
considered this year.
The Alumni Association of New
As in the past, the scholarship reYork and vicinity is planning an in
quirement of half "Cs" and half
ma di " ner
V
°°
"?»
f
l
f
tober 7. This is the night before the
"D's" must be passed the first semWesleyan game. As yet no speaker
This year, however, upperester.
has been procured. Anyone wishing to
New courses in. government and classmen must have received the
learn more about this meeting should art have been addeJ to the Bowdoin same required grades for the semeswrite to J. B. Dunlaevy "23, Room
one, to be considcurriculum this year. The government ter preceding this
510, 33 Liberty street, New York.
course, under the direction of Profes- ered.
There are few new scholarships,
sor Orren C. Hormell, will include
very large numState Government and Public Admin- but Bowdoin gives a
.

.

Two New Courses

12,

f

the

New

65 newspapers. That beats us by 64
... In England "curb" is spelt
.

first

November

.

.

danc^w^l bVSSfin the
Sargent Gymnasium in the evenings

Al^f

.

as guest of honor and speaker.

,

k

too prevalent

Masque and Gown.
some have taken place already.
Ballads," is as good, if not better
The Bowdoin Club of Chicago met on
than anything he has done before
September 9 with Dean Paul Nixon
Mrs. Roosevelt's column appears in NOV. 1 DEADLINE

ond on Novemt> iSth following the
Maine game. Thi third dance of the
series will be held on

.

.

habit that

year,

Richard Bye, Donald Keavof proper^'bTfwtbafl^ooters, will
eney, Charles Ireland, George Cumbe discussed.
mings, Robert Kennedy, Philip LitPlan Gym Dances
man, Robert Neilson. Paul V. HazelThe Student Council also decided to
ton, Richard Gardner, James Lewis, sponsor
three gym dances on football
151 h
the sec-

.

.

.

A

every year.

.

staff are:

weekends here *is fall. The
dance will be htjd on October

.

.

.

.

Although most of the alumni meet-

editorial

Roland Holmes. Robert Watt, William
Georgitis, Barry Zimman, Glenn Tenitary 'snap.'
nyson,
William
Austin,
Donald
The chief innovation outside of the Morse. Lino Johnson, Robert Russell,
uniforms for the band this year is to Murray S. Chism, Jr., Russell Murdy,
be a program of concert music to be P. E. Ajeley, Frederick Hall and John
presented in Memorial Hall on Febru- Williams.
ary 21 at 8 p.m.
in front of the Art Building.
To Appear Often
In the annual Maine musical comThe band will appear at all major petition, which was started last year,
athletic events and will give one or Bowdoin will make a determined eftwo informal concerts in the spring fort to win the championship,

.

is

is an actor?
Professor Tillotson continued on
Quote football coach Fritz Cris- outlining more of the numerous musical activities such as the Chapel
ler on unnecessary roughness: "The
Choir, musical chapels on Friday,
man thinking of punishing his op- the new Simpson sound system in
ponent isn't thinking enough of play- the Moulton Union, the annual singWhy Hal Kemp ing contest in March, the College
ing the game."
continues to feature Judy Starr as a Band and the Polar Bears.
This year the band has been supvocalist is somewhat of a mystery to
plied with new uniforms to be worn
us. It may be because she's married for the first time at the Williams
The members will
Week's pet football game.
to his bass player
gripe: This changing of text books also receive passes to the football
.

.

ings are held about the middle of the

BY CAMPUS ROOTERS

tor.

sold

publicity pictures with pretty

WILL DISCUSSS "RAIDS"

'39;

number
includes the following: Don Cossacks,
"My Blue Heaven" by Gene Ruth Posselt, American violinist,
Where do they get the Hampton Quartet, and Trudi Schoop.

that of

Austin

Earlier in the year another series
of programs is to be offered. This

The recording that

.

.

.

.

*

idea that George Raft

"An undertaking needs

.

Orient Staff Greets

.

.

holds the record for

i

Last year a telegraphic inter-collegiate billiard match and college tour-

on

year of the

lude.

which has recently been placed In front of the Sargent Gym.
nasium, impresses Bowdoin visitors as Its huge 14-ton form looks
.
out over the College.

in

we'll refer to 1938 as "the

Faculty Reception Held

College teas under the sponsorship
of the board will be continued' this
year. The programs will utilize the

"Valley

.

worth a take

is

week

Masque

At

.

.

Miller says

On

Mod-

.

.

Bob

to be conceived,
and strength to continue the drudthe executive committee of the
gery of the work," declared Presiand' Gown, in addition to the
dent Kenneth C. M. Sills in last
officers of the club, are Edwin L.
Sunday's chapel. In addition to the
Vergason '39, senior member-at-large,
customary responsive reading and
and Wesley E. Bevins '40, junior singing,
Professor Frederic E. T.
member-at-large.
Tillotson gave a brief organ inter-

year was the successful

ern Art Film Library In Memorial
H» M The films chosen by the Board
ere from the late silent and early
"Little
including
cinemas
sound
Edward Robinson,
with
Caesar"
"Anna Christie" with Greta Garbo,
"All Quiet on the Western Front,"
Lon Chaney in "The Unholy Three,"
Al Jolson in "The Jazz Singer," and
Noel Coward's "Cavalcade." In addition, there were current sound football news reels. The undergraduates
on the Board will choose further outstanding films to be shown this year.

in size

Saturday night

PRESIDENT

ness manager; A. H. Fenn '40, publicity director; P. H. Crowell "39, production manager.

interesting feature of the

Rumania

dance that will be held here this
end.

(Coatinaad from Pas* 1)

The proto appear here.
follows, including five lec>>
tures and four concerts: Dr. Otto
Kinbeldey, Professor of Music, CorDr. Archibald T. Davidson,
nell;
Professor of Choral Music at Harvard; Olin Downes, Music critic of
the New York Times; Aaron Copland,
Dean of American composers; John
Tasker Howard, lecturer; Curtis
String Quartet; Ives Chardon, cellist; Georges Laurent, flutist and harpsichardist; and a choral concert by
Bowdoin and Wellesley Glee Clubs.
tracted

gram

.

Big Wind"

Masque and

for this year are: Richard B.
Carland '39, president; J. H. Titcomb
'39, secretary; J. j. Carre '40, busi-

emphasis on week end activities in
the Union and in Memorial Hall.

.

.

far as

year will be welcomed.

Gown

new Moulton Union sound

ments for the

play

will

.

in

for the whole college, with special

of

from 5 o'clock until 7 p.m. Richard Moore '39 is chairman of the
committee in charge of arrange-

Once again our thanks to "Life"
magazine for backing up our statement of last week by making 'Too
Hot to Handle" the picture of the
week
Ethel Barrymore says she
would like to play in "The School for
The regScandal" in the movies
ular U.S. army ranks even behind

chestra

Professor

in joining the

In creating a general social program

Museum

to

group.

purpose of this board will be to help

last

Moul-

the

in

according

George H. Quinby, director of the

.

presentation of the

Tuesday

Union,

ton

GLEE CLUB SMOKER
IS HELD IN UNION

Variety
Br

Alpha Delta Phi House following
the Massachusetts State-Bowdoin
football game/ Saturday afternoon. "Doc" Harmon and his or-

Plans are completed for the annual smoker of the Masque and Gown,
dramatic society of the college, to be

Union Board Will Plan For

The most

Alpha Delta Will Hold
Tea Dance On Saturday
A tea dance will be held at the

Masque And Gowners

BOARD TO PLAN

are:

.

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

POUR

program

VI

MM

?

!

wmmmmm

!

« ™**

Given By College

This

ber for

-

istration.

course

Common Law
tinued.

Next

In spite of the pres-

its size.

ent low interest rates, $25,000 to $30,replaces the one in
000 in scholarships are awarded each
which has been disconyear from funds amounting to ap-

proximately half a million dollars.

however, this course
Bowdoin is one of the few colleges
by one in Municipal
which places great emphasis upon the
and
Administration.
student's financial need, as well as
Thereafter the two courses will be
standing.
year,

will be replaced

Government

his scholastic

given alternately.
October 10th is the date for those
The new art course will be under
ten poorest students to have their apthe direction of Philip C. Beam. Al'
plications in for blanket tax remittals.
though it has not yet been presented
to the students, it will probably be
ready for the second semester.
It Speaking Contest Set
will be a three hour a week course in
drawing.
Tuesday, Nov. 1

For

The annual Stanley Plummer Prize
Speaking Contest for members of the
Junior Class will be held Tuesday

PRINTING
STUART * CLEMENT

Town Balldlag
Brunswick, Me.

makes a solid

hit every time

ucU That's why
ents

a

we

cigarette can

make a good prod'

NEXT TO FIRE STATION

baccos and pare cigarette paper\ . . to

to-

make

Chesterfield the cigarette that SATISFIES.

»*.

RRR^RRRfl

Gracih

Burns

Allen

Every rriday Evening
All C. B. S. Stmtntms

use the best ingredi-

have . . . mild ripe

George

vJiesterfield
. .

more pleasure
Jor millions

BRUNSWICK COAL &

Eddie Dooley

and

LI

Hard and Soft Coals

Football Hi«hli*hu
Every Thursday and Saturday

Dry

52 Uading N. B. C. Stat,.,,

A. E.

tm

DYERS

PHONE

\:]>

CO.

Fuel Oils

Fireplace

Wood

Lumber and Building Materials of

* Mrssi Tomcco Co.
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BILL GEORGITIS

BRUNSWICK CLEANERS

Paul wIutkman

8HEEHY

TOM UNEHAN
C. HART

WILLIAM

ZETA PSI

Entry Wednesday Evtuimg

to

T. 4.

DORMS
HOUSE

T. D.

.

good things

Hall,

the prize, which is the income from
a fund of $1,055. should communicate
with Mr. Daggett as soon as possible
to arrange for the elimination trials.
The speaking contest was endowed
by a fund left by Stanley Plummer
of the Class of 1867 "for excellence
in original and spoken composition
in the English language on the part
of the members of the Junior class."

A. T. O.

gives

It takes

Hubbard

SEE ONE OF OUR AGENTS AT YOUR FRAT HOUSE OR DORM
A. D. HOUSE
ROLF STEVENS
SIGMA NU
DICK MERRILL
BETA HOU8E
JACK TUCKER
DEKE HOUSE
WILLIAM BARTON

smokers what they Want
• . . refreshing mildness and better
taste and here's the big reason . .

• • .

1, in

ATTENTION!

more pleasure
where Chesterfield

straight to

that's

November

night,

Professor Athern P. Daggett has announced.
All undergraduates interested in
competing in the speaking trials for

MORRELL

tt. Mgr.

M

All Kinds

450

'f- &U%LZ G.
£ **€« Street
RALLY THIJiHIi
AST BUILDING 8

9- jit'"*"
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THE BOW

•»

Rise*

rpHE
of

••

Tukey
Student Council and members
the White Key should be con-

By Richard

vision of "Proc" night.

The

tussle

Bowdoin Offense Sparkles

Sophomores and Freshmen having an
enjoyable time.
r

YITHAT

with football games started
and lively week ends ahead here
during the social season before the
'snow sets in, plans are moving ahead
for fraternity dances and college affairs. The Student Council has announced dates for three dances on
football week ends this fail in the
Sargent gymnasium. Certainly the
undergraduate body should turn out
en masse and get into the "home

™

Student Body Poll to Decide

Nixon, Wesleyan alumnus,
be on hand to make his annual
speech in his alma mater's favor. It

Suitable; Hours

will

Score* Freely

is

THREE TEAMS SEE
ACTION IN OPENER

reported that

turn-out

is

A

Be

Chances For a Bowdoin Win
Appear Better Than
In Former Years

Recordings To
Presented Over New

anticipated at the rally.

Sound System

DUTY OF CHURCH

E. Beyle

array of
Bowdoin backs
driving
spinning,
struck swiftly and often behind a
linemen
group
of
"mow 'em down"
in the first half of the Big White's
opening game with Massachusetts
State on Whittier field last Saturday,
town" fun.
as nearly three teams full of Adam
• - r
Walsh's fourth Bowdoin contingent
OURELY the attention of the proper finally ran up a 32-0 victory. BewildStatemen in Maroon with a
should be ering the
authorities
college
deceptive series of running plays,
turned to the inadequate, and diswhich old grads thought among the
men
facilities
for
lavatory
gusting,
niftiest ever to be "spun off" on Whitat Whittier field. Behind the imposing
tier's traditional football surface, a
stadium, someone conceived the idea
first, a second and finally a mixed
of boarding in a grass plot with
unit of Silver-clad Polar Bears galboards bearing the resemblance of
loped with guile and speed over a fudiscarded bleacher seats. And that is
tilely fighting State eleven.
all there is to the "sanitary" facilPiling up a pair of touchdowns in
ities. No doors on the contraption to
the first period from varied points of
Just
privacy.
semblance
of
afford any
attack, the starting Bowdoin team
a printed sign above: "Men."
saw less than half the action as reg• - r
ulars soon were supplemented by an
IT is a condition that is unsanitary equally dominating substitute eleven
certainly
which
and indecent and
and more who duplicated the doublewould be condemned were the town tally in the second quarter. It reBoard of Health to investigate it. Be mained for sophomore substitute
that as it may, the college authorities halfback Hank Bonzagni. however, to
should take the initiative and do furnish the longest running romp of
away with an undesirable condition the day. After some ordinary minutes
that is unworthy to Bowdoin's name. of second-half football, the clever
Bonzagni from kick formation shot
• - r
Mass. State line
Tillotson has added through a surprised
wide-spread

(Continued oa P«a» »)

IS

CHAPE

TOPIC
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Rev. J. Schroeder Asks For
Better View And Closer
The

Continuing from his opening query,
Dr. Schroeder pointed out that civilization is constantly on the abyss of
war and that there is constant indusPhrasing his question
trial strife.
son.c'what differently, Dr. Schroeder
again asked how the world could be
state despite the
terrible
in such a
fact that there were so many good
people in it.
To answer his own query. Dr.
Schroeder went on to divide the good
people into two classes. In the first
group he put the "good pagans." That
is, the type that has no purpose in
life and feels his only obligation to
life is to work and play. He sees no
meaning in life, yet wants to lead a
good life. Dr. Schroeder compared
this code or living with that of the
'40 has
ancient Greeks, especially Aristotle.

I

their names.

The smoker

is

especially

the freshmen, but members of
any class may attend and sign up
Duties of the editorial and business
sides of the work will be explained
in full at the smoker.
The fact that the hurricane delayed
the first issue of the Growler will not
hinder the production of the remaining issues. However, because the first
issue is late, the editors are planning
to publish an extra number, making
for

men, and they

all

that Walsh finesse,
ished as others, but

some not as

pol-

showing prom-

probably will not be any
in the starting forward wall
the Polar Bears. Denham and
Hanley will be at ends, Broe and
Capt. Corey will be at tie tackles.
Howard and Loeman on the guards,
and Webster will probably remain at
for

the pivot position. The backfield duties will fall on the shoulders of the
two combinations, including Melendy,
Legate. Karsokas, Cartland, Bonzag-

Haldane, and Fifield.
After the showing of the backfield
during the Mass. State game, it undoubtedly will be readily conceded
ni,

Daddario To Lead Cardinal Attack
As Wesleyan Plays Host To Bears CREW MOVES HUGE

dent. George T. Little "40 was elected
secretary, and Ernest F. Andrews '40
was elected treasurer.

I

The Forum o»|ca have appointed

Wesmen Boast

all the members of the Executive
Council, consisting of one representative from each class, except the
freshman representative who will be
appointed later. These representatives
are: Milton M. Goldberg, senior; Neal

W.

Allen, junior:

Ashton

and

Special

H.

to

like

become

(Continued on Pave 2)

IN ME MORI AM
The faculty and students of
Bowdoin College mourn the
deaths of Graham Churchill of
the Class of 1939, and a resi-

New

dent of Elizabeth,

Jersey,

Phillips Tryon Nead of the
Class of 1938, a resident of
Rutherford. New Jersey, who
succumbed as a result of in-

and

an automolast
Saturday

juries sustained in

accident

bile

Both men were members of
Delta Upsilon Fraternity, and
were very active in fraternity
affairs. Phillips Nead was president of the House last year.
He was a member of the Classical Club, and three times on
the

Dean's

He was a

List.

member

of the Debating Counas well as being active in

managerial

Graham

posts.

Churchill

was

active

the B.CA. and the Glee
Club as well as being active in
interfraternity
the
athletic
events. He was in charge of his
in

were soon surrounded, stripped and

fraternity's music

plastered with Bowdoin's traditional

—

The Orient and

|

Walt Young had personally provided.
One Freshman, Bill Pendergast, was

painted from head to foot by two'
enthusiastic Sophomores; the chill
battle.
Maine air hardened the molasses and|
With a small but adequate body of
Bill had a wonderful time washing
Sophomore shock troops sent out
it off his body.
ahead of the main column, the upperThe mass demonstration and downclassmen routed the Freshmen last
town excursions of preceding years
Wednesday night in a short but fierce
were noticeably lacking this year. In
a total of eight Growlers for 1938-39. battle on Pickard Meld.
spite
of "Secret meetings, the nature
at
out
number
will
come
first
The
Unfortunately, the majority of the of which have not yet been divulged."
the Williams game. The others will be
Sophomores had little opportunity to the Freshmen failed to organize as
printed for: Maine game. Tufts game.
Christmas house parties. Ivy house participate in the fight; for by the they had openly advertised; and were
time they had followed out their not even noticed until a few
minutes
parties, Interscholastic Track Meet,
Masque and Gown play, and Com- strategy of attacking from an unex- before the 9.30 deadline set by the
pected Quarter of the field, '42's Student Council.
mencement.
ragged lines had broken under the
The
latest
word
from
Walt
Young
In the Masque and Gown issue spirited drive of the Sophomore vanis that the Freshmen will each conthere will be printed the words of the guard and nude Freshmen were seen tribute twenty-five
cents toward demusical by William H. Brown '39. fleeing the scene of battle, or stand- ferring the costs of molasses and
which will be presented at Christmas ing motionless in utter disbelief of "Procs' used. Those Freshmen who
their quick defeat.
were unable to obtain "Procs" behouseparty. Photographs of dress reHowever, those who were foolish cause of the upperclassrnen's neglihearsals will also be printed.
enough to remain after the first rush gence will soon have them.

its

is expected to prove a tough
nut for the most powerful of its opa ponents to crack.
Leading the team will be Captain
Mim Daddario, spectacular backfield
ace who has been the team's outstanding player ever since he broke
into varsity football two years ago.
Although handicapped by a dislocated
finger received two weeks ago in the
Coast Guard game. Mim will doubtlessly be in top form for Saturday.
Starting with him in the backfield
will be Wally Hussong, sophomore
halfback who has been made over
from an end with startling success.
The other two back-field starters will
be chosen from Ed Mues, Eve Challis, transfer from Annapolis, and Will
Hall. In Jack Moore, sophomore, and
Art Murphy, junior, backfield coach

outfit

!

j

!

]

I

j

friends

to
of

liked.

ace Litchfield with funds generously
donated by the Class of '98.
In addition to the Assyrian tablets
there are two bas reliefs of emperors
of Rome, Augustus Caesar and An-

tonius Pius, the latter being the best
sculpturing of the emperor in existence; there are also an Alexandrian
Relief of Heracles Asleep and a late
Club Elects
Classical Copy of
the Praxitelean
Satyr.
These are now in place in
President Sculpture Hall and all that remains
to complete the work is the painting
of the walls.
In a meeting of the Bowdoin ColThe Assyrian Reliefs, valued at aplege Camera Club held last Monday
proximately forty thousand dollars.
night in the Moulton Union, the offil ° th
1860
cers for the coming year were elected.
fT C° n e
and a group of interested freshmen
were introduced into the group. Ar- at that time missionary physician at
Mosul, on the Tigris, opposite the
thur Chapman '39 was elected presimounds of Kouyunjik, the site of
dent of the club. Bob Pennell '40 was
made vice-president, and Bob Chand- Nineveh. They are of a thickness
one-half to one-third of their original
ler '41 was elected secretary-treasur(Continued on Paice 2)
dimension and were sawed iii half for
er.
convenience in transportation down
Plans for the year were announced.; tne Tigris
across Jg Persia n Gulf.
and the next meeting was set for| and finally to Boston.
one week from next Tuesday. It isj
The moving and placing was acIS
announced that there still is plenty complished with the gift of five hunThe Masque and Gown smoker, of room for any interested freshmen dred dollars given to the College by
originally scheduled for earlier in the as the facilities for the club
quite
tion.

Camera

Chapman As
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MASQUE AND GOWN
TONIGHT
SMOKER

;

m

smoker

will start at 8.00 p.m.,

and

all

ed

if

they will

freshmen interested in any phase of they may
dramatics are requested to attend.
officers.

call the

notify

T.D. House,

£ ^^^^^legf^nd

|

week, will be held this evening in the extensive. President Chapman will
lounge of the Moulton Union. The take any names of students interest-

(Continued on Pa*e s>
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any of the other

Offer Speaking Prizes

i

Three

Gym Dances

To Complete

The orchestra which will play for the
By Richard Tukey
affair wjll be announced next week.
to the activities and climax j t
s tated
three remaining home football
The
dances lMt faH attracted
three
large
gym
dances
week ends,
many who attended the footbal
are being planned, according tu an games here during the sea*,,,,. Wil .
announcement made Monday night by , iams undergraduates as well as BowOakley Melendy '39. president of the do in students wUl be invited to attend
Student Council.
the dance on October 15.
A gala affair is planned for SaturA11 tjckets wi „
on M|e at the
day night, October 15th. the night of door on the nigh , of the dance Tfle
the Bowdoin- Williams football game admission is one dollar per. couple,
when the dance will be sponsored by Dating wiU commence at 9 p.m.
the College Band. With several tea
The other two gym dances will be
dances planned at the various frat- held on Saturday. November 5th, the
ernity houses on campus, it is ex- night of the Bowdoin- Maine game
pected that the gym dance will at- here and also Alumni day, and on
tract a large crowd.
November 12th, the night of the BowJohn Konecki '39. student leader of doin-Tufts football game.
the band and Richard E. Tukey '40.
Benefits from the first gym dance
senior drum major, are co-chairmen on the night of the Williams game
in charge of arrangements for the w
go towards new instruments and
dance the night of the Williams game,
(Continued o* Fa** t)

^^

To add

COMING EVENTS
Wednesday, October 5—8.00 pjn.
Masque and Gown Meeting in
Moulton" Union.
Friday, Oetsber 7— Chapel, The
President presiding.
3.00 p.m.. Football. Junior Varsity vs. M.C.I. at Pickard Field.

October g— Football
at Middletown.
Sunday. October a~ 5 o'clock
Chapel. Rev. Wallace W. Anderson of State Street Congregational Church. Portland, preSaturday,

—Wesleyan

siding.
1 1

In an effort to inspire enthusiasm
and to give a greater understanding
of fundamental American principles,
the Young Republican National Federation is conducting a Nation- Wide
Oratorical contest for persons between 16 and 24 years of age
First Congressional District eliminations will be held at Portland on
October 13. First and second place
winners will compete the following
week in the State contest at Augusta.
Regional eliminations will be held October 24-27. and the National finals
will be held November 1.
Winners of the National Contest
will receive J 1.000.00 and traveling
expenses. Second place award will be

Program Of After-Game Events
the

Tuesday. October
Fair opens.

Assistant Director of the Museum of
Fine Arts, by the College ground
crew under the direction of Mr. Hor-

wish

symthe
parents and
two Bowdoin men
who were well known and well
pathy

'40

the Cardinal uniform in recent years.
Boasting a powerful, experienced line
and a fair backfield. the Wesleyan

j

Assyrian Slabs, gift of Dr.
Henri Byron Haskell '55, have been
their former position in
the basement of the Walker Art
Building and have been placed in
Sculpture Hall. The work was done,
announces Professor Philip C. Beam,
five

moved from

In answer to the urgent appeal for
financial aid for relief work in the
hurricane stricken region, spectators
at the Bowdoin-Mass. State football
game last Saturday contributed approximately $150 to the Red Cross
drive here in Brunswick. The collection taken at the game is contrary to
College custom, but, as President
Sills had had announced previous to
the collection, it was only because of
the urgency of the situation that the
College officials agreed to the collec-

By

Orient

The

and singing.

staff
to extend their heartfelt

"Proc Night" molasses thick, gooey
stuff
which Sophomore President

the Bowdoin

Continued on Pair* 4)

ASSYRIAN TABLETS

SPECTATORS HELP
RED (ROSS DRIVE

Wesleyan meets Bowdoin this Saturday on Andrus Field with one of
the strongest elevens that has worn

!

night.

to

Richard K. Wlnstow, Wesleyan

The Political Forum, of which Professor Athern P. Daggett is faculty
adviser, will be conducted in much
the same manner as it was last year.
Meetings will be held every two
weeks starting Wednesday, October
5, at 1.00 p.m. Any undergraduate
who did not join at the first meeting
and who would

Experienced,

Powerful Front Wall;
Backs Are Fair

White, sophomore.

Soph Strategy Routs Freshmen
As Council Restricts Warfare

Topsham

I

g^

,

^

_

m

$500.00, and third place. $250.00. Regional
elimination prizes will be
$100.00 and $50.00. and the State
elimination prizes will be $50.00 and
$25.00.

Entry blanks

Mr

H*il
i
'

'

may

W**™

baa

SMSsMMiiMMI

Wilder.

^mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
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may

be obtained at

<><*** «n Massachusetts
T:ie "** of ten acceptable topics
alRO ** ODtained through Mr.

j

IMMM

appeared to have
all

There
changes

throughout the year. William C. Hart
'39 was unanimously elected presi-

it

Editor's Note: Last week we gave
a freshman permission to write a preview of the "Proc Night" affair. Realizing, however, that it is an age-old
custom that the sophomores should
have the last word, we are giving the
sophomores a chance to report the

real

first

cil

that those interested in working for
the magazine, either from the business or editorial standpoint, may give

almost thirty minutes of
game experience, something
that should be of real importance for
the Wesleyan battle. More than thirty men saw action against the Statesreceived

fifty students attended
meeting of the Political Forheld in the Moulton Union last (Courtavy of Portland Preaa Herald)
Just an Me* of how Capt. Nets Corey will look to the Wesleyan
Friday, September 30, for the pur•quad aext Saturday when the Polar Bears line up against the
pose of electing officers and discussCardinals.
ing the program to be followed

GROWLER ANNOUNCES
PLANS FOR THE YEAR
The members of the Growler staff
smoker in the Moulton
Union tomorrow evening at 8 p.m. so

brighter.

Bowdoin's
"unknown
qualities"
showed up remarkably well in the
Mass. State game, and in consequence

More than

the

This famous chorus has given over
has been submitted to the council
3,000 concerts in Europe, England,
for its approval. The bill asks for a
night that the gym dance follow- $100 salary for the Editor, $50 for Australia, and America, a record
which
no other chorus has ever
ing the Williams game here on Oc- the Business Manager, and $25 for
equalled. The thirty-six members of
tober 15 is to benefit the College the Assistant Editor.
the chorus are all ex-officers of the
Band, undergraduates should be urgThe bill also calls for a staff comed to attend the affair. Most of the posed of four Assistant Editors and Russian Czar's Imperial Army. They
money appropriated to the Band this two Assistant Business Managers were organized in 1923 in a prison
year has been expended for new uni- from the sophomore class, and such camp near Constantinople, under the
forms, the beauty of which will add freshmen as may be accepted by the direction of Serge Jaroff, and are
much to the dignity of the organiza- above group following a call for can- noted for their presentations of Russian sacred music, folk songs, and
tion. The benefits to be derived from
didates. The Editor of the Bugle for Cossack war songs.
the gym dance will be used to buy the previous year shall be associated
All undergraduates may attend the
needed instruments for the band in with the group under the title of Edconcert free of charge, if they* bring
addition to new musical selections.
itorial
Consultant. Sophomore and
their Blanket Tax books to the/Alumchosen
a
shall
be
by
members
junior
ni office no later than Wednesday,
Board of Control comprising the EdiOctober 12, and have them stamped.
tor, Assistant Editor, Business ManNo tickets will be given out on the
ager, and a Faculty Committee. The
day of the concert, except through
Editor for 1938-39 shall receive a $25
special permission.
stipulation, but not after this year.

will hold a

much

um

at

drawn up the reorganization plan and

Monday

gift

HART WILL LEAD
POLITICAL FORUM

.

r

a

to the College.

ising signs.

Present Concert

-

is

the crest of the
surprise 32-0 score

night for its invasion of the
already hurricane stricken area of
Middletown, Conn. The two hundred
and fifty mile jaunt to the enemy
territory of the Wesleyan Cardinals
has always spelled doom for the Big
White, but chances this year appear

Divinity School.

Don Cossacks To

the announcement

system

Simpson

its

morrow

M

ON BUGLE STAFF

117ITH

waves after

over Mass. State last Saturday. Bowdoin's Polar Bear eleven leaves to-

this concert and
In connect
rts. Professor
"Why, when there are so many further Simi
has
that on Wedgood people in the world, is the Tillotson
tober 12. a poll
evening,
world such a shamble?" was the nesday
eleven fraterniwill be taken
question asked by the Rev. John C.
rndike Club to deties and In the
Schroeder, former Bowdoin profestes of the students
termine by the
sor, in his opening remarks at the
at day these conwhat hour and
chapel services last Sunday afterId.
Mimeographed
certs should be
noon. Dr. Schroeder is well acquainttributed for this
sheets will be
ed with Bowdoin and its surround- purpose.
Biblical
ings, having been professor of
>n has also anProfessor
Literature from 1934 to 1936. He is nounced that beginning October 12
now holding a similar position at Yale
(Continual oa Pan Z)

another accomplishment to bis already mountainous activities at Bowdoin. Taking over supervision of the
college band this year, the music professor has incited a new spirit and
enthusiasm in an organization that
has long remained dormant on camPaul Le Baron Wheeler
pus. And he is getting results.
been accepted by the Student Coun- They permit no extremes in life and
- r
cil as the editor of the Class of 1940
MAKING its initial appearance this Bugle. Philip C. Young '40 will are moderate in everything. There is
no power in this class of goodness, he
season last Saturday, the band, be Assistant Editor, while William concluded.
musically speaking, has notably im- Whitney Fairclough, Jr., '40 has been
The second group, which Dr.
proved. Much credit in this should be selected as Business Manager. The Schroeder
the
"modern
termed
given to John Konecki '39, student council in its meeting last Monday Pnarisee," is the class of good people
the
organization.
At
of
appointments
the
the
of
accepted
leader
night
(Continued on Pag* 2)
Williams football game, the band is to Edwin Vergason '39, last year's ediappear in its new uniforms, a feature tor. The retiring Business Manager is
that should attract much due respect Willard H. Currier '39. The class of
from all sources. No one doubts the '40 has yet to vote on the appointnecessity of a fine football team to ments.
make a success of a game but it is
Plans for the year have not been
on the band, the cheer leaders, and announced; for there still is a move
other less publicized groups that the before the Student Council whereThe celebrated Don Cossack Singcolor of the afternoon depends. Thirty in the Bugle executives will reers will make their first appearance
students, are now on the waiting list ceive a salary for their work on the
in Brunswick on Thursday evening,
for the band, and with such interest it book. A special sub-committee of the
October 13, in the auditorium of the
should go places this year.
Faculty Committee on Audit has Brunswick High School
8.15 p.m.

COUNCIL PASSES

first of

of the Class

Union With God

riding on

Still

thf Simpson Memorial
victrola records
by the Simpson
win be a
be presented to
sound system.
in music in the
all who are infc
ton Union on Tueslounge of the
day evening, October 11, at 8.15 p.m.

The

Concerts, in

scoring

T>ROFESSOR

Bowdoin Football Squad
Leave Thursday For
Wesleyan

HOPE DAY'SREST
WILL BREAK JINX

Through Losers
By Richard

11

CONCERT WEN TO
UNDERGRADUATES

Because most of the student body
will not be able to be on hand Saturday to cheer the "Big White" a large Electrical

Bonzagni Scores Final Tally
After Racing 63 Yards

NO.

I

For

NextConcerts

Adam Walsh may

also be present to say a few words
along with some of the players.

1&38

Attack On Cardinal Eleven
To
CHARGING CAPTAIN
Game

GIVEN TUESDAY

Dean

•As Deceptive Attack

was

carried off In an orderly fashion with
the upperclassmen as well as the

-

the steps of the Walker Art Building. A parade, starting from in front
of the A.D. house at about 7.15 and
led by the band, will proceed to the
Art Building in the usual manner.

5,

Bowdoin Primes Guns For

CONCERT TO BE

The football rally for the Wesleyan
game will be held tomorrow night on

E.

gratulated- for their efficient super-

s

WESLEYAN RALLY
TOMORROW NIGHT FIRST SIMPSON

BEARS TROUNCE
MASS. STATERS
BY 32-0 SCORE

BOWDOIN .- WESLEY AN
GAME ON SATURDAY

ORIENT

BRUM SWICK, MAlJp, WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER

(68th Year)
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Cress
aWard and U*ssJ
COnsttd
I

W^TWAfc

At the recent 32-0

SCERT
W€AN BROADCASTS
WlLt. BE TUESDAY
BOWDOIN GRID GAMES

AlRytfci TAfcte Are

mmmmwmx

I

tidal

wave

AK BlliMMg

MoTOd Ul

(Omtln
iiitmBged re nx*e'""the tob****
who are sure to see plenty of action. slabs, the heaviest weighing over two
«nd a hair tons, to their new site.
as reserves.
Jim McCabe, veteran linesman will The room in which the slabs were
hoId down the' center position. Along formerly situated is being renovated
Bob and will be turned into a print galAlibrlo
To
T'fi.^US?
Lichtenberg wffl be playrng guard, lery.
Mr. Beam also announces that durAt the tackles win be big Dick Phelps
and sophomore Bill L-eckie, star of ing November and December there
last year's frosh outfit. Johnny Green will be exhibitions of prints by Samfrom Past*

that

«t
v.

ate

MrTs

iTwas

S?

from Pas*

1)

**&*

stmmi
wi)1 ** available to
Bowdoin football assumes added
the student body from 3.45 p.m. to
importance with the announcement
5.45 p.m. every afternoon. This time
that the Portland Broadcasting Comif set apart for the individual use of

j**1*

pany through

station

WGAN

will

j

a'bie"to apprec'i-

for uLTe vttory?
heard to remark write

ou!-

1)

and CTUMtt Swart has two '%pee«ReT#Hsrew

struck Mass. State Mrs. Sills
the President were animated spectators with other prominent personin Brunswick's Who's Who. At

MWlnmM

HWW you. n.
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Copies of the entire list of records
owned by the College will also be
available to the students. Any record
from this sheet may be requested for
the day and hour desired.

I

broadcast play-by-play descriptions of
the Bowdoin football games, exclud-

ing the Wesleyan game this week end
leavings
which will take place at MMdletown.
the stands, "Lucky game, wasn't it."
Conn.
- c
The Coca Cola Bottling Plants Inc.
MteservB, Professor
Mr.
PhM
- October 11, IMB-ft.l* p.m.
Program
AMOcUto Editor*
and Joe Morningstar, both regular uel Chamberlain and Arthur Heintof Portland and Burnham and Morla
Instructor
and
CfteaiiNtry
of
Leonard J. Cohen *3f
Sttnm S. TYacy, Jr. '39
Bach rill Co. of Portland are sponsoring the
ends for the second season, will be m'zelman. two of the most outstanding Arioso
fjteetogy, haw fci* own convictions
print
makers
the
whistle,
of
the
United
States.
lineup
Rondo,
violin
concerto
..
Beethoven
programs.
at
opening
A broadcasting booth has
SaaUiagthg
the
dit or*
as to the meteorological aspects
while John Heath, Charlie Garrison
Richard K. Doyle '40
Soloist: Fritz Kreisler
been specially constructed for the
George M. Stevens. Jr. '40
of Brunswick and surrounding
Hank Anderson, Warren Cagney,
Richard W. Sullivan, Jr. 40
Richard E. Tukey '40
Afternoon of a Faun
Debussy microphones. Dick Bates, program diterritory. In * recent class he
Doug Ross, Herb Gale and Sam Hayperiodically,
There will be a meeting of the
that
prophesied
Bassoon and Orchestra
Assistant Managing fcoUost.
rector of WGAN. and Sam Henderward are all among the reserves
Thorrjdike club one week from
probably once evarjr tab years,
Philip E. Reaua '40
Jdhn G. Waeelock, 3rd '40
La Vida Breve
De* Falla son, the station's chief announcer,
w.iom Jack Blott will undoubtedly
tonight, October 12, in the MoulBrunswick experiences tremors
Concerto. First movement
use against the Polar Bears.
Sitfe- Editor*
handled the Mass. State game last
It
1on
force*.
Union.
All
Thorndike
club
due to subterranean
Burring unforseen accidents, the
James H. Cupit, Jr. '41
David W. D. DMomni '41 John C. Evans '41
Rachmaninoff week, and they will probably continue
members are requested to be
wasn't tang before It was brought
jWesmen, who so far this year hnvej present.
Herbert V. Field '41
Theodore Hoitt '41
Luther A. Hanr, Jr. r41
Soloist: Sergei Rachmaninoff
to ttght that our awto e t atag tst is
to run the play-by-play descriptions.
shown spirited offense and a wealth
Robert A. toman '41
Thaddeu* J. Kael*. '41
Jack R. Kinnard '41
about the only member af the
of defensive power, should make subCharles W. Marr '41
William E. Valuta* Hi
Walter S. Pierce '41
faculty who carries earthquake
slant
ial strides towards avenging the
'41
Harold L. Pines '41
E. Harold Pottle, Jr. HI Henry A. Shorey, 3rd
Insurance.
13 tc
defeat given them a year ago
THAT MPS V
W!U, IT
-c
MY, .THAT
Charts H. Mergendahl, Jr. '41
Max Weinshel '41
the Bowdoin club
SAYS HERE: J YOUR FIRST 1
LITTLE
Freshman Dick Merrill is taking 1°*
NURSERY j
'tH HONOR
SCHOOLBOWDOIN PI 1U8HINO
trip
be-!
no chances on a rrjioo or a
OF THE
1
RHYME, 9
HOUSE
CHUB8WS, i
u
CHILDREITS
CERTAINLV
»»;SCHR0El)ER
CLASSIC,
BUT I'LL BET |
Pierson C. Iradn "3«
MUST BE
MARY HAD YOU CAWT
TTaOLD^
Assistant Mahagin
matches, little black cap, or a pledge!
RECITE IT
A LITTLE
IN
Guy H. Hunt. Jr. '40
Richard H. Abbott '40
On his door ho has a notice
pin.
I
LAMB" j
- ^"JtaVamaT
Edward J. Plate '40
air-TV cy^gaa,
bf~
pinned with the three articles listed
( Continued
from Pane i>
PaMUhart awry Wnttmrfay atari** the Calla«* Vmr k* W> SttxtaaU. of Bowrtoin CoHes*. in order to refresh a memory crowd-;
Atl contribution* and oommunicaUaa* tkooM M at *all to the ManaainK Editor by Sunday
hundred oiher freshmen who let ihomselves ho moulded by
Sarin praoedln* tha Hat. of MbH-aaVm. The KHKm
CMaf is reroonsibl- for th- «titortal ed with a
the
rules
life
of
them
For
roramn tha Hanasrtmr EMitor far mmn Baat makM«. AH aaaunaaicalkMis ragardiiu- sub«rrip- "musts."
good living.
Uob« should t» attdreaaed to th* Buaineaa Maiukaar of tha Bowdoin PubiUhir* Company.
jjf
,
te forbidding rather
- e
than inspiring.
J
Waai lfrtlosa. S2.M oar raw in aaWaaaa. With aY—swi tX.EO
TTley become self-conscious of their
Entarad a* atten d class matter at taa
La* paaaofAer
/'tLaaBBWaal
own goodness. The acme of such
things, oap ariaHy tor the
SaBBaBKBir^BBBt /aar?aBBfl
Managing Editor tar thai
goodness was Well illustrated by a
lertnrer. aVteentty, «nr one and
story concerninR an excerpt from an
only P»jUaO Burnett wan InGeorge M. Stevens
PRINCE ALBERT TOBACCO IS PREPARED FOR
ancient hook of the Emily Post etiALL RIGHT,
volved in a vtvW explanation of
SMARTY.
SMOKERS UNDER THE PROCESS DISCOVERED
quette type in which it was stated
Val. LX VUI
the external and Inter— » forces
aa esaay. Qctohata.***
o»
No. 11
ET*SHrAR
IN MAKING EXPERIMENTS TO PRODUCE THE
that books written by men should bo
affecting our indUhhial behavior.
YOU RECITE
MOST DELIGHTFUL AND WHOLESOME
separated on book shelves from those
WHAT'S ON
Then, he gave «* a tanuwh. exTOBACCO FOR CIGARETTE
ThE BACK
written by women unless they were
AND PIPE SMOKERS
ample. He *dM as haw to exOF YOUR
man and wife.
"Behavior's Boomplain
«%tr
TOBACCO
To
-7
discover
goodness
for
TIN
real
Monday night a plan for die reorganization of the Bugle
themselves, people must get the idea
was considered by the Student Council. This move will probably
of being a debtor to God said Dr.
Sraroeder.
Good people think thoy
Elects
come to many as a complete surprite
and it should not be an Political
are doing their duty by merely being
good, and that by their goodness,
unpleasant surprise. Bugle editors and their staffs have in the past
Leaders
they are doing the world a favor, it
is not
the primary object of the
spent much time and effort in getting out die yearbook, and for
(Conthmw) from Pare :)
church to mould man's conduct. The
their work they have received little more, in the way of remunera- member may do so at this meeting.
primary object of the church is to
The Forum offers an opportunity acquaint him Kith his kinship to God.
tion, than the somewhat dubious hohor that goes with the posi- for discussion of political and ecoSelf-conscious
goodness
is
nomic affairs of the world, it is a found much too often in the world
tion.
It is only fair that they be rewarded with something conmember of the Model League of Na- stated Dr. Schroeder. Religion is
IN
tions which meets annually in a New concerned with our getting the vision
crete.
England college or university to con- of God, not how good we are. And in
TOO.
This consideration brings up, however, the larger matter of sider problems which confront the conclusion. Dr. Schroeder asserted
real League of Nations. It has also that true goodness can be reached
PIPE
injustices in other student publications. Members of the Quill joined the Model League of Nations only through the avenue of religious
which is limited to Maine, and is a vision.
board, for example, receive no compensation at all.
Quill editor member of the International Rela**§!*
SMOOT 29FWU3HMT PtffFUlSaf Prince Albert. If yoa
perhaps gets more satisfaction from producing and editing crea tions Club of New England. The ofdon't f iad it t*M mrRawest, taatiaat pipe tobacco you
ficers plan to bring faculty members
ever smoked, return the pocket tin with the rent of
the tobacco in it lo ur it aay time within a moath
tive writing, but here too there is a considerable expenditure of and outside authorities to speak at
from Ibn data, and we will refund full purchase price,
—
meetings which will be announced
plus postage. iSitntd R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.,
time and effort. And, as has recently been said, the business man- later.
irontinuaa from Paw I)
Winston-Salem, North Carolina
musical selections for ihe College
Coprririt. mi. E. J. Rmoioa Tobacee Oe.
ager of the Quill has one of the most thankless jobs on campus.
band.
At the Bowdoin-Williams
game, the band will make its initial
During the past few years the magatine has carried scarcely
All those interested in swimappearance in their new uniforms.
ming are asked to report to
Later on in the season, dances are
HE ffATJONAl
pipeful* of fragrant tobacco in
any advertising, and with the present set-up there is no incentive
Coach Bob Miller Monday afterexpected to be conducted in the
every 2-oz. tin of Prince Albert
JOY SMOKE
noon in the office adjacent to t.>e
lounge of the Moulton Union on Satfor its business board to go out after any.
income from adSwimming practice will
pool.
urday nights under the auspices of
the Student-Faculty Union Board.
Start next week.
vertising, in addition to the regular Blanket Tax appropriation,

u*

John K. Rich,
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PR\NCE ALBERT RATES

CUM LAUDE

MILDNESS, MELLOWNESS,
AND TASTE. SMOKES COOLER
CAKES UP AW
RIGHT
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Ninde Albert

An

would make

possible

more

issues.

two

Last year only

issues of

the Quill appeared, where four would be none too many.

The

establishment of salaries, similar to those on the Bugle, would give

the staff a greater incentive to strengthen the

«3,mli".t

position

on

DOtfr LET TENSION^GET'TOUR NERVES

campus.

Collie
Rough-coated

CfJMMUNICATrON

ancestry

the realms of higher learning as they

sheep-herding

'truck on dowa.' I write from experrBrunswick speaks «„*•*
I write this, Not long ago,
through the median of a letter. We
wW1<f wa , king wjth a frJend from
thank Miss No-Ed for her critical
Tofmhim to Brunswick, we saw a
view of college life and we sympaEditor',

Note:

thtee with her as well as we do with
the other townspeople of Brunswick.,

What

is

this

younger generation com

ing to?

Please pardon the familiarity as
haven't

^^ «
WfW

students apprtiachil, g they
eas0y ldentmed by tneir sweat .

^ We

been

formally

,

eJrpected f0 gjye

them

|he|r

share of the walk, but as they drew
intention

could see that they had no
of granting us the same

eaurteay.

Maybe

nearer,

Dear Boys:

Collie's

being jostled by the 'gentlemen' from

1

we or perhaps

just

it

a

is

is

as old as

He's giving his
nerves a rest

itself.

Name

from AngloSaxon "col" meaning
Scotch

called

them "coney

dogs"

black.

after the black -faced

V

.

|
;V

"colley" sheep they *

and so

tended. Noted for
acute hearing, extraordinary homing sense,
devotion to doty.

is

he

J*f,\

&

the Irish in me,

mean

disposition

introduced.

popping up, anyway, I stuck to my
However, there are so many things
half of the sidewalk and received a
done around Brunswick without fornasty bump from the 'Boy Sprout' in
mality I feel sure that my breach of
the white sweater, as he passed. And
etiquette will be considered as mild
nary a pardon begged!
and forgiven readily.
As far as I can see, the BrunsEver since one night last week
wick boys who have been graduated
when ohe of the college students
from the local high school accord
egotistically remarked, "We students
a girl more respect and courtesy than
have the pick of the town," I have
the boys in college.
been itching to grab up a pen and
Oh, yes, in regard to the so-called
write a few lines to tell you boys
'pick up dates.' It is unusual to walk
what some of the local girls really
to Brunswick when college is out,
think of you.
without at least one chance of a
Rah! Rah! Rah! College boys, long
'pick-up.'
may they wave, or to be more exact
It has been said, I am told, that the
should say Waver,' as it seems to be
girls who are easy pickings are markthe accepted thing among you boys
ed, stamped, and rated. Don't forget,
to get half tight and brag upon yoiir
my fine feathered friends, you too are
apparent lack of co-ordination. You
poled and seared by those of us who
consider it smart and sophisticated.
da not give a hang for all your
We girls think you most duU and ful horns and flashy neckties. tuneWe
farmerish.
Judge you just as you judge us.
Before I write further, I wish to
If my identity is ever found out by
state that my epistle is pointed toyou fellows. I may weH expect to be
ward those of you Who are in Bow- halved
and quartered and maybe
doin just because you wanted to go to
birred and feathered as a good meascollege, and one might add, not necesaarH*/ for on education in books.
this opportunity to let
I do not pay tuition to live in
yaU college boys know the reaction of
Brunswick as do you students, but I aarne of
the local girls is wHl worth
do think that year round ruitk'iiU the risk.
*
should be graitad the cM. right of
•So, I shall sign this
walking on the • <dewakks without .beA NO-ED.
ing compelled to step from it to avoid

THIS Collie dog has a nervous system that
remarkably similar to yours. Like yours
complicated. Bnt here is where a
big difference comes in: The dog can spring
and then relax, while
into flashing action
man's nature makes him unkind to his nerves.
is

it is delicate,

—

All too often, we work too hard, worry too much,
are fatigued or sleepless from strain. Nerves cry
for rest, but

we do not

hear. Don't let tension

"get" your nerves. Give your nerves a frequent
rest— take time for a Camel. Camels help you
to remember that you need a brief bit of leisure,
for they are mild and mellow, a supremely
tnjoyahle cigarette,
cos.

Smokers

made from

find that

costlier tobac-

"LET UP-LIGHT

UP A CAMEL"

puts more joy into riving,
and that Camel's costlier tobaccos arc mild
and soothing to their nerves.

There's more joy in living when
you "Let up light up a Camel

—

MISS OI.UB

TUCKa

(left),

office

manager,

My

method
says: "I can't afford to get nervous.
is to let up, and light up a Canul. It's a grand
way to smooth out tense nerves. I smoke Camels
a lot. They're, so mild and navory. Camels are
soothing to

my nerves. Most of my friends who

seem always at ease prefer Camels.''

RALPH GULDAHL {right), golf champion,
an "inside" story. "I've learned to ease
up now and again— to take rime for a Camel.
re veils

the little breaks in daily nerve tension that
help to keep a fellow on top. Smoking a Camel
me a feeling of well-being. Here is a cigaIt's

gives

rette that is sootkini

to my nerves!"

LET UP- UGHTUPA CH/H£U
Smokers

find

Camel's Costlier Tobaccos are Soothing to the Nerves

N

-
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THE B0WDQ1N ORIENT
Leads rrcW
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FltOSHELEVEN

Tournament

In Goff

SMOOTHS OCT
DEFENSE PLAY

POLAR BEAR ELEVEN EASILY SUBDUES
MASS. STATE IN OPENING GAME,

The 18-hole qualifying round of the
golf tournament has been completed with Robert Muhen emerging
as medalist. Mullen had a 73 for the
18 holes. The runner-up in the medal
play was Captain Harry Hood, Jr.,
who carded a 76.
fall

Wells Splits Squad Into Two
Groups Preparing For
The draw was made October 2, and
match play began last Monday. OctoOpening Contest
ber

3.

THREE

BOWDOIN BLOCKERS OPEN HOLE IN DEFENSE

WHITE BEGINS
FOURTH YEAR
UNDER WALSH

According to the schedule, one

match per week is to be played. If a
match is not played off on time, the
two contestants will toss a coin, the

INJURIES HAMPER
TEAM'S PROGRESS

winner advancing into the next round.
The list of the qualifiers is: Robert
«y Jack Keefe
With the first Frosh game only a Mullen. 73; Harry Hood. Jr.. 76; Wallittle more than a week away, Coach ter Benham, 77; Frank Woodruff, 79;
Linn Wells is driving his yearlings Rodney Ross, Jr., 80; Wilfred Girard,
daily in practices to smooth out the 80; Phil Bean. 82; E. Fischer. 82;
running attack and to bring the de- Jim Richdale, 84; F. E. Mathews, 85;
fensive work up to par. The large Al Clarke, 85; Luther Abbot, 85; J.
squad has been divided into two Knowlton. 86; Paul Messier, 86; Eastgroups, as has been the custom in ham Guild. 96.
previous years. Squad A is composed
of 33 players and Squad B includes
those fellows who are not in the first
33. The offense has been stressed the
most during the past week; for Coach
Wells has been anxious to see how
his ball carriers are able to handle
themselves.
Although the backfield of Squad A
will be much lighter than the one
laat year, it will have the necessary
newer and strength. In a scrimmage

Frosh Drop

Snappy Offense Leads White
to Easy Victory' Against
Annual Opponent

WALSH MAKES USE
OF RESERVE POWER
Second, Third String Men
See Plenty Of Action In
Saturday's Game

Two

Ranking Netmen
Two

(Continued from Pas* 11
to the right behind some scyt.he~hke
blocking only to cutback on his own
to the port -side of the scattered State
secondary and scoot off some 63 yards
to score the test Bowdoin touchdown.

Bowdoin's

seeded tennis
.players met defeat at the hands of
freshmen netmen in the fan Senate
tournament as the second round of
of

j

the singles division was oomplod.
Lincoln Menard defeated John Stewon last Monday. Squad A was split
art, seeded sixth, in the second round,
up into three teams with the first while
Chick Ireland defeated J. D.
two teams doing most of the work.
who

Several long runs were uncorked by
the Fresh. Bell, Holt, Williams, and
Dyer were particularly outstanding
among the ball-toters. Little attention has been paid to passing or kicking. However, three or four of the
hacks are equally adept in both arts.

These two offense weapons will be
dealt with this week.
Included in Squad A backfield are:
Fisher, Holt, Bell, Hannigan. Martin,
Coombs, Ferrini, Williams, Dyer, and
MacKay. The first squad line will
average 175 pounds. So far no real attempt has been made to pick a first
string line. Of course, there are three

i

!

Marble,

j

j

is

seeded eighth

in

who were

the

seeded in lh? dou-

and Shnttuck, Stewart
and Pope, Rich and Ireland, and Akeley and Morse.
The results of the first round of
the singles as of Monday were as follows: B. Shattuck defeated R. Carland. 6-2, 6-0; H. Pottle defeated R.
A. Inman, 6-2. 6-3; K. Eaton defeated
B. Haley. 6-4. 6-3 ;.B. Bloodgood defeated H. Coffin, 6-4, 6-0; H. A. Sharey defeated A. Nichols. 6-2, 6-2; J.
E. Tracy defeated J. B. White, 6-1.
bles are Hill

Lincoln Menard defeated W.
Haire, 6-2, 8-6; Stewart defeated E.
Stetson, 6-1, 6-4; K. Birkett beat J.
Auperin on a default; Tennyson defeated P. Bagley, 6-4, 6-2; J. S.
Churchill was vanquished by B. Robinson. 6-1. 7-5; E. B. Williams defeated G. Winchell, 6-2, 6-4; L. {tandefeated
Poland,
6-2,
6-0;
P.
Stephens beat A. Clark on a default;
Menard also won from Phil Gates on
a default; C. Hill beat Jenkinsen,
6-2, 6-1; L. Abbott defeated Hunt,
6-0. 6-2; H. Mbrse defeated P. H.
another
Hermann. 6-0. 6-1; J. Scope defeated
6-2;

or four outstanding men in the line at
present, but Coach Wells says that he
must wait for a time yet until he will
be able to decide definitely as to his
starting lineups.
The mjury list has grown considerably in the last week. Chief among
the casualties was Ed Fisher, a quarterback. Fisher was counted on to be
the regular signal caller, but. a dislocated elbow will keep htm on the
sheH until the Ricker game at least.

Coach Wells must groom
back for this -position. Billy Murphy,
L. F. Smith,
suffering a torn shoulder, will also be
out for a greater part of the season,
if not the entire season. The former
Boston Latin back was expected to
play a prominent part in the success
of the Froeh team. Seavey Bowdoin
received a slight leg injury during
"Proc Night" and will be out of action for a short time. A third back,
Ferrini, has a wrenched thigh muscle
which frequently bothers him in action. The linemen as a whole have remained uninjured, the backs taking
most of the bruises. In discussing
the season as a whole. Coach Linn
Wells says that the Ricker game will
be the toughest to win. "I say that
in spite of the fact that Ricker was
beaten by Hebron last week.
Our
game with the Ricker boys comes in
v the middle of Hell Week. It was the

Bowdoin Scores Quickly

The Bowdoin Bears started rolling
at the outset after State's possession
of the ball had netted a minus 12

college ranking.

Those

6-3, 0-6. 6-0.

F. Kelley won a default from R.
Stover; H. Talbot defeated W. Gib-

son, 3-6, 6-4, 6-3; F. Hall defaulted;
E. Pope defeated H. K. Sowies, ft-4,
6-3; Marbh? defeated A. C. White on

a default Ireland defeated H. Greene,
6-2; J. D. Nichols defeated J.
Lewis, 6-2. 6-2; Len Cohen defeated
C. S. Brand. 6-3, 5-7.
6-4;
H. A.
Wheeler defeated Winchell, 6-0, 6-0;
W. B. Hale defeated C. J. Elliot, 10-8.
8-6, 6-4; R. Woods defeated Bob Barton. 7-5, 6-3; and J. Rich defeated
Loomis, 6-1, 6-0.
In the second round Shattuck de;

6-2,

(Continuad on P»ire 4)

week last year that
cost us the game with Andover. The
same Hell Week will make it much
activities of this

harder for us to win this year."

Sunday Tete*ram>

of Portland

Benny

arsokas carrying

ball as blockers clear

path through Mass. Staters.
out of play

Cross-CoHirtry

By Bud

Stevens
Blocking, team co-ordination, and heads-up football certainly were the
watchwords of the Mass. State game last Saturday as the Bowdoin lads
romped to an easy victory. The first team hoe played mid-season ball
throughout its share of the first half, and as a result they were able to annex
two touchdowns. The blocking and precision with which the plays were
carried out was .certainly far ahead of past years. And lucky it was; for
it gave the untested players a chance to step into some real game experience.
The sophomore backfield together with many soph linemen had their first
taste of Bowdoin Varsity football, something that might come in handy
next week end as the Bears tackle a much stronger and more versatile team.

In a meeting held last Thursday
Because of his recent resignation
White Key announced the
from his duties as trainer for the foot- night the
hall squad, Coach Jack Magee will be
able to devote more time to his fall

cross-country squad.

Trie squad, un-

der Captain George Hill, has already
shown a great deal of enthusiasm and
spirit. Coach Magee has stated that
he definitely looks forward to a better
year than the fall track teams of 'the
past.

interfraternity football league schedules.
The rules for competition have
not been changed from those of last

year. In the last meeting of the White
Key last year their cash on hand
was voted to be spent for a permanent interfraternity touch football
cup. This cup is to be held by the
house that wins it each year.

—s

a—

-

for the fourth year.

—

;

j
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ALL Your

CUMBERLAND

PRINTING
We

Wednesday

have had long experience in
producing for Bowdoin men:

October 5

Tenth Avenue Kid
wHs

—

Bruce Cabot

Beverly Roberts

m

i on re sure of a iegicy
this—
one of the oldest brotherhoods on
any campus: Get yourself an

become a

And Other

also

News

March

Thursday

of

October 6

—

Arrow's

fall

Margaret Lindsay
also

crop

is

Comedy

Friday

the round point, longer point, tab
and button down. Mitoga-f it,

Sanrorued-Shrunk. The '"'""two
fee is nominal at $2 and up.

WE NOW STOCK

10% on $100

Paul K. Niven. Bowdoin 191B

October 8

and Show

with
The RJtz Brothers

Moa. -Toe*.
Bing Crosby

—

the goal line, free as the breeze. Haldane's kick was wide, and left the
count at 19-0.
Austin Scores On Interception
A brief passing flurry flung by
Mass. State petered out at the Bowdoin 13. and the resulting HaldaneBonzagni-Pifield march for once failed to score and State held for downs *
on their 24. The surge was but mo-^
mentarily halted for sophomore Sunny 'Austin snagged a stray State forward on the 30 and ran unmolested
to the goal. Handy-Andy Haldane's
placement bisected the cross-bar and
Bowdoin led. 26-0. By this time substitutes were depopulating the bench
and the half ended uneventfully.
(Continued on Pace 4)

TONDREAU

BROS. CO.

MAINE STREET

EVERYTHING THAT'S GOOD
TO EAT

M

I packages Walnut

—

Am*. Dertgiis with Envelopes $1.50
Finest Grade, a work of Art
$3.00
.

.

Name

]

An

Total Value
Special

THE NEW

$2.10

inscribed on each if desired.
ideal Xnuw Gift. Order at Once.

NICHOLS A CO>IPANY

$1JO

Rockmart, Georgia

a snack

— CONFECTIONERS —

Compliments of

Largest Line of Pipes and Tobacco
In Town
TOILET ARTICLES

Brunswick Bowling Alley'

Jarvis Restaurant and Tea
FIDELITY BUILDING
for regular meals or for

also

Room

The COLLEGE

at our

Hk

New Book

of

BOOKSTORE

Poems hy Professor Robert

MAINE BALLADS
1

T

i

Oct. 10-11
Fred Mar-Murray
ia

Sing You Sinners

N

VISIT

Cartoon

i

Red Rowson who was standing over

BEACTIFTL PERSONAL
CHRISTMAS CARDS

orders

WELCOME STUDENTS

also

Straight, Place

With the quarter nearly over and
the game all but decided, a potent
second team came in to emulate the
Varsity. For the third straight time
that Bowdom got its hands on the
baH, a quick touchdown was the result early in the second period. Bonzagni and Andy Haldane took over,
and aided by a twisting 14-yard reverse by Haven Fifield, went 37 yards
to Bowdoin's third touchdown. Haldane bulleted a short toss to blocky

T»

SPECIAL

Manager

The Orient

Melendy's scoring
placement made the

MORTON'S NEWSSTAND

—

News

play. Melendy's
score 13-0.

Drug Store

a complete line of S. S. Pierce
M. C. Perkins, Mgr.
146 Maine Street
specialties at Boston
catalogue prices

TeL655-W

Betty Grable
Eleanor Whit ney

Luisetti

Alien's

38 to tally again. On
fullback Melendy re-

block on

telling

87

with

Hank

Selected Short Subjects
*

i&eneifers

___^___

a request.

October 7

Saturday

ARROW SHIRTS

—

Campus Confessions

the latest collar models including

'

—s

own

advance

this

This ts a pretty touchy point to discuss, but the real
point that I am trying to bring out is that now, this year,
when the Odhv-Bowdoin game looms on the horizon as the
outstanding football clash for the Maine State Title, let's
have Ok same spirit and good feeling that arwavs prevails
at a Malne-Bowdoui game. Let's not have any after-game
activities that might mar an otherwise perfect day, no
matter who wins or loses. The Student Council already is
nuking a special effort to put a stop to any such demonstration before, during or after the game. Therefore with
the student body leader * behind such a move, let's keep
our eyes on the eleven men on the field and hope that they
take the game in their stride.
a
•
In the last couple of years there has been a decided fad. if it may be
called such, toward the use of the candid camera. When so many of the stuteam,
it is only natural that there were
football
the
following
dent body are
numerous requests filed in the athletic office for permits to take pictures of
the game from the sidelines. As much as the officials dislike doing it they
were forced to prohibit the twenty or so students from getting on the sideThe rule of course, seems pretty harsh to the candid camera addicts,
lines.
but it is absolutely necessary for the smooth running of the game. It would
be impossible to allow a dozen or two dozen students the free run of the
sidelines; for they would always be bunched along the scrimmage line, spoiling the spectators' view as well as causing a great deal of confusion among
the officials and the coaches. Therefore, it is hoped that the students who
applied for this permission will realize that the college cannot allow such

Printing

Ask Us For Quotations

Printers of

new and

Exclusive patterns with

s

its

lieved the half-back monopoly. Legate's 18 yards, a shovel pass from
Melendy to Karsokas for 29 and Melendy's scoring spin ate up most of the
yardage. The pass to Karsokas was a
work of art, as Mel smoothly spun to
shovel it into Benny's hands, while
Ben returned the "compliment with a

—

TheRecordOffice 1% on $16.00 — 2% on $20.60
— Telephone S —

with

Sound Act
different.

Time

Garden of the Moon
Pat O'Brien

STATIONERY
POSTERS
ALUMNI LETTERS
TICKETS
FRATERNITY FORMS

from

a
s
While we are on the subject of Colby and Bowdoin. it might be timely
to review the relations between the two colleges as far as the football season is concerned. Probably the outstanding game of the Maine series is the
Maine-Bowdoin game.
This has been so ever since I have known of the
Maine State league, and it probably has been the custom for many more
years. The question, of course, is just how and why this game has appeared to over-shadow '.he other state contests. It could be because Maine is always strong, or maybe the answer can be found in the sportsmanship and
cordiality that has always prevailed throughout the Maine Bowdoin series.
Any man that has played against the Maine Bears will admit that the Pale
Blue put forth the cleanest and most sportsmanlike team among our Maine
opponenw.
,

Melendy Goes Over
first exchange following the
Bowdoin marched 62 yards

the

kick-off

Mi

Sound Act

—

SODA BAR
Lnncheam from Kc

NEW POETRY OF NEW ENGLAND
to 75c

After an evening's study, drop down for a

We're open

until 1 a.m.

la ant
Proas.

—

P. T. Coffin

la

f L75
$2.00

volume hy Mr. Coffin uuhMdifJ by the Johns Hopkins
This volume contains Ms lecture* en Frost and Robinson,
which he delivered at Johns Hopkins University.

bite.

F.

v

6-0.

On

matter how much we boost of Saturday's victory,
or no matter how elated we feel over the victory, a sure
of changing the outlook is to take a glance at the
Colby win over the Tufts Jumbos. The Moles came eat with
what we all more-or-less were expecting sooner-or-later,
for when Al McCoy arrived on the Colby campus last year
It was commonly predicted that Muletnun would ascend
to new heights on the gridiron. However, the rise wasn't
expected in the short period of two years; for t'otby was
certainly In the throes of a bad shortage of materia! and
spirit. Nevertheless, McCoy seems to have done it, and Cathy looms on the Bowdoin schedule as the team to beat if
the Polar Bears are to keep the Stare Championship Title

The games are to run from October
to November 3, held every Tuesday,

A number of promising sophomores, 4
coupled with more experienced men.
Wednesday, and Thursday, with the
are expected to uphold the team.
later.
The veterans are: Capt. George Hill play-offs coming sometime
Postponements for any reason must
'39, Don Watt
'39, Harry Baldwin
be reported to Harry Hood by each
"40, Don Bradeen '40, Tom Lineham
fraternity's White Key member. Ar'40, Charlie Pope *40, and Bill Mitchpostponements must
ell '40.
The sophomore contingent rangements for
be made with the executive commitBtals of: Jim Doubleday. Nils Hagtee as the result is forfeiture.
strorn. Omer McDuff, Bob Martin,
The schedules are: League B OcDave Dickson, and Marcus Parsons.
The class of '41 is showing up very tober 6: T.D. vs. Kappa Sigma; October 11: D.U. vs. D.K.E.; October 12:
strongly this season.
The opening meet is with Spring- T.D. vs. Zeta Psi; October 13: Beta
vs. Kappa Sigma; October 18: T.D.
field College on October 15. The finvs. D.K.E.; October 19: Beta vs. Zeta
ish will be during the half of the
Psi; October 20: D.U. vs. Kappa SigWilliams football game, the hoe being
ma; October 25- Beta vs. D.U.; Oc•
on Whittter field.
tober 26: D.K.E. vs. Zeta Psi, OcThe freshman candidates- were tober 27: T.D. vs. Beta; November 1:
called out last Monday. The frosh D.K.E. vs. Kappa
Sigma; November
team will make its debut on October 2: T.D. vs. D.U.; November 3: Kappa
13 against Lincoln Academy. George Sigma vs. Zeta Psi.
Tibbits, Pete Babcock, Lloyd ChellThe schedule for League A is Ocman. Bob Hewes, and Dick Hanson
tober 6: Chi Psi vs. A.T.O.; October
are the more promising freshmen.
Psi U. vs. Thorndtke; October 12:
The yearling outfit has a schedule of 11:
Chi Psi vs. Sigma Nu; October 13:
five meets, running over a two and A.D. vs. A.T.O.; October
18: Chi Psi
a half mile course.
vs. Thorndlke; October 19: A.D. vs.
Sigma Nu; October 20: Psi U. vs.
A.T.O.; October 25; Psi U. vs. A.D.;
October 26: Thorndike vs. Sigma Nu;
October 27: AX> vs. Chi Psi; NovemCompliments of
ber 1: Thorndlke vs. A.T.O.; November 2: Chi Psi vs. Psi U; November
3: A.T.O. vs. Sigma Nu.

and safety-man Johnny
yardage,
Cartland had run the punt to BowLegate
doin's 47 .yard line. Boyd
it on the first piay, running
Ifcggt d
right end for 13 yards and a first
down. Big Ben Karsokas reversed the
proceed ings for a similar gain to put
the ball on the State's imaginary 26.
The reciprocating halfbacks ground
out the next ten yards piecemeal, first.
Legate taking two cracks at tackle,
with Karsokas following up in the opposite direction to push the ball just
ten measured yards to the 16. A running pass. Legate to Karsokas, picked
up 7, while Big Ben struck again to
run laterally and then straight-away
for a smashing score. Ben was slightly injured. Melendy's successful conversion was nullified by holding, and
Corey's effort some 15 yards back
went into the line; score: Bowdoin,

No

Yes, We're Interested In

you'll

(29) are keeping backer-tips

SPORTS SIDELIGHTS

WHITE KEY RELEASES
LEAGUES' SCHEDULES
Men

Magee Works With

GLENGARRY

Arrow Shirt and
member for life.

Melendy (*8) and Webster

"

SPRING COMPANY

A Bid to the Arrow fraternity

32-0

W. CHANDLER & SON

m

s

mmm
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

FOUR

Bowdoin Bears Invade
WfflTMORE LECTURES
MUSIC GROUPS DRAW
GROUP
CHEMICAL
Middletown For Game
TO
MEMBERSHIP
RECORD
Increased activity in the various
music departments of the college has
been evidenced by the greatest turnouts for the glee club, choir, and
band that have yet been witnessed in
the musical history of the college.
Over 40 Freshmen, in addition to
Jl upper-classmen who had not been*
In the Glee Club before have tried
out for membership this past week.
Professor Tillotson has placed 31
candidates on the waiting list, in case
of casualties in the present memberThe turnout of
ship of the club.
tenors in particular has exceeded all
expectations.
The ranks of the club are now
Swelled to 80 members, of which
number 55 students will go on the
The choice of these
annual tour.
men will be based on merit as shown
in quartet singing. No dates for the
tour are definitely booked as yet, but
Satisfactory correspondence has been
carried on with Briarcliff Manor
School in New York, and with the
Bergen County Junior College in New
Jersey. Plans are afoot to consummate concerts in the city of Philadelphia at present.

Dr. Frank C. Whitmore. President
of the American Chemical- Society,

lectured at the meeting of the Maine
section of the Society here at Bowdoin last Saturday evening. Dr. Whitmore took as his subject, "Hydrocarbons."
One of the most brilliant men to
his field. Dr. Whitmore has been
Dean and Research Professor of organic chemistry in the School of
Chemistry and Physics at Pennsylvania State College since 1929. He
was Awarded the Nichols medal in
1937. Dean Whitmore has taught at
Williams College, Rice Institute, the

(Continued tram

Pm«
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that the Polar Bears can boast of two
of the best backfield combinations in
the state. Of course, the sophomore
backs, Haldane. Bonzagni, and Fifleld
do not have, much real game experience as far as the varsity is concerned, but they do sport a wealth of natural football knowledge.

Saturday's game put Marble and
Howie on the ends for the first reserve outfit, while Boulter and Toney
will hold down the tackle posts on
Griffith and Sathe second team.
basteanski are playing in the guard
positions, and Austin is holding down
the center. This reserve line is comprised of four sophomores and three
juniors, none being lettermen from

University of Mlnnespta. and Northwestern University, where in 1924 he
became head of the Chemistry Department. During the year 1927-28,
last year.
he was Chairman of the Division of

Chemistry and Chemical Technology
of the National Research Council.
At the meeting of the Maine section of the Chemical Society held before the lecture, a nominating committee, appointed by Chairman William C. Root at the last meeting, consisting of Messrs. Martin, Thomas,
and Weeks submitted the following
report: Chairman, George F. Parmenter, Colby College; chairmanelect, Frederick C. Mabee, Bates ColRoot,
C.
lege; councilor. William
Bowdoin College; secretary- treasurer,
Lester F. Weeks, Colby College;

This year each band member has
been hand-picked. This was made
possible by the largest turnout of
candidates in the band's history. It
was necessary that 20 prospective
members be rejected.
The choir, with 25 voices chosen archivist, Frederick T. Martin, Unifrom the Glee Club, is also larger versity of Maine.
The section had a dinner in the
than it has ever been before.
Moulton Union before the meeting.

Benny karsokas and Bobby Smith

m

SILLS WILL LEAVE
"FRIDAY FOR WEEK

Bowdoin Riflemen Hold
First Meeting

President Kenneth C. M. Sills will
leave Brunswick this Friday on a
seven-day trip that will include Port-

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Remaining in New Haven the president will attend a conference on religious education in schools. Finally
on Friday, October 14 he will attend
the annual meeting of the trustees
of Worcester Academy at Worcester,
Mass.

.

you see the new band uniJust for your information: the name of the man who broke
the bank at Monte Carlo was Barney
Deutsch ... A New York judge has
banned lipstick and nail polish for
women on relief. Seems like a sensible idea
Wl C. Fields comes
back on the air the 15th not with
Charley McCarthy, however .
Yes, ping pong really got its name
from the sound the ball makes on the
table
Again we would like to
suggest that the Pastime show some
of the best films of a couple years
back instead of those second rate
features
.
Fred Waring returns
Saturday night
The Goodman

Wait

till

forms

.

.

.

.

.

—

.
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INCOME STATEMENT
Sources of Revenue
Blanket Tax
Orient Sales

.

300.00

,S

2659

Subscriptions

939.50

.

.

.

.

1,407.21

.

.

.

.

quartette's

recording of "Blues in
Flat" coupled with "Blues in
Your Flat" is a very unique offering
.
A1J you jitterbugs should take
in "The Garden of the Moon." Among
others it features Joe Venuti who
made such a hit here a couple of
Ivies ago
Statistics show that
more song titles begin with "I" than
any other word. "My" comes second
.
Brunswick has released a dance
instruction record on the Lambeth

Expenses
Printing
Mailing
Stationery and Stamps

Sl.974.20

18.00

.

2953

Equipment

8.95

46.79

home by handy Railway Express

$ 595.83

Net Operating

Profit

.

Distribution of profit

Comm

197.92

.

96.72

99.47

$

81, 19S8

(Continued from Pair* 3)

LIABILITIES
Surplus, June

Added

9,

1937

feated Inman, 6-0, 6-3; Eaton defeated Bloodgood. 6-1, 6-2; Tracy defeated Shorey, 9-7, 6-4; Ireland defeated Marble, 6-3, 6-4; Hale defeat-

$1,391.12

215.04

to surplus

ed Wheeler, 2-6, 6-1, 6-4; and Rich
again won by a 6-1, 6-0 score over
Woods. In the third round Shattuck
beat Eaton to the tune of 6-0, 6-3.
The two Menards defeated Harding
and Ellis and Jenkinson and Smith
defeated Edward and Walker, 6-3,

NATION-WIDE MIL »l« SERVICE

$1,606.16

$1,606.16

Balance due from Note $35.00.
Balance due from Bank Certificate. $37.74.

Submitted—FREDERIC S.
Approved—P. M. BROWN

NEWMAN
(June

1,
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ALUMNI TEACHERS
TO HOLD MEETING

Members of the club, all Bowdoin the most part smooth, and while the
graduates, will have gathered for the Bowdoin offense was not wide open,
State Teachers' Convention. The club the attack appeared to be dressed up
has been meeting for many years, and a
it has always been the custom to have
a speaker from the Bowdoin College

bit.

All-Round Strength

The second backfield was the near
interesting disequal of 'he first quartet in effectivecussions on the relationship of college
ness, and it looks as if alternation
and high school have been held.
faculty.

Some 'years

will be in effect with such a duo as
Before the club was formed, the Bonzagni and Haldane ready to step
Bowdoin Alumni Associations in eith- in and carry on Sterner opposition is
or Bangor entertained yet to be met. but Bowdoin showed
teachers at similar af- enough in attack, fundamentals, and
individuals to rate up to the Walsh

1938)

6-4 in the double play.

Bgggg

-

COLLEGE WILL GREET
FRESHMEN'S FATHERS
Bowdoin

Upsets In Play-Off

$ 215.04

May

.

Freshmen Take Two

115.57

ASSETS

.

next.

298.44

-

Sheet,

.

|

.

52.50

Total added to surplus

.

Australians have to pay $6.25
.
.
a year for the simple privilege of listening to the radio
Wesleyan

S 149.22

Operating profit
Non-operating profit

finally placed the ball

Walk by Arthur Murray. They also er Portland
have them with lessons in every- the Bowdoin
thing from the rhumba to the shag fairs.

$ 397.91
Business Manager
Associate Editors
Editor

.

punt exchanges and an interception

on the Bowdoin 40 oh second down after a penalty had left 13 to go, Bonzagni carried on a fake punt through the line
and reversed field for his 63-yard
scoring run. Haldane's conversion try
shoulder-to-shoulder was wide and the score was Bowdoin
Fifteen
tion.
matches have been arranged for the 32, Mass. State 0.
varsity, while ten have been lined up
for the freshman squad.
Aside from the scoring advances,
These dual matches will include
play was for the most part conservasuch teams as those of Harvard,
tive. Legate's fourth-quarter touchM.I.T.. New Hampshire State, and of
°» » »ifntin« ?"**
course participation in the National
acbpping
IntercoUegiate League. For the first «J *»y
second
'threatened once against the —-«««*
time the freshmen will have the
Bowdoin
unit when its passing attack
M.I.T. frosh on their schedule.
In
went well into Polar Bear territory.
addition, thirty postal matches will
With Zelazo and Allan throwing to
be shot off by the varsity during the
Cohen and Irzyk, the Statesmen passyear.
ed along the air route to the Bowdoin 17. At this point the defense
stiffened, though the visitors barely
missed when a forward was caught
beyond the goal line but out of
bounds.
The Bowdoin Teachers' Club will
As opening games go, Saturday's
hold its annual meeting at six o'clock, game was obviously successful; in
Thursday evening, October 27, in the fact the scoring punch and depth of
English Room of the Bangor House in substitutes augurs well for a strong
Bangor, Maine.
undoubtedly
Mass.
season.
State
Dean Paul Nixon and Professor missed regular halfbacks King and
Herbert R. Brown, both of Bowdoin, Jacimczyk. but this pair could have
will speak following a banquet.
Mr. done little to stem the flow of BowHerbert L. Prescott of Bangor, a doin backs filtering through the sec*
graduate of Bowdoin in the Class of ondary.
'30, is in charge of the arrangements.
Polar Bear play execution was for

.

.

-$2,077.47

Checking
$1,084.49
Savings
506.67
15.00
Dep. (NETftT)

tram Pa«»S)
Haldane and Bonragnl joined the
Varsity to start the second half, and
the offense appeared to spar and experiment in the early minutes. Two

According to George, prospects for
the season are very encouraging: for
there are fifteen lettermen returning
to take part in tnis season's competi-

My

Miscellaneous

AGENCY, INC

.

.

.

Returned Blanket Tax

MASS. STATE ELEVEN

.

.

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY

- SEND your weekly laundry

Of Club

Club candiMonday evening

all Rifle

.

York, with a special commission of the who
are continually criticizing New
Episcopal Church dealing with color- England speech
.
.
.
Don't pass up
ed people.
the concert by the Don Cossacks a
On Tuesday and Wednesday of next week from tomorrow
Robert
.
week the President accompanied by Morley made Mr. Tyrone Power look
Professor Edward S. Hammond will like an amateur, didn't he? . . . The
attend the annual meeting of the English translation of "The Nazi
Association of Colleges in New Eng- Primer" makes very interesting readland held at New Haven, Connecti- ing especially in these history-making
cut. Each year certain groups of col- times .
Postal Telegraph and
leges in New England send their pres- Western Union are going to sell adv.
idents and a faculty member to this space on the back of their envelopes
meeting to discuss problems common this Fall
Yankees four straight?
to New England colleges. One of the .
Week's pet gripe: The leaves of
major topics this meeting will be the brown that come tumbling down to
question of certificates for admission. remind us of approaching Winter

-$2,673.30

Right from your college rooms and return, conveniently,
economically and fast, with no bother at all. Just phone
our local college agent when to come for the bundle. He'll
call for it promptly— whisk it away on speedy express
trains, to your city or town and return the homedone product to you— all without extra charge— the
whole year through. Rates for this famous college
service are low, andy ou can send collect, you know
(only by Railway Express, by the way). It's a very
popular method and adds to the happy thought.
Phone our agent today. He's a good man to know.
MAINE CENTRAL R. R STATION
'Phone 24-W
Brunswick, Me.

.

.

Advertising

A HAPPY THOUGHT FOR THRIFTY COLLEGIANS

meeting of

BOWDOIN OVERCOMES

have more enthusiasm front
dates was held last
the stands during the coming football
land, New York New Haven, and
on the club's range in Adams Hall.
games
They tell us Jimmy
Worcester.
George Griffin, president of the club.
Lunceford is breaking all records at
prospects,
including
fifty
greeted
Friday the president will preside at Southland in
Boston .
Hugh Mor- thirty-five freshmen. The coming seaa dinner meeting of the State Con- rison's article "New Yorkers
Can't
son's schedule was also outlined in
ference on Social Welfare in Port- Speak
English" in the September
the meeting.
land. Monday he will meet in New "Mercury"
should be read by many
Let's

.

scored the Polar Bear touchdowns
last year as the Bears romped over
the Cardinal, 13-0. Capt. Corey, Loeman, Broe, Denham, Karsokas were
in the starting lineup against the Wesleyan outfit, while Oshry, Webster,
Boulter, Hanley, Cartland, Melendy.
Legate and Rowson saw plenty of action against the visitors.

A

mm

'

i
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will be host to the fathers

of the members of the Freshman
Class on October 15 when the College will present its ninth annual
Fathers' Day program. The visiting
fathers will be permitted to attend
exercises in the chapel, to visit classes, and to sfv how an ordinary college day is conducted here at Bowdoin.

President Kenneth C. M. Sills and
other members of the faculty will
greet the fathers in an informal reception in the main lounge of the

standard of play. Kicking, blocking.
tackling and pass defense, save for
one momentary lapse, were found not
wanting.
In a lineup totaling thirty-one
Bowdoin was blessed with a number
of
line

standouts. The left side of the
was particularly strong, Denham.

Corey,

many

and Loeman accounting for

Karsokas, Melendy,
Haldane, and Legate all
in the backfield.
Mass. State depended on Blasko, for
most of its defensive strength, while
Captain Morey and little Leo Santucci fought in a losing cause.
Figures show that Bowdoin gained
273 yards rushing to State's 31. The
visitors made 44 yards passing, while
Bowdoin made 43 passing, counting
tackles.

Bonzagni,

had

their

moments

Moulton Union between 10.30 and 12 the shovel.
The summary:
o'clock. It is hoped that the fathers
will be able to meet the professors Mut. State (•)
<S2) Bowdeaa
who are in contact with their sons. Goode. Rudge. le
Freshmen who have 11.30 classes will
re, Cooper, Marble, Hanley
be excused in order that they may Malcolm. Nelson, It
accompany their fathers to the reit, Bass, Boulter, Broe
ception.

Of course, the climax to the program will be the Williams football
game and the Springfield cross-coun-

Zajchowski, lg
rg.

Griffith,

Oshry,

Howard

Blasko, O'Connell, c

c. Harkness, Austin. Webster
try meet in the afternoon. Since all
seats will be reserved it is recom- Geoffried, Josephson, Lavrakas,
Pay son, Ajauskas, rg
mended that all the freshmen" who are
having guests secure their tickets
lg, Sabasteanski, Jealous, Loeman
previous to game time in the gym or Nelson, Prusick, rt
at the booth at Whittier Field. The
It, Steele, Toney, Corey

Student-Faculty Union Board and the Morey, Cole, Davis, re
White Key will assist in the program
le, Waker, Howie,
of the day.
Irzyk, Wotpasiewicz, qb

Denham

qb, Williams. Rowson. Cartland
Allan, Ryan, Skogsberg, lhb
rhb. McGuire. Fifleld.

Karsokas

Santucci, Tappin, Cohen. Zelazo. rhb

.

.

.

PRINTING

you could

man a fleet

lhb.

Bonzagni, Legate

fb.

Haldane. Melendy
0—32
13
6

Conant, fb

Bowdoin

13

0—

Mass. State

with the

fellows asking for
9

Chesterfields today!'

STUART

St

CLEMENT

Town Building
Brunswick, Me.

Millions of smokers are

Touchdowns. Karsokas, Melendy,
Rowson, Austin, Bonzagni. Points after
touchdown,
(placeMelendy,
ment); Haldane (placement). Referee, J. McKenney (Boston College);
umpire. E. T. Donahue (Harvard):
head linesman. E. L. Scoles (Boston
(Boston University).
University); field judge, J. Cronin

signing up with Chesterfields
.

.

.

glad to find a cigarette

that has

what they want

refreshing
better

give

here's

Gbokgb

gracjb

Burns

Allen

A. T. O.

cigarette

baccos

ZETA

BILL GEORGITIS

PSI

BRUNSWICK CLEANERS

NEXT TO FIRE STATION

BRUNSWICK COAL

Eddie Doolby

..with

Lumber and

aWBE

Mvi U TOMCCO Co.

aaaai

MMMaMHfl

PHONE 4M

LUMBER

CO.

Fuel Oils

Building* Materials of
A.

*.

DYERS

Dry Fireplace Wood

MORE PLEASURE
for millions

LWCSTT

ft

Hard and Soft Coals

Football Hijhlithtt

CopTti«hC 19 JS.

and

to-

cigarette paper.

Every Friday Evening
All C. B. S. Station*

Every Tkartday and Saturday
52 Lending I*. B. C. Statmn*

8HEEBTY

WILLIAM

T. D.

Chesterfields

can have,., mild ripe

and pure

T. J.

TOM UNEBAA
C. HART

DORMS
HOUSE

AROMA

why. • •

ATTENTION!
SEE ONE OF OUR AGENTS AT YOUR FEAT HOUSE OB DORM
HOUSE
ROLF STEVENS
SIGMA NU
DICK MERRILL
BETA HOUSE
JACK TUCKER
DEKE HOUSE
WILLIAM BARTON
A. O.

you the best ingredients a

Paul Whitbman
Every Wednesday Evening

•

MILDNESS
TASTE

pleasing

And

. •

E MORRELL

tt, Mgr.

AU

Kinds

^w^mmmmmmmmmmmmm
n

-liter

ft^e Street
Ttwn
C

BALLY FRIDAY ON
AET BUILDING STEPS
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BOWDOIN'S BIG WHITE
PREPS FOR STRUGGLE

The Sun
» Rises »

Usual Good Williams Team
Will Invade Whittier
Field Saturday

'

8.00-12.00

POLAR BEARS GUN
FOR THIRD STRAIGHT
8.20- 8.30

Regulars Plus Experienced

mond,

Are Ready
For Heavy Duty

Substitutes

"

8.30-10.30

By Jack Keefe
Triumphant

10.30-12.00

Statesmen and the Wesleyan Cardina ls without injury, Bowdoin is rapidly rounding into shape for the com
ing games with Williams Purple and
the Maine colleges.
All mistakes that have occurred in
other games will have been smoothed
out by mid-week and the Big White
will be running smoothly for the Williams contest. All of Bowdoin's "unknowns" have had ample time to show
Coach Adam Walsh what they could
do in the way of playing football.
Frequent substitutions in both games
have given everybody on the squad a
large taste of actual competition and
should help dispel any attacks of the
"jitters" which might result from

12.00

|

Connecticut
and Massachusetts certainly are
in

the answer to the weary student's
prayer. Wh; *pend sleepless nights at
school when you can do it just as well
on your way to Wesleyan, Williams,
etc.? Encouraging to those who like
these sleepless week ends is the fact
that in 1940 there will be a sleepless
Amherst week end. Of course, that
doesn't mean much to the juniors or

two en-

in their first

counters, the Bowdoin Polar Bears
will attempt to make it three straight
when they tangle with a well-drilled
Williams outfit at Whittier Field on
Saturday. Fortunate in having come
through the contests with the Mass.

a • r

!

I

2.00

I

-

Opening Speech
Emphasizes Need Of
Musical Interest

Tillotson's

of
visit

r

too bad the college doesn't recI ognize these games away. On
one hand they preach the doctrine of
safe and careful driving, and then
they give us from 12.30 p.m. to 2.30
p.m. on Saturday to get from Brunswick, Maine, to Middletown, Connecticut. Two hours is quite a while, but
you know these Saturday drivers
Then again, Middletown is only
275 "miles away. That isn't very far to
drive after your Saturday classes
that is, if you can fly- We wonder if
the Dean drives down in two hours,

At Andrus

Bowdoin (27)
(IS) Wesleyan
Denham, Howie, Walker, le
to, Anderson, Greea
Carey, Taney, Steele,

will start as usual, at the
with Bill Broe and Captain
Nels Corey taking care of the tackle
assignments. Walt Loeman and Ralph
Howard are fixtures at guard. Hack
Webster, who, by the way resembles
Nicholson of last year's team in the
manner he backs up the line, will

Hanley

For Association

qb,

Summary:
Bowdoin
14
•
IS—27
Wesleyan ... 7
•— 13
•
•
Touchdowns: Wesleyan Kay,
Morningstar; Bowdoin: Haldane

—

Denham, Karsokaa,
Points after touchdowns: Westoyan Phelps (place ktok); Bowdoin, Melendy,
place
(S),
(all
(S),

kicks).
Re fereJ.

W.

To Attend Convention

'

Bowdoin

I

dft
VvOWH

Masque

members

!

|

TOSll

never quite realized the intensity ot this recent hurricane, but
if we don't miss our guess, we'll be
having our own hurricane next AprP
—if it can restrain itself that long.
The hurricane, or "Big Blow," that
we speak of is nothing more nor less
than the forthcoming Rising Day. It's
not that Rising Day will be eliminated, but that the Class of '41 is
going to meet something akin to a
hungry lion who has just had his
hair clipped off. There probably won't
be much, or as much, furniture damaged, but the storm will be so great
that we wouldn't be too much surpris-

ed to see most of the sophomores lose
their hair.

Congregational
Street
the
State
Church, Portland, who spoke at the

Sunday chapel.
"Good rules by themselves

last

WE'RE

come, rain or shine. The alumni from
both schools, as well as the undergraduates, really "put on the dog"
for the week end. It recalls the WilHams game last year we lost, but
we saw a beautiful school, beautiful
girls, beautiful football, and above all
clean and sportsmanlike spirit on the
part of students, alumni, and teams.

—

same feeling
Maine State
Maine-Bowdoin game

too bad that this
doesn't prevail in the
It's

The

ing."

He

brought out the fact that everyone of us knows the difference between good and bad rules, and good
and bad advice. Neither rules nor advice, however, are enough to bring
about good in man.
"There are three different appeals
to good," continued Dr. Anderson,
"One is the appeal of fear of the consequences not a high, but a practical
appeal. Another appeal is one of honThe
or or of good sportsmanship.
third, is the appeal of love, which often brings us to do things which we
might not do except for the admiration and love for others who are giv'ing us fine examples."
Dr. Anderson brought his sermor.

j

!

:

i

j

'
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'

exemplifies the gentlemanly policy of
these "Southern" colleges, but that's
as far as it goes.
s - r
matter how much we like the
State series, we all have to admit that there is constant conflict
here in Maine. For some reason there
easy-going sports
isn't a continual

-

.

Teachers' Club will be held at 6.00
p.m. on Thursday. October 27, in the
English Room, Bangor House. Dean
Paul Nixon and Professor Herbert
Ross Brown of the Department of
English of Bowdoin will be the speakers.
Herbert F. Prescott of Bangor
High School is in charge of arrangements.

lOontiniitdon Pas* *)

By William Vannah
The
^^
Valkg

i

Freshmen of eight of Boweleven

Maybe Bowdoin has been on

^

„

pop^e,, sections as far as forty
top too long for the oner colleges.
campug
frQm
or maybe we are too close to them.
.^j^- Ireland was the victim of
Perhaps the idea of a "«*/«"" the rankest bit of irony reported by
lsn t
Little Three
instead of the
<he p,^,^,, nightwa lkers. He and
such a bad idea after all.
eleven other T.D. pledges were blind'folded in the Popham Fort dungeon
.
.Ain./in
j«nd told to ""d their way home as
,.,.„., bert they could. Six of the boys took
overnight in a
iwi their ,ime,. and ^^ine,,
1,1
to walk
bjuu but chjck>
all the way home if necessary. In fact,
_,.
.w
».
„•-d-i~»
Trials for the Alexander Prize
abmjt
untu
did
Speaking contest *iU take P^« five hundred yards from Adams Hall.
Tuesday evening. October 18, at 7.00 There,
ro some
^^^ good
maA Samaritan
aj, mBritan ^cked
picked
library.
in
the
in the Debating Room
him up and gave him a lift to the
excellence in
is .«.for «
wru«. »
contest which
The
ine com«.
J campus. Oliver Wyman and the rest
.elect declamation is open to only Qf
|n a farmer>8
JJ
Juniors
and
sophomores
freshmen,
a ride in an old twoThe nine speakers considered the best
atevr6kt coupe and rode
by a comnutteeof four judges Proin like sardines
fessor Athens Daggett. Mr. Kenneth
pledges broke the
The Sigma _
Nu _,„,.
Boyer, Assistant Professor Philip record for long distance travelling. At
Mr
troWn
one o'clock Sunday morning they
eligible
were left at faraway Rattlesnake
21 First and second prizes of forty Pond* approximately forty-five miles
Brunswick. But the boys play
will be awarded^ All
very smartly. They got a
ed the game
8
m*ke arrangements w,th Professor woman ou , of
and passed the
Daggett by telephone at his home remainder of the night on her living
(Brunswick 743-M).
floor only to wake up to tantaroom
t)
oa

^

^.^

>
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odor of cooking food the next signed up for typing, fourteen for
(Continued on Pkkc 2)
morning. Upon asking for transportation at a nearby garage, two gentlemen from Rhode Island gave them
five dollars and rode off without a
word. The five dollars was soon used
to hire a Model A truck which carried
Thursday. October 18—3.00 p.m.
the freshmen as far as Yarmouth.
Cross Country, Freshmen vs.
From there they thumbed to BrunsLincoln Academy.
wick.
Logan Becker pulled the biggest
8.00 p-m. Don Cossacks at
Junior boner of the week. After esBrunswick High School.
corting his charges to the Fort Pop3.00 p.m.
Friday, Oetober 14
ham dungeon, he headed back for
Football, Junior Varsity vs.
Brunswick. The freshmen soon found
Academy; Freshmen
Bridgton
him cursing over a flat tire and dead
Team A vs. New Hampton
battery. Jack Foster. Chi Psi pledge,
gave no information concerning BeckPrep at Pickard Field.
er's return; evidently the Freshmen
Saturday. October 15
10.30
offered no help to the stranded JunFathers' Day reception in Moul-

COMING EVENTS

—

_

ior.

ton Union.

The Dekes. great sticklers for trahad their pledges bring back
the usual barrels from a point twelve
miles north of Augusta. Judging from
the barrels' aroma, the underclassmen visited a cider mill to obtain the
necessary containers.
Flying Point was frequented by
both the Beta's and A.T.O.'s. The two
A.T.O.'s who visited there had a rath-

2.00 p.m. Football, Williams at

dition,

er uneventful* journey home, but the
Beta's full force of twelve woke the
town of Freeport at the ungodly
hour of 3.00 a.m. Freeport 's one-man
(CoatinMd on

MMMM

Pam

4)

Whittier Field.

Cross country

(Continued on

Tea dances
the

9.00 p.m. Football Dance. Sar-

gent Gymnasium.
Sunday, Octeher

16—5

o'clock

Chapel. Rev. Percy L. Vernon
of United Baptist Church. Lew-

\

1

i

Ago

clash with Williams is
foremost in Bowdoin minds as the
fourth season in a row of football
ascendancy is rolling to what everyone hopes will be the equalizer in the
four games with the Ephraims during that period. But a glance backward to ten years ago throws an in
teresting sidelight on this most friendly football series; to those who delight in perusing journals of another
decade, accounts from the Orients of
October 10 and 17, 1928. will be of;
j

!

'

|

]

I

:

j

;

some

interest.

1928.

|

The Black and White was

in

the middle of a football victory famine which lasted right up to the com-

;

j

ing of Adam Walsh. Bowdoin was
without championships in those days,
but it did not lack outstanding players,

There were

thrilling contests

and oc-

;

casidnal victories. Mai Morrell.
her of the Championship team of '23.
was coach. Out of college only four
years. Mai was hardly to be blamed
for not producing a successful season. with football in its then troubled
condition.

I

'

"Bear" Story Ten Years Ago

teton.

Monday, Oetober 17—3.00 p.m.
Football Freshmen B vs. Morse
High of Bath at Pickard Field.

A

day

at

unusual story appearing
in the Orient prior to the Williams
game, the "bear" story of the era.—
"This Saturday Bowdoin will resume

Here

4)

own

is art

Karsokas Scores First Tally
Bowdoin ran the Wesleyan kicker
back to her own 34 to start the second half.
On the very next play
"Bullet" Ben Karsokas slithered off
tackle and scooted in the clear vainly pursued by a half dozen cardinaljerseyed warriors who gave up the
chase long before he finally planted
the precious oval behind rne last white
line, 66 yards away. Melendy successfully converted and the score was
(Continued on Pas* 3)

First Growler Edition
Will

Of
Renewal

unusually large crowd is expected to
be on hand for the first football
game Williams has ever played in
Brunswick; in fact it is the first time
a Williams team has ever been this
far north. Bowdoin extends a heartyand cordial welcome to her visitors
from the Berkshires.
'Several weeks ago the "Williams
Record" apologized for the football
team that would represent the Purple
on the gridiron this fall. It cited the
fact that the coach was a newcomer.
Caldwell of Princeton had been engaged last winter, that the material
was mediocre, that almost all the

Appear Saturday

The first issue of the Growler, College humor magazine, will be published Saturday for the Bowdoin-Wiltliams football game, co-editors John
C. MacCarey '39 and Augustus H.

athletic relations with Williams college after a lapse of several years,
There has ever been a friendly relation between the two colleges and an

Fenn

'40

have announced.

New in its type of contents and
format, the Growler will be published eight times this year. The first
issue has been delayed from October
1st due to a mishap in the shipment
of plates during the recent storms
throughout New England.
Material in the first issue of the
Growler comes from several undergraduates. Short stories, articles, and
departments are features which are
expected to make the new Growler

popular on campus.
Richard E. Tukey '40. a Managing
Editor of the Orient, is also Managing Editor of the Growler. Robert D.
Fleiscnner '39 is feature editor. The
editorial and art staffs are composed
varsity men had been lost through of undergraduates.
graduation, and that the eager aspirSubscriptions are being solicited
ants were green and inexperienced,
for forthcoming issues of the college
Therefore for these reasons it exmagazine.
pressed the hope that the students,
Following the publication of the
alumni, and friends of the college
first
issue for the 'Williams game,
would not be too critical or harsh in
other Growlers will be published for
their judgment of the varsity team of
the Maine game, Tufts game, Christ1928. The Sun-Herald of New York
Ivy houseparties.
m briefly reviewing the Williams mas housepartics.
Meet.
Interscholastic
Track
team before the season opened, said the
Masque and Gown play, and one at
that the back field was fair, being
(Continued on

j

Wesleyan was com-

clusion of the game.

will be the order of

Tells

goal-line.

pletely out-classed and^ left the field
a soundly thrashed outfit at the con-

the

Williams— Bowdoin Series
The coming

Pin

remaining home
football games. Following the Williams game next Saturday, dances
will be held by the A.D.'s, A.T.O.'s.
Beta's,
Dekes, Psi U.'s, Zetes.
T.D.'s, and Sigma Nu's. On November the fifth the day of the Maine
game, homecoming will be feted by
dances held at the A.D., A.T.O.,
Beta, Deke. Psi U., houses.
The
Tufts game will be followed by
dances at the A.D.. D.U.. Chi
Psi. and Zete houses. Kappa Sigma
has not yet decided upon dates for
their two tea dances.

mem-

va. Springfield.

|

Orient Ten Years

started and the Walshmen ironed out
the difficulties in their pass defense
and were free from the immediate
worries of constantly defending their

HOLD TEA DANCES
AFTER HOME GAMES

in

Jeffrey J. Carre '40,
Committee."
Business Manager, explained the ush-

Principal Herbert S. Ingraham "21
Skowhegan will preside at the

Agricultural Education, University of
Maine, will lead a Round Table Discussion of "Part-time Work." At the

,

ting

air and their aerial attempts were
alarmingly successful from the Bowdoin point of view. Constantly pounding away within Bowdoin's pay dirt
territory, they were stopped from
further scoring only through the
sheer fighting spirit and the "never
say die" fighting qualities of the Polar Bears. Once the second half had

meeting of the Department of Social
Studies.
Professor Herbert S. Hill
'05,
Head of the Department of

,

lizing

upper .
thig week g^ ]fui
classmen scattered them over sparse.

BAND WILL SPONSOR
DANCE
GYMNASIUM

WU1

New

Bear.

1 " 6*and <***& J
5
is
Chairman of the
Committee on Teacher Welfare. Perley S. Turner T9" Is if member" of the
Committee on Legislation.
The annual meeting of the Bowdoin

I

;

However, the Wesmen failed to
take into account the fighting qualthe 1938 edition of the Polar
Pressing to gain the second
touchdown which would completely
break the spirit of the Walshmen.
they met a fiercely charging White,
wall which was constantly fighting in
its own back yard for the remainder
Surge after surge was
"6T the half.
repeatedly thrown back as the club
struggled throughout the entire half
to organize the offense and defense of
the revised line-up.
Wesleyan Passes Successful
With their gr"ound attack completely stopped, Wesleyan turned to the
ities of

'21
dimming^"Jf"

.

:

jinx."

e utive
!

|

I

Moonlit Nights Are Aid To Frosh
As They Study Local Geography

NO

policy.

fail,"

said Dr. Anderson, "because of three
reasons: (1) we are moved not by
external restraints, but by inner desires; (2) not by a code, but by the
energizing contact with a personality;
(3) not by admonitions, but by feel-

j

s - r
getting pretty close to Wesleyan, and the old fighting spirit
is beginning to bubble. The Cardinal
campus always spreads a cheery wel-

series.

rules fail to make good
was the topic of the Reverend Wallace W. Anderson, pastor of

"When good

people"

graduates and faculty
prominent part

will take a

in the Thirty-Sixth Annual Convention of the Maine Teachers' Association, which is to take place at Bangor
the week end of October 27. Sanger
M. Cook '21 is a member of the Ex-

j

]

WE

T. F. Kelley, Umpire,
E. Caeffan; Head linesman,
J. Coyle.

Graduates And Faculty

1

AY CHAPEL TOPIC

m

a*

So, instead
doin offensive gesture.
of having a first down deep in Cardinal territory, Bowdoin found herself with her back to the wall, first
down and fifteen yards' to go. On
the next play Haldane fumbled and
the ball was immediately covered by
a swarm of cardinal jerseys. A successful shovel pass and two line
bucks pushed the ball across the last
Bowdoin stripe for the first time since
last fall, and it appeared that this
would not be the year that the Polar
Bear was to break the "Wesleyan

—

I

W

and leave Friday?

a determined and far superior
Bowdoin eleven finally overcame a
stubborn Cardinal defense and buried
the Wesmen by 27-13 in the annual
encounter between the two schools at
Andrus Field, Middletown, last Saturday afternoon.
Wesleyan had scored early in the
opening period shortly after a 50-yard
run by Bowdoin's Haldane had been
called back because of a very doubtful offside which the head linesman
claimed to have detected on the Bowhalf,

Kay, Murphy

Karsokaa, Flneld, rhb rhb, Hall
Legate, Bonzagni, ihb
Ihb. ChalU*. Drobinaltl
Haldane, Rowson, fb fb, Httssonff

(

Welcoi

start at the center post.
tContinvod on Pas* S)

By Jim Tracy
Victimized early in the game by
an obvious example of poor officiating, and trailing Wesleyan 7-0 at the

rt, Leekto
Hanley, Marble, Cooper, re
re, Cagney, .Morningstar
Melendy, Cartland, qb

The Brunswick Concert Association will open its season tomorrow

night with a concert presented by the
Don Cossacks in the Auditorium of
by Debussy; "La Vide Breve" (Span
the Brunswick High School.
The
by
DgFaiia;
ish dance)
and 'Con- concert which begins at 8.15 will concerto" (first mov«p«ent), written and sist of a varied selection of Russian
songs.
played by Rachmiainov.
This famed and remarkable chorus
The program for the concert of
October 18 is: "Pietures at an Exhibi- had its beginning in a Russian contion" by Moussorfwy; "Eroica Sym- centration camp. It started in a way
phony" by Beethd*tn, played by New very similar to that of many Glee
Clubs and choruses: a group of men
9th Annual Event ExpecCS. York Philharmonkfc Orchestra
Professor Morgan B. Cushing will interested in music gathered together
To Have One Hundred
present the concert on October 25. for the fun of singing. The Don CosGuests Attend
which will featurf pieces from Gil- sacks who were formerly members of
the Czar's army are now exiled from
bert and Sullivan operettas.
The ninth annual Fathers' Day exBefore beginning the concert. Pro- Russia. It is interesting to note that
ercises of the college will take place fessor Tillotson spoke as follows:
their leader. Serge Jaroff, can not
campus
on
Saturday
this coming
"Tonight BowdoMis entering upon speak a word of English.
through the efforts of Donovan D. a unique and fascspting experiment
According to Mr. Tillotson these
Lancaster, manager of the Moulton in making availalft to the student concerts are arranged for those in
Union. This day is held so that the body these series ^jf concerts which college who have not, as yet, an actattend
ive
interest in music.
fathers of the freshmen may
He said that
are as nearly confcjfcrable to the or
chapel, classes, the football game, and iginal as mech
ingenuity can there is a nucleus of men, comprising
about one third of the college, who
meet the President and instructors.
(Continued
Pare 2)
will seek out such concerts by themIn spite of the rain last year, sevselves.
It is the other two thirds
enty-five fathers were present. It is
who *> not take an active interest
hoped that this year many more will
in music, who doubt if it has anything
_j,
attend, and it is estimated that if the
to offer tnat th C association is after.
weather is clear one hundred may be
S JT
Blanket Tax Tickets will be good
here.
'for the Concert and they may be exFestivities will commence at 8.20
officially changed for tickets at the Alumni
Gown
The
Masque
a
with chapel, followed by classes. Presednesday office on Wednesday afternoon.
swung into
t
Kennstfh. C. XL SUfafeflbo to
night
mem "wffhr Mfc The following is the complete pro
away on a trip, is planning to be annual smoker held at the Moulton
gram of the concert
back Friday night so that he may
Plans for the year's work
Onion.
(Continutd on Pag* «
interview the fathers at the reception
were outlined, and one hundred and
held in the Moulton Union at 10.30. two Bowdoin men signed up to take
This year the reception is to be a lit- an active part in that work. Of these
tle longer than it has been in the past
22 were seniors, 22 juniors. 25 sophso that the fathers will have suffici- omores, and 33 freshmen.
IN
ent opportunity to meet the PresiThe year's program as announced
dent and members of the faculty. by President Richard B. Carland '39
As a fitting climax to a lively week
Freshmen who have 11.30 classes will is: "Take It Away." a musical by
be excused so that they may accom- William H. Brown Jr. '39. December end, a gala gym dance will be held in
the Sargent Gymnasium on Saturday
pany their fathers to the reception.
16 and 20; a one act play contest
evemn 8- Dancing wirl commence at
Following the reception, luncheon
a student
9 oc,eck Wlth
"s>c to be furnished
will be held in the Moulton Union at written three act play several of!
;b* Doc Harmon and his eleven piece
12.00. The climax of the day will be which have already been submitted.
danc orchestra.
the Williams football game at Whit- to be produced early in May and at
f
John
Koneck.
39 and Richard E.
Sub Freshman Week End; and "Ham•
(Continoed on Pun 2)
Tukey '40 are co-chairmen of the aflet" with Ross L. McLean '39 in the
fair which will benefit the College
title role to be produced at ComBands
band. The proceeds will go towards
Lead Rally In
mencement.
new music and instruments for that
Uniforms
Friday It was reported by the Business organization. Bowdoin and Williams
Manager that several high schools
undergraduates and their guests, as
The football rally for the Wil- were interested in receiving Masque well as the public, are invited to at
and Gown productions next spring
liams game wUI be held oa the
tend the dance.
three
act
student-written
and if the
Doe- Harmon and his orchestra have
steps of the Walker Art Building
play can be staged on the road it
appeared at several fraternity houses
Friday evening. The band, dress
will probably go out during March
here at various times. His orchestra
ed In their new uniforms, will lead and April. The deadline for manuis considered one of the best in the
script for the three act play is the
the parade starting from in front
state and has always been a favorite
Thanksgiving vacation and all one
of the A. D. House at 7.13.
on campus. Admission for the dance
act plays must be submitted by
is one dollar per couple.
All tickets
Freshman coach Linn Wells and January 10.
are to be sold at the door.
Doctor Johnson are expected to
President Carland gave a speech of
Members of the committee in
welcome at the smoker to the prosspeak. It Is hoped that some of
charge
of
arrangements
for
the dance
ering and typing work. Seven men
the members of the team will conare: John P. Winchell. Jr. '40. Herpective members. Other members of
tribute.
bert J. Tonry '40, John V. Carten
the Executive Committee then ex'39. Robert L. McCarty '41. Roger C.
plained the various phases of activity
James H. Tit- Boyd '41, Richard E. Merrill '42. Ranin the organization.
'40, and Guilbert S.
comb '39, Secretary spoke on "Get- dall B. Tinker
'40.
Touch with the Executive Winchell

As Haldane, Karsokaa,
Denham Tally

.

Broe, Boulter, Bass, rt

Presentation At Local High
School Opens Season

ot these informal concerts.
The pieces played at last night's
concert were: "Arioso" by Bach;
"Rondo" (Fritz Kreisler, soloist) by
Beethoven; "Afternoon of a Faun"

Bowdoin Line Sets Up Score

Webster, Austin, c
c, MeCabe
Howard, Griffith, Oshrey, iff
iff, Ltchtenberg

|

flanks,

Phelps

Loeman, Sabasteanskl, Jealous, Iff
Iff, Allbrlo, Murray
.

Field

CARDINALS PUT UP
STUBBORN DEFENSE

It
It,

j

At The Half

Bowdoin Beats Wesleyan
Only Correct Bowdoin,
"Jinx" By Its Victory
Wesleyan Grid Lineup

COSSACKS OFFER
VOCAL CONCERT

opening remarks Jftofessor Tillotson
expressed the wim that every student in college attend at least one

vs.

FATHERS TO BE
COLLEGE GUESTS

the

TS

"In^

MenSaT SounSKfen?

Trailing 7-0

p.m.

Yesterday evening «t 8.15 Professor
Frederic E. Tillettpn presented the
first in a series of recorded concerts
to be given every >*eek in the Moul-

to tour campus with
sons or other guides.
reception
Informal
by the President and
other members of
the Faculty in the
main lounge of the
Moulton Union.
in
the
Luncheon
Moulton Union.
Football at Whittier

Williams
Bowdoin.

Same Bowdoin Lineup
The Bowdoin line will probably be
same as it has been in the last
two games. Mac Denham and Dan

end.

a

Director

Admissions.
Opportunity to

In 27-13 Conquest After

would like to hear and whether
they would be interested in playing
records of their own choice on afternoons between 3.45 and 5.45

MUSIC At SCHEDULE

Ham-

S.

Field,

but then they can always
look forward to the sleepless Maine nervousness
seniors,

week

ANNOUNCI^UTURE

freshman classes and

Miss No-ed.

rpHESE games down

Edward

The Music Department makes an

Professor TIBotson Stages
Recorded Concert In
Moultan Union

Registration at the
office in the Moulton
Union. Receive guest
tickets for luncheon.
Chapel • Professor

NO. 12

appeal for every student to Join in
on the poll which will be taken
this
evening in the fraternity
houses to determine which day and
hour will be most convenient for
the majority of students to attend
recorded concerts to be given every
week over the Simpson Memorial
Sound System. Students will also be
asked what type of music they

SOW® SYSTEM

FATHERS' DAY

1938

BE^mSiGHTlBowdoin Beats Wesleyan

SCOTT SIMPSON

PROGRAM FOR

12,

MUSIC POLL WILL

CONCERT DPENS

WITH POTENT PURPLE

By Bod Stevens
(Enroute to Wesleyan)
SCATTERBRAIN thoughts of one
engrossed in the week end ahead

*

BRUNSWICK, MAINI ^WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER

(68th Year)

often seem rather frivolous and lacking in interest to the normal reader,
but sometimes something of interest
slips out of even the least fertile
brains. We can only hope that this
miracle happens; for this mind is far
from being fertile, or anything that
approaches that quality.
a - r
HPHE Bowdoin Finishing School for
Gentlemen of Learning was rudely assaulted last week by the mighty
pen of a certain Miss No-ed. Who she
is, where she is, or better, why she
is has been the question prying into
the minds of some of Bowdoin's
smoothest downtown "Boy Sprouts."
Latest information on the search for
our critical "admirer" has not been
very encouraging; for after frequent
canvasses of the finer environs of our
fair village those in the know seem
at a loss as to the whereabouts of
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BOWDOIN - WILLIAMS
GAME ON SATURDAY
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dastard and Cress

CONpTfflV

Trials Will

der Appoiited

SV

tostruxtm- In

Mr. Oi*ard Rehder "31 h^
taken his place on the Bowdoin
faculty as instructor in History. He
was previously here in 1935-36 and
1936-37 as teaching fellow in History.
While at Bowdoin as a student Mr.
At this point, some of the sofilc for individual use, a field in Rehder took great Interest in the
along."
given
to
were
element
raucous
more
which Bowdoin
also making exten- politieal forum and other activities
unCompletely
guffawing.
loud
sivc preparation.
But no college including the French Club and the
Mr. Copeland proceeded to nay knowledge
laoasheu,
iave inves-

Jr. '39

Aaaoeiata Editora

Leonard

Cnhen "»

J.

tion

,1870.

}

j

j

Richard E. Doyle '40
Richard W. Sullivan,

PhrHp E. Requa

Managing Editors
George M. Stevens.

i

Jr. '40

Anaktant Jwanagtng EaVtors
'40
John Gl Wheelock, 3rd

and

Masaue and Gown.

I

He was

a

mem-

Himself an excellent speaker, he
served as a judge at just such a competition and became deeply interested
in the subject.
After graduation he was successive-

with his customary aplomb to get on tigated the ftekU has tins particular ber of the Kappa Sigma fraternity.
newspaper ma»,
ly school teacher,
about genetics.
set-up to offer its student body.
Majoring in history, he was gradualawyer", and a congressman from New
- c
"Therefore efery student, whether ted wifhliorwrs in the- subject in 1931.
state. Throughout his entire
York
Santo dnys ago. Winslew Gib|he is interested in music or not.
After leavfhg college Mr. Rehder
career he was devoted to his Alma
Ban, In Ma gtaanung Holts Bayee,
should be justly proud of this gift: took up his studies at Harvard and
Mater.
atonped a* an arterial none. Jost
to Bowdoin from Scott Simpson '03, received his Master's Degree in 1932.
Last year's first prise was won by
aa ho was about to proceed he
and Mrs. Simpson, whose generosity Returning to Bowdoin in 1933 as a
lido* nty felt a JoH In the rear
and insight have made this privilege teaching fellow he remained in that lic office in 1934. but he wan defeated Ernest Andrews '41; and the second
and exper ienced what he describpossible.
capacity for two years. In the inter- in the Roosevelt landslide of that prize by James Blunt '40. who is now
After
ed as a "unlet u lurch."
"It is the aim nf ihe music depart- im he continued his studies and now year.
While he was away from col- studying in Germany but will return
getting out and examining a heat
ment to make the undergraduate is well on hk> way toward his Doctor's lege he also helped found the Greater
Wang '40, received
rear fender he turned his attenbody music conscious. There i» a Degree. Mr. Rehder also took a great Boston Consumers' Chr», of which he next year. Arthur
tion to the driver of the offend.honorable mention.
large, unusually large, nucleus of stu- interest in politics, running for pub- was later treasurer.
ing ear. HebMlag ap, the smashdents fundamentally interested, and
er approached him and with a
these will seek out musk of their own
friendly smile offered his anal'accord, but because of what music
ogies for the mishap and claimed
holds for any individual, we ate makI'AA GLAD WE
SUPPOSE -VsTT
WELL. THE INN'S BEEN IN OUR
full responsibility for the damSIT BV THE
ing a conceited effort to bring that
DECIDED TO
FAMILY FOR GENERATIONS,
age. Ho explained cheerily that
FIREPLACE
STOP AT THIS
larger majority of students into the
SIR. THOSE
I'LL BET THE
[FOR AWHILE.
OLD INN,
he had Jnst gotten oat af the has- . fold of music appreciation. ThereBEAMS IN THE
TRAVELERS
/WAY
OOP
BE
JUST]
DADDY.
pltal and that he was too tired
CEILING WERE
fore, our endeavors will be in the diWELCOMED THIS
WILL
ALL
HOST
AT
LOOK
HEWN BY HAND,
and laehad the strength to aprection of those not interested, and
AT THE
FIREPLACE
[TELL US SOMETHESE
'WAY BACK IM
Now Jnat supply the brakes.
we hope that every student in colEND OFA
THING ABOUT
WONDERFUL
STAGECOACH
pose some living body had walkItege will attend at least one of these
JOURNEY
HE PLACE
ANTIQUESOAVS
invalid's
the
car,
front
of
in
ed
J
I
concerts.
we wonM hove had death from
"It is perhaps not generally known
exhaustian, nath* wafer?
that the percentage of interested stu\ff
- c
dents at Bowdoin is larger by far
of
cognizance
respectfulry
take
than
Almost
We
that of mast colleges.
Little's
newly growing B third of the entire undergraduate
Professor
moustache. We knew he had it in body is interested in musical activity
him and so we wonder if he is imita- in one way or another. I can cite
ting Der Furher or is merely blase two instances which will corroborate
AFTER ALL, THEY DIDN'T}^ VOLfRE RIGHT, Sift. If
CAN ALMOST SEE THE MEN
HO-HO, YOUNG
with what was formerly the status this: There are now over 80 in the
TAKES MODE RN PRINCE
HAVE A MILD, TASTY
SITTING IN THIS VEBY SPOT,
LADY. YOUDOrTT
quo and wishes to effect a change. glee club with some 30 on the waitALBERT TO GIVE A A1AN
MEAN JUST THE
TOBACCO L KE PRUCf
SMOKING THEIR PIPES JUST
Persimmon will confer honor on him ing list. The band is now 36 memALL THE PLEASURE
WAY VOL/RE DOING NOW WAY WE ARE NOW-WE
ALBERT IN THOSE QWS!
who most nearly succeeds in semlinf; bers with some 20 waiting.
THERE IS
E GETTING A
to
A GOOfJl
in the correct answer.
"We want to address one final word
ORE PLEASURE
PIPE
to those students who feel there is
- c
not much value in music for them,
About three weeks ago. Profesi

Richard E. Ttrkey '40

Jr. '40

I)

The fund for this annual competiwas established by the Hon. De
iAWa S. Alexander. LL.D.. Bowdoin

ly

fet

E. Tracy, Jr. '39

James

Contest

'

!

John H. Rich,

(Continued from Pa**

The other day PVoffcannr Copeland
was instructing his Zoology 1 class, ,make them. It will be interesting
'upon the advisability of dating their know also that Bowdoin is a leader
papers in order to aveid any future in this particular endeavor.
Other
anachr^"'?""* As a last plea he said, progressive coBeges do offer oppor"In fact I date everything that comes tunities for record playing on a small

When 1871

r*rize

1

By Pernlmmon
Brunswick, Maine

Be Held for

Alexander

WITH SOUND

i

m

'40

j

|

a

Jamet H. Cupit.

David W.
Dtckson 41
Luther A. Harp. Jr. '41
Thaddeua J. Kecfe. '41

Jr. '41
V. PfefcJ '41

John C. Evans '41
Herbert
Theodore Iloitt '41
Robert A. Inn tan '41
Kinnard '41
Jack
Charles W. Marr '41
WUteam E. Vannah '41
Walter S. Pierce '41
Harold L. Pines '41
E. Harold Pottle, Jr. *1 Henry A. Shorey, 3rd
Chailes H. Mergendahl, Jr. '41
Max Weinsnel '41

R

:

'41

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
Pierson C. Irwia '39

I
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THE BOWDOIH-WILUAMS WEEK END
The campus

will be a

Bowdoin-Wifliams game
tussle

dm

this

predicted between the

is

of activity with the coming of the

A

week end.

Pobr Bear

nip and tuck football

eleven and the Williams

Purple squad as the main attraction for the Hvely week end. Nine
tea dances and a gala football victory dance will be fitting climaxes

and their guests.
With the Bowdoin Band making its first appearance in its new
uniforms, spectators at the football game will witness the progres
aive strides which this active undergraduate organization is making on campus.
for the undergraduates

Not

only will Saturday be the day for a long-awaited football

game, but it will also be Fathers' Day when more than 1 50 fathers
of members of the Class of 1942 are invited to visit the campus and
look over the beginning of a new year
CoHege.

m

With

all

of these activities scheduled for the week's end,

evident that the "footbaH season "

may

slide

is

it is

Classroom work

really here.

and "cuts" may be used but surely the faculty

joins in the

expectation that everyone should have a fine time on campus.

R. E. T.
-o-

A CUSTOM TO
As was
tory

expressed in a column in

facilities

last

week's Orient, the lava-

we

"Men's" chambers are

better than

little

no

The improvised

sanitary rest rooms

whatsoever.

games

here,

violently anti-Hitler.
The latter was described as a monster,
a gorgon, and a world wrecker.
In fact, a plethora of invectives
were produced. Now Professor
Hetmreich who is a student of

considerable merit concern] rig affairs in Central Europe was intent upon giving his opinions
which are not as unfavorable to
the German side as are many.
However, most of the ladies and
gentlemen had already farmed
their own opinions and cared not
to be changed either by logic or
propaganda. la fact, the discussion got so heated that several
of the more hot-blooded patriots
made a great show of departing
in an agitated and
indignant
manner. It Is reported that one
lady of importance was moved to
tears by the emotional tenseness
of the situation. Persimmon feels
that this was indeed an outstand-

ami who are

not interested in trying
to avail themselves of this opportunity.
Every phase of civilization has
its corresponding phase of musical
development. This is due to the fact
that music is the one means in the
life of man tluthas the power to give
tangible expression to that which
means the most ta an individual, his
emotions.
Emotions are so closely
akin to what we call the spiritual
world which binds fellow beings together. There must be something extremely worth while and vital in anything that persfcts and grows steadily
under the most adverse conditions for
3,000 years. B will pay you to investigate."

N© TICE
There will %e a meeting of the
Thorndike Csjb at 7 o'clock this
evening in fe> Moulton Union

who

Lounge. All freshmen

are not

affiliated with a fraternity are in-

vited to attend. AD former members
are requested to be present.

take sides
comes.

war

when

really

JOY SMOKE

50

pipeful* of fragrant tobacco fa

•vary 2-ea.

ti» of

Prince Albert

D0NT IJT TOUR NERVES GET TIRED, UPSET!

it

should realize that the College's obligations to the

when

the football eleven makes

appear-

its

IRISH SETTER-Na.

ve of Ireland. Be-

lieved to be a cross of English setter, spaniel
and pointer. Originally red and white in

Today's standards call for solid
ipahogany nd or rich golden chestnut. Essentially a gun dog. Bold, hardy, yet remarkcoloring.

fine

THE NATJONA;.

the College invites spectators to enjoy the football

gallery are not completed

ance in

hmcE Albert

ing example of the way in which'
the intelligentsia have or wilt

are under the intpression that the need for such

has been evident for quite some time.

When

debonair group were assembled.
They were simply agog about the
war crisis. Needless to say, the
majority ot those nresent were

Whittier Stadium are "disgusting and indecent."

facilities at

Needless to say,

CHAHGED

BE

m

sor and Mrs. Philip S. Wilder
held a reception for members
of
and
town
the
faculty
big wigs.
The usual gay and

new

uniforms. Something so derogatory to Bowdoin's

tradition as this condition deserves

some

serious consideration

and

He's giving his

ably gentle nature.

nerves a rest. ..and so

planning by the administration.

is

he

Although, for the most part, facilities of this type are rather
decadent in other stadiums, it should not free this College from
providing adequate rest rooms for both

men and women.

not be too extravagant an undertaking for the College to
rest

roomc

dium.

in the

should

It

set

up two

stadium for the guests in the basement of the

Purely such a

move

will

be appreciated by

sta-

all.

R. E. T.

Masque And Gown Holds

Bowdoin Men Attend

Smoker For Freshmen
(

Continued fmni page

Teachers' Convention
(Continued front page 1)
Session, October 28, Principal

1)

ushering, and twelve for Business
Manager. Augustus II Fenn '46 spoke
oa publicity, programs, and posters.
Fifteen men signed up for publicity

General
William E. Wing

Jr.

School,

"The Club Program"

table. ..tired out without knowing

Deering High

for which activity there were seven*
ty-four applicants.
After members of the Executive

Committee hod spoken, the first scene
of "Take It Away." was rend by Mr.
Quinby and the music sung by
Thomas A. Browne 11 '41. acco panied
by Richard T. Eveleth '39. Refreshments wound up a very full evening.

m

Fathers Te Be Guests
At Reception Saturday
'Continued fraaa pan* 1)
tier field. As all seats are reserved it
recommended that fra shantn who

fa

•re having guests secure their tick-

game

. . .

Prodesign-

'39.

'40, spoke on stage managing and
props for which eighteen and nineteen men respectively, signed up.
In the absence of Edwin L. Vergason '38, who has won the one act
play contest twice. Mr. Quinby spoke
on play writing activities for which
sixteen men signed up. Finally Peter
H. Crowell Jr. '38, spoke on acting

ets before the

system amazingly similar to yours, with
is the nature ofthe dog to
rest when he needs rest, it is the nature of

mankind to drive on... until nerves
until you are cross and
and twitch

"02.

will give the introduction.
will be the topic
of the speech of Leslie W. Pearson
'19 at the Group Session Meeting.
duction Manager, explained
Bowdoin will be well represented
ing, building, painting, and electrical at the meeting of the Department of
work- Seven men signed up for scene Physical Education.
Adam Walsh,
designing, eleven for building, four- whose teams seem to have taken
teen for painting, and seven for elec- them, will give some "Hints on FootWesley E. Bevins Jr. ball."
trical work.
"Some Definite Symptoms

and three for posters.
Matthew W. Bullock

T'HE DOG pictured above has a nervous
this difference: It

either at the

gym

Which Should Warn Physical

«<

field.

Union Board and White Key
the program.

tobaccos

costlier

TEKRFLL JACOBS,
"Tony"

soothe

their

nerves.

lion trainer,

Concello, circus aeriaiist

»»

and

(left),

both testify to the value of "Let up—
••Kht up a Camel." "Animals can spring
into iimant action— then relax," lay*
Jacobs. "We are apt ta get our nerves all

12.

or the ticket booth at the

No

LET UP— LIGHT UP A CAMEL
PUTS MORE JOY INTO LIVING

Direct-

Professor Herbert Ross Brown of
the Bowdoin English Department will
have charge of the program for State
Teachers given by the College EngProlish Departments of the state.
fessor Frederick C. Horwood, Visiting Lecturer in English on the Tallman Foundation, will speak on "Some
Points in the Teaching of English."
The second paper will be given by Dr.
Mary Marshall. Assistant Professor of
English at Colby. The subject will
be "Training for Speed and Comprehension in Reading." The third paper
entitled "Some Taboos in the.Teachiog English," will be presented by
Professor Walter Whitney of the
University of Maine.

irri-

Ease up and enjoy a Camel. Camels are
made from costlier tobaccos. Smokers find
that "Let up— light up a Camel" puts
more zest into life, and that Camel's

MILLIONS FIND

ors as to the Physical Condition of
Their Pupils" will be the topic of a
Forum to be conducted by Dr. Allan

Woodcock. M.D.

it.

jerk

matter which of the common forms of
you feel, try this experiment:

tenseness

wound up with oar tenae way of li vinj—
can't let go. I find that Cameb soothe
my nerves. ,"Terrell'» right," Miss Coocello sayi.

a Can*!

"When my

nerves are tired,

hehw tnem to «*.'*

FRED L. MeDANIBL. cowboy (right),
"When I feel nervous I let up, and

says:

up a soothing Camel. Camels are
mild— I smoke 'em steadily. They are so
and never die my taste."

light

comforting,

^

LET UP- UGffrUP/l &VH£Lf^

The

Smokers

will as-

sist in

MaMMMMH

find

Camel's Costlier Tobaccos are SOOTHING TO

m

THE NERVES

mmmmmmmmmmm

MM .

>********-^^^^^^a*mmmmmBmmmmmmmm*mmm
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SPORTS SWELL

Polar Bears To Oppose

At

Whittier Field

~
The J^TT
backArtd,

1

TM* Saturday

"

'"— PM*

Adam

fumbles •teftetf her attack against
aajprinortMi „„, the vermonters.
On
settled an affair as tt* line. Metendy, Sa^^y, Bowdoin will be
out tor *t,
I a da ne
fgfc"- ^y**'
;.._ l !
_ ;!vwi«e for hut year's defeat, the only
and Bonzagni are still fighting
it out
of the entire at—mi A decisive
je

K

however.

I

n*

is

.

With only 11 practice sessions bethem the Freshman football
team of 1942 will tackle New Hamp-

hind

cottage hereabouts. They have the
neifsiatji power both in the forward
wall and in the backfiekt

Clifford.

Guards:

Bill Georgitis.

"Val"

team as outstanding

«

reached the quarters without difficulty with the exception of Ireland
who was extended to 7-5, 8-6 by Len
Cohen. Ev Pope also had trouble with
Lyd Talbot and had to come from be
hind after losing the first set.
Shattuck, Bleb Favored as Finalists

tor Its nnffaggtng sptrlt as tor Its exo-

ctttion of football fu n da

men tals.
s

—

-

•

Wesfeyaajast Friday, Bow-

While the varsity squad was en route to
In the semi-finals, Shattuck meets
.
.
..
doin's J.V.'s were dropping a 21-0 decision at Pickard r ieal to Maine Central
th^ draw
h ,
Institute of Pittsfieki In the face of usual varsity success and frequent J.V. and Rich opposes Hifl in the
*™i!Z!Z
lower
defeats, the real value of the J.V.'s in our football setup b too apt to be disces to date.
perfor
man
From
thencounted.
large first squad of three teams naturally absorbs most of the
are expected to
experienced grid material in school, automatically l° we ™*« the caliber of the Shattuck and Rich
position of most scrub move into the finals. Meanwhile play
J.V. outfit. Moreover, in the customary "guinea pig"
teams, the J.V.'s spend a certain part of their time as foils;for varsity prac- is progressing rapidly in the doubles
tice, limiting the opportunity for exclusive J.V. practice. Despite these han- and two rounds have been played
Bowdoin grid picture. off when the Orient went to press.
the
of
part
invaluable
dicaps, the J.V. squad Is an
the game an opportunity for
It affords practically any fellow interested
No upsets have been recorded and the
competition against boys of equal talents and forms an invaluable prepara- four seeded
teams Shattuck-Hill.
the college athletic detion for future varsity players. Thus, the action of
Stewart-Pope. Rich- Ireland, and Akepartment in lengthening this fall'*. J.V. schedule to include six tilts is a
matches handily.
keeping with Bowdoin's athletic policy of providing the ley-Morse own early
notable advance
surprise
greatest possible amount of athletic participation for the greatest possible Faculty teams are due to
later in the touranment and among
number of students.
to
be
hard to beat are
those
expected
s
s
t
.camps*
athletic
Football relinquishes its monopoly of
Brown-Daggett, Quinby-Beam, and
interest for a few moments daring the knives of Saturday's
Cushing-Bartlett.
The complete reBowdoin- Williams clash whan Bowdoin and Springfield
sults of ail matches played this week
College cross country men finish a road running race of
follows:
in front of the Hubbard Grand-

Haven

^"L*

(

ZllSF^m L

A

m

m

—

I

i

I

down deep

enemy

in

Menard

gowdojn returned the compliment, head linesman overlooked this rule
Legate aiming for the coffin corner, completely and allowed the touchcaught the ball on his instep and: down. Happily for Bowdoin. the try
ra ised a high spiral which was head- f° r the extra point failed and now
ing directly for the Cardinal goal- th^ Cardinals still needed two touchline.
The Wesleyan safety man let downs to win. But as later events
the oval roll, hoping that it would proved, they were done for the day
cross the line but Pete Howie, spell- and it was Bowdoin that went ahead
ling Denham at left end. pounced on and scored another to make the dethe ball, and ft was put in play on the cision certain.
Haldane Scores Again
one foot line.
The kick-out was short and this,
Wesmen's
Haldane.
taking
the
coupled with a fine run-back by Le- kick-off, tucked the oval under his
gate, again put the ball in scoring arm, put down his head and steamrollposition for the White. Haldane shot ered down the gridiron.
Would-be
a pass, this time to Melendy, and the Wesleyan tacklers popped off his hips
ball was put in play four short yards and shoulders like so much rain off
from home port. Bowdoin capitalized a tin roof and when he was Anally
for the third time when "Handy brought down by three men, the ball
Andy" went over on his second at- was Bowdoin's on the enemy 35.
tempt. On his third successive try. From here, a Haldane to Howie pass
Melendy added the extra point and netted 15; successive rushes by FiBowdoin had the game well in hand. field and Legate advanced the melon
Wesleyan Fights Buck
to the four, whence Andy scored the
Fighting valiantly to prevent a fourth and final Bowdoin tally for the

defeated Tracy 6-4, 6-2;
Birkett defeated Robinson (default);
Akeley defeated Harr 6-a, 6-1; Hill
defeated Scope 4-6, 7-5, 6-4; Pope defeated Talbot 1-6. 6-4, 6-3; Ireland
defeated Cohen 7-5, 8-6; and Rich defeated Hill 6-1. 6-0.
new
The
mooaaght
Quarter Finals
mile or two ap MeKeen Street by
Rich defeated Ireland 6-3. 6-4;
opportunity of full sessions tor the squad has given It a
Shattuck defeated Menard; Akeley
headstart In rounding Into shape and should aanteriany aM
its chances Saturday.
defeated Birkett; and Hill defeated
S
8
Pope.
complete rout, the Cardinals, for a
This sport occupies a peculiar position here at Bowdoin. The college
First Mound Douktos
few moments, flashed the first percountry
cross
have
a
doesn't
races cross country teams of other schools, but
Legate-Green defeated Inman-Dav- iod form which had given them a
course,
team of its own technically speaking. The conventionaj cross country
deMenard-Menard
is
default;
by
well-earned lead. After an exchange
fields,
with its stretches of paved and unpaved roads, plowed and unplowed
6-4.
6-0;
and
lingErr
is
Hare
feated
of kicks the ball was put into play
fences, and whatever other obhills and dales with brooks, barbed-wire
measure, is taboo to Keuey and Hassey defeated Birkett- about
id-field in the possession of
stacles the district may provide thrown in for good
unCoach Magee Jack firmly believes that continued workouts over suchBow- Hatch by default.
Fait Golf Tour
Consequently,
men.
Doubles
Round
track
Second
middle-distance
down
slow
grounds
even
cross
regular
those
of
equivalent
to
distances
AUendefeated
of
Hill-Shattuck
doin sponsors road running
The first round of the golf tourtrack teams Know i ton by default; Williams-Eaton
country courses. This type of fall training has paid Bowdoin
nament for the college championship
such a tracK
ample dividends in the past, and with Bowdoin slated to meetmilers, milers, de &,ated Huhng-Carison by default;
was played off last week at the
as Dartmouth this winter. Saturday's test of our two
Coffin-LinHaskell-Stetson
defeated
assumes particular imBrunswick Country Club. Seven of
half and quarter -miters cojnpet ing in road running
coln by default; Quinby-Beam dethe eight matches were played out.
portance
feated Craig-Hepburn £-4, 6-2; HaireIn the other match Harry Hood, capBackus defeated Brand-Tracy 6-1, tain of the golf team, defaulted to
4-6, 6-1;
Cushing-Bartlett defeated Luke Abbott.
All second matches
Nicholsdefault;
Hunt-Carland
by
must be played by the 16th of OctAvailable for parents sad guests at
Marble defeated Legate-Greene 9-7, ober.
THI INN
4-6, 6-2; Rich-Ireland defeated MenThe summary:
ard-Menard 6-3, 9-7; Hasey -Porter
Mullen defeated Richdale, 3 and 2;
42 Pleasant Street
defeated Shorey-Waite 6-2, 6-0; Jenk- Girard defeated Knowiton, 4 and 3;
Ample Parking Space
isson-Smith defeated Edwards-Walk- Clarke defeated Benham, 8 and 6;
er 6-3. 6-4; Brown- Daggett defeated Fischer defeated Guild, 9 and 8; Abled

I

m

HAVE YOU SUBSCRIBED?

NEW BOWDOIN GROWLER
John Greeley

-

A. D. House

a

WfWES

-

Circulation

|

Manager

fl.eg

•>

ROOMS

Styled

To Create

A

Smarter You

—

—

ALL Your

If you are looking for something different, see our showing of

nigged imported tweeds and cheviots
still

the coat can be effectively

worn

—

it's

a perfect suit and

as an odd jacket with slacks.

We

have had long experience in
for Bowdoin men:

producing

&

$29.50
Why

$35

-

"

PRINTING

Other Printing

not prepare for those

raw days to come? Let
us show you our ideas for
week end occasions
footbait games or any outdoor
cold

—

vacation.

Telephone S

STUART * CLEMENT

Sleeveless Cable Stitched

Sweaters

The COLLEGE

BOOKSTORE

New Book of Poems by Professor
MAINE BALLADS
NEW POETKY OF NEW ENGLAND

WENOWSTOCK
a complete line of S. S. Pierce
specialties at Boston
catalogue prices

TONDREAU

W.

87

EVERYTHING THAT'S GOOD
TO EAT

Robert P. T. Coffin

— CONFECTIONERS —

largest Line of Pipes and Tobacco f*
la

$1.7$

,

Compliments of

MORTON'S NEWSSTAND

CHANDLER & SON

GLENGARRY
SPUING COMPANY

m Town
TOILET ARTICLES

ATTENTION!
SEE ONE OF OUR AGENTS AT YOUR FRAT HOUSE OR DORM
ROLF STEVENS
A. D. HOUSE
MCK MKRRILL
SIGMA NTJ
JACK TUCKER
BETA HOUSE
WILLIAM BARTON
DEKE HOUSE
T. J.

A. T. O.

TOM

DORMS
T. D. HOUSE

Leather Jackets
All kinds

WELCOME STUDENTS

and up

VISIT

Also headquarters for Arrow shirts, Bosioftian shoes, Berg hats

THE NEW

Jarvis Restaurant and Tea
FIDELITY BUILDING

— Luncheons

BRUNSWICK CLEANERS

and

DYERS

PHONE

BRUNSWICK COAL & LUMBER
Hard and Soft Coals

—

down for a

1 a.m.

450

CO.

Fuel Oils

Dry Fireplace Wood

from 35c *• 75e

We're open until

SHKEHY

LIN KHAN

WILLIAM C. HART
BILL GEORGITIS

PSI

Room

S0DABAR
After an evening's study, dram

ZETA

NEXT TO FIRS STATION

for regular meals or for a snack at our

Seneife

BROS. CO.

MAINE STREET

19% on $100 orders

Is an attractive volume by Mr. Coffin published by th
Press.
Ilk v olume contains his lectures on Froot and Robimo*.
wkirh ke delivered at Johns Hopkins University.

F.

$8.95

Brunswick Bowling Alley

Tel655-W

$2.59

Wool Mufflers
$1.00 up

self.

Brnnswick, Me. UNCLE TOM'S CABIN SHOP

Special at $2.98

up

both

flashed and the whole forward wall
or walls was its usual rock-bound

Town Baildlag

Lined Bushcoats
Corduroy Bushcoats

$1.95

Bonzagni

and

Legate

ed.

1% on $10.00 — YIc on $20.00

—

raal K. Ntvea, Bowdoin 1916
Printers of Tke Orient

Gloves
Lined and Unlined

the team in his new position at quarter-back better than could be expect-

'

TheRecord Office
—

The game ended a few minutes
with the Polar Bears still
threatening, after several fine runs by
Bonzagni and Rowson.
For Bowdoin, Haldane was easily
the outstanding man on the field. He
ran, he passed and he blocked and
tackled in a manner which would
warm the cockles of the heart of any
coach in the land. Melendy handled
later

fault.

,

And

went wide and the score

.

STATIONERY
POSTERS
ALUMNI LETTERS
TICKETS
FRATERNITY FORMS
Ask Us Fsr Quotations

attempt

stood 27-13.

i

.

PRINTING

This time the conversion

afternoon.

The strong Wesleyan line lived' up
to pre-game expectations with Phelps,
Alibrio and McCabe doing heavy
duty. The back-field was badly crip— i— — "—
^
bott defeated Hood, by default; Ross pled through the loss of Mim DadBEAUTIFUL PERSONAL
defeated Messier, 4 and 3; Woodruff dario. but Kay and Hussong carried
CHRISTMAS CARDS
defeated Mathews. 7 and 6; and Bean on in a manner which kept the Bowdoin defense on the alert all after50 Asst. Designs with Envelopes $1.50 defeated Scope, 4 and 3.
$3.00
Finest Grade, a work of Art
noon.
Name inscribed on each if desired. Zwicker-Pratt 6-0, 6-0; Nixon-KenAn Meal Xmas Gift. Order at Once. drick defeated Bush-Hall 6-1. 6-1;
NICHOLS * COMPANY
Scope-Abbott defeated Smith-HaielRockaaart, Georgia
Compliments of
ton by default; Bowdoin- Wheeler defeated White-Driscoll; and StewartPope defeated Irwin- Woodruff by dei

Yes, We're Interested In

v™

!

|

Fourth Round Stogies
Shattuck defeated Eaton 6-0, 6-3;

stand. Springfield's harriers last raced Bowdoin oi^s eorrespondtng date hi 1938, on which occasion we Mageemea,
by Porter and Bond, oatetosaed the gymnast*. The
present Bowdoin team, already shaping op as emmkterably improved over test year's wajnad has been tortonate in
having the ftdf-ttme aorvtee of Coach Jack Mage*. Johnny
Jock has been relieved of bis traditional dottes as football
trainer -to devote fuH ttoae to the fall conditioning of his
track men. Previous ly practice was necessarily held late in
the afternoon earning tke leg-weary crew to plod tke last

first

f

(

^

some four and a half miles

the

had stopped, which was hart before Kay threw it.
But the referee
stepped in and called the forward inball

«*

.

,

LegaBy, the play was over
forward progress of the

ticular.

when

just barely reached, gave the

Bears a

,

and Bob Woodward. Centers: Paul Hazelton, George
Laubenstein, and
Barry Zaaaaan.
Backs: Lin Ferrini, Bob Bell, Ross
Hannigan, Jack Holt, Ed Martin, Jim
Dyer, Ed Coombs and Joe Williams.
From their performances against
Hebron, it is evident that the New
Hampton men who will cause the
most difficulty are Canifeo and ThomVafiades, Phil Scott,

Although not a razzle-dazzle outWHliems does employ a very deceptive attack,
with emphasis on
speed as weir as trickery. Frequent son.

fit,

a devastating
and
Haldane, Karsokas, Melendy. Denham, and Boasagni la a
matter of Interesting statistical record. Slgnlneaat above
details
of the contest, however, h the clear
and beyond all
evidence that Bowdoin h once again re presented by a grid

riot act

complete, putting the ball in play at
the line of scrimmage.
On the next play. Kay did corahis pass to Cagney who was
plete
.
**7~
runs
Two
ground-eating
territory.
j .-..\IZL> ,».„V^,. «. ,~o.
smme «*™*r ** *«* ***
sto —d ,n
by Haldane accounted for another
few moments previously. Just as
a
and once again the Polar Bear looked
the end was about to be thrown to
like herself, pounding at the gates of
the ground by the Bowdoin tacklers,
the enemy. With Wesleyan expectMorningstar, happening along, took
ing a few more line smashes by Halthe ball from Cagney's hands and ran
dane. "Annihilatm' Andy" upset 'the
the remaining 27 yards for the secdope and fed Mac Denham a perfectond score, much to the surprise and
ly executed pass in the opposition's
consternation of the Walsh-coached
which
was
nevzone
the
lead
end
for
team.
er relinquished. Melendy again sucIt was clear both to the spectators
cessfully converted the try fpr the
and to the players themselves that
extra point.
on both occasions the forward proBewdntn Cunltenti Ai snn lt
gress
of the ball had stopped and that
Melendy kicked off and again Wesleyan was unable to put on any sue it should have been put in play from
'j
They kicked andl tnat point. .But the referee and the
^a ne(j advance.

m

HnMMgi

With third down
the Nutmeggers.
coming up and six yards to go, Kay
faded back for a pass pursued by a
host of White attackers. He was hit
simultaneously by at least three and
as he was about to fall to the ground
he thr e w the ball no place in par-

was now officially on
and Bowdoin was not long in pressing
the opportunity for which she had so
savagely fought an entire half. Wesleyan received the White kick-off and
was held for no gain. An attempted
punt on the fourth down found the
Bowdoin lane in so fast that the pass
from center was fumbled and the
ball went to the possession of the
Pine Tree Staters on the Cardinal 40.
A Haldane to Fifield pass, which

The

»**»««

PLAYS NEW HAMPTON

ton Preparatory school in its openInsoing game, Friday afternoon.
far as experience is concerned the!
New Hampton team is one up on the
Frosh, having played their initial
game Saturday against Hebron. The
that will be as heavy, if not heavier, fact that the New Hampshire team
than the team that Wesleyan trotted was beaten 25-0 by a strong Hebron
out last week. The Purple line will team is no indication of its weaknes.
be as strong a line as the Polar Bears
On the other hand what the Frosh
will be called on to face this year. lack in experience they make up for
Princeton was unable to put on a in weight and speed. For weight '42
single offense against Wilhams two has four tackles that weigh well over
weeks ago. Air the Thjer scoring came 190 pounds. In the backfield speed
as results of long runs or passes. It mer chants are a dime a dozen, mak- r
will he through this same line that ing it a difficult task for Coach Linn
Bowdoin's backs must go tearing.
Wells to select the four best backs.
An abundance of sophomore mateAfter intensive scrimmaging on
rial will be on hand to help the wear- Monday and Tuesday of this week,
ers of the Purple try to administer a Coach Wells was still unable to give
second consecutive beating to the a definite starting lineup as there
home boys. Although Simmons, the are a number of positions in which at
back who beat Bowdoin last year al- least two players are of nearly equal
most single-handed will be missing, ability.
Captain Durrell, King, Seay, from
Two tentative elevens have' been
last year's first team and a new-comer, Cramer, will be
hand to aid chosen from the following:

two-one edge over the three-year-rejuvenated White, is considered to be a
push-over by many of the students
However, any team that can stalemate the powerful Princeton club for
almost an entire first naif must be
considered to be a threat to any small

(Continued from Par* 1)
tied.

L

FRESHMAN "A" TEAM

Ends: "Hap" Benoit, "Pat" Patterthe Williams cause. All three showed
up very favorably in the Williams vic- son, "BUT* Corliss, Phil Morgan and
tory last week over Norwich.
Leo Marston. Tackles: Niles Perkins,
Williams Holds Two-One Edge
Randy Sides, Paul Bickford and John
Williams, the only tfam to hold a

Haldane Scores Twice, karsokas And Denhara Once;
Melendy Kicks Three Extra Points In Free
Scoring Second Half

And

ShaUue
Advance

Tewrney

m

on

IN SEMI-FINALS

«**. o„ October L

after the current Polar Beans had sckrtinated all over tacit- home terrain in
aqud had aU the Rich,
walloome; Mass. State 32 to 0, Bowdomites *e "tnat
k, Akeley,
technical potentialities of a top-notch outfit. Crisp wotting, accurate tunconcrete evidence of a BowIn Fall
Hill
ing, and sure tackling had seemingly furnished
doin squad excellently grounded in the fundamentals of the game. Yet.
Tennis
victory over the sub- par Staters was hardly a reuaDie Indication of Bowdoin's true powers.
In meeting Wesleyan, noweve 1 mAndrus Field, an
insurmountable jinx to Polar Bear elevens siitce 193U. TOWalshmen were
Johnny Rich, varsity captain and
expected to face a menacing test. They did, and toonyjhjwdoin supporters second seeded paced the field into the
have cause to rejoice in earnest. For in their spectaeag*,. 27_ 13 conquest semi-final round of the fall tennis
ot
Wat
possession
essential of true
ol the Cardinals, the Bears proved their
tournament when he defeated Chick
football success, an indomitable fighting spirit.
Ireland, freshman prospect. Friday
afternoon, in straight sets 6-3. 6-4.
cerBowdoin's second half performance at
Others to join Rich in the round of
tainly rates a pare Un ti e sues- other clsasic Polar Bear
four were first seeded Ben Shattueh,
lauwhatki as against Bates and the U. of M. la the great
State Series of I99S, The details of Bowdoin " Weond hsrf
Lloyd Akeley and Cal Hill.
M—ned
apparently
by
a
•boat lace tram a daaed eleven,
The quarter-Anal matches found
tenter***;
nphiuutiu
brilaeat Cardinal ftrst-hntf otTwwe
Shattuck facing Menard, Akeley vert capclassy passing. Into an inspire*
Walt
ses Birkett, Hill versus Pope, and
able of shaking Kanokas loose for a aa-ysaastaHag daub
Ireland versos Rich. All of these eight
attack In taeaenaiw of
of displaying
;

f^^

.

its

Big White Out-Classes Cardinals
Despite Slow Start In First Half

FOUR TO MEET
m

for starting posts. The last two. espe- win
on the part of Bowdoin will go
cially Haldane. have carried the mail far
determining the success of the
with sensational success so far this rest of the season.
yew. Handy Andy's skill in all de-

partments makes him invaluable to
the Bowdoin cause. The other hacks
have also played brHliantiy- The panting of Legale, the running of "Benny
the Bulk*" and Melendys ball-handling are a tow of the reas on s why the
Big White has rone to be feared
by its opponents.
WIIMbjus Stronger Than Expected
The opposition this week end will
be much stronger than that of the
two previous Saturdays. The Bowdoin
coaching staff and players anticipate
a far more busy afternoon this coming Saturday than the general public
believes. Williams will field a team

By Dave Dickson
Walsh's 1938 Big White squad has won
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STRONG M. C. I. ELEVEN
TURNS BACK JAYVEES

Runs

By Bed
With all the enthusiasm of a losing football coach we looked forward
to filling this space with something
other than run-down razzle-dazzle of
gcrivening, or typographical stop-gap
» . . but good old reliable, always
sure to fill the spot if not the proverbial "bill," comes feebly to the
fore in the hackneyed form of miscellany . . . out of the grid-ironed wash
of many a Blue Monday Gloomy Gil
the dour Dobie has found able cause
to live up to his name: an ever successful opponent by the name of InJury has laid his Boston College teams
low with discouraging consistency .
John Kieran, erudite Times Sports
columnists and reigning radio question-box, has set a decidedly unortho.

dox

style for divining football results;

Kieran goes

off

on his weekly autum-

PLEDGES TARE RIDES
ON MOONUT NIGHTS
Springfield

White X-Country

Playing hard, wide-awake football
Bowdoin's Varsity Cross Country
and turning frequent Polar Bear fumTeam opens its season with a meet
bles to their own advantage, gave an
against Springfield College, Saturday,
victory
alert M.C.I, eleven a 21 to
Bowdoin won this meet
the 15th.
over Bowdoin Jayvees Friday after- two years ago by a score of 17 to 46.
noon on Pickard field.
The squad has shown a great deal
Throughout the first half M.C.I. of improvement since the candidates
had things pretty much their own were first called out. This is partly
way, but were unable to score un- due to the able coaching of Jack Matil the third quarter when a Bowdoin gee, who is devoting his time wholly
fumble gave them the ball on the 15- to the cross country and fall track
yard line and Mercier swept around squads this year, and to the fine spirit
A short of cooperation and enthusiasm shown
left end to cross the goal.
pan gave the extra point.
by his runners.
Starting at Whittier Field about
In the final quarter the visitors
found their other two touchdowns. fifteen minutes before the half of the
The first came after picking up an- Bowdoin-Willlams football game, the
after
other Bowdoin fumble and throwing finish will come during the half,
a four
a long pass to get in position; Rice the contestants have covered
mile course. The start
then smashed through the line for the and one-half
and finish will be broadcast by
six point" Buckley accounted for the
in connection with the footflat

WGAN

nal tangent re collegiate football by final score when he intercepted a
ball game.
bringing into play such relevant mat- pass on the Jayvee 35-yard line and
A strong sophomore contingent
ter as ornithology, politics, music, easily romped over the goal.
with the more seasoned veterans
literature, and baseball; a typical
Although "Jitterbug" Chapman and should make up one of the best teams
Kierancast: "WESLEY AN vs BOW- Pete Donavan made a few sizeable Bowdoin has put out for a number of
DOIN Some American League root- gains and did a good Job running back years. The following men will comers say laughingly that the Cubs did punts, off-side penalties and fumbles pete for Bowdoin: Captain George
well to carry the series as far as New didn't leave them in possession of the Hill '39, Al Watt '39, Tom Lineham
York. A bold vote for Bowdoin"; ball long enough to even make any '40, Harry Baldwin '40. Don Bradeen
Herald-Tribune Richards Vidmer and serious threat. The nearest the Jay- '40, Bob Berry '40, Charley Pope '40.
Bangor Daily News Jack Moran are vees came to scoring was in the lat- Phil Requa '40, Dick Sanborn '40,
Kieran emulators; we suspect that ter part of the fourth quarter when Marcus Parsons '41, Omer McDuff
Kieran realizes the futility of select- Donavan plunged through the line for '41, Bob Martin '41, Nils Hagstrom
ing winners, with any degree of wis- 15 yards and later snared a couple of '41, Graham Bell '41, Jim Doubleday
dom, in such a game of vicissitudes passes from Chapman and Welch to '41, John Spear '41, Tom Sheeny '41,
as football, and as J. Magee would land the Polar Bears on the visitors' and Dave Dickson '41.
say, he can call the turn as good as 30-yard line.
This afternoon the fairly strong
Louisiana State, where they M.CA (tl)
any
(•) Bowdota freshman road runners ran a veteran
Lincoln Academy team. With cross
sleep in the Stadium, cage a live tig- D'Archangelo, Goodfellow, le
big
er, attend classes in buildings towered
re, Kelley, Rocque country annually one of Lincoln's
a la Wall Street, and do things in a Squares, Goodfellow, It rt, Orr, Miller sports, the Academy was given a
few points up
general boisterous way, has qpme Lyon, Milton, lg
rg, Lincoln chance of finishing a
freshmen.
the
through again! The late Huey Long's Stafford, c
c, Harkness on
adopted pet institution has bought an Sherman, Lewis, Maynard, rg
airplane,
four-seater,
for
football
lg, Hartshorn, Pope
Maine Alone Wins;
scouts call out the anti-aircraft! Talbot. Leonard, rt
It, Neiley
"Passing" Fancy? No! With Mackel, re
.
.
le, Hinckley
Colby Lose
Bates
Baugh, Herber, Daowski, Luckman, Puiia, Buckley, qb
Patterson,
O'Brien,
Cahill,
Lain,
qb, Leroyer, Williams
"Sweet" Lalane, and innumerable Hall, Toule, lhb
A fourth period attack against a tirothers hurling the forward pass with
rhb, Page, Bevins, Welch ing Colby eleven enabled the University of Vermont to walk off the field
with unheard of regularity, can you Mercier, Smith, rhb
name a more dominant factor in preslhb, Donavan, McGuire with a 9-6 victory over the White
A fumble by Johnny Dagent-day football ? The whip-cord arm, Rice, fb
fb, Bevins, Chapman Mules.
gett, Colby half-back led to Verthe ham-like hand, the unerring aim,
Score by periods:
and the passing poise are often in- M. C. 1
7 14—21 mont's touchdown and with the condispensable ... A tip on Captain
Touchdowns: Mercier, Rice, Buck- version gave the Granite Staters a
Larry Durrell, to be seen here Sat- ley; points after touchdowns: Buck- 7-6 lead. Later, Daggett was tackled
urday with Williams: we read a while ley (pass), D'Archangelo (placement) behind his goal for a safety. Colby's
back that lithe Larry's 145 pounds 2; referee, Farrington (Bowdoin); score, which came in the first period,
on the program has been "upped" a umpire, Chapman (Bowdoin); head was the result of an 80-yard march.
Hatch scored the touchdown from the
few figures; which means nothing... linesman, Young.
nine-yard line after three successful
Now Washington can be first in war,
where George Munger, passes from Hatch to Maguire.
first in peace, and first in the Foot- nsylvania,
Bates Defence Strong
ball League (they once were last in young in years and coaching experiPutting up a splendid defense for
the American)
Receiving with ence, has improved the caliber and
the consistency of a Hutson or a spirit of the team; Red and Blues in more than half the game. Bates wiltTinsley, Pete Pete Donavan took four the erstwhile City of Brother Love ed in the last period to permit NorthBates
of Al Chapman's passes for one of used to take their city's title too se- eastern to gain a 6-0 win.
the redeeming features of the Jay- riously ... a halfback by the name rushed Northeastern off its feet durVee M.C.I, game
Double-edged: of Cramer was heralded ante season Charlie Crooker, staved off repeated
we read every Sunday where Pitt's as the Williams darkhorse, and if he's attacks. Gorman was outstanding
for Bates on the offense and Bucci"dream" backfield becomes a night- anything like his Red Sox namesake,
"Doc," he'll pass, receive, and play gross and Briggs turned in notewormare for its opponents . .
Since deep on defense
What's this ing the first period and then, led by
Benny Karsokas is Benny "the bul- about settling the mythical Ivy thy performances.
Maine Outplays New Hampshire
let" to the Portland papers, we trust League scrap Far Above Cayuga's
The University of Maine put on a
that Williams has no "Maginot" line Waters. Dartmouth and Cornell? Not
while the Lion and Luckman are roar- startling performance at Durham as
youth is being served at Pen. .
ing and passing
they walloped New Hampshire 21-0.
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force-fire

department gathered
a posse and chased the lawbreakers
out of town. Four of the boys hopped
a Brunswick bound freight and the
others climbed aboard a manure wagon with vague plans of dumping the
load on the chapel steps.

They

did

away with such drastic actkwi, however, when they remembered that
the Beta upperclassmen had requested
a bobtailed cat and some sea food
fof a shore dinner. They managed to

buy cooked lobster and crab, but had
to go to Topsham for the cat.
The A.T.O.'s who did not make the
trip to Flying Point were scattered
from Harpswell and Bailey's Island
to Whitten Hill. They proved to be

Orient Ten Years
Tells

COSSACKS WILL HOLD

Ago

CONOTTOMORROW

Of Williams TUt

(Continued from

Put

(CoaUawd from Paa*

1)

possessed of a couple of fast, elusive
ball carriers, but that the line was in
terrible shape. It could not see success for the 1928 team of Williams.
Good Team Despite CriUrism
"With a pessimistic and foreboding outlook for a terrible season, Williams' partisans watched their team
overpower the strong Providence
eleven 20 to 13.
Hope rose in some
quarters, but still many were skeptical.
Last Saturday one read in the
papers that Williams smashed Middlebury 20 to 0. It begins to look as if
Caldwell had developed a good team
in spite of the adverse, criticism. The
contest Saturday will afford everyone a fairly accurate estimate as to
the respective merits of both teams.
In the meantime it is our privilege
and habit to conjecture the probable
,

.

.

.

.

.

.

Alpha Delta Phi took its pledges to
the ocean and gave them a boatride
from Cundy's Harbor to Small Point.

From three o'clock until breakfast
time,
freshmen staggered in carrying lobsters, road signs and other
appropriated goods. One of them returned with rock salt clinging to his

AD

evidence that he had
hauling some fisherman's

pants,

mute

failed

in

trap.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

man

at Virginia Military Institute as
P. Tschesnokoff
advance publicity for "Brother Rat"
"The Lord's name be blessed now
Which takes place there. Nice puband ever in eternity ..."
licity, eh fellows? ... It looks like
Intermission
"ifs,"
the jinx is finally broken
.
Guess
II.
The "couple of fast elusive ball car- we called that World Series last week The Bandore
Dawidowsky
quote and agree with George
riers" proved to be three as Putnam,
Old Ukrainian string instrument
Langmaid. and Howe personally con- Ryan in the Boston "Herald": "We
used by blind songsters.
ducted Williams to a 20-6 victory don't know just what those swing- My Lady
K. Schwedoff
over Bowdoin behind the "terrible" sters are beating around that mulAn old nonsense rhyme originally
line.
Fighting Phil Chapman, who berry bush, but, gosh, how we wish
sung and danced to music of the
Larry
now officiates at J-V games, was a he- they'd beat it in a hurry." .
Balalaika.
ro in a lost cause, gaining plenty of Clinton, the hit of last Ivy, appears Ay, Ookhnem
an*, by S. Jaroff
ground and scoring the Bowdoin with his band in the new Paramount
(Volga Boat Song)
Today
touchdown. Included in the Bowdoin picture "A Song is Born"
The
dirge-like
cry
of the Volga
lineup were Don Lancaster's brother. there are more than 800 cigarettes per
Boatmen is untranslatable into EngBill, and Sid Foster, later to be the head per yean consumed in the United

wonderful pathfinders. In fact the
sophomores scarcely had time to return to the house before Freshmen outcome wkh an
abundance of
began to check in laden with booty "ands," and "buts."
of the hunt.

1)

I.

A couple more cheer-leaders would In Thy Kingdom ... P. Tschesnokoff
Brunswick was
be a big help
The Twenty-second Psalm
named in 1717 after an old duchy in Psalm I of David Old Church Melody
Germany.
If you haven't already
A very old Church Melody from
seen "The Cowboy From Brooklyn"
the Kiev-Petchersky Monastary.
Dick Powell's presence should be Have Mercy Upon Us, O Lord!
"Stompenough to keep you away
D. Lvovsky
in' At The Stadium" as recorded by
At Vespers on Good Friday, this
T. Dorsey for Victor is definitely
phrase is repeated forty times. The
worth a purchase and right in season
diminuendo of the voices suggest
Three-fourths of the trees on
too
the lowering of the cross, the gradthe Wesleyan campus were felled by
ual crescendo, the elevation.
Imagine our campus How Greatly Our Lord is Glorified
the hurricane.
if such a thing happened
Week's
D. Bortnianski
pet gripe: Those hour exams that are
Tongue cannot express how greatly
approaching with such rapidity
our Lord is glorified in Zion.
Priscilla Lane will dance with every The Lord's Name be Blessed

.

.

.

.

We

.

.

.

hero of the '30 Maine game, and
Blindfolded Psi U freshmen probrother of Bob Foster, who ran on
vided themselves with sandwiches
the relay team that beat Yale.
and muffs and went riding to isolated
Band Is Increased
points around Brunswick. According
Another development of that year
to Harry Hood, he drove until he
somewhat parallels the present redidn't know where he was, then he
organization of our band. The mudropped the freshmen and looked for sical group was then under the
directhe way home. Two freshmen were tion of Professor Wass, whose
memlater picked up by a Lewiston police ory is still living in the
revival of
cruiser and shown the Brunswick music during the past few years.
onto
a
road. Three others stumbled
Says the Orient for October 17:
Campfire Girls' camping ground and "The band, the largest had for some
stayed all night teaching the girls time, is rapidly making headway. To
Psi U drinking songs. Bob Niven ap- the number of musicians left from
peared in front of the house at 2.00 last year is added a large delegation
waving a red lantern and wheeling from the freshman class so that now
more than 30 pieces are playing. Two
Gene Williams in a baby carriage.
The Kappa Sigma pledges will have new sousaphones, a very welcome adtheir walk tonight and will be sent dition, have been introduced this year.
down to the ocean to bring back lob- Another important feature is that
ster, pots
for Charlie Stepanian's each member of the band will wear
traps and drums. DU's freshmen are
they have made a complete map of
going out Friday night blindfolded
their travels in and around Brans
The boys
with sheets and towels.
wick. The Zetes have not yet decided
will journey in pairs and will not
when
"Rufe" Stetson and his mob
be allowed to re-enter the house until
will be sent out to explore the windSupposedly a weak and inexperienced ing roads of Brunswick's rural secteam, the Bricemen, led by Dana tions. They will probably go ThursDrew and Dick Dyer, were knocking day night.
at the New Hampshire goal line all
afternoon.
During the third period
the Wildcats did not gain a yard and
had just five chances to put the ball

TRIALS OF ACHORN

.

.

.

the nearest approach might
be "Heave-ahoy." All through the
summer months this cry is heard
along the Volga, as the bare-footed
burlaki (peasants) trudge along the
bank, hauling the heavy cargo barges that would otherwise run
aground in the low, muddy water

States ... Longfellow's first poem
had the unique title of "The Turnip"

And now

lish;

a song "I Found
My Yellow Basket"
Passenger
trains go in and out of Chicago at
the rate of one a minute these days
.

.

.

there's

.

.

.

What

ever became of that ace
drummer, Easter Smith?
And
speaking of drummers, Walt Young
'41 claims he spent quite some time
drinking coffee with Gene Krupa this
past week end ... In Paris they
cover the billboards with cellophane.
It thwarts the subway moustache artists
"Secrets of an Actress"
holds no secrets as to the terrible
.

.

.

.

.

.

Francis

.

.

and acting.

plot

.

leaving

is

of the river. The familiar melody
steals upon the air as from a distance, gradually growing in volume,
then finally dying away to a whisper as the singers' voices are lost
in the distance.

A

the

screen.

Todd

.

Joke .... arr. by S. Jaroff
song sung by soldiers to show
for death during

Soldier's

A

No wonder Kay

their contempt
battle.

.

He

Lesginca
K. Schwedoff
A song of the wild Caucaus.
Intermission
IH.
Two Soldiers' Infantry Songs
arr. by S. Jaroff
Songs sung by the infantry while
a uniform, a custom revived this year.
marching.
Rehearsals are held every Thursday Those Evening Bells arr. by
S. Jaroff
evening at 6.45 in Memorial Hall, and
"How many a tale their music tells
now that such a fine beginning has
Of youth, and home and that

Watch

this baritone Dick
possibilities
.

has great

.

.

Wesleyan

considering Bob Crosby for their
Junior
Prom.
Christmas
Dance
Committee take note.
is

been made,

it

seems that these week-

sweet time

ly rehearsals will rapidly bring about
the precision required of each instru-

ment

to bring out the spirit portrayed

When

heard their soothing

last I

chime."

The

Little Ditch

..

P. Tschesnokoff

by such an assemblage. Anyone who
A comic song impossible of transcan play some instrument and who
lation.
has not reported is urged to attend Behind the Ural, Behind the River
in play.
some weekly meeting of the near (Don Cossack Song) arr. by S. Jaroff
Professor Athern P. Daggett reNew Hampshire threatened in the
future and thus make this year's
A wild Don Cossack song extolling
cently
announced the dates for the band the largest by far ever
first period but Drew intercepted a
had at
the virtues and fearlessness of the
pass on the Maine five and Stearns trials and the final of the Edgar O. Bowdoin."
Cossack fighter.
recovered Drew's fumbled punt at Achorn Prize competition for excellence
in
debating
between
members
midfield to start Maine's attack rollThe debates, to be held in the Dethe Freshman and Sophomore
ing. Maine gained 264 yards by rush- of
bating Room in the Library, require
ing and completed 6 of 11 forwards classes. The trials will be held Tuesthat each contestant give a five-minIN
day, October 25, and the final will
attempted.
ute prepared speech, and also a three
Tufts again took a drubbing as Am- take place Thursday, November 17.
(Continued from Pm* 1)
minute rebuttal. References on the
herst swamped tiem 34-7.
The subject is "Resolved: That the
It was
to a close by saying that the mere
the first Lord Jeff victory over Tufts United States should have an alliance subject have been placed on the clos- bit of advice, try hard to be virtuous,
since 1911.
ed reserve shelf in the Library.
with Great Britain."
is no gospel. Instead, the real gospel
is God's gift in Christ and in the

DEBATE ANNOUNCED

ANDERSON SPEAKS
SUNDAY CHAPEL

Christian fellowship.
"Salvation comes,"

he concluded,
"when we experience this energizing
contact through Christ."
Following the sermon, the college
choir sang Beethoven's well-known

"The Heavens Proclaim Him."

Drug Store

Allen's
1

16

M. C. Perkins, Mgr.
Maine Street
Phone 77S

SPECIAL
packages Walnut

2

—

pipe

1

Total Value

$2.10
$1.00

special

CUMBERLAND
Wednesday

October IS

A Crowd

Four's

wltk

Errol Flynn

— Olivia DeHavlllaad

News

Sound Act

Thursday

October It

Secrets of an Actress
Kay Francis

wltk .
George Brent

—

also

Selected

Short Subject*

Friday

More smokers everywhere are
turning to Chesterfield's refreshing

mildness

and

better taste.

It takes good things to
product. That's

why we

use the best

ingredients a cigarette can have
ripe tobaccos

to

and pure

make Chesterfield

cigarette

mild

paper

—

Pat O'Brien

Cowboy From Brooklyn
Paul Whiteman

MORE

News

Every WtdmtUay Evtnimg

Jbr millions

George
Burns

Gracie

Saturday

Allen

Lloyd Nolan

Every Friday Evrnimf
All C. B. S. St*»B*

October

U

— Gall Patrick
1st

King of Alcatraz

EDDIE DOOLEY

also

Football HithUihts

Selected Short Subjects

Evtrj Thmrtaay ami Saturday

52 Uadiat N. B. C. Statitm*

Mon.

-

Tuea.

Wallace Beery

the cigarette that

smokers say is milder and better-tasting.
Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.

—

—
ta

PLEASURE

make a good

October 14

Dick Powell

Oct. 11

—

•

IS

Mickey

Stablemates
N
Copyiijht

im,

Lkcitt

ft

Sound Art

Mm* Tobacco Co.
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» Rises

DON COSSACKS
SELECT CAST OF 23
ACCUM© AT
FOR "TAKE IT AWAY
BY COLLEGE PLA YERS LOCAL
'9

••

By Richard E. Doyle
are through taking up the cud-

gel against anything hereabouts

and yet

this

"Sun" cannot

and

rise

shine too sweetly when it comes to
laying some fifteen of the filthy lucre
on the line at the "College Bookstore," with prospect for more to

come and more

We

to go.

might as

well say right here and now that this
it no pop shot at the venerable corner shop that has for years faithfully
served the needs of Bowdoin's curricula, albeit this year the books have
been unavoidably detained due to the
elemental disturbance. A boycott
would be impossible and heretic. Most
of the dissent if any comes from the
schoolboyish rumblings of the connivance between professor and proprietor to arrange for the necessary purBge of
books every year in the language department. These muffled protests can
be taken at their face value which

REHEARSALS~WILL
START THIS WEEK

VARIED P
PRESENTED WELL

78 Tried Out For Parts In
Play To Be Presented

Capacity Au
Of Stu

Heartily

|

WILLIAM

j

|

this

Students Choose Wednesday
For Presentation Of
Record Concerts
The results of the poll conducted
last week
show that the majority of students
want the Simpson Memorial Sound
System concerts to be given on Wedby the Music Department

BUGLE EDITORS WILL
BE PAID THIS YEAR

nesday at 8.15 p.m. Professor Frederic E. T. Tillotson has announced.
Classical music is the type preferred,
the
for
Bugle
The editor of the
and many students would like to have
Junior claas this year and the busthe sound system available for stuiness manager of the publication will
dent use, it was revealed.
receive salaries of $100 and $50 re-

J

form, and UJS. neutrality. And we
suspect that a New Deal supporter
wouldn't exactly get a standing ovation. We do have the temerity to ask

The Simpson Memorial Sound Sys-

spectively providing the yearbook is
satisfactorily produced the Student

awaflra mates
of the Supreme Court.
Surely there are enough bones of
contention rattling about the campus
to supply competition for the swordrattlers of Europe as worthy subjects for debate, or are there? For
instance we could all go out and root
for good old Negative on the subject
of compulsory chapel, or urge on that
astute Affirmative in the cause of
Then
Basketball.
intercollegiate
again we could resolve that a covered
hockey rink is a more immediate need
than a little theater dr vice versa.
Far be it from truly yours to tell Pro-

_meetingL

Mw

day n

"^

'* deCt* K>n M the " eW
,
L a speplan,
which was proposed by
cial sub-committee of the Faculty
Committee on Audit, the Council reIn

will be available for student use
under a student proctor every afternoon be t ween "8.45 and 5.45. except
when an important symphony concert
or opera is scheduled to be broadcast,
Stu( nts who wisn to have certain
obtain a compile
reCQrda played
Hst of tne records in tne Carnegie
set from professor Tillotson or Fran-

tem

f

J

'<

£

;

served to the faculty advisors of the
publication the right to decide wheth
er or not the editor and the business
manager deserve the stipulated salaries when the book is published,
Paul Le Baron Wheeler '40 is editor of the 1940 Bugle while William
W. Fairclough '40 is business manager. Philip C. Young '40, the assistant editor, will receive a salary of
$25 under the new arrangement.
his:
with
The draft of the new proposal by
fessor Daggett what to do
debates, but we think the subject is the faculty committee also calls for
a staff composed of four assistant
worth considering.
editors and two assistant business
s - r
series time is fast upon us managers from the sophomore class
and with it comes the ultimate » nd ««* freshmen as may be acceptdimax of what is hoped to be Bow-ied by the above group following a
for candidates,
doin's fourth straight state
The editor of the Bugle for the prepionship. Though the team hasn't,
ye" *h*U be associated with
crossed the Colby bridge before they ***»
the &<**? under the title of Editorial
come to it, the Williams bridge has
Consultant. Sophomore and junior
been burned behind. And seeing that
members shall be chosen by a Board
the subject is continually coming up
of Control comprising the editor, asfor debate as to the significance of
«»tant editor, business ^anager,. and
the State Series, and as one of those
"who love the State of Maine," we a faculty committee. Editor of last
'»
would like to put in a punch for the year Bugle was Edwin L. Vergason
I

.

!

I

\

j

j

|

'

STATE

JR., 'S9

CLASSICAL MUSIC

(Continued oa Pace 2)

city-manager

government,

cameral

BROWN,

stage.

Miss Lulu Caron, of Brunswick, has
been chosen for the female role in the
production. Miss Caron has never before appeared in any Masque and
PROBABLY the least "sung" of our Gown show. Her sister, Miss Fabiola
extra-curricula activities is de- Caron, has worked with the Masque

We

H.

.

COLLEGE FAVORS

on campus. Both showings will
be presented on the Memorial Hall
ities

Bowsome

Yards

'

Ciam-^"

^y

and list the request
and day it should be played in the
date book. This book will be in the
small reception room off the lounge
of the Moulton Union during the
hours the machine is available and in
the Union office at other times.
cis R. Bliss '40.

The Capehart machine in
room will be available for

the music
individual

in

black tunics and black pants
with red stripes. Eaten of the men of
the chorus was wiifl over six feet
tall and towered at »ve their diminutive conductor, Serg t Jaroff.
The audience wad absolutely silent
as the rhythmical flow of melody
swelled and died from the cadences of
an organ to almost inaudible whispers.
At times, w*»n voices could
be heard singing in treble, there
seemed to be women in the group.
The program was varied, ranging
from pious psalms and chants to comic ballads, lusty army songs, and wild
songs of the steppes. Among them
was the familiar "Ay, Ookhnem," arj

—

—

—

—

.

,

brethren

•39.

Many

of our out-of-state
naturally favor the pres-

affirmative.

(Contin fd on

tige contests with the "Little Three."
But why not "when in Maine do as

?"
Saturday's Bowdoin- Williams

4)

will

isfaction, particularly to the players, dergraduates for the actions of some
as it evened up an old score. But of the studen ts in their conduct Qn
was there anything approaching pan- tn<? , treeU of Brunswick, the Orient
demonium as a reaction? We wulj UtdMy publishes a letter from a memare ber of the
grant that Bowdoin victories
aa>g of ld41
^
more matter of fact than they were himself "I. M AvengeCL"
a few years back, but still we failed
(Thta tettM wag -ent to the eMtar

^^

.

of prestige of the Brunswick Record with
the
of their "night to hopes
it would „„,„, than likely
..
howl." Ail words to the contrary, the
read
Mlgg n,,.^" In view of
Maine game marks the climax to the the interest and controversy that
Bowdoin football season.
MiM No-ed*s M letter prompted, the

the

proponents

making the most

;

^

^^

^

,

.

*

r
!

a contrast, we
AS wild
display of

all

remember the

editors of the Orient are printing the
opinion of the student. Ed.)

—

football pyrotech- "To a No-ed:
nks put on at Alumni Field, Orono,
"I feel that I represent a large perlast year when a Maine team that centage of the students
of Bowdoin
j

over the field College.
I am writing this letter bestaged another in a long line of come- cause I feel that an injustice not
backs to tie Bowdoin. Our hat went grave, but nevertheless unwarranted
off to Maine and its supporters, has been done to the students of
the
though Bowdoin hearts were heavy, College. Recently a young lady who is
for the swiftness and precision of its a resident of either Topsham or
passing attack, for the continuity and Brunswick wrote a scathing letter to
volume of its band and cheering which the editors of our College paper, critseemed to cease not once in the final icizing our school spirit, our ethics,
period. The endless wave of sound is- our morals, our manners, in short,
suing from the Maine stands came our whole social conduct. This letter
nearest to equalling the roar of the is, of course, intended primarily for
West Point Cadets of anything we her. But it is also intended to clear
have heard in the way of a football up any other similar misunderstandSuch is an almost annual ings.
crowd.
occurence at a Maine-Bowdoin game.
"In a sincere effort to see the sit(CoaUaMd ob Psss X)

had been shoved

all

—

.

rushing

7

By Dick Doyle

188 124

29

24

37

11

In its third and most crucial game of a victorious season,
Bowdoin's bruising Polar Bears posted another signal triumph in
four seasons of football rejuvenation at Whittier Field Saturday
under leaden skies by running and passing to a 14-0 score over
weighty Williams. Historically repeating that stirring win of
two years ago, Adam Walsh's alert and versatile eleven drove

.

.

Net yards gained

196 111

Passes attempted

5

8

Passes completed

2

2

Passes intercepted by
Penalties (yards)

.

4

3

40

50

.

scrimmage

twice to tally in quick succession at the third period's close and
the last quarter's beginning, beating back the one Williams'

38.6 30.6

line

a half.
Having asserted

Adam Walsh, Bowdoin college
football mentor, is to forecast the
outcome of the State series tonight in a talk before the Bowdoin
Club of Portland in their annual
fall football meeting at the Portland Country Club at 6.15 p.m.

.

-

,

.

<•

h

first

.

Drills Bine Squad For State Series
Saturday at Seaverns Field at Waterville;
Bowdoin Is Rated Favorite

By David W.

2nd SOUND CONCERT

mixed series of power and pass
plays moved suddenly behind the
swift-starting White wall to batter
down the immovable objects in Purple. Late in the third period an exchange of pass interceptions saw

D. Dickson

Boyd Legate grab

Wes-

i

.

,

_

«

j

.

.

.

^.^^

,

encouragement.

jand

1

day for hundreds of Colby alumni. Al'
McCoy's eleven, victorious over Tufts
and New Hampshire and loser on an
unfortunate break to Vermont, has
plenty of line power and backfield
speed. No Colbyite bothers to deny
,

,

pointed his men for
Bowdoin and that substitutes played
'most of last Saturday's game against
At the initial meeting of Ibis this New Hampshire in order to conserve
year held last Monday evening in vars j ty strength and keep important
the Moulton Union the present mem(CoB , ta «d «n r.« 4)
bers, Louis W. Bruemmer, Jr., Philip
that

At

McCoy has

i

|

HANLE
%ST&iTri^S ^ CARTLAND,
NAMED DELEGATES
I

|

John E. Cartland,

Jr. '39.

and Dan-

are Charles E. Campbell, Jr.. Reedjiel F. Hanley '39. members of the
bard Hall. The
as deleH. Ellis, Jr., Allan C. Ferris, MUton Student Council, were named
held on November 21.
Interfraternity
M. Goldberg, William C. Hart and .gates to the annual
Those selected for the contest inCouncil meeting in New York City on
Moore
Richard
H
clude Arthur W. Wang 40, Ernest F.
and 26 at the meeting
meeting of the entire group will November 25

|

j

I

up.'

j

°"

I

"I.

M.

AVENGED.
"Bowdoin

tfMttiMM

'41"

at

1

;

I

Monday. October 24 - Football,
Freshmen B Team vs. Gardiner
High School

Bowdoin's

Committee Under President Sills
Prepares For Town Bicentenary

fielding

average

to the fore in Yankee fashion
and Melendy covered the pigskin on
the 16.
ihe ball cnanged nands, but

only to the eager substitutes. Hank
Bonzagni and Ked Rowson carried to
t-ie ngnt in a coupie of preliminary
and having drawn Williams
over, hen stepped back and lobbed
the ball to Jounny Cartland who had
sneaked into the open spaces to score
from the 10-yard hue. Kowson's placekick conversion hit the cross-bar and
bounded over to make the score 14-0.
Melendy, Legate Star
That hardly teus the complete
story of as hard-hitting a "Donnyorook nas
knocked down
and dra ed out on Whittier -^^^
was the tsowdoin line of seven real
standouts, who were unawed by Lie
perennially powerful Williams forwards, and who beat across the scrim'«-'«> '^i the Purple at every
thrust
There
lung-punting
'^-punting
of Mim King, and the blannet coverage by the r*urpie ends, which continually pushed riowdoin back in its

^

^^

.

own

—^

"

ed

Legate and Melendy

territory.

roamed
oft

the secondary range and pickpasses as it shagging flies.
Marble, starting
his
first

Johnny
game, gave a demonstration of how
end should be ptayed.
ttllllnins .\ear Goal
But the real test came immediately
following the second score. Wit.i the
second uowdoin eleven spelling the
regulars and flushed witn the sur-

According to the observance plans
now stand, the formal exericises will be held on Monday, July
For this occasion Judge
'third.
Joseph H. Rousseau will be the chairman. The Hon. Edward W. Wheeler
will be the orator and Bowdoin's
Professor Robert P. T. Coffin will
read his specially written bicentenary poem. Programs are also planned
lic.
to be held on Sunday and Tuesday.
In naming these sub-committees, July 2 and 4.
the general committee has tried to
On the various sub-committees
as they

1

!

prise

success

of

their

pass

to

the

touchdown, substitute Williams backs
in turn made tne only Purple advance
into Bowdoin scoring territory.
It

who

are particularly there are several representatives of
qualified for their individual partici- the college.
As has been stated.
pation in the observance, it has been President Sills heads the observance
announced. It is hoped by the com- committee. Frederic Tillotson. music
mittee that all those citizens named professor, is chairman of the Music
will do their utmost to cooperate by and Concerts.
Charles T. Burnett.
serving and by aiding in developing head of the psychology department,
the plans for the observance in 1939. is chairman of Historical Exercises.
President Sills is planning to call Philip Wilder is chairman of Com-

perfect

came

^Serf N s^n^ was^he
fc^l
^^college Z m^

'40, Edward C. Palmer '40,
be held sometime in the immediate
Fred J. Dambrie '40. David W. D.
J
future when plans for the year^will
Dickson '41, and Charles Stepanian '41,
be discussed and a schedule of gath- _^_,
conference.
Frank G. Davis '41, Edward O'Brien
Continued on P»g» I)
'42, and Charles Redman '42. Lendell
B. Knight '41 was selected as an al-

appoint citizens

yards

plays,

j

in Hubfinal contest will be

COMING EVENTS

five

j

Members

President Sills has just been named
as the head of the Committee for the
Observance of the 200th Anniversary
of the Incorporation of the Town of
Brunswick to be celebrated next year.
As a preparation for this Bicentenary,
he and the general committee have
sub-committees
of
lists
prepared
which have also just been made pub-

secondaries

'

Room

mitted misdemeanors of a very few ternate.
misguided or mischievous fellow stuSixteen undergraduates competed
We realize how these actions in the preliminary trials last eveseem to you. Perhaps we are a little ning, Professor Athern P. Daggett
too tolerant.
That is only natural. announced. Judges for the finals comPerhaps it is only natural, too, that petition will include Mr. Daggett,
you should be rather Intolerant. But Mr. Kenneth Boyer, Assistant Prowe ask, in fairness' sake, that you do fessor Philip Brown, and Mr. Eaton
not judge us all for the unintentional Leith.
mistakes of a few. If you insist upon
First and second prizes for forty(ContiniMd on Page 4)
this type of justice, we boys could
very easily, on the same grounds,
find a great deal of fault with you.
"As for the personal angle of the
above-mentioned letter, I would like
to remind Miss No-ed of an old proFriday, October t\ - 3.00 p.m.
verb about people who live in glass
Football. Freshman A Team
houses.
If she is as world-wise as
vs. Hebron Academy at Pickard
she pretends to be, I need say no
Field.
more. Merely let me say a few point3.30 p.m. Cross Country, J.V.
ed words about hypocrites; about
vs. Farmington Normal School.
people, who, with a "holier-thanCross Country at Bates.
thou" attitude, stand on a self-erected
Satarday, October 22 - 11.45 a .m.
pinnacle of non-existent virtue and
Special train leaves for Colby.
condemn foolishly. Miss No-ed. you
Football,
2.00 p.m.
Bowdoin
flatter yourself. If you could have
vs. Colby at Seaverns Field,
heard the disgusted comments on
Waterville.
your letter, you would banish all
Sunday, October 23 - Chapel,
fear and rest assured that no BowPresident Kenneth C. M. Sills
doin man would stoop to 'pick you
will speak.

sundry

Colby Hopes Hlgk
further to first down.
Haldane rammed 8 yards on a spinThe game is scheduled for the
Blue's home stamping grounds. Seav- ner only to run into a crunching
erns Field. It is to be homecoming tackle that forced a tumble. Hut her.!

i

dents.

^ ^^ J

[

little
|

—

A

J-

[

j

uation in your way. we students (who
allegedly should be branded as "nogood" merely because we are seeking
higher education) recognize the ad-

the ball; this break

With two powerful rivals in
in passing fortune started Bowdoin
leyan and Williams already vanquish- Q n its way to the first touchdown,
ed, Bowdoin's rampaging Big White Starting with a 15-yard penalty when
Williams roughed Legate, Andy Halinaugurates its quest for a fourth
dane, Benny Karsokas, and Legate
.
_.
_
straight State Senes champwnship
ran
*
against Colby's powerful Mules at
Waterville on Saturday. This clash, gain some 32 yards
and reac.i the
pitting undefeated Bowdoin, boasting Williams
12-yard line. At this juncyears,
its best pre-season record in
ture Handy-Andy burst through the
against the best Colby outfit in re- massed
Ephraims like a run-away encent Blue and Gray gridiron history, gine and Dee-lined
it for the goal. The
has all the earmarks of a sensational secondary flung
themselves at the
pigskin classic
low-slung Haldane only to ricochet off
Bowdoin, pew a firmly established this Bowdoin sophomore's heaving
gridiron power among smaller New shoulders and driving legs. Melendy
England Colleges, must face a Colby converted successfully to make It 7-0.
squad imbued with -a enmu—ing daMaStes Oafn
sire to re-establish football on a sucIt was the ubiquitous Legate again,
cessful basis at the Waterville insti- a defensive genius of the Frank Crotution. Weary of its position as the setti type, who awaited a Williams
unwilling doormat in State' grid cir- pass that had overshot its mark, pullcles ever since Adam Walsh ener- ed in t.ie errant aerial, unravelled
gized Bowdoin's spectacular rise from himself from
several
tieups
and
that lowly spot, Colby has rosy hopes threaded his way from the tsowdoin
of regaining the victory path at Bow- 42 to the Williams 34.
Loose and
doin's expense. T.ie setting and the lanky Legate spun tor three, and
cast of the present gridiron picture Benny reversed tor two and a half,
admittedly gives Colby more than a Benny struck again to drive the ball

OFFERED LAST NIGHT

Nine finalists for the Alexander
members to the organization. Those
Prize Speaking contest were selectchosen from the senior class to fill
ed last night following preliminary
the club's quota for the coming year

Andrews

half,

nily

Game

Coach McCoy

'

Debating

domination in

irresistible

Brewster To Be
Forum Speaker

trials in the

its

SS^SSTJS 2£S3*S
Determined Colby Mule Eleven Is
threatening
-_«
the eight-man
__
«
T
ft
backs became the
Primed rOT "Olar 06ar AttaCk !cordon of Bowdoin
force personified as a can-

Professor Frederic E. Tillotson presented the second recorded concert
over the Simpson Memorial Sound
System last evening at 8.15 in the
Moulton Union. Weekly concerts will
be given on Wednesday evenings at
8.15, since the results of the poll,
which was held last Wednesday, show
that this is the most popular time
Ralph A. Brewster, Class of 09,
and day.
present Congressman for the Third
Professor Morgan B. Cushing will
Maine Congressional-District, will depresent
selections from Gilbert and
liver the opening address of the BowSullivan operettas at the next condoin Poliik-l Forumjpn November 3,
cert on Wednesday, October 26 at
according to WuliandC. Hart, chair8.15 p-m.
*"
man.
Professor Tillotson gave short exBesides graduating from Bowdoin
planations of each of the pieces playgumma cum laude, Mr. Brewster was ed last evening.
The first number
a member of Phi Beta Kappa and was
"Pictures at an Exhibition"
Delta Kappa Epsilon fraternities.
written by Moussorgsky. It was diWhile here he was active in the Devided into ten parts, each part desbating Club and in the Alexander
He was cribing musically a painting at an
Prize Speaking Contests.
exhibition. These parts were: Gnomes,
also manager of the track team.
An Old Castle. Tulleries. Bydlo. Balthe
received
Brewster
In 1913 Mr.
let of Unhatched Chickens, Samuel
degree, LL.B., from Harvard. He was
Goldenberg and Schmuyle, Market
given an honorary degree, LL.D., Place
in Limoges, Catacombs. The
from the University of Maine in 1928. Hut on Fowls' Legs, and Great Gate
activities
political
Mr. Brewster's
at Kive.
have been varied and extensive. He
The
second recording was "Eroica
was a member of the Maine House of Symphony (number three in B flat)
Representatives from 1917 to 1919,
by Beethoven.
This was in four
from 1921 to 1923, and in the Senate parts: Allegro con brio, Marcia Funfrom 1923 to 1925. He was also ebre. Scherzo, and Finale
allegro
Governor of Maine for two terms
molto, poco andante, and presto.
1925 to 1929. He was elected to the
74th and 75th Congresses, serving
from 1935 to 1939. At present he is
Elected to
touring the western states campaigning for the Republican party, prior
Ibis
First Meeting

SELECT 9 FNAUSTS
FOR PRIZE SPEAKING

had hung on for

threat, after a hard-hitting but sparkless Purple

Punts, average,

I

Walsh Speaks Tonight

Student Replies To "Scathing"
Letter Written By Miss No-Ed

be fought most anywhere. Plenty of
(Not to be chagrinned by the
Bowdoin and Williams Alumni defied "scathing" letter of "Miss No-ed,"
the weather and came on to see a which was published in the Orient reBowdoin win that brought great sat- cently, publicly scorning Bowdoin un-

to see

.

W

9

|

game

was as hard-played a contest as

amt

lost

.

B

John Cartland And Andy Haldane Score For Big White;
Exchange Of Pass-Interceptions Paves Way
For First Touchdown

(Continued os Pass 4)

l

,

here:

downs

Yards gained passing

ranged by Serge Jaroff himself.
During the last number, a boisterous Cossack song, two of the Dons

use until the blanket tax committee
has decided on the purchase of an
Stuadditional recording machine.
dents may use the Capehart on the
following evenings: Sunday 8 pjn.
to il pm., Monday 7 p.m. to 11 p,m.
Tuesday 8 p.m. to 11 pjn., Wednesday 8 p.m. to 10 p.m., Thursday
pjn. to 11 p.m., Friday 8 p.m. to 10
to his lecture engagement here.
p.m.

—

game

WALSH'S 1937 STATE CHAMPS SHOW POWER,
TALLYING IN Q UICK SUCCESSION ON PURPLE

Eton

long

whose musical comedy,
"Take It Away." will be prevented December Id and 2d under
the auspices of Oje Bowdoin
Masque and Gown.
.

Saturday's

Yards gained rushing

The Cossacks wwre costumed

p.m., in

j

First

thusiastic applause pf a capacity audience. More than 250 undergraduates
attended the roncefjf

evening, starting at 7.30
the Masque and Gown room
in the Moulton Union. A rehearsal
schedule also will be arranged.
The play will be presented once
prior to Christmas houseparties and
onoe during the winter social festiv-

show

I

And
pie

Cossack Chorus, oflening the season
for the Brunswick iConcert Association at the Brunswick High School
last Thursday night; received the en-

.
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Following is the statistical record of the Bowdoin- Williams teams

e Formed

By Lincoln W. Johnson
The internationally famed

A provisional cast for "Take it
Away," a musical comedy by William
H. Brown. Jr.. *39, which will be presented here on December 16th and
20th. was announced yesterday by
Professor George H. Qumby Director
of Dramatics and Advisor to the
Masque and Gown. The cast includes
22 undergraduates and one girl from

1938

In Retrospect

Tow

During December

i

bating. Of the activities of the spellbinders who hurl arguments and rebuttals from the rostrum in Hubbard
Hall we are none too proud to say we
know little, save for the occasional
notice of a three-love or a two-one
do know
decision in verbal battle.
that such topics are discussed as bi-

1

High

much.

status quo of book-selling at
doin and would be pleased with
illumination.
s - r

Famed Cast

Internationally

19,

POLAR BEARS SUBDUE
WILLIAMS BY 14-0 IN
HARD FOUGHT BATTLE
In last

are really driving at is the
of College sponsorship of a book
store. Among other things we are ignorant of Bowdoin's past experience
in the matter, and we have in mindj
only the system or corporation operating at the University of Maine.
There the store is run hv'.trtUnTs^
under faculty supervision. At present
the "Sun" is in eclipse regarding the

"

9

Miss Caron Cast In Female
Role With 22 Students
Also In Comedy

Brunswick.
Seventy-four men and four girls
In our zeal to avoid stepping on
tried out for parts in the production,
someone's toes, we have been "beatMr. Quinby stated. The provisional
ing around the bookstore." What we
will read through the complete
question cast
isn't

ORIENT
EDNESDAY, OCTOBER

BRUNSWICK, MAINE,

(68th Year)

Th« Sun
WE

GROWLER SMOKER
TONIGHT IN THE UNION

was slim substitute tullback tiatten
who engineered the passing and running drive which went from the Wilhams 3 to be nam hailed a yard
1

;

j

;

|

j

j

i

11

short of the goal by the timely insertion of the uowdoin regulars. Batten passed to the 49, ran to Bowdoin s IK to be stopped on a last ditch
tackle by Rowson. drove to the 7,
but was stopped
tne next four

m

downs.
Dean Paul Nixon
•

a meeting in the near future of the
chairmen of the vaiious sub-commitAt this time plans for the obtees,
servance can be made known. After
this meeting the chairmen can arrange to call meetings of their own
various committees to communicate
and work on these plans.

BSMSBSMBBBBBlnl

munity Singing.

heads the Visits to College committee,
assisted by Gerald G. Wilder. Professor OrrenC. Hormell, Philip C. Beam.
Malcolm E. Morrell. Mrs. Clara D.
Hayes, and Miss Elizabeth F. Riley.

Wilmot
l

the

B.

Mitchell

is

chairman of

Reception committee.

;

Penalties and general tight defenses
shackled the oiiense in tne first pe-

with th.' result that Williams
distinction of registering the only first down, that coming after a Bowdoin off-side. It was
((onunurj on l'»w St

riod,
,

had the dubious

mmmmm^tmmmmmmtmmmmma^tmmmmtm

mvmmmwmmmmmmmmm
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
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'ftwkmtn Ri*few Dtte

Compete For

im

75 Dads Attend

Set For October 24th

Speaking Award

Freshmen

DANCES CELEBRATE

Provisional Cast for

Musical Comedy Chosen

WILUAMS VICTORY

Annual Program

their first
Victory Kaaety provided the setting
Approximately seventy-five fathers for the nine tea dances and gym
Eight members of the Junior Class chance to note their scholastic progPlum- reaajor the first month of »"»<*«*
will take part in the Stanley
D f freshmen attended the' ninth an- dance netd following the wmtsntt
Tueson
Contest
October
Bowdotn College on Monday.
mer Prize Speakuig
game. The A. D.'s, Chi Psi's, Psi
Ernest 24, Freshman Review Day.
This nual Fathers' Day exercises of the U.'s. Dekes,
day, November 1. They are:
T. D.'s, Zetcs, Beta's
BiKor-la-Cfctof
Andrews, Jr.. Stanley Barron, Jeffrey plan has long been in effect, and has college which took place Saturday. Sigma Nu's and A. T. O.'s held tea
H. Rich. Jr. •»
HerPaul
very
satEverett,
proven
a
in
be
to
In
Edward
spite
the
of
the
past
inclement
Brickates.
weather [dance celebrations whieo attracted
Aatofefata Billon
Palmer,
Edward
the
isfactory
it
gives
one, in that
mann, Harold Oshry,
some fathers came from as- far as 'large crowds immediately following
Leonard J. Cohen '39
James E. Tracy, Jr. '39
This prite is freshman a dear idea of what and
and Arthur Wang.
the game.
New York and Philadelphia.
awarded "for excellence in spoken how much he needs to study in the
Mapping Editors
The gym dance was held under the
in the Eng- future.
The day commenced with many spoiKorship'.of the band fcKtlM music
composition
If a freshman finds that he
written
aad
'40
'40
Richard E. Doyle
George M. Stevens. Jr.
mem-,
the
is
of
tow
course
at
this
part
in
the
on
a
particular
lish language
fathers attending chapel, and al- of Don Harmon, long a Bowdom favRichard \V. Sullivan. Jr. "40
RStiard E. Tukey '40
early date, he may better apply himbers of the Junior Class."
though all the Freshman 11.30 a.m. jorite. Benefits from, the gym dance
Aawletaat Managing Editors
self to raise his mark in that course.
^strtenents and
Tlie student who is adjudged the
classes were excused, many fathers * e "J \°»ar
Philip E. Requa '40
It is believed.
John G. Wheelock, 3rd '40
musical selections for the college
2T\
best speaker will receive the income
attended
earlier ones. This year, the
will
Each
have
advisor
fraternity
$1,055.
of
tund
band
Qn
the ^n* made
Sob-EdttoM
of one year from a
marks
a
in
complete
list of freshmen
reception, which started at 10.30 a.m
its initial appearance
James H, Cupit, Jr. '41 David W.JX Dickson '41 John C. Evans '41
neW uniforms
The committee of awards has not yet
his fraternity and he will have them
was longer than has been the custom, at the football game.
been chosen.
Herbert V. Field 41
Luther A. Harr, Jr. '41
Theodore Hoitt '41
posted for the freshmen to read. Nonthe
As
^biax
home
of
the
remaining
donor
«»
the
Plummer,
Stanley
Robert A. Inman '41
This gave afi the fathers a chance to
Thaddeus J. Keefe, '41
Jack R. Kinnard '41
fraternity jnon may obtain
their
games, two more gym dances are befund, was a Bowdoin graduate in the grades
Charles W. Marr '41
Wilham E. Vannah '41
Walter S. Pierce '41
s
advisor, meet President Kenneth C.
ing planned as previously announced
He was a citizen of who willfrom their faculty
1867.
Harold L. Pines '41
E. Harold Pottle, Jr. "41 Henry A. Shorey, 3rd '41 class of
be chosen in the very near Dean Panl Nixon and the faculty by Oakley Melendy 39, president of
Maine and at various times held im- future.
Charles H. Mergendahl, Jfr. "41
Max Weimhel '41
members.
the student Council.
portant positions in the state and naFollowing the reception a luncheon
John Konecki "39 and Richard E.
tional governments. He died in 1919.
PUBLISHING
was held for the fathers in the Moul- Tukey '40 were co-chairmen of the
The winners last year were Milton
Business Manager
Rises
a " a,r Members of the committee in
'39 and William Hart "39.
Goldberg,
memton
Union
faculty
*39
where
many
Pierson C. Irwin

(ConUnoad from fmgu

have

will

The undergraduates who take part
Marshall Bridge '39,
Crowell 39. Thomas P.
C. Soule '39, Roger
M. Stover '39. James H. Titcomb '39.
and George L. Ware '39, Francis R.
Bliss '40, Fred J. Dambrie '40. Calvin
A. Hill '40. Donald McCortftughy '40,
Edward C. Palmer '40, Paul LeB.
Wheeler '40, Thomas A. Brownell '41,
Daniel B. Downer '41, Charles P.
Edwards '41, Charles E. Hartshorn
in the play are:

Phmp H

Mm

Riley

|

,

j

j

....

*

i

.

*w

s^^y

.

M

|

1)

and Gown players.

j

'39.

Howard

Riritard Bye '42, Undo Ferrini
Deane B. Gray "42, and R. M.
Kennedy '42.
Stage managers for the production
are Carroll F. Terrell '39 and Hugh
Monroe '41.
'41,

"42,

m

'

j

j

i

|

BOWDOIN

COMPANY

Notice

j

The Sun

I

;

-

U

(Continued 'rom paae

Guy

H. Hunt,

Jr. '40

Edward

wmk m

torn

i

CDustard and Cress

J. Platz '40

ma

iMTMt>Ak tMitm Tt a

We remember
was nearly vice

'40

Richard H. Abbott

\

hopes had been let down by Series
losses to Colby and Bates, but there
was still something for Bowdoin to
fight about. The burly Brack Bears
came intent on feasting on their Polar
brethren, but fighting Bowser-coached
Bowdoin turned rival Maine back
with a 13-0 season-redeeming win. Sid
Foster and a substitute by the name
of Barton, playing end the way Johnny Marble did Saturday, were thW

<rr
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nouncement of

comes the an-

activity

that poorly publicized organization,

in

After a year or perhaps several years of rather obscure ex-

Ibis.

now

istence Ibis

again stands ten strong with plans and aspirations

criticism has been leveled in the past at this group, but

the basis for these challenges seems to be rather vague.

remembered

and

functions are not as clear-cut as those of most

its

campus groups.

Furthermore,

its

lective in the literal sense, since

by the

membership

it falls

wish to be associated. These men naturally
along certain

least

The

lines,

and

restricted

is

to those four

group to choose the other men with

retiring

must be

It

an honorary

in the first place that this is primarily

class society

whom

they

who,

select others,

have somewhat similar

se-

men chosen
at

interests.

*

comes from the associations which these
men will make with each other and with certain members of the
faculty *t their gatherings. Jt m an erganitation such as one would
only find in a liberal arts college and truly has the entire aim of the

we

real value of Ibis

education as

liberal

Just as the liberal education such as

its basis.

Bowdoin attempts to give a man a general culselect the kind of knowledge and
which he desires, so Ifans attempts, for a certain

profess here at

background from which to

tural

the kind of

life

group, restricted for obvious reasons, to supplement the curriculum
or to carry

a step farther than

it

when

In a day

institutions

would be otherwise

possible.

everywhere are striving to make

themselves "better" colleges and universities, and seem to be Wind-

ed by the physical and tangible things, the idea that general knowledge and the understanding of fundamentals is still of value in the
world is in danger of being overlooked. Any confidence in patient

wisdom and any feeling that there is something which exists over
and above material things or something which, with no function,

own

exists for its

sake

is

only to be encouraged.

THE "NEW GROWLER''
It lias

come,

— parts

read

of

it

has been seen, and undoubtedly

anyway.

it

You're

we

right,

that annual disappointment of past years

— the

year, as before, the motive or aim of the

first

startle the college into believing that the

"New

has been

it

are referring to

This

Growler.

seems to be to

issue

Growler'

is

more

daring and extravagant than the year before.

Can we turn our attention and pass over such ribald humour,
or shall we stand up for the principles of the college and denounce
the Grottier as a "sheet" just ripe for confiscation. No! As members of the Orient -and as students m the college we shall toss
custom to the winds and instead of denouncing the Growier and

may we

staff

somewhat of

issue

congratulatory feeling.

We

a

warning with

must admit that

its

a slight tinge of

we

see through the

hard surface of pages such as "For Freshmen Only," and we turn
our attention from other rather outspoken and publicity -getting

Through it all we see somewhat of a
although hard
humour, real pep, and real spirit

portions of the magazine.

touch of

real

to discern, nevertheless

The

—

it is

the voice of a

group against the "radical
school.

ence."
for

there.

animosity between the

ways been

The Orient has

Orient and

more

the Growler has

journalistic

the

!

deFri-

I

j

street.

The

defense rests in the case of
"prestige" versus State Series.
doubt if any of the Little Three will
ever take the place of the Maine
game. It's geographically an impossibility. Our present Seniors have never seen Bowdoin lose a State Series
or lose to Maine. They followed a
college generation who had never
seen Bowdoin win a Series or beat
Maine. We think that group really
appreciate a win over Maine. But
then, what do the platers think? It's
their opinion that really counts.
» - r
rpHE recent announcement of the

We

Bowdoin campus

is

a place

— even though the Growlers
With

this in

mind

let

us offer a few suggestions to this year's Growler in the hope that
will not be the annual disappointment that

it

-

c

the importance of

illustrate

hospitalJan
that
Nichols's experience with a certain
neighboring
village
Mrs. Blank of a
deserves mention. Nichols, in the
company of a varied and bizarre
group, made his way to the home
of what he thought were mutual
friends. That is
friends of friends.
Upon entering the domain, he was
greeted by the chatelaine in an ungracious manner. Then turning to a
man who stood in close proximity,
she introduced him as her husband
prefacing it by the following, "He's
only a claim digger (plainest sort)
but look at him, isn't he handsome.

differences

Persimmon

ity.

in

feels

—

'*

gift of $$,000 from the estate of
Mrs. Mildred-Fuller Wallace of Washington. D. G, for the care and maintenance of til' library of her father,
the late ChW Justice Melville W.
Fuller, calls to sjind another distinguished gentleman among Bowdoin's
"poets, statesmen, and each son." Mr.
Fuller was a member of the class of
1853, and served as head of the Supreme Court from 1888 until his
death in 1910. The gift is a boon to
the library and insures the memory
of a worth-, graduate.

That's why I married him." After
this
rather startling statement,
the visitors began to settle themselves on various articles of furniture.

Nichols,

slightly

ill

at ease,

found himself standing in front of
a rather ancient stool. Thinking it
a good place to rest, he bent his
knees and prepared to~ sit down.
Just as his body was about to touch
the seat, Mrs. Blank screamed in
an agonizing way. "Stop! Stop!"
Hurriedly, Nichols straightened up
and gazed with a questioning look
at his hostess. "What do you mean
by daring to sit on such an antique,"
she began. "Who do you think you
are? The idea of even thinking
that you had the right to

Bowdoin Growler to

The Bowdoin Growler

Nichols was
burst of impetuous reproach but
for the sake of the others present
he suppressed his indignation. Mrs.
Blank, hot and angry, taen went to
the kitchen and returned with cake
and Elderberry wine for those
present. She passed the victuals to
all of the guests before coming to
Nichols.
Shaking her finger at
him, she said, "Now you're not going to have any cake or wine.
You're going to be punished for
having dared to sit on t.ial antique
stool." This was indeed too much

hold a smoker

in

j

|

i

ly left the house.

staff

it

has been in years

Miss Gladys Singleton is the only
sue thousand students,
studying to be civil engineers at the
College of the City of New York.

past.

football

game

Niles

L.

Perkins

'03;

The

Maine game

come

sight.

short stories

Bowdoin

likes

and feature

articles

were a wel-

the

first

camera

Right from your college rooms and return, conrententW,
economically and fast, with no bother at all. Just phone
oar local college agent when to come for the boodle. Hell
call for it promptly— whisk it away on speedy express
trams, to your city or town and return the homedone product to you— all without extra charge— the
whole year through. Rates for this famous college
service are low, amdyou can send collect, you know
(only by Railway Express, by the way). It's a very
popular method and adds to the happy thought.
Phone our agent today. He's a good man to know.

|

j

'
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but there also

is

a

ft.

ft

AGENCY, INC
MTIOH-WWE MIL Ml SttWrt

ENDURING

GIFTS

OF

The Freshman-Andover football
will be played at Andover on
October 26th instead of Saturday the
29th to give the players a chance to
see the Bates aame on Saturday.

shots; for

PRICE LIST
All items are available for immediate shipment. Color choice

DINNER PLATES (10%

Bowdoin students

as well as

Why

issues, as well as a track

meet

issue.

two

Beside these

literary quality of the

Gateway

mag-

board should also take heed; for it is one of
if anything
goes wrong. This, as
know, has been shown several times in the past couple

in

the kind of

humour

next issue!

sMMMMMMMMMiiiiiiiMlMllI

it

wants.

Walker Art Building
Hubbard Hall
The Chapel
$15.00 the dozen

182a

$8.00 for 6

-

The Campus
$8.00

the

Same

$10.00 the dozen

-

i860

in

(8i/

2 inch)

-

$6.00 for 6

BUTTER PLATES
Massachusetts Hall Fireplace
$8.00 the dozen

Prices

-

$4.50 for 6

CEREAL DISHES-

SOUP PLATES
$10.00 for 6

<i6 inch)

$15.00 for 2

TEA PLATES

CUPS and SAUCERS
BOUILLOX CUPS and SAUCERS
AFTER DINNER CUPS and
SAUCERS
At

-

Black or Bhic.

-

THE PLATTER

inch)

OTHER ITEMS

$18.00 the dozen

by

the same

special

All orders sent charges collect from Boston.

ORDERED FOR JUNE DELIVERY
(Massachusetts Hail Doorway)

ASH TRAYS
»

7jc each

— 4 for $2.50

SEND ORDERS AND MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO

THE ALUMNI SECRETARY

-

We await the
G. M.

SrTAfTON

'Phone 24-W
Brunswick, Me.

Francis

Massachusetts Hall

game

warnings concerning the

ward giving Bowdoin

fine idea,

paper

MELENDY, COREY.
AND POPE CHOSEN

you will all
must be taken with the writing. The Growler staff will
of years. Thus, it may be fitting to conclude that the "New Growlhave to admit that the real punch in this first issue was derived
er'' has the right idea and seems headed in
the right direction tofrom the exchanges, and not from the original writing by the ediCartoons are another

m

BOWDOIN WEDGWOODWARE

1878

so

If the students who penned the
particular letters in question will
make known their identity to the
editors, the letters will be printed
forthcoming issues of this news-

'12.

Bowdoin

will
if

requested. But, in all eases, the
editors must know the identity of
the authors before the tetters can
be published.

co-editors of the magazine.

FltOSH-ANDOVER GAME

published

editors

from publication

issue.

tience

torial board.

it

name
the

The Growler has been re-organized
under new management this year and
will be larger and more varied than
in previous years. John C. MacCarey
'39 and Augustus H. Fenn '40 are

departments to crumble

such materia} but more time and pa-

letter,

Pierce, son of Leonard A. Pierce '05;
John G. Sanborn, son of Walter M.
Sanborn '05; Frank A. Smith, Jr..
son of Frank A. Smith '12: Rufus E.
Stetson, Jr., son of Rufus E. Stetson
'08; Kenneth G. Stone, Jr., son of
Kenneth G. Stone '17; George A. Tibbetts, Jr., son of George Ai Tibbetts
'12; George D. Weeks, son of DeForest Weeks '11; and Robert Bridgham Weston, son of Andrew D. Wes-

will

lege.

their

home by handy Railway Express
1

azine, the circulation

The numerous

like his

with the
withhold

Growler ap-

issue of the

first

sign

- SEND your weekly laundry

;

of

to

A HAPPY THOUGHT FOR THRIFTY C0UEGI ANS

Cunningham,

George R. Gardner '01; Sumner A.
Hamurger, son of James F. Hamburger '10; Richard C. Hanson, son of
St an wood L. Hanson '18; James M.
Lewis, son of James A. Lewis '15;
James C. Lunt, son of Paul C. Lunt
'13; Robert H. Lunt. son of William
E. Lunt '04; Andrew W. McLaughlin,
son of Harry B. MacLaughlin '10; Coburn Marston, son of the late Ray L.
Marston '99; Niles Perkins, Jr., son

would not

peared last Saturday in conjunction
At least
with the Williams game.
seven more issaes will be published
this year, the next one being the

themselves or their friends in print.
not try a sport column of some kind? After all there will be

more

E.

Freshmen interested in working
for the publication are urged to attend. The purpose of the smoker is
to acquaint those interested with the
editors and members of the board.

else like to see

criticisms or

Russell

failed

where an undergraduate

—

completed, It will contain 10 elevators eapaMe of moving almost
1,000 undergraduate*! la Ore mm-

everyone

'13;

MEETING

founded
the only honorary class

Richard F. Corliss, son of John Arthur Corliss '01; George O. Cummings, Jr., son of George O. Cumson of Theodore W. Cunningham '04;
Daniel T. Drummond, Jr., son of DanDrummond '09; Anthony H.
iel T.
Eaton, son of Carleton W. Eaton '10;
Albion Keith Eaton. Jr., son of Albion Keith Eaton '15; Franklin W.
Eaton, son of George F. Eaton '14;
Stevens L. Frost, son of John W.
Frost '04 Richard F. Gardner, son of

In the case

If 'f.ntiru'fd from Bane 1)
will be arranged. Ibis,

Campion Clark, son of Robert Smith
Clark '16; John David Clifford III,
son of John David Clifford, Jr., '10;

o'clock.

Oakley A. Melendy '39, Charles N.
Corey '39, and Charles H. Pope '40
have just been named by President
Kenneth C. M. Silts as the underOberlin College recently celebrated
graduate members of the Physical
a "peace" day with a gala demonstraEducation committee of the College.
tion on its campus of just what war
Three students are annually seIS.
lected by the President to meet with
faculty members of the committee
The foundation for a sixteen- and representatives of the alumni
story class room building is bebody. The committee is responsible
ing laid at Hunter College.
Wfcen
to the Governing Board of the Col-

for candid

IBIS

have

names.

in 1903, is
society now existing at Bowdoin and
is composed of the ten most intellectually curious seniors, so-called. The
general procedure at meetings is to
have some member of the faculty
speak on a topic of "intellectual" interest with questions and discussion
following.

eniMpus Saturday.

All

for
Nichols.
Mustering all his
patrician dignity, he said quietly,
"Well, you
!!", and quiet-

demand

There are 31 members in the Class
whose fathers attended Bow- erings
dbtn. Many of these fathers were on

he lounge of the

Moulton Union tonight at 8

sit

Intercollegiate

AT

of '42

mings

epistles
I

MEMBERS CHOSEN

Student Faculty Union Board acted
as aids.

to the editor" of

now being withheld

from publication due to the fact
that the authors of the particular

Day was held through the efforts Richard E., Merrill '42, Randall V.
Of Donovan D. Lancaster, manager Tinker '40, and Guifbert S. Winehell
He was as-*)*40.
of the Moulton Union.
sisfed by members of the Union Staff.
Members of the White Key and the

ton

there."
indeed alarmed at this

—

1

few "Letters

the Orient are

Hold Smoker Tonight

I

j

I

ers'

The names of these freshmen and
their fathers are as follows:
we were of the grammar
John L. Baxter, Jr.. son of John L.
•*•
school age we were impressed by Baxter '16; Norman H. Beal. son of
the spontaneous ovation from all George Ernest Beal '16; Clayton R.
sides of the field accorded gallant 1 it - Bitler, son of the late Thomas Bruce
tie Walter Riley of Maine when car- Bitler; E. Campbell Bradford, son of
ried off after playing his heart out. Eugene Francis Bradford '12; Rufus

'Last of all we recall Bowdoin Beata
on the chimes acclaiming the first
win over Maine in nine years, and the
jubilant snake dance down Maine

element of the woman among

acted more like the "Voice of Experi-

of the past few years have not hit the key.

m
To

at Whittier Field.

\

40,

fpHOUGH

day's lecture." Above the hilarity
of the recumbent clasp which followed this bit of tactful insolence
could be heard a wail from Henry
Augustine "Hank" Dolan, "there
goes my A in this course," he la-

individual

game

Winehell. Jr.

\

heroes.

al-

stable conservative journalistic

leftist"

We intend to keep this up for we feel that there

humour on

last

liams

A

ol
arrangements: John P.
'40, Herbert S. Tonry
John V. Carten '39, Robert L.
Fath- McCarty '41, Roger C. Boyd '41,

charge

the Wil-

s - r

mented.

for better things this year.

Much

Mr* Dolan

tected such an error In

cotisiderable interest at this time of year

Bowdoin

cerning his grammatical integrity
than one, Richard Doyle, volunteered the following correction,
"Sir, I believe that

IBIS

Of

Besides delivering orations, fighting fires, and "grousing" the alumni for money, Philip S. Wilder.
(that versatile soul) conEsq.,
ducts a class in education, you
know. The other day, he told the
class that there was one thing
which he never did (just imagine)
and that was to split infinitives. No
sooner had the eminent alumni secretary made this utterance con-

met the fathers.
The climax of the day was

bers

a situation which
versa. Early season

S.

matmmmmmmmmmmttammmmmmmmam
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Deadhekai As

Title

Williams Eleven Smashed

Tennis Champs Parry

28-0

By

Charles T. Ireland, Jr.

Chalking up a tally in all four perIn as bitterly a contested dual as
a stocky Bowdoin
seen in years,
Froah eleven trounced New Hamp- Bowdoin courts have
'40 and Johnny Rich
ton Prep 28-0. After displaying their Ben Shattuck
ground '39 battled two hours and twenty
stand
their
inability
to
against the attacks of the Bowdoin minutes yesterday afternoon in an
team because of injuries in both their effort to determine the winner of the
ent. At the end
line and backfleld. the visitors were Fall tennis tournam
finally forced buck in the fourth per- of four marathon sets they were tied
iod to their own goal line where up, and as a result, will have to take
Bourguingnow was tackled for a the court once more, probably Friday, for an abbreviated two out of
safety.
Martin scored three touchdowns three set match.
Rich won the first and third sets
for Bowdoin. two of which climaxed
35 and 20 yard runs. With a nine yesterday at 6-4, 8-6, but Shattuck
yard dash off right tackle. Bobbie refused to acknowledge defeat by
Bell scored the third touchdown for copping the second, 6-1, and coming
Bowdoin.
Martin made the final from behind in the fourth to stay in
tally on a buck from the four yard the running at 6-4.
line.
In this last set Rich was leading
The summary:
first at 4-2 and then 4-3 and at one
(28) Bowdoin time was within five points of victory.
New Hampton (•)
Midland, le
Faced by this crisis Shattuck raised
re. Stowe. Morgan. Benoit his game several notches higher than
Thompson, It
It had been all afternoon and by alrt. Peterson, Blckford, Perkins
ternately storming the net and patAndrews, Bunker, Ig
balling in the back court managed to

By Big White

ieds last Friday,

rg. Morrill, Vaflades. Scott

get the decision.

Carrifeo, c

The match was a splendid exhibition of controlled lobbing and court
covering. Throughout the first and
third sets Rich passed Shattuck with
fast-dropping lobs only to have the
(Costtossd on Pas* 4)

c. Zimmon. Laubenstein, Hazelton
Wolf. Bunker. Hadlund, rg

Baird, Georgitis, Woodworth
It, Ford, Sides, Clifford
Wallace, rt
Spernow, Skillan, re
le, Patterson, Pendergast, Corliss,
Ig,

Marston

WHrTE HARRIERS
OUTRUN SPRINGFIELD

BIG

Rogers, Toomey, qb

Newhouse. Hanigan

qb. Hall,

Bicknell. Ihb

Coombs, Martin

rhb, Williams,

By
the

Ihb, Driscoll, Dyer. Bell

Cavanaugh, Bourguingnow,

Bowdoin's cross

country team under the tutelage of
Jack Magee, whitewashed Springfield
19-39 over the four mile course between the halves of the- BowdoinNils
Williams game on Saturday.
Hagstrom, diminutive sophomore runner, led the pack and covered the
course in 23 minutes, 45 seconds.

fb

Holt, Eaton, Ferrini

fb,

among

placing* its five scorers

first six finishers

Bowdoin
7 6 6 9—28
Touchdowns, Martin 3, Bell. Safety.
Points after touchBourguingnow.
down, Perkins (placement), Sides
(placement). Referee, Good (Colby). Owen, Springfield's first man, was
Umpire Morrell (Bowdoin). Head- six seconds behind the Bowdoin runlinesman Bragg (Wesley an).
Time ner.
Jim Doubieday, Hill, McDuff, and
4-12's.
Don Bradeen finished in that order
behind the first pair, Doubieday and

Wed.

Thurs.

-

Oct.

19-20

Four Daughters
with

Lane

— Jeffrey

Sister*

Lynn

running a virtual

Hill

CUMBERLAND
1

Hill;

4,

McDuff;

5,

for third

tie

place. They finished for
follows: 1, Hagstrom; 3,
6,

Bowdoin as
Doubieday;
Bradeen; 9,
Sanborn; 14.

Martin; 11, Lineham; 12,
Springfield:
2,
Pope; 17, Parsons.
Owen; 7, Menge; 8, Norling; 10,
Christy; 12, Hurlbert; 15, WaHenburger; 16, Lewis; 18, Jacobus.

also

Fox News.

FOUND

Sound Act

Friday

Entertainment for the whole family!

October 21

Montgomery Ward's new modern

Five of a Kind

line

now

Radios

Dtonne Quintuplets

stores.

Jisn wiSjiM -*~-€»ataw IVm oi
Joan

—

Davit*

SHm

most

PRINTING

also

We

have had long experience in
producing for Bowdoin men:

Selected Short Subjects
Tue*.

Oct.

STATIONERY
POSTERS
TICKETS
ALUMNI LETTERS
FRATERNITY FORMS

24-25

Darbta

And Other

That Certain Age

Ask

also

News

TJs

Printing

For Quotations

Sound Act

Wed. - Ttmrs.

Oct. 2«

The Record Office

23

-

Arkansas Traveler

—

with

Bob Burns

— Fay Bainter
— John Heal

Paul K. Nlven, Bowdoin 1916

Jean Parker

Printers of

Sound Act

and

The Orient

Hard and Soft Coals

Fuel Oils

trip.

Kinds

SHKEHY
TOM LINEHAN
WILLIAM C. HART
T. J.

HOUSE
ZETA PSI
T. D.

roH

SPORTS SIDELIGHTS

NEXT TO FIRE STATION

and

*™SSo

In

DYERS

PHONE

WwwBr

—

—

$1
.

.

Miller

c,

Harkness

Abrams, Sampson, rg
<.*,

te

White, Lincoln

Halstrom, Lamb, Perkins, rt

™

the Bowdoin 36, Haldane spun wide
for 4. and then duplicated the dis*»"<* straight through. When a ftf
teen-yard clipping penalty had been
deducted from Bonzagni's 18-yards
around end, a four-yard gain was the

down,

result for Bowdoin's initial first

down.
Pass Gains Ground
A shovel pass. Haldane to Karsokas
was then unreeled, good for 12 yards
to the Williams 40, and it was still
first down. It was Bonzagni's turn
and the 150-pounder spurted through
and around the heavy Purple defenses, leaving a thirty-yard path
strewn with prone, would-be tacklers.

From

marker two

the 10-yard

four-

It,

Maloney, Burgess, re
Beckler, Sweeney, qb

le,

—

—

Mm

—

—

^

—
DOWNS
MORSE
FRESHMEN
ing a

Boston

Bowdoin "B" frosh squad on Pick13-8.
ard Field Monday afternoon,
Bowdoin used 22 players in the game.
on $20.00
on $10.00
The first Polar Bear score came in
Newhouse,
the first quarter when
10% on $100 orders
nabbing a 15-yard pass from Pangburn, raced 15 more yards to tally.

tional point.
s

Allen's

Drug Store

A

safety in the second period gave

Bowdoin its other points.
The score:
Morse High ...
2
Bowdoin "B" ... 6

13—13

0—8

BETTER GRADES

Sounds impossible, but it can be done
if you follow the Gunthrop Study
Charts,

a "streamlined" method of
This practical, tested

JRJ»

Bowdoin team

next thaa Be play.

ROOMS
Available for parents aad guests at

The STUDENTS GUILD
Box

SPECIAL

—

1 pipe

$2,10

$1.00

511,

Saa Mega,

Compliments of

BEAUTIFUL PERSONAL
CHRISTMAS CARDS
50 Asst. Resign* with Envelope* f 1.50
Finest Grade, a work of Art
*S.OO
Name Inscribed on each If desired.
An Ideal Xmas Gift. Order at Oaee.

NICHOLS

ft

THE INN

Calif.

49 Pleasant Street

—

Ample Parking

Space —

.

COMPANY

PRINTING

— CONFECTIONERS —

Largest Line of Pipes aad
la Town
TOILET ARTICLES

Jayvee Harriers To Raee
Against Farmington
The Jayvee Cross Country team
meets the Farmington Normal
School team here this afternoon.
They will run fhe four and onehalf 'mile course over which the
varsity harriers ran last Saturday
when they beat Springfield College.
The powerful Varsity Cross Country team will race Bates Friday
over the Bates course.

gate contributed three pass interceptions, and Melendy one, which showed the results of pass defense practice. Physically Bowdoin appeared to
have something left at the finish,
and the policy of substitution proved

beneficial.

The

line-up*:

Williams (0)

Wood.

(14)

Bowdoin

Brooks, le
Cooper, Marble
Silverthorne, Rice. Strong, It
Fitzgerald,

re.

rt, Bass, Boulter, Broe
Wllkins, Head, lg
rg, Griffith, Oshry. Howard
McCarthy, Howard, c
c. Austin, Webster
Herguth, Earle, rg
lg. Jealous, Sabasteanski, Loeman
Abberley, Sebring, rt
It,

Steele, Toney,

Corey

Brooks, Verdery. re

Walker, Howie,
King, Hogan, qb

Denham

qb, Williams, Cartland,
Potter, Detmer, Ihb

Melendy

le,

.

rhb, Flfleld, Karsokas

Seay, Dunn, rhb
Ihb, Bonzagni, Legate
Meehan, Batten, Detmer, fb
fb. Rowson. Haldane
Bowdoin
7
7—14
Williams
0—0
Bowdoin scoring: Touchdowns

—

Brunswick Bowling Alley

MORTON'S NEWSSTAND

and Abberley at tackle. It
remained for Batten to put drive into
the visiting backfield, which missed
its Captain Larry Durell.
Legate's kicking improved as the
game went on, and the halfback compiled a 38.6 average beyond the scrimmage-line. Among other things Le-

at center

wonW

—

system will more than double the reM. C. Perkins, Mgr.
Phone 718 sults of your work. Don't postpone
146 Maine Street
action. Write today for information.

fls-Sv

W. CHANDLER & SON

.

With Less Work

efficient study.

—s

be a very dtffteatt task to single oat any one
and say he was the one most responsible for the victory. Be that as It may, some sort of pubnc
should
he accorded one Johnny Marble, the
recognition
gentleman who played almost the entire game at end for
tie Polar Rears. Replacing Dan Hanley who was hurt In
scrimmage early In the weeh, Johnny was pat definitely on
the spot last Saturday. He had played good ball In his rote
as understudy for Dan hat hadn't shown any real signs of
being a sensation as ad end. Ms work m the Williams game
was semethtag that wont be forgotten for a long while.
When he left the game at the very last few mlmrtes he
received a epeataneoas ovation that few Bowdoin men are
ever privileged te he accorded. Before the cheer leaders
could call for a cheer for Johnny the stands started one of
right
their own. They knew, as did Wltflems, that If the
would
flank of the Polar Bears ceahf be tu rned. Bowdom
have a diffleaft time keeping Williams from scoring on
runs
three
about
tried
Jnst
Whtlams
sweeps.
right end
round right end and then they gave It up as a bad Job.
When Johnny dMnt actually make the tackle, he always
for the
got the laterferers and* made it easy and possible
Bowdoin backs to tome ap and naahe the tackle themselves.
the
So, a Bowdehi Rah Marble! and may le do Jnst as well
It

on the

— 2%

M

$1.00
$2.0*

BOWDOIN BANNERS - STICKERS - LICENSE PLATES
FOR COLBY GAME

F.

j

Hartshorn, Pope

Jago, Noyes, c

both

—

2 packages Walnut

Stock the FoMowtag Tory Useful Basfcs:

—

U

rt,

rg,

that

Neiley
yard gains by Haldane, minus one by
Hinkley Karsokas, plus one by Bonzagni failed
to add up to ten. and Williams took
Williams
qb, Royer,
over on their two.
Lennon, Matthews, Ihb
King's punt out in face of the onrhb, Creiger, Chapman
rushing Bowdoin line resulted in an
Carey, Melody, Seaton, rhb
the
Ihb, McGuire. Cronkhite. Donavan angular hoist out of bounds on
20
and the White and Silver had its
Lavoie, Donovan, fb
fb, Welch, Page, Bevins second chance. Karsokas went wide
s
a'
which Noyes intercepted on Bow- Bridgton
6 6 12—24 for 6, Bonzagni spun for 2. and HalTouchdowns, Melody, Noyes, Len- dane plunged for 2 more to total a
Cofty was hampered greatly last year by a very wet field and a conse- doin's 40 and ran back for the score.
quently very wet ball that made passing something not to be used. This year
The summary:
non 2. Referee, Chapman, Bowdoin. first down. Bonzagni's 8-yard gain
the
had
it
showed
that
plays,
it may he different. Colby, still using trick
Bridgton (34)
Gibbons, Bowdoin. Head- went for naught when Haldane, after
<•> Bowdoin Umpire,
goo* by soundly trouncing Tufts for the first time In the history of the Fink, le
Time nudging through for a fraction, was
Macomber, Colby.
le. Kefley linesman.
rivalry between the two schools. A Colby defeat by Vermont was balanced Marr, CRourke, Bilodeau, It
4 lis.
spilled by Brooks, Williams end, for a
by a victory over New Hampshire State last week and the Mules are ready
minus 8 yards. Melendy's attempted
Tufts may catch us napping again this year. Two years
to go. Bowdoin will have to keep both eyes wide open every minute next
field-goal from placement was blockago, the Jumbos led by Roger Keith came to town and
Saturday at Waterville. The Big White manages to lose just one game a
ed by McCarthy who advanced, a few
gave the Big White its first defeat on Whittier Field under
year. Last year it was the Williams game; this year maybe it will be Colby
yards with the ball and lateraled to
Adam Walsh. This game is a decided antl-cllmax to the
who will give us a dose of sour medicine. Al McCoy aas a very promising
team
Colby
to
the
lads
ape
these
all
and
for
with
Important
Series
much
better
State
and It will be
Sebring, who in turn was downed on
bunch of sophomores to work
leading
Big
White.
A
the
start
of
fhe
move*
nearer
the
up
when thts annual game to
The naif ended
"fhe Williams 36.
what Andy Haldane and Hank Bonzagni are to
iiaasu
few years hence. There Is a natural let-down after
exponent of wide-open football. McCoy will see to it that Bowdoin has a
three plays later.
the series and lev the most part, the Bowdoin players
very, very busy afternoon at Waterville next Saturday.
Aside from the scoring and near
haven't too much incentive to keep tearin' up the field In
s
s
scoring, play developed into a desearch of victories. A Bowdoin team that wins the title has
Bates will be more or less of a breather between two
fensive contest, which had its own
done what was wanted and a victory over Tufts seems a
more Important aad harder games. Injuries have Just about
watch we
features. The Williams ends covered
bit superfluous. If Bowdoin loses the State title
wrecked Coaeh >k»rey's club at Lewiston this year. The
tired
of
we're
not
years,
hope wont happen for a few more
punts in fast fashion to hold runmaterial hts fallen off somewhat, making it rather difficult
still
there
is
victories over Rates, Colby, and Maine yet
backs down, and the Williams tacklto Held a first-class team. Bates has been knocked
for
little at stake In a game with Tufts. If and when this game
ing was hard save when they lunged
around a bit this year but may suddenly come to life and
is played at fhe beg in ning of the season, it will serve a
It
hence.
If
weeks
Bears
two
in vain at the weaving Bonzagni and
Polar
And Itself against the
definite pa t post In helping Adam get a good line on his
Legate, or bounced off Haldane and
does, look out!
as weft as to give the Bowdoin players a taste of
s
Karsokas. Hardest smack of the afs
ternoon was the collision resulting
»
The Maine game is always as unpredictable as the Harvard- Yale bat«
Maine and Bowdoin tangle
Masfrom
Purple
horde
the
ties. Season's records don't mean a thing when
outweighed
by
from Mac Denham's jolting tackle on
Bowdoin was considerably
tne
with
encounters
hard-fought
been
always
have
games
their
each year. These
the kickoff after the first touchdown.
-^n,,-^, -j^ actual sire of Williams was diminished, it seemed, by
urono
to
has
traveled
Bowdom
score.
breaks playing a large part in the
interesting to see the same team dressed in white Line play saw each Bowdoin man
Jt wouM
darR
e
to
rise
team
Maine
with a highly favored team only to see an under-dog
or some light colored uniform. The great difference in weight would be more than hold down his own posiMaine, too has
great heights and turn back the assaults of the Big White.
apparent to the spectators than it was last Saturday. The tion, and there were easily seven
much
more
come down to Brunswick, big, heavy and fast, a decided favorite over a Williams line was especially strong on the right side. The big right end did
weaker Bowdoin club, and has had to return to upstate with a defeat rather much to help stop any running plays around his end by dumping the whoie standouts.
So, anything can happen when Orono and convoy of Bowdoin interferers several times. The tackle beside him was as
Bowdoin Line Holds
than the expected victory.
Brunswick mix on the gridiron.
immovable to our line as were "Chuck" Corey and Ralph Howard to theirs.
The Williams offensive was cons
s
These two stalwarts from Williams together with the right guard will be as fined pretty much to the one threatenstrong a trio as Bowdoin will be called upon to face this season. Although ing drive, and their biggest ball carH. S.
the aerial attack didn't click as well as it might have, it did function perup with Johnny Cart land for one of the rier, Meehan, was stopped in much
"B," 13-8 fectly once. Red Rowson teamed
was Holzer of
prettiest pass-plays that has been seen on Whittier for quite some time. the same manner as
Cartland was all alone when Red chucked him a perfect spot pass which Wesleyan last year. The play of the
useleven,
High
School
Morse
handily. And then maybe Rowson wasn't Williams ends, Brooks and Wood, was
score
The
Johnny took going away, to
addian
over
for
consistently strong, as was McCarthy
powerful air attack, downed the luckv when his place-kick hit the cross-bar and bounced
complete line of S. S. Pierce

«flt

BOOKSTORE

ge ts ; ThesaansB Indexed
New Edition
Phyfe: 18.006 Words Often Mispronounced
Phyfe: Jtm Words Often Mispronounced
New Edition
OofftefiMfe DlctMMU»ry
NWf EflHtott
Anne Lindbergh's: Listen, the Wind

,

Alger, Barowski, lg

—

.

Have

|

Hanson.

"

Special

We

i

however,

Tall Tim King, Williams quarter, kept
rolling off tang pants, which at first
drove the Bears back, until Legate
Conservatism paid
got the range.
Williams dividends when King fumbled
a high pass from center in kick fordown,
but was sucon
third
mation
cessful in his remaining chance by
kicking a 70-yard low roller out on
Bowdoin's 10.
The injection of climax-runner
Hank Bonzagni in the second quarter
enlivened the Bowdoin offense, and at
the same time afforded relief for
Boyd Legate from his multiple backfle,t* duties. Mid-way through the period. Bowdoin started the sequence
which «"*<»
the first of two successful ventures. After Bonzagni's 12vard punt-runback left the ball ort

A

...

Total Value

The COLLEGE

have

Academy team last Thursday. 27-28.
Tibbetts, the winner, covered the 3Vtmile course in 21 minutes, 24 seconds.
Babcock was a very close second, finishing just a few seconds after Tibbetts. The next three harriers were
Lincoln men with Chellman of Bowbetter showing of the
doin sixth.
Mageemen is expected later with the
development of more experience by
such men as Hewes, Sullivan and

Williams proved to be just what the doctor ordered In the way of a final
An alert Bridgton Academy Friday
tune-up before the State Series starts Saturday. Bowdoin met a very powerful and aggressive Purple forward wall as well as a very smooth and hard- shellacked BowdohVs Junior Varsity
hitting offensive last Saturday. Previous opposition hadn't been as strong 24-o on pickard Field after resortas that which Williams offered the Big White; and Bowdoin hadn't been
ing to lateral passes when its running
really tested. It is fortunate for the Polar Bears that they have this game
The Jayvees, never
behind them and only fne Series to look forward to now. Much has Been attack failed.
learned from the encounter with the boys from Willtamstown and with three hi
,
a scoring position Were able to
rarin'
to
against
Colby,
go
wins safely tucked away so far, Bowdoin should be
,»„«_.„
fi
h««,
onlv
downs
How
make
two
first
Bates and Maine. That the Big White has what it takes to make a cham-|
pkmship club was quite amply shown on Whittier Field last Saturday. ever, Bowdoin managed to sustain a
Over-confidence seems to be our biggest opponent.
47-yard march by Bridgton in a
s
scoreless opening period. The second
The defease that Bowdehi can and has pat ap will
quarter saw the Preppers score on a
make It difficult for any team to score more than once In
forward-lateral. The ball went over
Mass. State couldn't puncture the line at all
in a game.
on a pass from the 26, Beckler to
and gained its small yardage via the sir route, Wesleyan
Fink, who tossed to Lennon just as
likewise found the White wall too strong to try te penehe was being tackled.
trate and also took to the sir. When Williams went airA lateral by Beckler and Lavoie in
almost
impregright,
against
a
minded it found Itself up
the third period carried the ball to
Although It tried several
nable forward pass defease.
the four. Lennon produced the score.
passes, little yardage was gamed and several passes
Errors by Bowdoin in the fourth pereranged when alert Bowdoin hacks intercepted the
iod set up the other two tallies. Wiland returned them for substantial gains. As yet, no weakness has been found In its defense but we'll know better
liams fumbled a punt on his own two
after Saturday's fracas With Colby. Anything can and has
yard hne which would have rolled
happened when "hocus^pokus, raxrte-dazzte who's got the
over for a touchback, and Bowdoin
ball'' Is brought into play.
later failed to cover a short pass

BILL GEORGITIS

BRUNSWICK CLEANERS

officials

Nosed Out By Lincoln

!

SEE ONE OF OUR AGENTS AT YOUB FBAT HOUSE OR DORM
A. D. HOUSE
ROLF STEVENS
SIGMA NU
tC'K MERRILL
BETA HOUSE
JACK TUCKER
DEKE HOUSE
WILLIAM BARTON
A. T. O.

Maine Central

Despite the fine running exhibited
by Basil "Pete" Babcock, newly
Benny Karsokas Is snapped by the cameraman at the start of his l.Vyard advance against the heavy WHttams
of the team, and
Karsskss has Jest nabbed a "shaver pass from Andy HaMane. As
line hi Saturday* game on Whtttter Field.
George Tibbetts the freshman cross
can he seen, lUrsohas Is shout to cat Inside the WIHhuns' defender at the left.
country team went down in defeat
at the hands of a strong Lincoln

without leaving your residence
Here's a chance to get some extra
cash this fall selling novelties at 50%
commission to students living in your
dormitory or fraternity. Send dime
to Box 760, Buffalo, N. Y., to cover
cost of mailing samples.

t», Mgr.

ATTENTION

be plenty of

Courtesy of Portland Sunday Ti l —ram

EARN MONEY
MORRELL

of six

Frosh Cross Country

TeL 655-W

A. E.

so there will

trip

p.m.

five

announced.

UNCLE TOM'S CABIN SHOP

Building: Materials of All

at

wiH be composed

room for all who wish to go. The
cost will be one dollar for the round

1%

CO.

Dry Fireplace Wood

Lumber and

return

the

Waterville

train

coaches

catalogue prices

LUMBER

make

will

leaving

specialties at

ft

were playing conservative football,
which allows punts on second or third
down when back in native territory.

The

a

BRUNSWICK COAL

evident,

It

Brunswick at 11.45 ajn.

will leave

WE NOW STOCK

Manager

also

News

—

Telephone S

Brunswick to Waterville for the

game with Colby on Saturday.

—

ALL Your

Mysterious Mr. Moto

-

—""*«>

Yes, We're Interested In

October 82
Peter Lotto
in

Mon.

rT~"

Summervllle

Sound Act
Saturday

Air-

as low as $7.95. Equal

quality sells for $15 to $20 in

Drive, 14-0

Cartland and Haldane Score
Special Train To Colby
For Bowdoin As Purple
For Game On Saturday
Fights Gamely
A special train will be run from
(Continued from pair* 1)

j

Wakling, rhb

THREt

_—

TONDREAU BROS.
St

Compliments of

CO.

GLENGARRY

'

*OEAT

Points
after
(placement);
Rowson (placement). Referee, E. J.
Shaughnessy
< Boston
University)
umpire, C. MacPherson (Colby): head
linesman, A. Sambroski (Harvard);
field judge. S. H. Mahoney (Boston
College).

touchdown

MAINE BllCilri

EVERYTHING THAT'S GOOD

Haldane,

STUART * CLEMENT
T • w a Building

Brunswick, Ma

SPRING COMPANY
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Cartland.

— Melendy
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

FOUR
Parade And Rally Friday

ATTENDS

SILLS

Makes Worcester,

New York, New Haven,
Portland Visits

Mr.

New

of

.

enjoyable

this year's

For the past
80 years, the president and one other
tions in the country'-

p.m. and parade with the College
band to the Art Building steps.

same conditions govern-

ing meetings hold true today.
On Friday, October 7, President
Sills presided as chairman at a dinner meeting of the State Convention
on Social Welfare in Portland. In
his introductory remarks, President

.

PRIME COLBY MULES
FOR SATURDAY'S GAME

faith in tangibles, in its coach and its
team. Bowdoin has faith in the proved
coaching genius of its mentor, Adam
Walsh, who has yet to see one of his
squads drop a decision to a Maine opponent. Bowdoinites recognize fully
the fundamental power and invaluable mental poise of a team which has
crushed Mass. State, weathered a
brilliant first half onslaught by Wesleyan only to thoroughly outclass the
Cardinals in the second half, and conquered the mighty defense of a powerful Williams team.
Bowdoin Backs Impress
At the present writing, no new major injuries have occurred to cause
any appreciable change in the Big
White lineup. Johnny Marble, filling

at right end for Dan Hanley inin the United States, progress, both jured in scrimmage last week, was
in social welfare and social legisla- a power in the Bowdoin forward wall
tion, has not held pace with the prog- against Williams assuring Bowdoin of
ress in invention, industry, and in strength in this spot despite the temother material lines. He stated that porary loss of a capable regular. The
we have a great deal to learn from present Bowdoin ball-toting crew,
other countries. He pointed out that with Karsokas and Legate at half
we must form our conception of gov- backs, Haldane at full, Melendy in
ernment to realize that it must not the driver's seat at quarter, and Cartonly furnish laws, but give service. land, Bonzagni. Rowson and Fifield
Sills called attention to the fact that

As an example he spoke of Chief
Justice Holmes who once remarked

in'

for reserve duty writes its own press
notices by its sterling play. Thus far

that he had no objection to being
this season, they have chalked up 73
taxed as the payment of taxes signi- points in three tilts and probably
fied his interest in the community.
overshadow in talented versatility
Fire and theft protection and other
and reserve strength the praiseworthy
civil services have been increasingly
quartets who have made Bowdoin
extended, he said, and recent flood
offensive powers ever since the
conditions in New England are but teams
one example of the need for state or start of the Walsh regime.
federal help.

presented

any doubt existed as to the power of the Bowdoin line, the Williams'
the president mentioned clash has dispelled it. Line play was
If

In closing,
that it is equally important that the
community should be alive to the
necessity of providing means for social welfare of all kinds; but that the
\i ia fWt OftPflfrlft of n/HMWPplishing everything; there will always
be a place for kindly, charitable, men
and women who want to help neighbors and do it intelligently.

bitterly fought throughout the fray
with the heavy Purple line matched
defensively and outplayed offensively
by their considerably lighter hosts.

Btn Broe and Ttaiptr Howard, -veteran
right tackle and right guard respec-

This Friday, President Sills will attend a meeting of the trustees at

tively, received slight injuries but
should be ready for action against Colby. The remainder of the line, Marble or Hanley at right end, Webster
at center, Loeman at left guard. Cap-

Wellesley College.

tain

Corey at

left

tackle,

-

.

.

.

and Den-

or Paganism?'
Asks Minister In Last

in

.

Sunday's Chapel

.

"How can you

.

.

is

(Continued from Pas* 1)
of the faculty of fourteen plays under cover. All Colbydom is
New England liberal arts colleges girding itself in earnest for the game
have met at the various institutions which may well decide the eventual
result of the current State Series.
in a rotating order.
r- In the face of this threatening comThe purpose of the annual meet- bination of rejuvenated student spirit
ings is to discuss informally, general and renewed team efficiency, Bowconditions at the colleges represented, doin can, nevertheless, have ample

virtually the

evenings

.

member

namely, Bowdoin, Dartmouth, New
Middle bury.
Hampshire,
Harvard,
Tufts, Boston University, Amherst,
Williams, Clark, Brown, Yale. Wesleyan, and Trinity. The president of
Trinity College cast an interesting
light on the tradition of the meetings
by reading a photostatic copy of a
letter written 60 years ago to the
Trinity President by President Eliot
of Harvard. Its contents reveal that

.

Brunswick for some time
There's
talk of a Boston engagement for
Jimmy Dorsey
Colby used to be
called Waterville College
Jan
Savitt at flicker a week from tonight
The President's house is an example of a modified Mediterranean
type of architecture that seemed to
have been popular with retired sea
captains of a century ago
Week's

represented

Sills

Haven,

gathering place for delegates to one
Of the oldest annual college conven-

CHRISTIAN LIFE

The cheer-leaders did a much better job at this past football game

the Alpha Delta Phi House at 7.15

George Ware, head cheer leader,
in charge of the rally.

VERNON LAUDS

Fleiachner

Anyone who missed the Don Cossacks 'Christianity
last week lost out on one of the most

are asked to congregate in front of

Kenneth C. M. Sills
founded out a week's -four on last
Friday which had taken him to New
JTork, Worcester, New Haven, and
in

By Robert D.

undergraduates will
be held on Friday night on the
steps of the Walker Art Building
at about 7.30 p.m. prior to the
Bowdoin-Colby football game on
Saturday in Waterville. Students
rally

.

President

Portland.

A

Variety

To Colby Game

Previous

FOUR MEETINGS
President

Bowdoin

wmmmmmmmm

!!;

.

.

.

distinguish between

a Christian and a pagan?" was the
question raised by the Reverend Percy L. Vernon, D.D., pastor of the
United Baptist Church, Lewiston, who
spoke at chapel on Sunday.

.

Dr. Vernon pointed out that in earlier days, when becoming a Christian
it's
Spring or was a dangerous step, the issue be-

.

.

pet gripe: This unsettled weather;

hard to khow whether

it's

Some of his detractors in tween paganism and Christianity was
call him George Boloney clear cut. Now that the world has
.
S. Francis Smith, a for- been lifted by the Christian ideal,
professor at Colby, wrote the many
non-Christian
organizations
verses to the anthem "America"
.
.
operate by the same ethics as those of
Don't miss "Four Daughters" either the Christian.
today or tomorrow
Les Brown,
Dr. Vernon finds the antwer to his
now at N*. Y.'s Hotel Edison and on
Victor Bluebird records is a band to question in the Sermon on the Mount.
watch. He plays clarinet, trumpet, He set forth the belief that if we can
"(1) a new quality of
experience
and trombone id addition to making
life, (2) a new function of life, and
all his own arrangements
All you
fellows with writing ability ought to (3) a new technique of life that of
whip something up for the "Quill" love," so that we might still walk
and help really make something of a unafraid in spite of worldly trials,
we have accomplished a basic Chrisworth-while college publication
Californians consume 20 million gal- tian ideal, found in the first of the
lons of wine a year; that's an average Beatitudes. "What the world needs,"
of one quart a month for every man, proposed Dr. Vernon, "is a group of
woman, and child
The band uni- men who live deeply within, so that
forms really looked good.
We've they are not crushed by the vicissineeded them for a long time
Just tudes of life."
for your information The former Doc
"The statement: if a man is good he
Harmon now prefers to be called Don will prosper, is fallacy,"
a
Dr. Vernon
( Courtesy
of Portland Sunday Telegram)
Harmon. Sounded very well in the
continued. He gave as proof Christ's
Gym
Things we meant to say beBowdoln's
secondary
of
how
assertion
defense shifted to meet this wide end run by Meehan of
that the only man who is
A (clear example
Williams fore: The middle part of Berlin's
truly good loves goodness for its own
is pictured in this photo of the football game. Though apparently the Williams back has ample interference,
his song "Change Partners" is one of the
men failed to clear oat the backer-up and "Hack" Webster, No. 12, drove by the nearest Williams' blocker and cleverest in recent years
You sake and not because he expects a
made the tackle. The play went for about two yards.
ought to read Anne Morrow Lind- reward.
bergh's story of air pioneering called
Dr. Vernon concluded his sermon
ham at the left wing, seems intact son, reportedly recovered from an
"Listen! the Wind" ... In case you're expressing the hope that if Christians
for the initial State Series encounter. injury and ready to see action against Council
interested: This is National Pharm- can conceive of themselves as having
acy Week .
the White. The Colby goal line has
Colby started as a the light of the world, the ethical
Colby's Razzle Dazzle Missing
Salaries
Editors theological school; it has graduated standards of the world may be held
In Colby, Bowdoin meets a heady been dented but once this year, foreseventy-one foreign missionaries in up to the Christian ideal and a new
outfit with a powerful and speedy boding the necessity for Bowdoin's
(Continued from Pas* 1)
addition to thirty-nine college presi- world may emerge as a result
of the
backfield operating behind a heavy, attack to be in continuous high gear
At the Student Council meeting dents
Brunswick has reissued a vitalizing force of Christianity.
the
far,
well-balanced line. Thus
to crash the
McCoymen's defense Monday, the undergraduate repre- record of "In the Mist" and "Dance
Dr. Vernon, whose church is atmuch-heralded McCoy assortment of
with any great success.
sentatives deliberated at length con- of the Octopus" by the Red Norvo tended by many
of the Bates faculty
razzle dazzle plays hasn't appeared to
The tendency of Seaverns Field to cerning the advisability of such stip- quartet. The group includes Norvo, and student body, was introduced by
its expected extent up at Colby. With
Benny Goodman, Dick McDonough,
resemble a quagmire following heavy
President Sills.
ulated remuneration for the editors and Arthur Bernstein . .
running backs of considerable ability
Let's go
rain
has
always
been
an
important
ace.
sopohomore
little
in its speedy,
get Colby now.
of the yearbook.
Johnny Daggett, and his bigger factor in games on that surface. This
With the approval given to the
Finalists
mates, Hughes, White, Bruce, and year, however, both squads boast fast
Bequest Given
Hatch, the Blue and Gray has been backs and fairly heavy Unas, thus stated plan for reimbursement, the $25,000
Prize
able to rely on a well-conceived nullifying any advantages being gain- Council was emphatic in stipulating
College
Contest
Mrs.
Wallace
ed
by
either
side
because of heavy that none of the editorial or business
ground game for its major offensive
threats.
Only five passes were at- going. Both outfits and their respec- board members shall receive any
Continued from page 1)
The college was recently bequested
five and thirty dollars respectively
tempted against New Hampshire last tive supporters are fully cognizant of "gifts" whatsoever for thef- work
$25,000 from the estate of Mrs. Milweek, but with the Colby ends, Ma- the importance of this contest in the the Bugle other than possibly sample dred Fuller Wallace of Washington, will be awarded to those adjudged
guire and Burrill, both adept pass rush for championship honors, and photographs.
D. C, it has been announced. This the winners on November 21.
snatchers, Bowdoin's secondary will accordingly, a bitter struggle is anThe fund establishing the speaking
money is to be used for the care and
undoubtedly find itself pretty much ticipated.
maintenance of the library of her contest was left by the Hon. DeAlva
Many Bowdoin fans are expected
occupied in combating the Colby aerfather, the late Chief Justice Mel- S. Alexander. LL.D., of the Class of
to join a huge tumsut of Colby alumial attack this Saturday.
ville W. Fuller, which was
1870. Mr. Alexander was himself inAH freshmen interested in writ- to the Bowdoin Library lastpresented
The major part played by last ni to comprise on* of the largest
terested in public speaking.
year.
ing for the Orient should attend the
year's strong freshman squad in pro- crowds to witness a Sowdoin-Colby
Mr. Fuller was a member of the
Last year's first prize was won by
ducing a series threat at Colby is game in many yeafs. The Bowdoin
meeting of the editorial board of class of 1853, and served as head of Andrews, who is again competing in
well indicated in the Mule line where band, outfitted in its new uniforms.
the newspaper tomorrow night at the Supreme Court from 1888 until the contest. Second prize last year
both guard spots are filled by soph- will add its share to the color and
his death in 1910.
went to James Blunt '40 while Wang,
7 p.m. in the Orient office in the
omores. Mel Baum and Abdo Hassan. spirit of the traditional classic. Tenalso in this year's contest, received
Moulton Union. Members of the
Veterans Hodges and Hersey occupy tative plans call for a special train
honorable mention.
starting tackle posts with Warren leaving Brunswick at 11.45 a.m. andj staff should also attend the meetPearl, star Colby tackle of last sea- returning here at 6.15 pjn.
ing.
Fall
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By

For

Speaking

I
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I

NOTICE

|

I

Cossacks Open
TENNIS TITLE IS
Concert Season
STILL AT STAKE

|

(Continued from Pace

U

(Continued from Pago 3)

leaped about in the athletic dance of latter make practically impossible rethe Cossacks with shrill shouts of turns and keep the game wide open.
Johnny got off to a fast start by winglee.
ning the first four games before
The program was as follows:
Shattuck broke the ice in the fifth
I.
after advantage points had been held
In Thy Kingdom
P. Tschesnokoff
against him. Shattuck continued to
Psalm I of David Old Church Melody
the pace, copping the next two
A very old Church Melody from set
to threaten for the first time. Howthe Kiev-Petchersky
ever, Rich ran out the set at 6-4 on
Have Mercy Upon Us, O Lord,
nis own service.
D. Lvovsky
The second set found Shattuck
How greatly Our Lord is Glorified.
D. Bortnianski near peak form and his overheads
were just too good to be returne
The Lord's Name be Blesed,
P. Tschesnokoff He won 6-1 allowing Johnny only
one game and shaped up as a liki
Intermission
winner of the third, when he held
II.
advantage in the eleventh game a.
.

.

I

The Bandore
My Lady

Dawidowsky

ter trailing 5-4. But he ran into a
K. Schwedoff string of unnecessary
errors and Rich
by S. Jaroff lobbing constantly and seizing every
Joke
arr. by S. Jaroff opportunity
for close iip shots came
Leskinca
K. Schwedoff on to win 8-6. Darkness
had fallen
Intermission
when the fourth set was completed.
III.
In the doubles matches played durTwo Soldiers' Infantry Songs,
ing the past week three upsets oc-

Ay,

A

Ookhnem

Soldier's

arr.

'.

.

arr.

Those Evening Bells

by

S. Jaroff

curred,

as

the

second,

third,

and

arr. S. Jaroff fourth seeded teams fell by the wayTschnesnokoff side at the hands of faculty combinaBehind the Ural (Don Cossack Song) tions in straight sets. Stewart and
arr. by S. Jaroff Pope, seeded second were trounced
by the team of Nixon and Kendrick,
Rich and Ireland fell before the
Student Faculty Board
strokes of Brown and Daggett, and
fourth-seeded Akeley and Morse took
Announces Committees a drubbing from Cushing and Bart-

The

Little Ditch

.

.

.

.

P.

lett.

Student Faculty Union Board Com-

writes

... Chesterfield

it

for
9

em

everybody who smokes

smoke for
.
and
everybody knows that
it's pleasure you get in every
It's

pleasure you

.

.

Chesterfield

you

and

Paul Whitbman
Every Wednesday Evenlne

.

George

All C. B.

and

Every Thursday and Saturday
52 Leadiut N. A.

Ixcitt* Mrnt
TOMCOOCO.

. .

mild ripe tobaccos and

C Station!

|

D. K. E.; Music Committee, Francis action.
Semi-final of the singles: Shattuck
R. Bliss '40. Kappa Sigma, and Edward F. Everett '40. Zeta Psi; Publi- defeated Akeley. 6-2. 7-5. 6-1; Rich
city Committee. Leonard J. Cohen defeated Hill 6-2. 6-4, 6-0.
j

use the best ingredients a cigarette
can have.

Statieu,

Football Highlight*

...

a

pure cigarette paper*

S.

Eddie Dooley

better-

takes good things to make
good product. In Chesterfield we

Cos-Trick 19M.

Allen

Every Friday Evening

here's the big reason

It

Gracif.

Burns

light

Chesterfields are milder
tasting

.

.

Of these quarter final upsets the
defeat of Rich and Ireland by Professors Herbert R. Brown and Athern
P. Daggett was the most startling.
The student team lost ten straight
games before Ireland succeeded in
holding his service in the eleventh
game. Brown was particularly outstanding in his team's cause as time
daily program for studerits.after time he made almost impossiFaculty members of the board are
ble "gets."
Dean Nixon and ProfesDonovan D. Lancaster, chairman:
Professor Arthur C. Gilligan. and sor Nathaniel C. Kendrick had a
comparatively easy time with Johnny
Professor
Eaton Leith.
Student
members are as follows: Dance com- Stewart and Ev Pope winning 6-3,
6-2, and Professors Morgan B. Cushmittee, Thomas W. Howard '39, Sigma Nu and John G. Wheelock. Ill '40. ing and Boyd W. Bartlett won as
Chi Psi; Games and Tournament they pleased from the Ake ley-Morse
Committee, Thomas P. Riley '39, A. combination 6-2, 6-1. Only the top
D. and Calvin A. Hill '40. Psi U.; ranking team of Hill and Shattuck
Movie Committee, Edwin L. Vergason survived the onslaught and the finals
'39. D. U. and Jotham D. Pierce '39. will see at least one faculty team in
mittees are rapidly getting plans underway for the year. Already they
have assisted with the Fathers' Day
program last Saturday, and have
helped present weekly programs on
the Simpson Sound System. Francis
R. Bliss '40 is in charge of the recording machine and directs the two-hour

..with

MORE PLEASURE

Thorndike Club and Donald W.
Bradeen '40, A. T. O.; Tea CommitJohn H. Rich '39. Theta Delta
Chi, and Richard E. Tukey '40, Beta
Theta Pi.

k

'39,

for millions

ana

tee,

taaaaaai

The George Washington Univerband la regaling football aaoVeaces with awing music in place of
ooatomaxy airs.
sity

^^am

~*^mmmmmmmmmmm
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SECOND GAME OF STATE
SERIES AT BATES SATURDAY
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The Sun

ARE CHOSEN IN
RHODES TRIALS

Rises "

••

E

By Richard

ORIENT

BRUNSWICK, MAINE/ WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER

(68th Year)

26,

1938

NO. lfr

BIG WHITE HOLDS OFF LAST PERIOD
SURGE BY COLBY IN SERIES OPENER

Tukey

Bear's Running Attack Scores 25-18

what grade Ghost- Will Represent Bowdoin In
writer G. H. Smith of New York
State Competition On

WE wonder
who

just

our business
again this year, could guarantee
freshmen writing on the topic: "I
love the State of Maine." The letterhead on the offer just received shows
that Mr. Smith recently has moved
from his headquarters on Amsterdam
City,

is

soliciting

December 13

Victory;

•

MAINE WINNERS TO
FACE N. E. FINALS

liARSQKAS AND LEGATE GAIN FREELY

Hill

—_______

Activities

By Richard

Everyone who reads the introducPhilip Storer Campbell of Porttion to Mr. Smith's enterprise should land and George Leslie Hill of Wolhave the desire to place an immediate laston, Mass., both seniors, have been
order with the mail-order house after selected as the candidates from Bowreading: " 'Steady* customers are al- doin for Rhodes Scholarships from
ways given the preference; and I the New England district, it was anprefer to work for men who are cap- nounced this morning in chapel.
able of doing this work but choose,
These men, recommended by the
as a modern business executive, to faculty committee on Rhodes Scholdelegate, it to someone else, and arships to President Sills, and enthereby place greater emphasis on dorsed V*by the head of their colactivities."

thjeir

Haldane Leads In Scoring

Colby Takes To Air When Polar Bear Line Proves
Impenetrable; Melendy Stars As Blocker;
Daggett Is Standout For Mules

Is Phi Beta Kappa;
Both Active In Campus

Avenue to West 121st Street. Perhaps the satirical note in a New
Yorker of not too long ago on Mr.
Smith's boasts have set Racketbuster Thomas E. Dewey on his path.

other phases of

SIMPSON CONCERT
TONIGHT IN THE UNION

lege

as

applicants

suitable

for

i

E. D</yle

"The old White Mule, she ain't what she used to be" might
well have been Colby's theme Saturday, but the scoring strains of
Phi Chi were a bit more prevalent at Seaverns Field as the fastmoving Bowdoin Black and White with a dash of silver launched
its State Series campaign by out-pointing Colby, 25-18, in a puzzling contest of contrast which saw all of the Bowdoin scoring
sandwiched between an early and belated Blue and Gray passing
offensive. Running their opponents into the ground with a rousing

a

first-half retaliation to

a premature Colby touchdown, Bowdoin
count of 19-6, raised it to 25 by capon a fumble, and then shifted its tremendous driving
- T
in state competition to be held in
Augusta on December 13. Two men
power
into
low
end
in
Waterville.
Shortly
after
the
gear
Colby
at
to
give
the
Saturday's
game
the
Mules their cue for a last-quarter
around
running
Andy Haldane is shown
rpHE Colby cheering section, wit- will be selected to enter the New
picture was taken, Haldane lateraled to Legate (next to camera). The play gained 17 yards and brought the ball double touchdown passing flurry.
A nessed at Saturday's game, is
England district competition with two to Colby's six yard line, Bowdoin scored a few plays lat ar.
something for a school of its size to men from each of the other New (Courtesy of Portland Sunday laxeffram)
It was a game of stunning and
___________
boast of. Why can't we have a simpuzzling reversals of form. Before the
England states. Four men will be se-

Now, Mr. Smith

.

.

Rhodes scholarship," will meet applifrom the other Maine colleges

.

laid 'em low to the half-time

cants,

italizing

ilar response to the enthusiastic pleas
of our six cheer leaders?

T3LANS are being made
* Thanksgiving Basket

for a
Charity

Fund among the undergraduates

lected

for

the

scholarships

at

this

j

of

I

I

I

First

Power Shown Against Colby
Professor H. R. Brown
Expected To Provide
The action of the Blanket Tax
To Bf Speaker at Rally
inapproving
the
Committee recently
White Victory
stallation of a new record-playing machine to augment the present facilities, has brought nearer to completion the plan of the Musk Department for the fullest opportunities for
student spare-time enjoyment of muThe machine, donated by the
sic.
Theta Delta Chi house, has been com-

pletely built over inside, with

money

from the Blanket Tax funds.

It will
in the

1

be located in the small
North Chapel off the

;

I

<o»u«u»- <m nam 4)
that such, a worthy cause
this;
receive similar support
will
Thanksgiving time when those who Ploocnro CnllAWArfi
are less fortunate than most of us 1 H54-MIIC
is

room

Psychology

The

j

i

I

would normally enjoy none of the'!
Stfllc
laMiniin-H-*.
VISmJWKKU DJ OUIO
pleasures of a real Thanksgiving Day.
• Significant of the accomplishments
of the Fund last year were the comCreeds, belief, and philosophies of
mendatkms made by both President life are man's, said President KenKenneth C. M. Sills and Dean Paul neth C. M. Sills in Chapel Sunday, and
Nixon as well ss from the Board of they affect every man today. The
uneducated believe that the world is
Selectmen of the town.
with a materialSaid the Brunswick Record of De- * mechanistic system
uneducacember 9, 1937: -This gift on the part *tic God. he stated and the
ted also believe that in the world
of the Bowdoin undergraduates is
*
when one **™ » *> Place for honor dut y> ser
significant
particularly
*°
v
"_.
*:..
realizes that most of them who con-i™**- *"?
__„ .. of
to say that
President Sills went on ,„
,___,
___,„*_._,„ «r
tribute are permanent residenU of
beHef in
,
d
other communities where need of.
Ed might as the only
Christmas cheer may be as great
these
icontP
g hand of ,&.
_
it is in Brunswick. The gift is puree an? th fo „owers of Communly voluntary, which makes it all the
theories of govand Facism
appreciated.
roore
ernment Which now advocate inde"Again we hail the College as a pendence to be of no importance,
true friend of the town, and express
The President also stated that in-

Rv

,

thc town's gratitude for this latest
demonstration of friendship."
When the Fund is launched on
campus next month, the undergraduate body can well be assured that
its donations will be acknowledged
fcratefullv

a™^

1

^

tellectual liberty, religious
political liberty, and social

funded

Today
are gaining ground slowly.
Jnen enjoy greater economical free**n than they ever did before
In conclusion Dr Sills said that all
should follow out what they consider God. but too many are choosing
pleasure as their greatest aim in life.
The President ended by saying that

have been reports of the he did not want to see Bowdoin stusome undergrad- dents forget the important aims of
uates from parked cars in the town life because of a desire for pleasure.
during recent weeks. Chief of Police
loss of coats of

losses, urges students to be sure to
lock their cars when they are parkNo little consternation is caused
when a student returns to his car

ed.

Intercepted by
Series pigskin drama capably enacted
Yards, passing
at Seaverns Field last Saturday,
Net, pass, rush
Bowdoin's talented gridiron troupe
performs in the new locale of Gar- Penalties, in yards
celon Field at Lewiston this week
end, where the Bates Bobcats are
generally expected to play secondary
the opposition's territory; from which
Desroles in the afternoon's action.
point Andy would ram through from
Cheerleader Dick <2_rland.
pite the relative season records of the
the two-yard line. Bowdoin's margin
present,
The band will 0%
clubs which list Bowdoin as unbeaten
bft»
•f safety came in the third period
and untied and Bates as but once
ual, wiU^-flf-MMy* select ion* in
when Johnny Marble fell on a fumble
triumphant, the meeting looms as a
their newly acquired swing style.
behind the Colby goal line. At the
typical series classic with the undermoment when the Watervillians
dog Garnet conceding nothing in adPoet seemed groggily on the verge of
vance to the high-flying White Bears.
complete rout, they got up at the
The Big White, however, still gives
count of 25, and with Bowdoin appositive indication that it will be
parently satisfied with the status quo,
14
mighty difficult* to topple from its
Colby did some table-turning.
three years' hold on the Maine
Having ultimately learned what a.l
Robert Frost, well-known New
Who is Senor Lopez Piedra, and championship. All the typical featother opponents have discovered in
where is he? That is the question ures of a* crack Walsh coached outfit England poet, will give the Annie Talthe last two seasons, namely that it is
bot
Cole
Lecture
evident
on
were
convincingly
in
the
hecNovember
R
14,
which has puzzled several members
As in many Bow- has been announced.
Mr. Frost's useless to try cracking Bowdoin's
of the college for the last week and a tic Colby scrap.
doin games o% late years, an early subject has not yet been announced. "Maginot" line, the Mules took to
half.
A
native of New Hampshire, Mr. their last and best resort, the forward
(Continued on Page 3)
Senor Piedra drifted into BrunsFrost was a student at Dartmouth pass. If there was one man personwick about two weeks ago, and went
College in 1892 and at Harvard from ally responsible for putting Colby
to the Dean to apply for admission.
1897 to 1899. He has received hon- back in the Ball game it was Johnny
Polar
nephew
of
was
the
He stated that he
The small speedster who
orary degrees from many colleges in- Daggett.
Harry T. Piedra 17, and the son of
cluding the degree of Doctor of Lit- had passed for the first touchdown
Musical
one of the senators from Puerto Rico.
erature* from Bowdoin which was received one pass for a score against
Lopez told the Dean that he had
awarded in 1926. He was Professor tfte Bowdoin substitutes and another
left his credentials in Portland, but
The musical comedy, "Take It of English at Amherst College until against the regulars. Bowdoin played
intended to return for them the next Away," to be presented by the
last year, and has been the Charles conservative football, however, and
day.
He said also that he expected Masque and Gown, which was writ- Eliot Norton Professor of Poetry at| nad the game in hand at the finish.
his baggage and a bank draft to have ten by
uiiam H. Brown, Jr. '39 con- Harvard since 1936. He also holds
Bowdoin (oracs Back
re« ched ?°* ,a nd
Ttten are fellowships and gives frequent leclains sb< ,een sin 8 in «
Behind 6-0 as the resut of Colby's
t
a
I
ed a "
vanous actors du " tures in colleges all over the coun„\° !? " "
.*! to ** «» ,0 » b >' the
surprise score. Oak Melendy set the
to put Lopez up ets> an d choruses whose scores inasked Prof. Wilder
try.
pace for the Bowdoin turnabout by
for the night.
elude all types of music, from the
Mr. Frost first gained prominence reeling off 37 yards on a short kickThe next day, Senor Lopez visited unique style of Gilbert and Sullivan when he was awarded
the Pulitzer off to cross over onto the Colby 39.
the Delta Upsilon house, his "uncle's" to modernistic swing.
Prize for poetry in 1924. The Pulit- Aided and abetted by a Colby
the impression he
The music for t h e production will zer Prize has also been awarded him Karsokas ran wide to the off-side.
"__"__?
left on a
not fall far short of sensamade did '___T
f Urn jshed by the Polar Bears with
in 1930 and in 1937. His books of poe- favorite play and then cut
at right
tional. His prowess in both scholastic Dick Eveleth playing the piano to
try include "A Boys Will," pubUsh- angles to go six yards and a first
and athletic fields was amazing, for help with the scores. In addition to ed
in 1913, "North of Boston," 1914. down. Haldane rounded left again,
he was fifth in his class, he said, and playing for the straight parts, the
"Mountain Interval." which came out was barely tripped by Maguire. and
played just about every game the orchestra will provide the music for
"New Hampshire." published feu
for S
six more
The Karsokas
. i
7
i.
k
.V\ and
a various other >n 1916,
" ,0r
faculty
ballet
the
D. U. boys could mention.
..„.
„*_,.. -o-a.
,
1<w _ "West
in 1923.
Running Brook." 1928,
(Continued on IP*
l'_ne
He became particularly friendly musical effects throughout the play. "Collected Poems," 1930. "A Further
with Jim Hunter and Ned Vergason The score alone is two hundred and
Range." which was published in 1936,
and when he mentioned his baggage twenty-five pages in length.
an
om
^now
to Snow, also pub- Dr. Joel
Will
These scores may be used by the
etc., in Portland, the boys kindly offer? J
,M5ned ln 1936 He has written one
ed to drive him down The Senor's im- Polar Bears for outside dances, ac"
P1 **' A
y Out," which was pubpression grew in Portland, for he pro- cording to Brown, provided that they

FROST TO GIVE

Famous New England
WiU Speak Here On
November

Comedy
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in the Moulton can company has been able to porbe presented the , ray
r D'Oyly himself is the dithird in a series of concerts over the red descendant of the third member
Simpson Memorial Sound System. f the triumvirate that produced the
The concert will consist of a number operas originally and many of the
of selections from the Gilbert and company, although they did not actSuUivan "S" 1 opens which will be ua ny belong to the original company.
primed by Professor Morgan B. ha ve received their training from that
Cushing who is lending the records. gr0up. For the last few years the
According to Professor Cushing the company has been making appearprogram will include about a dozen anees off and on in this country,
selections from the various operas so
Professor Cushing's collection inthat the various types of songs may dudes nearly all of the collaborated
be shown. There will be several of works of Gilbert and Sullivan, conGilbert and Sullivan "autobiograph- sisting of about eight or nine albums
»«il patter songs," several love duets, published by the R. C. A. Victor
several choruses both male and fe- Company. From 1875 when the colmale. and several finales. Rather than laboraters produced their first sucplay the most well-known of their cessful work. "Trial By Jury." until
orks U has !**"
e "d ° f
*_*_ areer the> Wrote
In^-l^ !___
,
abo ut ten ma r >^« operas and sev^
•*£. some of "*,
aome ° f th °
m,nor
,
and
r
*£*
? '^Sullivan
».
S™
more Popular ones.
Sullivan were knighted, 1but
rep- lo "g
his P*"™ r i" 1883
This
*"•* n * nt °Peras which
••„.
s Pma fore." was because Sullivan had written
ntmted include:
"The Mikado. "Iolanthe," "Patience," ;ma nv other works including "OnPenzance." "Ruddigore." ward Christian Soldiers" and "The
.pu-ates
.-„„, yeoman D f the Guard." and Lost Chord." while Gilbert on the
"Gondoliers." The records were made ather hand, was too satirical in reDy the D'Oyly Carte company which gard to the state and the church
dates back to the time that Gilbert and was not knighted until 1907.
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Dr. Joel Seidman, prominent authority on labor problems, will speak
in the Union tomorrow evening at
8.15 under the auspices of the Bow-

Library Receives Book Locating
Capsule For Unearthing In 6939
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Speak Here Tomorrow

8.15

will
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ceeded to spend what money he had go no further.
very freely, and when he ran out he
borrowed from his fi lends to the
tune of $18. His baggage and bank
draft had not come, however, and
Frosh-Soph Debate
when he said that he wanted to visit friends of his uncle while waiting
7
HpIH
N-.VPI1.hpr
1
l-GIU ilUTGIIIUCl XI
for his baggage. Hunter and VergaE. H. Pottle, Jr.
son decided to return to Brunswick.
A segment of our time has been
Well, nobody has seen him since.
Freshthree
and
Sophomores
Three
preserved for future civilizations in
men were chosen to compete in the
the form of a Time Capsule deposited
annual debate between the two
on the site of the New York World's
classes for the Edgar O. Achorn pri_»,
Fair on September 23 by the Westp.m.
17
at
8.15
to be held November
inghouse Electric and Manufacturing
in the Debating Room in Hubbard
The capsule is designated for
Co.
WedneMlay. Oct. -ti - 8.15 p.m.
The question for debate will
Hall.
discovery in the year A.D. 6939. ln
Third Simpson Memorial Conbe "Resolved: That the United States
Union.
to insure the discovery of the
order
Moulton
Professor
cert,
shall make an alliance with Great
capsule, the Westinghouse Co. has
Cushing will present a program
Britain
had sent to libraries all over the
of "Gilbert and Sullivan."
The three Sophomore representa- w
l
world, a book with full instructions
8.15
p.m.
Thursday, Oct. t"i
lives, who will uphold the affirmaas to how to find and interpret the
Moulton Union; Dr. Joel L.
tive side of the question, are David
contents of the capsule. One of these
r» r»_~u«_™
i„h„ r Fv._n. anA
Seidman speaks on "New Pobooks, called "The Book of Record
under the
litical Alignment„h£n H.
H Tvhi.i
White. %S.
The Freshmen
Ashton
the Political Forof the Time Capsule of Cupaloy,"
of
auspices
1,
P
has been sent to the Bo.vdofn Col«°?-VII!
J J
^u^ fJ
um.
Lunt.
Robert
H. V*^T
V^ Vanades and
lege library where it will be kept, it
Chapel. ProSaturday, Oct. 29
They will debate the negative side
is hoped, as a record for the people
fessor Robert P. T Coffin.
of the question.
at Lewiston.
of 5000 years hence. In addition to
Bates
Football,
'40
has been,
Ernest F. Andrews
libraries all over the world, books
Sunday, Oct. J* - 5 o'clock chapselected to coach the Freshmen, and
Headmaster Claude M.
have been sent to Tibetan Lamaseel.
William C. Hart '39 will instruct the directed.
The company have their
The program will last approximateried. fhinto Shrines in Japan, and
Fuess, Litt.D.. of Phillips AcadSophomores. The judges for the final jown scores which no other producer ly an hour, and at its close ProfesBuJdhist Temples in India. Ceylon
emy. Andover. Mass. The C.wir
debate will be Gerhard O. Rehder. has yet been able to secure and the sor Cushing will be glad to fill the
ano Burma.
will sing "Vale ot Tuoni" by
Retnhard L. Korgen, and Robert
English accent and inflection give to requests of the audience by pjaying
The book, printed on permanent
Sibelius.
the operas a touch that no Ameri-| their numbers as encores.
GoodelL

among other things,
Tonight at
Ask a man who owned one!
Union there

to find his coat,

gone.

tried

Incomplete

of the current State

!

Simpson Concert Will Feature
Operas By Gilbert And Sullivan

commenting on the

I

Bears To Play

surroundings enjoy the music of his
follow the score if he
wishes. A black book is available in
the Union at all times so that a student may enter his request for the
day and hour he wishes. Complete
Usts of the entire Carnegie set of
over 1300 records are now available,
and any student may have a copy by
applying to Francis Bliss "40, who is
in charge of the sound system, or to
Professor Tillotson.

liberty,

With Act

For

freedom cho.ee and

rERE

J. Z. Ouellette. in

r<

In addition to these two opportunithe Simpson Memorial Sound
ties,
System is available every afternoon
from 3.45-5.45. Here a student may
request any record in the Carnegie
set and under pleasant, comfortable

!

» - r

be

three hours every night during the
presence of a proctor. The scheduled
hours are now on the bulletin board
and will be announced in detail in
the next issue of the Orient.

-

X
^
^

will

when the keys are turned in.
The Capehart machine in the music
room is now available for two or

_

:

which

Forwards
Completed

game

take place on the
at
steps of the Walker Art Building,
Friday evening. The parade preceding the rally will start, as usual,
from the A. D. rUuse at 7.00 p.m.
Professor Herbert R. Brown, of
the English department, and another professor not as yet chosen
are expected to speak, according to

SENOR LOPEZ PUMA
TAKES FRENCH LEAVE

j

posit of a fee,

for Saturday's

Downs

Yards, rushing
rushing
Net, rushing

Lost,

opening minute had died away, Colby
signalized its mode of attack by recovering a fumble on the Bowdoin 45,
Bowdoin Colby and sending Bus Burrill down
the al11
6
ley to receive Johnny Daggett's pass
176
55
and run unmolested to score. Undis14
19
turbed and merely whetted for the
162
36
kill, the Polar Bears flung themselves
14
24
at the Colby defenses with all the
2
9
poise and fury of a co-ordinated and
11
11
balanced running attack to run up
4
1
three touchdowns with seeming ease.
20
238
Haldane Scores Three
182
274
Each one of these powerful drives
50
60
was run off in the same manner, as
Big Ben Karsokas. Boyd Legate, and
Andy Haldane rushed id rotation into

COLE LECTURE

Comparable in the opinion of Professor Tillotson, to a far more expensive machine, the instrument will
be available for use with the college records at any time of the day or
night, except during class hours in
the adjoining room. Keys for the
use of the machine may be obtained
from the Music Department on de-

rWIUWCIB

rally

Bates will

class room.

hft|tari

»

The Mule's Tale

READY FOR USE

the College. Started last year with
the accumulation of funds for the
giving of about 50 food baskets to
needy townsfolk, the fund this year
is being backed and supported by the
Bowdoin Christian Association, from
which a committee will take part In
collecting the contributions on camScales '40.
pus.
Campbell, a member of Zeta Psi
The Christmas fund last year accumulated more than $160 from stu- Fraternity, prepared at Deering High
dents here, contributions being made! School. He has been active on camby undergraduates in all of the fra- P"* as an assistant baseball manSub-editor on the
ternities and the Thorndike Club. It ager, and as a
I

Bowdoin's Polar Bears Favored For
Win Over Scrappy Bates Bobcats

RECORD PLAYER

meeting which will take place in
Boston on December 17.
The committee which made the
recommendations is headed by Profeasor Thomas Means, and includes
Professors Roscoe J. Ham, Alfred O.
Gross, Robert P. T. Coffin, Frederick
C. Horwood. and Mr. Malcolm E.
Morrell. The selection was made from
a group of applicants including Henry
A. Dolan, Jr., '39, George A. Dunbar
'39, Milton M. Goldberg 39, Gordon
L. Potter '39, Francis R. Bliss '40,
Edward F. Everett '40, and Luther D.

^

(__-_-_-__

^
doin

litical

|

Political

Forum. Dr. Seidman

will take as his subject

Alignment" and

"A New Powill

discuss

rag paper with non-fading ink. con- new party divisions, the subject^ of
tains complete directions of the cap- the third party against the labor parsule's location in every known meth- ty, and labor political ventures in
od of computation. It describes the the United States in 1937 and 1938.
design and structure of the torpedoDr. Seidman received the degree of
shaped capsule, and relates its pur- Ph.D. from Johns Hopkins Univerpose. Librarians are instructed to sity. He was a member of the represerve the book with all possible search staff of Editorial Research Recare so as to insure as far as is pos- ports in Washington, D. C. in 1933
sible the discovery of the capsule in and 1931. He has been an instructor
6939.
in trade unionism at Brookwood LaThe first great concern of the bor College. and has been an inWestinghouse Co. in what is called structor for many labor unions. From
"one of the most ambitious archeol- June to November. 1937, he did speever undertaken,
ogical
projects
cial educational work for the United
was the construction of a capsule Automobile Workers of America in
which would be capable of lasting in Detroit. In the last eight years he
the ground for so long a period. It! has contributed to several economic
so happened that a new copper alloy journals, and he is the author of
called Cupaloy has recently been de- many studies in the field of labor and
veloped. It is an alloy of 99.4 per economics. At the present time he is
cent copper, .5 per cent chromium, Field Secretary and Special Lecturer
and .1 per cent silver. This material for the League for Industrial Democmay be tempered to a hardness sim- racy.
iiiar to that of mild steel, yet has a
It
is expected
that Dr. Seidman
resistance of corrosion equal to pure will also speak before one of the
'

;

j
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classes in economics.
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form of financial assistance. These figures are compiled annually
by Mr. Donovan D. Lancaster, Director of Student Aid, and the
various amounts, averages, and percentage throw a strong light on

1871

COMMUNICATION
Editor of

the situation.

Within the

college about

250 College Student Assistants

Dear

re-

Jr. "39

J.

Cohen

'39

t

He Orient

College enrollment expert* preenrollment In T?.S. Bmtitu-

dict

aa

ttons Will begin to dedftae la

itttotr;)iie|rtAtf sport.

Sir:

A

I

AwocMt* KalUr.
Leonard

majority of RaIIIim College

aMad faculty mewabea*
aave voted to aaailth football a»

short time ago. in a chapel talk.
more than $15,000, 150 Fraternity Student Assistants re"President Sills recommended that
ceived over $13,000, while over a third of the college received editor-in-chief of the coUege paper
more than $27,000 in scholarship money. Det.iils'are tedious but be ex-officio a member of the Student Council. To date no action lias
it is sufficient to say that the total aid from inside sources and from been taken in this regard. The
mat-

ceived
Edltor-la-Cfetef

John H. Rich,

A

•Uideal*

(

James

E. Tracy, Jr. "39

'

MaMirhitK Editor*

Richard E. Doyle '40
Richard W. Sullivan,

OeorKe

Requa

'40

a*.

than $73,000.

finally these

388 reprinted

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
B Uiaea* Manager

conclusions to be

collef-e as a wliole is

drawn from

most generous to

a

percentage of

Of course, you will be accused of
championing your own ends by printthe figures are that the ing this letter, but the columns of the
Orient afford the only opportunity
students, and that a good

'40

The

ter rests with the member* of the*
council, and it is up to them
to express some opinion.

388 individuals averaged student

57.5 out of an enrollment of 588.

John G. WhwJock, 3rd

9ab- Editor*
DovW W. D. Dickson '41 John C. Evans '41
TheotJore Holtt '41
Robert A. Inman 41
Jack R. Kinnard '41
Harold L. Pines '41
Henry A. Shorey, 3rd '41 William E, Vanaah '41
Max Weinshet '41

Jantps H. r«pit, Jr. '41
Luther A. Herr. Jr '41
Thaddeus J. Kecfe, "41
E. Harold Pottle, Jr. '41

less

And

$215 per person.

Niton

Assistant Maitftging
Ptoilip E.

without w;is rlightly

Stevens. .lr. 40
Richard E. Ttrkey '40

Jr. *40

its

for student expression.

some

half receives

The

financial aid

figures merely

There are the "rich
itv.

from some

source, inside or outside.

show that the number receiving aid is large.
men" but they seem to be a flourishing minor
R.E. D.

It

,

not

is

my

intention

to

debate

the issue at this time, but simply to
remind the council of their duty.

WILLIAM

C.

HART

'39

>

Pierson C. Irwin '39
AaHwVairt Mftnager*.

Guy H. Hunt.

MO

Jr.

Richard H. Abbott

Edward
acrmaiNrao row

J.

40

Piatz '40

N«Tmn >hi>t»m

ev

National Advcrtiaog Service, Inc.
C.atl»te P**thb*n ***********

420Mau<»i*vt.
KrwYom.N. y.
ci»c»»© Mti \m uiiui
turn ruiiiKa
-
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RALLIES
the general impressjon that one of the most enjoyable

It is

features of undergraduate social life

Frank

is

a

Perhaps

football rally.

Memweli books or

college humor magazines may be respon
but to ns a football rally always meant the expression
of undergraduate appreciation of the football team. However,
it
sible for this

seems that at Bowdoin a

moments

rally

is

but a pleasant diversion of a few

for students and other disinterested observers

who

might

be happening by.
Is it that

ABILITY

we

do not appreciate our

just

Of

football teams?

System.

might be that we are srricken with indigestion from an
ovrrsupply of victories, and tell ourselves that our presence is not
course,

to serve

yon better

Its set-up is

is

the reason for the Bell

simple as A, B, C.

Mm

American

it

necessary for a win the next day.

But

at the

same time

it

Telephone and Telegraph Company coordinates
activities

searches for improved methods.

we consider our presence necessary to suitably celebrate the
victory the following evening in any of the numerous elbow-bend
ing palaces in Brunswick and its environs.
This being the

case,

it

We

think

it is

football team.

now

seems that

we

(Jo

we do

still

£j

25 associated oper-

ating companies provide telephone service in their

appreciate our

a fine football team, but

system

— advises on all phases of telephone operation

appears

that

all

territories.

^^

and T. Co.

inter- connects the

The Long Lines Department

25 operating companies

handles Long Distance and overseas service.

not wander -over to the Walker Art Building the night before a
game to let the rest of the boys know that we think it a fine team.

Telephone Laboratories carries on the

participate in the rallies
are oomposcd largely of the band, the dieeHeaders and a
few
friends of the college.
And yet we have an enrollment of well
over 600, with plenty of room on the campus for all. But the

Electric is the manufacturing

f|

£4

and distributing

Western

unit.

These Bell System companies, working as a team, give
you the world's

finest

telephone service— at low

cost.

boys seem to prefer to remain in their rooms or go to the Cumberland on Friday evenings at 7:00, and who are we to tell them that
they should do anything different?

Sp&i king of

rallies,

we

rally-book of our friendly

cculd do well to take a leaf from the

WaterviHe

At

rival.

Colby, huge bon-

THEM'S NO POINT

all-star attractions are

weekly events on Friday evenings.

It is

us to admit that Colby does anything better than we
do, but they do hold rallies which make ours look like
a rainy afternoon at a county fair. Maybe that is the reason why the Mule
difficult for

does not win very

many

football

IN

UmNG/jfeflfcr GErFRA/EDf

COQKP.R SPANIEL

speeches by the players and coaches, snake dances and other

fires,

Spanydl family date* back to 1386. Cocker it
smallest of family. A very popular pure -bred dog
in I). S.

reds, to

HE'S GIVING HIS

Standard colors range from solid blacks,
shades of cream; liver red and combinacan be trained into retriever. Great

tions. Versatile,

lover of

human

NERVES A REST

family.

games on Saturday afternoons,

but at

least he tries hard on Friday nights.
Attendance here would be .greatly increased if a few lumiwere to tell us what was going to happen to the opposition

.AND SO

naries

the following day.

Of

course, the cheer-leaders

more hardy members of the faculty
lieve them. In the old

a State

title,

the squad were
ers'

days

tell us,

wont

it

but

we

really don't be-

a sure thing,

for

members of

to hurl their stentorian voices from the speak-

rostrum weekly, vigorously supported by the coaches and other

authorities.

HAVE

you noticed how a dog, in the midst
of play, suddenly stops and rests? His
nerve system— as complicated and high-strung
as our own
has signalled that it's time to re-

even realize why. Don't let tension tie your
nerves in a knot. Make it your pleasant rule
to break nerve tension often through the day

Man, unfortunately, is less sensitive to
the warnings of his nerves.Though nerves may

how gratefully nerves welcome the mellow intermission that your nearby package
of Camels suggests. And not only do smokers
find Camel's costlier tobaccos soothing to the
but milder, too
nerves
ripe-rich in flavor
completely enjoyable from every angle!

—

he doesn't, undergraduate inertia, especially on Friday evenings, will be in some measure responsible for the fall.
are
if

we are

ourselves tense, irritable, upset,

we

heard

proverbial "rich man's college"?

it

FLAGSHir rILOT. Captain Walter J.
Hunter of American
for his profession

How many

I find

the

:

— I let up and light up a Camel.

Camels soothing to the nerves."

"RUSH AaWONMBNTS.deadlines. phone

times has die opinion

calls

my nerves," says New
Estelle Karon,
pause frequently. I let up
Camel.
Camels soothe
up a

would wreck

York newspaper woman

been given that Bowdoin undergraduates belong largely to a smooth
group who travel in the upper strata of the Rolls Royces and
Buicks? Why is the "Democracy" of the faculty considered in

some quarters a paradox? To anyone even remotely connected
with the college the above is an absolute untruth. Such false opinions do arise, however; they are wholly unauthentic, but as such it

Airlines, speaks

when he says "Ragged

nerves and flying don't mix. I head off
nerve tension by giving my nerves regu-

UE
is

—

LET UP— LIGHT UP A CAMEL

lar rests

expressed that Bowdoin

—

—

not

-o

FIGURES DON'T
often have

we may

MILLIONS OF PEOPLE WHO LIVE HAPPILY

them too much for granted. There are many things to do on Friday evening which are far
more enjoyable than standing around in the cold listening to timeworn pep talks, but if you and you and you were there, pep-talks
would not be necessary to stir up enthusiasm.
J. E. T.
just taking

o-

Feel

need a restful pause, we are inclined to press
on in our absorbing tasks— relentlessly— forgetful of mounting nerve strain. When we find

We

not weary of victories,

How

-TO LET UP-LIGHT UP A CAMEL!

lax!

ever the team needed undergraduate support, it needs it
now. It is often a much harder task to stay on the top than to get
there.
Perhaps the Polar Bear will remain on the top this year,
If

but

IS

and a few of the

when we were hoping and praying

rather than considering

"if I didn't

often

— fight

my nerves. I work better— get more fun."
EDDIE

CANTOR— Aaaerica'i treat comic pereoo-

aftey io a riot of tea. aviate,

c e aaia,

aad aoa.. Each Moeday
7:39 p m E. S. T..

oa the Coraaabia Network.

WIPSCS.T, 8:30 pan

M.S. T.. 7:30pm P.S.T.

BENNY GOODMAN— KiaS of Swiag. aad
the world**
» owiada—d — each Taeaday

>

»

niii j

Cut—till

BKIpm

C.3.T.. 7:30

-

Network. 9:30 pmt.S.T,
pa M.S.T..fc30pa P.S.T.

|

is interesting

to disprove them.
Perhaps the most formidable weapon with which

we

can

down these delusions of grandeur are the statistics on Student Aid for the college year of 1936- 1937. Figures have not been
compiled as yet for the year 1937-1938, but there probably has

LIGHT

break

been no radical change in the percentage of students given some

—

Bell

scientific research

and development for the Bell System.

The fifty or a hundred who do show up and

own

of the A.T.

Smokers

find Camel's Costlier

CAMEL!
Tobaccos are SOOTHING TO THE NERVES

IMS.

m MM

.

.
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Bowdoin Trounces Colby

TO FORMIDABLE

fa First Series Contest

HEBRON SQUAB
Bell

Despite Passing Offense

Panes And Runs For

Frosh Scores; Martin
Also Stars

Mules Show Strong Passing
Attack In Last Period

The Summary

GREEN AND WHITE
"PACED BY JOHNS

BowdMn

Burrill

le.

and Benoit

Broe, Boulter, rt

Prove Outstanding On
Defense In line

To

<M)»e»hjr

(*S)

Marble, Roque, Hanley, re

Scott, Haaelton,

It,
Peart Hodges, Lake, Coolidge
Howard, Oshry, rg
lg, Baum, Hassan, Ferris

Webster, Austin, c
Scoring once in each the fifst, second, and fourth periods, a fast, hardhitting Hebron team, paced by Ed
Johns, sensational halfback for the
Green and White, stepped on the
Bowdoin Frosh last Friday at Pickaril Field to the tune of 19-14. Both
teams' featured a strong running at
tack and a fast-charging line. Three
of the scores came as the result of
Jong and spectacular runs.
Bowdoin threatened at the very
start when Hebron was penalized

c,

Loeman.
Corey,

Haldane, Bowdoin ful lbaek, is
Thin picture tells the story
y of the

lg

rt,

It

le re, Maguire, Allen
Melendy, Cartland, qb
qb, White. Hughes. Rancourt
Karsokas, Bonzagni. rhb
lhb, Daggett, Gilmore, Bubar
Legate. Page, Fifield, Ihb
rhb. Hatch, Bubar
fb. Bruce
HaMane, Rowson. fb

shown making one

Ps hw

Ms Many gains th rough the Colby line. Note the large hole which the linemen have opened.
over Colby on Saturday, when Bowdoin scored three touchdowns through the Colby line.

of

Bhalr's victory

(Coortcty of Pnrfliwd Pt««» Herald)
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SILVER

.

.

PANK AMONG THE GOLD: color was furnished by
m s together wilh a sun which snone tHrertly

pants worn by bo Us? sea
the length of the field
.

.

practically every Colby pass started

.

.

Coombs

Hebron
Bowdoin
Hebron

6 7
6—19
7
7— fc*
scoring, touchdowns, Johns
3.
Point after touchdown, Noyes
(placement). Bowdoin scoring: touchdowns, Bell 2. Points after touchdown: Perkins (placement). Sides
(placement).
Referee,
Farrington
(RnwHnim
TMinira riKKnnc /*£w,
)H
doin). Head linesman,
Morrell !^L
(Bow

^

doin )

CUMBERLAND
Oct. 96

-

With Leas Work

with

is

f

efficient study.

also

sults of

Andover, Mass., thfs
nso iainm, to utay Andover Academy. Coach Lhm Welts took
An a squad of twenty-sevd*ayem.
for

toft

re-

Box

511,

'iii.

San Diego,
>
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Buck Jones
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Oct. Si - Nov. 1
Enrol Flynn
Bette Davis

—
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We

have had long experience in
producing far Bowdoin men:

POSTERS
STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS
TICKErrS
FRATERNITY FORMS
And Other
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Community Slag

November 2
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Youth Takes

A Fling

with
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News

Mcd"Coi

8 packages Walnut

Tistal

SouMd A**

Pictorial

Ask Ds

Printing

flar ahiotaUons

The Record Office
— Telephone S —
Paal
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iflvhh,

steweoa

of

Time

Up Score

Pint State Series Contest
Put Away After Last
Quarter Scare

i

I

ped campus opinion, and its possible
mto the squad itself
would form a real obstacle to a BowBarring
doin victory over Bates.
that somewhat remote possibility,
wellheady,
Bowdoin's
however,
rounded team is a logically heavy
favorite over the Bobcats.

(penetration

EARN MONEY
without leaving your residence
Here's a Chance to get some extra
cash this fall selling novelties at 50%
commission to students living in your
dormitory or fraternity. Send dime
to Box 780, Buffalo. N. ¥., to cover
cost of mailing samples.

(Continued from paxv 1)

Haldane team made

it

first

down on

the Colby 16, and then ground out
five more yards on two plays.
Bowdoin varied its offense with a
pass, with Karsokas faking coolly and
turning to throw diagonally to Legate
at the goal-corner. The pass was just
a bit too long for Legate to hold, but
on fourth down Big Ben geared his
patented knee-action into high and
power-blasted through tackle to the
Colby two. Haldane hurled himself at
Colby's last stand which gave way on
the first of the three occasions. Melendy booted home the first and only
successful point-after-touchdown.
The Bowdoin opportunists cashed
in oh their next scoring chance, which
started after Walt Loeman 's interception of a wildly-flung first down
pass on the play' following the kickoff, and which
required just four
It was Haldane again, first
plays.
for five yards on a half-spin, then on

a similar maheuver which saw the
trailing Legate take a lateral at close
quarters and continue on for a total
gain of 17 yards, and a first down on
the Colby 6-yard line. The KarsokasHaldane sequence was resumed as
Big Ben high-kneed his way four
yards nearer the terminal stripe,
routine
which Andy then crossed
fashion. Bowdoin, 13; Colby, 6.
For once Bowdoin didn't score
when it next possessed the ball, but
the respite was momentary. A punt
exchange gave Bowdoin the ball on
its own 35, and the Bears were off.
Legate began the drive by loping
around right end for 19 yards before
being bumped out of bounds by Jbhnny-on-the-spot Daggett. Karsokas ran
in the opposite direction for nine,
while Haldane converted the advance
into a first down. U was Legate's
turn and he ran right end for 9, a
pass failed, but reliable Andy made
the yardage and then some for a first
down on the Colby 22.
Legate was halted for only two
yards. Karsokas then tore off 18
yards, jolting the high-tackling Colby
team by running right through a good
portion of it. As usual Haldane supplied the scoring punch and raised his
rank among the top-talllers of the
east. For the second time Melendy
missed the conversion. Bowdoin, 19;
Colby, 6.
Perhaps the consistent success of
these power drives was due to the
balance and rotation of Bowdoin's attack. Rarely do three backs run in
such perfect sequence behind a blocking team as did the ball-toting trio of
Legate, Haldane', and Karsokas. First
it was the striding Legate, then the
driving Karsokas. and finally the
charging Haldane who practically demoralized the Colby defense. Haldane
was undoubtedly the pivot of the
Bowdoin offense, for he constantly
threatened the middle of the line,
thus centering the attention of the
defense. And on those wide plays
it was usually Andy who cleared the
end out of the play.
The third period was played mostly
in Colby territory', but Bowdoin seldom had possession of th" ball. Forced back on its ten as the result of
an off-sides penalty, Colby's Hatch
fumbled the pass from center, which
bounded out to where Johnny Marble
It
fell on it behind the goal line.
was an obvious touchdown which the

m

officials

at first

failed

to recognize.

This was the end to Bowdoin's scor(ContiniMd on P«sv 4)
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CHRISTMAS CARDS
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The COLLEGE BOOKSTORE
We

$1 JO
$1.00

a complete line of S. S. Pierce
specialties at Boston
catalogue prices

fXJO
***•

1%

Have th Stock the Following Very Useful Books:

Rogets: Thesaurus ISMexed -r->Jew Edition
Phyfe: 18.000 <W0**» *>«•» Iffishranouaeed
New Edition
hai n ed
Phyfe: 20,000 Warfc Often
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CO.
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TOILET ARTICLES

NfeCHOLB* COMPANY
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Orient

—

Special

— AJMsfMof Lmqi
March
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Drag Store

Allen's

148 Maine Street

Touchdown A*mv

veteran Clough was All-Maine guard
last season. No Bates team has ever
been a pushover with Dave Morey at
its helm, and on the home terrain of
Gareelon Field, the Bobcats are in
their natural element.
Bowdoin, moreover, must fight the
psychological disadvantage of permitting the more thrilling possibilities of next week's Alumni Day game
jugainst
;against a constantly improving U. of
M. team to overshadow emphasis on
the Immediate struggle against Bates.
The insidious feeling that Bates is but
an appetizer for the "piece de resistance" to be served- up to Maine grid
fans on November 5 has clearly grip-

j

This practical, tested

more than double the

your work. Don't postpone
Write today for information.

The STUDENTS GUILD

to choose from, with etcher buttons or Oriffe r snaps.

ARROW UNDERWEAR

will

action.

October «8

Saturday

Shorts. ..many fabrics and models

system

Sound Act

Friday

absent

shrink.
real

— Fay Bainter
— John Baal

Jean Parker

News

A

Sounds impossible, but it can be done
If you
follow the Gunthrop Study
Charts, a "streamlined'' method of

27

Arkansas Traveler
Bob Burns

and twist

j

The Bowdoin

BETTER GRADES

°f

j

_____

__—

Shorts, that the full

.

"""*

against superior Maine, mc
Bobcats displayed a world of ngnt
land plenty of football talent. Bates
backs gained the considerable total
Of 168 yards against a strong Pale
Blue defense, and marched to a well
earned score during the first half.
Maine was unable to score through
the Garnet forward wall, and all of
her touchdowns came on passes following such breaks as an interception, a fumble, and a blocked punt
suffered by Bates. Beliveau is a capable passing and running back, Buccigros is a good ball toter, and the
For,

A

-

wish extra yardage allows
for ample room, that Arrows are
Sanforized-Shnmk, and will never

.

.

.

shorts creep

.

att8Ched t0

ln e seeping.

j

s - s
dehuuy-^acfc Magee** promising cross-country-roadracing outfit must have been a little unused to the legitimate hill and dale, plowed and woodsy ground or whatever
they have at Bates In the way of a course. But the canny
Jack, as much as predicted a defeat In face of a veteran
Garnet squad of harriers. Mag ee has •repeatedly stated
that his idea for road work is primarily as a conditioner
Distance men esfor the winter and sprint; trackmen.
pecially will profit by the fall work and It is the preliminary atop in the building program which will not stop
until the Maine monopoly of that State Meet la broken.
Since Cross-Country at Bow do i n Is merely a means to an
end, the defeat by Bates, where the sport Is taken seriously,
is hot IMt so keenly.
s - s
frtsh contest or any other game for that matter has seldom seen
such rambling broken-field running as that displayed by Hebron's Howie
Johns and Freshman Bobby Bell in the Bowdoin Frosh-Hebron struggle,
Friday. This Johns,, a converted Rugby player we believe, must have eovered nearly 200 yards in a zig-zag course on his two "impossible" touchdown
Time and again this artful dodger would appear to be lost in the
runs.
crowd
which bordered the field, so near did he come to stepping out of
.
bounds, but he kept his bearings and thought nothing of running the width
of the field once or twice in the course of a run. Bell was not far behind
Johns when it came to broken-field artistry, and the sure-fire manner in
which he took punts on the run from the safety position was impressive.

m

seat

.

.

;

from Arrow

along

.

.

^ '1^°^

silver

from a spin

Bowdoin's one gaining pass was the Bonzagni to Fifield completion near
TERRIBLE TURK:
the end of the first half, going for twenty yards
Colby's lineup was the more interesting with Abdu Hassan holding forth
at guard ... it may be more fancy than fact, but Benny Karsokas seems
the coolness with
to really turn on the heat when the State Series starts
which Bowdoin is wont to come back after the opponents have scored early
in the game is the mark of a truly good team.
.

j

est Arrow dealer and aide him to
show you why Arrow Shorts are
ditferent. Hell tell you that the
center seam which makes ordinary

.

.

—

.

Wed. - Thurs.

M

.

1

*

a huddle with jour near-

line

j

\

Go into

Bowdoin

the

looms as adamant as ever. Colby's emerged from the usual physical test
running attack netted a mere forty ,of a Colby game in good shape, and
yards, and this impotency forced the the customary lineup of Denham and
1 Continued from Pace 1)
touchdown by the opponent only Blue and Gray to take to the air for MarWe or Hanley at ends. Captain
The hosts'
White
offensive to their scoring attempts.
served to fire the
aml Broe at tacWet Loeman
feat in tallying thrice via the air and Howard at guards. Webster at
peak efficiency.
Offense Clkhs at Cathy
route certainly indicated that Bowdoin centn and
eiendy, Karsokas, LeDuring that first half in Waterville, is not yet invulnerable to this type gate and Haldane in the backfield
The first string lineup, will probably start agairtst 'Bates.
the Bear attack left little to be de- of offense.
sired. Karsokas. Legate, and later in however, has been consistently alert
Bates Reportedly Weak
the struggle, Bonzagni. swept the in foiling opposing aerial thrusts
On paper, Dave Morey's Bates outends and knifed through tackle with through timely interceptions, and fit is the weakest Garnet eleven in rerelentless brilliance.
Andy Haldane Adam is sure to spare no effort in fur- cent years. Its rank decimated by
time and again smashed center for ther bolstering the team's defense graduation, the Bobcats have lost by
good gains, and Oakley Melendy's against the passing efforts Of future decisive margins to Dartmouth, New
quarterbacking and blocking were su- opponents. Legate's punting has been Hampshire, and Maine, dropped a one
perb. The attack did, to be sure, bog excellent, his tackling sure. The squad touchdown decision to Northeastern,
and trounced Arnold for then- lone
half of the Colby ends being driven out of the play by a
Unconcealed moans have
victory.
hard-hittisg form, who happened to be Andy ItaM s iw
come out of the Bates camp ever
Dick Tukey displayed improvement In his baton- twirl ins;,
since the start of the season bewailyes, the rea son far
and had better weather conditions
ing the Garnet's lack of offensive and
th e se Williams game fumHes was that the mist made the
defensive powers and lamenting the
sticks hart to handle
Daggett Was far and away the
lack of sufficient first ranking materbeat tackier aa the Colby team ... the confused officials
Some
ial at the Lewiston college.
started to award Bowdoin a safety on the recovered f unsafe,
but the ruling for a safety requires that the defensive team
authority does exist for the present
must have supplied the impetus that put the ball behind the
bleak Bates outlook, but dose exgoal-line.
amination indicates a crocodilian

j

fb, Ferrini,

Bates.

Defensively,

0—25

6

(lough Saturday

——

.

>

!

Beliveau, Buccigros and

.

i

j

lH

r I HI II

Ft 111

6

13

12—18
6
Colby
Touchdowns: Haldane 3. Marble.
Daggett 2, Burrill. Goal after touchdown: Melendy (placement). Referee:
P. S. SwatfieW, Brown. Umpire: J.
A. Chalmers, MkkHebury. Head linesman: S. Patten, Boston College. Field
Judge: E. Seoles. Boston University.
Tihie: four fiWWns.

j
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By Dick Doyle

THE POINT IN QUESTION

.

Bowdom

considerably in the last half,

but the improved Mule defense in
the closing quarters against the Big
*, White ground game cant obscure the
resence of tremendous Bowdoin at
tf 111 P
tacking power whenever scores are
needed. There is no reason to anticipate any lessening of the threat of
this aspect of Bowdoin's play against

BIG WHITE AIMS

Baseball has its "rabbit ball," basketball had its center-jump, track has
its metric system, and let's hope that football will still have its point after
touchdown. It wouldn't be cricket in the realm of sports if there were no
current controversy, the status 400, the reactionists, and the revolutionists.
At present some syndicate cynosures Of sports scriveoing have ceased from
the monotony of pointing with pride at the Pitt backfield and have started
to view with whole-hearted alarm football's traditional try for the extra
point. And as ever the anvil chorus is beating it out to the effect that the
sometimes deciding factor is often a mean' menace to "poetic justice" in the
baR and returned it 82 yards through rave and rage of American athletics.
the entire Freshman team for one of
a -*
the most brilliant scoring runs seen
The ideal of poetic jaatSee upheld by these barristers
•f spertdom is rmmt iy Haunted whenever the hypothetical
in many games. The kick for the
"Ground-Gaining" U b attles on a par With or clearly autpmys
extra point was Mocked. Just three
'Tally Tech" throughout the game and then Is famed to
l»iays tateri Bobbie Bell shot through
accept defeat when its try for the point-after falls, while
his own right guard and aided by
Tech's point is good. Our heartiest sympathy Is extended
some fine down-the-field blocking,
to poor "Ground-Gaining" but kicking, passing, or rushing
straight-armed the Hebron safety
for the extra point is an integral part Of football. As Henry
.McLemore, humorous sports writer, pointed out, tfs as fair
man and ran 76 yards for the first
for one team Is it Is tor the other. If there were no opporFrosh score. Randvgjdes droppec!
tunity to try for the extra paint many games would end in
back from his righfguard position.,
tines, which are rarely sasMtoetory.
Too many tie-frame*
and place-kicked the point after.
would set them howling again.
Hebron came right back to add ans - s
other tally when Everett intercepted
There are instances where the point was gained in a lucky manner
a short Bowdoin pass and ran it back such as the time when Hank Small's piacekick bounded off Fred Tootell to
about twenty yards to the Frosh 28- hit the cross-bar and fall over, making it 7-6, and preventing Bowdoin from
yard line. Five power plays through repeating as champion in 1922. This is probably the exception to the rule
for many a team has developed a consistent point-kicker who has paid
the center of the line resulted in two
dividends. Gcod examples are: Manders of the Chicago Bears, Man ton and
first downs and put the ball en the Cuff of the N. Y. Giants,
Smith of the Redskins. Boudreau of Oklahoma
six-yard line. After another center- and Bowdoin's own Bucky Sawyer. Oak Melendy is fairly consistent this
plough which drew in the Bowdoin year at the art of place-kicking, and should pull Bowdoin through any close
defense towards the middle of the one.
s - s
line, Johns, on a reverse, carried wide
THE REAL McCOY: Calby ah shad tome of the typical
around right end to chalk up score
open football it was supposed to have had last year under
number two. Noyes place-kicked the
Al .McCoy
.
Moat effective Impression of the day to as,
point.
beside Karsohas' running, was' the view throughout the hrst
In the second halt Bowdoin reached the Hebron ten-yard stripe but
the
twenty-five-yard
line and chucked line.
couldn't push over a tying tally,
Johns, playing safety, fumbled a a P&ss i" 10 the end-zone to Bell. PerThe summary:
Bowdoin punt, quickly recovered, and '* ins kicked the point,
Hebron (10)
(14)
After Bowdoin got possession of
dashed 45 yards for his final score of
Wright, kre. Stowe, Morgan
the
d*
11
again, the passes continued
the game. The kick was blocked
Laughlin, It
rt, Biekford, Clifford
again. Desperate, Bowdoin took to DUt a Hebron interception put an
Mason, Haggerty.lg
the air in hopes of scoring again. end to Bowdoin's hopes of a winning
rg, Vafiades, Smith, Scott
With* Bell throwing passes one after score. For Hebron Bonser. Everett Everett,
c
c, Laubenstein, Hazelton
Gere were outstanding in the
the other, mostly to Martin, the a"
Bonser, Haggerty, rg
Frosh movedly rapidly from their ]i ™- while Johns and Dolan starred
lg, Georgitis, Woodworth
own territory to the Hebron 30. Two in the backfield. Martin. Bell, Dyer, Gauvreau, rt
It, Sides, Perkins
passes from Bell to Martin gained and Ferrini played well for the Frosh Gere,
Grenier, re le. Corliss, Benoit
the backfield. and Scott, Hazelton,
twenty yards. Then Martin passing
Dolan, qb.
qb, Newhouse, Hanigan
instead of receiving, faded back to and Benoit were standouts in the Johns,
Bendeitto, lhb .. rhb, Martin
Noyes, Ferrente. rhb lhb, Dyer, Bell
Twomey, Ferrente, fb

TOPS

Hawes

Harvay
Hersey. Lake

rg. J. Daley.

Denham. Howfe.

bock to her own two-yard line.
short kick by Johns gave the Yearlings the ball on the Hebron thlrtytwo-yard marker. However, after
Bobble Bell had made It a first down
on the 16-yard line, a Bowdoin fumble was recovered by Hebron on the
22 yard-line. After the visitors had
punted to the Bowdoin 30. Bowdoin
tried an end sweep which gained only
a yard or so, and then they kicked to
Hebron's 18 where Johns took the

For

D. Daley,

Roll

HALDANE, MARBLE
SCORE FOR WHITE

-

SnclOUom.
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-
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LICENSE PLATES

COLBY GAME

W. CHANDLER & SON

m $lf>M — 1% on
10% on

$20.00

$100 orders

UNCLE TfflrTS CABIN SHOP
TeL655-W
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LIBRARY GETS
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Swimmer* To Be Paced

By Mechanical Rabbit
Bowdoin swimmers

able to loaf in practice this winter.
Bob Miller has had a
mechanical rabbit set up In the pool
to pace the boys. The rabbit, similar to those used in dog racing,
will run along side of the pool, and
it will be up to the swimmers to
keep the pace that Coach Miller

Civilization
(Contimm! from Pag* 1)
copper. It is the belief that this Capsule of Cupaloy will withstand the
naturally destructive forces of Ave
thousand years, and thus will pro-

sets.

The rabbit was constructed by
Professor Noel C. Little and Ralph
Derby, college technician. It is not

tect the contents from the accidents
of time.

The Time Capsule

is

seven

active element which makes
fifths of the atmosphere.

an innovation in college ranks, for
in the last few years, several other
collegiate swimming teams have
been trained through the use of

feet, six

up

four-

which

eluded which are known to
dissociate into corrosive liquids or
vapors.
Some of the material in the Capsule includes a 1100-foot microfilm
"essay" comprising of more than ten
million words and a thousand pictures; this covers various aids to
translations such as the Lord's Prayer in 300 languages, printed and pictorial descriptions of the homes of
this age, offices and factories, arts
and entertainments, religions, philsystems,
educational
osophies,
sciences, industries, books, magazines,
and newspapers. At the beginning of
the film exact instructions for the
building of a projection machine
through which it could be read were

In addition, there are more than
space. No acids or corrosive
substances are included in the crypt's a hundred solid objects, ranging from
contents or in the sealing of the Time a woman's hat especially designed by
Capsule, nor are any materials in- Lilly Dache to a common safety pin.

a small

A HAPPY THOUGHT FOR THRIFTY COLLEGIANS

— SEHD your weekly laundry
home by handy Railway Express
Right from your college rooms and return, conveniently,
economically and hut, with no bother at all. Just phone
our local college agent when to come for the bundle. Hell
call for it prompdy— whisk it away on speedy express
trains, to your city or town and return the homedone product to yoa—aU'witbcmt extra charge— the

whole year through. Rates for this famous college
service are low,«n/you can send collect, you know
(only by Railway Express, by the way). It's a very
popular method and adds to the happy thought.
Phone our agent today. He's a good man to know.

MAINE CENTRAL

RHODES SCHOLARSHIP CANDIDATES

In Doubles

BATES VICTOR

RBJ

R.

R STATION

'Phone 24-W
Brunswick, Me,

Railway
AGENCY, INC.
NATION-WIDE RAIL-SIR SERVICE

ROAD RACE

IN

of unfavorable weather
only one doubles match
was played in the tennis tournament
this past week. Professors Herbert
R. Brown and Athern P. Daggett defeated Dean Nixon and Professor Na-

Because

conditions

the winner of the match between the
teams of Professor Morgan B. Cushing and Boyd W. Bartlett and Cal
Hill and Ben Shatruck. This match

.

Magee Men;
Vermont

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

in the van 2-3
before the halt was called.
The finals of the singles with John'39
facing Ben Shattuck '40
ny Rich
George L. Hill
had been scheduled for last Friday
but was postponed until the latter
part of this week. Rich and Shattuck will play an abbreviated two
out of three set match to decide the
winner. They started the final last
week but had to cease hostilities at
(Continued from Pas* 3)
the end of four sets on account of
a
ing, however, and the first-half drive
darkness.
seemed to be lacking in the Bowdoin
offense. With an apparent commandAnd so that people in the future may ing lead, the Bowdoin subs entered
visualize how the people of this age at the start of the last quarter.
looked and acted, RKO-Pathe drew
Colby still had the spark, and it
up a composite news reel presenting a remained for Daggett to ignite it
kaleidoscope pattern of war, disas- into a blazing passing offensive. Beter, sports, politics, fashions and the fore anyone
the
it
could realize
like.
sprinting Daggett, one of the fastest
Dr. John P. Harrington of the backs in the State, had eluded the
Smithsonian Institution, Washington, Bowdoin secondary as a far-flung
D. C, has enclosed a book on "Vocab- forward from Hatch just caught up
ulary of High-Frequency English" in with him. Taking the pass in full
neo-phonetics. With this vocabulary stride Daggett out-ran the Bowdoin
Dr. Harrington has supplied simple chasers to score, the play netting 89
drawings to illustrate the meaning of yards from scrimmage. The point was
words, and a "Mouth Map" by means missed and it still was a comfortable
of which, with the aid of a mirror, lead of 25-12.
linguists of the future will be able to
The situation became serious when
duplicate the exact sounds of English the indomitable Daggett started Colas spoken in 1938.
by off again with a pass interception
Also enclosed in the crypt are mes- on his own 13. The only first down by
sages to A.D. 6939 especially written Colby-rushing resulted when Bruce
for the occasion by Albert Einstein, made the distance in three belts at
Robert A. Millikan, and Thomas the line. It was Hatch to Burrill for
Mann.
ten more, and then Hatch, behind
The Time Capsule was deposited good protection, tossed to Daggett for
fifty feet deep in the earth on the 32 yards to reach the Bowdoin 34. It
area known as Flushing Meadows, had gone too far when Daggett to
Borough of Queens, New York City, Burrill gained 18 yards and the Bowon the site of The New York World's doin regulars rushed in again, to no
Fair 1939. It was deposited by A. W. avail. A Bruce to Daggett pass this
Robertson, chairman of the- Board of time was completed in the end zone.
Directors of the Westinghouse Elec- The bolt had been shot, though, and
tric and Manufacturing Co., at 12 Bowdoin was never in danger as
o'clock noon, September 23, 1938. the time ran quickly out.
moment of the autumnal
exact
For Bowdoin it was mostly a story
equinox of that year. The Time Cap- of that first-half running game which
sule is die-stamped with this mes- shook off the effects of Colby's early
'
sage:
touchdown to pile up the winning
TIME CAPSULE OF CUPALOY, DE- margin. Of course the leaders werr
POSITED
THE SITE OF THE Haldane, Karsokat, and Legate, with
YORK WORLD'S FAIR ON Melendy playing no small part. The

found the professors

Bowdoin Team
Victor At Colby

NEW

.

.

thaniel C. Kendrick 8-6, 1-6, 6-2, 6-3.
By their victory they advanced into
the final round where they will meet

ON

SEPTEMBER 23, 1938, BY THE
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND
MANUFACTURING COMPANY. IF
ANYONE SHOULD COME UPON
THIS CAPSULE BEFORE THE
YEAR AD. 6939 LET HIM NOT

Congratulations to the Bowdoin
band. Nothing like a winning band
Bates Hagstrom, Doubleday, Hill
to go with a winning team .
was one of the first New England
colleges to become co-educational;
Lead
Race
they also initiated international deFriday
Fashion note: Dorothy
bating
Lamour has a sartorial rival. Joan
Bennett also wears one of those sarBowdoin's varsity cross country
ongs in the final scenes of her new team met a decisive 15 to 46 reversal
Patricia at the hands of a powerful Bates
picture "Trade Winds"
Norman of "Ole Man Mose" fame re- squad in the second renewal of
corded "I Wish I Could Shimmy Like White-Garnet harrier competition at
My Sister Kate" but it was cancelled Lewiston last Friday afternoon. Don
even before it was released t Bates Bridges, crack Bobcat distance ace,
Things highlighted the hosts' victory by outCollege covers 75 acres
.
.
we meant to say before: Johnny classing the field over the four and
Long, that personality boy, who play- a half mile course to finish well over
ed at the Zete house a fortnight ago
300 yards ahead of the pack in the
is really good.
He can be heard over excellent time of 21 minutes and 23
the national networks almost any
seconds.
night now
That new Marx Bros,
Exhausted by their game attempts
picture "Room Service" is not up to
to keep pace with Bridges in the first
their past efforts
. The name Bowdoin comes from Pierre Baudouin, a stages of the grind, Bowdoin's sophophysician in La Rochelle, France, who more stars. Nils Hagstrom and Jim
came to this country in 1685. This Doubleday, were unable to stave off
family claims its origin from Bald- the concerted Bates advance towards
win, who was King of Jerusalem in the end of the race and finished back
1143, or even further back to Bald- in seventh and tenth places, respecwin, Count of Flanders in the year tively. Captain George Hill and Don
862. That's going back quite a ways Watt finished behind Hagstrom with
Ever know that Lewiston was Don Bradeen in twelfth position com.
.
strongly Democratic and its "Twin" pleting the roster of Bowdoin scorers.
On Thursday, Coach Jack Magee's
Auburn was conservative. Republican
"Jitterbug Jamboree" down road-runners leave campus for Bur. That
in the Boston Garden Monday night lington, Vermont, where Bowdoin is
was some affair. Seven long hours of slated to run the University of Verit .
Thomas Mann's lecture "The mont on Friday. The meet was set
Coming Victory of Democracy" now ahead to Friday to enable the Bowin book form is as stirring a thing doin squad to witness the Bowdoinas we've read for some time
.
.
Bates football game at Lewiston on
|
Those "Top Hatters" at Ricker to- Saturday afternoon. Little is known
night are worth a take-in. Don't be of the calibre of the Green Mountain
surprised if you see them up here at outfit,
but Bowdoin, despite the
Bowdoin around Xmas time
Snap squad's defeat at Bates, will field
up any records by Andy Kirk you can. a team already recognized as prom.

was started Sunday afternoon and
the faculty team was leading two
sets to one when visibility became so
poor it was decided to begin again
decay or later in the week. The fourth set

this device.

have been
placed inside the crypt have been
selected for permanence and have
been treated, as far as possible, to resist time. Material ordinarily published in books has been photographed on acetate microfilm; a method
which promises both permanence and
the concentration of much matter in given.

The -^-materials

Fmal Round

not be

Coach

To Be Kept Here As Record
Of Attempt To Preserve

Inches in length, and eight and threeeighths inches in diameter. The inner crypt is a space of six and a half
inches in diameter and approximately
six feet, nine inches in length. Within it there is a Pyrex glass envelope
embedded in a petroleum base wax.
All the objects that are to be preserved are inclosed in glass from
which all air has been exhausted.
The space between them has been
filled with inert gas, nitrogen, the in-

will

Brown, Daggett Enter

.

—

Campbel l
"—————
——

Philip 8.

In his freshman year, he was
awarded the Hiland Lockwood Fairbanks Prize in public speaking, and
he has been on the Dean's List. He is
majoring in English.
Hill prepared at North Quincy
High School, and is majoring in
Mathematics. He was elected to Phi
Beta Kappa last June, and is on Vne
Dean's List. He was awarded the
Smyth Mathematical Prize and the
Abraxas Cup. Active in track and
cross country since his freshman
year, he is now captain of the varsity
cross-country team. He is a member
of the Mathematics club and Alpha

fraternity.

Jay-Vee Harriers Beat

SAFE PLACE.

.

i

I

'

.

.

j

J

.

.

.

.

latest "How Much Do You Mean
Bridgton Academy 18-54 His
To Me" is one of the best
Don't

by

ising

coach.

its

The complete summary of the
miss "The Sisters" next week. Bette
The Bowdoin Jay-vee Cross-Coun- Davis makes a bid for Academy Bates meet is as follows: 1. Bridges,
try team chalked up its first victory Award honors in this one ... A Bates; 2, Coffin, Bates; 3, Shepherd,
Bates;
4, Dow ling, Bates; 5, Wallace,
when it decisively defeated a weak young lady writes the Boston "Her.

Bridgton squad 18-54 yesterday afternoon. Babcock '42 was the Bowdoin star, winning in the time of
19:27 over the freshman cross-country course that* is three and one-halt
miles long.
Bowdoin placed five men in the
first six places while Rice was the

.

.

ald" that it's not the uniforms on the
West Point cadets that attracts the
girls but the polish, neatness, and
erect ness.
She thinks college men
should take a tip. We snicker slightly ..
Now they call her Hedy LeMarrvelous. A Winchellism
Universal should be congratulated for
only Bridgton man who was in this keeping Deanna Durbin pictures consistently good. This is something that
group.
The first ten runners who came in is seldom done with child stars . .
.

.

.

Bates;

Rollins, Bates; 7,

6,

8

Bowdoin;
Bowdoin;

Hagstrom,

Bowdoin; 9, Watt,
Doubleday, Bowdoin;
Bates; 12, Bradeen,
Bowdoin; 13. Drury, Bates; 14, Martin, Bowdoin; 15, McDuff, Bowdoin.

11,

Hill,

10,

Graichen,

.

.

We

SIMPSON AMPLIFIER TO

BROADCAST SYMPHONY

hear talk of a battle of music for
(Bridgton), McDuff '41, Chellman '42, the Xmas Gym Dance. J. Dorsey, Bob
Lineham '40, Pope '40, Lello (Bridg- Crosby, and Red Norvo among those
The Simpson Amplifying System in
mentioned
Hell Week's not far
'41,
Martin
and Fletcher
ton),
the Moult on Union will be utilized on
(Bridgton). The other two Bridgton off, Freshmen.
next Saturday night at 10.00 p.m. for
runners were Ryerson and Foley.
the symphony which Toscanini will

were Babcock

'42,

Tibbetts

'42,

Rice

.

Bowdoin

line

that

was

practically

impenetrable on defense functioned
smoothly on attack, and Loeman
again served notice that he is of allstar ability. Daggett was easily Col-

and offensive standout,
making a large share of the tackles,
by's defensive

WANTONLY DISTURB IT, FOR TO
DO SO WOULD BE TO DEPRIVE
THE PEOPLE OF THAT ERA OF
THE LEGACY HERE LEFT THEM.
CHERISH IT THEREFORE IN A

.

.

(Continued from Pag* 1)

Orient.

Tau Omega

.

.

.

conduct. Professor Tillotson has announced.
On the following afternoon, Sunday, October 30, at 3.00 pjn. a concert by the New York Philharmonic
While the varsity cross country Symphony Society will be amplified
team was running at Bates, the Jun- by the Simpson Memorial Gift. The
concert for the afternoon is as folior Varsity ran
against a strong
lows:
Farmington Teacher College outfit
Overture to Benvenuto Cellini
here at Bowdoin last Friday. The
Berlioz
visitors nosed out the J.V.'s, 25 to 30,
White

FARMINGTON NORMAL
HARRIERS EDGE J. V.'s

well as passing or receiving on
of the aerial plays. Hatch ably
supported Daggett, while the ends
Burrill and
Maguire, played good
Peacock
Griffes
in a fast race.
football in the second half.
Second Piano Concerto in F minor
Tibbetts '42 came in well ahead of
Chopin
the nearest Farmington runner in the Second Symphony in
D
Brahms
exceptional time of 19.6 3/5.
Pete
Jean Barbirolli will conduct and
Babcock, also a Freshman, was the the soloist will be Giomar Novae*.
next Bowdoin man to finish, placing
as

most

fourth in the race. Farmington men
placed second and third, fifth and close the men finishing in scoring
and ninth, to score a total of positions.
The following men ran for Bowtwenty-five points to Bowdoin's thirdoin: Babcock '42. Baldwin 40, Chellty.
sixth,

Another Freshman, Chellman, was

man

Dickson

'42,

'41.

Hanson

'42.

the third Bowdoin man to cross the Hewes '42, Johnson '40, Parsons "41,
line,
placing seventh in the meet. Pope "40, Sanborn "40, Tibbetts '42,
Charlie Pope put on a strong sprint and Lineham '40.
For Farmington the runners were:
at the end to nose out an opponent

Eaton,
Robinson.
for eighth position, and Tom Line- MacWilliams.
ham, another Junior, placed tenth in Trask. Paine, Graham. Benson, and
the meet and fifth for Bowdoin, to Morrill.

Compliments of

PRINTING

GLENGARRY
SPRING COMPANY

Compliments of

STUART 4 CLEMENT

Town Building

Brunswick, Me.

You'll find smokers
everywhere keeping Chesterfields with them all day long.
They add to your pleasure when
you're on the job and when you
take a night

off.

It takes good things to

make a good

ATTENTION
SEE ONE OF OUR AGENTS AT VOIR

HOU8E
SIGMA NU
BETA HOUSE
DEKE HOUSE
A. T. O.
DORMS
T. D. HOUSE
ZETA PSI
A. D.

product. That's why we use the best

a cigarette can have
—mild ripe tobaccos and pure
ingredients

wh

item an
Pali i.
Every Wedaetday Evening

george
Burns

gsacib
Allen

cigarette

Every Friday Eveuinf

paper— to make

erfield the cigarette that

All C. B. S. Stattvmt

say

Eddie Dooley

is

RAT HOUSE OR DORM
ROLF STEVENS
DICK MERRILL
JACK TUCKER
WILLIAM BARTON
T. 4. SHEKHY
TOM LINEHAN
WILLIAM C. HART
BILL GEORGITIS

and

DYERS

PHONE 4M

Chest'

smokers

milder and better-tasting.

BRUNSWICK COAL & LUMBER
Hard and Soft Coals

Football Highlitfhts
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CO.
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BEARS SEEK TO REGAIN STATE SERIES LEAD
WITH VICTORY OVER STRONG U. OF MAINE SQUAD
» Rises »
IN

spite of last week's editorial in

*

the

ORIENT, comments

numerous as the proverbial cures for
colds. "Overconfidence" was the most

common

explanation,
of individual players

but criticisms

and even of
Coach Walsh were heard from a few
quarters. These last two suggestions
are not only false causes, but they

completely unfair, and anyone
voiced those opinions is simply a
poor loser. "Overconfidence," too, although perhaps it did play some part
in the result, cannot be the whole
cause. Captain Nels Corey and the
other two members of the team who
spoke at the rally last Friday all said
that the team expected no easy time
at Lew is ton. Naturally they expected
a win. Almost every team does in almost every game, and there would be
no sense in playing a game if both participants didn't think they could win.
are

who

all three members of the team
stated that the whole team knew that
a victory would only be won after a
hard-fought game. There is certainly
no overconfidence in that feeling.
• - r
none of these is the reason.
*^ And those who give them as the
reason ate merely passing the buck,
for the real cause seems to lie in the
students themselves. The team simply caught the lethargy of the student body. Certainly when less than
100 out of a student body of more

But

^O,

than 600 show up at a pre-game

rally,

the team cannot be expected to be
filled with enthusiasm. Most of you,
perhaps, have forgotten that the
football team is a part of the student body, not a group of robots who
play the game mechanically, and as a
part of the student body, they feel
just as that body feels. An unenthusiastic group of students cannot produce an enthusiastic team.
r

¥>LANS are now being formed for a
* monster rally Friday night for
the Maine game. Every effort is being made by the cheerleaders to make
this rally something to attend. It is
neither expected nor is It desirable
that the students turn out and put
on a show like the rallies pictured in
the movies, but evidence of sincere

enthusiasm

expected and desirable.
Coach Walsh was quoted by "Oak"
Melendy last Friday as saying that
the spirit of the Maine students at
last year's game had a great deal to
do with the Pale Blue's surprising
performance, and Harvard's Dick
Harlow, according to the Boston Herald, credited his team's decisive win
over Princeton in great measure
to the rally which the Harvard students held on the night before the
game. Let's go out Friday night, and
again Saturday afternoon, and help
instill in the team a spirit which will
carry them to victory.
a - r
IT must be extremely satisfying to
•*Professor Tillotson to see the
is

the weekly Simpson
concerts. Professor Tillotson should
be congratulated for the progress he
has made in the field of music in the
few years he has been at Bowdoin.
Inasmuch as the college is situated
far from any large city, and there is
no opportunity for students interested in music to attend concerts and
operas, the Simpson System fills a
great need. Now, on every Wednesday night, students can hear the
world's best music played by the
world's best musical organizations.
This is an opportunity that should
not be foregone.
• - r
TjYXJTBALL games are played by
•*
students. It is. therefore, unfortunate that the students should not
be allowed to get good seats at the

Union

filled for

Passes attempted
Incomplete

Biggest Maine Series
Upset In Decade

Intercepted

Yards gained passes

MOREYMEN SCORE
IN

Downs

Yards gained rushing
Yards lost rushing

Bobcat Victory Viewed As

in this

urday, too, was far from spirited,
even before the chances for a Bowdoin victory had gone.
At both of
these occasions, the student body
seemed to stand aloof as if expecting
to see a powerful White eleven steamroll its way to a victory over a reputedly inferior Bates team.
a - r
AS the stands were being emptied
** after Saturday's game, comments
were flung from all sides, trying to
explain the defeat. Reasons were as

s

SCORE

Sullivan, Jr.

column, and the pleas of the cheerleaders and members of the team,
Friday's rally was the failure, in so
far as spirit and attendance go, that
all previous rallies this year have
been. The cheering at the game Sat-

-

First

Number

of punts
Distance from scrim.

EARLY MINUTES

First State Series Contest

t
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It
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Polar Bears Have Lost

SI

Stl

TO RETURN FOR

Bo.

Ba,

Score

21-0

BOWDOIN GRADS

Give Bobcats

Edge Over Polar Bears

BOWDOIN BEARS

BY
By Richard W.

Statistics

BATES DEFEATS

The Sun

Bowdoin Prepares For Invasion By Orono Bears
As Brice Leads Charges Here For Crucial Battle
Six Tea Dances

Drew And Dyer Will Lead
GAME SATURDAY Attack
For Pale Blue
Will

Dedicate Polar Bear,
Drinking Fountain
In Forenoon

LUNCH AND GAME
COMPLETE PLANS
Sills,

s

Hauck, Magee to Head

Speakers; Committee
Makes Plans

On Saturday

houses

Six

themselves and their
for
guests. Many were disappointed this
to find that if they brought a
guest to the game, they would
to sit in the end zone section. It

week

White Needs Win Over
Maine To Remain In
State Race

iBig

planning

tea

dances following the Maine-Bowdoin game next Saturday. There

Coach "Foxy" Fred Brice is once
again in the running for at least a
share in that coveted Maine State
title which has been in the possession of the Bowdoin Polar Bears for
the last three years. With all the
Maine teams tied in the race for the
title, the Black Bears from Orono are
once again in the heat of the fray.
Whether the title is at stake, or not,
there has always been a lively game
between Bowdoin and Maine. This
year will be no exception; for what
was supposed to .be a weak, rather
inexperienced
Maine team Coach'
Brice has turned out one of the
strongest outfits that the Pale Blue
have been able to boast of in many

gym

BATES LOSS STIRS
UP FIGHTING SPIRIT

another in the series
of Student Council dances in the
will also be

following

the

The bands

dances.

By Jack Keefe

fraternity
for

With the spell broken and the
three-year winning streak snapped as
quickly as it was begun, the Polar

the six

houses are as follows:

Bears settled down this week to prepare for what promises to be the

Alpha Delta Phi - Don Harmon
Alpha Tau Omega - Paul Smith
Beta Theta Pi - Bob Gleason

—

game of the season for any season
as a matter of fact. Supplemented by
Delta Kappa Epsilon large groups of returning alumni, the
graduates
return
Bowdoin
to their
Bowdoin stands will be packed to
Buck Benson and his Buckaroos
By Hank Shorey
alma mater this week end as the
overflowing against the Maine Bears
Psi Upsilon - Ernie George
Red Jerseys flashed in the sun, red
college holds its annual Alumni Day
in this classic. Tickets are at a preSigma Nu - Lloyd Rafnell
jerseys eclipsed the white and a
festivities Together with the Fratermium with only standing room left
champion fell. In an upset so startlnity initiations, an extensive alumni
for the spectators, and the athletic
ing that the Bates stands could not
program and what promises to be an
office has made arrangements for a
realize what was happening until late
exciting Maine game the coming
capacity crowd of over 13,000.
in the game, a surprisingly alert and
week end will go down in the annals
What is in store for the spectators
powerful Bates eleven sent Bowdoin's
of the college's history. The members
in the way of football is still an unhopes of a fourth consecutive State
Miss Ruth Posselt, world-famed of the Alumni Day Committee, which years.
determined quality. Both Maine and
Series title tailspinning to the tune of
in charge of the program,
been
has
Bowdoin
will be fighting for a place
Led
by
a
fast
backfield.
and
a line
violinist, will appear next Tuesday
21-0.
Bates' supporters could well
are: Virgil C. McGorrill '22, Lewis A. that measures up to the quality of the
in the final ranking of the State Segloat in sending the famous "one- evening in the second of the concerts Burleigh '19, and President of the
Snapping out of its lethargy as if ries, so the conflict promises to be
Bates and Colby forward walls, the
more-for Money" chant back at the under the auspices of the Brunswick Alumni Council—Donald S. Higgins
Bow- "hot." Bowdoin must win from Maine
Bears from Orono are certainly still struck by a thunderbolt, the
silent Bowdoin stands.
Concert Association. Miss Posselt '19. Coach John J. Magee, in observ- in the running for the title. The pass- doin campus once more rises in a if she is to claim any part in the final
Nothing but praise can be accordted back nB of the
ranking, while Maine in the same pomade her debut at the Town Hall in ance of his twenty-fifth year with rng"of*D^w%nd
l
i
suddenness
unexpecteded to that supposedly weak Bates
ed
by
the
and
Bowdoin, will be one of the speakers Maine squad through its season so
sition must top the Polar Bears if she
eleven which climbed the bean-stock New York City in 1930. Her perform- at the luncheon.
ness of last week's defeat at the is to gain her first title in four years.
far.
Last week end in the game
and knocked off the giant. It was ance was so superbly executed that
The program will begin Saturday against Colby both playeis were hands of the Bates' Bobcats, the en- Figuring on the number of points
tire Student Body is rapidly working
"hot" from the first minute and, ex- she took the hardened critics by morning at 9.30 with a meeting of
scored in previous games, Maine is
benched for a large part of the game
itself into a pitch of feverish excitecept for Boyd Legate's beautiful 60- storm and was acclaimed as a mu- the Alumni Council. A meeting will
some twenty points better than
because of injuries.
However, they
ment for the approaching Maine-Bow- Bates, and Elates is supposedly some
yard runback for a touchdown which
Continued oa nam 4)
are both slated to appear against
sical genius.
doin football classic which will be twenty-one
a holding penalty nullified. Bates had
points ahead of Bowdoin.
the Polar Bears on Whittier Field
Her appearance at the Brunswick
complete control of the game.
held next week end on Whittier Field. However, point comparisons do little
this Saturday. The starting backfleld
Bowdoin undergraduates flanked by more than put the Bowdoin rooters
The Bobcats scored before the High School next Tuesdy evening at
for the Maine outfit has been Drew,
returning alumni will turn out en on edge: for the Polar Bears are out
game was five minutes old. Two plays 8.15 will inaugurate the fourth of her
Mallet t. Arbor, and Retz, with Quigmasse next Friday in what promises for a victory in no uncertain terms.
after receiving the kickoff the Morey- American-European
ley, Bennett, and Gerrish seeing plentours. After next
to be one of the largest rallies Bowmen caught the Polar Bear off guard
Just what part injuries will play in
ty of action. Both Mallet and Gerrish
week's engagement she is scheduled
doin men have seen in many years.
with a bit of razzle-dazzle which had
The Honorable Ralph O. Brewster are hard-hitting fullbacks who ought At approximately 11.30 Friday night the game cannot be determined. Howevery member of the Bates backfleld to appear with the Boston Symphony
to
cause
plenty
( Continued on
Pa*e 3)
of
trouble
for
the
Representa'09, recently re-elected
College graduates, undergraduates.
handling the leather. O'Sullivan start- Orchestra. Students of the College
tive from Maine's Third Congression- Polar Bear forwards. Drew on the
and the townspeople will gather
ed on a reverse to the right, sent a will be able to hear Miss Posselt
al District will address the second other hand is a shifty, fast back.
around the bandstand on the town (11
backward pass to Belliveau who lat- through the same arrangement
fl [D A Nil
as meeting of the *k>wdoin Political Retz is the blocking back for the
*
mall for the pre game ceremony.
eralled the ball far to the aide to
the Don Cossack program, which was Forum in the Mouton Union tomor- Bricemen, while Arbor, Qerrish and
Buccigross who ended the play by
Plans are still tentative, but as far
row evening at 8.15 o'clock. Just re- Mallet leave the backfield occasionally
held
on
October
13.
According
to
Mr.
hurling a 30-yard pass to Austin
as is known, the uniformed band will
turning from a Western tour on be- to snare passes.
Briggs for a 35-yard advance. After Tillotson these concerts are arranged
congressional
Republican
half
of
The Black Bears have a very de- lead a torch-light parade from the
"Maine Schools on the Air." a new
(Continued on Page 5)
Deke House down Maine street, pickfor those in the college who have not, nominees, Mr. Brewster will speak on ceptive
attack that is often called a
series of rad o programs sponsored
as yet, un active interest in music. campaign issues.
wide open brand of football. The de- ing up all the groups as they go
along. The Glee Club, under the di- by the State Department of EducaContinued on Tag* 2)
A Phi Beta Kappa and summa cum
Blanket tax tickets will be good for
rection of Professor Frederic Tillot- tion will feature both the Bowdoin
Bowdoin in
the concert and those who have not laude graduate from
son, and an array of speakers will College Glee Club and Band in its
1909, Thursday's speaker was particyet secured their tickets may do so
entertain the spirited gathering once first fall program next Sunday afteruarly prominent in prize speaking,
they are gathered on the mall. A ten- noon over a radio hook-up through
at the Alumni office at any time upon debating, and as manager
the
of
in
Portland.
Broadcasting
tative list of speakers has been drawn
presentation of their Blanket Tax track team during his student years.
Coach Athern P. Daggett has anup
with Ex-Governor Ralph O. Brew- from Memorial Hall at 3.30. the ColHis fraternity is Delta Kappa Epsinounced the tentative schedule for Book.
wiy be directed by Mr.
Last week two seniors, Philip Stor- ster. President Kenneth C. M. Sills, lege program
lon.
the college debaters: The first debate
and four or five former captains of Harrison Lyseth '21. the State Agent
Mr. Brewster. was graduated from er Campbell of Portland and George
of the year will be the Freshmanthe Bowdoin football teams.
The for Secondary Education.
the Harvard Law School with the Leslie Hill of Wollaston, Mass., were
Sophomore contest which will take E. F.
Professor Athern Daggett will be
degree of LL.B. in 1913. In 1928 the selected as candidates from Bowdoin master of ceremonies has as yet not
place on November 17. The varsity
the principal speaker, and the Glee
been chosen.
University of Maine presented him for the Rhodes Scholarships from the
opens its season on December 9 when
committee wants to thank Club and Band will entertain for six
New
England district by President
LL.D.
degree.
with
an
honorary
the affirmative team will travel to
minutes each. The thirty-six members
iContin'jed on liege J)
Elected to the State Legislature in Kenneth C. M. Sills on the recomCambridge to meet M. I. T. and the
in the Band will play three College
mendation of a faculty committee.
Ernest Francis Andrews, Jr., was 1917, Mr. Brewster served intermitnegative will meet Bates here the
songs. "We'll Sing to Old Bowdoin."
The Rhodes Trust gives complete Dr. Fuess
House
Senand
the
tently
both
the
in
unanimously
same day. The question for debate
selected as the winner
"Bowdoin Beata," and" "Rise Sons of
authority to the President of Bowdoin
Continued on Pin 4)
"
will be "Resolved: That the Ludlow of the Stanley Plummer Prize SpeakBowdoin the ,ast two being special"
to endorse as suitable applicants any
Amendment should be adopted." The ing Contest for juniors which was
Selection
Leaders ly arrangedby John Konecki '39. The
and all that he may see fit to do.
negative team that will meet Bates held last evening in Hubbard Hall.
Glee Club, which consists of eightyThe present practice of President
will be composed of George T. Little Stanley Philip Barron received the
five voices, will sing "Brother Sing
Sills is to turn over the machinery of
That we should make the choice of
'40 and Ernest F. Andrews, Jr., '40. second award. Professor Wilmot B.
On." "Morning," "Go Down Moses,"
inviting and receiving applicants to our leaders an important thing was
, .,
..„
,.
On February 14, Bowdoin will meet Mitchell was the chairman for the
According to Co-editors Fenn and
and Keep ,to the
Middle
of the
vt
is.a faculty committee, and after this tw«
the „io.
plea *„f
of r^.
Dr. ?To..^
Claude M.
Fuess,
Bucknell University of Lewisburg. evening, and he introduced the five MacCarey. the second Issue of the
committee decides on these men they headmaster of Phillips Exeter Acad- Road." A special stage is to be conPennsylvania, here. The debate topic speakers: Arthur Woods Wang, Ed- New Growler will make its appearstructed in Memorial Hall and there
give
it to the president for approval, emy at Andover, Massachusetts, who
will be: "Resolved: That a system of ward Foster Everett. Harold Lewis ance at the Maine game this SaturThe selections of the committee are spoke at chapel last Sunday. Dr. will be two microphones placed on it.
socialized medicine should be adopt- Oshry, Stanley Philip Barron and Er- day in the form of an Alumni issue.
The program will be given at the
usually approved.
Fuess, besides occupying an import ed, making available to all complete nest Andrews, Jr.
Besides the usual features there will
The zero hour for credentials to ant position in educational circles, is Moulton Union over the Simpson
medical care at public expense." All
Andrews spoke on the topic, "Prayer be several new ones and an original
Sound System. Although Adam Walsh
the
hands
the
state
secretary
be
in
of
the
biographer
of many American
three of these meetings are Eastern and Common Sense." while Barron cover by Dick Bye '42.
and several faculty members have
is not later than November 5. In a men of affairs.
Intercollegiate Debating League de- had as his topic. "England is
The inside and exclusive story' on
broadcasted directly from the Colon the
subsequent issue of the "Orient" there
Dr. Fuess introduced his talk by
bates.
Spot." Oshry's subject was entitled. the now famous "Senor Piedra" will
lege, this will be the first time that
will be published two lists: A. Per- relating one of his early experiences
"
A debate with Wesleyan is ached- The Call to Reason," Everett spoke be told by Ned Vergason. As usual sonnel of the Maine State Rhodes at Amherst College, in electing lead- students have presented a program
from Brunswick.
uled for sometime in February on the on "For the Preservation of Ama- "Flick" will view the flickers and
Scholarship Committee appointed by ers. As many people do today he votquestion "Resolved: That the United |eurism," and Wang had as his topic records and Dick Tukey will handle
President Aydelotte of Swarthmore. ed, casually, with the majority, for
"
States should cease to use public Justa e * Aequo Animo Sumus." The the editorial. One of the highlights
Names
institutions of the
B.
and
*cfunds for the purpose of stimulating Judges for the evening were Profes- of the issue is to be a group of fascistate jular
candidates applying
for the
platform appearance, rather
business." Debates have also been sor Nathaniel C. Kendrick, of the De- nating pictures of Maine co-eds. Othcompetition to be held at Augusta than first considering the relative
arranged with Skidmore and Colgate. partment of History; George H. Quin- er pictures will include shots taken on Tuesday,
13. The state merits of the different candidates,
December
.At Durham. New Hampshire, on! *- of the Department of English; on the Bowdoin campus. There will
secretary is Professor Stanley R. jThe successful candidate turned out
December 5, Bowdoin will debate the and Professor William C. Root, of also be a detailed sports review by Ashby, Texas and Merton '04, and to be a dismal
Professor Tillotson has announced
failure, as is usually!
the Department of Chemistry.
Dick Doyle which will include a
tCoatinwd on Page t)
Professor of English at the University the case, with the colorful but inex- that the Simpson Sound System will
Maine game prewrite.
of Maine at Orono.
perienced vote getters, according tojbe used next Saturday night at 10.00
Between the years 1904 and 1929, Dr. Fuess.
P-m. for amplifying the N.B.C. Syminclusive. eighteen Rhodes Scholars
"Leadership develops in strange phony Orchestra concert which Arwere sent from Maine, of whom elev-iways, in strange times, and in strange turo Toscanini will conduct. The proen were Bowdoin men. In the eight people," asserted Dr. Fuess, who gram is as follows:
Thursday, Nov. S - Cross CounBarber
Adagio for Strings
continued on p«k» 4)
(Continued on p»f 4)
Freshmen vs. Deering
try.
Condemning American politics as a Republican and a Democrat—for
T
- Essay
Barber
for Orchestra
_
School.
High
"particularly unintelligent," Dr. Joel the same man to run for the
nomiG
Hon.
Union,
Moulton
Ralph
Seidman. in an address before the nation of both parties.
O.
Brewster '09 speaks under the
Bowdoin Political Forum last ThursThe Democrats have New Deal and
auspices of the Political Forday night, advocated a new political conservative wings and consequently
>.* .i:ii"i
S
um.
alignment and the formation of a na- a bitter intra-party conflict. There is
The first two compositions are the
Friday, Nov. # - Football, Freshtional farmer-labor party. There should a similar split between
progressive
Unknowingly to some and only too "caperTand" became the donkeys for!* orks of Samuel Barber, a young
Team A vs. Ricker Classical
be a realignment into Conservative and conservative Republicans. There
will be the
evident to others, we are now in the the upperciassmen to ride. Paddles American composer. These
Institute, Pickard Field.
and Liberal parties, he declared. And, is no logical explanation of this, but
^rst American selections to be conrnidst of that traditional Bowdoin in- were hurriedly finished and everyJ.V. Football vs Phillips Acadhe added, "I am looking forward to there is a historical one, Seidman conMr Toscanin. since he gave
stitution which is known as Hell thing was put in readiness for the ac- ducted by
emy at Exter.
an independent Labor party." This tinued. "We are still fighting the
mph y
S
S
d
Howa
Saturday, Nov. 5 • Alumni Day.
Week. The facts about Hell Week tivi ties of the week. Duties and the
Labor party would include farmers, Civil War." The issue has changed,
?°«?
£L
are a bit vague, that is as far as the •formal " attire for the week were! w ' ,h the Philharmonic-Symphony OrFootball, Maine at Whittier
as well as industrial workers, and, but party affiliations have remained.
cnes * ra
is
history
week
Field.
the
festive
end
of
all
wage-earners,
including
delegations.
.
in fact,
assigned to the various
.
/
__.
,.
A hopeful alignment will be achievSunday Nov. 6 - Memorial Hall;
concerned. However, there is little as the freshman once again assumed
white-collar workers.
ed if a new program and left-wing
W"
,he
n S
Radio Broadcast <WCSH> by
doubt that Hell Week, as we know it the customary "humble" attitude, of- l3 °°. PJ? "
Dr. Seidman, who is Field Secre- parties can offer a challenge to the
^l!"lt
t
m
the College Band
and Glee
>ut of a more intensive
tary and Special Lecturer of the old, he said.
in feax c f the padd.e-wieldsntin
Ne??«St
Athern
system of hazing with which the Col- ers or other forms of frosh punishClub. Professor
P.
League for Industrial Democracy,
In discussing the present economic
harmonic-Symphony Orchestra.
lege was familiar in years gone by. ment.
Daggett speaking.
pointed out that there is usually "no situation of the country, Seidman atThe concert is as follows:
onday. Nsv. 1 - Cross Country
Assuming a much healthier and perpe^eptjble difference" between our tacked the New Deal program, which
The D.U. pledges as usual donned „
Overture
"
Festival" U%e
A
Aca0em
i-*"*"
lc
at New England Meet.
haps a little less strenuous appear- their Buster Brown collars and began
Republican and Democratic he called "fundamentally inadequate."
TnMday, Not. 8 - Ruth Posselt.
ance. Hell Week is now among the collecting the autographs of their in-L,. ,.
_
.
„ ___.
[parties, although he conceded that "Roosevelt's theory is wrong." he
Brahms
Concerto in
play
will
violinist,
immemorial traditions of the College, quisitors on an egg. while the Zetes
at
the
tftcre u today a division between said, "because It is one of planning
Brunswick High School. BrunsOn Sunday night most of the fresh- appeared Monday morning dressed in Symphony No. 2 in D .... Sibelius
the ..
jjeal." by scarcity. I want planning for plenNew j^^
Jrm.
men of the various Houses began n ,,Tng costumesfor the occasion, towick Concert Association tick|Under „„,. preae nt system, he said, ty." "A fundamental change is needthe soloist will be Robert VirovaL
<cv»ti-«d „. ,««. 4)
ets are required.
their five-day "Back to Methuselahj
both
it ^ po^Ne for a „„, to
(CoaUnad oa *•«• •>
j

With Adam Walsh

Opp. fundile* recovered
Held for downs by
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seem

logical that students
should be the first to be satisfied, instead of having to take what Bfcft
after others have taken their pick.

would

are

BLACK BEARS USE
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THE BOWDQIN ORIENT

TWO
FJa*-

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

Hies are staunoh and unassailablw
we allow them to stand before.
uk ia the dining hails and relate
smutty stories. We are proud
that this public display of por1871
Continued (tern Tmt* U ,
nography is obviously insincere
and we consider this good proof fense formation h even mat* shSajf
than that of the Bates Bobcats, of
of their incorruptibility.
Presupposing an utter dearth of which we got a glimpse last week in
Rdltor-tB-CkW
measuring implements, we are Le wist on. The two guards Cooke and
John H. Rich. Jr. *»
highly pleased with the ingenuity Genge have played tight ball in the
of our pledges when they author- games so far this season, while at
Associate TaMftain
itatively announce to us that tackle, Johnson, a former Brtnswick
Leonard J. Cohen '.19
James E. Tracy. Jr. '39
there are 9737 and 12/17 baby High School star, is the outs"anding
Mmnaainc KdM»M
frankfort lengths between the man. Burr, the Maine center, plays a
Richard E. Doyle '40
George M. Steven*. Jr. '40
Brunswick Town Hall and the roving position and has done a' credit'40
Wchard W. Sullivan, Jr. '40
Richard E. Tukey
.
third telegraph pole past Lisbon able job of backing up the line. On
Falls. Of course they scientifical- the ends the Black Bears boast Shute,
MMtefiag editor*
Lane, and Stearns.
Philip E. Requa '40
ly followed the route of the nowJohn G. Wheelock, 3rd '40
Having been sadly depleted by
disused car tracks to obviate
Bob-Editor*
Ijnssible aberration in their sur- graduation last year, the U. of Maine
James H. Cupit, Jr. '41 David W. D. Dickson '41 John C. Evans '41
had little hopes of a successful team
vey.
Luther A. Harr. Jr. '41
Theodore Hottt '41
Robert A. Inman '41
An army Is only as strong as its this season. However, Coach Brice
Thaddeus J. Keefe, '41
Jack R. Kinnard '41
Harold L. Pines '41
stomach. A plate rilled with spu- pulled the rabbit out of the hat, and
E. Harold Pottle. Jr. '41 Henry A. Shorey. 3rd '41 William E. Vannah '41
tum is spirited out from under put forth a strong squad. A 19-0 loss
Max Weinshel '41
the noses of our valiant pledges to N.Y.U. earlier in the season shows
and another plate of welsjbeaten with what drive the Black Bears are
BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
To able to stop even the more powerful
egg whites is substituted.
demonstrate their military po- offensive drives. N.Y.U. is rated as
Pierson C. Irwin '39
tentialities our freshmen eat the one o£ the top outfits in the East.
Assistant Maaagers
residue, though not always with Conn. State and New Hampshire have
both taken defeats at the hands of
Guy H. Hunt, Jr. '40
Richard H. Abbott '40
gusto.
Edward J. Platz '40
C.
As an example of discipline we the Pale Blue thus season in the out•VMMam roa «atkwai. aevaaTiaiaia «v
find a freshman outside of the of-state games. In the Maine league,
however,
the Pale Blue defeated the
National Advertising Service, Inc.
local theater holding a container
CotUg* fuktisktt t^rtmMin
of shelled paas in his hand. He Bates' Bobcats in the opener by 2.V6.
4*0 Madison Ave.
New Yeas. N. V.
calmly invites each passing cus- Last week end the Colby Mules under
Mi n i im Mhui %*n ruaciaco
Coach Al McCoy turned the tables on
tomer to have one.
Pttbliakarl mrj Wednesday <t<>rin«r tM Col la*. Year by the Student, of BowHoln Collie.
All contribution* ami communication* afcouid be «H»en to tba Manasing Editor by Sunday
To an out-sider these activities seem the Orono Bears and took the game
aieht preceding- the Hate of publication. The Editor-in-Chief i* reaponslble for the editorial
in the clewing minutes by 1»-14. With
••Minn tba ManayinK Editor for news •ad jia|re-i»>, All aommunleatien* regmrdinK stibscrip- as pointless and silly as the innocent
«o«a chould be addrasaad to tba Buaineaa Huttir of tba Bowdoin PublUhirv Company. games of 'forfeit.' "par lour- rugby.' last week's defeat tucked away in the
Rabarriptiona. (2. (Ml par year in advance.
With Aiamnua. M.M.
Entered aa ateond clean matter at the poetofflc* at Brunswick. Maine.
and 'jewels.' Even as foolish as the record books the Brieemen have set
out
to get in Lie final ranking. A vicegg-fights of our callow youth.* But
Managing Editor far this
we who know the face behind the tory Saturday would put them at
George M. Stevens, Jr.
mask smile knowingly. For we know least in [>osition for a tie for the first
that all Hell Week activities are laud- time since Adam Walsh arrived at
VoL LXVUl
Wedaesday, November t, 1*88
No. IS
Bowdoin.
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ELEVEN TO WHffTlR
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•

(UN

and Cresi

CDiujtard

a joy and a pleasure to see
Henry ("Arty") Andrews, A.M., Professor of Art and Director of the Museum of Fine Arts, back once more
on the streets of Brunswick after en
absence of several months abroad. We
met the venerable sage the other day
out for his daily constitutional. He
was looking very well we thought and
we decided that the trip did him|
good.
Upon inquiring about things
In general, he stated that he was
glad to be back in "Braunschweig"
(very continental)
since constant
travelling was a bore and he wanted
to see some of the football games as
he has a great filial love for his Alma
Mater.
It

\

By Pentm

° ne «la** i"*t weak, Hepbaxa
Walker was going down Maine
frtifwt In his ear. Parked by the
etjffc a short way ahead was a
sleek. Mack sedan. Seeing the
lights of the sedan go on and
thinking that it might turn oat
Into the street, Vt after honked
Ida hern quite audibly. In spite ml
this, the car turned right out In
front or Walker nearly causing
the latter to have a collision with

oncoming

a«

Walker,

vehicle.

wild with rage, stopped aa the
came within hearing
range. Then Walker let flew various Invectives and strong crttIctaHNS at the earetens driver only
to discern after he had spoken
hat mind that be was addressing
none other than "his rotundity"
Chief Oueilette. The latter took
it without a murmur of protest.

theory. It Is his pleasure never to
drink anything oat of a battle.
He feels that this Is aa unhygienic and vulgar practice which
ought to be discouraged aasoag
all alee, red sad taaaans Doubtless, this is a very eonaaanaa h l e
and would probably
esash ef aha
eleemosynary clement la the

is

m

"idiot"

-

e

Just for pissing comment. It It
interesting to note that Gerald
Gardner Wilder, A.M., Librarian,

who, when asked why he didn't
take » trip to Europe, said that
there was nothing there which he
could net read about in a travel
beak, also baa ana the r interesting

"<*

world

If

m

the better.
it is rumored that the wily
Latin has made further inroads into
two other colleges since leaving here,
pulling the same gag and having tantamount success. It is a significant
lesson when you realize the gullibility
of people. Even intelligent folk such
as the Dean, the Wiiders, and the
D.U.'s were taken in by the clever
ruse. So let's weigh the worth of an
old Quaker philosopher who said to
his wife, "Everybody is dishonest except me and thee, and at times thou
art a hit questionable, methinks."

probably the leas said

However,

S

MOW,

'

OFFICER,

J

WHATEVER

I

K

1
f 'TWAflMT FIVE
MINUTES WAS ON

I

SURE, Mi...

1

DUTY THIS rKORNIMG
WHEN yOU WENT
THOUGHT,
1 BY AND
THERE'S THE MAN
I'M AFTER
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1

1
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DIDN'T
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THIS
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KEN SULLIVAN.
RISE,

SONS OF BOWDOTH!
The Editor

Just three years ago Bowdoin's "brave old banner

out" in Phi Chi fashion to

hail

was swung Dear Sir:
There stands in front of the gym a
the "resurrection" that had come
mass
rock bearing the resemblance

of
of a polar bear. This Ls supposed to
be a work of art. By day it is; but unand enjoyed by the entire college. For the four inclusive football til recently, not much could be said
of its beauty by night. Then, that is,
seasons the fabled "ancestral drum" has been beating triumphantly. recently,
a little light was thrown
"horns of victorious plenty," tarnished through the gloomy upon the subject. From the position
of this light. I am wondering whether
days of that dire decade of defeat, have been brought out and burn- it is for the purpose of bringing out
the rugged beauty of the beast, or
ished with the polish that only a winning team can supply. Truly whether it is for the purpose of providing a haven for small boys who
"Phi Chi is in her ancient glory," sung and symbolized by the mar- are frightened by the dark. Certain it
is that this new piece of equipment
tial strains of Bowdoin's "touchdown song."
sheds its beams on parts of the subThis fall Bowdoin's football forces assembled, fully aware of ject, but I personally could think of
better places to brighten up oh a darn
the illustrious feats of their three predecessors, yet fully determined night than the posteriors of a granite
polar bear!
to win their spurs in their
right.
with a daring and disWhen viewed from the front, the
patch which attracted the attention of the Eastern Football world, brightness of the new light prevents
appreciative study of the monument.
the Black and White proceeded to combine individual and collec- Only a slight glimpse of it can be obtained on either side before rite two
tive ability with intelligent resourcefulness, and to compile the ex- pine tree rear an almost opaque bartavi to vision. Of course, if one has
cellent record of four straight victories. It was a feat unequalled that love for sculptural art which
would give him the ambition to walk
in recent years of Bowdoin football. Then the bolt came not from
behind the bear and study him in the
the proverbial "blue," but from the aroused power of the dormant good light from that angle well,
many people just naturally prefer a
Garnet of Bates.
rear-view of a bear, be he stone or
otherwise.
The stunning loss at the hands of a Bates team, heretofore
Now, would it be too great a dem-

with the football success, inspired and guided by

Adam

Walsh,

The

And

own

—

was but the untimely, to Bowdoin, recurrence of

its

A combination of

one objective.

to Bowdoin's ultimate downfall.

good

football team,
It will

fident,

this

which nobody can or

will

advance

Bowdoin team

few-

is still

its

own

opportunity for the airing
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For Debating Council
(Continued from Pave

University of

P*l

PRINCE ALBERT.
ITS THE TOBACCO WITH
THE BJTE REMOVED ^
IT'S

iMi

1)

New Hampshire. The

Bowdoin varsity will be made up of
the^Sophomore team that is to meet
the freshmen. They will uphold the
same side as in the freshman debate,
the affirmative. The question is "Resolved: That the United States should
establish
an alliance with Great

aOdrc.^£

A^^nadnsaE

M?

assnaaL^

"-^^
-

:

-'

Britain."

In January the freshmen will debate the University of New Hampshire here. The question will be the

PRINCE ALBERT ASSURES A
COOLER SMOKE AND A DRIER
MPE! AND THE SPECIAL CUT
BRINGS OUT ITS FULL RIPE

same as

that in the sophomore debate. Bowdoin will support the negaative side.
In all varsity debates the Oregon
style of debating will lie used. In this
style of debate each team is represented by a witness and a lawyer.

TASTINESS-VVITH

HO

BITE!

M

onstration of my intelligence, or lad.
of it, by suggesting that, instead of
the big light onvthe gym, a smaller
one be placed ne»V the base of each
tree, projecting its rays on the more
spacious sides of 'the bear and thus
enabling nocturnal admirers of beauty to more readily indulge in their

hobby? Or

isn't anybody inclined to
look at bears while on a midnight

SMOKE
FaSfiaSMT rWEFMLS of Priace Albert. K roa
eWo'l fimd it the laeBt '»»». laniaet sin* taaacra you
ever saaoked, return Ufta Docket tin with tke reet off
the tobacco in it to aa at aar time witkia a aaoatk
froaa tkieaate,
,.

«i-~

vo«*cC

C.

PRATT

will rafiiad

R.

J.

^k-*\

fun purchase price,

ReynoUt Tobacco

Co..

Winaton-Salem. North Carolina
Oaaaaabt.

50

late. a. 1.

Swa H i
i

1

i

C.

THE NATIONA

pipeful* ef fragrant tobacco in

every 2-ox.

tin of Prince

Albert

stroll ?

JAY

a«d we

plaa postage. {Signed

Prince Albert

JOY SMOKE

40

^our tired nerves need frequent relief

a

SGOTTIE

will deny.

Known

White team, we

—

T55T

are con-

HE'S GIVING HIS

variously in early Scottish history as

terrier, Highland, Cairn, and Scots teralthough that dog bore no resemblance
to Skyes and Cairns of today. Nicknamed
the "die-hard" for stout heart and unquenchable love for sport. Extremely independent.

Skye

"hush the grinning skeleton" of defeat, make

considerable preparation of
sufficient

Yet

be an aroused Big Black and

which

in

untoward circumstances led
1

WW

WriT

O-HO-WELL, THAT'S EASY

fre-

quently unavoidable attitude of looking ahead to the coming Maine

game, while Bates was admittedly preparing weeks

TO BE
ENJOYaV MIS PIPE THE
HE DOES. 'TIS THE NAME
OF HIS TOBACCO I'M AFTER!

ai

a situ-

Bowdoin probably had the

ation old in the annals of history.

HES^

MISS,

A FORTUNATE MAN

Plans Are Announced

of the Orient,

^tiSSak

ON THE CONTRARY,

NERVES A REST...

rier,

and give
out of ancient Phi Chi on the
for objective Maine,

stupendous Saturday to come.

Hence the time-tattered but never
hackneyed plea for the deserved support of a football team to be
proud of, for Saturday's game is to be a test of player and spectator morale alike.
are equally confident that supporters will

We

meet the

test as well as the

team.

The value of spontaneous support and faith in a football team
was perhaps never brought out more vividly, than in the case of
Harvard's win over Princeton, last week, following a whole-hearted demonstration of allegiance to an outstanding coach, and to a
team which had played well but had lost its first four games. Bowdoin has an outstanding coach, and

has lost but one game. Hav-

it

ing witnessed the general enthusiasm which annually accompanies
a University of

Maine

we

football team,

can do well to take our

cue, and stage a rally round the flag ourselves.
for a grand

and glorious

affair at the

The

the various fraternity initiations Friday night.

Bowdoin!

COMMUNICATION
To

the Editor of the Orient:
The annual Hell Week at Bowdoin
usually calls forth a few communications both for and against the institution. It is my belief that roost of
the proponents of Hell Week overlook
many salient points in their defense.
With the end in view of strengthening
the pro arguments of the stalwart
remnant of the old guard, I submit
this open and all too meager outline
and explanation of the time-honoured
proceedings of Hell Week.
1.

Making the most

of the opporby our present rushing system we upper-class
fraternity men
offer Bids
to
those of the freshmen we most
desire to haw in our particular
houses. Our main consideration
in Judging freshmen -to-be-rushed
tunities ill-afforded

setup

is

perfect

Midnight Rally, following
Rise,

Sons of

R. E. D:.
that they be 'good scouts;
tlemen,' and that they show signs
of becoming a 'credit to the
is

*\

we can protect, soothe,
and calm our nerves. Smoking a
Camel can be your pleasant meth-

IKE humans, dogs have a

mal, but

I

complicated set of nerves.
But dogs are kinder to their
nerves than we. They rest when
they need rest .we plunge ahead
straining
.with hurry and worry
our nerves to keep up the fast
turn
back
to the
pace. We can't
**

od

—

natural paces of

life like

for

breaking nerve tension.

Camels are mild, with the flavor
of a matchless blend of costlier

. .

tobaccos.

Smokers

find

Camel's

mild tobaccos delightfully soothing— soothing— to the nerves.

an ani-

house.'

Having made our choice and
pledged our quota of first-year
man. we test their moral and
physical powers by the ordeal of
Hell Week.

To show that clothes do not
make the man we allow our
freshman

campus

to cavort about the
in utterly unconventional

attire;
Buster Brawn collars,
burlap bags, blankets, and swallow-tail coats. If there is a freshman who does not care to dress
so that he might even be asked
to leave a class, we are glad and
hope that he will revoke his

pledge.

Do we want men who

adhere to the outmoded adage
that clothes make the man? Nor
To prove that their moral qual-

\

CgJMrNAL

atS*!&

Ivm

able.

IS

AWFUL,
daddy.
ME THINKS
YOU'RE A

ft
^"^

J

'.

1

j

IT IS... I'M

WE, AH... I

!

mediocre,

carried out.
- c

There has been a great deal writtea
Senor Lopez Piedre,
lately about

SUCCESSFUL PEOPLE ADVISE

"Let up-slight up a Camel

»9

"HOUSEWORK, shopping, and
busy Mrs. V.
G. Weaver, "would get me strained
social affairs," says

EDDIE CANTOR - America's out•Undine ooaaie personality of the air —
each Monday .venin| — Columbia Net-

BENNY GOODMAN— King of Swing;,
and the world's greatest swing band
eaeh Tuesday evening — Columbia Net-

ptn C. 8. T.,
work. 7:30 pm B. S. T.,
8:30 p m M.S. T., 7:30 p m P. S. T.

work. 9:30

9M

7:30

na B.S.T., 8:30 pm C.S.T.,
pm M. S. T., 6:30 pas P. S. T.

and tense

if I

didn't rest

my

now and then. I
up and light up a Camel frequently. Camels are so soothing."
nerves every
let

LETUR-XXOm UP A CAMEL!
Smokers

find

Camel's Costlier Tobaccos are SOOTHING TO

amssmsssmssms«a«

_

THE NERVES

—

!
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WALSH LEADS TEAM
IN PREPARATIOH FOR
LAST SERIES BA TTLfl

THREE

SPORTS SIDELIGHTS

BEN SHATTUCK VICTOR
IN FALL TOURNAMENT

Bates Upsets Dope With

By Bud Steves*

Have you ever seen a surf rider sailing into shore on the crest of the
Winning points practically whenquite a sight, but it isn't as easy as it seems. That same rider
ever he got his racket on the bah, waves? It's
and

Ben Shattuck

'40,

true to seeding, last Thursday after-

Over Bears

21-f) Victory

years trying to sail into shore without a slip. Oh yes.
has spent yesrs
had his bad days—he's even been so despondent that he has sworn he'd
never try riding the surf again. But fortunately there was something that
do
could
n eventually if he kept trying. He did! He supped off changed hands twice and then Bates
he
said that
sity er.ptain. into defeat 6-1, 6-0, and the board, sometimes quite badly, other times he just lost his balance for a started rolling.
A fake quick-kick
thus ended a singles tournament that while, but he always kept trying. He wanted to be able to ride in without a gave Bates an 11-yard gain to their
produced several upsets «nd many miss.
own 43 and after Melendy had tossed
Shattuck was
sensational battles2-yard
loss, BucciBelliveau for a
The fir»t u»e, the surf board upset and then sagg ed a
again a winner when he teamed with
gross, on a fake reverse, went to the
Utile as a* nsared shore—not enough to turn him ever, but
Cal Hill '40 to defeat Professors
Bowdoin 38. Marble spilled Briggs but
|Bft enough to spoil » clean record. The neat trial was a
Athem P. Daggett and Herbert It
Belliveau passed to Njchols for an
Httle better, the rider in. turned over Just •ops, hot an the
Brown Sunday morning. 2-6, 6-2, 6-0,
trial the riaer weat aver once and slipped twice. Fln18-yard advance. Loeman stopped
6-1, in the finals of the student-facBuccigross and Loeman and Denham
pHy, however, the tune came when the rider felt that he
ulty doubt
event, inaugurated for
had the correct balance and precision, Me faM be could
gummed up a second Bates' play but
matte • perfect trial, lie won sure that he could stay eu
the first time this fall.
Briggs carried to the Bowdoin 5 on a
tee crest of the waves. Of course he readied that there
In the singles finals it was a matwide reverse. OSullivan carried to
ware assse big waves coming, but he was reedy for them
ter of Shattuck playing a brand of
the 2 and Briggs went over for the
s
a
collegiate tennis seldom witn essed on
Everything went perfect for a while. Big waves came and went but score, the first through the White
Maine courts. With his Thursday
O'Sullivan took a
rider stayed on top. Then one day when the waves seemed compara- line this season.
form he could have given any New the
for the
tively calm, a big roller picked up the board and the rider and ducked them flat pass in the end-zone
England netman a stiff argument. His pretty badly. The water got in his lungs to say nothing of his eyes but point after.
powerful attack off the ground en- he couldn't give up. When the pig wat^ washed the rider up on the shore,
Bowdoin had its back to the wall
abled him to rush the net with impun- he picked himself up and looked ashnWd. It was quite a surprise it was during the remainder of the game
ity and smash Rich's defensive lobs.
hard to figure out just what had gondPwrong. He couldn't see how the waves and a pass interception by Crooker
The resuilt came as a distinct sur- had knocked him down. It was supposed to be a calm day.
set up the final Bates' score late in

smooth-stroking

he's

;

B0WDOIN-.MAINE RESULTS

Returns As Bowdoin
Primes Guns For Pale
Blue Invaders

Spirit

sm* 1)
known that key ran on

tCeatiaaad froa

ever,

it

is

is still

.IS

is

ISM

IS

s

tsts

*9

s
s
•

14

both tides «re suffering from ailments
that are apt to spring out during the
game Saturday. The condition of the
Polar Bears is not at its best as was
shown last week against the Bobcats. Whether or not these injuries
will keep the respective players out
of the starting lineup

Cor Maine

Year

M

IStf
itei

ISM
IMS
1M«
IMS
IMS

a quesremain

tion, and undoubtedly it will
as such until game time Saturday;
for the rival camps are shrouded in
secrecy as the mentors of the rival
teams prepare for the game.

.

.

.

1M7
IMS
.

1911

.

ltlS

.

ISIS

.

1914

.

suffering their first State defeat, are
apt to react in either of two ways.
It may mean that the Polar Bear will
be unable to regain the needed spirit
to step the Black Bear from Maine,

MIS

Bear

will be chased back to Orono. Certainly there is a renewed interest on

campus; for plans are already
completion for a monster
rally late Friday night. The under-

more

7

S

.

•

IS

7

7

14

7

.

19M
1M1

tickets

available

for the

sion sales.

S
S

St

s

s

.

7

14

M

S

SI

S7

S

.

S

tip

.

s

M

18

7

S
s
s
9

20

...

IS

u

...

14

7

S

S

...
.

IBS* ...

.

Won

7

.

...

IwW
MS4
IMS
IMS
1M7

7

.

.

IMS

Bowdoin-Maine game Saturday.
There will be no general admis-

ii

.

1980

office

19

.

1987

has announced that there are no

16

ISIS

ISt*

NOTICE

s
s
s
s
s

1S19

arrived at Bowdoin.

Athletic

s
s

s
s
s

1S17

IMS
1M4

graduates and alumni will join hands
in a united backing of the Polar Bear
gridmen as they face their toughest
State Series game since Adam Walsh

Bowdoin

s

IS

ISM
1M1

the

nearing

The

IS

«

Maine and Bowdoin are
last week
The Question is—which team will
bounce further? The Polar Bears, in

that the Black

s

s

IS

Both

may mean

IS
tx

S4

bouncing back from defeats

it

is

.

end.

or

M

S
s

•

.

.

...

.

.

...

.

IS

1
12

IS

Lost as
I

'»"

!

noon blasted Johnny Rich

'38,

Var-

i

—

Mt

—

—

—

prise to observers who had watched
the same players fight through four
terrific sets during the previous week.
The previous match had been called
on account of darkness after Rich had
at one time been within five points of
winning. The two-oyt-of-three set
match played Thursday was agreed
upon by both* contestants as a means
of deciding the deadlock.
Favored by a heavy wind that lessened the effectiveness of their opponents' lobbing game, Shattuck and
Hill dropped only three games in the
final three sets after losing the first
at 6-2. In the first set, Shattuck and
Hill had difficulty in handling the
twisting slice shots off Brown's forehand and were both bothered considerably by Daggett's ability to return difficult shots. The faculty team
continued to threaten by winning the
first two games of the second set, but
from that point Shattuck and Hill

—

a
s
As he wandered around dazed, the ground

felt

the game. A number of Bowdoin reserves went into the game following
the interception and Briggs initiated
them by heaving a pass to Belliveau
for the final touchdown. Tardiff placekicked the point as shadows fell over

good

he'd like to curt up on the seed and let the waves "go
rottttg. No, he couldn't do that. It was tun to ride the
hie
waves. It was fun to ride them without a miss.

as

If

on

When

beard was upturned, he was spurred on all the more. He
knew that every wave was trying to get him, but he wanted
to shew them that he could tame them. Then, there were
she people «a the beach who were watching him. They realized that he had tried. The big wave bed even surprised
them.
8

Garcelon

—
—S

There was no heed to apologize both the rider and the people on the
beach were sorry. There was nothing wrong with the wave, it was playing

field.

In the surprise of the Bates' victory the two Bowdoin marches in the
first half are nearly forgotten, the
fine work of
Broe, Denham, and
Webster in the line and the determined* efforts of Rowson, Legate, and
Karsokas are somewhat shut out; but
the sportsmanship and composure of

should be played. The wave seemed to know exactly when
the rider. Nevertheless, the people felt pretty badly because
they hadn't shown enough interest. Of course they were still with the rider.
They wanted him to make a perfect record. They were with him in any move Adam Walsh, who had to sit and
he would make, but they didn't want him to give up. There would be more watch his team drop its first State
big waves, and they knew the rider could stay on top of the waves if he*d Series game since he has taken over,
Sure, there would come a time when he'd be able to ride all
really try.
remains unequaled and unchallenged.
the way without a miss. The people were with him. They wanted him to ride
The Bates team played heads-up ball
all the way and they knew that he could do it.
throughout, but special mention must
be given to Buccigross, who time after time burst through the Bowdoin
forward wall; mention should also be
U.
High Eleven
made of Belliveau, Briggs,, Topbam,
the game as it
and how to hit

,

CROSS COUNTOY TEAM

Prodi B Team Swamps

OF VERMONT

EDGES

(Continued from pajfe 1)

|

—

—

Bobcats Stop White With
Fast Offensive And
Defensive Play

were in complete control. They
Brunswick
stormed the net behind forcing shots
and Crooker.
and easily put away overhead kills as
Jack Magee's varsity cross country
The summary:
at will, the Polar Bear
Scoring
Brown and Daggett found that their
(•) Bowdoin
team romped to an easy squad registered its second dual meet Rates (21)
lobs were either falling short or go- Yearling B
over the Brunswick High victory of the season last Friday af- Pomeroy, le
ing over the baseline. Much of the 33-0 victory
yesterday afternoon on ternoon at Burlington, Vermont, edgre, Marble, Howie, Cooper
team
School
play was hampered by the weather
Williams scored the ing the University °f Vermont har- Topham, Kilgore, It rt, Broe, Boulter
conditions, but as it was, many of the Pickard Field.
touchdown on an off-tackle riers by the slender margin of 26- Glover, Moses, Ig
first
5
games were deuced several times.
rg, Howard, Sabasteanski, Griffith
plunge, and from then on the Bow- 32. Captain George Hill was the insaner
doin Fresh were in complete charge dividual victor as the White weather- Crocker, c
c, Webster, Austin, Harkness,
of the game. The Yearling A squad ed stern competition from a strong
MacGregor
faces Ricker on Friday afternoon. Vermont team over an excellent four
Clough, Jameson, rg
After the events of this week the and a half mile course.
lg, Loeman, Jealous, Oshry
A squad is expected to have quite a Trailing two Vermonters.Livak and
finish
line,
neared
the
Ketchum,
he
eleven.
as
Ricker
with
the
Briggs,
rt
trouble
R.
bit of
Hill unleashed an excellently-timed
It, Corey, Toney, Bass, Steele
kick to pass both men in a few strides Nichols, Edminster, re
Expert Service
and snare first honors for Bowdoin.
le, Denham, Walker, Hanley
for Your Convenience
Nils Hagstrom was the second Bow- Buccigross, Tardiff, qb
at
doin man home, finishing in fourth
qb, Melendy, Cartland, Dale
spot. When Rogers of Vermont fol- Belliveau, Gorman, Canavan, lhb
Next to Pop's
lowed Hagstrom across the line, it
rhb, Legate, Williams, Bonzagni
was still anybody's meet. However, A. Briggs, Haberland. rhb
Jim Doubleday. Don Watt and Don
lhb, Karsokas Fifield
Bradeen snatched the next three O'SuHivan, Reid, fb
Allen's
places, in that order, to assure the
fb, Rowson, Haldane
M. C. Perkins, Mgr.
victory.
Bowdoin
Score by periods:
Phone 775
14« Maine Street
The squad left Brunswick on Bates
7—21
7
7
Thursday morning reaching Burling- Bowdoin
'
0—0
ton late that afternoon. The return
Touchdowns, O'Sullivan, A. Briggs,
jaunt was made in two stages, with Belliveau. Points after touchdown,
the group spending Friday night in Buccigross (drop kick), O'Sullivan
St. Johnsbury, Vermont, and arriving (pass), Tardiff (placekick). Referee,
1 pipe
2 packages Walnut
back on campus on Saturday fore- A. J. Barry; umpire, E. L. Scoles;
$2.10 noon. The non-placing Mageemen head linesman, E. T. Shaughnessy;
Total Value
competing included Omer McDuff, field judge, A. Samborski.
Special
, . »1.00
Tom Lineham, Charlie Pope and Lyn

OLLEGE BARBER—SHOP
—

Bowdoin had stopped two plays and
Bates had been penalized for offsides,
Buccigross again passed, this time to
O'Sullivan. bringing the ball to the

Bowdoin 20.
Bowdoin called time
and the next play saw Belliveau carry to the 14-yard line as the Bates
stands urged him on. Buccigross
made it a first down on the Bowdoin 9-yard line and Briggs and Belliveau made four yards between them
in two plunges. Then, with nice deception, Belliveau tossed a fiat pass to
O'Sullivan who was" completely free.
Buccigross added to Bates' enjoyment
by drop-kicking the point.
Bowdoin made its only determined
bid to score in the first period as
starting from its own 35 the Walshmen worked their way to the Bates 9.
Legate went off guard for 13 and
Karsokas stepped around left end for
6. Rowson made 2 and Legate carried
to a first down on Bates' 38. Then after two plays through the line hadfailed, Denham took a pass on the
Bates' 26. Legate tossed to Melendy
and Bowdoin was within 9 yards of a
touchdown. Karsokas was stopped,
Belliveau and Buccigross dumped Legate for a 5-yard loss and Rowson
brought the ball back to the 11-yard
line. With last down and 10 yards to
go a pass to Melendy just escaped his
fingertips and Bates took the ball on
the 20. Bates failed to gain and Gorman kicked to Legate who made a
dazzling 59-yard return for a touchdown only to be called back by a
holding penalty. Boyd started up the
left-hand sideline, jockeyed around
three Bates men and cut across the
field and up the opposite sideline in
a brilliant exhibition of running. Bowdoin had the ball on its own 43 as the
period ended.
The second period was a punting
duel with Legate and Gorman doing
the booting. Midway through the
quarter Karsokas and Rowson carried
to the Bates' 25 and Legate passed to
Denham for a first down on the
Bates' 13. Karsokas was injured on
the play and the Bowdoin march
stopped as Adam injected the secondstring backneld. At the half Bates led

-

7-0.

Bowdoin received the kickoff opening the second half on its own 39.
Fifield carried for 12 and after Bonzagni and Melendy had been tossed
for losses by the fast charging Bates'
line, Oakley got off a nice kick which
carried into the end zone. The ball

Drug Store

SPECIAL

—

as*W

f

MORTON'S NEWSSTAND

— CONFECTIONEBS —
Largest

Una

of Pipes'

Martin.

TONDREAU

and Tobacco

87

.

.

ute you see them.

in

— Andrea

McCrea

Leads

also

Diagonal Weaves
want to decorate yourself

March

News

a Diagonal or "Herring-Bone" the min-

They're new and completely different weaves

.

—

.

.

BETTER GRADES
With Less

2

Fling

with
Joel

Yow.1I

A

Armistice Eve - Thursday, November 10, 1938
Music by
VAL JEAN and HIS CHAMPIONS
Bowdoin Students Welcome
Dancing 9.15 to 2

SlTSJtf

Total Resources S2.7M.M8
STUDENT PATBO»AGK SOLICITBO

November

Youth Takes

Tickets

Work

This practical, tested

system will more than double the reDon't postpone
sults of your work.
action. Write today for information.

November S

Thursday

The LHtle Adventuress
Edith Fellows

The STUDENTS GUILD
Box

—

Colors that blend.

We know that you, too, will consider them as Fall's

best.

511,

.

CalU.

Richard Fiske

to

Sound Act

Yes, W«'re Interested In
November 4

Friday

TOJaHKMB and FULL DRESS for

$25.00 and up

Young Dr.
Lew Ayres

Alio Headquarters for Rental Tuxedoes

—

Kildare

Lionel
eiao

Barrymore

News

Comedy

November 5
Saturday
lane Withers
in

f

also

PRINTING
We

have had long experience in
producing for Bowdoin men:

POSTERS
STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS
TICKETS
FRATERNITY FORMS
Printing

Men. - Toes.

The

November 7-8

Citadel

— Rosalind
t

News

The COLLEGE
We

Have

BOOKSTORE

Stock the Following Very Useful Books:
Begets: Taesauru* Indexed
New Edition
Phyfe:
Words Often Mwproaeuaeed
Phyfe: X4.000 Words Oftea Wspro—iinced
New Edition
Webster's Collegiate Dictionary
New Edition

1MM

In

—

—

.

.

$1.50
$1.00
$2.00
$3.50
$2.50

e Lindbergh's: Listea, the Wind
BOWDOIN BANNERS - STICKERS - LICENSE PLATES
FOB COLBY GAME

F.

W. CHANDLER

& SON

WELCOMEISTUDENTS
vigrr

THE NEW

Jarvis Restaurant and Tea
FIDELITY BUILDING

Room

for regular meals or for a snack at our

The Record Office
—

Telephone $

Paul K. Nlven,

with

Robert Doeat

At The Door

Ask Us For Quotations

Sound Act

Cartes*

-

ALL Your

And Other

Always In Trouble

50CENTS

—

also

Comedy

-

Sounds impossible, but it can be done
follow the Gunthrop Study
if you
Charts, a "streamlined" method of
efficient study.

of Tlsne

BRUNSWICK CHARITY BALL

•f Brunswick. Maine

CUMBERLAND
Wednesday

—

THE BIGGEST DANCE VALUE OF THE YEAR!
Csaital,

Reehmart, Georgia

Bone"

Montat this price.
invite you to try one
in your own home, and prove to yourself it's one of America's finest low
priced radios.

anywhere else
gomery Wards

Ample Parking Space

BANE

FIRST NATIONAL

NICHOLS * COMPANY

'Herring

—

TO EAT

|M«
Finest Grade, a work of Art
Name inscribed on each if desired.
An Ideal Xasaa Gift. Order at Once.

f«*

THE INN

EVERYTHING THAT'S GOOD

M Asat. Designs with Envelopes $IJ»

COLORFUL

BROS. CO.

MAINE STREET

42 Pleasant Street

TOILET ARTICLES
BEAUTIFUL PERSONAL
CHRISTMAS CARDS

SMART

More entertainment than a worldwide news-reel ... at a price to suit
everyone's pocketbook. A Super Heterodyne 6-tube Table Radio for only
Available for parents and guests at $12.95.
More beauty, performance
and convenience than you can buy

ROOMS

Town

la

EARN MONEY
without leaving your residence
Here's a chance to get some extra
cash this fall selling novelties at 50%
commission to students living in your
dormitory or fraternity. Send dime
to Box 760, Buffalo, N. Y., to cover
cost of mailing samples.
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SODA BAR

— Luncheons from 35c to 75c —
After an evening'* study, drop down for a

We're open

bite.

until 1 a.m.
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QUILL BOARD MEETS

Undergraduates Plan

TO CONSIDER POLICY

ALUMNI RETURN FOR
ANNUAL CELEBRATION

Bobcat* Hit Through Bowdoin Line For Score

Midnight Rally Friday

board of the Bow(CoaUnucd from Pas* 1)
doin Quill met for the Ant time this those undergraduates who have alyear at Quill headquarters, 102 Un- ready contributed money towards the
ion street, on the night of Monday, advancement of this rally, but it also
October 10th. The 1938-39 board con- wants to urge that everyone in Colsists of: Lawrence P. Spingarn '40, lege contribute. Station WCSH of
editor-in-chief; Winstow C. Gibson '39; Portland has been contacted and is
Charles' E. Campbell '39; Edwin L. willing to broadcast the rally for an
Vergason '39; and Charles H. Mer- hour or three-quarters of an hour if
gendahl '41. The following policy was tbe committee will guarantee half the
expenses. This expense coupled with
discussed and approved:
1) In general: To keep the same the cost of flares, publicity, and a
high standards as in the past, while large number of telegrams will bring
at the same time endeavoring to the total cost close to thirty dollars.
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for the Xmas Gym dance
Have
you noticed the two signs downtown
that spell "Newsstand" with one "s" ?
Webster calls for two
Tuition at
Maine was once paid in cordwood or
other local produce
Bates'
ng
me of our_ players as they
f!l?"
left the
.

.

means of three prizes of $10
each to be awarded at the end
of the year by competent and
impartial
unaffiliated
judges
with the college, to the best
poem, story, and essay respectively, that appears in the Quill.
Board members will be ineligible to compete.
c) by electing after the December

sUnds

K Kyser for information.)

to

i» hoped
Maine was established that Commander Donald B. MacMiloriginally as a State College of Agrilan '96, who brought back the original
culture and Mechanic Arts
Gin- Bowdoin mascot, will take part in
ger Rogers now recording for Victor this ceremony. Immediately afterward
Bluebird records
Your patron- the new drinking fountain which is
age on the next two Saturdays at being constructed between the swimthe Student Council Football Dances
ming pool and gymnasium will be
might help to obtain a better band
dedicated.
.

PRECEDES INITIATIONS

b) by

^

I

(Thanks

HELL WEEK HAZING

their work.

Md

this week both at the rally
Robinson 03. and Luther Dana '03.
•'Apurksady" is Genej
game
dedieate the new
The Alumni
Krupa's theme song. The first four totue of
which
Polar
letters are Krupa spelled backwards.
trmt
tne Sargent Gymit

students' contributions are the
only means of gaining this money.

a) by the board, individually and
collectively, offering as much as
possible of its free time towards
aiding undergraduate writers in

Pierce '96, Frank Herbert Swan '98,
Ripley Lyman Dana '01, Walter
Streeter Bass '96, Clement Franklin

We

The

make the Quill more accessible, stimulating, and helpful to literary effort
at Bowdoin.

(Continuad from Pa*» 1)
also be held in the morning of the
Executive Committee of Governing
Boards whose members are: President Kenneth C. M. Sills, Henry Hill

did their best last
• was
lacking in
Saturday, but
would do well to modthe stands.
el ourselves after the Bates group.
haven't had a real display of spirit since Adam's first year. Let's show

The cheerleaders

editorial

(Continued from pats* 1)

.

The Alumni Luncheon

.

will

be held

at 12.00 o'clock. Donald S. Higgins
"19, President of the Alumni Council,
will introduce the speakers: Coach
John J. Magee, President Arthur A.
iiiuck of "IheT Univereity of Maine;
sm% and a
president Kenneth
distinguished alumnus not yet named.
John W. Thomas '18 of the Music Department at Colby and Harrison C.
Lyseth '21 of the State Department
of Education will lead the singing.
Music will be furnished during the
meal by a special hook-up of the

.

.

gether with a death-like stillness; for
the Zete pledges were forbidden to
speak. Tuesday, however, the story
field was a nice gesture
was different; for throughout the
(Court**y of Portland Praaa Herald)
Maxine Sullivan, dusky songstress, is
Austin Brirra, star Bates line plunger, Is seen hitting the Bowdoin line for tbe Bobcats' second score in last now making
day the pledges were ordered to
her cinema debut in ParSaturday's upset. Webster, No. 2»; HaJdane, No. 11; and Marble, No. S6, are In the thick of tbe fray.
shout everything.
amount's "St. Louis Blues"
The Deke goat was on duty as usWeek's pet gripe: Bates, of course
ual with the pledges going through
Bowdoin
was almost named afHarriers
Advocates
their traditional rituals before his Dr.
ter Governor Winthrop, who was at
issue of the Quill two additional "highness." Kappy, the Kappa Sigma
the time a great power in Bowdoin
In
Simpson Memorial Sound System. At
England
Political Alignment
members to the board from the pig, came into the spotlight of Bowpolitics
Song of the week: "Two
this same time a luncheon, of which
three upper classes, on the bas- doin animal life as the Kappa Sig
Sleepy People" by Hoagy Carmichael
Mrs. Donald C. White of the Society
is of merit evidenced through freshmen led him from class to class.
(Continued from Page 1)
.
The" U. of M. has a 500-acre
.
Next Monday, the 7th, Bowdoin's
of Bowdoin Women is in charge, will
contributions appearing in that The A.D.'s again restricted most. of ed," he declared. "The business of the
This movie quiz contest
varsity Cross Country Team will campus
served for ladies in the Moulton
be
their "warfare" to within the House. United States should be run for the
issue.
is spending $600,000 for advertising
Union.
Initial plans for 'Take It Away," travel to Boston to compete in the
and SO thousand for operating the
d) by means of a special shelf of There was plenty of activity, how- benefit of the people."
Alumni will attend the Bowdoinmusical comedy by William H. Brown, annual New England Intercollegiate
frosh
ever,
within
as
the
the
House
contest. Prizes, accessories, etc., make
books in the library dealing
In his arguments for the formation Jr., '39 to
Maine State football game on Whitbe presented by the Masque Championship Meet. Bowdoin. will be the total
cost over a 'million
with writings, and by close co- presented skits and an orchestra of of a Labor party, Seidman said that
tier Field at 2 o'clock. After the game
and Gown on December 16th and one of fifteen other colleges repre- Smokers'
note: The design most popoperation with the English De- sweet potatoes. Of course, the usual the masses of the people must be orsented there.
President and Mrs. Sills will be at
ular in pipes today is the straight,
He 20th have been completed. Although
partment, to discover, train, and trips were provided for each fresh- ganized into powerful groups.
The race will be run over four and
home to alumni and friends of the
only a provisional cast has been sethe
man
the
different
Houses,
but
by
slim type according to a survey
possibly perfect writers, with
characterized the achievements of lected
to date, production crews and one-half miles of the Franklin Park
One of N. Y.'s larger department College.
the view /of helping them to T.D.'s appear to "take the cake" for present-day labor organizations as
On Sunday afternoon, November 6
Golf Course. This is one of Coach
scenes have been decided upon.
stores isn't going to have a Santa
more easily meet the standards walks. Two trips to Portland and a "surprisingly little," especially as
tavonte courses as itt
at 3.00 o'clock, alumni who are still
couple to Lewis ton provided interestThe building crew will have as its jack Magee s favorite
aaus
Instead the kids
of the Quill.
compared to what British labor has
at the College may attend the Bowall contestants plenty of room L„„ ...
..
ing evenings for the Theta Delt freshco-heads Russell Novello '40, and gives
wants to the ,Lone „
...
,
•
j*to tell their „,„_.
Raneer doin broadcast at Memorial Hall, the
e) by encouraging undergraduates
obtained. Once organized, he said, a
there
is
fairly
and
even
ground
men.
Glad to hear Phil Harris singing
to enter their material in such
Labor party would constitute a threat Philip C. Young '40, and includes Jack run on.
opening program of a series entitled
Thus far both the freshmen and the
R. Kinnard '41, Benjamin H. Blodgett
again on the Benny airing last Suncontests as the one held by the
to the old parties, even though it was
This year's team has a good record day ... It looks like a record crowd "Maine Schools on the Air" presented
magazine Story, and to submit upper-classes seem to be bearing up for a long time a minority party. It '39, Edward J. Platz 40. Arthur W.
by the State Department of Educawins
loss,
deunder
the agony, the faculty appear
*42,
two
and
one
having
of
at Whittier Field Saturday
They tion. The program will 5e Heard over
material to such national publiwould force labor legislation. "Here Hanson, Jr., *41, Harold Slocumb
to be the only ones suffering a great
cations as The Collegiate Rewe have not a. single issue, but a and Lewis Vafiades '42. Theodore feated Springfield and Vermont, while tell us that the announcer of the a "Yankee" network of at least four
"39 will be losing to Bates. Coach Magee expects Bates game committed the
deal. The fun will last until initiation
Stern
and
Roger
Stover
M.
will
unforgivthat
view, to put Bowdoin on the litprogram
alignment,
a
class
station
originating
at
time in the Houses, some beginning
his team to make a good showing, able sin of being very partisan. This stations,
advisors.
erary map where she deserves
benefit the great mass of the people."
WCSH, Portland. Professor Athern P.
tonight and continuing through FriThe Properties Crew is under the although he realizes that a number of is a thing that should have no place Daggett '25 will speak, and the Glee
traditionally to be.
Arguing that all workers should beday when the campus will settle down
'40, his men have had but little experi- in radio
Now
they're
direction
daring
of
Scales,
Jr.,
us
Luther
D.
called
attempting,
through
increasSeidman
f) by
party,
Club and Band will take part.
to seriousness before starting out on long to such a
ence.
to see "Frankenstein" and "Dracula"
farmer and and includes David W. Douglas '41,
ing income from advertising and
a different and more or less import- the conflict between the
There is a possibility that the on the same bill. Just bring' em orj f
saying that Robert L. McCarty '41 and Lincoln
subscriptions, to get out an exant angle, the Maine rally and finally laborer "only apparent,"
Record of the week: "Goodbye. VtU
'42.
.
Paul R. Keeler, Jr., '40 Freshman Team will be sent along .
Of LAAiJ
tra issue of the Quill in midfanner
and
the city-worker Johnson
the
both
the game Saturday.
also. If so, they will run over a three- Goodbye" by the Andrews Sisters for
winter, making three issues a
get the "short end" today. The big- is head of the Electrical Crew comEngland once had a
'41, and mile course against the yearlings of Decca
IN
year.
business men get the "economic posed of Robert E. Chandler
the other colleges. Coach Magee is death penalty fbr anyone attempting
cream" and leave the "skim milk" Herbert L. Fischer, Jr., '41.
Uncle Tom in the "CabRalph 0. Brewster
(Continued from pace 1)
The scene of. the play is at How- not definite on this point as yet, but suicide
for the agricultural and industrial
in" story, which was written here in proved his statement by referring to
workers. "With the House and Senate down College, an institution similar he does intend to send Babcock, Tibbitts, and Chellman, if he does not town, was actually a slave named the varied backgrounds of Presidents
controlled as they are now, the indus- to Bowdoin, and the sets include
ill
Josiah Hensen
his whole first year outfit.
.
It'll soon be Lincoln,
Wilson, and Coolidge. He
trial and farming states have got to schoolroom, dormitory, and Faculty
brought out the fact that all of us
The following men will run in the over. Freshmen.
combine to get legislation passed," room scenes. la order to expend a
(Continued from Pare 1)
can develop the ability to choose lead(Continued from Page 1)
minimum amount of time in scene Varsity race: Capt. George Hill '39,
he said.
years of 1930 through 1937, under
ers, although very few are destined
ate until his election as Governor of
will be Don Watt '39, Charlie Pope '40, Tom
the New England District Plan, J. P.
In his closing plea for a Laboa par- changing, the last two scenes
to become leaders.
Maine in 1925. After serving two
Lineham '40, Don Bradeen '40, Jim
Pettegrove, Bowdoin '31, was the only
that the drops which wiH be raised and lowerty. Seidman pointed out
Dr. Fuess declared that we of today
terms as chief executive of the state,
Doubleday '41, Nils Hagstrom '4L
Bowdoin man sent to Oxford via the
white-collar workers also should be ed into place. By means of a clever
have an opportunity seldom equalled
1925-1929, he was returned to pubOmer McDuff '41, and Lyn Martin
state of Maine, although during this
on the side of Labor, that they have arrangement of Director Quinby's,
lic office in 1935
Mr. Herbert
as Congressman
will be modified to accom- '41.
Prescott '30, of to elect fine leaders who will thwart
period of eight years, out of a maxas much to gain from such a move- the ceiling
The Freshman have a meet on Bangor High School, presided over those who spread propaganda for
imum potentiality of sixteen candi- from the Northern Maine district. Mr. ment as the industrial workers. And modate the drops. New equipment in
the annual meeting of the Bowdoin "get rich quick" schemes, short cuts
Brewster will enter upon his third
dates the state of Maine succeeded in
mentioning that many college grad- the form of a light bridge proscenium Thursday against a very strong Deerterm in the National House of RepTeachers' Club which was held last to success and panaceas for every ilL
only six. Last year for the first time
uates are today unemployed, he said to flats, and additional lighting equip- ing High Team. This Deering outfit
"This church is a memorial to one
resentatives with the opening of the
ment should give Wry desirable stage made a clean sweep in their race Thursday evening at the Bangor
in thirty-four years no Bowdoin man
his audience: "You ought to be on
House in Bangor, Maine. During the of the great leaders of the world, Jeeffects.
76th Congress next January.
against the Bates Frosh.
was in the final competition.
Labor's side.
course of the evening Dean Paul Nix- sus Christ." continued Dr. Fuess, who
on and Professor Herbert R. Brown said that he was impressed by the
of the Department of English spoke. fact that in a world where Christian.
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SUNDAY CHAPEL
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RHODES SCHOLARSHIP
COMMITTEE TO MEET

.

.

Speak At Forum

.

.

BOWDOIN TEACHERS
GATHER IN BANGOR

j

L

^^J

MBHf

Mr. Donald S. Higgins

'19,

of the ity

is

too often disregarded, certain

Alumni Council, was the guest of the men who are not idealists, and many
evening. There were forty-four mem- writers who are not clergymen, are
bers of the club present, including maintaining that Christianity is the
several members of the College fac- only true realism.
Dr. Fuess finds that the only hope
ulty. The executive committee was
chosen for .next year with the follow- of the world lies in the doctrines of
ing men comprising the new com- Christ, and that if we can maintain
mittee: Mr. George R. Gardiner '01, the Christian philosophy, our civilizaSuperintendent of Schools in Auburn. tion must survive.
Following the sermon the choir
Maim;, as chairman; Principal Percy
E. Graves '19, of Brunswick High sang, "Vale of Tuoni," by Sibelius.
School; and Principal Perley S. Turner '19. of Edward Little High School
in

BEN BERNIE

Auburn, Maine.
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The Lads

All

Only Appearance in Maine

Lew iston Poet
American Legion

PRINTING

ARMISTICE EVE BALL
ALSO KENTON BROS. BAND
ALSO JITTERBUG CONTEST
Lewiston Armory

STUART * CLEMENT

NOVEMBER

Town Building

Brunswick, Me.
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7.30 p.m.

ATTENTION

a

cigarette

Paul Whitbman
Evtry Wtdmmhy Evtaimg
George
Gracif
Burns
Allen

!

T. J. SHERHY
TOM LINEHAN
WILLIAM C. HART

A. T. O.

DORMS
T. D. HOUSE

C

esterfield

Eddie Dooley
Football Hijhaghta

Ugcctt *

NEXT TO FIRE STATION

and

Hard and Soft Coals

B. S. Stfitnt

Evry Tmnndmj mmd Stnrlmy
52 L—*me N.B.C.

Coprric** 1»3S.

BILL GEORGITIS

BRUNSWICK CLEANERS

DYERS

PHONE

BRUNSWICK COAL & LUMBER

Evtry Fritlty Evening

All

..mare pleasure
Jar millions

10

2 a.m.

SEE ONE OF OUR AGENTS AT YOUR FRAT HOUSE OR DORM
A. D. HOUSE
ROLF STEVENS
SIGMA NT
DICK MERRILL
BETA HOUSE
JACK TUCKER
DEKE HOUSE
WILLIAM BARTON

ZETA PSI

everything you could ask for in

•

45»

CO.

Fuel Oils

Dry Fireplace Wood

Lumber and Building Materials
A. E.
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KARSOKAS SMASHES WAY TO jTWO TOUCHDOWNS AS
BOWDOIN BEATS MAINE IN THRILL-PACKED BATTLE
The Sun
Rises

»»

By Richard

K.

Victory Assures Polar Bears Of
At Least A Tie In State Series

BOWDOIN PLAYS
HOST AS MANY

»»

DREW^ PASSES RJRl^ mEAT

ALUMNI RETURN

Tukey

/VF
"

the pre-Maine game chatter
there was heard one point of
view by some alumni in regard to
ticket distribution which may bear
consideration in another year. Pointed out by these alumni was the fact
that more than 1,000 of them were
shunted into rather obscure seats on
the field, in the end tones or nearby.
This was due to the fact that the
older grads had bought all the grand-

Injured Benny Returns To Supply Scoring Punch After
Bowdoin Pass Defense, Led By Fifield, Finally
Halts Maine Aerials

Alumni Dedicate Polar Bear
Statue And The New
Drinking Fountain

By Bud Stevens
Drew-fashioned flying footballs pierced the sunny skies within Whittier Stadium last Saturday, but the much improved Walsh
air defense withstood the anticipated Maine passing attack to give
the Polar Bear eleven a close decision over the Orono Bears before
a capacity Alumni Day crowd of 10,000. Led by the powerful
running of Benny Karsokas, the Bfg White scored in each half
to come through with a 13-6 victory over the Maine outfit.

FOOTBAUTVICTORY
HIGHLIGHT OF DAY
Fraternity Initiations, Gym
And

Luncheon
stand seats.
Dance,
Even though the distribution of the
Complete Program
tickets in the grandstand is by class
seniority, these Bowdoin men conThe campus was host to Bowdoin
tended that several of the older grad- graduates last week end, during one
uates bought tickets not solely for of the most successful homecoming
ends on record. Alumni Day
week
themselves and families, but for
festivities began with initiations held
friends and for friends of friends.
on Friday night and reached a high
s
r
point at the thrilling Maine game
IF this is the case we surely feel which drew a capacity crowd of 11,that this is another Whittier 000.
Festivities continued with tea
Field situation which should submit dances after the game, followed by
to change. The remedy: Assign two the Student Council gym dance.
Members of the Alumni Day Comgrandstand seats to each alumnus.
If so desired, down through the class- mittee which was in charge of the
es.
This should give each of the program were: Virgil C. McGorrill
alumni at least two choice seats at '22, Lewis A. Burleigh '19. and Presithe game. Then, if the grads still dent of the Alumni Council Donald
want additional grandstand seats, S. Higgins '19. Coach John J. Mathey should ask for the others and gee, observing his anniversary year,
take what they can get until the sup- his 25th with Bowdoin, was one of
the speakers at the luncheon.
ply is exhausted.
Mai

Morrell,

m—

Phil
Campbell and the rest of the Athletic
office crew had their hands full with
alternate
compliments and complaints for handling their arduous
task this past week end. Despite the
end tone seats, these men behind the
scenes did a noble Job in accommodating the huge crowd.

With the season already a success
by virtue of its victory over Maine,
and the added claim to at least part
of the coveted State title that went
with it, Bowdoin will try to bring a
brilliant season to a still more spec-

A

meeting was also

Boards whose members
are: President Kenneth C. M. Sills,
Henry Hill Pierce '96, Frank Herbert
Governing

Swan '96, Ripley Lyman Dana '01,
Walter Streeter Bass '96, Clement
Franklin Robinson '03, Luther Dana
• - r
•03.
the Student Council officially
The Alumni dedicated the new
f T sanctioning
the
Thanksgiving statue of the Polar Bear, in front of
Basket Fund among the undergradthe Sargent CynsMsium. at 11.00
uates, the drive for student contribuo'clock.
Immediately afterward, the
tions commences tonight. Started last
new drinking fountain, honoring
year with a Christmas Basket Fund,
(Continued on Pas* t)
this manner of aiding needy townspeople has received the support of
the whole campus.
For the Thanksgiving Fund, a
member of the committee has been
SPIRIT
to a certain point.
appointed from each of the Frater-

WTTH

GALA RALLY AROUSES

OF STUDENTS

and the Thorndike Club to
facilitate the collection or the money.
It is hoped that the students will
sacrifice the price of admission to a
theater for possibly tomorrow afternoon and put the change in the colnities

Between
students,

lection boxes.

mant Bowdoin

s - r

MORE

as

was the case

last Christa large list of needy
families in the town of Brunswick.
Most of them are on town relief, a
problem that has taxed the local
treasury to no little extent in recent
years. Since the town is not able
to
give bountiful food orders at Christmas or Thanksgiving times, it is the
purpose of such charitable drives as
this one among the undergraduates
not only to aid the needy folk but also
aid the town, as well as giving expression to the desire for charitable
work by the Bowdoin students.
is

VOW that

made themselves

now

Maine across the deciding

score.

hear/i

at

Readings Here Monday

various

times, and the Maine alumnus was
Robert Frost, noted New England
Governor Lewis O. Barrows, who was
Poet, will give readings, Monday eveone of the speakers.
ning, November 14, at 8.15 in MeThis rally was under the direction
morial Hall. Mr. Frost will be here
of Richard B. Carland '39 and his
under the auspices of the Annie Talstaff

of

cheerleaders.

It

was

this

bot Cole Lectureship.

group who arranged for the radio
over station WCSH of
Portland, advertised the rally on a
motorized musical public address system, secured the speakers, and solicited funds from the students to de-

Mr. Frost is at present the Charles
Norton Professor of Poetry at
Harvard, and was awarded an honorary degree by Bowdoin in 1926. He

broadcast

Eliot

was awarded the Pulitzer Prize

a

-

r

val in February, we are already considering packing up our duffle and
heading for Orono at that time (if we
are not on probation).
Such a carnival, coming at that
time, would be most welcome on camput here. Just after midyears there is
always a sense of freedom from the
."grind." And that is the opportune
time, it would seem, to have such an
affair. Surely, most of us will admit,
and our faculty is undoubtedly in ac-

m

beliefs,

I'm*

To Be Mr*/ Saturday

Members

In a three-quarter hour stage skit
preceding the Charity Ball to be held their first touchdown drive. Urged on
in Brunswick Town Hall Thursday by the increasing cheers from the
evening. November 10, four members Bowdoin stands. Hank Bonzagni, Karof the Bowdoin College faculty will sokas, Andy Haldane. and Johnny
Marble led the ground and air attack
take prominent parts.
The scene is laid in front of a typ- as the Bears marched eighty-three
ical hunting camp in the deep Maine yards for their first score. Karsokas
woods. Doc (Demi) Johnson and plunged over the goal from the oneDean Paul Nixon wjll play the jjart-s foot line after carrying the ball most
'^-of the- way in the touchdown march.
i
of eccentric hunters. Phfl
With less than five minutes to play
game warden "Gum-Shoe Ike," will
be in hot pursuit of Professor Hor- in the first half, the Pale Blue opened their offensive drive which in the
mell, in the role of a thief.
The skit will start at 8.15 pjn.. end netted them their only score.
and dancing will follow it from 9 to Starting on the fifty-yard line where
Drew intercepted one of Haldane's
2. Val Jean and his Champions, from
passes, the Black Bears with Drew
Boston, will play.
in the
leading
roles
Tickets, admitting to the stage skit and Mallett
Szekely; Nigun. Bloch: Ghost Dance,
charged across the coveted stripe.
and
the
entire
dance,
are
on
sale
at
Levy; Turkey in the Straw, Manen;
Don Lancaster's office in the Union Two straight passes to Stearns and
During the season of 1936-1939 Tango, Arbos.
one
double
pass
with
Stearns
the
first classes in instrument, voice, piat 50 cents each.
ano and cello will begin. Professor TilDoor prizes include two 50-yard- pivot on a forward-lateral, were the
lotson announced this week. An inline seats for the Tufts game and a spearheads by which the Orono outKirby
Speaks In
fit carried the ball to the Bowdoin
structor will visit the campus once a
round-trip ticket to Boston.
three-yard line, from where Mallett
week for any man who wishes to
Moulton Union
hit the line for the score. Dyer's atcarry on that study aside from his
tempt at a place kick failed, so the
academic work. This study will not
Life Saving Course
Kirby Page, noted author and comscore remained at 6-6 with the whisbe a part of the college curriculum
Held Twice
in any sense, but is simply opening mentator on world affairs, will speak
tle ending the first half.
Sunday
evening
at
in
the
7.30
lounge
up opportunities for a man to study
Bonzagni started the second BowFor the benefit of those who
an instrument if he so desires. In- of the Moulton Union. His subject
doin scoring jaunt when he nabbed a
have besieged the swimming
structors in organ, violin, and brass will be, "Coming Changes in the
quick kick on his own 30-yard line.
instruments will also visit the college World Scene." He will interpret reHank carried the ball on successive
coach's office seeking information
if there is sufficient demand.
The cent happenings in Europe and in
drives to the Maine 42-yard line from
regarding the Life Saving Exmain object behind this move on be- some measure predict possible develwhere Karsokas took the lead and
aminer's course. Bob Miller has
half of the Music Department is to opments in the future.
(Cominurd on Pas* 3)
Mr. Page has been very active in
requested that the following be
encourage student musicians who
literary
fields;
his
recent
collaborastudents
Bowdoin,
who
know
come to
published: Tine course is schedCandidates For
that study in the instrument of their tion with Sherwood Eddy on "Must We
uled to run for three weeks and
Go To War?" has gained wide recogchoice may be continued.
is under the direction of Burt
As a continuation of this idea, an nition along with his earlier book,
Scholarship
He has spoken
incentive for players and singers, "Living Creatively."
Bachman, National Life Saving
there will be inaugurated at Bowdoin before varied audiences in this counField
Representative
Professor Thomas Means, chairman
of
the
a series of student recitals in Moul- try, and abroad, on international, soof the Bowdoin faculty committee on
American Red Cross. Starting
ton Union. The first one will be held cial, economic and religious topics;
the Rhodes Scholarship, has announclast evening the course will be
on Friday evening, November 18, at and is a strong advocate for world
ed the names of the candidates from
peace
through
world
cooperation,
the
8.30.
Among
performers is a
held Tuesday and Thursday, from
the four Maine colleges. Professor
The rather spasmodic character of
brass sextet, under the direction of
7 to 10 p.m. The periods will conStanley
R. Ashby of the University of
John Konecki. The members of the recent events in Europe and the East,
Maine and State Secretary of the
sist of an hour lecture, and a two
sextet are Fred Blodgett '42, Arthur according to Mr. Page, has opened
Rhodes Scholarship Committee of
hour practice and demonstration
Keylor '42. John Sanborn '42, Charles the way for a greater understanding
Maine has announced that the nomlS. Brand '40. Stanley Herrick '42, of the needs and policies of all naperiod in the water. The course is
nation of one of the following canand Roger C. Boyd '41. There will tions. It is this new evidence which
open to the public and enrollees
jdidates for the Rhodes Scholarship
also be a quartet, made up by Clay- will have great influence on the fuare requested to bring bathing
will be made at Augusta on Tuesday,
ton Bitler '42, George L. Mason '41. ture of the world, and is of deep inJDec. 13.
suits.
Thomas A. Brownell '41. and T. W. terest to all.
There are in all ten candidates
French, Jr. '37. Richard
Chittim
from the Maine colleges to be conwill play a group of piano solos,
sidered. The two men from Bates
Thomas A. Brownell and Jonathan
are Donald Whitehouse Curtis and
French will sing a duet and each will
H00sag *«»JP™ni. From Bowdoin
give a solo, accompanied by Richard
T. Eveleth.
'are
Philip
Storer Campbell and
Following the introductory recital,
~lh7^garn~e with Amherst, he poundBy Bta. Welnrf^r
iCoatlnuad on i*it« 4)
P
Harry Cloudman. honored Saturday 'ed out the hit that won the game by
H "' C "*??
with the dedication of the drinking driving in two runs in the 14th inn
"S^iiiTSiiiS
Wl
n
,ns «P» r
"•
fountain in his name, achieves ever-:ing. As a freshman, he also starred *,
Un,w ™.!f°
t *' of Ma ' ne
* re„9*° rRe Ed ~
lasting fame as an all-round athlete in a freshman meet with Colby. He
Ph" 01 00 *White TrafFriday, Nov. 11 at Bowdoin at the turn of the cen-;won the 100 and 220-yard dashes,
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Sunday

To

Be

i

A Week

!

Rhodes

Announced
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nrVilS question has been discussed
••
before.
Suggestions have been
made, but none have found expression. With our University of Maine
brethren reminding us of the five-day
stretch of their Winter Sports Carni-

cordance with our
(GMtiawd

.

I

for

Poetry in 1924, 1930, and 1937.

(Contlnifd on paga 4)

s - r

it is still rather early in
the year and we all can sense the
apathy of the strained and more or
less unsocial season
between midyears and spring vacation, perhaps it
is time to start a campaign for
a
acmi-houseparty affair sometime during the drawn-out doldrum in the early part of next year.
That long stretch, as all upperclassmen realize, would certainly be made
less trying if some sort of gala threeday week end were worked out far
enough in advance, featuring some
athletic events, a gym dance, house
dances and a relief from the concentrated period of studying then.

_

for the

WiU

kets.

Much

spirit

New Hampshire and

Williams » games.
In each of these
two games, Tufts out-played their
opponents but were unable to push

There is a strong possibility that
game. Attracted by the prospects of
Tufts may find itself next Saturday
the largest rally in Bowdoin's history,
and sneak through with a surprise
and the first to be broadcast over the
(Continued on Pas* 3)
air, the students trailed their band
with flares and noisemakers to the
town bandstand. Here a spirited corps
of speakers was engaged from the Robert Frost
Give
ranks of the alumni, the townspeople

than 5150 was collected last
Christmas.
If the response is
comparable to that of last year, then
It will be possible that the
student
body contributions may make possible
the donation of about 70 food bas-

mas, there

ticeable in the

4

Musical Studies
Will Be Offered

When the opponent's goal line came into sight, the
500 and 1000 Bowdoin attack stalled and no score usually
was
made.
This
was
especially noalumni, townspeople, and

even a University of Maine alumnus
were massed on the town lower Mall
at Friday's Midnight football rally
for the purpose of arousing the dor-

33
11
19
2
142
81
27
54
196
10

VIOLIN CONCERT

And Gym Dance

Tea dances will again be in order
tacular finish when they play Tufts
next Saturday at Whittier Field. this coming week and when the Tufts
Bowdoin boasts of having one of its game will bring many visitors into
best teams in recent years while town, and the various Fraternities
lighted the gathering of students and
Tufts has suffered a more or less are expecting a large attendance.
The Alpha Delt'a-are having Don townspeople with an unusual wealth
disastrous campaign to date. Out of
of personal charm and gifted musix games played so far this season, Harmon for their rrsjtic. Buck Benson
Bowdoin has won five, losing only to and His BuckaroosJLwill play at the sicianship.
Particularly outstanding on the
Bates. Tufts has yet to win a game*, Deke House, and tht"t>.U.'s will dance
losing five and tying Williams.
to the harmony of 4gt Lee. The Zetes well-balanced program was Miss PosTufts hasn't lived up to expecta- are also planning %aance but have selt's brilliant interpretation of Edvard Grieg's Sonata in C minor for
tions so far this year. A good fresh- not yet deckled upoathe orchestra.
As usual the Sjplent Council is violin and piano. This concert inman team and the return of many
lettermen from last year were sup- sponsoring a Gym Bnce on Saturday augurated the fourth American-Eurofor evening. Don IlsWSli wiH again sup- pean tour of the youthful artist. She
posed to form a .strong one*
the squad this year.
Such hasn't ply the music, and the price and time was accompanied by Cyrus Ullian.
been the case, however. Potentially will be the same as last week.
The complete program is as follows:
good
team,
the
Jumbos
haven't
p
Program: Chaconne, Vitali-Charliclicked
The running attack has
er; Sonata in C minor, for violin and
shown power and deception but it
piano. Grieg: Adagio from Concerto
hasn't performed consistently enough
in G major, Mozart; Moto perpetuo,
Slonimsky;
Capriccietto,
to do much damage to the opponents.
Hayden:
Rumanische
Volkstanze,
BartokThe aerial raids have been successful

held of the Executive Committee Of

9

10

4
Intercepted by
3
Yards gained, passing
33
Yards gained rushing
180
Yards lost, rushing
39
Net gain, rushing
141
Net, pass, rush
174
Penalties, in yards
40
Playing before a large audience at
the Brunswick High School auditorium, Miss Ruth Rfeseit, young AmeriFour
Faculty
can violinist, presented the second
concert of the current Brunswick
To Be In Charity Skit
Concert Association series on Tuesday evening. The talented artist de-

-if.

Tea

11

Incomplete

Polar Bears Will Try To Finish
POSSELT GIVES
Season With Win Over Jumbos

ing at 9.30 with a meeting of the

Alumni Council.

M

it Bonzagni, Bowuetn's smart and shifty halfback 1j teen crossing the scrimmage line, where he evaded the
Maine tackier In the foreground and went for seven yard* aad a first down. Borwagnl carried on nobly far the First Downs
injured Boyd Legate la the toft halfback position, aad prowtd a difficult target far Maine tecklers.
Passes tried
Completed

The program began Saturday morn-

Morgan.

Bill

Bouncing back from last week's
stunning defeat by the Bates Bobcats,
the Polar
Bears were in top form
Saturday as they faced the Maine
eleven in the outstanding game of the
season
Boyd Legate, junior halfback, was missing from the lineup
due to an infected leg, but Fred
Brice's "injured" warriors, except for
center Burr, were out in full strength.
With the weatherman providing a
fitting setting
for the affair,
the
cheering sections of both schools put
on an exhibition that has seldom been
equalled in State Series annals.
Karsokas countered the two Bowdoin touchdowns via the Polar Bear
ground attack, while Pete Mafiett
pounded through the White line for
the Maine touchdown. Soon after the
opening of the game,' Dana Drew
kicked to the Bowdoin 17-yard line
from where the Polar Bears started

STATISTICS
Courtesy of Portland Sunday Tetacrmm

«)

a

lively

Band, Glee Club, Speakers Give
,

First In Series

By Charles Ireland
Before an audience of 26 attentive alumni and undergraduates, the
first in a new series of Maine Schools
On the Air broadcasts was staged
last Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock
hi

Memorial Hall. The program

gett,

"when the national dinner

was always

full,

when

there

pail

were

two cars

in every garage and a chickevery pot, when the bright sun
of normalcy beamed upon us and
when prosperity could find no corners to hide behind, education took its
share from the great national bonanza and no one ventured to question the statement, "No cost is too
great to provide a fitting education

en

—the

of its kind ever presented by
Bowdoin students featured the Glee
Club under the direction of Profesfirst

!

|

Of Broadcasts

—

in

sor Frederic E. TUIotson, the Band
directed by John T. Konecki '39 and for our children."
short addresses by Professor At hern
"Now," he continued, "the nationP. Daggett and William C. Hart '39. al income has shrunk." and the people
The entire program was under the are wondering if education is a "luxdirection of Harrison C. Lyseth '21, ury that can be dispensed with for all
Slate Agent for Secondary Educatior but a few. But Thomas Jefferson long
Highlight of the afternoon was ago answered the question for the
Professor Daggett's speech. He point- American people when he wrote, 'No
ed out that it was particularly grati- other sure foundation can be devised
fying to take part in a Maine Schools for the preservation of freedom and
On the Air broadcast because these happiness.' "
presentations make clear what is beProfessor Daggett was preceded on
ing done for the furtherance of Maine the program by William Hart '38,
education. Striking a warning note president of the Debating Club and
midway through his address he de- the Political Forum who enumerated
clared that intolerance, ignorance, the "Factors in the Make-up of the
and mass hysteria can only be con- College." Hart, quoting from Presiquered in the classroom. In our pres- dent Sills declared, "college is not
ent troubled economic life, we must merely a preparation for life, college
be careful not to lose sight of the is a part of life." He ridiculed the
importance of a good education.
popular belief that college is "the
"In the not remote past," said Dag(Continued on pas* 4)
i
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Class

l

Of '01 Honors Cloudman,

j

Athlete Ut (rreat DlStinCtlOn

£^£
%Zfi^*^J%
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«
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!

Armistice

—College holiday.

Day

10.45 a.m. Chapel Service, the
President presiding. The Roll of
Honor will be read and two

minutes of silence observed at
eleven o'clock.
10.00
ajn.
Cross
Country.
Freshmen vs. Wilton Academy!
Saturday, Nov. IS - 2.00 p.m.
Football; Tufts at Whittier
Field.

Tufts alumni reception after
the game, Moulton Union.
Sunday, Nov. IS - 5 o'clock Chapel. Dean Vaughn Dabney, D.D.,
of the Andover-Newton Theological Seminary.

Maaday. November U - 8.15 pjn.
Reading by Robert Frost, on
the Annie Talbot Cole lectureship.

wm

-

"™n
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,

"

,

™' and Artemus Edwin Weather-

|

tury.
Not only was Cloudman out- broad jump, and hammer throw, placstanding on the athletic fields of his ed in the shot put and high jump.
Cloudman continued his outstandmany of his feats compare
more than favorably with those of ing achievements in athletics in his
sophomore year. He set the present
today,
The State record books still carry, record for the 100-yard dash in a
Harry Cloudman's name, for his 100- trial heat that spring. It is said that
yard dash in the time of 9 4-5 sec- he finished the heat looking back at
onds in his sophomore year has never the field. He came back to run the
been bettered. The record has been finals in the same time. 9 4-5 secequalled but once by Howie Mostrum onds. Harry won the 220-yard dash
"26.
Outstanding as a track star. that same day in 22 3-5 seconds.
Harry also made a name for himself equalling the New England mark,
His ath- and also won the broad jump. He
in football and baseball.
jletic record is so outstanding that continued to star in football.
Again in his junior year. Cloudjit has never been equalled at Bow-;
.doin and seldom duplicated anywhere man played guard and tackle on the
football team with distinction.
else.
But
Cloudman entered Bowdoin in the, his greatest successes were still in
fall of 1897 and in that fall made the track.
In a meet at Boston College
the
varfootball team. He played on
he took the baton from the lead-off
(Coatianed on pas* 4)
isity baseball team in the spring and
'

.

day, but

',

I

'

'

j

— Hale.

1910
'

,

|

Following is a list of the former
Rhodes Scholars from Bowdoin resid** 1 * of the State of Maine)
1904— Porter, D. R.—Trinity— History
(

j

;

;

J
°ee -

{

!

1911— Kern.
1913—Crosby,
1916r-Coffin.

—Trinity— Law

E.— Trinity— History

L H.—Trinity—Law

R

P.

T—Trinity— Eng-

lish

•

•

R.
E.

>

|

j
'

1917— Tut tie. N. -Trinity—Chemistry
1919—Crockett, P. D.—Trinity— Economics

'

,

1922— Thomson, H.—Trinity—History
1923— Ham. E. B.— Trinity— French
1925— Leigh ton, L B.— Trinity —Clas-

MO

1

,

n
j

.

j

goo

1930_

s»«n

r>

pettemw

\i

•Trinity—Law
J.

English

|
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GOING DOWN J
EXPRESS CAJ*»

Riehard H. Abbott 40

_

i

ff
LM

Plarz '40

J.

Higgins '19 introducing the

i

'

WATWWAt. AC»««Tie»«e •»

He

Sigma Na

J

'

MniUNtU mm

health.

111

of the

Fraternity.

ed in
Here at Bowdotn ming

just as bad.

Assistant Managers

H. Hunt, Jr. '40

was a member

'

i ,

^B

We

Pisrson C. Irwin '39

Guy

'

year, because of

(Continual from pas* 1)
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the University of Vermont this

the

man to graduate without a knowledge of even the elements Iowil
of •konojnies or of the struct k re und functions of the
e^vernmenisl^ Resident Arthur a. Hauch «f
"'' s
University of Maine. President
under Which he lives.
Kenneth C. M. Sills. John W. Thomas
18 of the Music Department at Colby
.
.
„
„, ,
hesitate to suggest another required course at Bowdoin,j a nd Harrison c. Lyseth 21 of the
s u> .Department of Education led
for the demand seems to be for a wider choice Ul
of free deceives.
singing.
Music was furnished
Yet an elementary knowledge of both economics and goverwnnt during the meal by the Simpson
Memorial Sound System.
At the
Nt)
l»«uli^mtorx:thebarcrmmnuunf tntelhoeritam.
"•
ne time a luncheon, of which Mrs.
BsVatttr What a man s WOtk IS, he has
Donald C v White of the Society of
BBW " Wom «'"
chmr**' was
of his government. Our
to understand the problems
"J***
r
7 i-m
served for the ladies rti the Moulton
does not even provide the necessary mimaium
uaioa.

Sub-Editor*
David W. D. Wckson 41 John C. Evans '41
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Harry H. Cloudman '01, was dedicatits position between the 'swimpool and die gymnasium.
iehe only requirement in this direction is that of ©ne course *n eithThe Alumni Lvujcheon was held at
govetnnstiit or economics. Under the present plan* it is possible 1*00 o'clock in the gymnasium, Don-

turn to the colleges the situation

J.

IIS

.The Orient la behair

CoUtkb extends It* deepest sympathy lathe taaatlv of Richard A.
Pw»» fwmettr of the Clam of

And when we

dent for his duties as a voter remains a mystery.

Leonard

MANY ALUMNI RETURN
•FOR HOMECOMING DAY

our secondary schools no integrated series of
'required courses (say, one course a year) aimed ast fitting the stu

EatftMhbed imi
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however, there seems to be no orgamzed plan for such

training.
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WANT THE THAT'S PRINCE ALBERT, MR. GREEN,
JOE,
SAME T09ACC0 THAT ANP JUDGING FROM WHAT OTHER

No. 16

1888

9,

I

MAN

MORE MUSIC FOR BOWDOIN

I

I

ways to

Professor Tillotson simply can't stop thinking of

His

he took the glee club in hand, and made of

can take

it

an organization which

New

The

England.

impressive

enjoy the best that the
is

The Simpson sound

has to otfer.

field

but another result of his

efforts.

Through

sys-

his co-operation,

the band has become an organization of which the college can be
justly proud, for

it

compared favorably even with the

R.O.T.C. band from the University of Maine

Now,
field

THROUSrf EXPERIMENTING.
GNE ME PRINCE ALBERT FOR EXTRA-MILD,
YET TASTY SMOKING, AND FOR CAKING
UP A PIPE SMOOTH ANP SWEET/
I'M

all

es,

Instructors will visit the

with any students so

campus once

He announced

a

week

m

iB a

may

who

know

little
is

to hold class

CoMlUI".

>**>• S.

J.RtmaMt Tsetse*

CE ALBERT

fine

interest in painting, sculpture, or arch-

up

as

amateur music

or nothing about

and -what

and the opportunity
fit

is

it

usually have definite

not good music. This plan

is

a val-

is

who are
college or who

especially valuable to those

music courses into their schedule at

do not wish the

it

will ever get in

Simply because

it

can take more awe and

its

normal

lifetime. It

must

service.

Exhaustive testing of Bell System apparatus

is

one

reason you can depend on yonr telephone always.

^4>

Cm.

2

pipeful* of fragrant tobacco in

technical

I

•very 2-oz.tin of Princo Albert

Sv( KE

B.iLL

ML and

afl

day Sur

TJUPHONE SYSTEM

and mu-

critics,

uable opportunity for such persons to gain some knowledge in the

not able to

all these laboratory tortures?

'

be compared with economics and politics in that persons

really

and dropped

by machines.

be ready to give you the best possible telephone

THE NATIONAL

who have little

opinions of what

field,

Why

ever tmakmd, return Ike pocket tin with tbe rest of
the tnbe cr o ia it to aa al any time eitbre a month
froea t laeaW l o.aaJwowitt Mf nae f-Mll aM b e n price,
ptos poetace. Sigotd) R. J. Reynohk Tobacco Co..
Winston-Salem, North Carolina

this

one of the most popular of the

is

itecture, often set themselves
sic

talking .

desiring,- in piano, cello, violin, organ, brass

In our opinion, music

People

.

telephone. Other telephones

your telephone must prove

w iea, U iaiaat at— fbacco

instruments, and singing.

arts.

into their cradles

n raacajvrT rvomi «f Mac. asm*. * r«a
yoa

ooat Sad lub

week that plans have been completed for classes in instrument and
voice.

new type

are being frozen, steamed, baketl, lifted

abase than
•sx

students.

talking into this

at Bell Tele. .

well-drilled

Professor Tillotson takes a further step in making the

of music familiar ground for

mouth

phone Laboratories keeps talking

JUST

Saturday.

last

for your benefit

Relentlessly a mechanical

of ar-

list

in concerts here is also the result of

which have appeared

Professor Tillotson's desire to give the students the opportunity to

tem

. . .

throughout the eastern states and compete with glee

trips

clubs from any college in
tists

and

Next

of them courses for students really interested in music.

make

A9 THAT

step after

first

to take the music courses out of the "pipe" class

was

of 1936

SMOKERS SAV, VDU'RE IN FOR
PLENTY OF M1LP, TASTY SMOKI

TOBACCO AS FRAGRANT

in-

Bowdoin or of way s for students to encoming to the college in the fall

crease interest in music at

joy that art.

JUST BOUGHT.

PONT KNOW HOW
EVER /VMSSEP A

knowledge of music that the department

offers.

YOUR BUSY LIFE
BOSTON TERSMR- A crots between the Ergliih bulldo.
and white English terrier, but this senile, lovable house
is strictly ao American product. Pint bred in Boston
years agu. Once called tbe "Roundhead," today
be is known as the "American Gentleman" of dog uom.

LETS

DOWN THE BARS

TO NERVE STRAIN

HE'S GIVING HIS
NERVES A REST.

pet

tome 60

In connection with this plan for instruction, a series of student recitals will be arranged giving opportunity for some of the

more

proficient musicians in the college to play before

The Opportunity

offered

by

an audience.

this series will certainly act as

an

in-

centive toward greater interest in music at the college.

Music certainly deserves a high place in a liberal arts college,
and a man who knows nothing of music has neglected a field which
can be of great value to him in life, as a hobby if for no other reason. Any steps which are taken to malce instruction in music more
available to students deserve the highest

commendation.
R.

W.

S.

ARE

THE HECESSART MINIMUM
With

the tabulation of votes today, another political cam-

paign has come to a close. For weeks the voters in every state except

Maine have been subjected

political salesmanship.

to

all

They have been

kinds of campaigning and
forced to

make

choices

on

candidates and issues that confusingly cut across party lines. Fur-

thermore, they have had to make decisions

on

policies

these busy, trying days for you
yourself, at day's end,
nerve-weary? Take a moment

JL\ Do you and
irritable,

—study the dog above. He's resting his
nerve*. Even in the midst of strenuous
action he will stop, relax. The dog docs
that iuitiuctiveiy, though his nerves are
complex, high-keyed like our own.

We, trained for the intense contest of
modern life, are likely to ignore the dis-

and compli-

cated amendments, and even, in the notable example of

New York,

cm a wholesale revision of a state constitution. All of which brings
up the question of how adequately the average voter is fitted to
pick his way intelligently through this maze of candidates, issues,
and ideas.
The haphazardness with which candidates are chosen and the
lack of understanding of issues are too patent to require more than
mere mention. The complicated problems, both governmental and
economic, which confront the democratic state today demand expert knowledge for tHeir comprehension. Nevertheless,

say that the majority of the voters do not

know even

it is

safe to

the funda-

mentals of these problems.

Perhaps the greatesttask of a democracy
its electorate

sions.

to understand

Thomas

its

is

the education of

problems and make intelligent deci-

Jefferson appreciated this necessity

when he

called

education one of the two "hooks" on which republican government
depends.

We have always heard much about school and college be-

ing a training for citizenship. In the whole system of American

ssssssssstts.

Smokers

MMaawajaSjaM

find

GimeFs

CQstlier
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Tobaccos are

SOOTHING TO THE NERVES
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Clean Play And Revived Spirit
Feature Bowdoin-Maine

Game

A

Two P.M. Saturday
Cloud
to the game. Tkt boom populadappled blue above, perfectly groom- tion of tree percher* iadteatsd thai
ed greensward below, solid human
wall of 11.090 rectangled around
free bird's eye views o4
Eleven
white helmets,
gleaming
eleven deep blue jerseys, eleven pairs
The battle of band* provided an
of blue-striped golden pants denoting interesting sidelight. Maestro K*a>
the Mack Bear invaders from Orono ecki's outfit injecting a real
south across Whittier Field lata the general color by dunking off
were eleven black and white head- the appropriate "The Bear went over
gears, eleven natty white jerseys, the Mountain" during, DewdoaVe
eleven pairs of shimmering silver ond half Jfi*h>lina The huge
pants distinguishing the Polar Bear
nalta
hosts of Bowdoin. Such was the brilaa it sahited the
liant setting as Bowdoin prepared to' with "Bowdoin
kick-off to Maine at the opening of the Maine kegbneds with the "Stem
what was to prove one of the most Song" during intermission. Par the
colorful,
soul-stirring,
roost first time in the mem ory of the oldand
sportsmanlike contests in this great eat inhabitant, the field appearance
series.
of the Bowdoin band compared) favorAny doubts as to Bowdoin's vocal .ably with the uniformity of Manse's
T. C. attire, and its muastina
hacking of her team were resounding* *•
.

.

.

.

.

Gains At Least
Tie For State Series Grid Championship

Bowdoin Beats Maine

1 3-6;

.

KARSOKAS HEADS TWO
TOUCHDOWN MARCHES

,

:

.

.

.

Main* Threatens With Drew
Passing But Fifiekft
Checks Aerials

1

(CooUmmc {ram P*M

i

J

I

.

©

ly dispelled early in the first quarter.

'

«Wp was

active evidence of

th*>

in>

fumble gave the provemeat in this organisation that
Bricemen their first chance to roam, >«**• Maine introduced two novelties
the Bowdoin "promised land." With|»a*o the Jptermisaton by having i*»J
Maine hoMiig a second down on the cheer leaders accompany the band in
Bowdoin 16. the Maine stands rose in 'psying thaw respects to the Ba wdain
But supporter* and by displaying the'lata concerted touchdown chant.
the Bnwdoinites led by George Ware est in a long line of "Bananas," the
and his mates roared equally spirited traditional black bear cub mascot
defiance, the first instance of a stir- The yell leaders, including two cor
ring cheering duel which was to en- eda were wholly acceptable, but the f
liven the contest throughout and re- 1912 polar bear still: packs more trapeatedly drown out Boyd Bartlett's ditional appeal than the animated (Cccrtany of Portland
Sunday T«l«sr*m>
Maine specimen
announcing.
Here Is a good example of how Benny Karwoka.«t ripped off the Maine tackle for plenty efi yardage Saturday. Kars*ok*s la going ever lor
Outshining every other faigMlgb* dpln's second touchdown from a couple of yards out. The blocking which ai ded Benny hi reaching the liae of scrimmage la atae evident in the
Bach Offense* Sparkle
The amazingly swift shifts in the of the afternoon, however, was the Melendy, 39, ha* Jus t nttlshed his chore on the touchdowa play, while an un identified Bowdoin man is taking Mallets. 2ft, oat of the play.
^^—
complexion of the. game gave both exemplary sportsmanship displayed
throughout the fray.
Every action
outfits splendid opportunities to disboth in the rooting sections and on
play their respective offensive wares.
As expected, Bowdoin was brilliant the field indicated the keen rivalry
on the ground; Maine equally potent between the two institutions but a
rivalry above anything off-color. The
By Dick Doyle
in the air during the first half. Bowtraditional sportsmanship at these
doin's first quarter march had all the
In a game which just about reached an ultimate in sustained, inspired
earmarks of the mighty B.B. (before coatests makes them sterling examfootball, and one which plumbed the emotional depths of the 11,000 fortu(Continued from Pas* 1)
ples of collegiate athletic competition
Bates! offense with Benny Karsokas
nate and faithful onlookers, to single out an individual hero of the BowdoinIf Tufts is to win, they must
at its beat The Bowdoin triumph win.
Maine game is difficult and perhaps unfair. Yet the magnificent ball-carryplaying one of the greatest games of
find a way to stop Andy Haldane
ing feats and fortitude of Benny Karsokas made such a deep impression on
his
superlative
ball-toting
career. was brilliantly won and hard won
Scoring 196 points and placing men the complexion
and, what is far greater, cleanly wan from crashing through the center of
of a game devoid of a dull moment that Bowdoin's Big Ben
barMaine's second quarter aerial
the line for those last precious yards in 13th, 31st. 40th. 53rd, and 54th became the man-of-the-minute, hour, and all-time in Bowdoin football. Alumfrom
a
clean
football
a
rage with Dana Drew's talented arm
for a first down or a score.
They positions respectively, Jack Magee's ni are making a place for Big Ben among the Farringtons. Cloudmans,
heaving the pigskin in spectacular
varsity
harriers
found
the competi- Kerns, Chapmans, Morrells, et al. Benny has been called everything from a
must ted a way to keep Benny Karfashion was aU that its pre-game resokas from tearing their line to tion too stiff in the New England In- bullet tp a spavined, crazy horse in an enthusiastic attempt by the press to
pute indicated. Bowdoin's complete
shrrdf and enjoying another field day tercollegiates Monday afternoon and, describe his inimitable style of running. It really beggars description.
throttling of the Pale Blue's passing
Rather than throw our humble little bit into the charming game of aplike last Saturday.
The boys from wound up in ninth position among
attempts in the second half, and
Massachusetts will have to stop Hank the fourteen squads who traveled the plying new and precise adjectives to the Karsokas technique, we thought
look at the pictures. In the photo appearing elsewhere in this
Maine's inability to hold "Benny the
Bonzagni from returning their punts four-mile Franklin Park. Boston, it better to
paper,
the arrested motion of Karsokas on his second touchdown dash does
Bullet" in check in the fourth stanza
and from sweeping the ends as he course. Bowdoin with its 196 points
the work of a dictionary. The poised, potential power of Benny's leg-drive,
told the story of the final outcome.
Trailing 18-13 at the half. Bow- has done with such success all sea- finished behind Maine, the winner, 90,
made possible by an on-rhe-toes, high-kneed, lengthy stride, is clearly eviF. D. capitalism had a big day as doin's Freshmen came back fighting «>"•
Bates 96, Tufts WO, Connecticut dent. Other views reveal the well-known fact that Benny runs with his
Tycoon Lid Talbot's hot-dog boys to score two touchdowns and defeat
Also Tufts must get Oak Melendy State 120, B.U. 136fe New Hampshire head as well as his legs, for they depict a Karsokas out maneuvering his opcanvassed the stands during play for a stubborn Ricker Classical team. 25- out of the play before he has time State 156, M.I.T. 159, and Rhode ponents by jockeying into position, coming almost to a complete standstill.
the first time this season. Also strik- 18, on Pickard Field Friday after- to throw any of his patented blocks, Island State 165. and was ahead of and then bursting away with amazing acceleration (or should we shy "horseing in the salesmanship picture was noon. An intercepted pass and a 30- the type he used to aid Benny in Mass State 222. Northeastern 243. power" ? )
Whatever animal they wish to call Karsokas. there ought to be some
the lucrative hawking (or scalping) yard run for a touchdown by Paul scoring the winning touchdown last Holy Cross 297, Colby 340,
and
nomenclature for the Bowdoin blockers. A glance to the right of the Karof those precious admission ducats Hazelton, Frosh canter, insured the Saturday. It's blocks like those that Springfield 348.
victory.
have made Mel the unsung hero ofl First man in for the White was sokas picture shows the prone figure of Oak Melendy. This jack and mas(white helmet
Bell scored Bowdoin's first touch- the team this year. If Tufts can do .Captain George Hal followed more ter of all athletic "trades" has just obliterated a Maine man
behind Melendy), and is viewing with satisfaction Benny's touchdown. On
Available for parents and guests st jdown on a pass from Martin after all this and keep whatever the Polar or Jess closely by Nik Hagstrom, Don the extreme left 29, Mallett, of Maine is apparently in the process of being
King's fumble of a punt had been re- Bears may throw at them in the way Bradeen, Jim Doufcleday, Omer McTHE INN
bits of interThese
two
telling
Bowdoin
blocker.
toppled by an unidentified
covered on Bicker's 10. King tied" up of forward, shovel and lateral passes, Duff, Lyn Martin* and Bob Watt. ference only call to mind the perfectly executed block by Ralph Howard on
tt Pleasant Street
the score shortly afterward with a they stand a pretty good chance to HH1 accidentally "^Spiked Hagstrom, the Melendypass interception. They also serve who only ran ana interfere:
Ample Parking Space
43 yard but Bowdoin tallied again is keep Bowdoin from scoring.
and the letter would* have finished
Also, if the Jumbo forward wall higher otherwise.
the second period. Marti* scoring
without leaving your residence
from the M-ynrd line after Belt's 33- can keep Mac Deaham and Johnny
In the freshman race Babcock and
SILVER PANTS AMONG THE GOLD:
Here's a chance to get some extra yard run and a 12-yard gaut on a Marble from spilling their plays that Tibbetts came in fourth and sixth reand dodging that ha* typified bjt» play as relief fee Boyd
cash this fall selling novelties at 50% pass to Hannigan. Perkins kicked the are supposed to go around the ends.
Legate alt season, Bank Bomaggi helped considerably In
spectively with the former missing
living
in
students
your
commission to
The Impewyinad
easing the untimely loss of Legate
point to give the Frosh a 13-6 lead and if they can keep Corey, Broe, third by inches. C.iellman, 37. Handormitory or fraternity. Send dime
revenue! of direction, which Hank parted off upoa finding
Ricker came back strong and a pass Howard. Loeman, and Webster on the son 44, and Johnson 59 were the" other
to Box 760, Buffalo, N. Y., to cover
his push Mocked with a five-yard lose Iwwhisj was a
tfrom King to Bubar was good for 13 other side of the scrimmage line, they frosh point-gatherers.
cost of mailing samples.
work of art
There ihim to be iiniiwitfitng to • Mntne
might score enough points to win.
The varsity race was won by Don
team which keeps the peeaanre on their up|iu n infii right
yards and a score. A 40-yard march Smith, U. of M. junior, who rollicked
up till the finish ... in many respects that happy faculty
la akin to the famous Yale spirit, which make* the most of
with King, Putnam and Ledger carry- home in the good time of 21:45 to
The two h a rdest tasks for a substiany opportunity
ing produced Ricker's final touch- become the first man to win the
tute: Haven Ftfleki's replacement of Karsokas, and Dick
down as Putnam battered his way event two years running. His runDyer's snhstttutton for Dan* Drew.
ning was largely responsible for his
over the

Mank Bonzagnis

;
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TUFTS SQUAD

j

SPORTS SIDELIGHTS

Varsity Cross

IS

Country Team

FINAL GRID FOE

Comes In 8th

Frosh Get 25-18
Win Over Ricker

:

|

|

,

!
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EARN MONEY
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goal line just as the half

team's success.

ended.

Bowdoin scored

the third period Bates had won only one game before
as Bell broke away for 33 yards on they knocked the Bears off the top.
a fake kick, Martin rounded left end Perhaps Tufts can do it too. It was
for 11, and Ferrini carried it over only two years ago that a comparfor the score. Hazelton's interception atively weak team came up from
in the final quarter and his touch- Medford and upset Bowdoin in the
finale. It can happen again this year,
down dash ended the scoring.
but that lesson learned at Bales was
The summary:
learned thoroughly.
Ricker
(18)

Bubar,

le

(25)

Bowdoin

Ruth, c
c, Laubenstein, Hazelton
Marston, Stowe, Morgan Livingstone. Thus, rg
lg, Georgitis
.

re,

It rt,

.

.

NICHOLS

ft

.

Holt,

Martin

Rockmart, Georgia

m

.

Coombs, Ferrini

fb.

Shute, Stearns, Corey, Broe, Dyer, 1 aemn n (tough, Geoge,
ebste r.
Cook, fihwr, Crocker and
,

W

a Class by

The Arrow New Trump

The COLLEGE BOOKSTORE

Itself!

takes alt

Why

campus honors

for smartness and durability.
it

The long-wearing

coUar, at tough as

it is, is

not get one of Robert Frost's Books and have

autographed while he

is

here November 14th?

always

and keeps smooth and fresh
all day long. New Trump, like its Arrow brothers,
is Sanforized-Shrunk . . . and Mitoga itflotraTlu
fit. It's one of Arrow's outstanding values at $2.

y.

gentle to your neck,

—

ARROW SHIRKS

"~

We have

F.

In stack

a

fall

Une

of Robert Frost's

Books

—

W. CHANDLER & SON

MORTON'S

NEWSSTAND^ £ & VS £^. ££

— CONFECTIONEBS —

march was

Drew

ALL Your

WELCOME STUDENTS
VISIT

THE NEW

Jarvis Restaurant and Tea
FIDELITY BUILDING

Room

PRINTING
We

have had long experience in
producing for Bowdoin men:

POSTERS
STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS
TICKETS
FRATERNITY FORMS
And Other
Ask

TJs

Printing

For Quotation*

for regular meals or for a snack at our

SODABAR

TheRecord Office
— Telephone —

— Luncheons from 35c to 75c —
We're open

off.

A

tricky paas

from

to Stearns to Reitz brought the
(Continued on pas* 4)

FOIST NATIONAL

Total

tlTMIt

naaefirtaa

Repeated air attacks with Drew
and Dyer on the passing end and
Stearns. Arbor, Szaniawski, Reitz,
Shute, and Thomas receiving made
the Pale Blue fighters until the very
end. Both stands were on edge as the
Black Bears made a wild, vain attempt to sqpre in the last minute.
Passes flew on all sides with a new
Bowdoin pass defense working to almost perfection. Dyer replaced Drew
in the closing minutes, and it was his
passing that kept the Bowdoin and
Maine rooters in continual frenzy
during the final minutes. The defensive work of Bowdoin's Haven Fifield
was outstanding. Replacing Karsokas
when the "Bullet" was injured, Fifield
stood out in the Polar Bear pass defense. Johnny Cartland. playing in a
substitute role, was also instrumental
in stopping the Maine air attack.
and Melendy
Bonzagni, Webster,
stood out also as the Polar Bears
initiated their new pass defense.
received
a
chances
Bowdoin's
startling setback at the opening of
the game when Bonzagni fumbled the
ball on his own 41-yard line. On the
first play the Orono outfit took the
ball to the 23 for a first down. Shute
snared a pass from Drew to put the
ball on the Bowdoin 19-yard line, and
Drew again took the lead as he
plunged off tackle for four more
yards. Turning again to the airways,
Drew hurled 3 short pass over center,
but Bonzagni atoned for his fumble
and picked off the forward on his own
iO-yard Une.

On

three success i\e plays the Big

White moved to the 20-yard line from
where Melendy punted his best kick
of the afternoon to the Maine 20-yard

their first scoring drive.

Bonzagni carried the ball to the
33-yard line after reversing his field

behind beautiful blocking.

down. Marble snared a pass on
the Maine 43 to give the Polar Bears
another first down, and Benny then
took the ball to the Maine 29. Two
plays failed to make good yardage,
so Benny plowed through the visitor's Hne to the five-yard line. Haldane was stopped, but Benny took
the ball to the 1-foot line and then
over for the score.
had break broke up the next
Maine passing threat after the Orono
outfit had advanced the ball to the
Bowdoin 34-yard line. Gerrish took
one out of the air and ran to the
Bowdoin 29 for a gain of fifty yards,
but a bad pass hit Bennett, the Maine
center, and the ball was turned over
to the Polar Bears on their own 34.
A had center, and consequently a
comparatively bad kick gave the Pale
Blue another scoring chance.

Draw carried the ball to the Bowdoin 49, and he threw a pass to Arbor

TONDREAU
tt

ii7fifi.fi**

G THAT'S GOOD
TO EAT

BETTER GRADES
With Lass Work

Allen's

Drug Store

Sounds impossible, but it can be done
M. C. Perkins, Mgr.
follow the Gunthrop Study
if you
Phone 775
Charts, a "streamlined" method of 14* Maine Street
efficient study.

This practical, tested

Paul K. Ntven, Bowdoin 1916
Printers of The Orient

The STUDENTS GUILD

SPECIAL
Walnut

Box

511,

8*n Diego, Cans.

Total Value
[Special

.tan*****

BROS. CO.

MAINE STREET

bite.

until 1 a.m.

an***

Haldane

hit the center, but it wasn't until he
shot a short shuffle pass to Karsokas
that the White was again on its way.
With the ball on the 44. Haldane hit
the center for a yard and another

•TUMNT PA

system win more than double the remits of your. work. Don't postpone
action. Write today for information.

S

gin.

BANK

of Brunawith, Maine
Capital,

'

After an evening's study, drop down for a

iawski snared a short pass for five
yards. However, the Bowdoin

more

Largest Lin* of Pipe* and Tobacco air defense tightened up and the ball
was turned over to the Polar Bears
In Tow*
on their own 34, for a minute anyTOILET ABTICLES
way; for Drew intercepted a paas
from Haldane and the Maine searing

Yes, We're Interested In

zagni had carried the ball for a fiveyard gain just previous to the wuistle
ending the Quarter, and he was
stopped for a loss of one yard on the
o pening play of the last stanza. So,
with third down and six yards to go
for a first down, Karsokas carried the
ball to. the four-yard line for a first
down. On the next play the "Bullet"
took the ball across. Oak Melendy
made his place Wck good to give the
PcJar Bears the lead by a 13-6 mar-

firat

l

at Once. Ledger, Ervin, rhb
lhb, Dyer, Bell
Putnam, Robbing, fb
COMPANY
.

.

ALL AMERICA PICKS ALL- AMEBIC A: bow is tk*
Hme for everyone to start thinking of thf various "allteams" which annually drug the American sports market.
Perhaps the founding father of football. Watte* Camp,
would turn ever in his grave anouM he see nis annua selections developing into a mania in which "laymen and experts" the country over choose anything from an AtoV America to an All-Swedish eleven. No com ple tely satis factory
and Just system fins been devised yet to determine the
esse** neat football players in the nation. We would ttke to
know the person who can even select an AH- Maine t n n
from a hot that Includes: Ksrsok ns, Daggett. Melendy. MuJr-

McNamee. Woodwardj qb

rhb.

.

—a

a

.

50 Asst. Designs with Envelopes $1.50
qb, Fisher, Hannigan
Finest Grade, * work of Art
$3.00 King, Osborne, lhb
desired.

.

.

.

Bickford, Clifford Hubbard, Mann, rt
It, Ford, Sides, Perkins
Tracy, Titcomb, re
le, Patterson. Woodsworth

Name inscribed en nana H
An Ideal Xmas Gift. Order

.

.

rg, Vaflades, Scott

BEAUTIFUL PERSONAL
CHRISTMAS CARDS

.

gave the Polar Bears their second
touchdown.
With a succession of line plunges
from Bonzagni to Marble
which netted sixteen yards, the ball
was on the Maine 10-yard line at the
opening of the fourth quarter. Bon-

hue. The Black Bears failed in their
the remark attempt to score a first down, so Drew
retaliated Melendy's kick with a punt
that finally stopped on the Bowdoin
17. Undaunted by being back on their
own heels, the Polar Bears started

is

about the "military" precision of the Maine huddle and the snappy shifts;
they say that Maine will always put on a good show, no matter what the
score
these smooth maneuvers are explained by the fact that Fred
Brice devotes most of his time working for play-execution, leaving
perhaps the crux of
the line almost in the entire charge of BUI Kenyon
an afternoon of many turning points was the fourth down off-tackle smash
by Karsokas late in the third period for the necessary four yards
we wonder if the annual interest and spirited team play between Bowdoin
and Maine could ever be equalled if Bowdoin followed the will of those who
want a breakaway from the State Series in favor of that ideal Little Four?

.

.

Stairs. Elliot,
Stultz, lg

THERE'S SOMETHING ABOUT A SOLDIER! Many

in

'

In

1)

started his off-tackle plunges. Injured
earlier in the game with a recurrence
of the leg ailment that has been bothering him since the Bates game,
Beany was taken out intermittently
during the game. He entered the
game with the ball on the 42-yard
line to lead the scoring attack that

j
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$2.10
$1.00
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FOUR

MID-WINTER CONCERT
The rejuvenated Bowdoin band

Dean

BOWDOIN-MAINE GAME

BAND WILL PRESENT

will

present a mid-winter concert of classical music February 21, 1939, according to John T. Konecki '39, student leader of the band.
There will be no contest between
the bands of the four Maine colleges
this year. Last year, the University
of Maine band was awarded first
place, Bowdoin being Judged fourth.
However, a tremendous change in the
character of Bowdoin's band has been
evident this fall. Spectators at Bowdoin football games have been dazzled
by the new uniforms which were paid
for with money earned by the band
itself. Many students listened to the
fine performance of the band on the
Bowdoin broadcast Sunday afternoon.
What was formerly a weak organization which barely survived to the
last football game has now become a
year-round activity, full of life. During the fall the band has been of a
military character, but after the
Tufts game, it will be a concert band.
There are several very capable musicians in the band who have had
experience in directing and arrang-

(ConUnuad from

Put

ball to the Bowdoin 26 from where
Arbor picked up four more yards.
Stearns took the spotlight again as
he received a pass on the three-yard
line setting up the play for Mallett to
plunge through center for the Score.
Dyer failed to make the kick.
A sustained Maine passing attack
again threatened the Polar Bears at
the opening of the second half, but
the White defense held. A long pass
from Drew to Shute put the ball on
the Bowdoin 28 with a first down.
Gerrish hit the center for four yards,
but the Pale Blue turned to the air
with the combination of Drew and
Shute taking the spotlight. The Polar
Bears took the ball on downs on their
own 23-yard line but on the second
play Haldane fumbled and gave the
Black Bears another chance. Thomas
nabbed a pass on the 24, but the Pale
Blue vainly decided to attempt a

place. kick for their points. However,
the ball was turned over to the Polar

Bears on their own

20.

A brief scoring drive started soon
after when Melendy intercepted a
pass on his own 35 and carried it to
the Maine 45 from where he lateraled
to Haldane who carried the ball to
ing.
the 35. However, a fifteen-yard penProspects for next year's band are alty put the ball again in midfield.
very bright as many of the present Melendy kicked out on the Maine 23
members are sophomores and fresh- and the Black Bears soon retaliated
men. The problem of finding a leader and set up the last Bowdoin scoring
is already solved since there are three
parade. Bonzagni caught the Maine
promising candidates for the position. kick on his own 30 and started the
march that ended with Karsokas go-

Bates-Colby Game Will
Decide Series Outcome

ing across for the final score of the

game.

A hard-charging Bowdoin line kept
game under the control of the
Big White until a misdirected center
pass put the Polar Bears back on
their own 20-yard line. Melendy kicked to his own 45 from where Drew
and Colby have one victory and one started another of his passing drives,
loss apiece, the winner of the Armis- but to no avail. The Bowdoin line
tice Day game will tie with the de- opened holes for Haldane and Karfending
champions,
the
Bowdoin sokas as they carried the ball to their
Polar Bears, who now lead with two own 47. However, Bonzagni fumbled
victories and one loss. *
on his 43. Passing started again, but
Of course it is possible that the Bonzagni stepped in and intercepted
Bob-cats and Mules might end up in one on his 24. With the final whistle
a tie and thus they would leave Bow- rapidly approaching, the Polar Bears
doin as the champions for the fourth tried to back the line, but were finally
consecutive year.
Colby is depend- forced to attempt a kick. The Maine
ing almost wholly on Johnny Daggett line rushed Melendy and the punt was
to continue his burst of high scor- blocked to be recovered by Maine
on
ing, and if Daggett continues the pace the
Bowdoin 23. A brief passing
Colby would rate as a slight favorite. charge, however, did no more
than
On the other hand if Bates plays the keep the stands in frenzied excitebrand of football displayed against
ment until the final whistle; for the
Bowdoin, the outcome might be regame ended with the ball in Bowdoin
versed.
hands with the score at 13-6
the

State series football fans will be
greatly interested in the outcome of
the Bates-Colby battle to be held Friday on Armistice Day. As both Bates

.

TUFTS CLUB OF MAINE

Stresses Alumni
Influence
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On
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that
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national

they.

no one can play a top notch
game of badminton after the age of
With the coming of Benny
25
Goodman to that swanky New York
hotel they added a Milk Bar. Must
Two good
indicate something
"Suez" and
offerings next week:
"Men With Wings." Don't miss the
latter: a techniclor masterpiece
The Student Council gym dance was
a great success. Another this week,
Jan Savitt and His Top
you know
Hatters, who look closer and closer
have recorded their
to Bowdoin,
City Jazz" in grand
"Quaker
theme
We've never seen Adam
style.
Walsh so happy or so excited as during and after the Maine game
Song of the week: "Who Blew Out

Dr. Leonard Carmichael, who was
recently installed as President of
Tufts College, will be guest of honor
at a reception to be given under the
auspices of the Tufts Clubs of Maine
immediately following the Bowdoin-

.

.

.

.

man ten yards behind his Amherst
foe and turned over a twenty yard

1)

WPA

.

.

The Honorable Ralph O. Brewster
who will enter upon his third
term as Representative of Maine's
Third Congressional District in the
National House of Representatives
'08,

BOWDOIN BROADCAST
PRESENTED BY WCSH

.

.

Century Sprint Mark

lead to his teammate.
That same
relay team defeated M. I. T. in the
B. A. A. games. At Worcester Cloudnext January, spoke at the second man won the 220 in the record time
of 22 1-6 seconds, as well as the 100Tufts football game Saturday after- meeting of the Political Forum held
last Thursday, November 3, in the yard dash and broad jump.
noon, November 12.
The reception
He played guard on an unbeaten
will take place in the main lounge In Moulton Union.
Mr. Brewster has just returned football team when a senior. Walter
the Moulton Union and President
Camp mentioned him in the season's
Carmichael and President Sills of from a Western tour of Republican review as the fastest running guard
Bowdoin will be in the receiving line. nominees, and gave a first hand dis- in America. The relay team that be
The informal tea and reception is cussion of the present campaign is- captained repeated the perfect recunder the general supervision of the sues. He attacked the Democrats for ord of the previous year; and at Worin their
Rev. William Dawes Veazie, who is taking advantage of the
cester he established a broad jump
the secretary-treasurer of the Tufts political campaign, and criticized Sec- record of 22 feet 4 inches.
In the
retary of State Hull for his reciprocal
Club of Maine.
State Meet that spring he again won
trade agreements. In connection with easily. He also found time
to earn
Donovan D. Lancaster, manager of trade, he asserted that
the United a letter in baseball.
Moulton Union commenting on the
States should have a more nationalThe late "Bud" Laferriere. a classreception said, "although receptions
istic attitude.
mate and great admirer of "Cloudy."
of this type are not pompous formal
Representative Brewster attacked suggested two years ago that same
affairs and on the surface do not seem
the present Social Security System on recognition should be accorded to
to be of great importance, they should
the grounds that revenue is inade- Cloudman, whose achievements in
be held in high esteem; for it is afquate to "pay as we go." He said that every branch of athletics were apfairs of this type that help cement the
as a substitute for the present Social parent even after the intervening
friendly relations betwen the two
Security System, a plan should be years. This suggestion has culminschools."
introduced similar to the Townsend ated in the award given Dr. CloudPlan, financed by a transaction tax. man last Saturday. The funds were
Mir. Brewster said that he believes raised by an invitation subscription
the New Deal is leading us toward of $1 from the men in college with
a totalitarian government. He stated "Cloudy" and "Bud." Dr. Cloudman,
that to prevent this, each United a Kappa Sig. is at present a pracStates citizen must preserve his ticing physician in Oklahoma City,

Concluding his talk, the Dean said,
"the most satisfying things a small
college can offer are these three: a
real and Justified sense of belonging,
a solidarity of friendliness and help.
(Continued from pas* 1)
fulness, and a close personal pride in
home of the pig-skin game and jitterthe achievement of fellow-members
bug swing dancing." He showed that
alive or dead.
"college is a business" having its
"Bowdoin, a small college which is problems,
victories
and
defeats.
both old and fortunate, can, in a pe- "Even the
competition element," he
culiar measure, offer these three satexplained, "is present in the college.
isfactions. Although she has not al- The
better student gets the better
ways been old, Bowdoin has in many scholarship and the
better job when
ways always been fortunate; fortu- he graduates."
,
nate in the sort of undergraduates
In between the speeches both the
she got, and in the kind of alumni
.
.
.
Glee Club and band gave several sethey became."
lections. The former's 85 members
The name?"
Glenn Miller in sang impressively and had no trouble
Portland tomorrow night. Worth a in handling difficult arrangements of
Rises
take-in ... A noted psychologist says such favorites as "Go Down Moses,"
that when we postpone a decision we "Keep to the Middle of the Road,"
(Continued from Pag* 1)
really make one ... In the past 2500 and "Brothers Sing On." The band
week end would break up the long years Spain has had more wars than played five numbers and while lta
stretch and be psychologically bene- any other country: 67% of the years "style was somewhat cramped" by
were spent in this occupation
the smallness of the hall, its music
ficial to all of us.
Perhaps through the co-ordinating Tufts has a notable building on i^s was well received over the abr. There
efforts of the College authorities, the campus called the Bamum Museum was a short pause between two of
Student jof Natural History, given by the
athletic
department,
the
the Glee Club's songs and at this time
Council, the White Key, the Student- famous "P. T." Contains the skeleton
the elephant "Jumbo"
It's al- five more people entered the hall
Faculty Union Board, the Masque and of
Gown and other undergraduate or- jmost time to start thinking of what swelling the audience to a grand to{looks like an unbeatable swimming
ganizations a good program could be
tal of 31.
team ... A science association reworked out to give a lively touch to
The program went on the air to
ports that blonde persons are more
a rather trying season.
likely to become bald than brunettes "Rise Sons of Bowdoin" and was for.

Holds

Still

Campaign With Forum

(Coatlnwd from Pas*

Recalling

to mind many famous
and cheering response Bowdoin
men of a century ago and
surpassed
had some- the distinctive legacy we have inherWe
Record ited from them, Dean Paul Nixon in
thing to cheer about too
his Alumni Day Chapel talk, expressof the week: Larry Clintoh's "Chant
Really ed a desire for a closer relationship
of the Jungle" for Victor.
Robert Donat between the past and the present
one not to pass up
Bowdoin College Tears of service in
in "The Citadel" did some mighty
an institution such as this, makes
fine acting,- Barbara Stanwyck in
"The Mad Miss Manton" today does one more" aware of the continuity of
some mighty poor acting. Let's have the college, stated Dean Nixon. A
more of Mr. Donat and such pictures perspective view of the college comThe broadcast from Memorial munity shows us that important a
Hall Sunday was excellent A long group as we may be, still far more
Bowdoin for the splendid work of important are those alumni whose
especially the loyalty and distinction have become a
everyone concerned
Week's pet gripe: Af- rare heritage to our college.
Glee Club
Dean Nixon also expressed hope
ter the result of the Maine game we
just couldn't get in the mood to think that we, the present Bowdoin ColQuote Gene Buck, head of lege, have not lost sight of the fact
of one
the American Society of Composers, that those alumni visiting us are still
Authors, and Publishers: "Swing is as much a part of our present body
the boll weevil of music. The jitter- as any undergraduate student. That
bug stuff is not only shaking the mor- lest we make them feel it is their
ale of the nation's youth, but is. Bowdoin as well as ours, we may in a
threatening the very life of the song few years, finding ourselves members
Tufts College
writing business."
of that same group, wonder why unhas an interest in the biological lab- dergraduates of that day fail to reSport
Harpswell
in
oratories
gard us as much Bowdoin men as
champion says

The

last week end hasn't been
really
in recent years.

Cloudman

Brewster Talks Over

WILL HOLD RECEPTION
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Musical Study Classes

SP'EAR AT
MONSTER GRID RALLY

To Start This Season

.

.

Oklahoma.

"rugged individualism."

(Continued (ram
(Continued from

Paw

11

there will be one each month in connection with the music course. There
is an opportunity for anyone in college to perform at subsequent recitals.
Mr. J. W. French, Jr., teaching fellow in French, is the director
of these recitals. Those who are interested in performing at the next
recital should see Mr. French as soon
as possible. The number of recitals
to be given this year will depend upon
the number of students who wish to
participate.

mally opened by a short introductory message from Mr. Lyseth. Tongue in cheek, he told the listeners of
WCSH and three other Maine stations of the Yankee network that the
auditorium was filled with alumni,
undergraduates and friends. In explanation it is believed many stayed

away from

the broadcast because of

Pac

1)

fray the costs. Philip S. Wilder of the
faculty was master of ceremonies,
and the speakers included: President

Governor Barrows, Congressman
Ralph O. Brewster, Brunswick Fire
Billy Edwards;
and former

Sills.

Chief

Emery 0. Beane
Dr. Frank Smith '12, and HarAshkenazy '38.
Students and Alumni asembled at

football captain Col.
'03,

old

Deke house after the various iniceremonies and banquets had
taken place at about 11.30 and
marched behind the Bowdoin band
down Maine street to the mall. Professor Frederic Tillotson gathered his
Glee Club from among the crowd,
and joined the band on the stand.
Speeches all keynoted the necessity of
the whole college backing the football team if there was to be complete
success on Saturday, and that it was
to be a test of the student morale.
Governor Barrows was naturally the
only one not to predict a Bowdoin
the

tiation

the misunderstanding that the hall victory.

had been wired

way

sound in such a

for

NOTICE

that only the participants could

be admitted.

CUMBERLAND

&

There will be a meeting of the
Outing Club this evening at 7.15
p.m. in the Assembly Room of the
Moulton Union. Moving pictures
of Winter Sports will be shown.

t VP
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Lewiston Post

with

American Legion

Shirley

—

Ralph Bellamy

Greyalso

ARMISTICE EVE BALL

Selected Short Subjects

Lhese action shots of
"Whizzer" White. famous Ail-American
show what it takes Ho be a
triple threat man.
.

football star.

.

November 11

Friday

Listen Darling

NOVEMBER

with

Bartholomew
Judy Garland

•''reddle

News

I
that's the

reason Chesterfield

stands out from the others

also

Comedy

Sound Act

Moo. • Tues.

Nov. 14

-

15

Suez

The

9P

different is

m

reason Chesterfield is
because it combines the

smoking qualities of the world's best

^

cigarette tobaccos in
It's

one

with

—

Tyrone Power
Loretta Young
Anaabella

B

A. T. O.

T. J.

DORMS
HOUSE

I

SHEEHY

TOM UNEHAN

WILLIAM C. HART
BILL OEOROITI8

T. D.

ZETA PSI

and

Hard and Soft Coals

world's best cigarette tobaccos

d

ATTENTION!

DYERS

PHONE

BRUNSWICK COAL & LUMBER

»

1

SEE ONE OF OUR AGENTS AT YOUR FRAT HOUSE OR DORM
HOUSE
ROLF STEVENS
SIGMA NU
DICK MERRILL
BETA HOUSE
JACK TUCKER
DEKE HOUSE
WILLIAM BARTON

BRUNSWICK CLEANERS

blend that can't be copied
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a

Dry

Fireplace

MORRELL

CO.

Fuel Oils

Wood

Lumber and Building Materials
A. B.
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Brunswick, Ms.

Sound Act

cigarette.

mild ripe home-grown
and aromatic Turkish, rolled in pure
cigarette paper... that makes Chest*
erfield a better cigarette for you to
smoke... milder and better-tasting.
. .

STUART * CLEMENT

Town

News

the right combination of these

tobaccos .
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» Rises »

By Richard E. Doyle
rpHK Red Cross banners are waving A,
on Maine Street; the standards

for financial assistance
at large.

And

from the pubBowdoin is

since

an important part of Brunswick,

it

behooves the college to join generous-

Red
Cross funds. In years past Bowdoin
has always set the 100 per cent mark
ly

in

as

its

the town's campaign for

FROST
5a»,tS"'MWW
W

w

army are

familiar symbols in the annual drive

lic

AY,

$35oinY

Small Increases Are
Given Others

of party lines in various fields, people
forget that there is a party war going

•The

1

on in poetry as well ... " thus Robert Frost, one of the greatest poets
of the day, began his lecture in Memorial Hall Monday night. He spoke
under the auspices of the Annie Talbot Cole lecture fund before a capacity audience.
President Kenneth C. M. Sills, introducing Mr. Frost, recalled when
Frost was last at Bowdoin it had been
the spring of 1927 when they had
listened to the radio reports of Lind-

spread of
Faculty.
ing, while the recent flood and hurThe recommended appropriation of
ricane disasters, striking close to the
for athletks is an increase of
general vicinity, should serve as out- $9,200
The
$200 over that of last year.
standing occasions for the good which
Christian Association has
Bowdoin
the American Red Cross does. Rally
received a $10 increase in its approround the flag?
priation while the Bowdoin Publishing Company has been granted an inbergh's flight. The President express
OHYING from the boiling pot of crease of $50 in its appropriation.
•^ controversy, that cauldron of
In last year's appropriation, the ed his regrets that Mr. Frost had not
campus pros and cons in which one's Publishing Company was given $300; been a more frequent visitor to the
fingers might easily be burned, we but expended $102.08, thus returning college. The President also mentioned
wish to make a suggestion, not to $197.92 to the funds of the Blanket that the College had bestowed an
argue. The coming Freshman-Soph- Tax Committee. This year, however, honorary degree oi ooctor of Literomore football game suggests the the Tax Committee has recommended ature on Frost in 1926.
Sprinkling his introductory speech
policy that the traditional rivalry that the Publishing Company's grant
with witty and caustic remarks, Mr.
between the two lower classes be ex- be $350.
tended to other fields of athletics. We
The Political Forum has been giv- Frost stated that he had "always had
do have a football game and a track en a $25 increase in its appropriation a hankering to get in the classical
meet every year, but how about a with a total grant of $125. The Rifle department and teach," but he had
regular schedule for competition at Club, with a recommended appropri- been turned down and since had
the end of each season of sport ? How ation of $225, has thus received a $25 watched such departments shrink
throughout the country as the years
about plugging those dull spots in increase over that of last year.
early winter and early spring with
The grant to the cheer leaders has passed. He went on to say that a
hockey games, basketball games, been cut to $25 for this year whereas good man in Latin differs from a
In a measure this it totaled $38 last year. Other than Latinist.
baseball, etc.?
policy' might be a return to the old dropping the appropriation
Continuing, he said that while he
to the
interclass activity, which has .been Camera Club and the decrease in the had been traveling he had thought
substituted by Bowdoin's athletic ex- grant to the cheer leaders, the only up several lectures about the "party
pansion.
But in the main only the other organization which sustained a lines" in poetry. The first controverlower classes would be concerned.
sy was as to the number of short
(Continued on pact I)
syllables between two long syllables:
Perhaps additional Frosh-Soph conone party maintains that there should
tests would hardly fit into Bowdoin's
be no more than one or two he is
already crowded athletic picture, but
of this party the other counter ata series of four or five might be
(Co«tinu*l on Fas* 4)
spread through the year. The series
could be enlivened nn -the Freshmen's
part perhaps by the setting of the
Twenty-five Bowdoin varsity footprice of victory at the cessation of
some freshman rule scch as cap- wear- ball players were named yesterday
ing.
This custom has prevailed at as recipients of the College "B" upon
Bates, provided the Freshmen won the close of the 1938 grid season. At
More than $80 has been donated
a certain football game, while cer- a meeting of the lettermen later,
by Bowdoin undergraduates for the
tain rules are lifted at Maine, if the Walter Loeman '40 was selected capgiving of Thanksgiving baskets to
Fresh win the annual trackmeet. Of tain of the team by a vote of the
needy families in the town of Brunscourse an extended class rivalry players.
wick, according to Richard E. Tukey,
might interfere with established BowThe gridmen who are to receive chairman of the fund campaign. This
doin tradition, but then we offer aththeir letters are: Denham, Howie, fund will make possible the donation
letic-competition as a possible' subCorey, Toney, Loeman, Sabastianski, of about 40 food baskets to needy
stitute to those who wish the temperJealous, Webster, Austin, Howard. families.
ing of this tradition.
Oshry, Griffith. Bass. Boulter, Broe,
The committee, headed by Tukey,
- r
Hanley. Marble, Cartland. Melendy, closed the drive this year last night.
IT seems as if too much cannot be Rowson. Haldane, Fifield, Karsokas, The food baskets will be made up by
•*•
the members of the committee this
said about music at Bowdoin, but Legate, and Bonzagni.
:

1

,

25 Gridmen Get
Bowdoin Letters

in

this

•*

diametrically different from Pitt's
in that it is hampered by out-moded
buildings, whose greatest value is
sentimental. The situation is usually
summed up neatly by those little
touchstones of campus opinion, appearing on the bulletin board "from
the Dean's Office," and urging that
the excess energy of Freshmen and
Sophomores
be
directed
toward
"picking Adams Hall apart, brick by
brick." or "storming Memorial Hall
is

cn masse and doing to

it

what

please."
-

Early Score Gives Bowdoin

1

Edge Over Jumbos On
Whittier Field

HENRY BONZAGNI,
KARSOKAS SCORE
Big White Gridmen In Good
Form As Walsh's 4th
Season Ends

will

fall,

By Bud Steven*
Climaxing the most successful
son under the four-year tutelage of
Adam Walsh, Bowdoin's 1938 Polar
Bear football eleven scored a 19-6
victory over Lew Manley's Tufts
'Jumbos on Whittier Field last Saturday. Scoring two touchdowns in the
first stanza, the Big White got the
jump to stay for the remainder of
the game. Senior Benny Karsokas
'and sophomore Hank Bonzagni led
the scoring attack for the Bears as

com-

i

night with the
i use Us
State
movies of the
scheduled. The
and Williams gar
slM
will
be
in the Moulton
pictures
Union, commencir |tt 6.45 p.m. under the auspices ofvthe Moulton Union Student Faculty Board.

j

!

,

|

The other games n which the Polar
Bears played this piat season will be

shown on December 3 and December
The Colby game and the Bates
10.
game, two importa|lt games in the
State Series, will tit shown on Saturday, December 3r§ while the Maine
game and the Tufp game will be
(Continnad of Pm» 4)

the Bowdoin outfit annexed
of th? current season.

BONZAGNI OFF ON

YARD SPURT FOR TOUCHDOWN

is pictured as be scampered off on a long run to score Saturday against the Tufts- Jumbo eleven on
Whittier Field. %'akeys, Tufts end. No. 47, is being blocked while Denham, No. 43, has his eye on Lerardi, No. 25, Tufts center, whom he cut
down to keep Boraagni's oath clear.
.,

about houses

Football

Team

Discussed By Alumni
On Last Friday

Bates Setback Deprives Team Of Sole Claim To Title;
Team Functions Smoothly In Defeating
Maine. In Homecoming Game

A conference of the faculty advisors and representatives of the alumni
of each fraternity was held here last
Friday night. The presidents of each
chapter were invited to attend the
second period of the conference. Mr.
Harold Lee Berry, a Trustee of the
college, was chairman of the meetaPhaW
The conference was for the DUTDOse

j

I

in the first half and once in the sec- in the season, saw his first real action
ond. The game featured the spectacu- since tiie Wesleyan game.
lar running of sophomore Hank BonLoeman. playing at left guard, was
zagni who broke loose early in the outstanding in
But 'twas only a temporary stall,
the center of the line
second half and ran. 63
For he arose xo conquer all.'
tuug "wtth Webster at center, white
.kick
formation
for
the
final
score
of Marble on right end made a brilliant
Substitute Bowdoin for Humpty
afternoon.
Bowdoin gained 273 finish to his first year of Varsity footin the above jingle, and
Dumpty
»
.-I
a. r .,* hintr ,„ e t -, B B *i „„,. ™u»h
»«.-*..
to State's 31 and piled ball. Seniors Rowson and Cartland.
past season's yards rushing
have a resume, of the

By Chick Ireland
"Humpty Dumpty sat on a wail,
Humpty Dumpty had a great fall.

ing.

|

;

!

Boyd W. Bart-

/

,

wet*

>

!

nents 44
under Adam Wa
£?f.
«V the Big On the following Saturday, tne
White gave every indication of an
continued on r«ce s»
unbeaten and untied record. It steamrollered Mass. State 32-0, came from
behind to defeat Wesleyan 27-13,
9
turned back a favored Williams club
fraternities.
14-0, and
plunged Waterville into
IN
There was also a discussion on gloom by blasting Colby's hopes 25scholarship and a committee, compos- 18.
Nine undergraduates, members of
ed of Dean Paul Nixon, Professor
Entering Lewiston for a game with
the freshman, sophomore, and junior
Morgan Cushing, and Mr. John Riley, Bates
on October 29 an mspired^Garwas appointed to consider providing a net team arose to heights it probably cIasgM wm de iver addresses on Mon .
cup to be given to the freshman del- will never reach again as it smashed day night, at 8.15 p.m. in the annual Alexander Prize Speaking Conegation ranking highest in scholarBowdoin's four-year winning streak
test
Memorial Hall. Professor
in
distribution on Mon- ship.
Arthur Chapman '39, manager, was week end for
and caused the greatest Maine Series Athern P. Daggett has announced.
awarded a manager's letter. Harry day- Startcd last V e&r when Bowdoin
Mr. Lyman Cousens spoke on fire upset in the past decade. When the
Dean Paul Nixon will be chairman
Houston '40 and William Fairclough students presented more than 40 food prevention. He'*aid that there is the smoke had cleared away, the hereto- of the contest. Judges for the affair
'40 were selected as co-managers forl^^ts to needy families in Bruna need for fire hazards to be eliminated, fore
Bowdoin varsity will be Mr. Edwin G. Walker '36, Mr.
conquering
wick, the fund has received the supand it was generally agreed that the found itself on the wrong end of a
next year. This is the first time that
Horace Hildreth "25, and Mr. Samthe undergraduate body and
lgtudenU cannot depend who „ on the 21-0 score, and dumb-founded fans
co-managers have been named for the port of
uel Ladd '29.
Student Council has sanctioned nigh , watchman
Field wondered
team. Both managers will make all the
Kenneth leaving Garcelon
The program is as iohows: "Last
tne campaign.
c M sulg
of next year's trips.
what Bowdoin would, do against
th<? new
Members of the student committee covering the payment of charges for Maine. They received their answer Defense" of Robert Emmet by David
include: Charles Edwards '41, Alpha
W. D. Dickson '41; "The Barker's
in the fraternities be- on the following Saturday, Alumni
room
and
board
IN
Delta Phi; Robert Russell '39, Chi
Speech from Volpone" of Ben Johnfore seniors are granted degrees. Day, when a Bowdoin team that
Psi; Robert HU1 '4Z Psi Ur*ilon; Wilre
&
^ discussion of) would not be discouraged by the pre- son by Edward C. Palmer '40; "PubOpinion" of W. J. Cameron by
how this rule should be interpreted vious week's setback completely lic
_
aff:!
st F A drew »
Robert S. Mullen '39 and Leonard J. Ion; Kenneth Stone '42, Theta Delta and it was decided that
Drew's passing andlf™
the frater- spiked Dana
j!
r*
V XL!!
or
fr
Cohen '39 are co-chairmen this year Chi; Walter Young '41. Delta Upsi°***
Continued ob Pace 3)
clinched a tie for the State title. 13-* J*
In '
|HuK
for the annual Red Cross drive. The lon; William Georgitis '42, Zeta Psi;
° by Frank G DavU 41:
Just for good measure it added the
Ivestive
Against Corry" of Henry
drive officially started last Saturday Francis R. Bliss '40. Kappa Sigma;
Tufts scalp this past Saturday and
Grattan by Arthur W. Wang '40.
when Dean Paul Nixon commended Richard E. Tukey "40, Beta Theta Pi;
wound up a successful season of six
the campaign in his address in chapel. Richard Mason '42, Sigma Nu; TheoAlso "Claudius and Cynthia" of
victories, no ties and one defeat.
The campaign will continue until dore Saba '42, Alpha Tau Omega;
Maurice Thompson by Fred J. DamTonight - 8.15 p.m. Sixth Simpson
In Mass. State Game
and Philip Young '40, Thorndike Club.
Thanksgiving.
brie '40; "The Congo"
of Vachel
Memorial Concert in the UnNever was the Polar Bear strength Lindsay by Edward O Biien '42;
ion: "First Cuckoo In Spring"
more apparent than in Mass. State "Micawber's Denunciation of Heep"
by Delius and
Third Symgame. Coach Walsh used two full from David Copperfield of Charles
teams and part of a third as Karso- Dickens by Charles Stepanian '41.
phony" by Brahms
advisors f
be "said"that The
of the advisor is with the undergraduates on the social and personal
side and not with the handling of
property and internal workings of the
ulty

j

i

With the opening whistle Bowdoin
its first scoring drive as the
Polar Bears marched from their own
39-yard line down to the Tufts 2-yard
line only to have the ball taken away
from them on downs. However, the
Bowdoin blockers hit hard and paved
the way for a thirty-one-yard run
by Bonzagni on the second play after they had been thwarted in their
first drive. Five plays later Karsokas

j

STUDENTS COMPETE

started

SPEAKING CONTEST

,

;

.

MULLEN, COHEN
RED CROSS DRIVE

substituting in the backfield, played
their last game under the colors of
the Big White, and Jealous saw his
last action, substituting at guard.

,

work

^^

1^^
^

came back and broke loose from his
own 46-yard line. What men he
couldn't outdistance were soon blocked
out as the Po!ar Bear linemen and
backs ran interference for the "Bullet."

^

Karsokas took the opening kick on
and ran it back to the 38. Benny picked up seven yards on his favorite plunge and Haldane hit the line
for the needed yardage for a first
down. Andy then took it through center to the Tufts 45 from where Bonzagni stepped back and threw a pass
to Haldane on the 34 for another
first down. Karsokas tried his hand at
passing, and Melendy took it on the
.28.
Haldane on the receiving end
again, aran outside on the 18 after
his 10

I

^

i

0? 222. !L?£ S?£

r

the.

(XMONG EVENTS

Dr. Kirby Page spoke under the world would function under the InMobilization
Plan which
auspices of B.C.A. to 75 students and dustrial
'

would make the democracy a
"Coming Changes in the World virtual dictatorship, and although this
Scene," last Sunday in the Moulton dictatorship would be supposed to
end at the end of the war, it would
Union.
Dr. Page stated that fascism is last for six months more and perthe most serious problem .acing the haps indefinitely. Dr. Page also stated
faculty

members on the

topic

of which

democratic world of todavl This problem is due largely to 'he Armistice
of 1918 which was intended to crush

liable to

war

Simpson Concert To
Feature Brahms,

'

Good Will Homes And Schools
Have Unique Bowdoin Tribute

November 18 . Chapel:
Professor M. A. Jeppesen introducing Brass Sextet playing

Friday,

men

break out in Democratic na-

Sophomore

Football

game

Fresh-

vs.

A unique tribute to Bowdoin Col- bronze tablets bearing prose and polege exists at the Good Will Homes etlcal quotations in tribute to trees,
and Schools in Hinckley, Maine. Back The Bowdoin Trail with the Bowin 1914, Walter P. Hinckley. Bowdoin doin Circle and the Bowdoin Bould'09 and then a teacher in the Good er is but one of many trails in the
Will High School, opened a trail in Good Will woods that have interestthe Good Will woods; it was named ing memorials and markers on them,
and furnish recreation and inspira'The Bowdoin Trail."
tion for the Good Will boys and girls.
In 1923. Mr. Hinckley, n<iw Super
Since their founding in 1889 by G.
intendent at Good Will, presented a

,

at Whittier

Field

tions.

November 19 - Chapel:
Dean Paul Nixon on "Number
10 Downing Street"

Hat urday.

Sunday, November 26 . Chapel:
President K. C. M. Sills
.Monday

,

November

Si

Chapel:

-

!

1

i

:

President K. C. M.
4.00 pan. Faculty
view of classes

Sills

Meeting— re*

Alexander
Prize
8.15
Speaking—Memorial Hall
Tucwday, Neveaaber xt - Chapel:
p.m.

j

|

j

Dr. Ashby
Wednesday. November SS

m

•

I

Chap-

President K. C.
Sills
12.30 p.m. - Thanksgiving Recess begins
el:

Monday. Noveaoher 21
I

College reopens

.

the Moulton Union. Undergraduates,
faculty and the public are invited to
attend as usual. The program will be

as follows:

Handel's "Largo"
2.00 p.m.

Dr. Page offered a long time prowhat has become of that Germany, he said. Tiie allied nations
their demands gram which he felt was the only way
b»,»
illuminated Polar Bear? A recent wanted peace.
Germany to bear. It to find relief. First, he said, economic
communication to the ORIENT sug- were too great for
'sheer desperation" problems must be solved. Monopolies
gested that the beast be better shown was. he claimed,
must be broken up and tariff walls
that finally put Hitler in power.
off at night or not at all. For the
Dr. Page w<>nt on to say that it and the system for the exchange of
time being the latter attitude has
to stop the Ger- goods must be revised. Next, empires
apparently been adopted. The? witty would be difficult
four pos- must be broken up. Dr. Page felt that
and pertinent letter to the editor mans now. mid he saw only
ways out. These are plans which India for instance, which is now on a
thought that the bear could be seen sible
demand that the Democratic Nations mandate system, should be changed
to better advantage
if
floodlights
were placed at each side of ihe ani- (1) have superior arms; <2) that the to commonwealth system like Cannations show that they are prepared ada. Thirdly, he stated, democratic
mal rather than having the one large
lamp lighting up the rear view. On to fight; (3) that the other nations nations must reduce their own armause a financial pressure in the form of ments as well as Germany's.
second thought, the problem of arboycott; or (4) that the basic
ranging the outlets for the lights, if a
Dr. Page concluded by saying that

L

(Continued on Pa*» 3)

|

is

causes for German militant force be
placed by the pine trees to each side
war now would be worse than peace
removed.
of the bear, is much more complicated
at any cost. He prophesied that if
than the mere hanging of a lamp on
Dr. Page stated that in the event there should be a war now. civilizawar the democratic nations of theltion would be entirely demolished.
the gymnasium wall.

,

kas, Legate, Melendy, Haldane. Row- Charles Redman '42 has not as yet seDelius
son, and Bonzagni behind a forward lected his topic.
Lendali B. Knight '41 is an alterwall featuring Captain Corey, Den
The sixth in the series of Simpson
ham, and Loeman scored four times fnate for the speaking contest
Concerts under the direction of Professor Frederic E. T. Tillotson will be
given at 8.15 p.m.. this evening in

Hall

:

that in the event of war, civil

••

i

Thursday, November 17 - Chapel:
Professor Wilmot B. Mitchell
8.15 p.m. Annual Freshman and
Sophomore Debate in Hubbard

,

WONDER
"

T ^'"^^^

(

Fascism Threat To Democracy
Says Dr. Kirby Page In Lecture

8.30 ajm.
I

bronze tablet bearing President William DeWitt Hyde's "The Offer of a
College." This tablet was placed on
a large boulder lying near the Bowdoin Trail, and the marker is known
as the "Bowdoin Boulder." President
Sills gave an address at the dedication of the "Bowdoin Boulder."
Then, in 1929, "The Bowdoin Circle" at the north end of tin; Bowdoin
Trail was dedicated. This Circle is
formed by pine trees, and it is one
hundred feet in diameter. On the
north edge of the circle is a stone
wall, and in it are embedded twelve

On

Hearing the
Spring

Symphony No.

;

Cuckoo

First

3 in

in

Delius

F

major.

Brahms

Allegro con brio

Andante j
Poco allegretto
Allegro

The seventh concert will be given
two weeks from tonight. T.iere will be
no concert next Wednesday because

W. Hinckley, the Good Will Homes of the Thanksgiving Vacation.
and Schools have helped more than
The Sound System will also be
twenty-five hundred boys and girU used for the following concerts next
w ho ware in need. Today dependent. Saturday at 10 p.m. and on Sunday at
neglected and underprivileged boys 3
pm
and girls are more numerous than n.b.c\ Symphony— Arturo Toaeaalai
ever, and the Good Will Homes and
Saturday 10 p.m.
Schools, privately supported by be-i 0verture to Mw, rred .... Schumann
nevolent friends, is continuing its Reformation Symphony No. 5,
foursquare training. In 1927, Bowdoin
Mendelssohn
CouVge gave the founder of Good Lm/e
aoltet>
from g,,,^
Will. Dr. George W. Hinckley, an
Berlioz
honorary Doctor of Divinity in rec- Two Dance* from W.litam THl.
'

:

.

\

ognition at his great humanitarianism.

^

g^^

Rossini
I

tCuaUniMd «a

%

MIHM

final

Haldane's line bucks and Melendy's
outstanding blocking together with
the speed and passing ability of Karjsokas and Bonzagni gave the Bowdoin
rooters a glorious last look at the
1938 version of the Polar Bear gridmen. Denham playing on the left
wing for the White, stood out on the
defense as well as on the offense as
he turned in his best performance oi
the season. It was the passing combination of Bonzagni to Denham that
netted most of the yardage via the
airlanes. Going straight through from
• left
end to right end every man in
the starting forward wall can be
singled out
for excellence.
Corey.
Broe, Denham and Howard are the
seniors in the starting forward wall,
as is Hanley. who replaced Marble
on right end. Hanley. injured earlier
|

Scores Impressive
Record In Tying For State Title

Safety, Financial Questions

fraternities. Professor

(Oourteay of Portl«n<l Sunday loleirranO

35-

Sophomore Hank Bonzagni, designated by arrow,

nt^J^Il^^ZJSL^!!
of having a general discussion on the

its

game

advisorsSalk

—

—

pictures,

-

r

week's
"Life" given Pittsburgh's "Cathedral of Learning" indicates that this
colossus of classrooms hardly solves
the housing problem any better than
Bowdoin's buildings do. Apparently
the Pitt skyscraper, vying for importance with the "Dream Backfield," serves as an incongruous and
uncompleted background for the, pursuit of learning. Bowdoin's problem
publicity

IN YEAR'S FINALE

showing of the
ing the Bow-

first

moving

doin football team
mence on Sat

STUDENTS GIVE $90
FOR FOOD BASKETS

fpHAT

1 9-6

Scheduled fer Weeks
During Dfecember

j

-

bowdoin downs tufts

Held Undejf StudentFaculty feoard

By Jack Kinnard
While everyone is worried about

and annually has hit close to,
$12 701 12 by the Blanket Tax Comnot achieved the perfect figures. mit'tee for the year 1938 to 1938, an
The worthiness of our most wide- increase of approximately $350 over
the
charities Toes without say- last year, have been approved by

Though it may be a far
cry from those popular productions
of Princeton's Triangle Club and
Pennsylvania's Mask and Wig, "Take
It Away" is at least a step in that
direction. We won't be so bold as to
predict that any of Mr. Brown's music will reach Tin Pan Alley, but we
do understand that portions of it
may be used by the Polar Bears in
outside engagements.

NO. 17

Hall Appearance

if

possibilities.

1988

ATHLETIC GRANT
FIRST TW0»ME
INCREASED $200 New England Poet Heartily
GAMES THIS WEEK
Memorial
Received
At
Camera Club Gets No Aid;
Other Games oj Past Season

tions,

that musical-comedy "Take Jt Away,"
with music by Bill Brown, has great

16,

FRIDAY AT WHITTIER

To Be

First Public Stowing;

GIVES LECTURE

goal for individual contribu-

•

NOVEMBER

BLANKET TAX GRANTS
FOR YEAR APPROVED "SiXb
BY COLLEGE FACULTY

The Sun

•*•

ORIENT

BRUNSWICK, MAINE,

(68th Year)

of America's most popular
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James
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E. Tracy. Jr. '39
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MaajMflnjr Editor*

Richard E. Doyle '40
Richard W. Sullivan,

George M. Stevens. Jr. '10
Richard E. Tukey '40

'

Jr. '40

AwhUat
Requa

Frtilip E.

James H. Cupit.

'40

Managing Editor*
John G. Wheelock, 3rd

'40

E. Harold Pottle. Jr. '41
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President Cairo ichad
f
7\*1
Honored After

m
Game

I
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President Leonard Carmiehaei of
Tufts College was honored Saturday
afternoon at a tea and reception in
the
Moulton Union following the

Bowdoin-Tufts

game

football

i

|

Among

those in the receiving line
were President and Mrs. Kenneth C.
M. Sills, President Carmichael, and
Dean Frank E. Wren of Tufts Col'ege

and Mrs. Wren.

SEE BOTH
OF US?

and the benefits re-

concerned.

m&am\t

1)

accounts in

their

"Diplomacy of the Balkan Wars,
and 1913" is the title of Profes-

Amy*

19 i 2

j^k

IV

^

j
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sought to get a well-rounded expression of opinion from each of the frateraMifi*.
Helmreich, professor of history- and
The undergraduates have come through The faculty advisors and alumni government here at Bowdoin. not onadvisors present were:
Document
ly consulted The Great
under fire with frequent letters of comment, and during the past
Alpha Delta Phi: Mr. John W. Ril- Collections, numerous memoirs, bioggreatbeen
have
Wilder.
Orient
ey,
Philip
S.
the
of
Mr.
policies
editorial
years
the
couple of
raphies and mimeographs for fact*

,~ *Lj
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WANT TO THANK
YOUR PAP ALL
OVER AGAIN FOR

OH,

INTROPUCING ME
TO PRINCE ALBERT.

CHANGEPMY

ONE

MIND ABOUT
THAT CHAP

TEASING

'l

RA. HAS BEEN

P.

A.

NOW

I

SMOKER!
WELL,

My

ED,T

YOU'RE

THE

I'VE

I

NOT AT ALL 1 A FELLOW WHO APPRECIATES
PRINCE ALBERT RATES AS HIGH WITH ME
AS THE MAN WHO INTRODUCE*? HIM TO IT
.

WHO'S

ALREAPy

eral years

the readers of the paper.

J

j

\

j

j

'

j

ly

enhanced by

The

lege.

ever-increasing position in the

its

point

is

body has

that the student

that the columns of the

Orient

Chi Psi: Mr. Glenn Mclntire.

of the Col-

life

on which the book is based, but he alLee Berry. so collected material from the Vienna

Psi UpsUon: Mr. Harold

recognized Professor Nathaniel Kendrick.

finally

Kappa

Delta

are open to them as well as to the

War

Archives, on personal interviews

Epsilon: President K. with

many

statesmen

who were

\

|

I'M GLAD
STARTED IN WITH A GRAND
TOBACCO. PRINCE ALBERT PACKS RIGHT
FOR COOLER, MELLOWER SMOKING- IT'S
THAT SPECIAL CUT! THERE'S NO OTHER.

in

I

Mr. Herbert L. Swett, power during the period, and frdm
staff of the paper.
Professor Noel C. Little.
the little known report of the BulCni: Professor Wilmot garian Parlimentary Commission of
Theta
Delta
Unfortunately, however, the other readers of the paper have
C.

M.

SiHs,

Mitchell.

not done their share in keeping the
College

This other

life.

much

contributed

in the

half,

way

Orient an

j

active part of the

of letters to the paper.

Earle Richardson, Dean Paul

I

W. Brown.
Mr. Lyman A. Cousens,

Nixon, Professor F.

T«ay be

It

Inquiry of 1918.

Zeta Psi:

SIMPSON CONCERT IN
UNION TONIGHT
Xfw York

liam K. Hall.

aware that our columns are as much open to them

as they are to

Kappa Sigma:

Donovan

Mr.

Philharmonic

All Wagner program:
Beta Theta Pi: Mr. John W. TarMr. William S. Linnell, Professor Overture to Rienal
Venusberg music from Taimhaeuser
Morrell.
Prelude
and Finale from Tristan and
from our out-of -College readers.
Isolde
Professor Orren C. Hormell.
Alpha Tau Omega: Mr. Harold E. Ride of the Valkyries
The vast importance and influence of the alumni in relation

Orient

nity to express the

to the affairs of the College

was

Boyd Bartlett.
Sigma Nu: Mr. Allen E.

Edward

Healey, Professor
mond, Dr. Gross.

shown during the week

definitely

Oerricfct. isss. B. J. twsrtsi

bell,

policy in respect to letters of opinion

C.

Ham-

If

you don't find it the mellowest, tastiest pipe tobacco you ever smoked, return the pocket tin
with the rest of the tobacco in it to us at any
time within a month from this date, and w# will
refund full purchase price, phis postage.
C Signmd ) R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company,
Winston -Sajera. North Carolina

John Barbirolli
Sunday, 3 p.m.

D.

Lancaster.

us take this opportu-

if this is the case, let

SMOKE 2« nMGIANT MPEFUtS of Prince Albert.
R*: //

(Continued from Pane 1)

that the majority of alumni and parent subscribers are totally un- Professor Morgan Cushing, Mr. Wil-

the undergraduates,

TOBACCO UKE RA.

Delta Upsilon: Mr. William H. Far-!
rar, Dr.

almost equal in numbers, has not

Trtinm o..

THE NATIONAL

Prince Albert

Siegfried Idyll

JOY SMUKfc

50

pipeful* of fragrant tobacco in

•very 2-oz.

tin of Prince

Albert

Excerpts from Die Meisterslnger

end of the Maine game when the seats for the game were portioned
out

—

in

cases the alumni receiving precedent over the un-

many

Do

dergraduates.

not misunderstand us; for

the merits or demerits of this policy,

we

we

YOUR WlLL-mWEft

Having

position of the alumni in the eyes of the College officials.

that the alumni do have a definite place in the formation of

shown

College policies,

it

does seem too bad that these same alumni

haven't interceded *n our discussions expressing their views

BEAGLE HOUND

on the

English fox-hound in miniaSolid and big for hi*
inches, true beagle has the

To name

a

list

of problems that have

come up before the

The

point

which we would

that there have been problems,

is

like to

would

of for-

of hounds. U. S. standards
specify 15 inches maximum

height— any true hound color

The views

acceptable

the discussions that are current at the present time concerning this

Then

body.

there are the

cerning the recent Rising

former leaders

in

opinions that could be gathered con-

Day and Proc Night discussions from
The Orient has repeatedly

such movements.

stated the policy that through

to give

many

its

editorial

columns

it

of the pertinent problems to the school.

THE
times

To

any

get

on the topics suggested it is up to the students and the alumni
and parent readers. Since the alumni and undergraduates are recognized by the College as being closely united, let's have that same
If

G.

a desirable mixture.

AT HOME
Since that day
to exist,

life

last

who

M.

March when

are either "non-aryan" or merely

Let

let

jciirinerves ge^

up— light up a

•

mination push us on and on

past the

tobaccos are so soothing to the nerves.

—

.

.

.

Many

for reasons apparently

known only

bU

Network. 7.9«!P

BKNNY

Xing,

since Adolf Hitler s ascension to

is

power

students, approximately

now

devoting

itself,

this service has aided

90%

of

all

those

who

up a Camel"
In the heart of the Congo,

P.b.
7 30 pr0
.

Leila Denis

V

'

{left)

and her

explorer husband filmed
Universal Pictures' epic,

"Dark Rapture." Camels
were an important item in
Mrs. Denis' 42,000-tnilc
trek.

She

says:

"Such ven-

tures can be quite nerve
straining, but

630P,n

it's

my

ride

to pause frequently. I

8

up and

light

let

Up a Camel."

i

and;

some

relief... they

^Tyfj£-^
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that

is

nerves

'

rST.,**°PmU
the King
««1IAN -Hear Rowing
GOODM*"

God

to

to give

peat

,,_- America's
slc
*"notoffon,»«

have been

excellent students pursuing their courses there

that the International Student Service

up—light

T
ED DlB CA !*

unsym-

have not only been forced to give up their studies, but are finding:
it difficult even to maintain existence. It is to the relief of these)

2500 German

is instinctive with the
not so likely to break nerve

*Let

the Austrian republic ceased

of the regrettable consequences of this purging

numbers of

handicap. Don't

Learn to ease the strain occasionCamel! It's such a
pleasant, effective way to rest yoqr nerves
— a brief recess, mellow with the pleasure
ally.

of a Camel's mildness and ripe, rich taste.
Yes, no wonder smokers say Camel's costlier

J

large

he

hound

We

or Hitler.

One

tire

as the beagle

doing. That

We are

S.

forced into exile because they were not fortunate enough to have
sprung from thoroughly aryan stock and others have been shunted

camps

is

—

tension before it gets our nerves upset.
worry. Ambition and deterdrive on.

IN ALL LANDS

pathetic to certain aims of National Socialism.

off into prison

above

trlaxrt

They've learned, as millions have,

has been extremely unpleasant for that large group of

people in Austria

that way.

down

same vigor and enthusiasm mixed with

a more conservative and experienced element that certainly will

make

tinct

own, when the dog feds his nerves
settles

We

work

students and alumni

doesn't mean a thing in the life
of the dog. Although his complex, highLcyed nervous system closely resembles our

dog.

unity in attacking current problems through the channels of the

Orient Communications columns.

warning stage of nerve strain. Will-power
silences the instinct to... pause and rest.
Aj d yet jittery, ragged nerves are a dis-

frazzling pace of these fast-moving

merely seeks

action

together, there will be the

HIS

that can last in the chase. One
of the oldest breeds in history
-'dose to the original breed

and ones about

certainly be helpful in

hear from the alumni.

leaders of the Student Council

I.IVI.\I.

NERVES A REST....

long-wearing look of the hound

stu-

dents in the past years would be too lengthy and probably unnecessary.

HE**

ture.

subjects that are so important to our less experienced minds.

mer

MODERN HAZARD
TO YOUR XERYES

...THE

are not discussing

are merely pointing out the

(£r(fP- LIGHT UP A CAMEL

j

have;

Smokers and Camel's

Costlier
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Tobaccos are

on

Whittier Field here,
!

are you Y NOW OOhT TEASE,
SURE HE'S DAPPy! HE WANTS TO
ANXIOUS TO SEE YOU TOO. LISTEN

ing, and if it
sor Ernst christian Helmreich's new
or some other fraternity charge.
which win
off the press at
meeting also suggested raak- the end of this month. It is now being « survey here, as was done at ing published by the Harvard Univerfor sev- Amherst two years ago. on the costs sity Press as M0 of the Harvard Wafer a jpto« of * resident manager at torical studies.

HAU

THE OTHE&

all

know how much is owis for room and board

mm

Communications columns the Orient has

its

j.

'

negligent along this line,

realise that the services given

must keep

order so as to

.
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!

surprising that undergraduates greet the plan with ap-

ati

They
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Through

fine curl your lip. People not seen
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Dear Baffled:
The art of snubbing is a superb
one.
Do Just as you did only next

:

[
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-UJ.IJ

educationaJ vaj** of undergraduate exchange students

The

Richard H. Abbott 40

Jr. '40

CotUf

'

i
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Assistant .Ma#§gars

Hunt,

^

1
am ""bsequently irate over
P" *8 neglect.
(Signed Baffled "23 alias
William Frost '38
l
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Pierson C. Irwin '38
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done. I am afraid that Bowdoin did
uot «ou«P m< to meet such a situation
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Malm*

Itriniswlck,
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afd I
on a
had a suit I
im
j and
j a fnall
L. „
which students in Aocriq* institut
tatcMHto b«e**d
ve*fl At the c° rn,?r of
!ying to ,
ling the present academic year the
Dodge -and llu^flMrn streets, i sudof these persecuted Students in Amer!ran^ra*iSJfcefj5l^a80 flr a commumeroon from those who are
Corliss Poonian and her
denh
met
!one «« of college and turn back to
has been very successful. Many colleges and universities in New'
brother Paritem. childhood friends
-^
,.
t
i
ui
~~Mi
i
f ^- ««* t * jeir alma water for further wise whom I had not seen in twenty years,
England have found it possible to provide accommodations lor oae iwords The foHowing iB one
Corliss
and Paritem approached,
Among these, Amherst, Yak and Simmons most interesting of all the letters that recognition gleaming in their eyes,
or more students.
P
has
warm smi^s suffijgjpg <rieif counter!:id Benare each tak.ng two, while Colby, Smith, Mount ft
ance» their tutedT«**d«d tpbr4
Dear ^rsimmon
me. 1 must confess t.iat although I
flincton have tecured or are securing one each.
As}.* avjd reader of your column, think 9/ myself as a Bo»dpin alumail itself of this op- it has occurred to me (an old 'Bow- nns and a genttemaa
Bowdoin could not do otherwise than
I would not
doin alumnus) that your ever pres- greet a lady without lifting my hat.
portunity to contribute actively to this great public service. College m%
nor shako han*>< with thtm without
sais
<jtmrters
quoi.
might
be
free
tuition,
of
service to me taking off my glov*. ni say "Hello"
and living
authorities have agreed to provide
in confronting a dilemma which has without removing my cigar. Having
are being sought, for one Austrian refugee to be selected by Presi-- recently upset my whole social life. no other recoursr
I !u?ced Utiem with
The
problem
have
is
this:
The
other day a cold stare, ignored their greeting,
university
who
list
of
bnSJiant
students
dene Sifts from a large
and cut them dead, thus losing old
field.
in
their
honor*
their
And
high
achieved
with
already
_ a agar, wear- friendships as wejl as important busmary co-operation each of the fraternity houses has agreed to pro- jng a hat. gloyeg. and carrying a cane iness affiliations with the Poonian
The cane was in my right hand, as [Soft Couch Cp. Dear Persimmon
three
about
period
weeks.
of
hoard
for
free
a
vuk
well as a package containing five please tell me what I should have
j
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FROSH TACKLE

Polar Bears Beat Tufts

SOPHS FRIDAY
IN CLASS

On

19-6

GAME

Whittier Field
v

: £rt£r£Z&i. w*,
DOUBLEPAY LEAPS
J). U. «*•
._ ___,_, the h^ll in Bpwdoin's hands on the
_~
TlftR\T»* *+>•>* **•» *« down.
TO
#w INTERFRAT
« jm+t***** "
HaWaoe bit the center and carried

'Both Class Teams Prepare
This Week For Annual
Grid Classic
By David W.
reaches*

its

football season

traditional finale

on Fri-

ray afternoon at Whittler Field where
j

the powerful freshman squad tackles
j

a sophomore unit, especially organ-

Toppled but once
Linn Wells' yearlings rate

ized for this classic;.
this season.

j

j

the edge over their sophomore rivals

who

will he

handicapped as in years

past by a lack of team practice.

the ball to the 7. On the next play be
reached the 4-yard line but the Tuft*
forward wall
tightened
up and
stopped two bucks by Karsokas and
a pass by Bonzagni.
Back on their own 2-yard line, the
Jumbos gave the ball to Griffin who
punted out on his own 31. The Polar
Bears, having been stopped once, were
Paterson stepped in beoff again.
tween a Bowdoin pass, so Bonzagni
took the bail on second down and
bleday.
skirted right end, and with lyielendy
The first 10 finishers were 1. Dauthe other blockers paving the
bladay, P-U.; 2. Hill, A.T.O 3, Watt. ant)
way be scored the first touchdown.
Zete; 4, Bradeen, A-T.O.; 5. Tibbetts,
PeaI
"? he* Melendy, and blocked
D.U.; 6, McDuff.'Thorndike'; 7. CheJl-l w
for the extra point leavtng
man.' D.uTV Lineham.Tfcma Nu; 9.
the score at 6-0. However, the Bears
Martin, Sigma Nu; JO. Hanson, Beta
with Karsokas in the running position
Three runners from each house
ca/ne back six plays later to score

|

The
j

game will start at 2 p.m.
The frosh, boasting a

;

^

•

& ^k

heavy, yet

speedy, line operating in front of a

W

Leading the nejd over the three
and a half mile course in a new record time of 19 minutes 4 1/5 seconds.
Jim DoubJeday paced Delta Upsilon
to victory Thursday afternogn jn the
'annual Interfraternity Cross Country
race. The D.U. triumph broke the
recent reign of Alpha Tau Omega,
whose ate harrier, Captain George
Hill, also cracked the old mark as he
finished a -very close second to Dou-

DMuwb

D.

Tie 1938 Bowdoin

!

„ ..-,

.

i

galaxy of fleet backs, have enjoyed a
thoroughly successful season despite

composed a scoring team. The team

from their own 46. Griffin, the outscores, exclusive of Psi Upsilon. Delta
outfit, atKappa Epsilon. and Kappa Sigma, standing back for the Tufts
tempted to hit the line, but Loeman

customarily limited opportunities for

Opening against New Hampton Prep, the freshmen trimmed the
Granite Staters 28-0. Hebron Academy was next, and the finest Little
Green organization in years finally
Courtwy of Portlaad Sunday TcJacram
eked out a sensational 19-14 victory.
PRECISION AGAIN ACCOUNTS FOB NQTABLI GAIN
A perennially dangerous Phillips An- The sophomores will have the ver-i Hank Bonzagni,
second from the left, in crouched position, is snapped mm
house drive oil
dover outfit was deadlocked 14-14 in satility and power
he received the ball from center, feinted a pas* on a reverse to Haldane.
yearlings;J "Handy Andy" Haldane at fullback,'
the next fray,
but
the
No. 19, then faded five yards. Bonzagni then threw a pa* to Haldane In
bounced back the following week to but the frosh can rely on the quick
the left Oat zone where the Utter ran to the SS-yard lint before he was
flashy plunging talents of stocky Ferrini at
snatch a 25-18 win from a
downed- Other Bowdoin men in on the play are Melendj, No. 39, Howthe same post. Against the shifty and
ard at nix left and Karsokas in th»- foreground.
Ilicker Classical team.
speedy Bonzagni and wholly capable
The Class of '41 representatives, Fifield, the Wellsmen will pit their'
The second score was produced by
however, will be working together offensively brilliant halfback duo
Andy Haldane who passed to Denham
as a unit for the first time. Andy Bobbie Bell and Ed Martin.
in the end zone for six more points.
Haldane has been first string varsity
Joe Williams is the likely sOphoIS
The third touchdowaj was 'made by
fullback since the Mass. State game, more choice at quarterback with RosHaldane. He plungejl over from the
and Hank Bonzagni has also started coe Hannigan the probable frosh sigfour-yard line to make the score 21-7.
.continued from p««e i>
the last two varsity contests as a re- nal caller. Page, LeRoyer, and Mc- Big
White was trailing 7-0 at the Just to have an even number of
placement for the injured Boyd Le- Guire are quite sure to see reserve half as a
result of questionable offi- touchdowns, Andy want over again in
gate. A host of sophs have seen serv- action in the sophomore backfield. ciating.
but came back strong to grind the fourth quarter to complete Bowice as varsity shock troops, and an and Coombs, Dyer, Holt. Fisher, and the
cardinal-jerseyed men of Wesley- doin's scoring. Haldane was the outequally large group has formed the Newhouse provide the yearlings with an into the
soil of Andrus Field under standing back on the field, but Boncore of Dinny Shea's Jayvee squad. better than two deep power in the an
avalanche of spectacular touch- zagni. Legate and Melendy were not
This week the entire sophomore forc- ball carrying department.
downs. "Bullet" Ben Karsokas was far behind.
es have been combined for propping
The frosh line is certain to out- the first to do his bit. He scored on
Against a heavy Williams team
under senior tutelage.
weigh the sophomore frontier, but the a 66-yard jaunt almost before the Bowdoin displayed an ability to cash
Close individual analysis of the two sophs have seen plenty of rugged ac- spectators had settled in their seats, j in on opportunities as it scored in
squads only serves to highlight the tion in varsity combat and have a Melendy converted to knot the count. the third and fourth periods of a
experience.
in
Pete
hard-fought battle. Taking possession
thrilling possibilities of this clash. decided edge
Howie and Ed Cooper, both of whom on its own 44 Bow^in advanced to
have seen considerable action this Williams 12-yard line on runs by
fall,
are
probable starting ends for Haldane. Karsokas and Legate. Here
Sfffl)
the sophs, with
BUI Walker, Bob Andy took over and (bedding tacklers
Hinkley. and Lew Upham available as easily as he woald his overcoat
for reserve duty. The freshmen boast scored standing up.; "Machine" Mea wealth of wingmen in Morgan, lendy converted. TTpe fourth period
jWoodsworth, Benoit, Stowe, Patter- had just started wlWi Red Rowson
Ison, Marston. and Corliss.
gunned a perfect pass to Johnny
Man mountain meets man moun- Cartland on the ten §nd he evaded all
tain in Friday's tackle play. Sopho- tacklers to make it 13-0. "Machine"
more Tom Steele and Butch Toney. Melendy converted. The game featursecond string varsity tackles who tip ed the courage of the Bowdoin line
the scales at 204 and 191. respective- which, although outweighed from end
ly, are slated to counter the power of to end. completely outplayed its ophefty John Clifford and Niles Per- ponents.
kins who will collectively hit some
Bowdoin Outarorea Colby
400 pounds against the upper-classScoring four touchdowns in the
men. Sides, Bickford. and Ford will first three periods, the Polar Bears
spell Clifford and Perkins, and Miller merely hung on in the final quarter
will be set to relieve £teele or Toney. to eke out a close decision in the
That's the way to vacation in Myle
Clever watch charm guards in Series opener with Colby. Haldane
—with nothing to do but go. Just
Frank Sabasteanski, Sandy Lincoln, was, as usual, a big factor in his
lock up your trunk and bags and fi
and Ev Pope will be considerably out- team's scoring. Behind 6-0, Bowdoin
phone Railway Express. No extra
weighed
by
freshmen
Georgitis, got moving as Karsokas teamed with
charge — no dickering or doubts.
Scott. Vafiades. Baird, and Smith. Haldane to reach the four-yard line
One easy move. You see your baggage go, and can take your train with
Center play should be of a high order from where Andy plunged over on the
a sigh of relief. • Convenient? 100%— and economical, too. Our rates
as Sonny Austin, sophomore replace- first of three possible attempts. Karare low, and you can send "collect," if you wish, same as with our "homement for Hack Webster during the sokas and Haldane made the second
.Mid-back laundry service." When you phone, tell us the time to come.
varsity campaign, faces scrappy little touchdown in the same fashion with
Paul Hazelton. likely frosh starter at Andy again going over. Andy scored
MAINE* CENTRAL
K STATION
this post. Dave Harkness is the soph- for the third time to make the count
'Phone 24-W
Brunswick, Me.
omore sub here with Laubenstein and 19-6. Tl# final Bowdoin score came
A.
Zimman giving '42 plenty of strength when Johnny Marble who had filled in
at this spot.
admirably for Hanley since the WesMan for man, the starting elevens leyan game, recovered a fumbte beare pretty much on a par. but the hind the Colby goal line. Haldane.
frosh appear to have a decided edge
Karsokas, Legate, Melendy and the
in reserve power. Both squads are
entire line which functioned smoothNATION-WIDE RAIL Al* SERVICE
practice.
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Bowdoin.

more, taking the ball to the 9yard line. Haldane again hit the line
for four yards as the third quarter

six

• •— s

With football put away in moth balls, the winter sport
season gets under way. Hockey, basketball and track come
to the front. There will be varsity hoc-key this year definitely put the fate of the junior varsity packmen is still undecided.
The basketball situation hasn't cleared up any.
There may or may not be freshman basatrghaij here. There
will be independent basketball, jkowever.
Both of these
sports will get going after the Thaiiksgiying races*hockey schedule Is all ready, of course. The Wauamea will
there
is
the
same
be very fortunate indeed if
aflpjun* of
ice this year as last. The vanity basketball ntjifiivjlt had
been drawn up early last year but because the ^ovena^ng
Boards couldn't see their way clear to appropriate sufficient funds, the schedule necessarily had to be diwbs«Maed
Perhaps another year will see this sport on a more firm

ended.

f&

exponents of speedy, deceptive offen- ly both offensively and defensively
sive tactics, and thus a free scoring
played big parts in the win.
footing.
thriller looms as a logical expectation.
Against Bates on tho following
•
•
Saturday, the Polar Bears merely got
Track wijl go on as usual. The addition of some of the Freshmen
off on the wrong foot and stayed track stars from last year will greatly strengthen the varsity in their weakwithout leaving your residence
there mast of the time. Bates scored est spot, the longer runs. Jim Doubleday, Walt Young. Ray Huling, and
Here's a chance to get some extra
power to the Mageemen, the first two in the middle
cash this fall selling novelties at 30% in the early moments of play and the Hank Bonzagni will add
commission to students living in your rout was on. O'SuUivan plunged over distances and the latter pair in the dashes and hurdles.
T he swimmers have been splashing, around in the pool for some time
dormitory or fraternity. Send dime from the two for six more in the
the
frosh of last year are being counted upon to add
again,
to Box 760, Buffalo, N. Y., to cover third period and the total scoring for now and, once
many valuable points for the Bowdoin cause.
cost of mailing samples.

—

The COLLEGE BOOKSTORE
THIS
Our

store

is

K BOOK

bulging with

WEEK
all

the Jate boofc.

— Come in and Browse —
F.

EARN MONEY
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BETTER GRADES

W. CHANDLER & SON

Duke

With Leas Work
Sounds impossible, but it can be done
you follow the Gunthrop Study
Charts, a "streamlined" method of

This practical, tested
system will more than double the results of your work.
Don't postpone
action. Write today for information.

efficient study.

BRUNSWICK COAL

ft

LUMBER

Hard aad Soft Coals

CO.

Fuel Oils

The STUDENTS GUILD
Box

Dry Fireplace Wood

511,

San Diego,

DURHAM,

ter yeara) or throe* ten, may ha taken
each year (graauaUen ia four year.). The
entrance requirement, are
intaUifence,
character and three year. „f college work,
including the aahiecu iperUiea /or Class
A Medical School*. Catalogue, and appli-

forms may he obtained
Admission Committee.

from
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Haldane tried the line again on the
opening play of the last period,, but
he was stopped on the 2-yard line,
and Benny was held on the 1-foot
line the next play. With last down
and 1 foot io go Haldane hit the
center, but Tufts forward wall was
tight, and the ball was turned over to
them on downs. However, the Polar
Bears gained possession of the ball on
their own 27 when Melendy stepped
in the way of Griffin's pass, and the
Big White was off on its last scoring
drive. The Bears kept .pushing first
down after first down until they
reached the Tufts 35-yard line. With
the count second down and 18 to go
for a first down, Karsokas took the
ball around left end and crossed the
line to assure the Polar Bears of a
victory.

.

football,

scores of the track meet or the

N. C.

Faar term* of cieven wrvtu are given
each year. THeso may ke taken conieeatively (gradaatian In three ana one quar-

cation

Calif.

—»

a very short time we'U. fc* V e forgotten about
and we'll be wondering shout and reading about
swimming meet or the
hockey game with nary a thought to the good old pigskin
days of a few weeks ago.
So, in

university

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

if

^L^

full squads, were
as follows: Delta Upsilon. 14; "Alpha
were forced to kick from their own
23; Chi Psi, 40; Zeta Psi,
28. Bonzagni took the kick on his 38
41; Thorndike Club. 44; Sigma Nu.
and carried it to the 46 from when*
48. Beta Theta Pi, 36; Thela Delta
Karsokas took the ball on the first
Chi, 70; and Alpha Delta Phi. 102.,
play and smashed off left tackle, cut
back, and was off for the second
score. With the end pushed out, the
Tufts tackle made a desperate lunge
for Benny's legs, but the "Bullet"
was away kicking his legs high. MeBy Jack Keefe
lendy failed to make his kick good
Two days hence and the books for the 1938 football season will become for the extra point.
history. The annual Soph-Frosh clash puts an end to football activities until the spring.
A fumbled ball by Fifield on the
This game is more than just a finish to another season. Fpr
the senior, it means the last of their games as undergraduates. It has been Bowdoin 43 gave the Tufts eleven
their special privilege to watch Bowdoin play football for four seasons with their
With
chance.
scoring
first
extraordinary success. These seniors saw the Big White completely domi- Griffin in the passing hole, the Jumnate the State Series play for three seasons and, although a slip-up occurred
bos started their march. Fiorini tried
this year, the bigger share of the title came here again.
The class of 1939
Rowson was
saw only one series game go to an opponent. They saw their team at least to buck the line, but
two-yard
break even with every opponent they played, and for the most part win through to hold him to a
more than their share of the games. For the juniors, the closing of the gain. On second down Griffin stepped
season of 1938 means that they have only one more campaign left to watch back and passed to Yakey who was
as members of Bowdoin College. It makes them wonder how Bowdoin will stopped on the Bowdoin 27. Realizing
fare next year when such players as Karsokas. Melendy. Corey, Brae, and that through the ah* was their best
Hanley are gone.
bet. the Jumbos continued their passs
ing barrage with Griffin back. HosPer hap* they will be denied the pl easure of seeing the
mer picked the next one off on the
title stay here for another year, but they can go their re3-yard line, but the Polar Bears held
spective ways with the satisfaction that they saw it resting
tight for two downs as the Manly
securely here for three of their four years. For the Sophocharges tried the air and the ground.
omores, the end of the season means that they are halfway through their college career. >Io«t of them pre lookOn the third down Fiorini took Grifing ahead to 1940 when the purple of Amherst will sunfin's pass on the left side for a score.
plant the' Statesmen from Massachusetts.
A pass to West failed in the try for
a
•
the extra point.
But more than this, the season means that it may be one less year tor
Both the Polar Bears and the JumAdam Walsh at Bowdoin. Some of the better known sports writers persist in saying in their columns that Adam is wanted at bigger colleges man bos made drives deep into each othBowdoin. One in particular repeats that Adam will be spending next fall in e-r*» territoiy before the half ended,
the vicinity of Boston. We would have a difficult time trying to imagine but to no avail; for it wasn't until in
an autumn afternoon at Pickard Field without Adam's familiar "Navy" blue the last part of the last period that
hood and his booming voice echoing over the field. Imagine, if you can, a
make its final
game at Whittier without Adam pacing up and down in front of the bench Bowdoin was able to
spoiled
smoking one cigarette after another, stopping only to speak to a sub about score. Frequent interceptions
a play that had just been run off. The freshmen haven't seen enough of drives* on the part of both teams as
Bowdoin and Adam to realize the predicament we'd be in if Adam pulls up Bonzagni and Melendy stepped into
stakes for other lands. The Frosh are as eager for next season as were the the picture as did Yakeys, Ierardi,
frosh of last year.
Already they can visualize themselves as members of and West. After Loeman had blocked
the Big White. Lose the State .series next year or the years after? Not a Griffin's kick and recovered on the'
chancel Ask anyone of them. So Friday will see the close of one of the Tufts
$} it looked as if the Polar
best seasons in years here at Brunswick. Except for "one of the most startwere off for another score, but
ling upsets in the East this year" the Polar Bear has a clean slate.
Every Bears
the 1-foot line
opponent outside the state was thoroughly trounced, and a lion's share a determined stand on
downs.
of the state title stayed here at Bowdoin because we were the victors over gave the Jumbos the ball on
Colby, co-holders of the crown. We saw a great team, led by a truly great After thre* tries had failed from the
captain uphold any and every tradition that Bowdoin men have fought for. Tufts 33, I|gnny passed to Denham
Whether we fare as well next year remains^o be seen, but we can be sure who picked it off his shoestrings for
of one thing we'U see the same hard-fighting, clean playing type of team, a first down on the 22. Karsokas hit
led by another of those captains, that has always been the rule here at the line for seven and Haldane made

Tau Omega,

the day was over when Briggs found way through the first period. KarBelliveau with a pass in the end zone, sokas. Bonzagni. Haldane and Johnny
Marble led an attack that marched
Bowdoin Downs Maine
Bowdoin snapped back from this 83 yards and resulted in a score when
upset by decisively trouncing Maine Benny went over from the one-foot
13-6 and Tufts 19-6. Against Maine line. Maine scored late in the second
the Big White started to move mid- period and knotted the count at 6^6— Starting the third period Bonzagni
».t a
at
-am carried t0 to* Maine 42, Karsokas
came back into the game and despite
a troublesome leg injury practically
of Brunswick. Maine
single-handedly carried the ball deep
j

As a

touch.

final

Melendy

called a trick shot in the attempt
for the extra point as he faked a
kick and skirted his right end for the
point leaving the score at 19-6.
Griffin was the sparkplug for the
Jumbos, but West, Fiorini. Ierardi,

Bennett. Hanabury, and
Pearson,
Sherry showed up well ofr Tufts.

The summary:
Tufts («)
Pearson, Hosmer, le

<!»)

re,

Rowdoin

Hanley. Marble

,

mnu BANH
da
FIRST NATIONAL

:

Haselton, Edwards, Ellery, It
rt. Boulter, Broe

Bennett. Urbon, Nalband, lg
rg. Oshry, Griffith. Howard
Day, c
c. Austin, Webster
into Blue territory and another score. Ierardi.
Capital. »175,0M
Throughout the game the team miss- Russell, Lorett. rg
lg. Jealous, Loeman
Total Reaourcaa S2.7MJM
ed the stellar running of Boyd JLeIt, Toney, Corey
rt
STUDENT PATBOXACK fOUClTgn
gate who was out with a leg infection. Shern
Smith. Hanabury. Dodwell, re
"
So ends another season. The nroale, Howie, Denham
p° cis tor
> ear are bright. BowYakeys. Pare, qb
doin loses Melendy. Karsokas, Cartqb. Cartland, Helendy
CONFECTIONERS
land. Hanley, Denham, Corey. Broe
Griffin, Ihb
rhb. Fifield, Karsokas
and Howard among others but has 9
Ihb. Creiger. Bonzagni.
Largest Line of Pipes and Tobacco promising group of juniors, sophs, and West, rhb
Patterson. Weidnn. Fiorini. fb
in Town
freshmen that may well add to her
Haldane
i

I

Lumber and

Building: Materials of All
A. E.

MORSJELL

Kinds

19, Mgr.

VISIT

ATTENTION!
SEE ONE OF OUR AGENTS AT YOU* FRAT HOUSE OB DORM
ROLF STEVENS
A. 1>. HOUSE
PICK MERRILL
SIGMA NU
JACK TUCKER
BETA HOUSE
WILLIAM BmBTOM
DEKE HOUSE
T- I
TOM

A. T. O.

DORMS
HOUSE

T. D.

ZETA PSI

BRUNSWICK CLEANERS
I

TO FIRS STATION

WELCOME STUDENTS

WILLIAM

SI
P.

HART

RIM. GEORGITIS

and

DYERS

PHONE 4M

,

THE NEW

Jarvis Itestaurant and Tea
FIDELITY BUILDING

j

Room

IIORTON'S

—

NEWSSTAND
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^
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for regular laeais or for a snack at our

fb.

TOILET ARTICLES

state title honors.

*

SODA BAR

— Luncheons from 35c to 75c —
After an evening's study, drop down for a

We're open
<W8CK8»080fttt8C8X60a»ttO^^

until 1 a.m.

TONDREAU
87

BROS. COMAINE STREW

'

EVERYTHING THAT'S GOOD

TO EAT

ft Aast. Denigm with Envelopes $1.5*
Finest Grade, a work of Art
$8.09
Name Inscribed oa each if dealred.
An Ideal Xmas Gift. Order at One*.
.

bite.
|

-NICHOLS R

Rowson.

Score by periods
Tufts
Bowdoin ...... 12
:

BEAUTIFUL PERSONAL
CHRISTMAS CARDS
.

COMPANY

Rockmart, Georgia

6

00

0—8
7—19

Touchdowns, Karsokas 2. Fiorini,
Bonzagni. Point after touchdown, Melendy (rush). Referee. A. J. Barry
(Princeton). Umpire, F. T. Donahue,
(Harvard). Head linesman, T. Dowd.
(Holy Croat). Field judge, E. J.
Bhauabnessy (Boston University).
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DEANV.DABNEYIS
SPEAHHUN CHAPEL

To Name Maine Entries
PAPERS OF PUTNAM '55 Frost Lectures
PRESENTED TO COLLEGE In Memorial Hall For Rhodes Scholarships

Variety
By Robert

D.

"The real way to overcome the
Certainly a successful football seafilm of familiarity is to gaze, to
Tommy Dorsey may be
pause, and to add a moment of in* son
but
sight.' " Thus, Dean Vaughan Dabney, slipping according to some critics
last
DJ>., of the Andover Newton Theol- after hearing his commercial
ogical Seminary, presented the crux week we're inclined to doubt it. Espearrangeof his Sunday Chapel speech by quot- cially noteworthy was his
Don't
ing David Grayson. Mr. Grayson, he ment of "Old Black Joe"
.

.

.

iarity breed contempt.

Mr. Dabney said that many have
faced the problem by contending "the
only thing to do is turn back the
clock." Others think that if religion
prove the solution,

be one of

reality.

Still

it must not
others have

said that there Is no solution. Mr.
Dabney is of the opinion that when
David Grayson spoke of "gaze" he
meant more than dictionary definition of the word. Grayson wished to
convey the necessity of frankly understanding facts and facing them.

A true example of a person who

did

was Oliver W. Holmes, who

fac-

ed facts, but further, paused and
brooded over them and brought order and meaning to them, Mr. Dabney stated. Outstanding examples today would be Dr. Richard Cabot and
Mr. Lucas Jones, social worker. The
former saw the deep meaning .of God
in the wonderful mechaqism of the
human body, whereas the latter
found that group movements were
characterized by sacrifice and a
Consequently the
search for truth.
victory of the spirit over the body,
the search beneath the surface for
reality, proves that familiarity does
not breed contempt, "for the deeper
we go into reality the more spiritual

we

find the essence of the matter."

Mr. Dabney closed his speech by
saying that the deeper we go into life
the more spiritual and mysterious becomes its meaning.

FOOTBALL MOVIES
TO BE IN UNION
I

Continued from Page

1)

presented on the succeeding Saturday,

December 10.
Only members

.

.

.

.

.

17. 1892; the commission by President Cleveland of Judge Putnam,
along with Thomas S. Bayard Secrctary of State, and James B. Angell of
Michigan, as representative of the
United States on the commission to
settle the controversy in the Newfoundland fisheries; and the commission by President Cleveland of Judge
Putnam to be one of the United
States commissioners for the settleVictor. The fine solo work helps to ment of the Behring Sea controversy.
give this a niche in the Swing Classic The documents also include the diFrank Clarke, ploma by which Judge Putnam was
Hall of Fame
the stunt pilot who does the crashes made a Doctor of Laws by Brown
stars in "Men With University, and many other interestetc., for the
Wings," has had one serious accident ing papers.
in 20 years. He broke an ankle stepThese documents were given by
ping off a curb six inches high
Judge Putnam to Mr. David W. Snow
There are about eight million bycycles of the Class of 1870 who is well
.''Suez"
used in the U.S. today
known to the alumni of Bowdoin for
turned out to be much better than the gift of the Snow Reunion Trophy.
expected, with Annabella taking the His son, Roger V. Snow, a graduate of
the
Calloway
at
Blanche
honors
Williams, has now turned over these
Sigma Nu house at Xmas Parties documents to the College. They will
One be placed in the archives where they
should prove quite unique
of the country's largest factories for belong as mementoes of one of the
making Philadelphia cream cheese is, most eminent and devoted graduates
for some reason or other, located in of Bowdoin.
Odgen Nash,
Jersey City, N. J.
the poetic wag, is reliably reported
as insisting that the coming picture White
Plans
"A Christmas Carol" be refitted
Kay
"Love Finds Andy Scrooge"
For Basketball Season
Kyser has a grand arrangement of
Made"The Road to Mandalay"
At the last meeting of the White
leine Carroll, of whom we don't see Key, preparations were made for the
enough, is* regarded as the world's coming interfraternity basketball semost perfect type of blonde
ries. It was undecided whether there
William Shakespeare's "Comedy of would be two series; that is, one beErrors" in musical comedy form call- fore mkr-years and one thereafter or
ed "The Boys From Syracuse" re- only one series. This question will be
ceived rave notices from the Boston decided at the meeting this Tuesday
Like the new cars ?
critics
night when a schedule will be drawn
Add must sees: "You Can't Take it up.
With You" next Mon. and Tues.
In interfraternity touch football,
See this week's "Time" for a very in- the Betas have won the series in
teresting article on Gene Autry, the their league. They will play the win-

Week's pet gripe:
this country
Joe Pierce (you ask him why)
Divorces in Reno cost between $150
and $5,000. The regular fee is $250
The State of Maine was probably called such in tribute to England's Queen Henrietta Marie, feudal
ruler of the French province of Meyne
Record of the week: "Bumble
Bee Stomp" by Fletcher Henderson
and recorded by Benny Goodman for
.
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of the football squad cowboy star. It's full of surprises
In response to inquiries: "If I Were
to date have seen these actual movies
of the Polar Bear eleven in action. King" will be at the local cinema on
Glad to see
The undergraduates of the College Nov. 30 and Dec. 1
are cordially invited to attend these Nye Mayhew and band back in Bos.

'

.

movies.

The College has received from Mr.
(Continued
1)
Roger V. Snow, of Portland, some tacks by saying *»„, Page
be
fc a t there can
very interesting papers belonging to
any number. Thtt latter point, Frost
the Hon. William L. Putnam of the says, is simply
fre, verse.
the
one
of
Class of 1855. who was
The second idea for a lecture which
most distinguished graduates of the
Mr. Frost had w** about the battle
College. The documents include the

commission of Judge Putnam as over free verse. He dismissed free
miss "Men With Wings" today or to- Judge of the United States Circuit verse by saying: *i'd as soon write
Ray Milland was really Court of Appeals signed by President free verse as play tennis without a
morrow
a pilot in England before, he came to Benjamin Harrison and dated March net" Then he began the main theme
.

stated, has brought us face to face
in the above statement, with one of
the most pressing problems of the
day. He has sounded the challenge to
live with people and not have famil-

this

—

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

FOUB

is to

—
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of his lecture: humorous and, at times,
satirical defense against the accuse
Hon that he wag taking sides for
either communism or capitalism. This
hi
the third major controversy:
whether a poet is a radical or a conservative. According to Frost this is
a poor wording of the issue, it is rather between those that think it matters whether a poet is taking sides
and those who think that it does not
matter.

He

said that when a poet writes
he is writing spiritually and not taking sides; he is often being clever
witty,
and
and. unlike Freud and
others, his word should not be taken
as gospel. He then went on to give
examples of witty sayings that should

not be taken

At Augusta on Tuesday, December

ing Club which, with $50 cut off its
Following the approval of the Facnot more than two candidates are
last year's grant, will operate on a ulty at its recent meeting, the proby the State Commit- budget of $100 for this year.
posed Blanket Tax Committee report
tee on Rhodes Scholarships from the
Estimated receipts by the,Blanket is subject to the approval of the Exeten candidates in the State as preTax Committee for this year total cutive Committee of the Governing
viously announced.
$12,762.86, an expected increase of Boards of the College.
On Saturday, December 17, at BosAppropriations and expenditures for 1937 to 1938 and appropriations apton, a group of not more than 12 candidates selected on the basis of not proved by the faculty for 1938 to 1939 are as follows:
to be selected

.

Broadway,

,

Rifle Club
White Key
Outing Club
Camera Club
Record Player. Music Department
Printing Blanket Tax Books

ing the latter part of February or
early March next year at its weekly
meeting on Monday night. The question of the Hop met with commendation from members of the Council.

Since it is up to the student body
whether or not such a dance would
be successful, it is planned that in an

—

320.00
475.00

588.57

500.00

300.00
375.00

102.08
281.05
457.29
38.00
345.09

350.00
375.00

350.00
100.00

475.00
25.00
350.00

99.00

125.00

200.00
100.00

200.00
99.56

225.00
100.00

150.00

150.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

55.36

55.36

46.12

$ 3,671.48

$ 3.34338

$ 3,501.12

9.000.00

9,200.00

35.00

non-athletic

Total, athletics

9,000.00

Actual
Receipts
Expended

Estimated
Receipts

$12,343.58

$12,616.44
possibility of

"Two Tramps in Mud Time," "A
Grumbling Woodchuck," "Oven Bird,"
"Stopping by Woods on A Winter's
Evening," "The Road Not Taken,"
"An Old Man's Winter Night," "To
Earth Worm," "A Speck"
a new
poem in first draft, "Spring Pools,"
"Birches," "I Have Been Well Acquainted with The Night," and "Departmental." As an encore Frost
read "Not All There," "Precaution,"
and "A Bearer of Evil Tidings."

310.00
517.64

600.48

City.

The Student Council discussed the
a Sophomore Hop dur-

falls

To help World Fair employees in
White Key cup some- impressing visitors next year, Dr.
time this week.
Walter O. Robinson of St. John's UniAt the last meeting, the suggestion versity, Brooklyn, is conducting a
for a bowling league for this year was course in gramrnao-end diction for the
made.
administrative officers and guards.

Forum

Political

Expended

310.00
517.64

475.00
38.00

Cheer Leaders

ON SOPHOMORE DANCE

the end.' " Poems are like love
in that they both "start in delight and
run to wisdom." Thus presenting
"the news from the front," Frost read
many of his poems, explaining and
commenting as he went on as to
whether the various poems had any of
the above characteristics.
The poems which Frost read are:

,

„

Masque and Gown

POLL WILL BE HELD

'till

Appropriations

$12,762.86

Alumni Notes
Dean Paul Nixon and Coach Adam
Walsh will speak at a meeting of the
Bowdoin Club of Boston on December
1st.

$12,701.12

WALKER ART MUSEUM
DISPLAYING ETCHINGS
A

collection of etchings by Samuel
Chamberlain
of
Marblehead.
Mass., is now on display in the new
print gallery of the Walker Art Mu-

On December 6th there will be a seum.
issue of the Orient, shortly after
meeting of the Bowdoin Club of PittsMr. Chamberlain is one of the foreThanksgiving, a poll will be conductburgh. Glenn R. Mclntire, Bursar of most American
etchers, being in a
ed to determine the question 'on tfie
the College will speak at the affair. group which includes
such leading exadvisability of sponsoring such an affair.
STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP. MAN ponents of the art as Ernest Roth
REETC,
and
CIRCULATION.
AGEMENT.
John Arms. Like the latter, Mr.
It has been
suggested that the
QUIRED BY THE ACT OF CONGRESS OF Chamberlain started his career
as an
MARCH 1. IMS.
Sophomore hop would be the main
Of The Bowdoin Orient, published weekly at architectural renderer, but now defeature of a gala week end at that Brunswick. Maine, for November. MM.
votes himself to etching. The catetime with other activities revolving
gory in which he works is principally
STATE OF MAINE
about athletic events and other ColCounty of Cumberland. ss.
with architecture of the old and new
Before me. a Notary Public, in ami for the
lege activities.
State and county aforesaid, personally appear- worlds and landscapes, and his intered Pierson C Irwin. Jr.. who having been est ranges from Romanesque to
modFunds for erection of Silliman Col- duly sworn according to law. deixtses and ern skyscrapers.
ay. that he is the Buxinexs Menager of the
lege, the tenth at Yale University un- Bowdoin Orient, and that the following U. to
In the opinion of most critics. Chamder the college plan for undergrad- the bent of hi* knowledge and belief, a true
ownership,
management
of
the
statement
uate residence adopted 15 years ago, (and if a daily paper, the circulation), etc.. berlain is one of the finest technicians
have been provided by a bequest of of the aforesaid publication for the date shown in etching. His prints combine a keen
Frederick W. Vanderbilt, who died
°[ atmospheric efforts
Postal Laws and Regulation*, printed on the
recently.
reverse of this form, to wit:
expect from a fine architecture.
That the name and addresses of the
1.
These etchings by Samuel Champublisher, editor, and business managers are:
I

ner of the Alpha Delta Phi-Chi Psi
play-off for the

New York

Quill'

Totals,

thusly.

and

$

,

tee this year is composed of six members as follows: chairman, Harvey H.
Bundy, 30 State street, Boston, Mass.;
secretary, Dr. George VanSantvoord,
the
Hotchkiss
School,
Lakevilte,
Conn.; Professor A. B. Meservey,
Hanover, New Hampshire; Professor
R. I. Cook, Middlebury College, Middlebury,
Vt;
Professor
Thomas
Means, Bowdoin College, Brunswick,
Maine; and Carroll A. Wilson, 120

starting point.
Frost said that
nearly all poems have outcomes and
that from the first sentence it has
topples,

Appropriation*

more than two apiece from each of
Bowdoin Christian Association
the six New England States will meet
Band
the District Committee for the final
Musical Club
selection of four Rhodes Scholars.
Publishing Company
The New England District Commit- Debating Council

The last issue between poets was
whether a poem should move from

it tips,

about $100 over the actual receipts
(GoaUniMd from P*m 1>
decrease tit allocations was the Out- of $12,616.44 of last year.

13,

its

"inclination,

Tax Report

1938-1939 Blanket

I

A^^m?^i3«^.*^
Name

Post office address

of

The Bowdoin Publishing- CoBrunswick. Maine.
Brunswick. Maine
John H. Rich. Jr.
Business Manager. Pierson C. Irwin. Jr.
Brunswick. Maine
That the owner is: (If owned by a cor2.
poration its name and address must be its ted
and also immediately thereunder the names
and addresses of stockholders owning or holdins; one per cent or more of total amount of
Publisher.

Editor.

berlain will remain in the new 'print
in the south-east corner of
the Art Museum for the remainder of
the month. In December there will be
an exhibition loaned by Arthur Heintgallery'

zvlman.

"Portrait of a Man" by Benjamin
stock. If not owned by a corporation, the West is also now
on display in the
names and addrenses of the individual owners
must be given. If owned by a firm, company, Art Building. Recently it was shown
or other unincorporated concern, its name and in the Pennsylvania Academy
of Fine
address, as well as those of each Individual
Arts.
member, must be given.)
Wilmot B. Mitchell. Brunswick. Me. ThomMr. John H. Halford, class of 07, is
John H.
as C. Van Clcve. Brunswick. Me.
Pierson C. Irwin, the owner of the picture
and has
Rich, Jr.. Brunswick. Mr.
Jr., Brunswick. Me.
loaned it to the College for the year.
bondholders,
mort5.
That the known
gagees, and other security holders- owning or
holding 1 per cent or more of total amount of
A plaque representing the ghost of
:

:

:

bonds, mortgages, or other securities are:
(If there are none, so state.) None.
4.
That the two paragraphs next above,
giving the names of the owners, stockholders,
and security holders, if any. contain not only
the list of stockholders and security holders
as they appear upon the books of the company but also, in cases where the stockholder
or security holder appears upon the books of
in
any other
the company as trustee or
fiduciary relation, the name of the person or
corporation for whom such trustee is acting. Is
given also that the said two paragraphs contain statements embracing affiant's full knowledge and belief ns to the circumstances and
stockholders
conditions under
which
and
security holders who do not appear upon the
books of the company as trustees, held stock
and securities in a capacity other than that
of a bona fide owner and this affiant has no
reason to believe that any other person, association, or corporation has any interest direct or indirect in the said stork, bonds, or
other securities than as so stated by him.
PIERSON
IRWIN. JR.. Manairer.
:

Hamlet's father has been placed in
the hallway of the University of Ver-

mont museum.

PRINTING

:

STUART * CLEMENT

Towa Building

C

Sworn
first

day

to
of

me

and subscribed before
November. 1938.

WILLIAM
(My commission

K.

ROOMS

HALL.

Notary Public.
January IB. 1939)

expires

Brunswick. Ma.

this

Availab!? for parents and guests at
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^/killful is

word that

the

best describes

CUMBERLAND

It is

aroma, for mildness

for taste, that has

made

new

at the

Sound Act

COLLEGE BARBER SHOP

Chesterfield

pleasure in smoking.

Sound Act

The Storm

ALL Your

PRINTING

with
Charle* Bickford

Barton .MacLane

Sound Act

Cartoon

Nov. 21-22

Can't Take

It

With You
wtth

—

We

have h-d long experience in
producing for Bowdoin men:

STATIONERY
POSTERS
TICKETS
ALUMNI LETTERS
FRATERNITY FORMS
And Other

Printing

Ask Us For Quotations

lean Arthur
Lionel Barrymore
James Stewart
Edward Arnold

—

Paramount News

world's best cigarette tobaccos

Yes, We're Interested In

November 19

Saturday

You

...the blend that can't be copied
• ..a HAPPY COMBINATION of the

—

Mr. Doodle Kicks Off
News

Mon. - Toes.

esterfield

Next to Pop's

Penner

•Toe

and

—

November 18

Friday

the cigarette in which millions ofsmokers

find a

Excellent Service

For Your Convenience

News

And it's the skillful blending of
these tobaccos with each other ... for
flavor, for

Men With Wings
also

home-grown and aromatic Turkish . . . the
world's best cigarette tobaccos . . . that makes
Chesterfield different from all other cigarettes.

—

wit*
Fred MacMurray
Ray Milland
Louise Campbell

—

the RIGHT COMBINATION of mild ripe

Parking Space

Nov. 16-17

Wed. -Thur*.

Chesterfields can't~be-copied blend

42 Pleasant Street

— Ample

The Record Office
—

Wednesday

November 23

Spring Madness
with

Maureen O'Sulltvaa

News

— Lew Ayrea

Telephone 3

—

Paul K. Nlvea. Bowdoin ltlf

Manager
Printers of

The Orient

Going Plaeea

Camus* IMS, Ingot a Mvtas Toascco Co.
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ORIENT

BRUNSWICK, MAINE,

(68th Year)

W

DECEMBER

THREE-A
BOWDOIN TO MAKE
LEAGUE DEBUT WITH BY
Rises »
BA TES FRIDA Y NIGHT TO BE

PLAY

The Sun
•»

George M. Ste ve —,

"

Question Of The Debate To
Be On Adoption of The

to

mention such matters now that
the weatherman seems to be taking
away our snow, the thought still
seems at least worthy of mention.
With the early snowfall and the very
encouraging reports that the weatherman was going to provide us with
a blanket of white for our Christmas
Houseparties there was a current of
feeling strongly in favor of planning
some kind "of winter sport events for
the houseparty guests.
• - r
T^RATERNITY snow sculpturing and

some

possibly

ODIICED

town business organizations would be
more than willing to put up prizes for
the different snow sculpturing and for
places in the ski events.
t| - r

WHILE

we are on the topic of the
coming Christmas Houseparty, it
might be a good idea to present „.
other current problem for campus approval or disapproval.
During the
past years it has been the custom of
the groups sponsoring the gym dances
to charge the regular admission for
the chaperones from the different fra-

The Bowdoin Debating Council

will

I

its

the Ludlow Amendment
Bowdoin will
should be adopted."
argue the negative of the question.
This amendment before the last Congress provides for a popular referendum before a declaration of war by
the United States overseas.
The debate will be held in the Oregon style. This plan features a
cross-examination by direct questioning as well as a presentation of cases.
For Bowdoin the debaters will be
George T. Little '40, who will present
the argument for the negative and
answer questions on it. and Ernest F.
ed:

i

Edwin

Alpha Delta Phi •
Carl Droggy-Vic Firth and their
band
Glenn Miller
Psi Upsilon

littee

of

Delta Kappa Epsilon

Vergason, a sen

on campus for

won

the

is

his

one-act

well

known

iting.

having

contest last
f
Rabbit's Foot"
the year be-

year with his

By

m lawyer

president K. C. M. Sills will preThe Judges are: Professor Milton Ellis, Head of the English Department at the University of Maine;
Dr. Mervin M. Deems of the Bangor
Theological Seminary; and Fred
iScribner, Jr., a member of a Port•*"£ law flrm „. L
,
This is the fifth meeting of Bates
fnd Bowdoin teams in this League.
'Last year a Bowdoin team composed

'

gjde.

j

for first

fore. He also su
'36 contest.
He is

Kappa Sigma
Beta Theta Pi

-

|

i

(ContiniMd on P»«» 4)

REFUGEE STUDENT TO
ENTER BOWDOIN SOON

An

To

the

i

Economic

Poll Dec. 8
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to

do
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in West Bowd '"*""11 < 14 « acres) by
It is
i« a
» little
HttW. known fact
mere j
tnat there
indeed are tliej
tact that
It
Bowdoin. the founder of the
musical and current events pro- is a coUeetion of ^table autographed
cer*
grams that have been and still are on letters to be found in the coUege 1.,
Mus
f
,
These letters are signed by (approxlmately $125) on the .tipu£
the schedule for this week. The ac- brary.
tiv-e participation of faculty and stutionV that the buyer must clear ten
dent body alike in the entertainment the history of New England and even
f lnd jn five
f
history of
in« «"
the "««">
"' the
»« United
7'"™ States. building
life of the school not only aids in the
Ming of a village; that he must
development and perpetuity of Bow- The autographs on display are but a bui]d
doin.-nne
bu^
yeT,
Ilec,k>n wrhich
also offers
unci s the
cubv
me- uiciiiutrrs
members wi
of uum
iiium suu m? in in
lilt? lui 1^ ytrtus
..
_
* 1
groups a chance to step out of their brary. However from tune to time ffom tne datp of a , e
last
during the year the display » to be
..
so-called College pattern and take
made
thflt
tn(? hoj
taU
r.
changed so as to give^ the students ab , e James Mustanr would haw
part in events in which they are just
and others ample opportunity to note
for the colonists natas proficient, but possibly less known.
the achievements and writings of urally wouldn't want to settle in
a
Round table discussions on current
famous men in history and to com- neighbor-less wilderness. James Bowevents the like of which has seldom
pare the customs and life of 200 years
evidently had to make such
if ever been seen at
Bowdoin cer- ago with today's
great sacrifices as this in order to
tainly add to the educational and soProbably the letter of greatest in- colonize the upper reaches of the
cial life of the College.
Then again
Massachusetts Bay Colony,
the presentation of musical recitals
the
college is the one which tells of 2f
One of the oldest letters on display
on the part of students as well as arsubscription to the college in 1787. is a large tattered document written
tists from outside the College certainThe letter says, in part, that "Since by Governor Bowdoin to the Passaly does add o the appreciation of the
now 100 .ooo citizens maquoddy Indians on August 23, 1870.
Mame
finer musical works.
col]ege for the libera l Governor Bowdoin thanks the Indians
and has
education of their sons, the under- for their friendship, and also for re- l «ned *> endow and establish a sem- fusing to be employed by the "cruel
1
IVlT, I rr'f ITDl? inary of learning." The most com- enemy." He apologizes for not being
mon gift represented in the short list able to send them more supplies, bethe body of the letter seems to cause of "a great drouth which
A public lecture unoer the John below
to be delivered
be "Fifty dollars
Warren ArhornJJird Lectureship is to when Edition shall commence." shortened our provisions this year
He also tells them that he is sending
take place in Memorial Hall on the
was granted a priest to "administer to their souls
of
evening of Di-cember
when Dr. foJ the
ending a brick
someone to whom you may tell
Paul Kellogg will tell about minting
was to be, two years your faults."
birds with a microphone.
budding, and
Uter a home
Included also in the display are letThe lectureship was established to recreation center for a small handful
ters written by Thomas Jefferson (to
bring prominent authorities on birds of students and faculty members,
James Bowdoin). Abraham Lincoln
to Bowdoin College. Dr. Kellogg is an
A comparison of the cost of land at (concerning the appointment of
ornithologist at Cornell University,
the present time with the cost in the cadets to West Point). Sir Walter
and will accompany his lecture with 18th century may be seen by a deed Scott, and George Washington (to
sound motion pictures.
recording the sale of a plot of land James Bowdoin).
The lecture will begin at 8.15 pjn.
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Cry Oh God" by Cesar Franck

Any member

£".?
-

In his chapel talk last Saturday
morning. Dean Paul Nixon, using a
written by a Freshman at
Bowdoin in 1831 as his illustration,
showed the great changes that have
been made in college life in a century,
and pointed out how under-privileged
and immature "that 1831 Freshman"
was.
Using excerpts
from the diary, the
H
Dean |
asi zed tne co^ete fail-

diary
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Dean

time.

Applications should be In the
hands of .Mr. Lancaster by January 5, 1939.

Freshmen who intend to continue
their ORIENT work must attend.

,

of the three up-

Lancaster, Director of
Aid. Those who applied for the
•rst semester will again be considered and need not apply at this

There will be an important
meeting of the ORIENT staff tomorrow evening in the ORIENT
Room at the Moulton Union at
7 o'clock. All Sophomore* and

flt

^^

infe riority complex, this
15-year old boy frequently recorded
in his diary' how unhappy he was.
One entiy reads as follows: "March
29 1 have spent an unpleasant day.
have been unhappy almost all day.
I
lack Independence, into Smyths
recitation some one behind me took
great pleasure in pointing out my
hair (which had been cut to make
his forehead appear higher) to the
others, and in pulling my coat
my
hair
all this I suppose was done
in fun but it made me feel bad all
day ..." This was the same boy
who, thirty years later, was one of
the most notable figures in New EngBusiness and newspaper work
land.
were only his avocations; he was
versed in countless vocations. Edwin
M. Bacon, a Boston journalist and
author wrote of him, "He was full
of humor and anecdote, was the best
"
story teller in Boston.
This coming Saturday the Dean
will give the second in the series of
six chapel talks about the 1831 Freshman.
Next Saturday's talk is entitled, "Evesdroppers hear no good
of themselves." and it will continue
the story of the unsuccessful Freshman who changed from a misfit, a
nonentity, to one of the most eminent men ever graduated from Bow-
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ptlcation for a remission of the
increased tuition for the Brst seniester may do so for the second
half year, according to an an-

by

m^

of

by a

pcrcUMwem who did not make sp-

nouncement
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Dean Starts '31
Freshman Talks

NOTICE

. .

Thomas Brownell
"Lucia di Lammermoor" by

ipea k and his topic will be "SociaT
fsmvs Capitalism " The fonimT< to
rta« on ThursdavDe?
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Season tickets are available for faculty members and townspeople who
desire them. The season tickets will
include the Christmas play, the oneact play contest, the spring play, and

John Williams, tenor
"Be Thou Near Me"
by Bach
"Below in the Valley"
by Brahms

that it will serve to stimulate thinking about present-day economic probProfessor Daggett will also
lems.

r

fX)MMENDABLE

,

tation on Friday

—

m

To Be Found In College Library'{SS^TS

part.

The Christmas play, a musical com- WCAU in 1932. The Top Hatters"Take It Away" by William H. were formed about two
years ago
Brown. Jr., '39. is rapidly taking and introduced to dance devotees over
shape as the actors and production KVW and the NBC network.
The succrew work hard for the first presen- cess of Savitt s band is partly
due to

edy,

Donizetti
the "Barcarole" from "Tales of Hoffman"
by Offenbach
of the
Brass sextet under John Konecki
B.C.A. has asked Professor Sibley to
"The Wanderer's Song"
duet by
lead a forum on the topics of the
Mr. Jonathan Hale and Thomas
ballot. Professor Sibley has had preBrownell.
vious experience in conducting such

,

mr • as
I^ss- » *
J\Ot(lOl€ A.UtOQYCipll€U LjCttCTS

,ainlj

wants

M

cve the poll.
affair
ning he stated that the Forum plans
In conjunction with this
h discussions in tht future.
Social Action' Commission

NeW

'

the Orient be instrumental in keeping up tile alumni spirit that certainly prevails during the football
season and during Commencement

Plays Available
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Commencement

Spring,

j
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m
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refUgeeS

Season .Tickets for One- Act,

the Commencement play. These are
attainable from Jeffrey Carre '40 at
the Chi Psi house or at the box office.
(Continued on Pis* 4)
In order to avoid a jam at the door all
prospective ticket purchasers are urged to order their seats in advance.
Either reserve seats in the front or
rush seats in the rear may be obtained for the first three plays. It is
hoped that all students and members
A new double quartette, led by of the faculty who are not expecting
Geoffrey Stanwood, will be featured
to go to the Christmas dance will
in the second of the series of student
patronize the firet performance.of^the
musical recitals which will be held
Christmas play on December 16th so
tomorrow evening in the Moulton
there will be plenty of seats for
Union at eight o'clock. The brass that
the house party performance.
sextet lead by John Konecki will
is oeing made by the exesurvey
A
make its second appearance.
The complete program for the re- cutive committee of the Masque and
Gown of the one-act play authors and
cital is as follows:
Trumpet solo "Variations on a Rus- will announce in the near future the
sian Theme"
Arthur Keylor number of plays which are being
"Ave Maria"
by Schubert written and the faculty committee
Philip Morgan, baritone
which will judge them. All manu"Lost Chord" by Sullivan and "Hear scripts must b* in and accompanved

I
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"TAKE

D. Fleischner

Jan Savitt and his Top Hatters orchestra has been engaged to play for
the Christmas Ball on December 20
according to an announcement made
by the Student Council Dance Committee consisting of Charles F. Gibbs.
chairman, John E. Cartland. Jr.. and
Daniel F. Hanley. Savitt will bring
with him his renowned broadcasting
orchestra of thirteen p.eces as well as
his featured entertainers. The group
features
Carlotta
Dale,
charming
songstress. Bon Bon, colored song
stylist, Jerry Taps, dancing star and
"The Toppers" singing trio.
In the world of music Savitt is
by no means a new personality. After
an early life devoted almost entirely to music, he was at an early age
playing violin in the Philadelphia orchestra under the direction of Leopold Stokowski. In 1926 the "Savitt
String Quartet" was organized and
won the Philharmonic Society's Gold
Medal, also securing a coast to coast
network spot over the Columbia
Broadcasting System. This program
went over in a big way and Jan became House Conductor at Station

STUDENT RECITAL TO
FEATURE QUARTETTE

!

i

'

Jan Savitt

Sophomore Class Committee Agrees
To Sponsor A Mid-Winter Dance

I

how they feel on many of our current
customs and institutions? Why can't

Reynolds

=

'39 for the admission Nazi government. Among the various
It
decided this fall that the
the Ger- |Socla i Action Commission of the New
to the college of a refugee student other important aspects of
from Germany for the second sem- man situation discussed were, the En g land student Christian Movement
expansion to the East, the sponsor an economic poll, in co-oper(German
the
Under
present
plans,
1 *^the
lies in the fact that the ktouds arei**
the tuition of this effect on American foreign policy of at|on with the respective Social Ac
afraid that they wil' not cover ex-' cotieSe win
™... _„in man and the undergraduate body will the anti-Semitic actions in Germany. tjon Commissions of each College.
penses.
~~.-.a~ us.k- frat
»>..
„# the
•
the British attitude toward Germany, -r^ Brown DaUy Herald was'chosprovide
his iboard.
Each of
to subscribe to these dances in large
ernities has agreed to five him board and the effects of the Nazi regime on en to conduct the poll- and has askenough numbers to pay expenses
for a few weeks on a rotary system. ^ the intellectual life of Germany
ed the students of Bowdoin for their
without relying on each fraternity's
However, the committee has not yet
The discussion was a very spirited support, to determine the economic
"charity" donations, why should Bowbeen able to secure anyone to provide one, and was followed the entire eve- opinion on the Bowdoin campus. All
doin attempt to hold gym dances?
him with a room.
with keen interest by the audi- other New England colleges have
ning
s - r
The student, who will arrive here ence.
been asked, and the final tabulations
the last Orient there appeared an sometime in January, is Herbert
Because of the limitation which it will be made known in the near fu*•
editorial asking for active alumni Gattern. He comes from Vienna and might put upon future Forums of
ture.
participation in the Communications states that he is leaving for political this type, the press was requested to
"Organization of labor into national
column of this paper. Fearing that reasons since he is anti-Nazi. His refrain from reiterating the opinions
unions." "The maintenance or in
shows
record
that
he
is
a
good
stuthis request might in some way have
ot tiie professors who participated, crease of tariffs and other trade bar-,
gone unheeded, may another earnest dent and athlete, being something of
-j^ political Forum, according to _jerj,
•The further extension of pub-,
appeal be made for such contribu- a boxer and swimmer.
President Hart was gratified at the lie ownership in utilities," "Organiza/The committee arranged to bring interegt snown
tions. Bowdoin graduates far and near
the pa^j discus _ tion of consumer co-operatives," "Sob»m
here
through
International
the
pride themselves in belonging to the
skm b studentS[ facu lty and towns- cialism vs. Capitalism" these numbrotherhood of Bowdoin men. Why Student Seryfce of New York^ This
an announcern ent made di- ber among the problems presented in
becan't these same men let us know jervtoe hasJJ^rtaken tc
.
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Alpha Tau Omega •
Nate Gold and His Commanders

Members

licies and activities of present-day
discussion of
Arrangements have been made Germany started with a
treatment of minorities by the
the
by
L.
headed
committee
through a

I

.
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Nu

Sigma

By Robert

'

Gene Brodman
Bob Gleason

Delta Upsilon

Symphony

Orchestra

member

—

C

!

Philadelphia

-'

'

j

I

Saytt Was Once Member Of

Bud: Benson and His Buckaroos
Theta Delta Chi Ken Harris and His Californians

the

has

of student writtenThey antici
pate using at leaBBaae of the other
plays next season

Vergason

TRIO WILL ALSO
SING WITH BAND

At a meeting of representatives
a play in the from the sopohomore delegations yesSophomore
the
afternoon,
of the terday
executive commitfc
of the Masque class executive committee agreed that
5 Faculty
and Gown and on the Quill board it was willing to sponsor a mid-winter
In Moulton Union
Last year he edited the Bugle
dance to be held on Friday. February
Not only is VerflNon a prominent 11. The dance, to be held in the gym,
houseBefore a crowd of nearly three playwright but hclas done consid- would be in the nature of a
administrahundred people, which packed the erable acting, bothjjn his own plays party dance. The college
tions.
In the tion has expressed a favorable attitude
lounge of the Moulton Union, five and in other
time
of the
he played the toward a dance at that
members of the faculty— Professors spring play last
in Dekker's year, and the Student Council and
Thomas C. VanCleve, Edward C. part of the servai
back
have
agreed
to
Committee
"Shoemaker's
Holi
Union
Kendrick,
C.
Nathaniel
Kirkland,
"Dawn" is a
Miracle play the Sophomores.
Fritz A. Koelln. and Ernst C. HelmIn addition to the dance, an extencharacters, of
reich discussed the question of "Ger- centering around
many Today" last Monday evening in Judas and Peter a calls for a cast sive program would be planned for
women. It is the week end including sports events.
the first panel discussion of this type of nine men and
dance in the
The in three acts and
act has one Union movies, and a tea
in the history of the college.
two, and the Union on Saturday afternoon. "Vic"
discussion, which was sponsored by scene, the second
are but three dances could be held in the houses on
the Bowdoin Political Forum, was ar- third has three,
Saturday evening, but it was decided
1 be produced
ranged by Arthur W. Wang '40. The settings. The
again for Sub- advisable to prohibit the houses from
speakers were introduced by William first on May 5th
hiring binds because of the expense
C. Hart '39, president of the Political freshman week e
involved. Other activities could be
Forum.
arranged by each house.
Under the guidance of Professor
In an effort to determine student
Van Cleve, who adted as chairman for B.
Conduct
C. A.
opinion regarding the plan, a poll will
evening, the analysis of the po-;

:

the gym dances do need chaperones,
it does seem rather ambiguous that
the fraternities have to pay to help
out the groups sponsoring the dances,
'"

Won

Hundreds Hear Discussion

\

j

their hands for Christmas Houseparty as follows:

and tying

the questioning and give the rebuttal.
the Bates team will be Donald
Curtis '39 as witness and Frank M.

Qofan .^

L.

FACULTY DISCUSS
'GERMANY TODAF

On
.

Nine out of tho eleven frateron campus have announced

nities

VERGASON KNOWN
WELL ON CAMPUS

announced
that the spring ptj
for thk season
will be "Dawn" a« (tfeeract play by
Edwin L. Vergasof
It will be a
modern miracle
centered around
the characters of
and Peter.
committee
The
had difficulty in
f
choosing the sprir
•y from a group

That

Andrews. Jr.

i

Top Hatters Bbnd Features
Carlotta Dale And Bon
Ion As Vocalists

Mflern Miracle Fraternities Announce
Hands For Houseparty
Centred About

Is

The executive
Masque and

Eastern Intercollegiate Debating League season with a debate
against Bates College in the lounge of
the Moulton Union. Friday at 8.15.
The topic to be discussed is "Resolv-

open

ternity houses.
Naturally, the fraternities pay for the tickets out of
their individual assessments.
Since

staff

NO. 18

JAN SAVITT SELECTED
FOR CHRISTMAS DANCE

One-ActiPlay Contest
Last YearAnd Was
Editor Of Bugle

Presentation To Be
Used In Contest

body with which to intrust such

<*

1938

Judas Arid Peter

ANDREWS

Lawyer - Witness System Of

pends upon the weather, and as usual
that is one of Bowdoin's most unreliable factors. Nevertheless, taking the
surely
it
viewpoint,
optimistic
wouldn't do any harm to have the
Student Council consider such a plan.
s - r
rnHE Council seems to be the logical
*•

Play.

DEBATE FOR WHITE

Of course everything de-

plans since they are sponsoring this
Christmas dance. Therefore, if it is
decided upon by that body, they
could go ahead with some premature
steps, so in the event that the weatherman pulls through. Bowdoin will be
able to show off some of its far too
underrated wares. The townspeople
certainly would co-operate in such an
endeavor; for if in no other way, the

"Dawn"

Ludlow Amendment

LITTLE,

skiing exhibitions

by our ever-growing ski team were
a few of the varied suggestions made.
A pre-season hockey game could be
arranged for early Monday night, and
together with the play on Tuesday afternoon Bowdoin could really step out
in style.

ASON

7,

Jr.

ALTHOUGH it seems rather futile

*

SIMPSON CONCERT
TONIGHT IN UNION

take

.

houses during the supper
_»«._ ».<. rv„v,._:
in Z. »_
Comrmssion will
hour. Later
ipublish •
<£
standing in relation to other colleges
in .New England.

.
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famous
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annually sent out by
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the follows.
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Memorial Hall on December 14.
The Quartette which has for sixty
years sung in sections of the United
States is composed of graduates of
the Institute which was founded by
Samuel Chapman Armstrong for the
in

TTr

««

for the concert is

Quartette

^-m-™

Jacoos wu'wr
Keep a-inchin Along
I* Got a Robe

If""!" 1"

..»._«-, _..u*mm.mi
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BY UNION COMMITTEr;

,

....

ment of "Adoramus Te" by

Traditional
Continuing a tradition which it reby graduate vived last spring. the Union CommitW 'H sponsor a series of student
^_ ....
,l te«
.. Traditiona
Ez«* icl Saw
faculty u as tnis year the nrat of
Tradjtiona whk h is to
V°wn Moses
held
Sunday a f
purpose*of preparing freed men for
Traditional
ternoon, from three to 4:45, in the
self-supporting lives and good citizen- Tis Me
Auction Block for
More ..~~
-.
No ...w.^
-— Me.
.„.
Moulton Union lounge. 1 .ie tea will
d,,,onal 'be under the direction
of
a sub-comThe teaching and administrative
,,.„ ^"
- brief talk on Hampton mittee
consisting of John H. Rich.
„,„» „r tiw, «*««i „.. m h»r« -h-,. Intermission
«,
b > Assistant Field Secretary
-^
Jr> -^ and
rd E Tuk
TJL
£., J£rf
whJ^The
flueehiiirfre^oah^a^
„ a8 ia His
l know
wiH
mUite6 by tne otnpr
total annual enrollment of students is
Traditional
Hands on Me
now something over two thousand There's No Hiding Place Down Here members of the Union Committee.
members of the Student Council an J
three hundred students.
Traditional the White Key.
Robinson,
Hampton has graduated over* five Water Boy
other
, eag
in , he ^rthousand men and women, and nearly •Juba
Traditional rent S( ries wiU
on j anuary
twelve thousand other students have Intermission - reading of one or two! 15 February 19. and March 19. Since
completed portions of courses. Alpoems by negro authors
the professed aim of such teas is to
Traditional bring about a closer acquaintance bethough the Institute offers every Cert'ny Lord
Burleigh tween students and faculty, the Compracticable opportunity for student Deep River
employment, the students face serious Climbih' Up the Mountain.
mittee will welcome all students and
difficulty in finding sufficient money
Traditiona] members of the faculty and staff and
to enable them to complete their Swing Low. Sweet Chariot.
their wives.

Pakstrina.

courses.

Wednesday
Simpson

-

8.15 p.m.

-

Eighth

Memorial

Concert,
Union.
Moulton
Professor
Holmes wHl present "Patience."
and
Gilbert
by
Sullivan. (Last
concert before the holidays).

Thursday

-

8.15

p.

m

.

Moulton

—

ies, Moulton Union.
Sunday - 3.00-4 45 p.m. StudentFaculty Tea in the Lounge of
the Moulton Union.
5 o'clock Chapel, The President
of the College. The Choir wiB

an

antiphonal

m

^

arrange-

-

I

brief talk

I

*P e * keT
de Wheel
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Union. Second Student Recital.
- Chapel, The Dean continues "Bowdoin a Century
No. 2
Ago"
"Evesdroppers
Hear No Good of Themselves."
6.45 patn. College Football Mov-

Saturday

sing

Intermission
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

"Amongst thf many

tragic things

w

at **
ha Ppfeod to the members
isiSir^L^y
Three radio hroer!of\<:t« Will be p*a»|<4na)4VQNe%fcKis fall nothing has
sented this week end over the Simp- been mure tragic than the death
through
a hunt^g accident of Lionel
son Amplifying System in the Moulton Union. On Saturday afternoon at' Fretkr ick Jealjug, jr. of the senior,
'1.45. the Me tropol itan Opera Com-j^ 88*-. In. college Fred Jealous was
panv's production of Wagner's •'Sieg-! cons P icuous for his athletic ability;
he w ** °" theibaseball and hockey
(Tied" will be broadcaat.
* S m<kl of y0U
The NBC Symphony orflhestra un- •*£?£>
of football.
Ider the dilution of Arthur Jb^-,mk1a2 *"*: »*» game
1
£"?**
sky. will be heard Saturday evening
n
Ijtim The program will be as

Established 1871

-

;

j
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Associate
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Leonard

Cohen

James JE. Tracy, Jr. '39
Managing Editors
Richard E. !>>ylc '40
George M. Stevens. Jr. '40
Richard W. Sullivan, Jr. '40
Richard E. Tukey 40
J.

'SO

F?"^

!

James H.

'40

Cupit. Jr. '41

Luther A. Harr. Jr. '41
Thaddeus J. Keirfe, *4t
E. Harold Pottle. Jr. 41

Jack R. Kinnard
Weinshe!

|

f

,

j

'41

Wm

]

.

Robert A. Inraan '41
Harold
Pines '41

L

'41

Henry A. Shorey, 3rd '41WUliam E. Vannah

Max

.

'

*40

John C. Evans

'41

Stanley Baldwin.
Bearing a letter from Mr. Harry
Nash, a native-born Englishman then

? ^-'^i a

£ faHL"

3 3?* h^a^^man^

•

John G. Wheelock, 3rd

Sab-Editors
David W. D. Dickson
Theodore Hoitt 41

Entitling his talk. "No. 10 Downing Street." Dean Paul Nixon, speaking in ChapeJ on Saturday. November
19, described a visit he made when in
Europe about ten years ago upon the
then Prime Minister of Great Britain,

residing in Wiscasset. who had been
close friend of Mr. Baldwin. Dean
othS.
,n college, frienily and rather quiet; Nixon entered the headquarters of
Overture to Russian and Ludmilla.
a warm friend to those who knew the British Empire to meet the man
well; to many others a pleasant who was to have such an important
Glinka'
Symphony No. 5
Tehaikowsky acquaintance. He never tried to push part in the abdication crisis eight
Concerto fpr Orchestra
Stardoaiaky himself forward, and he had a good years later.
Fire Bird Suite
Stravinsky deal of reserve.
He was cordially welcomed, the
I ""
know
"*"» *
I »ITBK
aiiniiuufi at o.yju
you in Dean said, and was impressed by
Sunday afternoon
of yiw
On i9unua,r
v^ii
3.00 the
all *»i
ine
speak IOI
for «"•
New York Philharmonic Orchestra, offering to his family and to his frat- the complete lack of pomp and cereernity
and
close friends the heartfelt mony, the simplicity of both the man
conducted by Jean Barbirolli, will preand his surroundings, and the kindly
sent a program including Eugene List' 8 ympa,nv of all."

AtuhlMt Managing Editor*
Requa

Philip E.

T
,

I

"41
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'41
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STUDENT ARTISTS
PRESENT RECITAL

i

Entered a» aaeond rlawi matter at tha a ii te«e» at awpairirh. Maine.

Managing Editor

for this Issue

Richard W. Sullivan,

%«t lxviu

GIVEN FOR FRESHMEN

Wagner

Wednesday,

-

The

Jr.

1,
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first

of a series of music rein the Moulton

citals

was presented

Union

last

sor

|

Friday evening by Profes-

and members of the

Tillotson

R/ttaWletan
Ullcm Department.
Hnr.'! n t r« nH »
H—
Bowdoin
Music
Pro
feasor Tillotson introduced a very
promising and talented group
r of stuv„„t „_71»„
n
dleni and en "
In connection with the Social Action Commission of the Stu- tertaming
musical program.
dent Christian Movement in
A quartet composed of Jonathan
England, the Bowdoin Chris.

FOOD FOR THOUGHT

££SV,
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New
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Gm^L
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.hi
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later a

month

at all the other colleges in

New

the results.

!

W

England and West"

comparative study of the positions of the colleges will be

made from

^

,
family,

^ *T ^l

A
with the selection "The Lam£ of the
22
""l
°u,,d n 8- explained the *1founding
of
by Parker.
Jonathan
Colle Se *"d architecture of its
French followed with a solo taken !
buildings,
and
gave the history of the
from one of Gounod s operas.
A first
art ejection at Bowdoin, of the
newly formed organization, the Bowdoin Brass Sextet directed by John P 1* *"* art building, which was doKonecki '39, presented selections'! nated b> tnc Walker family, and of
collections
now in the building,
from Handel's "Messiah" and "Aida"
Refreshments were served after the
by Verdi. A solo was also given by
Thomas Brownell, who sang Schu- talk &nd the c 'ass of '42 had an opmann's "An der Sonnenshcin". Fol- portunity to inspect the building.
lowing with two piano solos, Richard
"
L. Chittim '41, played compositions by
Mendelssohn and Chopin. The varied jphonic Society, and he has also conprogram was concluded by tWo fam- ducted the Portland Men's Singing
iliar
selections,
"All Through the 'Club which has appeared in past
Night" and "Eight Bells." sung by years at Bowdoin. Mr. Brinkler himthe quartet.
jself has given several concerts here
,

held early this

I

^Jt

W. French Jr..
Mason '41. iJ^STu
tian Association will conduct a poll on economic problems at each
™? _£"?
Thomas A. Brownell '41. and Bittler
*°ffjg,
ld al ,Ut tho Bowrloin
of the fraternity houses Thursday evening. Such a poll will be 42 started the evenings program £l
f
'

.

'

55

Probably, other than indications of certain trends, few definite
conclusions will emerge, but

it

ation of complicated statistics

should be understood that a compil-

What

New

not the true purpose of the

is

poll.

colleges.

the sponsors of this poll are attempting

which

is

awaken

to

'

j

Preliminary Plans For

Preliminary arrangements for the
program included, 1940 Bugle have been completed, and
selections, the staff which will work on the book
Choeur,'".one of his own com- has been selected, according to a refcL Potions. The complete program is cent announcement by Paul L.
as follows
Wheeler, Editor-in-Chief.

Mr. Brinkler's

LflAr

among many well-known
" Grand

If his social consciousness can be aroused now,
whether by a poll or by other means, a commendable result will
Mr. Alfred Brinkler. F.A.G.O.. wellhave been accomplished.
known ^
Portland organist, was hjeatd

^^

in

a concert

I

recital last night in the

Pastorale
Finale

Unfortunately arrangements for a forum discussion here could
Chapel. Mr. Brinkler. former head of Ave Maria
not be made previous to the deadline for the ballot, but on the other the
Bowdoin Department of Music TMinU ^e a V Antio0
hand, the voting may arouse increased interest in the forum which was ennecteo for many years with
'

|

these problems

Z^^^

St. Luke's Cathedral in Portland. In Scberzo
1921 he founded the Portland Poly- May Night
asked to express
Finale from

on December 15th.

student will be

wick. A number of the stereotyped
alarmists are spreading wprds qf terror throughout the Col)"ge and it is
safe to say that most people are
clearing their thpopuj at odd interwils
in order to determine the presence of
any soreness. One pf the faahionable
eating places has become especially
notorious since half of its staff is
down with the plague. We heard
the other day, however, that one

the
lectures last

of four Bowdoin
Sunday evening in the

first

Moulton Union. These lectures are
held with the view to explaining the
true tenets of Judaism; and the Jewish view of religion, economics: and
their political

and

social

life.

Guilmant

[[

^^::

B

.

young undergraduate, who probably this.
is not as au courant as he might be,
Rabbi Lewittes. who was introducate a meal at the above-mentioned ed by Dr. Kaplan,
spoke on "The Jewrestaurant. As' he was about to pay ish View of Religion." He
said that
his bill, he casually Inquired of the
Judaism was in substance "do unto
waitress the reason for the dearth
others as you would have done unto
of other eaters during the unusally
you." It consists of two main divicrowded meal hour. Lookine around
sions, the universal and the nationalfurtively, the waitress salt, "Say.
istic aspects.
The Jewish religion
haven't you heard?"
"No," replied
holds that universally there must be
the student anxiously. She then proceeded to give him the "low-dlwn." justice, righteousness, and mercy, he
said. Nationally, it embodies a series
It isn't hard to imagine the consternation of our young undergraduate of \av% intended to make it nationally
individualistic in order 'to keep its
now.
an

unity.

c

-

The new book, "Young Longfellow" by Lawrence Thompson,
should prove interesting to members of Bowdoin College, One of
the most significant facts brought
out is the dyed-in-the-wool conservatism which prevailed in the
college when it was founded. To
a great extent this conservatism
has been retained. Perhaps one
of the greatest difference* between Longfellow's time and our
own is the manner In which the
library was conducted.
During
the bard's undergradutae days,
the library was in the old chapel.

The Rabbi will lecture again on
January 8th on "The Jewish Economic Life." The remaining lectures will
be on "The Jewish Political Life" and
"The Jewish Social Life." Everyone
interested

is

invited to attend these

informal talks.

Sophomores Win Annual
Debate With Freshmen
The annual Freshman-Sophomore
debate, held on November 17 was won
by the Sophomore team of Ashton H:
White, John C. Evans, and David W.

was open only during the noon
hour, and if anyone wished to
use it, he was obliged to forego
his luncheon. In addition to this
rule, the students were allowed
to take out only one book every
three weeks.
I dare say that
many of us do not read one
book a month, but we might if
there were any soch restriction.
For any further information. I
refer you to Miss Elisabeth Riley
who is referred to in the index of
the book as an authority on
Brunswick to whom the author
is "deeply indebted and particuIt

larly grateful for showing him
Longfellow's various living quarters and many other courtesies
which were of invaluable aid."

D. Dickson.
Robert H. Lunt, Philip
H. Litman. and Lewis V. Vafiades de- c
bated for the freshmen. The question
Charles White's decision to forsake
"Resolved: That the United
college for a Vermont farm brings to
States should establish an alliance
the fore many utterances of surprise.
with Great Britain. The winners deNo doubt many of us have dreamed
fended the affirmative side.
of leaving all this turmoil for a South
Assistant Professor Athern P. DagSea Island or a rustic life of lyric,
gett was the chairman of the debate,
bucolic enjoyment, but few. how few.
and the judges, who picked the win- of us have ever
seriously considered
ner by a 2-1 vote, were Assistant Pro- the step or have
had the means to go
fessor Reinhardt L. Korgen, Mr. Rob- through with
it.
It will be interestert C. Goodell. and Mr. Gerhard O. ing to look White
up in a decade or
Render. Ernest F. Andrews, Jr.. '40, so and see if he has found the true
coached the Freshmen, and William life. He is at the same time urbane
C. Hart '39 the Sophomores.
and romantic.

m

was

Philip C. Young '40 will act as assistant editor, and Edwin L. Vergaison '39. Editor of last year's Bugle.

Symphony
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r

ter

G.

Taylor.

Rogers

will

be

named

Palmgren
Vierne

A

member

fourth

later.

Sophomores

assisting
Business
Manager William W. Fairclough are
Robert E. Chandler and Everett P.

favor or opposition next Tuesday are listed below in order to proto be encouraged, both for the timeliness of
vide opportunity for previous discussion.
the event itself and Pope.
The Roger Paul Jordan Studio of
for the fact that it represents the revival of
a former Bowdoin cusProvision by government of jobs for those unable to find work
1
Portland is doing the photography
tom. In staging a Hop-Carnival, Bowdoin is
in private employ.
taking the cue both work, and the Southworth and An-

—

— Use
measures
— Organization
4 — The maintenance or
of federal

2

from the past and present.
to support agricultural prices.

j^ g jj

thceson Press of Portland will do the
printing.

of labor into national unions.

3

increase of tariffs

and other trade bar-

ners.

5

The further

7

*•**"
Organization of consumer co-operatives.
Should the people exercise through government a greater control of production and distribution?

extension of public ownership of electric

HOP TO
The

U

February

and

utilities.

SOPHOMORES!

IT,

current plan to stage a

Sophomore Hop the week end

of,

being met with favor

all around, and is genwelcomed as a well-earned "breathing spell" direcdy after
Mid-Year examinations. Emanating from the Sophomore Class,
1

2

is

erally

the idea of the dance to be held in conjunction with winter sportj

was considered last year by the Union Board to be a
worthy undertaking. It was too late in the year for the dance to be
ing events

held, but

it

the

first

i

i

was recommended

If present plans

for this coming winter season.
go through, the coming occasion will not be

I

time that Bowdoin has held such an event, for back in the

twenties, the Sophomore Hop was annually popular. In order to
obtain the opinion of the students as a whole on the matter, the

Orient

is

aiding in a poll in which the students will be able to state

their preferences.
ities,

their

The Sophomore

sponsoring the festiv-

It looks like a telephone switchboard

and the Student Council and Union Board have already given
endorsement and offered their services.

— actually it's a Teletypewriter exchange switchboard.
Through such boards— located in 160 cities and towns—
already more than 11,000 subscribers to Teletypewriter

Class

is

Like most collegiate carnival-dances the Sophomore Hop
would serve as an ideal get-together, coming at a socially dull period on the calendar.
The various athletic events would benefit
through the increased attendance, and the fact that the fraternities will

not be allowed to hire bands of their

any segregation

into groups.

The housing of

own

service are being interconnected.

Subscribers carry on 2-way typewritten communication
across the street or across the continenL

typed on the sending machine

should lessen

stantly, at the other

the guests can be tak-

When you

j

en care of by the individual

Among

fraternities.

to keep

up

interest.

Support of the Sophomore

Hop

is

Whatever

is

reproduced exactly, in*

wire.

•

join the business world, you'll find

word— it

of the winter sports week end are the old winter wet blankets, thel
belt of ice or the lack of snow. There still remain, however, enough
activities su;h as the swimming meet and the afternoon tea dance!

and movies

end of the

many

progressive companies use Teletypewriter service. Speeding the written word— as the telephone speeds the spoken

the possible difficulties to b& incurred in the staging

is

one more Bell System contribu-

tion to business efficiency.
pipeful* of fragrant tobacco ia
tia of Princa Albajrt

•vary X-ox.

Ill

is,

mm

satatt

ataaaaaaaaal

is

understanding of the Jew, the root of
anti-Semitism will be destroyed. This
lis in conjunction Wttft a nation-wide
Imovemenf attempting to accomplish

!

.

It

hoped that by clearing up the mis-

has been appointed advisory editor.
Schubert Three sophomores have been appointSeeboeck ed to the editorial board, Nils A. Hagstrom, Robert L. McCarty, and Wal-

,

Union on

The epidemic of diphtheria has now
reached epte proportions m Brun s livered

;

S^T"

Largo e Maettoso. V;j"
Allegro

,

The programs toward which each

1940 Bugle Completed

in past years.

RECITAL GIVEN BY
DDIAJl PD 1AT rn nri
DIUimLrJl

On Tenets Of Judaism

splendidly

I

111

his civic duty.

will be held in the

man who

j

be forced upon him after graduation as part of

will

-

magnanimous

represents England at her best."
Dean Nixon closed his talk with the
advice to refrain from criticising
England's methods of dealing with
problems unless we are sure that our
own country could have done better
under the same conditions. "Meanwhile," he concluded, "an Englishman
is still for me unquestionably the man
I'd like to have beside me in a pinch,
if no American were handy."

,

England

thought on campuses on the economic problems of the world today.
Admittedly the student should be preparing now to face these
issues

|

I

Its importance, since it is a survey of student opinion, is reduced
by the uncertain nature of that opinion itself. However, it will be
interesting to view Bowdoin s stand on these questions in the light

of that of other

j

Rabbi Lewittes Talks

and Cress

Rabbi M. Lewittes of Portland de-

FIRST OF ART PARTIES

Prelude to "Die Meistersinger,"

Baa.

.

(first presenAnis Fuleihan
B Minor,
Schubert

Symphonic variations for Piano and
Orchestra
Franck

M. V.
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Symphony

Unfinished

tMUKMM

e. ORIENT
- •—
^"
~-»*a^a.i can do
iiiuitr than
uiaii effort made to put him at ease.
liw more
uu no
repeat these words of President Sills.
During the conversation, Mr. Baldwin expressed a number of opinions
which, the Dean said, merit attention not only as coming from the
head of the British government, but
also because of their intrinsic worth.
When asked if he thought people
were mote, or less interested in religion than before the war, Mr. Baldwin said that more people saw the
futility
of
life
without religious
The first of the art parties to whkrh convictions. Queried as to whether
140 freshmen have accepted invita- the American press was right
when it
tions was given in the Walker Art declared that Europe
hated AmeriBuilding last Wednesday evening, No- cans, the Premier said he
thought
verabfc t 30. at eight o'clock. Professor that this idea was greatly due
to the
Henry E. Andrews and Instructor fact that "when some fool made an
Philip C. Beam of the Art Depart- unfriendly remark in either place, it
rnent arranged the program. The sec- got a terrific broadcast," whereas
ond party, which Track Coach John friendly remarks received no publicity
« •.#
_
J. Magee and Swimming Coach Rob- at all.
Mr. Baldwin went on to say
ert B. Miller will attend as guests, that to his mind, Americe's greatest
will
given tnis
""" be
"^ K'ven
eign problem was to retain its ideals of
this evening ax
at eight
°' c,ock
and wi »
w fhc> **™ Pro- responsibility and justice.
gram as the first party.
Now, ten years later, Dean Nixon
pwf-,.„.. a ndmv
j
said, he still thinks of Mr. Baldwin
S
a
?'
1l
,
rn
W h !as a "friendly, genuine, intelligent,
,n

I

Bach

Piano Concerto No. 2

Platz '40

J.

rom NATION**.

will

•

D

Assistant Manager*
40,
Richard H. Abbott '40

MMIHKTIO

The program

as piano soloist.
be as follows:
No. 3
Suite in

Business Maaager
Pierson C. Irwin '39

(flustard

By Persimmon

i

Ednar-la-Chlef
Johh H. Rich. Jr. '39

,__
DEAN T1LIS OF VISIT
TO STANLEY BALDWIN

>tenOBIAM

Used For Broadcast*
Rruaawtak, *•)•»

ORIENT

Sound System To Be
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I

I
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SYSTEM

—
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MAGEE MUST FIND
'DATA

Football Movie Series

T\\ un Practice for competition
&X£%J
^ J\.iJ *year's
usually lough schedule.

in

this

Due

graduation and ineligibility the
prospects for the 1939 team are not
as bright as for last season's outfit.
Coach Wells has his squad working out on Coffin's Pond, since due
to lack of frost the rink hasn't been
flooded as yet. Although no regular
games are scheduled for before Christmas, there is a possibility of two
games with the St. Dom's Club of
Lewiston.
Seven lettermen have reported and
there is a possibility of another coming out after mid-years. Besides these
men, Coach Wells has a number of
players from last year's informal junDan Hanley
ior varsity squad.
Captain of Hockey
Captain Dan Hanley and Bunny
are
e^° nly
fenS ,
Wh0
Upham,
Bill Currier, Lou
h8V ear JJ? the,f tett r t,
Ner?.
Corej
fk
u be ,n the goal.;' Haire and Dick Sullivan,
another
kmerman. will
xhedule js
fQlk)
Veteran forwards are Ingy Arnold
? „_ New Hampshire
Mai Melendy. Dave Doughty and Bill .
an n__r ih v
Allen. Jack Tucker, the eighth letterman. is expected to be ready for ac19 Nart heasiern
tive play after midyears.

Is

Expected To Aid
Charlie

Spruit Division; Allen

Now

Pope

In Shape

DOUBLEDAY SHOULD
STAR IN MILE RUN
Pope May Improve Record
For Quarter During
The Season
Magee,

Jack

who

evidently betwenty-five years are

?"

lieves the first
the hardest, is preparing to open an
indoor track 9eason that is pretty

much

^

.

Well
a question mark.
stocked with dashmen, hurdlers, middle distance and long distance men,
the genial mentor finds himself with
a field events squad that will make or
of

Feb ?
The following are from last year's feb. 9
junior varsity squad: Charlie Marr, |peD 17
Hank Bonzagni. Charlie Hartshorn, p^ D \g
.

.

.

.

.

.

fleet

quarter miler and cap-

tain of the 19S9

Bowdoin Track

Team.

left

from

Bowdoin Indies Drop

are

last year,

Game

but coming up from the outstanding
1941 freshman squad is Ray Huling
who will also double up in the
hurdles. Huling was usually a winner
last winter against fast Maine schoolboys. Neal Allen, who was hindered
last year by pulled muscles is back in

;

top shape and should be outstanding
He
in both high and low hurdles.
will be aided by Huling, Rowe, and

!

McGuire.
* In
the middle distance events
there is a wealth of material. Captain Charlie Pope, state champion

440 yarder and holder of the Bowdoin record for this event at 49.4 is
back to add to his victories. Charlie
is only a junior and since he has all
of this year and also next in which
to develop, there is no telling what he
may do before he graduates. With
him this season will be Bob Hamblen who is slated for a brilliant
year. Bill Mitchell, and Walt Young,

a sophomore.

George Hill. Jim Doubleday. Nils
Hagstrom, Tom Lineham, Don Bradeen, Lyn Martin and Omer McDuff
are hopes in the longer runs from the
600 up. With few exceptions they are
all cross-country men and should be
in perfect trim for the coming cam
paign
Their work will be watched
closely to determine just what aid
cross-country running is to distance
men. Sophomore Jim Doubleday is
expected to turn in some good per-

elude.

are

now on

the squad

tures

Gardent, Dick Doyle, Prentice StevChuck Brand, Ev
Gilman, Ash White, and Hal Pottle.
Harold Oshry, manager of the Polar Bears, has not made out a complete schedule as yet, but tentative
games have been arranged with
Bates. Colby and Bridgton.
The Polar Bears will take the
court for their second game Friday
formances. As a freshman. Double- evening at 8.00 in the Gym. Their
day occasionally ran the 440 to im- opponents will be the Cercle Canaprove his sprinting, and in a pinch he dien, a fast semi-pro club from Lewiscould fill in there mishear.
ton.

s

Left

T.

!

The 1939 swimming

season will
open unofficially next Friday afternoon at four o'clock in the Curtis
Pool with an intra-squad meet. This
meet will be open to the public, and
will be conducted in the manner of an

The squad has been divided into
two teams for this meet, headed by
Roger Dunbar, college backstroke
champion, and freshman Bob Fenger,
once National Junior champion in the
backstroke. Dunbar's team includes
Bud White. James. Cooper, Carlson,

was
best

and

officials for

PRINTING
I
STfJART *

Town

B

CLEMENT
u

i

I

d

I

a 1

mighty men Carl Boulter,
George Reardon, Frank Sabasteanski,
and Toney are big hopes. All the

•

one reason or another have each year turned

the proposal for a Varsity quintet. The point is not taken to discuss
the merits or demerits in such case, but it does seem that the only way
Bowdoin has any chance of ever getting basketball is by a continual interest
Better attendance, better
in the sport on the part of the fraternity groups.
games, and in general a better interest on the part of the fraternities will

down

undoubtedly insure the installation of a Varsity quintet in the near future.
Certainly the White Key is doing its share of the work.

weights,

field event men are more or less
doubtful quantities and unless they
display unexpected power, the whole
team will be affected. The Christmas Gambols are expected to give
evidence of individual stars and to
offer the boys their first competition
of the year. An attractive schedule
already lined up for the freshmen
features a meet with the Bates
yearlings on February 24 prior to the
varsity Bates-Bowdoin clash.
The
three Greater Portland schoolboy
teams of Portland, Deering and South
Portland High Schools with Thornton Academy of Saco. and Bridgton
Academy are also in their habitual
spots on the slate.
Many of the
freshmen have outstanding pre-college records, but Jack can really get
a line on the newcomers only after
the Christmas Gambols next week.

Brunswick, Ma.
^*"

MUSIC LESSONS
NOW IN PROGRESS
The study

of

applied

music,

an-

Bridge Tournament To

Be Held This Saturday
A

duplicate contract bridge tourna-

nounced by Professor Tillotson last
ment, under the sponsorship of the
month, is now in progress, and inUnion Committee, will be held in the
structors in voice and organ are now
lounge of the Moulton Union this Sat.

holding classes.

beginners and
will

Classes in piano for

intermediate

be arranged soon.

players

The

classes

are to be arranged in groups of

and

will cost

urday, beginning

at

1.00 p.m.

mittee-members Thomas

end Calvin A. Hill

'40

Com-

P. Riley '39

will

have

six,

charge of the tournament, which
50 cents a person. These
open to any team in the college.

is

classes, said Professor Tillolson. will

—

A four year curriculum completed In three calendar years, by
means ef the quarter plan. (Fear quarters el eleven weeks each,
to the school year).
The dental and medical schools are closely affiliated, instruction
in the basic medical sciences being under the supervision of tike
medical faculty.
Clinical practice of dentistry. In all its varied
aspects is supervised by the dental division and there is an intimate
association with the clinics of several hospitals. Periods of internship
in two general and one children's hospi tal during the senior year,
offering unnsual experience la clinical observation, diagnosis aad
treatment of dental conditions.
Next regular session wiU start the trst week
For further information

Donovan D. Lancaster,
50 Asst. Designs with Envelopes $1.50 Chairman
Finest Grade, a work of Art
S3.M to give all of those interested
Name Inscribed en each if desired. chance to participate.
An Ideal Xmas Gift. Order at Once.

in July, 18S9.

School of Dentistry, 25 Goodrich Street,Buffalo, N.Y.

"
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.
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a
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in

college all-team.

FOOTBALL LETTERMEN
HOLD ANNUAL BANQUET
Sixty players from both the varsity and junior varsity football squads
attended the annual banquet at the
Eagle Hotel last Wednesday night.
The banquet, as in the last four years,
was also a celebration of a State
Championship.
Captain Nels Corey acted as toastmaster and introduced Dean Nixon,
Assistant Coach Dinny Shay. Doctor
Johnson, Captain-elect Walt Loeman,
and Coach Adam Walsh.
Dean Nixon read a mysterious letter from the dean of a, well-known

,

With Leas Work
Sounds impossible, buv-it can be dene
if you
follow the Gunthrop Study
Charts, a "streamlined" method ef
efficient study.

This practical, tested

system will more than double the reyour work. Don't postpone
action. Write today for information.

THIS IS BOOK
Our

Box

511,

San Diego,

Calif.

WEEK

store is bulging with all the late books.

— Come in and Browse —

suits of

The STUDENTS GUILD

BOOKSTORE

F.

W.

CHANDLER & SON

Right Guard
Right Tackle

Genge

Maine

Heraey

Right End
Quarterback

Rurrilt

Colby
Colby

Bate*

Melendy Bowdoin
Cathy

Daggett

Halfback
Halfback

Drew

Fullback

Karsokas Bowdoin

Maine

Choosing

the

ends

for

the

All-

Maine team was not the hardest task
but at the same time some versatile

wingmen

have

Bowdoin's

Mac Denham and

Bus
sired

been

passed

over.

Colby's

Burrill are all that could be dewhen honor ends are consider-

ed. Each has the six-feet, 180 pound
Ideal proportions; both are proved
agile artists at all varieties of defensive play, are truly standout passreceivers, and are big and smart
enough to heave the heftiest of
tackles out of an offensive play. Den-

Lighting Effects
To Aid Xmas Play

ham
The

functioned at the terminus of
Bowdoin's unyielding line, and not
once was his flank turned for a score
on a running play. Burrill helped
to hold up a more vulnerable Colby
primary defense.
Corey Outstanding Tackle

lighting for the Christmas play

of the

Away,"

Masque and Gown, 'Take
is

It

in

to use extra

men

One

doin's

goalie,

Michigan

return meet with Bates to be
held in Lewiston has been scheduled.

been set as yet.

of Rrnnswick,

;

alliance

of

Possessed of the highlyreflexes

of

the

Corey also was speedy

hockey
in his

Hersey made effective use of his
215 pounds, particularly on offense,
where he was employed as chief body
guard for Colby's, passing attack.
Hersey stood out mostly as a blocker,
though his defensive work was up to
Bowthe State Series standard.
doin's Bill Broe played some of his
best football in the Series games,
and was not far behind Hersey.
Maine's tackles Johnson and Dyer
were hindered by lack of experience,
while Topham of Bates, sophomore
giant, may develop in another year.
Loeman and Genge Edge Clough
At the guard spots, three strong
contenders were dominant defensive
factors and "mow 'em down" blocker8
n each of their three games,
These three were Walt Loeman of
Bowdoin. Clarence Genge of Maine,
and Gus Clough of Bates. In the
j

Pam

4)

EARN MONEY

Maine

Total Keeourcte S2.7M.Nf
BTU»«NT rSTBOBAC* SOLICIT**

defensive

K'ontimwd on

BAN!

CanitaL S1T5.M*

easily filled

coverage of punts.

A

but no date

triple

a tackle.
developed

class are available in case of need.

-

was

Denham, Corey, and Loeman on the
left side. Nels set up and made many

for the lighting set-

March 24-25— N.C.A.A.

tackle position

by the bulky but brainy Nels Corey,
Bowdoin leader, while Colby's Captain Laurel "Lop" Hersey of the
"beef trust" seems to have a slight
edge on the other tackles. Corey has
gained renown for his strategic defensive play, and is uncommonly agile
Middle man in Bowfor his size.

up they will be called for that evening. Three men from the freshman

FIRST NATIONAL

The COLLEGE

Croaker

Many Goad Racks

NICHOLS * COMPANY

BETTER GRADES

Loeman

Center

This season has been marked by

>;

Bockmart, Georgia,

Bowdoin
Bowdoin

Corey

Left Guard

the usual abundance of backs, several
good ends, few outstanding tackles,
and the quota of strong middle-ofThe
the-line guards and centers.
-d|paau„ sji ;nomtA\ lou sbm diejs
threading" passers, "bruising" blockers, "mail carriers." "flashes," "giuefingered pass-receivers," "teeth-jarring tacklers" and numerous other
Blockers have been
superlatives.
given more credit, roving guards
cited, tackles and ends praised for
their smartness.

to

has
Bates
March 3 B. U. - away
March 10-11—N. E. Championships has a 60-foot pool and a meet there
- Wesleyan wiU allow the Bowdoin swuTtrners a
chance at the short pool records.
March 17-lS*-Ivy League - Yale
,

Denham Oowdeln

End

Left Tackle

Five Bowdoin players, three from
Colby, two from Maine, and one
Bates man have been selected for the
Orient annual All-Maine, State Series
As has been the cusfootball team.
tom, selections were made on the
basis* of play in the Series games
alone. This mythical team represents
the consensus of opinion of the Orient
Staff, which has judged as impartially
as possible.
In arriving at these final choices,
the usual difficulties and natural
It is
prejudices were encountered.
impossible for one group to get an
accurate check on the performances
of the players in each of the series
games, and perhaps the fairest method is the one whereby the four coaches pooled their choices. Another inconsistency occurs frequently in picking a backfield. when the men are
named for individual brilliance, regardless of what position they play.
Very often the backfield is lacking
the very important blocker.

charge of Paul R. Keeler '40, assisted by Robert E. Chandler
'41 and Herbert L. Fischer '41. Inasmuch as the new equipment which
was purchased last spring will be
needed for the musical, the three men
will be preparing the new set in the
next few weeks. Several new dimmers are being added to the switchthird places. Four ineligiblities will
board, which was constructed last
leave the team a little weak in its
year, and the regular spotlights and
first three meets, but these men are
floodlights are being overhauled. Four
expected to be back after mid-years.
new spotlights will be used on the
The schedule which has been ar- production.
ranged is one of the toughest that
A special feature, which is largely
the White poolmen have ever faced.
Dartmouth is expected to be the to be obtained through light, will be
hardest to beat, but Amherst will be a dream scene representing faculty
members many years ago. A permaa close second.
At the meeting of the National nent cyclorama will permit the use of
A.A.U. last week end, Bowdoin was moonlight and silhouette effects.
Because the stage will not be free
granted the privilege of holding a
National 100-yard championship event until after the Hampton Quartet performance on the 14th, the complithis winter. This will be held at the
annual Olympic Carnival here at a cated lighting arrangements must be
date to be announced later. Coach completed in less than twenty-four
Miller said that he has been prom- hours for dress rehearsal the evening
ised some of the outstanding swim- of the 15th. If is is found necessary

—
—

.

The University of Buffalo

Reeks, and Conant. and its quota ol
newcomers. On the basis of past experience, Dunbar's team appears to
have a considerable edge, but Fenger
is putting his faith on the superior
balance of his team to bring them
through victorious.
The squad looks the strongest that
it has at this time in past years, said
Coach Bob Miller when interviewed
yesterday. Improvement has been apparent in all departments. There is a
star is almost every event, but the
big want of the squad right now, said
Miller, is to develop reserve strength
to take those important second and

Entrants should sign up for the mers of the country to take part
be of special value to singers and
those wishing to take music courses tournament not later than 10.00 a.m. this event.
The schedule:
in college, as well as to those who Saturday.
Jan. 7 M.I.T. - home
would like an introduction to musical
The teams in the contesi will not
Jan. 13 Amherst away
masterpieces through first hand ex- an*
represent fraternities, as in the anJan. 14 Springfield - away
perience.
Feb. 11— Olneyville B.C. - home
interfraternity
nual
competition,
Feb. 18— Bates - home
which will be held later on in the
Feb. 22—open
BEAUTIFUL PERSONAL
year. The aim of the Committee, acFeb. 25 Dartmouth - away
CHRISTMAS CARDS
cording to an announcement

by

School of Dentistry

.

Coach Walsh and a Gladstone bag
Dinny Shay.

Bud White
Captain of Swimming

I

The College

.

college in which the latter offered
$30,000 for Adam Walsh, and $10,000
for Dinny Shay. This dean admitted
that he probably would have to discontinue his chemistry and economics
classes in order to raise the money.
but stated that pressure from old
grads, who were disappointed at the
team's record of la wins and two losses, necessitated the action.
Coach Walsh presented gold footballs to the twenty-six varsity lettermen, and said a few words about
the character of each man. He said
that this year's squad was one of
the finest he has ever coached.
Captain Corey, in the name of
team, presented a fishing reel to

maany

Interfraternity basketball lifts its head tonight as the opening games
in this year's season get under way. During the past few years there has
been an ever-increasing clamor for the installation of basketball as a major
sport.

Karsoka*, picked on the
ORIENT All-Maine team and the
only hack In the State to be selected for the New England small

official contest.

Field Event Strength Needed

On the showing of the weightmen.
high jumpers and pole-vaulters much
will depend.
Dolan and Gregory are
veterans in the high jump, but the
sophomores. Marble and James will
also be scoring threats.
The latter
pair and Bill Eklund will handle the
pole
vault
assignment.
In
the

SWIMMING SEASON
TO OPEN FRIDAY

Home
Away
Home
Home
Away
Home Unofficial Meet Between the
Away
Squad ; Hard Schedule
Away
Faces Mermen

usual setback

—s

THE ORIENTS ALL-MAINE TEAM

games.

coach's dream for blocking, passing, running, kicking, and
defensive playing.

ens. Bill Fairclough.

Selected

be concluded with the picof the Maine and Tufts

Jenkisson, Hutchinson. Thwing, Berkowitz, all from last year's varsity or
J.V. squads, and several newcomers,
who will remain unknown quantities
until after the meet. Fenger's group
Johnny Cartland's Polar Bears got off to a tough start when they includes veterans Marble, Fisher,
Chapin,
Pennell,
Harr,
dropped their opening basketball game to Northeastern Business College of Downer,
Portland by a considerable margin. The Indies have been working out only
a short time and used various combinations with Cart land the only man hitting the basket with any consistency. Hank Dale looked good at times and

in-

Denham, Corey, Loeman,
Melendy Are Also

Rabbit

Lecnieux to return to college is a severe Mow to Colby's
chances in the State Series. Coach Wells has s flue nucleus
for his sextet la Corey, Hanley, Melendy. Arnold, Tucker,
Allen, Doughty and Bass.

Doc Luther, Al Chapman, Paul

KARSOKAS NAMED
OUTSTANDING BACK

ries will

First
Of Season "Jitterbug" Chapman should be a valuable asset to the team. The game
rough and ragged with Don Drossel of Northeastern turning in the
Bowdoin's independent basketball of many individual performances.
The freshmen courtsters seem to have a little more in the way of
team opened its season last Friday
night, dropping the game to a strong terial than did last year's squad.
It is. of course, too early to make
Northeastern Business College team predictions but with men such as Dyer, Coombs, Adams, Eck, Hannigan,
frorn Portland by a 57 to 39 score
Mac Kay a fairly formidable quintet should develop.
This game was in the order of a prac
tice game, and Captain Johnny Cartland substituted freely in order to get
it of the Bowdoin All- Main* twin
The
a line on the material.
to many readers a* slightly prejudiced, but
Cartland, Ed Fisher, and Hank
Dale played well for the Polar Bears,
alter all K taken Into account as It was during tie selecbut their play was overshadowed by
tion, it does seem that the Orient team fulfills some of the
that of the Drossel brothers who
qualities that the other All-teams have not done. Forgetscored 37 of the 57 points that the
ting for the moment the most commonly used plan of prewinners scored. These three men, vet
senting the most renowned stars of the season, the Orient
erans from last year's squad make up
has attempted to make a team that could be a icood workthe nucleus of this year's team, but
ing unit. It has not sought to name the same stars that
Cartland has a wealth of new mathe papers have played up through the year, but instead it
terial from which to draw, including
has sought to pick eleven men who would At best into a
several from last year's official freshman quintet.
working unit. The Orient staff feels that Its selection is a

Men who
i

Three Colby Men, Two From
Maine, One From Bates
Complete Eleven

Next Saturday evening in the
Union at quarter of seven, the se-

and wilt hold up practice until another cold spell. Both the
vanity aad freshman squads had been working out at
Coffin's Pond. The rink had also been prepared for flooding by a willing group of shovelers. Only eleven candidates
turned out for hockey at Colby which should be an encouraging sign for Coach Well*. The failure of (apt Leo

Rowe, Hilling In Sprints

dashmen

it*

State

the game.

SPORTS SIDELIGHTS
Saturday night'* rain gave hockey

Mass.

stand, the films reveal clearly the
plays as they unfold, and bring out
bits of play which ordinarily are
missed by the average spectator at

New Hampshire
Colby
Northeastern
I.

Bennie

26, the pictures of

and' Williams
games were shown, and last Saturday, films of the Bates and Colby
games.
Taken from the top of the grand-

^

m.

!

On November

{jZ^Z
_

;

.

tance men on his cross-country squad,
and although the results of his labor
were not easily seen during the harrier season, they are bound to show
In the state meet
in the long run.
last May the only noticeable weaknesses of the Big White were in the
distances, and if Magee has corrected
this failing by his concentration on
cross-country, his remaining major
problem is his field events candidates.

Rowe and Gene Redmond

^

,

On Orient All-Maine Team

ton Union.
the

,

more strength in the weights, high
jump and pole vault. Jack has been
hard at work this fall developing dis-

Lin

^

"j

break his team. Starting with February 4, he has meets that include
the Milrose A. C. games in New York,
the B. A. A. in the Boston Garden,
dual meets with Dartmouth and
Bates on successive weeks, the I. C.
4 A games in New York, and the
Interfraternity
the
grand finale,
To pilot his
classic on March 10.
team through a season as tough as
this he needs more balance than he
has at present, and in particular

the only

^L

Bowdoin Places Five Men

Under the direction* o! the Union
Board and Mr. Linn S. Wells, slow
motion films of the football games
played this season are being shown
every Saturday night in tne Moul-

to

Huling

End Next Saturday

To

Thta ****"* hockey ***** h*s **"

\ir*l? C/1F7" A
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Hockey Practice
Begins For 1939

FIELD EVENTS MEN
Tf\
X \J
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without leaving your residence
Here's a chance to get some extra
cash this fall selling novelties at 50%
commission to students living in your
dormitory or fraternity. Send dime
to Box 760, Buffalo. N. Y., to cover
cost of mailing samples.

MORTON'S NEWSSTAND TONDREAU BROS. CO.

— CONTEOTfONKM —

87

maiNe STREET

Largest Lbs* ef Fines an«
hi Town
TOILET ARTICLES

EVERYTHING THAT'S GOOD

TO EAT

mmmmmmmmmmm

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

FOUB

To Prevent Diphtheria

October when

was way back in
Maine and 3 Colby weItfirst
picked Jan Savitt for an appearance at Bowdoin this month
Men Comprise Rest Of
Thomas Manns little book "This
The State Team
Peace" is a most interesting com-

1 Bates, 2

.

.

.

•

mentary on the events in Europe dur(Continued from Pass 3)
__
The
ing the past few months
final consensus it was decided that
to
Genge and Loeman had the thinnest Federal Writers Project "Guide
Maine" calls Memorial Hall an "arGenge'
of an edge over Clough.
We
general strength, length and breadth chitectural white elephant"
.

.

.

of defensive play could not be denied. Loeman is the players', coaches', or anyone's guard, who burrows
under the middle for many a tackle.

Clough won many plaudits for his
shifty, spectacular game, but was
edged at his own game by Genge.
Heavyweight boxing champ at
Maine, Genge made full use of powerful

arms

to fight off the blocker,

with the play, and make the
of the tackle. Loeman was perhaps more a typical
guard than either of his rivals, and
his hard and fast charge carried him
into all backfields, or out in front of
Bowdoin's speedy backfield. There is
really little to choose between these
three guards, and as a matter of fact
most mythical All-Maine elevens have
included Clough.
At center, Charlie Crooker of Bates
gets the call over the heavier Ken
Burr of Maine. Crooker weighs a
mere 165, but is fast enough to run
on the track team is a sure passer,
and is quick enough to hold up his
part in blocking. It is as a backerup of the line, however, that Crooker
is outstanding, making more than his
share of the tackles. Burr holds an
eminent position in a long line
of powerful Maine centers, but a
combination of injuries kept him from
slide

whole or portion

Annual Red Cross Drive
Jan Savitt To Play
WOUU) OPEN
Debating Council
Brings 92,4% Response
At Christmas Dances
DOORS TO REFUGEES
To Open Season

SILLS

College Takes Measures

STATE TEAM HAS
5 BOWDOIN MEN

.

.

.

should feel very fortunate in securing
such a fine band as the "Top HatBesides
ters" for the Gym Dance.
grand music they feature a very
amusing and entertaining show
It may sound strange but the majority of the visitors to our campus are
impressed most by the Chapel. We're
afraid that most of us see it too early
in the morning to be so touched. But
just try going in there alone sometime and stand at the door and you'll
realize as never before the true beauty of the building. You'll appreciate
it more then
.
M.I.T. has alumni
Week's pet
in 82 countries
gripe: That the Theta Delts didn't get
that hill-billy band for their house
.

.

.

.

any students who
are known to have come in con-

en

in the case of

Dr. Johntact with the disease.
son advises all students to stay
away from public places where
there are large gatherings of people in order to minimize the possibility of contact with a sick per-

.

.

.

.

Coca-Cola spent 7 mil-

lion dollars for advertising last year;
this last August was the biggest sales
in the company's history

month

.

of Maine football,
and he kept a team, below the Maine
standard, always in the ball game.
Karsokas Best In State
Karsokas topped a three-year career in the Series, as one of the best
all-round running backs in the history of the State. Big Ben blazed his
half of the Series action.
glory trail through, around, and beMelendy Picked For Blocking
tween opposing defenses in an inimIn the backfield it was acknowl- itable running style that met every
edged that ball-carriers 4 were plen- shifting situation. Benny's leg-drive
tiful,
but that honest-to-goodness carried him past the scrimmage line,
blockers were scarce. With this fact and his speed and shiftiness served
in mind, and following a policy of him thereafter.
Karsokas was pracgiving more credit to this phase of tically unstoppable in the maneuver
the game, it was decided that Oak where he would slow down to a trot,
Melendy could hardly be left off the and then burst right through the
team.
In selecting Melendy, it tackier on sheer power.
should be remembered that his talJohnny Daggett completes the
ents do not stop at blocking, but in- backfield, as he completed the Series
clude the trivium and quadrivium of games, with a touchdown. This 150football: run, kick, pass; block tackle, pounder was the rave and rage all
season, and it was evident that Dagpass defense, and signal-calling.
Selecting the rest of the backfield gett deserved anything said of him.
for general ability, regardless of posi- A trackman's speed made him untion, Dana Drew of Maine, Benny catchable in the open, and this one
Karsokas of Bowdoin, and Johnny factor made him a dangerous runner

.

.

Record of the week: Ella Fitzgerald's
very clever and amusing "F. D. R.
Jones" for Decca. Runner up: Bob
Crosby's "Two Sleepy People"
Several thousand ants in Utah are

working for movie director Cecil B.

De

They are cleaning the bones

Mille.

buffalo skeletons to be used in
Song of the
"Union Pacific"
week: "Blame the Weather." This
should become one of the nation's top
Burgess Meredith will
favorites
play Rix Martin in the movie version
of the best-seller "Young Man With a
Horn." This was inspired by the life
of the great musician, Bix BeiderReports are that Dizzy
becke
Dean's vaudeville act is taking a belly
Jan Savitt's "shuffle
fiopper
rhythm" is a variation of swing relying for its effects on the use of eight
full beats to a measure instead of
We hope
the customary four
Sally Clark's marriage doesn't turn
of

.

Daggett were automatically chosen
by the staff. Drew was the typical
triple threat, but far above the average as passer. It was his accuracy
which made fine receivers out of a
quartet of Maine ends.
In a single
year of football experience, Drew be-

came symbolical

minds to the

son.

dance

.

.

.

(CooUnuad from

President Kenneth C. M. Sills, in a
chapel address on Sunday, November
20, advocated America's opening our
doors to refugees from the persecution in Germany -and other countries.
"No doubt the opening of our doors."
he said, "would involve sacrifice and
inconvenience, but it would be mockery if we, a democratic nation, should
shut our doors to refugees."
Urging his audience to turn their

.

.

.

Between thirty and forty cases
of diphtheria have been reported
among townspeople in the past
week. Henry L. Johnson, college
announced yesterday.
physician,
In order to prevent the spread of
the epidemic to the college, precautionary measures are being tak-

.

.

tragic situation

.

The organization is noted for its
"music with a shuffle," a very successful variation of swing.
In order
to carry it out more effectively, Sav-

President Sills began by asserting
that our colleges' and universities
have a great responsibility to preserve racial and religious toleration,
so that prejudice will not get the
best of our country. He said that he
regrets the fact that prejudice has
been growing on campus. "Some prejudice cannot be eradicated," he allowed, "and of course the minority is
often at fault."
The President explained that there
were two kinds of authority: authority of the personality, which is necessary and desirable, and authority
without reason another situation.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

"Whenever there is a totalitarian
is bound to follow," he
stated. "The common belief of Fascism, Communism, and Nazi-ism, of
the denial of the rights of the indistale, cruelty

our own religious prejudices, if we
could be of some help to other peoand pass-receiver. Daggett was also
pies, we could keep our heads up and
Colby
on
the
hardest
tackier
the
speak of our country as a democteam, and made many a last-ditch
all

the

performers on this AllMaine team but an honor roll would
include: Haldane of Bowdoin, best of
the fullbacks; Belli veau, Buccigross,
and Briggs of Bates, backs; Hatch of
Colby, and Gerrish of Maine, backs.

ments.

On December 17, Milton M. Goldberg '39 and Richard B. Sanborn '40
will support the affirmative of the
Ludlow Amendment question in another League debate against the Massachusetts Institute of Technology at
Cambridge.
Last Monday evening a Bowdoin
varsity debating team made up of
Ashton H. White and David W. D.
Dickson, both of the sophomore class,
debated the University of New HampBowdoin upheld
shire at Durham.
the affirmative of "Resolved: That
the United States should establish an
alliance with Great Britain." This de*

Away" To Be
On Dec

'

m

j

Made
HopToBeHeldFeb.il

Peace.
|

41,

members, ballots have been placed in
ORIENTS which are in the Union. The ballot will ask whether you
are in favor of such advance, and
whether you would attend such a
dance if held this year.
It has been decided by the Sophomore representatives and the Student
Council to leave the question of mov-

an(j Philip c. Young, managers.

>fn

The others who spoke and their
were, David D. W. Dicksorw
"Last Defense." by Robert Em-j
be
houses met; Edward C. Palmer '40, the barduring supper. For Thorndike Club ker's speech from Ben Johnson's
pieces

(Continued from pate* t)
taken tonight at all the

R

Jack

Rinnard

Benjamin H.

'41.

'42,
Edward J. Platz '40,
Haroi d siocumb '42, and Lewis Va-

Blodgett

fiades -42- costumes:

er -39. properties. L.

"Volpone"; Ernest F. Andrews, Jr.. Jr
'40, "Public Opinion," by W. J. CamPrt
eron; Frank G. Davis "41, Vis et Vvr"> go,,
frorn Victor Hugo's "Quatre-Vingt- ert

Roger M. Stov-

Damon

Scales,

David W. Douglas '41. RobL McCarty '41. and Lincoln John.42; and the electrical crew, RobE Chandler '41, Herbert L. FlshTreize"; and Arthur W. Wang '40. er Jr., '41. and Paul Keeler '40. Tie
"Invective against Corry" by Henry Masque and Gown also wishes to
Crattan.
thank Mrs. Cadigan for helping deDean Paul Nixon was chairman of s gn the scenery.
the contest, and the judges were Mr.
ing out of the houses in order to pro- Samuel Ladd, Mr. Horace Hildrethl
vide rooming facilities for the girls up '25. and Mr. Edwin G. Walker '36.
&||mf Concert
to each fraternity. The college will
make no general rule concerning this
To
Given Tonight

the

40,
.

.

,

j

j

j^^

|

Be

problem.

President Sills concluded with a
warning, "If any American thinks that the solution of the ills of the
United States lies in the direction of

Woman Working

denial of the law of service, love,
brotherhood taught by Christ."

The

In Biology Lab

Stearns of Maine and Marble of dictatorship, let him look at what is
Bowdoin, ends; Howard, Bowdoin; happening in Germany. Let him leam
Cook, Maine; and Glover, Bates, to hate tyranny, for tyranny is a
guards.

1)

,

.

standout

Put

i

.

racy."

in charge of the student committee for the drive. This is a percentage gain of 5.9 over last year.
The eleven fraternities on the
campus went 100 per cent which
made up about 539 of the total
588.
The rest of the donations
were from the Thorndike Club and
the inactive men. Working with
Mullen were the various house
presidents, Cohen, president of the
Thorndike Club, Sammis, Sandler,
Campbell, and Stearns.

Take

.

defensive save.
It was impossible to include

man

KYW

.

.

ment by Robert Mullen

'39 chair-

Won

.

.

.

(Continued from

of Little and Andrew H. Cox '38 was
victorious at Lewiston. Bowdoin has
won three of the last four engage-

,

By

.

.

Five hundred eighty-eight students
subscribed to the annual Red Cross
drive this year, a percentage of
92.4, according to a recent state-

has constructed two special valve
trombones.
The recordings by this group are
found on the Victor Bluebird labels.
His most recent are his theme
"Quaker City Jazz," "Sugar Foot
Stomp," "When I Go A-Dreamin'," Alexander Prize
"Ya Got Me" and "There's No Place
Charles Stepanian ;*•»• was non-decision
Like Your Arms."
Jan Savitt is currently appearing at
Charles Stepanian '41, giving "Mithe Arcadia Restaurant in PhiladelIt
phia besides maintaining fifteen pro- cawber's Denunciation of Heep" from
grams weekly from
over the en- Charles Dickens' "David Copperfield,"
Presented
16
tire red network of NBC
The band won the annual Alexander Prize
will come to Bowdoin as part of a lim- Speaking Contest held on November
ited one-night stand tour while they 21. Fred J. Dambrie '40 took second
are vacationing from their duties in place, speaking "Claudius and Cyn- by a num ber rather than a name, on
Philadelphia.
The organization is thia" by Maurice Thompson, and Ed- j anuary 12th. The plays will be prehandled through Consolidated Radio ward O'Brien and Charles Redman, gented on the afternoon and evening
Jr., both freshmen,
tied for third.
Artists Inc. of New York City.
f February 27th.
O'Brien gave Vachel Lindsay's poem,
, n responsible
The
for the back"The Congo," and Redman spoke stage work on the musical comedy
David Cook's "Youth and World 9^. building crew, Russell Novello
Plaits
For Soph

itt

.

.

1)

Air."

abroad

vidual leads to carelessness," he said,
"and, in turn, to cruelty, persecution,
and even wholesale murder." President Sills said that he was referring
especially to the recent growth of
totalitarianism in Germany where
barbarous treatment of Jews and
"At
Christians alike has resulted.
times," he said, "it seems that some
accounts must be exaggerated, yet all
testimony shows that there has not
been such cruel treatment of so many
out like her singing career
people since the Middle Ages."
Looks as if those sleigh rides might
"We Americans, in our protest,"
And still
..
have to be cancelled
Dr. Sills continued, "must not over'
Crawwe're not impressed by Joan
Don't pass up any of Les look the fact that occasionally racial
ford
Brown's airings. This band will go and religious prejudices are to be
Not much longer to wait. found in our midst. If we could allay
places
.

Put

the fact that through his brilliant
musical arrangements and instrumentation he has taken the brassy harshness out. of swing music and made it
easy on the ears and danceable. An
indication of the band's popularity
can be gained from the avalanche of
fan mail which followed the formation of the 'Top Hatters Club of the

cert before the holidays will take
place tonight in the Moulton Union at
8.30 o'clock.
The Gilbert and Sullivan opera, "Patience," will be pre-

I.
Lambert, who is
jsented and
most Zoology students as

Mary

Mrs.

and known

to

Simpson Memorial Con-

last

it

suggested that those

is

who entertains them at attending bring copies so that they
may follow the lyrics and the muhome in Harpswell each spring,
now engaged in special research sic more closely. Professor C. T.

the person

her
is

in

Holmes of the Mathematics Department will have charge of the pro-

a private laboratory in the science

building.

YOU CAN

ON THIS COMBINATION

gram.
Last week the first chamber music
concert of the year which consisted of
Beethoven and Ravel quartets was

Mrs. Lambert was formerly associated with her iate husband, a former member of the Tufts College faculty. At present she carries on her
work at her home during the summer months, and until the present
time, had been continuing her research at Tufts during the winter.
At her South Harpswell home, Mrs.
Lambert has a display of marine animals in her laboratory, which is the
feature of the Zoology I "picnic." Professor Copeland has described her

held.

The next concert
week in January.

will be the

second

Mrs. Lambert's work at Bowdoin is
not secluded, and she has invited anyone who wishes to visit her, and investigate her procedures in microscope technique. Biology majors are
collecting facilities as excellent. The
zoology department often gets speci- especially invited to take advantage
mens for study of its own from this of this offer, since no course in
microscope work is being given this
collection.
year at college.
*

TWO MEN ATTEND

CUMBERLAND
Wednesday

lot
.ogether
make

they

the United States

admired and respected
the whole world over

A flu

you want

a cigarette you can depend on
the happy combination of mild
ripe tobaccos in Chesterfield.

My Heart
— Virginia Bruce

with
Frederic .March

also

News

The
j

j

!
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December 8

To Remember
with

Anne

— Edward

Shirley

in
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By Richard W.
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Sullivan, Jr.
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The College received a check for
$50,000, Tuesday, from the estate of

SOUND MOVIES TO
FEATURE PROGRAM

Mrs. Alice Appleton of Bangor. This
is for the establishment of the Appleton Fund in memory of four members of Mrs. Appleton's family.

Student Council, White Key,
Fraternity Heads To
Be Sponsors

.First of these is the late John Appleton of the class of 1822. for over
twenty years Chief Justice of the

Supreme Court

More than 600 Brunswick boys and
girls, between the ages of 6 to 12,
and most val- will be guests Saturday afternoon at
a Christmas party program in the
uable advantages of a small colSargent Gymnasium under the auslege such as Bowdoin is the opporpices of the eleven College fraternibetween
factunity for closer contact
ties and the Thomdike Club.
This closer conulty and students.
The presidents of the various
tact is realized in the class and confraternities, members of the Student
ferrnce room, but in, the class and
CouncU members of the White Key,
conference room both student and
and mem bers of the Student-Faculty
professor are talking about History. Unk)n
„„» cooperating in aror Physics or Shakespeare. Each stu- nng ng ^g iff^
f
enexpect
to
cannot
dent, moreover,
go^nd movies, a magician, and
s

-

^o^

WH

r

riTH Christmas houseparties but a
4
few days away, it may seem out
of place to talk of any other parties.
The poll taken last week to determine

^

I

^

,

Hm

the sentiment towards a mid-winter £nog rjenham '39. Delta Kappa EpSophomore Hop resulted in an over-| gilon; John
Jr .39
whelming victory for the dance. Plans jjp^ qjj. Robert Fleischner '39,
therefore are going ahead. It was raUpB Uon; Louis Bruemmer '39.
ther surprising that sentiment for the
p^. Charles Campbell '39. Kapdance was nearly unanimous, for when
Sigma; John E. Cartland, Jr. '39,
such a dance was proposed last year.
Theta Pi; Charles Gibbs '39,
the plan was dropped for fear of lack sigma Nu; James Titcomb '39, Alpha
Let us hopelTau Omega; and Leonard Cohen *39,
of student enthusiasm.
that the students will support the Thorndike Club.
dance with as much enthusiasm as
This is the first time that such a
they voted for it, for if this year's large party has been arranged for
{Continued oa Put 4)
dance is not a success, it cannot be
expected that the idea will be entertained again in the near future.
Gives
1
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Dr. Paul Kellogg
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BATES DEBATERS
DEFEAT BOWDOIN
Andrews And
Bates

a recent "bull session," the ques* tion of the debating team was
brought up, and someone expressed
the opinion that it was too bad that
more students did not attend the debates.
Someone suggested that the
selection of topics was the cause of
the apparent* lack of interest, and the
consensus of opinion agreed with that
Topics of more immediate inidea.

Little

Lose To

Team

A Bates College debating team defeated a Bowdoin team by a two to
one decision in the fifth meeting as
members of the Eastern Intercollegiate Debating League Friday evening,
December 9, in the Moulton Union
lounge. The topic of the debate was
"Resolved: That the Ludlow Amendment Should be Adopted." This
amendment, once defeated by Congress, provides that a popular referendum should be called before declaring war on another nation.
The debate was presented in the
Oregon style, in which each team is
represented by a lawyer and a witThe lawyer for Bowdoin was
ness.
Ernest F. Andrews, Jr. '40, and the

Achorn Bird Lecture

witness was George T. Little. 2nd

for over sixty tears.
a graduate of the Institute,

founded by Samuel Chapman Armstrong for th» purpose of bettering
the cultural

of the freed negro.

tife

a non-profit organization with a
teaching and administrative staff of
three hundred, colored and
There is a total enrollment of
over 2300 students.
It is

white.

ployment,

many

men

difficulty

find

securing the

in

necessary funds with which to complete the course.
During the intermission of the recital, a collection
will

concert program follows:
De Ole Ark's a-Moverin' Traditional
Jacob's Ladder
Traditional
Keep a-inchin' Along
Traditional
I Got a Robe
Traditional
Intermission brief talk by graduate
.

—

speaker
(ContiaaW on Page t)

To

First Quill

On Sunday

sight.

December

Curtis presented the affirmative the Quill will make its first appearin a fifteen minute opening ance this year. Its 56 pages will conspeech. He explained the amendment tain
"Consolation,"
"Where She
and described its background. Later Danced," and "The Road Going
he acted as witness during a fifteen Down," by Lawrence P. Spingam '40;
minute cross-examination, by Mr. "Looking Up," a poem, by Edwin L.
Andrews. Frank Coffin '40, acted as Vergason '39; "The
Hath

j

j

Man That
Not Music," by Richard L. Chittim
'41; "Autumnal," a poem, by Robert
Hyde '39; "Trivia." by Charles H.

(Continued on page 2)

;

Mergendahl,

Jr.,

Richard

'41,

]

On Century Old Diary

j

,

In the second of a series of chapel
talks taken from the diary of a Bowdoin Freshman a century ago, Dean
Paul Nixon pointed out that eavesdropping is a poor practice. Also he
offered hope to freshmen of today by
showing that a self-conscious and immature youth in about the same pre-

;

now has no

:

-

r

to

AST

year the faculty decided that
*-* something had to be done about
hour examinations, and appointed a
committee to draw up a system which
would give the students a reasonable
amount of time between each one to
allow proper preparation. That systern was drawn up. but there has been
little or no improvement. Still almost
every course in college calls for an
examination in the same week. Before
the second semester comes upon us,
this
problem should be reviewea
Either the present system should oe
revised and improved, or another system should be evolved. Under the arrangement as it now stands, men are
stUl falling below their par grades
because they are too rushed in preparing for their exams.

gendahl, Jr.,
"I'd Kill My Mother" and "C Sharp Minor," by Jack R.
Kinnard '41. It is expected that W.
W. Lawrence of Portland, will review the issue.
Because of the very good response
by the student body, the board of the
Quill has not been forced to appeal to
professors or alumni for material. A
change in the printing has made it
possible to publish three issues this
year instead of two. The next issue
will appear probably in late February
Essays, short
or in early March.
poems, and one or two short stories,
preferably dealing with "broader"
aspects of college life, are especially

IT

J±QrWOOd DlSCU88€8 J\CW England
And Bowdoin In Recent Interview
By

few need
more.

three;

surely

none

subject.
For at Oxford a degree is
given for one subject only. To explain this he pointed ouf that the

!

,

i

man in entering Oxford
usually took an exam in his first
term called "pass-moderations" which
was an exam on any four subjects.
After this exam the student was free
to concentrate on one subject on
which he received his honor degree.
This allows the student to spend more
time on a chosen subject, for, he conlectual and social outlook here which)
tinued. Oxford is primarily a histor
is not so apparent to the American
ical school and the object of a course
visiting in England,
America is for him. Professor Hor- there is primarily tp give a student
wood went on to say, a nation of a reasonable view of his field so that
average

'<

,

'

^^

.

upon graduation he has an ample
idealists. However, what particularly
background upon which he may base
impressed him soon after his arrival
his future studies.
»» Bowdoin was an editorial in a cer"There does not seem to me to be,"
tain New York paper in which a wellsaid, "any such thing as a typical
*™>™ editorialist admitted that un- he
college boy."
In Oxford as in Bow«oubtedly America was Partially at
doin, he went on, "the primary purfor the
l « uU
'S pose is to allow wits to meet other
Iji
was most encouraging and cheering." wits and in that way receive education. For the University class is conhe said, "to arrive here and find
stant everywhere." Even without the
America with the same outlook at
tutor here at Bowdoin there is a very
d—.o;,,
close contact evident between the
In comparing Bowdoin's educationprofessors and students which perProOxford's,
of
that
with
al system

JESEJ*?
^^T^^r^^

fessor

Horwood

said there

was

basic-

mits

this.

The only

typical

thing

between the two. which applies generally to college
need Any difference is to be found in the boys, is their manner of dress. "It
Oxford on one is always," he said, "definitely slopat
placed
[emphasis
ally little difference
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COLLEGE BAND TO GIVE
_____^
CONCERT m
wui/Liiii
IN FEBRUARY
i iviniL rin i

i

Americans of
there * * eneral

abom

mmnce
and

j

Bowdoin's improved band

is

now

i

HISTORY INSTRUCTOR

parties
as-

w^em £
p™*™ ^ *twin
m age
i»

policies » as

bring

President Kenneth C. M. Sills an-

socia! security

i

j

political

all

surance of such

!

nounced Monday the appointment of
Arthur Jacob Mekeel of South Ash-

'

against the

evils

unemployment,

gaining,

regulation

collective barof unsound in-

field. Mass.. as Instructor in History
at the College for the second semester
of the current year. The appointment
comes because of the absence during
the semester of Professor Edward C.
Kirkland of the History Department.
Mr. Mekeel is a graduate of Haverford College in the class of 1031 and
taught there for two years in the
field of American History.
He received his Master's degree at Harvard in 1932 and has completed the
greater part of the work for lis Doctorate there. He was given an A.M.

holding regular rehearsals in prepara
vestment practices. These objectives
ion for a concert of classical music are now accepted pretty generally,
to be presented February 21.
as shown by the speeches and resoluThe following pieces are definitely
Continued on page 2)
|on the program: "Princess of India,"
an overture; selections from "The
Bohemian Girl"; "Echoes of the Nile." Sibley
Daggett
featuring the brass section; and "For1
.•
»7U^.—
Lteaa
OiCOUOmiC
est Whispers." featuring the newly
acquired wood-wind section.
A* a followup of the economic poll
New players include: John D.
Marble "41. Frank C. Smith '42. conducted last week by the Bowdoin
and George Weeks '42. all clarinetists, Christian Association, the B. C. A.
and Bennett McGregor '40, baritone nas scheduled an economic forum to be
•
held Thursday evening at 8.15 p.m.
horn.
In former years, after the close of in the lounge of the Moulton Union,
the football season, the band has not The forum is to include a discussion
continued as an active organization, 'of the problems presented in the poll.
This year the system has been Professors Sibley and Daggett have
changed, and the band will play at offered to lead the discussion, and all
different occasions throughout the students are urged to attend.
Profes
year.
According to John Konecki sor Sibley will speak on the Social
'39. the band is doing exceedingly Action
Commission Poll Topics, and
well with the classical music being Professor
Daggett on "Socialism vs.
played to date.
Capitalism.

I

it
;

i

j

;

And

!

To

~~J

I

—

j

!

c
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j

by Havcrford
served

|

Dec

14

-

8.15 p.m.

Dec

15

•

8.15

p.m.

Professor
Sibley
the Social Action
Commission Poll Topics; and
Professor Daggett on "Socialism vs. Capitalism."
Friday, Dec. 16 - 8.30 p.m. Memorial Hall. The Masque and
Meeting.
speaks on

Gown

presents "Take It Away"
by William H. Brown, Jr., '39.
Saturday, Dec 17 • Chapel. The
Dean continues "Bowdoin a

Century Ago"—No. 3, "Undergraduate Deviltry."
Debaters at M.I.T.
Sunday, Ofc 18-5 o'clock Chapel. The Rev. Joseph C. MacDonald, of the Class of 1915, of
the Union Church.
Waban,
Mass. The Choir will sing
"Break Forth. O Beauteous
Heavenly Light" by Bach.
.Monday, Dec. is . Christmas

Houseparty activities begin.
Tuesday, Dec. 30 • No morning
Chapel service.
12.15 pjn. Annual Christmas
Carol Service in the Chapel.
4.00 p-m. Second performance
of "Take It Away."
10.00 pjn. Christmas

Dance.

Sargent Gymnasium.
Wednesday. Dec t\ - No morning
Chapel service.
430 pjn. Christmas Recess be-

as

in

1934.

Assistant

in

Mr. Mekeel
History at

Harvard in '1937-38 and has been
working on his Doctor's thesis there

|

Moulton Union. Political Forum

gins.

acted in the one-act plays two

j

Hampton Quartet.
Thursday,

My God To Thee" upon
which Stanley Williams collaborated.

He

I

Memorial Hall. Concert by the

•*•*"

E. Harold Pottle, Jr.
The spontaneous friendliness of the
New Englanders is one of the first
impresses an Englishwhich
things
man on his first visit to America, according to Professor Frederick Chesney Horwood. visiting lecturer in
English on the Tallman Foundation
"There is," he said in a
this year.
" a certain alive• - r
recent interview.
has been proposed in this connec- ness and energy in both the intel-

tion that all hour examinations
be included in two days with a short
reading period of one or two days immediately preceding. This system.
however. if placed in effect, would
tend to place too much emphasis on
the hour examinations. This is a tendencv. we understand, which the college adm.nistration is trying to avoid,
It would, moreover, break up the
program of the college, for certainly
it would not be fair tcf schedule extracurricular activities during the week
of the exams.
Perhaps the solution of the problem
lies partly in restricting the number
of exams in each course. At the present time some courses schedule five or
six exams in a semester. Two is certainly enough in most courses; very

(Continued on r*ae 3)
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was "Nero

}

j

12.

The Economic Poll conducted last
Thursday by the Social Action Commission of the B. C. A. under the
direction of Charles Edwards '41, assisted by William Barton '41, was
taken by 317 students. The Poll was

\

i

January

-,

I

COMING EVENTS

|

weI1 known on
writing, having
second prize last year in the OneAct play contest with his "Happily
Eve r Since" and tied for first place
the year before. His play that year

j

H.

j

f

Brown a emor is
campus for t
his play

In B.C. A. Economic Poll w>n

!

Moore '39, and Richard B. Carland
'39; "The Watch," by Charles H. Mer- «ift**4^nJi.^.*

"take possession of it" and became a keen and successful lawyer
of the rarer Florida birds. He called as well as a great Bostonian.
attention to the silly cry of our maDean Nixon first told how the
( Continued on past 4)
youth pried into another student's
diary only to find some disparaging
NOTICE
remarks written there about him- desired.
Twelve one-act plays have
self.
During the next few days he
been started of which six have
was very bitter and wondered why his
been completed for the one-act
fellow student should think such
All manuscripts
play contest.
things about him. The two then bemust be la the hands of the exjcame quite hostile, but finally during
ecutive committee not later than
Wednesday.

place on the team.
»

dicament as freshmen of today, later
was admitted to the bar without the
aid of outside influence, went ahead

*

Vote
Undergraduates
*

!

'41;

,

a humorous burlesque of college life with parodies of the undergraduates and thirteen members of the faculty. It i3 interesting
to note that the script has been revised and re-written four times
by Brown. The original" copy was submitted last April and the
present one just before rehearsals started. Since then a scene ana
one character have been added during rehearsal.
is

1

T.

Dean Continues Talks

'

Jr.,

offering for this season, will be staged again for the Houseparties guests on Tuesday afternoon at 4.00 p.m. "Take It Away"

,

case

;

Away," a two-act musical comedy by William H.
and Robert K. Craven '38, the first Masque and

It

CHAPEL TALK

18th.

'40.

I

;

Gown

of all frater-

HOPE

Apyear Sunday

'40.

Brown,

mous favoring vote

Furnish The Music
"Take.

Tea

be takea

The

.

by the sophomore class to determine how many of the class were
favor of a mid-winter dance
and would attend the dance if it
were given, resulted in the unani-

years ago.
conducted In the- New England colThe cast includes Miss Lulu Caron
leges by the Brown Daily Herald, of Brunswick as Frances MerriweathFirst Student-Faculty
under the sponsorship of the Social er, the feminine lead. Miss Caron is
Action Commission of the New Eng- a new-comer in the Masque and
Held Last Sunday land Student Christian Movement. Gown activities.
The results from other colleges parThomas A. Browne'.l '41 plays the
This season's first student-faculty ticipating in the poll are not yet part
of Cedric, the male lead. Browntea was held last Sunday afternoon known, but the results of the poll
eU appeared in his first Masque and
in the lounge of the Moulton Union at Bowdoin are as follows:
Gown
production last spring in "The
To
To
with about one hundred persons in atFavor Oppose Shoemakers' Holiday." Others playing
tendance. Sponsored by the Studentthe parts of students are: George L.
1.
Provision
by
governFaculty Union Board and similar to
Ware, Jr., '39. as Archibald; Roger
ment of jobs for those
the tea held in the Union last Spring,
M. Stover '39. as Cecil; Horace K.
unable to find employthe affair lasted from 3.00 p.m. until
Sowles, Jr.. '42, as Herbert; Lindo
ment
186
146
time for chapel, with wives of the
'Continued on Pas* 4)
Ferrini '42. as Oswald; Daniel B.
faculty pouring and assisting.
Downer '41. as Percival; Charles E.
Those pouring were Mrs. O. C.
Hartshorn. Jr.. '41, as Clarence; and
Hormell, Mrs. E. S. Hammond. Mrs.
IS
Thomas P. Riley '42, as Ethelbert.
R. P. T. Coffin, and Mrs. P. S. WildSowles, Ferrini, Riley, with Brownell.
Assisting were Mrs. H. L. Johner.
SILLS'
form a ooartette for certain songs.
son. Mrs. N. C. Kendrick. Mrs. A. P.
Faculty parts will be presented by
Daggett. Mrs. E. C. Helmreich, Mrs.
In an address at chapel Sunday af- these students: Calvin A. Hill '40, as
D. D. Lancaster and Mrs. E. Leith.
In charge of arrangements for the ternoon President Sills urged the President Stills; Philip H. Crowell.
Union Board was a committee com- students to hold fast to hope in de- Jr., '39, as the dean; Francis R. Bliss
posed of John H. Rich, Jr. '39, and mocracy and in democratic processes. '40, as Prof. Clam flat Means well;
Richard E. Tukey '40. Members of "Many voices of pessimism and even Donald McConaughy, Jr., '40. Prof.
the White Key. the Student Council, of despair are being heard all over Morehell; Richard Bye '42. Prof. T. E.
and others from the Union Board also the land." he said, "but many recent Killer- Diller; James H. Titcomb '39,
helped
More teas such as this are events are far from discouraging, Prof. Willie Twitchell; R. M. Kenplanned for January 15, February 19, There is a great deal still to be done
Continued on I'awe 4)
and March 19 and all students and before social justice is attained. But
members of the faculty and staff and in the past decade there has been real
their wives are invited to attend.
progress." President Sills pointed out
_
that today amongst all kinds of

men and wo-

of the

Players Will Give Second Performance On Tuesday For
Houseparty Guests; Student Orchestra Will

taken last Wednesday

The tentative date of the
dance, which would be held in
the gym, is Friday, February 10.
Sponsored by the sophomore
class, with the support of the
Student Council and the Union
Committee, the dance would be
held as a houseparty. Although
the houses would be prohibited
from hiring orchestras because of
the expense entailed, they would
be able to hold ^"vic" dances on
Saturday afternoon and could attend the varied program which
would be planned to include
sports, movies, and a tea-dance
in the Union on Saturday afternoon.

Memorial Haft Critics have hailed
this quartet albeing one of the best
of its kind. The Institute has been
sending its sinfers about the country

is

poll,

nity houses.

Institute of Virginia, will give a recital of neg«£ spirituals and work
songs this evtning at 8.15 p.m. in

The Bates team was composed of
Donald Curtis '39, and Frank Coffin

"There is great opportunity for
bird study even in our own north
woods," said Dr. Paul Kellogg, speakmg for the John Warren Achorn Bird
Lectureship, Monday evening in Memorial Hall. Dr. Kellogg was introduced by President Sills as a distinguished scholar and prominent in the
terest to the college student, and top- Department of Ornithology at Corics selected from a wider field would jnell University. Dr. Sills also called
bring a larger attendance to the de- attention to Mr. Kellogg's activities in
bates, it was said.
connection with the Kent Island
It cannot be denied that questions Scientific Station,
concerning the Ludlow Amendment
Dr. Kellogg spoke of the close asshould
legislatures
and unicameral
sociation between Cornell and Bowand do interest the college student, doin and mentioned Mr. Albert P.
but why should the questions be re- Brand's task in making the recordstricted to the field of Government ings possible. Mr. Brand, father of
and Economics? Why couldn't de- Charles S. Brand '40, went to Cornell
bates be held on philosophical or lit- for the express purpose of studying
erary questions, or debates on the bird life, and found that he would
status of sports in college, or the ad- have to make his own recordings of
vantages of a liberal education over bird-songs since none were in exista specialized training? The situation ence. Dr. Kellogg's lecture describas it now stands almost entirely re- c d Mr. Brand's activities in obtaining
stricts the debating team to Govern- these recordings
ment and Economics majors, or at
Dr. Kellogg showed pictures of some
least to those especially interested in
those subjects. A student with little
towards those subjects
inclination

Hampton

Although the Institute attempts to
provide a gre*}t deal of student em-

In Split
Decision: 2 to 1

r

¥N

The renowned Hampton Quartet,
sponsored annually by the

WILL
FRIDAY

WILLIAM BROWN W, ROBERT CRAVEN *SS
ARE CO-AUTHORS OF MUSICAL COMEDY

in

about

M

,

The

Graduates Have
Concert History Of
Sixty Years

Each of the four men appearing

i^

chairman of the affair. The presi]*** <* the fraternities comprise the
various committees for the affair,
_
McLeJ|n 39
inc]ude:
DeUa j^.. Kenneth Birkett .39,
p.
^ Hood >39 p^ Up8iion;

•

tonight

counter every professor in the class other entertainers will be featured at
room. These teas afford the chance
ice cream, cookies, and
party,
not only to meet the professor in an candies will be given to the guests of
unprofessorial atmosphere and to dis- the undergraduates. Santa Claus is
cuss with him things out of course, scheduled to arrive at the party and
but also to meet the faculty members greet the youngsters.
whom you do not have in class.
Richard E. Tukey '40 is general
-

NO. 19

All Houses Favor Soph
Hop In Unanimous Vote

Institute

Maine and a

of the Governing Boards of
the College from 1868 until his
death in 1891. Others are her late
brother-in-law. Col. John Francis
Appleton, of the class of 1860; her
late husband, Frederick Hunt Appleton, of the class of 1864; and her
late step-son, John Appleton, of the
class of 1902. The income of the
Fund is to be used for the general
purposes of the College.

I

<

of

PROGRAM BENEFITS
SOUTHERN SCHOOL

member

r

of the greatest

s

i."_

1938
.-...

BY MASQUE AND GOWN

Party To Replace Donation $50,000 Bequest Given
Concert Program Comprises
Of Christmas Baskets
Negro Spirituals And
To Start Appleton Fund
Of Food To Needy
Wflrfc Songs

first of the now annual series
of Student-Faculty Teas sponsored by the Union Committee was held
When the
last Sunday afternoon.
first of these teas was held last year,
it was hailed in this column as "a new
step in social life at Bowdoin." The
success of last year's series prompted
the Union Committee to plan a simBut perilar program for this year.
haps Bowdoin students are interested
only in novelties, for the student attendance at last Sunday's tea left
much to be desired.

ONE

14,

CHRISTMAS PARTY TO FAMED HAMPTON
BE GIVEN FOR TOWN QUARTfer OFFERS "TAKE IT AWAY"
CHILDREN BY COLLEGER RECITAL TONIGHT BE PRESENTED

The Sun
»»

IM MEM. HALL TONIGHT

this fall.

CHRISTMAS GROWLER

TO APPEAR DEC. 20
The

biggest "Growler" in history,
including the old "Bearskin" of o decade ago, will appear at the presentation of the musical comedy, "Take It
Away,"
December 20th,
according to Augustus II. Fenn, Business
By Robert D. Fleischner
unit to Bowdoin. This is Carl Broggy- Manager. The 40- page issue is a merNext Monday night will see one of Vic Firth and their Swing Orchestra, ger of l.ie "Crowler" and the prothe finest arrays of dance bands ever This
thirteen-piece
orchestra
has grams of the Masque and Gown.
to play on the Bowdoin campus. There played together for seven years and George H. Quinby, Director of Drawill be a type of music to suit every many of the men are graduates of' matics in commenting on the merger
dance lover's taste.
Bates College.
They have recently declared, "It is a great step forward
Leading the pack will be Glenn Mil- completed engagements at Boston ior our organization."
A ful1 P8
a devoted to pictures
ler at the Psi U. house. Here is one University and Dartmouth. The band
biography
of the most up and coming bands in often plays Dixieland style like Bob ot lne cast ot the P la >the country. His recordings for Vic- Crosby, and then again smooths down ol Bul Brown "39, the author, will
appear.
In
addition
will be found pictor Bluebird have become best sellers 'into the sweeter, slower rhythms. Anduring the past few months. Glenn other new comer to the Bowdoin cam-! tures of the product.on. and a synopplays the trombone and does the ar- pus will be Gene Dennis at the Chi *** of the scenes.
A special feature of this "Growler"
rangements, while the band, features. Psi house. Here is a band that features plenty of "jive" and should wiU ** pictures of the prettiest girls
two excellent vocalists.
At the Deke house you will find 'prove a big hit and be brought back at houseparties this Christmas, 'inere
^l* •* a full-page cut of Jan Sav.tt
Buck Benson and his Buckaroos, for many return engagements.
«
and a ^"^•"P of the Savitt band, as
who are better known as the Fenton' At
Theta Delt house Ken Har
w*ll «* <>' bands appearing at each
Brothers. Here is a very clever band
the mightv mite of tne keyboard
which features music both in the wU , hold forth with his famous CaH . fraternity house. In addition, there is
a aouse party story by a Jnem "
manner of Goodman and Tommy Dor- fornians. This band has become a to
This group has gone a long g„ at favorite with the cUege dance ber of the sta,T of ,he *Qui11 " The
sey.
cover °' th* "Growler." in a fifteenways in the past two years and should devotees since
their
appearance
prove a big hit in their return to the throughout New England last sum- cok>r P"***8 depicts the ideal houserty
In addition, the usual
y date.
Bowdoin campus.
»*...., P» rt
„r
-k-v were
^»r«. featured
fr.«t..«.H for
f«- many
mer.
They
,
P^
Growler features will appear.
The Alpha Delts are bringing a new
Continued ug I'm 4)

House Party Bands To Offer
Great Variety Of Swing Styles
[
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NORWOOD DISCUSSES
"Bere BaiBJECTOF
SLUT CHAPEL TALK BOWDOIN AND OXFORD

ampton Quartet

(Goatinwal from inure

Ml
band for the Sophomore
Hop.
Since we were pretty lucky
with our prediction of Jan Savitt,
we'll try to pick the Hop band next
Larry Clintons ingenious

Editor-in-Chief

John H. Rich. Jr. '.19
AuMctato Editors

Leonard

Cehon

J.

James E. Tracy,
Managing Editor*

Richard E. Hoyk> 40
Richard W. Sullivan,

H

James

Requa

Harold Pottle.

John G. Wheelodt, 3rd

"41
'II

Jr. '41

education was acquired in Lydney
In 1922
in Gloucestershire.
ne entered Oxford as the Shute Exhibitfcmer in Saint Catherines Society. receiving his degree from there
H .s next two years were
jn
spent at the University of Fryeburg
in Germany at the end of which time
w
h* wa* cal,ed back to °* lord to wrve
as lecturer and tutor, where he has
remained for the past ten years He
hir?^ifr^^
is married and has two children, who
a nursery
at the present time are
week—
school in New Forest. England. His
s
was
Another
one
illustration.
£vf" froV^the -Bovs From Svr^
graduate and
sLld have Tntfined sample is to be found in .he fact wife is also an Oxford
""""
the voters of New York State
in the practice of forgery is trembling confronted with intricate questions j*™* «*
Hor^LlNs main field
neia is
^r Horwood
Professor
on the UD-strokes in the writine due »n the various amendments to the
hterasome and Eighteenth Century English
to
lu CAl,
«treme
k
^">^ cummirauon,
wr^Srat
ex^sive «ate constitution accepted
excessive
turf, although he is now teaching a
care, and a fear complex that causes rejected others wit.i a result most
in
on the
an abnormal grip on the pen
.; satisfactory to friencfc of good «wSeventeenth Century
One of the finest books we've gotten ;ernment. President Sdls continued by
and has ectured on 16th
our hands on in a long time is Ad- saying that such an intelligent use
Besides his position
wnt
miral Byrd's "Alone."
He tells in of the ballot brings cheer to all who m
as lecturer and tulor he is
a gripping and graphic manner just still trust the intelligence of the peo- one of the editors of the New Clarenwhat it's like to be alone on those ple
dnn Press on Shakespeare.
frozen wastes
Guy Lombardo is
He concluded that so far as democbooked for a one night stand in the racy in the world is concerned, the and grim," and the speeches at Lima,
Boston Garden late in January at a temperate and courageous words of Peru, by Secretary Hull and South
reported $3000
For an evening of Anthony Eden in New York last Fri- American statesmen show that the
good long laughs don't miss Bill day telling us all that the British forces of democracy, alive to the per-,
Brown's "Take It Away" as present- race is neither decadent nor cowardly ils of the hour, are aggressive, hopeed by the
& G on Friday night
n the face of realities that are blunt ;ful and valiant.
Looks like a very classy list of bands
for the houses next Monday nite.
Glenn Miller, Blanche Calloway, and
Tommy Reynolds should take the
honors
Ely Cufbertson. the bridge
expert, is now preparing a rule book
for poker
Record of the week:
"Softly as in a Morning Sunrise"
coupled with "Copenhagen" by Artie
Shaw for Victor Bluebird. This is one
of the better records by one of the
country's best bands
Week's pet
gripe: Those diphtheria "rumors; especially the one in that Boston columnist's out-put ... If you're in Bos>

S

H. Hunt,

HAMPTON QUARTET TO

MMa«er*
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Bowdoin By 2-1 Score

GIVE RECITAL TONIGHT

Platz '40

J.

^

^ ^me
^or^Zlre^^n^TeZli^
cX"

Richard H. Abbott

Edward

w

:

Pierson C. Irwin '39

Guy

^

I

I^t^Mn ELGe?

Bwdnem Manager
Asstetaat

sd^i
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Published «very Wrdneulay (hiring th* Collate* Yn»r by tho Student* of Bowfain Collage.
All runti-ihutionx and rommuniratlons rfcoukl be (riven U» the Manairinir Editor by Sunday
aiaat pre«-ertliiti the Hate of publication. The Editor-in-r»i«f U reMxumible for the editorial
alianii the Miinagini: Editor for news and make-up. All communications reftardinx xubnerin*
Vomit should be adtireaard to the Buaineaa Manarer of tho Howdoin Puhlinhlrc Comnany.
Subeeriptinnft. *2.(mi pnr year In advance.
With Alumnun. M.Kfi.
Enters; k.s -erond rla.«» matter at the pontofflre at Brunxvock, Maine.

Saw de Wheel
Go Down Moses
Ezekiel

•Tis Me
No More

.

.

lawyer for the affirmative team. He
Traditional cross-examined Mr. Little and closed
Traditional the de °ate with a six minute reTraditional buttal speech. Ernest Andrews sum-

,

^^

;

i

!

Auction Block For

manzed

Me

the negative case for

Bow-

Traditional °°"}For the affirmative argument.
Brief Talk on HampIntermission
Frank Coffin stated that he and his
ton by Assistant Field Secretary
v«l i.xvm
Wednesday, December 14, 1988
No. 19 Oh, I Know the Lord Has Laid His colleague were no pacificists, but they
Hands on Me
Traditional d,d base tneir cai* on the desire for
P^ 00 and democracy.
There's No Hiding Place Down
George T. Little presented the negaThere
Traditional
his fifteen minute opening
Water Boy
Robinson tive case
Although the response to the B. C. A.'s "economic poll"
Mr. Little stated that the
Juba
Traditional speech.
Reading of one or two referendum is not in accordance with
representing, as it does, only about half of the student body
is Intermission
our American ideals, and to prove
poems by negro authors
this statement he presented three
not so complete as would seem desirable, it offers food for a num- Cert'ny Lord
Traditional
for tkto

—

Richard E. Doyle

.

I

STUDEHT OPINION

I

.

First, The Ludlow AmendBurleigh points:
Climbin' Up the Mountain Traditional ment is a verbal formula. His second point was: the Ludlow Amendthe fact that the results seem to belie the epithet of Swing Low, Sweet Chariot
Traditional ment is not representative of democ"conservative" so often applied to the college. The 3-1 majority
racy; the third point was that the
pact was actually dangerous.
Mr.
given Mr. Landon in the
years ago seemed to

two

.

.

liberal.

According to the poll, the students favor the provision by the
government of jobs for the unemployed. They are in favor of lab- 1,* li^tened^thTo^ghTh^^SimSon
Sound System ever the week end:
or unions and oppose
high
vr
6 tariffs. They overwhelmingly support
vv^
.,

,

,

/

.

,

,

the idea of consumer co-operatives and oppose by only a narrow
margin the extension of public ownership of electric utilities.
N.
This may merely indicate
as Mr. Stuart Chase would prob
'

—

Mignon
B.

C.

—

Thomas
Symphony Saturday, De-

cember

.16,

I

10.00 p.m.

.

.

— the danger of applying

—

The

students

who

Til Eulenspiegel

voted were not, however, entirely consist-

R. Strauss

N. Y. Philharmonic Symphony
Sunday, December 17. 3.00 p.m.
Jean Barbiroili
Soloist: Hortense Monath
Passacaglia in A minor .... Haubiel
Piano Concerto in C, Op. 15
Beethoven
Symphony in D minor
Franck

curious inconsistency appears in their voting overwhelm-

government control of production and

ingly against

distribution,

while opposing by a margin of only 27 votes federal measures to
support agricultural prices. Federal agencies can hardly attempt to

some control over production,
of COttOn farmers and Others last

control prices without exercising

was brought home by the

as

.

1

A

ent.

.

Saturday.

Furthermore,

in

poll

_^_

providing jobs for the unemployed, the
,

government
federal aid

RAILWAY
EXPRESS

Little also acted as witness for the
negative during Mr. Coffin's crossexamination.
Mr. Andrews crossexamined Mr. Curtis of Bates and
summed up the negative case in a ton this week end don't pass up that
Eddie De
six minute rebuttal speech. He com- Sonja Henie Ice Show
pared the two cases and showed the Lange's solo effort is not too bad
supposed fallacies of the Ludlow especially in the novelty numbers.
With his "Eight Screwballs" he reAmendment.
President Kenneth C. M. Sills pre- cently recorded "You Can't Kiss A
sided.
The judges were Dr. Mervin Frigidaire." Incidentally, Eddie used
M. Deems, Professor of History at to double in the movies for Reginald
What next department:
the Bangor Theological Seminary; Denny
Professor Milton Ellis, Head of the There is a device now on the market
English Department at the University to attach to your windshield which
of Maine; and Fred C. Scribner, Jr.. can be set for the maximum speed
When you exceed that
Esq.. a member of the bar in Port- you desire.
speed, a signal flashes, showing the
land.
A large audience of students, fac- devil's grinning face in bright red
There are about 17 thousand men
ulty members and visitors was in attendance at the debale Bowdoin still in the U. S. Marine Corps today
holds an edge ov%f Bates in their Jimmy Durante, of all kinds of fame,
has
a registered trade mark of his
meetings in the Eastern IntercollegiGlen Gray
ate debating leagte.
Bowdoin has celebrated schnozzle
and the Casa Loma boys follow Benwon three out of 8ve debates.
On Friday a Bowdoin team com- ny Goodman into that ritzy New
Five more days.
posed. of Milton M. Goldberg '39 and York spot
Richard B. Sanborn '40 will uphold
the affirmative in the same question setts
Institute
of
Technology at
in a debate agaim the Massachu- Cambridge.
.

Artur Rodzinsky
a blanket term like "con- Euryanthe Overture
von Weber
Dvorak
servative," or it may really indicate a change in student opinion. Symphony No. 4 G major
Symphony
Mathis Der Maior
Perhaps it is almost time for a Dies investigation at Bowdoin.
Hindemith

ably point out

"

i

'send your vacation baggage
HOME BY

.

.

Saturday, December 16. 1.53 p.m
Metropolitan Opera Company.

.

.

.

Sound System To Give
Symphonic Programs

support that appellation. Yet the majority of votes on four of the
seven questions in the B. C. A. poll was definitely

.

.

.

is

poll

.

M

m

ber of interesting observations on student opinion at Bowdoin. Per- Deep River

Orient

.

|

.
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haps foremost
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(Continued from Page i)
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Managing Editor

'"'

ardent

^T

.

Sub-Editors
David W. D. Dickson '41 John C. Evam *41
Theodore Hoitt '41
Robert A. Inman '41
Jack R. Kinnard '41
Harold L. Pines '41
Henry A. Shorey, 3rd '41 William E. Vannah '41
Max Weinshel '41

Cii|)it. Jr. '41

Luther A. Harr, Jr.
Thaddi-us J. Keefe,
E.

'40

.

-

'•»
'40

AswMant Managing Editor*
Philip E.

^
^f^

'

° f ••
*?!?,
**T*
recocted lor tive*
victor has become ??
the nations best
From an objective and non-partisan
r
Its also No. 1 on the point of view, the elections last Noh ft pl°
i
rm
r-araae
most guarded vembcr form an enheartPnmg artsstars, on movie lots are Bet te Davis,
wor
t:iose Wno doubt tf democracy
Norma Shearer Paul Mum. and Gar- }s totogurvive
afMe<i .., floubt if
»avm, at the age of sue, there
has ever heen a natjon wide,
>!„„„ his
u
began
muMcal career under the
election in whicn „„„, independent
1,
ne
TOtlnB
» s **»»"•" »* **<*> and not
f° n °l
1*
«" candidates but on measures
he ttiii rf™^ J!f
We n °Pe o"
there was discriminating judRment
Vh«t
f» u ,
overwhehnin^ defeTt of
arouna a? uTere were lasT Ivv
the
California
pension
fantastic
Somi of the^
This cllt

.Tr

Richard E. Tukey

.

h^wf*^
Si
^Z*

Jr. '39

Gecrfpe M. Stevens.
Jr. "40

for a

.

'39
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(O.Titlm»d from P«jw 1)
_v
Flannel trousers are the favorttonsSillho reemt Congress of Amer- rfn
ite attire of the English college boy.
ican Industry of the National Assom> much so th»t several prominent
ciation of Manufacturers and partichave named them "flanEnglishmen
6
ularlv in the words oi the vice pr«>si- "I
"mmi'nlitv
dent Mr. H. W. Prorrte. There are of
r Horwood is taking the
course differences as to methods but
Jace of pr f essor Chase who is on
as to the objec- ^abbatica i , eave this year. His early
*"ieral
,

Now
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way to vacation in style
—with nothing to do but go. Just

That's the

lock up your trunk and bags and U
phone Railway Express. No extra
charge— no dickering or doubts.

.

I

easy more. You see your baggage go, and can take your train with
a sigh of relief. • Convenient? lOO*— and economical, too. Our rates
are low, and you can send "collect," if you wish, same as with our "home-

One

antl-b.ick

.

.

.

.

When

you phone,

MAINE CENTRAL

.

.

.

B.

tell

us the time to come.

R STATION

Phone 24Brunswick, Me.

.

SS
RAI LWA^^EXPRE
AGENCY

1

',

laundry service."

•

.

<c£kc;

Inc.

'

i

'

NATION-WIDE RAIL-AIR SERVICE

;

taking a hand in the distribution of income. Yet this

is

was favored by

projects as the

a vote of 184 to 146.

To

be sure, such

[

WPA were probably considered as only emergency
j

But many observers predict that, owing to technological improvements during the depression years, the government is likely to be faced with a permanent body of unemployed,
measures.

relief

who

have to be taken care of

will

The

serves as an illustration

opinion.

much

I

some way.
on campus merely
of the dangers* of any such poll of public
in

inconsistency of the answers here

The purpose

of the B. C.

A.

poll,

however, was not so

to discover the trend of student opinion as to stimulate

thought and discussion on the problems involved.

In view of the

response, this purpose
cessful.

to

It is

morrow

night in

would seem to have been only partially sucbe hoped that the forum which is being held tothe Union will evoke more interest on the part of

the student body. Certainly,

ii

the panel discussion held last

week

Check the smokers on your Christmas
delight

be any
•

criterion, it should be more successful than the poll.
challenging discussion of these dangers appears in the current issue of
"Harper's" magazine.

A

list—

them with these gaily-wrapped,

CAMELS— What could be a nicer gift
who smoke cigarettes than
Camels, by far the most popular cigafor those

inexpensive gifts— Camels and Prince Albert

rette in America ?

are

CHRISTMAS PARTY

made of

EXPEN-

There's a world of Christmas cheer
in receiving a fine gift of mild, rich-

tic.

tasting

Camel

cigarettes

— and

a lot of satisfaction in

girls in the College

gymnasium on Saturday afternoon, again are
demonstrating their desire to promote good- will between the townspeople and the College. Surely the party for the children, rich and
poor alike, shows that there is still a sense of joviality left among us

we

MORE

SIVE tobaccos — Turkish and Domes-

Bowdoirfs eleven fraternities and the Thorndike Club, in
sponsoring a Christmas party for more than 600 young boys and

as

Remember... Camels

finer,

giting

them too!

PRINCE ALBERT- If you want to
please a man who smokes a pipe, give
him the tobacco
extra tasty

extra mild

and

— Prince Albert! Watch

his

that

is

he lights up this ripe,
rich tobacco that smokes bo cool and
mellow because it's specially cut and
"no- bite" treated. If you want to
make this a real Christmas for the
pipe-smokers you know — give Prince
Albert, the National Joy Smoke.

happy smile

as

{above)

A pound

tasting, "no-bite"

package of richsmoking in this

package of Prince
Albeit, the world's most popular
eye-filling gift

smoking tobacco. Be sure to see
the big, generous one-pound tin
on display at your nearest dealer's.

ponder over hour examinations and prepare for Christmas

housepartiesw
Similar to the move, inaugurated last Christmas of donating

baskets to needy townspeople, this plan
sire to

do something

Christmas party
this

comes forth with the decommunity. This

for the youngsters of the

will be,

by

far,

the largest in Brunswick during

Christmas season.
President

plan and

it is

Sills

and Dean Nixon have both commended the

thus evident that the College authorities

still

see that

Bowdoin are not necessarily only a means to supply
board and room for students. Although fraternities were attacked
this past week by an educator as "dying out," such activities as
fraternities at

this should help

convince

individuals that the fraternity

means what

its name implies.
The fraternities at Bowdoin as well as the College itself have
shown that theirs is a community interest. The Orient, in supportstill

Also featured in
timely holiday dress
four boxes of Camels in "fiat
fifties." Looks like (and is) * lot
of "gift" for what you pay!
{right)

a

critical

ing the plans for the Christmas party, cannot be too laudatory in

commending the fraternities and the Thorndike Club
work in endorsing and promoting the project.

^^

A "PERFECT "WAY TO SAY

for their fine

MERRY CHRISTMAS
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SPORTS SIDELIGHTS

Dunbar Sets Backstroke Record
B0WD01N INDIES
In Intra- Squad Swim Meet Friday
LOSE, 45-33, TO
Fenger Paces White* ~fo~WhT Over Blacks By 38-28;
Black Freestyle Relayers DiMniafiiied
LEWISTON TEAM
i

Dolan And Pope Feature

though the leather is more like spring than winter, the so-called
"winter sports" a re well underway at this time. The hockey, track, basketball and swimming seasons have been going for some two or thrfee weeks
now. with the coae ™?* keeping a sharp watch for any and all of the new
and promising ma r'*1 The swimmers have had their first taste of competition and the trackmen are in the midst of the annual Christmas GamProspects For Season Good
naye played twice. Only the puck-chasers have yet to see
In a hard fought battle the Inde- bol. The Indies
any sort of play. Of the other winter sports, fencing has some thirty canRoger Dunbar, sensational sophogame
of
their
second
lost
pendents
Won
150-yard
backstroke
by
didates out this .year, many more than usual, while the lack of snow has
more backstrokcr. set a new college Dunbar,
Fisher, the season last Friday night to the
second,
Blacks;
kept the Outing Club idle.
record for the one hundred and fifty Whites; third. Stevens, Whites. Time, Lewiston Cercle Canadiens by a
Looking at the swimming situation a bit more closely, we can see several !i^J«m* Tki
HA.
p. lnfl
I
HL»I. «*
1
at. jijnl
Although leading,
«*«*«
yard distance last Friday in the In- 1 minute, 41 4-5 seconds (college rec- score of 45-33.
'reasons why 'he team this year ought to be one of the best in some time. :**»•»
28-18, at the half, the "Indies" were
tra-squad meet, but wan unable to ord).
!To quote this year s. Bugle, "The only losses this year will be Captain Jerry
Setasttanski,
Hagstrom, 880 ;
fast-breaking
by
bottled
the
Qp
... but strong freshman material (the present sophs)
Carlson and I
keep his team, the Blacks, from los220-yard breast stroke— Won by
Lewiston team and were completely ought to overcome the loss of these two seniors." In the recent intra-squad
Boulter Are Other Winners
ing to the Whites, the other half of Marble, Whites; second, Jenkisson. outclassed in the second half.
meet, one record wa« broken and a few threatened. Several of last year's
the swimming squad, by a score of Blacks; third. Leydon. Whites. Time.
Rr Cheek Ireland
,Sabaateanski. Hank Dolan. Reardon,
The long-distance shooting of Jayvees have shown considerable improvement over last season and if their
38-28. Dunbar sliced one and one- 2 minutes, 45 seconds.
last week was any criterion, their value to the squad will be
performances
Hank
Dolan 39, sprung his 6 feet 2 Young and Curtis, when his 47 feet
Stasulis and Splaine was a direct
fifth seconds off the old record when
440-yard swim Won by Fenger, cause for the Independents' defeat. tremendous. Only two meets were lost last year by Miller's men, who also inches of lank and shanks over the 29k inches proved to be far ahead of
in
place
the
third
New England Intercollegiate Swimming meet.
he swam his specialty in 1 minute. Whites; second. Downer, Whites; In contrast to the Polar Bears, who tied for
bar an inch less than his hehjhl, [Sabasteanski's best. The deadline on
»
*
third. Hutchinson, Blacks, Time, 5 worked the ball down the court be41 4-5 seconds.
Monday afternoon, and then eame!«ri» event was Ave o'clock Tuesday
The ( nrlstnia* Gambol is half over. For the details,
afternoon, and by that time all the
fore shooting, the Canadiens tried
down again.
A new comer. Bob Fenger, showed minutes, 34 3-5 sceconds.
look somewlere etae on the pa*?. Several of the more Imexcept
Diving— Won by Thwing Blacks; with unusual success their hick at
portant men drew events unite strange to them, same of
"Shucks," said Hank, "I can do bet- fj^f"1?"
the way in both the four-forty and
^l*" had "**<?
long shots.
didn't start until approximately
the weight men having to Intra** ana ttae Mg>t weight*
ter-n that." But try though he did the
the two-twenty and greatly helped second, Chapin. Whites; third, Beone minute of five, but still got off 3
Another big factor in the Indies'
having to heave the weights aronnd. Tke Gambol proves
noit. Blacks. Winning points, 77.7.
lanky one could get no higher than his
his team to score an unexpected vicdefeat was the absence of Ed Fisher,
that it doesn't matter what went the traekwter is on* far,
in a row over ** feetto c,inch
«*»**
original 6 foot 1 inch despite three
400-yard freestyle relay— Won by
tory over the Blacks. The Blanks lost
whether <fach keeps yelling a*
one of the few veterans from last
to "BOUND" or to spin
third place by a good margin.
valient attempts to break the prevailany chance for winning when their Whites (Sowles, Harr, Griffith, Pen- year's team.
faster before he |*t» the hammer fly, there hi sttH practice.
However, the sharping college high jump record of •
disqualified.
Ihe only other event to be run off
The traeh forecast for the present season has already been
medley relay swimmers failed to show inell). Blacks
shooting of Al Chapman and Hank
foot 2 inches. Dolan came closer than during the first two days was the
reviewed In a recent edition. Nothing in the way of compeup for their event, and the freestyle
Dale, along with the brilliant deanyone has in a long time, for on broad jump, Lin Rowe won at 19
tition will come until after the holidays.
fensive
Cartplay of Captain Johnny
relay team was disqualified for misshis third attempt he cleared the 5ar feet, 11 '« inches and had only Cronk»
land and Nels Corey, who was reing a turn early in the race.
So far, the hockey men have had but one practice, and that one at at 6 foot 2', 4 inches but on the wajr! hite as serious opposition,
cruited from the hockey team, kept
Coffin's pond. There is no frost in the ground and the rink can't he flooded down ticked it with his heel and lost a
Great improvement was noted in
the Bowdoin Independents in the
Today the two mile and high hurdle
until there is at least a half a foot of it in the ground.
Meanwhile the record. Dolan's jump to date is the
several of the performers, especially
game up until the final whistle.
"re *"* ™.n
wouW-be hockey players are getting into condition by various methods
in the diving and shorter distances. A
The Iqdies' next game will be a re- Last Thursday the squad was split up into two groups and for about three- highlight of the annual Christmas ?£"*
ihe
number of last year's jayvee team
Under the tutelage of Coach Linn turn engagement with the North- quarters of an hour they played soccer at Pickard. On Friday there was run- Ganrbols which got underway Mon1
th* an
4 °'
"
showed definite signs of being im- Wells,
day and will run through Friday.
a promising frosh basketball eastern Business College in Portland, ning in the gym to the extent of twelve laps followed by a half hour on the
•The turkeys are still wide open
portant factors in (he success of the team
was Charlie that is the competition for them is
This will be the exercising machines. Saturday came, and basketball was the way chosen to
Another standout
is developing with eighteen men Saturday evening.
the
team. Coach Miller said that the
of
extra
some
pounds.
far.
only
two
rid
of
So
hockey
sticks
get
have
been
Pope, who breezed home in the third still wide open with Pope. Dolan,
comprising the squad.
As yet, it last game before Christmas.
of
eeks
HOCKEY practice.
squad had sufficient strength to in- is uncertain what lineup will start
two w
heat of the 440 Tuesday afternoon Sabasteanski.
Immediately following the vaca- seen in
Rowe and Boulter
sure a successful season, only if all
in the good time of 52 1-4 seconds to among tine favorites. Upsets may ocits first game next Friday with the tion, a complete schedule of games Banalis, c
the members of the squad can stay
local "Townies." This team will play will be announced.
Parker, c
cur as the remaining events are run
SHENfi
eligible. Three men are ineligible unBowdoin Independents,
a schedule of high school teams and
2
5
Walker, 1. g.
1
off and at present it is not safe to
til
after mid-years, and should any
got the pole on the first corner and predict the eventual five turkey reo r
as the freshmen courtsters have a
4
Splain, 1. g.
8
one else be tost to the team it would little more
'3
was never headed. Biggest rivals of ceivers. The complete summary of the
2
3
in the way of material Dale, r. f
6
D. Flaherty, r gseriously hurt the team's chances for
POpe were Jim "fJoubleday who did 54 meet up until Tuesday night, with
Willihan, r. g.
than did last year's squad, a highly Brand, r. f
a good season.
Chapman, 1. f
4
3
fiat in the fifth Iteat against Martin,
successful season is expected.
given for each
The summary:
An unusual turnout of Freshman Linen am, and Morrow; Walt Young. times and distances
Totals
20
man is as follows:
Some of the most promising pros- Stephens, LI
candidates for the Skiing Team has
Luther, c
2
1
300-yard medley relay Won by
winner
in the fourth at 54 1-5; Bob
pects for the starting lineup next
Shot put— 1st. Sabasteanski, 38 feet
Winter
of
the
swelled
the
ranks
Pottle,
c
I.
2
Whites
(Fisher. Marble. Downer
Hamblen 94- 3*5," Gregory 55, and 7 inches; 2nd, Bickford. 34 feet, 114
Friday are Mackay, Coombs, Adams.
Sports athletes. Freshmen who have
Cart land, r. g.
2
Dunlap and Tim Riley
Time. 3 minutes. 35 3-5 seconds.
Babcock 55 1-5.
Dyer, and Williams. Others who
inches; 3rd, Clifford. 34 feet; 4th.
had considerable experience in ski220-yard freestyle Won by Fen- showed up well in scrimmage were Fairclough. r. g
The 880, run off on Monday, pro- Marble. 33 feet 4\ inches; 5th,
Bridge Tournament ing include Ralph Gove, who has disCorey, 1. g
1
ger.
Whites:
second.
Hutchinson. Merrill, Eck. Ellingwood, Ireland and
tinguished himself in past slalom d*ced an oddity when Nils Hagstrom. James, 29 feet. 4»i inches; 6th, HamGilman, I. g.
Blacks; third. Pennell. Whites. Time. Hanigan. Those with previous experTim Riley and Ed Dunlap won the events, and Lincoln Johnson, who Bill Mitchell, and Lloyd Afceley, all blen. 29 feet. 4'i inches.
duplicate bridge tournament held in specializes in cross-country events, running in the final heat, placed one2 minutes, 30 4-5 seconds.
ience are Adams, who played four Totals
35 pound weight— 1st. Boulter 47
13
7
33 the lounge of the Moulton
Union last There has been no downhill practice two-three. MitcheH set the pace for
50-yard »freestyle Won by White. years with Ellsworth and Coburn
feet 2\ inches; 2nd. Sabasteanski, 39
Lewiston Cercle Canadiens
Saturday afternoon. Their score was as yet, but there are seyeral pros- five laps, was passed by Nils and hadj^j
Blacks; second. James. Blacks; third. Classical, Dyer, a former forward at
6^ "inches *3rd r^land"34feeT
137»£.
Charlie Gibbs and Harry pecth/e candidates for this event.
to fight off an unexpected bid by'
Dover- Foxcroft. Eck. a veteran at
Keylor, Whites. Time, 24 seconds.
11 inches; 4th. Reardon, 30 feet 2U
Stasulis, 1. f
7
1
15 Hultgren came in second with a score
At the elections held last week, ipole-vaulter Aketey who moved up inches; fifth. Young. 29 feet; 6th,
100- yard freestyle— Won by Cooper. Braintree High, Mackay, a former Faren. I. f
Thirty-two students were
,of 130^.
Exeter player, and G. Flaherty, r. f
was elected presi- ff«t on the last lap and almost Curtis, 28 feet 8*4 inches
Blacks; second. Carlson. Blacks: third, Houlton and
3
6 entered in the tournament. The sum- Duncan Whitehill
Coombs from Hebron.
dent. Alton Stetson is the new sec- squeezed in second. Bob Watt, winHarr, Whites. Time, 57 3-5 seconds.
Bergert. r. f
1
3
5 mary:
440 yard run— 1st, Pope. 52 1-5
retary-treasurer of the Outing Club, ner of the 3rd Heat, was- fourth in
1.
Dunlap and Riley. 1374
C° S .?"*
5
01 ** 1 *- 54
now holds the, the final reckoning with George
Johnson
and Lincoln
1
2.
Gibbs and Hultgren. 130"
mblen
Ha
","!
'and Hall bringing up the rear.
manager's berth.
'J
3.
and
Fredericks
Howard.
123
14
5* 3-5 seconds; 5th. Gregory, 5o sec. a.
...
i
.
WELL, JUPGE, GUESS
om-m, i suppose its all
-.
«. property in» ™
t
,_»^_„ Was
by
picture
Topsham.
used
the
the
high
The
In
Jump
4
Woods and Armstrong, 122 14
THIS PIP€ MEETS ALL
right. but somehow it
Babcock, 55 1-5 seconds.
has
been
unDolan,
but
practice,
by
the
club
for
dominated
,of
course
coesnt look quite the
VOUR REQUIREMENTS
Stevens and Dale. 118
5.
cm
'^ >* rd n "V?'
proved. Both the practice slope and others who placed were James, Mav-'
ANP MINE TOO.
way thought my first
!fV* V L
6.
Abbott and Scope. 118
pipe woulp
WONDER HOW IT
the slalom hill have been enlarged e r.
Baldwin. Edwards, Gray and 2
Menard and Menard, 114
7.
SUITS MY PACE
by removal of small treas at the Evans, the latter two tying for sixth. 2:10.3; 4th, Watl=-2:10.4; 5th, Hill,
8.
Martin and Ketchum, 10714
sides.
Future improvements will in- Carl Boulter was entered and made"'-"-4; mn "*"• * a
Sides and Loeb, 99
9.
chide the broadening of the down- 4 fee t
High jump- 1st, Dolan. 6 feet 1
inches before retiring.
10.
Shattuck and Hill, 96'/4
hill trail in several places.
, n thtf inch; 2nd, James. 5 feet 6 inches; 3rd.
Fnmk
As yet no definite schedule of ther big boys in the shot Monday Maver, 5 feet, 5 inches; 4th, Baldwin,
drawn
but
has
been
up,
competition
w jth a throw of 38 feet 7 inches. Fdi-i* *?nt 4 inches; 5th. Edwards, 5 feet
Continues Talks
before the winter snows have melted i^^g ln h js
were grunt and 2 inches; 6th, Gray. 5 feet. Evans 5
the Skttng Twmi W,H have P* rhc, P* t - groaners Bickford. CrttTord. Marble feel.
(hi ILeillUIJ
eilTUrV UIU FliarT
„, in meets with other Maine coliegs. *
mp, and
anH Hamblen
„ flmhlpn in tnat
orfl>r
that order.
Broad jump— 1st, Rowe, 19 feet
James,
The showing of Bickford and Clif- 11' » inches; 2nd. Cronkhite, 19 feet
(Continued irom raire 1)
a fight, the young man's lamp waa new Boston that has arisen on this ford indicates the Frosh wtll be well 3 \ inches; 3rd, Lindley. 18 feet 8Mi
C_
HA'HAi THAT SM ILE CERTAIN LV
broken.
His antagonist replaced it, territory. Also, securing of the Pub- stocked with vreightmen this winter. inches; 4th. Marble. 18 feet 8'* inchTRY IT WITH A BIG SMILE,
YOU'LL 0E
4' 2 inches;
MAK.ES A PIFFERENCE. AND BELIEVE
BOB. AFTER ALL, THAT'S
LOOKING FORapologized sincerely and the whole lie Garden lor the City of Boston was
In the 35-pound weight event Carl es;5th, Donovan, 18 feet
3
HOW YOU'LL LOOK WHEN
ME, I'M MIGHTY ANXIOUS TO HAVE
VMARP TO
matter was forgotten.
Boulter had no trouble in outheaving 6th, Redmond. 17 feet 9 * inches.
to hig p,,^ spfritedness.
V0U GET PRINCE ALBERT
THAT.PIRST PIPEFUL OF PRINCE ALBERT EACH PRINCE
After
his graduation the diarist
IN THAT PIPE
ALBERT SMOKE
was admitted to the bar in the ComAFTER THAT,
monwealth of Massachusetts, where
TOO. RA.
he was noted for his wit, humor,
ASSURES A
COOL, MUD
anecdote, and knowledge of what
SMOKE
every sort of man would be likely to
titer*
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He has been given the credit for
the reclamation of the Back Bay Territory because he was principal promoter of the

legislation, the drawer
of the contracts, and the conductor
of the difficult negotiations. He has
been called the true founder ot the

WANT A TOBACCO SPECIALLY CUT
TO CAKE YOUR PIPE RIGHT ? GET
THAT BIG REP TIN OF PRINCE ALBERT.
THERE'S NO OTHER TOBACCO LIKE IT!

CHRISTMAS

CAHBS
M An*t. Dealgiw with Envelope*
$1.50
a work of Art
SS.00
Ifanw inscribed on each If de si red
An Ideal Xmaa Gift. Order at Once.
FJneat Grade,

.

M

Duke

.

H.TIKJ4,

DURHAM,

Tubsro Cm.

THE NATIONAL

Fringe Albert
The COLLEGE

JOY SMOKE

university

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
|

1S3S. R. J

.

RocJmuurt, Georgia

bacco you ever smoked, return the pocket tin
with tha rest of the tobacco in It to us at any
time within a month from this date, and we will
refund full purchase price, plus postage.
(Signed) R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company,
Winston-Salem, North Carolina
.

.

HOLS * COMPANY

-VIC

SMOKE
FMCMNT PIPEFULS of Prince Albert. If
you don't find it the mellowest, tastiest pipe to-

C«»Trutt>t

|

BEAUTTFTTL PERSONAL

50

pipefnls of fragrant tobacco hi
ererjr 2-oz. tin of Prince Albert

N. C.

Fear terata of eteren weeks are »rv*n
aach year. These may be taken ca nas ta
rreely (araaaatian la three ana one aarartcr years) er three terms may ha taken
each year ( giaaa alls ii hi fear years), tha
entranee u ajall smsaU
are
tnnnsaian.
character ami three year, of reflet* a>«a*,_
iachsainc the sahjeets spertaaa' far Cksss
Meaieal Reheats. Catassaaaa ami aaallcartan farms may he obtained tram the
Adnriasien (ammittee.

A

BETTER GRADES

BOOKSTORE

With Leas Work

PRINTING

Sounds impossible, but it can be done
follow the Gunthrop Study
if you
Charts, a "streamlined" method of

- GIVE BOOKS FOR CHRISTMAS -

efficient study.

This practical tested

system will more than double the reyour work. Don't postpone
Write today for information.

sults of
action.

F.

W. CHANDLER & SON

STTJART *

Branawlek,

BRUNSWICK COAL & LUMBER
Hard and Soft Coals

The STUDENTS GUILD

CLEMENT

Town Building
FIRST NATIONAL

CO.

of Brunswick,

SI e

Box

San Diego,

Calif.

EARN MONEY

BANK

without leaving your residence
Here's, a chance to get some extra
cash this fall selling novelties at 50%
commission to students living in your

Maine

Capital, $175,000

Fuel Oils

Total Resource* S2.7M.OOO

Dry Fireplace Wood

511,

.

STUDENT PATBOWAGK SOLICITED

dormitory or fraternity.
j

i

Send dime

to Box 760, Buffalo, N. Y., to cover
cost of mailing samples.

MORTON'S NEWSSTAND TONDREAU BROS. CO.
Lumber and Building Materials
A. E.

MORRELL

— CONFECTIONERS —

of All Rinds

Largest Line of

tt, M*r.

I

sai Tobacco

In Town
TOILET ARTICLES'

87

MAINE STREET

EVERTTHINO THAT'S GOOD
TO EAT

i

w^e

,
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

FOUR
Boyd '41, second tenors; Lawrence
Second Student Recital
F. Smith '41, and Geoffrey R. Stanwood '38, first tenors. This group
Given In Mouiton Union plans to become a permanent organization and to sing at various college
The second of the series of student functions, over the radio, and at New
musical recitals was held in the England Preparatory schools.
Mouiton Union last
Thursday evening. Most interesting
lounge of the

number of the evening was the

sing-

ing of the double quartet. This newly organized group is composed of

Vasmer L. Flint '38, and Horace
Greene '39. basses; Bruce T. Haley
'41, and Thomas Brownell '41, baritones; Putnam F. Flint '42, and Roger

CHILDREN GIVEN

Dr. Paid Kellogg Gives

Achorn Bird Lecture
i

Continued from Pair*

PARTY

IN

CDustard and Cress

GYM

1)

American Eagle, the harsh note
(Continued from Page I)
of the hawk-like Kara-Kara, and the the young
boys and girls from tne
John Williams '42, Philip Morgan raucous scream of the rare Sandhill town. In the past, however, some
Crane.
fraternities have sponsored smaller
'42, and Thomas Brownell '41, were
One of the most interesting parts parties for some youngsters.
the soloists.
Brownell also joined
pf the lecture was Dr. Kellogg's story
The gymnasium will be arranged
Jonathan W. French, Jr. to sing a of the rare Ivory-billed Woodpecker. with two
long tables down both sides
duet. The Brass Sextet and a trum- Professor Kellogg first spoke of the and benches
placed in between them
pet solo by Arthur W. Keylor '40, difficulty ornithologists had in locat- for the guests.
Cookies, purchased
ing the bird, believed extinct since wholesale, will be piled high on waitmade up the rest of the program.
in
difficulties
the
of
then
1924. and
ers' trays for the youngsters to enmaking recordings and pictures of joy. Ice cream cups will also be
it.
He also mentioned the fact given to the boys and girls. Door
that a similar bird, the Pileated prizes of various toys and gifts will
Woodpecker, is found in our own be given to the lucky winners of the
jestic

checks which

north woods.
The next series of pictures dealt
with bird life in the Western Dust
Bowl. One of these pictures, of the
Prairie Falcon, could be obtained only
by dangling from a rope on the side of
a steep, rocky cliff. The curious "dipper" finally obliged the expedition by
sitting on the microphone, which was
placed on a rock in the stream, and

will be

By Persimmon

on the

It looks as though Bowdoin
students are a little shy on this veddy,

baskets.
It
expected that the
is
fraternities will continue the custom, as started this fall, of donating
jfood baskets at Thanksgiving time
to families.

14

I

attached

bosom

and

soft

Many Swing

pleated

both the smartest
and most comfortable shirt

Styles

|

is

(Continued from Pace

For more formal occasions,
wear the Arrow Lido, with
stand-up wing collar. It has

row bosom with suspender
make it lie smooth.

mitoga

Sanforized Shrunk

fit

—

$3

in

Undergraduates who are interested
assisting at the affair are urged

was a holy man

of bib-

—

15

Golgotha—the giant.
Esther a wayward woman who
mended her ways.
Cain was turned to salt for look-

—

ing back at his name.
Judith of Maccaber is the name of
one of the writers of the Apocrypha.

Burlesque on Faculty
Students; Brown,
Craven Authors

is

And

(Continued from page 1)
Jr., '42, Prof. Martha Goo Chilligan; Marshall Bridge '39, Prof. Rattrap Casket; Howard C. Soule '39,
Prof. Cookie Dittle; Charles P. Edwards '41, Boiler, the assistant li-

nedy,

brarian; Paul LeB.
the librarian;
'40, Prof. Dibbley;
Spingarn '40, Prof.

der,

Sniff.

Wheeler '40, MilFred J. Dambrie
and Lawrence P.
Barney S. S. Van

BANGOR HIGH SCHOOL
IS WINNER OF DEBATE
Bangor High School won the 1938
meeting of the Bowdoin Interscholastic Debating League held in Hubbard Hall last Saturday, with a total of 500 points out of a possible 600.
Miss Mildred Rosenberg of Deering
High School won the individual honor
of best speaker with 280 out of a possible 300 points. Deering High School
took second place in the debate with
480 points.
The question for debate was: Resolved, That Section 1 of the Neutrality Act of May 1, 1937, furnishes
a satisfactory permanent policy for
the United States.
The debate comprised two sessions,
one in the morning at ten o'clock and
the other in the afternoon at two

I

1

tuanned for the children.

follower of Christ.
- c
Lest anyone forget, traffic is one
around
the
Congregational
Church triangle. It happened, however, that one of the local Bluecoats
almost forgot, last week. Motoring instead of' "flatfooting it" behind the

m

way

of the biggest noises in the history of Bowdoin house dances will

|

Undergraduates Vote

in the one-act plays last year.

shall Bridge played in

Mar-

"Yellow Jack,"

Francis Bliss in "Twelfth Night," and

Gerhard Oskar Rehder.

Paul Wheeler in "Yellow Jack," "The
Shoemakers' Holiday," and the one-

on the stage. Among these are Paul
Wheeler '40. Roger M. Stover '39.

Matthew

Bullock '40. L. Damon
Richard Eveleth '40. Phil'40. Russeir Novello '40,
Robert E. Chandler '41, and Charles
Stepanian '41.

be created when Blanche
In B. C. A. Economic Poll
act plays last year.
in the Sigma Nu
Many of the men working on the
Anyone who has seen her fachurch Mr. Policeman suddenly re(Continued from Pave 1)
Imous brother. Cab, knows what to 2 Use of federal measure
membered, and did a "Caspar Mil- production have either worked on proto support agrirultural
expect because Blanche is just a fequetoast" in reverse. Yes, the blue duction in previous plays or appeared
prices
151
178
jmale counterpart. If you're looking
was mingled red, as the Law turned
ALUMNI MEETING
for some real torrid music you'll find 3 Organization of labor
his car around.

probably

Calloway tears loose

|

schools taking part in

Chairman of the debate was Professor Athern P. Daggett, coach of
the Bowdoin debating team.
The
judges were Mrs. Catherine T. Daggett. Mr. Glenn Mclntire, and Mr.

ness.

makers' Holiday."
communicate with members of the 16 Cain was the son of Noah.
committees in charge. All students
Ware acted in "Yellow Jack" and
17 Esther was a friend and devoted
are welcome to visit the party and
view the program which is being

The

o'clock.

>

Edward C. Palmer '40 and Deane the debate were: Bangor, Biddeford.
B. Gray '42 take the parts of the first Lewiston, South Portland, Stearns, of
Gothgotha was a Wick-King (Vik- and second janitors respectively. Millinocket,
Edward Little, Foxing).
Hugh Munroe '41, is the radio an- crof^ Gardiner, and Portland.
Herod was one of the minor nouncer and stage manager.
The first four schools finished in
prophets.
Many of the cast have taken part in the order named: Bangor, Deering,
Herod was the Egyptian king who past productions of the Masque and
Stearns, and South Portland.
The
plunged the Hebrews into the fiery Gown, and in the one-act plays. James first four
speakers were Miss Mildred
furnace from which they emerged
Titcomb has been very active since Rosenberg, Deering; John Webster,
unscathed.
Bangor;
Miss
Bangor;
Molly
Kagan,
freshman
year.
appeared
his
He has
Pilate translated the Bible into
in the following productions: 'Tom Miss Dorothy Harris. Stearns. Other
English.
Thumb/' "The Jew of Malta." "Bury speakers were Philmore Ross and
Cain is a character in the story of
the Dead," "Yellow Jack," "The Shoe- Clara E. Wallace, Biddeford; FranCain and Mabel.
makers' Holiday,' "Twelfth Night," ces Sheeny and Joseph Cronin, LewCain is the subject of one of the
and the one-act plays last year. Crow- iston; Deane Linton and Alice Mcstories of how women betray men.
Ginty, South Portland; Norman Osell worked on "The Jew of Malta,"
Mabel was the woman.
"Bury the Dead." and "Yellow Jack." troff and Weston A. Cate, Jr., EdHerod was a Jewish King. I think Palmer acted in the "The Beaux' ward Little; Ruth Martin and Marhe was sent to jail by the Wise
"Twelfth cadais Drinkwater, Foxcroft; Perley
Strategem,"
"Hamlet,"
men.
Leighton and David Nivison, GarJohn Jaques and Mildred
Judith was a figure in the Old Night," and tne one-act plays a year diner;
Testament who goes out to wel- ago. Stover worked on "The Milky Doukas, Portland; Warren Horton,
come back Isaiah from the wilder- Way," "Hamlet." and "The Shoe- Deering; Marjorie Ireland, Stearns.

ito
!

One

the more comfortable nar-

loops to

!)

weeks at the Totem Pole Ballroom in
Boston. This fall they have had numerous engagements at many colleges
and schools. This will be one of their
last appearances in the East before
they start on a western tour.

you can wear with a tux $3

Streamlined

i

Pilate

Golgotha a city in ancient times
in the near East known for its
wealth.

4
5

passed out.

|

The

lical times.

Professor Frederic E. T. Tillotson 6
is arranging a musical program by
undergraduate groups to present at 7
the affair. A sound system will be
It will be
installed for the movies.

House Bands Have

Play

—

2

AWAY"

TO BE STAGED
FRIDAYEVENING

veddy important knowledge:
Jacob's ladder one of the seven
1
wonders of the world.

3

IT

identification of Biblical char-

acters.

presidents of the various fraternities 12
in producing their familiar "drumlast week end that this party will
ming" sound. He personally thought
fete the children at Christmas while
13
flicking
was
made
by
noise
that the
other welfare organizations will be
the wings rapidly against the air.
able to supplement the need for food

collar

"TAKE

The following are a list of the most
unusual answers taken from a recent
examination given by President Sills

adapted so that the master of cere- 8
monies will be audible above the
hubbub of activitv in the gym.
9
President Kenneth C. M. Sills and
Dean Paul Nixon have heartily en- 10
singing.
will
affair
dorsed
the
This
party.
The last series of pictures presented by Dr. Kellogg were of famous replace the custom, originated last
game bird, the Ruffed Grouse. Dr. Christmas, of presenting baskets to
was 11
needy families in town.
It
Kellogg explained several theories
pointed out at a meeting of the
concerning the method these birds use

Arrow Shoreham with

1

Scales

ip C.

house.

|

'40.

Young

A student orchestra will furnish
the music for the singing and dancinto national unions .175
147
- c
There will be a meeting of the ing numbers.
Many bands that have previously 4 The maintenance or inSome of the professors seem a bit Chicago Alumni Association WednesSeason tickets are available for
crease of tariffs and
made big hits on campus will be
the play "Take It
jittery about
day, December 28, 12.15 p.m. Coach faculty members and townspeople
other trade barriers .147
208
found again. Gene Brodman and his
Away" to be produced this Friday.
who desire them from Jeffrey Carre
Adam Walsh will be guest speaker, '40 at the Chi Psi Lodge.
trombone will be heard at the Delta
It's rather enjoyable for a change
They will
U. house. This band is a great fav- my Reynolds and his clarinet and his to see the faculty suffer as we do and will show moving pictures of this also be available at the box office.
orite in the New England colleges orchestra have been selected for the before an examination.
fall's football games. Arrangements Students will not be admitted to the
now and the Dorsey manner is carried Beta house; Nate Gold will play at
are in charge of Joseph H. Newell '12, performances without their blanket
out to perfection. At the Kappa Sig- the A-T.O. house Billy Murphy and 5 The further extension
1 North Lasalle Street, Chicago.
tax books. Students desiring reserved
public
ownership of
ma house Bob Gleason and his or- His Royal Arcadians comes to the
seats may secure them by paying
utilities
153
169
electric
chestra will swing out. This was a Zete house. All these bands are well
ercise through governcomparatively new outfit when it ap- known to Bowdoin students and have 6 Organization of conment a greater control
twenty-five cents extra with their
sumer cooperatives .213
96
o f production and
peared here last Ivy and they have proven very successful in their past
blanket tax books.
7 Should the people ex112
distribution?
205
gained a great reputation since. Tom- engagements h^p.
!
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Yes, We're Interested In

ALL Your

PRINTING
We

have had long experience in
producing for Bowdoin men:

POSTERS
STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS
TICKETS
FRATERNITY FORMS
And Other

Printing

Ask Us For Quotations

The Record Office
—

Telephone 3

—

Paul K. Nivcn, Bowdoin 1916

Manager
The Orient

Printers of

CUMBERLAND
Wed.

Dec

Ttaurs.

14
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IS

Brother Rat
with

Wayne

Morris

— Priscilla Lane

Jane Bryan
also

News

Sound Act

December

Friday

All through the year
and all around the clock Chesterfield's

Up The

—

also

News

milder better taste gives millions

Passing Parade

December

Saturday

J.

with
Mary Carlisle
Carrol Naish
Robert Preston

—

also

these plea-

sure-giving cartons of Chesterfields-

packaged in gay holiday colors— welcomed by smokers everywhere.

Selected Short Subjects

Monday

December 19

Christmas Carol
with
Reginald Owen
Terry Kilburn
Ann Rutherford
Lynn Carver

—
—

also

Sound Act

News

esterfield

You'll find Chesterfields a better ciga~
rette because of what they give you— more
smoking pleasure than any cigarette you
ever tried— the right combination of mild

...the blend that can 't be copied
...a HAPPY COMBINATION of the

ripe

world's best cigarette tobaccos
Copytifbc 19)8,

Ucctrr

17

Illegal Traffic

MORE PLEASURE
At Christmas time send

16

River

with
Phyllis Brooks
Preston Foster
Tony Martin

home-grown and aromatic Turkish

tobaccos rolled in pure cigarette paper.

December 20

Tuesday

Comet Over Broadway
Kay
John

with
Ian
Francis
Litel

—
Hunter
— Donald Crisp
also

Sound Act

Snapshots

December 21

Wednesday
Little

Orphan Annie
Starring

Ann

Gillis

* Mrau Toaacco Co.

mmmii

mmmmii

MM«

^^^mmmmmmmmmmm
:

I^s

street

Tfwn
HOL'BE DANCES

ORIENT
VOL. LXVIII

(68th Year)

,

take

Rises

rr

awaf

"Real"

SCORES HIT AT

**

-

PLAY BURLESQUES
LIFE AT BOWDOIN

was evidenced by continual laughand thundering acclaim at the conclusion. The
real heroes and not unsung were the
members of Bowdoin's personnel who
were taken off in the amazingly real-

bells,

any

of

the

hurt

to

feelings,

a possibility

is

all

M. Brown pour on

Quinby pour une representation

*

Philip C.
*
*

have not

I

HAMPTON

GIVE CONCERT HERE

Presenting negro spirituals

School.

At the other schools it was conducted by ahapel polls, ballots published in campus publications, person
to person surveys, vote of fraternity
houses, and polling tables on campus.
There were 17,331 students at the

in their

own distinctive style, the famous
Hampton Quartet of the Hampton
Institute gave the third

gram

The applause was long black

appearances enthusiasm.

ties,

furnished a striking pic-

The

Freshman Who Whistled

By

Scholarship Committee

—

(

Hoosag Kadjperooni of Bates College and David W. Trafford of the
University of Maine have been chosen by the Rhodes Scholarship Comto represent the State of
Maine for this year in the New England eliminations. Kadjperooni and
Trafford were selected from a group
of ten students from the four Maine

GLEE CLUB TO SING
CHRISTMAS CHORALS

To

To

Favor

Oppose

among

r^

m
You
Through Bowdoin,"
The committee selecting the Maine Gentlemen" while the chapel
he would undoubtedly remark on the representatives was
composed of missed. This will
into a "Trending

|

trend toward the increasing discussion Franklin W. Johnson
president of
of contemporary topics through the Colby College, Waterville; Prof.
Stanmedium of forums, lectures, and ecoh by 0f the Universitv of
y
£f , Thomas
>ru
nomic polls. Perhaps it has been go- Maine; Prof.
Means of Bowing on for some time at Bowdoin, doin College; Prof. R. E. McGee of
these round tables etc., but this year Bates College; and Carl J. Reynolds
has definitely seen a steady succession of the University of Maine.
of discussion groups and lectures. Politics,
diplomacy,
and
economics
haven't missed a week yet, and the

£ R

T
Sibley

larity.
-

system

in

mum.
Tuesday

.•
'

I

filii

et' filiae"

Low How A

r^

s - r
will vie with festivity

and

Wednesday, and
one's own conclusions can be drawn

•

.

'"God Rest You Merry Gentlemen"

at that.

question four asked: Do you favor the
maintenance or increase of tariffs and
other
trade
barriers?
Professor
Daggett showed that the College
voted in the affirmative on the first
question and in the negative on the
latter question, and by doing so produced an inconsistency, since obviously one cannot approve of one and not
the other.
The speaker continued by stating

K

ment started from where he left off. the recent poll there were certain inHe remarked: "Time well spent!" consistencies. As examples he subSuch tactics are the exception, how- mitted the results on questions two
and four. Question two read: Do
ever, and most classes will go through
you favor the use of federal measure
the motions, abbreviated
to

support

agricultural

prices;

public

2118

ownership

electric utilities

of
.... 2428

2008

"Analyzing

in the same
Continued on page 2)

way

7,241

the period from December 16 to
January 3." said Mr. Kemper. "This
shows a holiday season frequency
39% above the normal rate.
"Parents should realize that homoThe announcement of the engage- coming students on pleasure bent are
ment of Mrs. Charles Callaway Guth- 39% more apt than usual to figure in
rie English and George Hunnewell serious automobile accidents at this
Quinby was made at a tea yester- season," he continued. Actually the
day afternoon given by Professor and rate doubles in the last half of DeMrs. Philip S. Wilder and Professor cember compared with the average
and Mrs. Athern P. Daggett at the for December and Januaryhome of the Wilders. There were
Causes include late hours, drinking.
more than 150 people at the tea. Mrs. bad road conditions in bad weather,
Kenneth C. M. Sills, Mrs. Wilmot B. and decreased visibility during these
I

1

!

i

that,

<

!

Mitchell.
;

:

"governments have always had

a great deal to do with production
;

and distribution." He recalled examples as early as the age of feudalism when English nobles forced King
John to sign the Magna Carta in 1216.
This, he said, represented an effort by
the people to ward off governmental
encroachments on production and distribution.

"Even in the United States there
have been examples of interference
by the government in production and
distribution
government interest in
railroad development in the West and
land distributed by the government
ihave both occurred in the past his-

—

|

|

i

tory of the country," continued Professor Daggett.
In conclusion the speaker remarked
that governmental influence in production and distribution is present
today, namely in the law which per
rrrits books to be shipped through the
mail at a small cost.

and

mmmmmmm

(Continued on pas* 2)

Mrs. Charles C. Hutchins.

(Continued on page 2)

I

i

j
:

i

!

Mrs. Roscoe J. Ham, Mrs. Henry L.
Johnson, and Mrs. C. C. Young poured, and Mrs. Glenn R. Mclntire, Mrs.
Charles Root, and Miss Elizabeth Riley served.
Mrs. English is a resident of Baltimore, Maryland. She is a graduate
of Madison College and she attended
Johns Hopkins University. Professor
Quinby is the present director of dramatics and assistant professor of English here at Bowdoin. The wedding
will take place in June.

COMING EVENTS
December 19

- House dances beginning around 10 pjn.
December St - Christmas Carol
singing in chapel at 12.15 p.m.
December SO - Masque and Gown

Play, "Take

It

rial Hall, 4 p.

M

December
Dance in

Away." Memo-

m

.

Student Council
the Sargent Gymna-

sium. 9 p.m. - 2 a.m.
December *l - Christmaj Vjacation begins. 4.30 pjn.
January 8 - College reop^is.
8.20 ajn.
>

Bowdoin

Plays,

and

KYW

musical director of station
in
Philadelphia has developed in the
"Top Hatters." a smooth entertaining
orchestra with a following of N. B. C.
radio fans from coast to coast. The
success of Savitt's interpretation of
swing music is due to the fact that
through his brilliant musical arrangements and instrumentation he has
taken the brassy harshness out of
swing music and made it easy on the
ears as well as danceable.

this year.

Huling won the 45-yard high hurdand 40-yard dash, took second in
the pole vault and fifth in the discus
to collect his top ranking total. Runner up Sabastianski captured the sixteen ppund shot and pole vault and
snared a second ,in the thirty-five
pound weight in collecting his 19

•

Continued on uaga

-)

les

REV. MacDONALD IS

SPEAKER

IN

CHAPEL

The
ine Reverend
.loscpii C.
everenu Joseph
™ci^n^. MacDonCaptain Pope and Gregory!
points.
of < he U mon
were other leaders who placed in all **•*"**??
S*
,
Waban. Massachusetts,
and a gradufour events entered. The two awards
ate of Bowdoin in the Class of 1915,
for field events

-±*

particularly set aside
at chapel yesterday, on the
men went to Stan James, pole vault- spoke
subject of bringing the world back to
er, and husky Carl Boulter, veteran
its moral and spiritual senses.

weight man.

In connection with his sermon. he
Recapitulation of the events contested since last Tuesday finds the mentioned Eugene Lyons, a former
i

high hurdle duel between Huling and Communist and newspaper man, who
Neal Allen featuring Wednesday's tells in his "Assignment in Utopia"
activities. The final heat pitted Hul- how his great enthusiasm, at first, for
ing against Allen. Less than a yard the Communist theories was changed
separated the boys all the way down] to bitter disillusionment after he had
tne stretch with Huling finally ad-| s Pe nt six years in Russia. "Mr. Lyjudged the' winner in the excellent ons finds that the common denominHamblen, ator of all he saw in Russia and the
time of 6 seconds flat.
Dolan, James, and Pope finished in other dictatorships was the decadence
of the moral values in mankind. The
that order behind the leaders.
immediate task is to defend the reContinued on Pase 3)
spect for life."
Mr. MacDonald went on to say that
many ideals are too high for us, and
The Bowdoin College Bulletins that some ideals which we treasure
most dearly are used to betray us.
for the year 1938-39 have been pub"We are often hypnotized by such
lished and are now available to undergraduates at the desk in the li- phrases as "Liberty, Equality. Frator "The Brotherhood of
brary. Only one bulletin will be ernity."
Even while we are working
given per man and each student Man."
must appear in person to receive for truth, freedom, peace, and good
will,
we
are
sometimes deprived of
|
his copy.
them. Multitudes of people are tortured and even killed in the dictatorj

.

!

j

I

'

;

NOTICE

[

i

i

i

j

|

|

Host To Local

Children

hundred

twenty-five girls will be guests tonight
Bowdoin's
annual
Christmas
as
Houseparty gets under way with the
eleven fraternities on campus providing dance music until the early hours
of the morning.
Still without that
blanket of snow that was promised us
earlier this winter, the Bowdoin campus nevertheless spreads a warm welcome to the many visitors.
Tonight's house dances, together
with the Student Council dance, tomorrow night, and the Masque and
Gown play tomorrow afternoon, provide a fitting program of entertainment for the houseparty couples.
Starting this evening, festivities will
carry through until early Wednesday
morning with the grand climax in the
form of a College dance to the "shuffle music" of Jan Savitt and his Top
Hatters in the Sargent Gym.
A program of Christmas carols will
be presented tomorrow noon in the
College chapel through the Bowdoin
College Glee Club. Later on in the afternoon "Take It Away," the original
musical burlesque by William H.
Brown '39 and Robert K. Craven '38.
will be given in Memorial Hall. Following the fraternity banquets at the
individual houses the annual Student
Council dance will begin at 9 p.m. and
last until 2 a.m. Wednesday morning.
Maestro Savitt, the violin-olaying

by Frank Sabastianski, 19; Charlie
Pope 17; Hank Dolan. 14; Al Gregory,
12; Bob Hamblen, 11; Stan James, 9;
and Carl Boulter, 7. All of whom will
enjoy their prize Christmas turkeys
at the track deartment's expense

2549

:

Professors
Elbridge Sibley and
Athern P. Daggett, aided by volunteer contributions from Professors
Boyd W. Bartlett and Fritz
Koelln.
discussed in general all the questions
raised by the recent B. C. A. economic
poll last Thursday evening in the
Moulton Union. The discussion, as
originally planned, featured Professor
Sibley speaking on the poll in general
and Professor Daggett on "Socialism
versus Capitalism."
However, both
speakers brought in a variety of related subjects and when the meeting
was thrown open to the small gathering present, there were even more
topics introduced.
Professor Daggett, first to speak,
pointed out to begin with that the
title of his speech certainly was not
a true paraphrase of the subject of

TURKEY IN GAMBOLS

1924

automobile acand cidents in the last three years classified as serious, we found 523 were in

QUINBY ENGAGEMENT
ANNOUNCED AT TEA

Praetorious
"Silent Night"

And Daggett Discuss

who will win. Officially college
closes on the latter date at 4.30 p.m.,
but actually it might just as well be his talk; for he had planned to speak
Monday at the same time, for all the on question seven in the poll circulars.
work that will be done in that period. The specific question read as follows:
There will be the scattered, untimely Should the people exercise through
hour exams, and the line will continue government a greater control of proto be toed right through to the pleas- duction and distribution?
"One cannot vote yes or no on a
ant end. Tradition and he himself admit that one professor found his class present day issue without making
empty, and so proceeded to translate qualifications." continued Professor
as fast as he could; his next assign- Daggett, as he tried to show how in
as to

.

he however 'wistled' and I

still,

answered him

by Leisring
E er Bloomlng " by

,

force this houseparty period of checking belongings at the various fraternity houses. The semi-annual houseparty turnover in top-coats, hats,
gloves and so forth is always sky
high. The bulletin boards are crowded for weeks afterward with desperate, pleading, and sometimes humorous notices for sundry "borrowed" articles.
A careful check-up at each
house should reduce losses to a mini-

"

stood

as follows-

i'O

.

Fast stepping Ray Huling, sophomore sprint and hurdle ace, captured top honors and number one
turkey for the second consecutive
year last Friday afternoon as Coach
Jack Magee's annual Christmas GamFinal
bols came to a brilliant close.
point tallying found Huling amassing
21 points in his four events, followed

1924

|

replace the usual
entire program ta

r

other strides forward

in the right direction is the

ACADEMICS

y^

organ music<

2 Use of federal measure
to support agricultural
prices '...."
...2471
3 Organization of labor
into national unions .2279
4 The maintenance or increase of tariffs and
other trade barriers 2010
5 The further extension

j

dis-

Economic Problems At Forum

form, attendance, and popus

,

„

-

Among many

\

m

is

Provision by governof jobs for those
unable to find employment
2939

ment

STUDENTS ARE BOON
TO HOLIDAY ACCIDENTS

whom were Philip
Tomorrow afternoon at 12.15 the
Storer Campbell '39 and George Les- annual Christmas choral
singing prolie Hill '39, the Bowdoin representagram will be held in the chapel. The
tives.
signals."
program which has been arranged
Kadjperooni, a resident of Lewiswill be conducted entirely antiphons - r
¥F contemporary champion of Maine, ton, is a senior at Bates, and he is ally by two choruses. The choir is
* Kenneth Roberts, should ever de- majoring in English. Trafford lives repeating "O filii et filiae" by Leisin Portland, and is a senior major in
rin and in introducing a new custom
velop his speech last Commencement history
and government.
..^
by si
colleges

.

HULING WINS PRIZE

results of the poll for all the

6 Organization of consumer cooperatives .3091
1713
7 Should the people exercise through government a greater control
o f production and
distribution?
1695
1336
Virginia and Illinois, and Wentworth,
a future lawyer were the ringleaders.
The only part the diarist had in the
escapade was that he suggested that
burnt cork would provide an excellent
disguise and in the meantime painted
his own face with it.
At two o'clock in the morning the
Students home for the holidays
boys tried to start the fire. . Some of
the "government" set upon them. All should remember that this is the peak
of the boys escaped including our period for serious automobile accihero who reached the woods and dents, advises James S. Kemper, nathen came back along the "Bath tionally known safety leader and
road." In his own words, "Opposite president of the Lumbermen's Mutual
the college gate I saw a man and Casualty Company of Chicago.

—

mittee

1

Subject Of Dean's Talk

In the thira -.'Of a series of chapel
talks last Satjfitlay. taken from the
diary of a freshman of a century ago,
Dean Paul Nixon told the story of the
freshman who whistled. As has been
his custom for the. past two weeks,
the Dean took excerpts from this
diary and brought out one point, this
one being that he would not inform
Children Got a Robe," and "Were on his fellows who were in a scrape.
You There When They Crucified My
In 1832 the "government" (the
"Wheeling a Wheel," faculty) had decided that ther would
Lord?"; II
"Ezechial Saw the Wheel," "Water be no Freshman bonfire that year.
Boy," "There's No Hiding Place Down The freshmen had different views.
Here," and "Go Down Moses"; III
They made complete preparations for
(Continued on Page 3)
Upton and Young, a
a bonfire.
couple of future Congressmen rrom

—

Bowdoin

.

test.

other colleges are as follows:

finale.
One of the interesting featprofessors laughed at themselves; just ures of the production was the unique the negro spiritual to their religion.
programs which were distributed be- Mr. Jackson, a graduate of Hampton
one big happy family.
fore the curtain. The lyrics of Take last June, told of the purpose of the
- r
have already become popu- Institution during the .last interWTARDLY a week passes but there is It Away" Continued
mission.
on Pan 2)
•**• something to be reformed around
The progra^m was divided into three
the college, but for some reason or
groups of songs: I "Walk Together
other there is a dearth of reformChildren," "Climbing Jacob's Ladder,"
Eliminated
"Wade in the Water," "All God's
measures this time. It seems as if
(

Courtesy of Bowdoin Growler
who with his famous Top
Hatters will furnish the music for
the gym dance tomorrow night.

colleges where the polls were given.
Of these, 4,505 students participated.
At Bowdoin 317 out of a possible 625

took the

two

Approximately

tres ance.

spirited;
moreover, on more ture for their program of popular
is no cause for such in "Take and
than one occasion the audience ap- negro spirituals.
Away." The play was well reProfessor Frederic Tillotson introplauded the individual performances
ceived because everyone knew each during the play.
duced Mr. Booth, the assistant field
Beginning with a flourish of trum- secretary, who gave the history of
other, and their peculiarities.
The
the quartet, and in the intermission
students laughed at the faculty, as pets, the play sets a fast pace and
continues that pace through the between the first and second groups
did the faculty-wives, while the good
of songs explained the significance of

in

Tomorrow
By Robert D. Fleischncr

Seven Questions

Beam

It

Round Table forum on Germany was

Glee Club Will Sing Carols
In Chapel Services

*

.

and last prounder the auspices of the
Brunswick Concert Association in
evenWednesday
Hall
last
Memorial
ing. The men, dressed in black busiof production been received with more ness suits, stiff white collars, and

axe-grinding and nose-grinding are
over, until the New Year's resolutions
come. But perhaps there is something
in the nature of reform about the
huge Christmas Party for the town
children staged by the joint organizations of the college. Saturday. It's a
real reform in the binding tie 'twixt
town and gown; a far cry from those
"good old days" when, tradition has
it. all was not serene on both sides of
the railroad tracks.
But the Dean
aptly remarked on the bulletin board:
"Please don't spoil the year's good
record by crossing up the town traffic

IT AWAY" IS
OFFEREDJTOMORROW

Bowdoin Agrees With Other
Colleges In Five Of

campus.'

there

unique

This Evening

*****

pantomiming photographer, "Barney
Sniff," would certainly be decked. We
hope that Tuesday's audience will apcertain members of the faculty.
preciate "Take It Away" as much as comedy makes fun of the idiosyncradid the "family-crowd" of Friday.
sies of the students and faculty. The
One fact was continually brought conceited athlete and diligent student are not spared, nor are the prefout by the nature of the performance,
erences of the faculty.
and that was that such a humorous
The production presented by the
parody on faculty and college life in Masque and Gown under the direction
of
George H. Quinby was received
general is possible only in a "liberal"
by a most appreciative audience last
college.
Granted that within the
Friday night. Seldom has a Quinby
small circle there

feUcitations a

immensely. It is indi"I enjoyed
cative that creative wor\ is still alive

Dances

Social Activities

"TAKE

Complete results on the economic
vet seen the performpoll recently conducted here at BowHowevar, I have no hard feel- doin under the direction
of Charles
soignee et fort amusante. Realisation ings and will gladly loan Howie Soule Edwards '41 have been received from
the other schools in New England
d'une entreprise difficile executee an extra pair 0/ bants."
where the same poll was conducted
PftOF. Noel C. Little
d'un facon remarquablel Merci pour
The
on much the same principle.
les rires!"
economic poll was conducted at Am(Continued
on
Pmzr
2)
Gilligan
Prof. Arthur C.
erican International College, Amherst,
Boston University, Bowdoin, Brown,
Colby, Colby Junior College. U. of
SINGERS
Maine, Sargent, Wellesley, Wesleyan,
Wheaton. Yale, and Yale Divinity
The

Winchellian orchids are to be strewn,
and judging from the response of the

brow

"Mes

m

Brown

son burlesque bienvet'llant et dtvertissant de notre vie scolaire. Mes felicitations au 'Masque et Gown et a M.

By Harold Pines
Houseparty guests and their hosts
will be treated to the second and
final performance of "Take It Away,"
an original two-act musical bulesque
tomorrow afternoon in Memorial Hall
at four o'clock.
Written by W. H.
Brown '39 and Robert K. Craven '38,
tomorrow afternoon's play is a humorous burlesque of college life with
parodies on the undergraduates and

parody. Unofficial reports state
If

LOW-DOWN.'

and a long
Prof. Herbert R.

*****

Second Performance To Be
Presented Tuesday
For Guests

that the faculty in flesh enjoyed their

bowed

Open

New
SURVEY INCLUDES
VOTES FROM

AWAT

Meets Approval

ter throughout the play

audience, the

Annual Fraternity

OPINION VARIED

.

as

most.

to see

Phof. Elbridge Sibley
*
•
*
*
•

"It was exqeilently done. The play,
a commendable effort, was very amus- Ballots Circulated Through
."Packed with chuckles for all and ing and entertaining. Of course you
Fifteen Colleges In
malice towards none. TAKE IT must remember I wasn't in it."
England
Pro*. Boyd W. Bartlett
is a tuneful bit of undergraduate fooling. "You're So Hard to
to
a
Understand' should sing its way
"t patent.
4,505
place on Tour Hit Parade. A+, five
Eaton Leith

Gown Production
By Brown And Craven

Masque

on our idiosyncratic faculty approached a high in Masque and Gown
presentations. Regardless of its qualifications as a musical-comedy, "Take
It Away" carried its audience away,

the

really swell. I'd

It

the play again.''

day night's performance.

E. Doyle

'C'RIDAY evening's musical burlesque

impersonations

NO. 20

Student Council Dance Tuesday
Comment On Play ECONOMIC POLL
*****
Heads Entertainment Program
SHOWS STUDENT
was
U\e

Critics

Ed. Note: Since the faculty seem
to get the worst of the burlesque
"Take It Away," the Orient has
sought to give them a channel to
air their views and to reply to Fri-

FIRSTSBOWING

istic

1938

225

The Sun
By RJckard

19,

HOUSEPARTY GUESTS ARRIVE ON CAMPUS
AS ANNUAL CHRISTMAS FESTIVITIES GET UNDER WAY

OVER
••

BRUNSWICK, MAINE MONDAY, DECEMBER

HEAD

ACTIVITIES TONIGHT

ships for the
abstraction.

At Christmas Party

glorification

of

(Continued on Pajce 3)

some
v

Santa Claus and all his helpers program Santa Claus gave out over
were present last Saturday afternoon twenty-five prizes to the holders of
as Bowdoin played host to over seven the lucky numbers.
hundred town children between the
Approximately twenty-five College
ages of six and twelve. Ice cream, students were present to help hand
cookies, prizes, and plenty of enter- out the Christmas delicacies as the
tainment were on the program as Student Council, White Key. B. C. A.,
Santa in all his gallant array handed and Union Board groups offered their
out free food and prizes for the town services to the program.
Richard
children. A brilliant program featur- Tukey '40 was in charge of the proing a magician, an accordionist, and gram, while the presidents of the
a guitar player entertained the fraternities were in charge of the var-

FROSH ARE COMLV
BIGGERJTHESE DAYS

youngsters along with some talking
movies. Jeff Stanwood led the College double quartet in the singing
part of the program.
Through the donations of the First
National Stores. Chandler's Book
Store and the Cumberland and Pastime theatres, together with the funds
provided through the cooperation of
the fraternities on campus, there was
plenty of food and prizes for all the

statistics available

Statistics appear to prove that
Bowdoin men are increasing in stature and weight according to a recent
article in the Portland Evening Express.
In a recent survey here at

Bowdoin

it

was

shown

that

the

weight and height of the Polar Bear
Freshmen has increased over the

from 1891.
The average measurements for 299
students in 1891 showed that they
were 67.4 inches in height and their

ious committees. It is the first time
that such a plan has been carried out
by the College students; for in past
years Christmas baskets have been
the only means by which the fraterni- average weight was 135.7 pounds. The
ties have shown their Christmas spirit Class of 1942 has an average of 70.4
to the townspeople.
inches in height and an average of
Both President Kenneth C. M. Sills 154.3 pounds. There are almost two
and Dean Paul Nixon were at the dozen members of the present freshparty, and they expressed their ap- man class who weigh more than 200
proval of the party and the work that pounds, and of course the freshmen
children present. Door numbers were had been done by the members of also boast the heaviest man ever to
matriculate at Bowdoin.
given and during the course of the the different committees.
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JAN SAVHT TO PLAV
FOR COUNCIL DANCE

Sftfey

EataMfehed 1*71
first

Masque And Gown Play
INDIES
To Be Given lomonw

ICominuad from pace 1)
in his informal rethat, "in any society lar,

(Continued irom Pag* 1)

The orchestra was

And Daggett
Discuss Recent PoB

|

IN CLOSE

Professor Sibley

introduced

marks stated

VICTORS

•

Continued from page

GAME

(Continued from Paa» 1)

i)

especially

"You're So Hard To
BowdohV* independents neaed out a
today there is a tendency for various Understand," "Can't You Let Me Be,"
fast Northeastern Business College
Kditor-ia-eHief
"When It Rains."
aspects of life to become specialized. and
Thomas quintet 35
to 34 last Saturday eveJohn H. Rich, Jr. '39
'41
Brownell
So
we
have
political
and
come to treating
Miss Lulu Caron
%
matters as though they had no con- were especially effective in iheir vo- ning at Portland. The NBC club led
Anaooiate SdHera
jnection with any other field.
This cals, aided to some extent by the until the last minute of play, but the
Leonard J. Cohen '39
James E. Tracy, Jr. '39
Indies tied the score at tfcirty-thr*e
isn't true.
All of the questions on clever stage effects.
Managing Editor*
Thomas A. Brownell '41 plays the all; and then went ahead to win in
the poll sheet, in various degrees, can
listeners.
Richard E. Doyle '40
George M. Stevens. Jr. '40
be studied' from the Christian as well part of Cedric. the male lead. Others the over-time period.
Richard W. Sullivan, Jr. '40
During the past few months the as from the
Richard E. Tukey '40
Play was fairly even during the
political and economic playing the parts of students are:
band has had great success with their points of view.
first period.
The ladles led until the
AnsKtant Managing Editor*
Particularly in the George L. Ware, Jr. '39, as Archibald;
recordings for the Victor company. case of number
Roger
M.
'39, as Cecil; Horace last part of the quarter, but the PortStover
two."
Philip K. R»>qua '40
John G. Wheelock. 3rd '40
Their latest have been "Hurry Home,"
He then pointed out that the use K. Sowles. Jr. '42. as Herbert; Lindo land team scored twice to take a 10"Just a Kid Named Joe." and "Gar- of federal
Huh- Editors
measures to support agri- Ferrini '42, as Oswald; Daniel B. 7 lead at the close. They then condenias."
Executives of the Victor cultural prices is
James IF. Cupit, Jr. '41
David W. D. Dickson '41 John C. Evans '41
only one method in Downer '41. as Pereival; Charles E. tinued to score freely during the .seccompany report that Savitt's records practice to relieve
Luther A Ilarr, Jr. '41
Theodoae Hoitt '41
Robert A. Inman '41
the inequality of Hartshorn. Jr. '41. as Clarence; and ond quarter running up a lead at ten
are beginning to rate very high in wealth between
Thaddt'us J. Keefe. '41
Jack R. Kinnard "41
Harold L. Pines '41
city and country Thomas P. Riley '42. as Ethelbert. points at the half.
their
list of best sellers.
{residents.
* "Now,"
continued, Sowles. Ferrini. Riley, with Brownell,
The Polar Bears came back in the
Henry A. Shorey, 3rd '41 William E. Vannah '41
E. Harold Pottle. Jr. '41
he
The band is coming to Bowdoin as "Christians must have some obliga- form a quartette for certain songs.
secoad half, and began to cut down
Max Weiiuhel '41
part of a limited one night stand tour tions to try and. remove this inequalFaculty parts will be presented by their opponents' advantage, but the
BOWDOIN PIBMSHINO COMPANV
which it is taking during its vacation ity. For, if a farmer has to fight these students: Calvin A. Hill '40, as seore stood 29 to 21 against them at
from duties in Philadelphia. Before 'continually to prevent starvation. President Stills; Philip H. Crowell, the end of the third period. Bowdoin's
Buftlnem Manager
they left they were sustaining fifteen naturally his personality and spiritual Jr. '39, as the dean; Francis R. Bliss defense
Pierson C. Irwin '39
allowed only two baskets
programs a week from
and over development will surTpr."
'40,
as Prof. Clam flat Meanswell; from the floor during the final stanza.
Assistant Manager*
the entire red network of N. B. C.
Following Professor Sibley's re- Donald McConaughy, Jr. '40, Prof. The offense, lead by Chapman and
Guy H. Hunt, Jr. '40
Richard H. Abbott 40
to
Morehell;
marks
the
open
This
forum
Richard
'42,
year
the
decorations
will
be in
Bye
was thrown
Prof T. E. Dale, ran the score up until ChapEdward J. PTatz '40
keeping with the Christmas spirit. the audience, and a four-cornered Killer- Diller; James H. Titcomb '39, man made a shot to tie the game up
Greens and crystalline snow will be conversation ensued between Profes- Prof. Willie Twitcheil; R. M. Ken- at thirty-three points apiece. The
Publish*.! every Wrilm-sulay .lurlnir the Coll*** T*ar by th* Student* of Bow.lnin College.
All rmitributinn- and nmm luniratioa* abouM *• Biven to th* Manaxintc Editor by Sunday
Isors Sibley, Daggett, Bartlett, and nedy, Jr. '42. Prof. Martha Goo Chilpredominant.
From
the
ceiling
a
fourth period ended a minute later
•i*ht i>r»rv<«in K the .Ijie or i.uhliration.
The
ThTfcltl
aMitor-In- Chief la rcwponalbie for the" nlitoriaj
eolumn In* Manaianx Editor for newa and maa»-up. All eotnmuiiiruiiuns rcgardinK »ubnerip- huge ball of mirrors will be hung with Koelln. In the course of this discus- ligan; Marshall Bridge '39. Prof Rat
with neither team able to break the
Uoa* ahould be addressed to the Boflinesi Manager of th* Bowdoin Publi*hir. K Company, multi-colored lights played upon it.
ision several interesting conclusions Trap Casket; Howard C. Soule '39,
nuteeriptions. $2.fld iter year in advance. With Alumnus. IJ.fUi.
deadlock.
Entered an aavond rlaM mailer at ih*> noetoffice at Brunnwirk. Maine.
The dance will run from 9 o'clock were reached. It was decided that Prof. Cookie Dittle; Charles P. EdMelendy broke through the NBC
wards '41. Boiler, the assistant liuntil 2 o'clock.
defense to score the winning basket
The committee in students are more concerned with the
Managing Editor tor ttria
brarian; Paul LeB. Wheeler '40, Milafter the Portland team had taken a
charge consists of Charles F. Gibbs socialistic side of question seven since der, the librarian;
George M. Stevens. Jr
Fred J. Dambrie
'39, Daniel Hanley '39, and John Cart
they travel on government highways, '40, Prof. Dibbley; and Lawrence P. single point lead on a charity toss.
The overtime period ended with the
f/«L I.X VIII
Monday, Dao fee r 19, 19SU
N.
land '39.
Patronesses will be Mrs. isend letters by government agencies, Spingarn '40. Prof. Barney S. S. Van
Bowdoin defense clicking; score 35 to
Sniff.
K. C. M. Sills, Mrs. O. C. Hormell. etc.
34.
'40 and Deane
Edward
Palmer
Mrs. N. C. Little, Mrs. M. P. Mason.
This forum was sponsored by the
Bowdoin
G FG Pts
B. Gray '42 take the parts of the first
Mrs. C. T. Holmes, Mrs. E. C. Kirk- Bowdoin Christian Association and and
Chapman,
If
1
5
11
second janitors
respectively.
4
1
a
week ago, it might just as well have been the middle of land. Mrs. W. C. Root. Mrs. D. D. points discussed were taken from a Hugh Munroe '41, is the radio an- Dale, rf
Melendy, c
3
1
7
Lancaster, Mrs. J. J. Magee. and Mrs. poll conducted in all New England nouncer and stage manager.
"2
June for all the Christmas spirit that was evident on the campus.
Cartland. lg
2
I
L. S. Wells.
(Colleges by the Brown Daily Herald.
Stage Manager: H. Munro '41.
Corey, rg
1
l
While people in Portland, Boston and
York were rushing
Costumes: R. Stover "40. T. Stern Stephens, rf
l
1
'39.
Pottle
o
helter-skelter, buying gifts, hanging the Christmas greens, and fill- party was the first to be held
any
by the college, in recent years at
Production Staff: M. Bullock '40, P. Fairclough, lg
ing the mails with the season's greetings, Bowdoin simply contin- rate, and was a large success from the start to the finish. Long
Luther, rg
Young '40, R. Novello '40. S. Blodgett
ued its usual routine, undisturbed by the bustle of the outer world. tables, groaning under the weight of ice cream, cake, cookies and '42.
J. Piatt '42, H. Slocomb '42.
Totals
14
7
35
The streets of Brunswick were long decorated with lights and ever- candy filled the Gym. The band gave up its Saturday afternoon
Properties: L. Scales '40. R. Mc- Northeastern B. C.
G FG Pts
l
2
5
green, and the stores displayed their most attractive wares to a pub- and put in an appearance much to the delight of the youngsters. Carty '41, J. Kinnard '41, L. Johnson Coleman. If
Drossell. rf
5
2
12
42.
be eager to buy them, but none of the excitement was evident here The White Key and fhe Student Council were on hand to see that
Drossell; P., c
4
2
10
Designing: M. Kelley '39.
everything
ran
smoothly.
Kearns.
lg
2
2
All
groups
com6
these
are
to
especially
be
"on the hill."
Make-up: C. Stepanian '41.
Flynn, rg
1
1
But what is this? As if at a given signal, the college began mended for their untiring efforts to make the affair a success. But
more
than
that,
the
Totals
entire
13
8
34
student
body
of
praise
deserves
a
bit
to sing "Jingle Bells" and
in a Manger" at supper Friday
Referee. Backer. Time, four ten's;
night! The campus stirred, awoke, and realized that it was Decem- also, for without their financial assistance, the party would never
Basketball
one five-minute overtime.

KYW

and the
dance devotees over
N. B. C. network about two years
Although Savitt's now famous
ago.
"shuffle" music was not. and is not,
his only form of musical entertainment, on the air it was this expression that caught the fancy of radio
to

FACULnCffl»MENT
ON MUSlf AL SHOW

j
!

"Das \ommt nur einmdl, das
Das war tu
4;ommt nicht wieder.
scrum um wahr zu Kin. lch hahe
gelacht.

hast gtlacht. %utw.

du

jugierert Sie

|

Kon-

auch im FtMuruin.
Robert C. Coooell

*****

|

j

•

i

;

.

!

'
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"It

was magnificent. The words and

It is the sort of
songs were good.
tlmuj that ought to be encouraged for
local color is more interesting than

:

j

KYW

!

I

something far removed."
Proi Robert P. T. Coffin

*****

"Sentio
actores et

aiutorem

censeo

et

dommum

gregis

,

et

summas

amphssimasque tneruuse Uudes, propterea quia nan solum ante aujue
benign* eos ^castigauerunt professores
quos nominauerunt sed etiam totaro
rem ludicram usque ad plaudite'
magna cum arte egerunt."
Prof. Stanley B. Smith

*****
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VIVA HOVSEPARTIES

"After recovering from the harsh
shocl( of first becoming aware of my
Hugh Herbert alter ego. I reveled m
the sti/>er-realt.«ic charactenrations of
my esteemed colleagues. The author

and director have

jointly succeeded

m

but we
mirror was
made of concave polaroid glass with
air bubbles in it. Anv undue harshholding the

mrror up

rather suspect

that

to life,

the

ness interjected into the performance

I

A

j

New

by the able cast was more than offset
bv the etheria! charm of "Miss Caron s
interpretation. After this we must
admit to a slight nostalgic longmg for
the old co-educational days. By the
addition of two hams and an Achilles
tendon the production could go on the
road as the Dali Card Co."

Vernon

L.

Miller

Dean Speaks About
Frosh

Who

Whistled

,

"Away

Maine

ber, in fact past the middle of

December.

have advanced beyond the

In feverish haste, the

"fuill

The happy countenances and

houses were decorated as the rest of the world has been for weeks.
Trees were set up, colored lights could be seen, and even the usual
drabness of the dormitories was broken by yuletide display. As die

dreds of children

who were

Board

session" stage.

the joyous shouts of the hun-

Holds Examination Here

present last Saturday afternoon must

AUTHORITY ISSUES
ACCIDENT WARNING

Bowdoin played host yesterday as
(Continued from Pace 1)
have more than repaid the student body the few pennies and the the Western Maine Board of Approvshortest days of the year.
week end progressed, the bustle and hurry became greater, as if the few hours which were contributed to make ^he affair. a success. ed Basketball officials held their anA special student hazard to be
avoided
is unsafe conditions driving
college were trying to make up for lost time. No one had time to 1 And so, one more step has been taken by Bowdoin to make this nual examination in the College gym. home from school and back. Typical
Coach Linn Wells assisted in the
of such conditions is a poor car. overtown a better friend than she has been previously, | step larger
study, for Christmas was coming!
exam.
crowded, driven through night and
And Christmas means but one thing to a Bowdoin student. and greater than any of the former, but certainly not the last. Let Five new members were added to day with a relay of excited young
HOUSEPARTIES! Yes, it is Houseparty time. Like a flood the us hope that the grand efforts toward this end will not be undone the board. Those successful were: drivers.
Just as New Year's Eve climaxes
realization swept over the campus. The talk was not of Christmas by a repetition of the "barbarism and "vandalism" which has been Georeg Albert of Portland, Danny Al- the holiday season, so the first three
vino of Winthrop. Albert B. Nies of days of January provide the worst
gifts, but of dates and dances.
Saturday's classes seemed like the only too evident on past "Proc" nights and Rising Days.
Westbrook, Elford Stover of Bath, record of the year, with TiVr more
serious automobile accidents than the
last of the year, and the professors readied themselves for unpreand Nick Pellicani of Rockland.
J. E. T., Jr.
December and January average.
pared recitations and lectures destined to fall on sleep-deadened
j

'

'

The

ears,

professors smiled

rostrums as

if

dim smiles of resignation from

their

(Continued from Pa2« I)
It was one of the professors who caught the diarist.
For
several days he was grilled by the
"government" but couldn't inform on
the others. He would haw told the

approached."

truth and taken thf consequences, if
the others had not instructed him
differently, all of them intending to
lie.
The others were called in, but
they either evaded the questions or
bed.
The boy. who had only recently
turned sixteen eventually was released from suspicion with a few
:-o!id words of advice.
As far as the
faculty was concerned the matter

remained an unsolved mystery. However, Dean Nixon stated, the boy was
to hear much more of his unwary
response to that "wistle" of the professor which led to h"is capture and
so near to exposing the vidians.

came

!

they already could see the bedraggled evening dresses

and tuxedoes which would appear in their classes during the next
week. Houseparties were coming, and the thought stirred the college like a deep draught c^jyine.

and laughter

the

fill

air.

Houseparties are here and joy

Viva Houseparties!

R.

W.

S., Jr.

BOWDOIN AND BRUNSWICK
During the past three or four years the bonds of friendship
and amicable relations between the college and the town have been
steadily strengthened and cemented. President Sills has many times
pointed out the financial benefits which the
sult of the college's being located in

town accrues

as a re-

Brunswick. But more than

few years such gestures of goodwill as the Thanks-

that, in the past

giving Basket Fund, the Christmas Basket Fund, and other forms of

organized and personal welfare activities have

shown ample

evi-

dence of the good intentions of the college toward our friends
the town.

in

Check the smokers on your Christmas

list—

delight thorn with these gaily-wrapped.

CAMELS —What could be a nicer gift
for those who smoke cigarettes than

Inexpensive gifts— Camels and Prince Albert

Camels, by far the most popular cigarette in

are

Brunswick, in turn has reciprocated, and gradually, more and
more has come to look upon the college and its inhabitants as true
friends and neighbors rather than a group of self-styled social and
intellectual superior beings.

past

few

The Brunswick

America ? Remember. ..Camels

made of

There's a world oK.hristm.is cheer
in receiving a fine gift of mild, rich-

tic.

tasting

Camel

cigarettes

— and

a lot of satisfaction in

giving them toot

toward

the college group after the perpetration of schoolboy pranks

MORE EXPEN-

SIVE tobaccos— Turkish and Domes-

authorities have, in die

years, been increasingly tolerant in their actions

finer,

PRINCE ALBERT- If you want to
please a man who smokes a pipe, give
him the tobacco

that

is

extra mild and

SSIMS tasty— Prince Albert.'

Watch

his

happy smile as he lights up this ripe,
rich tobacco that smokes so cool and
mellow because it's specially cut and
"no-bite" treated. If you want to

make this a real Christmas for the
pipe-smokers you know — give Prince
Albert, the National Joy Smoke.

(abovt)

A pound

tasting, "no-bite"

on

and

extent of the law, merely because the police and others wish to

maintain and sustain this

"new

spirit of friendship."

However, there seem to be moments throughout the year
when the college group forgets this spirit of co-operation and treats
the town and its property very roughly. In no way can the spirit of
the Thanksgiving Basket Fund, etc, be reconciled to the spirit of
"Proc" Night and Rising Day. It appears that all the good work

of the year

is

forgotten on such occasions and rioting and vandal-

ism run unrestrained, not only on the college grounds but even

spread into the town proper.

The

take in this respect and the intelligent
the problem, shows

all

stand which the authorities

way

in

which they deal with

the more willingness with which they are co-

operating with the college-town problem, even on those occasions

during which

it

seems that the college has forgotten the "new

(right)

Also featured in
holiday dress

a timely

four boxes of Camels in "flat
fifties." Looks like (and is) a lot
of "gift" /or what xou pay!

spirit."

To

from this sore spot of editorial disfew words on the Christmas Party which the college

turn, for the present,

cussion, a

held in the

Gym

children of the

last

Saturday afternoon for the under- privileged

community would seem most appropriate. Such a

A 'PERFECT 'WAY TO SAY

MERRY CHRISTMAS
mmmmmtmt^^^am^^^^
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in this

see
tin

display at your nearest dealer's.

motor vehicle laws. Many incidents are over-looked
Brunswick, which, in other places, would be prosecuted to the

full

smoking

smoking tobacco. Be sure to
the big, generous one-pound

violations of
in

package of rich-

package of Prince
Albert, the world's most popular
eye-filling gift
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
Is Advocate For Metric
FROSH QUINTET
System At Annual A. A.U. Meet
SHOWS PROMISE

to*** coach Upholds u*e ADAM WALSH PLANS
,

Of Metric System At

MTT/^TI ^«*II^iaJ»
fPl IIPIdM
'

__

.

.

*****

-

Magee And A. t

.

,

-.

Gilbert

A«

|

j

!

Only Proponents For
j

"Metrician,*
I

Bowdom w,ll probably be repre*ented newt week at t.ie annual footbj,,, coaches- meeting at the Sherman
Hotel in Chicago. Coach Adam Walsh
is expected to take the trip for the

Dyer Leads Bear Yearlings
In Scoring As Frosh
Win Game, 50-32

meeting on December 28. On December 29 there will be the regular meeting of the National Collegiate Ath-

WHITE TIE SCORE
IN SECOND PERIOD

Capt a in Dan, our Joeless hockey captain, created quite' a sensation in
journalistic circles this week wi(h his Irish humor when he stated that the
only ice that Bewdoin would see this Winter would be in the tall glasses at
Known as Dan Hanley to the freshmen. Capone of the Amesbury group, which includes such athletes as Bill
Broe and Walt Loeman. Incidentally, while we are on the topic of Amesbury, we might mention that they had somewhat of a Bowdoin night last
week when Messrs. Hanley, Broe, and Loeman flanked by members of the
Pdlar Bear coaching staff invaded the home town for an annual dinner.

Athletic Director Mai
not made any definite
By Dick Doyle
»**• *"* »» «™ght represent
The meeting of the Amateur Ath-i P|an *
'he College athletic board at the
letic Union of America, held recently

group.
Morrell has

Make i*** Shot*
Bat Frosh Team Work

Visitors

"

i

"^""KPlaM

Washington once again brought to
that famed •'international.
Bowdoins own Johnnv-Jack Ma-

the fore

Brings Results

V

been completed for an
h
J
J
"door
dual
"*** between tne Bowand j* !es lre hma " *?<*
.
!
squads on F«*««y 24 The field
even
w ""n
run in the afternoon
*f
and, tne tnck < wnU wiH
featured
K evening.
in the

1

iat,"

!

1

*

basketball
season with a SO

freshman

Bowdoin's

doin

gee Convoked for the annual constitutkmal convention, the nation's ruling body of the so-called •simon-pure"
athletics -was dominated on the legtalative floor by the redoubtable Magee on tlie subject of the proposed
amendment of the metrical-measuring
system for track and field athleti.**.
As prime sponsor for an international
set of standards in 1S32. National
Collegiate Track Coache*'
PrexyJack has maintained and defend^
the metric system against all comers,

Dan

quintet opened

its

32 victory over the Brunswick
Aces last Friday evening in the Bow-

to

*

doin gym.

is

—s

Bowdein's fre»hman banket**!] outfit raised Varsity
100% last Friday night when In
wIM over the Brunswick Acea to
wto ewdly by 60-82. This, tike swmnI *ear of recogatsed
coart eempetttion for the freihmea. has a much brighter
aatloaV than was the outloofc for last year's squad at this
time a# the season. With Jim Dyer and Joe McKay holding
the forward spots and with Arnold Eck or Dick Adams at
center and Ed Coombs and Ross Hanigan at guards the
team aeet to be a far bettor working aait than last year's
The game Friday night, although not providing
oatat.
aaaah in the way of color, gave the Polar Bear Yearlings
a chance to get accustomed to playing with each other

WINS HIGH HURDLES
AND 40-YARD DASH

The Jayvee swimming team started
season in the right way last
Friday night by soundly trouncing
Brunswick High School by the score
of 42-23. Bowdoin won seven of the
off the

basketball chance* about
the hurt quarter they ran

Sabasteanski, Pope, Boulter,

Hamblen, Doiafl, James,
Gregory
J Winners

eight first places. Brunswick capturing the 150 yard medley relay. A
partisan!
strongly partisan crowd
because the college students were
either at the play or the basketball

!

^

—

"

(Continued '«*»

i
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n

Pete Babcock easily won the two
saw the Jayvees sweep
the
through the program with little «ef- mile grind in the other event of
distance
In the first event Keylor and day. The outstanding Frosh
fort.
Bradeen
Berkowiti finished one-two for Bow- star was content to let Don
the
interchange
doin and gave the Big White a lead and Tom Lineham
and a half,
that was never in danger. Jenkisson lead over the first mile
kick enabled
trailed most of the way in the 108- but his strong finishing
final
yard breast-stroke but in the final him to outclass the field m the
a time
stretch opened up with a tremendous «age* of the race and post
butterfly spurt that carried him to of 10 minutes 45 1-5 seconds,

game

1

,

I

w

,

!

Ed Coombs opened

'

Soph Ace Score* 19 Points
To Win Prize Turkey
For Second Year

JAYVEE SWIMMERS

the Christmas Houseparties.

s

letic

'

in

GAME

By Wok Doyle and Hud Stevens

tain

SYSTEM SUFFERS

^T^_

IN FIRST

TO ATTEND MEETING

Convention

HULING TAKES HONORS
IN GAMBOLS EVEMS

SPORTS SIDELIGHTS

Magee

the scoring for

against outside opponents.

—

!

In Thursday's point scramble,^Chars
s
Marston
victory by several yards.
but the
tnat thc <*** man Ital y" s Lu, 8i B*c ' the Frosh on a
4-5 seconds in the
It is also interesting to note that the president has definitely stated gave Bowdoin its third straight place He Edwards' 5
cali, won the event in record time. Aces tied it up and took the lead a
and freshman Leland Evans
favor of having basketball next year as a major sport if the by winning the 220-yard free-style hurdles,
P°' nt brought out by this un- few moments later on a series of long that he is in
the
handily.
Griffin finished third, close victorious 107 feet 1 inch toss in
exPected happening was that, had the
financial board can see its way clear to set aside some appropriations.
The Brunswick team held a
shots.
Fenger discus were pretty much overshadto Hammond of Brunswick.
metnc
been in use in this
Together with the much increased interfraternity spirit and the looming showed the way in the 100-yard back- owed by the sterling competition,
first
period.
throughout
the
country. Beccalis previous perform- small lead
possibility that the freshmen might turn in a successful season in the wto- stroke.
Except for the first lap he! from the spectators' point of view,
The opening of the second quarter
ances wouW nave ***" noted and ate<>
columns. Bo w< toln seems destined to have a Varsity quintet for the held a commanding lead throughout which was supplied by the nulers^
saw the freshmen tie up the game at lose
Hill
and was naturally well qualified In * hat the Americans would have been fifteen apiece. Arnold Eck, at center, 1939-1940 season
the race and was never pushed. Ham-- Cross Country captain George
hand
!** tter tra,ned for Beccalis favorite
•
his most recent defense.
burger won the closest event of the 'appeared to have things well in
was responsible for a number of the
'distance.
_
.
unleashed a bnlMcDuff
.
Omer
until
evening,
edging
out
barely
NickerThe gamboling mlsats of the track squad are through
Johnn>' -Iac .""^1
Hill
At another gathering the controver- Frosh's baskets; Jim Dyer and Joe
^
.
son from the town and Harr, a team- |l«ant last lap to miss overtaking
defended his favorite
legislative a-, sia ,
for the time being, but the memory will linger long after
was provoked when one of McKay paired off in the forward posimate. He had to come from behind by less than two yards at the tape in
complement » to put it mildly. l*r tne opposition jo
trons, came through for ten points.
the staffing has been knocked out of the fowl prizes and the
Charkin , asked Jack g
to nose out his opponents in a photo a 4 minute 50 seconds clocking.
the doughty little veteran has .,1- he
continued
to pull
The
Bowdoin
team
wish bones have been cracked wltfa the silent hope that at
couJd tpH
meters „
finish.
Keylor. the only double win- lie Pope staved off Bob Newhouses
ways been quick on the trigger with were in the
ahead, and was leading 25 to 19 at
with
„„„, in
th
wepe
vary long but that will be a "Beat Maine" year. Jack put
ner of the meet, scored his second Anal drive to snatch third spot
the half.
a staggering rejoinder to anyone v< -io dining
on
draw Jack came
victory by winning the diving con- George Tibbetts and Lin Rowe trailMs reond pegs in sqoare hales, and came out with the
questioned the justification and utility
was
third
period
during
the
Play
the fifth and sixth places,
back with, "can you tell me how many
test.
Behind at the end of the re- ing
veterans. Highlighting
discoveries
strengthened
and
usual
of the unit of measurement employed yards
Friday's forty-yard dash run-off
there are here?" Uproarious fairly even. The Aces out scored the
quired dives, he more than made up
Hank Dotan's lofty high jump and Ray Hilling's minimum
by some 48 of the 49 countries in the laughter proved
freshmen, but were not able to tie
performthe point.
this lack of points in the optional featured some of the best
time la a cover-all finish of the daah gave Johnny jack the
International Federation.
Since its
Aside from the metric battle, the the score. The Frosh still led. 31 to
ones.
In the 150-yard medley relay, [ances of «he games. After trials and
establishment in this eountry. six electrical
satisfaction.
If the stringy Hank doesn't get un28, at the close of the third quarter.
mast
the only event won by the high semi-finals had whittled down the
starting devices alread y in
years ago as the standard for N.- operation
finals
With a small lead to work on, the
strung, the high jump will be well taken care of, an importschool. Bowdoin was never in the original entr> of fifty men. the
in Sweden
were 6emoih
tioruil A.A.U. track and field meets,
ant factor when the expending track schedule takes in
race after the first leg. Brunswick's saw sprinters Ray Hiding. Seave.v
stra ted. and as a result the human home team went ahead in the final
and Gene
the metric system has undergone a
lead-off man opened a small lead over Bowdoin. Len Cronkhite,
equation was practically eliminated stanza to clinch the game. Coombs
Dartmouth this year. Pole vauNer Lloyd Akeley's strong
the
barrage of criticism. And it was at The
against
mark
Dyer
both
scored
freely, and the
and
the
renger and from then on the high Redmond toeing
Swedish idea* calls for a box
third la the 8M was the top surprise, and is but one of she
the heart of such criticism that our
schoolers poured ME on. winning going veteran quarter milers. Charlie Pope
marked off with pairs of electric defense allowed the Aces only two
lor Jack's original idea. Incidentally, this
Four and three
counters. The game ended with the
Jack struck vigorously and with si- lights, corresponding
away.
In
the
final event of the even- and Bob Hamblen.
and connected
of trackmen is a good idea to be copied by
anfreshmen ahead 50 to 32.
lencing effect at the convention.
ing, Bowdoins 200-yard relay team fifths of a second later, Ray had
to the front contact points of the
some of the nearby colleges.
Coach Linn Wells substituted freedefeated their opponents by ten other victory and Charlie Pope had
From the news dispatches out of runner's hands. When each runner's
S
8
yards, each swimmer adding a few surprised the field by breaking the
Washington it was soon apparent hands are in contact with the start- ly in order to get a line on his materCoombs
GAMBOLING ABOUT THE TRACK. Freshman Niles Perkins is a yards to the Head built up by the tape just ahead of Bowdoin, Hamthat the two torch-bearers for "me- ing line, all the lamps are lighted, ial in real competition.
blen. Cronkhite and Redmond, runtricism" were Magee and A. C. Gil- then and only then can the starter's stood out on the defense, and Dyer smooth-spinning chunk of weightman who is already whirling the weighty Bowdoin starter.
A special number, a 200-yard re- ners-up in that order in a blazing finbert old-time Olympian, and present pistol be discharged (the pistol is also on the offense with a total of sixteen sphere beyond the wooden stopper; look for a one-two-three finish with the
lay race between the freshmen of ish.
New Haven toy-maker. Opposed to connected with the lights). Conse- points. The visitors had the edge on hammering pair from Maine, Bennett and Johnson, around 1940
The pole vault, final event of the
these two who saw eye to eye and quently, no man can jump t|ie gun, as the long shots, but the Fresh out- Spirited Jeff Stanwood, Co-captain with Dave Soule last year, is assistant the high school and the junior high
competition, settled down after
r» art won
school was
.t^iiVAyi
wins by
i/Y the
IIIXT high
Illgll school.
."MIUH...
played them under the backet and on
meter to meter was a group which it will not fire.
»
the only serious deficiency in
[burlesque first few rounds into a twoSummary
the passes. Remnick, left guard, was coaching ... the stot-put situation gapes as
Bowdoin placersj
threw its hat into the arena of
Jack, was again brought into the
around.
come
not
Niblocks
do
Howie
W.
but
scheme,
way
duel between Frank Sabastianski
track
the Bowdoin
yanJ tneutyie Won by Keyior
A.A.U. politics from the platform picture in a view that showed Men- high scorer for his tetfm with seven
Frank, a weight
Huling.
very often ... the temporary loss of prestige among Magee distance men secon<i Berkqwitz
Time 26 15 s ana
that the Metric system was altogeth- tor Magee crouched in starting posi- baskets to his credit.
u-^nian. finally won at the respectable
electrically connected starting guns.j
those
1ftn
„-x.„.
regained
be
Freshmen
to
set
seems
100-yard breast stroke: won by
er too confusing to the public at tion in the process of testing Lawson
feet. Al Gregory, third;
of
ten
height
mechanics
and
field
Jenkisson. Time 1:16 s.
large, and was also "un-American." Robertson's variation of the Swedish
G F T cut off by "jumping" runners, are the latest track
Nelson Lindley, fourth; and Frank
8
16 Jack still claims that a well disciplined group of starting dash men rarely
In their minds "Metricism" had joined principle. Robertson's arrangement is Dyer, r. f
220-yard freestyle: won by Mars- Smith and Lin Rowe tied for fifth
all of the other foreign "isms."
ton; third. Griffin.
Time 2:46 2-5.
such that the gun is connected di- Merrill, r. f
break.
completed the scoring roster.
6
A distinction was made at this oc- rectly with the runner's starting Ireland, r. f
Diving won by Keylor, 56.83, secDespite the difficulties at arriving
8
4
casion by Jack when he pointed out points, and if a man leaves his mark McKay. L f
ond, Ouellette. Brunswick, 49.63.
at any reliable estimate of team
Fessenden, 1. f
Negro Quartet Sings
that Metrical measurement in the too soon, contact is broken and the
150-yard medley: won by Bruns- strength from uncoached competiHall, 1. f
field events would be no change in gun cannot be discharged. Jack is
of largely chance nature, the
t ion
/
Adams, c
Spirituals At Concert wick. Time 129
of many of the fortyIN
length or height, but would be called heartily in favor of the electrical ar200-yard relay: won by Bowdoin Performances
Eck. c
5
10
track men P ,aclng ° Ut ° f the
thr
merely by another name. This was rangement, for it would eliminate
Berkowitz. Murray. Marston. and
Pangburn. c
(Continued fro m P.«. u
(Continued from Tigc 1)
one of the arguments-against for thjp such disputes as the recent Ben John"The Old Ark's Moving." "Deep Riv
Lewis, c
steps
to
offered
three
speaker
The
reason that metricism was encroach son's 6 seconds for the 60-yard dash.
Tis Me Oh Lord." and "Swing
Hantaan r e
100-yard back stroke: won by Fenthe restoration of moral senses: (II er.
mV«m Hank
ing upon the well-established Ameri- ,n which it had appeared that JohnWilliams r. g.
2 "Do justly, one to another"; <2) Low. Sweet Chariot/' Jwoencores ger Tirae 1;04 2 . 5
high jump effort was doubtlessly the
can-British Linear, and that an event son
Coombs, 1. g.
14 "Love mercy"; and (3) "Walk hum- were given: "Certainly My Lord, and
2
Jj ad '.Jumped/
100_ yard
style WOQ by Ham
gem of the week. If Hank can mainFrom
tnese activities and associa- Zimman, 1.
lost all significance when measured
one of their Christmas burger; third,
g
of the. "Hozana.
One
b\y with fellow men.
Harr.
Time,
54
:L
tain
his present edge, Bowdoin's State
tions of Bowdoins track coaching
under the foreign system.
severest indictments of the dictator- carols.
Meet stock will be on its way up.
The purpose of the quartet is to
Magee and metrics prevailed, and veteran it can be seen that Johnny- Totals
24
50 ships," Mr. MacDonald declared, "is
Explained
Huling and Neal Allen were
Jack
Ray
is
done
is
being
work
that
^.Internationalist
publicize
the
in
the
while Jack used the soundest oMogic
the merciless treatment of minora«!«
AC
**
Teacher What is etiquette, Bob- hurdling in mid-season form, and
two incidents of a very much lighter tn*st "en8e of the word He is one
He recommended. Jesus' mes- for negro education in the Hampton by'
with Charlie Edwards registering a
<*
T ities."
F
of the me8t trav<?Ued people in the
It started as an element>.stitute.
vein summed up the situation.
and
unfaltering
sage
unfailing
of
On «>
11
Bobby—O, that's the noise y**1 5 and 3-5 seconds low hurdle trial
n r '/
4
2
enrollment of
,le e<\ Among his many souvenirs,
*
the first of these occasions. Jack and
good will even toward those seeming- ary school with an
snow r •
Samuel mustn't swallow your tea with when lind Lin RoWe available as well, the
«
seven other coaches at the 1932 the globe is covered; from the teak"Without the human fifteen and a faculty of two.
ly unworthy.
th ere's compan y
Dav j*' '• f
hurdling squad is definitely promisChapman Armstrong was the leader
•
Olympic games in Los Angeles be- wood of the Land of the Rising Sun,
fellowships life loses its meaning and
Charlie Pope, Walt Young, Bill
ffin
ing.
2
the group. Today it is recognized
came involved in a pool whereby each to a Scandinavian relic of Mel Walk- ^°arTln £ f
glory," he asserted. "God sent Jesus of
c
1
Mitchell and Bob Hamblen, middle
11
college with one thousGrade
A
as
a
rs world
w? rld record highhigh-jump
jump bar,
reveal
His
love
and
grace."
took one of the nine entrants in the ^•r's
to
5T'
nder
r g»
distance stars all looked ready for
1
ave*1
the
Since
enrolled.
students
and
right
£,***
from
the middle." Is it little
In closing Mr. MacDonald brought
1500-metres run. The contestants
action.
relay
indoor
*> tetBOB
r «• •
high-geared
who attends is rath'
out the fact that an important step in age negro youth
were for the most part well-known, wonder that Bowdoin has the Presi- Remnick
Among the mile crowd. Hill, running
l «• •
14
poor, two methods of receiving
the establishment of dictatorships is er
except for the odd man, whom none dent of the Track Coaches of Amerin the best form of his career, Haghave been devised.
aid
financial
N.
C.
ica.
and
one
of
the
the
most
discrediting
of
moral
the
and
consulted
of the group chose. It so happened
strom, Doubleday. Watt, and McDufl
Totals
14
32 spiritual senses found ia the Christian Scholarships based on the year's work
Konr tern* of eleven week* are given
men in the country in his field ?
gave indications of revived Bowdoin
previous to matriculation and numereach rear, tint mar he taken conieeareligion.
"If men would trust to
power in the distances.
SsWism/ssV^tf «*Wssn#
ous odd jobs are the financial offers
tivtly (iniutiH In tare* ami mi quarChrist's leading and learn to do justter year.) er three terms may ke taken
that the college is able to make.
Sabastianski continued to show
ly," concluded Mr. MacDonald. "they
each year (creehtatien In four yean). The
learning by doing was one of
Since
improvement in his weight
consistent
world
would help this old
of ours to
tntelU a eace ,
entrance rannireaunU
are
Armstrong's maxims, almost
events, and Boulter, James, Reardon,
win back some of that moral dignity General
character and three year* of cellece work,
college
is
in
the
work
done
the
and Curtis seem ready to bolster field
and spiritual integrity which makes all
inclaaha*- the eahtec*e •ewcifiea far Chma
Al
carried on by the various schools
from
events hopes in later action,
life worth living."
A Meniral Urania, (.autocue* and applihome economics, business, commerGregory's display of versatility should
cation forme may be obtained from the
cial, and others.
make him also distinctly valuable in
Admission tommitte*.
Donavan
Pete
BROS. CO.
regular competition.
was outstanding among the new up§7 MAINE STREET
perclass recruits.
without leaving your residence
of Brunswick, Maine
Here's a chance to get same extra
uncovered an
]
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SEASON'S GREETINGS

—

TONDREAU

ALLEN'S

GUY

DRUG STORE

DUNLOP

COLLEGE

BARBER SHOP

EARN MONEY

EVERYTHING THAT'S GOOD
TO EAT

cash this fall selling novelties at 50%
commission to students living in your
dormitory or fraternity. Send dime
to Box 760, Buffalo, N. Y., to cover
cost of mailing samples.

BETTER GRADES

PRINTING

With Less Work
Sounds impossible, but it can be done
follow the Gunthrop Study
if you
Charts, a "streamlined" method of
efficient study.

This practical, tested

system will more than double the reDon't postpone
sults of your work.
action. Write today for information.

C

VARNEVS
JEWELRY STORE

A.

BRANN

Tne Barber
133

STANTON FRANCIS

— Jewelry —

STUART

ft

CLEJIENT

Town Building
Brimwlck, Me.

The STUDENTS GUILD
Box

511,

San Diego,

Calif.

FIRST NATIONAL
Capital. 1175.000

Total R«

STUDENT

Bickford, and Clifford in the field
events can already be tabbed as the
nucleus of the Freshman team. In
the case of both freshmen and varLargest Lisa af Pipes and Tobaaeesrty aspirants future weeks should
disclose several promising men who
in Towa
TOILET ARTICLES

<XK><*>J»0«aK>*«*K><W<^^

Welcome

VICS

DYERS

5&rd

SOOA BAR

Tel. 569

MNNHN

week's

of their specialaffair.

to

House Party Guests

W. CHANDLER & SON

Room

After •» evening's study, drop down for a

a

Ford Sales and Service

draw any

Ferdinand the Bull 50c

F.

and

failed to

ties for last

The COLLEGE BOOKSTORE
— €OME IN AND BROWSE —

T« Our Friends at Bowdoin

DOW MOTOR SALES

SOLICITED

As usual, the gambols
encouraging amount of Frosh talent.
Pete Babcock and Bob Newhouse in
the distances, Sid Hall in the middle
distances, Seavey Bowdoin in the
sprints, and Evans. Perkins. Lindley,

— CONFECTIONERS —

MERKY CHRISTMAS

BRUNSWICK CLEANERS

FaYl

$2,790,000

j

MORTON'S NEWSSTAND

Maine Street

Jarvis Restaurant and Tea
FIDELITY BUILDING

BANK

BRUNSWICK COAL A LUMBER

CO.

bite.

Fuel Oils

Hard and Soft Coals
Dry Fireplace Wood

— Luncheons from 35c to 75c —
We're open until

1 a.m.

Lumber and BuUdinf Materials
A. E.

MORRELL

*22,

Mgr.

of All Kinds

mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm

mmmmmmmmmmmmmm
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Complete Christmas Houseparty Guest
TH£TA DELTA CHI

•

ALPHA TAU OMEGA

Jumping from the idea of a hill-billy band from the Maine
back woods, the Theta Delta turned to California for their selection

are presenting the music of Nate Gold, a popular band in this part of the state. After making your call on the

Harris and his band.
Leading his band from the keyboaids in the manner of Eddie Duchin, Ken Harris is making his
first appearance on the Bowdoin campus. The Theta
Delts offer
plenty of room, smooth dance music, and of course the other houseparty delicacies. Mrs. Frederick Robinson of Needham, Mass., and

Chapman

Mrs. H. Philip

are the chaperones.

Girl

Address

Doris Bird

Escort

N.

Elizabeth,

Providence, K.

Wellesley

Wing
Catherine Winne
Muriel

Kenneth Welch

1.

Mass.

Hills,

Maiden, Mass.

Judy Worthen
Peggy Stone

Springfield, Mass.

Adele Chesley

Me.
Auburn, Me.

Barbara Eldredge

Wellesley

Margery Hamburger
Lawreen Simpson

West Roxbury, Mass.

Portland,

Mass.

Hills,

Gracelyn Horner

Robert

Portland,
Saco,

Eleanor Dineen

Saco,

Marcclle Drapeau
Ruth Lunt
Belle MacDonald
Elaine Coney

Watt

Freemont

Morow

Lid Talbot

Me.
Me.

Me.
Portland, Me.
Gardiner, Me.
Portsmouth, N. H.
Portsmouth, N. H.
Portland, Me.

George Cummings
Weldon Haire

Jack Holt

Harland Carter
Lincoln Johnson
Blinn Russell

Grace Mindnich

South Orange, N.

Wood

Portland,

Donna

Pratt

Rochester,

Me.
N. H.

ZETA

Norm Beal
Don Beal

Cape

Luther Abbott

Marr

PSl

Murphy and his
known on campus. The Zetes have

Royal Arcadians, a band well

Billy

plenty of room so don't hesitate to pay them a

Chaperones

call.

are Mrs. Fred T. Boyd, Concord, Mass., and Mrs. Albert Schaal,

PI

Beta's redecorated front hall while you're there.

Franklin Neal of Bath and Prof, and Mrs. Boyd

Mr. and Mrs.

W.

Bartlett are

Brown

Henrietta

Bath,

Katherine Foley

Ruth Roberts
Margo Christian
Wrigley

Isabel

Mt. Holyoke

Edward

Becky Partridge

Mt. Holyoke
New York City, N. Y.
Portland, Me.

Eugene Sexton

Drummond

Barbara

Address

,

Marguerite Martin
Jeannette Haggett

Barbara Rounds

Hayward

Escort

Richard Tukey

Me.

William Fairclough

Arlington, Mass.

David Doughty

Brunswick, Me.

Jack Tucker

Concord, Mass.

Jack Koughan

Haverhill, Mass.

Bennett McGregor

Brunswick, Me.
Wiscasset, Me.
Auburn, Me.

Richard Stanley
Everett

Pope

Kay Blanchard
Marion McCartel
Thelma Bell

Portland,

Ross McLea..

Taunton, Mass.

John Winchell

Joan Holt

Portland,

Erma Mosher

Farmington, Me.

Jeancttc Winchcll

West Newton, Mass.

Ward

Bruemmer

Elvin

Gilman

Donald Horsman

Barbara Burr

Katherine Gibbs

Roger Boyd

Anne

Wheaton College

Horace Greene

Fort

Bath,

Me.

David Harkness

Jean McCall

Duke

University

Ernest Haskell

Rowe

Amos

John Clifford

Edward Dunlap
Rolf' Stevens

we may

but cannot

with,

live

Even

if you did
aren't any
shows down town worth bothering
about. We thought Kay Francis had
given it up as a bad job but there she
is again tomorrow ... To a constant

live
find

without 'em"
time to go,

.

.

there

Bon Bon,

reader: Yes,

morrow

colored,
night.

his real

name

Savitt,

.

the singer with
as you'll see todoubt if that is
Song of the week:

is

We

.

.

.

Winchester, Mass.

Richard Carland

"You're So Hard to Understand" by

John Greeley

Bill

Milton, Mass.

Charles Edwards

From the
Away"

Donovan
Patricia Guard

Newton, Mass.

Bud White

is

Janice

Brown,

Greenfield, Mass.

Jan Nichols

Patricia Taylor

Newton, Mass.

Peter Jenkisson

Taunton, Mass.

John

Me.
Portland, Me.
Portland, Me.
West Newton, Mass.

Frederic Blodgett

Forbes

Bucksport,

•"-'•

Stevens

Woodward

Chapman

Philip

Wellington Yaple

of

1939.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

celebrate New Year's Eve? Sat., Sun.,
or both?
Record of the week:
Decca's Album No. 32 called "The
.

Sandy Lincoln

class

musical smash hit "Take It
The Gym Dance this year
running from 9 until 2, you know.
So you can get to bed early that
night
Joan Crawford will skate
in her next picture "Ice Follies of
1939"
When are you going to
.

Anne

the

of

.

.

Bob Crosby Showcase." Herein is
contained some of the best solo and
ensemble work Bob's bunch has turn-

£?!

Edward Stevens
William Pendergast

Florence Ludey

Braintree, Mass.

Walter Rowson

By

If Glenn Miller didn't do the trick at the Psi U. House, the
Sigma Nu's offer Blanche Calloway and her boys together with a
much of the "Hi Di Ho" rhythm that
Cab features Miss Calloway promises to be somewhat of a sensa-

The chaperones are Mrs.
Morrow of Lynn, Mass.

something not to miss tonight.

C. D. Keaveney and Mrs. Vernon

a long time.

in

six records of old

smaller dance floor. Using

tion. It's

Thomas Brownell
Richard EUingwood

There are
and new tunes
in Glenn Miller,
Blanche Calloway, and Bob Gleason
Poet
at the house dances tonight
John Milton could have been writing
about Bowdoin house parties when he
said: "Forthwith from dance to sweet
repast they turn."
What do you
ed out

HV

.

.

.

.

.

'Woman

.

Belmont, Mass.

Audrey Burnett
Miriam Schofield

Brunswick, Me.

Willard Currier

"Ginney" Weeks

Katherine Gibbs

Robert

Ruth Fulton

West Newton, Mass.

Griffin

Gloversville,

Paul Gardent

speeding, the cop meekly asked

"Mimi" Hyde

Lexington, Mass.

Dick

Pamela

Stoncleigh College, Mass. George

Thomas

for his autograph

Betty Lunt

South Portland, Me.

Jim Lunt

Gillett

We

Lee Fitch

Md.

Baltimore,

Dow

Glen

N. Y.

Jim Cupit

Brunswick, Me.
Portland,

Albany, N. Y.

Winnie Michelbocher
Connie Morin

Holyoke, Mass.

Dunn

Bath,

Me.

PSl

Jitterbugs are invited to the Psi

Eben Lewis

and

Mason

Charles

I.

The home

one of the

largest

room

ty of

to dance

may we

sey

Mrs.

J.

on campus.

and a smooth band on the

suggest the D.U. House.

Henry Johnson of

style of

The chaperons

Portland, and

Mr. Robert C. Goodell of

Address

is

own

slated to be the most popular

Address

Escort

Newton, Mass.

Marjorie Merritt

Ridgewood, N.

Dorothy Michaels

New

Katherine Holbrook

Newton
Newton
Newton
Newton

Belmont, Mass.

Edgar Sewall

Dorothea Mayer

Elizabeth

Bath, Me.
Topsham, Me.

Albert

Coombs
Ned Vergason

Jane La Motte

Dora Goud
Rita Conelly

West Roxbury, Mass.

John

Helen Denison

Worcester, Mass.

McKay

of his

like

Jane Underwood

Jane Hutchinson

Escort

many

Mass.

Frances Henry
Butterfield

who

Girl

Dor-

are Mr. and

Brunswick.
Girl

For those

For plen-

Tommy

Featuring

band on camcrowded dance floors and trampled feet,
and down right swing we recommend the green house at 250
Maine Street. The Chaperone is Mrs. J. J. Hepburn of Norwood,

Gene Brodman tonumber of guests on cam-

floor

U. House where Glenn Miller

"rug cutters" are to hold forth.

arrangements, Glenn

of the Growler staff features

pus the D.U.'s also boast the best dancfe

his

pus.

DELTA VPSILOH
night. Playing host to

York

Pierson Irwin

Willard Knowlton

J.

City,

N. Y.

William Bloodgood

Corners, Mass.

Randolph Sides

Center, Mass.

Brooks Merritt

Center, Mass.

Robert

Newtonville, Mass.

James Hunter

Aldia Sutton

Center, Mass.

Calvin Hili

George Weeks

Janet Dill

Newton
Newton

Center, Mass.

Alfred Clarke

Marie Merrill

Bath, Me..

Robert Hewes

Natalie Hewitt

Maiden, Mass.

William Mitchell

Betty Burrows

Newtonville, Mass.

Ernest Pottle

Polly

Me.
Bath, Me.
Montclair, N. J.
Portland, Me.
Newton, Mass.
Brunswick, Me.

Clyde Holmes

Hanson

Norman Watts

Mary Newell

Me.
Gardiner, Me.

George Tibbetts

Ann Hahn

Philip Pratt

Virginia Payson

Newtonville, Mass.

Dan Downer

Olive Gallupe

Barbara Tannebring

Beverly, Mass.

Harrison Berry

Priscilla

Gay Hunt

Newton

Dana Jones
Robert McCarty
Walter Young
Eugene Weeks
Ray Brown

Frances Staples

Cushing

Sally

Alice Herrick

Center, Mass.

Center, Mass.

Portland,

Me.

Caroline Clark

Brookline, Mass.

Anne Welton
Anne Sanborn

Winthrop, Mass.
Wayland, Mass.
Concord, Mass.

Peggy Kratzer

Roslindale, Mass.

George Mackenzie
William Tannebring

Virginia Taylor

Winchester, Mass.

Stanley Herrick

Mary

Rockland, Me.

Hobart

Ann

Collins

Sleeper

Barbara Sewall

.

Somerville, Mass.

Gtis

Fenn

Offering an old favorite to Bowdoin students the

Kappa

Sigs

on previous occasions so don't forget the
The chaperons are Mr. and Mrs.

white house on Harpswell Street.

Theodore

F.

Grant and Mr. and Mrs. R.

Girl

Address

Joan Youngs

Joan Spencer
Priscilla Grush
Edna MacDonald
Phyllis Brown
*

Betty Jones

Betty Ferguson

Margaret Mitchell

n

B.

Woods

Belfast,

Tondreau

CHI

Lynn, Mass.

Margaret

U. of Maine

Isle,

Benjamin Karsokas

Me.

Kenneth Bonenfant

Constance Reed

Howard, Mass.

Maurine Schaal

South Lincoln, Mass.

Donald Keaveney
Arthur Reynolds
Burton Robinson
Guilbert Winchell

Barbara Lindquist

Worcester, Mass.

Charles Gibbs

Cliff

Charlotte Chamberlain

Belmont, Mass.

Ann M.

Albertus

Drabnis

Umphrey

William Broe

Magnus

College Ralph Reynolds

Boston, Mass.

Elbert Luther

Marjorie Hultgren

Hartford, Conn.

Gordon Winchell

Mary Alvcs
Mary Gagnon

Braintree, Mass.

Roy Pillsbury
Dan Hanley

Phyllis

Brunswick; Me.

Buck Benson and

Ellis

in. both

Thomas,

Eastham Guild
Oakley Melendy

Jr.,

the

Girl

Psi

Lodge

offers

Goodman and Dorsey

Berlin,

J.

Fern Lunt

Houlton, Me.

Ralph Howard

Agatha Pickhardt
Sue Dickinson

George Ware
William Barton

Nancy

Harriet Pilkington

Winchester, Mass.

Pierce

making

his first

Comce

Providence, R.

John Chapin
Stanwood Fisher
Stanley James

Forbes Kelley

David Lovejoy

I.

Brunswick, Me.
Auburn, Me.
Newton, Mass.
Waterbury, Conn.
Newton, Mass.

John Baxter

Ruth Wyer
Peggy Hangarter
Nancy Pyle
Ruth Bryant
Jeannette Berry

Houlton, Me.

Joseph

Jean MacCrackcn

Brookline, Mass.

Herbert Patterson

Anna Goodspeed

Gardiner, Me.

Niles Perkins

Duncan Whitehill
Harold Dyment

Ardith Lakin

Houlton, Me.

Francis Pierce

Shirley Lowell

Westbrook, Me.

Frank Smith

John Wulfing

Sylvia Eckevcrria

Boston, Mass.

Robert Weston

Maria Bcnoit

Portland,

Bertha Arsenault

Pelham Manor, N. Y.
Rock Island, 111.
Brunswick, Me.

Doris Perry

Lowell, Mass.

Richard

Edna Boutin
Marian Morrow

Braintree, Mass.

is

about their

you to come and hear for yourself. Mr.
and Mrs. John Pickard of Westbrook and Mr. and Mrs. Paul Wil-

band; they're just inviting

son of Worcester, Mass., are chaperons.

Alice

Escort

Lynn Manganiello

Waterbury, Conn.

Virginia Sims

Portland,

Bette Jaffar

Newtonville, Mass.

Ruth Hodgkins
Ruth Ann Parker

Winthrop, Mass.

Fifi

Rosenfield

of Brunswick.

Escort

Address

Me.

Peter Wulfing
Philip Johnson

Gray Wheelock
Herbert Tonry

Daniel

Paul Calabro

Barbara Libby

N.
Bangor, Me.

Beverly, Mass.

Fred Hall

Sally Poole

Arlington, Mass.

Harry Baldwin

Portland,

Me.
Me.
Portland, Me.
Pittsfield, N. H.
Brunswick, Me.

Charles Brand

Priscilla Tuthill

Long

Edwin Risley

Portland,

Douglas

McVane

Joan Sweet

Lyman Menard

Ruth Tait

Jim Tracy

Virginia

Steve Blodgett

Hawkes
Barbara Woodbury

Livingston,

J.

Philip

N. Y.
Rochester, N. H.
North Easton, Mass.

Cape

Island,

Elizabeth,

Braintree, Mass.

Me.

Me.
Montclair, N.

Drummond

Frederick Fisher

Deane Gray
Dougald MacDonald

*

J.

MacKay

Arthur Benoit

The Thomdikc Club has

Kenneth Birkett
Roger Leonard
Fred Mawhinney

own

Ruthe Bishop
Miriam Kadish
Phyllis Sandelin

•Arnold Eck

^^^^^ammammmm

not planned any dance for their

announcer

— and

got

for

it

him
.

.

Yes, We're Interested In

ALL Your

PRINTING
We

have had long experience in
producing for Bowdoin men:

STATIONERY
POSTERS
TICKETS
ALUMNI LETTERS
FRATERNITY FORMS
And Other

Printing

Ask Us For Quotations

Telephone S

—

>

Paul K. Xlven. Bowdoin 1916

Manager
The Orient

Printers of

CUMBERLAND
Monday

December 19

Christmas Carol
with
Terry Kilburn
Reginald Owen
Lynn Carver
Ann Rutherford

—
—

also

News

Sound Act

Tuesday

Dec-ember 20

Comet Over Broadway
Kay

with
Francis
Ian

John

Litel

—
— Donald Hunter
Crisp
also

Snapshots

Sound Act

Wednesday
Little

December

Address

Escort

Starring

Ann
News

\

Thursday
Lucille Ball

Glllia

also

Sound Act

—

December 22
James Ellison

in

Next Time

I

Marry

also

Selected Short Subjects

Flirting

—

December 33
Leo Carrtllo

With Fate
also

Sound Act

Saturday

December 34

The Jones Family

Northampton, Mass.

C. R. Bitler

Me.
Brunswick, Me.

S. P.

Barron

Down On The Farm

G.

Mason

AlftO

Portland,

L.

i\

Orphan Annie

News

group.

Girl

art

.

wan\ to add the somewhat
and timeworn, but still hearty
wish: Merry Christmas and a Happy
New Year to our readers.

Friday
Joe E. Brown

THOKHDIKE CLUB

Requa

the

too

Ken Ketchum

Morrow

Mark

Kelley

Barbara Wakefield

Donald McConaughy
George Reardon

Newton, Mass.
Medford, Mass.

.

is

After arresting

Escort

Jo Hammond
Helen O'Connor

Psi's aren't boasting

.

trite

Mrs. Elias

Stanley Allen

Wilfred Girard

Gene Dennis, who

.

radio

a very clever and

Ernest Goodspeed

Newton, Mass.
Richmond, Va.
Portland, Me.
Portland, Me.
Newton, Mass.

PSI

style. It's

N. H.

Breda Koolf Montclair, N.

Ray Huling

Allen Carlson

Indianapolis

—

Buckaroos at the Deke House feature

Address

Von

.

and Mrs. Thomas Payson of Portland are chaperones.

Joan Brown
Miesjc

his

man"

The Record Office

DELTA KAPPA EPSILOH

Emily Hutchinson

The Chi

appearance on campus. The Chi

Girl

with the music of Bob Gleason should definitely be called upon.
hit

Presque

Virginia Nkkerson

Ellis

KAPPA SIGMA

This band has scored a

Marilyn Parkhurst

lesser

John Creiger

music

Arlington, Mass.

Portland,

Lawrence, Mass.

danceablc band so take advantage of the opportunity.

Rumford, Me.

Barbara Eames

Newton

Anne

College

Winchester, Mass.

Helen Tribou

Evelyn Day

Richard Mason
Thomas Howard

Wheaton

Reading, Mass.

Kay Boutwell

Charles Mergendahl

Pat Wisnor

Brookline, Mass.

Doris V. Barber

Robert Newhouse

Binghamton, N. Y.

Me.

Newell

William Bellamy

Gardiner, Me.

Auburndale, Mass.
Portland,

Machias, Me.
Franklin, Mass.

Jane Tanner
Clarke

George

Frank Driscoll
Eugene Williams
Anthony Eaton

Center, Mass.

Sue Railsback
Cleone Winslow

MacNaught

Haven, Conn.

Gray, Me.

Harry Hood
Linwood Rowe

Lucille Johns

Escort

George Ycaton

Marie Pousland
Ann Pomerleau

Edgar Zwicker
James Doubleday

Marjorie

Coffin

Jean Pinanski

VPSILOH

Porter Jewett

Me.

Newport, R.

E.' Taylor

Virginia Cole

McKenney

Fred
'

New

Mary Page

Mary

Everett Giles

Norm Hayes

Katherine Sickels

Jean White

Marguerite

Hyde
Andrews

Address

.

.

think of those baseball trades?

Quote Lord Tennyson:
Girl

.

.

Charlotte Bertram

Melrose, Mass.

.

means take

all

Ralph Gove
George Smith

Janice,

.

.

Bates College

Young

New

Jon Sanborn
Rupert Neily

.

flout

Waban, Mass.

Kitty Lctzon

Dedham, Mass.
Westbrook Jr. College
Rockland, Me.

Stella

Vasmer Flint
Hepburn Walker

'em,

Yarmouth, Me.

Shepard

.

.

women, though we scorn and

SIGMA

Jo Haskell

Foster

Judy Reed
Mosser
Betty Edwards

Brown

.

Sally

Elsa-

Robert Hamblen

Me.

James Bell

Esther

Preston

.

.

.

Miller for the Sophomore Hop ...
Week's pet gripe: That house parties
Well, anyhow we
don't last longer.
have Christmas vacation to look forward too. And Ivy's not far off
Mr. Dryden once said: "As for the

Jay Pratt

•

Virginia Payson

Louis

Mt. Holyoke

Anne

Me.

York City, N. Y.
Portland, Me.
Augusta, Me.
Berlin, N. H.
Brunswick, Me.
Peterboro, N. H.

Sara Blodgett

Platz

Colby College

Eunice Motte

John Cartland

Escort

Helen Davidson

Fleischner

Jan Savitfs "shuffle rhythm" is a
variation of swing which relies for
its effect on the use cf eight full
beats to a measure instead of the
customary four; the eight alternate
between the brass and the reed sections.
In order to successfully complete the effect, Jan has constructed
two special valve trombones
That Christmas party for the town
A
kids was a very great success.
long Bowdoin to Dick Tukey for the
arrangements and for that certain
half-back who made such a good
Santa Claus ... If you didn't see
"Take It Away" the other night don't
miss it tomorrow. Bowdoin can be
proud of such a production
It's
a little early but we're calling Glenn

.

Address

Girl

Ruth Post

chaperons.

Brunswick, Me.

Newtonville, Mass.

Helen Golden

Lorelei Douglas

Lincoln, Mass.

Girl

Mary Glover

Eleanor Crankshaw

Zeta Psi presents for your approval

Charlie Randall and his clarinet holding forth at the Beta
house should be incentive enough to attract you. Take a look at the

Catherine Martin

David Brown

Elizabeth Riley

Charles

Me.

Camden, Me.

Kay True

Joan Brown

Carroll Terrell

Thomas Riley
Peter Donovan

J.

John Harrison
Bruce Haley

Portland,

Sally Holt

Philip Bagley

Burton of Foxboro,

Maiden, Mass.

Betty

Edward Kerbs

S.

Escort

N.

Belmont, Mass.

Blanchard

Hopkins

Lois

Paul Houston

Lynn, Mass.

Helene

campuses through

different

Mrs. Robert

Address

Anne

Charles Salkeld

J.

Bowdoin in the
This band has

are offering you good music and ade-

in.

Montclair,

Cynthia Gano

Auburn, Me.

Drop

Girl

Virginia Taylor

Peter Stengle

Theresa Basset

Wilson

The A.D.'s

unit to

chaperone.

is

David Macomber

South Portland, Me.

BETA THETA

Owena

Arlene Quint

new

their orchestra.

and has found f»vor on

England.

William Brown

South Portland, Me.

Me.

Richard Stroud

Lois Farrell

New

Louise Jacobs

Brunswick, Me.

Elizabeth,

Thomas Sheehy

Pembroke, Mass.

Beatrice

John Robbins

Me.

Watertown, Mass.
Portland, Me.

Marilyn Young

Henry Shorey

Wellesley, Mass.

Louise Thibodeau

Ruth Gibson
Virginia Stockman
Rita Temple

Donald Bradccn
Abernethy

Tom

Portland,

Variety

.

Portland,

Connie Young

varied style

Mass.,

Milton, Mass.

,

1,1

,

By Robert D.

Delta are bringing a

quate floor srace.

Escort

Me.

.i

List

form of Carl Broggy-Vic Firth and

C.

Barbara Treat

Charles Pope
Arthur Chapman

Richard Abbott

F.

Mary Lou Towle

Titus

The Alpha

Mrs.

on. Chaperones are

Address

Girl

Kay Ridge

Hermann

and see what's going

William Mills, Portland, Mrs. Florence Appleton and Mrs.
Horwood, Brunswick.

John Rich

Paul

Sanford, Me.

Jane Garland

Wyman

Oliver

Me.

Kingfield,

Lambe

Philip

)

Barbara Gilbert

Barbara Clark

President, drop in

ji

,,

ALPHA DELTA PHI

The A.T.O.'s

Ken

of

mmmmmmmmmmmtmmmm

in

Selected Short Subjects

^^mmmmm
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>NESDAY,
»l

I

The Sun
«•

Rises

By Georg« M.

REALIZING

that

Brown Copyrights Song

PEUCINIAN CUP

FOR FRESHMEN

••

IS

Stevens, Jr.
it is

ESTABLISHED

kind of hard

to recuperate from the combined
dissipation of houseparties and the
Christmas vacation, the College seems
to have provided just the right
amount of entertainment for the next
ten days. In the lighter vein the
sports program seems to capture the
limelight as the Frosh basketball and
the varsjty hockey teams make their

However, the deeper phase
debuts.
of life, if it may be called such, is not
forgotten.

Scholarship Cup to Be Given
To Delegation Making

Gym

Highest Grades

Audii

interested in the popular song
but this is the first stride forward that he has made in his chosen work. Many of the students at
Bowdoin read the article in the

BALLET
AT

field

Alumni Advisors Start Fund
Presentation

Brown and Robert K. Craven

r\N

"

-

r

The cup

the speaking side the College
the Bradbury debates on

offers

January 12, and on Sunday February
26 the Hon. Lewis O. Barorws will
make his second visit of the year here
The Bradbury debates
at Bowdoin.
are an annual event on the calendar
for the College's public speakers, and
they usually offer a great deal of entertainment.
s

-

have the following engraving on it: "The Peucinian Cup
for freshman scholarship, donated November. 1938, by the Fraternity
Alumni." The Peucinian (pine) Society was Bowdoin's first literary-sowill

made
is

provisions for this

intended

to

freshman

courage
thusiasm of Orient readers.
• - r

Orient did no more than
i print four pages of pertinent
communications, it would be doing a
Educareal service for the College.
tion and general interest can be fostered more rapidly through direct letof
any
number
than
ters of comment
editorials, Sun Rises, etc. The Orient
thanks Jim Blunt and Mr, Brigham.

F

the

•

DOWDOIN

has

-

r

in the scholastic

the College

life

OPEN APRIL 10

TALK ON JEWISH

presented

another

demonstrate
illustrative

in

i

six

Arrangements

WILLIAM

...

COLLEGE GIFTS

from February

amj

interpretive

scenes,

(ContiiHStf on

pmgt

j

J

(
'

j

4)

To Hold Debate
Thursday

'S9

Bowdoin's

of

Fonun here

12 to tbe 15th un-

Each evening, during the period,
the clergymen will hold info-mal conferences and discussions on the trends
in religions thought in the various
fraternity houses on campus and in
the Moulton Union.

The forum

Donators

ON MATRIMONY

Within the last three or four weeks
the college has received various gifts
from alumni and friends of the coliege totaling $42,200 in the form of
additions to and founding of different

By

college funds.

President

He

.

•

commence

of

the

First

Baptist

the visiting cle^ymen.
At the various morning chapel
•services during the period of the forum, different clergymen Will address
a11
of
the
undergraduates
a
A1,of the men wiU ** available
for >ndiv.dual as well as for group
conferences and discussions.
Phil Young '40 and Charles Edwards '41 are assisting Hart in arrang.mg the program for the forum On*

|

Mr. Hoyt A. Moore '95 of New
President Kenneth C. M. Sills,
York gave an additional 518,500 to
the Hoyt A. Moore fund which was speaking in chapel last Sunday, disestablished two years ago
cussed the question of preparation for
Mr. Frederick A. Pickard '94 of
r7
J_7 •... 'v
marriage.

will officially

on Sunday, February 12, when Bishop John T. Dallas of New Hampshire
will speak in Chapel. The Rev. Albert

Changes In Attitude Toward c Thomas,
Marriage Discussed
(chairman of

Trials

i

I

explained that although

m

^

j

|

The

tryouts f<
Debates will be
at seven o'clock

the

I

!

i

i

-

W

i<

SIMPSON CONCERT TO

FEATURE

'

MASS

•

Members

Faculty

ex-

concert

to

be held

tonight

in

the

(

Dean Paul Nixon continued his cellence in debating. In addition to Moulton Union lounge. The program ever, stated the President, "if there* te
some financial independence. Young
on the diary of the 1831 Bow- the team prizes from the Bradbury
will commence at 8.15 pan.
people are mistaken if they don't «mdoin Freshman at last Saturday fund there will be awarded an indiThe Metropolitan Opera on Satur- sider the cost."
morning's chapel service. The Dean vidual prize from the Hiland LockMany members of the faculty atwill be broadcast over the sound
day
read numerous excerpts from the di- wood Fairbanks Fund.
educational
meetings and
"It is the duty of youth, not only tended
outfit for undergraduates in the Unary relating to the youth's self-perProfessor Daggett has announced ion. Ettore Panizza will direct the for his own sake, but for the sake alumni meetings during thc Christsecution following his minor particimas
vacation.
his
family
to
of
keep
hus
body
strong
that the judges will be: Associate Metropolitan. On Sunday, the New
pation in a forbidden bonfire prank.
and
,u """'•
clean,
declared "««««"
President *'»••
Sills.
Professor Wilr..oi
iroiessor
wur..oi B. Mitchell, ProProfessor Newton P. Stallknecht of York Philharmonic Symphony will be "
"«j««~
Despite the college day writings' of
ile commended the laws for ajpiy- f CSsor Stanley Perkins Chase, \ssistthe p hnos0 phy department; AssLstan
presented through the loudspeaking
this '•nervous
frustrated boy." he
marriage blcod test now in, effect in ant Professor Herbert A. Brown. AsM Brown of tne system.
later developed sufficient confidence
!ta tes
nd about to ** «"»»*.: »i«Unt Professor Ceorge H. Quinby
departo^. and Ernest
The "program for the Simpson Con-' """I*
.?
in his self-possession and capabilities
ered by the Maine legislature.
R. Dalton, Teaching Fellow in Govand Mr. Robert C. Goodell went to a
toUoW8:
(qert *
to become some ten years later a U.
"We hear much of incompatibility meetins of the Modern Language Asernment
Mass in B minor for Soli, Chorus and
S. Commissioner in Bankruptcy and
Coptinjed on
4)
I

|

Attend Meetings

talks

'

p^^ nm
^^^

|

•

.

.

,

,

„

;

1

i

a confidant during the Civil War of
Governor Andrew of Massachusetts.
In concluding the Dean stated:
"Times change and we change with
them. If I had not seen much of the
sa e sort of
a*Iid
»me
oi ThinVreneated
t nin
again and
g repeated VmIp"
again, it would be hard for me to picture this pathetic youngster as the
close friend and valued adviser in the
war days of Governor Andrew, the
(Continued on i»tce

fseeds

,ii

_

|

Most

-

Major Vivier will lecture on Sunday
night, in English, however, to the

>>
j

i

i

COMING EVENTS

i

—

—

.

.

.

'

I

.
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I
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cartoon sketches was first used by dergraduates
and the professors.
Disney, Mr. Beam believes.
Don't misunderstand me-this is not'
|

<^„^

Vw ^!^f
tV^ ™.
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•
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Sunday—5

o'clock Chapel, the
Rev. Chauncey w. Goodrich.

™
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ruary

26t:i.

years of the City Manager Plan."
Dean Paul Nixon. Professor T.iom-

five

i

as

j

B.

joint

of

Philological

the

j

at Providence. R. I.
Mr. A. Carleton
it goes farther into the different sub- 'Andrews '26. Mr. Nathan Dane "37.
*cts and covers what we get in our, and Mr. Van Courtland Eliot '28 were
1-2 courses at Bowdoin. After school also there.
Assistant
Pro.*es3or
Samuel E.
everybody must do "Arbeitsdienst"
for six months and t.ie boys must Kamerling represented the college at
serve two years in the army. They the dedication of the new chemistry
con then think of a higher education; building at Brown University. Adam
the average age is about 22 at this Walsh went to the? annval Football
Coaches Association meeting in Chipoint.
*"•• and w l>'le there he met
They choose their field and take c**
*ltn t,e Chicago A.umni.
their doctors degree in that field, and
\
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person tak ng a

only in that

field.

doctor's

chemistry' doesn't also
history, etc.; he

in
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Means, and Professor Stanley
Studying Abroad,
meeting
{Smith attended the
and the
American
Writes About German Education American Archeological Associations

Jim Blunt

JJ^

.

Columbia University in
the alumni who
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Political
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York

present were Mr. Arthur H. Nason '"• Professor Ray W. Pettengill
cu*
'°7
c wubo rt Sn
'<?•
„
,
Mr
81
B Ham
22. Mr Georgt*
Frciday
r
:)0
Mr Jc S

R
Governor Lewis 6. Barrcx*. who
„ ove *>• V
A
Mr AA .^~ Ar
was originally scheduled to speak in ^"ff
5^"!
*1
R°S" S », n
chapel on Sunday. January 15. will
; f^
J
o
P ^f"?
not be able to be here. President Ken?„*
o- and
S* F. Hubbell 35.
34, Mr. Allan
Mr.
ne th C. M. Sills announced this morn[Frederick C. Gwynn '37.
j ng
i n his place, the Rev. Chauncey
Assistant Professor Reinhard
VV. Goodrich of Brunswick, will speak.
Lunde Korgen attended a meeting of
Bazzini
„
Overture to "Saul"
_,
.„
Governor Barrows will
attend me- the American Soctety oi Mathematics
o.__^
kt-. i
No. 1, rw»
Op. «n
10,
.
Symphony
..
„. ...
„
Shostakovich n10"31 services for th3 late Philip H. at Williamsburg. Va.
Cobb *&** Governor Dummer AcadProfessor Orren C. Hormcll went
Orchestral Excerpts from "Psyche."
Barrows stated that he to Columbus. Ohio, to be present at
Franck emv
wil1 ***** in chn Pel on Sunday, Feb- a round table discussion of "twentySymphonic Poem for Orchestra and

|

4)

^ cw
were

n is
n L
Be Here February 26

Credo

sanctus
of ParK France,
Benedictus
address the Alliance Francaise
Agnus Dei
on Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock in
)tne Moulton Union on "The Foreign
Dona Paccm
Le gion
impressions and Remem- Metropolitan Opera - Saturday, Jan.
brances." Members of the club, stu- 14. 1.55 P .m.; director Ettore Pantos.
dents, and others are invited to at- "Don Giovanni
Mozart
tend the lecture which will be given N.B.C. Symphony - Saturday, Jan. 14,
in French.
10 p-m.; director, Toscanlnl

w

,

sociation at

m

n
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Major Max Vivier
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MAJOR VIVIER WILL
SPEAK ON SUNDAY

I

Bach

Orchestra

'"""

'

Forum, also meeting in the
Moulton Union, at 8.15 p.m., on "Days
In a survey of undergraduate cam- a plea for paternalism. It is some- and Ways of
International Gang
pus leaders conducted by the Orient thing which cannot immediately be
sters."
Undergraduates are invited
this week opinions vary as to the accomplished but the value to be deto attend this lecture also
(Continued on p«K« 4)
problem "What Bowdoin needs most." rived certainly merits attention."
The undergraduates selected to
f
Harry P. Hood, Jr.
answer the question represent varied
President,
types of athletic and extra-curricular White Key:
"A small college is supposed to supgroups on campus.
Today— Ninth Simpson Memorial
^ionship between proThis poll brings to mind the col- j*^*
i
Jj?
l
It seems to me
Concert in Moulton Union at
lic.
committee on improvements
legc
(The following communication just
is
appa,,
in
la
f
such
Mr. Philip Beam, instructor in the which last year likewise reported on
8.15 p.m. Bach's Mass in B
| j* °,
f" here at, Bowdoin."
relationsh.p
received by The Orient from James
Art Department and curator of the the needs of the college.
The
Minor.
----.
Walker Art Building, said that most answers which the students have
W. Blunt. Jr., '40, of Longmeadow,
— r,
...
/--.„...
Thursday 700 p m
Bradbury
Vice-president,
people viewing the sketches have ask- given are such that they are printed u^T " ^ . F. Gibbs
.~; , " e «
Mass.. who is studying in Germany
k ~,
White Key; member
Debate Trials. Hubbard Hall.
of Student Coun„„.
ed him the manner in which the ani- f„
m ftun.
this year, discusses formal education
ciJ
Hockey at Colby.
mation has been made possible for
President,
Oakley A. Melendy
"Bowdoin needs better facilities for
in Germany and should interest BowFriday— Swimming Meet At Amthe screen.
guests visiting the college. Inns simStudent Council; four-letterman:
doin undergraduates inasmuch as an
Mr. Bean explained that the figherst.
"The two needs of the college which ilar to the Treadway Inns at Williams
ures were originally drawn in ink
Austrian student will take up his
Rifle Team at
and Amherst would solve the probUniversity of
with a pen and filled in with water- first strike not only the eyes of the
studies here after mid-years. Ed.)
,em and the y could be run on a coNew Hampshire.
colors on cellophane paper. This cel- students but those of visitors as well
operative
basis."
Munich. Dec. 24, 1938
Saturday—8.15 p. m Trudi Schoop
lophane is then placed on top of a are a new classroom building and a
r
Editor. The Orient
background also painted in watercol new science building. There are othComic Ballet. Brunswick High
President.
"
important needs such as an effiors.
Since the figures
; !er
It is going to be interesting to see
School.
animated, more drawings are made cient hour-exam system worked out
how oqr Ostmark (Austrian) student
'Since 1906 the
r D
Bowdoin
" w oln Ljra
2.00 p.m. Freshman Track vs.
Dramatic
nauc
with the lines varying about l/64thiso that a student does not have his r»i..K'"w1/TL!"
Y
J
makes out next year at Bowdoin;
ubh as .abo -.d under
conditions
Portland in cage.
of an inch from that of the original exams bunched too closely together,
from the viewpoint that our system
1
prod ctlon
so that the animation is discernible, but the first two mentioned are by '
p.m.
Fn-shman Basketball
2.00
Ji
!
o.«
^J* year 50
of higher education is entirely differoff 7^
lts P
Iavs
As
each
per
„...;..., „,u
th..
The «,„ri,
work rofr ,kthe artists
who pre- #„_
urgent.
far .u
the most
ent from the German system. I'll try
vs. Portland at gymnasium.
cent of the student body is connected
pared the drawings is so expert and
to outline the German system as I
with the Masque and Gown, I think
Swimming m?ot a t Springfield.
exacting. Mr. Beam stated, that it is
have seen it so far here in Munich;
one-of the most pressing needs
Winter Sports at Bates.
impossible to notice any variance in John H *"* Jr.- Editor of Orient :, "}«
and you can draw your own concluthe work of the several artists who!
Among the less tangible things ° f the C°llege * a LJtt le Theatre,
Rifle team at Boston University.
sions.
did the compositions. The process of which Bowdoin needs is a closer in^ ... ..
n ~. «-. r*nm^, o_ P.
J.V. Swimming at Hebron.
In the first place everybody goes
utilizing cellophane in the animated formal relationship between the un" FootbaU;

M

HART

SILLS ADVISES

Holidays; Old Friends

FRUSTRATED BOY"
OF DIARY TALK

" What Bowdoin

j

Plans are being completed for
Bowdoin's eighth annual Religious
Forum to be held here on February
12 to 15 under the auspices of the
Bowdoin Christian Association, William C. Hart '39, chairman of the
arrangements committee, has announced. The theme of the forum will
be Modern Religious Freedom.
Eight clergymen have already accepted invitations to attend the conference, and several invitations are
still
unanswered. As usual, one
clergyman will stay at each fraternity house during the forum.

der the auspices of the B. C. A.

Funds Are Received During

Among

C.

chairman

Is

eighth annual R:ligious

TOTAL $42^00

unconnected but

the first representing the bustle and
scurry in the qity street and love's
interruption in the person of a soapbox preacher.
In another episode is enacted the
story of an "elegant aristocrat's" flir-

Students Answer Question To

The display of some original water
colors which were used in Walt Disney's famed animated cartoon, "Snow
White and the Seven Dwarfs," now
on display in the Walker Art Building, have attracted much attention.
Although it was impractical for the
art department to display all 70,000
of the sketches which were utilized
for the movie, 23 of the sketches have
been arranged on display for the pub-

"All for Love," Is a
episodes, con-

six

(

(Continued on Page 4)

On

And Edwards, Handles

j

life.

ing that period, reverted back to their
original owners, and that all debts
s - r
were abrogated on the seventh year.
have been several queries
The second basic provision concern*• on the part of the student body
ed unfair competition. Businessmen
as to the regulations for skating on were prohibited from receiving more
the rink alongside Adams Hall. At than one-sixth of the value of
any
present with both the Varsity and commodity as profit; fraudulent
sales
Jayvee teams working out both day were outlawed.
and night the rink is closed to all
The third general item concerned
people except the hockey men and
the treatment of labor. An employer
anyone
who receives permission
was prohibited from contracting with
through Coach Linn Wells. Since it
an employe for more than six years
is so difficult to keep the rink in
and the employe had to receive the
shape for the scheduled games, it is enm » iw«rH - ..* .«.»».«
«... io. „same board and treatment as
his em
earnestly requested that the students
ployer had for himself
abide by these regulations and refrain
Jewish law, Rabb. Lewittes confrom skating or walking on the ice.
cluded, is based on equality and the

Museum

i-

By Young

j

in the scholastic field

Display At The

i,

C. Hart, Aided

Greenville, Del., donor of the Pickard
Field House has given $15,000. Ten there was some agitation, last year,
thousand dollars of this is to be used for a course in marriage at Bowdoin,
Bradbury Prize as the initial portion of a new fund he consdered it unwise, comparing it
tomorrow night the purpose of which will be revealed to the nonchalant American expres- year.
the debating room at a later date. The remainder will sion, "There ought'a be a bmt." Ma!
The clergymen who have
in Hubbard
This year four be used for the maintenance of the said, however, that the college was accepted imitation* to attend
ard Field House and t.te teach- aware of the great and increasing in-jonr a****** -Rev.- ffewW
teams of two
g" fellowship in Frencn.'
en fttr the* linai ~£om pet it ion wn
terest in and of the changing atti-iof WatervilJc; the Rev. Wallace
An addition of $8,000 to the Albert tudes tcward marriage.
will take place after the semester
Anderson of Port'and; Fa|her Quit
exams on February 9. The question W. Johnston fund, established last
niversity;
Discussing the economic element in man Beck.'ey of Princeton
for debate this year will be "Resolved, year, was given the college by Mr.
lic."
marriage. President Sills recalled that thc **v. Marvin M. Deems of Bangor
(ContinMit on p«if« 4)
That
the
United
States
should
cease
Mr. Downes is well qualified to
.Theolog cal Seminary; the Rev. Edfew
only
a
years
it was considago
speak on such a topic, for he is. him- to use public funds for the purpose of
ered proper for ,a man to wait until ward Perry Daniels of Concord,
stimulating business."
In the trials
Continued on P«Ke 4)
he was reasonably independent, iman-, Mass -: the Rev. John Bru h of Waeach man will be required to speak
cially.
before marrying; but now. terville; and the Rev. Wjlliam W.
for five minutes. The Oregon style
BACH'S
changing
economic conditions haVe c,ark of Pinchurst. Mass
of
debate
will
be
used
in
finals.
the
IS
altered that view, and many people
The prizes, given by Hon. James
Selections by Bach are included in
TOPIC
Ware Bradbury.LL.D, of the Class of the program for the ninth Simpson have been happHy married on little
money. "It is ideally better," how-!
1825, are awarded each year for

LEWTTTES GIVES

fPHERE

Disney Watercolors

W.

year.

this

12

I

To Be Last

Is

the ballet is the ubiquity and immortality of love, which it proceeds to

Outstanding Musicians Will
Lecture During 12-Day

nouncement of the gift of the new
Dr. Lewittes stated that the Jewish
Peucinian Cup which will be presented to the fraternity whose freshman economic life, as recorded in the Taldelegation attains the highest scho- mud, was primarily an agricultural
lastic standing on campus in the com- one and the basic laws dealt specificing Mid-year exams. This same policy ally with the treatment of land and
will continue, and presentations will fields with respect to the concentrabe made in February and June of tion of wealth, unfair competition,
each year. Lest the true aim of Col- and the treatment of labor. The laws
the
concentration
of
lege be lost, this certainly is a step prohibiting
in the right direction, for there never wealth included such provisions as a
can be too many honors or too great Jubilee Year every half century in
encouragement offered to the fresh- which year all lands transferred dur-

men

FORUM SCHEDULED
FOR FEBRUARY

class.

stai ed by Trudi Schoop,
with music by othar Perl, costumes
by Emil Pirch n and W. Beerman,
and piano acco jpaniment by Lothar
Perl and Max rickel. The theme of

of hearing specialists other than the
nounced.
At the end of ten years, when twen- college faculty. Besides giving a disphase of music, each
ty semester awards have been made, course on some
lecturer, who will be an authority in
Kontinucd on Pas* 4)
his own field, will conduct a roundtable discussion for the benefit of the
students during the Institute from
DR.
April 10 through the 22nd.
LIFE On April 10, Olin Downes, the
chairman of the Music Committee of
Rabbi M. Lewittes of Portland de- the New York World's Fair, the first
livered the second in the series of lecturer, will speak on "The Critic's
four Bowdoin lectures last Sunday Viewpoint on Music aftd the Course
night in the Moulton Union speaking of His Activities and the Development
on the topic "The Jewish Economic as It Affects Musicians and the Pub-

aken another step
phase of
Life." The talk
with the recent anaspect of Jewish
.

** forward

Academy, is mentor of this team of
boys between the ages of 11 and 12
which plays a regular schedule of
games with other Philadelphia private school teams of the same

ceived and

The cup will be awarded each Feb|"|NE of the most encouraging events
ruary and June to that fraternity
Series Here
in the past week for the Orient
whose freshman delegation has the
was the sudden response to the urThis year music is to be the theme
highest average rank on the basis ot
gent appeals for mail from the alumall mid-year or final grades recorded of the Institute, the biennial lecture
ni and others interested in the affairs
in the Dean's office, and the name of series designed to supplement the
of the College. This week we offer
the winning fraternity will be en- regular college curricula and to affseveral letters which we hope will engraved on the trophy, it was an- ord the student with the opportunity
the further interest and en-

^

Freedom C
To Be General Thcrrc
Of Conference

Religious

teaching this year at the

Porter,

Today

The product^
tragi-comedy i

award which

stimulate

Most

Before

—

Campus Religious Forum
Of B.C. A. Near Completion

of the Orient
the pictures of the 90-

j

Association

INSTITUTE WILL

here in 1805.
The alumni advisors of the fraternities, meeting here last November,

saw

readers

Plans For Eighth Annual

most

t'

cial club, established

scholarship.

r

'38,

may

well have set a
precedent by their success in writing musical comedies. It is hardly
probable that either of these two
authors ever thought when writing
the play that it would achieve the
fame that it has. Plans are being
made by the Bowdoin Club of Boston that the play may be presented
in Boston some time in the near
future so that the Boston graduates
may see the production.
his co-author,

NO. 21

i

Putting into practice the "Walsh
system" learned in Adam Walsh's
Program^
Brunswick
coaching course while here, Bob has
several
of the boys already pointGroin this Year
ing to a grid career at Bowdoin.
In the game pictured in Life, the
By
F. Johnson
Acclaimed h New York critics as boys came out of the huddle and
shouted to the bench: "If we score
the most artl c group of dancers
will you go easy on the Latin totoday, Trudi Schoop
before the pub
morrow?" On the, spur of th# moand her thir four dancing comement. Bob yelled back that he
most famous comic
dians, one of
might knock off a page or two, so
ballet troupes
world, will apthey went back into the huddle,
pear at the
High School!
and, on the next play, ran off-tackle
Auditorium
urday night at
and shook a back loose to score
8.15 p.m. as
and last pres-l
standing up.
entation of th
Brunswick Concertf

lege.

Trudi Schoop Comic Ballet is
A scholarship trophy cup, to be
* scheduled for early Saturday known
as the Peucinian Cup, will be
night diversion, and real entertain- awarded to the fraternity freshman
ment it will be. Having been acclaim- delegation which attains the highest
really
ed the world over, the troupe
scholastic ranking each February and
puts on quite a show, burlesquing the June according to provisions made by
more serious side of the ballet. Cer- the alumni of Bowdoin's eleven fratainly not limited to the intellectual ternities. The first presentation of the
phase of life, the program will offer trophy will be made this February
some real light entertainment.
following mid-years.

1939

pound Qermantown Academy football team in a recent issue of Life
magazine, but few may have realized that the coach, of the team is
none other than Bob Porter '37, former Bowdoin distance track star.

DANCfe
tGH SCBOOL

"All For

Boston Herald on January 1 about
the achievements of Brown in
playwrighting contests here at col-

To Maintain Biannual

The

mp

Artistic

Hatters.

11,

Probably

THISIATURDAY
Acclaimed

Christmas by Jan

Top

BALLET
AT HICn 8CU30L SAT.

-

II

II

Bob Porter '37, Coach
Of Famous Boys' Team

HERE

Brown, co-author of the musical
comedy "Take It Away," is great-

rpHE

•

last

TODJ

ly

FIRST AWARD TO
BE IN FEBRUARY

s - r

Dance

Savitt and his

JANUARY
— !

SCHOOP) lALLEl

From Musical

Hit

"You're So Hard to Understand,"
the outstanding song hit from "Take
It Away" has just oeen copyrighted, it was announced by the composer, William H. Brown '39. The
song was played for the first time
in Memorial Hall, and then at the

..iluvir
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BRUNSWICK, MAINE,

(68th Year)

O^HflT
Street
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study

PLAY CONTEST TO
CLOSE TOMORROW

economics,

studies only chemistry. He works u;
the scale toward '.us docto:'^. startTomorrow is the deadline for subing with the basic course, the .vay we mitting manuscripts in the annual
do for our majors. But he works on one-act play contest sponsored by the
his own; there are never mimeo- Masque and Gown. Plays should be
graphed sheets of questions and then handed in under a pseudonym, to any
conferencss.
member of the executive committer.
,

Assistant Professor Quinby.
If he finds something he doesn't un- or to
derstand, he either works it out htm- Professors Charles T. Burnett. Ceself or as a last resort goes to the cil T. Holmes, and Robert P. Tristram
Coffin
have been chosen to
school
Professor.
sciences
there
two
high
In
aie
to school through
here.
This elementary foundation is separate types of course, a lecture judge the plays. They will read, the
manuscripts from January 13 to 20.
very similar to our own, except that
CuBiioiMd on Pay* «)

the

j

j
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Editor,

Bnumrtefc, Mala?

Jr. '39

Aanoctate Editors
J.

Cohen .'39
James
Managing Editors

Richard E. Doyle '40
Richard W. Sullivan.

Faithfully.

ERNEST L BRIGHAM

-r—

stop and be under perfect control.
Well, then, this night of the party
about two ajn. I went to Bowkefs
stable and hitched up my guard.

the dljjtators laugh!
'04'

knew when

1

I

went into the

MSHNSjMBBI H at
•

stall

This is not intended for "Mus- f hat * was going to havc lro " b1 *" w «th
h,m becwse he very nearly kicked
tard and Cress."
the lantern out of my hand (there
__^

^

•
«,
(Thp
rhe following communication
relved „
th
f«m Walar
•

VZ

were no^ectrk lights then). When
! was hitcri ing him into the beach

i

not
attendant marks the" celebration of
ge't'him ouTof a walklrom the stable
h,s 65th «> ,r thday yesterday. Ed.)
to the hall.
Tke Budget Message of the President was to be read and I looked for- 'Editor, The Orient:
After i-eaching the hall I put a
ward w.th interest to hraring it.
sitting by the kitchen table, and: weight on him (a hitch weighn and
What happened? The Members thinking of a few romances of years went up to the hall to watch Plaiswere fifteen to twenty minutes late in past, my thoughts wander to a house ted-Fairbanks do their act
assembling. After considerable pound- party that took place at Bowdoin. A
T
cam ^ wn an !o " bl * ears "
in* of his gavel," the Speaker succeed- 'large number of guests were present.
?
f f°
d °Wn
The decoration.^ elaborate, and
"°\
.din obtaining silence sufficient for
%*?L
the Chaplain to make his prayer la decorator was engaged uklng two
*?*?*"* and
Mai n<?
heard.
But fhat being completed, days with two menT ass ,l him"
*J**?
V u cou,d n f
h
Wine, women, and song wen? in
*°
nothing further in the session was;
l
I
h
audible to the gallery, nor to the order. The wine was supposed to be *eaS' ''
I
flL^ got
eo, him
hfrn^n.rn^'
finally
turned
members, except the conversation under lock and key. but 1 think that around and headed again for
the hall,
someone must have had two keys, for
among themselves.
Then when I had arrived at the hall
':.*
•
recall one or two students that
.
. I
„.
with the intentions of taking the stuAn oath of. office was administered were not walki
straight line
dents back to their rooms on the
sign ^tore tne
-it might as well have been
and their campus,
^
1 had to call on their aid to
language! The clerk read steadily for talk was not straight
help turn him around.
-.. „„,„„ „,.
over five minutes— no layman knows
,,
gallery of the "Houte."

E. Tracy, Jr. '39

,

j

!

George M. Stevens. Jr. '40
Richard E. Tukey 40

Jr. '40

--

-

"**

'

House of Representatives, Washing5. 1939. As a visitor
to Washington I was courteously ac-

ton. D. C. Jan.

Edttor-tn-CWer

Leonard

*° wonder

Orient:

'Contributions to the •Orient' from
Unquote.
the alumni are deaired."
Very well then, here is one dated P.S.

1*71

John H. Rich.
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Editor*
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Philip E.
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M. Harold Pottle. Jr. '41
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Henry
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™
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"41

John

C.

Evans

'41

Robert A. Inman '41
Harold L. Pines '41

^
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Max

Weinshel

'41
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far this
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hats

tal1

™*

j

and

his chair later,
lin

fe

* for order

a

**

to go to and it Was just day-break
I finished the calls.

when

™

ds P««y'ng third bare on the baseThe next afternoon I had to drive
e
U
U
five miles to purchase some old cider
on the track
en7on the for certain parties. This cider didn't
*"« * mefflber ° f ,he last long, I assure you.

attempts at
even more ,u '

his

-

j

j

I

m

ter^ing

'

I

Fairbanks

vaulted onto his back
9nd "big ears" tried to kick him off.
master of
What a racket! What a night, and
what a time!
** l recal l it, he was one of the
conversation. One member did arise
I had three other fraternity halls
from hLs seat aml ghout that he could greatest all around athletes that Bow-

fe^^rT^^^

Fro* a discu^™ of the German educafona. aysten, „ a
K
communication in this issue from a former Bowdoin Student now
*udying at Munich, marked differences ip our American system
from that of the Germans stand out vividly. Immediately appar-

,

J2££££Z* $*
H. K. Fairbanks" was
'•

what._and apparent^ no^ngress,
man cared. Members were continually
about, coming in and going:
No. tl >ovi„g
"
out. and keeping up a steady aum of
;

r'

m

m

«,VT
CDKTTArr»i<t-fm!

Wedneada:

•aBea-s-r-s:

^

.

'»

Richard E. Tukey

Vat LXVTJI

'

1

\ST^J

A. Shorey. 3rd '41

^^
^t*™

',

I

Theodore HoM '41
Jack R. Klnnard HI

'41

Keofe, '41

J.

John G. Wheelock, 3rd

After an hou ; of vain hoping for a t- Swin^eaT'
Everybody wanted to sample it and
ent is the German theory, SO prevalent in all foreign teaching, of a tention on the part of the membersf on e day 1 asked Jack Coombs, who see if it was
good, and of course you
disillusioned, disappointed, was a member of the Philadelphia
know my disposition would not resystem which leads to individualism and specialization in contrast 1 came out
disgusted, and indignant.
Athletics, at one time, who he con- fuse them of trying it.
to our more liberal code. Despite the tendency in this country toHow far would the directors of a sidered the greatest College hitter Then came tne general wind . up
'baseball circles. His reply was at
nignl in Mem orial Hall and all the!
ward more specialized courses, which the worshipers of the lib large insurance company, bank, on";
once saving Hyle Fairbanks.
commercial house progress, if their
.fraternities joined together and had;
eral education nervously watch increasing year by year, this still meetings were characterized by a
He very seldom struck out and, as 'one gala occasion,
the saying goes, he had the eyes of
?
"House"
exhibited
scene
such
as
the
For years and years T was , he
remains a major difference between the two systems.
an eagle.
He and his room-mate. "**»"
appointed
l" °
attend
iit "« ««*
one ««"t^
large p
punch
"-" to
U ..<_u
tne tooa
that the
food wast- Raw, Planted UKtkti ,„
It nas
has been saia
said mat
,„
rian
cl °g- dan
Here, the cry is for more freedom for the student to pursue
<* *°- jbowl.
This punch bowl held about
ed in these United States would feed
five gallons of punch.
Of course I
courses to which he is especially attracted. This is easily under- large populations in Europe. I parallel
*'
da>S l ° **
*°
'" th
this by saying that the time and enn right °T
e ° ld Gym where the 1°
hea Mng if ,t would be all
stood when we consider how much more closely tlje student here ergy wasted in the Halls of Congress !?
for the guests.
|

Give ns a ring—
we're all at sea!
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;nual bemoaning about the prolonging imbibed a little
1
•
r
t
in the spirit of for- High football team, before they went
step will be attempted in the form of an extended reading period in of the session into the hot summer
menti in a mild form.
to Bangor to play Bangor High. Well.
months.
many of the courses.
You can draw your own conclusions Portland won by a small score and
This Congress has already been on my part, for this happened about [the team and rooters including ReBut, granting the advantages to be gained by making educa- designated as the "Yes BUT" one. forty-three years ago.
(self, paraded down the public square
As I have told you in some of my in Bang01 but some of us had to
tion primarily self-education, the evils arising from specialization "Yes BUT," Mr. General Public or
Mr. Visitor, you must know that the past writings, that I used to drive a face the i udge tha t night,
must be kept in mind and guarded against here in our own coun- real work of Congress is done in Com- four seated beach wagon, conveying
After being all arranged in the
the judge said to one officer:
try.
The disastrous results which may arise from too great em mittees and in the offices of the the students from their halls to the room
'Take the colored man out into
Members. Granted; the results, how- campus. It was a mule that hauled
phasis On this phase of education Were pointed OUt in a recent ad- jever, of this real work are supposed the wagon. On soW occasions this 'the outer room. I want to talk to
to ** presented on the "floors" of the mule would get baiky, when 1 had r him in private."
<W«c
hv TV
lii^-Jtrt. ~(
tiressby
Ur. H»inri>k
Hemnch Rnioni'nn
Bruenmg, (nrmor
former chancellor
of «-U„
the rL—~**~
German respective
where laymen load , human freight aboard
My
You can
h{ ^. ]c
republic Who spoke here last year, He Contends that politics are may hear about them. Theoretically only resource would be to rattle a T was sitting there waiting for that
'ut no a tuaUy
J have tearB9d:
to be
J
hearc
th
concerned not only with economic and technical problems
<
but with
Tinen
t!S? no,u
"oKnfo^oVhtts
oni ° >our ndls dna
and vour crowd pass outt of the room, then
r
;
l
?i
from experiences.
.
I!
h ma
human temperament and passions as well. The weakness of a
h ard
he
and
In snoi% Mr General
ad
A fter n e Z cer
if*° mUst
modern educational system that over-emphasizes the values of spe- the Congressional Record, read the would get tired of running he wouid|
Si„i2fo„ pL 7)
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from any Bell

tele

phone.

These boats are as easy to reach

homes

ashore.

Many

at sea as

your

are equipped with

Western Electric marine radio telephone, sea-going
brother of your Bell telephone, and service is provided through radio telephone stations on land.

1

,

^ —1
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to scores of yachts, tug-

fishing vessels,

friends'

«***! Nevertheless.
method of forcing the student to depend upon his own re- joTiegisia^ri,That the™ mlgn
\*>
i ;
mighJ'b?
6 f"Sf?
store.
gs U P! ov er Petersons
1 was able to get around and get my
\ r ,n
s
!r^ /J hi [,c
ll
Bowdoin has realized the advantages
to be gained from i*™**
! was invited up ,0 ,he
No ^'
which old mule out ^,er ,he pany
"^^"10™!!*
h
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that's
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for
a
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that,
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evening
and
happen^*°!
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theory and in the past few years has experimented with
^°HfI "«.i, ?fIII
0f .^« * an "°pen house " The major- Now listen J was «»»<* ™* Polseveral of the outstanding senior students. Next spring another Sic m^ht a^ be" s^re^me n! ity of those present at this gathering! land one day to rub the
Portland
foreign

sourcte.
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boats and
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This new service is a great convenience to yachtsmen — a valuable business aid to operators of commercial craft. One more step toward enabling you
to talk with anyone, anywhere,

any time!
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Rotes to nnost Doints are lowest any time
after 7

P.

M. and

all

oay Sunday.
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and virtually neglects

cialization, especially in scientific fields,

training in the fundamental humanities, he says, are

growth of

in the rapid

we

world.

If

system

we

now

being

all

?elt

totalitarian principles in all parts of the

look abroad for improvements to apply to our

own

must make certain that those things which we

also

choose will be truly improvements.
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NERVE STRAIN APLENTY_BUT NO JITTERY NERVES

1

FOR
LI^rjIDATfNG FROZEN ASSETS

CARL D0SSEY

CHAMPIONSHIP COWBOY AND STAR OF THE RODEO

Linn Wells, Bowdoin's counterpart of the "one-armed pa,,
perhanger, hears any more weather reports which predict a warm
If

and thaw for any hockey playing date, he will be expected to
Saturday's sudden warm spell which softened Bowdoin's ice surface on the Delta and caused the postponeneht of the Bowdoin-New Hampshire hockey game is but typical
rain

sprout a few gray hairs.

of the vicissitudes in winter weather along Maine's coastal region.
Since hockey postponements are sm annual occurrence hereabouts, there has always been the cry at

thing about

damp

meltings on the Delta.
inland
to

Bowdoin to "do some-

Brunswick's proximity to the sea causing frequent
periods has long been the excuse presented for the many
it."

is

Whether

conditions are any better further

debatable, but the fact remains that

do any skating

until

it

journeyed to

Regardless of location in the state
solution for hockey's dilemma

is

it is

Colby was unable

Brown

for

its first

game.

agreed upon that the only

the covered rink.

In

Maine

number of such glorified sheds-over-ice can be proverbially counted
on the fingers of one's hand, there being hockey arenas at Hebron
Academy, Lewiston, and Waterville.
So

far, the

artificial ice

has been in the games

played about the state an'd during the annual trip to Boston. Not
only is Bowdoin usually handicapped through lack of practice at
it is

is

Arizona's Carl Dossey, winner of

two bareback championships in California and a highpoint cowboy tide at the big Utah show. Here is Carl
at Madison Square Garden in a stunt depending on
split-second timing, perfect nerve control. Is

it

a strain.'

Carl says: "One hour around the ring puts more strain
on the nerves than a whole day of punchin' cows. My
nerves would be plenty tense, jittery if I didn't rest

*em every chance I get. My way is to let up
• Camel. Camels are mighty comforting."

— Light up-

'

only contact that Bowdoin players have had with

covered rinks of natural and

home, but

ON THC "WtOMC"

the

also unfamiliar

with conditions of the sheltered sur-

faces abroad. Considering these handicaps

elusions at the start of each season,

YOU CAN TELL by

Carl Dossey's big smile that while he's resting tits nerves letting up and lighting up a Camel r- he's also
enjoying the mildness and rich flavor of a supremely enjoyable

—

LOOK TO THE DOG
FOR A VALUABLE HINT
ON NERVE STRAIN

cigarette

— finer, MORE

EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS!

which are foregone con-

Coach Linn Wells and

his

players have the most discouraging task of any of Bowdoin's athletic

teams.

In view of the recent gifts to the college and
cial condition,

it is

present finan-

establishment of a shedded rink at Bowdoin, something which has

been mentioned annually.

But certainly the need of the hockey

team will find its place among the desired improvements suggested
by the campus opinion elsewhere in this paper. Like many other
interests in the college,

time, Linn Wells

course

when

and

hockey will have to wait. In the meanboys will probably take it as a matter of

his

their "frozen assets are liquidated."

(«W)

has a nervous system remarkably similar to

th«««tve» are getting frayed. Yet how much
more pleasant, profitable life can bejarhen

But this dog
doesn't ABUSE his nerves. Nor does any
dog. When a dog feels tired, he rests INSTINCTIVELY! We humans often let our
will-power whip us on, deaf to the warning

nerves are rested now and then. Try it .
break the- tension... LET UP— LIGHT UP A
CAMEL! You'll welcome Camel's mildness
— rich, ripe flavor. Smokers find Camel's
cosiiitr tobaccos soothing to the nerves.

THE ENGLISH SPRINGER SPANIEL
its.

neither prudent nor timely to even suggest the

our own... complex,

sensitive.

.

EOBIE CANTOR- AiDcnci.

MMNV COOOMAN - Kin*

great comic personality.

>5»p«C.S.T.,«:30l»nM5.T.,

Swing, and the world's greatest
swing band — each Tuesday evening - Colombia Network. 9:30
pel E.S.T.. «:JO pm C.S.T.. 7:30

7:30 p*n P.S.T.

pra M.S.T.. 6:30

Monday evening on
bia

R. E. D.

mum

Network. 7:30

Each

(be

Colum-

pa

E.S.T..

pm

P.S.T.

of

"MAJORING

in psychology,

and with all my extra research work, I face a lot of
nerve strain," says Norman
M. Walling, '40 (above)- "So
I give my nerves the reft
they need by letting up...
up a CameL"

lighting

t

u».

.

Wai n ,

fci asi.

*. o.

COSTLIER TOBACCOS
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SPORTS SIDELIGHTS

FROSH HOOPHEN

By Dave Dickson
The customary mid-year lull in campus athletic action is already foreshadowed by the crowded docket on tap for the next week. Every froah
The powerful Bowebin swimming
team and all major seasonal varsity outfits save track will attempt to aee
to another successful seaaction before reading period calls halt next Firday. But while their respec- team Is off

PLAY SATURDAY

Portland High School Team tive squads are locked
Bear mentors will bo
Fast; Contest Second
Any further defections

For Freshmen

team wife play a fa»t Portland High School quintet here at the
ketball

a

being

game

for the

with

the

Brunswick

Aces.

Portland has played only two games
to date and has lost both of these by
This is no prediction as
six points.
to the outcome of the game however,
as both of Portland's games have
been with notably strong teams.
The
Deering and South Portland.
Portland team is reported to be small
but fast.
The Frosh will have had only four

—

a

RIFLE TEAM LOSES

a

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Last

j

;

fin

'39.

Brown

Lovell

'40,

'39,

Yaple

'40.

Grif-

and

'41.

mermen

showed

BATH BY

Frosh Tracksters Meet
Portland High Saturday

Bowdoin Quintet Noses Out
Iron Works Five In
Last Period

Untested Bowdoin Outfit
Expected To Defeat
Blue Runners

COLBY HOCKEY TILT
SET FOR TOMORROW

By Jim Owls

championship form as they copped all
Monday evening, in the moat spec*
but one event In the afternoon's com- tacular game they have played thus
petition. The events were run off in far this season, the Bowdoin IndeBowdoin's vai-sity hockey sextet
pendents defeated a 'fast Bath Iron
the following order:
Works quintet 49 to 44 before a will travel to Watervilie tonwrrow to
300-yard medley relay: winner: crowd of 200 spectators. Long shots meet Colby's teiun in a match that
Bowdoin (Stan Fisher '41, Johnny and long passes kept the game wide Was originally scheduled for today,
Marble '40. Ed. Cooper '41). Time: open while a slippery floor added to Coach Linn Well* announced late this
the excitement.
3:15.2.
morning.
The first quarter was marked by
220-yard freestyle: winner—Steve
Coach Wells stated that the startgood passing attacks, but neither team
Carton '41. Bowdoin. time 2:37.3; secwas able to break through to score ing line-up for tomorrow's game will
ond Roger Dunbar '41, Bowdoin.
consistently.
The count was tied at include: Munro, left wing; Arnold,
freestyle:
50-yard
winner— Bud seven apiece until the final minute
center; Melendy, right wing; with
White '38 of Bowdoin, time 23 and when the Bath team dropped a foul
lead at the Hanley and Doughty on the defense;
4-5 seconds: second, Schuler of M. I. shot to take a one point
close of the period.
and Corey in the cage.
T. and third, Stan James '41 of BowAt the start of the 'second period,
Spares for the game will include
doin.
the Indies' second string entered the
Harding.
Allen. Marr. Bonzagni, in
150-yard backstroke: winner—Stan game. Stephens scored on the first
Fisher '41 of Bowdoin, time 1:46.2; play after some fine pass work in the wing positions, and Currier on the
tied
it
defense. Upham will substitute in the
second, Roger Dunbar '41 of Bowdoin, mid-court, but the Bath team
up on another foul shot. The visitors cage.
and third, Brewster of M. I. T.
then went ahead with three baskets,
200-yard breaststroke: winner
but the seconds kept it close with a
Mergathalen of M. I. T., time 2:54.2; basket and two fouls. At this point
second Williams of M. I. T. and third. the Independents' first string again Bowdoin Natators
Pete Jenkisson '41 of Bowdoin.
entered the game.
Melendy scored
440-yard freestyle: winner
Meet Amherst Friday
Dan on a follow-up shot, Cartland scored
Downer '41 of Bowdoin, time 5:53.6; twice in succession, and again a foul
shot
closed
the
period
with the Insecond, Ralph Howard '39 of BowBowdoin's'
swimming team will
doin, and third Lu Harr '41, Bowdoin. dies holding a five point lead, 20 to 15.
400-yard relay won by Bowdoin
In the third quarter, the Independ- meet Amherst on its first road trip of
Carlson, Marble, and Bob ents continued to hold their five point the season on Friday. Amherst's ext James,
PenneU '40).
lead, matching the Bath team basket
cellent new pool should prove to be a
for basket, but in the last minute and
good reason for expecting an outa half of this period the visitors sunk
two long shots to cut Bowdoin's lead standing performance from both
to one basket.
teams. Bowdoin is expected to run
....
..
.._
Going into the last canto Bowdoin up against stiff competition in the
led 36 to 34. Bath then sunk another backstroke and diving events.
foul to cut the Indies' lead to one
On Saturday tlte Bowdoin team will
point. Bath tried desperately to edge
Bowdoin in this last period, but the perform at Springfield. Mass., against

—

By

—

Harry Shulman's report published in last Sunday's Portland Sunday
Telegram relative to the 1937-38 financial record of Bowdoin's Athletic Department offers much food for thought. Supporters of football as the necessary financial support of the entire sports program can find confirmatory
evidence in the note that some $15,000 came from this source as against
some $2,000 revenue from all other sports. The "basketball for Bowdoin"
pressure group can well substantiate their beliefs in the revenue possibilof basketball in supplementing football receipts better than sports now
recognized here. The "de-emphasieers" of intercollegiate competition can
point with pride to the. inexpensiveness of intramural athletics. Track fans,
hard pressed by evidence of that sport's high cost and revenue-producing inadequacies, can stoutly maintain that track perhaps more than any other
varsity activity offers athletic opportunities to a very large number of
students.

Portland Junior
Squad 34 To 24

.

.

Cfatek Ireland

Hoping for the

best. Coach Jack
slightly below par
freshman track squad to the post for
their first time this year Saturday
afternoon, when the Blue squad of
Portland High. 1938 state champions.
'Invades Sargent Gymnasium hi an effort to make or break a few of the
,

,

current frosh reputations. '42 will un-

doubtedly win this one. but will be
;

•

,

win

to

least

at

in

five

but in the above

this meet,

and possibly

in

one or two

will give the frosh all the coro-

more
I

extended

severely

events— the dash, 300, shot, broad
jump, and mile. Portland just hasn't
enough man power or practice time
events,

petition they can handle.

Best Big White bet
(dash

is

in

the 40-yard

Seavey Bowdoin, who

is

Cap-

able of 4.3 or 4.4 seconds for the distance.

Probably his greatest compe-

J

|

come from Ed Montgomery

titfon will

!of Portland, star of the present

Bhie

Murphy or Martin will get the
odd place for Bowdoin. The 300 is a
question mark. Unless Coach Magee
uses his dashmen or moves down one

{outfit.
|

i

Win From

Indies

Is

Magee sends a

—

•

Sac

49-44

To

ities

j

j

Hampshire included: Stengel

—s

Among

and Ireland forwards. Adams center,
and Merrill and Ellingwood guards.

Saturday the Bowdoin Rifle
Team lost a match to the University
of .New Hampshire at Durham, N. H.
This Saturday there will be a match
here with New Hampshire which will
also be used as a postal match with
Boston University.
The team that journeyed to New

s

the more colorful sidelights of Bowdoin swimis the practice of having starters, timers, managers, and on down to the freshman assistant managers
neatly garbed in white shirts and trousers. Our swimming
outfits are wise in combining a bit of fresh uniformity with
the available beauty of tfce Curtis Pool. Show in amateur
athletic events can he and unfortunately has on certain lamented occasions been carried to ridiculous extremes by
colleges, but few will deny that a certain degree of color Is
calculated to provide a salutary atmosphere for performer
and spectator alike. Physical development and sportsmenlike competition must be exalted as tfce main Justifications
and merits of Intercollegiate athletic competition, but certain sports such as track might gain appreciably by greater
attention to this particular.

Millers

DOWN

.

ming meets

Probably the starting line-up for
the coming game will be McKay and
Dyer, forwards, Coombs in the center
position, and Hannigan and Williams
at guards. The second string, which
has shown, up well against the first
in scrimmage, will probably be Eck

Coach

|

Worth noting in Bowdoin's much discussed basketball situation is the
nature of the gym surface itself. The layer of concrete beneath the wooden
floor Is already exacting an annoying toll of the freshmen in the form of
shin splints and blisters. With the prospects of official sponsorship of the
hoop sport heightened by the improved showing of the Indies and general
campus opinion, this mechanical difficulty presents another vexing probjem.

practice sessions sine? vacation, and
Coach Wells will be working to proIn
duce a fast-breaking offensive.
the first game the Freshmen showed
promise of some good material, but
lack qf team play slowed them down.
If this week's practice smooths up
the offensive the Frosh may develop
into a strong club.

TO

—s

action on Saturday afternoon centers on tfce
frosh track and hasketbaM team*, la competition with Portland High School sqnain. Jack's untested yearlings will be
making their first start against rite remnants of hut year's
Strang In the sprints,
schoolboy championship cluster.
weights, and middle distances, the frosh should carry on
Bowdoln's generation-long string of unbeaten freshman
track outfits. Tfce ^Litth* Boy Bines," however, will provide a stiff assignment for the yearling basketball team's
second start of the year. The schoolboys are hardly up to
Hie standard of the Portland teams that have pretty much
ruled tfce hoop circles at this section far tfce past three
years, but in meeting a promising freshman squad they
provide an attraction that deserves to draw a more respectable crowd than has graced freshman hoon contests
heretofore.

Freshmen since the Christmas holidays and the second of the season, the
opener

in

Home

first

son after achieving an overwhelming
victory over Massachusetts institute
of Technology in the season's first encounter held here last Saturday.

competitive struggles, more than one of the Polar
mentally wrestling with the spectre of ineligibility.
from Bob Miller's skeleton squad can ruin a possible
banner season for the natators, and the loss of any field event performers
from Jack Magee's varsity track machine may welt convert Bowdoin hopes
for a return to former cinder glory into to much wishful thinking. Needless
to> say, Linn Wells' pucksters have about all the natural handicaps they can
bear.
Thus a few well-directed words to the wise may be in order in the
Bowdoin athletic picture as the school girds itself for the approaching exams.

Next Saturday afternoon at 2.00
o'clock the Bowttoin freshman bas-

Sargent Gym.
This will be the

BOWDOIN SWIMMERS
"INDIES"
EASHYDEFEATM.LT.

THREE

&

i

;

of his middle

|

men,

distance

,

The crop

Mont-

of '300

Eomery
*
*
men' the frosh have working out at
present are all inexperienced and of
can't miss.

,

unknown
ity that

The Bowdoin Independent basket- home team held a three

caliber.

Magee

There

is

a

possibil-

will use Sid Hall, his

point lead Springfield College. Bowdoin will find
600 ace, in this event to insure a first.
team defeated the Portland Jun- throughout most of the quarter while
Springfield strong in the breaststroke
ior College quintet by a 34 to 24 keeping the Bath quintet bottled up
he wm weak<m
should he do
score In a game filled with unexpect- in mid-court. Chapman dropped one and diving events. They also boast the
Other
group.
middle-distance
his
ed developments and thrills for the in on a long pass to bring the total Intercollegiate quarter-mile champion
who will cause trouble In
spectators Saturday' night at Port- to 49 for Bowdoin.
Ring, of Bath, swimmer, and the New England 220 Port landers
_„
_ .... _. xT :»— u~*u
"
(the 300 are Smith and Niles, both
land.
sunk a swisher from the center line,
and 440 champion. This versatile
The Independents took an early but the final whistle blew before the swimmer, Rosrum, should prove an better than 36 seconds when in their
ball was put in play again. The final
lead and were never headed throughstrides.
tally was Bowdoin Independents 49, even match for Bud White should
out the game. Leading 12 to 4 at
In the 600. Sid Hall, if he runs the
-Bath Iron Works 44.
they swim together. The two men are
the close of the first period, the BowThe Indies outplayed their oppon- just about the lastest freestylers in event, will have no trouble romping.
doin team shut out their opponents
former Concord High and New
in the second stanza, scoring three ents both on passing and under the
The
the east.
Footer, of Bath, stood out
baskets from the floor and capital- basket.
Hampshire State champion will have
izing on two charity tosses to run conspicuously on the long shots with
help
from Chellman, Hanson, and
their score to twenty points at the a total of twenty points.
FIRST
Hughes. Running for the Coreymen
half.
Bowdoin
B
F Pts.
of Portland will be Lyman Lawson,
Hn^KTirV
T>»
Af'Tir'sT'
5
2
r-KAiuil!,j tt ho may pick
12
During the third quarter the Port- Chapman, If
three
as many
4
8
land team began to click both offen- Dale, rf
» t
.
. _
,
.points because of a terrific last lap
1
Under the
1
tutelage of Coach Lmn |»
3
sively and defensi»ety.
They man- Melendy, c
left mofe than one high
k tnat
4
2
aged to hold the Indies to one free Cartland. lg
*" Wells, a promistitg group of freshman
school opponent trailing far in the
throw, and sank fourteen straight Corey, rg
_ hockey candidates held their first rear.
points Themselves.
This rally cut Fisher, c
Luther, c
i t « impossible to differentiate be1
2 practice last Thursday afternoon. A!Bowdoin's lead to three points.
Pottle, g
2
4 though the numlier of freshman can- tween the 1000-yard and the mile canGoing into the last period the In- Gardent,
g
didateskis small, several sophomores didates. Final decisions concerning
dies put on the pressure and ran their Fairclough,
f
° have augmented the frosh group toj***
score to 34 points on a series oi bas- Stephens,
f
f
»
^u"* until
£*S2?
3
10
meet^y !?
forthcoming
m>t !!??
kets from the floor and on foul shots.
form a **** t<?am
time; but no matter how Magee jugAt the same time they allowed the
Some of the most promising pros- gles his men Bowaoin should win eas20
9
Portland club only one counter from Totals
49
to on* of the two and cop two
play and four free tosses. The game Bath Iron Works
B
F Pt s pects are Bloodgood. Austin.
™». places in the other. Outstanding
rJ. rw.;.~,n
u~i. i/„r
j ti
ended with the Independents holding Footer, If
8
4
20 Dnscoll. Holt, Keefe. and Hare. Ot^;P. eshman
are
prospec{s
a ten point lead.
Grace, rf
1
2 er aspirants include Georgitis. Leon- Newhouse, and Tibbetts.
Of these
5
The Bowdoin team flashed a fast- Fortier, c
2
12 ard. Watt, Jealous, Morse,
McLellan, three. Bob Newhouse from his showPerry,
lg
breaking and accurate passing attack
2
and Williams. The first game is'ing In the Christmas Gambols can
in this game that has not been dis- Ring, rg
2
2
6
as
a dark
definitely be classified
\ scheduled
for Saturday
a"fternoon
played before this season. Cartland
horse. Babcock is a steady performer
o„.,;„.t u„i
a«_j
. tj ._
and Corey in the guard positions Totals
18
4£ agamst Heb ron Academy at Hebron,
for three or
upon
eomted
make a defensive combination that is
ai
* Jas-,as—
(more points in whatever event he
hard to penetrate, while Chapman
mns. Tibbetts. the last of the triumand Dale as forwards, with Melendy
ball
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or Fisher as pivot man
gerously offensive trio.

make

a dan-

Bowdoin?Athletics Cost Twice
As Much As Combined Earnmg9

Saturday's victory marked up the
team's second consecutive win.
By Jack Keefe
Before vacation, the Indies reversed
With the exception possibly of foota previous loss by defeating Northball, all the other sports at Bowdoin
eastern Business College.
are carried on at a definite financial
Box Score:
loss, a survey of the department exBewdoln Independents (S4)
penditures reveals.
Hockey, track,
G
F Pts. swimming,
golf, and the others all
Dale, If
Q
2
2
Fairdough. If
2
1
5 cost more than they take in at the

Chapman,

rf

Stevens,

rf

Melendy,

c.

Fisher,

c

Cartland, lg
Gardent, lg

THE NATIONAL

Prince Albert

JOY SMOKL

50

pipeful* of fragrant tobacco in

every 2-oi. tin of Prince Albert

BOOKSTORE

We Have a Full Stock of Hymarx Outlines
UNDERWOOD TYPEWRITER — Used .... $8.00
$30.00
CORONA PORTABLE — Used
$29.75
CORONA ZEPHYR — New
F.

W. CHANDLER & SON
ft

LUMBER

Pottle, lg

1

2

Portland Junior

Hard and Soft Coals

Fuel Oils

Dry Fireplace Wood

(

If

Desmond,

If

Pinansky,

If

Town Building

Branawlek. Ma.

BANK

Capital. $1 75,009

Total Reaourcaa

*2,7*MM

STUDENT PATBOVAGt SOUCITKO

Lumber and Building Materials
A. E.

MORRETX

ti, MfT.

of All Kinds

money, brought the total to $15,186.30.

2 coaching reins at Bowdoin, football
2 receipts have increased greatly. When
Adam arrived some five years ago,
S football had an income of about $10,6 500. A slight drop occurred the next
receipts jumped to
5 season but the
about $15,215 in 1936. Another slight
decline in 1937 will be offset by last

2
l

Goldstein, c
Perkins, lg

l

1

3
2

1

8

Totals

9

— Mulkern.
EARN MONEY

g

Bridge Tournament
24

Set For Saturday

Referee

The second In a series of bridge
tournaments will be held in the
Lounge of the Moulton Union on Sat*
without leaving your
urday afternoon under the auspices of
Here's a chance to get som
the Student Faculty Union Board.
cash this fall selling novelties at 50% The contest begins at one o'clock and
commission to students living in your
All entries
will tost until 5 p.m.
or
0,
i ,v
t
0r
Sen*1 dime
?to Box
2i! 780,
2aA
!r made at the Unjon Office
Buffalo. N. y., to cover should be
before 10 a.m. on Saturday.
cost of mailing samples.
The duplicate tournament, under

J2

'

87

MAINE STREET

Largest Line of Pipes and Tobacco
in Town
TOILET ARTICLES

a

12

MORTON'S NEWSSTAND TONDREAU BROS. CO.

— CONFECttONEKS —

to last

show

balanced budget. The report for thus
2 year has not been published yet.
In the season of 1937 total football
2 receipts were S14.186.30. which, with
4
football's share of the blanket tax

rf

Mulkern. rg
Brown, rg

STUART * CLEMENT

Up

year, football, too failed to

4

34 Football expenditures for the same
ollege <t4>
season were $18,922.09, leaving the
G
F Pts. football side of the Athletic Departl
1
3 ment in the red to the tune of $3,500.
Since Adam Walsh took over the
l
1
3
11

McSween,
Murphy, c

2

O

Totals

Giftot, lg

of Brunswick, Maine

CO.

6

Conley. lg
FiUo. lg

FIRST NATIONAL

BRUNSWICK COAL

2

13 gate and in guarantees.

1

Strout. rf

PRINTING

7
2

Corey, rg. lg
Luther, rg

Malconian.

The COLLEGE

3

lg

EVERYTIITNO THAT'S GOOD

TO EAT

the supervision of Thomas P. Riley
'39 and Calvin A. Hill '40, is open to
any pair desiring to entar. The participants in the tost contest will keep
their old standings and play apari.
from the newcomers; the winners of
these two groups will play in the
third of the series.

Bagasssstaatl

fall's

financial

success,

The added increased
Maine game accounts

it

is

hoped.

interest in the
for this boost.

When

the new bleachers are erected
Whlttier Field an additional inWill be realized from the Maine
As it is now. Bowdoin loses
several thousands of dollars every
time that Maine plays here, because
of the limited seating capacity.
at

come

game.

Receipts from ail other sports totaled $1,539.35. including all forms of
This sum. plus the football
receipts, totaled $16,725.55.
To this
was added the athletic department's
share of the blanket tax money,
$0,000, making a final income of 825 725.55. Total expenditures were $67.080.93. leaving a large deficit of
about $42,200. Further study of this
rather surprising figure shows that
the salaries of the Athletic Department was responsible for almost half
of the total costs. The various coaches, directors and assistants were paid
the sum of $25,700, about a thousand
dollars more than the department

income.

I, ^ ^
I

ivirate,

has not been

rounding into

iS^ ^L'^SeM admay
r

l

'

Blue threats are Portas and Roberts in the 1000 and diminutive
"Jock" Carland and Donahue in the
mile. Carland is the man to watch in
Running mainly on courthe mile.
age, the small board-pounder is a oneman show. Last year in the FroshPortland meet he placed third in the
mile and came back in a few minutes to take second in the 1000
against some really good opponents.
He probably won't be able to beat
any of Bowdoin's best, but he will
make a determined attempt.

This year witnesses the arrival of
the poorest crop of freshman hurdlBill Peners in several semesters.
dergast seems to be just about the
only freshman aba? to get over the
things and he is lacking in experience
and consequently in finesse. Portland,
however, hasn't
any outstanding
hurdlers either, with the possible exception of the same Mr. Montgomery
—all of which should insure a very interesting event, with the best man on
his feet at the finish and most of the
took in.
Pendergast
hurdles on the ground.
It cost $4,386.19 for the equipment will attempt the highs and one or
used by all the teams. Football was more of the dashmen will fight their
the most expensive to outfit, costing way over the lows.
$1,900, while track was right behind
A survey of the field events reveals
with a $1,324 bill. Each of these two toss-ups In the shot and high jump,

squads equipped approximately
men.

150 a Bowdoin victory in the pole vault,
and five Portland points in the broad
jump.
Bob Weisman. state champ
and one of the best schoolboys in
New England, will heave it out with
Clifford, Perkins, and Bickford of the
home forces. In the broad jump.
Montgomery, who has hurled himself
farther than 21 feet, is a safe bet.
He is also good for a place in the
high jump with Evans and Lindley in
there for Bowdoin. The Big White
hasn't anybody with a reputation in
In the other forms of athletics, one the pole vault but should sweep the
of the outstanding items is the $400 event anyway, for Portland hasn't
that the college pays in dues to the even had a pole vaulter on the squad
local golf club for privileges for un- for two years and has probably fordergraduates. Intra-mural and inter- gotten just what one does in the
fraternity athletics are conducted at event.
All the above sounds very
a small cost because no travelling ex- pro is ing for the Blue, but seconds
penses are incurred and the cost ot and thirds will count against them
equipment is almost negligible.
and the frosh should win in a breeze.
Total travelling expenditures for
the 1937-38 season were $6,881. Track
was the sport that coat the moat to
transport to its various places of
competition. Trips out of state, for
the three track seasons coat $2,551.61,
almost twice the amount spent by
the football team which was second
with a bill of $1,336.42. Other travelling expenses were small in com*
parison with these two items.

m
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

FOUR
Institute

Schedule Of Semester Exams

To Be

Held On April 10
(CoatiBocd from Fao* 1)
self,

music

critic of the

New

York

IMS

tions will be held in the

phone records. He edited "The Songs
of Russia" by Carl Fisher and wrote
the program notes for premieres of
"The Pipe of Desire" and "Sacrifice" Chemistry 5
in Boston and New York. In 1911 he Education 3
taught at Harvard summer school and
Spanish 3

Concerts is as follows:
L Olin Dowries, Musk Critic of
the New York Times.
2.
Dr. Otto Kinkleday. Professor
of Music, Cornell University.

Dr. Archibald T. Davidson, Professor of Choral Music, Harvard Uni-

Aaron Copeiand, Dean of Am4.
erican Composers, New York. Lecture on modern music.
5.

John Tasker Howard,

composer,

Economics 9

German

>

13

Government 7
Latin 1
Physics 3

.

25
Latin 3

Art 7 (Memorial Hall)
Government 11
Psychology 1

Italian 1

THURSDAY, JANUARY

The

26

Economics 13

SATURDAY, JANUARY
(Memorial Hall)

6.
Curtis String Quartet, in a pro- Sociology 1
of modern American Chamber Zoology 3
Music including Walter Piston, Aaron

Copeiand;

McBride, Oboist
7.
Ives Chardon, cellist, Boston
Symphony Orchestra and Frederic
Tillotson in a cycle of Beethoven.
8.
Georges Laurent, flutist of Boston Symphony and a celebrated harpsichordist to be announced.
9.
Choral concert by the combined

,

MONDAY, JANUARY

Biology 9

Economics 1 (Memorial Hall)
Economics 11 (Memorial Hall)

1

1

Ed.)

Institute lecturers.

Art 3 (Memorial Hall)
Economics 3
English 7

History 19
Sociology 3

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY

Be Offered Tonight
(Continued from pege 1)

Franck

Salome's Dance from "Salome,"
Strauss
Philharmonic Symphony - Sunday,
Jan. 15, S pan.

German 7
German 9
Greek 1
Music 1

Mathematics 2
Mathematics 11
Philosophy 7

DEAN NIXON TALKS
ON FRESHMAN'S LIFE

Jean Baxblrolli
soloist, Ernst SehelUng
Overture to "Prometheus," Beethoven
Polish Fantasia for Piano and Or;
(Continued from Pace I)
chestra
Paderewski famous Civil War governor of MassaVerklaerte Nacht
Schoenberg chusetts, who had been his college
Petite Suite
Debussy mate at Bowdoin. Unless Phad mySymphonk No; 4 in A "Italian,"
self known at first hand of somewhat
Mendelssohn
director,

af-

lunches.

It is all very independent and indefinite. You can summarize it by
saying that a German University is a
place where you can get an education; but you have to get it yourself,
it is not ladled out in spoonfuls as in
America. It is going to be a lot different for our German guest when
he has to go to chapel, take courses
in various fields, and work on definite
assignments. It will be a sharp contrast from working when and as long
as he wants to the way he does in

1

Chemistry 7

2
English 27
Latin 7

Germany.
!

I

j

i

the

final

well their
little irri-

more grand swing music

Artie

like

lonely bar.

Shaw

dishes out (our nomination for
The program reviews
the band of the year 1938) ; that we
scene as follows:
may have more of the Kay Kyser style

we may have

of sweet rhythms; that

more pictures like "You Can't Take
It With You" (our nomination for the
best picture of the past year); that

we may have some more

the

final

"The super-colossal Diamond Star
Review, has five hundred bewitching
girls,
five thousand costumes and
steps, steps and more steps. Dancing
and vocal choruses, apaches, clowns,
jugglers, with the help of make-up
and blinding spotlights combine to

acting like

that turned out by Margaret Sulgive the romantic illusion: ALL FOR
lavan in "Three Comrades," Bette
LOVE." From this excerpt it is eviDavis in "Jezebel," and "The Sisters,"
dent that the ballet carries an overand Spencer Tracy in "Boys' Town";
tone of rich satire on present-day life
that Bowdoin will be left just stacks
and a criticism of modern civilization,
of money for making those many
that is something more than mere
in

much-needed improvements
grounds and buildings; that radio comedy.
comedians will strive to be someTickets that were used for the Don
where near as good as Jack Benny; Cossack Chrous may be used or blanthat the Red Sox win the pennant; ket tax books may be exchanged for
that all our readers may have a pros- tickets at the Alumni Office.
perous and happy year filled with infinite variety
Have yiu noticed
possession of the fraternity that has that the dates for our Sophomore Student Poll Suggests

Will

Award Cup

nish the Dean's office prior to each

award of the cup a list of its freshrrtembers and pledges, certified

man
by

faculty advisor, according to
the provisions for the competition.
its

similar development, I could hardly
imagine this nervous frustrated boy

PRESIDENT NAMES
GIFTS TO COLLEGE

cuss politics, because they do, both
'
in public and in private.
Also the people aren't blind in belief in the administration, they, too,
see weak points; but, as a whole, they
realize that what they have now is
better than what they had before.
The situation here is very interesting and I don't think we in America
know enough about the geography
and history of the country to criticize
'

it. To show how much we know about
Germany: How many countries border on Germany?

This having a German student in
few weeks in each fraternity where our midst will bring a closer and trubecoming a man whose stability and we can get his viewpoint on the Gerer picture of the situation to us at
judgment were such that Governor man situation. So far, I have found
home. My congratulations to the
Andrew, in those hectic days, was ac- that most of the things that I heard
about Germany weren't true. In College and the fraternities for makfrequently
take
It will

be

qiae

having him spend a

his Suncustomed
to
ing
day breakfast with him for consulta- America the favorite indoor pastime
is politics; in Germany it is culture;
tions on affairs."

but that doesn't

mean they

.

it

possible.

Sincerely yours,

don't dis-

JIM

BLUNT

'40

.

.

Hop

are the same as those for the
Carnival.
Better get
those bids out quick, boys
One
.
pear is declared to be Hedy Lamarr's
daily breakfast.
Anything she does
is all right with us .
.
Week's pet
gripe: All the rotten things that happened in the world during 1938 which
we hope won't be repeated in any
form during this year
Mickey
Rooney and Judy Garland will be
Starred in the movie version of last
season's musical hit "Babes in Arms"
. Investigations show that the average size of the U. S. Senator's heads
is one-fourth larger than that of the
ordinary run of American men
.
Song of the week: "Get Out of Town"
by Cole Porter and from "Leave It
to Me"
. We had the good fortune
during vacation of seeing Noel Coward's new musical ','Set To Music"
starring Bea Lillie. The show is entirely Miss Lillie's but will need
Strengthening before a N. Y. engagement can be successful
.
Record of tlie week: "Gotta Pebble
in my Shoe" sung by Ella Fitzgerald
for Decca. By the by, Ella has just
been voted America's favorite vocalist for the second straight year
They expect to sell 30 million hot
dogs and hamburgers at the N. Y.
World Fair
House party hit Glenn
Miller now being featured at New
York's Paradise Restaurant .
We

Dartmouth

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Needs Of The College

.

.

.

A

English 11
History 11

History 17

Simpson Concert To

Chorus

81

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY

between now and April discussing

how

A Professor comes in every morning and every afternoon to see how
(Continued from Pan 1)
you are coming along. When you feel
that you know enough about what John Johnston. Dr. Clyde L. Deming
'10 of New Haven, Conn., gave $500
you're studying, you say so, and he
to
the
Returned
Scholarship Fund
tells you what to do next. For inwhich was established in 1934.
stance, he'll say "We can study next
$200 unrestricted gift was given by
the liver." That's all. You have to get
Mr. Alvin D. Goldman of St. Louis,
the books out of the library and make
Mo., father of Jack D. Goldman '37.
your own slides and study the liver.

Psychology 3

TUESDAY, JANUARY

course

The other
or hour examinations!)
course is typical of the Jab course.
You obtain a place in the lab and it
becomes your office; you go there
every morning and work all day. The
lab opens at 8 a.m. and closes at 7
p.m. Many of the students bring their

SO

English 15
German 5

Geology 1 (Memorial Hall)
singing clubs of Bowdoin College and German 3 (Memorial Hall)
Wellesley College' choir conducted by Government 1
,
Mile. Nadia Boulanger, internationGreek 3
ally famous woman musician and soHistory 9
loist
Music 7
(This is the first in a series of
Philosophy 5
articles to be published in the Orient

taking

comradeship can stand the

at exactly 3.15 won it the greatest number of times.
p.m. and starts to lecture. He'll lecThe freshman delegation of each
ture first, for instance, on the blood
system of the animal; then we dis- fraternity will be considered to insect out the blood system; and so it clude uninitiated freshman pledges in
[goes, alternating lecture and dissec- college as freshman members of the
tion for the four hours. (No quizzes fraternity. Each fraternity will fur-

French 3
French 13
French 15

Astronomy 1

before

step, in order to see

The Professor comes

28
French 1

German

anatomy

day.

Physics 1
Physics 5

1

rigorously

1)

To Best Scholars

27

French 5
French 7
French 11

(Continued from Pace

tation with the female member of a
dancing team performing in a night
club. The girl leaves her partner to
take advantage of her new conquest
and the dancer seeks solace at the

court*,"

He

ternoons from three till seven. We
each have our place in the labor, and
when we come, we find ourselves con(Continued from P«ge 1)
fronted with some variety of pickled
animal; this is the animal for the the cup will become the permanent

Latin A
Philosophy 1

FRIDAY, JANUARY

comparative

meets once a week on Wednesday

Government 3

Mathematics 1
Mathematics 9

TO DANCE AT SCHOOL

D.

Here are some of our hopes and
continued
proposed that a wishes for the year 1939: That Bowcouple who are contemplating mar- doin may continue to have a winning
riage should test each other rather football team; that we may have
in
the divorce
President Sills.

my

ology: one a course in comparative
anatomy, the other a labor course.

Psychology 5

By Robert

1)

Uni- President Sills advised the student
brief summary of two of
versity courses may give you a better body to emulate the best examples of
idea of what our German friend will happy marriages and to remember
be up against when he comes to Bow- the many sacrifices
necessary to bring
doin. I am taking two courses in Zoabout the success of a marriage.

A

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY
Government 9

(Continued from Pace

gone the whole length and feels he tating instances of life. "In the long
knows his field, he writes a thesis and run," he stated, "a marriage will suctakes a doctor's examination. He is ceed if strength of character, selfthen a doctor in his chosen field and control, honesty, loving-kindness, and
can go job-hunting.
forgiveness are basic." In closing,

gram

Victor Bolatschck, solo
clarinetest of the Boston Symphony;
Frederic Tillotson. pianist; Robert

Tms. U
course and a laboratory course; very
seldom is there a course of lectures

TRUDI SCHOOP BALLET

Variety

MARRIAGE PROBLEM

<Contiaaad from

U

Chemistry 3
Economics 7

Chemistry
on History 1
History 6

PRESIDENT DISCUSSES

1-30
S3
and assigned lab work as at Bowdoin.
Literature 1
When the student feels he has comHistory 7 (Memorial Hall)
pleted a notch in the scale he takes
Mathematics 3
Mathematics 5
an examination; if successful, he beMusic 3
gins on the next notch. When he has

TUESDAY, JANUARY

Zoology 1

lecturer,

Authority

author.
American music.

JANUARY

On

German Education

gymnasium.

3.

versity.

Blunt '40 Writes

1989

The examinations in courses not listed here will be scheduled by the
instructors. Unless it is otherwise indicated, each of the following examina-

Times, as well as the author of "The
MONDAY,
SJO
Lure of Musk," a crisp and accurate English 1
summary of biography, criticism and English 13 (Memorial Hall)
analysis of well known compositions
adapted to illustrations by gramo-

in 1913-14 at Chatauqua. He has lectured at Boston University and the
Lowell Institute. In 1932 he was
commentator on
the
symphonic
broadcasts of N. B. C. Among his
other activities he is a contributor to
"Musical Quarterly" and "Musical
Review."
The complete list of lectures and

-

.

.

(Continued from Pure

i)

connected with the Science Department, it has been my belief that the
most urgent need of the college is a
new Science Building. After inspecting the scientific equipment which
other schools of our size boast, I
think it is time that the college took
steps to place this institution on the
same high level as these other colleges."

Linwood

Rowe

—

Junior

Class

President

"Bowdoin needs

new dormitory;

five

—

things:

1—

2 a new Science
covered hockey rink;
rushing system; and 5

—a

Building; 3

4—a new
new

—

class building."

—

Walter H. Young

Sophomore

Class President; B. C. A.:
"It is quite obvious that the college
needs new building improvements: a
new Science Building, a more adequate substitution for Memorial Hall,
and others, which can be realized only
through the augmentation of our
building funds. Another thing which
I think we need is intercollegiate
competition in Freshman sports. Not
only does this offer better competijust can't picture lovely Robert Tay- tion for our teams, but also helps to
lor as the hard fightin' type.
And, build up closer relations with the inincidentally,
don't
pass up "The dividual colleges."
"Young In Heart" showing at the loWilliam C. Hart President. Politcal palace today and tomorrow
.
.
You'll enjoy that Truai Sehoop Comic ical Forum; President, Debating Club:
"What Bowdoin needs is some
Ballet on Satnite . . . Those exams
stimulus to religious thought and
are coming fast.
activity on the campus— possibly in
the form of a course in Biblical Literature to be given regularly."
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

COMMUNICATION

William V. Broe—Football Team:
(Continued from page 2)
"Bowdoin needs a new Science
have been near the door. I heard the
officer say "What are you going to Building badly— also new, modern,
up-to-date equipment and supplies
do with that fellow in there?"
The judge answered, "I don't know for the chemistry and biology laboratories."

whether to fine him $50 in cost or
$100 in costs or send him to jail for
Arthur W. Keylor - Freshman
six months. He's a hard ticket."
Swimming Team; Band:
So the officer said, "Do you need
"Adams Hall has outlived its useme any more?"
fulness. We need a new building for
"No, no, I'll handle him all right!" classrooms to replace it."
Then the door opened, and the judge

walked in and said, "I don't know
Louis W. Bruemmer, Jr.
Presiwhat to do with you mister," then he dent. B C. A.:
looked at me and said, "Hello, Wal"Bowdoin needs a graduate adter, how are you?"
visor to control the religious and soI felt a lump go down and I stared cial service work and to act as Sec-

—

wm/0
CH£ST£RF/EIDS

R

at him a minute, then recognition retary for the
C. A.
In conjunc
came.
tion with this job he could also teach
"Ralph." I said, "I didn't know much-needed courses in Biblical Lit-

erature*"

you."

t

We talked quite a while of old
times at Bowdoin, about horn concert nights, about "big ears," and
other matters in general.
When I arrived at the Bangor

Happy Combination
for More Smoking Pleasure
the

LEWITTES

DR.

SPEAKER

IS

UNION

IN

(Continued (ram iwge

1)

economic system is a capitalistic one.
However, the measures provide not

JVlore smokers every day are
turning to Chesterfield's happy
combination of mild ripe Amer-

ican

and aromatic Turkish

so

Wed. -Thurs.
Jan. 11-13
Janet Gaynor
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.

with "The Jewish View of Religion."
Dr. Lewittes will speak again some
time next month on "The Jewish Social Life." The final lecture will be on
"The Jewish Political Life." Everyone interested is invited to attend the
forthcoming addresses.

In

Young

tobaccos— the world's best cigaNews

more smoking pleasure

Pictorial

January IS

Friday

When you try them you will
know why Chesterfields give
millions of men and women
why

In Heart
also

rette tobaccos.

Thanks For Everything
with
Adolphe Menjou
Jack Oakie
Arleen Whelan
Jack Haley
Binnle Barnes
Tony Martin

—
—

• • •

—

News

THEY SATISFY

much a protection of property as
a protection of humanity.

CUMBERLAND

•

Sound Act

Tommy

with
Kelly

— Ann

House, everyone commenced to ask

all

happy.

"WALTER, THE RUBBER"

Yes, We're Interested In

ALL Your

PRINTING
GUlls

also

We

have had long experience in
producing for Bowdoin men:

Selected Short Subject*
-

Jan. 16

Tues.

-

17

Angels With Dirty Faces
with

—
—
— George Bancroft

James Caarney
Pat O'Brien
Dead End Kids Humphrey Bogart

Ann Sheridan

lecture of this series dealt

questions, and I explained the whole
situation to them which made them

Bad Boy With The
Circus

Mon.

first

January 14

Saturday

Peck's

The

STATIONERY
POSTERS
TICKETS
ALUMNI LETTERS
FRATERNITY FORMS
And Other

Printing

Aak Cs For Quotation*

also

...the blend that

can

9

t

Paramount News Popular Science

be copied

...the RIGHT COMBINATION of the

Wednes day

January IS

Going Places
wtth
Dick Powell
Anita Louise

—

world's best cigarette tobaccos
Pox News
$at 19)9,

The Record Office
—

Telephone S

Manager
Printers of

Sound Act

—

Paul K. Xlven, Bowdoin 1916

The Orient

Lkwit a Mykis Tobmxo Co.
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Professor Frederick C. Ho
PROGRAMS FOR
Reviews Recent Iss
WINTER MOVIES Mr. Horwood,
De-sert which su
ARE ANNOUNCED cember

The Sun
Ri f«s

»»
By

••

exactly in

reviewer of the
issue of the Quill, is well qual- it sets out to
ifled for the job, as his title indicates, rence Spingarn,
He is Tutor and Lecturer in English the atmospheric
Language and Literature in St. Cath- his choice of woi

'Richard E. Tiskey

SPEAKS

.„, VIVIER
n,^
ofQuiUt
The

writer,

what
Law*

ON POLITICS

Sophomores To Have Andy
IN

Kirk And His Clouds Of

|

EUROPE TODAY

|

decided gifts in
ay of writing, and

j

WITH

the announcement this week
by the Sophomore Class dance
committee for the forthcoming prom
of the engagement of Andy Kirk
and his well-known orchestra for the
gym dance, the week end of February
10th should provide a period of revel*
ry and relaxation after mid-years for
which undergraduates have long been
clamoring. The turnout of the student
body at the dance will be the determining factor of such proms being
held in coming years.
At the time when a poll of the undergraduates was taken to find out if
there would be enough students supporting the affair to warrant it being held, there was nothing but commendation for such a plan. In the
meantime it has been apparent that
there has been some undercurrent of
opinion by some students questioning
the success of the affair.
»

ris

now

r

-

Sophomore

clear that the

Class, after their recent meeting,
make the affair a

are determined to

social success. The formal dance on
Friday night will be followed by either informal "vie" dances at the fraternity houses on Saturday night or
an informal dance at the gym. Such
being the case, the social aspect of

week end

the

well fortified. Ath-

is

letic events, the Union Board's movies
in Memorial Hall and a galaxy of
other events planned will fill out a

attending the
Sophomore Hop. As the time of the
week end nears, it should become apparent that the affair will be the success it was originally expected to be.

busy

bill

those

for

s

r

-

rpHE Peucinian Cup award,

announe•*•
ed last week, after fraternity
alumni corporation advisors established the trophy, should become a stimulus on the part of Freshman fraternity delegations to raise their scholastic standings. More than occasionally the scholastic standards of the

Freshman delegations have provoked
headaches on the part of fraternity
scholarship chairmen.
It is no little wonder why the

Freshmen's grades are, and have
been, in a state as they are. At thebeginning of each year, the unfortunate first-year men are attacked by
the evils of a fast rushing season, followed in quick order by time-taking

Committee of Union Board

PRESENTED FER 11
Of Season's

Leading Teams Added
To Features

Phase of

.

.

Major Speaks For Alliance

Major Max Vivier spoke on "The
and Ways of International

|

Who

m

(Continued on

Two men

According to the "Manual of Procedure" published by the W.P.A.
there is a good bibliography of
modern works, but earlier materials
are imperfectly known. There is a
bibliography of Newspapers before
1820 compiled by Clarence S.

j

•

-

»»•»

•

m
r%
To Present

Beethoven Sonatas At Institute

r

rVHE

Union Board this week announccs its program of movies
By David W. D. Dickson
during the forthcoming months for
Ives Chardon, cellist, and ProfesMemorial Hall, the first of which will g^ Tillotson, pianist, will present a
be presented on Saturday night, Feb- complete cycle of Beethoven sonatas
ruary 11th. After much deliberation, for vioiincello and piano on April 11
the Board's committee has selected as the second feature of the forthwhat is considered to be an enjoyable, coming Institute on Music. Another
group of movies.
in the biennial series of special lecThis year it is expected that the tures sponsored by the college, this
student body will support the pro year's Institute, comprising talks and
grams much as it did last year. The concerts, will be held from April 10
programs this season seem to be more through April 22.

Brigham. and also thc "Union List
of Newspapers," which is a bibli-

<

j

;

j

!

evening. If time permits, Professor
Tillotson will discuss the sonatas previous to the afternoon period of the
concert.
These sonatas are of particular interest since they extend from the
early fifth opus to the mature 102nd
opus, and thus embody all the various developments in the style of
Beethoven's writings. The first two
sonatas, written when Beethoven was
but twenty-five years old, and dediThis privilege of hearing all five of cated to Frederick William II of
the sonatas composed by the German Prussia, display "the freshness of
youth and some of its faults.
prepiano
master for the cello and
Second Sonata Most Impre*ftive
sented in one concert affords a rare
The curious organization of two
opportunity to Bowdoin students and
This same fast movements with slow introducthe interested public.
,group of sonatas interpreted by Pro- tions which characterized these early
feasor Tillotson and Mr. Chardon at sonatas was ^ater abandoned as too
a Joint recital in Paine Hall of Har- monotonous.^ The second sonata in
ivard University in the winter of 1936, G minor has been described as the
attracted a capacity audience, thus most "fiery, moving, and impressive
attesting to the interest displayed by sonata for cello and piano" composed
Beethoven perboth students and laymen in this pro- up to that period.
sonally played both of these works at
found cycle,
the Prussian Court in Berlin.
To Use "Festival Pima"

W.P.A. employ

historical significance, since it will
furnish an easily available list of
books printed before 1876.

1

* Chardon, Tillotson

in the

are working in the Bowdoin Library as many other workers are
doing in other libraries all over the
United States to compile a bibliography of all the American Imprints made in this country before
1876. Ine American Imprints Inventory sponsored by the Historical
Research Survey of the Works
Progress Administration is of great

We

the informal
ter-dinner get-together

the undergraduates

who

for something to do, aside

are looking

from study-

ing.

_.

„

'

,

. .

.
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Tiny Sledge Added TO
ij'„ .1 !>«.««„
Exhibit
Feary w_Lji,ii
Admiral
President Sills has received the gift
of a small sledge model, fashioned
from bone by a Greenland Eskimo,
which will be placed with the Peary
collection

in

donor of the

a

nail.

in

B

Mass

Minor.

8 p.m. Basketball, Independents
vs. Portland Junior College.

Thursday

— Last

chapel service of

semester, Prof. Mitchell.

]

3.30

p.m.

Hockey

vs.

'

arranged

in

The

third sonata of the group, that

HalL The keeping with the so-called "Festival in A major, is rated a musically finer
Walter L. Sanborn Plan," prominent among continental work than the previous two. Commusical circles. The sonatas are to posed in 1808 in what has been termbe given in two groups. The first ed the second period of Beethoven's
two will be given at 4.30 p.m. on composing career, this number comTuesday, April 11. Following an in- bines the grace and buoyancy of the
termission for dinner, the artists will first two without their flavor of su\

present the last three at 8.30 in the

.

HUM

£

Continued on Pog<

a ]

PRESIDENT SILLS IS
TO ATTEND MEETINGS

business."

The judges in the tryouts were:
Associate Professor Newton P. Stallknecht of the Philosophy DepartThe engagements of President SilLs
ment; Assistant Professor Philip M.
Brown of the Economics Department [during the next fortnight include an
and Emest R. Dalton, Teaching Fel extensive program of speecies. banquets, and lunc.ieons, in New York,
*°w ln Government
Philadelphia, and Boston.
This Friday he will be present at
a meeting of the Wellesley College
trustees and in the evening he will be
one of about seventy college and unistand up in full dignity and self-reversity presidents who will be guests
spect."
at a dinner 'given by the University
"Man Is HeJptoM"
New York. The next day the
The faculty judges of the one-act Club of
Dr. Goodrich .quoted an eminent!
same group of presidents has been inpsychologist, as having said, "The pre- plays will meet tonight and decide
vited by Grover Whalen to a luncheon
dominant scientific and social phil- on the plays which are to be chosen,
at the World's Fair grounds.
osophy of our day. is that man. as ah after which a notice will appear on
On Friday, January 27, there will
individual, is helpless; a creature the bulletin board giving the names
be a special meeting in New York of
of the winners.
j

;

:

j

,

|

I

j

without

£we™

:

without

jielf-rasbect

will

J^SS^XtL^l

These authors will meet Mr. QuinDr. Goodrich finds that for a num- !by in consultation on the question of
ber of decades some general ideas of casting their plays. As far as posman's place in the universe have been jsible the cast will be taken from thc
undermining the foundations of his 'list of actors who have not already
been cast in either the musical or
(Continued on
4>
'' •
the spring show.

|g

—

'

.

i.

'-

'

— Pm
:

,

M

W

es Bevins will be stage manager
(of the one-act plays.
He has been
staSe manager for several shows in
i

February

2.

I

the past including "Yellow Jack" of
two years ago and "The Milky Way"
presented last year,

,

Professor Abrahamson spoke at the
Edward Little High School in Auburn
last Friday afternoon and gave a talk
to the Lewiston Rotarians in the evening. On Sunday evening, the 15th,
he spoke at the Jewish Community
Center In Portland. On Tuesday, the
24th,
Professor Abrahamson will
speak before the Waynflete Alumnae Association in Portland.

tS^S'^Z

even,ng
and that evening
address the yearly dinner meeting of the Bowdoin Alumni Association of New York. He will also speak
at both the annual meeting of the
Bowdoin Club of Philadelphia on January 28 and thc annual meeting f
the Boston Alumni Association on

'

k».*.*n»— fa
Q .t
AOranamSOn
IS apeaKer
For VariOUS Meetings

*"*«?•'

tIon
will

]

;

j

|

;

;

,
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SIMPSON CONCERT TO

Both
Alumni

the Boston and Portland
Associations have written
concerning the possibility of seeing
the musical.
Mr. Quinby hopes to
The tenth Simpson concert will be
have definite information by the be- held ('this evening in the Moulton
ginning of the second semester as to Union lounge, with selections being
when and where it will be played taken from the "Missa Solemnis" in
this spring.
D by Beethoven. Thc usual Saturday
""
afternoon opera, Saturday evening

PRESENT BEETHOVEN

;
I

I

r

'

"

j

"Bowdoin Alumnus" For January
Features Articles

ISSSS^^'^SJi'-K
hoard ,hoU8h

Oh Football £?

"*

"^ ~

Company.
Opera
Metropolitan
The Bowdoin Alumnus for January' efficiency of managers" and in gen- Saturday. January 21. 1.55 p.m.
Director: Ettore Panizza.
features two articles on football, one erai the faithfulness of all the playVerdi
Simon Boccancgra
by Charles T. Hawes 76 on "The ers stands out clearly.
First Twenty Years of Football at
"Mai" Morrell's "A Successful SeaSaturday.
N. D. C. Symphony.
Bowdoin," and the other' by "Mai" son." is a summary of the football
10.00
p.m
Morrell "24 on "A Successful Season." season of 1938, marked by but one January 21.
Director: Arturo Toscanini.
681 t
:,C
t Sta e
Berlioz
^'"Harold" Symphony
u
!
second part of a reminiscent com-!ries game which Bowdoin has
lost in.prpiu^ to Act VI "La Wallv"
mentary dealing with the teams from the four years that Adam Walsh has
Catalanl
Until 1904 Bowdoin been coach. According to him. Colby
1900 to 1908.
Dan^ de iia Ondine. from ••Loreleisuffered several defeats notably by wil be thc team to beat in next year's
Catalani
Harvard and Yale who were at that state Series. Since Bowdoin will lose Prelude to Act II "Queen of Sheba"
time included on the schedule. This nine vars.ty by graduation, it means
Goldmark
resulted in "indignation and alarm" -Mai"
says,
"that
the
Bowdoin
on the part of the alumni so that in iCoac lcs wiij have to work overtime!
Sunday.
Philharmonic.
N.
Y.
1904 Rcacoe P. McClave began his to develop men tp fill their shoes."
January 22, 3.00 p.m.
notable work at Bowdoin and turned
Conductor: Jean Barbirolli; soloist:
"Freshman Diary— 1861" Entries
out a championship team.
Milstein,
Violin.
Nathan
from t he diary of George T. Packard,
From that time on through 1908 ia.M, should be of great interest to Tchaikovsky program:
Bowdoin's teams were generally sue- gu men connected with Bowdoin, par- Suite for Strings. "Souvenir de Florcessfully even with such teams as, ticu ,ar|
y the undergraduates. This! ence"
Brown and Huh/ Cross an the ached- freshman j., not a frustrated one; oni Violin Concerto in D
ule. In a summary of his article Mr. th« contrary
he enjoys himself a Symphony No. 5 in E minor
No concerts will be given on WedHawes states that in the first two pcnt
fighting the soptiumon?*
e *«
P° ri :
decades of Bowdoin football "the high His description of his first d eking, l"**^ ni * ht5 durin *
l,turda y an
thej
the
coaching.
average quality of
an engagemem ea,,^ a ..hoW =.,"- "*• J*11 «"*. re«uiai
^
uniform excellence of the leadership an embargo out of which six fresh- *•«?? r d, ° broadcasts w.ll be
lf
1 T
heard ln ,he Union as usual.
(u»upu«i u. r»»« <»
Iff elected captains, the painstaking
-,,

,,.

!
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Sunday
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—

by

Organ
Robert

recital

Wood-

Examina-

tion period.
will

{

i

^
°2?^»
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;
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.

j

;

i

j

j

be organ music in

!
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-
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,

There
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"42.

Monday—Opening
i

i

JUL

]

4.30-5.30

chapel

worth

:

]

North-

eastern University.
Friday— Read. ng Period begins.

:

Hubbard

gift,

acquired the tiny sledge after it
had passed through many hands. Tie
sledge is supposed to have been given
to Dr. Edward E. Vincent on the
1893 Peary Expedition. The only tool
used in the making of this model was
•01,

Concert. Beethoven's

rial

,

will be

\

!

'

The program

'

.

Wednesday, 8.15 p.m. Moulton
Union, Tenth Simpson Memo-

'

last year.

^

^

,

'

The Reverend Chauncey W. Good-

.

CONING EVENTS

I

than did those of

.^

•

"

i

at tractive

m

.^

'

ography edited by Miss Winifred
Gregory for Newspapers after 1820.

|

So this means of diversion for Saturday nights should prove popular with

:

£&3S?£I ,?Sr^r2!FACULTY JUDGES TO

S)

Imprints In Library

—

,

(

PICK PLAYS TONIGHT

—

I

P««

VVPA Catalogue Early

LAUGA
PRESENT RECITAL

j

'

0n
Fran czentt m tnapei

proceeds to demonstrate in rich, a former pastor of the College
interpretive Church, speaking at chapel, hurt Sunillustrative
and
six
day, discussed the text from Ezekiel,
scenes.
"Son of Man. stand upon thy feet"
The first of the scenes represented
"That ringing sentence strikes a
the city
the scurry and bustle
note needed today," declared Dr.
streets and showed love's interruption
Goodrich. "We have fallen upon a pcin the person of a soap-box orator.
riod when man thinks poorly of himAnother episode presented the story
self. He abases himself as something
of the flirtation of an aristocrat with
a night club dancer. The girl left her
it

i

1

i

which

11941.

j

"Serapa or Paper"
He went on to discuss international
for Love" at oje Brunswick High agreements, sardonically referring to
School Auditoriujpi.
them as "scraps of paper." He critThe production. "All for Love'," was icized the recent German-Belgian pact
a tragi-oomedy Jn six episodes that because of the phrase, "except in the;
(Continued on Pari 4)
poked fun at human frailties where
love is concerned. Although the only
words spoken were "love" and "happy Goodrich Talks
Text
ending," both th* gestures and facial

was easily conveyed to the auThe theme of the ballet is the
and immortality of love,

tee consisting of Walter H. Young.
Chairman, Edward W. Cooper, and
Joel F. Will ams, all of t,ie class of

|

I

i

Trudi Schoop ami her dancing comedians in their performance of "All

dience.

was announced today by the commit-

.

a—

ubiquity

Sophomore Hop in the SarGymnasium on February 10 it

for the

gent
I

;

—

.

—

story

By Robert D. Flehcknrr i
Andy Kirk and his "Clouds of Joy"
Orchestra have been engaged to play

j

j

Bradbury

AT HIGH SCHOOL

TILLOTSON,

Such planning would stimulate worth

Teams

BALLET DANCES

j

made

Kirk will bring thirteen musicians
land featured entertainers with him
'to Bowdoin. One of the features of
the
band is Miss Mary Lou Williams,
Chosen For
Four
pianist. Miss Will ams is well known
in music circ,cs for her cxcc,ient p»Debate Finals ano wor k, composing, and arranging.
t -' '" !'
* """"»"»' *-- *
-.
-She does much of the arranging for
From the trials held in Memorial the band. Also featured is Pha Terrill,
Hall last Thursday evening, four a very remarkable vocalist,
The band has taken great strides
teams of two men each were chosen
to take part in the finals of the an- in popularity during the past few
nual Bradbury Prize Debates. The years and now rates very higli among
men chosen were paired as follows: the nation's leading swing bands.
George T. Little '40 and Lewis V. They first came into prominence with
Vaflades '42, affirmative, debating their recording a few years back of
Ernest F. Andrews, Jr. '40 and Ash- "Until the Real Thing Comes Along."
ton H. White '41, negative. In the This was voted one of the outstandsecond contest David W. Dickson '41 mg records of the year and started
and Richard B. Sanborn '40 will up- the band on tho road to fame. tWj,
hold the affirmative against a nega- number ^ st
onC of thc most popu.
live team composed of Harold L. Oshin their repertoire
a often
ry "40 and Arthur W. Wang 40.
used as a theme song.
The finals will take place on the
Misj Williams is thc only female
afternoon and evening of February pianist mentioned in a recent poll of
9. In the finals as in the tryou^s, the outstanding swing musicians and she
Oregon style of debate will be used. nte9 rif t
xheK with the oest
The question for debate this year, of the men. She has written some
"RespUad .That the United
k»:
State* should eeasa to use pone
funds for the purpose of stimulating

re^

|

\

by William C. Hart '39, chairman
the arrangements committee.
These latest to accept invitations
are: the Rev. A. P. Guiles of Andover-Newton Theological Seminary; the Rev. Gordon Gillett, Old
Town, a membtrr of the class of
1934, and while an undergraduate
prominent in the insttiution of
and the
this annual conference;
Rev. John F. Stearns, Auburn.

Moulton Union Sunday eveHe talked on the political sit-,
uation in Europe, partly at the time
of the World War. but mostly at the
present time. In the afternoon Major
Vivier addressed the Alliance Francaise of OTunswick, speaking on "La
Etrangere— Impressions et
Legion
Souvenirs."
He opened his talk by saying that
inrid E'lfii
i«m Herald)
(Courtly of Parti*
he was not offering a political docProfessor Fi
trine or a philosophy, but "trying
C. Horwood
merely to think as a human being," a
human being somewhat disappointed
Our
in the turn things are taking.
civilization is a thin coating that
peels off easily. He went on to
say that he had found in America a word that completely covers the
methods of international relationships
"bunk." We have come to expect
resented t>y j that wf^n onc nation grows stronger
t Or 1»V#
than another, it will treat it like a big
Trudi Schoop Ballet
brother rather than like a gangster.
Saturday Night
There is Utile difference between the
gangster that robs a store and the
Last Saturday -evening the Bruns- government which invades the fronwick Concert Association presented tiers of its neighbors.
/

FEATURED BY BAND
Plans For Week End Include
Movies, Sport Events,
And Vic Dances

12 to 15, ac-

cording to an announcement

ning.

i

PIANIST, VOCALIST

I

of

of the

4

'

Forum on February

Gangsters" before an open meeting
of the Political Forum in the lounge

AH

Engagement Of Popular
Swing Orchestra

accepted

Days

fraternity initiations, three-day football week ends, and the like, up
through houseparties to mid-years.
These occasions are magnetic drawing cards, all contributing to a let-up
in studying.
No small part of success in Freshman grades, it would seem, can be
stimulated— aside from competition
for a scholastic trophy by the close
As has been
contact and individual counsel which man.
Smith '41, first tenors, Putnam F.
throughout the series of talks, the
'42 and Roger C. Boyd '41, secfraternity upperclassmen can give the
Dean took excerpts from the diary of Flint
first year men. The alumni corporaond tenors; Bruce T. Haley '41 and
the student of over a century ago.
tions can be assured that the trophy
Thomas Brownell '41, baritones; and
year, the
Bowdoin
a
at
being
After
they have founded will contribute to
Vasmer L. Flint '39 and Horace
student's attitude slowly began to Greene '39, basses.
Freshman scholarship.
change. Although there were at times
s - r
excerpts which showed the old disT^INAL plans are set for the eighth couragement of the 1831 freshman,
annual Religious Forum to be his feelings gradually showed an imheld here from February 12th to the provement as is shown by the follow15th under the auspices of the Bow- ing account. He writes on November
Professor Frederic Tillotson, piandoin Christian Association. The ob- 24, 1832: "It seems to me that I change ist, together with Norbert Lauga,
jects of the B.C. A., in sponsoring this every day I am altogether different
violinist with the Boston Symphony
a
was
what
I
from
annual project, are definitely the en- it seems to me
Orchestra, gave a recital of chamber
lightenment of the religious convic- term yes, or even a month ago!"
music at Radcliffe College, Tuesday,
tions and problems of undergraduates.
By means of a few more excerpts January 10. The occasion was marked
should all enter into the spirit of the Dean made manifest the fact that by the First Pert onnanre of Georges
>
the occasion with the idea of getting the discontented freshman began to
Eneseo's Sonata for violin and piano.
find himself and get over his "gawksomething out of it.
The two musicians also presented the
In onc extraction, which the
It would be well on the part of un- iness."
rarely done 6th Sonata for violin and
dcrgraduates to plan their questions Dean spoke of, the student of a cencembalo, and the Cesar Franck Sonand discussions in advance of the ar- tury ago, told of his teaching in a ata for violin and piano.
(ConUmud on p»»e 4)
rival of the clergyman at each house,

—

Three additional clergymen have

W*,tcr tt Young Announces
i

attend
invitations
to
Bowdoin's eighth annual Religious

Franca.se; Tells Of
His Experiences

.

DOUBLE-QUARTET TO
SING BEFORE ALUMNI

Military

War

3 More Are To Attend
SPEAKER SERVED IN
LEGION ETRANGERE Annual Religious Forum

of occasional pieces in prose and
verse selected from the literary production of Bowdoin undergraduates.
He is thus able to come to it with an

unprejudiced mind, unable to make
comparisons with the past, free from
the obsession which grows with our
Three programs for the week-end
age, that there were giants in the
movies, to be sponsored by the Stuland in our days, that as the world
dent-Faculty Union Board in Memogrows older it grows colder, and that
rial Hall this year, the first of which
we are all punies compared with our
will be held on Saturday night, Febfathers. Not all the magazine is of
ruary 11th, have just been announced.
equal value, but much of it shows
Rogers
Ginger
"Roberta," co-starring
not only imagination, but technique,
and Fred Astaire, has been billed for
and a true feeling for the just word
February 11th. the week end of the
and telling and picturesque phrase. In
Sophomore Hop.
connection,
Where She
this
Five programs in all will be pre- Danced (I am not sure whether the
sented this year. The movie for Feb- initial three dots are an integral part
ruary 22nd has not yet been pro- of the title or not, but include them
cured. But, "The Informer," featuring to be on the safe side) is particularly
Victor McLaglen and Heather An- to be mentioned; it is an impressiongel, will
be shown on Saturday, istic, descriptive fragment of the deMarch 4th. while "Of Human Bondage" is scheduled for the following
week end with Leslie Howard in the Orchestra Is Forming
key role. The movie for March 18th is
For Musical Institute
yet to be announced.
The shows arranged this season
Orchestral rehearsals in preparahave been, within the past few years,
tion for the Institute choral prohit attractions on the screens. Supplementing the programs this year gram under the direction of Mile.
Nadia Boulanger began last Sunwill be special football movies, feaday evening at the Brunswick High
turing the outstanding football teams
School Auditorium. At present the
in action during the past season.
orchestra consists of 20 strings.
All shows this season will comTillotson
wishes
it
Professor
mence at 6.45 pan. on the nights they known that any student adept on
are scheduled. Regular season tick- a stringed instrument is still able
ets are to be sold to undergraduates
to Join the group.
after mid-years by members of the
Student-Faculty Union Board. The
price of the season tickets for students is to be twenty-five cents for
the five movies. Members of the faculty and staff of the College and
their families will be able to buy seaBowdoin's newly organized double
son tickets at Don Lancaster's office quartet, under the direction of Geofin the Moulton Union for one dollar frey R. Stanwood '39, will make sevper subscription.
eral important appearances in the.
Last year more than HtXt under* War ftrtunp. * 0*t * JWKmi y> 20, the
'
(OanUm-ad <m Past 4)
group will sing at an important function on Orr's Island at which Governor Barrows and other notables
will be present.
Changed' Is
'Boy
On February 2, the double quartet
sings at an Alumni Dinner at the
Topic Of Dean's Talk University Club in Boston. At both
the Glee Club concert in Bath shortly
before the annual campus concert on
Last Saturday in the fifth of a March 13, and at the campus conseries of chapel talks on "Bowdoin cert itself, this group will be a priPaul
Dean
Ago,"
Years
One Hundred
mary attraction.
Nixon continued his discussion of
Included in the group are Geoffrey
the state of mind of the 1831 freshStanwood '39, and Lawrence A.
his custom R,

Than

Bitter

this

"ROBERTA" WILL BE

Joy For Hop On Feb 10

Says Economic Battle More

Oxford University.
Mr. Horwood is the visiting lecturer
year on the Tallman Foundation.
—Editor's Note.
The present reviewer makes for
the first time a pleasant acquaintance
with the Bowdoin Quill, a collection

erine's Society in

Billed Five Shows
For Week Ends

Has

Football Movies

give pleasure^ the

chapel beginning at 4.15 p.m.
on days when exams are held.
Thursday, Feb. 2 Last exam.
.Monday, Feb. 6

—
—College

open at 8.20 a.m.

will re-
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Maine

Chardon, Tilloteon To

(Dustard and Cress

Edttor-ta-Cfclef

Leonard

J.

Richard E. Doyle '40
Richard W. Sullivan,

George M. Stevens. Jr. '40
Richard E. Tukey '40

Jr. '40

Assistant
Philip E. Reqiia '40

•

Managing gwNara
John G. Wheelock. 3rd

'40
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you give one to your neighbor. Under Communism you give both cows
to the government, which gives you
back some of the milk. Under Fascism you keep the cows but give the
milk to the government which gives
And under
you some of it back.
New Dealism, you shoot one cow,
milk the other, and pour the milk

Jr. "39

Managing- Editors

To Play At Soph Dance

<Cbntim»tf tram Pase i>
<ConUnned from P»«« IJ
(Continue trom PM* l)
,
ha
outstanding S wmgnjmbersw^hicl.in-j
cxhibitions.
othw.
perflcality. with much of the depth dancin « P" rtner to take advantage ol
elude "Roll'Em '"Walkm and Swing-;!
the dancer
in the overing therp
of the latter pair without their unto.
and
her latest "Messa Stomp.
rides amJ Vic , lances heW
deniable crabbedness " The opening sought solace at a bar.
Sti11
another entitled "At the T^ese numbers are featured by some th various frate rnities.
strain of this sonata might be called
swing!
of
the
country's
greatest
op will be held between the
"the perfect tune." This sonata with Christmas Tree" showed a family
two similar works of Brahms and one gathered around a Christmas tree, bands
hours
nine. tnirt y and three o'clock.
Andy and the band are iww record- It wU1
of Franck stands at the head of the Thjs family was waiting for the ar„„,
a benefit dance;
for Decca and their
rival of the father and they were ing exclusively
receive the
Hterature for the melodious cello.
organization
tour is under the direction of Joe
planning
a
surprise
for
him.
However
profits
of the dance has not yet been
Last Sonata, characteristic
Glaser,
Inc.
decided. All the work for the dance
The last two sonatas evidence much thelr s P irits dampened after waiting
L
Hop
Other plans for the
week end,
of
hamJled b the
of the distinctive character of the last a ,on E time for him to appear.
as outlined by Mr. Young, incl ude
the Sophomore Class under the su _
or third period of Beethoven's crea- fourth episode took place in a court
tive life.
An uncompromising dis- room- A woman is accused of steal- The first of these ia the best known pervision of the Student Council. Tne
regard of mere sensuous charm, ing a loaf of bread for her hungry and the figure of "Fridolin" is fa- gymnasium will be decorated, but the
decorations have not been chosen at
a roughness verging on brutality, in- children, but the only thought of jus- mous both here
abroad.

along Mill street the other
day when suddenly we were handed
a slip of paper by one of Brunswick's
most prominent scions with the following thought written on it: Socialism means that if you have two cows,
tional

John H. Rich, Jr. '39
Associate Bolton
Cohen '38
James E. Tracy,

rtovies in Memorial Ha'i on Saturday
night.. The flbn shown will be the
musical hit, "Roberta." That afternoon there will be a swimming meet
wit J. the Olneyville Boys' Club in the
Curtis Pool; a hockey game; and

Andy Kirk's Orchestra

GIVE "ALL FOR LOVE"

Perform At Institute

By Persimmon
were taking our daily constitu-

We
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Thaddeus

Keefe, '41

J.

down

David W. D. Dickson '41 John C. Evans '41
Theodore Holtt '41
Robert A. Inman '41
Jack R. Kinnard "41
Harold L. Pines '41

E. Harold Pottle. Jr. "41
William E. Vannah '41

Henry A. Shorey, 3rd

-

c

Harold T. Pulsifer, Esq., one time
publisher and now retired poet, gave
a bachelor dinner for Major Max
Vivier, whose lecture no doubt some
Upon inquiring of
of you heard.
Warren Catlin. Esq., if there were
any undergraduates "present whom he
walked over to
Catlin
know,
did not
)M. Roncaiez, the French Teaching
fellow, and demanded an introducJohn Rich, a native of Portition.
land and editor of the Orient, invited
:M. Roncaiez to dinner at the Theta

'41

Business Manager
Pierson C. Irwin '39
Aantntant Manager*
'40
Richard H. Abbott '40
Edward J. Platz '40

Jr.

and

m

Max Weinshel '41
BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY

Guy H. Hunt,

the sink.

{

j

j

Rich,
Delt House the other night.
always fashionably late, was no where
No. 22 [to be seen when his distinguished
guest arrived. John Scope, long time
friend of Rich, greeted his friend's
BE
guest.
Then endeavoring to strike
For
time now, it has been a source of irritation to fra- up a conversation, he inquired if M.
Roncalez were from Portland. "Why
ternity stewards to have to undertake the considerable amount of no," the latter replied, "haven't you
seen me around before? "9 "No," reclerical work which is required of them by the Federal and State
plied Scope, "haven't you seen me
governments. Qiiarterly he must file reports with the collector of around before?" "No," replied RonNow there is no doubt that
caiez.
internal revenue, quarterly he must file reports with the Maine Un- these two illustrations prove that M.
employment Compensation Commission. Since labor turnover is Roncaiez has not had the proper publicity and as the Orient aims to be
considerably higher in a fraternity house than it is in a regular bus- just, we urge you to single him out.

Richard E. Doyle

v«t

lx vra

Wednesday, Jannary

18,

j

'

19S9

j
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SHALL THE STUDENT
sow

TAXED?

m

c
iness, the steward finds himself in continuous correspondence with
It has been reported to us that
these two agencies in an effort to secure social security numbers Stanley Phillip Barron who dwells
in Maine Hall was greeted the other
for new men, to correct a 27 cent deficiency in his last report, or evening upon returning to his room
The
to explain his delinquency in regard to reports that come due all with fumes of butyric acid.
popular undergraduate was forced to
too soon. In his personal life he is almost literally hounded by the nap elsewhere with friends as a resuit of this scurrilous trick.

"revenuers."

m

But there

is

The

taxation.

more

a

- c
Looato

serious aspect to this problem of student

average college student has difficulty enough meet-

ing his financial obligations and the fraternity, in turn,
tions,

-

its

obliga-

Philip

this date

might be added that the orchesoriginally
announced for the
was unavailable, but Kirk
should prove a more than satisfactory
It

tra

dance

substitute.

Heiio, wvppy. just in time
THE FINISHING TOUCHES ON
OLP GENERAL.

*

y

j
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MAYBE HE WHY, PAUL, YOU SOUNP PISCOURAGEP.
I* IT POS&I01E THAT
CAN GET A ->
YOU'VE NEVER TRIEP
cooc

O.K.

at ,j,e Art Building, has just compieted a table whfch is on view in
tne basement. It is indeed a praisewcr thy achievement and should be

PRINCE ALKRT IN THAT
PIPE ? HERE, HAVE A

SMOKE

\

to

OUT OF

^

tu

Z^U

\
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*

\p
1

M
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THOUGHT

VOU'P LIKE
PRINCE ALBERT.
ITS fAJWOUS FOR

MELLOWNESS.
THERE'S NO
OTHER TOBACCO

UKEP.A.

|

;

\

j

!

more than temporary discomfort and
shocK
]>. Johnson's automobile
was stolen for the first time this year
]ast week
He has had four cars
sto len in four years. The ice cream
freezer had its annual lift from the
A. D. House back steps on Sunday.
Let's clean up crime in Brunswick!

Esq., curator

The

various items of this tax

to be insignificant, but

when

when adjudged

singly

may seem

considered as a whole they constitute

more or less the same, for Social Security a problem of a nature which is rapidly becoming more serious.
It is time enough, when the student has completed his educaFor 1938 the same fraternity will pay the Federal government $129.68, and to the State of Maine Unemployment Compen- tion and is a wage earner in society, to tax him for Old Age Pensation Commission it will pay $116.71, a total of $246.39 from sions and Unemployment Compensation, not while he is endeavor-

ment

$86.-15, others

alone.

which

will receive

it

The

no

ing to

benefit.

fraternities .have a

good

tional headquarters of the fraternities

Once more Amherst

is

From

cut fraternity costs.

have not taken more action.

commended for her efforts to
campus which last year started a

to be highly
this

it

behooves

all

his

way through

this editorial serve as

unfair tax.

college.

As

merely preliminary in a rebellion against an

long as Bowdoin students remain passive to this

spirit of the

pipeful* of frmfTaat tobacco in

Let us catch the very commend-

question the difficulties will exist.

nation-wide investigation into national fraternity expenses comes able
a movement which

work

We have only scratched the surface of this problem, arid may

case. It is surprising that the na-

Amherst campus and

fraternized colleges to support

•v«ry 2-oz.

tin

of Prince Albert

protest.

W. C. H.

and

J.

H.

R., Jr.

a drive to exempt students from paying these taxes. Already she

has been partially successful.

The Massachusetts legislature has
Unemployment Tax

"recognized the inapplicability of the State

law by exempting Amherst College fraternities." Of 641 Bowdoin
students, 275 are from Massachusetts (a state which has exempted
its students) and 195 are from Maine.
The State of Maine has

we are in college we are considered "emwe cannot expect any benefit from the Unemployment
man loses his waiter's job tomorrow he cannot collect

informed us that while
ployed" and

Tax.

If a

unemployment compensation toward which he has been contributing.

When we

graduate most of us will leave the state and never

receive benefit from the tax. It

grossly unfair taxation,

is

becomes not only every fraternity steward, but every

and

man

it

inter-

Maine legislature or to
Chairman of the Maine Unemployment
Compensation Commission, Augusta, Maine, and voice his protest. For once, let Bowdoin men speak loud enough to be heard.
Then, concerning the Federal Security Tax, we can all write
the Congressmen for this Maine district and for our home districts.
Quoting fn»m the Amherst letter, "The Federal Social Security
ested in fair government to write to the
Clifford

Board

is

A.

Somerville,

now

considering including in

which to a very

its

SKIING IS EXCITING! JIBut

don't let nerve tension spoil your fun ..

urm ughtupa
CAA1EL
*•

•

adYiSeS

HANS HORNER

Mount Washington

<N.H.> Swiss Ski School

HUNDREDS OF SKIERS
made

debut to

their

sport under

guidance.

this

have
winter

Hans Thorner's expert

One

stresses is:

skiing principle he
let your nerves

"Don't

get tense, keyed-up." His advice to
pupils: "Pause regularly— let up
light

up a Camel."

recommendations to Con-

would exempt
service for certain fraternal organizations. Hearings on this and
other amendments to the Social Security law will be held before
the Ways and Means Committee of the Congress very shortly."
In 1938 college fraternities, employers and employees combined, had to pay 3% of their total payroll, in taxes, to the Federal
gress a provision

restricted extent

government. In 1939 they must pay
gradual increase until 1949

5%

when we

and the law provides

will be

for a

paying a tax of

9%

for old age benefits and

unemployment insurance.
This tax must be paid not only by regular employees but by
students working for their board or room rent. The only benefits
from this tax are derived in the form of Old Age Pensions for employees reaching the age of sixty-five.

As was

previously pointed

out compensation for unemployment while in college

The amendment

is

ously enough, under the present law, students working for the
college

pay no

can this very

tax, but those

fine line

working for the

fraternities do.

How

be drawn between college employment and

employment? They are materially the same. They are a
part of the same enterprise.

fraternity

The

present set-up places the employee's share of the tax on

the undergraduate
the

man who

who

k ist

is

working his way through

Although

college,

upon

some instances
the tax has been absorbed by the fraternities, the time will come
when they will no longer be able to afford the tax and the burden
is

able to afford

it.

in

EDDIE CANTOR-

impossible.

law which has been suggested
would exempt student employees from the taxable payroll. Curito the present

America's great comic
personality in a riot of
fun, music, and song.
Each Monday evening on the Columbia Network. 7:30 p m E. S. T.,

9:30
7:30

pm C. T.,
pm P. ST.
S.

8:30 p

m

M.

WHEN

—

nerves. Often, we humans ignore this instinctive
urge to break nerve tension. We may even drive
on relentlessly, forgetting that tiring nerves may

DENNY GOODMAN

—

King of Swing,
andtheworid'sgreatest

swing band-

each Tuesday evening — Columbia
E. S. T., 8:30pm
Network, 9:30

pm

CS.T,7:30pmM.S.T, 6:30pm P. ST.

BUSY, STRENUOUS days put your nerves

spot, take a tip from the wire fox terrier
pictured here. Despite his complex nerve system,
he quickly halts after activity, to relax to ease his

on the

S.T.,

CLASSES student diwork keep John H. Naylor

TUTQDsNQ,
rectorjr

,

bopping. " Can't 1st tension
"get" say attrtt," he says. "I rest
(abort)

them frequendy. 'Let op -light
up a Camel' works lOO% with me.
Camels are soothing-comforting"

kNMIMI

soon be

Jittery nerves!

Yet the welfare of your

nerves is really vital to your success, to your happi-

Make it your pleasant rule to pause regularly
-to LET UP-LIGHT UP A CAMEL. Start today
— add an extra measure of comfort to yemv smok-

Smokers

find Camel's

ness.

ing with Camel's

finer, costlier'

tobaccos.

^DieiiMieiiiit

Tobaccos are
Soothing to the Nerves
Costlier

Hi

I

WELL. JUPGE, PRINCE ALBERT 15 GOING
TO BE THE ONLY TOBMXO FOR THI* PIPE
FROM NOW ON. IT SMOKES JUST AS
COOL ANP MILP AS *XJ 5AIP—
ANP IT TASTES
GRANP,

Mr. Gerald
appreciated.
[Gardner Wilder took a severe fall
at Maine and potter streets the other
dav but f ,iunately suffered nothing
iSeetl

FOR.
WHILE, PAUL?

ft

flu

;

THAT'S EASILV L

RXEP. wny
^T
ftl PONT VOU LENP
r*M HIM M3UR5
PORHIM^ L ^ A
FORGOT

TO BRING
A PIPE

America.

j

we fcfj

oh,

tor.

will be shitted to the employees.

without having to meet the requirements of the government.

In 1937 one Bowdoin fraternity paid the U.S. Treasury Depart-

Conway Beam,

lor Love" was produced by
Hurok, conceived and staged by
Trudi Schoop, with music by Lothar
Perl, costumes by Emil Pirchan and
W. Beerman, and piano accompaniment by Lothar Perl and Max Fickel.
"All

S.

'

!

i

this I«

j

D

•

i

Managing Editor for

difference to practical concert effects, tice is to inflict punishment. These
a novel plasticity of form, and a plus two other scenes completed the
ripening tendency toward the fugue, program.
are all characteristic features of
This ballet is the fourth by Trudi
these compositions.
The Adagio in Schoop; the others were "Fridolin,"
minor is the only full-sized adagio 'Want Ads," and "Blonde Marie."
in all of Beethoven's cello sonatas,
and its "brooding, religious exaltation
5
characteristic of Beethoven
in his final years.
Mr. Chardon, one of the cellists of
the Boston Symphony Orchestra, won
the highly coveted Prix de Rome, a
signal honor, at the Paris Conservatorv when ne was 17 years old. "A
conductor of parts," he has directed
concerts throughout the continent
and in thls country. He was for several years Professor of Music at
Athen's Conservatory in Greece, and
achieved particular success as a con««* artist on the continent and in
Paris, especially, before coming to

,
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

SPORTS SIDELIGHTS

Bowdoin Hockeyists Down Colby
Twice By 8- 1; Clinch Championship
Bean Beat Mules

Home And Heme

In

Series;

New

Hampshire Edges Bowdoin, 1-0 For White's
Only Loss Of Year

ing, that

Foumier and drove the puck
Bowdoin goal.

into the

During the first period Bowdoin
minutes of. play. This, however.
was mainly on the defensive, but the
was the end of <W»J£oring for Black and
mansigfi6 to stave
the day. Later in the period Arnold
Hampshire's attacks. Howff
1 t
h
eq ,,Wr
an
t
ever, after Patten scored w the secfive

!?°L

m„J^ r

Nw

.

^L

-™!.
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that the hockey season has gotten underway, the old question of
adequate seating and playing conditions conies up for the nth time. The
college authorities seemed to have taken a step in the right direction this
year when bleachers were placed along part of one side of the rink for the

the other side and, of course, put closer to the boards.

^^

New Hampshire

.

.

j
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game

of

The outcome of the game was nev12.40 er in doubt, for Arnold, Bowdoin's
star center, scored in the first minute
Second Period
of play. Before the period ended Bow3 Bowdoin, Arnold (Melendy)
4J20
4 Bowdoin. Allen (scrimmage) 9.49 doin was in the lead by a score of
Bowdoin. Munro (rebound) 12.00 3-0.
ft— Bowdoin, Arnold (Munro)
14.47
Dibble scored at the beginning of
Penalties,
Deverber,
charging the second period for Colby, but
Munro, holding. Hanley. board check

2— Bowdoin,

Arnold (Melendy)

Penalties, Hanley, elbowing.

—
—

5—

(unassist-

ed)

8— Bowdoin,
ed)
9— Bowdoin,

14.10

Arnold (unassist19.15

In the third period the Polar Bears
"ganged up" on the Colby goalie and

Mefcrnr- (Munro,

Arnold)

—

When an independent basketball team, with the benefit of only parttime coaching, as ours is, can run up forty-five points against a team of
Colby's calibre, then it must have something on the ball. Last week our
"Indies" traveled to Wateryille to play Colby. A victory wasn't expected or
even hoped for by the majority of the students here. When the score of
the game was known in Brunswick, the hue and cry for varsity basketball
next year suddenly grew louder and louder. "If we had a coach who could
give all his time to coaching basketball and only basketball, we'd be right on
top in the State series in that sport as well as in football." was the general
attitude the next day. Even with the little publicity that the hoop game
gets here, the crowds at the gym when the "Indies" are playing are getting bigger and bigger. When one of the other Maine colleges plays here
next month, it will be necessary to play the game in the new high school.
This increased interest in basketball, along with the so-far high-scoring
frosh team would seem to be a good argument for those who are carrying

"Oak" Melendy and Dave Doughty
scored twice for the Black and White
and the second period ended with
Bowdoin leading five to one.
the torch

Third Period

— Bowdoin. Melendy

7

19.55 got three

more goals before the

1,

s

—s

gram

for Ike coming year. One story contended that Bowdoin had a better than good nhanes to win the Ststo track
meet this Spring. That's looking ahead pretty far, to he
sura, but "as wa sow, so shall we reap"—or words to that
effect. The writer went into great detail, telling where
Bowdoin was expected to pick up points It lost last year,

While Arnold led the Bowdoin at-

Bowdoin •

for that sport.

There's been quite s bit In the Boston and Portland
papers recently shout Bowdoin and its various sports pro-

final

whistle blew.

New Hampshire

tfcey

—

—

its first

when

however, got a bit of a lesson la sameness sad fight from
the Big White. Two or three of Una Weils' starters wore
still In there scrapping with the Wildcats when the final
horn Mew. Those N.H. forwards were tying all over the too
bat the back cheeking, sweep-checking, and poke-checking
of Bowdoin slowed them down. Wander whe re "lngy"
Arnold. Dave Doughty. Baa Baaley, and "Oak" Metendy
get their endurance. The way Lew TJpham came throughhe took Corey's place In the not assures Linn of another
good goaltender far the next two years anyway. Melendy
brought a laugh from the crowd near the Gym end of the
the rink when, seeing an opposing forward coming dawn
the Ice, yelled to Monroe, "You take the puck; I'll take this
baby!"—then proceeded to carry out what he said, by damping "this baby" s la E. Shore,
a
a

j

Last Thursday in

journeyed

Amherst And

Watervllle

to

JsmLA ssl "n. ts* ss^tfva ssssju
i

™

early season injury, lost a very close 8 1 *** offenslve attacks on the part
game to a big and fast visiting New of the Colby sextet.
j

WHITE SMASHES OWN

Bowdoin scored the
Colby soon tied

always gives the Polar Bear* a

come op hen far therr annus! game.
This held tras as Maadey's set-to when the Wildest* edged
out the home boys by a single tally. The out-of-staiers,
kn skating

'

the season, the Bowdoin varsity hock*y team won over a presumably
strong Colbjtj team at Colby by the
"core of 8-17
The outcome of the
game was somewhat in the nature of
an upset since the Bowdoin team has
had very little hockey practice this
season because of the mild weather.

Last Thursday the Bowdoin Independents

Dual Meets With

Splits

BY 5345 SCORE

where the Colby varsity quintet staged a hard passing, fast cutting attack
which netted them a 53-45 victory.
The 'Indies' were never far in the
afternoon the one section of bleachers that has been erected would be scarce- rear, but they were not able to cut
ly sufficient to seat all attending. Another section could easily be put upon their opponent's -lead to less than
Springfield
three baskets, after the first period.

f

was right
in the scoring and had a hand in the other Bowdoin goals.
Minus their Sophomore forward,
Ray Fortin. Colby's scanty squad gave
goalie Mcintosh little protection. Colby's cage guardian turned aside 50
saves during the course of the game,
Scoring by periods
Fin* Period
1 Colby, Bolduc (scrimmage)
5.45

Bowdoin Swimming Team

Now

6
y
**
ond Pert * «»* P° lar ***** "°Pened
*',?'J!!!!n
1-1 deadlock.
a
up.. and fairJy bese^ ^p Wildcat's
In the second period Arnold again
a bfimfp of shots though
scored with a pass from Melendy and
visitors Wen tzel had few dimfive minutes later Allen pushed the 'j,
chances
puck past the goalie to give Bowdoin
In the final period the Bowdoin
a commanding margin. Before the peteam held a slight advantage but
riod had ended, Bowdoin counted
to
£» ^e puck into the
rwice'roo«with'goals"by "Monro and
Wildcats' goal. Time after time the
Arnold. Late in the third period Ar
Bowdoin offensive thrusts were halted
nold sandwiched a goal between two
by
New
,two big defense
Hampshire's
from Melendy's stick to finish the
men.
scoring, and Arnold again led the
Bowdoin offensive, with Ingie repeating his four-goal tally of Thursday.
Bowdoin 8, Colby 1 Thursday
Oakley
behind

j^
^ ^^

ra™^

THREE

—

Keefe

first time; but the bleachers were placed too far back from the boards.
Hampshire sextet by a score of 1-0. The result was, and is, that the spectators would rather stand on the ice
It was mid-way through the second and snow alongside the rink
and slowly but surely freeze, than to sit in the
period while Captain Dan Hanley was
bleachers and miss a good deal, of the play close to the side nearest them.
sitting in the penalty box' for hookJudging from the size of the crowd at the New Hampshire game Monday
Patten received a pass from

By Barry
For the second time within a week
the Bowdoin hockey team beat Colby
8-1 yesterday to clinch the state
hockey title for the second year in a
row.
Colby got off to an early lead on
a fluke goul by Bolduc in the first

^mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm^^Kmmi

I

it

first tally,

up; and then went

that the two teams alternated on
scores until the game stood 23 to 18
at the half.
The start of the second half continued with the play still even, but,
with the score at 29-24. the Colby
team put on a shooting spree to increase their lead- to 12 points .before
the Independents dropped in another
This basket reversed the
basket.
situation, and the 'Indies' began to
click.
They scored six tallies to
Colby's one in the next few minutes,
bringing the count to 36-40. At this
point it looked as though the Bowdoin quintet might catch their opponents, but the Colby five responded to the threat. They continued to
hold their lead, and finally increased
it. by two baskets at the close of the
The total stood: Colby 53,
game.
Bowdoin 45 when the last whistle
blew.
This Colby five was tne best club
the Independents have met this seaJohnny Cartland stood out for
son.
the Bowdoin team both defensively
and offensively, with a total of 10
Burrill starred for his team
points.
on the offensive, scoring 12 points.

IN 100

New

440 and despite firsts in the back
By Chick Ireland
When Lord Jeffrey Amherst "came stroke, breaststroke and 100-yard
from across the sea,' he must have dash, Bowdcin was in the ruck by 2
swum part of the way, for his twen- points when the all-important final
tieth-century Amherst sons showed a relay got underway.
Against Springfield on Saturday
decided aptitude in things aquatic
last Friday evening as they amassed night. Coach Miller's boys for the
24 points in the Anal four events of second time in as many evenings had
a dual engagement to edge the pow- to go after that 400-yard relay. This
But time they won, as Carlson, James,
erful Big White mermen 42-33.
Captain Bud White and his veteran Dunbar, and Cooper all members of
team made the two-meet tour— the last winter's crack frosh outfit came
first of three scheduled out of state through to win in the good time of
a fifty-fifty proposition 3:49.7.
invasions
Fisher, Marble and White opened
the following evening by defeating an
unfavored by surprisingly effective the evening by smashing the New
Springfield squad 38-37 in a meet that England. Bowdoin. and Springfield
300-yard medley relay record at
saw several records fall.
In this event, Fisher was
Bowdoin started well Friday night 3:05.4.
against Amherst and until the 400 probably a full second behind his
yard freestyle relay, the final event best, but Marble turned in a 1:08
on the program, was very much in clocking and White furnished the
the swimming. With a capacity crowd nightcap by covering the last 100
teetering on the brink of hysteria. yards in 52:3 which, incidentally is
White got a lead for Bowdoin, Dun- almost good enough to win the Nabar dropped a little of it, James tional championship. In the 220, Ed
evened matters up and Cooper swam Cooper took a third after leading
a smashing anchor leg only to lose most of the way and James tied with
by a margin of no more than 6 Page of Springfield in the 60 to leave
inches when Jones of the Lord Jeff the meet's results still very much at
Dependable Bud White, just to
just squeezed by with his final stroke. sea.
keep his hand in, smashed his own
Relay Team Seta Record
Cooper, Marble, and Fisher got New England record for the 100 by
Bowdoin off to an early lead in the romping home in 53.7. Then Roger
meet by copping the 300-yard medley Dunbar opened up for the first time
realay in 3:10.9, a new Amherst pool this year in the 150-yard back stroke
Roger Dunbar took a sec- and set a new New England record at
record.
ond in the 220 and when Captain 1:43.7. But Marble was the victim
White won his customary first in the of an upset in the breaststroke and
50, it looked like a Bowdoin night. Reeks and Downer only got third
But Reeks and Downer had to be and second in the dive and 440 rescontent with thirds in the dive and pectively, thereby leaving the whole
issue hanging on the last event.
-
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Frosh Basketball Team Trounces
Portland 60-44, For Second
By Jim Lewis

RECORD

Nosed Out 38-37 As Medley Relay Sets
Record In 300- Yard Event; Bears Lose To
Lord Jeffs 42-33

but

into the lead, never to be headed
again. The home team took advantage of their foul chances in the first
period sinking six to* Bowdoin's three.
This combined with four scores for
the floor brought the count to 14-7
at the close of the first quarter.
The 'Indies' outscored their opponents in the second canto, but they
were not able to overcome the lead
They
run up in the first period.
dropped a foul and counter from play
before Colby got organized, but after

N. E.

Springfield

Jay vee Mermen Defeat

Win

Hebron Academy 35-31

on a tap in
Dyer and!
then alternated to run the

"sucker" shot, the other
of bas- Bowdoin's back court.

Flashing a superior brand
Tne
Jayvee
squad
swimming
ketball to any exhibited on the Bow- MacKay
t bacR m the win column Saturday
doin court this season, the Freshmen score to 46-29 at the dose of the third m
Hebron Acadern>,
t by Mtatin
Bowthe
quarter
the
During
period.
High,
Portland
fast
defeated the
gtate Interscholastic cnam
(ta
School quintet 60-44 Saturday. Led doin team was able to penetrate the the
tKo Hebron
M „K
ar-«Z Hamburger,
mo~,k,„™,,
pool. Keylor.
by Jim Dyer and Joe MacKay, the Portland defense without difficulty. and Hammond flashed for Bowdoin.
Bowdoin five outplayed the Blue both
The opening of the final stanza Fenger wa* defeated by Eaton of
on pass work and shooting.
saw Portland dropping two foul shots. Hebron in the backstroke when the
Neither team was spectacular dur- Dyer then sunk one on a long pass
latter set a new Maine Prep school
ing the first period, with Portland from Coombs.
Hannigan flipped in record of 1:04.7.
The summary:
evidently tired out from their game an overhand toss from the side.
50-yard dash Won by Keylor (B);
Friday night. The Freshmen jumped Portland finally started a rally with
to an early 11-4 lead with Dyer and four quick baskets, but the "Little 2nd, Murray <B); 3rd. Bartlett (H).
MacKay teaming up for ten points, Boy Blues" were not able to hold Time 28.4.
and Williams dropping a foul shot. the pace or keep the ball out of the
100-yard breaststroke Won by DoThe Portland team then rallied tot Bowdoin players' hands. Eck, in for bie (H); 2nd, Talbot (H>; 3rd," Ley
sink a long shot, two on nice passing, Coombs at center, took over the scor- don (B). Tune 1:10.
score
the
at
tie
and a foul toss to
ing honors sinking three in success220-yard freestyle—Won by Hamthe close of the first quarter.
Dyer closed the scoring with a mond (H); 2nd, Mars ton (B); 3rd,
ion.
In the second canto the Frosh be- basket after a pivot and dribble. The Peppard <H>. Time 2:40.
gan to pull away with Dyer settling game ended with Bowdoin leading 60
100-yard backstroke— Won by Eatdown to score more consistently. He [to 44.
on (H); 2nd, Fenger (B); 3rd, Calvin
land MacKay combined with Coombs
This game was a real test for the (H). Time 1:04.7. New Maine Prep
in the pivot position to score time Freshmen, and they came through in
after time. Willianis also, cut down fine shape.
A fast breaking offense School record.
100-yard freestyle—Won by Hamfrom his guard station to place two coupled with the accurate shooting
counters through the hoop, one on a of Dyer and MacKay made a com-l bur Ber (B) 2nd Goldwan (H); 3rd,
pass from Coombs and the other onj bination whicn
:
Portlaad outfit Sawyer (H). Time 1:03.
a follow-up. While scoring their own had
Dlvtag—Won by Keylor (B); 2nd.
The
competing with.
baskets, the home team held the spectacu]ar shooting of MacKay from Benoit CB>; 3rd, Gatchell (H). Score
Portland quintet to floor goals. At anywhere within the foul-line kept 61.3.
the close of the half Bowdoin led 28 the Portland team from setting their
180-yard medley relay— Won by
to 15.
Jim Dyer came through Hebron (Eaton, Dobie, Bartlett);
defense.
At the start of the second half the:^^ 24
ints to take hign
Bowdoin (Stevens. Leydon, Waite).
Both teams
play was fairly even.
^.
m.
-n.
*m
v
0511100The Dyer-MacKay com- Time 1:24.8.
scored on foul shots. Then MacKay P
200-yard freestyle relay won by
dropped one in from the side. Port- bination scored a total of 44 points,
Bowdoin (Fenger, Murray, Marston,
land came back with two; one a equalling Portland's final count.
Hamburger); Hebron (Goldwan, Peppard, Sawyer, Hammond). Time 1:47.
while still hanging on to those won. Strangely enough. It
ail sounded good enough to he true. The strength of last
year's freshman outfit in the longer distances is expected
to remedy the toss of points in the half, mile, and two-mile
runs this year. It was Bowdoin's failure to score more than
N. C.
one or two points in these three events that cost it the title
j
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Duke

$24.50

DURHAM,

spring.

TONDREAU

Formerly $29.50 and $35.00

87

This clothing

is

authentic in style and features the type of fabrics

in favor at eastern universities

and

colleges.

university

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
mmw

BROS. CO.

MAINE STREET

EVERYTHING THAT'S GOOD
TO EAT

Three button plain

Faar tanaa af atavaa »itfa are f jvtn
aaca yaw* Thaw «ay a* taken
treaty (vrneWatJaa hi tkraa and sua qaart*r yean) ar tkraa Unu may ae taken
aafk jrasr (sradaattan in faar yaari). 11m

EARN MONEY
without leaving your residence
Here's a chance to get some extra
cash this fait selling novelties at 50%

commission to students living in your
dormitory or fraternity. Send dime
to Box 760, Buffalo, N. Y., to cover

entraaca irnirminii
ara
faalallimara.
ekaractar and tkraa yeara of collect work.
iarhunas tka subjects a petit ad far Claea
A Medical SrfcoaU. Catatonic* and appli-

fanaa ata* ka attained
Adaiaaian Caaimittee.
aattan

from tka

cost of mailing samples.

back and 2 button plain or sports back models.

The COLLEGE
$38.50

VAN GUARD GABARDINE SUITS

NOW

-

BOOKSTORE

HYMARX OUTLINES

$3450

Disputed Passage: Lloyd Douglas

PRINTING

$2.50

Song of Years: Bess Streeter Aldrich
$2.50
Fountain Pens
25c to $10.00 each

F.

W. CHANDLER

& SON

BRUNSWICK COAL ft LUMBER
Hard and Soft Coals

STUABX A CLEMENT

Town Building

Branswlck, Ma.
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
at lrmuwick, Maine

CO.

Fuel Oils

Dry Fireplace Wood

Capful S1TS.W0
Tatal B a— nrt ai $2,700,000
STCTMENT FATBOUAC* aOUCTTD)

MORTON'S NEWSSTAND
FIDELITY BUILDING

BRUNSWICK

Lumber and Building Materials
A. E.

aMatafjeataai

MORREIX

1*, Mgr.

of All Kinds

— COJTFECTIOXEB8
Um of Pipes and Tobacco

Largast

la Town
TOILET ARTICLES
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

FOUR
MAJOR VIVIER SPEAKS "ROBERTA" COMING TO
ON EUROPEAN POUTiCS MEMORIALHALLFEB.il
a
that," on the grounds that If a
case does not exist it can easily be
made to exist.
The recent Chechoslovakian situation hat shown the world that force,
and force alone are important. When
the Czech situation arose it was a
question of protecting blood brothers.
but when the affair was to be settled
that was not mentioned it became
solely a matter of territory.

—

According to Major Vivier.

we were

led to believe that the world was on
the brink of war last September, and

we were thrown

But
into a panic.
from that incident Premier Daladier
of France learned that peace is some-

(Continued tram Pas* 1)

graduates bought season tickets for
the movies. It is expected that at
least an equal number of tickets will
be sold this season due to the excellence of the movie programs as they
are being planned.
Edwin L. Vergason, undergraduate
representative on the Union Board
from the Delta Upsilon Fraternity, is
chairman of the movie program committee. Jotham D. Pierce, of the Delta Kappa Epsilon Fraternity, is chairman in charge of ticket arrangements.
Members of the Union Board, from
whom tickets may be bought after
mid-years for the movies, are: Thomas W. Howard, Sigma Nu; J. Gray

thing that must be fought for every
day. That sounds simple, but we lost Wheelock HI, Chi Psi; Thomas P.
the last war because when it ended Riley. Alpha Delta Phi; Cal A. Hill,
we said, "We have won," and then Psi Upsilon; John H. Rich, Jr.. Theta
went to sleep. Shortly after the arm- Delta Chi; Richard E. Tukey. Beta
istice, triumphal arches rose through- Theta Pi; Francis R. Bliss, Kappa
out fill Germany bearing such mes- Sigma; Edward F. Everett, Zeta Psi;
sages as "Welcome, Unconquerable Leonard J. Cohen, Thorndike Club;
soldiers." The German people never and Donald W. Bradeen, Alpha Tau
knew they lost the war. For that rea- Omega.
son the peace treaty should have been
Astaire and Rogers
signed in Berlin, rather than, for sen"Roberta." scheduled for the sectimental reasons, at Versailles.
ond night of the Sophomore Hop

FRESHMAN TEAM
BEATS PORTLAND

Horwood Presents Review
Of Christmas Issue Of Quill

Prof.

(ConUnncd from Pip 1)
typographical eccentricities are not
whose eyes 'rummaged through to be commended. Little or nothing
Led by Hall, Babcock, Lindley. and every heap of dust on the desert has been added to the long last chapPerkins, Bowdoin Frosh tracksters floor', for instance, or the sand-heaps, ter of Ulysses by the fact that the
showed surprising strength by taking which occasionally 'spin coyly with friendly custom Of punctuation has
footless
grace.'
This imaginative not been observed
all but one first place and swamping
and much has
Portland High 80 to 24 Saturday af- phrasal quality is also to be found in been lost. Mr. Kinnard's particular
However, A Bouquet by Richard Moore, and oddity
ternoon in the cage.
of three dots at the end of
the
outwas
Smoke
Portland
by
Carland.
of
Montgomery
Richard
every six or seven words, with four
The booklet is thinly populated in for the end of the paragraph, makes
standing man of the day, scoring all
but eight of Portland's points by the matter of poetry, contrary to the his prose look like a collection of
usual undergraduate magazine in Ox- dominoes.
placing in six events.
His second piece, a draRunning the 300 in 34 seconds, ford, which swarms with by no means matic episode, featuring,
as they say
equalling the meet record, Sid Hall negligible poetry, but has only a small
in film 'blurbs,' a bartender and a
turned in the only exceptional per- make-weight in the way of prose.
homicido-maniac,
is an exercise in the
formance. Babcock easily took the The Quill has only three pieces; one
dreadful, purposely pitched in the
1000 and the mile, while Lindley also by Edwin Vergason. Looking Up,
matter-of-fact
and
conversational
took two events, the 40-yard dash which, with intentional irony, belies
and the broad jump. Niles Perkins, its title by looking down; Autumnal, key, and with tinges of humour. One
small complaint why not 'homicidal
whose pet event is the hammer throw, by Robert
which, keeping the

rider

;

—

the shot put at 44 feet 7 inches.
Other Bowdoin first place winners
were Newhouse in, the 600, Evans in
the discus, Gray in the high hurdles,
and Martin in the lows.
Besides Montgomery who won the
high jump and placed in both high
and low hurdles, 40-yard dash, 300,
and the broad- jump, Portland's points
were picked up by Carland with a
second in the mile, Lamson with a
third in the 600, Portas with a third
Should Take Definite Stand
week end, was produced in 1935 with in the 1000, and Wiseman with a secHe went on to say that if the posi- Astaire and Rogers in the name roles ond place in the shot put.
The summary:
tion of the democracies had been while Randolph
Scott and Irene
40-yard dash, won by Lindley (B);
made dear in 1914, there would never Dunne were in romantic roles. This
have been a war. Now that the Ital- was the first regular picture in which second Bowdoin (B); third Montgomian situation is coming to a head, Rogers and Astaire co-starred. "Love- ery (P). Time 4 4-5 seconds.
45-yard high hurdles, won by Gray,
England and France should take a ly to Look At" and "Smoke Gets In
second, Montgomery, (P); third,
definite stand and not be afraid.
Your Eyes," recent popular songs, (B);
In discussing the positions of the came from this movie. The show has Pendergast, (B). Time 6 3-5 sec.
Mile run, won by Babcock, (B);
several democracies in Europe today, been acclaimed by movie critics the
second, Carland, (P); third, Chellhe said that England trusts, probably conntry over.
man, (B). Time, 5 minutes, 14 secrightly, in the power of money,
"The Informer," scheduled for
France depends on the friendship of March 4th, co-starring McLaglen and onds.
300-yard run, won by Hall, (B);
England, Denmark is afraid because Heather Angel, was described by one
second, Bowdoin (B); third, Montit has possession of part of the Hol- critic as an "astonishing film drama."
gomery (P). Time 34 seconds.
stein. Belgium is in the same posi- The National Board of Review picked
45-yard low hurdles, won by Martion because of her Congo, Poland is this film as the "best film made anytin, (B); second, Montgomery (P);
flirting with Germany because she where in 1935," in this country or
third, Hall, (B). Time 5 4-5 seconds.
ultimatums
to
sending
has been
abroad. New York film critics unani600-yard run, won by Newhouse,
Czechoslovakia, Hungary is flirting mously named it first place choice
(B); second, Hanson, .(B); third,
with Germany, Portugal is afraid of among that year's films.
Lamson, (P). Time 1 minute, 21 2-5
what her fate may be if Franco
seconds.
Other Shows Scheduled
should win the war in Spain, and
"Of Human Bondage" on March
1000-yard run, won by Babcock,
Yugoslavia is afraid that anyday she 11th will have Bette Davis and Fran(B); second, Chellman, (B); third,
may be forced to give up land to ces Dee in the cast with Leslie How- Portas,
(P). Time 2 minutes, 36 2-5
Italy. From one end of Europe to the ard in the leading
role. This show was seconds.
other there is fear.
held over for two weeks' additional
Relay, won by Bowdoin (Bowdoin,
Economic Battle More Bitter
run at the New York Music Hall af- Newhouse, Hall, Martin).
Time, 2
The military side of war today, ter its regular showing there in 1934. minutes, 12 3-5 seconds.
said Vivier, is not the only phase; the All of the players in the film have
Shot put, won by Perkins. (B);
economic battle that follows is long- been acclaimed for their fine work in second, Wiseman, (P)
d Qjfl
er and more bitter. The fight in Eu- the production which likewise has ford, (B). Distance 44 feet, 7 inches.
rope is not between political parties, been hailed as a film masterpiece.
Discus throw, won by Evans, (B);
The shows for February 22nd and second, Bickford, (B); third, Lindley,
but is the age old battle of tolerance
against intolerance. It is pity, he add- March 18th will be announced at a (B). Distance 111 feet, 3% inches.
ed, that it is fought on the basis of later date. Members of the movie
force, because force has never proved committee and Mr. Lancaster are enIn his talk Sunday afternoon, Maanything. No-one knows when an in- deavoring to bill other movie hits for jor Vivier, speaking in French, reternational war may break out in Eu- these dates.
lated many anecdotes from his experrope, and no-one knows when that
ience in the French Foreign Legion.
war may degenerate into a battle of are again on top.
The Major told how widespread is the
social classes and become a general
In introducing Mr. Vivier, William "Legion Etranger," and of its posicivil war throughout Europe.
Hart, President of the Forum, briefly tion of importance in defence of
In the discussion that followed his reviewed the speaker's fife.
Major France's colonial Empire. This factor
talk, Major Vivier declared that his Vivier's home is in Paris. He has been was of interest in view of the curoutlook was not pessimistic, because, a Commandant in the French Foreign rent Italian agitation over the Afrialthough people are suffering from Legion and served under General can possessions. Major Vivier's anecpolitical conditions today, and alPershing during the World War. He dotes reached a rousing climax as he
though more people will suffer, we has lectured extensively in the United told of a skirmish in which several
will see the time when democracies
States.
Arabs "bit the desert dust."

won

Hyde,

old tradition of poetry, uses decorative

images

to

awaken beauty; and

Consolation, by Lawrence Spingam.
Mr. Vergason's terse and grim quatrain sees the sky as a man-hole cover, ourselves as the scum which it
hides; long ago God closed it upon
us. To a European, which the reviewer must diffidently confess to being,
th's economical poem has a special
point and application which Mr. Vergason was too much of an artist to
elaborate.
The difficulty which confronts any
prose contributor to a college magazine is partly spatial; it forces him into the short story or the fragment.
Neither of these is easy.
Richard
Chittim has escaped this difficulty by
writing a straight article upon music,
The Man that Hath not Music, which
is not only interesting and informative, but has the merit of puVting
jazz and 'swing' music in their proper
places. He points out that in the former it is 'possible to discover
cadenzas as exciting and as intricate
as were ever written by Tschaikowsky or Ravel.' In spite of this, Mr.
Chittim wisely allows them a very
occasional place in our musical lives.
.

maniac'? Or am I out of date?
It has been remarked by one of the
acutest of our modern critics that
we like poetry to be a 'document',
while the poets who preceded this day
thought of it as a structure. The
same thing applies, with many more
reservations, to prose. A slab out of
life, a bit of observation, and we have
done enough. Now it is of course true,
that in art the club-bore can become
interesting, and our quotidian existence take on attraction by some subtle alchemy of the artist. But let that
alchemy be absent, and the club-bore
is still a bore, and the quotidian existence still the common round and
daily task. By his very modesty, the
modern artist runs greater risks than

predecessor.
'I
to say, 'and let
themselves.' The trouble is that they
are often dumb. Robert Frost once
made a valuable distinction between
the dirty-potato and the clean-potato
realist the one comes to you with the
mud still on his potato to show you
that it is authentic; the other, among
whom Frost, in spite of some appearances to the contrary, rightly reckons
himself, intending to bring the potato
his

:

to your notice, washes it first. 'Art,'
Frost, drawing his moral,
a clever dramatic expression of a 'is life stripped to form.' This somefamiliar thought, with a humorous- what
lengthy preamble is merely inpathetic twist at its end. The First tended as a pretext for some remarks
Grave-Digger, who objects to the fuss on the longest piece in the Quill, The
of funerals, and the care we spend on Road Going Down. In spite of the
the graves of our dead, is discovered fact that Mr. Spingam
can certainly
treasuring an unworkable watch giv- write, it is not quite clear where the
en him the Christmas before by his piece leads us. It is true that the
small dead son.
Thus simply but title suggests the moral, if this is not
pointedly are we shown what our na- too old-fashioned a word, of the actures are. C Sharp Minor by Jack count; it is true that the episode has
Kinnard, an essay in the 'stream of all the stamp of truth to fact. What
consciousness' manner, is technically then? Facts surround us on all sides

The Watch, by Charles Mergendahl, says Mr.
is

•

-

!

(GMttlaoad from Paa* 1)

We

—

in the Christmas Tree all my little failings, my miseries,
number.
The Court Room scene my disappointed hopes, and my amwins our praise as the cleverest of bition. While I live I should startle
the evening with the laurels going to at the thought but after life is pass-

who danced

—

—

—

didn't think it was necessary to impress upon a supposedly intelligent
audience the theme of the ballet by
the use of dialogue. But we did enjoy the fun-poking evening immenseAnd as Mr. Benchley said: "This
ly.
can't be criticism, because I feel so
welL"
Record of the week: Larry
Clinton's "Deep Purple" and "Study
.

Red"

in

.

.

The

for Victor.

first is

by Bea Wain in her slow, smooth,
dream-building way; the second is an
original Clinton swing in fiery spirit
. . . We think you'll enjoy Andy Kirk
and his Clouds of Joy at the Sopho-

more

Hop He
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CUMBERLAND

the HAPPY COMBINATION [blend)

of

Wednesday

January IB

•

Going Places
with

—

Anita Louise
Dick Powell
Ronald Regan

Chesterfield combines in rare
degree qualities you'll find in no other
cigarette. In Chesterfield you'll find
refreshing mildness. . . better taste. . more
pleasing aroma. Its can' t-be-copied blend
... a combination of the world's best
cigarette tobaccos... brings out the finer
qualities of each tobacco.

man who was

SUNDAY CHAPEL TALK
TAKEN FROM EZEKIEL
(Continued from Pace

self-esteem.

1)

As an example he gave

the growing realization of the immensity of the universe. Quoting from
a book of a professor of an important

New

England

college:

"The implica-

tions of the size and distance of
Betelgeuse would be adequate to blow
sky high the foundations of the whole
set of moral conceptions of Judaism

and Christianity. The right and wrong
between men, as we know it. is meaningless because the material world is
so big." "It

is this same attitude," explained Dr. Goodrich, "which has led
other learned men to say that man-

kind

is but an iridescent scum on a
mass of revolving matter."
Awareness of Animal Origin
"Another source of lessened selfrespect and lessened self-confidence in
man." continued Dr. Goodrich, "has
been the implications drawn from our
animal origin. Although Darwin said
old T. Pulsifer of "Young Longfel- that
his 'Origin of the Species' was to
Hav*."*' Longfellow's life at Bowdoin is
have no effect on the spiritual values
depicted as that of a "rather unhappy
or the importance of religion, the
student, an unhappier professor, and
awareness of this animal background
en ambitious writer eager to break has had a great
effect."
away from the narrowing confines of
In closing. Dr. Goodrich maintained
a country college and a country town
that although we are played upon
to the greener pastures over the fence
by influences which weaken self-rein New York and Cambridge." The
spect, our sense of mastery of life,
biography does not include the latter
and the sufficiency for living, there
years of Longfellow's life, but describare allies which incline us to the chales chiefly his student and teaching
lenge. "Son of Man. stand upon thy
days.
feet." "Simians though we may be
n
"Factors in the Make-up of the
part of our nature," concluded Dr.
College" by William C. Hart '39, a
Goodrich, "the attested gift of Christ
talk given on the Maine Schools of
is the power .to be worthy
of being
the Air Program this fall, is a brief

discussion

American and Turkish tobaccos
in Chesterfield which gives millions
more smoking pleasure.

farther than we at first think posif a boy such as this 1831 freshhandicapped in so many
ways, could do what he did and attain the success that he did.

sible

first

.

.

passed away. May they never return!
From the time I began this journal
am almost entirely a 'new man.'
My feelings have changed in almost
everything."

I

Dean Nixon closed his talk by saying that we of the student body can
by means of "ambition; perseverance,
resolute endeavor to do the best we
sung can with what we've got" go much

20 of the country's leading swing
outfits.
Best record of late: "Messa
Stomp"
Week's pet gripe: The
next two weeks
Don Lancaster
tells us that he has secured the hit
musical picture "Roberta" for showing in Mem Hall on the Hop week
end.
This picture features an excellent cast and some grand songs.
You'll have a chance to see Fred Asexpert. The subject, whose conscioushard facts, soft facts, dull facts, in- taire again in one of his first pictures
ness we follow, sets out for an ap- escapable facts, matter-of-facts. No
Sounds silly doesn't it: But bepointment, which, owing to a car ac- doubt most of them are also significause of the high altitude of Mexico
cident, he only keeps in his Wander- cant; but the artist makes them so.
City it takes five minutes to boil a
ing spirit.
The ending brings him'M r Spingarn's piece is rather to be
three minute egg there
Good
back to his body which is still lying regarded as an extract from a novel,
luck in those exams.
broken, but aa&arently not irretriev- which it wou i d suit excellently, than
ably, beside life car:
Whatever the
complete in itself,
'stream of cAsciousness' technique;
hard
„ ^
Football Featured In
may have brought to us in art, its iThe
reviewer
have wriUen few
High jump, won by Montgomery, or none of the pieces he set out so
Recent Alumnus Issue
cheerfully
to
criticize,
and
congratu(P); second Maver, (B); third. Gray,
lates the editor and contributors to
(B). Height 5 feet 4Vt inches.
(Continued from Pag* 1)
Broad jump, won by Lindley, (B); the Bowdoin Quill on their produc men escaped, much to the glory of
second,
Montgomery,
third, t ion.
(P);
1865, and a reference to "a long letGray, (B). Distance 19 feet, 9 inches,
F.
H.
ter from girls in the RH.S." are entertaining and show a great similarity
to undergraduate activities today.
Another article which concerns undergraduate life is a review bgrflMt-

J

".'.'.

On Freshman Of 1831
may be overstepping our school during one winter at Brewer.
The Dean read the following entry,
bounds this week in trying to criticize something that we know very which was one of the last in the di"It is a great while since I last
little about, but here goes anyhow. ary.
wrote
on my journal, the reasons of
Last Saturday night we witnessed
the Trudi Schoop Comic Ballet in my neglecting it are many. I have
"All For Love." Personally we were this morning been reading it over,
very pleased on the whole. The show and the question has often arisen,
appeared more clever than artistic. 'Shall I destroy it.' I have concluded
No motions were wasted by any of not to, at present, I hardly know why.
the dancers, but often the dancing The whole of it is a gloomy picture
Miss of misery though the words but
did not seem too animated.
Schoop, who, by the by, is Swiss, did faintly express the unhappy state of
not come into her own until the final my mind during the year which I kept
scene. This scene was all hers, but this journal. Why should I not desup to this point some of the other troy it, it may serve as a boon to me
dancers took the honors. Especially in future life. No other eye will see it
good were Ralph Ray as the Preacher while I live and when I cease to
in the Street Scene and Meta Krahn live, I am willing any one should
and Marin Raae as the two children read the record of my heart, and see

the Prosecutor. It was difficult to ed, what will it affect me that others
watch the expressions and actions of know me, besides it may serve as a
Besides if when the hand
the characters and this was lesson.
all
The expres- which now addresses you, is cold, you
slightly disappointing.
sions and slight movements of the should ever read these pages, go
hands in many cases told much more from them a wiser and better man.
than words possibly could. Special rhis book is the history but faintly
praise should go to Mr. Lothar Perl, expressed indeed, of a whole year of
the German composer, for the very misery! When you may see what a
expressive music which accompanied mind, to which the world seems cold
the ballet.
The audience response and dark, may suffer! May you prowas excellent although at times it fit by rny experience. May you avoid
seemed to us that they felt they must my errors! And may you never be
laugh. One objection to the perform- in the state of mind in which he who
ance was the slight resort to a low now addresseth you, was, for a whole
will retire,' he
Thank God, those days of
type of comedy. We felt it had been year!
things speak for
better omitted.
And personally we darkness have for a season at least,

seems

.

Dean Continues Talks

also

News

Sound Act

January 19

Thursday

.

King of the Underworld
Kay

Francis

—with
Humphrey Bogart

called sons of God."

which make up our college education,
academical and social.
Robert P. T. Coffin's New Poetry of
New England as reviewed by Wilbert Snow "is a delightful book and
we recommend it wholeheartedly to
Bowdoin readers." The New England
poets and their writings are contrasted and compared in all aspects.
"The Oakes Gainsborough and Hogarth" is the title of an article written by the Director and the Assistant Director of the Bowdoin Museum.
It is a brief summary of the pictures
now on view in the Museum. An article on Alumni Day, and reviews of
several new books are also included
in the Alumnus.

Selected Short Subjects

January 20

Friday

When you try them you will know
why Chesterfields give mil/ions of
men and women more smoking
pleasure. ..why THEY SATISFY

Yes, We're Interested In

ALL Your

Pacific Liner
with

— Chester Morris

Victor McLaglen

Wendy

Barrie

also

News

Comedy
January 21

Saturday

Ride

A

Crooked Mile

Aklm

Tanilroff

Frances

—

We

have had long experience in
producing for Bowdoin m?n:

STATIONERY
POSTERS
TICKETS
ALUMNI LETTERS
FRATERNITY FORMS
And Other

with

(chesterfield

PRINTING

Printing

Lett Ertckson

Farmer— Lynn* Overman

Ask Us For Quotation*

Selected Short Subjects

...the blend that can't be copied

The Record Office
Moa.-Tues.

...the RIGHT COMBINATION ofthe

Jan.

23-24

Errol Flynn

The Dawn Patrol

»
CopTPfiu 1939, LttftlTT

«

—

Telephone S

—

Paul K. Niven. Bowdoin 1916

la

world's best cigarette tobaccos

Manager
Printers of

Sound Act

The Orient

a Urns Tomcco Co.

as

~
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Eighth Annual Religious
Forum To Start Sunday
With Address By Dallas

Rfs«s

By Richard
more campus
NOGood-Time

E.

Day*

chatter; no

Charlie's,

more

—

grinders, grist, and
of the occasional closefitting parodies. None of these will
grace the engraved pages of the Class
of 1940's BUGLE. Lately lamented
information from editorial headquarters of the yearbook informs us that
guff.

gents"

None

writeups will be missing
the book makes its hoped-for
appearance at IVY.
individual

A

For many

it

will a blessing.

The

trite, the commonplace, the embarrassing all that smacks of the secondary school publication will be
omitted. But this blessing will be obtained at the sacrifice of the groups
and individuals whose interest, sentiment, and talents have been directed toward an apt and condensed deOne
scription of their classmates.
group, of the Class of 1939, hit their
several nails on the head last year
with clever parody in verse based on
"Gilbert and Sullivan." If there is no
opportunity for such expression, what
will remain in the book, aside from
the pictures? Much of the previous
poor quality of the write-ups has
been due to haste and unfamiliarity
with the subject, but should this fact
condemn the department in the future? The BUGLE staff is not culpable for any lack of interest among
the delegations. The Class of '40 wrote
its own blank check. How do you feel
and write about it. Juniors?

—

•

-

r

rpH

been

stacked away, inscribed with
doleful epitaphs on scholastic failure.

Row upon row on the gym floor,
etched nigh to that cement layer, are
the scuffs and scars of agitated feet,
that strove to aid the inactive mind.
Recording of the ranks has written
the last chapter of Mid- Years. Memories remain, to be forgotten at the
Sophomore Hop. Some are asking the
why and wherefore of the semi-annual sweat sessions in mental gymnastics. The bones of contention have
been ground down through the years
what
until only the marrow is left
about the silent sufferers and fussing "flunkees" who try to negotiate
such a suicide schedule as five exams
in tnree days?

—

Very promptly we pigeon-hole
in

the

10,
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DON REDMAN TO PLAY
TONIGHT AT GYM DANCE

ROBEi&A' OPENS

WINTER MOVING
PICTURE SERIES

Religions Thought"

Hart, Young,

Picture Tonight
Student-Faculty
Union Committee for the 1939 winter series of Memorial Hall movies:
Feb.

RCA.

Feb.

11— "Roberta"
22— "The Plainsman"

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

11— "Of Human Bondage"
18— "Lives of A Bengal Lan-

Plan Activities
Bowdoin's eighth annual Religious
will open this Sunday at five
p.m. with a chapel address by Bishop
John T. Dallas, D.D., of New Hamp-

The Forum, sponsored by the
Bowdoin Christian Association under
the leadership of William C. Hart
'39, Philip C. Young '40, and Charles
P. Edwards '41, will run from Sunday through Wednesday, ending with
a chapel service conducted by the
Reverend Edward P. Daniels, B.D., of
Concord, Mass:, on Thursday morning.
As is the custom the twelve visitshire.

V

Five Shows
At 6.45 tomorrow evening the Student-Faculty Union Committee Is
presenting the musical comedy "Roberta" to open- the winter season of
movies at Memorial Hall. Guests for
'the Sophomor*, Hop will be admitted

.

DON REDMAN AND

Might

Vergason, Fernald, Mergendahl To
Compete In One- Act Play Contest

in 1935, co-stars

NAMED

For

Two

ings.
This dance is the first to be
held by a Sophomore class in many

j

years,

2 Released

A

From

Classes

yeaterday afternoon three members
of the Senior cJasa were elected to
Phi Beta Kappa and two members
of the claas were granted release
from clasMS to pursue individual
study during the second semester.
The new members of Phi Beta
Kappa are Philip S. Campbell,
George A. Dunbar, and Richard H.
Moore. Those obtaining release
from Clausen are Milton M. Goldberg and George L. Hill, who, together with Clinton VY. Kline, were
ejected to Phi Beta Kappa last
June.

j

;

;

I

',

j

I

Vergason 39, Richard C.
and Charles H. Mergendahl. Jr. '41 have been selected to
present their plays in the Sixth Annual One-Act Play Contest to be held
on Monday night, February 27. The
judges are Professors Charles T.
Burnett, Cecil T. Holmes, and RobFernald

At the meeting of the Faculty

I

—

aminations would be strung over a
prohibitive period, if every student
were to have at least two or three
days' preparation for each subject.
In general, the situation is rare in
which the student has a schedule
similar to the above. The committee
in charge must hew to the calendar
line and let the student-chips
where they may.

»

-

fall
,

r

fourth
annual
Linn Wells
* baseball school was an even
greater success than were the previous sessions of this most unique gathering in the interest of our truly national pastime. Drawn by the presence of past, present, and future
Major League players, the attendant
500 enjoyed immensely the instructive and entertaining all-day program, and this record group must
have been more than pleasing to
sponsor Wells. In organizing this lecture and demonstration program on
baseball. Coach Wells has taken a
large and constructive step towards
the greater popularizing of the game
in this state. With a "faculty" that
included namos of national renown,
and a "curriculum" that includes
of
"most
the
various
phases of
baseball, the school was practically assured of an interested attendance.
rphi*

But Linn Wells was not content to
rest on the past laurels of his school,
and so he expanded the group of instructors, for the most part native
contributions to the Big Show, and
even arranged for a radio broadcast
to spread still more widely- the gospel
of baseball. As a result, the younger
players of the state were given the
opportunity for first-hand instruction
in the rudiments of the game, and the
public-at -large had the chance to
whet their appetites for the coming
national season. The school has now
become a true sign of spring and the
[

Continued on Page

2 ]

is

.

,

m

:

and Mrs. Athern

P. Daggett.

him

Fernald's play is a story of three
foreign newspaper correspondents en-

"Conquering Hero." It has a
background of the Sino-Japanese
war. Fernald is a newcomer in oneact play competition.
Richard Carland '39 has been selected for his
[ Continued on Page 2 J

WIN PRIZE DEBATE

i

to

Bowdoin.

In the field of

mu-

Don is by no means a new figure.
For many years he and the band have
been featured at some of America's
greatest ballrooms, night clubs, and
theatres. He first achieved fame during his engagement at New York's
famous Connie's Inn.

sic

;

j

Redman has broadcast regularly
over the Columbia Broadcasting Sys-

[

Abo Judged

Best Speakers'
tem and is a best seller on VictorBluebird records. He is widely known
A. T. 0. Wins Student
In Bradbury Contest
as a composer and arranger as well
Last Night
lOUnCll Award Again M an °™ h **<™ leader One of his
compositions
,

"Chant of the Weed,"
which he uses for his radio signature.
Alpha Tau Omega again won the has been featured by Paul Whiteman
Student Council Cup, awarded to the! in his concerts of modern American
fraternity with the highest scholas-. music. In addition to making arrangctic standing at the close of the sc- ments' for his own orchestra he is
mester. Thorndike Club had the high- often requested to arrange numbers

—

of Richard B. Sanborn
'40 and David D. W. Dickson "41 was
judged the winner of the Bradbury
Prize Debate, held in the debating
room in Hubbard Hall last night
Sanborn and Dickson also tied as the
best individual speakers of the even ing. The team consisting of George
T. Little '40 and Lewis V. Vafiades

The team

Not Appeared As Yet

Brown, W.

H., Jr.
Campbell, P. S.

I

;

L. W. Bruemmer '39, head of a
committee that made arrangements
for the admission to Bowdoin of a refugee student from Germany, has anest standing, but is ineligible to re- f°r other bands,
funds. The first of these is the be[ Continued on Page 2 ]
nounccd that the student selected,
The diminutive leader is one of
ceive the cup. The rating:
quest of the Rev. Edward R. Steams,
Herbert Gattem. has not as yet ar
[ Continued on Page 4 ]
D.D., of the class of 1889, for many
11.781
Sanborn was 1. Thorndike Club
'42 won second place.
from
heard
has
not
Bruemmer
rived.
years in charge of the work of the
Alpha
Tau
Omega
10.851
2.
won
which
team
and
bethe
last
December,
of
member
a
Gattern since
Congregational and Christian Church3.
lieves that he is apparently having second place last year, when Ernest
8
es in the State of New Hampshire.
SMITH'S
Germany. He F. Andrews '40 and Arthur W. Wang 4. S,""?/'
in leaving
trouble
Dr. Stearns, who was given his docshould have arrived at Brunswick '40 took first prize.
tor's degree by Bowdoin in 1929. died
9.482
Theta D?lta Chi
5.
Resolvwas.
debated
question
The
Kappa
Sigma
won
the
first
awardFebruary,
during the first week in
at his home in Concord, N. H., on Jan9.371
Epsilon
6.
Kappa
Delta
government
Federal
uary 20. The scholarship in amount ing of the Peucinian Cup, given to but as he is anti-Nazi, has probably ed: that the
to spend money to stim9265
7.
Beta Theta Pi
of $1,000, is established in memoryof the fres5u n«'> delegation receiving the come in conflict with the administra- should cease
A group of camera studies by ProThe judges of the 8. Zeta Psi
ulate business.
8.901 fessor Stanley B. Smith and drawings
Guilford Snow Newcomb of the Bow. highest grades at the close of the tion at Vienna.
Professor
Associate
were
contest
doin class of 1848 and it is to be used semester. Delta Kappa Epsilon wasj
The committee arranged io bring;
8.875 from the Uowaoin and Johnson Col
9.
Sigma
Nu
Assistant
Stallknecht,
Newton
P.
for the assistance of worthy students second. The standing:
Gattern here through the Internalections
are be.ng leatured in the
8.750
Professor Philip M. Brown, and Mr. 10. Delta Upsilon
from Warren, Maine, where Mr. New1.
Kappa Sigma
11.500) tional Student Service of New York
cr
uiIdi n
s Wec
8.701
£' .....
11.
Alpha Delta Phi
comb was born and where Dr. Stearns 2. Delta Kappa Epsilon .... 10.368 Under the plans made, the collet is '
? ofr Professor Smith
The exhibition
s
debating
prizes were
Bradbury
The
served as pastor from 1896 to 1902.
Upsilon
silon
12.
7.79 > photographs
7.795
nhototrranhs varies
vnnw in subject mat3.
Chi Psi
9.468 10
Bradbury.
Ware
James
Hon.
given
by
hi«ZS"i
The second fund, which will amount 4. Theta Delta Chi
tcr f rom sconcs taken on his recent
9.433 ^aduaebody K topayforhisboard^|t L
of
to about $800. is from the estate of
POPE
him
EULOGIZES
fraternities
give
SILLS
to
the
of
trip
each
to
Greece
5.
shots
life
Beta Theta Pi
to
of
on
the
9.076
amount each year to approximately
the Rev. Trueman S. Perry, A.M.. of
'Bowdoin campus. Among the photo6.
Alpha Tau Omega
8.653 board for a few weeks on a rotary
is the
of whJch twcnty
the class of 1850, who died at Water"The death of Pope Plus." said! graphs bem g shown are "Goats on
7.
Sigma Nu
8.041 system. A room.ng house on McKcen flfst
ze.
ford. It comes to the College through
'40,'
President Sills in chapel this morn- tho Walk of Acrocorinth in Corinth.
8.
Psi Upsilon
7.076 street, managed by Arthur Wang
the death of prior legatees and is
of
a
not
only
the
passing
"marks
'"gGreece": "Nana." a study of a dog;
room.
a
offered
nnsvn iimnraiin
9.
Alpha Delta Phi
7.000 has
established for a scholarship with
real Chris- •The
Parthenon from the West
e rcat -Christian, but ot
PROr.
preference to students planning to 10. Delta Upsilon
6.500
tian statesman. His wide and deep Front"; "Herr Direktor," a study of
^oOLBY HOCKKY GAME
BOWDon
enter the evangelical ministry.
11.
Zeta Psi
6.300
learning appealed to the scholarly Mr. Quinby directing a play; "The
TODAY
The college was shocked this mornworld; his devotion to duty when ill New York Skyline from Brooklyn
ing to learn of the death of Henry
The hockey game scheduled wi;h iE. Andrews Professor of Art at and weak was an inspiration to all; Bridge"; "Flowers on the lawn of the
1 Athens'
and 1 shot
vigorous replies to attacks on Grennadian
Cclby for last night wan postponed Bowdoin. Professor Andrews had
L
„ L _^f __ _., 5__ __j „i:.u..„ „» .i.„ m;,i v„.„ l-:
the Christian religion and religious of the Mid- Year Examinations in the
because ef the poor condition of
been ill for some weeks and was in
to|erance from the totali tarian states Gym. Also in the group are candid
the hospital at the time of his death.
.
shots
of
President
SUls
and
Professor
m t hear1cni dx
am
Arrangement for his funeral have
ChrLstians of all Tillotson.
Q f qw
the White's flrst start since midcompleted.
The drawings from the Bowdoin
The Polar Bears are not been
Churches mourn his death.
An outstanding feature of the been varied and distinguished. She yearn.
and Johnson Collections, which are
forthcoming Bowdoin Institute of is the head of the Department of strengthened by the return of Jack
being shown in the Bowdoin Gallery,
Music to be held from April 10 Composition at L'Ecole Normalc de Tucker to the tquad, but Colby ha*
are based on the work of sculptors of
through April 22 will be the choral Musique and a member of the faculty also been strengthened by (be rethe Italian and Flemish school of the
concert of the combined Singing of the Fountainbleau School of Muturn of Fort In, injured forward,
Renaissance
Period.
Noteworthy
Clubs of Wellesley and Bowdoin Col- sic.
and the addition of five freshmen
drawings among this collection are
leges on the final evening of the serHer engaging personality and wide to the squad. For this reason it la
"St. Jerome." "Scene of the Sacking
ies.This particular portion of the knowledge have made her much
not expected that the Bean will
of Ivy." "Study of Three Peasants,"
institute offers an unusually excel- sought after as an informal lecturer
have so easy a time defeating the
At seven-thirty o'clock on Monday provide a suitable maintenance for "Prediction of John the Baptist."
ministers
lent musical treat as Mile. Nadia before French groups.
Included in! Mules as In their two previous conevening the town of Brunswick heard the pious, learned, orthodox
Holding a
Boulanger. internationally renowned the long list of well known American teats, both of which ended with 'hosts of bells ringing in the belfries then settled in the township." The "Landscape," "Woman
Child."
"Mountainous Landscape,"
8-1 scores.
teacher, organist, and conductor, will composers who have studied with
the history of the
of the churches and in the Bowdoin President told of
direct the large chorus.
settlement in 1628. and and "Madonna and Child."
Mile. Boulanger are Roy Harris, Walchapel. For a quarter of an hour the orginal
Present plans call for a program ter Piston and Aaron Copeland, "Dean
then placed
college chimes rang forth hymns of stressed the importance
including a Bach cantata and Cariss- of American Composers,'.', who is also
Cr„ jVT.
thanksgiving. The occasion was the on the cooperation of church and town
Wkjf
imi's Jepthe.- A stringed orchestra lecturing at the Institute.
Closmg his talk the 1 ai||A
200th anniversary of the incorpora- government.
now holding rehearsals under Professeme interesting and
Her conducting talents have ention of the town, and the bells her- President noted
Saturday, 6.45 p.m. Fred Astaire
sor Tillotson's direction will accom- abled her to direct many choral and
town's
the
Representatives
about
Key
facts
little-known
First
the
held
in
aided a meeting
pany both numbers, and Mile. Boulan- orchestral groups in both England
and Ginger Rogers in "RoParish Church under the supervision history. Brunswick is forty years oldger will do the recitativos of Jepthe and France. Mile. Boulanger's group
anteberta''; Memorial Hall.
of its pastor. Dr. Thompson E. Ashby. jer 'than the United States and
At last Tuesday night's White Key
at the piano or harpsichord.
;of singers has been particularly populhe short memorial service con- dates the college by fifty-five years. meeting it wm decided by a vote of
J.
p.m.
V.
Swimmers
vs.
7.C0
Interest in this concert, although lar in Europe, giving over fifty contown, it
sisted of hymns and prayers com- Although now an industrial
all members to elect six new tiemHuntington School.
heightened by the nature of the certs in Paris alone last year.
for
district
residential
was
formerly
a
town
memorating the founding ot the
ivs to tlae organization. Six fratcrchorus itself and the prospects of a
800 pm. Varsity Swimmers
Aside from her teaching and conand the granting of the town charter, retiied sea-captains and a bus'-.^ss nitics-were chosen at random to elect
brilliant program, centers on the tal- ducting fame. Mile. Boulanger's concenter for shipping.
vs. Olneyville Boys' Club.
Di-. Ashby read from the Scriptures
ented person of Mile. Nadia Boulan- tinental reputation attests to her
In connection with its anniversary Juniors to s^rve in the new capacity.
life
the
of
history
a
short
gave
and
5.00
p.m. Chapel; The
Sunday,
by
ger. Already established as a leading position as "an inspirer of the first
town. President Sills read the it has been announced that the town The following men were chosen
Rt. Uev. John T. Dallas, D.D.,
musician in Europe, she has attracted rank." Her programs have become
celebra the houses
petition for incorporation which was will present its bicentennial
considerable attention on the basis of distinctive in their attention to both
Delta Kappa Lpsilon: Robert N.
Bishop of New Hampshire,
Josdated 1735. The college choir, under tion on July 2, 3. and 4. Judge Jos
her performances in the United States classical and modem pieces of music.
Rousseau will preside over Bass '40.
opens Religious Forum.
the direction of Professor Tillotson, eph H.
since her arrival in this country in
Theta Delta Chi: George M. Slevthe summer celebration, and the f e*Coming to America in 1937 on an
sang hymns.
.Monday. 6.45 p m Phi Beta KapApril, 1937.
official visit in behalf of the French
In a fifteen-minute radio speech on tivities will be marked by a historical ens '40.
pa Initiations, Hubbard Hall,
A winner of the Prix de Rome and government to study and observe the
Zeta Psi: Eugene D. Sexton ".0
Monday afternoon. Fresident Sills, address by Edward W. Wheeler, and
follovred by dnner at Moulton
a Chevalier of the Legion of Honor teaching of music in American schools
Kappa Sigma: not yet elected.
discussing the town charter, gave one a historical poem by Robert P. T.
Mile. Boulanger has been termed the and colleges, she has continued both
President Sills is the chair-,
S gma Nu: Henry A. Wheeler '40.
Union. Dana M. Swan '29.
of the reasons for the founding of the Coffin.
foremost woman musician in France." her directing and teaching on a broad
Alpha Tau Omega: Donald W.
town as "the enabling of the inhabit- man of the committee which is mukspeaker.
Her teaching experience abroad has
plans
for
the
celebration.
[ Continued on Page 2 ]
IBradeen '40.
ants through tax or assessment to ing

Chapman,

Bowdoin College has just received
two additions to her scholarship

A

Cohen, L.
Dunbar, G. A.

i

!

i

I

KAPPA SIGMA WINS

PEUCINIAN AWARD

i

™

I

^PROFESSOR

PICTURES EXHIBITED

1

!

W

1

(

pository for topics controversial. Ex-

charge

1

j

SANBORN, DICKSON

'

Scholarships

in

j

'39.

titled

I

Bratt, E. C. L.

committee

L.

j

j

Funds

'lhe

headed by Class President Walter H.
Young, assisted by Edward W. Cooper and Joel F. Williams.
In
conjunction
with
tonight's
dance, a program has been arranged
to entertain the guests tomorrow,
The J. V. swimming team may be
seen in the afternoon and a varsity
meet with Olneyville will be held
ert P. T. Coffin.
the evening. Saturday evening, also,
Vergasons
entry
is
entitled the Student-Faculty Union ComH"Where Roses Fade," and is an ironic tee will present 'Roberta" in Memtreatment of the matrimonial agency orial Hah. The movie, beginning at
theme.
Vergason won last years 6.45 will be over in time for the
contest with "The Rabbit's Foot," swimming meet. Many of the houses,
and gained a tie for first place two also, have arranged "Vic" Dances for
years ago with "God in the Icebox." Saturday night.
The cast for \his play includes RichRedman will bring fourteen musicard Sullivan '40, Harold Pottle '41, ians and featured entertainers with
i

Edwin

Three Phi Betas Elected;

Has

College Is Given

had to cancel his engagement at
Bowdoin because of a change in book-

j

Men

will be the subject for the
first night; "Can the
church and
State be totally separated?" for the
second night; and "What is the modern trend of religion?" for the last
night. Under each of these general
topics are more specific items which
include questions which are bothering the world today such as "Why
the new Nazi church, and why the
Nazi attitude toward various religious sects?"
In addition to these groups in the
different fraternities there is an expensive program which includes chapel speeches, various meetings and
and conferences, and a tea at the
home of President Kenneth cT m:
[ Continued on Page 2 }

HIS ORCHESTRA

on their escort's tickets.
This picture^ made when musicals

TO DEAN'S LIST

re-

By Robert D. Fleixchner
About 150 couples will dance to the
music of Don Redman and his orchestra, who will play for the Sophomore Hop in the Sargent Gymnasium
tonight, beginning at 10 o'clock. Redman has Dcen substituted for the
previously announced Andy Kirk, who

,

I

their

PLACE OF KIRK

Personal Appearances
And Records

Committee Announces

Ginger Roger* and Fred Astaire.
Handling the supporting roles are
Randolph Scoft and Irene Dunne.
Two very popular songs "Lovely to
Look At" and "Smoke Gets In Your
[Eyes" came from this picture. "Rob»• 1
»>
m. • or
i
«J J ert»" W8S the flrSt **& Picture With
Decided both Ginger Ragers and Fred Astaire.
ThlS Year S LlSt
has boen acctain,ed
Attain
DroDh""1 the ***"** the
urop, 14
i* flien aihiih
CMlntry over
by movie critks
'Astaire at his admirable best," "a
Perfect Record
model for urbanity," "Kern's music
The number of men who received distinguished for literary and romanDean's List grades for the past sem- tic wit," and "a model for lavishness.
ester took a decided drop from the grace, ahd humor in the musical film"
figures of last year, according to an are some of the statements of critics
announcement from the Dean's office, concerning this picture.
Twenty Seniors, twenty-one Juniors,! At this same show there will be
and six Sophomores, making a total shown a full reel of Paramount footof 47 men, are named on this sem- ball pictures made up of shots of
ester's list, as compared with 64 for various football games of 1938. The
the first semester of last year and 63 followng games wiM be shown In
for the corresponding period in 1937. part: Southern California- Alabama.
The number of men who received Minnesota-Washington, Maryland-Nastraight A's in their courses also fell, vy, Yale-Columbia, Stanword-Santa
PrincetonHarvard-Brown,
In the past semester three Seniors, Clara,
State - Southern
Onto
jSix Juniors, three Sophomores, and 'Dartmouth,
two Freshmen had a perfect record, California, and Army-Columbia,
February
22nd and
movies
for
The
with
compared
as
a total of fourteen,
17 for the first semester of last year, March 18th haw both been procured,
"The Plainsman." starring Gary
and 21 in 1937.
The following upperclassmen may Cooper and Jean Arthur, will be
at their discretion during {.shown on SaUftJay. February 22nd;
cut das
the next' semester," hating* received
[ Contintmd on Page 4 ]
"B" grades or better in their first
semester subjects:
Refugee Student
1936
Bamford, D. W.

the discussion topics for the three
ligion

The

IN

Band Nationally Known For

Faculty-Student Union

were at

47 MEN

Trends in Religious Thought."
Branching from the main theme are

freedom of

REDMAN ENGAGED

FOOTBALL SHORTS
ADDE0 ATTRACTION

\

Informer"

Hall, will all begin at 6.45 p.m.

ing ministers will stay at the various
fraternity houses and the Moulton
Union, where they will hold discussion groups each evening -on different religious problems.
The main
theme of the Forum is "Modern

is

—'The

4

cer" and "The River"
Each program will also include a
reel of Paramount football movies.
The programs, held in Memorial

Forum

"What

the

And Edwards

Working With

evenings.

About 150 Guests Expected
On Campus Today For
Sophomore Hop

!

The following program has been
arranged by

TOMOMOW

;

this

"nothing-can-be-done-about-it
that all-inclusive re-

department"

M AlNEffilTOAY, FEBRUARY

\

GUESTS TO STAY
AT FRATERNITIES

when

Left to the collective and individual talents of the members of the
various fraternity delegations, the
write-ups, or rather the lack of them,
forced the editors to give this antotal
nual feature up as a bad job.
of three groups had submitted their
personals a month after the posted
deadline. Through the combined circumstances of the tardy contributions
and the adverse policy of the board
toward individual sketches, there will
remain only the factual activity record to supplement each Junior's pictorial representation in the annual.

HALL

To Have Theme Committee Announces
Fred Astaire, Ginger Rogers
Of "Modern Trends In
Are Ob-Starred In
Moving Picture Dates

Silent Discussions

Sams. Hard-working Hank's, Popular Paul's. Gone are the faithful fellows, hailed and well met, all-round
"good

BRUNSWICK,

(68th Year)

The Sun

•ROBEKT.V IN .MEM.

THE BOW

10 P.M.
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Institute's Combined Concert
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With Bell-Ringing and Speeches
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NADIA BOULANGER TO

47 STUDENTS ATTAIN

DEAN'S LIST GRADES

btaMhM

\*n
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may have its coeds and social merry-go-round and
L)artmouth may have its Outing Club and Carnival, but Bowdoin
wiU always have its sophomores and its pines. Not quite underRollins

following Sophomores may
take six cuts in each subject having
received half "A's" and half "B's" in
their subjects for the first semester:

The

Chittim, R. L.

classes at their discretion having received straight "A's" in their subjects
for the first semester.

Dickson, D.
Pope, E. P.
Taylor,

W.

W.

The following men received straight
"A's" in their subjects for the first
semester:

D.

G.

classmen and certainly not upperclassmen these "in-betweens" have

but lately turned their

Bowdoin's
iors

social

In recent years, content to

and seniors take care of

this

let

the jun-

(Dustard and Cress

George L.

centered their activity around dormitory

marks are
history, an

that the

doors, semester

is

in

and

last

interesting

hangouts, and "innocent" -freshmen. It hasn't been un- story comes to light concerning two
Freshmen taking French 3. The pair
til this year that the spell of social inactivity has broken and the had been
fighting a neck and neck
"flophomorish" vim and vigor has been set to work in channels battle all semester for a "B" in the
course. Both had maintained an almore adaptable to the social life of the College as a whole. Not so most identical low "B" average for
the semester up until the mid-year,
much of a task as the harnessing of energy at Boulder Dam, the and
their grades for the exam were
control over this sophomore energy nevertheless will in time be as both "B-." One of the pair was
greaUy broken up, however, to learn
useful to Bowdoin as the dam will be to the farms of the Colorado that he had received
"C for the
course, while his rival had gained his
Valley.
treasured

Years ago the sophomore

Matthew W.

ming meet, and, of
night in the gym.

wealth of sophomore

Hop

spirit

once more makes

This dance certainly
social

program.

Don Redman

course,

The yoke
its

fulfills

will

is

a swim-

be performing to-

has been placed once again on this

and exuberance and the Sophomore
appearance on the Bowdoin campus.

Winter

a definite need in the College

Therefore the Orient extends a

warm welcome

to Bowdoin's week-end guests as the Class of '41 presents for

campus approval

the

first

in a

new

series of

annual sophomore

G.

hops.

M. S„ Jr.

is

rather alarming.

Has

scholarship at

tional)
titled

recommended a poem en"Finis."

Professor Coffin

saked the student to read the poem. The student read the piece
with all the feeling he could put
into his voice, but laying par-

am

current Dean's List presents a picture that at

first

Bowdoin entered a

Is the quality of students getting poorer?

Course* that meet In the evening have advantages, but one
great disadvantage is the fact
that there i» no chapel bell to
halt the dam. A recent class in
lyric poetry was still in session
at 11.45 one evening; aad there
were still no evidences of its
breaking up.
Professor Coffin,
upoa reaching a certain poet la
the book, asked, "Arc there aay
poems by this man that anyone
thinks worthy of reading?" A
certain sly member of the class
(It couldn't have been uninten-

ticular stress on the last line,
which ends, "And I
ready to
depart.''

CAUSE FOR ALARM?
The

Are

sight

decline?

standards of mark-

ing being raised? Is there any indication of a trend at

Three Selected For
One-Act Play Contest

all?

Continued from P&ge I ]
fact is east, with the other members to be

Whatever may be the answers to these questions, one
the number of men attaining Dean's List grades has
dropped considerably below that of the past few years. In the
first semester last year 64 men attained these grades; in 1937, 63
men; in 1936, 81. This year there are only 47 men on the list. The
same is true of "straight- A" men only 14, compared with 17 last

certain:

—

year and 21 in 1937.

Everyone seems mystified as to the cause of
Several factors appear, which

this

sudden drop.

may be

t

chosen

later.

Mergendahl

A

This

class has

been notable chiefly for

its

dearth of Dean's

By conducting 10,000 sleep experipres- ments, University of Chicago scientist* have found that most persons
ent it is, in its contribution to the Dean's List, far below its pre- sleep more than necessary,
and that
decessors of the last few years. Ordinarily the senior da.00 contrib- persons who depend on an alarm
clock awaken a half hour before the
utes the largest number of high-ranking students; this year that alarm usually sounds.

List

and "straight-A" men

all

through

honor has been assumed by the junior

its

college career.

At

Jr.

lege as a whole. If the above figures be taken as indicative of the

general level, there would seem to be cause for alarm.

It

may

however, that the college has suffered only a temporary

be,

Thomas

'40

themes have been "How te-^FInd
God," "The Function of the Church

Thorndlke Club

Church,

Fall

River,

Young

Philip C.

'40

Continued from Page

many denominations

New Hampshire

opens

Monday, February 13

The Rev. Albert

C.

I

J

Fraternity discussion groups. There should be a definite
break at 8.00 P.M. to allow those who must leave to do

8.15

A.M.

Chapel address by the Rev. Philip Guiles, Ph.D.

Tuesday, February 14

Picture of clergy and committee.

Tea at the home of President Kenneth C. M. Sills, 85
Federal Street. Clergy, college faculty and students.

7.00

P.M.

Fraternity discussions.

8.15

A.M.

Chapel address by the Rev. Gordon E.

Wednesday, February 15

eral.

hardly a timely matconsider at the moment,
with May some months away, still
it might be appropriate for a statement of the policy to be followed in
the allotment to Seniors and Juniors
of a special reading period prior to
Final Examinations. As we understand it, the period has been designed to allow upperclassmen an opportunity to concentrate on work pertaining to their Major Subjects. Also,
we believe the individual professors
will designate whether or not the
free period will be granted in their
particular courses. Consequently we
believe it would be beneficial to students and faculty alike if a definite

Forum

8.30

A.M.

Meeting of

4.00

P.M.

Informal meeting

faculty.

P.M.

7.00

A.M.

8.15

How

Classical School

11.
12.
13.

Student romances are ranked at
the top of the reasons for failures
according to
Professor of

among college students,
Raymond S. Musgrave,

Psychology at Birmingham-Southern
College.
Says the Professor, "When
a student is in love, he is unable to
concentrate on his studies."

PRINTING

offer.

A

On February

14,

Bowdoin

The

Bucknell College in an Eastern In-

League Debate in HubThe subject, which will
be debated in the Oregon style, win
be "Resolved: that socialized medicine should be available to aH at pub-

i

!

!

to technicians.

For completeness, precision and
theJBowdoin team will be Ed- authority when writing a report or
ward C. Palmer '40, cross-examiner, thesis you must go to, a dictionary
and C. Alton Stetson '41, witness, that is unabridged. In addition to i's
Judges for the debate will be Mr. large clear vocabulary it contains 32
Edward W. Bridgham, Bath lawyer, separate features.
Rev. Joseph O. Purdue, of the WinMr. Chasin is seeing the students
ter Street Congregational Church in and fraternities in reference to this
Bath, and Mr. ArnoM G. Wester- offer.
|

berg, teacher of English at Edward
Little High School in Auburn.

BUGLE? —

for such

TONDREAU
87

would seem to

be the cause and effect of the $15.

We

could stray to the

"left"

EVERYTHING THAT'S GOOD
TO EAT

and

stage a strike.

The COLLEGE

BOOKSTORE

HYMARX OUTLINES
Disputed Passage: Lloyd Douglas

Fountain Pern

STUART * CLEMENT

BROS. CO.

MAINE STREET

$2.50

Song; of Years: Bess Streeter Aldrich

Town Building

to inteltalking.

efforts

expense."

On

J

and

of over 200 of the
World's Greatest Specialists were
combined in covering every technical
subject as Botany, Chemistry, Medicine, Education, Law, Physics and
Phonetics, assuring accuracy yet at
the same time clearness and simplicity so that anyone can easily understand specifically matters of interest

tercollegiate
bard Hall.

lic

necessity

ligent reading, writing

meet

will

Webster's Unabridged Dictionary

an absolute

is

WHITE TO DEBATE
AGAINST BUCKNELL

[

Wins Abraxas Award

10.

tributed

CLOSE OF FORUM
the yearbook.

limited number of Webster's UnDictionaries will be dison a special educational

abridged

Chape* address by the Rev. Edward Perry Daniels, B.D.

printing of the annual. On the other
hand, these assessments bring up the
question. Are the fraternities and
Juniors dependent on the BUGLE or
Which is more
is it vice versa?
The Abraxas Cup was awarded, for anxious to have the pictures in the
the first semester to Lynn Classical book? Is it up to the fraternities to
High School. This cup is awarded to contribute toward the support of the
the preparatory school having the
best scholastic representation in the

9.

A

Thursday, February 16

** ters: The very latest flash has it
The fact that the Blanket Tax conan old custom is being revived, that tributes to the BUGLE finances, and
of assessing each fraternity some $15 that each Junior pays $2 to have his
for having their picture printed in
picture in the book makes for a tidy
sum. Apparently all this money is
needed for the proper (and timely)

8.

secretary.

"23,

SPECIAL NOTICE TO STUDENTS

Fraternity discussions.

ADDENDA

15.333
15.250
15.000
13.666
Bangor High
13i)00
Deering High
13.000
Phillips Exeter Academy 11.000
Newton High
10.700
Roxbury Latin
8.750
Hebron Academy
8.000
Governor Dummer Acad. 7.800
Everett High
7.000
Bridgton Academy
6.250

Wilder

S.

Moulton Union lounge. Students

in

invited.

old this custom
is, we don't know, but the fact remains that it hasn't been in effect in
recent years. Reason given for the
assessment is that the advertising
hasn't come through according to expectations, and we also suspect that
statement .were made soon, announc- the matter of salaries for the staff
ing the particulars for each course has something to do with the $15.
that would be affected by the reading Bowdoin's twelve social groups thus
period.
will contribute $180 to the general
fund. May we be so naive as to ask if
it costs that much to print the group
from BUGLE headquar- pictures ?

7.

Gillett 'M, found-

er of the Forum.
it is

F.

W.

$2.50

25c to $10.00 each

.

CHANDLERS SON

Brunswick, Me.

FIRST NATIONAL
'

of Brunswick,

BANK

Maine

Capital $175,000

i

Total Resources $2,700,000
8TTDENT PATBOKACC SOLICITED

BRUNSWICK COAL & LUMBER CO
Hard and Soft Coals
Dry

Fuel Oils

Fireplace

Wood

MORTON'S NEWSSTAND
which

will

be remedied in the second semester.

fact seems to

be that the Class of 1939

conclusive

— CONFECTIONERS —

another of "Bowdoin's Largest Line of Pipes aad Tobacco
in

lapse, mistakes.'"

mmmmamiiiiM

is

The only

Town

TOILET ARTICLES

«*

18

present to speak. President Sills will
speak at the dinner.
At a meeting of the directors of
the Fund held at the Cumberland
Club in Portland on Wednesday,
January 25, plans for the 1939 campaign proposed by Mr. Roy A. Foulke
'19 were accepted.
Present at the
meeting were Harold E. Verrill '15,
chairman, E. Curtis Mathews '10,
Chester G. Abbott '19, Seward J.
Marsh '12, Robert M. Pennell '09,
Harold C. L. Ashey '12, and Philip

Meeting of Forum faculty in B.G.A. Room of Union.
The Rev. Albert C. Thomas, D.D., presiding.

P.M.

1.S0

year's

meeting of the Board of Directors and the class agents for the Bowdoin Alumni Fund will be held in the
Moulton Union on Saturday. February 18. which will be followed by a
dinner and general attendance at the
swimming meet with Bates. There
have been a number of changes in
the corps of class agents and a large
meeting is expected. It is hoped that
Austin H. MacCormick '15 will be

Thomas. D.D,

P.M.

4.09 P.M.

this

A

presiding.
7.00

8.S0 A.M.

as possible are

represented in

ALUMNI FUND BOARD
MEETS FEBRUARY

Clark, B.D.

Discussion of Forum.

3.30 P.M.

another in a long list of projects for
the benefit of the community in gen-

6.

Christian's

Forum.

Chapel 'address by the Rev. John Frye Steams, M.A.
Devotional service in the small lounge of the Moulton
Union. Open to ministers and members of undergraduate committee. Conducted by the Rev. William W.

8.15 P.M.

tion of the college has effected yet

5.

"A

There are about eight denom-

inations
t

Bishop John T. Dallas, D.D., of
the Forum with chapel address.

3.09 P.M.

coming of baseball. We can safely
say that Linn Wells has done all in
his power to give baseball a boost in
the State of Maine, and the co-opera-

Lynn

Society,"

and "Why Christianity."
is made in these Forums
to present as many points of view as
possible and hence ministers of as
Conduct,''

so.

£

Modern

in

I

P.M.

5.09

class.

No accurate figures are available on the scholarship of the col-

Richard E. Tukey

Church,

Mass.

Bullock, Jr.

also new in one-act
play competition, although he has
submitted a three-act play which
Director George H. Quinby is considering for production at Christmas
Houseparties next year.
Mergendahl's play, entitled "Standing Room freshman class. The standing:
Only," is in blank verse, and is based
1.
Lynn Classical High ....
on the famous Ward suicide case in 2. Brunswick High
New York last summer. The cast 3. Beverly High
for this play consists of Orville Deni4.
Medford High
is

partly responsible. President son '41, Augustus Fenn '40, Charles
Mergendahl '41, John MacCarey '39,
SiHs, in chapel Wednesday morning, implied that one reason lay
Norman Watts '41, Harold Pottle '41,
in the ceaseless round of distractions, including athletics and other and Miss Glencora Dow.
The three plays will be competing
extra-curricular activities. While such distractions do undoubt- for the annual $25 first
prize and ai
edly consume too much of the students' time, it may be questioned $15 second prize. In addition to the
money award, the winner will also
whether there has been any appreciable increase this year.
receive, as last year, a wooden statuette to be held by him until next
more plausible explanation seems to exist in the senior year's contest
class.

Beta Theta Pi

"The Sun Rises"

rpHOUGH
* ter to

years to the Spring vacation.

A hockey game is scheduled as

Baptist

to live in fraternity
houses for three days and hold discussion groups with the students. The
Forum and of
succeeding ones have been such that
it has been held for eight consecutive years entirely on the students'
own initiative. Some of the past

results of that "first

Rev. John F. Stearns

First

]

Bowdoin campus

Water-

invited.

Richard F. Gardner
Charles T. Ireland, Jr.

"B."

past sufficed to carry us through the long, dreary period from mid- exam.

to throw a real party.

(Charter Member)
Methodist Episcopal Church,
ville, Me.

Sunday, February 18

1943

The

know how

Alpha Tau Omega
Roger M. Stover '39

Rev. Harold A. Metzner

David D. W. Dickson
Everett P. Pope
Walter G. Taylor

.

m

first

Andover Newton Theological Seminary

Schedule Of Events

1941

outside reading grades to find where
the difference lay.
After considerable deliberation and averaging of
marks, it was learned that the apparent
difference lay in one outside
juniors have continued their annual three-day Ivy Houseparty
reading exam in which the
forMay, and the seniors have continued their Commencement dance tunate member of the pairmore
had reduring the graduation season in June. Except for the Student ceived an "A-," while the other had
received a "B-plus." The consternaCouncil's Christmas dance, however, the Winter season here at tion of the "B" man was almost unBowdoin has always been lacking in social activity. Fond memories imaginable when he realized that
that was the exam for which the
of the Christmas houseparties and vacation and endless, optimistic other did not prepare, and that he
had told him the story of the replans for the Easter vacation and Ivy Houseparties have in the quired book the
night before the

break away from their lethargy and to show that they

James' Church, Old Town, Me.

Rev. Albert C.

i

The attempt

J. Carre
Richard T. Eveleth
Richard B. Sanborn
Luther D. Scales, Jr.

program by presenting a Sophomore Hop, but in recent

This year with the weatherman batting on our side for the
time in several years, the stage is set for the sophomores to

St.

Rev. Philip Guiles

Jeffrey

Immediately they
class did take part in the College compared their quiz, hour exam, and

years this activity has been diverted into different channels.

Rev. Gordon E. GiUett *S4 (founder)

Kline

Neal W. Allen,

downtown

social

Mass.

Rev. Robert Sweetser '39

1940

Now

windows and

Portland, Maine

Princeton University

Hill

W,

Clinton

program, the sophomores have

Continued from Page

el

19S9
Milton M. Goldberg

and exuberance into the channels of

spirit

program.

C

Houston, P.

'39

oh Tuesday afternoon. The chapspeakers include the Rev. John F.
Stearns, M.A., Auburn, Maine; the
Rev. Philip Guiles, Ph.D.. of Andover Newton Theological School. Newton Center, Mass.; the Rev. Gordon
"39
James E. Tracy
E. Gillett '34. Old Town, Maine; the
Rev. Edward P. Daniels, B.D., and
Pat Upsilon
Bishop John T. Dallas. D.D.
Pierson C. Irwin '30
The Rev. Albert C. Thomas, D.D,
of the First Baptist Church, Fall
Delta Kappa Epshm
River, Mass., is the chairman of the
John C. Marble, Jt[ '40
visiting clergy. Seven of the visiting
clergy have been present at the ReZeta Psi
ligious Forum in past years, and the
Louis W. Bruemmer, Jr., •3$
Rev. Harold A. Metzner of the MethTheta Delta Chi
odist Episcopal Church, Waterville.
Me., is the only charter member with
Ernest F. Andrews, Jr., '40
the exception of the founder the Rev.
Chi Psi
Gordon E. Gillett of St. James, Old
Town, Maine.
Robert C. Russell "39
Eight years ago the Forum was
Delta Cpsikin
founded by the Reverend Gordon E.
Gillett, who is in attendance at this
Walter H. Young '41
Forum and was at that time an unSigma N«
dergraduate at the college. With the
Henry A. Wheeler '40
backing of President K. C. M. Sills he
invited fourteen ministers to the

Rev. Quitman V. Berkley, O.P.

High Street Congregational
Auburn, Me.

Hanscom, W. T.

Hart

Charles P. Edwards '41

Rev. John W. Brush
Symphony.
First Baptist Church. Waterville. Me.
She is at present on the staff of
the Longy School of Music in Cam- Rev. Wallace W. Clark
bridge, and of Wellesley College, and Pinehurst Community Church

as St. Louis and Chicago, south to
Washington, D. C, and north to
Brunswick.
Her connections with American
education are strengthened by the
presence of former students on the
faculties of Columbia, Dartmouth,
Mt. Holyoke, Oberlin, Ohio State,
Smith, Vassar, Wellesley, and Western Reserve.

!

Sill*

Congregational Church,

is a visiting lecturer at the Juillard Foundation in New York City, Rev. Edward Perry Daniels
Radcliffe, Oberlin, and the University First Parish Church, Concord,
of Chicago, among others. During the f
current musical season, her direction Rev. Mervin M. Deems
of concerts will carry her as far west Bangor Theological Seminary

Wang, A. W.
The following Sophomores may cut

REHASCEHCE

C.

[

State Street

Forum

-Rev. Albert C. Thoaias, D.D.

of

Rev. Wallace A. Anderson

she

Scales, L. D., Jr.
Sullivan, R. W., Jr.
Tuccio, J.
Tukey, P. E, Jr.

Sullivan, Jr.

VWttag Clergy

1

Carre, J. J.
Eveleth, R. T.
Everett, E. F.
Halekas, G. P.
Harwood, W. R.
Jacobson, P. B.
King, F. W.
McDougall, G. H.
Novello, R.
Palmer, E. C.
Rocque, F. A.
Sanborn, R. B.

'41

of

OmmvM CtaUnnM

]

I

R.

BuDock, M. W.,

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY

scale.

i

E., Jr.

Bradeen, D.

~

'41

Religious

;

N. W.

Bliss, F.

i

Among

a public unused to
women symphonic conductors of the
first rank, her capable direction of
jthe Boston Symphony Orchestra last
year attracted wide attention. On Febjruary 11, she directs the New York
Philharmonic
Orchestra,
and on
March 2 and 6 she win return as
feminine maestro of the Boston

j

1940

Sob-Edlton
David W. D. Dickson '41 John C. Evans '41
Theodore Hoitt *41
Robert A. Inman '41
Jack R. Klnnard '41
Harold L. Pines '41

B. Harold Pottle. Jr. '41
Wflttam E. Vannah '41
Tbaddcus J. Keefe, '41

f Continued from Pog<

I ]

Goldberg, M. M.
Harrison, J. W.
Hill, G. L.
Kline, C. W.
Lord. H. M. r II
Moore. R. H.
Mullen, R. S.
Pierce. J. D.
Russell, B. W., Jr.
Sandler, M.
Stengel, P. D.
Stern, T.

To Open
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

THREE

SPORTS SIDELIGHTS

Varsity Trackmen Will Face

FROSH RUNNERS
IN EASY VICTORY

By Hank Shorey

Heavy Schedule Next Week
START WITH

Hamblen, Mitchell, Rowe,
Redmond, Pope Run Well

Time

•

AGAIN VICTORS

Newhouse And Hall

to give the White the strongest possible
In 61-34
aggregation. Olneyville has several newcomers in the lineup, but retains
such stellar performers as Soltysiak. who took the 200-yard breaststroke
last year in 2 minutes, 39 4/5 seconds, Gath, a diver, and Zaikowski, who is
. While its basketball squad was taking it on the chin upstairs, Thornexpected to swim the freestyle events.
Bowdoin will be unusually weak in the freestyle because of the ab- ton's trackmen were having an equal-

Coombs, Dyer Lead Frosh
In Their 59-51 Win Over
Thornton Acad.

Bowdoin's varsity indoor track season gets underway in the next eight
days as Jack Magee's proteges find
action slated in the B.A.A. games tomorrow night, at the Providence K.
of C. meet on Tuesday, and at Hanover, New Hampshire against Dartmouth on next Saturday afternoon.

—

A

promising mile relay quartet and
two specialists will represent the
White at the Golden Anniversary Renewal of the historic B.A.A. meet in
the Boston Garden tomorrow evening. The relay pairing will pit the
team against a
untried Bowdoin
strong Williams cluster and a perennially dangerous Amherst four.

Both Williams and Amherst have
already seen action this season, a fact lead to one point in the space of four
which must weigh heavily in any short minutes. The narrow squeak
Am- the freshmen had is shown by the
forecasts of tomorrow's race.
herst was second to Rhode Island fact that Coach Wells used only sevState in a four-cornered tangle also en men in the game in an effort to
involving New Hampshire and Wes- have his high scoring first five of
leyan in the Prout Games in Boston Dyer, McKay, Coombs, Adams, and
two weeks ago. Last week in the Hannigan on the court to open a safe
margin. Coombs and Dyer did more
Millrose games at Madison Square
than their share, scoring 21 and 18
Garden the Amherst team ran second
points respectively.
behind an excellent Williams quartet
Adams opened the game by sinking
in a Little Three race.
a close-in shot to get the frosh an
On the basis of time trials held early
lead, but Bragdon, Polackvitch,
thus far, Bowdoin's team compares
and then Bragdon again scored in
very favorably with last year's suc- succession for the Maroon and Gold.
cessful outfit. Captain Charlie Pope, It was then evident that mid-years
Bob Hamblen, and Lyn Rowe have and the consequent lack of practice
all been clocked in better than 46 had left the frosh in poor condition.
seconds for the 390 time trial spins McKay picked up two more for the
on the upstairs board oval. Bill Mit- Cubs, and Adams and Coombs tochell and Gene Redmond have regis- gether raised the point total to 10,
tered times just on the other side of only to have Polackvitch, Notis, and
the 46 second mark with Harry Bald- Bragdon register in quick succession
win only slightly behind on the time to end the quarter, with Thornton 11,
basis. In consideration of these tim- Bowdoin 10.
Jim Dyer, one of the best frosh
ings, a well-balanced team seems set
to toe the mark for Bowdoin in this
fiftieth running of the Unicorn clas-

Tuesday night.

sic.

freshman distance
is definitely scheduled to race
1000-yard event at Providence
and may be joined by Jim Doubleday.
Cross Country Captain George Hill,
and Nils Hagstrom will be probable
entrants in the 1500 and Al Gregory is entered in the high jump. Ray
face of such stellar competition as Huling will doubtless join Allen in
Staley and Tolrich whom Neal must the hurdles and also compete in the
face in the Garden. Marble has bet- broad jump, while Jack Marble is
tered twelve feet recently, and to- Bowdoin's pole vaulting representaPete Babcock.

Two

specialists, Neal Allen, hurand Jack Marble, pole vaulter,
will accompany the relay men when
they leave campus tomorrow morning. Allen running in the best form of
his career, has more than once hit
5 1/5 in trials over the 45-yard high
barriers, very good time even in the

ace,

dler,

morrow's stern competition

is

the

is In top form. Magee's relayout daily and rinse trials indicate
an unusually strong quartet. Following the Boston meet,
the sqaud will continue to Providence for the Knights of
Columbus meet on Tuesday. The Boston contingent will be
augmented by Doubleday and Babcock, who will run in the
1000, Hill and Hagstrom who will compete in the 1500-yard
event, Ray Huling for the hardies and broad jump, and Al
Gregory who is due to take part in the high jump. Walt
Young, who devoted all his time to mid-years during the
last three weeks, may join the relay group if he gets back

feet consistently

The entire squad will return from
Rhode Island on Wednesday, and

A

complete preparations for the dual
meet next Saturday afternoon at
Dartmouth.
A completely-manned
Those making the Boston trip will team is scheduled to leave campus
remain in the Hub over the week end for Hanover on Friday thus completweek
a
torrid
of track competii"B
to be joined on Monday by several
more specialists to be chosen on the tion. The Mageemen make their first
basis of this week's work. The whole home competitive appearance of the
group will then trek to Providence oh best Bowdoin indoor track schedule
Tuesday to compete in the second an- in some years on Friday evening,
of C. meet on February 24, against Bates College.
nual Providence
'

;

i

;

K

and Allen

men have been working

ly

Weakened Varsity Expects
Front
Boys' Club

Stiff Battle

JAYVEE MEET TO
PRECEDE VARSITY

bad time downstairs Wednesday

afternoon, as a powerful Frosh track
squad, paced by Babcock, Newhouse,
Hall, and Perkins, amassed 61 points
to the Saco club's 34.

Tomorrow

Pete Babcock easily copped both

he was trailed throughout by Hawkes
and Woodworth of Thornton, while
in the mile his

nearest competitors

were Wormwood of Thornton and
Chellman of Bowdoin.
In the 300-yard dash, run off*in
heats and the place winners judged
by times, Sid Hall had no trouble in
Roger Dunbar
romping in when he had turned in the
good time of 34 seconds for his heat. who will swim the backstroke and
Bill Murphy, aided considerably by a 220-yard freestyle againut Omeyville
.

streamlined haircut, won his heat in tonight.
35:2 and tied for second place with
Bugbee of Thornton. Had he not fal- school's
tered in his final few strides,

Murphy would have taken undisputed

high-jumping
record
for
by defeating Gray and Drisboth of Bowdoin at the comparatively low height of 5 feet 6 in.
stars,

coll,

possession of second.
Lindley, surprise winner of the 40Perkins, Clifford and Medberry
yard dash in the Portland meet, made finished one, two, three for Bowdoin
it
two in a row as he outdistanced in the shot with the winning distance
Bugbee and Seavey Bowdoin in a of 45 ft. 1 in.
blanket finish.
Lee, ace Thornton
Ed Martin again won the low
high hurdler, won his event in 6:3 hurdles in 5:4 seconds as he just
seconds with Gray of Bowdoin just edged out Anderson and Lee.
The
coming up too late and Anderson of broad jump was won by Gray with
the Academy getting the show posi- his winning margin over Lee of

The 600-yard event saw

ft. ltt in.
The relay was taken by the smooth
striding Frosh quartet of Fred Hall,
Caney, Newhouse, and Sid Hall, but
only after coming from liehind on the
anchor leg. Fred Hall was unable to
get the bid, but Caney made up considerable ground, as did Newhouse.
Sid Hall was only slightly behind as
he started the final leg. He closed

the gap, passed his man. and breezed
home with plenty to spare. The
time was 2:14.4.

#

s

500 Watch Big Leaguers At
Fourth Annual Baseball School

—s

Bowdoin's hockey team stick* right at the heels of the
leaders in the New England Hockey League with their
1-0 loss to New Hampshire the only Mot on their record.
Arnold and Melendy are among the top scorers of the
leagne am *g»red in a recent compilation. Melendy's piowess in hockey and his various other fields of activity
brought forth quite a bit of "orchid flinging" from Arthur
Sampson in Monday's Boston Herald.

More than five hundred fans
on hand Saturday when Coach
Wells opened his fourth annual
ball school. Coaches and players

were Bowdoin uniforms, took turns at the
Linn "mike," speaking both to the players
and to the hundreds that lined the
from edge of the track upstairs. Catching
all over the state filled every avail- was the first
topic discussed, with
able space in the Moulton Union dur- both Sukeforth and Picinich giving
ing the morning session to hear lec- the pointers. The most asked-for intures given by present and former formation was the correct stance bebase-

big league luminaries.
bets of the day. went on a rampage
Val Picinich, former big-leaguer
f orCftn ftivoe Tall*
at the start of the second period by!* CtGlDUIl UITC3 lain,
for twenty years, from Waldoboro, opr" L'L/4-"
countering four times in a row to put
ened the actual teaching part of the
fit
the frosh out in front for the first
KXiHDlllOn IM DlUlaTuS school after an introduction by
time.
Thornton held on grimly as
"President" Wells.
For almost an
Luce almost matched Dyer with three
hour Val discussed the whys and
Charles
Peterson, world famous
baskets, and Notis and Polackvitch
wherefores of catching. More dope
tri
shot
got one each to wind up their team's .
on catching was given by Clyde
'*•
scoring for the period.
doombs.
'f»at the Moulton Union last Sukeforth, former Cininnati Red. Del
his skill
Dyer, and McKay sunk three close-in
Bissonette, from Lewiston, was the
is now making
shots near the end of the session to Monday. Mr. Peterson
next lecturer. He first spoke about
his seventh annual tour under the
take over the lead 24-21.
infield play, with special emphasis
auspices of the American Association
on first base. This was the position
Polackvitch
opened the second of College Unions.
that he played for Brooklyn for sevhalf with a beautiful shot from beMr. Peterson first demonstrated
ieral years before an injury cut short
hind the foul line. Economos added
the fundamental shots in billiard
{his career.
Following this he talked
another to put Thornton ahead 25-24.
paying. tnen he exh jbited his "beThe lead then see-sawed back and Heve-it-or-not" shots, showing, among briefly about the requisites for a
good hitter.
After his lecture a
forth during most of the period, but
other stunts how it fe possible to
lengthy
discussion
just before the break. Hannigan,
period was held.
make a lhousand s traight-rail bilAgain this year as he was last, the
Coombs, Dyer, and Coombs again uarfe
four minutes and twentyhead professor was Irving "Bump"
chalked up 8 points to end the perhis
performDuring
seconds.
iHadley, star right-hander for the
ed with Bowdom leading 40-33.
ance Charlie invites anybody to "Show
world champion New York Yankees.
During the last quarter, the Cubs me a shot I can't make."
"Bump" told several amusing anecfought desperately to preserve their
He started his tour of the sixty- dotes
before settling down to his
lead and although tiring noticeably, five colleges enrolled in the American
talk.
In speaking of pitching he
they managed to widen the gap by Association of College Unions, by stressed control more than anything
shooting one-hundred and fifty points
else, saying that wildness can cost
while riding in an airplane, a feat
which Ripley introduced into his many a ball game in the course of a
season. As proof that he knew what
column.
he was talking about, he stated that
Mr. Peterson toured the country
he led the league two years in the
with William Hoppe in 1916 and 1923,
when the game of billiards was at number of bases on balls, saying this
wildness detracted from his number
its peak of popularity. When he comFriday
February 16
of
games won to a large extent. He
pletes his tour he will return to Saint
Louis, where he owns a billiard em- kept repeating "Make sure that you
Off
Record
have good control before you pracporium.
tice any curves or fast balls."
After
Pat O'Brien
another informal question and answer
Joan Blondeil
ahte
one point. Ed Coombs, playing safe period, the class was dismissed until
session.
News
Seand Act
because of three personal fouls (the afternoon
Coach Wells called the school to
against him, sunk five baskets to give
the frosh their first safe lead of the order again at 2.30 in the cage of the
Saturday
February 11
who wer.? in uniform
those
Only
gym.
afternoon.
Luce and Polackvitch
hung up four and two baskets were allowed to participate in the acPoint
on the floor.
apiece, but Jim Dyer put the game tual personal instruction
on the well-known ice as he got a The visiting celebrities, dressed in
Louis Hayward
basket and made the final score 59-51.

hind the plate.

P

Next Hadley and Brennan took
over the pitching department, a subject that occupied the better part of
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shirts,

as sure-fire as
more to step up

Cupid's dart, will do
your good looks than any other article

and
ties,

new white

|oog wearing non-wilt
all

day.

always

right,

DART—Arrow's
some

White

goes well with all your suits and

pf clothing.

is

shirt with the

'

—

|

.

'
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world-famous Arrow shirt whose sect

cottar holds all endurance records.

year's aggregation.
Sumner Hamburger, who was the captain of Hunt-

forum was held
showing of the

,

i

nan, who was present at the first
school four years ago told of the increase in i attendance and interest
during the past four years in the
school. There was only a small gathering attending the first session
which was opened in 1996, as compared with an almost capacity crowd
of over five hundred ths year.
Another school wiU be held next
year, and if this year'.i class was airy

ht tlie line-up

The

'Indies'

tomorrow

night.

have played a sched-

ule of seven games to date, winning
three and losing four. The coming
contest will be the first since midyears. Following the Bates game the

team continues its schedule Tuesday
evening against the Sanford Trojans
here.

The tentative line-up for the Bates
game is as follows: Dale and Chap-

next year will see another man, forwards; Fisher, center; Megreat crowd on hand to listen to and lendy er Corey and Cartland, guards.
learn from another good list of in- Fairclough. Gardent.
Luther, and
Stevens wHl be ready as substitutes.
structors.
criterion,

KIRKLAND, CUSHING
POST 1939 SLATE
FROSH SKIERS TO
ON SABBATICALS
FOR RIFLE SQUAD
GO TO WATERVILLE

Selected Short Subjects

<
Mon.

$2*

GORDON—Arrow's double-duty oxford ...» fine *

-

.

Tues.

Fefc.

IS

-

14

Jesse James
with

comfortable shirt for year-round wear. $2.

Tyrone Power

AH Arrows have the Mitoga fit sad are Sanforizedshronk (fabric shrinkage less than i%),

Henry Fonda
Nancy Betty
Scott

ARROW SHIRTS

Paramount News

Wednesday

February 16

Topper Takes

A

Trip

Constance

aland

r

iScneilfls

this event.

general opinion that the

•lo»« Fontaine

Aroweavc

—collar that keeps you hand-

$2.25,

TRUMP— The

The

Duke Of West

It is the

Omeyville team, which has beaten
Bowdoin every year in their long series of meetings, is much too strong
for the ordinary college team. The
Providence club has three pools at
its disposal and 2000 men of all ages
are eligible for the team. According
to Coach Miller, Olneyville has one
of the best systems for swimming
teams anywhere. In the past two
years, the Boys' Club has lost only
to Harvard. They had at one time
three Olympic swimmers on the same
team and have from time to time
broken world's records. On the whole
the Varsity swimmers will enter the
pool tomorrow night with the odds
against them.
The outlook is quite different, bowever for the Jayvees' meet with Huntington. Although Huntington, which
has sent a number of men to Bowdoin
in the past, is generally a strong
team, the opposite is true of this

From seven
Both teams will be at full strength.
until
seven-thirty,
Coach Woodbury, pivot man
on the Bates
Wells interviewed all of the men who
five, has been out with
a broken
had so generously given of their time
and efforts daring the day. Don Bren- hand, but, from all reports, will be

I

Arrow .White

Bear team in

o'clock

CUMBERLAND

r^.

Bis-

m

ton Union dining room.

,

for breaking hearts

composed of

Carlson in the 220-yard free-style.
Although it is not known as yet
will swim for the Boys' Club
the 300-yard medley relay, Bowdoin will be at a decided disadvantage since both Cooper and White
were the principal men on the Polar

who

Friday evening the Independents
new American League- picture.
journey to Lewiston to play the Bates
The school came to a successful quintet in what
should be one of the
close with a broadcast from the Moulbest games of the season.

i

(

infield

o'clock.
round table
next, followed by the

!

an Arrow

An

A

I

1

|

There's nothing like

about an hour later.
It is expected that the Varsity wffl
have a difficult task on their hands'
when they meet the Boys' Chib. The
fact that Captain Bud White, who
has the grippe, and Ed Cooper, who
was recently declared ineligible, wfH
not participate makes the outlook
seem rather dark. Kirby Thwing,
however, will be back in the foW to
bolster Bowdoin's chances in the diving event. In this event Thwing will
meet stiff competition from Gath of
the Providence team.
In the 50-yard free-style, because
of the loss of White, Stan James win
have to bear the burden against
Charles Zarkowski, who is the leading sprinter of the Olneyville team.
and who appeared here last year. It
is expected that Pete Jenkisson will
have to show up very well to keep
up with Anthony Soltysiak in the
breast stroke. Stan Fisher and Roger Dunbar will fight it out with Walter Bik and Alex Lisy in the backstroke.
Walter Bik's brother, John,

sonette.
Brennan,
Gaudette.
and ington last year, will lead the BowSukeforth demonstrated all the vari- doin charges
against his former
ous plays that usually come up dur- mates. Besides
the relay. "Hammie"
ing a game.
will swim the 100-yard free style
Following this group instruction, against Foster, and Bob Fenger will
the school split up into several parts, also swim against Foster in the
catching and pitching taking one end backstroke.
Foster is Huntington's
of the cage and infie-ldmg holding greatest threat. Art Keylor. who toforth in the other end. Each boy got gether with Marston will swim the
individual attention from the teach- 50-yard freestyle, will carry the load
ers. The infielders were most concern- in the diving event.
ed about the correct way to make
double plays, while the pitchers had
changes made in their way of winding up, and following through. Be- Bates Quintet Faces
cause of other plans that had been
Independents Tonight
made, festivities were stopped at four

*"* ^Z^^lll^

f
£*"
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Bob

Coach

Thornton being less than an inch. who swam against Bowdoin last year,
Gray leaped 19 ft. 2 » in. and Lee 19 will compete with Dunbar and Steve

tion.

a carefullyLinn Wells' freshman quintet romped to another victory Wednesday,
planned race by Bob Newhouse work
afternoon, taking a strong Thornton Academy team 59-51. Jim Dyer and
out to perfection as he turned in his
Ed Coombs led the Bowdoin attack in a wide-open game. The improve- fastest time of the year with 1:19.4.
ment of the Indies and the victories of the frosh aggregation indicate the Sanborn of Thornton led for two laps
presence of considerable basketball material even though Bowdoin does not before Newhouse made his bid and
officially recognize the game as a varsity sport. Tonight the Indies meet went out front by some eight yards.
But the weary Sanborn still had some
Bates at Lewiston in their second entry of the year into the ranks of colunexpected reserve strength left and
legiate basketball. An eight-point loss to Colby's quintet a few weeks ago
Newhouse's lead was cut down by
marked the best showing that Bowdoin's unofficial representatives have three yards over the last lap. Hanmade. The three-cornered state league has provided close and exciting games son of Bowdoin had no trouble takso far this year and has aroused a keen interest throughout the state. Bates ing third.
upheld his
has been broadcasting her. home games. The Indies lineup, at present dotted * Ludd of Thornton
with hockey men, is led by Johnny Cartland, a senior. Chapman, Dale, and
Fisher, however, are all juniors, and with the addition of members of the
freshman five, the outlook for a possible official team would not be too bad.

evening

Miller's swimming teams swing into
action after mid-year lay-off, with
the Jayvees facing the Huntington
School at 7 o'clock and the VarsHy
meeting the OmeyvBle Boys' Club

the 1,000 and the mile, the latter
by more than 25 yards. His times
of 2:40.2 and 5:5.2 respectively were
both slow, but only because he was
not forced at any time. In the 1,000

into shape.

tive.

calcu-

lated to provide invaluable experience
freshfor the sophomore vaulter.
man mile team, originally entered
has been withdrawn, because of lack
of conditioning.

Win

sence of both White and Cooper. Sickness puts White out of commission,
and Cooper ran into scholastic difficulties last semester. Kirby Thwing's
return to the varsity bolsters a weak diving department. Stan James will
undoubtedly be called upon to fill the breach in the 50-yard freestyle. The
backstroke will be well taken care of by Fisher and Dunbar.
The Jayvees meet Huntington School earlier in the evening to provide the swimming fans with plenty of action for the night. The Jayvee
In a wildly played game that saw
squad
has Hamburger, former Huntington captain, in the 100, Fenger in
the lead change no less than seven
diving, and possibly
times, Coach Linn Wells' thus far the backstroke, Keylor in a freestyle event and the
undefeated Frosh basketeers hung up Cooper.
their third victory in as many starts
s
s
Wednesday afternoon by edging a
courageous club from Thornton AcadThe varsity relay team meet* stiff competition when
emy 59-51.
it goes up against Amherst and Williams in the B.A.A.
Trailing 11-10 at the end of the
games at the Boston Garden tomorrow night. Charlie Pope,
first quarter, leading 24-21 at the
Bob Hamblen, Lin Rowe. and Bin Mitchell are running for
half, and 40-33 at the three-quarter
the White with Redmond and Baldwin as alternates. Wilmark, '42 had to go all out in a
liam* won their relay at the Millrose games last week in
grueling fourth canto to hold its lead
3:80. Marble in the pole vault and Allen inHhe high hurdles
Bowdoin at one time had a
safe.
are also entered. Marble has been clearing over twelve
thirteen point lead that dwindled the

Trials

•

Paced By Babcock, Perkins,

and Jayvee squads were combined

B. A. A.

GAMES TOMORROW CUB HOOPSTERS

In

Top event of the week-end sports program finds the Polar Bear mermen
facing a strong Olneyville Boys' Club tomorrow night. Last year's meet
saw Bowdoin nosed out 39-36, and two new college records set as Varsity

Huntington School,
Olneyville Boy's Club
Face Bowdoin Here

Fox News

T

Y«

Travelogue

Allen's
M.

Drug Store

C. Perkins, Mgr.

146 Maine Street
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Phone 775

This Saturday at Waterville. Me.,
The Bowdoin Rifle Team is shootBowdoin's first Freshman Ski Team ing a postal match with the United
will make its debut as they compete States Coast Guard Academy
thia
against the three Maine Colleges at week.
Both teams shoot on their
the Colby Winter Carnival.
respective ranges, and the scores are
Bowone
of
then compared to determine the winLed by Ralph Gove,
doin's foremost skiers, they have a ner.
On next Monday, the team has a
good opportunity of placing high in
their initial competition. The follow- shoulder to shoulder match with the
ing men will race in the downhill-, American Legion Team. This match
and cross-country events: opens a full schedule lasting until Oil
slalom,
George Cummings. Robert Weston. twenty-fifth of March.
Matches with Harvard and M. I. T.
Lincoln Johnson, Sidney Hall, and
are included in this line-up. To close
Leonard Tennyson.
the season, the team journeys to the
Coast Guard Academy to take part in
MAKE
an anamoiltgJUi meet in which fifThe Neighborhood Market teen colleges will be represented.
George Griffin (Capt). Duke Yapfe.
aiyi s rt wi For
Yaw
we Brown, Peter Stengel, Fred
P»lsad Spring Otogerato and Mtasr
Lovell. Hal Dyment. Lawson McLel17 Page St.
TeL 628

u

— We Deliver —

lan,

and Jim

Elliot

are shooting on

the team,

flMsMMMInttai

Edward C. Kirkkmd, Frank Munsey Professor of History, and Morgan
B. Cushing, Associate Professor of
Economics, have beta granted leaves
of absence for the second semester.
sVoJrnsor Kirkland plans to make a
trip through New England, trips to
Washington anJ Ottawa, and to work
on a book which >e is preparing on
the history of New England transportation.

Professor Cushing has r«* yet
definite plans, hut he e»
pects to do ros tareh work on the
banking situation in Maine from 1920

made any
until the

bank honday of

1933.

Another addition to the fast-grow-

g Hat of laaSstsi fruits has been
by a Mscatjpa State College

who has suceeeied
seemess watermelons.

student

mg

in

grcw-
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

FOUB
DON REDMAN

Film Series To

List

Open Tomorrow
[

Continued from Page

I ]

Of Guests For Sophomore Hop
DELTA VPSILOH

You'll like Don Redman's theme
A Bengal Lancer" starGary Cooper, Franchot Tone and entitled "Chant of the Weed." It is
Kathleen Burke will be shown March supposed to express the dreams of a
18th. "The Plainsman" is a historical smoker of narcotics. Despite that, it
The
picture of the American frontier af- is very clever and weird
ter the CSvil War. The central theme transferring of the Dartmouth meet

and "Lives of

KAPPA SIGMA

ring

.

.

.

to our pool should prove a big attraction.
should see some of the
Week's
best swimming ever .
pet gripe: Honestly, we couldn't
think of any thing but "marks" and
we thought that was rather trite so

of the picture concerns the daring
courage of the early Scouts and the
hardiness of the women pioneers.
This picture has been proclaimed as
having "high historical value" and as
a "powerful picture." "Lives of A
Bengal Lancer" is a picture of the
f^km'f 1 English military in one of the
world's most picturesque regiments.
The picture took four years to make
at a cost of 51,300,000.
Also shown on March 18th will be
"The River" a short picture running
one-half an hour. This picture has
been widely acclaimed by critics and
called "One of the finest pictures
ever made." The Screen Director's
Guild protest its not being considered for the Academy Award. The picture was shown at Venice in August
in connection with the Annual Motion Picture Exhibit, to which best
pictures of the world are sent.
These pictures complete the program of movies for the winter season. On February 11 "Roberta" will

We

.

we'll finesse

it

this

.

week

.

.

of the week: "I Get Along Without

You Very Well" by Hoagy CarmichRecord
ael of "Stardust" fame
of the week: "Blue Lou" and "The
Blues" by the All Star Band featuring such names as Dorsey, Good.

man,

Berigan,

The

Victor.

for

and Zurke

Bauduc,

iest

.

is

.

.

.

the

who

.

gym

will lead his
tonight.

band

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

VOTE FOR OFFICERS

.

Regina Truskoski

Bristol,

Elizabeth Ferguson

Mt. Holyoke College

Martha Connelly

Pete Crowell
Jim Gibson
Orville Denison

West Roxbury, Mass.

Jim Tracy
Jack Keefe

Kay O'Keefe
Leona MacDonnell

Dorchester, Mass.

Jack

West Roxbury, Mass.

Prentiss

Joan Spencer

Medford, Mass.

A.

Auburndale, Mass.

Newton, Mass.

Charlie Mergendahl

Rita Connelly

West Roxbury, Mass.
Gardiner, Me.

Johnnie

Ted Soule

Beverly Jensen

Me.
Portland, Me.

Joan Cox

Newtonville, Mass.

Jack

McKay

Phil Pratt

Portland,

Weeks

MacCarey

Wellesley, Mass.

Ned Vergason
Norm Watts
George Weeks

Newtonville, Mass.

Jim Hunter

Laura Pomeroy

.

1

M. Lewis
W. McGregor

Rockland

J.

Lawrence, Mass.

B.

R. P. Merrill

Barbara

Newtonville, Mass.

J.

Butler

E. Boston, Mass.

Bud Slocomb
D. MacVane
Ray McNivcn

Muriel

Lawrence, Mass.

Bill

Finn

Barbara Johnson
Connie Allen

Waban, Mass.

Jean Youngs

Newton

Dover, N. H.

ALPHA DELTA PHI
Address

Ctrl

Jan Donovan

Larry Smith

Wes

Rupert

Constance Philbrick

N. H.
Rangeley, Me.

Charlie Edwards

Barbara Bobst

Belmont, Mass.

Phil Curtis

Pat Taylor

Newton

B.

Hayes

G. E. Smith

Fuller

Moore

Alice

Louise Jacobs'

Berlin,

West Newton, Mass.

Neily

Pete Jenkisson

Don Conant
Woodward

John

SIGMA HV

PSI
Girl

Address

Escort

Waterbury, Conn.

Peter Wulfing

y

Escort

Providence, R.

Doc Luther

I.

Nancy Wiltbank

Wellesley College

Frank Davis

Mildred Bennet

Arlington, Mass.

Logan" Becker

'Taffy" Stafford

Wellesley College

Gordon Wmchell

Arlington, Mass.

Alfred

Doris Barber

Wheaton

Tom Howard

Barbara Kreger

Indianapolis, Ind.

Chapman
Hal Dyment

Emmalie Wright
Mary Heald
Dorothy Anliker

Watertown, Mass.

Dick Mason

Phil Johnson
George Reardon

Wheaton

John Evans

Cumming

Wellesley, Mass.

Betty Edwards

',

Bevins

Marjorie Spinner

Isabel

,

Center, Mass.

Boston, Mass.

Betsy Cooper

Gloria Ian none

.

Duke Yaplc
Brown

Marjorie Speare

-

I

Jack Clifford

Wellesley, Mass.

W.

Address

Lynn Manganillo

Arnold

Ingie

Portland,

.

CHI

Escort

Newton, Mass.
Me.

Brown

Joan

Portland

John Nettleton

Uirl

Mark Kelley
Ted Hoitt

Barbara Duggan

P.

Paul Gardent

Belmont, Mass.

Johnnie Williams

I.

Center, Mass.

Guy Hunt

Doug Wallace

Wellesley, Mass.

Lyman Menard

Providence, R.

Preston

Belmont, Mass.

Smith College

r>

Nelson

Wellesley, Mass.

Barbara Darcy

Charlotte Bertram

Eleanor Galloway

Helen Stewart

Wellesley, Mass.

Wellesley College

Winchester, Mass.

Fred Hall

Bath

Brunswick

Stipils

R. B. Tinker

Betty

Marguerite Martin
Barbara Rounds

Katherine

Duxbury, Mass.
Beverly, Mass.

Winthrop, Mass.
Lawrence, Mass.

Evelyn Kcefe

Rhea Ewald

Koughan
Pope
Doughty
Jack Tucker
Dick Stanley
Johnny Cartland

Elizabeth Sawyer

Stephens

Calabro

Janice Lecksi

Arlington, Mass.

Frannic Brackett

Kinnard

P.

E. P.

Medford, Mass.

Kay Foley
Ruth Roberts

Brunswick

Sullivan

D.

Sue Johnson

Jeffry

Crush

Priscilla

Escort

•West Roxbury, Mass.

Elizabeth

Natalie Soule

Helen Gicnandt

PI

Address

Eleanor Wales

Mary

H

.

Me.

Escort

Ken

Conn.

Dan Berger
Dan Callahan

"Chryss" Couchman
Joy MacNaught

.

.

.

Bath,

BETA THETA

.

.

Swampscott, Mass.

Maitland

Gfrl

for

.

Newton, Mass.

Cay

ERST FRATERNITIES

.

.

.

Jeanne Busse

Address

Girl

EsCOTt

in

Eight fraternities have elected new
Redman's arrangements
officers to serve for the second semof "Auld Lang Syne" and "Margie."
The following men
be shown; on February 22, "The The vocal on the former is one of the ester period.
were elected:
Plainsman"; on March 4, "The Inbest we've heard in a long long time
Alpha Delta Phi: President, Richformer"; on March* 11, "Of Human
We
thought the whole town was
ard B. Carland '39; vice-president,
Bondage"; and on March 18, "Lives
on fire the other night when they Harold S. White '39; Recording SecOf A Bengal Lancer."
started to blow all those whistles to
'41.
Edwin L. Vergason '39 is the Gen- celebrate the founding of Brunswick retary. John E. Woodward
Delta Kappa Epsilon: President,
eral Student Chairman in charge of
Ac- Edward E. Scribner '39; Vice-PresiBaseball's not far off
the shows and Jotham D. Pierce '39
dent, George L. Ware '39; Corresis chairman in charge of ticket ar- tor Maurice Evans has done it again.
rangements.
The Student Season He is now wowing them with his per- ponding Secretary, Robert Martin
'41;
Alumni Secretary, George T.
Tickets may be purchased from rep- formance of Falstaff in Shakespeare's
Little '40.
resentatives in each fraternity at the
The Artie
Delta Upsilon: President, Charles
cost of twenty-five cents.
Faculty "King Henry IV" .
'39: Vice-President, Edward
and Staff season Tickets cost one dol- Shaw swing album is out; ten sides of N. Corey
Soule '39; Steward, Walter C.
lar and may be purchased at Don some of his best numbers
PerLoeman '40; Secretary, Harrison M.
Lancaster's office in the Moulton
sonally your reporter couldn't see Berry '41.
Union.
Zeta Psi: President, Horace S.
Tyrone Power as "Jesse James," but
we think you'll like the picture on Greene '39; Vice-President, Edward
F. Everett '40; Secretary, Frank R.
the whole. Mr. Henry Fonda runs
Andrews '40; Executive Committee,
Polar Bears To Open
away with honors ... Said Thomas Donald M. Watt '39, Edward Stevens
Jefferson when he was told that two '39. Henry E. Dale '40.
Season Next Saturday
Kappa Eigma: Presdent, Page P.
professors in a well-known New EngStephens '41; Vice-President, Anthony
land college had described stones P. Calabro '40; Ritualist, Charles SteThe reorganized Polar Bears, an
falling from the sky: "It is easier to panian '41; Treasurer, Russell Noventerprising ten-piece outfit with a
'40; Secretary, William W. Malvocalist, will open its season on Feb- believe that two Yankee professors ello
ruary 18 at the Bath Music Hall. will lie than to believe that stones lory '40.
Beta Theta Pi: President, John E.
The band has but recently been re- will fall from heaven"
Last year Stewart '40; Vice-President. Richard
juvenated and is now reported to be
t,me we wre ravm K about E. Tukey '40; Recorder, Charles H.
one of the finest in the history of the at *"»
college.
It has scheduled a number "Snow White" and Benny Goodman Mason '40; Secretary, Payson W.
Tucker '40; Guard, David G. Doughty
of engagements.
... Have a good Sophomore Hop.
'40; Alumni Secretary, William H.
On March 17, the band will acFairclough '40.
and
company the Glee Club to Bath
Sigma Nu: President, Elbert S.
This
will play at a dance given after a Wizzle Ball on February 17.
Luther '40; Vice-President, John C.
glee club concert.
On April 4, the! event is the high spot of the year in Evans '41; Recorder. John T. Creiger
Polar Bears will take over at a dance that city.
'40; Reporter, Frank G. Davis" '41;
after a presentation of Bill Brown's
Camman '41 StewOn April 22 the Polar Bears will Chaplain, Eric
play, 'Take It Away."
They will
ard, William B. Hall '41; Marshal,
also accompany the Glee Club on its [play at a dance In the gymnasium on
Alfred D. Shea "42; Sentinel, Donald
spring trip, playing at dances in the final night of the Music Institute
Keaveney '42.
Pieasantville, New York, and Con in which the Wellesley chorus is par- C.
Alpha Tau Omega: Worthy Master,
cord, Mass.
ticipating. The band is now available James H. Titcomb '39; Worthy KeepNegotiations are at present under
er
of the Exchequer, Donald W.
interested
way for an engagement for the Bow- for engagements. Anyone
Oshry Bra dee n '40; Scribe, Harland W. Cardoin Polar Bears at Cony High School can communicate with H.
ter '39; Worthy Keeper of the Anin Augusta for the annual Chizzle '40, Manager.
nals, Paul C. Houston '41.

Watch

Everett, Mass.

.

.

27 years old. Some
bambino!
Basie, Lunceford, and
Kirk follow Red Norvo (sans Mrs.
Swing) into the Hub nitespot

End "Kids"

Maureen Mahoney

Sue Railsback

chorus of "Lou"

.

Somerville, Mass.

Elizabeth

sax

introductory

is one of the swingand technically perfect ever ,to
be put on«rax. Don't miss this recSounds*
ord whatever you do
silly doesn't it: But one of the Dead

"Ginnie" Cox

Frances Staples
Florence Towsey

.

.

Address

Eva Henderson

Song

.

Girl

Milton,

Mass.

College

College

Marty Leeman

Lubec, Me.

Fred Mawhinney

Margo

Anne Harting

South Yarmouth, Mass.

Dick Edling

Caroline Flagg

Me.
Westbrook Jun. College
Westbrook Jun. College

Pelham, N. Y.

Jack Wulfing

Margie Leaf

Wheaton

Ruth Chaffin
Margo Christian

Boston,

Ruth

Ann

Parker

Bath,

Christian

College

Walter Bush
Charles Gibbs

George Yeaton
Austin Nichols

;

i

THORHDIKE CLUB

Anne Clarke

\

Address

Girl

j

Maynard Sandler

Elinore Griffin

Westbrook Jun.

Mildred Rosenberg

Deering

Harold Oshry

Ruth Berman

Radcliffe College

Harold Pines

College

Marion Thomas

Wadsworth

Betty

Mass.

Bill

Westbrook Jun.
Methuen, Mass.

College

Broe

Charles Gibbs

Fall River, Mass.

Benny Karsokas
George Thomas

Boston, Mass.

Paul Messier

!

A

j

L

;

THETA DELTA CHI

Dow

Brunswick, Me.

George Mason

Hammond

Brunswick, Me.

Wallace Campbell

Beverly Jacobson

Simmons College

Stanley Barron

Judy Worther

Mildred Cimonds

Wheaton

Milton Goldberg

Virginia Haines

Beatrice Barnes

Brunswick, Me.

George Halekas

Edith

Glencora

Address

Girl
Sylvia

College

Muriel King

McWillums

Margery Hamburger

MacDonald

M.
E.

West Roxbury, Mass.

M.
J.

Boston

(

Jane Sebring

Pine

ZETA
Rowc

Esther

Anne

Brown

G.rl

11

Roger Boyd

Mary Vanicr

Charlie Skillin

Ward

Will Moulton

Ed

Jinny Partridge-

Platz

Madeline Stewart Gene Sexton
Bill

"Texas" Freeman Jim

Chesterfield

Vannah
Bell

i/ouYe iidJinq for More

Irvin

Jean Dunnell

Escort

Enos Denham
Enseal

Loane

Harvey McGuire

Peggy Merrill

Charlie

Walker

Emily Hutchinson Dave Love joy
B.

Withcrington

Bill

Ittmann

Ware

Agatha Bickhart

George

Isabel Leslie

Bill

M.

Bob Porter
Tod Hussey

Lindquist

Alice

Comee
Young

Eleanor

Jane Williams

Smokiny Pleasure

Lauhenstein

Terry Greco

Marjory Weick

Redman To Play For

wien

LeRoycr

Doris McLaughlin Jo Pierce

Tom Browne

Jo Haskell
Betty

L.

Beal

ieorgc

Bud Stevens

Mary

John Knowlton

Foster

B. Littleheld

M. Cooper

DELTA KAPPA EPSILOH

PSI

Ted Stevens
Bud Greene

Fort

Esther

Ann

Manor

Escort

"Tiny" Davis

is

Portland
Wellesley, Mass.

South Portland

Girl

Right
Combination

John Rich. Jr.
A. Chapman

Lalla Sargent

Belle

^

Escort

Kingfield

Barton

Jack Baxter

Bob Bass
Haven Fificld

300 At Tonight's Hop

ALPHA TAU OMEGA
[ Continued from Page l ]
the few band leaders who can substitute at a moment's notice for any
of his musicians. Don literally plays
every instrument in the band.
He
began with the drums in his home
town, Piedmont. W. Va., where his
father played m the town band, and
later mastered the alto horn, piano,
violin,
trombone, and finally the

combining (blending together) the right
kinds of mild, ripe American and aromatic
Turkish tobaccos, Chesterfield brings out all
their fine smoking qualities and gives you a
JLjy

cigarette that's outstanding for mildness
for

aroma
for taste.
When you try them you
. .

. .

.

saxophone.

know why
of men and

The

latter

is

his favorite

will

Chesterfields give millions

women more smoking pleasure
why THEY SATISFY

Yes, We're Interested In

.

ALL Your

PRINTING
We

have had long experience in
producing for Bowdoin men:

STATIONERY
POSTERS
TICKETS
ALUMNI LETTERS
FRATERNITY FORMS

t

...the blend that can't he copied

And Other

...the RIGHT COMBINATION of the

Printing

Aak Va For Quotations

world's best cigarette tobaccos
combination of keen bidding and skillful play of the
hands that takes the tricks ".

TheRecord Office
—

Telephone 8

—

Paul K. Nlven. Bowdoin 191f

Manager
Print era of

Wi Izuwi Hms Taa«a» Cc,
ft

MM

The Orient

.•

Escort
Bill

Peterson

"Chuck" Salkcld
Connie Young
Phyllis Whitt iker Lcn Knight
Margaret Hoxie 'B. Russell
'*

Virginia AiyJros

W.

Dorothy Stcbbins G.
E.

McGaddcn

Marion King

Cjbesterfieki

ttyfchi

Girl

Arlcne Taylor

M.
P.

Hanscom
L. Hill

W.

Haire

Bagley

instrument and ihe one he usually
plays while conducting his orchestra.
As a composer. Redman's biggest
He
hit has been "If It Ain't Love."
is also composer of "How'm I Doin'?"
and "I Heard." made famous by the
Mills brothers. His latest recordings
for Victor include "Margie." "Down
Home Rag." "I Got Ya." and "Auld
Lang Syne."
The Gymnasium will be decorated
following a collegiate motif, featuring ski and travel posters, and ever-'
greens.
Edward W. Cooper is in
charge of the decorating.
The patronesses will be Mrs. Kenneth C. M. Sills. Mrs. Frederic E. T.
Tillotson, Mrs. Morgan B. Cushing.
Mrs. Nathaniel C. Kendrick. Mrs.
Eldridge Sibley. Mrs. Samuel E.
Kamerling. Mrs. Frederick C. Horwood, and Mrs. Eaton Leith.
The proceeds of the dance will be
used to benefit the President's Loan
Fund.
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Rises

MOORE, DUNBAR,

CAMPBELL JOIN
PHI BETA KAPPA

•»

By Richard W. Swlhvan, Jr.
THE Sophomore Hop is over, and

the consensus of opinion rates it
very successful. The fears that
this column expressed a few weeks
ago that the over-whelming vote in
favor of the dance might not accurately indicate the number who would
attend the affair were not grounded.
The committee made expenses and
perhaps a little more; the dance itsmoothly; the
self went off very
movies contributed to an enjoyable
Saturday evening; and informal gettogethers at the houses topped off

on Monday Daring
Mid-Winter Meeting Of

Initiated

as

the

IN

for the last ten years, being exceeded only by the record set

ond highest

down

Honor Fraternity

1936

in

were

when

fifty-nine

CAMPUS LIFE

PROF.

3.

Zeta Psi
Delta Upsilon
Psi Upsilon

4.

Sigma Nu

1.

Number Of National Honor

Men Now

In College
Totals Six

6.

Theta Delta Chi
Alpha Delta Phi

7.

Chi Psi

5.

week end

Alpha Tau Omega
Thomdike Club

8.
9.

OF

FOR

majors

GRADUATED FROM
BOWDOIN IN

fol-

and

all

ages,"

is

Interf ratermty Sing

THHE second Student-Faculty Tea of
A the year will be held next Sunday afternoon in the Moulton Union.
The attendance at the last tea was
very disappointing as far as students
are concerned, and the committee is
anxious that the student attendance
be increased. Outside of simple laziness, the best explanation that can be
found for the lack of students at the
teas is the fear that they will be ac-

chines

for

cramming

Why

down the. throats of students.
not give it a try?

Forum Draws To An End
Day Session To Close
With Chanel Address
Tomorrow

Five

Student-Faculty Board. John
Jr.. '39, and Richard Tukey

Founder

compose the committee in
charge and they will be assisted by
other members of the Board and
members of the White Key.
As at the last tea, held in De-

DISCUSSIONS HELD

BY FRATERNITIES

cember, several of the faculty
wives will take charge of the pour-

Theme Of Forum

Central

ing and serving.

Concerns "Freedom

Of Religion"

5
5

VERGASON PLAY
IN PRODUCTION

.... 4

10.

Delta Kappa Epsilon

11.

Beta Theta Pi

12.

Kappa Sigma

.

.

4
3

By Henry A. Sborey, 3rd
chapel address tomorrow morning brings Bowdoin's eighth annual
Religious Forum to a close. The forum, sponsored by the Bowdoin Christian Association opened last Sunday
with Bishop John T. Dallas, D.D.. delivering the Sunday Chapel service.
The entire five-day program was under the leadership of William C. Hart
'39, supported by Philip C. Young '40,
and Charles P. Edwards '41.
The theme of the Forum centered
around
the
topic,
'Freedom of
Religion."
The program included
a half-hour devotional service
in the lounge of the Moulton Union
Monday afternoon at 3.00 which was
opened to ministers and members- of

A

2
2

In the past ten years the records
for the midyear terms have been as

j

Henry Edwin Andreifrs, Professor of Art
Museum of Fine
and Director of
inday afternoon in
Arts, were held
for Professor

Funeral services

j

follows: 1938. 44; 1937, 32; 1636, 59;
1935, 47; 1934, 48; 1933, 40; 1932, 33;
1931, 44; 1930. 27; 1929. 52; 1928. 40.

j

the College chal
drews, a Bowdo

PLAY TO BE STAGED
BY CLASSICAL CLUB

si.

a
faculty

Professor Angraduate in the
member of the
1918, passed

ice

College
away Friday nocp at the Brunswick
Dr. Thtampson Ashby offiHospital.
Is ciated at the funeal, while President
Professor
Kenneth C. M. fills assisted. The
Directing Menander's
Bowdoin College jehoir furnished the
"The Arbitration"
music. William W. Lawrence represented the Board* of Trustees at the
This year the Classical Club is pro- servlceaf whi i e Superior Court Judge
during for its annual play a part of Artnur chapmarj and Francis W.
"The Arbitration" written by Merepresented' Professor Andrews'
nander in the third century B.C. and c j ass
translated by Professor L. A. Post;
p^gg,,,. .\ndfews was born at
unplay
is
Haverford
College.
The
of
Sturbrid g e Mass.* April 25, 1872. He
der the direction of Professor Thorn-;
duated tr(m Bowdoin in the Class
as Means with the assistance of Pro- of 1894 with an- A.B. degree, cum
fessor George H. Quinby.
laude. He enteref Harvard Business
^
The Classical Club play will
cu~o and received his A.B. from
School
presented at the same time as the thcn? in 1895
in 1899.
nis
one-act plays on Monday night, Febr Con t,nu*4 on Page
« ]
ruary 27. The selection is the second
act of Menander's play which has
come to us as a fragmentary work. It
is being presented with money from;
the WinthrOp fund.
The play committee includes Herbert M. Lord, 2nd, '39, chairman,
"The Plainsma*' the second in a
John T. Creiger '40. Frank G. Davis
series of motion kcXurea being pre'41. Fred J. Dambrie '40, and David
sented
by irtflWBTO'TJrilon Student
'41.
Matthew W. Bullock.
W. Dickson
Faculty Board, will be presented on
Jr.. '40, is chairman of the production
Washington's Birthday, February 22.
staff which is made up of Jeffrey J.
at 6.45. A full reel of 1938 Paramount
'41.
R.
I

Thomas Means

I

^

j

|

.

|

,

Bowdoin's fourth annual interfraternity singing competition will be
held Tuesday evening. March 7. at
8.15 o'clock in Memorial Hall.
The
judges will be Dr. Charles Burnett
and two others, one of whom, it is
hoped, will be Arthur Wilson, Boston singing teacher and noted choral
conductor who is now conducting the
Portland Men's Singing Club and the
Portland Women's Singing Club* of
Carre '40 and Jack
Kinnard
ninety voices. The third Judge will
Cast in the play are Neal W. Allen.
probably be a member of the Portwife of Syriscus;
Jr., '40. as the
land Men's Singing Club.
Andrews '40. a goat-herder;
Frank
The rules of competition are the Francis R. Bliss '40. a shepherd; Jefsame as during previous contests. The frey E. Brickates '40. a maid; John T.
decisions of the judges will be based Creiger '40
and Richard E. Tukey '40,
on attendance, enthusiasm, diction, two drunks; David W. Dickson '41, as
and general effect. One representa- Onesimus; Frank G. Davis '41, as
tive of each fraternity will meet ProSyriscus; Herbert M. Lord, 2nd, '39,
fessor Frederic Tillotson at Memorial
as Smicrines; and Edward C. Palmer
Hall at 7.45 on the, evening of the '40, as Davos.
program to draw for position. The
Glee Club will sing while the judges
are deciding, and President Kenneth
C. M. Sills will present the cup, now
held by Alpha Delta Phi, to the winning house.
Roger Strout '23, Bowdoin graduate and famous adventurer, will
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Eighth Annual Religious
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24

afternoon, February

'40

6
6
6
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•

eusWT of "boottieffme." Anyone who
attends the tea with this purpose in
mind will not enjoy or get the most
out of them, and anyone who stays
away because of it is foolishly missing a good opportunity to meet the
professors as men and not' as ma-
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in all lands
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3.30 p.m. to 4.45 p.m., the
second Student-Faculty Tea of the
year will take place in the lounge
of the Moulton Union. The tea is
be'ng held under the auspices of

ANDREWS

,

home

On Sunday
19,

Late gLlt P 1'OiesSOr
^y as On laClUty For
TwentjrJTears

!

15,

STUDENT-FACULTY
TEA THIS SUNDAY

The

j

low:
2.

Philip Storer Campbell of Portcourse, this year, the hurried land, Maine, George Arthur Dunbar
preparations for the week end of Watertown, Mass., and Richard
may excuse the lack of a varied ath- Henry Moore of Chester, Conn., all of
the senior class, have been elected to
letic program. Next year, however,
plans could be started early for a membership in the Alpha charge of
week end including hockey and bas- Phi Beta Kappa and were initiated
ketball games, swimming and track laat Monday evening at the annual
meets, and an all-college skate might mid-winter meeting of the charge.
be arranged on the rink. Of course The three join Milton Myer Goldberg
of Gardiner, George Leslie Hill of
there is always the danger of too full
Watertown, Mass., and Clinton Waya program, but the dance and movies
alone did not furnish enough diver- land Kline of Augusta, also of the
senior class, who were admitted to
sion.
the fraternity last year. Goldberg and
like going from the Hill have obtained release
from their
IT seems almost the
sublime to have classes for the second semester.
ridiculous to
last week end followed immediately
Philip Campbell, a member of Zeta
Thought.
by the Forum of Religious
Psi fraternity and a major in EngOr perhaps the juxtaposition of the lish, was one of the two Bowdoin
two affairs can be regarded as an in- candidates in the recent selection of
dication of the versatility of the Bow- Rhodes
Scholars. He is a senior studoin mind. It is certainly a compli- dent-assistant
in the athletic department to Bowdoin students that two ment, has served on the Orient and
affairs, so divergent in purpose and
was the winner of the Hiland Lockpractice can come so close together
wood Fairbanks Prize for excellence
and be equally successful. It may be in public speaking in his freshman
that President Hyde's statement of
[ Continued on Page 4 ]
the offer of the college, "To be at

IN CHAPEL

issued.

The summary and comparisons

ALL THREEACTIVE
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OFFICE ANNOUNCES
LIST OF WARNINGS SERVICES HELD
Fifty-seven major warnings and
one hundred and six minor warnings
have been issued by the College of
flee for the semester that has just
been completed, according to a recent
statement from the office. This total
of fifty-seven major warnings is sec-

CHAPEL TOMORROW
CONCLUDES FORUM

AM

"THE PLAD«MAN" TO
BE SHOWN FEB. 22

ures W, H
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£!*
when first prePlainsman,
January. 1937 was acclaimhe
,
DeM,,le s £.i
D,rector Ceci1
is one of those epics for which the
fo
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Judas' Betraval of Christ Is
Theme of Morality Play

the Rev. Gordon Gillett,
founder of the Bowdoin Religious
at present connected
"Why Judas Betrayed Jesus" is! with the St. James Church In Old
the title of the three-act play that
Town, Maine. The Rev. Mr. G llett,
Ned Vergason '39 has recently sub- a graduate of Bxvdiin In the Class
mitted for production. The tentative of 'S4, haa been confined to his bed.
dates for its production in Memorial
end thus unable to attend the preaHall are May 5 and 11. It is under) ent eighth annual affair.
the direction of George Quinby and
plans are being made for road trips
nir
rjvS!OV , n « DI?
following the productions here at lUUSrfclo
lUrlt
undergraduate committee and was
Bowdoin.
Robert Fleischner '39,
/vri rill 4 D17I
CDl7t7riI conducted by the Reverend William
plays Judas; Roger Leonard '42, Petl/T LflAr CiL OI LLtil W. Clark together with a Forum diser; Kay Martin, Jessica; and Charles
cussion with the Reverend George L.
'41,
Stepanian
Captain
Malchus.
Cadigan at 3.30 on the same day.
There arc eight characters In the Rev. Philip Guiles Talks In Tuesday morning
at 8.30 the Forum
play and at present there are two
faculty met in the
room with
Services
Morning
complete casts in rehearsal. Ned Verthe Reverend Albert C T.iomas, D.D.
_f
gason explained how he happened to
Tuesday
At 4.00 pjn. clergy, faculty, and stuwrite the play and some of the other
dents met at the home of President
details in the following words:
Starting one's life with the secur- and Mrs. Kenneth C. M. Sills for tea.
"One spring I took Bib. Lit. 2, from ity and assurance that one is able to Another meeting of t:ie Forum facDr. Schroeder.
He mentioned the find "between the covers of the New ulty was held this morning. Fratertact that it was a pity that we had Testament ," was the main theme of nity discussions ran from one to two
never received the complete story of
chapel talk by the Rev. Philip tours on Monday, Tuesday, and WedJufla
betrayal and Peter's denial. Guiles yesterday morning in the th.rd' ncsday evenings.
Especially significant r he said, was chapel exercises conducted by thC;
[ Continued on Pasje 4 ]
the fact that Judas received practic- visiting delegation of clergymen
ally nothing for his treachery. This
"Alone
Using the recent book
suggests something deeper than the wherein the perilous adventures of; Speaker Discusses
mere pecuniary motive that has been AdnuraJ Richard Byrd are explained.
generally attributed to Judas. I talk the Rev. Mr. Guiles drew his story from
Thwartings In life
ed with him after class and he em- an inciden'. when; Byrd was momenphaaizfld the point that the Hebrew
-^Life does deflate ws" according to
tarily lost. Having kept the ii ai'WHgs
people Had been looking diligently for of his way
by placing bamboo sticks the Rev. Edward Perry Daniels who
a King. 'Then, he added, 'isn t it very
chapel services this
tYye snow evorj few paceg Admirai spoke in the
possible that Judas thought Christ Byrd at
one time missed a couple morning. The Rev. Mr. Daniels,
was the man who would reunite his
mark j ng;i and subsequently found speaking in the fourth of the series of
people and that he. Judas, must force himself 1^ an i]one Frequent
d
and chapel services conducted by the vishis hand.' Christ was too gentle, as a
somewhat impa-.ient attempts to iting clergymen, spoke on the equalizrule; but hadn't Judas seen how vioagain flnd his Mth fina ny proved Ing force of the world. To the speaklent he could become when aroused, success ful and Admiral Byrd again er the old quotation. "All babies look
as when he, single-handed, had driven
p jc k e d up his bundle of bamboo sticks alike." is more applicable to the oldithe money-changers out of the terncontinued on his way. Without er people.
.
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director is
*^ P lc?
the sticks, however. Byrd would have
the picture are Gary Cooper, who
"It was from this lecture and talk t^,, completely lost.
plays the part of Wild Bill Hickok,
[ Continued on Page 1 ]
The Rev. Mr. Guiles likened this
who
Calamity
plays
Arthur,
and Jean
»
whole story to the Gospels, as he
Jane. The main supporting role of
stated that the bamboo sticks may
q. 1
11
f*
Buffalo Bill Cody is manfully handled
|very well be considered as the!
by James Ellison, a western star in DlStlOP D&lraS UlVeS
Gospels. He went on to state that
..

Opening hs speech with the familiar quotation. "For it were better
for us to servo the Egyptians than
that we should die in the wilderness."
the Rev. Mr. Danie!s used the story of
the children of Israel to illustrate
his point. Just as in the case of the
rides,
Gary
Cooper
his own right.
XaIk' whenhewas -vojnKer i sparentsnad!cni!dren tnerc arc many forces
are still the rule. It is evident that
shoots, loves and suffers his way
*
throughout
our own life that scok
impressed
upon
turn
the
great
quality
they cannot be prevented under the
through the picture in a spectacular
land feeling that could be drawn fromi to force changes in our plans. None
«• t „ •.
^_ Right
j » ^
~ Dal,
present system of class elections.
Although J«n Art h u r
*
fashion.
The
Reverend John
can do a „ that
thc
or
a resu , t hc had read of
While many students theoretically
ong-,
the
doesn t chew tobacco as
„, D.D the bushop of New Hamp- them
Wnen the war that WP soe k to do. We all must go
q te ofu n
oppose combines, the most of them
sneak Friday evening in Memorial inal Calamity Jane, her beauty and shire, delivered the keynote address
and he as well as thousands through some period of dissolution.
will take part in them when there is
Hall on the topic. "The Alaskan that husky, catchy voice of hers fully of the 1939 Forum of Modern Rethrown into an To the speaker the wcrld appears as
f other mon
a chance for their fraternities to proCruise of the Igdrasil." Mr. Strout. atone for the omission.
ligious Thought in the College chap£ lcmcnt whcn> not infrequently they a force trying to place everyone Into
Many other students
them.
fit by
a resident of Brunswick, has made
The story is a^r, entertaining com- e l last Sunday. Dr. Dallas^ who wasj found themselve$ alone t., eSe same .categories As the Rev. Mr. Daniels
frankly admit that they see nothing
In line with the policy of the music several rather extend^ tnps with his
e
s no morc difTjcuJt
«
wrong in combines. The best men are department, violin classes are now wife in a homemade boat that he cording to Mr. DeMUle. The picture
Sills, spoke on rebgion for the
task than that of trving to be oneself
n p
d
{
elected regardless, they say. As long being organized. It has been announc- constructed some years ago. Follow- (will be history to those who look for college man. He used the respect and,
•'
in a world which racks is up
ud in
ir
tight
as the campus takes either of these ed that if six men enroll, a first-class ing a three-year trip several years 'that, and a western to those who; honor which all peoples, irrespective
, AA
A,
little categories'
stands, the attempt to prevent coali- violinist will be imported from Bos- ago, Mr. Strout addressed the College don't." According to thc critic of the
f religion and nationality, have for
L0111111ltt66 L0IltlI1ll6S
No matter how hard one tries it
tions is a hopeless task. If the ma- ton and the student fee will be rea- and townspeople in a similar lecture. New York Times, the picture is a Abraham Lincoln and the late Pope
seems that it is almost impossible to
jority of students takes the latter sonable. Professor Frederic Tillotson
Mr. Strout has. had a rather ex- "series of Indian fights, gun duels jpj U s to illustrate his statement that
Candlelight escape this flattening out process of
position, we might just as well forget states that there are many violinists tensive lecture experience as
he has with renegade whites selling repeat- humanity is bound by the common
life. This process in some cases is
believe, how- on campus and that these men should delivered lectures
the whole question.
at the Yacht Club i»g rifles to the Indians, and some vision of God who represents all that
The old saying. "When there is a even apt to destroy us utterly, but
ever, that most students realize that take advantage of the opportunity, of America, M.I.T.. Seattle. Chicago, Ismail amatory skirmishes as a sop tolls good and decent
Bishop Dallas
win {nere is a way," lives again. An here in America we still seek the
in a liberal and democratic college It is hoped that sufficient interest and many other places throughout the Romanticists in the audience."
continued on to stress the fact thai
Independents'
basketball
game, a truth. "We can still think and talk
such as Bowdoin that view of the will be aroused so that eventually a the country. He was formerly an as
"
According to Donovan D. Lancas- college men, the futuid generation,
and Th^Uev and a C , n S f
were° frCC
roe
8 Q 8
problem is out of the question. The good string orchestra can be organ- sistant professor of physics at Gear ter of the Moulton Union, the picture mUst bring the x-.orld to worship God glrls„
game~ were called off "!^
last evening
solution rests in devising a system ized.
jgia Tech.
is being shown on the twenty-second and carry His figure before it always; ?.
an
electric
transformer
burned
which would at least minimize the
to provide entertainment for those for only then can one have true love
JQ\[fi
,,,
1
cn ral mcetin.8 ° f
possibility and practicality of com£* ,he fi
students unable to go away over| and goodness revealed to him.
i™
f ^
'*
£oUe ge Scholarship
Committee
bines, and give the students a chance
Washington's Birthday.
"tEc World " by Arthur D. SulliIi\
n '"
b > candlehg.u with
he,
to pick men on ability, not according
van was sung in honor of Lincoln's
to an arrangement between delega\
birthday, and the choir sang a
s
h
"'
""*
tions in which one majority of the
the profSl
Hark
ir
V° SPer
h
the fishermen on the
group has had no voice.
terbug," who knows nothing about
s£.f e""
Stea,lns
of
ll°**° (
By Chock Kline
onc
and contin ued with their meeting.
Feb. 16 - Chapel, the
swing except what he reads in the
Thursday.
B
'of tK
the finest bits of salesmanship in
Mainstay in the sax section of the
papers and magazines. To prove his
Rev. William W. Clark.
nJstorv according to the Rev. John F.
_ _
__
_
__
,
old Fletcher Henderson aggregation
point conclusively Don cites the Duke
Friday. Feb. 17 - Chapel. The
s,carm
mpml*' r of thc visi "" 8
(along with Coleman Hawkins and
Ellington aggregation. For him. as
President presiding: Thomas
delegation
of ministers. The Rev. Mr.
Buster Bailey), and leader of McKinwell as for all real musicians, Dukes
A. Brownell '42 will be the
ney's Cotton Pickers for five years,
band is the acme of perfection. Most
soloist.
in Auburn. Maine.
Don Redman, Sophomore Hop band- of
their tunes are played, then writBucknell College debaters scored a
7.30 p.m. Memorial Hall. Lecspoke in last Monday mornings
leader, is still a mainstay in our modten.
When they have a recording
unanimous decision over the Bowture by Roger S. Strout '23,
The lecture by John Tasker How- 'types which, although hardly classi- chapel service
ern swing circles. One of the chosen
cal.
nevertheless
when
the
Alaskan
belong
Cruise
speakers
last
evening
S
i
the
to
the
a
°
Und
"The
of
subject!
doin
hc -s udio a "d
y
ard on the 14th of April, during the
Continuing his discussion of salesfew who can really play a soprano *"f
u, h ; t 5
h
J
|
Bucknell team won 3-0 in an Eastthey
Igdrasil."
intend
j work out what
to record
r> j
_ 1
Institute of Music, will be the first of and can not be overlooked. Professor manship and recruiting in thc story
sax. Redman is a real musician and
All their stuff is original, spontanern Intercollegiate League Debate.
Saturday, Feb. 18 - The Dean
three which will have a particular in- Frederic Tillotson, in preparing the ot Jesus and tno sca of Galilee, the
arranger. It was Don who with his
The debate, which was held in the de- old band put the once-famous Con eous, and inspired.
concludes "Bowdoin a Century
terest t6 the younger group, and tie program for this Institute, made an r cv
r Stearns explained how in
In
Redman's opinion the old
of Hubba ra Hal1
bailt
Ago" No. 6, "Giants in Those
Bowdoin College students. This lee- effort to have a proportionate atten- qu,. present time there are still in"7'nie's Inn on the map. He played aj "
i5J°°^
fK
f
Fie cher Henderson and Jean GoldThat the
system
resolved:
of socialDays."
turcr will touch on the modern types jtion to thoroughly modern music, numerable evidences of this same ronot
music
kette crews were the real originators!
ized medicine should be adopted
7.00 p.m. J.V. Swimming vs.
of syncopated music, such as jazz Not only Mr. Howard, but Aaron cruiting; for col lose coaches look to
un , ike Qur modern
of swing as it is played today. Hen-,
Hebron.
making available to all complete
and swing. His talk will be accom- Copland and Robert McBride. other tne n Kn schools and prep schools for
fop
Don
derson s brilliant arranging is almost
medical care at public expense.
8.00 p.m. Swimming vs. Bates.
panied by phonograph records, and Institute speakers, will touch on the t 1e j r future mat-rial and industrial
"Swing must be felt- it cannot be
his seminar with the group of stu- subject thus to be opened by Mr. nrma
out representatives to th?
The affirmative, which was upheld written." Going on, he said that no universaUy known. Goldkettes band, Sunday, Feb. 19 - 3.30-4.45 p.m.
8"y
Student-Faculty Tea in the
° f the pr?S
dents the following morning will, Howard.
colleges to recruit the men best fitted
by Bucknell. was represented by real swing musician ever plays the
I
Mr. Howard is recognized and ac- for their concern. The same is also
Lounge of the Moulton Union.
take up several aspects of his interFrank Henry Noll and Noah Edward |Same chorus twice; he plays what he ent Casa Loma band which speaks for
itself.
Concerning the outlook of;
5 o'clock Chapel, the Rev. J.
esting subject which would not be claimed as an outstand.ng authority true of
Fehl. Noll was the attorney and Fehl feels as he feels it.
e Army and Navy wh i C h in
swing, Don said that most of the
Frank Robinson of the Allin
appropriate for the larger group at, on American m-sio. and has been turn
voung men to Join their
was the witness. On the negative side
It is generally conceded that few real swing
called a man of letters as well as organ zations
bands are experimenting;
Congregational Church, Dedthe lecture.
so that they can see
of the question. Chandler Alton Stet- I people other than musicians really
^,0
music,
various
with
types
The
the
further
distinction
of
Mass.
rhyth
Simpson
ham,
choir will sing
Memorial
The Scott
the world.
son '41 was the witness and Edward know and appreciate swing. As Don
deavoring to discover some new
"All Through the Night," a
Sound system will be installed in Me- of being an interesting and instructThe Rev. Mr. Stearns however, exCutter Palmer '40 was the attorney. says, he might play a truly inspired
trend which
air.
become
Welsh
Hall for the lecture, and the ing lecturer with a knack for keeping plained that there was a difference in
morial
popular
Mr. Fehl as the first speaker said chorus, but only the musical "elite" {The sp^ned ..
swing cra2p .. k *T 6
Monday. Fefc. 20 - Chapel. The
audience will be able to follow the; his audience's attention. A pertinent t he product that Jes s was trying to
that he would base his case on three
would understand it. However, let out to
extent .j^ on]v means
President.
"Three Hundred Years of critical remark about Howard was
topic.
or reCruit. Jesus had something
points. They were: that he maintainhim get up there, play a few corny however, that the "synthetic" swing
3.30 pjn. Freshman Basketball
American Music." by the use of rec- recently made by Olin Downes. who deeper and more profound to offer
medicine
is
the
ed that socialized
licks, ajid jump around a bit. and the uniu ^at adopted
"swing" to meet
vs. South Portland High School.
ords. As the subject comes up to date. will be the opening speaker of the Jesus was preaching the "best way to
best possible way for providing for
crowd yells for more. The worst of- the dernand> will change their styles
Institute.
"He
gives
a
genuine
perwill
show
the
advent
of
Rifle Team vs. University of
Howard
Mr.
Hve." The disciples that he was talk[ Continued en Page 3 ]
fender is that common pest, the "jit[ Continued on Page 4 ]
West Virginia
f Cont.nu«d on Pag, 4 ]
jam music, swing, and the noisier
I CoiUmucd on Pa„e 4 ]

CLASS

elections will be held soon,

and the time-worn problem of
fraternity combines will again rear
In past years the Student
its head.
Council has strongly opposed and
done everything that it could to prevent such coalitions, but combines
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Play

Now

I

Starting Production

section dJeiataa to correspondence on matters academic and otk~
Tfce editor* are not responsible for opinions expremed in tbe**

(A
Brunswick, Maine

and

On Thursday

evening. February 23,

j

The incident in the play is but the
figment of his imagination. But it is
based upon the fact that some such
thing must have happened unless we
are to believe that Judas, for instance, was a creature of "motiveless
malignity'V to borrow Coleridge's de-

t Continued from Page i ]
Moulton
with Dr. Schroeder that I got my
year, it is only natural to assume that Union. Mr. Philip Conway Beam, As- idea for the play The form came
scription of the phenomenon.
1939 said salaries will be paid through sistant Director of the Museum of 'from Orson Welles' '.fulhis Caesar ."
The original play was in the form

at 8.15 in the lounge of the

j

I

.
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February
Edltor-to-Chief
John H. Rich, Jr. '38

Leonard

Cohen

J.

'39

Jr. '39

James E. Tracy,

of revenue. And since Fine Arts wjl | deliver a lecture on!
the fraternity fees, if paid, will at
jthe .. Ufe flnd T]me% Qf
oleast cut
down the expense from,
pi nnnAri f
«„„,„ time befor some
what it was last year, it is only nat- :«««> Planned
ural to assume that salaries will be! cause of its appropriateness to the
indirectly aided and not curtailed. current exhibit of Hogarth's "Fair At

policy of the
in
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Requa

mod- This was rewritten

}

;

Philip E.

in

;

George M. Stevens. Jr. '40
Richard E. Tukey '40

Jr. '40

Asaintant

new

at the

» fe that Shakespeare look on

!

|

Richard E. Doyle '40
Richard W. Sullivan,

was greatly impressed

of a series of fourteen short scenes.
into three acts
ern dreas- It lost the impersonal as- containing six scenes! Then with the
1940 Bugle board,
of {he
aid and direction of Mr. Quinby, it
issue ot the Orient, certainly seem to
costume
plays. So I A-cided this play was rewritten again and the plot
need clarification by the author. It
would have special significance if \ smoothed out and intensified.
appears to the board that criticism Remember, we merely said "somecould have the fact that we who conSouthwalk,"
loaned
to
the
The staging lequires clever lighting
College
by
without
made
of our policy has been
thing to do with" salaries.
idemn Judas and criticize Peter would effects which finally end in a sunrise
Mr
Harry rtairo*
Mr. Wnrr%7
Oakes. »,.
the t.ib
talk will i~
be ilfirst securing sufficient information
While still on the subject of "grave
have done the same thing ff we were scene. The effectiveness of the play
on which to base such comments.
inaccuracies," we question the mem- lustrated. Faculty, students and the! under the same stress today that the
depends greatly upon the lighting
It has been customary for many ory, not the word
of our adjacent general public are invited to attend, two disciples were
two thousand since many scenes contain ideas that
years to bill the fraternities for their communicator. Let
him remember that they were clearly
the players never express orally.
liable. As to ?
sections in the year-book. The fact that he told one
protesting fraternity
the latter class, they became liable
that collections have not always been treasurer, before
last week's Oirent
does
simply
because
the
management
United
Bugle
States
the
Bumade by
was issued, that one of the reasons
reau of Internal Revenue ruled orignot have any bearing upon the cur- for the $15 was
the fact that adverinally that lodges or fraternities of a
rent policy, which is, in fact, a re- tising was not Hp
to standard (name
ritualistic nature must count their
turn to the norm. Furthermore, the can be obtained
on request). This
fraterninon-salaried officers in addition toj
several
assessments to the
conflicts with statement in the adone or two paid officers for the purties and the Thorndike Club do not jacent column.
Also let our compose of determining whether or not
cover the cost of printing each sec- municator remember
that he told us
they had eight or more employes.
tion. Each fraternity section costs personally
that he was not in favor
the
about $32.00, without including
of the practice of printing individual That ruling was reversed about January 5 by the United States Bureau
cost of taking group pictures and write-ups of the
the
(hence
Juniors
Internal Revenue and in future
pictures of the houses giving a min- "adverse policy
an- of
of the board")
imum cost of $384.00 for the twelve other conflict. Again we refer the lodges and fraternities of ritualistic
groups.
communicator to our statements on nature will not be required to count
The question of dependence of fra- the write-ups, that he might notice their ritualistic officers as employes.
The State has held these two classternities on the Bugle "or vice versa'
that we said, quote: "the BUGLE
es liable under its law because one
does not hold here The publication L taff fa not
of
, acR
,
section of our Maine law, nfmely,
of the Bugle is a college function en- jmterest among
the delegations."
tirely separate from activities of the
In conclusion we would like to add section 19 paragraph 5, requires us to
hold liable "Any employing unit
several social groups and "vice ver- that the
original intnnt of the comsa."
|ments was to arrive at some under- which, wj^h respect to employment
2. One of the first uses of vacuum
1. The Bell System handles about
The original budget of the cost of standing seein
herein defined, is liable to pay an exthat sPveral of the
tubes was in telephony
yean be48,000 telephone ladls per minute,
cise tax under Title IX of the SociBl
ptiblishing the year-bcok planned on
ifratcrnit
bill-payers are not too
fore commercial radio telephony.
assessing the fraternities. The returns
Act as amended." Therefore,
on the average.
We
p j pased over the matter at all
8tMd
employing unit which was held li
a(
RIGHT
RIGHT (3
b
e ar !*
admit the possible inaccuracy of cer- •«?
£?!
!
*w
'
(about $250.00 worth has been sold). !tain implications
able
under the Federal law, either
iven b our state .
Assessments made on fraternities are ments ]g&t wgek
by the wording of the law itself or
Qn tnp other
of
pro-<
not du-ected for the purpose
hand we fee , that thp BUGLE on its by the interpretation of the United
viding funds for salaries. Such an unsown
the States Bureau of Internal Revenue.
t
s
u inaccurate
founded suspicion voiced by the statements of its
was required by our Commissflm to
In the end Wl.
inaCCU racy
nt
imagine the BUGLE will be paid for pay a tax under the State law bee££
_
,
The $2.00 sitting fee charge for>the fraternity space un]pss the houses cause otherwise the Federal GovernJunior class members portraits does
ment would collect 100 per cent of
t togetner
decidp that tney do
not increase, the income for the Bugle not
the tax and the State would receive
dean to
a
in any way. This charge was made by
mote
scibilit
Undoubt edly, harm nothing.
the photographer as always, and was
The promise qf relief which I menbeen dono b
but
excnEn
paid directly to him by the members.
flt , east tne facts and
u
arp now, tioned rests in the fact that Congress
And surely tne quest™ of the de- ronmon knowled
and Mthine now has pending before it "H.R.143,"
pendence of the Junior class upon the j.. should
a Bill which would specifically exin the dark;
Bugle does not enter here. After all,
empt college fraternities and soror4. The Bell System employs about
3. The largest telephone cable used
Yours sincerely,
the Junior class is the publisher of
by the Bell System contains 2424 as many people as live in the city
RICHARD E. DOYLE. ities in the Federal Act. and the fact
the Bugle, fraternity affiliations notthat this Commission is offering an
of Dayton, Ohio.
wires.
withstanding.
identical amendment at the present
RIGHT
RIGHT O
I might add a few sentences in resession of the legislature as to our
gard to the matter of the individual
Maine law. In its wording this
I

;

made
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The

students and faculty pi the College

mourn with profound

^

,

regret the death last Friday of

Henry Edwin Andrews,

Museum

of Art and Director of the

Professor

Bowdoin

of Fine Arts at

for

;

£

S^*

^

'

years. Professor

Andrews, who was a graduate

{

^^ r^^^,
^

|

,

of the college in the class of 1894, was

and

to his classes in art which he developed into one of the most popular departments at

^

^

,

devoted to his college

^

j
I

,

i

^

Bowdoin.

I

j

|

more than twenty

m

.

,

,

i

It

ing

was Professor Andrews' aim

Walker Art

to have the

Build-

become a stepping stone toward a general appreciation of

for the

many undergraduates who come

to

art

Bowdoin without any

material understanding or knowledge of the masterpieces of the

But he did not attempt to force

great painters and sculptors.

upon the

students; rather, his

love and desire for

inspiring in

them a

Certainly the manner in which Professor

it.
t

Andrews conducted

method was one of

art

his classes,

and

his patience

and willingness to

enlighten his students both in and out of the classroom has led

many Bowdoin men

an intimate

to count art

and understanding and

His sincerity

friend.

his enthusiasm for his

vocation will long be remembered by his students to

whom

he en-

deared himself. In Professor Andrews' passing Bowdoin has lost
a true "gentleman of the old schoor and a loyal and devoted son.

o

has passed into the realm of reminiscence and

by undergraduates

as a success, a

j

amendment would exempt
State of Maine

HOUSE 'OF REPRESENT ATTVES
Office of the Speaker

now

']

Augusta
j

February
Deal- Sir:

^

3
LEjjf
* °™?-C?"

9,

1939

I

> ^"l

V

what a wide

to see

"^

the
the
col-

S

is

Sincerely yours,

you.

DONALD

Sincerely yours,
B. WHEELER,
Editor of the 1940 Bugle

PAUL Le

looked back upon

W. PHTLBRICK.

(Editor's note: The following is
a copy of the Act' proposed to

Unemployment Compensation Law exempting certain em-

amend

few suggestions to serve as a

FOE TAT"

the

ployees.)

that the affair has passed exclusively

"service
in the employ of a college
fraternity or sorority or any of its
chapters, branches, subsidiaries or
chapter house corporations."

performed

amendment should
of passage in Congress those frawhich have eight or more
salaried employes presumably would
still be liable for taxation by the Federal Government, although those fraternities having less than eight salaried employes, and one or two additional non-salaried officers, would be
exempt due to the recent reversal of
the ruling by the United States Bureau of International Revenue. If the
Maine legislature adopts the amendment we are proposing t'.ie fraternities would still be liable to the Federal
Government unless Congress
adopts the amendment.
I offer the foregoing for your information and also to indicate to you
that the thinking of this Commission
seems to be attuned to the points so
clearly expressed and fairly argued
in your recent editorial.
Sincerely,
CLIFFORD A. SOMERVILLE,

|

If the Federal

fail

J.
I
ef ^"Jtfii
°f f
^ifS
am naturally interested
influence the editorial columns of the Orient cover.
I read with interest your editorial
•

t

of 1917),

^J

"TIT

place,

first

:

Editor of the Bowdoin Orient

guide for future classes are not unwarranted.
In the

!

will
take care
ter, together with some clarification V>
anything I can to push this along
of the Orients statements in the last!*
to enactment.

Hop

i

;

of January 18 protesting against
taxation of students who work in
verse policy of the board toward infraternity houses and for the
dividual sketches"?
°f
ng
«"" enc
I hope that you will print this leti°f
T
of this situation. I

Thank

renewal of the annual Sophomore

first

i

issue.

HOP SUGGESFTIOHS
Although the

COMMUNICATION

write-ups.
Ample notice was given to all delegations of the Junior class concerning
the dead-line date for receipt of copy
on Junior write-ups. If the members
of the class of 1940 were not interested enough to get this copy in on
time, it is obvious that their interest
in write-ups was not intense.
Tne Bugle board itself could not
face the knpossible task of writing
interesting and pertinent personal
notes on each individual member,
many of whose characteristics and
habits are not familiar to the board.
Is this what was meant by the "ad-

Be it enacted by the People of the
State of Maine, as follows:
Since the chief BUGLER in the adF. L„ 1935, c. 192, 8 *9» amended,
jacent column calls for clarification
of
of certain statements made in last Subsection (7) of section 19 (g)
laws of 193d
week's Orient re fraternity fees for chapter 192 of the public
adding further
the yearbook, we will take up the is hereby amended by
to
cudgel again with kid gloves, and we subsections number (I) and (J)
sincerely hope that a peaceful and! read as follows:
'(I) Service* performed aa parteconomical understanding can be,
whose princireached. In the very first place let (time work by a minor
school year
us emphasize the stand which we are P»l occupation during the
attending a
taking in the matter. We feel, as do! «» a* a student actually
members of several other fraternities, public or private educational insti-

ternities,

Udjtoj.

j

5. This ispartofa page taken

RIGHT

Sophomore

Class, there

is

no reason why a

6. Lowest rates to most out-of-town
points ara available every night
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SYSTEM

I

committee to manage

it

should not be chosen at the same time as the
In the coming elections a

class officers are elected.

Hop

committee

I

the Freshmen, to serve next year,

the same as the Junior Ivy and the Senior
tees are chosen.

With a

special

Commencement commit-

committee already chosen a date

mi mymrWck 11^^

To (bum

j

among

should be chosen from

!

can then be

set far

enough

in

advance to permit everyone to make

The most

that, regardless of precedent, the cus- tution.'
'(*) Service performed in the emtorn of charging each social group for
college fraternity or sorortheir page of representation in the P»oy of a
would be consistent only if ity, or any of its chapters, lodges,
.chapterthe other organizations were billed a branches, subsidiaries, or
corporations.'
house
like fee.

GIVE YOUR PIPE

;

i

plans without haste.
desirable date for the

dance however

still

be a matter for conjecture. Some objection was raised to the week-

Having "secured the sufficient inbecause it came so soon after midyears and at a time formation on which to base comMAINE UNEMPLOYMENT COMwe learn that a different
PENSATION COMMISSION
the undergraduates had just returned from vacations of ments,"
type-form is to be used in the book
381 Water Street
Augusta, Maine
varied length at home. Others have suggested that the dance be this year. This is said to advance
the cost of printing each page. Our!
January 24, 1939
following
last
the
scheduled on the Friday and Saturday directly
adjacent communicator is merely re- Editor of the Bowdoin Orient,
iterating our statement of last week
examination so that it will come at a time when everyone is in the when he comments on the precedent Dear Sir:
I have read with appreciation your
for the exeditorial on the date of January 18,
mood for relaxation. It must be kept in mind, however, that one of of the $15 charge.theAstaking
of the
pense involved in
"Shall The Student Be Taxed," a
the strongest arguments for the affair was that it serve as a break house and group pictures by the copy of which was sent me by a loyal
BUGLE'S own photographer, in the son of Bowdoin, Mr. Fred Lord of Auin the long grind between the start of the second semester and past the individual houses have pro- gusta.
I am writing to inform you
vided their own pictures. -Therefore it
y*,
a definite
spring vacation. On this basis later in February or early in March would seem best to leave the matter
for co„
e
PP
Uie^d^cuss.on al- £.
of
out
precedent
of
the probaternities now f aced
would be more satisfactory. All these possibilities must be consid-

end

this year

SMOKING PRINCE ALBERT.
YOU GET 50 PIPEFULS OF
THAT GRAND TOBACCO IN
EVERyBIGREDPA.TINf

when

j

,

-^

^

(

BUGLE

ered by the committee before they choose a date.
It is

important that this date be scheduled far enough in ad-

has shown
together. since the
is diin these two instances that
verting from the past.
dependof
question
Regarding the
ence of the fraternities on the
and "vice versa," it would
is not entirely
seem that the
independent of the fraternities, since

vance to permit other departments to arrange their programs with BUGLE
it in mind. Undoubtedly more of the popular Union Board movies
will be available

athletic events

j

out.

^

^

it

willingness to co-operate

much

events which will provide entertainment for the week-end.
Class of 1941 has taken the initiative to open the
footsteps other classes

may proceed more

way and

smoothly.

The

be collected, and not "thrown out the
window," a fate met at the hands of a

in their certain

treasurer.

fraternity

definite salaries are

novation for

tfje

Since

an apparent

BUGLE

staff

in-

this

'

,

a

full,

rich body.

Packs

!

easier,

slower, too, because of its famous "crimp cut" Say
ALBERT" today, and get real smoking joy.

FULS

PIPE-

if yoa
the melloweit,
tastiest pip* tobacco you ever
smoked, t eUua th* pet bet tin
<rf

Prince Albert,

don't find

it

with Use rest of Use tobacco ia it
to ns at any tins* within a month
from this date. and we will refund
purchase price, plus postage.

i>

burns

"PRINCE

I

SMOKE 20 FRAGRANT

one or two paid employes, or one or
two salaried officers, which, added

The

Cmrv

taste,

i

will not occur again.

BvnoU. TIiim

cool and- mellow, with

ft* fraternal Juniors.
this was necessitated by a misunderstandAs far as any "grave inaccuracy" employes for more than 20 weeks in
obvious that the one big
a year. Other fraternities have only
ing on the part of the schools in regard to accommodations which goes, it is
present poldifference between the
Athletic Department has declared its icy towards the assessment of frauatnlill and that followed, or not folas
as it possibly can in scheduling lowed in the past, is that the bill win

1.

get extra
extra mildness out of your pipe when
YOU
you put "no-bite" treated Prince Albert m
P. A. smokes

.

fraternities to deal with. Some, and
this is true of most of yours at Bowdoin, have eight or more stewards or
waiters who definitely are salaried

|

The
pointment to many but

worked

^

v
CiimUM. ten. B.

^

taxes
secur
assurance of effective relief for the fraternities <s at the Fed
eral end of the law because your fra
ternities are held liable under the
State law today solely because they
are liable first of all under the Federal law.
We have two classes of

The

BUGLE

can be each fraternity was asked to write up
its own Juniors. Look what happencancellation of the swimming meet was a disap- ed when the BUGLE did depend on

and a better schedule of

of

:

WOES

THE RUN-AROUND, MEN,
WITH FRAGRANT MELLOW-

seems to BUGLE

RIHCE

SO
MILD
-SO
TASTY!

full

(5i«ne«f)R

to the total number of non-salaried
ritualistic officers of the fraternity,
made them liable, or did until very
recently, under the Federal law.

50

As to the former class of fraternithere was no doubt under the
present wording of the Federal law
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

ALLEN SCORES
SECOND PUCE
AT R. I. MEET
Ray Haling Takes Third
Finals Of 45 High
Hurdles Event

Huling Wins His Heat

Time

In 6.1

R

Neal Allen and Ray Hiding high in
the final ranking for the 45-yard high
who placed third over
the week end in the Boston A.A.
Meet, took second place behind Tolmich, while Huling came home in third
hurdles. Allen,

won

his heat in 5.9, while

Huling took his heat with a 6.1. The
winning time as recorded by Tolm-

was

ich

5.7.

By Dick Doyle

When

Program Includes Action
For Nearly Every
Sports

Team

high-ranking Neal 'Allen flashed across the sports pages Sunday
his stirring showing against the country's best in the B.A.A.
hurdles, it marked the return to front rank of the Magee hurdle cycle, after
a lapse of three years. Long a developer of smooth and speedy stick-skimmers, Johnny Jack in recent years had Charlie Stanwood and Ray McLaughlin in the historic Boston meet around 1932, then Phil Good reached
his peak In '36. Three years later comes Allen, who promises to more than

on the wings of

equalling the world's inSam Allen of

door record held by

Oklahoma Baptist University.
The Bowdoin squad, having com-

almost

the

entire

array

of

Polar

—

R

—

First semi-final won by Allen;
second, Shafer; third, Francis. Time,

Second semi-final

—won

by Tolm-

ich; second. Huling; third, Keadin.
recognized
(Equals
Time,
5:7s.
world's indoor record held by Sam
Allen, Oklahoma Baptist University).

—

—

45-yard high hurdles Final won
Tolmich; second, Allen; third,
Huling. Time, 5:7 seconds.

by

White Key Announces

New Bowling Schedule
Schcedules for the College Interfraternity Bowling league have been an-

nounced by the White Key. The bowling league, making its second organized appearance in the athletic program of the College has already opened its schedule. Matches are played
at 3.00 p.m. and 4.45 p.m.
The schedule as issued through the

White Key is as follows: Feb. 15— Psi
U. vs. Thorndike. Chi Psi vs. A.T.O.,
A.D. vs. Kappa Sigma; Feb. 16 Sig-

—

ma Nu
T.D.

Chi

vs.

vs.

Zeta

D.U.;

Deke,
Feb. 20— Psi U. vs.
Psi,

Zeta Psi

Psi,

Beta

vs.

vs.

A.T.O.,

Sigma

vs. Deke; Feb. 21— Beta vs. D.U..
T.D. vs. Chi Psi, A.D .vs. Deke; Feb.
23 Sigma Nu vs. D.U., Chi Psi vs.
Beta, T.D. vs. Psi U; Feb. 24— D.U.

Nu

—

vs. A.D.,

Sigma Nu

vs.

Chi

Psi,

Northeastern In
Last Laps
Neal Allen's brilliant third place
hurdling and the mile relay quartet's
thrilling victory over Northeastern
and Williams highlighted Bowdoin's
participation in the Golden Anniversary running of the B.A.A. Indoor
Track Games at the Boston Garden
last Saturday night. Bowdoin's unexpected strength marked a renewal of
the White's traditional power in crack
hurdlers and capable mile relay
teams.
Competing against a first class
field of timber toppers, including Roy
Staling, former Southern California
star in the days of Bowdoin's Phil
Good; Allen Tolmich, of recent hurdling pre-eminence; and Robin Hart-

—

BUCKNELL DEBATERS
WIN OVER BOWDOIN

—

Third heat won by Allan Tolmunattached;
second,
Donald
Mikolas, Brown; third, Michael Piecewicz. New Hampshire. Time, 5:9s.
Fourth heat won by
G. Huling,
Bowdoin; second, Herbert Keadin,
New Hampshire; third, Earl Fisher,
Brown. Time, 6:1s.
ich,

Hamblen And Pope Outrun

Coach Linn Wells leads his Polar
Bear sextet to Boston as the hockey
men take on Northeastern and M.I.T.
in the New England Hockey League
than had the high school hardier* of that time, and when
series. The newly improvised forward
he had picked up more speed at Deering he was hurdles
wall of Tucker, Arnold, and Melendy
should begin to click by this week
of the field.
end. The fencing team will also travel
s
s
to Boston as they meet Harvard and
In his first two.years at Bowdoin Neal was bothered by pulled muscles,
Boston College on Friday and Sat- thought at the time to have been the partial result from a heavy
high
urday respectively.
school schedule that usually included four events in every meet. Though
The swimming team, after having it is dangerous to speak too soon on the matter, Allen is apparently strongcancelled the Huntington and Olneyer, speedier, and more poised than ever before. The competition at Boston
ville meets last Saturday will have
and Providence should aid him greatly in acquiring that control of his large
a busy week end with Portland High
but he is exceptionSchool, Hebron Academy, and Bates amount of nervous energy. Allen is short as hurdlers go,
College. Tho J.V. outfit will take on ally limber, which aids him to achieve that picture-perfect form. Magee
the Portland High team in the Port- has termed Neal to be more supple in the hips than any of his historyland pool on Friday, while on Satur- making hurdlers. Allen has plenty of competition right in his own teamday the Jayvees will meet Hebron. mates, Ray Huling and Lin Rowe. but no matter who wins, it's still in the
The Varsity squad led by Capt. Bud family. What are we offered that Bowdoin won't sweep both hurdles in the
White will face the Bates College State meet, provided there are no slips?
mermen in the Bowdoin pool on Sat-

—

s
s
the futile talk about the "White Hope" next to be
Joe Louis brings up the Interesting parallel in track circles. Even a casual survey
of the track world arrives at the conclusion that American Negroes have come a long way since first looming
darkly on the horizon a few years ago. Many records are
now the exclusive property of the colored, with the prospect of more to come. Though Negroes do not dominate
track and field completely, the members of the ever-lncreasing colored contingent are universally among the top
flight.
The colored man is seldom an also-ran. Outside of

AU

'

that solidified southern democracy, there is scarcely a section of the country that hasn't its outstanding Negro athletes.

s

Starting back around DeHart Hubbard's jumping days for Michigan,
American track annals have been colored by a brilliant array. To name but

Continued from Page i ]
medical care, that there is a great
need for medical treatment, and that
the plan is practical. In his opening
speech Alton Stetson emphasized
quite strongly the fact that socialized medicine would ultimately lead

a few, there have been such record-breaking greats as Tolan, Metcalfe,
Ward, Owens, Peacock, Johnson, Walker, Threadgill. Albritton, Burke,
Herbert. Robinson, Strode. Pollard, Washington, Woodruff. Johnson, Edwards. Williams, Thompson we could go on and on. For the most part'
the colored athletes have been most successful at the sprints and jumps,
evidentally capitalizing on hereditary suppleness of limb. Heretofore, the
to government socialism.
colored men have shown little inclination for the longer distance events,
In his cross-examination Edward Canadian Phil Edwards being practically a lone representative among the
Palmer also emphasized the fact that grinders, and his distance stopped at the half-mile mark. However, the
socialized medicine would necessitate color-line was finally extended in the distance direction through the unorthoa complete change in the social sys- dox running of John Woodruff, he of the grotesque gyrations and recordtem of the country. He brought out lengthy stride.
that a man from the slums, who is
s
s
cured of a disease, would be ultimateOlympian victor Woodruff's favorite distance is the
ly sent back to the place where he
880, but his running resources have perhaps been barely
contacted the disease. The main vein
dipped Into. But before Woodruff can accustom his giant
of Mr. Noll's cross-examination was
stride to indoor limitations, along comes his racial brother,
that the charity work is not split
John Borican. Running the winter
up among the doctors and that ac"club" circuit, this
tually 60 r £ of the people do not have
large representative from a small Southern college seems
a choice of doctors under the present
to have the 1000-yard record at his mercy. In less than a
system.
complete indoor season Borican has come, seen, and conIn summation Palmer suggested
quered the middle distance field. What lies beyond 1000
that the government take care of the
yards? the mile, which is currently figured in terms of
financially incapable people and have
sub-4:10, and of course, Glenn Cunningham. Although atthe resV of the people take care of
tempts to have Woodruff run the mile have met with sectheir own medical cares, since the
onds of failure, Borican has already been designated as
government can only help solve a
Glenn's successor, Leslie MacMltchell boosters to the conproblem by doing a little in everytrary. Soon we may be looking for the "White Hope," bat
thing. In closing Palmer emphasized
the United States is really proud of its colored representaagain the personal touch. Noll closed
the debate by summing up the benetives
remember the aftermath to Hitler's unsportsmanfits of socialized medicine as prelike snubbing of Jesse Owens at the Olympics?
sented by his colleague and himself.
The points were as follows: the exploitation by private practitioners Gospels Are Praised
Fencing
Plans
would be decreased, the doctors' inBy Speaker In Chapel
comes would be increased, their hours
Collegiate Matches
of work would be decreased, the
amount of charity work that they
[ Continued from Page I ]
Although the fencing schedule has
would do would be decreased, they providing him with a feeling of sewould not have to waste so much curity. He was not alone when he had not yet been completed, five matches
have been announced by Guilbert
time, the plan would be financed con- these Gospels with him.
In connecting Winchell '40, team manager. The first
veniently, and the general health of
this discussion with the students in match will be at Harvard on Feb.
country would be improved.

—

—

—

'

—

Team

Beta the

Psi U.; Feb. 27—A.D. vs. Chi Psi,
Sigma Nu vs. Psi U., T.D. vs. Beta; vs. A.T.O., D.U. vs. Thorndike; March
Feb. 28— A.T.O. vs. Thorndike, D.U. 8 Chi Psi vs. Kappa Sig., Zeta vs.
vs. Kappa Sig., Deke vs. Zeta; March D.U., Deke vs. Thorndike; March 9
A.D. vs. Psi U., Sigma Nu vs. T.D.. Kappa Sig. vs. Zeta, Deke vs. A.T.O.,
Kappa Sig. vs. Thorndike; March 2
T.D. vs. Thorndike; March 10 A.D.
D.U. vs. Deke, Chi Psi vs. Zeta, Psi U. vs. Beta, Sigma Nu vs. Thorndike,
vs. Kappa Sig.; March
T.D. vs. A.T.O. vs. Psi U.; March 13— T.D. vs.
A.T.O.. Beta vs. Thorndike, A.D. vs. Kappa Sig.. Beta vs. A.T.O., Zeta vs.

—

1—

—

3—

Sigma Nu; March 6—Sigma Nu vs. Thorndike; March 14—Deke vs. KapBeta. A.D. vs. T.D, Chi Psi vs. Deke; pa Sig., D.U. vs. A.T.O., A.D. vs.
March 7 Psi U. vs. Zeta. Kappa Sig. Zeta.

—

mouth's

and

tance at Hanover this coming Saturday as a feature of the BowdoinDart mouth dual meet. The mile relay
team's feat of defeating Northeastern and Williams stands as somewhat of a pleasant surprise. Struck
I,
by a pre-meet attack of heavy colds
and unexpectedly named to oppose a
strong Northeastern cluster in place
of Amherst, the baton men's. subsequent victory in the time of 3 minutes 30 8/10 seconds was especially
Playing on the Lewiston court in noteworthy,
In a very fast and free scoring
game the Bowdoin varsity hockey one of the feature events of the Bates
Holmes of Northeastern grabbed
team lost to the St. Dom's of Lew- College Winter Carnival, the Bow-] an early lead on the first leg over
iston by a score of 10-5 on the Polar doin Independents lost a loosely play- Lin Rowe of Bowdoin and Gottschalk
od game to. the Bobcats last Friday of Williams. The Huskies' second runBear rink last Monday night.
Taking advantage of the fact that even Jng when the Bates quintet ner maintained the lead over Gene
the rejuvenated Bowdoin team was scored 51 to the Polar Bear's 25 Redmond, but Bob Hamblen came
points.
Lack of condition due to the through to smash the race wide open
failing to work as a unit, the Lewiston team scored three goals in the lon 8 lay-off for mid-years seemed to on the third leg. Bob overhauled Sulthe cnief difficulty for the Indies livan ot Northeastern and handed
early minutes of play. Then Hank
thev
fel1 easv Pre> to tne Bobcat Captain Charlie Pope a five-yard adBonzagni scored on a rebound after
'vantage as the anchor men took up
Dick Harding carried the puck down °ut fi tBates opened the scoring in the the burden. Bespectacled Charlie then
into enemy territory time after time.
However, two goals in rapid succes- first period and was never behind proceeded to run his old rival, Northsion by the Frechette brothers gave during the remainder of the game. eastern's capable Frank Mascianua
the St. Dom's a convenient lead by The quarter started with neither into the ground to win by a comfortteam playing true to form, but the able margin. Moore of Williams rethe end of the first period.
home five managed to hold a slight covered from an unfortunate passing
After a poor start in the second
advantage. At the close of the first mishap sufficiently to give the Purple
period, the Bowdoin team began to
period -the Bates tenm had scored a dangerously close third place.
click, and they held their own during
Coach Jack Magee's only other enmost of the second period against eleven points to Bowdoin's six. During the second period, however, the trant, Jack Marble in the pole vault,
the strong semi-pro team. However,
Bates aggregation began to pull fur- was unplaced in an event which saw
the early lead that the Lewiston team
the away, while at the same time; Cornelius Warmerdam, one of the
piled up was enough to carry them
holding the Indies to two field goals galaxy of great Pacific Coast vaultthrough the rest of the game safely.
Oak Melendy, who figured in four of and a charity toss. Tliis second quar- ers, shatter the world's indoor record
ter closed with the score 22-11 with at better than 14 feet 6 inches. At
the five Bowdoin scores, was the outthe Bobcats still holding the ad- Harvard's first indoor shot put and
standing player in the front line for
weight meet held at Soldiers' Field in
vantage.
the Polar Bears. Dan Hanley played
Bates continued to score freely in the afternoon, husky Carl Boulter
well on the defense for the home
team as he continually upset the St. the second half, but the Polar Bears was the only Mageeman to place.
hurled the 35-pound weight 49
Dom forward line a la Eddie Shore. began to pick up on the offensive Carl
with Fisher and Cartland leading the feet 11 % inches in the trials and 51
The summary:
Bowdoin scoring attack. Both teams feet 4 inches in the final to win third

Neal W. Allen, Junior hurdles star, who placed third in the 45-yard high
hurdles at the B. A. A. games on Saturday and took a second place last
evening at the K. of
meet in Providence, R. I. Neal, a former Deering
runner. Is one of Coach Jack .Magee's outstanding hurdles stars.

St.

Doms Drub

BOWDOIN INDIES BOW
TO BATES BOBCATS

Polar Bear Six
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HERE ARE THE WINNERS OF THE NATIONAL BOOK
AWARDS FOR 1038
The Book seller's find: The World Was My Garden" David Fairchild

St.

Dom's

Bowdoin
more than doubled their first-half
Corey scores, but the Bates quintet held and
Hanley increased its lead sufficiently to keep
rd, Doughty out of danger. The final whistle blew
c, Arnold with the count 51 for Bates and 25
rw. Tucker for Bowdoin.
lw, Melendy
Johnny Cartland, captain of the
Pinard, Rioux,
Polar Bears, and Gorman, of Bates,
(5)

(10)

Lamarre, g

g.

rd.

Beaulieu, Id

Larendeau, rd
A. Frechette, c
Lauze. rw
W. Frechette, lw

shared high-scoring honors for their
teams with 11 points
respective
apiece.

The summary:

The Bosk
The Book
The most

F.

seller'* favorite novel: "Rebecca"
seller's favorite non-fictioa: "Listen

ALL Your

Daphne DuMaurier

& SON

PRINTING
We

have had long experience in
producing for Bowdoin men:

STATIONERY
POSTERS
TICKETS
ALUMNI LETTERS
FRATERNITY FORMS

BRUNSWICK COAL & LUMBER

CO.

And Other

Printing

Ask Us For Quotations

Fuel Oils

Hard and Soft Coals
Dry Fireplace Wood

The Record Office
—

Telephone 3

—

Paul K. Niven, Bowdoin 1916

Lumber and Building Materials of AH Kinds
A. E.

MO—WIi

Manager
Printers of

T%, Mgr.

es,

FROSH TAKE SECOND
AT COLBY CARNIVAL

Gorman.

If

Wilder, rf
Stover, rf
Cool, c

G

FG

3
5

2

1

2
2

Woodbury, c
Lambertt c

1

Witty, lg

McLau'n

1

1
1

•.

2
4
2

Pts
At the Third Annual Colby Outing
8 Club Winter Carnival at Waterville,
11 last Saturday, the Bowdoin freshman
ski team, after holding a four point
2 lead over the University of Maine
4 and Colby College in the downhill and
4 slalom races, was relegated to second
3 place by the results of the cross coun1 try race won by the well-trained run4 ners of the University of Maine. The

8 final score showed Maine the victor
6 with a score of 17, Bowdoin second
2
probably tost for the rest of the sea- 10 st. D., Larendeau (solo)
8.30
with 14 points, and Colby last with 12
son by an appendicitis operation. Gil 11— R, Tucker (Melendy)
Totals
22
t
51 points.
13.40
is back with the team hut is not able 12— St. D., Beaulieu (Lauze)
Bowdoin Independents (25)
13 St. D, W. Frechette (A.
Summary of individual events:
to fence.
*
15.25
G FG Pts Slalom— First, Gove (Bowdoin) 47
Frechette)
Although no definite announcement
.*..... 1
1
3 seconds; second and third. Stranger
has been made as yet, a J.V. sched- 14—St. D.. Pinard Thibodeau) 16.50 Dale, If
Fairclough, If
(Maine), Hall (Bowdoin) 52 seconds;
ule is to be arranged. So far the only .15— B.. Melendy (Tucker-Ar17.12 Chapman, rf
1
2 fourth, Cummings (Bowdoin).
nold)
school contacted is Portland Junior
Downhill race— First, Duffy
Saves: Lamarre 21; Corey 10; Up-JGardent, rf
College. There are about 15 men out
Fisher, c
2
8 (Maine) 30 seconds; second Hall
3
for fencing at the present time. It is ham 27.
Corey, c'
(Bowdoin) 31 seconds; third, Gove
Referee, Raymond. Time, 3 20's.
,
from these men. mostly freshmen,
1
Melendy, c
1 (Bowdoin) 32 seconds; fourth,
thnt the J.V. team will be chosen.
3
11 Stranger Maine
Cartland. lg
4
Chandler
a
Luther, lg
country— First,
Cross)
o (Maine); second. Stranger (Maine);
{Stephens, If
CO.
third, Croteau (Colby); fourth, Johng7 MAINE STREET
7
25 son (Bowdoin).
Totals
9
Points for the events were scored
McCall-Kelley. Time—
Referees:
on the 5-3-2-1 basis.
4 10's.
EVERYTHING THAT'S GOOD
At the Dartmouth Winter Carnival,
TO EAT
Duncan Whitchill, the' sole representative' of the Bowdoin varsity ski
team, slid into twentieth place in the
CONFECTIONERS
slalom with a time of 1123 seconds,
of Brunswick. Maine
good time with such competition as
Largest Line of Pipes aad Tebeeee
Capital S175.000
Dick Durrance. the winner, who is
STTJART ft CLEMENT
In Town
considered to be America's number
i rw 52,700,000
Total
one
skier today.
ARTICLES
Me.
TOILET
FATBORACC

—

The Orient

!

j

i

(

TONDREAU

BROS.

PRINTING

FIRST NATIONAL

Town Building

SOUCITCD

rrr.

MORTON'S NEWSSTAND
—
—

BANK

lUm

STUDENT

rWrrrrM

first

(

"With Malice Toward Some"
Margaret Hateey

W. CHANDLER

If

Kenney, rg
3.20 Briggs, rg

—

the Wind"

Anne Lindbergh
original book:

Stan Johnson of Maine was
with a heave of 53 feet 1% inchand Shallow of Harvard second,
some three inches ahead of Boulter.
Two other Bowdoin entrants, freshman Niles Perkins in the weight
throw and George Reardon in the
shot failed to finish in the money.
place.

Bates (51)
Crosby.

5—

Yes, We're Interested In

(

I

Market

—

^

|

—
—

—

^
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spares:
St. Dom
Veilleux, Pellet ier. Thibodeau. Janelle.
17. while in the first home match,
Bonzagni, Munro,
the team will meet M.I.T. The Bow- Bowdoin: Harding,
that the students should take up the
Bass.
doin fencers will meet Brown on Upham, Allen, Marr,
Gospels and carry them through
First Period
March 4 and the Bangor Y on March
their life; for as the bamboo sticks in 10.
On March 18 the fencers will 1— St. D., W. Frechette (A.
157
Frechette)
the story of Admiral Byrd they may travel to Dartmouth where they will
become a means of finding one's way participate in the Eastern Intercol- 2 St. D.. Lauze (W. Frechette) 2.21
5.34
a—St. D., Pinard (Pelletier)
legiate Fencing Conference.
out of the darkness of the world.
6.48
4 B., Bonzagni (rebound)
In the foils Captain Ted Stern and
St. D., A. Frechette (solo) 17.05
Bob Chandler will be the first two
men with Tom Sheehy and Duke 6—St. D.. W. Frechette (Pin17.58
ard)
Yaplc alternating in the third posiNeighborhood
Second Period
tion. In the duelling sword matches
Tour Headquarters For
6.38
7^-St. D, Pinard (Pelletier)
Poland Spring Gingerale aad .Mixer the team will be made up of Ted
11.50
B.. Arnold (Melendy)
Stern, Duke Yaple and Tom Sheeny.
Tel. S3S
17 Page St.
14.48
The team suffered a damaging blow 9— B., Munro (Melendy)
We Deliver
Third Period
when Manager Gil Winchell was

MASS

.

;

8—

The COLLEGE BOOKSTORE

star, Hartman, whom Neal
teammate Ray Huling must

(Courtesy of Portland Pre»s Herald)

the chapel the Rev. Mr. Guiles felt

The

his

face over the sixty-yard hurdle dis-

C

—s

[

vs.

mann. Dartmouth, and Walt Hall,
Tufts, both famous New England
hurdlers, Allen seemed to improve as
the competition went along.
Neal nipped third behind Tolmich
and Hall in his trial heat to make
the semi-finals where he was a close
second to Tolmich, the winner, in
world-record equalling figures of five
and seven-tenths in this final heat.
Allen's performance bears special
interest as it bettered that of Dart-

laid at the sacrificial altar for

,

—

MAGEEMEN SHOW
POWER IN RELAY

the eleventh year that the swivel-hipped scholar has teen Hipping the timbers in some form or other. \ n
a grammar school oathanlsst for the various forms of track
aad held athletic*. Neal naturally took to hurdling at a
hew brothe r Charlie was setting records for Deering
As aa eighth-grader, Neal had much smoother form

Bear teams seeing some kind of ac-

1

Second heat won by N. W. Allen,
Bowdoin; second, Roger Shafer, Harvard; third, George Gilson, Holy
Cross. Time, 5:9s.

Neal Alien Takes Third Ik
Hurdles; Mile Relay
Quartet Wins

Bowdoin Hurdles Star

—

pleted their competition in the B.A.A.
C. meet will return tonight before leaving for a
dual meet with Dartmouth College in
Hanover this coming week end. Coach
Jack Magee has returned home be-#
cause of illness, and may not be with urday.
the team on the Dartmouth trip. He
The winter sports enthusiasts will
did not accompany the squad to take in the Maine Carnival in Orono,
Providence.
while tho track squad will journey to
Hanover for the Dartmouth dual
The summaries:
meet. Both freshman and upperclassProvidence. R. I.. Feb. 14 Tho
summaries of the K. of C. track meet. man teams are expected to take part
in the University of Maine Winter
First two qualify for semi-finals.
Carnival over the week end. The rifle
44-yard High Hurdle Trials
team has a match with Yale schedFirst heat—won by Fabyan Franfor this Saturday to complete
cis
New York University; second, uled
the week-end program.
Richard Foster, Holy Cross; third,
Robert Clark, Brown. Time, 6:3s.

games and the K. of

Polar Bear Stars Victorious
In Indoor B.A.A. Games

With the mid-year lapse in the
better than average
ports program now in the back- emulate his brother. Captain Charlie Allen '34, a
and Good.
ground, the Winter sports schedules hurdler, but unfortunate to compete against McLaughlin
•
s
campus
limemake their final bid for
light. Having begun this afternoon
There k quite a mkccm story behind Neat's rise to
with a freshman basketball game
a place at the top of the hurdle heap. Legend would have it
and track meet, the schedule reaches
that Neal "never had a track shoe en before" conaag to
its peak Friday and Saturday with
hut soch in far from the case. As a matter of fact
tion.

First reports from the annual Kof C. track meet held last night in
I.,
place Bowdoin's
Providence,

place. Allen

SHOWS BUSY WEEK

In

BOTH RUNNERS WIN
THEIR TRIAL HEATS
Allen Runs A 5.9 Race As

SPORTS SIDELIGHTS

ATHLETIC SCHEDULE

THREE

Brunswick,

)

>

___
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FOUB
JOHN HOWARD PLANS

Seniors Elected

In Chapel

MODERN MUSIC TALK

Continued from Page t ]
In charge of the discussion groups
at the different fraternities and
Thorndike Club were the Reverend
Wallace W. Anderson from the State
Congregational Church in
Street
Portland, at the Alpha Delta Phi
House; the Rev. Donald Hayne of
the University of Iowa at the Kappa
Sigma House; the Rev. John W.
Brush of the First Baptist Church in
the
WaterviUe, at Psi Upsilon;
Rev. Wallace W. Clark, pastor of

[ Continued from Page t ]
spective of musical developments in
America, a •ense of the environment
of the native producer, the color and
spirit of the period in which he lived,
the influence of descent and culture

Tomorrow
[

the Pinehurst Community Church in
Pinehurst. at the Delta Kappa Epsilon House; the Rev. Edward Perry
Daniels,
from the First Parish
Church at Concord, Mass., at the Zeta
Psi House; the Rev. Mervin M.
Deems, of the Bangor Theological
Seminary, at the Theta Delta Chi
House; the Rev. Robert Sweetser '29.
at the Chi Psi Lodge; the Rev.
PhQip Guiles, from the Andover-Newton Theological Seminary, at the
Sigma Nu House; the Rev. Harold A.
Metzner, of the Methodist Episcopal
Church in WaterviUe, at the Alpha
Tau Omega House; the Rev. John F.
Stearns, from the High Street Congregational Church in Auburn, at the
Beta Theta Pi House; and the Rev.
Albert C. Thomas, of the First Par-

Church

::

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

ReBgious Forum Ends

ish

mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm

wmm

in Fall River, Mass.,

who

REDMAN EXPRESSES

(Dustard and Cress

SELF IN INTERVIEW

j

Continued from Page t ]
The death of His Holiness. Pope
to fit some new craze. The acknowlPius XI, has evoked multitudinous
edged swing organizations will conexpressions of sorrow throughout the
tinue to play swing, perhaps in a
world from people of all races and
somewhat modified torm, but it will
[

who has shown the
ability to make jazz anything more
than entertainment, to make of it
something flexible, and to free it from

yet appeared

its

monotonous

rigidity.

And

spite of the ingenuity with

devised. Please note that I

and

havi;

been few

men

in

be swing "Basiecally."

recent times who have deserved the
epithet "genuine" as did the late
Pope. His staunch and adamant denunciation of communism has brought
the respect of all people who cherish the institution of the family, private property, and the cause of religious freedom. Gallantly courageous
to the end, he died with a prayer for

•

In writing about the lecture at the
Institute here, Mr. Howard had this
to say about Jazz and swing: "In discussing contemporary music I try to
enumerate basic traits in the American character which certain types of
our music exemplify. Some of these
are of course expressed in jazz, and
have in turn made their appearance
in serious music. But even though
jazz and swing are thoroughly characteristic of several phases of contemporary viewpoints, they are so
limited in their scope, so patternized,
that it cannot be said that they express anything more than these particular phases. The composer has r:t

There

creeds.

moulded his development."
This will be the theme of the lecture Howard will present here.
which

peace on his

Campbell, members of the seniorjtfaas who
Richard Henry Moore, George Arthur Dunbar, and Philip Stortr
M
jo the fraternity
werelnuLted into the honorary society of Phi Beta Kappa at a meeting
°^«™*rtL!S
Wayland
George Leslie Hill, and. Clinton
Hubbard Hull. Theae three new initiates Join Milton Myer Goldberg.here
at Bowdoin.
delegation
Kline to form the present undergraduate Phi Beta Kappa

™

T

SIMPSON PROGRAM
Wednesday

Into Phi Beta

P.M.

8.15

-

which it is
Twelfth Simpson Concert,
have used

Handel's Messiah

Saturday

-

P.M.

1.55

For Prof. Andrews

Kappa

Continued from Page I }
He was engaged in business from
1896 to 1899, and up until 1901 he
served as an instructor in English at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology and at Bowdoin. He again reentered business until 1915. In 1918
after the death of Professor Henry
Johnson he was called to Bowdoin to
take the position of instructor in fine
arts. In June of the same year he was
made Professor of Art and Director of the Museum of Fine Arts.
He had been the secretary of his
Bowdoin class as well as a member of
the Bowdoin Club of Portland. Professor Andrews was a member of Psi
Upsilon fraternity.
[

in-

Metropolitan Opera Co.

Chapel Funeral Held

Three More Elected

this in

Mr. Howard's copious background
Tristan and Isolde Wagner
chapel speakers included the Rev. Mr. in music has certain highlights.
Director, Arthur Bodansky
Stearns, who spoke Monday morning; Among these are his books on Stein
Guiles,
who
spoke
Rev.
Mr.
the
Saturday - 10.00 P.M.
phen Foster, Ethelbert Nevin, and
Tuesday's chapel; the Rev. Mr .DanN.B.C. Symphony
iels, who spoke Wednesday; and the "Our American Music." He is workAll-Sibelius Program
Rev. Mr. Clark who will close the ing now on a book to show the
Symphony No. 2 in D MajorForum tomorrow morning.
growth of America's music taste,
op. 43
The Rev. George L. Cadigan occu- tentatively titled "The American AuEn Saga, tone poem—op. 9
pied the position of chairman of visdience."
iting clergy on Monday due to the
The Swan of Tuonela op. 22 No. 3
important
held
numerous
He
has
late arrival of the Rev. Thomas and
Findlandia, symphonic poem for
conducted the D.U. discussion group positions. He has been educational
orchestra op. 26 No. 7
Monday evening in the absence of the director of the Ampico Corporation,
Director, Arturo Toscanini
Rev. Mr. Gillette. Rev. Donald Hayne editor of the George Washington BiSunday - 3.00 P.M.
replaced Father Quitman F. Backley
centennial Commission, editor of muof Princeton, who was unable to atN. Y. Philharmoninc Symphony
sic of McCall's Magazine. He is a
tend because of illness.
Overture to "Euryanthe"
member of various music and musicvon' Weber
Operated from a tiny phonebooth ological societies. He was born in
Symphony No. 6 in F, "Pastorale"
office, a Student Service Agency has Brooklyn in 1890, educated at WilBeethoven
been formed by two students at Col- liams College, and was awarded an
Violin Concerto No. 3 in B minor
umbia University. Among the forty- Honorary Degree of Master of Arts
odd things that their clients can do
Saint-Saens
are radio-repairing, corsage selling, by Williams in 1937.
Francesca da Rimini, Tchaikowsky
His lecture will be in Memorial
typing, mimeographing, and proofDirector, Jean Barbirolli
reading.
Hall. April 14, at 8.15 p.m.
visiting clergy,

Phi Beta Kappa

By Persimmon

met with the Thorndike Club and
the word ingenuity, rather than
members of the D.U. House.
The Rev. Albert C. Thomas was ventiveness."
chairman of the

To

—

—

—

[

Continued from Page

i

]

year. He has also been an assistant
baseball manager and a member of
the Interfraternity Bowling Council
during his sophomore and junior
years. He prepared at Deering High
School and. has been on the Dean's
List during most of his college career.

George Dunbar is a member of Chi
Psi Fraternity and a major in European History. He has been active in
dramatics, being connected with the
Masque and Gown since his sophomore year. He is a member of the
Math Club, played football his freshman year, and has been active in Interfraternity baseball and J.V. tennis.

As one can

-

interesting to note that
is a "graduate" of the
"school of arranging," having been started on his way by Don
quite a few years ago. Commenting
on Will's arranging. Don said, "He
knows what it's all about, but he
leans toward the 'commercial' side of
arranging." He also likes the Basie
and Lunceford styles of swing.
It

Will

Hudson

is

His favorite all-around white band
(strangely enough) is Tommy Dorsey's, although he readily admits that
other top-notch white bands are better than Dorsey's in some respects.
In his opinion the Dorsey group is
tops because it can play both swing
and groove swing and features the
best ensemble work of any of the
bands. He believes that Goodman's

work

clarinet

more

is

truly "inspirsays that
best when

He

ed" than is Shaw's.
Benny's band was at

its

its arrangements were being done by
Henderson ("Blue Skies," "Dear Old
Southland," etc.) and when it featur-

ed such stars as Bunny Berigan,
Toots Mondello (alto). Gene Krupa.
George Van Eps (guitar), Joe Harris
(trombone), etc. Incidentally, Helen
Ward was with the band too.

While on the subject of bands.
Redman's own band cannot be overlooked. Although it is not a top band,
it has features which distinguish it
from just average combos. Don's soprano and alto sax work is in a class
by itself— inspired "gut-bucket." His
trombone
section
is
particularly
commendable; both men have a free,
easy style which lends itself to good
solo and ensemble work. Their ensemble stuff is not unlike that of
Bert Ambrose's band. Tommy Stevenson, formerly with Lunceford, does
the hot 'm' trumpet soloing extremely
well.
He has steadied down a lot

c

since leaving Jimmy.
The rhythm
section provides a good solid back-

ground. The whole band prefers solid
stuff to "flash." The vocal swing
choir is very effective in "Margie,"

"Stormy Weather,"
tinctive

especially

etc.;

is

it

dis-

no other

that

in

band has anything just like it. The
whole vocal department, including
Laura and Don himself is exceptionally good. All th<> boys cut a groov?
in it. The Redman aggregation is a genial group with plenty of
good entertainment value.

and stay

NAVY"

ment" was one

ers.

Redman

During his college career he has
The death of Prof. Andrews evinces
served on the student staff of the
profound regret from the College as
college library. He was one of the
well as from graduates and underthree men of his class to receive all
graduates. He was well liked for his
"A's" during the past semester. Dungentleness and appreciation of things
bar prepared at Watertown High
beautiful. Prof. Andrews was fortuSchool and Proctor Academy.
nate in being able to travel abroad
Richard Moore is an English malast year on his sabbatical and view
jor and a member of Alpha Delta
some of the things which he had
Phi Fraternity. In addition to keephis class.
Before entering Bowdoin taught to art students for so many
ing his name on the Dean's List since
he was fitted at Deep River High years and had never seen. It appears
1936 he has been prominent in extraas if Providenct favored him since
School and Wilbraham Academy.
he went at the close of what must
presumably have been the fulfillment
of his travelling ambitions. The College has lost a sincere and interested
friend. Prof. Andrews was vitally concerned with contemporary affairs and
You'll enjoy these three ttars in
until the end was courageously active in pursuance of his quotidien duTHE
ties. This is to be especially comA Cosmopolitan production remended since in the face of ill health
it must have been arduous for him.
leased by Warner Bros, coming
Yet, his spirit to the end was indomitsoon to your local theatre.
able. Michaelangelo's
"Last Judg-

"WINGS OF

also con-

Jimmy Murdy, formerly with
Goodman, but now with Krupa, as
one of the best of our modern arrang-

siders

Your correspondent had the honor
of being received by the late Holy
Father in a private audience in the
throne room at the Vatican a number
of years ago. While waiting for the
appearance of His Holiness in an
antichamber, we were impressed by
the medieval splendor of the Papal
Court, the magnificence of the apartments, the formidable elegance of the
guards in their fur head pieces, the
gorgeous tapestries, the Aubrisson
carpets, and the flunkies in red velvet
knee breeches traversing the room in
shiny black pumps with silver
buckles. Yet, all this faded into dim
shades as we knelt before the throne
upon which His Holiness sat. There
was a quality about his face which is
difficult to describe without being
melodramatic. At the same time, we
felt a certain integral force as well
as a degree of calmness which we had
never felt. A benevolent smile warmed our heart as we pressed the blue
sapphire and gold ring to our lips.
The exaltation that we experienced
upon leaving the Holy Father's presence has persisted to this day as one
of the most vital moments of our
youth. Today, witji the world in turmoil, the future clouded by apostles
of radicalism and reaction, it is well
to pause and think of one whose
guiding force will be greatly missed
and who served humanity to the end.

m

He

are tops with Redman.

lips.

curricula activities. In athletics he
participated in freshman track and
was a member of the swimming squad
He
his sophomore and junior years.
was elected to the Classical Club in
1936 and has contributed to the
band.
He
Orient and played in the
won the Sewall Latin Prize in his
second year and was chosen to write
the Ode for the Ivy Day exercises of

easily surmise, Henderand Ellington's arrangements

son's

Variety

cf Prof. Andrews' fa-

By Robert D. Fleischncr
vorite "chef d'oeuvres" and we may
well feel that the art of the great
has not gone unheeded. No PhilisSaw
Red Norvo's new band in Bostine was he, bul a gentleman and a
ton last week. Very classy outfit, but
savant.
badly in need of vocalist of Miss Bailey's ability
If you can stand
Eleanor Powell you might like "HonRev. Stearns
,
olulu" at the local opera house next
week. Robert Young as usual saves
Chapel the day
Record of the wee'.t
Artie Shaw's "Donkey Serenade."
This Victor is one of Shaw's best to
[ Continued from Page
J
ing to, moreover, were of such char- date. His clarinet work on this platacter that they fitted into his pat- ter is especially good. Word conus
through the grape vine that Victor is
tern and strongly supported his
pushing sales on this band because
views, thus making for a greater per
they consider it a freak outfit, v.'e
manence in the teachings of Jesus. doubt it
For the past 18 years,
What Jesus had to, offer, altlough dif- the U.S. marriage rate has be^i pracfering in content and strength, nev- tically coincidental with the ii.;o and
fall of business conditions
Ricliertheless, was offered on much the
ard Himber, of rhythmic pyramid
same salesmanship principles as we fame, began his theatrical career
find in our present day activities.
playing a violin with Sophie Tucker
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During Monday
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Two loyal Amherst alumni flew
from California for the Williams
!game last fall
For some really
amusing and clever writing dip into
.

I

.

.

;

CUMBERLAND

.

.

.

1

Cornelia Otis Skinner's latest book
"Dithers and Jitters"
Glenn Miller in Portland tonight if you're in
terested
Song of the week
j"Kiss Me With Your Eyes" from t*w
coming picture 'Cafe Society" starring our old friend Madeleine Carroil
Ice hock.-y on thus continent is
at least sixty years old. However, the
idea of the game is known to have
been in existence as early as the fifth
century BC.
Quoting the need*
of our campus in the Wesleyan "Argus" the editor says. "And we always
thought Bowdoin was a pretty nice
place"
Fashion note: A chain
of hat stores reports that sales >t
men's caps are up 25' > since June
Bunny Berigan is to play first
trumpet with the former king of
swing, Benny Goodman. The trumpeter's band was reported as being 15
thousand dollars in the red last year
... James Bowdoin. one of the colleges first real patrons, was a Harvard graduate and then studied at
Oxford. He gave *he college Seven
thousand acres of land and a considerable sum of money
"Topper
Takes a Trip" is worth a take-in today
William Culler Bryant never
wrote copy for his newspaper on a
fresh sheet of paper. He always wrote
on the backs of old letters and rejected manuscripts <he had 'em too!)
... Maureen O'Sullivan received a
picture of Charley McCarthy dressed
as Tarzan from Edgar Bergen

|
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Wednesday

February 15

.
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A

Topper Takes

Trip

with
Constance Bennett

.

|

.

.
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Roland Young
also

,

.

.
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News

Singapore

i

February 16

Thursday

The Great Man Votes
with

John Barrymore

that gives millions

More

•

.

.

.

.

.

1

j

February 17

Friday

.

.

.

i

Pride Of The

Navy

with
Roehelle Hudson

—

James Dunn

also

News

tobaccos found in Chesterfield.

.

;

also

Selected Short Subjects

and millions of people before and after the
show are getting more pleasure from the happy
combination of mild ripe American and Turkish

•

Katherine Alexander

Pleasure

.

i

Lincoln In the White House

'

i

It

field
. . .

the blend that can't be copied

...the RIGHT COMBINATION of the

world's best cigarette tobaccos
Cepn>sfa< 19)9, Lkcstt

mmmmmm

a tinu Tomcco Co.

is

the exact

way

these tobaccos are com*

makes Chesterfields milder
and gives them a more pleasing taste and
aroma. This exact combination is found in no

February 18

Saturday

other cigarette.

—

Bobby Breen

smoking pleasure ...why

IS^SM

THEY SATISFY

immmHiiiii
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.

.

j

with

.

Leo

Carrillo

al»o

.

.

t

Sound Act

Sport Reel

i

Feb. 30-21

Mon.-Tuea

When you try them you will know why Chesterfields give millions of men and women more

Wharf

Fisherman's

bined together that

j

Honolulu
starring

Eleanor Powell
George Burns

.

— Robert Young
— Oracle Allen

aho

News

.

.

ord sales today.

Sound Act

.

Sounds silly doesn'L-it: But classical
numbers account for 80' of the rec-

And we

don't

mean

LaiTy Clinton's swing operas
Spring will soon be with us — we hope.
.

.

.
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ONE-ACT PLATS
MONDAY NIGHT

THE BOW
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VOL. LXVIII

The Sun
By George M. Stevww,

Melendy Disowns Title
As "Barber" Of Frosh

SCHOLARSHIPS

~ Rises »

OF $22,500 ARE

TOJiE GIVEN

Jr.

somewhat

186 Students Will Receive

FUNDS LESSENED
BY LOWER INCOME
Named
Winner Of The Emery

monopoly,

a

nevertheless

it

Heems too bad that more fraternities
exert more

don't

effort

There still is
of competiton.
plenty of time to prepare a good individual program, so it does seem
apropos to at least request the wholehearted support of the fraternities in
this most worthy endeavor.
s - r
BOWDOIN'S eighth annual religious forum was a most creditable
piece of planning and management,
and recognition certainly should be
given to the fine work done by William C. Hart and his crew of workers. After talking to several of the
visiting clergymen it was easy to see

they also realized and were
of the fine planning during the
program. The aim of the forum as
well as the management of the program was in our minds a complete
that

aware

success.

s

-

r

RECENT

notice in the Williams
Record concerning telephone toll
charges brought to light a plan that
would certainly come in handy here
at Bowdoin. Quoting the article, 'In
the future the operator will ask for
the name of each person making a
long-distance call, and this name will
appear on the itemized monthly statement." Long distance phone calls
have always offered quite a problem
to the fraternity house managers.
Maybe this is the answer to their
worries. At least it will be food for

**

Scholarship awards totaling approximately $22,500. payable imme-

s
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The Moulton Union
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Melendy stressed the

'
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The Oregon or lawyer-witness
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Kenneth

P. Sullivan '40,

and Lewis V. Vafiades

'42.

Concern-

ing Richard Carland, president of the
questions.
Masque and Gown, as an understudy,
Following the meeting the group Professor Quinby said: "It is in the
had dinner in the Union and later at- best tradition of the repertory
tended the Bowdoin-Bates swimming theatre that a leading actpr is willing
to understudy*"
meet.

BARROWS TO TALK
IN CHAPEL SUNDAY

l^^T" *

5-H-2
A
weeks

tentative list of those men of the
For the past several
Dean
of 1939 who are going to comNixon has been reading excerpts from! pete for the prize are Philip Storer
this same diary of the 1831 Bowdoin Campbell.
Leonard Jerome Cohen

tion in later

Barrows, Governor of
Maine, will speak in chapel on Sunday.
The topic of the Governor's
address has not yet been announced.
Mr. Barrows, who is a graduate of
the University of Maine, was originally scheduled to speak here last
month. The governor was a guest
speaker at the midnight rally prior
to the Maine game here on November 5, last year.

life.

•

Fraternity delegations will be seated by houses in Memorial Hall on the
.occasion of the elections.
Nominatkms wjn
heard from the floor for
candidiates for the various offices.
After the nominations are closed,
blank ballots will be distributed by
the Student Council.
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^
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On one

side of each
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ballot,

each
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TO BE HELD SATURDAY

|

.

'40,

j

SPEAKING TRIALS

I

I

Brown

>

••

!

^r^rf

i

Iked on "Gjants in^Those
Saturday Chapel
'In readthe diary of that 1S31 Freshman."
"
l was impressed by the
casual mention, not always flattering, of some of the dignified gentle
men whose portraits appear on our
college walls and fill our college bookTo accentuate this, the Dean
lets."
read some excerpts from the diary
which mentioned the names of famTrials for the class of 1868 Prize
ous graduates such as Henry Wads- Speaking Contest will take place in
worth Longfellow, Amos Morrill, and the lecture rocm of the Moulton
Cyrus Hamlin.
Union on Saturday afternoon, FebruIn closing his talk Dean Nixon said jary 25. This prize is given annually
that he trusted that no one would to that member of the Senior Class
derive the wrong moral from the who shall write and deliver the best
diary.
"For," he said, "it would be oration. Six men will be chosen for
entirely wrong to assume that lazi- the finals from those who are
ness and drunkeness in College are to try out
The finals will take place
two weeks after the trials.
°f

!

studying the leading actors, arc
Richard B. Carland '39. David E.

^m^

m

\

'

lnS

"* saxd

.

I

Lewis

^

j

the Maine
methods of preferential balthe spring
" to acmemb^rs of other loting and proportional representation
both discussed but it was derW4^» 'christen associations The
he cided after debate that both were
wSl Selected
cumbersome means for the class elecmeeting in the fall, he stated.
tions.
With that in mind, the Coun[ Continued en Page 4 ]
went on record as definitely
cil
against any sort of combine or group
combination to elect slated officers
*68
in the classes.
the privilege of
carn
P_
quaint

>'s

i

1

!

r*

j

Ch&p6l

In the- last of a series of talks on
"*JOW °oin une
una
Xears Ag0

style

Student Council

the

j

!

NEW TITLE

of

f

|

'

PLAY'S

Membeft
will

I

A dinner-meeting of the B.C.A. »s, Student Council t his year plans to
being planned for the near future to clamp down on the offending delcgainterest Freshmen in taking part in tions and upon detection of the combine, immediately bar that fraiernity
the activities of the association.
delegation from further voting for
It was announced by Louia Biuem- j
offl<* whk* * ln uuest
mer '39, president of the group, that!*"*
At the Council meeting, several
election of the president for next!
year will be made at a meeting with- suggestions were made by members
This plan for electing of the group for different possible
in a month.
methods of election and balloting in
the president for the next year in
order \° discourage, and if possible,
the spring will give the new officer
Drevent P ,anned combinations.
attending

|

III

election.

•

was

Association

I

'

0* SWICS

j

count the ballots on the stage
Memorial Hall during the elecorganization in the Moulton Union. tions. There will be every effort made
combinations, it was stated,
Plans for the remainder of the year, to detect
Although there have been many
were also discussed.
oversights of combines in the past, the
« .,_
t, /-. »

j

the United States should cease to use
public funds for the purpose of stimu-

R

IElAIi

last night at a meeting of thej

made

!

!

\\t A

review of the activities of the

Bowdoin Christian

!

.

ernity delegations who are discovered
to be taking part in combines. Those
delegations which are outlawed will
thus be barred from casting the final
vote in the particular office up for

!

I

A

j

j

Ua

fact that the
all frat-

Student Council will outlaw

i

i

T)I A \TCJ f\\?
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RCA. REVIEWS

Bill Hickok. while Jean Arthur
plays the female lead as Calamity
#
Jane. James Ellison, a western picture star, is cast in the supporting
role of Buffalo Bill Cody.

I

the

of

classes for

The Freshman elections are to be
E. T. TILLOT80N
held at 1 p.m. in the auditorium in
who, as Pfofessor of .Music of Memorial Hall, while the Sophomore
the College, is planning the forth- elections will be held in the same
coming spring tour of the College place at 7 o'clock in the evening. The
Junior and Senior Class elections are
Glee Club and is making preparations
scheduled tentatively for Tuesday
for the Music Institute in April.
and Wednesday nights next week.
.

Wild

"g^,™

;

officers

FREDERIC

.

plot of "The Plainmsan" combines history and Action.
Gary' Cooper will play the role of

I

NO PEACE ON EART

the

night.

by

presented in the early part of 1937.

i

:

i

l

r

f

p

^

'

^f,

*£

Results of the election will

council.

L^B

made immediatelv by Melendy.

A

cn

jn tne

dates of the clc£.

tions will be posted
bulletin board.

on the College
George Arthur Dunbar, Milton Myer
Goldberg, William Coolidge Hart,
INVITE STUDENTS TO
Robert Thompson Hyde. Ross Lewis
PARLEY AT WESLEYAN McLean. Robert Shiland Mullen Simpson Concert
Be
John Hubbard Rich, Jr., and FrederBowdoin students are invited to at- ick Augustus Waldron.
Given In Union Tonight
tend a three-day parley at Wesleyan
The judges are Professor Wilmot
on March 8, 9, and 10 where the Brookings Mitchell, of the English
American foreign policy will be the Department, Professor Thomas CurBeethoven's ninth Choral Symtopic for debate. Undergraduates in-!tis Van Clcve of the History Depart- phony will be presented tonight as
terested in attending the meeting can men, and Associate Professor Herbert the fourteenth weekly Simpson conEnglish
Departof
the
obtain additional information at the Ross Brown
cert in the Moulton Union. The con-

Ereshman.

To

i

!

j

r

home debates

Mem-

this

The

j

'

Debating Council offers two

intercollegiate

tonight

,

,

for

according to an announcement by
Oakley A. Melendy '39, president of
the Student Council, following a
meeting of the Council on Monday

year will be
the Union
Board when "The Plainsman," featuring Gary Cooper and Jean Arthur,
will be presented.
The show is
scheduled to commence at 6.45 p.m.
"The Plainsman," directed by Cecil
B. DeMUle, was lauded by movie critics the country over when it was first

j

Bowdoin

of the series of

movies

sponsored

j

democratic spirit and for general entertainment for a Sunday afternoon.
Again the Union Committee should
be commended for its work.

Elections

the next year will be held tomorrow
afternoon and evening, respectively,

,

j

the success with which recent annual
budgets had been set up and adhered
to.
The bursar of the college, Glenn
R. Mclntire '25, also took part in the
meeting for a discussion of financial

The Use Of Combines
In The Balloting;

'

first step in the taxation of in- Allston J. Morris '42, Judas' father;
seemed to be a sible
"C^VEN
dependent colleges. He told of de- Mrs. H. R. Webb, Judas' mother;
*-~ rather general exodus from the
sirable projects, postponed for lack
Miss Margaret Treganowan, a
campus last week end, there was, of funds, and pointed with pride to and
girL Four soldiers, who are under-

the

The second
orial Hall

j

nevertheless, a large attendance at the
Student-Faculty tea Sunday afternoon. It seems that the students have
realize
that such
finally come to
events are entirely beneficial both for

VOTE NEXT WEEK

Freshman and Sophomore

inS of Milton

i

The Evening

la

JUNIORS, SENIORS

"PLAINSMAN"

IS

i

s - r
though there

to Hold Voting in
Afternoon; Sophomores

Bowdoin debating team

1

week's rather extended communications column was a welcomed sight to the Orient staff. Discussions of campus problems through
the channels of the college publications such as the Orient, is the aim of
every college newspaper. Undoubtedly a great deal more can be said on
many of the topics that are only
sketchily taken up in the columns of
The interest that the
the Orient.
Maine legislature members too\ in
the recent editorial also seems to
point out that the Orient's s«*->pe i.«
much larger than any of us realize.

of

A

Freshmen

consistAs has been the custom at the
M. Goldberg '39 and movies which the Union Board has
Richard Sanborn '40, will debate with been sponsoring in Memorial Hall,
Skidmore
College:
at
Saratoga peanuts will be sold by undergradu8 * an .tea.
The first of this year's series
fPrmg* t«Jonw
Eastern ColleS,ate Debating League, of movies was presented on Saturday
contest.
Bowdoin will uphold the night. February 11th, when "Robaffirmative side of the question. The|erta," co-starring Ginger Rogers and
Immediately following the concert, topic for the debate is: "Resolved, Fred Astaire was shown. More than
the Glee Club will have a joint re- that the Ludlow Amendment should 450 persons attended that movie,
College
hearsal with the Wellesley
be adopted."
Jotham D. Pierce '39 is chairman
Glee Club, in preparation for their
0n Friday, Febfiary 24. another «f tba movie committee of the Union
appearance here together daring t*»tBowdSm teaM^wwBeljirte Wesleyan Board. He* is assisted' by Edwin L.
Music Institute.
(here in what is also a league contest. Vergason '39.
On Friday, March 24th, the Glee The debate will take place at 8.15 in
'the debating room of Hubbard Hall, noon friVOC I Qcf TalL[Continued on Page 4]
Bowdoin will uphold the negative **S*« UlTCS IMB\ I OIK

night in the Gardner Museum in Boston as a feature on the regular concert series of that music hall Such
notable figures as Mile. Bouianger.
the Vienna Choir Boys, and others
have aDoeared in the oast in this sein «osion.
ft^ton

Officers

Be Held Tomorrow

Will

Cooper, Arthur, and Ellison
Are Starred In Show
In Memorial Hall

The title of Edwin L, Vergason's of debate will be used Arthur
of the college, Philip Wilder, who play, which will be produced tenta- Wang '40 will present the case for the
outlined the plans for the 1939 fund tj ve iy on May 5 and 11, Ls "No Peace negative and will also act as witness;
campaign which will be opened in on Earth" instead of "Why Judas Ernest F. Andrews, Jr. '40 will bethe
April.
He showed the committee Betrayed Christ" as was given in last attorney. The judges for the debate
samples of mailing pieces to be used, wee|<' s Orient. Two of the organiza- will be Attorney John P. Carey of
President Kenneth C. M. Sills out- tions which have approached the Bath, the Rev. Charles M. Tubbs of
He Masque and Gown concerning a road Bath and Leon P. Spinney, Superinlined the needs of the college.
stated that he didn't agree with tour of "No Peace on Earth" have tendent of schools in Brunswick.
"It will be
President King of Amherst, who requested manuscripts.
On Wednesday, March 1, Bowdoin
feels that the government will soon particularly interesting," said Pro- will debate St. Patricks College of
take over independent colleges or fessor George H. Qui.nby, director of Ottawa Ontario here. The subject
take some part in their support. Dr. the play, "to see whether they are as for debate is: "Resolved, that the
Sills did say however, that the pro- much impressed by the play as was United States should establish an al
posed modification of the National the Masque and Gown Executive liance with Great Britain." Bowdoin
Security Act, applying it to colleges Committee."
[ Continued on Page 4 ]
and non-profit institutions, state uniThe minor characters recently seversities excepted, does mark a pos- lected for "No Peace on "Earth" are

• - r
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***

continuation

Memorial

Debaters Enter
Three Contests

the trip.

23rd, the Glee Club will appear that

Alumni Directors Meet

r

make

affair.

MOVIE TONIGHT

Hall, Monday, February 27, at 8.30 R.m. There will be
plays by Edwin L. Vergason '39,
Richard C. Fernald '39, Charles H.

Commencing on Thursday. March

the Emery
assigned to
Walter Rowson, Jr., '39 of East
proThis
scholarship
Mass.
Braintree,
[ Continued on Page 4 ]

The largest grant,
Scholarship, has been

will fly again tonight is

will

And Sophmore

the

Student Council Denounces

_

men

of

Mrs. Charles T. Burnett, Mrs. Herbert R. Brown, Mrs. Elbridge Sibley, Mrs. Malcolm E. Morrell and
Mrs. Kenneth J. Boyer.

1

Club of sixty

the 'lounge

White Key assisted members of
the Union Board in welcoming the
undergraduates and members of
the faculty and their wives.
Those pouring and assisting were

New

the donors of the scholarship funds.

was held Sunday

Faculty wives poured and assisted at the tea.
Members of the

The Masque and Gown will present
the sixth annual One-Act Play Contest in

THE GLEE CLUB

the College Student-Faculty UnA meeting of the directors of the
Committee presents the second in
Alumni Fund Committee
its series of movies. "The Plainsman," Bowdoin
starring Gary Coofeer and Jean Ar- and- the dras agents, was held last
Saturday
at the Moulton Union. Mr.
this
evening's
scheduled
for
thur, is
entertainment. The first movie in this Harold E. Verrill '15, of Portland,
series was presented Saturday night chairman of the directors, presided.
directors present were
of the Sophomore Hop week end, The other
and it was a glorious success both in Robert M. Pennell '09, Portland; G.
'10, Augusta; Seward
attendance and general entertain- Cony Weston
ment. Such entertaiftnent certainly J. Marsh '12, Portland ;and Chester
G. Abbott '13, Portland.
is inexpensive and in many cases it
Mr. Verrill welcomed the group
offers just the correct amount of diand introduced the alumni secretary
version for free evenings.

the

tended the

were announced today by the
Faculty Committee on Student Aid.
The task of the Committee this year
Mergendahl. Jr. '41, and the Classical
was an unusually difficult one as they
Kt/tna Al Rnstnn WpIImIpv Club. Professors Charles T. Burnett.
were handicapped by reduction in Slops ai Boston, weiiwiey,| Cecil T Holmes
Robert p T
income on scholarship funds and by a
York Included In
Coffin will Judge Jhe three one-act
very high established need.
plays and award the first prize of
1 *»AA Mil* Trin
wooden
statuette which
These figures do not include the
$25 and the
the winner holds far a year, and the
four State of Maine Scholarships of
Approximately sixty members of second prize of $15.
$500 which were granted last spring
the College Glee Club, and members
following competitive examination to
Vergason's play," entitled "Where
of the Polar Bear's dance orchesfour members of the present freshRoses Fade" will be enacted by Richconard Sullivan '40. Harold Pottle '41
man class. Another item not covered tra, will take pari in the spring
cert tour, from March 23 to the 28,
and Mrs. Athern P. Daggett. The
is an appropriation of 17,500 for retraveling about 1,500 miles on the
play is an ironic treatment of the
mission of tuition in amount of $25
trip, Professor Frederic E. T. Tillotmatrimonial agency theme. Vergason
per semester for 150 students. Bowson of the Music Department has an- won the contest last year with a play
doin's scholarships in the main are
called "The Rabbit's Foot" and tied
awarded on a Joint basis of need and nounced.
This year's concert tour, featuring two years ago with an entry called
scholastic standing, each individual
case being given careful considera- appearances in both Boston and New
[ Continued an i'age 4 ]
tion.
In several cases, however, York, is composed entirely of major
Tillotson
Professor
awards have been influenced by con- engagements,
fastated.
transportation
If
adequate
of
geographical
ditional restrictions
or curricular preference set up by cilities are available, the full Glee
College,

ion

[

I
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In Competition

proclaimed!

is

PLAN TOUR FOR

diately to 186 undergraduates of the

thought!

PEANUTS

Oakley hopes that the freshmen
it in mind when Rising

Day

.

in

Freshman

Elections For

in the series of stu-

Moulton Union under the auspices
of
Student-Faculty
Union
the
Board. More than 100 persons at-

Cash Prizes And Statuettes
To Be Given Winners

will bear

Scholarship

afternoon

CLASSICALCLUB
TO PRESENT PLAY

along this

line

A

ma
,
M_
Vergason W,- rernald *39,
Mergendahl '41 to Offer
One- Act Plays
*.

mm

freshmen might have about who
does cut their hair when they appear before the S. C. D. C, Melendy wishes it made known that he
is not one of the barbers.

Walter Rowson 39,

The second

dent-faculty teas

NEXT MONDAY

astir about the caption

ber" Melendy.
Melendy claims that the surname
was supplied by his hockey team-,
mates without his knowledge. Just
to clear up any questions that the

Incomes From Many
Foundations

ing that the quality didn't warrant

such

WILL BE HELD

in the Boston Herald of last Sunday which referred to him as "Bar-

NO. 25

1939

Union Board Holds Tea
For Students, Faculty

PLAY CONTEST

Oakley A. Melendy '39, four letter man and president of the Student Council, reports that he is

PROFESSOR

TUlotson
Frederic
has announced that the annual
interfratemity singing contest will be
held on Tuesday. March 7. One of the
outstanding musical events of the
year, this program certainly deserves
the entire co-operation of the fraternity groups, on campus. In the past
few years the first place awards have
been monopolized by only a few of
the fraternities. Certainly not mean-

ORIENT

BRUNSWICK, MAINE, WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 22,

(68th Year)

MEM. HALL MOVIES
TONIGHT AT 6.45

Aaron Copland

for

coming week, with both Wesleyan and St. Patricks College of Ottawa, Ontario, making visits to the
campus. The Wesleyan debate will be
this

Will. Give Fifth

COMINGEVENTS

Lecture During Music Institute
of Contemporary Music"
will be the title of the lecture to be
given on Wednesday. April 19th during the Institute of Music by Aaron
Copland, one of our foremost contemporary composers. TTie topic of Mr.
Copland's lecture will come as a sort
of continuation of the lecture heard

"A Survey

on Friday evening, while *he
Canadian College will be here for a
debate next Wednesday. The Bowheld

doin debaters will also meet Sk'dmore College, but that will be in Saratoga .Springs tomorrow night. Although the program is fairlv well
crowded over the week end, ilu»re
still might be time to take in Friday
evening's debate. The Bowdoin debaters will undoubtedly be striving

take part in a concert the night afIn addition to lectter his lecture.
uring on a subject for which he is especially qualified. Mr. Copland will
"The Foreign Policy of the United assist Frederic Tillotson as pianist in
States" was the subject of an address a program of modern contemporary
which Professor Athern P. Daggett American chamber music on April
One number on the program
of the government department of 20th.
Bowdoin delivered at Bates College twill be the first New England perin Lewis ton last Wednesday night forrnance of Mr. Copland's Sextet for
under the auspices of the Peace strings, clarinet and piano with the
Commission of the Christian Associa- composer at the piano.
In connection with the rest of the
tion of that College.
Following, Professor Daggett's ad- Institute Mr. Copland's lecture will
dress there was a discussion of the <have some interest because he was
lifting of the arms embargo and of a formerly a student with Mile. Nadia
Fontainebleau
at
the
revision of the neutrality policy of Bouianger
School of Music Mile. Bouianger of
the United States.
i

'

i

I

MMMMf

—

i

an outstanding woman in
music and will appear during the

Wednesday, Feb. 22 6.45 p.m.
Second motion picture program of the Union Board in
Memorial Hall presenting "The

closing concert of the Institute.
In
1925 Mr Copland received the Gug-

Plainsman."
8.30 p.m. Simpson Concert in

course

is

genheim Fellowship and it was renewed in 1926. His "Dance Symphony" won him the RCA Victor

Award

in 1930.

He was cooperator in the Coplandon the preceding Friday by John
Tasker Howard. Mr. Howard, whose Sessions Concert which presented
coming here was discussed in last American MUsic during the years of
1928
to 1931. He was the first direc"Three
week's Orient will speak on
American Music." tor of the American Festival of Conto come back after a unanimous oe- Hundred Years of
will be given temporary Music at Saratoga Springs;
continuity
further
A
the
week
in
last
them
against
cision
the several programs of the Institute active member of the League of
Bucknell debate.
by the fact that Mr. Copland will Composers executive board and a

BATES HEARS TALK
BY PROF. DAGGETT

i

director of the United States section
of the International Society for Contemporary music. In 1935 he was
lecturer on music at Harvard University and is now lecturing at the New
School of Social Research. He has

authored numerous magazine articles

on

his favorite subject.

On October

14 and 15 the Boston
Symphony Orchestra played a first
performance of his "El Salon Mexico."
The composition received high

Moulton Union.
Thursday, Feb. 28

—Chapel,

fessor MitchelL
Illustra^.'d lecture
8.15 p.m.
by Philip C. Beam in the Moul-

ton Union on "The Life and
Times of William Hogarth."
Friday, Feb. M—Chapel, Pro-

As has been pointed out by the
committee on the Institute headed
by Prof. Tillotson, Mr. Copland's appearance here will be a gesture to£

Continued on Page
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"ment.

office.

cert
p.m.

Annual Glee Club Concert To Be
In Memorial Hall On March 13th

Pro-

The annual Glee Club Concert

will

tury

j

selection

for

two

choirs

is

scheduled to

commence

at 8.30

Undergraduates and the public

are invited to attend.

Radio Concerts
Sat., Feb. 25. 1.55

p.m.— Metropolitan

Manon —

Opera Company.

Massenet.
by Director: Wilfred Pelletier.

be held in Memorial Hall on Monday Lessing.
Sat. Feb. 25. 10.00 p.m.— N. B. C.
Thomas Brownell will next sing a
evening, March 13th, according to
Symphony.
solo after which he and Cronkhite All-Wagner program
Professor Frederic E. T. Tillotson.
Four features are being planned for will offer a duet. The College Octette Overture to "The Flying Dutchman"
Overture.
Prelude to Act III. and
,the occasion. Jeff Stanwood's Octette will sing several selections. The en|

j

J

I

j

j

fessor Koelln, presiding; Thomas A. Brownell '41 and Leonard
Cronkhite '41 will sing a duet.
Saturday, Feb. 25 3.30 Frosh
track vs. Bates Frosh.
Fencing vs. M.I.T.
3.30 p.m.
7.30 p.m. Track vs. Bates.
Hubbard Hall, de8.15 p.m.

—

—

bating Bowdoin vs. Wesleyan.
Saturday, Feb.
Chapel, Dean
Nixon, speaking on "An Audience with the late Pope Pius."
Sunday. Feb. t*~Chapel. Hon.
Lewis O. Barrows, Governor of
The Choir will sing
Maine.

"Ye

W—

Watchers and

Ye Holy

Ones."

praise.

>

College

Monday, Feb. tt~ ChapeL The
Rev. George L. Cadigan of
Brunswick.

Venusberg Music from "Tannheu-

render several selections, the tire Glee Club is then scheduled to
ser"
College choir will present their ar- sing "Brothers Sing On" by Grieg Prelude and Liebestod from "Tristan
and Isolde'
rangements, the entire Glee Club will and two Negro spirituals. "Go Down
Siegfried's Rhine Journey from "Die
sing a new composition by an Ameri- Moses" and "Keep to the Middle of
Goet terdammerung"
"Tarentella."
by
followed
Road,"
the
'can composer, and Thomas A. BrownRide of the Valkyries from "Die
iell "41 and Leonard Cronkhite '41 will the
new composition by Rdndall
Walkure"
'
sing a duet selection.
'Thompson.
Director: Toscanini- Last concert.
Undergraduates of the College will
After an intermission, the choir Sun.. Feb. '^6. 3.00 p.m. N. Y. Phil
harmonic Symphony Orchestra
;be admitted free to the concert but W tll s ng "Broken Melody" by Sibelthere will be a slight admission ju^ a Norwegian folk song. "Ye Little Symphony in G (first timet
Robert L. Sanders
charge for others.
Watchers and Ye Holy Ones." folConducted by composer
The program will open with the lowed by a Siberian selection. "Ole
One of Brahms' composi- Piano Concerto in A minor
selection "Heavens Proclaim Him" Speaks."
Schumann
by Beethoven with the entire Glee tions. "Mount Your Horses." is next
Symphony
No. 4 in E minor
sung
which
will
be
after
Following this, the choir will scheduled
Club.
*
Brahms
render two numbers, a fifteenth cen- "Robin Adair." a Scottish folk tune.
Director: John Barbiroili.
tury selection, "Passion Motet" by "Siberia" by Starke will conclude
Soloist Eduardo del Pueyo.
Josquin dePres and a sixteenth cen- the program.
will

j

'

i

!

'

|

j

i

i

I

|

•

:

j

\

j

3.30 pan.
vs.

Swimming: Bowdoin

'

'

:

Bates.
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The following cornmunicatioa was In other words we would be the
written by James W. Blunt. Jr., of of England. I personally, as a selfLongmendow. Mass.. a member of respecting American don't want that
<

COMMUNICATION
We

Established 1«71
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Jr. "39
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subject of

elections

class"

No. 35

22, 1939

which

S

is it

week

will be held this

again brings up the question of fraternity combines.

going to allow

Is

Bowdoin

be controlled by a few large fraternities, or

itself to

going to take steps to democratize the elections and give every

man

That

a fair chance, regardless of fraternity affiliations?

problem which again faces

Bowdoin
mm .uvy

the

us.

but Bowdoin

way

the

little in

is

not the only college that has been victim to fra-

is

politics,

is

in the minority in that

it

has taken

Am-

of positive steps towards preventing them.

herst has also b^en faced with this problem for

many

years. Their

Student Council recently solved the problem by abolishing class
class,

with the three lower

classes to

be governed by a planning committee made up of one member

ential system.

works

as.

This procedure,

order of his preference.
votes

is

The

The man with

are added as

first

Another man

number of votes

ond

highest

named

is

number of votes

the third greatest

number of votes

The Student Council
tem

into effect here, but

all

is

of

Stevens.

Upon

in-

Reports from Dartmouth Carnival:
A rather pudgy Smith coed is said
he was rew»r<*xi by the sudden ap- ito have declared that she would not
pearance of Rolf Stevens. This evi- 'attend the Dartmouth carnival unless
After a
dently was not the face which he was she could lose 25 pounds.
prepared to mttt. It developed that rather strenuous diet for a few days,
Mr. McKeel wns really in search of (she came down with the measles. At
Mortimer Pers/wia Warren. Yet with the time of the Carnival, she was able
a show of aplomb not seen in this lo- ito go about with a clear conscience
cale for aeons, McKeel very hurriedh/ for she had lost 28 pounds.
I

I

J
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BY

WEDGWOOD

Swimming has boomed as far away from German soil as
from a minor to a major sport and New York is
from Brunswick.
this year's team is the best in BowOf course, the only source of indoin's history.
Hockey has steadily
formation that we have from Amerimproved since 1935 and this year
bur team, according to the Boston ica is the Paris Edition of the New
York Herald Tribune. But, from that
second
only to Colgate
all small colleges in eastern
intercollegiate hockey.
The baseball
team has garnered two state championships and this year's team is
heavily favored to repeat the success.

In other extra curricular activities
our class has been equally outstanding.
Our class boasts of two
playrights who have gained far more
than local fame. We have contributed
several leading actors to the Masque
and Gown. Due largely to the stimulus given by members of our class,
the White Key was revived and has
reached its present prominent position

on campus.

In all of these ietivities which have
flourished in our time, has the author
of the editorial, "Cause for Alarm."
taken any active part or has he been
content to sit back and criticize his

own

class.
feel that

We
man

a worthwhile college

does not confine himself strictly
to his books but rather to the allround development of himself and his
personality.
This
goal
is
best
reached by actively participating in
all phases of college life.
How much class spirit can this
member of our class have who is always criticizing it and calling it
Bowdoin's big mistake Most of us

paper, it seems that Roosevelt gave
as grounds for his rearmament program, the dictator nations. All Am-

ericans

know

go

Europe

that we don't want to
therefore
to fight;
only ono other assumption,
namely that we are afraid that the
dictator nations may attack the U. S.
Well, just put two and two together
and any damn fool can see how ridiculous that is. Giving Germany credit
for having some brains, it would be
a military impossibility for her to
send an army, large enough to do
anything, to the U. S. and still protect her own borders against invasion; and you must remember that
Germany and Russia aren't what you
could call very friendly right now.
It is just about as ridiculous as an

to

there

MATC.HINi;

Now

say,

America."

Again

South

American

-

RED

BLUE

SEVEHTT-FIVE CENTS EACH

"We must

pretty good sized

Available in Three Colors:

BLACK

army from New York State going
over to beat up California.
You

DOWDOIN PLATES AND OTHER ITEMS

is

protect South
would take a
to beat up a
country.
There

it

.

army

FOUR FOR

$2.50

leaves only one rational reason for

Address the

ALUMNI

OFFICE,

BOWDOIN COLLEGE

first

continued until

is

and the man with

secretary-treasurer.

was found

could be successfully worked under

that fraternity combines

although a successful com-

it,

bine would have to be very well planned. Because of the complicated nature of the system, and the difficulties in counting the
votes, the Council decided that

.

named MortimfT

quiring as to h<s host's whereabouts,

which pick-

seriously considered putting that sysit

D.K.E.

rage at being tricked

their

The man with the
man with the sec-

votes cast.

president; the

vice president;

is

the

in the

place votes for the other* candi-

first

one man has received a majority of
highest

ballots

eliminated and the process

is

number

the lowest

on the

and

man

voter marks each

eliminated and the second choices

ed him for
dates.

ballots.

for

of red face laughter.

quite complicated, but in short

is

follows: Five men, for instance, are nominated

names appear on printed

fit

BOWDOIN ASH TRAYS

rearmament in America, namely: in
case of war, the democracies of tho
world have to nick together. This
is where my conversations with Engfrom each fraternity and tlie independent group. The report of
lish students etoes in. and possibly
our Tallman professor will repudiate
the Council upon taking this step stated that it was thei^ opinion feel differently.
my statements. This is what the conAgain, congratulations to the Di- census of opinion seemed to be here
that "any further discussion of class officers and combines . . .
rector of Admissions! We arc proud in Munich. England would welcome
would be fruitless," for they had "exhausted constructive ideas of our class and sorry to learn that the help of the U. S. in the case of
we have in our midst one who does war. but thoy want that help to be
not feel that way.
and opinions from the students."
gi\en to England, and to be used by
England as England wants to use it.
Three Real Thirty-Niners!
Some other colleges elect their officers by the so-called prefer-

except in the senior

officers,

departure
a

the greatest.

Globe, rates

ONE MORE TRY
The

in

places for political discussions

are the many beer taverns which are
Does the lack of exceptionally high very public.
achievement characterize
Let's look first at Germany as it
A Bow*oln Mistake? President Sills would
stand in a geography book. It
has stated that classes which have atis in the same position as a state in
tained only average grades in college
the
United States, bordered on all
have become more distinguished in
sides by other countries.
Only here
after-college life than classes which
every country has its own language
attained a high scholastic average.
and army. Except for these two facHawthorne, Longfellow, and Pierce
tors you would not know when you
all graduated from classes of only
had crossed the borders. For instance,
mediocre scholastic achievements.
Germany is bordered by eleven counSince our class entered Bowdoin in tries, and
the mouth to the North
the fall of 1935, we have enjoyed Sea which
borders her on the north
championship football is controlled
four state
Also we
by England.
teams, of which this year's team was must
remember that Russia is about

among

Richard E. Tukey

v«L lxvih

his

house

scholastic

Business Manager
Pierson C. Irwin -'39
Assistant Managers
'40
Richard H. Abbott '40
Edward J. Platz 40

Jr.

orite

of activity.

'41

Max Weinshel '41
BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY

Guy H. Hunt,

Orient:

•

—

'41

Robert A. Inman '41
Harold L. Pines '41

'41

Henry A. Shorey, 3rd

'40

John C. Evans

'41

The

Editor.

namely
If this letter were to have a title
the author of the editorial "Cause for it would probably be: "The United what the last war was fought for and
Stock
of it didn't work.
the
Laughing
Alarm." Contrary to the opkion ex- States,
Europe." It should. If.I can put into
You're probably :*aying, if you have
pressed in the editorial in the Februwords what I want to say, summarize read this far, "Why is Blunt writing
ary 10th edition of the Orient, whfch What the German and the Englishthat? Any" damn fool knows what
was written by a Member of Our man think of our new armament he has already said." It's just so
The information has been that you will know what the GerClass, we feel very proud of our class. program.
We admit .that our scholastic gleaned from various conversations mans and the Europeans in general
with German and English students, think of us and what you'd be up
achievements have not reached the
and I submit it for your approval.
against if you came to Europe next
high peak attained by a few of our
By the way. I have been in Ger{ Continued on Page 4 )
predecessors, but we feel that we many four months and as yet I have
»—
have more than made up for this by net seen any walls being tapped or
our accomplishments in other lines keyholes being listened at. The favof 1939 with one exception,

Edltor-ln-Chlcf

mode

Perhaps it was
or perhaps it was a hearty appreciaBy Itersinunon
situation that
Mr. McKeel, the supply professor tion of a ludicrous
must have been experienced by any
for Mr. Kirkland, arrived at the A.D.
fighting for only one thing; to save
etatkms
House for dinner on Sunday last ex- 'one who has tasted ot the
the world for democracy. That was
land despairs of a sensitive living.
pecting to be greeted by a student

of Admissions:
Bowdoin's class of 1940, who this year situation to arise, and I don't think
with to exjend our thanks and is studying in Munich, Germany. Ed.) that you do either.
Also it would
heartiest congratulations for your exMunich. involve America in a European war

To the Director

Bramwtek, Maine

CDustard and Cre$s
— ''»
—I'

MY WORK
TAKES PLENTY
OF CONCENTRATION

—THAT OFTEN
MEANS NERVE
STRAIN

Hi

inasmuch as the system did not ab-

solutely eliminate the possibility of a

combine

was not worth

it

/

trying.

Where, then
attitude

we

are

to turn?

Arc we

and simply do away with elections? Are we going to

alise fraternity

leg-

combines and allow ourselves to be governed un-

democratically in college while
slightest hint of

we

we

denounce the

hypocritically

undemocratic policy

government? Or are

in national, state,

and

local

to try one complicated system after an-

other, hoping that the next will be the
itics off

CAM&

to take the defeatist

one which

will

wipe

pol-

the campus?

The Council h ;.s
but discarded them

discussed these possibilities

all.

There

is

but one

way

and many more,

to abolish combines,

the Council decided, to stop them in open class meeting.
So, once again this year,

Bowdoin

will idealistically try to car-

ry on the present system under vigilance and force.
will give elections

that
cil is

is

one more

not quite true.

It is

try. "Itis the old story,"

The Council
you

not -going to be the disinterested body that some of

cessors have Keen.

It

has positively pledged

itself

will be

its

it

show
There

none of the half-hearted warnings that have been characfirst,

The Council

ask questions afterwards,"

aMMam

SMOKERS FIND-

prede-

will

for any fraternities that attempt to group, together.

teristic of elections in past years.

of "act

but

against fraternity

combines, and has stated that in the coming elections

no mercy

say,

apparent that the present Student Coun-

PAMFI Q

has adopted a policy

R.

NEVER JANGLE
THE NERVES

M***A

W. S., Jr.
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SPORTS SIDELIGHTS

Varsity Tracksters Meet Bates
BATES, INDIES
In The Hyde Cage Friday Night
!

By Dave Darinaa
Probably t ne outstanding feature of last week's crowded docket of athletic competition was the sterling work of the hockey team on its annual
Year
after year, Bowdoin's underprivileged pucksters have
Boston trip.
been easy prey to the Hub schools. On
few well-chosen occasions, the
Saturday to be Played Polar Bears were in the habit of whippinga the metropolitan schools on the
ice of the delta rink.
natural
But, Bowdoin has seldom been able to defeat
Brunswick
In
Conrt
#
these opponents on their home artificial ice surfaces. Warning of the worm's
High School
turning might have been deduced from the White's excellent record at home,
but at any rate on last Friday, and Saturday, the Wellsmen copped two
Bowdoin's Independent basketball matches in Boston in toppling Northeastern and M.I.T. It may be mere
but the campus' basketball pressure group seems to be a
team will clash with the Bates Col- coincidence,to our
supposedly tottering hockey organization.
real tonic
|lege quintet on Saturday night on
s
s
he Brunswick High School court. In
Meanwhile, the track team was being decisively oattthe Bowdoin
•eored 78 is to 43 13 at Dartmouth. Sack a margin
a preliminary game,
of defeat hardly seems encouraging at first (fiance, but
freshman five will tackle Cheverus
more than a few hopeful conclusions may be gleaned from
IHigh School from Portland.
this meet. Competing well out of Its class, the Mageemen,
The freshman game, scheduled to
everttwtoas, did display sufficient balance to score la every
commence at 7.30 p.m., is expected to
event and sufficient individual brilliance to garner five
be over by 8.45 pjn. for the varsity
first* and offer one of the two men to crack Dartmouth
{clash. An admission charge of twencage reearda in Carl Boulter in the S.Vpound weight.
Neal Allen in the hi** hurdles. Cant, (bar lie Pone in the
ty-five cents per person will be charg600. George Hill in the two mile, George Reardon la the
ed to help defray the* costs of the
shot, and Boulter in the. weight are the first-place
tilt.
winners who deserve plenteous congratulation.
In the line-up for the Bowdoin Ina
s
dies, John E. Cartland. Jr., captain,
Note should also be made of the coming track meet with Bates on
today listed the following players as
Friday night. This clash marks the first home dual meet appearance of the
the probable starters: Chapman and
two
in
years. It may be considered something in the way of
varsity team
Dale, forwards; Fisher, center; Carta concession to those students and trackmen who have remonstrated against
land, at one guard position, with the recent lack of competition. The new Dartmouth rivalry is also calcueither Corey. Melendy. or Fairclough lated to meet that deficiency as Harry Hillman's Big Green races here
Friday's jyeet may well serve to indicate the real depth of
filling the other berth at the start next winter.
of the play.
track enthusiasm in the student body. Recent indications are that the palmy
of the Niblocks and the McLaughlins, the Tootells and the Fosters
Bates is expected to start Crosby days
incapable
of return in some degree, and the opportunity in itself
not
are
and Gorman as forwards; Woodbury, of witnessing a Magee-coached team strive to prevent a second successive
center; Howie Kenney and Austin defeat by Bates spells cinder action of the highest type.
Briggs, at the guard positions. Crosby
s
a
and Woodbury are co-captains of the
Another noteworthy step in the Bowdoin track world
quintet.
is the inception of intercollegiate freshman track compeLin Wells is expected to start Mctition here in the nature of the Bowdoin frosh versus the
Bates yearlings en Friday. This innovation can be the
Kay and Dyer in the forward berths
start of much-needed remodeling of the freshman track
for Bowdoin's frosh. Ed Coombs at
schaaMe. Week after week of monotonous steam rollering
in
Williams
and
center, and Adams
of high school track outfits has long been a sere spot in
the guard positions.
the athletic setup of all our Maine colleges with Bowdoin
So far this year, the Indies have
not the least offender. Only rarely have the schoolboys
won three games and lost four. Their
been able to put up the semblance of a point-scoring fight
against the average Bowdoin freshman track team.
wins boast a vanquishing of the
The
gradual alleviation of this most efficient destroyer of genNortheastern Business College five of
eral track interest, a schedule almost exclusively comPortland who advanced to the semiof
posed
high
school
while
program
competition,
such
a
finals in the Maine state league, and
must face many recognizable obstacles, Is certainly a step
two wins over Portland Junior Col-

ANNUAL OLYMPIC CARNIVAL

TO CLASH HERE

WILL FEATURE HEADLINERS,

Bowdoin Frosh Race Bates Yearlings As Co-Feature;
Big White Conceded Slight Edge With
Game
Both Teams In Good Form
On
track

Varsity

captures

the

spot-

!

crowded week end of sports
when Jack" Magees
this
Friday,
" .
promising squad meets Bates College in a dual meet scheduled for the
Hyde Cage at 7.30 p.m. As a cofeature, the Bowdoin frosh tracksters
will race a powerful Garnet yearling
—
^ L
11
team. The Bowdoin Band will play
light of a
.

.

and Shannon
best

dn ( nd
? ?
Cronkhite

^

i

.

'

Holmes,
Garnet's

,

'

men

*owe

other

in

will

the

be the
40 with

A

ind
^"f^Lj
Bowdoin

'

probable

entrants

—

Such Bowdoin veterans as Pope.
Redmond, Rowe, Mitchell, and Young
I

',

i

;

t

i

give the White plenty of strength in
tne 30° against a somewhat questionable lineup here for Bates. George
Lythcott vp ran „..„ m|dd , e
tance star, has been far off form all
year, and Dwight Quigley, Coach
Thompson's best 600 man has left
school.
To fill in these gaps Bates
ran Rollins and Shephard, both customarily placed in the 1,000, in these
events against Colby.

t

during the meet.
Bowdoin's hopes of reversing last
defeat at Bates hinge primarily on the present cluster's improved balance in both track and
field events and three-deep power in
the hurdles and sprints. Wide Bates
Captain Charlie Pope with Bob
superiority in the 1.000. mile aajrt two
Hamblen will carry the mail for Jack
mile was the principal cause of last
in the 600.
With Hamblen capable
If the presyear's 12-point defeat.
of copping this event. Coach Magee
ent crop of distance men can improve
may possibly double Pope in the 1,000
thr
l
S
to add to the Bowdoin power there
I
last
the White ,n these events"£
ed to \1f
unfortunate paradox
f
from
year. Bowdoin s power in the shorter
Bowdoin standpo i n
B ates
races should cany the hosts to viefldd
Uifythe very events in which Bowdoin is
With considerable competition be- ] eag t powerful.
George Hill, Nils
hind them, bpth teams should be at Hagstrom. and Jim Doubleday, on the
Bates was t^^
peak mid-season form.
comparative terms, face a
Northeastern
in
whipped
by
soundly
difficult assignment in breaking into
an early season dual meet, but came the first and second place brackets in
back to bury Colby 86 5-6 to 30 1-6 t he threclonger distances. The
at Lewiston last Saturday.
Dana Wallace, Foster, and Drury
thus
,
White's only dual competition
in
e mi *' WaUace and Brid#* in
when
nTwheni
week ena
far was
as met totI 'weer;
H and Crooke p^.
d
Bowdoin
in lost to Dartmouth 73 >* to .... lhl^
„.^ Shephard in
;- ,u„
possibly Rollins and
the
43 Vi at Hanover. New Hampshire
1,000 give Bates fully as powerful a
as
Huling
loom
Neal Allen and Ray
group of distance men as that which
the class of Friday's hurdle and 40- (wrecked Bowdoin last year.
Hill,
yard dash field. Neal, who zoomed however, is running the best in his
into real track prominence by hisjegreer. ^(j aided by sophomores
great performances at the B. A. A. Doubleday, Hagstrom, McDuff and
and Providence meets, and by scor- Martin, should turn the sometimes
iag a first, second, and third in the boring distances into the best races
high hurdles, dash, and low hurdles.
itege.
f the evening
respectively, at Dartmouth, should cop
Thp nomt improvement in me
The Bowdoin College band will play
the high timbers and be an even bet
throwing of big Carl Boulter during times-out in both contests and
to edge Hiding in the low hurdles and
into form of Geor
between the periods.
dash this week end.
nn6ers
field eVent picIn the reserve line-up for Bowdoin
Lin Rowe will probably return to ture much brighter than it appeared
are Pottle, Stevens, Gaident, and Luthe hurdling wars against Bates and likely several weeks ago. In his presRichard Gustafson, teacherwill be a good choice to give Bow- ent form Boulter should win the 35- ther.
coach at South Portland High School
doin a clean sweep by beating Coordiscus
and
and
Bill Macomber, athletic director
sen, the invaders star timber topper.
f
Charlie Edwards should also be a asteanski, in the weight, and Pratt in of Cony High School, will officiate in
the contests.
Bussey,
factor in the low hurdles.
[ Ofnuntud on Pane 4 ]
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FESTIVE MEET

Armstrong-
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Dartmouth,

HOCKEY SQUAD
White To Race In 100
Yard Freestyle
SECOND
PLACES
COACH MILLER TO
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DIRECT PROGRAM

The Bowdoin hockey team made a,
complete success of its Boston invasion over the past week end by win- Guest Swimmers to Include
nine two games in as many starts,
White Of Bates
and clinching second place in the
New England Intercollegiate hockey
Eaton Of Hebron
Friday night, the Bowdoin
league.
squad nosed out a fast Northeastern
"
by
play
of
minutes
club in the last
_.
fourth annual Olyma54 margin, and Saturday night won For Bowdoin'sCarnival,
Coach Bob
easily over M. I. T. by a score of 7-3. pkr Swimming
Both games were played in the Bos- Miller, who is directing the program,
ton Arena.
has arranged several events for novNortheastem took the lead in the ices as
as the usual headliners,
,
t
1
"*?
entertain the expected capacity
t*>
!T'?
!n?!rf
the end
of.
at nL
and enjoyed a 2-0 ?lead
.
.
.
and townsundergraduates
of
(audience
the
Bowdoin tied
the first period.
score in the second with two goals people tonight. It has been announced
by Tucker and Melendy, only to have that this year the carnival wiM be
Bryne of Northeastern score his sec- more of a festive affairi designed to
goal of the evening to put his
ond 6
«!..««« to«.
"
a chance
..
j „t *
,. „.
Maine Jyoungsters
,v<r
ma
u „ „„
*
end
of eive
team again in the lead at the
In the closing min- show their stuff, and will not be
period. 3-2.
,

And

j

,

j

|

j

^j

^J^on

!

.

,

I

.

.

.

,

the
utes of the

game with the score tied
at 3-3, Melendy put a penalty shot
over the Northeastern goalie's shoulder to give Bowdoin the lead.
Shortly afterwards Arnold scored
again for the White to put the game

shooting for world's records.
a preview of the Bowdoin-Dart-

^

|

on ice.
Tucker opened the scoring of the
M. I. T. game on a pass from Melendy
after 44 seconds of ptey, and Bowdoin
continued to run up a substantial 5-2
lead at the end of the first period.
M. I. T. scored once in the second

mouth meet

^

.

^^^^
—
„
,

February
„^-.
a*

for
,

27 in Curtis Pool, Bud White will
swim against Armstrong, Dartmouth's outstanding sprinter, in the

!

j

National A. A. U. Junior 100-yard
Bowdoin will have
frec . styl e event.
in this event:
H
**"" ""'" sprinters

j

i

j

Stan James. Ed Cooper, Steve CarlI

son and Bob Fenger.
goal free,
a ddition to the novice backjn
but Bowdoin managed to score twice stroke event which has been arranged
in the right direction.
more before the evening was over. for hopefuls John Thalheimer of
•
a
Not the least important factor in this forthcoming track battle of the Bonzagni led the scoring with three Brunswick High School and Gorman
freshmen is the real endangering of the hallowed frosh record of some 25 goals, two of them unassisted and and Merrigan of Portland, the headyears without defeat from outside competition. This record, most definitely one on a pass from Munro.
jjner event will feature Roger Dunthreatened in recent years a few seasons ago when a powerful Bridgton
bar. Stan Fisher, and Bob Fenger, of
team was edged, nosed or shoved by a puny 1/6 of a point, may very possiBowdon, Eaton of Hebron Academy,
bly be only a tradition after Friday.
The Garnet frosh are unusually
White of Bates, and Smith of Brunspowerful, while the noxious rumor is being noised about that Bowdoin's
wick High. In the 200-yard backfreshman are not quite up to the usual standard. In any case, the class of
stroke there will be such men as Gor'42 is hardly likely to have such a blotch as the breaking of this record
Jman of Portland. Marble. Jenkisson,
marked up against them without considerable of a struggle.
basketball Leydon. and Merritt of Bowdoin,
Bowdoin's
freshman
Ormsby
of Brunswick, and Anderson
team defeated a strong South t»ortii'
1
Land High quintet 51 to 44 Monday 'of Lewiston.
afternoon. The Bowdoin team lead
Santo D'Ascanio of Portland, Art
almost from the first, but never held Keylor of Bowdoin, Kirby Thwing of
a decisive advantage until the last Bowdoin, and Desjardins of Brunswick will strive for the Maine A. A.
three minutes of play.
(hick
Ireland
meet.
By
The first half was marked by the U. high board diving championship.
Fresh from his national trumphs at
Saturday at Hanover, Bowdoin's
In keeping with the carnival spirit,
baskets that both teams missed, and
much-travelled troupe of trackmen, Boston and Providence. Neal Alien
several youngsters have entered the
the tightness of the score. At the
starring Captain Charlie Pope, Carl lived up to his reputation in the hurwomen's 50-yard freestyle, including
close
the
first quarter, Bowdoin
of
dles.
took
the
highs
He
handily
in
7.5
Foulter, and N31I Allen, and featurRachel Knowles, Ann Hersey, and
lead 8 to 7. The second quarter was
ing George HiDartd George Reardon. seconds and despite a little trouble
Kay Morgan of Portland. Ellen
first,
the two
found the Big Green of Dartmouth with the last hurdle in the lows still a repetition of the
O'Brien of Brunswick, and Sally
.
teams alternating their baskets, unWhite of Auburn. Jane and Sally
blessed with too much balance and got a third behind Huling. He roundDyer
Coombs
combined
to
til
and
l
with
ed
out
afternoon's
work
-a
good
43'
White of Auburn, along with Hersey,
s
had to be content with a 73 * to
run the score to 25-16 at the half.
Nesbit, and Kirvan of Portland, are
Bowdoin's showing was not an unexpected second in the dash.
defeat.
George HilMn his two-mile victory
In the middle of the third quarter expected to swim a close race in the
at all bad. however, as the Polar
EnBears won five of the 13 events on ran one of the best races of his ca- the Frosh lead by eight points, but the women's 100-yard backstroke.
time carefully, visitors cut this lead to two points trants in the girls' diving will include
Biding bis
the card s gainst a recognized track reer.
George rated himself well off the at the close of the third. Until the Hersey of Portland, Rines of Waterpower.
^ougJ«>ut ** ***
ReAIfinal two minutes the Bowdoin quin- ville. 2nd Jane White of Auburn.
Firsts were won bv Boulter in the
mn a *
tet held a two and three point ad"**
*~.
More headliners are Armstrong of
35-pound weight, where he broke thei
_
??f
the start of the second half vantage, but with seconds remaining Dartmouth, who has entered the 150But5 at
Dartmouth cage record with a Herof the grind, he quickly took com- Eck and'Maekay ran the total to 51- year medley swim.
Competition in
culean heave of 52 feet, 10 '* inches,
mand and left MacMannis and 44.
this event will be provided by Fenby Captain Pope in the 600, Neal AlHolmes of Dartmouth far behind.
Coombs and Adams, in the guard ger, Marble, Pennell, and Cooper of
leH in the high hurdles, George Hill in
-TO
George's running gives new hope to positions, bore the brunt of a shifty Bowdoin, and Merrigan and Gorman
the two mile, and George Reardon in
Bowdoin rooters who realize that the South Portland attack, and time and of Portland.
the shot. It was only in the second
White's only weaknesses last year in again broke up sure-scoring pteys.
In addition to the events already
and third spots that Bowdoin failed
the Stat* meet lay in the distance The box-scoie:
listed. Bob Miller will present one or
to shine and when these were added
events. Nils Hagstrom and Jim Dou- Bowdoin FratJi
FG Pts two surprise events as he has in past
running the mile and 1.000 Dyer, rf
11
1
23 carnivals.
gin over the Mageemen.
time you say "PRINCE ALBERT" at the tobacco
respectively picked up tnirds but ^e Mackay, If
4
1
9
counter you get around 50 pipefuls of the coolest, melBowdoin did take a few of the mm- times of ^^^
indicate thai Eck, c
R A.
;4
8
lowest smoking a fellow could ask for. P. A.'s "no-bite"
or positions as Doubleday and Hag- their showings were better than they
SMOKES COOL
Williams, c
1
2
strom both got thirds in the 1000 appeared on the surface,
process removes harshness, but leaves in the GOOD, RICH
Adams,
rg
D TASTy
and mile respectively, Pope a second
56-19
TASTE of P.A.'s CHOICE TOBACCOS. The "crimp cut"
Charlie Pope almost was a double Coombs, lg
4
9
1
EVERY PUFF.'
in the 300, Hamblen a third in the wmner wne n. in the 300, run off in
PACKS RIGHT,
EASIER. There's no other to600, Allen a second in the dash and a heats the best three times, to place,
TRY IT MEN.'
The Bowdoin varsity swimming
bacco like Prince Albert. Get the big red P. A. tin today.
Totals
24
3
51
third in the low hurdles. Akeley and ne ]ost by one . tenth of a second to
although hampered by the abCamrriiht. in>. a. j.
G FG Pts team,
South Portland
•»--*_„.
- •
LTai-HK) a
q tie
fia* for
X h irr]
in t'.Wk
r-bnl*>
—
at.
an
third
in
the pole
Marble
sence of Captain Bud White, Lou
Brown
of Dartmouth. Pope won his
2
4
vault, Reardon and Hadley another heat by defeating the same Foster Christianson. rf
Harr, and Ed Cooper, won easily over
Feeney.
rf
2
4
Pratt
a third in the whom he faced in the 600.
tie in high jump.
a weak Bates team in the Bowdoin
SMOKE 20 FRAGRANT PIPEFULS of Priao* AbMt.VrM
Devise, If
1
1
shot, Rowe a third in the 300, and
pool last Saturday by a score of 56The summary:
doa'l find it the mellowest, tutien a*a» tafcacca roa n«r
0.
McGinn, If
1
2
Huling a second in the lows, a third
19.
35-Pound Weight
ALBERT
•molted, return the pocket tin wilfc the root of the tobacco
7
Russell, c
4
18
and
behind
broadjump.
a
third
in
the
a it to u> « any time within month front this date, and wo
Johnny Marble tied the college recWon by Boulter <B>. 52 feet, 4»i Ramsey, c
'""'^'W,'
3
6
Allen in the high hurdles. In addition inches; second. Campbell
will refund full purchase price, plas poetage. (SisntJ) R. J.
<D), 42
ord of 2 minutes 39 4/5 seconds for
Thorne, rg
2
1
5
Remold* Tobacco Company Winaton-Salam. North Carolina
to Boulter's, the only other record to
the 200-yard breast-stroke, but other
feet. 10 inches; third, A. Me ID). 42
Fergeson, r,;
fall was the broad jump mark which
than that the times were comparafeet, 9 inches.
Dyer, lg
2
4
went into oblivion when Dan Blount
tively slow. Although Bowdoin took
Shot Pat
Applejton. lg
of Dartmouth jumped 24 feet.
every first place, Steve Carlson was
Won by Reardon tB). 44 feet, 10
Charlie Pope proved there's morel inches
the only double winner, taking the
Nissen (D) 42 feet,
Totals
19
44
than one way to win a race as he
He also
50 and 100-yard sprints.
(B)> 40 fee t, 1+
incnes; t;ijr(<
outsmarted Foster of the Big Green inch
swam on the 400-yard relay team.
LHIMPCUl 6'
in the 600. At the start of the event
tmC BURNING P Pfc AND
A. D.'s
The summary:
Pole V a*iM
Foster jumped into the lead, closely
o^RETTE TOBACCO
300-yard medley relay— won by
Tic for first between Bailey <D)
followed by both Pope and Hamblen
Bowdoin (Fisher, Jenkisson, Marble).
(D) 12 feet. 8 inches; tie
mod
with the latter running on the outside
Time,
3 minutes, 18 3/5 seconds.
Akeley <B> and
fof third
With the Dekes and A. D.'s tied
in second position and Pope sticking
220-yard freestyle- won by Hutchf ee t, 6 inches.
MarbJc (B)i
for first place and the Betas and
to the pole directly behind Foster.
High
Nu's dose behind, the inter- inson, Bowdoin; second. Goods peed.
Sigma
thus
The boys held
triangular formaWon by Blount (D). 6 feet, 2 inch- fraternity basketball league presents Bates; third. Daikus. Bowdoin. Time,
tion for a lap and then just as they
es; second. Hunter (D). 6 feet; third, a jnad scramble for top honors. The 2 minutes, 32 2-5 seconds.
started to* enter the tunnel through
50-yard freestyle -won by Carlson,
tie between Hadley (Dl and Reardon following
standing includes games
HERK ARE THE WINNERS OF THE NATIONAL BOOK
which Dartmouth's track runs, Ham- (B). 5 feet, 10 inches.
Bates;
Zeigler,
second.
'played up until February 18th but Bowdoin;
FOR l«M»
blen made his bid and pulled up althird,. James. Bowdoin. Time. 25 4/5
W-Yard dlnTh Hurdles
does not include forfeited games.
most abreast of Foster. The latter
The Book seller's find: "The World Was My Garden" David FatrrhUd
Won by Allen <B>; second. Hart-!
Won j^j p^ seconds.
a phne DuMaarier
The Book seller's favorite novel: "Rebecca"
decided to discourage him a bit and
Time,
Bowdoin:
Diving won by Thwing.
mann (D); third. Hiding (B).
rjeke
5
.833
1
The Book, seller's favorite non-fletloa: "Listen tk* Wind''
moved over to block him oiT. Here 7.5 seconds.
5
Anne Lindbergh
a. D.
1
.833 second. O'Sullivan, Bates; third. DaiCharlie saw his opening and, while
69- Vara Dash
The most ordinal book: "With Malice Toward Some"
Beta
4
1
.800 kus, Bates. Winning points. 91.13.
Foster and Hamblen were fighting for
Marjjaret Halsey
100-yard freestyle won by CarlWon
by Mahoney <D); second, Al- Sigma Nu
3
.750
1
STUART ft CLEMENT positions, shot by both on the inside
ten (B); third. Alter (D). Time, *5 Chi Psi
5
.714 son, Bowdoin; second. James .Bow2
B I I dl g and pulled away to a victory. Foster seconds.
Thorndike
3
3
.500 doin; third, Dorman, Bates. Time,
tried to take the lead again, but Pope
3
60- Yard Low HaVftSes
T.
4
.428 57 4/5 seconds.
had too much left in the stretch and
150-yard backstroke -won by Fish1
3
.250
Won by Hartmann (D) ; second, Zete*
won by 3 yards.
1
4
.200 er, Bowdoin; second. Dunbar. BowHuling (B); third, Allen (B). Time, P« V. ...
Carl Boulter's performance with
1
A. T. O.
4
.200 doin; third. J. White, Bates. Time, 1
seconds.
6M
of Brunswick, Maine
the 35-pound weight was little short
3
D. U
>•••<
.000 minute, 42 3/5 seconds.
Broad Jump
of sensational Carl, had nevei thrown
4
.000
200-yard breaststroke w on by
Capital, $175,000
Won by Blount (D), 24 feet; sec- Kappa Sag
ft
the weight as far as 52 feet before
Marble. Bowdoin: secsnd, Anderson,
and, Hunter (D), 22 feet. 7Vs inches;
by
which he defeated
and his showing
Total Resource* $2,700,000
Won by Hill (B); second. MacMan- Bates; third. Leyden, Bowdoin. Time,
third. Huling (B), 21 feet, 11% inchFuel Oils
and Soft Coals
his nearest opponent by ten feet
STIDENT PATBOKAGK SOLICITED
nis (D); third. Holmes (D). Time. 2 minutes. 39 4/5 seconds (equals
es.
makes him a strong bet for the State
10 minutes, 19.5 seconds.
One-Mile Run
Bowdoin record).
Fireplace
l,0M-Yard Run
440-yard freestyle— won by DownWon by Wonson (D); second. UpWen by Wonson I Dl second. How- er, Bowdoin; second. Bracken. Bates;
tan (D); third, Hagstrom (B). Time.
ard
third,
Time,
(D);
Doubleday
<B).
third, Daikus. Bates. Time, 5 minseconds.
4 minutes, 32.4
MAINE
CONFECTIONERS
87
STREET
2 minutes, 18.7 seconds.
utes, 36 1/5 seconds. ,
300- Yard Dash
and Building Materials of All Kinds
400-yard relay— won by Bowdoin
Won by Pope (B); second, Foster
Largest Line of Pipes and Tobacco
Won by Brown (D); second Pope (Pennell, Hutchinson, James. Carl(D); third. Hamblen (B). Time, 1
in Town
EVEBYTBTNC, THAT'S
IS, Mgr.
A- E.
IB), third, Rowe (B). Time, 32.4 son). Time, 3 minutes, 54 2/5 secminute, 15 seconds.
seconds.
Two-Mile
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Institute

ROBINSON TALKS

Of Nose To

Awards

Feature Aaron Copland

$22,500

In Scholarships

ON INSTITUTIONS

Continued from Page i ]
[ Continued from Page I ]
ward the younger class, particularly
made "to an
in the students, because modern music vides that the award be
Against
the
in which a large student interest is individual boy to be selected by
This Country
recognized will be treated in some Dean." Another sizeable award goes
'40
of Richmeasure in his lecture. Serious mu- to Carroll F. Terrell
Dictatorship
sic will therefore not dominate the mond, who receives the Stanwood
Institute.
Whereas Mr. Howard's Alexander Scholarship established
The Rev. J. Frank Robinson, pas- lecture will tend to show the develop- with a preference to Richmond boys.
tor of the Allin Congregational ment of music to the point where it
The Kling Scholarships, establishChurch of Dedham, Mass., speaking became Jazz, jam and swing; Mr. Cop1934 by bequest of Charles PotIn chapel last Sunday, discussed the land will present these types as hav- ed in
ter Kling of Augusta, "to provide
existence of our free institutions.
ing arrived and by means of his own
and books to students of
free
tuition
Dr. Robinson finds that those who compositions and his own knowledge
emulate the freedom of man are in of the subject will bring the audience Colonial or Revolutionary ancestry."
been assigned to Francis R.
danger. "The modern temper of the a message of importance.
On the have '40
of New York, N. Y., Donald
world is one of fear of what will morning following his lecture he will Bliss
'40 of Portland, George
happen next"
hold a seminar exclusively for a W. Bradeen
'39 of Watertown, Mass.,
As an example of religious perse- group of students who will have been A. Dunbar
'40 of Auburn,
cution. Dr. Robinson cited the case found particularly interested in his Richard T. Eveleth
George L. Hill '39 of Wollastoh,
of Martin Niemoeller in Germany topic.
Mass., Paul C. Houston '41 of Plywho, having delivered a sermon on
Clinton
W. Kline
mouth, Mass., and
freedo , one Sunday, was brusquely
'39 of Augusta. The Walker Scholarrested and cast into a concentraarships, made possible by bequest
tion camp. He brought out the fact
from Annetta O'Brien Walker of
that although Germany had given the
Formal notification of scholarship
Portland, have been given to Jeffrey
world such men as Martin Luther,
awards to the 186 individual students
J. Carre '40 of Needham Heights,
Bach, Goethe, and Schiller, and had
who are to receive them this year
Mass., Richard L. Chittim '41 of
formerly been an educational and culwill be mailed to the undergraduates
Easthampton, Mass., and David W. D.
tural center, now she has degraded
tomorrow, it has been announced at
to the point where freedom of conDickson '41 of Portland. The Clara
the
College office. The list contained
science is forbidden.
Rundlett Achom Scholarships, estabin today's Orient is only a partial
"What about our own institutions," listing of the men receiving particu- lished with preference to graduates
of Lincoln Academy at Newcastle,
asked Dr. Robinson in warning
lar awards.
have been assigned to E. Winfield
against the present tendency in this
country toward totalitarianism and
Allen '39 of Newcastle and Chandler
dictatorship, and the failure to underA. Stetson, Jr., '41 of Brunswick.
stand the forces behind our free inThe Charles F. Libby Scholarship,
stitutions. He criticized some of the
established for a Portland resident
I present-day liberals for forgetting the
pursuing a Classical course, goes to
necessity of God. Dr. Robinson told

BOWDOIN DEBATERS
Glee Club Plans
TO ENTER CONTESTS
1,500 Mile Trip

Tendency
Towards

A

m

NOTICE

Intercollegiate
.

.

of several incidents which led him
to realize how futile life is without
God in everything in human life.
"Love, charity, sacrifice, and humanity must not be forgotten," he stated
"Christ came to tell us that love
is the center of life," asserted Dr.
Robinson, "and that is on the side of
freedom, goodwill, and mutual co-

Column

.

Edward

God."

MEETING OF B. C. A.
HELD LAST NIGHT

i

'40.

lence in English Literature, have
been assigned respectively to Philip
S. Campbell '39 of Portland, and
Leonard J. Cohen '39 of Fort Fair-

brings

them

[
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will support the negative side.
The
Oxford style of debate will be used.
Bowdoin will be represented by Ash-

ton White '41 and Philip Litman '42.
St. Patricks is making a tour of
the United States and will also debate the other Maine colleges. This
is Bowdoin's first meeting with St
Patricks. Their team will be made
up of Arnold Gleason '39, Donald
Snipper '40 and Wilfred Lynch '40,

The Moody Scholarship for proficiency in Chemistry, goes to Frederick A. Waldron '39 of Pittsfield.
Niles L. Perkins, Jr., '42 of Augusta
receives the 1903 Scholarship and the
Fuller Scholarship, established respectively for sons of members of
that class and for residents of Augusta. The Purinton Scholarship, for
Topsham and Brunswick boys, is assigned to John J. Padbury, Jr., '39
of the latter class.

luck.
!

Other special awards are as follows: The Hasty Scholarship, with
preference to Portland or Cape Eliz-

^ lm ^

Because of the outbreak of the !a
to Norman
Bea]
measles in Smith College, medical '42. TKRichard Almy Lee Scholar-

„

authorities at Amherst were fearful ship, .»ith
preference to members of
of the disease spreading to Amherst.
Beta Theta Pi, to Nelson D. Austin
Because of the close communication
'41 of Farmington of that fraternity,
between the two schools all necessary
precautions were taken by Amherst The Spaulding Scholarship, for a
authorities.
member of the freshman class, goes
J

[ Continued from Page I }
Club will travel to Pleasantville, New
York, for an appearance there on
^Friday night. The Polar Bears will
play at a dance following the singing concert.
radio program for Saturday,
March 25th, over radio station WJZ

A

a.

New York

City

planned for
that day at 2 pjn. On Saturday night
the Glee Club will be featured at
the Officers' Club in Brooklyn.
On Sunday, March 26th, the entourage will leave for Wellesley, Massachusetts, where, at 4 o'clock in the
afternoon, another joint rehearsal is
scheduled with the Wellesley Glee
Club. Sunday night, the Bowdoin Glee
Club and the Wellesley Glee Club will
present a jojnt choral concert in Wellesley with Mile. Nadia Boulanger
is

alternate. The St. Patricks' men do
not confine their activities to debating.
science
Arnold Gleason,
a
major, was mathematics medalist in
1936-7 and 1937-8. He is President
of the Students' Council, president
of the Debating Society and president
of the Ottawa C. Y. O.
He is the
book critic on the staff of the Ottawa Social Forum. He is also stroke conducting.

on the crew and a member of a
Present plans, according to Profeschampion Rugby team, as well as the sor Tillotson,
call for a second radio
college heavyweight boxing champion.
program in New York on Monday,
Donald Snipper, a social science March 27th. On Tuesday. March 28th,
major, was General Proficiency Medal- the Glee Club will dose its 1939
ist in 1937-8.
As secretary of the spring tour with an appearance at
Students' Council, he is also secret- Briarcliff Manor, New York.
ary-treasurer of the Debating SoThe program which the Wellesley
ciety and the editor of the "Vox
and Bowdoin combined glee clubs will
Lycee."
He was a member of St. sing at the Music Institute
on April
Patricks' senior city league basket22nd will be substantially the same
ball team in 1937-8, 1938-9.
He is as the
two organizations will present
captain of the Ottawa Cricket Club
in Wellesley on March 26th.
and in 1938, he was a member of the
As a climax for the members of the
All-Ontario Cricket Team.
Wilfred
Lynch, a science major, was Biol- Glee Club, a dinner is being planned
ogy Medalist in 1937-8. The Junior for Monday night, March 27th in New
representative on the Students' Coun- York City, it was stated.
cil, he is the Ottawa senior fencing
Two pre-tour appearances are
champion and fencing instructor of Jcheduled for the Glee Club, Mr. Tilthe Ottawa Y. M. C. A. He is this lotson
announced.
On Saturday,
year's Class B combined champion of March 11th, the Glee
Club will prethe Ottawa Valley Ski Meet. Lynch sent a concert in the
Westbrook High
is reputed to be one of the best downSchool for the benefit of
the Clinic
for Children. This program will consist of several selections by the Bow-

racers in Eastern Canada.

hill

field.

out across the Syracuse University
campus, but through all those years
they have been played only by members of Delta Kappa Epsilon fraternity.
Reason? The chimes w^re presented by a Deke alumnus with the
An interesting special award js
stipulation that they were to be
that made to Frank A. Smith, Jr., '42
played only by members of his chapof Westbrook, on recommendation of
ter.
Lt. Col. C. A. Selleck, F.A., C.M.T.C.
Officer of the First Corps Area, in
Marquette University basketeers recognition of the excellent record
have remained undefeated on their attained by Mr. Smith as a member
own floor for two years, because, they of the basic C.M.T.C. course at Fort
believe, the gesture of rubbing the McKinley, Maine.
head of their coach's son before each

game
{ Continued from Page i ]
Edward F. Everett '40, has been
selected to edit the Freshman Handbook, it was announced. The handbook, which is given to each Freshman before he arrives at the College
in the fall, is a means to acquaint him
with College activities. Last year
Everett was Business Manager of the
publication.

Palmer

The Symonds Scholarship and the
Deane Scholarship, given for excel-

Someone has now invented a machine that, he claims, will help you
learn while you sleep.
It's a combination of a phonograph and a time
clock, and he classes the machine the
subconscious educator. You slip earphones over your head when you reoperation. If we remember that God tire, and the material on the recsanctions these free institutions, it ord is supposed to be memorized
subconsciously
as it plays while you
makes all the difference in the world;
then they assume a significance be- sleep.
••*•••
yond that of the present day. Any
institution that would break down
Since 1899 the chimes in the tower
the freedom of conscience is against of Crouse College have been ringing
In conclusion, Dr. Robinson mentioned the fact that we all give our
devotion to something and that it is
natural to worship some object of
adoration.
"There is no substitute
for the living Cod." he declared. "If
we give our sanction to a free God,
free man, socially minded, is the hope
of God."

C.

By Robert

Putnam Cole
Matthew W.

N. Y. doin College Octette under Jeff Stanof wood. Also featured at this program
Boston receives the Newbegin Schol- will be a solo by Thomas A. Brownell
arship for excellence in Mathematic: '41 and a duet number by Leonard
while William B. Hall '41 is assigned Cronkhite '41 and Brownell.
the Dodge Scholarship for excellence
Following the concert in Westin the Classics. Russell Novello '40 of brook, the Polar Bears will play for
Roslindale, Mass., and Charles H. a dance there. The singers will apPope, Jr., '40 of South Boston. Mass., pear again in Bath on Friday, March
receive awards from the Cumston 17th. There, according to tentative
Scholarship
Fund for graduates plans, the same program will be preof English High School in Boston, sented as will have been rendered at
while the Beverly (Mass.) Scholar- Westbrook.
ship goes to Charles F. Campbell,
to

Jr., '39

of that

of Glens Falls,

Bullock.

Jr.,

'40

"President

selves

'40,

a graduate

of the Bangor Theological Seminary.,
who is pastor of the Union Church at
South Bristol, has been awarded the
And Emerson Scholarship, for students preparing for the Congregational ministry, and the Delano, Savage, Sewall, and Shepley, similarly
restricted are giftn to Philip C.
Young '40 of East Arlington, Vt.

Scholarships created with preference for boys from Bristol, Dexter,
North Haven, Vinalhaven, Rockland,
and Minot, Maine, were devoted to
general distribution in the absence
of qualified candidates from those
places.

he owned 317

a n
On Wednesday, March

pounds; his
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mild-

and pleasing aroma.

try

them you will know

why Chesterfields give millions of men
and women more smoking pleasure.
why THEY SATISFY
.

IP

production

for

at

The Don Cossack chorus Houseparties next year.
was such a hit up here earlier cludes Orville Dennison

house

.

.

.

year will appear in the colorRussian Christmas Eve sequence
of the coming picture "Hotel Imperial." This is the Initial appearance of
Natalie
the choir on the screen
Visart, who designs clothes for such
Hollywood stars as Gary Cooper and
in the
ful

.

.

.

Christmas
His cast inAugustus

'41,

Fenn '40, Charles Mergendahl '41, Albert Coombs '39, Norman Watts '41,
Edwjp Vergason "39, and Miss Sylvia

Hammond.
After these three plays have been
presented, the Classical Club, under
the direction of Professors Thomas

Means and George H. Quinby will
present one act from "The Arbitrashould tion," written by Menander in 3 B.C.
and good The cast includes Neal W. Allen. Jr.
Foremost dressers 40, Frank
Andrews '40, Francis

Frederic March, says that
both grooming

combine

.

men

R

taste in cloth<s.

today are, she says: The Duke of R. Bliss '40. Jeffrey E. Brickates '40,
Windsor, the Duke of Kent, Lucius John T. Creiger '40, Richard E.
Beebe, Grover Whalen, Fred Astaire, Tukey '40. David W. Dickson '41,
and Anthony Eden "glamour man of Frank G. Davis '41. Herbert M. Lord,
Don't 2nd '39, and Edward C. Palmer '40.
International diplomacy"
miss that swimming meet' with Dart.
mouth next Monday afternoon
Record of the week: Larry Clinton's
two Gilbert and Sullivan numbers,
"Sweet Little Buttercup" from "Pinafore" and "I've Got a Little List"
from "The Mikado." If we remember
[ Continued from Page 3 ]
our G. ard S., Larry has added a
few extra words to the lyrics, as well the discus, will be trying for the
Jack Benny extra points against the capable Rusas swing to the music
has taken his violin out of the case sell, Andrews, and Hibbard of Bates.
Russell will also be a real threat
and will play "Love In Bloom" to
Dorothy "Sarong" Lamour in his to Reardon in the struggle for shot
Song of the week: put honors. In the absence of Hank
next picture
Your friend and mine. Eddie De Dolan. Reardon and Al Gregory must
Lange's latest tune: "Good for Nothin' bear the high jumping burden for
But Love" ... Congrats to the hockey Bowdoin against Webster and Coorteam for their successful Boston trip sen. Webster's 5 foot 10^4 inch leap
In case you're interested: In the against Colby compared with the 5
year 2000 Easter will fall on April foot 10 inch effort of Reardon against
Washington's birthday al- the Big Green indicates the probable
23rd
.

.

.

.

.
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BATES FRIDAY NIGHT

.

.

.
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ways comes along
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COMMUNICATION
Continued from Page 2
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For when you walk down

the street they'll spot you as an American (you can't hide it under a
whole German wexdrobe) and point
at you and laugh at you as one of
the fools from America. That's what
is happening to us, regularly, every
day. Hitler laughed officially in his
speech on the 30th of January and
the humorists find that a joke about
Americans brings the biggest laugh.
Here there is only one thing to do
and that is to laugh with them. But
in America you can stop this kind
of foreign policy and at the same
time possibly save a few million dol-

closeness of this competition.
The pole vault should be equally

hard

fought between Jack Marble
and Lloyd Akeley of Bowdoin and
Holmes and Maggs of Bates with
vaulting of 12 feet or better likely in
the case of the v/inner. Sophomore
Ray Huling seems to have the edge
in the broad jump against Lyn Rowe
and the visiting Coorsen.
For sheer closeness of competition,
however, the frosh meet may well
steal the bulk of the honors.
Bates,
with Its best freshmen outfit in
years, offers a tremendous throat to

a Bowdoin cub squad with a few very
capable stars but scant balance and
depth.
Sigsbee, a sprinter and weight man
of considerable ability, Paine and Ma-

bee in the sprints, and Nickerson,
powerful 600 and 1000-yard strider,
form the formidable nucleus of the
Bobkitten cluster.
Nels Llndley,
Seavey Bowdoin. and Ed Martin in
the dash, Sid Hall in the 300. Bob
Newhouse and Dick Hanson in the
600, Pete Babcock and Lloyd Chellman in the mile and 1,000, and Niles
Perkins in the weights have been the
outstanding Bowdoin freshmen in recent competition.
This meet has been announced as
scheduled for 3.30 in the afternoon,
but' may very possibly be held in
conjunction with the varsity clash
in the evening.
In the latter case,
freshman events will alternate with
the varsity heats.

On Saturday afternoon, the Bowdoin Jayvee team will meet a typiclooks from ally excellent Phillips Andover squad
this side of the At'antic. Here's hop- for the fourth track meet to be held
ing the outlook is brighter at Bow- on the cage cinders this week; Last
year, the schoolboys were decisively
doin.
defeated, but thus far this year they
JAMES BLUNT,
have
evidenced
much
greater
Bowdoin '40.
strength.
Gould in the broad and
high jumps and Prince, sprinting ace,
are two of the team which competed
here last season who have already
lead Andover to victories over Harway

Well that's the

American and aromatic
Turkish tobaccos gives you all the
.

is

possession of the statuette

which will go to this year's winner.
Femald's play, "The Conquering
Hero," deals with three foreign newspaper correspondents in the SinoJapanese war.
His cast includes
Richard Carland '39, Rosa McLean
'39, and Kenneth J. Welch '40.
"Standing Room Only" is the title
of Mergendahl's entry. It is written
in blank verse and based on the famous Ward suicide, which took place in
New York this summer. Mergen-

lars.

Chesterfield's can't -be -copied blend

you like in a smoke

Continued from Page i ]
the Icebox."
Vergason

.

have more holidays.

balanced blend)

in
in

follows Clinton into the N. J. road- ning

1,

of mild ripe

I

and weighed 210
estate was valued at what

"God

now

would now exceed 5 million dollars dahl, like Fernald, is new in the oneact play competition, although he has
Artie Shaw gets an April opening
submitted a three-act play which
First he
in Los Angeles' Palomar.
Director George H. Quinby is plan-

the Portland Bowdoin Club will hold its
President's Night at the Portland
Country Club. Philip S. Wilder, alumni secretary of the College, has
announced.

[perfectly

When you

was a diswas 6

slaves; he

feet 2 inches tall

.

of the world's best cigarette tobaccos

qualities

in

as well as a farmer; he

tiller,

.

in tfieir famous

ness, better taste,
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Alumni Notes

Dance ofthe Cigarette"witk

'

U.

to remind us that
spring Is probably just around the
Whether or not you have
corner
seen "The Plainsman" before we're
sure you'll enjoy it
Gene Krupa's
band sounded plenty solid on that
bandwagon airing the other night.
Notewoithy was "Bolero at the
Savoy"
Those student-written one
The State Street Men's Club of act plays next week look as If they'll
Notice how all
Portland held a Bowdoin Night on be the best ever
February 17, at the Parish House. the girl singers are imitating Bea
Austin H. McCormick '15, Commis- Wain in their interpretations of
sioner of Correction of New York "Deep Purple"? ... We hear that
City, was the principal speaker at the reorganized Polar Bears made
quite a hit down at Bath the other
the affair.
night ... It seems that we should
-

VELOZ anJYOLANDA

THE HAPPY COMBINATION

the

of

Congress"; Washington went to Barbados, West Indies, and got smallpox;

.

city.

M. Grant Chandler

Things we didn't know 'till now:
There were 8 presidents, in name, bethey were the
fore Washington;
presidents of the sessions of the Continental Congress; they signed them-

summer.

\

To Be Staged Monday

D.
[

l

Warns

Three One-Act Plays

Variety

it

CUMBERLAND
Wednesday
Don Ameche and

February 22
the Ritz Brothers

in

Three Musketeers

vard freshmen and Bridgton among
others this season.

The Bowdoin Jayvees will include
the bulk of the freshman squad and
those varsity men who have not yet

won

their letter.

also

News

Sound Act

Thursday
February 23
Claudette Colbert
Herbert Marshall

MAKE
The Neighborhood Market
Your Headquarters For
Poland Spring Glngerale and Mixer
Tel. 82S

in

Zaza

— We Deliver —17

page

st.

also

Selected Short Subjects

Friday
February 24
Robert Montgomery
Rosalind Russell
in

And Loose

Fast

also

News

March

Saturday

of

Time

February 25

The Arizona Wild Cat
Jane Withers

Mon.
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'Standing

» Rises *

By Mergendahl Is Winner

By Richard

DETERMINED

to discourage comfraternity delega-

among

bines

tions in the class elections, the Stu-

dent Council made good its threat to
"throw out" any and all elections in
which combinations were discovered.
So it was that three delegations in
the Freshman elections were prohibited from voting for two offices while
the Council threw out the entire
Sophomore Class election after discovering a combination when the
final votes had been cast for presi-

and secretary-

vice-president

dent,

treasurer.

%

s

-

r

/VAKLEY
"

A. Melendy '39, president
of the Student Council, had foreclasses prior to the elections that the Council was determined to stamp out combinations. Though
the threats of the Council in past
years often failed to materialize, perhaps that was the reason why many
were surprised that this year's Council did carry out its threat.

warned both

•

-

r

MARCH

AT 4TH ANNUAL

By

Classical Club

T

TT*HE existence of combines has long lars for the best actor in the plays.
"Where Roses Fade" by Edwin L.
•"•
been decried as an obstruction to
Vcrgason '39 was the third play in
a fair election of the best candidates.
conBe that as it may, on the original bal- the contest. Vcrgason won the
with a play called "The
lot,
the Freshman president was test last year
Foot" and tied two years
elected and the voting went on to the Babbit's
ago with a play entitled "God in the
vice-president. After the combination
was discovered, the three delegations Icebox." His play this year was an
who were charged with a combine ironic treatment of the matrimonial
Richard
were outlawed from the new ballot agency theme, enacted by
'41, and
president
and vice-president. Sullivar. '40, Harold Pottle
for
Daggett.
Their combined total of approximate- Mrs. Athern P.
Mergendahl's play was written in
ly 40 votes, out of the 136 Freshmen
was based on the
voting, was then useless to aid the blank verse and
4
[ Continue on Page 2 ]
man whom they had once elected.
But, the interesting part of the situation is that the man whom .they
had elected once was elected for a
second time by his fellow classmates.
So, in this instance, little can be said
about the calibre of the man chosen
Speaking in last Saturday's chapel
by a combination. But it may be that
service. Dean Paul Nixon stated that
infrequently if
this would happen
"a lived religion, based pn the facombines were allowed.
therhood of God and the brotherhood
of man, is what this crazed world of
IT the Freshman elections: Most ours most needs and must have, if it

SUNDAY CHAPEL
Here,

He

own

flagrant stupidity occurred when
one delegation nominated a man for
president. Tien, when the ballot was*
taken, none of the members of the
House voted for the man, but cast
their solid vote for the

man

in their

Only
pre-arranged combine
.
practice can remedy such a situation
Approximately 77 per cent of
the Freshman Class took part in its
elections, a total of 136 men present
out of a total class of about 175 . . .
More than two and a half hours
were necessary to complete the year.

.

.

.

.

Approximately
ling elections
1,500 individual ballots were counted
by the Council in the eleven ballots
Nominations for each
run-off
office usually included at least eight
candidates.
.

.

.

.

-

1I7ITH

.

.

r

the Sophomores: Little

"

more

sobriety prevailed at the Class of
1941 meeting than did at the Freshmen's
The declaration that
"there will be no Sophomore class
election" after the combination was
discovered roused some wrath on the
part of the Sophomores who were
charged with combining as were last
year's Sophomores
Last year,
.

.

.

college.

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

at 6.45 p.m.

Directed by John Ford, "The Informer" has been adapted from
O'Flahcrty's novel of the Sinn Fein
wars. The picture was hailed by movie critics the country over as an impressive revelation of the Dublin underworld during the Black and Tan

AFTER

"

NOTICE

ed.

The Junior members of the

Council,
of

the

as

well

as class officers

Junior Class will proctor

the balloting which will take place
at 7 p.m. in Memorial Hall.

terror.

In the supporting cast are Preston
Foster, Margot Grahame, Wallace
Ford, Una O'Connor and J. M. Kerrigan. McLaglen, in the role of Gypo
Nolan, plays the lead in the plot
which 'centers about a fast Story during twelve hours of a rainy night.
The Union Board announces that
due to the impossibility of securing
[ Continued on Page 4 }

B. C. A. Dinner Planned

For Tuesday, April 11

and his successive
achievements have created for him a

reputation
of
outstanding
merit.
While the general public, even those
with
more-than-average
musical
knowledge, will undoubtedly find other events in the Institute more to
their liking. Dr. Kinkeldey's coming
here is a triumph for the college and
the community, and he may be depended upon to present his topic in
a challenging fashion, with an enities."
In short, he will be an example of thusiasm that will be communicated
that sort of scholar who sees music to his audience.
On the morning following his lecas other professors and scholars have
seen science, letters, and languages; ture he will conduct the usual semsomething to which research and inar for a selected group of Bowdoin
students.

Ivy

Day Committee,

Winning Team
Last Friday in the debating room
Hubbard Hall a Bowdoin team of
Ernest F. Andrews, Jr. and Arthur
W. Wang, both '40, decisively defeated Wesleyan three to nothing in
an Eastern Intercollegiate Debating
League contest.
The question debated was: "Resolved, That the
United States should cease to use
public funds for the purpose of stimulating business." Wesleyan supported the affirmative, while Bowdoin upheld the negative.
Arthur Wang presented the case
for Bowdoin and also acted as wit[ness in the cross-examination.
An'drews was the attorney for Bowdoin
and presented the summation of the
negative case. For Wesleyan Frank
W. Putnam '39 presented the affirmative case and acted as witness under
Mr.
Andrews'
cross-examination.
Robert A. Rennie '39 cross-examined
Mr. Wang and presented the summation of the affirmative case.
The affirmative as supported by
[ Continued on Page 4 )

houses.
The results of the Sophomore Class
elections are as follows: President.
Walter H. Young; Vice-president,
Edward W. Cooper; Secretary-treasurer! Andrew A. Haldanc.

Freshman

A

[

thanks

ranks,

That work awaits our hands and
feet;

track

}

March 13

Pyrenees,
the .vine that tasted of the tar?
the tears and the jeers of the
young muleteers
(Under the dark of the vine veran-

That Thou hast not yet finished
man,
That we are in
the making
Co-itinued on Page 4

the

At the annual campus concert on
Monday, March 13, the Glee Club is
featuring Tarantella, a new composition
by the American composer,
Randall Thompson, which is set to
the poem by Hillaire Belloc.
The
words are as follows:
Do you remember an Inn,
Miranda ?
Do you remember an Inn?
And the tedding and the spreading
Of the straw for a bedding.
And the fleas that tease in the High

:

[

of

To Feature

'Tarantella'

T.iat this Thy world is incomplete;
That battle calls our marshalled

of the association. A special
a talk in addition to
the groups election of officers.

member

Continued on Page 4

Glee Club

will give

class

graduate of Phillips-Ex-

Academy, he is a resident of
Rumford, Maine. In College, Rowe is

eter

SUNG THIS MORNING

out

who were

Rowe Former President
Rowe was president of his
last year.

a prominent

changed.

class officers

elected last Thursday in Memorial
Hall are as follows: Pres-dent, E.
Seavey Bowdoin; Vice-president. John
E. Williams, Jr.; Secretary-treasurer.
Paul V. Hazelton.

HYMN

In this morning's chapel service a
hymn written by William DeWitt
Hyde in 1903 was sung for the first
time in the college chapel. Copies
have been made of the piece and
posted into the front of the chapel
hymn books. The words are as follows
Creation's Lord, we give Thee

also elect-

ed from the Junior Class, includes:
Robert N. Bass, chairman; Kenneth
J. Welch, and Peter F. Donavan, Jr.
The Ivy Dance Committee selected by
the Juniors is as follows: George
M. Stevens, Jr., chairman; Brooks
Webster, William F. Mitchell. Walter
C. Loeman. and Augustus H. Fenn.
The Junior Class elections were
held in Memorial Hall under the supervision of the Student Council following the balloting of the Sophomore Class delegation which was
held in
the
individual
fraternity

of

PRES. HYDE'S

speaker

Charles H. Pope; Secretary-treasurer, Carl E. Boulter; Marshal. Neal
W. Allen, Jr.; Odist. Richard T.
Eveleth; Poet. Richard W. Sullivan,
Jr.; Orator, Richard B. Sanborn.

The

member

Vivier, earlier this winter.

'

Tukey

'

Ernest F. Andrews, Jr. '40,
Arthur W. Wang '40,

during the year.
Any
Freshman interested in attending the
dinner should communicate with a

j

.

Tuesday,

carries

j

.

BOWDOIN DEBATERS
DEFEAT WESLEYAN

Members of the Christian Association are planning to bring, as their
guests, Freshmen who would be interested in taking part in any of the
several activities which the B. C. A.

1

prehensive,

M. ROWK,
who wa> chosen to receive
the Wooden Spoon, emblematic
of the most popular man in the
Junior Class.

A dinner meeting of the Bowdoin
Christian Association will be held on
April 11th, according to
plans discussed at a recent meeting
of the organization. The purpose of
the dinner-meeting will be to interest
Freshmen and Sophomores in the
work of the B. C. A. as well as elect
officers for the forthcoming year.
Philip C. Young '40 and Richard E.
Tukey '40 are in charge of arrangements for the dinner. It was stated
that if any College activities conflict
on that night the dinner date will be

—

K.

last Thursday, Bowdoin's three
lower classes have chosen their officers for '39- '40.
Results of last night's Junior class
election are as follows: Most popular
man, Lin wood M. Rowe; President,
John C. Marble. Jr.. Vice-president,

LINWOOD

Memorial Hall as the main attracprogram presented
this year by the Student -Faculty Union Board. The movie will commence

Lectwt&i March

study can be devoted over and above
the amounts required by the ordinary
composing or performing musician. It
is expected that Dr. Kinkeldey's lecture, although it will be one of the
outstanding acheivements of the entire program, will have less popular
appeal than some of the other events
for the very reason of his priority
among authorities, and the necessary
depth of his subject. His coming here
will be hailed by a great number of
those who have taken up music beyond the pure enjoyment stage; in
rounding out its program the Institute Committee recognizes that Dr.
Kinkeldey can represent this side of
music better than anyone available.
His background in music is com-

Officers

With the elections held last night
of the Junior and Sophomore classes
together with the freshman elections

tion of the third

j

Bowdoin,

of

the best film made in the world in
1935, will be featured Saturday night

i

Dr. Otto Kinkeldey To Discuss
Academic Features Of Music

As

in

'

Max

Select

Williams, Hazelton

"The Informer," co-starring Victor
McLaglen and Heather Angel, voted

TO START MARCH

trouble was alleviated by a meeting
at which the class, voting affirmatively by a majority, said they wanted
the men whom they had elected by
combination or not to be their officers ... A combine was discovered
in the first presidential ballot this
year, but, after warning, no House
was disqualified and a new ballot was
ordered
All told, the Sophomores
While the coming Institute of Mucast approximately 1,300 votes to no
sic at Bowdoin College, April 10avail
About 70 per cent of the April 22, will bring a varied program,
Sophomore class was at the election. one of the events most eagerly looked forward to by the serious student
s - r
by Dr.
the casting of ballots in Me- of music will be the lecture
Kinkeldey on April 17.
morial Hall during the past Otto
While some of the events will touch
week, peanuts will be the medium
of
forms
casual
more
Saturday night when another in the lightly on the
music, and some will be mere demonseries of Memorial Hall movies, "The
of the art by voice and instrations
Informer," is presented. A policy to
lecture is expected to
be used this week end will be to re- strument; this
profound as it touches upon
serve sufficient seats until the begin- be very
academic aspects of a vaning of the main feature for members the more
rious subject.
of the faculty who do not relish surDr. Kinkeldey is professor of murendering themselves to the barrage
sicology and university librarian at
of peanuts and will thus be able to
arrive after the battle.
Maybe it Cornell University, a man who is recwould do well to save some peanuts ognized among the academic world
as a profound scholar, particularly
till the movie is over!
as his interest touches upon music.
The topic of his lecture will explain
in some measure his attitude toward
music and the relationship he feels
that his own interest bears to the
The Senior Class elections are subject at large. His topic will be
"The Significance of the scholar and
scheduled
tomorrow night.
for
the purpose of research in music, the
Oakley A. Melendy. president of relation of research to art and muthe Student Council, has announcsicology as a branch of the human-

Freshmen

.

UNION TOURNAMENTS

—

Junior Head

"The Soldier and the Lady'
To Replace "Of Human
Bondage" March 11

,

"

Popular Man;
Choose Marble For

SOPHOMORES HAVE
SURPRISE BALLOT

BE SHOWN SAT.

Charging that various organized
systems are attempting to undermine
our nation's democracy, Governor
Lewis O. Barrows stated last Sunday
in chapel that our educational system must be developed to provide
Judges will base their decisions acleaders to oppose the intrusions.
cording to rules that have applied in
He revealed the fact that an or- previous competitions. The groups
ganization composed of a merger of will be judged on attendance, diction,
and Communistic units enthusiasm, and general effect.
Socialistic
has recently been conducting a camWhile the judges are deciding, Jefii
paign for membership in colleges and Stanwood's octet will sing selected
public schools throughout the coun- numbers.
try. It has been masquerading under
A representative of each fraternity
RELIGION" the guise of teaching the virtues of, will meet Mr. Tillotson at 7.45 to
"Freedom of democracy." Its obvious draw for places. Competition will beour
undermining
is
that
of
purpose
gin promptly at 8.15.
satisfaction with the present form of;
rest among our citizens. Governor
Barrows said, "America is not entireFrederix To Present
ly amiss in her responsibilities when
she registers concern over the dan8
gers that threaten our free govern-'
is to be saved from its very self."
Commenting upon the recent Orient ment. both within and without, for
jwe are well aware of the priceless
M. Pierre Frederix. French author
article explaining an audience with
the late Pope Pius, Dean Nixon de- 'treasures which we as a Nation pos- and lecturer, has seen announced as
scribed his feelings during his own ses and should preserve with all our scheduled to lecture in Memorial Hall
on Wednesday. March 8. Lecturing
[ Continued on Page 4 ]
audience with the late Pope.
under the auspices of the Institute of
In 1928 Dean Nixon had been tourInternational Education. M. Frederix
ing with a group in Europe. One of
will speak on the subject. "Europe
their stops was in the Papal City
after Munich: Appeasement or War."
where an audience with the Pope
6 Before beginning his literary work
had been arranged. At the tune, when
life was comparatively soft for most
in 1925, M. Frederix had received
Americans, the Dean had taken the,
On Monday, March 6th, the annual degrees from the University of Paris,
audience with little thought of its Union Tournaments in billiards, pool, served for three years in the World
real significance. Writing in his own ping-pong, chess, and interfraternity War, and traveled extensively
diary, he admitted that he was "very bridge will begin. It is hoped that throughout western Europe and Socheap, and very flippant" about the they will be run off before spring viet Russia as well as the United
whole affair.
vacation. Those wishing to enter States in reporting for various French
However as times have changed, should sign at the Union, either in journals and reviews. Among his
and people have become more the billiard room or in Don Lancas- writings are "Les Papillons Verts,"
thoughtful, the Dean now has come ter's office, before the deadline, one "Conquete," "L'Ange et le Couronne,"
to regret the flippancy with which he o'clock Saturday, March 4. The an- and other books including political
took the audience. As the Dean de- nual interfraternity bridge tourna- treatises and novels.
scribed his new outlook on the audi- ment will be held Saturday, March
In the fall of 1937, M. Frederix
ence, he now remembers the Pope's 18, at 1.00 p.m. and entries for this lectured
at colleges and universities
"kindly expression as he stopped be- should be made by noon, March 17. in
the deep South. His present tour,
fore each one of us rich man, poor
The date for the finals of the tour- extending through February and
man, beggar man, thief performing naments will be made as soon as the March, has carried him from the Pafor the thousandth time his routine number of entries in the tournaments cific
Coast to the Central and Northtask." That audience now symbolizes have been listed. There is a possibility
ern States. This lecture bears added
for the Dean "mankind's need of get- jof having matches with Bates in the interest as townspeople and students
ting on its knees, all together, the various events with our champions
have already had the opportunity of
oftener the better, humbly and pray- playing their winners or possibly hearing views on contemporary polierfully, before its Maker."
f Continued on Pane 4 ]
tical affairs in Europe as expressed
by another French lecturer, Major

DEAN NIXON URGES
"A LIVED

Name Rowe

Man"

'INFORMER' TO

Although arrangements are not yet
completed, it is hoped that Arthur
Wilson, nationally known choral authority and famous chorus conductor,
will come from Boston to judge the
contest. Aiding him will be Alfred
Brinkler, donor of the original cup,
and Professor Charles T. Burnett.

States

'Popular

By Richard

are making inquiries from Bowdoin in
order to introduce the idea at their

To Weaken Democracy

4

Theta Delta Chi: "The Pirate
Song" from Gilbert and Sullivan's
Pirates of Penzance, "Forward the
White"
Delta Upsilon: "Sweet and Low,"
"Absence"
Zeta Psi: "Old Man Noah," Hurrah for Zeta Psi"
Kappa Sigma: close harmony
fraternity song
Beta Theta Pi: Undecided
Sigma Nu: Undecided
Alpha Tau Omega: Undecided

According to Professor Tillotson.
the interfraternity sing on March 7
has aroused far greater interest this
year than in previous years. Houses
that have hitherto been merely spectators, this year have entered the
competition for the cup which Alpha
Delta Phi now possesses. Undoubtedly one of the most important musical
events in student fife at Bowdoin, the
interfraternity sing, has been conducted with such success in the past that
already other college singing groups

Organized Systems Trying

Officers;

Council Conducts Voting

Psi Upsilon: "Flat Foot Floogie,"
Psi U. or.nking Song
Delta Kappa Epsiion: Undecided

Arthur Wilson, Well Known
Director, Asked To Be
Judge Of Sing

GOV. SPEAKS IN

Freshmen Elect

Chi Psi: "The Drum," "Fair Chi

POSSESS CUP
AT PRESENT TIME

Milton Myer Goldberg
William Coolidge Hart
Robert Thompson Hyde
Ross Lewis McLean
Robert Shiland Mullen

T

Juniors, Sophomores,

Psi."

A.D.'S

following men have entered:
Philip Storer Campbell

"Standing Room Only" by Charles
H. Mergendahl '41 was awarded first
place in the annual student-written
One-Act Play contest held in Memorial Hall last Monday night. Second
place went to "Conquering Hero" by
Richard C. Fernald '39. The judges,
Burnett, CeProfessors Charles
Cofcil T. Holmes, and Robert P.
fin, presented the Gregory Wiggam
wood-carving and a check for twena
and
Mergendahl,
ty-five dollars to
check for fifteen dollars to Fernald.
Orville B. Dcnison '41 received the
newly-created award of fifteen dol-

Announce
For Singing

Measure"

On

And

Greek Comedy, Arbitration,
By Menander, Presented

NO. 26

The following fraternities have
announced their songs to be sung in
the annual contest Tuesday night:
Alpha Delta Phi: "Steal Away."
"Come Troll a Stave and Drink a

content MAR. 7

Professor Wilmot B. Mitchell
has announced the finalists for the
annual Class of '68 Prize Speaking
Contest for members of the Senior
Class. Since but six men entered
the competition, no trials will be
held, and the date of the contest
has not yet been determined. The

INTERFRATERNITY SING
TUESDAY EVENING

1989

Selections

Richard Fernald Awarded Six Men Are To Compete
Groups Will Be Judged
Second Place For His
Attendance, Diction
In '68 Speaking Contest
'Conquering Hero'
Enthusiasm

DENISON RECEIVES
BEST ACTING AWARD

1,

Fraternities

HOUSES TO SING

Of One Act Play Contest

Tukey

E.

llucr

ORIENT

BRUNSWICK, MAINE,

(68th Year)

j

street

And
And

j

dah)?

Committee Awards GarcelonMerritt Medical Scholarships

COMING EVENTS
Wednesday,

1— Debate:

March

Patricks' of Ottawa. 8.15.
8.15 p.m. Moulton Union. Simp-

Do you remember an Inn. Miranda,
Bo you remember an Inn?
And the cheers and jeers of the
young muleteers

St.

Memorial Concert, Music
of Bridges, Beethoven and Deson

bussy.

2—

Thursday, March
Chapel, Professor Mitchell.
Friday, .March 5— Chapel, Professor Koelln presiding. John E.
Williams, Jr., '42 will be the
soloist.

Swimming

Boston Univer-

at

I

sity.
;

8.00 p.m.

Fencing

vs.

Bangor

1

Y.M.C.A.
Saturday, March 4—Chapel, The
Dean will speak on "The First
Years Out.''
Track at IC4A. New York.
Swimming at Wesleyan.
6.45 p.m. Memorial Hall. Third

program of motion pictures
presented by Moulton Union
Student-Faculty Board.
March 8 5 o'clock
Sunday,

—

Chapel. The Rev. Carl Heath
Kopf of Mt. Vernon Church,
Boston. The Choir will sing a
16th century "Passion Motet"
by des Pres.
Monday, March 6 Chapel, The

1

—Campus Con-

Glee Club.

^^^

a***^,

Edward

'38,

Bangor. .Cornell

son

'35,

Jacob

;

L. Curran
Leon A. Dick-

Portland, Howard.
S.

Mass., Yale;

Fine

*32.

Philip

New
G.

Bedford,

Good

'36.

South Portland, Harvard: John P.
Greene '38, Rumford, Johns Hopkins;
William A. Greenlaw '38. Fairfield,

President.
3.30 p.m. Freshman-Sophomore

cert,

Cornell;

Mass.,

—

Track Meet.
Monday, March 13

Medical Scholarships totaling more
than $6,000 have been awarded from
the Garcelon and Merritt Fund by a
faculty committee under the chairmanship of Professor Manton Copeland, it was announced Tuesday. The
awards are assigned to 41 men, all
of them graduates or former students
at Bowdoin who are now in residence
at medical schools.
The list of men receiving awards,
together with the medical schools at
which they are studying, follows:
Hilton H. Applin '36. Belfast, McGill;
Preston N. Barton '35. Amherst,
Mass., Harvard; James T. Blodgett
'38, Woburn, Mass.. Harvard; Chester W. Brown '35, Damariscotta, Rochester; Francis H. Brown '36. Wellesley Hills, Mass., Tufts; M. Davis
Bryant. Jr., '35, Lowell, Mass., Tufts;
Robert M. Burns '36, Portland, Tufts;
Francis L. Cooper, Jr., '37, Brockton,

!

j

j

H. Bickford Lang '36. Pittsburgh.
Pa., Harvard;
Rodney C. Larcom.
'36.
Jr..
Dedham, Mass., Harvard;
Thurman A. Larson '34, Machias,
George Washington; Arthur N. Lieberman '35, Bangor. Michigan.

Long '35, Portland, Chicago; Lawrence M. G. Lydon '36,
Portland, Ya!e; Edward A. McFarland '36, Lisbon Falls, George Washington; Wilbur B. Manter '36. Water-

,

^

Who

hadn't got a penny.

And who weren't paying
And the hammer at the

I

I

Elias E.

j

any.
doors and
the Din ?
And the Hip! Hop! Hap!
Of the clap
Of the hands to the twirl and the
swirl

i

'

Of

the" girl gone chancing,
Glancing.
[ Continued on Page 4
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Columbia; Howard H. Milliken
'35, Portland. Boston University; Al- Debate Tonight With
bert W. Moulton. Jr., '37, Portland,
Boston University; John F. S. Reed
St. Patrick's College
'37, Rockport. Mass., Cornell; Joseph
Rogers '37, Portland, Harvard; MaurThis evening at 8.15 in the debating
ice Ross '36. Biddeford. Yale; John room of
Hubbard Hal), Bowdoin will
Shoukimas '38, Lawrence. Mass., Har- meet St. Patrick's College of Ottawa
vard.
University, Ottawa, Canada, in BowRandall W. Snow '36, Beverly, doin's first international debate of the
Mass.,
Pennsylvania: Frederick J. season. The question for debate will
Stoddard "35. Milwaukee, Wis., Penn- be: "Resolved, that the United States
sylvania:
William A. Tench "34, should form an Alliance with Great
Lakewood. Ohio. Tufts; Philip B. Britain.'.' St. Patrick's will uphold
Thomas '37, Houlton, Boston Univer- the affirmative side of the question
sity; Fred W. Thyng '36. Shapleigh. while Bowdoin will support the negaTufts; Rod«?rick L. Tondreau '36, tive. The Oxford style of debate will
Brunswick. Pennsylvania; Charles L. be used.
The St. Patrick's team will be comTuttle '37. Kennebunk. Boston University; Dudley B. Tyson '38, Augus- posed of Donald Snipper '40 and ArnWilfred Lynch '40
ta, Tufts; Douglass W. Walker '35, old Gleason '39.
Thomas ton. Yale; and Edward P. will act as alternate. The debaters
Webber '35, Hallowell. Boston Uni- for Bowdoin will be Ash ton White
ville.

1

1

i

j

1

Yale; James P. Hepburn '38, Milton,
Mass.. Tufts; Richard S. Holt '38.
Bethel, Columbia; Frank W. Kibbe
'37, Hartford, Conn., Johns Hopkins; versity.

•

'41

^^

<*"

SMI

:
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and Philip Litman

'42.
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Richard E. Tukey '40
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Philip
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'40
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Theodore Hoitt '41
Robert A. Inman '41
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Jack R. Kinnard '41
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Simpson Program

Tech Fencing Team Wins

Over Bowdoin By 13 to 5

.

Moult on I'nion

|

men

ively eliminated,

previous years.
In contrast to these figures

it

surprising to note that at

is

Bowdoin only

three of the eleven fraternities

above the

men's average and the fraternity index here was

slightly

all

JJSSKS^^'SSZ
and

below that for

all

men.

This of course

showed scholarship

k

I

not an indication
j

that our fraternities suffer a deficiency scholastically because so

•

their votes redistributed according to the voters
choices. The process of redistribution
continues until quotas are received
by the required number of candidates.
As each person is elected, his effect iv e

under a

,

.

,

.

,

\

.

Chamber

whereby

i

i

group

as

maqy

of them evidently succeed in doing elsewhere,

.Music

By a

String Quartet

Anime

et

in

G

score of thirteen to five the
fencers defeated the Bowdoin
team Friday. Winning three of his six
matches. Tom Sheehy was the principal scorer for Bowdoin with Ted
Stem and Bob dandier gaining a
victory in a match apiece.
Although weak in the foil, achieving only one point out of a possible
nine. Bowdoin was quite strong with
the duelling sword taking four out
of the nine points.
In his first match with the duelling
sword against Tom Sheehy, Isbanjian
"
wounded apd forced to
of M.I.T. was
from the meet
rep i aced
by. Sherburne.

MIT.

Concert

Beethoven
minor, Debussy

tres decide

Assez vif, bien rhythme
Andantino doucement expressif
Tres modere; eh animant peu a peu
Lener String Quartet
Bridge, though a modern in point
of
inie. is isscrrlUlly
-scrrJUlly a classicist and
view. Much ofconservative in pint of
c
his Quartet wop is very popular,
particularly among the players themt

the List. Because of the rather complex method of counting, there is
selves, as his technique
reason to believe that

it

1

Bridge
Novellette No. 3
Virtuoso String Quartet
Septet in E Hat major: Menuetto

the person who first receives the
,
many local actors must be considered in a survey ofc this type, quota would be president, the second
Although no house here consistently surpasses the non -fraternity one vice-president, and so on down
,

Wednesday, March

PROGRAM

^SulVSS method
*£ S2S2
tions °niy

-

8.15 p.m.

-

|£

in

vou're on

'41.

j

creased the margin by which they excelled non-fraternity

sick

of the fence

A.

•

this

;

Whichever

j

The quota in this case will bo
twenty-one, a figure which could be
a7tajned°by'five' men, but not six. The
report, based on a study covering 64,000 men in 1,930 chapters actual counting is rather complicated.
,
, iThe ballots are distributed according
,
,
.„.¥T
and representing 1 70 campuses, fraternity men in the United to the first choices, and if one or
mor p rson receiw
w°\ a th0
T
States are maintaining
scholastic standing which they
f are re-distributed
J?
» the superior
r
surplus t
ballots
ac•
*_.
have held for some time and during the past year they have in- cording to the second choices. After

made during

scholarship

results of a survey of fraternity

^"*™

advance of the

,

„

,„,.

repi esentation

at 8.15.

\

J

fraternities to effect a majority.
..-- _.
„__
Proportional

15,

beflTa^BnpleV concert

the room,
date of election and this in
In
contrast to these characters
brings up additional difficulties.
In the last analysis, the only effec- are ,he bookies and the reporter with
thelr insincerity and callousness. The
tiv( , way of pr ,. von ting combines is,
not by adopting a different median- complete cast included the author
ism of voting, but by creating public himself as the Police Inspector, O.
Dractice.
But B. Denison '41 as John Smith, R. L.
oDinion
aMiri«t the
tm» practice.
opinion against
this will result only from a continu- McCarty '41 as the Janitor, E. L.
ous program of education, and not Vergason '39 as the Reporter, Miss
one editorial the night before the first Sylvia Hammond as Janet, A. H.
JFenn '40 as the Priest. N. E. Watts
elections are to take place.
'« «« the First Bookie, and A. R.
ERNEST R DALTON '37
Coombs '39 as the Second Bookie.
t„.,„l.;..
- nnu.n.muii
Government
Teaching r«
Fe i,low in
'Conquering Hero dealt with the
activities of three foreign newspaper
To the Editor of the Orient
correspondents in the Sino-Japanese
*
Dear Sir:
war. Fernald's cast included R. L.
We wish to congratulate His Ex- McLean '39 as Rick Bartram. chief
cellency. Governor Barrows, for his of the Hankow Bureau of the Intertimely speech on Americanism in national News Service Association,
Chapel last Sunday. He, along- with K. J. Welch '40 as Wally Gibbs, his
other .lovers of freedom and Democ- assistant, Richard Carland '39 as
racy, has noted with increasing alarm Jack Reed, a young New York newsChinese and Japanese
the growing number of short-sighted paperman,
Americans who strive to save free- soldiers and officers were played by
dom of speech by denying it to those W. ft Brown '39, J. P. Koughan '41,
who disagree: who hope to protect and H. A. Shorey '41. McLean was
the Democratic system of gradual awarded a prize of nine dollars as
change by stifling those who suggest the second best actor in the plays.
In addition to these plays the Claschange; who wish to save freedom by
the direction of
sical Club under
abolishing it.
His Excellency delivered the ora- Professor Thomas Means presented
It
tion such as he imagined a super-pa- "The Arbitration" by Menander.
triot might. And with brilliantly dra- was the second act of the play and
matic irony he held up for ridicule gave the arbitration scene from
that attitude by showing its narrow- which the play got its name. The entire cast included J. T. Creiger '40,
ness of vision, poverty of thought
and inability to comprehend the fun R. E. Tukey '40, E. C. Palmer '40.
damental Dreropts of Democracy'.
F. G. Davis '41. N. W. Allen '40\ H.
M. Lord 2nd '39, F. R. Bliss '40, F.
GORDON LLOYD POTTER
GEORGE BERTRAND PAULL R. Andrews '40. and D. W. D. Dick

sider an election in which five positions are vacant, and 120 votes are

a recent press release the National Interfraternity

Conference has announced the

March

Professor Tillotson

!

itself

it is discussed here.
The voter is per
mitted to mark on the ballot as many
choices as there are candidates for
office.
A quota necessary for the
election of a candidate is determined
by adding one to the quotient of the
number of votes cast divided by one
plus the number of offices to be filled.
By way of explanation, let us con-

for this I«sue

Memorial Hall on Wednesday eve-

is buying a set
of the Gil- of individual volumes of the complete
Opera Mikado words, to be used during the per-

pre-

^

j

have to

a week or more

'method Of Choosing legislative bodies.
...«j in
;_ „ number
_u_ Ol
-r
land has w___
a
Been USeO
cities.
The most Common method is
«u«« i.-_..~ _„ ,u. tj„— ,.,,..„.,, „_j
that, known as the Hare system, and
i

Pri» In Pliy Contest

will

applied to class elections.

rS^inX

j

Mumn:

in

ning.

Professor cjBJ Holmes
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Publiahcri every Wolaewlay <lorin E the College Year by the Stnrlentu or Bowiloin College.
All contribution and communication* *ould be riven to the Manaainr Editor by Sunday
Siaht precediiiK the date of publication. The Editor-in-rtiW ia responsible for the editorial
tbe Manairinjj Edito,- for new* and make-up. All «ommunlration* remitting nubM-ripikn* ahould be ad.lrea»ed to tbe Business Manairer of tbe Bowdoin Publishing Company,
Hubacriptiom,. It-ftO r>er year in advanea.
With Alumna*. fa.S".
Entered at second claw matter at the nontofflof at Brunsvnrk. Maine.

NOTICE

Mergendahl Receives

,

i

MteoceCNTao roa national adv«»tijino •»

rule as to the mini-

would be possible for the Voters in
bert and SuHhran
an election to mark only one choice,
througtt the Simpson Sound System formance.
[ Continued from Page i ]
and so break down the use of second. famous Ward suicide which
took
third, and other choices, and so.make
, ace in New York
tm>
it impossible to attam a majority or
whole dra|w|
f
™° ?^''
^mpts of people from all walks of
Z°«L
n e can "
finding a method of nomm
life to persuade the man, played by
r"«j™ "j
didates for the offices. Because thej^ •„
,._
„ »,
R
41 na> to
ballots would have m be printed, the °"**|
^policeman a priest, he gtrl he
be chosen
candidates wou?d

|

Plat* "40

J.

no

the Biitof of the Orient:
In the issue of February 22. the
writer of the editorial relative to
he
class e lections descri bed what
terms the "preferential system" of
voting.
The system presented is
actually a combination of certain
elements of nreferent i al voting and
proportional representation, and so I
wish at this time to present both
plana, and show how they might be
Preferential voting is a method of
choosing one of several candidates for
a specific office. The voter marks
on the ballot his first, second, third,
and sometimes fourth or. more
There are several methods
choices.
of counting the ballots, but the one
most widely used is that whereby all
of the first choices are counted, and
if no one receives a majority of the
votes, there is a redistribution according to second choices, which are addIf necessary the
ed to the first.
third and fourth choices may be added before one person receives a
majority. This method might be used,
but it would be no guarantee against
combines, for the members of a
group of fraternities could agree to
give their first choices to the candidate for president from one house,
and vice-president from another. On
[the other hand, it would take more
than a combine of two or three

AftMktant Managing Editor*

is

mum number of choices a person
must mark. Therefore, unless there
were some provision to prevent it, it

To

I

Brunswick, Maine

there

tice,

is

influenced
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Clarinet.
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Bassoon

and

prac-

played,
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telephone idea can help you

WHILE you're in college, you're on the consumer
side of the fence.
to

Buy

It" section of

quick, easy

way

There you'll find the "Where
your Telephone Directory a
who sells what you want.

to discover

After graduation, you may be on the other aide of
the fence, too the seller's side. As a manufacturer or
distributor of an adrertised product you will find clas-

—

mfied telephone directory listings a most effective and
economical way to direct buyers to the dealers handling your product.

This directory service, tying np the national adver>
User with the local distributor of his product, is just

one of many Bell System ideas that help
the value of yonr telephone.

to increase

French

combines
must be remembered that other non-fraternity groups are generally would not be effective.
by a fine record for his performers. Horn.
The Debussy Quartet, which was
He is himself a aotable viola player.
larger than at our highly fraternized Bowdoin, and much more seThere are, however, two problems
The Beethoven Septet, of which given at one of these concerts last
arise in connection with both
only the third movement is being fall, is one of his most popular works,
lection is probably used by the houses in pledging men.
The sur- which
of these schemes. In ordinary

vey does show, however, that fraternity conditions here are not

this

• •

• . •

rioted.
lanv time

Rates to most points are lowest
ct-'ter

7 D M. ana
.

all

aov Sunday.

written for String Quar- and his only String Quartet.

such as prevail throughout the country.

To

bear this out along another line

we may

consider the

fig-

ures on chapter membership compiled by this same conference.

Bowdoin
is

fraternities

run to a surprisingly larger membership than

genera Vat other colleges.

Our

average house membership

whereas the survey reveals the average for

and that

for the

New

is

49,

WHAT'S YOUR

England to be 38

whole country only 32.

Limitation of membership in fraternities has long been a controversial subject

WAV OF

AVOIDING NERVE STRAIN

?

with one group maintaining that high costs neces-

numbers and the opposition stressing the fact that such
numbers are contrary to certain fundamental precepts of a
Along with a delusion that power in number adds to

sitate large

large

fraternity.

campus prestige, trie cost argument has always been a favorite here
whenever suggestion is made to reduce size. The result has led to
houses

much

larger than

•traternity officers

but to

seem desirable to not only most national

many

A FREQUENT

disillusioned undergraduates.

Smaller numbers for the sake of closer friendships and the re-

PAUSE TO

sulting reduction of the risk of factions within a house could be

arrived at without too

much

increase in expense or loss of prestige.

This desirable medium seems to
clusive club

exist

and the "human ^ace"

COMMUNICATION
To the Editor
Dear Sir:

LET UP
LIGHT UP

somewhere between the ex-

fraternity.

country's political system; it is more
democratic than straight fraternity
elections

would be; and experience

of the Orient
has proved that the men elected are
just as good as would be elected by
the Student Council says "no
any other method.
combines" as it rules over our class
If reform is demanded, however,
elections, it is asking as to tolerate
why not do something like the fola system that favors the fraternities lowing;
that happen to have a few e*tra men
1.
Each fraternity gives to the Stuin their delegations. When not comdent Council the name of one
bined, fraternities vote solid for their
candidate.
own men in the primary ballot; so 2. On a printed ballot, the class
naturally under the unde tiled system
votes on these twelve men (outrequested of us the winning houses
side of meeting) by the preferenwould be the largest houses. Arbitial system, mentioned in the edtrary numerical power does not mean
itorial 'of the last Orient.

HOH

When

democracv
necessary to get agreement
the fraternities on a few commonly-popular candidates, and that
is what happened in the recent Sophomore ele .ion. There were three
combines, each about the same shte,
It

3.

is

among

is

called.

***&

y+r

At a meeting, each member of the
class votes for one of the final

SMOKERS FIND-

^ie L

nominees. The leading three can-

including about every house on camdidates hold office according to
Each combine had talked the
pus.
the number of votes received; the
matter over beforehand and had
fourth holds no office.
agreed on its candidates. Guessing at
This is a complicated system, but
seven men on the "brain commitif the Student Council doesn't like
tee" of each combine, we have about
twenty men in t.ic class who had the way we do things now, they have
thought about the thing and had got to exert some effort to bring
reached a decision as to the best men. about any change.
The opinion of a group of twenty is
Yours truly,
more democratic than the mere
chance of the size of delegations.
ROBERT G. PORTER, Ml.
The combine system parallels our

MMMim

fc>

Four candidates are chosen by
this vote. The results are kept
secret until a meeting of the
class

A.

A CAMEL
CAMELS

Ml**

«S&

^
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NEVER JANGLE
THE NERVES
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SPORTS SIDELIGHTS

Dartmouth Outewims Polar Bears

By

To

43

Bud White Wins

32;

Relay Decides Meet
And

50- Yard

100- Yard

at Bowdoin last
Big league basketball
Saturday night when the Bowdoin Indies faced the Bates Bobcats and the
Frosh quintet took oh ttte Cheverus outfit on the Brunswick High School
court. Both teams came through much as was expected, with the Indies
being edged in the final minutes and the Frosh continuing their winning
streak without much trouble. However, the spectators did not pull through
as well as was hoped for. The game Saturday night showed that not only

Freestyle;

New

College Record In
200- Yard Breaststroke

Marble Sets
With the Meet hanging
ance
relay,

till

this handily with Armstrong. Dartmouth's star anchor man. providing
the punch to offset Bud White's gallant attempt to regain lost water.
The time for this event was 3:43-3.
Other men comprising the Dartmouth

in the balthe final event, the 400-yard

Dartmouth's swimming team

Mftei out the game Big White na
tators 43-32 last Monday afternoon
at the Curtis Pool.
Johnny Marble set a new Bowdoin relay team Were Cushman, Crowley
CoHege record for the 200-yard and Shrodes. while Pennell, James,
breaststroke. swimming the distance and Carlson swam for Bowdoin.
tn 2:38.3 and easily copping the event.
Stein of Dartmouth also set a new
Dartmouth record in the ISO-yard
backstroke by swimming the distance in the fast time of 1:41.3.
Bowdoin started out well by taking the 300-yard medley relay with
Marble, Fisher and James combining
to finish in 3:10.3. Ostrander of DartMouth showed his class by winning Records Broken In Fourth
the 220-yard freestyle and the 440

!

does BoWdoki need organized basketball, but the College also needs some
organization in its cheering section—some lessons in the fundamentals of
good sportsmanship at a basketball game.
«

i

BOWDOIN HOLDS
SWIM CARNIVAL

tance

in

and third respectively
these events.

m

both

of
in

mlgfct

be.

does seem that the decisions of referees should be held
officials oftentimes are apt to
decisions, there seldom is any intent on their
part. Basketball is without doubt here to stay, so before
next season the C *Hlege students should adopt a sportsmanit

make wrong

ttulins

s

—

s

Pushed into the background by the fast-stepping events of the past
few weeks. Bowdoin's hockey team has failed to receive the commendation
it warrants for its second place in the New England Intercollegiate
Hockey League. For the first time in many years okl man winter pulled
through and gave the Bowdoin ice sextet the weather that it so richly deserved and needed. As a result, the Polar Bears came through and showed
the hockey rooters that the Bowdoin hockey men could put forth a Championship team If only given the chance. Coach Linn Wells. Capt. Dan Hanley, and the rest of the squad should be proud of their record. As far as the
College in general is concerned chalk one more point up for a covered
hockey, rink in the nearJtHUre. ,.

Several records went by the boards
the early events at the Bowdoin

that

the 50-yard freestyle
in 24 seconds flat and repeated In the
10r>yard freestyle, taking that in
in

—
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j
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catch up with the Bowdoin bears on tance.
decisive lead until the last
utes of the final quarter.
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SHOE SALE
We've taken nearly 300 pairs of smart, correct shoes from the

will

— and for a limited period they

be on sale at greatly reduced prices.

It's

the kind of foot-

wear you want now — and would pay regular price for — without
a moment's hesitancy. Wing
straight tips and plain toes —
tips,

as well as

Town and Country

styles are included.

ONE LOT REGULAR

$3.95

TRACK ACES TO RACE
AT L C. 4A's SATURDAY

Coach Jack Magee plans to take
a group of nine trackmen to New
York Saturday for the annual IC4A
meet to be held in Madison Square
Garden. Numbered among this select
squad are a freshman medley relay
team, and five varsity specialists, who
will be entered
then- favorite
in
events. This relay team will have Bob
Newhouse running the opening halfmile. Sid Hall in the 440. Bill Murphy
in the 220. and Pete Babcock in the
mile. Those entered in the individual
championships are Neal Allen and
Ray Huling in the hurdles, Huling
in the broad jump, Charlie Pope and
Bob Hamblen in the 600, and Carl
Boulter in the 35-pound weight.
A year after his Silver Coaching
Jubilee, Jack figures
he has just
about the strongest aggregation in
his Bowdoin experience. Consequently
the wily veteran is taking his topflight performers to the big city with
the expectation that the Big White
will be really, Big in a scoring Way.
Occasional lean years in the past
have discouraged Jack from entering
any men at all. but all of Bowdoin's
varsity entrants this year compare
favorably with their Big-Time opponents in the matter of performance

ONE WEEK ONLY

stocks of the six Benoit stores

The

third period

saw

few min-

Frosh Beat Cheverus
teams

botla

evenly matched. The 'Indies' were not
able to cut their opponents' lead, but
the Bates team was* not ahjle to increase their three-point advantage.
Cartland and Fairclough both scored
from the floor, which combined with
two charity tosses brought the total
to 34. Kenny scored Bates' only field
goal, but four foul shots added to this
basket held the lead at 37 to 34 at the
close of the third stanza.

Hoopsters 40 to 27
Saturday evening, as a preliminary
to the Independents - Bates tussle,
the Bowdoin Freshmen defeated the
Cheverus High quintet of Portland
40 to 27. This game closed the season for the Frosh. The visitors used
a team of substitutes throughout the
game as the Cheverus regulars had
played two nights previously without

In the final period Bowdoin's lack

substitution.
of substitutes told the story. BefOre
As the first quarter opened the first
the quarter was over both Cartland
on foul
and Corey, mainstays of the 'Indies' four counters were made
the Freshmen and one
defense, wei'e taken out because of shots, three to
Neither team looked
to Cheverus.
the foul rule.

impressive in this period which ended with Bowdoin holding an 8 to 5
the Indies lost to Bridgton advantage.
The
Acailemy, 46-30, at Bridgton.
The Frosh weren't scored upon
game was fairly even for a half, until during the second stanza while piling
the home toam broke away in the up an 18-5 lead. Coombs and Dyer
half.
second
accounted for two baskets, and
Adams took a rebound off the backand experience.
board for the other score.
Jack has not ventured any point
After outscoring the Frosh 4-3 in
predictions, but it is safe to say that the 3rd period, the Cheverus quintet
he has sent his cream of the bumper staged a rally, but was too far becrop for something other than the hind to catch the Frosh who contintrain ride. Though Bowdoin is gun- ued to score spasmodically. Midway
ning particularly for the State and in the final period Cheverus had closNew England Titles, the IC4A meet ed the gap 28-21, but they were not
Is in line wi'h the rest of the indoor
able to gain further. The game endcompetition this season to build up
ed with the score 40 to 27 for the
poise and experience over the natFreshmen.
ural abilities.

Monday
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\0U COMPLINS
"SO^CHABOOT

SHOES
..
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-roMSue-eiTe

vouP.P

$3.15
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LARGE LOT

$5.00

LARGE LOT $750

MANSFIELD SHOES

-

$8.75

JaESS SUR6
I
^KTRA MILDNESS
NEW

B0ST0N1ANS

AA6
HAS PUT

SMOKES Jg

$3,95

^

/

SMOKE

BREAKING

In the $5.95 lot are included several pairs of the Stetson Barge

tongue!

Fill

a pipe? Make

easy on your
up with "no-bite" treated Prince

in

Albert and enjoy

regularly $12.50

it

EXTRA MILDNESS,

FULL, RICH BODY

too. P.

plus

A. cakes your pipe

up RIGHT— never too moist It's "crimp cut!"
Draws easier, BURNS SLOWER— SMOKES
COOLER, with the grand aroma of rich, ripe
tobaccos. Say "PRINCE ALBERT" today!

M nMMNT

PfftTUlS of
Priice Albert. If you don't find
it the mellowest, testiest pipe
tohaceo you ever smoked, return
the pocket tin with the rest of
the tobacco in it to us at anytime within a month from this
date, and ore will refund full
purchase price, plus postage.
t lifntd > R. J. Reynolds Tobacco

Company, Winston-Salem, N.
Cssrritat. lsat. B. J. napsmsti

rnr

!

SO
MILD

-SO
TASTY
•f

BRUNSWICK

FIDELITY BUILDING

Ira-

K'WPcU!

•f Pi tec*

THE NATIONAL JOY SMOKE
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BEGINNINC TODAY

To 37

1-3

j

Olympic swimming- carnival last Wednesday night. Rachel Knowles, Portland swimmer, twice bettered the
state
women's
50-yard
freestyle
:53.3.
Armstrong, Dartmouth's out- mark, clipping 2/5 from the record
standing sprihter and prep school in a trial heat and lowering it by anchampion gave White plenty of com- other 4/5 in the finals. Her best time
petition In the
latter event
with was 28 3/5 seconds.
White barely nosing him out.
Roger Dunbar, talented Big White
tn the dive Dartmouth, represent- backstroker, set a new college record 29 2/5 seconds.
150-yard mens backstroke— Won
ed by Dyer and Penderhughes, put for the 150-yard backstroke.
His
Maine schoolboys 100-yard free-| Dy Dunbar. Bowdoin; second. Fisher,
on a beautiful display. Dyer won this time, 1 minute 41 seconds, exceeded
Bruns-i
by NJckersoh
style
Woh
Fenger; Bowdoin;
Bowdoin;
third,
event, amassing a total of 107.5 his own mark by 3/5 and is better
Hi
seconds
points. Penderhughes Was second and than the existing New England interfourth, Eaton, Hebron. Time, 1 min.
100-yard Junior AAU championship
Kirby Thwing of Bowdoin third.
collegiate record.
(New
college record).
seconds
—Won by White, Bowdoin; second, ute 41
In the l$0-yard backstroke, Stan
The summary
Invitation 440-yard freestyle Tied
Fisher of Bowdoin paced the record150-yard novice backstroke— Won Armstrong, Dartmouth; third. Coop*
breakihg Stein, who came from be- by Smith, Brunswick Time, 1 min- er. unattached; fourth. Keylor. Bow- by Bowler, Portland Boys' Club, and
Hutchinsoh. Bowdoin; third, Downer,
hind to win. Potter and Warner of ute 50 3/5 seconds.
Hamburger, Bowdoin.
doin;
fifth,
Dartmouth finished second and third
Boys' Club. Time, 5 minutes, 38 sec50-yard high school backstroke for
in the 200-yard breaststroke. pro- girls— Won by Boucher, Brunswick. Time, 54 seconds.
onds.
200-yard breaststroke for men—
viding the competition for Johnny Time. 43 2/5 seconds.
Marble's record-breaking effort.
150-yard medley swim Won by half.
Maine AAU high board diving— Won by Marble, Bowdoin; second,
The 400-yard relay was the decid- Woh by Thwing, Bowdoin, 83.43; sec- Jenkisson, BoWdOih; third, Leydon, Armstrong, Dartmouth; second, FenAfter the half Bates was never
ing and final event of the afternoon ond, Boucher, Brunswick High, 69.10;
Bowdoin; third, Cooper, unat- headed, but at the same time held no
ger,
Portland
BoW(ioin fourth, Vinella,
and was run off with the capacity third. Desjardins, Brunswick, 54.20.
Marble,
Bowdoin.
fourth.
sec-jtached;
minutes,
44
Time
2
Hlgh
1/5
crowd teetering on the brink of hy50-yard junior high for boys freeseconds.
Time. 1 minute, 45 4/5
steria, Dartmouth's relay team won style
Won by Blake, Portland. Time, jonds.
'
III
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victory

High Scorer As Big White Wins 79
New Cage Mark
To
Frosh

Tn What was undoubtably the best
In Discus,
Boulter Sets
of its season, Bowdoin's bas•
47
ketball independents lost 56 to 48 to a
Defeat Bates 61
strong Bates club on the Brunswick
Bowdoin's Varsity and Freshman the track. Dana Wallace in the mile,
High court last Saturday evening.
two-mile, and "Goon"
the
in
Neither team held a decisive advant- track squad gained a double victory Coffin
Webster in the high-jump were the
age until the closing minutes of the over Bates Friday in the Hyde Case,
to visiting winners. Webster's jump of
79
running
a
the
Varsity
up
1/3
when
five
broke
game
the Bates
7
inch was perhaps the outthrough the 'Indies' defense to pile 37 2/3 score, wnile the Frosh cele- 6 feet h
individual performance for
up a safe margin as the contest clos- brated the first meet with rival year- standing
lings in several years by topping the Bates, and the lanky jumper should
ed.
higher when he acquires
The Independents opened with a bet- Gamet Bc-bkittens, 61 to 47. Each !get up even
varsity event was followed by the form. Bates was not able to use etthter passing and shooting attack than
with :er George Lythcott or Don Bridges,
they had exhibited all season. Fisher, corresponding freshman contest,
being middle distance and distance runirt
the pivot position, accounted for the weights and broad jump
ners respectively, which cut down
run off in the afternoon.
eight of the Bowdoin team's twenty
Bowdoin s Varsity win evened up their point total, though not enough
points ih this period. Fairclough made
Increased
result.
the
affect
good three free throws and one bas- the recent series at one victory ;to
'strength in the field events and in
ket from the floor to swell the In- apiece. Bates having won last year.
distances made the difference bedies total.
Dale dropped two long Aside from close competition in the the
last
Bates
to
loss
meet was fea- tween Bowdoin's
shots, and Corey flipped in a one-hand distance events, the
record-breaking efforts year, and Friday's victory.
toss from the side which combined tured by the
freshman meet was in doubt
The
Bciulter, whose 132 feet 3%
of
Carl
with another foul shot brought the
inches discus throw was a new Bow- up until the final event, the high
score to 20-14.
doin cage mark. Big Boultie followed jump when Bowdoin scored a «urThe Bates five scored consistently
up his distance proclivities by reach- prise tie for first with Deane Gray
until three-quarters of the first peing 52 feet nfl inches in the 35-pound and Charlie Driscoll splitting the
riod was gone. But with the count
place. Sigsbee won three first places
weight.
13 to 12 against them they weren't
The Maf^e varsity copped t^n of for Bates to account for fifteen
able to pass the Indies who ran the
Pete Babcock. easily-striding
the
thirteen
first places, and swept points.
score to 20-14 at the close of the first
standout, gained his
the hurdle* and 300. High scorer for Frosh distance
canto.
victory
the White was Ray Huling, victor in usual comfortable margin of
At the opening of the second quar- the dash and broad- jump, and seeond in the mile and 1.000 for ten points
ter Dale and Fairclough both scored
high score for Bowdoin.
in the high hurdles. Lin Rowe com- 'and
before the Bates aggregation got
Sigsbee's 125 feet 5 inches in the
piled nine points with a first in Uie
started. After this. Cool, of Bates,
300. second in the broad jump, and a discus, Niles Perkins" 50 feet
started an eight-point scoring spree
third in the hurdles; Boulter's two inches 35-pound weight throw. Newwith a long shot. Cartland broke this
seconds flat 300. ahfl
firsts gave him ten points. Neal Al- house's 33
up with a toss from behind the foul
len continued his hurdling success by Paine's 4 3/5 seconds dash all comline, but the Lewiston five counted up
hitting 5 4/5 seconds over the high pared favorably with Varsity standfive points before Dale grabbed a resticks, tleitig the college mark. Cap- dards. Perkins' weight heave places
bound to score again for the 'Indies.'
tain Charli? Pope easily won the 600, him on a level with Carl Boulter.
Bates scored twice more before the
and came lack in the 300 to tie Red- Newhouse was edged in the fast 600,
close of the half.
mond for second, after an elbow ex- •but he came back to run the fastest
In the latter part of the second change. Other Bowdoin winners were freshman 300 of the year and was
period Bates tied the score at 26 Jack Marble in a 12-foot pole yault, only
1/5 of a second off the varsity
apeice, but the Independents matched Jim Doubl?day in
the 1,000. and
figure. Mabee and Nickerson of Bates
a momentary lead again at 28-27. At George Reurdon in the shot ptit.
formed a speedy pair of 600 runners
this point Bates' final two baskets
the
afterBates fell behind after
brought the total to 31 to 28 at the noon events and was never able to who equalled Pope's time for the dis-

game

i

like basketball spirit.

Dependable "Bud" White splashed

to

SQUADS VICTORIOUS OVER BATES

BATES QUINTET

'

above such raulng. Although

Annual Olympic Meet;
Dunbar Stars

He swam the former dis2;£ and the latter in 5:21.4.
Hutchinson and Downer took second
handily.

—*

Mtmd rather bitter, but it really Un't
Booing and Vocal disapproval of referee** decision* has always seemed against the better principles of
any college group. Oobd natured kidding of any of the
players Is merely a little hai-tnte** '^orae^ay." However,
Tttf.

meant to

VARSITY AND FRESHMAN TRACK

BOW TO

INDIES

Stevens
By Budft,
made its first real appearance

C

c.
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Release Program For

Andover Track Team

9th Bowdoin Institute
The complete program of the com*
lng Bowdoin Institute of Music to
be held from April 10 through April
22 includes five lectures and four concerts. The wide scope of the Institute
is indicated in that the concerts will
range from one of harpsichord and
flute music of the 17th and 18th centuries to a choral concert by the
combined singing clubs of Wellesley
•nd Bowdoin colleges.
The program of this

Institute, the
ninth in Bowdoin's biennial series, includes the following: April 10, Olin

Downes,

lecturing on "The
Critic's Point of View"; April 12, Cycle of five Beethoven Sonatas by
critic,

Yves Chardon,

BARROWS GIVES

GOV.

Superior balance gave a strong
track squad a 55
2/5 to 43 3/5 victory over the Bowdoin Junior varsity in Hyde Cage last
Saturday afternoon.
A superlative weight heave of 51
feet 10 inches, the best throw ever
credited to a Bowdoin freshman, by
Phillips- Andover

PRES. HYDE'S

SUNDAY CHAPEL TALK

Edges Junior Varsity

[

will

Continued from Page

careful inspection. The public
must, in general, be informed of these
forces and must, under proper leadership, take precautions in resisting
"With our cherished possesthem.
sions of concord and liberty in jeop-

the Curtis String Quartet will to speak.

- SPORTSWEAR .

Now $2.95
Now .65
Now 1.00 up

.

3.95
1.65

SNEAKERS — All Shades

1.25

SKI CLOTHING

1-3

we

content

should not
with the

fofr

a moment be

employment

of

propaganda to offset the tyrannical
attacks of outsiders." The practice of
standing by and letting things take

up

OFF

A. H. BENOIT

As

As sons who know the Father's

the

17th century

German

air,

THREE CLASSES
HOLD ELECTIONS

Presented Saturday

"The Soldier and the Lady"
To Replace "Of Human
Bondage" March 11

Memorial Hall. February 27. The
Masque and Gown presented their
sixth annual student-written one-act
play contest here tonight. The plays
on the whole were quite satisfactory
with honors going, by the decision of

will.

Continued from Page i ]
for Saturday
11th, "The Soldier and
the Lady," will be presented on that
night in its place.
This change, the committee has
announced, is due to the fact that
the only copy of the film available
has been ripped beyond repair so
that it is impossible to present the
movie.
"The Soldier and the Lady" is based on Jules Verne's novel "Michael
Strogoff." In the cast are Anion Walbrook in the lead, Elizabeth Allan,
Margot Grahame, Fay Bainter, and
Eric Blore.
In a review of the picture, the New
York Times' reporter stated: "It is a
forthright action film, adventurous,
swiftly paced and blood-thirstily satisfying. The lady in the case has prac[

Beyond the present sin and shame,
Wrong's bitter, cruel, scorching
blight,

We

see the beckoning vision flame,
blessed kingdom of the Right.

The

What though

the

kingdom long de-

lay.

And

still

with haughty foes must

cope?
It gives

A

us that for which to pray,
and faith and hope.

field for toil

Since what

we choose

is

what we

are,

And what we
The goal may
The

will to

love

we yet

shall be,

ever shine afar
it makes us free:

win

Union Tournaments

their course cannot be allowed.
* To close the service the choir sang

To Start March 9

"Ye

Watchers and Ye Holy Ones."
[

Continued from Page

i

]

team matches.

BOWDOIN DEBATERS
DEFEATWESLEYAN

CORDUROY BUSH COATS
SQUASH SHIRTS
IN-AND-OUTER SPORT SHIRTS
TROUSERS — AU Patterns
WHITE CREW CAPS

ardy

The Informer' To Be

{ Continued from Page i ]
stillfriends who share the Maker's
plan,

i ]

to

cellist,

HYMN

SUNG THIS MORNING

and might."

Admitting the difficulty of conceiving a group which would attempt to
'embitter our future generations
against the present form of government" and strive to gain a foothold
with the ultimate intention of overGovernor
Niles Perkins featured the hard- throwing our government,
responsifought competition. New meet rec- Barrows asserted that the
ords were set up by Andover's Bob bility of protecting our country
Reisner with a one minute, 16 sec- against the further attacks of like
institutions
onds clocking to beat Bob Newhouse nature lies with the very
activities
in the 600, the latter's sparkling 300 in which the unfriendly
performance in 33 3/5 seconds, and start. Although the foreign organizasophomore Bill Eklund's 11 feet 4 tions may appear innocent and wellintentioned, they must be subjected
5/8 inches leap in the pole vault.

and Frederic present a concert of contemporary
Tillotson, pianist; April 13, harpsi- American Chamber Music assisted by
chord and flute concert by Georges Victor Polatschek, clarinetist, Robert
Laurent, flutist, and Putnam Aldrich, McBridc, oboist, Aaron Copland, piharpsichordist; April 14, John Tasker anist, and Professor Tillotson, pianHoward speaking on "Three Hundred ist. Archibald T. Davison lectures on
Years of American Music."
"Voices and Instruments" on April
The second and Anal week of the 21, and the Institute closes the folInstitute opens on Monday, April lowing evening with the Joint concert
17, with Otto Kinkeldey lecturing on of the Wellesley College Choir, and
the subject of 'The Significance of the Bowdoin Glee Club under the dithe Scholar and the Purpose of Re- rection of Mile. Nadia Boulanger.
search in Music" with Aaron Copland
The Bowdoin Club of the Penobcontinuing on April 19 with "A Surscot Valley will meet March 8 at
vey of Contemporary Music." On April Bangor, with the President scheduled
20,

mmmmm

wm

Last year's winners were: Billiards

and

O. A. Melendy '39; Ping
Pong, Frank Purington '38; Chess,
E. F. Stetson, II, '41.
There will be a billiard tournament
for novices this year. Since the only
t Continued from Page i ]
Wesleyan was based upon three experienced player now in college is
Melendy, the winner of the tournapoints: first, confidence of business
would bring about recovery; second, ment will play him for the College
an increase of public funds would de- Championship.
Entry fee., will be 25 cents for
crease the use of private capital;
third, "pump-priming" had historic- each tournament except bridge, and
Bowdoin, rep- trophies will be awarded to the winally been a failure.
resenting the negative stated that ners and runners up.
the stimulation of business, mainly
the P. W. A. and the R. F. C. had ployment by P. W. A. They showed
caused only a small part of the gov- the close correlation in 1937 between
ernment deficit, and that the R. F. C. the drop of the Federal Reserve Index
of manufacturers and the reduction
was now self-supporting.
In refuting the affirmative argu- by the government of its funds for
ments, Bowdoin stated that business the stimulation of business.
The judges for the debate were
orders,
and
confidence came from
that business will be confident as long Miss Jean Bangs of Brunswick, John
as it makes its profit. The negative P. Carey, attorney, of Bath and the
stressed the direct and indirect em- Reverend Charles M. Tubbs of Bath.
Pool,

Human Bondage"

"Of

the Judges, to Mergendahl's "Standing Room Only." There is no doubt
that this was the outstanding presentation of the evening. The piece was
written in very competent blank
verse. Both situation and dialogue
were unsurpassed. The audience, after the entrance of the priest, was
held spellbound. The laughter that
was prevalent during the first few
minutes of the play soon subsided
and the house realized the seriousness
of the theme. The greatest single effect in the play was brought about
by Fenn in the role of Father Lochran. To him go orchids for an excellent performance. There is no doubt
that he was given the best and most
poetic lines in the play, but we felt
that he should have been rewarded.
The suspense was built up continually
tically nothing to do with it."
from the death of the reporter until
As an innovation this week, several
the terrific effect of the slow curtain
seats will be reserved for members
at the end. 'Die audience did not
of the faculty who wish to arrive as
know whether to? applaud or not.
the film goes on the screen in an efFernald's play was deservedly secfort to dodge the barrage of peanuts
that customarily is attendant with ond. It combined very effectively acthe Memorial Hall movies. None the tion, comedy, and tragedy. At times
acting was below or over done
the
less, peanuts will be sold, it is stated.
Jotham Pierce '39 and Edwin L. and the sound effects were too loud.
Vergason '39 are in charge of the Some of the comedy and punch lines
movie committee of the Moulton Un- failed. The suggest iveness of most of
the pantomime was excellent. We're
ion Board.
afraid the character of Jack Reed
was rather weakly drawn; more exposition and reason seemed in order.
Glee Club Will Present
McLean was fine after he got away
Tarantella'
13 from his slow start. His acting prize
was well deserved; he was surely the
most polished actor of the evening.
[ Co tit in tied from Page I J
Considering his first attempt Mr.
Dancing,
Frrnald should be highly congratuBacking and advancing.
lated.
Snapping of the clapper to the spin
Vergason'S offering was a decided
Out and in
And the Ting, Tong, Tang of the disappointment. After his past successes we expected much more. He
guitar!
was
moral, as usual, and his touch of
Do you remember an Inn,
humor was a welcome innovation in
Miranda?

night,

March

Are

Bowdoin,

Young,

Marble,

Class Presidents;

Rowe Popular

j

March

Continued from Page 1 ]
squad and a member of Psi Upsilon
Fraternity.
Marble is a letterman on the footswimmer, a
ball -team, a varsity
member of Delta Kappa Epsilon Fraternity, and a graduate of Deering
High School. He is a resident of Port[

land.

Pope, a graduate of Bridgton Acadis captain of the varsity track

emy,

team and a member of Theta Delta

home

Chi Fraternity. His
Boston, Mass.

is

in

South

Boulter, varsity weight man and
football player, is a graduate of Fryeburg Academy and a resident of West
Buxton. He is a member of Theta
Delta Chi.

Sophomore Results
H. Young, of Dedham,
last year was president
class was re-elected to the
presidency this year. Young is a member of the varsity track squad .He belongs to Delta Upsilon Fraternity.
Cooper, who is a member of Theta
Delta Chi was secretary-treasurer of
his class last year. He is a member of
the swimming team and the football
squad. His home is in Wellesley, Mass.
Haldane played fullback on the

Walter

who

Mass.,
of his

varsity football team last fall and is
a baseball candidate and a member of
Sigma Nu Fraternity. Haldane is a
resident of Methuen, Mass.

Freshman Class
E. Seavey Bowdoin, president of
the Freshman class, won his numerals last fall as a member of the Frosh
football team. Bowdoin, a graduate
of Kennebunk High School, is a member of Sigma Nu Fraternity.
Williams is a member of the Frosh

team and a member of

basketball

last fall's football team.
in Winthrop, Maine. At
is

a

member

of

His home is
Bowdoin, he

Kappa Sigma Frater-

We

were really quite weary nity.
Hazelton, a graduate of Thornton
of the constant use of the word
"kids." Both the plot and the action Academy where he was president of
were inadequate. If he was attempt- his class as well as president of the
Miranda,
Never more.
big to be risque and sensational he student council, won his numerals
Only the high peaks hoar:
failed. The characters were well de- last fall as first string center on the
And Aragon a torrent at the door. liniated with the exception of the Frosh football team. He is a memNo sound
minister. Then; were two redeeming ber of Beta Theta Pi Fraternity.
In the walls of the Halls where falls features: Mrs. Daggett's performance
With a close scrutiny by the StuThe tread
and the idea of the paper flowers dent Council of the elections, all efOf the feet of the dead to the
await with interest his coming forts were made this year to disground.
three act play.
courage fraternity delegations from

Do you remember an Inn?

his work.

Never more;

We

No

sound:

NOTES

INCIDENTAL

Only the boom

FIRST NIGHTER:

Of the

OF

A

Bookseller Chand-

far Waterfall like Doom.
ler reading books between the acts
In its first group of selections, the
Professors Holmes and Stallchoir will feature two compositions . .
knecht collaborating on some sort of
drawing on the cover of the program
.

CUMBERLAND
Wednesday

Paris

March

1

Honeymoon

with
Bing Crosby
Franciska Oaal

—

also

News

Going Places

Thursday

March

2

Let Us Live
Henry Fonda
Maureen O'Sullivan
Ralph Bellamy
also

JOHN ROBERT POWERS, the head of the world's
best known model agency, when booking his
famous models for fashions, advertisers and
artists,

says "The call

^^sonal
'sonal charm

.

.

.
.

fm

Selected Short Subjeets

Friday

for beauty, poise, per
the perfect combination".

Ww% l^ffi^, jj&

.

A combine was evident to the Stuone a piece sung by two choirs
as was the custom in the sixteenth dent Council in the Freshman eleccentury, the other a piece by des tion so that three houses were disPres, the music of which is extremely qualified from voting for the presidifficult for pnsent day voices.
The dency and the vice-presidency.
turies,

ALL Your

Wilcoxon

March 4

North Of Shanghai
James Craig

bers,

Night.

have had long experience in
producing for Bowdoin men:

And Other

—

Printing

call...

Mon. Tues.
with
Carole

from more and more
smokers every day because of their refreshing mildness, better taste and pleasing aroma.

News

mild ripe American and aromatic Turk.

. .

Travelogue

the can't-be-copied blend

On March

. .

1

Manager
Printers of

The Orient

You May

Sell

Your Old Text Books

at this Store for

Tel. 828

17

— We Deliver —

Page

St.

PRINTING
Town Building

W. CHANDLER & SON

Brunswick, Me.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
•f Brunswick. Maine

Ohesterfield
t

BRUNSWICK COAL & LUMBER
Hard and Soft Coals

Fuel Oils

Dry Fireplace Wood

,,the blend that can't be copied

world's best cigarette tobaccos

Capital,

CO.

87

Lumber and Building Materials
A. E.

MORRELL

S175.W0

Total Resource I2.7W.W*
STUDENT PATBOSIACK SOLICITED

TONDREAU

a HAPPY COMBINATION of the

BUM

Your Headquarters For
Poland Spring Gingerale and Mixer

Cash

try

smoking pleasure, why they satisfy

Caprnsfac 1939. Lkkstt

MAKE
The Neighborhood Market

.

them you will
know why Chesterfields give more
you

In Town
TOILET ARTICLES

STUART £ CLEMENT

F.

When

—

Telephone 3

.

makes Chesterfield the cigarette that
gives millions of men and women more
smoking pleasure.
•

— James Stewart

—

Paul K. Niven, Bowdoin 1916

The COLLEGE BOOKSTORE
MEIN KAMPF — Unexpurgated Edition
$3.00

The perfect combination of Chesterfield's
ish tobaccos

Lombard

also

call

Largest Line of Pipes and Tobacco

TheRecord Office

Made For Each Other
Chesterfields get the

MORTON'S NEWSSTAND

Sound Act

March 6-7

-

among them Sibelius, The
Broken Melody, and All Through the

— CONFECTIONERS —

Ask Us For Quotations

also

gets the

pranos.
In its second group, the choir will
sing well-known and beloved num-

POSTERS
STATIONERY
TICKETS
ALUMNI LETTERS
FRATERNITY FORMS

with
Betty Furness

Stranger Than Fiction

night's Junior election,

Sophomores filed ballots last night.
There were about 110 Juniors par-

We

Sound Act

Saturday

There were no apparent combina-

tions in last

ticipating in last night's election.

PRINTING

also

News

compli-

Yes, We're Interested In

with

—Henry

was

cated, and the music was written Oakley A. Melendy '39,
president of
mostly for male contraltos and so- the Student Council, stated.
At the Freshman class elections in
Memorial Hall there were about 136
men taking part while more than 160

March 3

Freida Ineseort

/Ae rerfecf \jqm6/f7a^on

.

.

Woman Doctor

is

bination at the first election.

PhH Wilder doing a Garbo with
In last night's ballot, which was
dark glasses ... A man in the fifth planned as a surprise for the secondrow reading "The Sat. Review" and year men in order to obviate any
doing cross-word puzzles ... On the possibilities of combines, the Council
whole a very enjoyable evening.
held individual voting by ballot in
each fraternity house by the preferfrom the fifteenth and sixteenth cen- ential system of voting.

technique of the period

with

entering into combinations. As a rethe Sophomore Class election,

sult,

which was originally held last Thursday night, was postponed until last
night following discovery of a com-

of All Kinds

It, Mgr.

BROS. CO.

MAINE STREET

EVERYTHING THAT'S GOOD
TO EAT

a Mras Tobacco Co.

MMMIMIIIi
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imn
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(68th Year)

Zeta Psi Wins Wass

The Sun
» Rises »
By Richard

ORIENT

Award; Alpha Belts
Take Second Place

E. Doyle

to us by one of our most
careful critic-readers comes this
suggestion from Professor Anonymous of the faculty. Mr. Anonymous
suggests that the faculty gather more
freely in groups of various numbers
in order that their combined participation 1n sundry discussions might
set a definite intellectual standard
for the college. Meeting with students is strongly urged, and in fact a
reversal of a practice now in use is
advocated. That is, certain students
occasionally invite members of the
faculty to their dwelling and fraternity houses, where dignified "bull sessions" are carried on. Instead of the
students taking the initiative, it is
suggested that the faculty start
things going.

NINE FRATERNITIES
SING IN CONTEST

T. D.

recently
for the
George M. Stevens,
Jr. '40 has been elected president
F.
Robert
Chi;
Delta
of Theta
Berry '40, Recording Secretary;
Ernest F. Andrews, Jr. '40, Corresponding Secretary; Richard N.

held

election
coming year.

With nine of the eleven fraternities on campus competing nearly
one hundred per cent strong, Zeta
Psi carried off the Win Cup awarded to the winner of the Interfraternity Singing Contest held Tuesday
evening. The contest was marked by
enthusiasm

the

of

all

Abbott

'40,

fraternities
of officers

»

Treasurer;

France, England,
as well as the meaning of the Pact
and the events that led up to it. He
will then go on to discuss the significant political events that have
followed the pact up to the present
time and significance of these events.
He will discuss in general the attitudes of the various European na-

]

tions, especially the dictator nations,

toward war and peace.
M. Frederix has received degrees
from the University of Paris; he

Bennington Plan Is Bowdoin
Topic In Annual Four-

Forum

College

served for three years in the World
War; and he has traveled extensively
throughout Europe and the United
of States, reporting for various French

The Annual Four-College Forum
the Maine colleges will this year discuss several systems of college education.
The discussion panels will
take place on the various campuses
on March 20, 21, 22, and 23. at Bates,
Bowdoin. University of Maine and

our out»of-stare brethren, making
up the majority of Bowdoin's enrollment, have any qualms about the
name Bowdoin getting on the map of
prominence, an observation of the Interscholastic Track Meet this Saturday should satisfy everyone that
Bowdoin's fair name "gets around."
The far-flung entry list of competing

¥F
*

papers.

famous

most

tute of International Education.

of lots, the four colleges have been assigned subjects as
follows: Bates will talk about the
liberal arts as we know them and will
offer criticism of the system. Bowdoin will explain the method and advantages of the Bennington Plan as
they offer a solution to the problems
raised. Maine has drawn the tutorial

^ ^cuding

program

i

,

;

1

;

t^

Mu-

sic

'

'

!

'

i

The program

j

I

j

|

for this last Institute

of

Bowdoin

.

..

.

.

..

;

|

i

I

^ p^^

Han—Porter '37; 9 min,,
55 2-5 seconds.
Shot Put— Ni block '35; 49
feet, 4 3-8 inches.

|

Weight—Too tell

56

'23;

Hirt

:

feCt

Jump— Adams

11

\

'

I

6

feet

22

'35;

'I

feet,

— Rideout

<

;

37;

12 feet. 7

*'

tive

2

inches.

Pete Vault

Psi u P 8i,on s strong track squad goes to the post a prohibifavonte or th€ third time in as many years Friday night as
Bowdoin's eleven fraternities and the Thorndike Club climax the
winter track season with the 21st running of the Annual Interfraternity Track Meet. Unlike last year, however, when they had a
22-point margin over their nearest rival, the Psi U's will ge'
strenuous opposition from the A.D.'s T.D.'s, Zetes, Dekes, and

'

'35-

^inches
Broad

i

inches.

i

8-Lap Relay -Class of 1926 (Boyd, D.U.'s.
Connor, Wood, Littlefield); 2
min., 6 2-5 seconds.
j

The

.

Neal Allen

five

!

points.

SENIORS ELECT

jump. Huling is also listed in thc pole
vault and nigh jump, and Rowe intends to enter the 440. Bill Mitchell

j

and Bob Newhouse, sensational frosh

i

MELENDY HEAD

who ran a 33-second 300 in thc
Bates meet after plac.ng in the 600,
can also be counted on for Psi U.
points in the 440 and 80, and it

'star

Gibbs

Made

Vice-President,

j

Rich, Sec.-Treas., In

I

would not be surprising if Newhouse
showed his heels to the field in cither of these events. Oak Melendy may
come through for a place in the dis|cus despite his lack of practice.
i

Permanent Vote

I

;

\

j

Allen Leads Hurdlers

The

A.D.'s appear to have the best
of upsetting the favorites.
Ten points are almost conceded them
at the start because of Neal Allen in
the hurdles. Neal may also place in
the dash. Marble, Hagstrom, Pratt,

1

chance

j
-

Redman.

Neilly. Donavan, Clifford,
may also break
into the scoring. Marble will be a favorite to take the pole vault, and Hag-

Sanborn, and Curtis

Committee with Enos M. Denham and
Charles N. Corey completing the com-

the

-

•

Raymond

Leslie

Buell,

Presi-

dent of the Foreign Policy Association; Frederick L. Schuman, Williams
College; George Fielding Eliot, retired U. S. Army officer and author
of

star hurdler who Is expected
to be a nig* scorer for ta*> A.D.'»
in Friday night's Interfraternity
.

Continued on Page
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Names

,

GLEE CLUB WILL
j

'

ON MONDAY

SING

4 }

r*,t_

•

In Concert
In Memorial Hall

Fifteen

Provisional Speakers

,

visional speakers for the 1939 ComExercises. These men will
™™,«. «™in
narts
k„
a l parts
original
be required to prepare

^..^ „

!

should place

year,
vault

last

p^

;

^

di minu tive

in

the

Bobby

who

picked up three firsts last
wee ^ against South Portland, will not
be able to compete because of an inBrey,

preparation for their annual .jury,
spring tour, the Bowdoin College Glee
Dek™ Strong In Held Event*
Club will present a campus concert
The Dckes have four men wno wil ,
in Memorial Hall next Monday night
cause trouble individually, but colBoth the cha
at 8.15.
8 15 j^,
chapel, choir and
the octet group will be featured along
;_-"
_j"
with the , uU chorus In many G f thejr
, he
h
n
Eastern
newspapers
inc »f he can equal
the'^u
Ti
7t?
,
1
his best. performances.
?.
"\= * "?._
?
college choir has been lauded as one
Hank almost ^at Adams' mark of 6
of the best in New England. The pro-, fcet 2 inches, in this event during thc
gram of the campus concert accord- Christmas Gambols. Lloyd Akelcy is
In

announced this
Sills
President
morning the appointment of fifteen:

mencement

Strom should do no worse than second
in the mile. Pratt and Clifford may
heave themselves into a place in the
shotput and 35-pound weight.
Charlie Pope and Carl Boulter will
bear most of the T.D. hopes, and between them should pick up over
twenty points. Pope should win both
the 440 and the 880. while recordbreaking Carl appears set to win at
least one of the weight events and
place in the other two. Eklund. win-

iirMi ner

11
y-v a a
CoUege
Choir and Octet
Will
t~t

Be Featured
Silk

'

MeesC.

mittee.
[

Pi«n Herald)

(Courtesy of Portland

ARK ATTENDING
WESLEYAN PARLEY

to

Lin

and broad

I

j

secretary-treasurer
Rich,
Jr.,
elections which were held last Thursday evening in Adams Hall. These
officers will hold the positions perWith the completion of
manently.
pline by the College authorities.
this election all the classes at BowThe Dean also announced that, as doin have elected their officers for
a result of the group's rccommenda- the year '39-'40.
[ ConUnmcd on Page 3 ]
The following were also elected at
thc meeting: Marshal. Ralph W.
Howard: Odist, Edwin L. Vergason;
Orator, William C. Hart; Poet, Richard H. Moore; Historian, Ross L. McGeorge L. Ware, Jr., was
Lean.
elected chairman of the Commencement Committee to be assisted by
Horace S. Greene, Picrsoh* C. Irwin,
Foreign Jr., John E. Cartland, Jr., and EdDiscuss
ward E. Scribner. Harold S. White
Policy"
was elected Chairman of the Cane

representatives

and

are expected to cut into the

spoils in the dash, hurdles,

They recommended that no
gathering of combatants there be allowed and that Any one damaging the
furniture theref be subject to disci-

Henry A. Wheeler and Paul H
Hermann '40. Converse Murdoch. Ash
ton H. White, George W. Thurston,
and David W. Douglas '41, will be

Both Ray Huling

Rowe

1

age.

"American
At Annual
Meeting

Psi U's will depend heavily on
for the majority of their

men

1

j

Oakley Arthur Melendy was elected
of the Senior class, Charles
mitory by the College last summer President
F. Gibbs, vice-president, and John H.
should be protected from any damin

SIX

With

inches.

W_BOU,tCr 4° 132

^T Jumo^Adams

unanimous In the opinion that all
frcshman-sophoflore activities should
be prohibited from Apple ton Hall.
Their advice, the Dean said, was that
the new furniture placed in that dor-

1

,

.

™it

T^ ?"

'

^_

wm

.

.

,

for

presentation

at

Commencement

1

and from them will be chosen the
four speakers and one alternate ing to Prof. Tillotson, features somc^
possibility „, tnc pole vault; and
speaker who will take part in the rarely performed and difficult music.
Niles pPrkins „, the weights. LoveCommencement program.
1. The Heavens Proclaim Hun.
m thc hurd)es and JamCs in the
The list is as follows: Louis WilBeethoven
[ Continued on Page 3 }
liam Bruemmer, Jr., of West NewGlee Club
\
ton, Mass.; Philip Storer Campbell of 2. O Filii ct Filiae (to be sung antiPortland; Leonard Jerome Cohen of
phonally)
LeLsring
Fort Fairfield; Alden Benjamin Davis
Passion Motet (16th Century).
of South Poland; George Arthur DunDes Pres
bar of Watcrtown, Mass.; Allan
College Choir
IN
Charles Ferris of Lynn, Mass.; Milton 3. Two solos by Tom Brownell
George
Gardiner;
of'
Goldberg
Myer
Duet by Brownell and Leonard
the best adexperience,
From
my
Leslie Hill of Wollaston, Mass.; ClinCronkhite
vice which I could give to underton Way land Kline of Augusta; Ross
Selected songs
graduates (seeking jobs) Ls to make
Lewis McLean of West Newton,
Bowdoin College octrt directed by
a list of all the people you know
Mass.; Richard Henry Moore of ChesGeoffrey Stanwood
who are in important positions in
ter. Conn.; Robert Shiland Mullen of o. Brothers Sing On
Grieg good concerns, then start a campaign
Dorchester, Mass.; Jotham Donnell
Two negro spirituals
for a Job by going to each one and
Lloyd
Gordon
Portland;
of
Pierce
Go Down Moses
getting yourself established in that
Potter of Providence, R. I.; Theodore
Keep to the Middle of the Road man's mind." This quotation from a
Stern of New Rochelle, N. Y.
Continued
on
Page
2
[
letter from a Bowdoin graduate of
;

^

,

DEAN ADVISES JOB
CHAPEL
HUNTERS

]

the Class of 1937 was thc theme of
Dean Paul Nixon's Chapel talk last
Saturday.
"If an intelligent, ambitious, friendindustrious Bowdoin graduate,"
ly,
continued the Dean, "sticks by a
between Tamiroff and Walbrook are^S00*1 concern loyally and enthu-dast,ca
for not merely one. but sev1,v
"Soldicr and the Lady," starring some of the outstanding scenes.
(hat what
the
This pictur, was Anton Walbrooks
Anmn Walbrook and featuring Eliz'
Fay
first
in
America
and
his
excellent
Grahame.
Margot
Allan,

Verne's 'Soldier

And The Lady

9

To Be Featured ISext Saturday

(XM01WEVENTS

radio.

Four prominent

And Rowe Pace Last Year's Champions
Allen Bearing Brunt Of Contender's Scoring;
Theta Delta Chi Strong

Huting

10- pound

was

Women

1

^"ces^e
^
=
^^^
^J,^ ^'^Se
Sr femXeef
,

artists

who

will

included in thc program are:i
Noemie Perguia, soprano; Nathalie
Kedroff, contralto; Hughes Cuenod,
tenor; and Doda Conrad, bass. The
program will be accompanied by the
Longy School of Music (Cambridge.
Mass.) orchestra, and Mile. Boulanger at the organ.
Mile. Boulanger has won numerous
praises for her music work. She was
head of the famous Fontainebleau
School of Music and of the Ecole
Normale de Musique in Paris. She is,
now visiting lecturer and teacher at
Wellesley and Radcliffe Colleges, the
Longy School, and at other schools in
New York. She is especially noted for
her successful teaching of a whole
generation of American composers.

be

"The Jewish View of Re- event will be: Bach's 150th cantata;
Carissimi's Jephte. LUi Boulanger
.
_.
...
and Jewish Economic Life.
Bouddhique; a group among them Waiter Piston, Roy HarVWMe
The fourth and final lecture of the by
Wellesley College Choir; and ris, Aaron Copland. Ross Lee Finney,
series, to be given in the near future, two groups of solos accompanied by Eliot Carter, Douglas Moore, and Virgil Thompson.
Mile. Boulanger.
wiil deal with Jewish political life.
j
lectures.
„

in three of the' dormitories, but

distinguishes their particular contri- Affairs."
bution to the Institute. This program
with Mile. Boulanger is thc program
sponsored by the Society this year.
The concert is to be broadcast by

j

Dr. M. Lcwittes, Rabbi of Portland,

on the question of prohibiting,
by order of the College, all fighting

INTERFRATERNITY TRACK STRUGGLE FINDS
A. D.'s CHIEF THREAT TO PSI U. SUPREMACY

ly split

"The Ramparts We Watch";
George Hubbard Blakeslee, Clark
University; Hubert Herring, Director
of the Committee on Cultural Relahas regularly contributed to the ex- tions with Latin America; Nathaniel
penses of bringing one of the Insti- Peffer, lecturer and author of authortute programs here, and in most in- ity on thc Far East; and Hamilton
stances the prominence of a woman Fish Armstrong, editor of "Foreign

The Society

1 min.,

'29;

4 min., 26 sec-

inch

has definitely been decided that
Rising Day wfll be held again this
year, according to an announcement
oy Dean Paul Nixon last Monday
night, tollowin* a meeting held in
upper MassaAlsetts Mail, with the
Student Coun#, the fraternity presidents, and tife board of proctors,
.'the Dean indicated, nowever, that
unless there m a considerable decrease in the amount of damages resulting from, tie annual fracas, the
College may be forced to abolish Rising Day.
ihe student froup, which met with
the Dean to discuss the whole problem of Rising Bay, was nearly even-

fairs;

Bangor Alumni Association.

'37;

ITS

Two- Mile

1

It

T

|

lectures on Jewish life in the Moulton Union on Sunday evening, March
12. at 7.30. His topic will be "Jewish
Social Life."
Dr. Lewittes has already given two

—

feet, 3'/i

*^

the

—MacKean

59 seconds.
Boa Porter

onds.

15-pound

HaU

t

i

LEWTFTES TO GIVE
w Tis^aU-rtr. ^».t _Lii_u_i
LEL
rURE ON JEWa

Prevenl Fighting: in

™"

j

Institute Committee, headed by
Prof ^^^e™ Tillotson. She is in this
country at this time on an extended
tour which will include such outstanding events as the conducting of
the New York Philharmonic and the
Boston Symphony. Mile. Boulanger
has been the only woman ever to
the
latter
organization.
conduct
which is contributing to several other
events and concerts in the Institute.

To

™*™

in the In-!

outstanding achievement of the

YEAR

Definite Steps

President Kenneth C. M. Sills
1
dressed about 75 members of the F
Parleys have been an annual
Portland Alumni Association at the I.
Portland Alumni Club last Wednes- mB * ltut.*? nw «* Wesleyan since 1924.
s cond «** mectjng
5
w,u
day evening. The President spoke on!™"
f.
earher
one having had
the state of the college. Augustus H.'* h,s year; the
Fenn '40. of the Masque and Gown,| for *J «*J«t Intcrfratemity Relatlo
also spoke concerning the play "Take
....
.„
.
"f
will be
featured
'1C
follows
It Away" which will be presented by!
the Association on April 5 at the speakers and discussion leaders at the
Portland Playhouse. Thomas Brown- Parley: A. A. I
Secretary of Stale; Gerald
ell '41 sang two songs from the play s
*>*• Unitcd States Senator from
•
accompanied by Richard T. Eveletl
North Dakota who will talk on the
•40.
At the meeting, officers for next samc program with Edwin Borahard
year were elected as follows: Presi- of thc Ya,e University Law School
dent, Virgil McGorrill '22, and Secre- concerning "Collective Security vs.
Isolation"; Carlcton
Beals, author
tary, Leon V. Walker '32.
Tonight the President will address and lecturer on South American af

many congratulations as Ad_™jstitutc of Modern Music. April 10 to
successful class officers, all because April 22, conducted by Bowdoin Colof thc efficient manner in which the legc, will be a choral program to take
elections were conducted. Determin- place in the Brunswick High School
cd to stamp out the ™^;rowncd- Auditorium. Thus will bring the seupon practice of fraternity-combines ries of lectures and concerts to a nothc Council, carried out a militant table climax as the Wellesley College!
policy which was most successful in choir of 90 voices, the Bowdoin Coldiscouraging the combines. Evidently lege Glee Club, and several visiting
the strength of the Student Council artists from France combine under
in the future wiU
decide whether the direction of the foremost woman
combines will be tolerated, and next music t eacner and conductor in the
year's honor group will have the sue- world— Mile. Nadia Boulanger.
cessful example of their immediate
appearance here of Mile. Boupredecessors.
langer is regarded by some as the

will deliver the third of his series of

seconds.

Wesleyan Parley on "American Foreign Policy." They will attend the
meetings of March 8. 9, and 10 on the
Wesleyan University Campus under
* he aus P ices of thc Bcwupm Political
ad-

Wellesley- Bowdoin Glee Clubs To
Join For Lost Institute Concert

Student Council received as,

440-yard Run— Marvin "36, Pope '40;
51 2-5 seconds.
45-yard Low Hurdles— Good '36; 5 1-5

Portland Alumni Club

j

r

THIS

Bowdoin's

Pres. Sills Addresses

the very institutions from which the
annually draws its entering
class. Though primarily an athletic
attraction, the meet does not blind
the visiting athletes to the other sides
of the college. Besides performing a system, and Colby will advocate the
Each
service for the schools, the Inter- University of Chicago idea.
scholastic Meet helps the college as speaker will give his portion of the
opening presentation in an eightwell.
minute speech and the remainder of
» - r
an hour will be spent in a panel discussion. After this time the audiPK>R those who like to think of the ence will be invited to participate in
* possible advertisements for Bowthe discussion either to ask questions
doin, the messengers of good will and or to present
points of view.
good singing will soon hit the seaFor the panel to be held here,
board trail as the Glee Club prepares
under the direction of the Pofor its yearly trip. Radio broadcasts
litical Forum, March 21,
Bowdoin
form another "advertising" outlet on
will be represented by Ernest F. An
the trip. Still another channel may be
opened next year; if our enterprising ***?• ** '40. Leonard G. Clough
will be the speaker from Bates. The
Maine radio stations continue their
delegates of the other colleges have
line of progression, we may have
not yet been announced.
even more events on the air, such as
the Inter fraternity Sing. At the
University of Chicago, the singing
contest Ls broadcast over a national
hook-up.

college

his

books are "Les Papillons
"Conquete," and "L'Ange et le Couronne." For the past two years M.
Frederix has been spending most of
his time lecturing in American colleges. He appears through the Insti-|

By a drawing

makes it probable that tales
of Bowdoin hospitality, facilities, and
personnel should be carried away to

Among

Verts,"

Colby respectively.

schools

,

High Hurdle*— Lucas '28,
McLaughlin '33, Good '36; 5 4-5

Mile

UST BE

App|eton

French Lecturer To Discuss
The Aftermath Of The
Munich Pact

dire conclusions. It

be more than a little too bad
should the Refugee be detained, confined, or concentrated, for foreign
students are a rarity here.
will

hgion

FAVORED TO
REPEAT VICTORY AS
HOUSE TEAMS MEET

4 2-5

'27;

40-yard

M0- yard San

elect-

FREDERIX WILL
SPEAK TONIGHT

MAINE COLLEGES TO
DISCUSS EDUCATION

1

Continue

LO
Announce

and Ken-

J. Welch '40, Herald.
Myron S. Mclntire '39 was

ed President of Chi Psi Fraternity;
Philip E. Tukey, Jr. '39, Vicepresident; Leonard W. Cronkhite,
Jr. '41, Secretary; and Paul L.
Wheeler '39, Treasurer.

participants

ing Der Vaterland as has a wealthy
country.
Semitic to escape with all his money.
[ Continued on Page 2
Since Bowdoin's selection is or was a
professed Anti-Nazi, he is undoubtedly having his troubles. Perhaps our
Ambassador Jim Biunt would call it
naive if we asked if said student
were being "concentrated" in some
no-man's land of a camp, but one can

rpiffi

RECESS

ampus Leaders

DAMAGE

neth

IT

-

IG

tkm
Two more

Stanwood's Octet Presents
Program Following
Competition

following the latstart the ball of intellect as college organist
M. Pierre Frederix. French author
ter's death.
rolling in this "liberal" college.!
and lecturer, will give a lecture in
Previous to the competition, Pro- Memorial Hall this evening on "Eufessor Tillotson urged a continuance rope After Munich: Appeasement or
and increase of interest in fraternity War."
begins to look as if the expected
singing. He said that Bowdoin was
In his talk M. Frederix will discuss
Refugee Student from Greater
well on the way to being rated as the Munich Pact signed last fall by
Germany has as much chance of leavone of the best singing colleges in the
Germany, and Italy,

»

Dash—O'Connor

4*>yard

seconds.

SPI

Psi Choose
Group Of
Votes
For Next Year

mous can

own

AFTER

And Chi
Officers

and the excellent quality of the singing. Zeta Psi, a second-time winner,
the judges' decision over Alpha
We might add that definite steps won
Delta Phi, the recipient of the cup in
have already been taken along this
the last two contests and to whom
line with the establishment of the
honorable mention was awarded this
Witan, a literary group organized by
year.
Mr. Horwood, Tallman Professor in
President Sills awarded the Wass
English. Another sign of intellectual
Thomas Brownell. director of
activity is seen in the emerging of Cup to
the Zeta Psi group. The Wass Cup
Ibis from its recent lethargy into a
Brinkler in memsemblance of action. Meetings are be- was given by Alfred
Wass, the first muing held, with members of the fac- ory of Professor
professor at Bowdoin. Mr. Brinkulty as guest-speakers. Perhaps these sic
succeeded Professor Wass as head
efforts are not enough, but it will be ler
and served
interesting to see if Professor Anony- of the music department

one's

NO. 27

seconds.

RELAYED

draw

BE

AND LADY'
HALL SAT.

8; 1939

"t^SSJPS

AY TO

RISING

IN MEM.

Tonight 8.13 p.m.—Pierre Fredlecture

erix

in

thc

Moulton

Union.

Thursday

—

Chapel:

Professor

Mitchell.

815

Hubbard Hall. Freshdebate Dartmouth '42.
Friday—Chapel: The President.
Clayton Bitler '42 will- be the
p.m.

man

soloist.

7.30 p.m. Intorfraternity

Track

meet.

Saturday—Chapel: Tie Dean.
2.00 p.m. Interscholastic track

meet.

N. E. I. S. A. (At Wesleyan).
6.43 pjn. Memorial Hall "Soldier and the Lady."

—

Sunday
Chapel:
The Rev.
Thompson E. Ashby.
Monday—Chapel: The President.
8.15 pan. Memorial HalL Annual Glee Club concert.

abeth

Bainter, and Eric Blore and directed
by George Nicolls. Jr., will be pre
sented Saturday evening in Memorial
Hall at 6.45. This program is the
fourth of thc series being presented
by the Union Board. The picture is
based on Jules Verne's novel, "Michael Strogoff."

and was previously

re-

,

performance as a cour.er of Tsar
whTbeg^Tw^
o
Alexander II is one of the film s highgnd
lights. He eKounters numerous adshoweQ J £ thcir
and their
ventures, everything from love to
work For , hem , he b ank wa „ u^u .
»
Tartan cruel y. Akim Tamiroff plays
.„ remains just tnat
the part of the villain: Elizabeth Al..__
„
.^
.....
e *". years ou
hv 1>}Hn
Ian provides the romance; Eric Blore,
\
concluded,
arc generally discouragEdward „„
and v.j
Brophv. harried war cor,?
/ expect to
ing years. D
But if
you also
..
respondents provide the comic ele<U scoural *ment don't gTinto
*
ment; and Margot Grahame plays the
and
n
fo
much
part of a Tartan spy who turns to
success in any occupation in which

^
,

^
™

.

.

.

.

.

^
^^

.

,

.

~,

',

.

leased under that title.
The picture is a long melodrama,
and is marked by thc use of tremendous sels and mob scenes. Some of help Strogoff.
friendliness, loyalty, and enthusiasm
"The Informer" was presented as count."
StrogofTs escapes from the Tartars
may seem a bit too miraculous for the third winter film series last Saturday
evening.
must
It
was
d.rected
it
by
but
realist,
the present-day
NOTICE
be remembered that it was in Jules John Ford and was voted thc best
Verne's powerful imagination that picture of 1935 by the New York
critics. Co-st irred were Victor McAnyone (Wiring a copy of the
the plot developed.
The barbarism of thc Tartars, the Laglen and Heather Angel, supported Mu»ir Inatltute program may obtain one either by going in peraon
scenes between Strogoff and his by Preston Foster, Margot Grahame,
mother, the final turning of the tables Wallace Ford, Una O'Connor, and J. to the Alumni office or sending a
seif-addremed, stamped envelope.
on the Tartars, and the bitter fight M. Kerrigan.
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

Zetes

Win Wass

COLLEGE GLEE CLUB
TO PRESENT CONCERT

Singing Contest
Brunswick, Maine

[

John H. Rich,

Jr. '39

Associate Editors
|

James E. Tracy, Jr. '39
Managing "Editors
Richard E. Doyle '40
George M. Stevens. Jr. '40
Richard W. Sullivan, Jr. '40
Richard E. Tukey '40
Leonard

Cohen

J.

'39

Assistant Managing Editors
John G. Wheelock, 3rd '40

J.

Keefe, '41

Henry A. Shorey, 3rd

Max Weinshel

'41

.J.

420 Madibon

New

Avt.

BOTTOM

2.

song
"Sweet and Low"
A. T. O.: "Bowdoin Beata"
song
Chi Psi: "The
"Fair Chi Psi"

4.

Psi U.:

5.

"The Shrine Song"
Kappa Sigma: "A

K.

YORK. N. Y.
7.

CoKes*. Yttr by tha Student* of Bowdoin Colics*.
AH contribution., and communications Aould be riven to the Managing Editor by Sunday
proordina; the date of publication.
The Ettitor-ln-Oilef la reraxmiible for the erittorial
the Maintain k Editor for newa and make-up. All eommunieationa reirardinir aubarripahould be addressed to the Busineaa lfanaxcr of the Bowdoin Publishing Company.
With Alumnna. (X.50.
on«. $2.00 per year in advance.
Entered as aaeond claas matter at the poatoffice at Brunswick. Maine.

Managing Editor

Wednesday, March

8,

Alpha Delt:

9.

A

Close

Stein."

a

fra-

to-

fraternity song

Away"

T. D: "Forward The
"Pirates Chorus"

White"

Zetes: "Old Man Noah"
"Come All Ye Jolly Fellows." a
fraternity song

chil-

tial.

'RIGOLETTO'

Student Council Favors

No. 27

that Rising

Day

will

Plans for an honorary society of
considered by the
Student Council, according to an anby Oakley A. Melendy

be held lettermen are being

again this year brings the whole troublesome problem once more

While the vote of the group of Student Council

NBC

presented over the Simpson System
The
Saturday evening at 10* p.m.
program will be directed by Bruno
Walter and will consist of the following works by Mozart:
Divertimento in B flat minor.
Piano Concerto in D minor.
Symphony in G minor.
John Barbirolli will direct a concert
to be given on Sunday afternoon at
3 o'clock by the Philharmonic Symfeaturing
and
Orchestra
phony
Schnabel as piano soloist. The program will be as follows:

REV. KOPF SPEAKS
IN SUNDAY CHAPEL

Day

however, the majority of the student body wants Rising

con-

The Student Council is generally in
favor of the plan, but has offered the
following suggestions to the Henderat best a slow process. son chapter for consideration
before
The Orient's opposition last year was due mainly to the ex- making a decision whether it should
request a charter: that the chapters
travagant waste of money involved. And in this connection, the be limited to colleges and universities
Dean's warning must be carefully considered: unless the destruc- whose standards come up to those of
the rest of the group; that it be made
tion in the dormitories is stopped, the college will be forced to abol- stricUy honorary, the earning of a
ish the affair. To be consistent, we suppose, the Orient should letter not affording automatic membership; that a limited number of
.therefore advocate more and more effective vandalism. Since such men each year should be elected by a
a position would, of course, be untenable, we are forced to support I 4^ar com ose(l °f 4 e coacnes with
the Director of Athletics acting as
the lesser of two evils a Rising Day shorn of its colorful but in chjurman of the board; men could be
elected in both junior and senior
defensible concomitant.
years after the manner of Phi Beta
Previously the warning against fighting in the dorms has had KAPP8
it

have

will apparently

move

that any

its

way. Past experience has taught

to alter student opinion

l

the sanction of only the Student Council. Each year this
its

.

I

I

:

i

j

I

\

j

j

,

The Reverend Carl Heath Kopf of
the Mount Vernon Church in Boston
was the speaker in chapel last Sun-

HOLMES TO PRESENT
"MIKADO" MARCH

The
!

j

j

trip

principal V>rt of Mr. Kopfs
for strings
however, had to do with the Enigma Variations
i

which

^

^

^

15

i

;

The summary:
300-yard

medley

relay -

(Pennetl. Marble. Carina).
IS 4-5 second*.
J'.!"-

yard fre*»4yte

Harr

second.

— won

(How);

Time:

won

by Bowdoin
Time: J minute.-.

by Goodsnaed (Ba.):

third.

M

D.iiku-s

This year the College

new

prevent any damage to the

.-

U

record.)

150-yard backntroke— won by Flaher (Bow):
third Dalka* (Ba).
second J. White (Ba)
Time: i min. 45 1-5 «ec. in™- pool record.)
won by Marble
200-yard breaxtatroke
(Bow): Mcond Anderson iKal: third JcflTime:
min.. !I8 \-5^pe.
ki«aon (Bow).
:

I

-

(New

pool

and Bowdoin record.)

won hy Hutehinaon (Bow);
Downer (K»u): third. Bracken (Ba).
M !,."> sec. (New pool record.)
400-yard relay- won by Bates (CJoodapeed,
Time: 4 min.,
Dorman. Zehrler. Bracken).
440-yard swim

(Bustard and Cress

aerond.
\

Time: 5 min..

I

By Lemon

S

sec.

Dive-won

(Substitute for Persimmon)

Thwinif

i

Our

fruity-friend had nothing to
say this week, so old sour-puss will
endeavor to take up the juicy cue
from Pundit Persimmon with six delicious flavors. The Lemon wishes to
squirt some acid at one of the latest
ideological excerpts from sunny Italy,
Henceforth, all Italian-International
tennists who have cheek enough to

enter the Davis Cup Zoning system,
must observe the Fascist etiquetle.
The Bald Eaglets Emily Post has decreed that the Racqueteers must for
sake the familiar, friendly flannels for
th« severity of a uniform, and must
never, never engage in the degrading
intimacy of shaking hands at the net.
Would they tolerate this at Wimbledon or Merlon?
(Small chance of
Mussolini's getting that far in search
of the Holy Grail of tennis.)
at

I

-

Bach
Elgar

University undergraduates recently voted 82 percent strong
that they believe their four years of]
college will be worthwhile.

Princeton

]

is

—

for

of pseudo-scientists.
The ProfesKor was busy popping words
about the vast lecture room, calling for connotations for each test

word.
about,

As

was bandied
such meanings

'pipe'

receiving

:

what

m
j

-

c

A recent survey shows that Pink
Elephants are slipping way behind as
illusions for the inebriate, with other
variously-hued animals rapidly taking
their place.
But the parent of one
Bowdoin student evidently went in
for illusion on a mass scale, back in
one of the "ought" classes. It seems

:

that in a discussion with the Dean
about the problem of drinking, it
that one father claimed this
to be the only place he had seen
'500 men drunk at the same time.'
Said the Dean, "There were only 300
enrolled at that time."

came out

Fraternities

at

the University of

Pennsylvania set up novel booths at
their recent Interfraternity Ball.

however, that fighting in

believes,

all

the

The

of a million dollar yacht.

,

dorms could and

should be prohibited by a strictly enforced order from the College

Such a policy

administration.
if

bound

is

to develop sooner or later

the other dorms are furnished similarly to Appleton, and the ab-

dorms

solute prohibition of fighting in the

this year

would probably
is no question

prevent more useless and senseless damages. There

that the furniture in Appleton should be protected; the lack of

protection might result in a retardation of the furnishing of the
rest of the dorms.

guarded,

why

But

if

the property of the college

is

does not the personal property of the

to be safe-

men

in the

other dorms warrant the same consideration?

Based upon a financial argument, a plan this year has been

who feel that the expense is too great a
burden, to receive exemption from the general assessment which

proposed to allow students

always follows closely

in the wake of Rising Day. By submitting
names to the Dean and by agreeing to abstain from all interactivities on that day, they may be spared paying a share of

their
class

the assessment. Such a

poorer

damage

men who each

to see

is

as this to offer

highly commendable.

how many of

an outlet for those

year suffer the greatest hardship from the

be taken advantage of by

bill will

dents and

move

the other

more

It

many impecunious

stu-

might also be interesting

financially fortunate undergrad-

uates would even be Willing to sacrifice their day of active participation in return for exemption from the costs of such a day.

One more problem

in this

many-sided

affair arises in

conjunc-

tion with the fights held in broad daylight at the fraternity houses

with their resultant strippings and nakedness. In the past complaints have been received and good-natured appeals have been issued from the college office. These, however, have met with no
success and nudity has boldly increased in recent years.

If it

con-

and according to implications not too distant
be intervention by the town police. The matter

tinues, the ultimate,

conclusion will

with the students, but

rests

ly stated that

if

any

can be found behind the
it

it is

arrests are

fair for

them to have

for nakedness

skirts of a college

will of necessity support

town

only

made

any steps

it

clear-

no concealment

which has declared that

in this direction

taken by

authorities.

Larry Clinton was chosen to provide music for

Temple University students have

Junior voted Jack Ber.ny. Charlie McCarthy
the student and the Radio Theatre as the "most
popularity poll by a large majority listened to" programs. Kay Kyser and

Prom

the

after having

over such bands as

M.I.T.

won

Tommy

Dorsey

Artie Shaw, and Benny Goodman.

MMIMM

Larry Clinton were the most popular
dance bands,
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The

Deke's booth was modeled on a Grecian Temple; Lambda Chi Alpha
erected a tap room, and the Kappa
Sigs rested amid the surroundings

stepping in to

is

second

artee.

j

c

a pipe not a pipe,"
A's sake" such
might be the title for an amusing
little incident, as "Psycho" ironducted a charming "verbal puzzle" experiment among his horde
"art

(Ba)

Hen-pen, when asked
'pipe' conjured in him, Immediately replied, "Art."

I

:

"When

O'Sullivan

as Kavwoodie, lead, organ,
it came to one Hank Dolan, spontaneous genius in classroom rep-

j

!

or

by
Bow).

body has

furnishings in Appleton Hall.

(Ba).

nee.
min. 31
ii
60-yard freertyle— won by H. White (Bow)
(B).
second. James iBow): third. Xciirler
Time: 30 xer. (New Pool Record.)
100-yard f meaty le- won by H. White (Bow)
aerond. Dorman NBa): third, /-eiirler (Ba).
4-5 sec.
(TJea N. E. abort pool
Time:

'_•

"Bun" Oldstrom "made

dowT1 the Colorado River. "It is necesg^.. he
<itor
to mold
own phi iosoph y of life in the same
careful wav that oidstrom made his
boat."

The diving of Jim O'Sullivan of
Bates and Kirby Thwing of Bowdoin
almost stole the spotlight from the
record breakers, as O'Sullivan nosed
out Thwing, 71.8 to' 69.5.

!

Professor Cecil T. Holmes will present Gilbert and SuHivan's "The
Mikado" at the sixteenth Simpson
concert in the Moulton Union on
March 15. Professor Holmes has a
wide knowledge and. experience in
Gilbert and Sullivan's operettas. In
order to insure tne best possible reproduction of the work. Professor
Holmes has purchased a new set of
records for the concert.
Professor Tillotson has ordered
twenty-five copies of "The Mikado"
for students to use as a guide for following the dialogue and meaning of
the operetta.

day. He began by describing his first
impressions of Oxford where he spent
last summer. According to the Reverend Mr. Kopf, in England, college
Weber
students are considered to be intel- Overture to Oberon
leciually mature, but morally imma- Piano Concerto No. 5 in E flat
ture. In America the exact opposite
Beethoven
Emperor
is true.
Brandenburg Concerto No. 3, in G
talk,

*

.

.

decree and the words have rung hollowly in the face of

results all too apparent.

Orient

!

is

—

issued

|
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'39, President of the Council.
The
plan has only recently originated at
members, proctors, and fraternity presidents last Monday is prob- Henderson State Teachers College of Brunswick; and John Parker. Superintendent of Schools. Bath.
Arkansas,
and
the
chapter
at
Henably a fairly accurate reflection of student opinion, the Orient
derson is the only chapter, but sevstill feels that the entire business of freshman-sophomore rivalry is eral
colleges have been contacted, inpuerile and unworthy of the support of mature college men. If, cluding Bowdoin, in an effort to make
the society national.

tinued,

It was almost a family affair as
Bud" White led Bowdoin in spectacular fashion to a 48-24 victory over
(the Bates swimming team last Wednesday night. Swimming against a
team which is coached by his father
and which is captained by his brother, John. Bud broke two pool records
and tied his own New England 100Pool record
yard freestyle mark.
smashers besides White, who made
who will present Gilbert sad his marks in the 60-yard freestyle
guftHvan's "The Mikado" over the
the
100. were Fisher,
well
as
as
Simpson Sound System in the UnHutchinson, and Marble, in the 150
ion next Wednesday evening.
yard backstroke, 440 freestyle, and
200 yard breaststroke. respectively.

]

UNION TO BROADCAST

Jr.

19S9

.

Dean

the

l

White Debating Team

DAY PROBLEMS

RISIHG

into the limelight.

Defeat Bates 48-24

.

Defeats

oOCieiy Of
LeUermen
VI Lettermen

The announcement by

.

The Dean urged the Student Coundren. Jeff St an wood's Octet is again
to be featured. The Polar Bears will cil, the proctors, and the fraternity
furnish the music for the dance which presidents to do all in their power
to prevent the complete stripping of
is to follow.
combatants in the fights taking place
during the day. In past years the
Dean has received many complaints
St. Patrick's
about this practice from townspeople.
He intimated that unless student
stripping was decreased, action might
be taken by the town police.
The Bowdoin Debating team of
The group of campus leaders recAshton White '41 and Philip Litman ommended the continuance of Rising
'42, dropped a two to one decision to
Day
by a vote of 22-2. As yet, the
of
College
a team from St. Patrick's
Student Council has not set the date
Ottawa, Canada, last Wednesday evefreshman rising, but it will
ning in Hubbard Hall. The question for the
shortly after the
was: Resolved, that the United States probably be held
should form an alliance with Great spring vacation.
Britain. The Oxford style of debating was used.
The St. Patrick's team based their
affirmative argument on the claim
that the threat of war is imminent
and that democracies should establish
military' alliances in order to preserve
Bowdoin
their form of government.
Verdi's "Rigoletto," produced by
defended the negative by denying the the Metropolitan Opera Company and
importance of military alliances.
directed by Gennaro Papi, will be
Professor Athern P. Dag- broadcast over the Simpson Sound
gett presided at tne deba te.
The System in the Moulton Union next
judges were the Reve rend John A. Saturday at 1.55 p.m.
Crawford of Freeport; Leon P.' SpinThe concert to be given by the
Schools,
ney,
Superintendent
of
Symphony Orchestra will be

"Hail Psi U."
Little

.

urday for dental work for needy

Red Drum"

Beta: "Stout Hearted Men"
Two fraternity songs sung
gether
"Steal

8.

for this Issue

Richard W. Sullivan,

ucvm

Little

ternity song

Um

•very Wedneatlay during

fraternity

a

Convivial,"

3.
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U.:

Harmony"
"Come Fill Your

HfMaHHTCO FOM NATIONAL AOVIKTISINO »T
National Advertising Service, Inc.
( Ultgr Pmkliibtrs Rtpmtullite
Chi acq

fraternity

D.

"Toast
•

Business Manager
Pierson C. Irwin '39
Assistant Mangers
'40
Richard H. Abbott "40
Edward J. Platz '40

H. Hunt, Jr.

"Absence." a

1.

'41

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY

Guy

Tarantella

ternities were:

David W. D. Dickson '41 John C. Evans '41
Theodore Hoitt '41
Robert A. Inman '41
Harold L. Pines 41
Jack R. Kiimard '41

Continued from Page

[ Continued from Page i }
Randall Thompson
tion, damages to furniture in any of
Glee Club
«.
Sibelius the dormitories win have to be paid
Broken MekxJv
for out of the general assessment
Norwegian Folk Song,
arr. C. F. Manney which will be imposed equally uponi
sophomores and freshmen. The group!
'.Vatchers and Yc Holy Ones.
17th century German Melody decided against any plan to place a
arr. by A. T. Davidson double assessment on those students
Welsh who might be seen actually commitAll Through the Night
arr. by J. H. Brewer ting damages.
A plan was also discussed whereby
Bowdoin Chapel Choir
7. Morning
Speaks students who feel financially unable
to afford the assessment might be
Robin Adair, Scotch Folk Tune,
arr. Dudley Buck exempted. Under the plan, these stuStarke dents would submit their names to
Siberia
the Dean and agree to take no part in
dee Club
The Glee Club is to give a benefit the inter-class struggle. The list of
performance at Westbrook this Sat- such men would be entirely confiden-

]

selections of the various fra-

The

Sun- Editors

Thaddeus

t

Grande," "De Ole Ark's A-mdverin',"
and as an encore. "Daniel in do Lion's
Den."
The judges were Professor Fritz
Koelln, Mr. Alfred Brinkler, and Mrs.
Catherine T. Daggett.

PhUip E. Requa 40
E, Harold Pottle. Jr. '41
WHltam E. Vannah '-11

Continued from Page

While the judges were making
their decisions, Jeff Stanwood*s octet
took the audience by storm with a
negro spiritual. "Bound for Rio

Bowdoin Swimmers

PROFESSOR HOLMES

Group Votes To
Hold Rising Day

Established 1R71
[

v#.
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
Seventy Men Answer
Spring Football Catt

SOPHS DEFEAT

FRESHMEN IN
ANNUAL MEET
Sophomores Led By Hilling:
And Marble; Babcock
Leads Frosh

FROSH STRONG IN
THE FIELD EVENTS

Psi 17s Favored

RUNNERS-UP IN NEW ENGLAND HOCKEY LEAGUE

Seventy men answered Coach
Adam Walsh's first call for Spring
Football last Thursday and even
more are expected before the week
ends. Uniforms were Issued on the
first three days of the week and

Weight Mark

Meet

Interfraternity

A.D.'s, T.D.'s, Dekes, D.U.'s
Meet Records Which
To Offer Stiffest
Will Be Attacked Friday
Opposition

practice begins tomororw afternoon at three forty-five in the cage.
It will continue until spring vacation and those men who are not
out for another sport will remain
out for another two weeks.

40-yard dash—Connor "27. Sigma
Nu; 4 2-5 seconds.
45-yard high hurdles— McLaughlin *33, Good '36, ZWa Psi; 5 4-5 sec.
45-yard low hurdles—Savage '18,

#

Doubleday, Babcock Break
880 Record, Perkins

To Win

MERMEN FACTOR
INN. ENG. MEET

Farrington

'26,

Littlefleld

#

.

MEET TO BE HELD
ON FRIDAY EVENING

"27,

Stanwood '32. McLaughlin '33.
Good '36, Allen '10. Rowe '40; 5

Huling;,

Rowe, Newhouse,
Lead Psi U.'s;

Mitchell

Allen Leads A. D.'s

2-5 seconds.

—

Marvin '36, Zeta
Theta Delta Chi; 51

440-yard run
Displaying sufficient superiority in
the running events to offset its deficiencies in the field events, the class
of '41 won a typically hard-fought

Sophomore-Freshman Track Meet
from the class of '42 by a score of
36',4 to 47'i in Hyde Cage last MonThis win. coupled
day afternoon.
with their history making triumph in
the corresponding meet of last year,
established the present Sophomore
track team as the first ever to have
won this meet twice.
Two new meet records were set up
and another equalled during the
Niles Perweight star, tossed the
35-pound weight a distance of 49 feet
8 inches, exactly eight inches beyond
the old mark held by Carl Boulter '40.
Jim Doubleday '41 and Pete Babcock
'42, ran a dead heat in a sensational
880-yard run to establish a new record of 2 minutes and 4-5 seconds.
The record equalling honors went to
Dave Lovejoy '41, who surprised with
his praiseworthy 6 seconds flat in the
45-yard high hurdles.
For sheer competitive drama, the
880 captured all palms in a meet studded with close finishes. When Doubleday and Babcock took their mark in
this race, they had behind them a
sterling mile duel which Babcock won
by a blazing finish in the excellent
time of 4 minutes, 36.1 seconds.
Sophomore Nils Hagstrom set a
pace during the early
blistering
stages of the race, only to have
Doubleday make his bid on the next
to last lap and go into the lead by a
good margin. Babcock still had his
stretch kick however, and the entire
last lap was a furious struggle. Pete
was unable to overtake flying Jim
until he burst off the last corner to
make the tape-breaking a two-man
affair.
The time was but 3-5 of a
second off the cage mark of 2 minutes and 1-5 of a second.
The large entry in the quarter necessitated three time trial heats, each
of which produced nip and tuck bat-

course of the afternoon.
kins,

frosh

tling for first place.

Walt Young cap-

tured the first heat in 55 4-5 seconds.
Sid Hall won a tight race from Dana
Jones to cop the second heat in 55 1-5
and the third heat found Dave Dickson and Bill Murphy battling it out,
with the former winning the heat
and the race in 54 4-5 seconds. Both
of the prime frosh hopes in this event
were handicapped by last Saturday's
hard running in New York, Bob Newhouse being unable to compete and
Sid Hall appearing definitely off form.
Johnny Marble '41, captured high
point honors with a win in the pole
vault, a tie for first in the high jump,
and a second in the high hurdles. Ray
Huling with 10^4 points garnered in
the broad and high jumps and dash,
Pete Babcock, with sparkling performances in the two distances, and
Niles Perkins with first in the 16 pound
shot and the 35 pound weight all
registered in the double win column.
The Sophomores clinched the meet
by pulling the relay out of the fire

by virtue of yoeman work by Charlie
Edwards and Ray Huling on the final
two legs of the race.
The summary:
45-yard high hurdles—won by Lovejoy '41; second, Marble '41; third, J.
Hall '42.
Time: 6 seconds.
(Ties
meet record.)
Mile run— won by Babcock '42; second, Doubleday '41. third, Chellman
'42.
Time: 4 min. 36 1-5 sec.
40-yard dash won by Huling '41;
second, Martin '42; third, Edwards
'41.
Time: 4 4-5 sec.
880-yard run Tie between Doubleday '41 and Babcock "42; third. Hagstrom "4L Time: 2 min. 4-5 sec.
(New meet record.)
440-yard run won by Dickson '41;

—

—

—

second.
'42.

Murphy

'42;

Time: 54 4-5

third.

S.

sec.

Psi;

White Should Lead Bowdoin

To High

victory for

point

to

Porter

'37.

'35,
Beta
Theta Delta

—
—

Eight lap relay Sigma Nu (Connor, Boyd. Wood, Littlefleld); 2
minutes, 6 2-5 seconds.

Springfield fighting it out for the
third position. Brown has only been
beaten this year by Yale; they defeated Harvard. Dartmouth, Colgate,

High

—Adams

jump

'35,

Non-

Fratertrity, 6 feet, 2 inches.

Broad

jump—W.

Soule

Zeta
22 feet, 2>* inches.
16-pound shot put Niblock '35,
Zeta Psi; 49 feet, 4% inches.
35-pound weight
Brown '30,
Theta Delta Chi; 52 feet. 1% in.
Discus throw— Niblock '35. Zeta
Psi, 129 feet, 2% inches.
Pole vault— Rideout '37. Delta
Kappa Epsilon, 12 feet, 7 inches.
'36,

Psi;

and Rutgers. Coach Barry has the
strongest squad in the history of the
university. Bowdoin at full strength
would have placed higher in the

—

Bowdoin's hookey representatives who, In spite of difficult practicing condition*, finished a done
second to Boston University in the recently completed New England Hockey League race. The team has
been called one of the best ever to carry the Bowdoin hockey colors; it was named the best small college team in the East except for Colgate by a Boston newspaper.
Front row: Bonzagni '41, Monro '41, Harding '41, Marr '41, Upham '41.
Standing: Corey '.19, Bass '46, Captain Dan Han ley M9, Doughty '40, Melendy '.19, Arnold '39, Allen

standing.

Captain "Bud" White should win
both the 56 and the 100-yard freestyle events. He will have trouble
from Tom Creede of Williams and
Gibbons of Brown. Gibbons broke
White's 100-yard record during the
season just passed. Creede has not
been swimming up' to the standard he
set a year ago. Riddick, a new man
at Worcester Tech, should also figure

Pi;

Two-mile run Lavender '32, Psi
Upsilon; 10 minutes. 5 1-5 seconds.

New England Intercollegiate Swimming Championships to be held this
week at Wesleyan. Williams should
place
second with Bowdoin and

Tucker '40 was absent when the picture was taken.
The squad will lose Corey, Han ley, Melendy, Arnold, and Allen by graduation, but with the
*
men to nest year's squad, the outlook is favorable.
some promising freshmen

—

'SB.

addition

"

of

(Courte»jr of Portland

Sjnday TVlejrram

ENTRIES FOR 21st ANNUAL
INTERFRATERNITY MEET

SPORTS SIDELIGHTS

in this event.

Another double winner should be
Harry Rawstrom of Springfield in the
220 and the 440. He is liable to be
pushed by Gibbons of Brown if he
swims in this event and Don Davis of
Wesleyan.
The backstroke looks like a scramble with Walker of Brown holding a
slight edge. Stan Fisher of Bowdoin.
Rice and Benson of Williams, and the
former champion, Wilcox of Brown
should make the race a close one.
In the breaststroke either Gibbons
or Soltysiak of Brown should win
without much trouble. Johnny Marble
of Bowdoin should be an important
factor however. Marble should also do
well in the individual medley swim.
He placed in this event last year at
Amherst. Soltysiak, last year's winner, will undoubtedly repeat.
In the diving, Wilson of Brown
should win very handily.
He was
close runner-up to Dean, last year's
champion. Also figuring in this event
should be Whitely of Williams, Minerly

and Condon

of Springfield,

and

Palladino of B.U.

Brown will probably win the 300yard medley relay with Williams a
close second. Bowdoin and Wesleyan
will be swimming it out for third.
Wesleyan beat Bowdoin in this event
in a recent dual meet but comparative times show Bowdoin to have the
stronger team.
The squad will leave Brunswick
Thursday. The trials for the meet
start on Friday afternoon. Men making the trip are: Captain White, Hutchinson,
Carlson,
James, Pennell.
Marble, Thwing, Fisher. Harr, Downer, and Holmes, manager.
Relays-won by

class of '41 (Young,

Dickson. Edwards,
2 min. 12 1-5 sec.

Huling).

Time:

16-pound shot—won by Perkins '42;
second, Sabasteanski *41; third, Bickford '42. Distance: 40 feet, k inch.
35-pound weight won by Perkins
'42; second. Sabasteanski '41; third,
Curtis '41.
Distance: 49 feet. 8 inches (new meet record).
High jump Tie between Marble
'41 and Gray '42; third, tie between
Huling '41 and DrLscoll '42. Height.
5 feet 8 inches.
Broad jump—won by Huling '41;

—

—

second, Lindley '42; third. Gray '42.
Distance, 20 feet, 7% inches.
Pole vault won by Marble '41;
second, tie between Smith "42 and

—

Fessenden

—

'42.

By Hank Shorey

40- Yard

Track holds the sport spotlight this week with both Interfraternity
Meet and the Interscholastics coming Friday and Saturday. The Interfraternity Meet on Friday evening arouses the most interest, of course, as
trackmen and would-be trackmen will fight it out for their respective houses.
For the third successive year Psi Upsilon win be favored to take the meet
which they won last year by piling up 5<L points with the Zetes in second
place with 34 points. The Zetes appear much weaker this year and the most
serious threats to the Psi 17. supremacy seem to be Alpha Delta Phi and
Theta Delta Chi.
In Ray Huling and Lin Rowe, the Psi U's have two men who should
pile up at least 35 points between them in the hurdles, dash, and broad jump.
Rowe is good for points in the 440. also, and Huling may pick up a place in
the high jump. Bob Newhouse and Bill Mitchell are expected to figure in
the middle distances which gives the Psi U outfit a decided point advantage.
If the A.D.'s can come through in the field events they will be right up
there. Neal Allen should be good for 14 points in the hurdles and the dash
and Jack Marble has a chance for a first in the pole vault. Hagstrom should
bring in a few points in the longer distances but the big question is the
weight events. If Jay Pratt and Bert Paull can place high enough in the
shot and discus and Marble comes through in the high jump, the favorite
may fall. The Psi U's relay team will be far stronger than the A.D.'s. however, and this event may provide the difference between the final scores.
Theta Delta Chi cannot hope for better than third place unless, of course,
some of the favorites get knocked off. Captain Charlie Pope and Carl Boulter are capable of garnering at least 24 points between them and Bill Eklund is good for a third in the pole vault. The T.D. relay team appears
strong. Calculating roughly we would say that the Psi U's are good for 45
points, the A.D.'s for about 40. and the T.D.'s trailing with between 30 and
35.

Bob Miller's swimming team came through with a
weekend taking over Boston University 49-36
and winning over Wesleyan 42-83. Captain White turned in
a 24.5 50-ya.rd dash, at Wesleyan to win easily. The 400yard relay, won by the Bowdoin team of Carlson, Pennell,
James and White, decided the meet. Wesleyan will also
be the scene of the swimming team's endeavors next week
as the New Englamls are to be held there. Last year Bowdoin tied for third with White tying for erst in the
and
setting a new record of 5S.7 In the hundred. Marble should
better his fifth place position in the breaststroke which he
he gained last year but the team as a whole is unlikely to
fare so well. As strong an aggregation as Coach Miller has
developed, Bowdoin has lost man after man from the squad
so that the entire scoring power now rests on a few vet-

BOOKSTORE

MM KAMPF - Unexpurgated

Edition

.
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fulfilling the

requirements of the

BOWDOIN FENCERS

PRINTING

In its first meet away from home
with Brown University, the Bowdoin
fencing team went down to a 15-5
defeat at Providence, R. I. last Satur-

I

Handicapped by the sudden illness
Bob Chandler '41. while en route
team did not have

to Providence, the

STUART & CLEMENT

Town Building

Brunswick, Me.

strength to out-parry the
Bruins. Captain Ted Stern '39, Yaple
'40. and Sheeny '41 accounted for the

Bowdoin

points.

FIRST NATIONAL

FodOHs

Hard and Soft Coal*
Dry Fireplace Wood

BANK MORTON'S
NEWSSTAND
of Brunswick. Maine
— CONFECTIONERS —
Capital, $175,001

Total ReMurcM 32.7M.Mt
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TONDREAU
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Largest Line •* Pipes and
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EVERYTHING THAT'S GOOD
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MAKE
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Bob Hamblen and Gene Redmond
are potential scorers in the 440 and
880 for the Zetes. but it is doubtful,
considering the number of good men
in these events, if both can place.
Frank Sabasteanski is one of the favorites in the weight events and is
also entered in the pole vault. Watt
has a chance in the distances.

The D.U.'s have Jim Doubleday,
Walt Young, and Sid Hall on whom
to base their hopes for points. Doubleday should finish well up in the
and should also pick up points
in the 880 and two mile if he runs
in those events. Young and Hall are
possibilities in the dash and 440.

mile,

Babcock For Betas
The remaining teams have little if
any chance of winning, but on them

may rest the outcome. By scoring individual upsets, they may swing the
point total and decide the ultimate
winner. The Betas will be represented by Babcock, Abendroth, Gregory,
and Hanson. Babcock is a long shot
worth backing in the middle dis1

Cronkhite; Delta Kappa Epsilon,
Akeley, James, Dolan, Gray; Delta
Upsilon, Maver; Psi Upsilon. Rowe,
Huling; Sigma Nu. Gibbs, Bowdoin;
Theta Delta Chi, E. Martin, Brey;
Zeta Psi, Hamblen, Redmond.
ley,

Pole Vault
Alpha Delta Phi, Marble; Beta
Theta Pi. Gregory; Delta Kappa Epsilon. Akeley. James. Smith, Gray;
Psi Upsilon, Huling; Theta Delta Chi,
Eklund. Brey; Zeta Psi, Sabasteanski

1«-P*und Shot

^

Alpha Delta Phi, Clifford. Pratt,
Blodgett; Chi Psi, Toney,
Medbury*. Reardon; Delta Kappa Epsilon. Perkins; Delta Upsilon, Evans;
yardage In his quarter. Bill Murphy, TheU Delta Chi, Boulter; Thorndike
in the 220, and Pete Babcock, in what
Club, Morrell; Zeta Psi. Sabasteanwas actually a mile and some 167 ski, Bickford, Georgitis, Ferrini.
yards, brought the team to a fourth

the final event, in the semi-finals. At
this point it was thought that Allen
might upset Shields in the final, but
a quick gun left him in his holes, and
he had to be content with a fifth. position in the heat. The error of the
Huling gained the semi-finals in the officials in causing the boys to run an
dash, but was shut out by Clapp of extra lap in the mile leg of this heat
Brown and Jackson of Princeton.
naturally shut off any possibility of
Charlie Pope and Bob Hamblen, the teams which ran in the long heat
both possible point winners in the placing in the final reckoning, since
metrowhat
600, were victimized by
the final placing was decided on heat
politan sports writers called "the times. The Fordham and Manhattan
most over crowded and roughest teams which won this long heat and
heats seen in the Garden in .many a who were rated high before the race
Hamblen was rudely •shoved were, therefore, left out of the scoryear.
oul of the picture in the very early ing.
stages of his heat, and Pope fared
Carl Boulter, Bowdoin's promising
little better. Pope was crowded into contestant in the
35-pound weight
his heat with eight of the outstanding throw, also had his troubles. Instead
middle-distance men of the East. of being flush with the ground accordThis heat produced the fastest qual- ing to regulations, the throwing cirifying times of the 600-yard event, cle was built up, and the tack of propand Charlie did well to recover from er support left it sagging; at the midthe congested conditions enough to dle. The contestants were thrown off
eke out a fourth place with a power- balance by the sag. and fouls were
ful stretch drive.
common. Both Boulter and Shallow of
Harvard fouled on all four attempts,
The inauspicious showing of the although Boulter's throws were all
'

i

enough

]

mann, Wyman, Stafford; Thorndike Watt; Delta Kappa Epsilon, Akeley.
Dickson, Murdy; Zeta Psi.
High Jump
Hamblen, Redmond.
Alpha Delta Phi, Marble, N. Allen;
880-Yard Run
Beta Theta Pi. Gregory; Chi Psi,
Alpha Delta Phi. Hagstrom; Beta Reardon, Baldwin; Delta Kappa EpTheta Pi, Babcock. Hanson; Chi Psi, silon, Dolan, James. Gray, Lovejoy;
Baldwin; Delta Upsilon. Doubleday, Delta Upsilon. Mayer: Psi Upsilon,
S. Hall, Young. Hewes; Kappa Sigma, Driscoll, Huling; Sigma Nu, WheelNelson;
Psi
Upsilon,
Newhouse, er; Zeta Psi, Hamblen.
Mitchell; Sigma Nu, L. Martin. T.
Broad Jump
Lineham; Theta Delta Chi, Pope;
Alpha Delta Phi. Edwards. Allen;
Beal; Thorndike Club, Bowers, DickPi,
Hanson; Chi Psi, LindBeta
Theta
son,
McDuff; Zeta Psi, Hamblen,

York Meet

'

and the Dean, comes closest to

i

Club,

•

$3.00

CO.

Club,

:

W. CHANDLER & SON
LUMBER

Thorndike
Stafford,
Corliss;
Dickson, P. Young, Murdy,
Bowers, Morrell, McDuff; Zeta Psi,
Redmond,
SabasWatt.
Hamblen,
teanski. E. Fisher. Pendergast, Bickford, Lunt, Georgitis. Ferrini, Legate.

man,

M

of

ft

;

Neal Allen's fifth place in the 60yard high hurdles accounted for
Bowdoin's only, point as nine men.
including the freshman medley relay
team, represented the Polar Bears in
the annual I.C.4A. Track and Field
Championships he'd in Madison
Square Garden, New York City, last
Saturday.
Lunt.
The disappointing Bowdoin showMn> Run
ing takes on a far less gloomy appearance when the details of the meet! Alpha Delta Phi, Hagstrom: Alpha
are told. Reports come from New Tau Omega. G. Hill; Beta Theta Pi,
York of over-crowded middle distance Babcock; Chi Psi, Parsons; Delta Uperans.
heats, unfavorable weight-throwing sikm, Doubleday, Chellman, Hewes;
Nu, L. Martin, Lineham;
conditions, faulty counting of laps in Sigma
Bowers. McDuff; Zeta
the freshman medley relay competi- Thorndike.
An interesting sidelight of the Inteifratemity Track Meet will be the tion, all of which marred both the Psi. Watt; Delta Kappa Epsilon, Akepresentation af the Elmer L. Hutchinson Memorial Trophy. This award, a meet itself and Bowdoin's chances to leylarge silver cup surmounted by a silver track shoe with several statuettes of score in it.
_________________
runners on the supporting pedestal, is made to the Bowdoin trackman exmussing up in the early stages of his
hibiting the highest standards of character and sportsmanship and is preNeal Allen came through with a kadoff half.mile
and was able
sented by Alpha Eta of Chi Psi in memory of Elmer Hutchinson '35. The splendid victory in his trial heat
to finjsh m tw0 -^m,^ and four j^.
man selected need not be a high-point winner but a man who, by the vote the hurdles, and raced to a good sec- onds. Sid Hall was clearly not up to
of the varsity track squad, coach, the coaching staffs of other recognized ond to Yale's Jay Shields, who won his usual form and lost considerable
sports,

Page

45-Yard High Hurdles
The Chi Psi's have a couple of
Alpha Delta Phi. Allen, Neiley, weightmen in Reardon and Toney
Marble; Delta Kappa Epsilon, Dolan. who can break into the scoring.
Lovejoy, Gray, McGuire; Delta Up- George Hill and Don Bradeen are the
silon. S. Hall; Kappa Sigma. F. Hall; A.T.O.'s only hopes. Hill is a strong
Psi Upsilon, Huling. Rowe; Theta contender in the mile and two mile.
Delta Chi, Brey; Zeta Psi, Hamblen, The Thorndike Club's best bets are
Dave Dickson and Omer McDuff in
Pendergast.
the longer runs. Gibbs and Bowdoin
4ft-Yard Low Hardies
are the only Sigma Nu entrants and
Alpha Delta Phi, Allen, Edwards, both are possibilities in the dash.
Neiley; Chi Psi, Kales; Delta Kappa
Few records are expected to go in
Epsilon, Lovejoy, Dolan, McGuire, the meet. Neal Allen perhaps could
Gray; Delta Upsilon, Young. S. Hall; better the hurdles marks, but it is
Kappa Sigma, F. Hall, Nelson; Psi understood that Coach Jack Magee
Upsilon. Rowe. Huling; Theta Delta does not want him to make any unChi,
E.
Martin; Thomdike Club, necessary' record breaking attempts.
Dickson; Zeta Psi, Hamblen, Pender- Cari Boulter may set up new standgast, Ferrini. Lunt.
ards in both the discus and the 35pound weight, and Ray Huling will
440-Yard Run
probably break the existing broad
Alpha Delta Phi, Edwards, Dona- jump record. Captain Charlie Pope
van, Redman; Alpha Tau Omega, also may lower the mark in the 880.
Cummirfgs; Beta Theta Pi, Hanson,
Gregory'; Chi Psi, 'Leonard, Caney,
Johnson. Baldwin; Delta Kappa EpsiTwo-Mile Run
lon, Smith, F. Fisher, Gray; Delta
Alpha Delta Phi. Hagstrom, SanUpsilon, S. Hall. Young. Jones; Kappa
born; Alpha Tau Omega, G. Hill,
Sigma, F. Hall; Psi Upsilon, Rowe, Bradeen; Beta Theta Pi, Babcock;
Mitchell, Newhouse; Sigma Nu, L.
Chi* Psi. Parsons; Delta Upsilon,
Martin. Bowdoin; Theta Delta Chi Doubleday. Chellman. Hewes; Sigma
Pope, Murphy. E. Martin, Beal, Her- Nu,
L. Martin. T. Lineham; Zeta Psi,

successful

;day.

BRUNSWICK COAL

Dash

Alpha Delta Phi, Allen, Neiley,
Marble, Edwards, Donavan, Redman,
Hagstrom, Sanborn, Clifford, Pratt,
Curtis. Blodgett, White, D. Brown,
P. Brown Alpha Tau Omega, G. Hill,
Bradeen, Cummings; Beta Theta Pi,
Babcock, Abendroth, Gregory, Hanson;
Chi Psi, Leonard, Medbury.
Reardon, Lindley. Parsons, Hales,
Toney, Cronkhite. Caney, R. Johnson, A. Chapman; Delta Kappa EpsiLovejoy,
F.
Akeley,
lon,
Dolan,
Smith, Perkins, F. Fisher, James,
McGuire. Gray; Delta Upsilon, S.
Hall, Doubleday, Jones, Young, ChellHewes,
Fessenden,
man.
Maver,
Evans; Kappa Sigma, F. Hall, Keefe,
Nelson; Psi Upsilon, Rowe, Mitchell,
Newhouse, Huffng, Melendy, Driscoll:
Sigma Nu, Gibbs. Bowdoin, Wheeler,
L. Martin, Lineham; Theta Delta Chi,
Pope. Boulter. Murphy. E. Martin.
Brey. Eklund, Beal, Hermann, Wy-

New

{ Continue-* from

broad jump should pick up points.
Perkins may force Boulter to a peak
performance in the weights.

tances.

Allen Places In

BROWN OUTPOINTS

A. K.

—Uniacke

run

Mile

in the

award.

F.

Delta

Chi, 4 minutes, 27 3-5 seconds.

another

Brown University

'35,

Upsilon; 2 minutes, 1-5 second.

Theta
indications

run— Fox

880-yard

Final Scoring
All

'40,

2-5 seconds.

Position In

Height: 11 feet.
Discus won by Evans '42; second,
Hall
Toney '41; third, Bickford '42. Distance: 115 feet.

The COLLEGE

Pope

Curtis,

Discern

Throw

Alpha Delta Phi, Pratt. Ciffford.
Curtis. Wright: Beta Theta
Pi, Gregory; Chi Psi. Toney, Rear-

Neiley.

don; Delta Kappa Epsilon, Perkins;
Delta Upsilon, Evans; Psi Upsilon,
Melendy: Theta Delta Chi, Boulter;
Thorndike Club, Morrell; Zeta Psi,
Sabasteanski, Bickford.

S5-Poad Weight
Alpha Delta Phi, Clifford. Pratt,
Chi Psi, Medbury. Toney,
Reardon; Delta Kappa Epsilon. PerCurtis;
kins.
ter;

Dolan; TheU Delta Chi. BoulThorndike Club, Morrell; Zeta

Psi, Sabasteanski.

Bickford.

good enough to take an easy second
place.
Stan Johnson of Maine managed to get off one fair throw for
second place, although his placing
toss was far below his usual performances.

basically powerful fr grhmwi medtey
relay team was tasa ppntatiufc ** no*
Your Headquarters For
totally unexpected. The pressure of
Franklin and Marshall College has
Coe College's new campus social
Poland Spring Oinrerale and Mixer four stiff meets within the space of
placed the four major student dances center has been named the "Coketail
Tel. 628
17 Page St. a week took its inevitable toll. Bob
Newhouse recovered .from a general of the year in its tuition charges,
We Deliver
Lounge."

—

.

—
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

FOUB

5C

INDEPENDENTS

scoring spurt in the final period

battle at the Gorham gym last Wednesday evening. The two teams were
tied at 13-13 at the end of the first
period but Gorham led, 29-22, at the
Bowdoin tied up the score at
half.
40-40 early in the fourth quarter but

.

baskets by Knapton and Chariton put
the game away for the Teachers.
Dale and Fisher led the Bowdoin
attack with Dak dropping in 25
points. Johnny Cartland in the back
court played his usual fine floor game.

Austin, If
Gerber, rf

..

Knapton, c

..

5
6
7
2

Charlton, rg

3

Van Blarcum, rg

(48)

Fairclough, If
Stephens, If
Dale, rf
Fisher, c
Luther, c
Cartland, lg
Gibbs, lg
Corey, rg
Ganlent, rg

23

9

G

FG

1

1

11

3
2

7

.

man—

1

BOWDOIN SWIMMERS
DEFEAT

8

WESLEYAN DEFEATED
BY BOWDOIN MERMEN

|

'

.

.

.

Wesleyan pooL Although no records anything we've seen for a long time;
were broken. Bud White came within a real "slice of life"
Benningone second of the Wesleyan mark in ton College has no college color
the 50 yard freestyle. The 400 yard Word comes by the grapevine that
relay was the deciding event of the Benny Goodman will disband within
meet White and James built up a the year. We won't attest <o the verlead for the Polar Bears in this event ity of this report
Harvard and
which enabled the team to nose out Yale are the only colleges in the
their Wesleyan rivals.
country with over 100 million
,

.

.

'

.

.

.

The summary

:

endowments.

—

—

come

:

;

2:28.7.

;

;

Oivea— won by

Stuart. (W). 78.0S
aecond.
Thwinc. (B). 75.45: third. Pond (W). (7.87.
second.
100-yard dash won by White, (B)

'

:

—

;

Mook. (W). Time! 52.6.
150-yard back stroke— won by Fisher. (B) ;
aecond. Hancock. <W) third. Coe (W). Time:
:

|

The

rest

even

don't

close
As if you didn't
know: Larry Clinton in Portland tonight. Ellington is coming the 18th
and we think he's the better bet
The U.S. yearly gets 32 Rhodes
Scholarships. The awards were established under the will of Cecil Rhodes,
the South African statesman
Record of the week: Glen Gray's
"Hoboken Bucket." It's funny that
we don't hear more from this band.
This record for Decca is as good as
the recent output of any band
We hear that the Ivy Committee can
have Erskine Hawkins for merely one
.

.

.

.

;

third.

I

-.

j

1 :4S.8.

200-yard breast stroke—won by Pettit
second. Marble, (B) ; third, Nelson.

Time:

.

.

—

60-yard daah woo by White. (B)
aecond.
James. (B) third. DanieU. (W). Time: 24.5.

James. (B)

.

dollar

SOS-yard roadley relay won by Wesleyan
(Hancock, Petttt. Hook). Time: 3:11.2.
aee200-yard swim won by Davis. (W)
ond, Hutchinson.
(B)
third.
Harr, (B).

Time:

.

.

(

W)

:

I

2:88.5.

440-yard swim- won by Davis.
Hutchinson. <B)
third. Downer.

(

;

W)

;

(B).

second.
j

Time,

S:26.2.
400-yard medley relay won by Bowdoin
(Carlson, Pennell, Jamas, White). Time: 3:49.

—

.

.

.

.

(W).

.

.

.

under private control
is the oldest Amer-j
ican Greek letter Fraternity; it was*

versities

.

.

Phi Beta Kappa

.

Portland

—

26 3-6 sac.

.

:

:

600-yard run won by Newhouse,
(B), second S. Hall, (B), third Hanson (B). Time 1 minute 21 1-5 sec-

onds.

—

.

:

.

.

.

:

.

.

.

j

I

high
hurdles won
by
45-yard
Strachan, (SP), second Coyne (SP),

Brey (B). Time 6 2-5 seconds.
Mile run won by Babcock, (B),

third,

—

second, Chellman, (B), third, Greenlaw (SP). Time 5 minutes, 4-5 seconds.

—

1,000-yard run won by Babcok
(B), second. Redman, (SP), third
Time 2 minutes, 25
4-5 seconds.

.

j

j

I

.

.

,

.

.

|

eral schools who have not yet returned their entry blanks may swell
the total number of teams with late
entries this week.

Newton Picked To Repeat

—

40-yard dash won by Brey, (B),
second, Martin, (B), third, Foster,
(SP). Time 4 4-5 seconds.
low
hurdles won
45-yard
by
Strachan, (SP), second Coyne, (SP),
third, Foster, (SP). Time 5 3-5 sec-

—

Worcester,
the
defending champ,
Paul Hanlon of Roxbury Latin, second last year, and the capable Graves
of Exeter should capture the spotlight.
The only defending record
holder entered for Saturday's compe-

Despite the hazards of forecasting tition is McLaughlin of Worcester
interscholastic meets where a wide who will be going after his own 1000scattering of points may upset all yard record of 2 min., 23 1-5 seconds.
predictions, a customarily powerful
Jump Record Threatened
Newton team rules a prime favorite
«cosolido, a major factor in Newto repeat its victory of last year.
Newton has snowed under all Massa- ton High's track success for the past
chusetts opposition thus far this sea- year, appears to have the best chance
soa with their strength in the dash, of toppling one of the records in the

K

hurdles, 600, high jump, and relay,
and barring sharp reversals of form
should again add the Bowdoin title to
their string. South Portland High, enjoying a return of its former track
power, is likely to displace Portland
High, last year's state champions, as
the outstanding Maine team in the
meet.
Bridgton appears to face a much
more difficult task in bidding for a
second successive triumph in the prep
school class Exeter, which already
holds an overwhelming victory over
Bridgton, and Roxbury Latin, winner
last Saturday of the Greater Boston
private school championship, should
provide tremendous opposition to the
hopes of the Maine school.

Chellman, (B).

I

.

!

Sev-

wound up

his junior year at Bowdoin, and reBob Newhouse turned in victories
ceived the state nomination to be a in the 300 and €00, and Pete BabRhodes Scholar. He was a member cock took the mile and the thousand.
of the Chi Psi fraternity, and served Bobby Brey contributed 15 points by
as resident faculty adviser for the winning the 40-yard dash and broad
Chi Psi Lodge at Wisconsin, where jump, tying for first in the pole
he was an instructor in chemistry un- vault, and getting a third in the high
til he died in 1937.
Coyne of South Portland
hurdles.
placed first in the high jump and
took seconds in both hurdles and the
yard freestyle races.
broad jump for a total of fourteen
The summary:
points.
300-yard medley relay won by Bowdoin
The summary:
(Pennell, Jenkisson, Carlson). Time: 3 min.,

220-yard
Hutchinson
freestyle- -won
by
organized 'way back in 1776
(Bow) second. Lukinchook (BU) third. Harr
You'll get real blood and thunder in
(Bow). Time: 2 min.. 30 2-5 see.
.
.
that Mem. Hall offering Satnite
50-yard freestyle- won by White (Bow);
There's a doctor down in the Smith- second. James (Bow)
third,
tioldthwaite
sonian Institute who claims that (BU). Time: 23 4-5 sac.
150-yard backstroke-won by Fisher (Bow):
thinking increases the size of one's
Benny Good- second Burns (BU). Time: 1 min., 44 2-5
head. Noticed it?
sac.
man opens the Hub's Ritz Roof on 200-yard bresststroke — won by Marble
May first and will probably be follow- (Bow); second, Corsiglia (BU) third Jened by Clinton, Crosby, and Shaw. kisson (Bow). Time: 2 rain., 46 1-5 sec.
Maxine Sullivan will be there for anj 440-yard freestyle -won by Hutchinson
indefinite stay
"Gunga Din" (Bow); second. Downer (Bow); third, Macey
next week is one of those affairs that (BU). Time: 5 min., 41 sec.
400-yard relay— won by B. U. (Gray. Goldwe've seen many of. For the glory of thwaitc. Bleed.
Lukinchook).
(Bowdoin was
old England. Better take it in though disqualified.)
One year ago today: Richard
.
Whitney and Co. filed petitions of
bankruptcy;
Ex-president
Hoover and Mt. Holyoke this month is "Deep
in a Dream"
And speaking of
was the guest of Hitler in Berlin .
Actor Charles Laughton's ambition is polls— survey shows that Wheaton
.

Down South

^

m

P

Freshmen Tracksters

its season last Wednesday,
with a 69 V» to 34Vs victory over the
South Portland High squad.
Bowdoin took all three places in both the
Elmer Longley Hutchinson was 600 and the shot put, but South Portborn in Buxton, Maine, June 14, 1911. land retalitated somewhat by sweepHe was elected to Phi Beta Kappa in ing the low hurdles.

It was in the January 11th issue
48 of this sheet that we called Bette
Davis, Spencer Tracy,
and "You
B. U. 49-25
Can't Take It With You" the respective "bests" of the year. We thank
the Academy of Motion Picture Arts
Led by Captain Bud White and Mel
and Sciences for finally backing us Hutchfhson, Bowdoin's swimmers deup ... Of the national fraternities feated Boston University, 49-25, last
Friday
in the University Club pool in
represented on our campus Kappa
The Bowdoin swimmers completed Sigma has the largest national mem- Boston. White scored a double tria successful week end trip by down- bership; Beta Theta Pi is a close sec- umph in the 50 and 100-yard freeing a strong Wesleyan team, 42 to ond
That Carole* Lombard of- style events, and Hutchinson came
and 440
33, last Saturday afternoon in the fering the other day was as good as home the winner in the 220

20

Dash Looms As Feature Event In Prep School Class With
McGlone, Wood. And Lisle Favored; Hanlon
Rates High In 600

>

Variety

1

Coach Linn Wells issued a first call
for baseball candidates on Monday,
with practice slated to begin in the
cage next week. The battery men
have been working out informally for
a month.

—

55 Maine. He is captain of the Varsity greater influence they and the other
have had on
Pts Tennis team and has served as Sec- works of this composer
retary-Treasurer of his class for the piano music since they were first
3 past three years.
written. Chopin is one of the most
important figures in musical Roman25
ticism, and shows most of the typical
16
characteristics of the literary Roman2
tic,
for his not only introspective, surmounted by a silver track shoe.
1
over-sentimental, On the supporting pedestal are sevoccasionally
but
.
with a touch of melancholia.
eral statuettes representing runners
By Robert D. Fleischner
1
in action.

1

Wells Calls For
Newton And Bridgton Favorites In
27th Annual Interscholastic Meet
Baseball Squad

Well over 250 youthful trackmen !° f seconds, a 4.5 performance is not
The outlook is good this year for a
a 1 »" improbable. Most. of the stars
repetition of last year's state cham- representing 34 schools will converge
1
this event will be renewing old
pionship, for ten of last year's letter on the Bowdoin campus this week] "
men are back and several of the end to compete In the 27th annual rivalries, having met previously in
high school competition. Bob McInterschoBowdoin
running
of
the
Jayvee squad should add power. Oak
Portland
Melendy leads the letter men who in- lastic Track Meet to be held in the Glone of Bridgton, formerly
recognition.
High's streamlined ace, Bill Wood,
Hyde Cage on Saturday afternoon.
The man selected need not be a clude Corey, Haire, Fischer, Dale,
formerly of Lowell and now sprinting
last
year's
Both
Bridgton
Academy,
Hill,
White,
Tucker, Birkett, and
winner of many points, nor is it even
winner in the prep school division, for Worcester Academy, and his fornecessary that he should be a letter Howard.
and Newton High, high school cham- mer teammate Lisle, currently runInfield drills and batting practice
although it is most likely that
ning for Huntington, all of whom
will
be the schedule for the next few pions, will again be entered. Chal- took their marks in last year's high
he would be but he should be a man
who is liked, jespected, and admired weeks in the cage until the ground is lenging Bridgton for the prep crown school dash final, are scheduled to
not simply as an athlete, but as a in condition for outdoor sessions. The will be Browne and Nichols, Hunting- meet again this year. Forte of Exeman of ideals, clean living, and clean season will open on April 19 with an ton, Kimball Union. New Hampton, ter, another of Newton's flying
thinking; a sportsman who is faith- exhibition game with Bates at Lew- Riverdale Country Day, Roxbury Lat- Fortes, Reeves of Browne and NichWorcester
Academy, Coburn,
ful to the coach, to the team, and to iston. The home season opener is in,
last
ols, clocked in 4.5 for the 40
the college; a man whose conduct scheduled for April 22 when an ex- Fryeburg, and Phillips-Exeter.
Contenders for Newton's title in- week a™1 Lamarre of Fryeburg, forboth on and off the field of sport is hibition game will be played with
clude Dedham, Hope Street High ofj mer Brunswick High star, are other
that of one of whom Bowdoin can be Colby.
Providence. Lawrence, Lynn English. t0P fli* nt starters in this event.
proud.
The S^** l rrV Scanlon s mark of
Lynn Classical. Milton. Stephens
The selection of the man is to be
the Pre P 30° "^^ fal1 mt0
High of Rumford, Worcester Classic- 3 flat
made by a vote of the varsity track
the discard as Reeves, standout in
al, Medford, John Bapst of Bangor,
squad, the track coach, the coaching
Brunswick, Cony of Augusta, Deer- tne Sea-Board Meet's invitation 300,
staffs of the other recognized sports
and the Dean. The announcement of
ing High of Portland, Gardiner, Ken- McGlone, who traveled the distance
the award is to be made each year at
nebunk, Lincoln Academy, Lisbon in 33 seconds here last year, and
the time of the Inter-Fraternity meet.
Falls, Needham. Phillips, Portsmouth, Mayger of Exeter lead the assault. In
the upper division's 600, Lyford of
The trophy is a large silver cup
The Bowdoin Freshman track team Portland, and South Portland.

also played on the independent bas- program as follows:
ketball team, and has been pool and
The first piece on the program is
billiard champion of the college. He taken from the first volume of the
is
a member of the Psi Upsilon Well-tempered Clavichard. This work
fraternity.
shows the development of Bach's
Gibbs, graduated from Worcester ideas on keyboard technic, and is
Classical High, is a member of the what we would call an essay in muFG Pts. Sigma
Nu fraternity and a resident sical theory- The Waldstein sonata
15 of Worcester, Mass.
5
He has been is from Beethoven's mature period,
13 active in athletics, being a member the early years of the nineteenth cen1
17 of the Varsity Track and Football tury, the period in which the greater
3
squads.
part of his most powerful and mag4
Rich is a member of the Theta nificent work was done. The famous
6 Delta Chi fraternity and Editor of preludes of Chopin are well-known
the Orient. He prepared at Deering not only because they are so popular
High School and lives in Portland, with audiences but because of the

G

Castalucci, lg
Vail, lg

OFFERED BY CHI PSI

Moulton Union
lornorrow Night, 8.30 p.m.
Piano Music Concert:*
Announcement has been made of
[ Continued from Page I ]
Melendy was voted the most popu- Prelude ahd Fugue No. 4 In C Sharp the Elmer L. Hutchinson Memorial
Bach Trophy, presented by Alpha Eta of
minor
He
lar man in his class last year.
Cohen
Harriet
Soloist:
Chi
Psi in memory of Elmer HutchSchool
High
Gardiner
prepared at
inson '35. its purpose is to give recand Andover Academy and is a resi- Sonata No. 21 in C major "WaldBeethoven ognition to Bowdoin men who apstein"
dent of Gardiner, Maine. In college
Allegro con brio.
proach the high standards of charhe is outstanding in both athletics
Adagio molto
acter and sportsmanship that were
and scholarship. He is the only fourAllegretto moderato
his. The trophy is to be inscribed anletter man in the history' of the colKempff
Wilhelm
Soloist:
nually with the name of that memlege, playing football and hockey,
Chopin ber of the varsity track squad who
throwing the javelin and being cap- The Twenty-four Preludes
Professor Tillotson describes the is selected as most deserving of such
He has
tain of the baseball team.

gave Gorham Normal School a hardearned victory over the Bowdoin Indies, 55-48, in a closely contested

The summary:
Gorham (55)

NEW TRACK TROPHY

SIMPSON PROGRAM

BOW

MELENDY, GIBBS, BICB
TO GORHAM NORMAL
GET SENIOR OFFICES

A

^mm

May

Prep Records

Fall

high school class. The present high
jump recoid of 6 feet y» inch should
be at the mercy of this lithe youth,
defending champion in this event, for
he has cleared 6 feet, 2 inches on
several occasions this winter.
This
same Pescosolido also looms as a
good bet for top honors in the high
school broad jump and 40 yard dash.
In both of these latter events, Portland High's one-man team, Montgomery, should add to the fireworks.

Newton's Don MacKinnon will be
defending his title in the 45-yard high
hurdles, with Stratchan of South
Portland, Fuller of Deering, Reed of
Portsmouth, and Hildebrandt of Lincoln Academy as the outstanding
threats. In the high school 300 sprint,

MacKinnon

of Newton, Young of
Deering, and Montgomery of Portland should finish at the top in the
final tabulations of the time trial
heats. Hall of Newton, lone survivor
from last year's sensational crop of
600-yard men. will have much to say
about the result of this event on Satdash urday. Lamson of Portland leads the
field.
Maine entrants in this event.

For the first time in several years,
finest
individual
competition
the
should center among the prep schoolers, and the bulk of what little record smashing is anticipated seems
likely to rest in this division.

The

prep school 40-yard
together a superlative
4 2-5 record in this
Toothaker Brothers
Hall.
(B). third
event, held by Hayes of St. Johns,
The little Maine town of Phillips
mean only Strachan, (SP). Time 33 4-5 seconds. should withstand all assaults of this
High jump won by Coyne, (SP), or any other year, but if the timers sends down two of Saturday's most
promising distance runners in the
use watches equipped to clock tenths persons of the Toothaker brothers,
Mai and Maurice. This duo furnishsecond, tied by Driscoll, (B), and ed plenty of sports page footage
Winston, (SP).
Height 5 feet, 6 throughout the fall cross-country season
with their dramatic combination
inches.
Broad jump—won by Brey, (B), of farm chores, traveling, and sparklsecond, Coyne, (SP), third, Decoster, ing harrier performances, the whole
(SP). Distance 19 feet. 9»4 inches. concentrated into a few hours. With
Shot put won by Perkins, (B), the New England and Eastern Cross
second. Bickford, (B), third Clifford. Country Championships under their
(B). Distance. 46 feet, 1\ inches.
belts, the Toothakers send brother
Pole vault, tied by Brey and Fes- Mai into the 1000 as a prime threat
senden, (B), third, tied by Langloys, with brother Maurice expected to vie
(SP), and Smith, (B). Height 8 feet with the defending champion, Kelley
3 inches.
of Milton, in a determined assault on
the present mile record of 4 minutes.
skill
precision in
Dartmouth College has purchased 40 seconds.
The pole vault will not be included
a portable sawmill to cut the halfin the list of events for either division
million feet of wood accumulated this
year, a departure from past custhere's skill
precision in
during the hurricane reclamation ac- tom. The high jump will open the
competition at one o'clock with the
tivities.
the
ripe Chesterfield
dash trials starting the running program at two. The order of event*;,
to
with the prep schoolers paralleling
bring
the best in each. •»
the high school contests is as follows:
high jump, 40-yard dash, 600-yard
That's
Chesterfields are milder
run, 45-yard hurdles. 1000-yard run.
300-yard dash, mile run, relays,
Wed. - Tnurs.
March 8 - 9
taste better . . . that's
they'll
broad jump, and shot put.
Let
Ring
give
In addition to the individual medpleasure than
ciga•tarring
als for the first four places in each
rette
ever smoked.
Nelson Eddy
event, prizes will include a trophy to
also
the winning team in each class, a
News
Going Places
silver cup for the outstanding individual competitor of the afternoon, and
Friday
March 10
the Portland Evening Express Trophy, awarded annually to the Maine
Wife, Husband, Friend
team registering the fastest time in
with
the relays.
prefer the "New Yorker" for onds.
their reading
There are 21 uni300-yard run
Baseball (B), second, S.
Just in versities in Canada
j

to play the role of Falstaff or Dr.

girls

In the Samuel Johnson; Gary Cooper would

grand. What a bargain! ...
past ten years the enrollment of stu- like to play Lincoln . .
dents has increased faster in state passing: According to a poll the other teams heading south can
universities than in colleges and uni- week the most popular song at Smith one thing.
.
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.
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Radio City's world-famous "Rockettes'^McV CHESTERFIELDS
...two can't-be-copied combinations

the

lhere's
and
the Rockettes dance and
and
the way
mild
tobaccos

way

are blended and proportioned
out
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you more
you

Freedom

any
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Young

W.-irner Baxter

also

News

Sound Act

Man* 11
Persons In Hiding

Saturday

with

Cynne Overman
Patricia

.Morrison

also

Community Singing
Mon. -Tuea.

Cartoon

Mar. IS -14

Gunga Din
with
Cary Grant
Victor McLaglen
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.
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Yes, We're Interested In

ALL Your

PRINTING
We

have had long experience in
producing for Bowdoin men:

STATIONERY
POSTERS
TICKETS
ALUMNI LETTERS
FRATERNITY FORMS
And Other

Printing

Ask Us For Quotations

also

Paramount

ie

^a HAPPY COMBINATION of the
Csprxifl* I9i9, Ljttsxi

* Myjju Tobacco Cu.

world's best cigarette tobaccos

Wednesday

Ncm
March

My Son

Is

AJaa Baxter

—

A

15

Criminal

—

Telephone S

—

Paul K. Xlven. Bowdoin 1916

with

News

TheRecord Office

Jacqueline Wells
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Printers of

The Orient
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Richard
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GOODELL ILLNESS GLEE CLUB TO

Sullivan, Jr.

first

reading period sched-

by

this

Committee

a

uled for the month of May,
great many professors have not yet
announced whether their courses will
take advantage of the plan. With the
first of May merely six weeks off,
those professors must have decided
for

time what their policy will

FRATERNITIES SEEK
RELIEF FROM TAX
Almost $200 Given Annually

and we believe that the students
have a right to know what the proIt might also
fesors' decisions are.

For Employees From
Each House

be,

who

plan their
work somewhat ahead if the professors also revealed in general what the
students will be expected to do in
those courses which are going to
grant the reading period.
• - r
we're on the subject we
would like to express the hope
that as many courses as possible will
take advantage of the reading period.
The plan is on trial for this year and
next, and it should get a fair trial. It
could hardly be called tested if only a
minority of the eligible courses participate in the plan, or if a great
many students are granted a reading
period in only one course. The plan
was instituted by the faculty so that
students would have four weeks unhelp those students

WHILE

broken by classes in which to do independent research in their subjects
or to do extended outside reading assigned by the instructor. It certainly would be hard for a student to do
any great amount of independent work
If he had to attend three or four other
classes at the same time, with hour
exams breaking in occasionally, and
with Sub-freshman week end and Ivy

Bowdoin's eleven fraternities were
represented in the Maine State Judiciary

week

Committee investigation

Myron

when

last

Mclntire

Part of his work
between Professor

Maine Unemployment Compensation
Act. Arising mainly out of the successful attempts at Amherst College,
the Bowdoin fraternities have recent-

'40,

Ernest F. Andrews,

New

—————

—

Lives

Lary Will Hold Annual

—

College Vocational Day,

'40,

and

defense;

Bowdoin graduate

'36 in memory' of whom
of Chi Pal has presented the Hutchinson Trophy. Neal Allen, Alpha
Delta Phi, will be the first to have
his name inscribed on the new
trophy.

TALKON JOBS

:

I

j

;

'

the Class of 1868.

!

1

;

(

The award

is

to

be given to that member of the senior
who shall write and deliver the

class

best oration of the evening. The first
competition took -place in 1869. With
the exception of a few years in the
1880's, the contest has been held
every year since. The winner last
year was Harold Ashkenazy.
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Music Institute To Present
Lecture By Dr. A. T. Davison

•

Dartmouth

,

,

where

m

'

:

j

Plans have been almost completed
for the '68 Prize Speaking contest
which will be held Monday evening,
March 20, at 8.15 in Memorial Hall.
The speakers, as announced last
week, will be: Philip S. Campbell,
Milton M. Goldberg, William C. Hart,
Robert T. Hyde, Ross L. McLean, and
Robert S. Mullen.
The prize, the annual income from
a fund of about $1000, was given by

;

T

In the first in his series of Chapel Eklund.
D.. and Akeley, Deke. still
on "Seniors and Jobs," Dean remained in the competition as the
Paul Nixon asked for more vocational bar was hoisted to 11 feet 3 inches,
Registration for Institute of Music
planning on the part of the sopho- After nearly four hours of steady
seminars may now be done. Eight
At one o'clock Saturday afternoon bluebooks are at the main desk in mores and juniors. Speaking in last track action, a bitterly partisan crowd
Saturday's service, the Dean explain- still lingered realizing the possibility
the club will broadcast over
the library with titles of lectures and
after which they .will leave for an in- artists who will conduct them. Brief ed some of the fundamentals that of a three way tie which would have
spection
tour of Fort Hamilton. paragraphs concerning the lectures may be useful in seeking jobs after given the victory to the Psi U.'s.
However. Lloyd Akeley went out at
Brooklyn. They will dine as guests will be included.
college.
Dean Nixon outlined the first steps 11 feet 6, and when Bill Eklund. after
[ Continued on Page 4 )
As the seminars are limited to
magnificent vaulting in view of his
thirty men, registration should be- in seeking a position, as he explained
injured arm. failed at 11 feet 9. Jack
gin at once. When signing for the the necessity of not getting discourMarble had won the event and the
applicants aged. The value of this "recruiting pein,
interested
subjects
meet for A1 P" a Delta Phi.
should note their first, second and riod" as a practice period was stressThe victors gave early evidence of
ed by the Dean. He continued by
third choices.
All classes are excused for those slating that this period "gives you a their power by showing up better
attending the seminars in the Moulton chance to become a bit used to talk- ***** expected in the two events run
*1
Big Carl Boult*16 afternoon.
ing to employment managers." The
Ernest Roclnmfi Dalton '37. teach- Union.
lwo expected
A summary' of the lectures and con- Dean also pointed out several of thcr*13" «ave the
ing fellow in Government, will act as
victories by copping the 35 pound
certs offered follows:
faults that the interviewer notices
chairman of the Maine Four-College
with
e
ht
heave
a
of
50 feet
April 10, "The .Critic's Point of when he meets the students here in ?' £
Forum at the session to be held at View," Olin Downes.
inches and established a new meet
the campus interviews.
Bowdoin on Tuesday, March 21. Dalrecord in the discus at 130 feet 4*4
April 12, Beethoven Sonatas, Yves
stressed the importance of takHe
ton has been recently awarded the Chardon and Professor Tillotson.
inches.
The A. D.'s, however, had
ing advantage of the personal reladegree of Master of Arts in EducaApril 13, Harpsichord and Flute, tionships that the smaH college offers placed Jay Pratt second and Bud
White a surprise third in the discus,
tion for his graduate work at Har- Laurent and Alrich.
[ Continued on Page 4 ]
and Pratt third in the weight to
vard University.
April 14, "Three Hundred Years of
amass a nucleus of 10 points going
At each of the four meetings on the American Music," Putnam Aldrich.
into the evening competition. At this
April 17, "The Significance of the
different campuses, Ernest Andrews,
DR.
juncture
the T. D.'s were enjoying
Jr., '40, will uphold the Bennington Scholar and the Purpose of Research
a temporary lead with 12 markers as
College plan as an improvement over in Music," Otto Kinkeldey. (AccordIN
a result of Boulter's efforts.
the present system as known to the ing to Professor Tillotson, this lecture
The first final of the evening, the
Maine colleges. Bennington College, promises to be one of the most interDr. Thompson E. Ashby of the mile run, found Nils Hagstrom. A. D.,
now in its seventh year, has as its esting of the series.)
[ Continued on Pa%e 4 ]
Brunswick Congregational Church setting the early pace. Jim Doublepresident Robert D. Leigh who was
was the speaker in chapel last Sun- day carried the D. U. colors to the
graduated from Bowdoin in 1914. He
fore after a few laps only to have the
IT
day. Tie theme of his talk was taken
received the Everett Fellowship and
Beta's freshman ace, Pete Babcock,
studied at Columbia where he receivcome up on the next to last lap to
ed his A.M. in 1915 and his Ph.D. in
win going away in surprisingly easy
thc
ri S ht and one on the left." Ac1927. Bowdoin and Colgate UniverProfessor George H. Quinby refashion.
Hagstrom was a fighting
sity have conferred on him the LL.D. cently announced arrangements for a cording to the Reverend Mr. Ashby, third ^hind Doubleday with
George
degree.
revival of William H. Brown's music- thls was a touch of ,ron y to t*181 Hill. A. T. O.. and Lyn Martin Sigma
was
not
tra
«ic
occasion
and
certainly
Away."
"Take
It
success,
al
comedy
The Bowdoin meeting of the forum
Nu cap turing fourth and fifth
who
just
coincidence,
for
many,
a
will be held in the Lounge of the which will go on tour next month for
p j aces respectively.
For the second "successive year, exMoulton Union. The public is invited performances in Boston and Portland. were at the crucifixion, were in a
Sponsored by the Bowdoin Club of jocular mood. To illustrate this he pectations for a thrilling quarter mile
to come.
Boston, the Masque and Gown will quoted several things that were said final were disappointed.
Captain
King
one
w.iich
was
"Behold,
the
of
present the play on Tuesday, April
Charlie Pope, T. D.,
com4 at the University Club in Boston of the Jews."
[ Continued on Page 3 ]
at 8 p.m. The cast will be the same,
These three men who were cruci
although the play will be performed fied, he said, had something in comn
Thursday. March 16 C h a p e
fT
L Fi L a;
without scenery. A dance will follow mon. Even robbers have a view of
frOSfl Debating 1 6HH1
Professor Mitchell.
Tickets may be obtained life, they live by it, and in this case
the play.
Friday, March 17—Chapel, Coach
through James Joslin, 68 Devonshire
Jes
us
did. They
Linn S. Wells presiding. ClayOver
street, Boston.
.. , . were aU offenders of society; for soton Bitler '42 will be the soloOn the fifth, the cast is scheduled
^ crucified those above
has
ist.
Bowdoin's freshman debating team
ra
below
the
common
level
who
of»n"
decisively
defeated
a
Dartmouth
Glee Club at Bath.
the Playhouse in Portland. The Bow„
slmouette freshman team 3-0 last Friday evef * nd
Saturday, March 1«—Chapel. The
" s A h * sa,d a silhouette
doin Alumni Association of Portland
J
Athens destroyed ning in the Debating Room of Hubh or?Dean presents the second of a
has arranged for the performance, °J
,
Jcsus
crucified bard Hall.
Socrates
Lewis
Vafiades
and Robtalks
of
will
scries
on "Senior
be presented with benefit
and it
*»*
difference in ert Lunt debated for Bowdoin. while
ere ™
the mob
Placement." All seniors needof scenery. The ticket sale is being *>*
the to° Carson Fleming and Edward Mchandled by Gilbert Elliott, Fidelity our abu,tv to deiil elther
ing College help in placement
Laughlin made up the Dartmouth
B00*1 or the toobad
Building. Portland.
are requested to attend.
team.
The question for the debate
6.45 p.m. Memorial Hall. Final
was, "Resolved: That the United
program of motion pictures
States should form an alliance with
presented by Moulton Union
Great Britain."
Student-Faculty Board.
The Bowdoin team based its case
Sunday, March 18—5 o'clock
upon four points first, the leaders of
Chapel. Memorial Service for
In addition to lectures and con- somewhat the same fashion as the England are not to be relied upon;
the late Professor Henry Edcerts already spoken of as coming concluding choral program will be the second, the policy of Britain is queswin Andrews, the President of
during the Institute of Music from instrumental program to come on tionable; third, it is doubtful if a
the College presiding.
The
plan could be evolved;
April 10 to 22. other programs de- April 20. The Curtis String Quartet, practical
Choir will sing "Death, I do
signed to round out the institute to already well known to Bowdoin and fourth, the United Stats must prenot fear thee." by Bach.
audiences, will dominate serve independence of action.
Brunswick
will
of
all
be
interests
include
the
March
Monday,
20—Vocational
The negative stated that an alliheard. One such will be a lecture on the evening, but in addition the folDay.
April 21 by Archibald T. Davison, to lowing instrumentalists will appear: ance would: protect us from attack in
8.15 p.m. Memorial Hall. Class
be titled "Voices and Instruments," Victor Polatschek, clarinet; Robert case of war, protect trade all over
of 1868 Prize Speaking Conand to be connected in minor fash- McBride. oboe; and Aaron Copland the world, maintain economic statest. Public invited.
bility of the world and also of peace,
ion with the program to follow on and Frederic Tillotson, pianists.
Tuesday, March SI—4.00 - 6.00
The program will include the first T^e judges were Mr. Cornelius E.
the 22nd. as he will discuss the
p.m. President and Mrs. Sills
Wcodfords
Congregational
pieces to be sung by the combined performance anywhere of two pieces Clark,
at
home
will be
at the Presigroups led by Mile. Nadia Boulanger. by Robert McBride. and will include Church. Portland; Mr. Stanley Hyde.
dent's House.
Dr. Davison will illustrate the con- the first New England performance North Yarmouth Academy; and Mr.
8.15 p.m. Moulton Union. Maine
and
clarinet
strings,
sextet
for
of
his
instruvoices
and
Arthur
B.
Johnson,
Topsham.
between
nections
Intercollegiate Panel DiscusAnother composition never
ments, and will use the piano for ex- piano.
sion on Education. Auspices of
The various compositions before played publicly will be a sonamples.
Political Forum. Public invited.
scheduled for the concluding institute ata for violin iind piano by Walter
Thunday. March 88— Glee Club
program will have special attention Piston, a Maine-born composer of
much renown. This concert will also
at Gardner Museum, Boston.
{from him.
Tickets assuring the holders of
8.15 p.m. Hubbard Hall. FreshIn addition to such illustrations of present Prof. Tillotson, who has been
seats at the sessions of the Institute
man debaters vs. University of
his theme. Dr. Davison will treat the chairman of the committee arranging
New Hampshire '42.
historical relationships of voice and this Institute, and who is in addition of Music if presented before 8 o'clock
March 84—430 pjn.
Friday,
instrument, a subject in which he u a pianist with every right to sit in (8.15 on April 22) are available withwith this distinguished group of arrated as an authority.
Spring Recess begins, continuout charge at the Alumni Office op
Another Institute program which tists and authorities and contribute
ing until 8.20 a.m. on Tuesday,
and after Monday, March 20.
will appeal to the general public in to the institute.
April 4.
talks

,

In '68 Prize Contest

'

Not until the final event of the
evening, the pole vault, was the hectic struggle between the Psi U.'s and
the A. D.'s finally decided in favor of
the latter. Three men. Marble. A. D..

!

FOR MUSIC SEMINARS

A

;

1 1-3.

And Sophomores

REGISTRATION OPENS

displayed
Psi
unexpected
to win third place in the

house tabulations with 34 points,
the other groups trailing in the following order: T. D. 25; Dekes 17 1-3;
Chi Psi 14^4 Betas 12; D. U. 10;
T. O. 9; Thorndike Club 4; Sigma Nu
final

Requests More Vocational
Planning By Juniors

'

J

strength

DEAN DELIVERS

clam of
Alpha Eta

in

1

To Speak

Bengal Lancer"
To Be Shown hext Saturday

the finest pictures

.

j

Myron

Of

of

.

i

Mclntire will be on the committee
considering European affairs; Arthur
[ Continued on Page 4 ]

j

"One

.

MAINE COLLEGES TO
HOLD MEETING HERE

L

Six Seniors

In

I

will

national

Win

|

it has meant
a story of floods,
6.45.
This picture will conclude the destruction, horror and waste. About
series of movies shown this winter by this picture one critic has said: "In
the, Student-Faculty Union Commit- its simplicity and in the artful simtee.
plicity of its production, it is a poetic,
The program Saturday evening will stirring and majestic picture. It is
be longer than usual; for in addition the story of the Mississippi As told by
to the main feature, there will also a modern realist." "The River," probe shown the Paramount football duced in 1938, was shown at Venice
pictures of last year's Ail-American in August in connection with the anteams and pictures of the final inter- nual Motion Picture Exhibit, to which
sectional games. There will also be the best pictures of the world are
shown "The River" and "The Plow sent. The Screen Director's Guild
that Broke the Plains," two pictures protested its not being considered for
produced by the government and di- the Academy Award.
rected by Pare Lorentz.
"The Plow that Broke the Plains"
"Lives of a Bengal Lancer," pro- is a portrayal of the government's
duced in 1935. is a stirring picture of soil conservation work.
Using the
the Colonial English military in one land as its hero and central theme,
of the world's most picturesque regi- the picture chronicles the conquest of
ments. This picture took four years the grain belt and Its subsequent
to make at the cost of $1,300,000. conquest of the conquerors.
Critics
Concerning this picture, a London have said: "Technically the picture is
critic said: "It has caught the town better than competent in subject and
its
entertainmerit
of
by the sheer
in treatment it is unusual, timely, inment and technical excellence." A structive and amusing.
critic of the New York Times said:
"Soldier and the Lady" was pre"Lives of a Bengal Lancer" is a su- sented last Saturday as the fourth of
perb adventure story and easily the the winter film series. The picture
liveliest film in town.
starred Anton Walbrook with Eliza"The River" is a short picture beth Allan, Margot Grahame, Fay
It has Bainter and Eric Biore
running one-half an hour.
in the supbeen widely acclaimed by critics and porting roles.

Vocational Day this year will be
held March 20 and 21. The Alumni
Council Placement Committee has
engaged for these days the services
of Mr. Stanley C. Lary, Director of
the Vocational Bureau, conducted by
the University Club in Boston and
subsidized by various New England
colleges, including Bowdoin.
Mr. Lary will be here all day on
the 20th and 21st for interviews with
seniors who desire the college's help
in securing jobs. There are forms at
the college office which seniors should
fill out immediately, inasmuch as Mr.
Lary wishes to have these forms sent
him before he comes to Bowdoin.
"Seniors who in the end may need
college help in securing positions will
be making a big mistake if they fail
to take advantage of Mr. Lary's visit." the Dean said.
Mr. Lary has been interviewing
students on Vocational Day at Bowdoin for several years.
called,

Zeta

ELMER LONGLEY HUTCHINSON

WEAF

'42.

England colleges and univer-

American

Title 49-47 5-6 With Marble's
Pole Vault Deciding Factor; Zetes And
TheU Pelts Trail

Triumphant after a traditionally spectacular point battle, a
Alpha Delta Phi team toppled Psi Upsilon from its
campus track supremacy by capturing the 21st Bowdoin Interfraternity Track Meet in Hyde Cage last Friday evening with a
total of 49 points to the 47 5-6 credited to the former champions.
Another signal honor went to the A. D.'s when the first presentation of the Elmer L. Hutchinson Memorial Trophy, awarded
for "high standards of sportsmanship and character," was made
to the A. D. star, Neal Allen '40.
The crowded cage resounded
with applause as Coach Jack Magee made the award to Allen,
brilliant scholar and latest in the line of Bowdoin hurdlers.

repertoire numbers rarely performed
by college glee Clubs.

attend the conference
where speakers will include Professor F.
Schuman of Williams College and Professor Denys P. Myers
of the Fletcher School of Law and
Diplomacy.
The Bowdoin delegates will each
attend a separate committee meeting
where different aspects of American
foreign policy are to be discussed.
George Little is to give a paper before the subdivision on the policy of

sities

sufficient to give some indication
of the successful tour predicted for

— ———A

With

Win Track

well balanced

be divided
and Pro-

Jr.,

A. D.'s

Sixty Glee Chib members and
eight members of the Polar Bears will
leave March 23 for a week's tour of
New York and Massachusetts. The
success of the concert in Westbrook
last Saturday night predicts the most
successful tour fcver enjoyed by the
Notewor^y is the fact that
Club.
the Glee Clubjwill include in its

This conference is the final meeting of the New England Conference
which is the reorganized Model
League of Nations and comes as a
general meeting after several district
conferences. Students from all the

Why was

1VE

Litman

Philip H.

FAVORIITSJ^JCI^SE STRUGGLE

Memory

Wellcaky Choir

To

not cause such a disturbance at the hite were well received. The audience,
movies downtown.
Perhaps they although not overwhelmingly large,

the musical organization.
Geoffrey Stanwood's octet was the
subject of much favorable comment
by those attending the concert. The
enthusiasm shown by the octet and
the catchy tunes sung have made
them popular wherever heard.
All together, the calibre of the performance and technique evident in
Monday night's concert give the
newspapers good reason for ranking
the Glee Club as one of the best in
New England. Of interest to those
who were forced to miss the concert
s - r
because of the inclement weather is
were very much shocked the the announcement
that Professor
"" other day to hear of the serious
Frederic Tillotson is planning to preillness of Mr. Robert C. Goodell. Insent the concert at a later date.
structor in German. It is feared that
-—
the illness will keep him out of Bowdoin's classrooms for the rest of the
year. Mr. Goodell has only been at
Bowdoin for two years, but already
he has become firmly established on
the campus as a fine teacher and a
good fellow. We are certainly ex"Lives of a Bengal Lancer," starpressing the sentiments of the whole ring Gary Cooper, Franchot Tone and
college when we wish Mr. Goodell a Kathleen Burke will be presented
speedy recovery.
Saturday evening in Memorial Hall at

Joint Concert

Bowdoin To

fits

NO. 28

Conduct

N. E. DISCUSSION

among

aren't interested in the picture.

to

The tour operis March 23 in Gardiner Museum in Boston. The concert there is to be one in a regular
series which ha* included concerts
by Mme. Boulanger and the Vienna
Choir Boys. Following the program
at the Museum there will be a broadSend Students cast over WEEI of the Red Network
at 4 o'clock.
That evening at 7.30
Foreign Affairs
the Club will participate in a two
hour rehearsal with the Wellesley
Conference
College Glee Clu^ under the direction
Five Bowdoin representatives will of Mme. Boulanger.
attend the Harvard meeting of the
Friday night the group will sing
New England Conference on Foreign at the Pleasantville, N. Y. High
Affairs being held on March 17 and SchooL
The Polar Bears will pro18. They are: Myron S. Mclntire '39, vide music for a dance after the
George T. J ittle '40, Arthur W. Wang concert.

rOM

go, then?
Perhaps they
simply have not enough intelligence
to appreciate a picture of real artistic value. If this last is true, we have
but this to say: next Saturday, a
Betty Boop cartoon is included on the
program. We suggest that the movie
committee have the cartoon run first,
followed by a two minute interval,
during which those who cannot appreciate such fine pictures as "Lives
of a Bengal Lancer." "The River,"
and "The Plow that Broke the
Plains" can leave, and those who
wish may enjoy the picture.

Mme. Boulanger

In

FIVE TO ATTEND

been stirred to activity over this

taxation problem.
It is estimated that between $150
and $200 is paid annually by each
fraternity group toward this unemployment taxation. In return, the college students are awarded no bene-

1939

During Trip

fessor Koelln for the remainder of
the year, and Mr. Horwood, Tallman Lecturer, will take some of
the sections in German 1.

whatever; for a commission ruling does not recognize college students as members of the labor market. Since the greater part of fraternity help is by students, the fraternities have been paying taxes for
which there is no compensation. Mclntire brought out the fact that Massachusetts has corrected this evil, and
houseparties to interrupt any routine that the Federal Government is also
he might attempt to follow. No stu- attempting to take it out of its fed[ Continued on Page 4 ]
dent could get the most out of the
period under these conditions. The
faculty voted for the reading period;
now let us hope that they support it, Glee Club Presents
and give it the chance for permanConcert For College
ence that it deserves.
- r
the standpoint of attendance,
The second of a series of concerts
no one could say that the Union was given by the Glee Club in Memovies have not been successful this morial Hall Monday night in preparayear. But in one way, they have not tion for the forthcoming Spring tour.
succeeded.
This lack of success is The club has already sung at the
in no manner any fault of the com- Westbrook High School and it will
mittee In charge, nor is ft due to "the entertain at Bath this Friday night.
fact that the selection of pictures has The Bowdoin Polar Bears, who will
not been good. It is the fault of a tour with the Glee Club again this
certain group of students who, for year, provided dance music at Westsome reason or other, insist on laugh- brook and will do the same at Bath.
ing during the most serious moments
Monday night's program included
of the show, making remarks that
several rarely performed numbers.
aren't the least bit funny, talking at
Outstanding
them was
times when there is a lull in the acThompson's 'Tarantella," which altion, and in general making themthough exceedingly difficult was reselves annoying to those who wish to
markably well handled. "Siberia,"
enjoy the movie as a dramatic work.
There does not seem to be any valid rendered by the Bowdoin Chapel
reason to explain this. Perhaps they Choir, solos by Thomas Brownell
are simply thoughtless. But they do and a duet by Brownell and Cronk-

do they

will

Ham

WEEl and WEAF

POLAR BEARS TO
PLAY FDR DANCING

lege."

'39,

President of the Chi Psi Lodge, and
Professor Orren C. Hormell appeared before the committee in protest
against fraternity taxation under the

ly

Musical Club To Broadcast

Over

15,

Allen Carries Alpha Delts
To Victory In Interfraternity
Meet As Psi Upsilon Bows

GO ON ANNUAL
CONCERT TOUR

President Kenneth C. M. Sills
upon hearing of the sudden illness
of Mr. Goodell issued the following
statement to the Orient:
"I am very sorry to state that
Mr. Robert C. Goodell, Instructor
in German, has been obliged on account of illness to give up his work
He
for the rest of this semester.
will need a long period of complete
rest in order to insure the right
kind of recovery- Mr. Goodell has
been a most popular and effective
teacher; he has the respect of all
his colleagues and the confidence
of the German Department. He has
been very well liked by all those
who have taken work under his instruction and by many other members of the college who have known
him. His withdrawal is a serious
loss to the teaching staff of the col-

rrtfERE is a great deal of confusion Mclntire '39, Prof. Hormell
•*
among the students concerning
Appear Before State
Bowdoin's

OF

SILLS SPEAKS

HOUSES DEMAND
STATE SECURITY
TAX EXEMPTION

» Rises "
By
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Brunswick, Maine

which was to be followed by the
presentation of a one-act play. "Bat
If You Knew Them," written by E8ward Rowan, the president of the
organization. There was a rather unusual amount of interest in the production because it had been offered
for entry in the one-act play tournament of the Washington Civic
Theatre, then in progress, and had
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CLEAN SWEEP?
With

the winter sports season having been brought to a suc-

cessful conclusion, the Big

White

turns

New

'the provinces" are aware. This is
been refused, largely, it is believed, said to be the first outbreak of the
on the ground of. its subject-matter. kind in the vicinity of Washington.
The play presented the plight of a The fact that it could occur within
partly Jewish family in Germany un- six miles of the national capital, and
der the present persecution, and it in connection with the performance
ended tragically. The author spoke of a local amateur club, a mere
of it as "his personal contribution to neighborhood organization, is surhis community a plea for tolerant prising and disturbing.
thinking and more universal love."
STANLEY P- CHASE
The nature of the play had been made Falls Chuich, Va., March 5, 1939.
known in the local weekly newspaper,
but there had been no wide publicity. To the student body:
It was a sincere and moving pieco
The department of music wishes to
of work which made its point with a express the most sincere appreciation
good deal of effectiveness. No as- and gratification for the enthusiasm,
persions were cast upon the German interest and whole-hearted cooperapeople; indeed, the only characters tion given for the Interfraternity
outside the family, two non-Jewish singing competition.
The artistic
German friends, were admirable per- results achieved were amazing, and
sons, bitterly opposed to the persecu- as the years pass these events may
tion.
The play was well acted, and well prove to be among those making
the audience plainly was impressed the most indelible impressions on the
and sympathetic.
life of the student.
As we were leaving the hall, two
It has been definitely decided that
young men, standing in the corridor, the Interfraternity Sing will be
offered every person a plain white broadcast next year.
Negotiations
envelope, sealed.
Nearly everyone are already under way to obtain the
took one, supposing it to be some club services of two professional judges.
notice or, perhaps, an appeal for aid
Sincerely,
for refugees.
Presently, angry exProfessor Frederic Tillotson.
clamations were heard. Those who
had opened their envelopes found in- Editor of The Bowdoin Orient.
side a number of leaflets of most Dear Sir:
virulent anti-Jewish propaganda. To
Allow me to congratulate you on
ber specific, the contents were these:
your able editorial of March eighth.
a small single sheet, headed "Com- I agree thoroughly with you, and if
munism is Jewish," charging that the there is any way in which I can help
United States Government, the Presi- to change the attitude of the College
dent, the Press, the Radio, and the Administration, I would be glad to do
Theatre are controlled by the Jews, it.
and listing some publications to be
Very truly yours,
obtained from the "Nationalist PubFrank A. Smith "1912"
lishing Company" (Washington, D. C,
postoff ice box number given ) a larg- To the Editor of the Orient:
er single sheet, containing what
During your volume of the Orient
purported to be a quotation from there has been
a preat deal of attenBenjamin Franklin anent the iniqui- tion directed toward the activities of
ties of the Jews; and a twelve-page
the Student Council. Several times
leaflet entitled "Jewish Jazz," with
you and other editors have sought to
the imprint of the "Industrial Dealter the method of electing Council
fense Association, Inc.," of 7 Water
members. The Orient has pointed out
street, Boston.
through its columns
there is a
A wave of anger swept through the decided predominancetirat
of athletes on
crowd. The two youths were told to the
Council. Of course, I don't supget out of the building, and presently
pose the Orient in any way sought to
they did so. Undoubtedly many in
|
cast any aspersions on the character
the group that milled around thorn
of Bowdoin athletes. The point was
in the corridor for ten or fifteen minsimply taken to show that through
utejrfelt the rudimentary emotions
the present system the Council fails
that lead to lynchings, but this parsomewhat in being a well-rounded,
lar audience was too civilized for
representative body.
sical violence.
After all, the only
I agree with the staff of the Orient
illegal thing that the young men had
suppose, was to use a public on the feeling that something ought
building, without permit, for their to be done; however, my views on
propagandizing activities. They said what ought to be done are somewhat
almost nothing in answer to the flood different. The Big Names in the
of questions and protests.
One of minds of the freshmen are without
them, in fact, pretended to be unable much doubt the^en elected to the
to talk (though he was observed to Council's position if honor. Of course
speak freely enough to his compan- tne freshmen are not to blame for
ion outside), and scribbled on a piecr the way they vote yt or they are probof paper that he was from Columbia, ably voting for tha twelve and only
Ohio. That was probably a fabrica- twelve students that they know on
tion, but in fact neither of the youths the list of twenty. £t is seldom that
was known to any of the residents of the first-year students as a whole
the town.
meet and get to Imow the students

its

attention once again to

;

the Spring with the end in view of protecting last year's championships and,

if

again for the

tates to predict a

time since

ball

A

all

the

last football season,

more successful all-around

previous one, but
tion.

adding a couple more. Prognosticating

possible, of
first

Orient

athletic year

hesi-

than the

signs certainly point favorably in that direc-

championship, climaxing one of the most successful foot-

campaigns Bowdoin

lowed by successive

was made

start than

athletic fortunes

have ever known,

swimming and hockey

titles in

is

Although fraught with

last year.

fol-

no worse a

ineligibilities

the swimming team astounded again this year by fighting doggedly
to the bitter end; the gallant fight against Dartmouth's superior

man-power and Captain "Bud" White's record-breaking 100-yard
freestyle dan being the high points of the season. Enough has been
said in the Sports pages of the Boston papers about the superlative

performance of the puckmen to make any added words of praise
here meaningless and in vain.

Looking toward the future, baseball
look

is

mainstays from

working out

in particular, the out-

Coach Wells, faced with the

very bright.

in the ca^e.

loss of

but two

champions, has an experienced group

last season's

With an even

Bow-

break in the weather

doin will be represented by a nine every bit as good as the 1938

Another championship

edition.

in golf

for, leaving for consideration track

j

common in and
York than many of us in
be more

i

;

j

'•

—

'41

Weinshel

may

around

'

Sab-Edlton
David W. D. Dickson '41 John C. Evans "41
Theodore Hoitt '41
Robert A. Inman '41
HaroJd L. Pines 41
Jack R. Kinnard '41

'41

f

cidants

do^I

not connected with some form of
athOf course, the fraternity angle
appears; for the freshmen, as well
as the sophomores, juniors, and sen»
tors vote for the members of
their
own fraternity groups. But, outside of
the fraternity connection I repeat,
there are seldom any cases of freshmen voting for non-athletic men.
An argument for the other side has
always been that the athletes are the
leaders of the College, and the ones
elected to the Council are really representative of the student body.
1
do not disprove this argument, but
what I should like to see is a teat of
said statement. This year, and permanently if proven successful, I
should like to see a system in force
whereby the freshmen would be declared ineligible to take part in the
Student Council elections. It is granted that they are as much a part of
the school as anyone, but maybe it is
to their benefit that they not be allowed to vote in this all important
letics.

|

Asntstaat Managing Editor*
'40
John G. Wheelock, 3rd '40

B. Harold Pottle, Jr. '41

The matter has be*> reported fully
newsto the editor of an influential
paper, who will make < very eftort to
trace the forces that are back of
financed
what was evidently a well
"
and organized attempt to »Prea<* ra
in
cial hatred and antagonism- Sl ch

i

James E. Tracy, Jr. '39
Managing Editors
Richard E. Doyle '40
George M. Stevens, Jr. '40
Richard W. Sullivan, Jr. '40
Richard E. Tukey '40
Leonai-d

Vol

Ml

mm

,

election.

By this move.

j

I hold that the elections
be less swayed by a Big Name
field of athletics or by other
acts that in themselves do not denote
capability for a position on the Student Council. It is enjirely possible
that the elections will turn out in
the same manner, but at least there
will be a closer consideration of each
candidate, and those elected will be
elected by students who know them
as personalities and not just by name.
Merely suggesting '40.

will

on the
:

I

To

the Editor of the Orient:
Since the activities of Rising

Day
J

have assumed such proportions as to

make

the

damage

bill

:

total several

seems clear that
some strong measure is needed to
keep the whole business within any
manageable proportions. The college
hundred

dollars,

it

administration has issued appeals for
the student body to think of the results and to leave strictly unblemished the new furniture of Appleton
Hall. Since the powers that be have
felt it possible to close this one dormitory to all of the evening's dangers,
there would seem to be little argument that similar action could not
be taken in respect to the other dormitories and the privately owned furniture in them.
Merely reminding the participants
of the bills that will result «from
thoughtless or wanton destruction
will not serve to materially lower the

damage:

it

always has been apparent

that considerable damage was done
the panels o\ most of the doors
in an end were broken. If moral suasion will not work as a deterrent for
each new generation of risers, the
college should take a determined and
well-defined stand on the matter. It
should specifically forbid, under the
usual disciplinary provisions, those
practices which are prevalent during
Rising Day and which it has already
seen as unwise and expensive.
who have paid the bills feel sure that
a passive attitude on the part of the
board of highest authority will not
be sufficient to make this Rising Day
less vicious or less expensive.
Save the Pieces '40.

when

at a New England university had
been assigned to report on the residential districts of
a southern city, its principal products and the location

FTVE sophomores

of

its

plantations.

Hour after hour they thumbed through hook after
book in the library— all to no avaiL Then one of them
a happy idea — why not telephone the city's Mayor?
They did — and in a few minutes had all the informa-

had

tion they needed.

No matter what
life,

in business

the question— in college, in social

— you'll

find the telephone is often

the quickest, most economical

way

to get the answer.

We

seems not too much to hope

and

tennis.

It is

evident from

the results of the indoor dual meet with Bates, which ended in an

overwhelming victory and from the fine showing made against
Dartmouth, that the Mageemen are vastly more powerful this year.

demon

Barring injuries and the old

should garner their
outlook for tennis

first

is

ineligibility,

the cinder-men

championship in track in a few years. The

at least not discouraging as fax as

any

aspira-

tions for complete success are concerned. Regardless of the out-

come

in state competition of the spring sports, events of the

1939 season have already made the assurance that

go down
ally,

of

in the history of the school as

all

greatest, athletic-

times.

J.

A
The

one of the

]OB

1938-

this year will

T.

E.

WELL DONE

headlines say that 250 high school and prep school track

men, representing 35 different

institutions, visited the College

over

the week end to take part in Bowdoin's annual Interscholastic

Track Meet.

It

seems rather incredible that a program of such

can be conducted with the

facility

program was handled. Each year

and ease with which

this Interscholastic

growing, and each year the College has increased

size

this year's

Meet has been
week end fa-

its

to take care of the competing track men. What is to be
done with the ever-increasing number of participants is a problem
cilities

for the Athletic Department.

What we want

The
it is

best barometer of

to point out

is

the

Bowdoin meet.

ever-increasing popularity of this

any such event

is

the esteem in which

held by the competing schools. Certainly the steadily increas-

ing enrollment of the

Bowdoin Interscholastics is an encouraging
The Orient wishes to commend the Ath-

display of appreciation.
letic

Department

for the extremely efficient handling of this event,

same time the Orient wishes to acknowledge the active part that the fraternities have taken in the affair. The White

and

at the

Key

representatives as well as the

many

students

who work on

track in the capacify of officials also should be accorded

some

the
rec-

ognition for their excellent service to the College.

PRO

and

CON

(A section devoted to correspondence on matters academic and otherwise. The editors are not responsible for opinion* expressed in these
commas.)

To

the Editor of the Orient.
ness or government employ in WashSir:
ington.
Although only six miles
In view of the contemporary agita- from the capital, it has a distinct
over "un-Amori<-an" activities, community fife. Among its instituyour readers may be interested in tions is a thriving Community Thean incident which occurred in this atre, which holds throughout the
town last Monday evening.
winter monthly meetings ending with
Falls Church. Virginia, where my the presentation of a short play, frewife and I have Lieen .iving for the quently original. On February 27th,
past six months, is a town much about two hundred people gathered
smaller than Brunswick, populated in the auditorium of a school buildlargely by people who are in busi- jing for the regular monthly meeting,
'

Dear
tion
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S
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CAMELS NEVER JANGLE THE NERVES
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SPORTS SIDELIGHTS

Bud White

Sets N. E. Record As
Polar Bears Take Fourth Place

Brown Wins

College

*%££?*

For Basketball Finals

!

A. D.'S TOP PSI ITS
BOWDOIN PLAYS
MARGIN
BY
HOST TO OVER
FOR TRACK HONORS
250 TRACK MEN

NARROW

By Jack Keefe
week end just about

put the finishing touches
The two track meets last
on the winter sports season up here for another year. Those who took in
both events saw a goodly number of thrills and upsets in several of the

Crown Play-Ofs Scheduled

crop of
wiH be interesting to see jttat how many
champions will be members of our student body one year hence.
old personality smile usually saved for the rushing season was used
overtime this past week end in an effort to line up any and all prospective
of this year's

races.
It
scrtoorboy

Worcester Academy Downs
Bridgton In Close

The
Interfraternity
the
in
tentatively
are
league
scheduled to take place this evening
and Saturday afternoon according to
Play-offs
basketball

Brown University came through
true to form to win the New England
Intercollegiate swimming title last
Saturday for the seventh consecutive
year. Swimming in the Wesleyan University pool at Middletown, Connecticut, the Brown mermen garnered
42 points to win easily. Williams was
second with 22 '» points. Amherst

a White Key announcement made
last night. The three teams that wiH
be in the final play-offs will be the
Dekes. A.D.'s. and the Betas. In a
draw last night at the White Key
was third with 14, and Bowdoin took meeting it was decided that the
Dekes and Betas would play to see
a close fourth with ll ? points.
Not only was Capt. Bud White the which team would meet the A.D.'s in
shining light of the Bowdoin squad, the finals.
The Deke quintet and the Alpha
but >ie was also one of the most outstanding performers of the day. Bud Delt quintet were on top in the final
swam the hundred in 53.2 seconds to league standing with a percent of
.909. Each team lost only one game
eltp a half a second off the old New
England record which he set last out of eleven. The Beta five was next
in order with two defeats for a peryear. In addition to taking a first in
the hundred White placed second in cent of .800. The remaining houses
followed in order: Chi Psi, Thorndike,
the 50- yard dash and swam the anchor in the 400-yard relay to give Sigma Nu, T.D.. Psi U., A.T.O.. D.U.,
Zeta Psi, and Kappa Sigma.
the teatn a fourth in the event.
The standings, as released through
Fisher of Bowdoin took a tie for

men

for next year.

a

Football

,

third behind Wilcox of Brown in the
150-yard backstroke. The team comprised of Fisher, Marble, and Carlson
picked up a fourth in the 300-yard
medley relay, while Hutchinson. Carlson, James, and White took a fourth
in the 400-yard relay.

the White
lows:

Key

last night,

Won

)

The summary:

Delta Kappa Epsilon 10
10

1

8
6
5
5
4
3
2

2
3
3

1

8

Alpha Delta Phi
Beta Theta Pi
Chi Psi
Thorndike Club

Sigma Nu

Walk300-yard medley relay fint. Brown
second. Williams (Rice.
I
Mitchell. Behrer): third Wexleyaa (Hancock.
I

er. Snttysiak. Porritt

Mtok)

Prttit.

Bowdoin

(Klsher.

Marble. Carlson).
Tim*
hirst.
Rawstrom.
220-yard free style
Springfield
second. Davis. Wesleyan
third
Brown. William-: fourth. Anderson. Mass.
:

:

Stat*.
Time
:M.4.
Vl-yiird free style -First. Schaticr. Brown;
seroad. White. Bowdoin: third. Nei|. Amherst:
fourth. Jones. Mans. State. Time 0:233.
Dive Kirst. Wilson, Brown: second White*
.'

Williams: third. Christ. Amherst; fourth.
Minerly. Sprimrfield. Winner's i«>ints. (98.2,
100-yard free style First. Whit*. Bowdoin
second.
Chaper.
Brown
third.
Wesley an
fourth. Jones. Amherst. Time <i itU.
150-yard back stroke rVet, WtaMO. Brown;
second. Rice. Williams: ilird. tie Fisher. Bowdoin and Benson. Williams.
Time '1:42.4.
200-yard
breast
strok* -mt,
Snttysiak,
Brown
second.
Mitchell,
Williams
third.
Pettit.
Wesleyan
fourth. Haluday. Sprinirly.

;

;

:

;

:

:

tield.

Time

Theta Delta Chi

:

fourth.

:

Ifat.l.

Psi
i

are as

Lost

Upsilon

Alpha Tau Omega

.

.

Delta Upsilon
Zeta Psi

fol-

Pet.
.909
.909
.800
.667
.625
.556
.444
.333
.222

1

4
5

6
7

Rowe. Williams: third. Anderson.
second.
Mass. State: fourth. Bacon. Amherst. Trine —
440-yard freshman relay First. WtMfauns
(Boyd.
McClay. Adams. Lament): second.
Amherst (Rodjcers. Uoelitr.. Green. - Chapman)
:

NEWTON HIGH WINS
FOR SECOND TIME

Rawstrom. Springfield:

Bowdoin

Another sport that goes into more or less obscurity for several months
is swimming.
Coach Bob Miller and his tankmen wound up their season
England Intercollegiates were
last Saturday at Wesleyan, where the
held.
Another fine season was wrecked by scholastic difficulties and by
men leaving school. Every year it seems an outstanding team is carefully
molded into championship calibre by Bob Miller, and every year without
something or other comes along to knock the foundations out from
under. The loss of two of the best varsity men were in no small way
responsible fdr the loss to Dartmouth last week. If ever a team gave everything it had. the Bowdoin team that swam Dartmouth did, and it must be
most disheartening for both Bob and his swimmers to lose a meet that was
almost theirs. Next year we should see another good team taking everything in its stride until midyears at least and if the fates are willing,
Incidentally. Bud White last
it will keep up its winning ways afterwards.
a close race in the fifty-yard freestyle at Wesleyan. but came right back to
cop the hundred.
fail,

—

—

s

-

:i

,

-

s

-

Bob McGlone of Bridgton.
the dash. 300, and ran a
smooth anchor leg on a winning relay team, and Bill Peseosolido of New-

s

ton, who set new marks in the high
jump and the broad jump with leaps

of 6 feet 2% inches and 21 feet 9U
Jim Coyne,
respectively.
inches
South Portland's local hope, stuck
right with "Pesky" until the latter
got over 6 feet. Fisher of Bridgton
Academy cleared 6 feet. 1 inch to
set a new record for this event in the

s

s

Call it what yotj will, bat Dame Fortune pulled a
trick last Thursday. Late in the afternoon the Kappa SIjts
and the Dekes were getting ready to run their relay. At

!

the same thne as this was gaing on a Bowdoin alumnus
passed away in Portland. What makes tins so odd is the
fact that exactly twenty years ago to the day this same
man was running in the same event, the K. S. - Deke relay.

|

!

prep school division.
Other records wiped from the
books came in the prep school 45 yard
high hurdles and the shot put. Squires
of Exeter went over the barriers in
6 seconds flat and Perkins of Bridgton heaved the shot 50 feet 33& inches.
Johnny Grigas, Chelsea's one man
track team, was high point man in
He came
the high school division.
through to win the dash, shot put.
and to take a second in the broad
jump. The high school 45-yard hurdle
record was equalled twice by New-

Don MacKinnon, first in his
and then in the final which he

ton's
trial

won easily.
The prep

:41.x.

SIGMA NU TRIO TOPS
BOWLING STANDINGS

CHOICE TOBACCOS FOR
MILDNESS, SMOOTHNESS

I

Sigma Nu's bowling

trio leads the

1

:

Interfraternity Bowling league as the
play-offs draw near. Tentative
dates have not as yet been set by
the White Key for. the play-offs between the three highest places. A tie
for third place Iptwten the Theta
Delta trio and the Kappa Sigma team
will mean that there will have to be
an extra play-off. Tac Dekes are in

j

final

THATS T?A.!

to
last Sat-

'•bullet"

As you may have heard already, Dave Doughty has been elected to
lead next year's hockey sextet. Between "Capt. Dan" and Dave the Bowdoin defense line has gained quite a reputation in and around the New
England circuit. While our Dan has been upsetting the opposing forward
line, Dave has taken the puck down the ice on innumerable occasions.
It's
kind of hard to predict how Dave will fare next year without Hanley. but
with the promising Frosh defense material in Sides and Holt, the Polar
Bear back line might show some of its '39 brilliance. At least we can be
sure that our Capt.-elect will be in the thick of the fray.

:

school dash turned into a

battle between McGlone of Bridgton
and Billy Wood of Worcester Academy.
The Bridgton ace, however,
came through with a two- foot margin at the tape.
McGlone took the

much trouble although
winning time of 33 2-5 seconds

300 without
his

was rather disappointing

Maine

to

His ankle which had been
bothering him all day probably held
fans.

j

him back from

eclipsing Larry Scan-

mark of 33 flat. The 300
off in heats with
four best times placing.
Only
one close race was produced in the
heats when Wood of Worcester and
Reeves of Browne and Nichols batsecond place.
High man for a single string in tled their way over the distance.
the individual scoring goes to Sigma Wood came through at the tape with
no more than a yard to spare.
Nu's
Yeaton
|

I

!

ton's old

yard event was run
the

.

i

j

who

George

F0UJ*
THE COOtjl
©OOP, RICH

TASTE

came

Both mile runs failed to come up
through with a 128. Yeaton also holds
top honors for the three string with to expectations. Toothaker of Phila score of 303. High team play goes lips. National Interscholastic Cross
to the Theta Delts with a total of Country Champion, failed to show up
as he was announced. Kelley of Mil839.
ton had no trouble with the lest of
The standings as released by the the high school opponents although
White Key last night are as follows: his time. 4 minutes 43 2-5 seconds, was
Sigma Nu, .625; Delta Kappa Epsi- over 3 seconds behind the record nowlon. .550; Theta Delta Chi. .500; Kapheld by McGuire of Cony. Sheehan
pa Sigma, .500; Psi Upsilon, .450; took over the lead in the prep school
Alpha Tau Omega, .375; Alpha Delta grind after four laps, and he kept it
Phi, .325; Beta Theta Pi, .150; Chi for the rest of the distance.
Psi, .125; Thorndike Club. .000 ; Delta
Don MatKinnon of Newton, dogged
Upsilon, .000; and Zeta Psi, .000.
by hard luck all season, had a big
After winning the hurdles he
day.
copped the 300 in 33 2-5 seconds. He
experienced trouble with Ed Mont-

WANT
'

'

s*g
'

'

DAVE DOUGHTY TO
LEAD' HOCKEYMEN

YOU'RE teaming up with the mellower smoking
of choice tobaccos, men, when you start with
Prince Albert. Its exclusive "no-bite" process
removes harshness - leaving a RICH -TASTING
body and plenty of EXTRA mildness. P. A. draws
easy, smokes cooler, because it packs right to begin
with-thanks.to that special "CRIMP CUT." Step
up to any tobacco counter and get acquainted with
Prince Albert today ! It's the National Joy Smoke!

Caanfefct. tan
R. J. Kara**!* Tobecco Co.

huNCE Albert

ndpefuls of Priace Albert.
U yon don't find it the mellowest, tastiest
pise tobacco you ever smoked, return the
pocket tin with the rest of the tobacco in it
to us at any thne within a month from this

tin of Prince

Awards were

(Signed) R.

Albert

Dan Hanley

ing:

(mgr.).

date, assd we will refund full purchase price,
plus pestase.

pipeful* of fragrant tobacco in every

bandy pocket

Peterson.

Smoke 30 fragrant

THE NATIONAL JOY SMOKE

50

announcement made by Coach Linn
Manage'-elect is Robert McWells.
Carty, and assistant managers will
be William Georgitis and Winfield

J. Reynolds Tobacco Company,
Winston-Salem, North Car oil—

given to the follow-

Art Loomis

(capt.),

Dave Doughty (capt.-elect),
Lewis Upham. Robert

Nels

Corey,

Bass,

Payson Tucker. Ingie Arnold.

were presented to
Georgitis^ind Peterson.

The COLLEGE
MEIN KAMPF

F.

BOOKSTORE

- Unexpurgated Edition

.

.

Fuel Oils

The

STUART

*t

CLEMENT

A- E.

MORRELL

"22,

Mgr.

j

,

1

week

In-

end.

Huling and Rowe were next in
order with Marble and Neilly booming the A. D.'s hopes by edging Dave
Lovek>y. Deke, for the last two posiThe low hurdles final proved
tions.
Allen once
equally hard fought.
again was forced to come from behind in the last few yards, only this
time Rowe was nipped at the tape,
with Huling in third and Hank Bonzagni coming in for Psi Upsilon with
a fourth. Charlie Edwards pulled up
TJ's

WALSH ISSUES CALL
FOR GRID ASPIRANTS

sixty men have already reported for Adam Walsh's first week
of Spring football practice. In preparation for another State crown, the
Polar Bear mentor issued an early
call this year for the Bowdoin grid
aspirants.
With a temporary lull in in fifth place.
the other sports programs, prospects
As expected the 880 yard run defor a rather stiff Spring drill seem very
veloped into the best race of the evepromising.
Cage work will be con- ning, but the starring cast turned out
tinued for the rest of the period until
to be a distinct surprise. With Pope
vacation, and with the weather perscratching the event, the crowd setmitting, from then on the squad will
tled back expecting a determined aswork out on Pickard Field. Dinny sault on the record by Babcock and
Shay will again take care of the back- Doubleday. the two men responsible
rielti while Adam will center his work
for the sensational dead heat in the
with the linemen.
recent Sophomore-Freshman meet.
Of course, the first few weeks will
As the large field round*?d the first
be spent on limbering up and on the corner, Doubleday was knocked comgeneral drill exercises that usually pletely off stride and Babcock went
take place in the early Spring prac- into the lead. At the quarter mark
However, with the advent of the time was 57 seconds, an amaztice.
warmer weather, it is hoped that the ingly fast but ill-considered pace, as
squad will be able to get in some real indicated in the waning positions of
scrimmage work.
the race.
At the bell for the final
The squad that has reported to lap, Hamblen geared /his classic stride
date includes over thirty varsity men into high and gaining ground swiftlyfrom last fall. The first roll call in- passed Babcock at the tape for a
cluded: Nelson Austin, Robert Bass, glorious conclusion to his indoor runWesley Bevins, Hank Bonzagni, Al ning at Bowdoin.
Harry Baldwin
Chapman. Ed Cooper, John Creiger. moved up to capture third place from
Pete Donavan, Haven Fifield, Alvin Bob Newhouse, with Doubleday back
Gilman. Hoyt Griffith, Dave Hark- in fifth spot. The time of 2 minutes
ness. Robert Hinkley. Pete Howie, J. 2.1 seconds was fast but missed the
A. Kane, Jack Keefe, Boyd Legate, record by nearly two seconds.
Walt Loeman, Bennett McGregor
The two mile, which followed,
Harry Miller, Harold Oshry. Robert found Don Watt. Zete. building up a
Page, Francis Rocque. Frank Sabas- tremendous lead of a full third of a
teanski, Tom Steele, George Toney, fap at the mile mark.
Watt's effort
Charles Walker, Hack Webster, Ken proved too much for him, however,
Welch, and Joel Williams.
as he succumbed to the driving finFreshmen who have reported for ishes of George Hill and Omer Mc-

Over

include:
Fred Duff who captured
Arthur Benoit. places respectively.

the Varsity squad
Baird, Robert Bell,

John

Clifford.

Ed Coombs. Richard
Lit manl Lindo FerrinL

H.
Bill GeorRoss Hanigaa), Paul Hazelton.
Marshall Holt, George Laubenstein,
Joe MacKay, Ed Martin, K. E. MorCorliss, P.

Fred Fisher, Jerome Ford,
gitis,

Fencing

Team Drops

Decision

field of dentistry

To Bangor Y

In a match last Friday evening in
Sargent gymnasium, the Bangor Y.
M. C. A. defeated the Polar Bear
fencing squad, 12-10.
Bowdoin took
the foils matches five to four, while
Bangor won the epee matehes five
to four and the sabre matches three
to one. Chandler. Sheehy. and CapThe summary:
tain Stern fenced with the foils; Cap14. Medford 18. ClielHiah School*
tain Stern, Yaple, and Sheehy, fenced
sea 13, Lawrence 10. South Portland 6. Milton
epee. and Chandler and Barron fen1-1. Lynn
5 1-3, Portland 5. Hope BUest
Classical 4 1-3.' Lynn Entrlish 1. Dedham 2, ced sabre

Anycne

interested

today o€j

Capital. $1 75,000

Total Resources $2,700,00©

Rockland failed to score.
Prep school. Worcester Academy Zt.
ton Academy 2S r Exeter 14. Roxbury

Bridir-

Latin

John's «},
MCI e> Fryebunc 'Academy 2. Kimball Union
Nichols 1.
2. Kiverdale Ceunty 1. Browne and
Hnntinirton

PB**>

School

13.

St.

SCHOOL DIVISION

:

:

third.
Wood. Worasster Academy
seeorui.
Had by Reeves, Baowar and Nicltala. Uilday,
:

Psap. Tiroa: "S 2-S aseomiK.
run Won by Hanlon. Roxbury
second, Lf ford. Worcester Academy
Watson. Hnntm«t»n ; (pu*th. Jindrak.

St. John's
ttt">-yard

n

Latin
third.

:

:

make
The Neighborhood Market

mains street

EVERYTHING THAT'S GOOD
TO EAT

Your Headquarters For
Poland Spring ObMterala and Mixer
Tel. 828
ir Page St.
I

__

We

Deliver

summary

inches, and Lin
Rowe in second with 21 feet 1 inch.
Hank Dolan cleared 6 feet to give

'

—

:

;

;

-

[
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Z

VJ?

i

.

—

and Meliska.

:

Sheehy de-

2-1.

Allen.

ond.

A.

D.

thiraV

:

Rrdniond.

*cf>

Zeta

feated Meliska, 2-0 and Yaple defeat- fourth. Rowe. 4>si U. ftfth, Hamblen. Zeta.
Tinas
4.7 aw.
ed Lutz. 2-0. Lutz conquered Stern,
MMe run won by Rabrork. Beta *ernnd,
2-1 and Sheehy, 2-0. Fuller won over Doubleday. D. U. third. Hair»trom. A. V.
famtta. 1«M. A. T. 0.
nfla. Martin. Sixma
Sheehy, 2-0 and Yaple. 2-1. and Mel- Nu. Time:
minute- 39.1.
r" n ~
T 1?b> Ho
iska defeated Yaple
In the
2-0.
„ *}?;*??* Zate
r
JT". Hamhhtti.
.T
?T'.
VZete: T""!f_~ Redmond.
third.
r"L
fourth.
,_ ...
_
_,
sabre— Meliska defeated Barron, 5-4!Rb»e. pu r. fifth, tie between Ne»hou».
•• nd B * ld w
Chi Fki \ Ti '"* *
and Chandler. 5-1. Barron defeated p "j«y
li
i* S*'
la-yard h>ah hurdle*won by Allen. A.
D.
Lutz. 5-3 and Lutz defeated Chandler, second. Hj|inr\ P>i U. third. Rowe. P»i U.
;

:

;

:

:

:

i

:

I

.

:

:

:

l

:

.

.

;

fourth.

5-4.

Marble.

(J

Time:

A.

JJ.

flfth.

;

A.

Neilly.

D.

aae.

15-yard low hurdles won by Allen. A. I>. :
Hecond. Rowe. Psi V.
third. HulinK. P»i U.:
fourth. Boniaani.
Edwards,
Psi
Afth.
V.
A. D. Titan: 5.4 ace. (Ties meet record.)

:

Time: 1.16.
RiverdXte.
lnmi-yard run Won by McLauythlin. Worcester Academy: second, Hines. Exeter: third.
fourth. Parker. RoxWatson. Huntinirton
bury Latin. Time:
Hii'h jump Won by Kisher. Bridwton AcadHanson. Worcester.
second, tied by
emy
B irkley. Needham post irraduate and Brady
Height. « feet, 1 inch.
Huntinjtton school.
(Eq-isla meat record).
Won by Perkins. Bridgton secShot put
third. Otto. Kimball
ond. Shattuck. Exeter
DisUnion: fourth. Oatalley. Hnntinirton.
tance. So feet. 3| inches. (Meet record).
Kroad jump- -Won by St. Pierre. MCI:
Huntington : third, Buckley.
Lisle.
second.
Needham post irraduate: fourth Morse. Roxbury Latin. Distance II feet 31, inches.
:

AH Kinds

final

hi front with a

Delta Phi.
feated Chandler, 5-2 and Lutz defeatRay Huling, who chalked up 22
ed Chandler, 5-2. Lutz defeated Sheepoints in five events, was individual
won over Sheehy, r7
hy. 5-2 and Beccie
j \,
. n
6
ni** P°*nt man a»d Neal Allen was
5^4
second with 18 points. The summary:
In the epee Stern defeated Fuller,
4u-yard dash- won iby Halinx. Psi U.
3-2

Finals
40-yard dash Won by McGlone. Bridgton
ascend. Wood. Worcester Academy: third La>Karre, Kryeburx; fourth. St. Pierre. MCI.
Time: 4 3-5 seconds.
J.Vyard hitth hurdles- Wen by Squires. E»cter second. Hadlock. Hmstinirton : third. Ooetaals. Roxbury Latin : fourth. Perkins. Worcester Academy- Time: < see. (Must record).
;ti.o-yard run
Won by McClone. Bridtfton

40th and Sprm-e Streets
PhilaaWphia. Pa.

BROS. CO.

Ray
ll»fc

^^
11^^.

134.

this profession as a life work is invited to
apply for further information to
School
The Dean of the
of Dentist rv
University •* rViiasyrv;
i

The

both occasions.
however, found
leap of 21 feet

'

est ordrr.

BANE

and second

first

In the eight lap relay the speedy
Ps^ U. team of Huling. Mitchell. Newhouse and Rowe set a' new record of
2 minutes 6 3-10 seconds.
Running
from the pole the victors won easily
with the second place battle providing the thrills.
Charlie Pope's
slashing third leg put the T. D.'s in
second spot at the final passing of
the batons, but Sid Hall overhauled
Bill Murphy on the last corner to
give the second place points to D. U.
Form prevailed in the 16 pound
shot with George Reardon. Chi Psi.
winning by his put of 43 feet 4 inches.
The Psi U. bid for top honors gained
momentum as the final field events
captured the spotlight. In the broad
jump Huling twice jumped better
than 22 feet 10 inches only to foul on

I

sand graduates who are occupying
positions of iaaponance in the profession throughout the world.
Its
course of instruction is of the high-

of Brunswick, Maine

a?

Building- Materials of

!

challenge, a life of
professional service with
satisfactory income, and an opportunity
for research and teaching in this
division of medical science and art.
The University of Pennsylvania
has prepared more than six thou-

Town Building

TONDREAU
Lumber and

last

j

intellectual

STUDENT PATKOBACK SOLICITED

Dry Fireplace Wood

The high school 1,000 was won by
Blair of Medford. He took his heat
Redin 2 minutes 26 2-5 seconds.
mond of South Portland piled up on
the first corner and was never a
threat in the remaining distance. In
the relays Newton High, usually the
winner of the event, had to be content with a surprising third behind
Lawrence and Medford. South Portlland High won the Evening Express
Cup for the best Maine relay.

j

FIRST NATIONAL

.

meet

^,

"ers to college students an attractIt provides a worthy
ive career.

Brunswick, Me.

Hard and Soft Coals

the College

during

terfraternity

rell. Herb Patterson, Niles Perkins,
Bill
Scott.
Rar.dy Sides. George'
in his trial heat, as the latSmith, Lewis Vafiades, Robert Woo**ter just missed beating hint to the
worth. and Barry Zimman.
Don, however, quickly
first corner.
took over and managed to hold a
lead all the way home.

i

DBNTISTRY

PRINTING

$3.00

CO.

manship and conduct. The enp was
presented

I

W. CHANDLER & SON

BRUNSWICK COAL & LUMBER

^ which was presented to Neai

the Dekes first place in the high
jump. A. D. Jack Marble gained second P lace and Ra >' Huling kept Psi U.
n ,ne running by gaining an unexMcCarfv,
ted third P aC ah ad of
a do11
Worcester Clascal 1. Portsmouth 1. Stephens
in the foils-Stem defeated Fuller.
!
!
?
,|Hfol]
n
n ™a nt
e vau,t
1. Urona 1. Banjtor 1. Brunswick. John Bai>5-3, Beegle, 5-1. and Lutz. 5-3. Chand^^*J?"
P°
*
Kennebunk.
Hat,
Cony. Deerinir, Gardiner.
lev defeated Meliska. 5-1 and Sheehy
*\
1939 campu * championship to Alpha
Academy. Lanbon rails, Needham.
Li acuta
defeated Meliska. 5-2.
Fuller de.

Oak Melendy. Richard Jiarding. Hank
Bonzagni. and WiQiam* Allen. Numerals

HUTCHINSON TROPHY
.

.

Allen '40 for excellence In sports-

gomery

Twelve major letters and one major
manager's letter have been presented
to the Polar Bear hockey sextet for
the season just completed. Defenseman Dave Doughty has also been
elected to lead the Bowdoin six in
next year's campaign according to an

Continued from Page r ]
mand from the gun and breasted the
tape in 51.6 seconds, only a fifth of
a second from his own record. Gene
Redmond, Zete, was second, some five
yards behind, with Brother Zete Bob
Hamblen, spiked on the first bank
and shoeless for the greater part of
the race, a few yards back.
The Psi U. point total suffered a
slight reversal in the dash when Redmond edged Lin Rowe for third place.
The Psi U.'s versatile Ray Hiding
nosed out Neal Allen for first position
with Hamblen snaring fifth in a
blanket finish.
The hurdles finals resolved into a
two house rivalry between the A. D.'s
and the Psi U.'s. Ray Huhng seemed
primed to provide an upset in the 45
yard highs as he led Allen over the
Neal. however,
first two barriers.
cleared the final barrier in fine fashPsi
ion to gain an eyelash victory.
2

host

played

who copped

The other day the hockey team had its picture taken.
After the picture, a short slutting session followed. At the
same time that this was going on, some battery candidates
were finishing off their practice, Dave Smith was taming
football snits, and Jack >fagee was getting ready to start
seme of the races in the interfraternity meet. So, at one
and the same time all four seas anal sports) were going on
football, baseball, hockey, and track.
s

College

over 250 visiting trackmen
urday afternoon in the 27th annual
Interscholastic Track Meet. The results found Newton High winning the
high school division easily with 34
the prep school
points while in
division Worcester Academy came
through with 24 points to edge out
Bridgton Academy by a single point.
Outstanding stars of the day were

New

:

Time

And Theta DeKs
Take Third, Fourth In
House Meet

Zeta Psi

Of Newton And
McGlone Of Bridgton
Star In Meet

Peseosolido

I

440-yard free style

HULING AND ROWE
STAR FOR LOSERS

S - B

third. Sprimrfield (Lots. Franaen. Pineosnbe.
JorKenseni. Time— 8:54.2.
300-yard individual medley First. Wilcox.
Amherst
Brown
second,
Fowler.
third.
Conn.
State:
fourth.
Chamberlain.
Shea.
.primrfield.
Time- -4:00.
400-yard relay First. Brown (Porritt. Dosecond. Amherst
herty. Soltysiak. Schaper)
(Neil. Carton, Jones, Smith); third. Williams
(Benson. Brown, Cook, Behrer); fourth, BowHutchinson. Carlson. JarrsM. White).
doin
:

Win

49-47 5-6

The

»•**.

new unm vacation starts. About four hours of exercise
every day should serve t» greatly reduce any weight that
has been put on since, last fall.

.111

.000
.000

Kappa Sigma

And Marble Star For
Winners In Narrow

Alien

New Trophy

Prep Division

a

grtdatera will me it is the late afteraaon an* the Weitome*
will me it in the earlier part of the afternoon. Those men
—sand there are many of them— who are out for both of
these apart* wftl have a easy rime every afternoon tram

1

;

-

and baacMall take over the cage

::

:

:

Perkins. Deke: third. Pratt. A. D.
W. Allen. Zete: fifth. Sahnatcansai.
Ptata nsa: 50 feat It) iathaw.
16-pouml shot-- won by Reardon. Chi Psi
.second.
Saba.stean«kk Zete: third,. Perkins.
Deka: fourth. Pratt. A. D.
flfth.
Mrkford,
Zate. Distance: 43 feet 4 inches.
Hitch juni|. won by Dolan. Dean:
Marble. A. D. third. HulinK. Psi V.
fourth.
Reardon. Oil Psi: fifth, tie between DriseoU.
I'-i V.. Cray. Deke.
Heiifht
( feet.
Broad jump—won by Huling-. Pal V.
earond. Rowe. Psi U.
third. Cronkhite.
Chi
Psi
fourth Allen. A. D.
ftfth. Dolan. Deke.
-erond.
fourth.
Zete.

:

:

—

;

:

unit

:

:

:

:

:

:

DiMance:

;

21 fact 11 3-8 inches.
Pole vault won by Marble, A. D. seeead.
F.klund. T. D.
third. Akeley. Deke
fourth.
W. Allen. Use; fifth. SabaaUaa»ki. Zate.
Ueurbt: 11 feet, > incoe..

at*

—

:

:

;

I

j

USS-yard run wan by Hamblen. 1Mb: aseond, Babcock. Beta: third. Baldwin. Chi Psi:
fourth. Ntwbww. P«i V.
fifth.
IV.ubladay.
:

D

Time:

IT.

2 mile
'

!

1

run

2

minuter .1

son by

Hill.

A. T. O.

;

second.

JaaPwJf. Taoraanaa: third. Watt. Zete: fourth.
Ha«etrom. A. P.: flfth. Kradaen. A. T. O.
Tiaae: 10 miaiana 2S.1.

aVHay-

won

ky Psi V. sreond. D. I'. third.
T. D.
fourth. Beta; flfth. Zate.
Time: t
minutes S3 (New meet record.)
Discus— won by Boulter. T. D.
Pratt. A. D. : third. While. A. D.
fourth.
Saba»iaan>ki. Zete: fifth. Evans. D. 17.
Distance: 130 feet * 1-4 inrhe*. iNew meet rec:

.

:

:

ord.)

It-pound waisht— won by Boulter. T. D,|

mmmmmmmmmmmmmmimm

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

FOUB
Magee To Be Referee

«

SECURITY TAX RELIEF

At Dartmouth Meet

[

own Jack Magee, NaTrack Coaches' President and

Bowdoin's

Continued from Page

I ]

eral statutes.

employees should be
Vice President of the A.A.U. Rec- withdrawn from such taxation, all
fraternity employees would in turn
ord committee, has been accorded the
be exempt from the taxes; for the
signal honor of being selected to ref- law provides for a minimum of eight
eree the special invitation meet ar- workers before the act can affect a
ranged by Coach Harry Hillman of certain concern. Bowdoin fraternities
Dartmouth to take place there to- average eleven student employees and

tional

If the student

three outside help.

i

By
broadcast at
4 PJd. Thursday, March 23 over
WEEI and at 1 P-M- Saturday,

The Glee Club

Comic Opera in Two Acts by
Gilbert and Sullivan
The Mikado of Japan,
Darrell Fancourt
Derek Oldham
Nanki Poo
Martyn Green
Ko-Ko
Sydney Granville
Pooh-Bah
Leslie Rands
Pish-Tush
Brenda Bennet
Yum-Yum
Marjorie Eyre
Pitti-Sing
Elizabeth Nickell-Lean
Peep-Bo

lectures are to be broadcast over
during the Institute of
Music The concerts to be heard
are:

WGAN

Beethoven Sonatas played
Yves Chardon and Professor

by
Til-

lotson, April 12.

Harpsichord and Flute, Putnam
Laurent,
Georges

Aldrich
and
April 13.

Contemporary American. Chamber Music, Curtis String Quartet,
April 20.
Final Choral Concert, April 22.

The

lectures:

"The Critics Point of View,"
Olin Downes, April 10.
"Voices and Instruments," A. T.
Davison, April 21-

Sat.,

G

Compensation Act.

[

Continued from F«ge 3

]

HIGH SCHOOL DIVISION
45-yard hlsh hurdle*, won by MacKinnon.
Newton; Meond. Straehan. South Portland;
third.

Woraerter CUaaieal
Time. • aeronds

Gibb.,

;

Bead, Portamouth.
Saint-Saens meet
record).
40-yard dash— won
Nights in the Garden of Spain,

by Grisaa. Chalaa*

;

sec-

ond, Sherwood. Medford; third, MeCrillla.
Falla Hope
St.; fourth. Peeroeolido. Newton. Time:

Polovtsian Dances from 'Prince Igor,'

4 4-5 seconds.

300-yard run— won by Maeklnnon. Newton;
•aeond. Reed. Medford
third. Montgomery.
Time:
Portland; fourth, Dickinson, Orono.
33 2-5 seconds.
(00-yard run— won by Hall. Newton: second, Reed, Medford third. Bridjre. Hope St.
fourth. Bornowski, Lynn Claaaical.
Time:
:

Glee Club

Makes

;

I.

Annual Spring Tour

IS

4-6.

1. 000-yard

.

.

by

Blair,

Medford;

Law-

:

;

;

:

:

:

;

j

:

;

!

;

"1

^

the
ury,

.

campus during the last half centhad taken pArt in almost every

Commencement Day

•

since

exercise

the turn of the century.

1

Mike early adopted Bowdoin College, as he became an honorary mem*

.

That college down South
where you can major in fishing; that
girls' school where they won't tell
you why you're on probation; that
mid-western college where once a
year the students take the places of
professors.
Oh, to be Dean for a
It's hard to believe but Spring
day!
is officially less than a week away
. "Bengal Lancers"
makes a good
take-in in Mem. Hall the end of this
week
Notice that Bob Benchley
stole our title in his dramatic review in the latest "NtV Yorker"
Looks like there'll be plenty doing in
the Hub in all fields of entertainment
during the coming vacation
It's
rumored that Bob Crosby will follow

Mad-

of the death of "Mike*'

den was saddening to the present
College undergraduates as well as to
Bowdoin graduates of the past fifty
years. Mike, a familiar figure about

quirks:

many

ber of
es.

The

of the graduating class-

class of "aught-one"

was

his

favorite, although he was counted as
an honorary member of other classes.
He marched with the Class of '01 dur-

-

Commencement

ing the

exercises in

.

recent years.

His canes were his 'particular love;
for he had many fine ones. Notable

.

.

.

Goodman on

.

•.

.

.

that cigarette airing

.

.

.

Jack Benny will do a burlesque routine with a troupe of acrobatic tumblers in his next flicker
There are
over 37 million telephones in use all
over the world. There are over 19
million in this cpuntry alone
.
.
Ever hear of Powhandle College?
It's located out in Goodwell, Oklahoma. Then there's Tougaloo down in
.

.

.

.

With all the nation's
Mississippi
top bands signed to appear in N. Y.
during the Fair your guess is as good
as ours as to who will hold forth in
Record of the
the Gym this Ivy
week: "And the Angels Sing" by
.

run -won

second. Woods, Newton
third. Label.
Frosh quintet, completing its second
rence
Time: 2.26
fourth. Tabor, Bangor.
2-5.
season in the Bowdoin sports pro[ Continued from Page I }
second.
Mile run — won by Krlley. Milton
gram, came through with the finest of the Officer's Club and present a Hutching*.
Newton third. Baril. Lynn Classical
fourth.
Time:
4.4S 2-6.
Deroche.
Stephen*.
record in the two years of competi- concert and dance afterward
Relay — Won by Lawrence: second. Medford:
This season's outfit finished
tion.
Sunday night Mme. Boulanger will third. Newton; fourth, Lynn Classical. Time:
with one defeat and five wins. Mar- conduct a joint concert of the Bow- 2.10 4-5.
Shot put — won by Grieas. Chelsea; second,
shall Leydon has been elected basket- doin and Wellesley choirs at. Welles- Weisman. Portland
third. Copolla. Lynn EngDistance
Turner, Lawrence.
ball manager for next season, while ley College.
Monday the Club will lishfeet.fourth.
1
1-4 inches.
Fred Baird has been elected assistant have supper at Caruso's on 42nd 48 High
jump— won by Peacosolido. Newton
second. Coyne. South Portland third. Keelan,
manager.
street.
Dedham fourth, tied by Cuffe. Lynn Classical.
Numerals were awarded to the folThe tour will close wiih a gala Murray. Hope St., and Horsman, Milton.
lowing: Ed Coombs, Jim Dyer, Joe concert at Briarcliff Manor Tuesday Height: 6 feet, 2 3-4 inches (meet and cage
record).
MacKay, Dick Adams, John Williams, night. The Polar Bears v/ill again
Broad jump—won by Peecosorido. Newton
Ross Hanigan, Arnold Eck, Dick provide dance music. Wednesday the secoitt. Grigas, Chelsea third. Young, Lawrence: fourth. Parham. Medford.
Distance:
Merrill, and George Stevens (mgr.). bus leaves for home.
21 feet, 9 1-4 inches. iMeet record.)
;

tance men.

Chief timer will be Al Lill, Bostonian compatriot of Magee in track,
and a fixture as an official at the
Bowdoin Interscholastics. In view of
Jack's widespread experience in the
executive, officiating, and coaching
departments of track, his selection as
head man for the Dartmouth meet
is a natural one, and is a tribute to
his prestige about the country.

fourth.
(equal*

Bowdoin Figure

.

.

Ftaaai

Borodin

Numerals have been presented to
eight members of the Freshman basketball squad and to one manager
according to a recent announcement
from the College Athletic Office. The

.

.

G minor,
De

.

.

To Visiting Track Men

Handel

minor

Piano Concerto No. 2 in

FROSH BASKETEERS
RECEIVE NUMERALS

Polar Bears Play Host

News

for some of those football airings
next fall
Artie Shaw, who now
ranks as one of the nation's front
rank swingstylists, has set a new high
in popular record sales with his waxing of "Begin the Beguine." Having
outsold in 27 weeks any one of Victor's popular discs in the past 9 years,
indications are that this record may
be the best-seller since the advent of
electrical recording
Queer college

.

will

to the unusual resiliency of the Dartboards-over-cinders, and the
elimination of several turns, both
Lash and Borican are conceded better
than even chances of establishing new
records. Lash, Indiana State Trooper,
holds the present indoor two-mile
mark, and is considering this attempt
to lower his own time as his final
competitive effort. Borican, on the
other hand, is concluding his first
season on the "big-time" track circuit and is rivalling John Woodruff
for the leadership of the middle-dis-

After the grand Job Linn Wells did
announcing the track meet the other
day it seems he should be considered

.

Bruno Walter

dock both individual events as protesting the Social Security Tax. 'Oxford* Symphony in G major,
Haydn
well as the Fordham-N. Y. U. assault Hearings on the Federal Security Tax
Symphony No. 1 in C minor, Brahms
on the mile and two-mile relay marks. are now in progress in Washington.
Philharmonic-Symphony Society
MclnProfessor
Hormell
and
Both
the
indoor
event
of
climactic
This
Sun.. March 19, 3.00 p.m.
track season had its inception last tire feel rather assured that the probdirector: Jean Barbirolli
year, when at Coach Hillman's invi- lem will be corrected in the near fusoloist: Anton Rubinstein
tation, Glenn Cunningham ran the ture, at least in regard to the state
Concerto Grosso for strings No. 6 in
fastest mile of all tins in 1:94.4. Due tax under the Maine Unemployment

D.

will

March 25 over WEAFFour concerts and possibly two

Josephine Curtis
night The meet will be the second
Last January an editorial was writ- Katisha
of its kind to be run over the six- ten in the Orient discussing the prob- Symphony Orchestra, conducted by
Isidore Godfrey
Dartmouth track, lems of the State Unemployment Tax
laps-to-the-mile
This evening's concert will be led
world-famous for its speed. The dual and the Federal Security Tax as they
by Prof. Cecil Holmes, who has, also
attempts of Don Lash and John Bor- are applied to college students. A been so kind as to lend his new recmeeting of fraternity presidents was
ican at the indoor records for the soon held at which it was agreed that ordings for the occasion.
two-mile and half-mile respectively each president write not only the
RADIO BROADCASTS
will supply the occasion. In addition chairman of the Maine UnemployN.B.C. Symphony
to his referee's duties, Jack will be ment Compensation Commission proMarch 18, 10.00 pjn.

mouth

Variety

GIVEN OVER RADIO

15, 8.15 p.m.

THE MIKADO

director:

Mike Madden, Familiar Figure
To Bowdoin Men, Dies At 75

i

Wed. March

testing the State Tax but also to his
one of the all-important timers who
home town national representative

»

CONCERIST0BE

SIMPSON CONCERT

FRATERNITIES DEMAND

.

.

.

.

.

Goodman
this was

his collection were the two
gold-headed canes that led the College commencement parade and the
Brunswick High School graduation
march. These, wrapped with yards
and yards of ribbons, attained great
Michael J. Madden
local importance both on the campus
and in the high school.
B.C. A.
At the time of his death on March
5 Mike was 75 years old. He had been
an employe of the local railroad sta"A College Man's Religion" will be tion for fifty, years after which he
the topic of the sermon to be deliv- had received his retirement. Bowdoin
ered next Sunday by Lou Bruemmer students of the present generation
'39 in connection with the Sunday probably remember Mike better as
services at the Brunswick Congrega- the likeable person who distributed
tional Church. Bruemmer will be time tables, special excursion anand other railroad
speaking as a part of the Sunday nouncements
program planned through the Bow- items. He frequently visited the fradoin Christian Association. Members ternity houses during the lunch hour
of the B.C.A. will form a double quar- to pass out these hand bills.
To the older graduates, however,
tet and the students will also assist
with the offering. All students of the Mike will long remain in their mem-

among

«W*

f

WILL CONDUCT

SERVICES AT CHURCH

j

|

for Victor. The music for
written and first recorded College are invited to attend the
by Benny's trumpeter Ziggy Elman services this coming Sunday.
under the title of "Fralich in Swing."Johnny Mercer added the words. It
starts as a medium slow tempo then Dean's Chapel Speech
the time is doubled and Ziggy dominates the performance to the end of
Seniors And Jobs
the record ... In case someone should
ask you: The length of the nose on
[ Continued from Page i ]

Bowdoin; for in his youngsr
days he took a far more active part
in the life of the College. In recent
years he has been forced to confine
most of his College activities to the
ories of

|

On

Commencement

period.

A

newspaper

reporter in giving an account of
'Mike's life stated that, "Mike had
nothing but friends in the whole
the Statue of Liberty is 4*4 feet long to those who are willing to request world."
.
.
Duke Ellington, who we think
rsonal* aid. The Dean stated
puts out some of the best swing gou're failing to take advantRegister
ing, takes a bow in Portland Satnite
of the special opportunities
The Casa Loma band was inco
.
college offers, if you don't
porated nine years ago this week .
Institute
with members of the EcoWe'll be vacationing before long now. nomics department, with me, with
I

.

Now For

.

.

Seminars

.

MORTON'S NEWSSTAND

— CONFEOTI OXERS —

any Faculty member here at Bowdoin
whom you think might help."

Continued from Page i )
April 19, "A Survey of Contempor-

FORUM WILL SEND
FIVE TO HARVARD

ary Music," Aaron Copland.
April 20, Curtis String Quartet.
Jascha Brodsky and Professor Tillotson will play a sonata written es-

Largest Line of Pipes and Tobacco

Town

in

TOILET ARTICLES

Yes, We're Interested In

ALL Your

PRINTING

[ Continued from hage i ]
Wang, Latin America; Philip Litman,
Far East; and Ernest Andrews, commercial policy.
In addition to a program of committee and general session discussions, the conference also includes a
banquet and dance for those attending. This is the fourth year in succession that Bowdoin has attended
this conference.

[

pecially for the Institute

by Walter
Music

Piston, Assistant Professor of

at Harvard.

April 21, "Voices and Instruments,"
Archibald T. Davison.
April 22, Final Choral Concert.
Students desirous of further information may obtain programs at the

Alumni

Office.

We

have had long experience in
producing for Bowdoin men:

STATIONERY
POSTERS
ALUMNI LETTERS
FRATERNITY FORMS

TICKETS

And Other

The Record Office
Telephone S

Men

of Bowdoin:

<

—

Printing

Ask Us For Quotations

—

PHOTOGRAPHS

—

Paul K. Niven, Bowdoin 1916

—

For 47 years almost half a century the College and the student body have been served by The
Webber Studio. As the successor to your old friends,
I sincerely hope that I shall become a new one.
Whether amateur work or professional pictures, we
pledge ourselves to give only the finest quality.

Manager
Printers of

Sincerely,

The Orient

Stephen E. Merrill, '35
Continuing

CUMBERLAND
Wednesday

My

Son

Alan Baxter

THE WEBBER STUDIO

March 15

A

Is

Criminal

with
Jacqueline Wells

—

also

News

The

GREAT WALLENDAS the premier high

Cartoon

Thursday

wire artists of the world

with
also

who demand the world's finest in hoots
formerly had to import boots from Europe. But now
Ptrgm**M, for 40 years the makers of hardy and
tomfortable boots foe western outdoor men, is
offering k*mJ-jjik„H,J ski boots. And experienced
skiers tell us they're superior to any made in Europe.
Our craftsmen will build you a pair of Bagmmum
Downhill Ski Boots to vour measurement, at a price
surprisingly low. Exclusive oil-tanned Bcrgmann
Skiers

Selected Short Subjects
^^•""^^^^^•^a»a»a»iaaaaaaa^

ffIIBBBBBBBBBliBBBB—

Friday

Chesterfield {the can 't-be-copied blend)

March

St Louis

17^

Blues

with

lhe sun never
ularity

Lloyd Nolan

on Chesterfield's popbecause Chesterfield combines . .

—

Dorothy Laraour

Skimoor chrome uppers, mahogany with tan

Tito Guizar

sets

News

trim.

Inverted welt stitchdown construction Lined with
waterproofed; keep
quality calfskin and
first
vour feet warm and dry all day long. Sponge
rubber collar keeps out snov
Custom-built
Permanently h*rd toe boxes.
These are ski boots that
a thrill to wear.

also

.'

Custom-built

BERGMANN BOOTS

— Dorothea Kent

George Murphy

and the TOP Combination
for more smoking pleasure is

with

tttlB*Western

Risky Business

. . .

sim®

March 16

Travelogue

.

blends together., .the world's best cigarette
tobaccos in a way that's different from any

other cigarette.

Chesterfield
. .

When you

them you will know why
Chesterfields give millions of men and
women more smoking pleasure . . . why
try

THEY SATISFY

MMMMMH

March 18

Saturday

the blend that can't be copied
• . .

Strikes

Back

—

also

Cartoon

Sound Act

the RIGHT COMBINATION of the

world's best cigarette tobaccos

^

The Saint

with
George Sanders
Wendy Barrie

Moo. - Tues.

They Made

March 26 - XI

Me a

Criminal

with
John Garfield
Ann Sheridan
"Crime School Kids"

—

Copyright 1939, Lkgitt

^^^^^^^^

News
a Mvrt» Tobacco Co.

TufcO atariMAVs shoe mkj. u>

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG AND

!

FOOT CHART;

also

Sound Act

or order bow, |i«i»i
dress shoe sue and width.

KeawI

—aMMMMrMirairMairarMrMraMrarHMiMM

Ui> Nacta**.t »«a

A4in

A.e.. PortlaaJ,

Ow
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BE QUEEN OF RELA YS
DESPITE ODD RUMOR&

~ Sets "
By

Q. Y. P.

Edythe

mUmtoie

*$•

advocate
"* of "week ends in Slumswig," has
finally given every student in college
something to be rightly proud of. A
few week ends ago, she Imported by

Vixen Ogles Campus Gals
In Attempt To Select

special train 1,000 college girls from
all sections of the country. Each girl
was in some way related to friends or
relatives of Mrs Spills. The young
ladies were entertained during the
week and by the entire student body
(some townies had to be rung in) by
various activities in Mrs. Spills' favorite nite spot in Immoral HauL The
first evening was given over to vari-

M

ous parlor games, Le. charades (Mrs.
outdoors,
Spills' favorite indoor sport
she favors cops and robbers). The
second evening was devoted to the
study of dolls. Various sightseeing
trips were taken about the campus
and town under the direction of uniformed guides supplied by Harry B.
Good, president of the Might Bee, a
student organization. We highly recommend such week ends. Lowdown
students should take advantage of
their opportunities Our only sugges-

Drake University's Junior yearbook
has issued an invitation to colleges
and universities which will participate in the Drake Relays, April 28
and 29, to eater an outstanding woman as candidate for Drake Relays
queen. Lowdown has received an invitation. The school must have an
entry in the Relays to have a queen

Spills, serious

—

k that
(This has been censored.)

tion

a

TyHlLE

"

in

-

ii

i

i

22.

NO. 29

1989

i

LOWDOWN BEAUTY TO ™™j£ ***

The Sun
MRS.

"

s

on the subject of Mrs.

who advocates "week ends
Slumswig, " we would like to add
Spills,

a word in favor of said "week ends
The theme song of
most of the students in college today
seems to be "Get otft of Town" (from
the musical comedy "Leave It To Me"
adv.) We would like to go on recin Slumswig."

—

ord once again as being wholly in
favor of the "stay-at-home-and-sit-by-

will!

1937

in the city.

She

will reign for

the friendliness

We

Clarinet Battle
<

!

Club members and forty-five memat midnight for all procbers of the augmented disTINtive
tors and D. S.?C. who have broken
Molar Bares Symphony Orchestra
the
frosh.
The meeting
the faith of
will leave March 23 for a week's tour
will take place/ in Professor Sham's
of

fully realizes the implications involvin such drastic action. Said Low-

Boston,

Portland.

Freeport.

down when questioned by an Occident
reporter, "We expect to have oodles

been

has

It

reliably

i

:

|

reported

positions.

One of the famed entertainers, Jump » and ..^^ po,^. stomp."
know who he is?, who will be featur- Shaw will feature as his selections
ed at the forthcoming music Institute! "Begin the Beguine." "Back Bay
~
Judges
..
.
,
#vji_«
a*. Shuffle." and "Comm' On."
«*e-.
by
Z_
* the Lowdown College music
for this event will be Paul Whiteman
partment U pictured mbwe. Goodman,
Duke EUmgtont often cau^ the
Shaw, and the best bands of the coua- greatest men in modern American

arrangement by *****
D.P. Vixen Vilifies I13J2S?
Swillitdown.

down

.

Vim & Vigor Men

March 23 in the
Boston. The Club

tour opens

By

O. Y.

P.

rmOnsrMone •»

LOWDOWN QUEEN
.

.

Although you

may

think thU

looks like "Zaca" Cootbtt, you are

Lowdown's, contribution to the Drake
Belay Carnival. She
wrong, buddy.

lSwflat,

hut

OH BOY!

j

j

j

army cots
who may

Feather&tone Gals Generous

j

With Thank Youse Letters

I

members of the club
grow ''tired.'' The

for

next morning at an early hour, before

j

1

Geez, we had a super time. I might
the past two weeks at the Occident say extra super.
*
Lovingly,
office. Because of the dose relations
ceived at various lax

moments during

i

:

'

1

Agatha Featherstone
between the college and the town of
Wellesley, we feel it our duty to print Dear Mrs. Spills,
the letters (?) in toto and verbatim.
I don't know how to thank youse
The young ladies were quite insist- all for the super time we had up your

wc

ent When

last

saw them that we

And

publish these letters (?).

we

they are a nice bunch of kids the
Occident

is

(Continued on page S)

week end. The only thing
was them students of
youse's. Poisonaily us kids down here
like guys that are gentlemen. The
only guy we thunk was a good kid
was so swell that we really do want
to have him transferred down here.
But if you should think of it, remember me to them three football capplace last

since

willing to oblige.

^^y^^^

—6.30

Thursday St
ternity

Swim

a.m. Interfrain

Lake.

8.30—Chapel: Prof. T. Clamflat
Meanswell talks on "Necessity
of Science at Lowdown."
8.45 p.m.—Show at Bumber-

—

land "Binges of the Navy."
Friday 84—8.20—Chapel: Prof.
Hobart Cheater T w i s t e
Coughing speaks on "Why I

m

Hate New England."

NOTICE
It has been reported unofficially

that the

Lowdown Campus wUI

point."

O. Y. P. Featherstone "89
"More athletic scholarships forj
Lowdown" was the chant Professors
Salmon P. U. Chaise and Blarney Q.
Schmit created in an executive session of the Faculty meeting here last
Determined that Lowdown
nigh't.
should have more student aid, especially for those of the "brawny" type.
Professors Chaise and Schmit said
they would immediately resign if
their demands were not satisfied.
Hearing of the move by Lowdown's "advocates of athletics" to
Merest
stir
.^ e * "<*"""£

By

Lowdown

]

«

'

tnrec

TrTS^Lto^s^lZZ^

^c^^

story

on

Continued an

l

Ed*

^

|

of Slumswig late at night
raving about something or otner.
streets

I

,

f<?w

abQut

j

jt

ie r-S*? ™ mbprs
l^t^nd^tat^Thaf %* ^- \*:™the
wtXnolS

the

'

•

"Lowdown students* should never
mention faculty wives," said
Ruder in chapel one morning.
also said

it

outside chapel.

U

Fill

He

(

t™?-*™
th * '"**

W
.

|

^^

^^

Mme

^v,^

1

AD.

Why

should

se-

~

Featherstone Gives In

To Hospital Treatment

cares?

tell

you?

Thorndike
Boston Symphony Orchestra

'

ished a triumphant tour of Southern
Rhode Island. What more could you
ask You can have eithcr ono for thc
new low price of $1,200. I'll throw in
this snappy story book too; just hold
the picture up to the light. After this
display of my generosity you must see

Late this afternoon. G. Y. P. Fea- what a peachy guy I am.
therstone '39 was taken seriously ill.
The some as always,
.

according to Doctor Hennery Gonesome, and it was necessary to remove
the ambitious young man to a Fort-

HI

It was believed taat he was pining
away for a former classmate of his.
town
Alfred P. Bilgewater '39, who dis-

PRESENTS FIRE ENGINE TO TOWN

Just above Is pictured the latest addlttsn to the Slumswig Are department. It has been brought to
by Fill Rilder at a very great expense. We understand that he got a free candy bar when he bought It. This appeared mysterioisly near the end
eandy was given to Zenon OOOOOIcttc. the chlf ef psdlee. The easjsw, said Rilder when Interviewed, will only be of his freshman year.
In case the Hadee house shsuhl burn. Students are striking at soph action. In fact, they are pretty

mmammammammam

I

iBMRRRSkSkS^SSasMRassftRflsViMil

mmm

***Ml

RIBMAN

NOTICE

land Hospital for observance.

BtH.ns»H

Ditto

we

W

thm

letic abilities.

*

Who

A.T.O.

x

P™**"»™ Thb

(

J

w

p^

j

Undecided
Undecided
Undecided
Undecided
Undecided
Undecided
Undecided
Undecided

Beta

T.D

y

._,„

Y(>u

ately dispatch his ambassador "ex- er's eight-piece Jam unit. They are
traordinary." Fill Rilder, to look up now playing the Elks' Club in Fort
and interview any prospective stu- Fairfield, Maine, and going over big.
dents in the country. Mr. Rilder will You got them dirt cheap,
make a special trip to Florida in the
Nov; t0
up my promises j am
early part of next week, it was learn- offering you iwo choices this year,
ed. to interview a Spaniard who, of
low prUx choico
at , hc
late, wrote such an impressive letter onc The
Rapscallions (Freeto Dean Vixon that the college au- iport Me , from tnc p amoU s Bore in
look
should
thorities thought they
Denver QHy. Second choice. The Rhyhim up for his self-determined ath-j
ho have just flnRapscan.ons

lected their bands for Ivy House-

Psi

^

t

parties as follows:

NOTICE

am

Me. ) Foursome.
his Rangeley
is one of the finest ouUlts 1 haVe
handled in twenty happy ye. ra in this
of
gave ,hem to you for only
I
College.
of
$1,500 too. What more could you ask?
not lower our standards to such a
None-the-less. President K. K. Kas- And the year before, you had the
ey Spills said that he would immedi- pleasure of dancing to my own broth-

arXr^Red"
mlnds of hLs two s,aunch
Lnd^oolbaU court Adun^^And Eve"
who have for the *»*
feUc

Name Bands To Play For
House Dances Ivy Week

Chi Psi

f

haye
by you

l

T

"""

.

The sun does set

College,

^^ M w M

^^ ^^

,

j

P.S.

Lowdown

j

««

llZ

Lovingly,

Deke
D.U

of

President Kasey K. Kasey Spills, of ably don't believe me but it is really
Lowdown. questioned by the Occident true.
not und
that he
tod*yNow last year I gave you Si Siwash

Matilda Fcatherstone

Zeta Psi

i

.

Occident learned exclusively today,
It has come to the attention of this
Gonesome office that the students at Lowdown
for, as Doctor Hennery
stated, both have beep afflicted with
are rather disturbed about the dance:
and
laxofmightiness
of
a dire case
orchestras tha , have ^e,, a ppe &rin g m
have been found roving about the
.
franJr ,

,

Sigma Nu
Kappa Sigma

they

2)

.

MacAflee, our president, is
thinking of hiring a young man to
We are all holding
man, of course.
for a Lowdown
Thanks again, for a super time (I
might say extra super).

Miss

The following houses have

Robert

that

RIBMAN LIKES US;
WE THINK HE IS

HI

Both Chaise and Schmit are famed
their achievements across the
chess tables at Oxford. They have
been particularly 'gloomy of late, the Dear Students

coach such games.

TOIS HAS BEEN CENSORED.

'

rdfte

page

for

4

dis-

appear at 5:5S tomorrow afternoon.
KsJd Flip Reserve when he heard
about it, "Dam good Idea!" So, we
warn you—*eep away from the
Horn Pyke Oak tomorrow.

-

(Complete

Critic
1

singing,

parjt

l

Toulte at 8J0— B. C. A. Meeting
at the Silver Horseshoe.

|

:

Chaise And Schmit Demand New
four
For Brawny Types,
Scholarships
M

SHORTCOMINGS

didn't like

In addition it would be a good idea
our subscribers (of which we hope
you are one) will take note of these
kids in preparation for the coming
Glee Club concert with these kids.
We
You can take it from those who know
tains in the Reke House. We never
s - s
that they are a swell bunch of kids( !).
knew a team had three captains.
SURPRISING even her closest Boy, we thought Smith was nice till Thanks again for a super time.
league.
Gee, whata
friends, Hedy LaMarr, Viennese we saw this
As ever,
beauty, now considered Hollywood's "bunch. They have it all over RadJoyce Featherstone
most glamorous actress, and Gene cliffe and Vassar and even Stomcwell, r^ar
Markey, play boy, and former hus- leigh; just take it from
Madame,
band of Joan Bennett eloped to Mex- just take it. Here are the letters ( ?),
I wish to thank you utterly for a
ican Rose, Mexico, to say "I do." We If you don't like them, we do too, and simply super time at your institution
wish to go on record as believing we hope you let us know:
a fortnight ago. We thought most of
that movie actresses of such glamor Dear Mrs. Spills,
the boys were simply too, too smooth.
and renown should at least consult
Many blanks for a grand week-end Especially those cute Hadees. They
their wide college boy following be- in Slumswig. We really had a super have us all dated up already for the
fore taking such drastic steps.. Why, time. In fact, I might say an extra coming Glee Club concert. I hope we
we didn't even have a chance.
super time. All the girls down here can all get together again sometime.
at college think the Lowdown boys
Moet sincerely yours,
are simply super. I might say extra
Brenda Featherstone
super. I liked the games we played and
if

I

(Mr. Swillitdown figures upon about
two hundred members) will Jeave for
the Freeport High School ih Maine.
After the concert there on Friday ble or triple his salary immediately if
The next gala evening will present
night fhey will depart in an American you wish to retain his services. Gee Mr. Paul Whiteman and his jazz symAirlines flagship for Jake Wirth's whiz, if he don't win the Poolitzer '.phony in a program of modern Amerspecial
super
hold
a
will
where they
Prize this year, all us folks in Fea- lean Music. Composers presented will
rehearsal.
•
therstone, Maine, Featherstone Coun- range from Ferde Grofe and Deems
At one o'clock Saturday afternoon, ty, will be miserable.
Taylor to Edgar Sampson. Featured
the club (about one hundred and fifty
s/ith Mr. Whiteman will be the four
Lovingly yours.
members) will leave for Portland
"Modernaires." the "Swing Wing,"
Sr.
Featherstone,
Mrs. G. Y.^P.
[ Continued on Page 3 ]
and several vocalists.
The fourth night will bring the
"Merry Macs" for an illustration of
,

'

following letters (?) were re- j Dear Mrs. Spills,

j

BV

I

can

try will play a week's stay at Low- jazz.
The second night will feature a lecprior to appearing at the
WorMW Flare. Professor Swillitdown ture by William Basie. often known
as "Count," on modern piano tech.
.
...
..
.,
.„
announced, has announced
has »*""""""*'
nique. He will use the super grand
—™ «
*
piano in the auditorium. Basie is notJ
f\
J
ed in the world of music today as one
UCClOeni
1 lie
°f tho leading exponents on the
*
r*
j r»
mmi*
MlHlOnS "eighty-eight." The next night will
IS PraiSed
bring Cole Porter and Hoagey Carmichael to discuss "Love in Modern
To the Auditor-In- Brief:
Song Writing." They will alternate at
Dear Sir:
half hour intervals and will ilkisI could hardly wait to congratulate trate their talks with examples from
you on this issue of the Occident. 1 their own works. Porter will take as
his speech one of his latthink tt is swelt. The**'* no doubt in the basis of
My Heart Belongs
est ompositions.
my mind that your best writer «l to Daddy •• It h underst ood that Miss
G. Y. P. Featherstone. He is grand; JMary Martin, who sings the song in
he is swell: he is super (I might say: his latest musicomedy, "Leave It To
extra super). I have heard that the' Me," will fly to Maine to render the
editor of the New York Grimes is song for Mr. Porter. Carmichael will
dickering for his services. You had! feature either his immortal "Star
j^p,. watcn ou t U r you will lose him. Dust" or the very clever "Two Sleepy
People."
I would suggest that you either dou.

WOW

This has not been censored.

^

LOWdOWn

i

It to really

•

!

.

\

hospitality

•

!

Boston Garden in
between periods of the
will sing
Bruins-Rangers hockey game. Their
number will be "All Ashore" in tribute to the Bruins stellar defense man.
After this concert the club will proceed directly to Jake Wirth's for a
rehearsal. After the rehearsal they
for a
!will proceed to Station
late evening broadcast. Late listeners
can pick up the broadcast at approximately 4.30 a.m.
L After the broadcast they will return to- Jake Wirth's for a special rehcarsal.
Mr. Wirth has promised

I

'

!

1

The

thirteen -P iece ba nd will feature
"Sing. Sing. Sing," "One O'clock

his

p-AMam entertainer
kvtitrtvivkr
fambd

I

.

own original omGoodman, accompanied by

play three of their

|

Club is unique
Glee
that
the
of fun!"
in Including in its repertoire numbers
Fill Rilder, alumni secretary, is
rarely performed by college glee
reserved
seats for the
handling all
clubs. Some of these include "Flataffair and it is expected that Profesfoot Floogie" made so popular by the
sor Dagger will issue a special colSigh Ewes in the recent interfraterlege bulletin under the sponsorship
nity singing festival; other numbers
of the International Law course (Govare "The Man on the Flying Trap[ Contmittd on P«ge 4 ]
eze," " Jeepers Creepers," and Beethoyen's immortal "Fifth Symphony" in
.

two

O. V. P. Featherstone S9
Occident has just received

jword that the program for the Institute of Music to be held for March 24
[to April 5 has been ompletely revised. The new list is headed by a
battle on the clarinet between Benny
Goodman and Artie Shaw. Each will

j

and

morning predicts the most successful
tour ever enjoyed by the club.

.

ed

I lived forever."

The

By
The

Nazi classroonvlt is understood from
Brooklyn, not to mention the Bronx.
a reliable sounf* (e.g. Blaxter's PoorThe success of the concert at Wetest Product) that the freshman class
smack Junior College last Sunday

extended to me. No one could have
had a more perfect week end."
Frances Rather, of University of
Texas, the 1937 queen, says of her
reign at the Drake Relays: "I wish
I were able to even half express how
much I enjoyed my visit in De*
Moines as "Queen of the 1937. Drake
Relays.' The two days there were the
most marvelous I've ever spent. *"
couldn't possibly ever forget it, even
if

By

Two

And Whiteman To
v. Shaw

Judge Goodman

G. r. P. Feetfcerstone '39
hundred and seventy-five Glee

row evening

days over the thirtieth Drake* Relays,
with the 1939 Drake QUAX beauties
as her court of honor. Drake women
are not eligible to enter the contest.
Marjory Zechiel. of Butler University, the 1938 queen, says of her
reign: "The memories of Drake are
so lovely and pleasant,
never for-

m
and

BE MAIN SUBJECT
Ellington

Performances

According to McCreavy Lowdown,
Witch Hazel, sad John KiUiams. officers of the Freshman class, there will
be a meeting ha Immoral Haul tomor-

candidate.

is

MODERN JAZZ TO

Guys Will Rehearse At Jake
Wirth's Between All

*M

O. Y. f. Featherstone

I

ANNUAL TOOT

Should Have A Super
Time,* Says Frosh

By

G. T. P.

Program Slightly Changed
For Coming Music
Institute Here

!

GLEE CLUB ON

President

The queen candidates will be Judged from photographs submitted by the
yearbooks of the schools they represent and from a questionnaire furnished each school. They will be Judged on intelligence, beauty, personality, and poise.
The queen, the sixth to reign over
the Relays, will be brought to Dea
Moines April 28, with transportation
as well as all expenses paid while she

*•

We

"We

Lowdown Campus
By

A

WE'RE ALL OF A
DITHER WAITING

QUEEN

Competition Just Peachy As
Beauties Run Wild On

WHE

deplorable conduct of certain
faculty members at the recent
Student-Faculty tea held in the
Moulded Onion is something to be
were under the impresdeplored.
sion, as Mr. Longplastered recently
stated, these Student-Faculty teas
Onion (which is althe
are run by
ready in the red) at a very great expense, to bring the students and faculty closer together in one happy, little family. Certainly such affairs defeat their own purpose when certain
faculty members gather in groups of
five and ten in corners and tell risque
look with horror as do
stories.
the faculty wives of said faculty
members. How can a student build a
"D" up to a "C" when his professor
won't even pay attention to him?
ask you!

!

GRAND"
SAYS

at

Kids Are Gonna Have
Meeting Tonight la
Immoral Hall

The Sixth Queen
IT IS

the-fireside" movement. To co-operate in this movement, authorities under the direction of Mrs. Spills have get

arranged with town authorities to
open the town hall daily for various
parlor games, i.e. charades. This, it
is expected, will keep students in
town during vacation. Contracts have
also been made with various dispensaries in town to serve free meals and
members
(Faculty
refreshments.
please don't crowd!) Which brings up
the point that faculty members
should fealter* tnar this vacation fir
Slumswig is for the student body
and that they themselves should "get
out Of town"—and stay out if they

Our Queen

GOODMAN, SHAW, BASIE
mum WILL JIVE, SWING, AND
RIDE DURING INSTITUTE

I

All
in

names

this

titious

of persons appearing

newspaper are purely ficand any similarity to per-

sons living or dead
cidental.

God

is

purely coin-

rest their souls!!!
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LOWDOWN OCCIDENT

THE
Branswfrk, Maine

Glee flub Tests!

I

•f Continued from P«g« i ]
fir/here they will sing at the beaut:

Brtahltuhad 1871

jRicker Rock Garden, last outpost of
Portland society.
After this they
will return to Jake Wirth's in Boston

LOWDOWN fUPPING SHOP

— Next

to Poj/i

—

CHEAP AND DISTINCTIVE HAIRCUTS

j

I

AUDITOR-IN -BRIEF
Yawn Beech

jfor a
i

Lend* Comb

Jeems Racy

|

MANGLING EDITORS
According To Hoyle
HItchard Hellaman

!

MANGLING EDITORS

ASSISTANT

Freddie Swillltdown can be seen behind the wheel of the super (We might
•ay snper-snper) bus which will take the glee club on its annual toot. This
magnificent vehicle, donated for the occasion by Fill Rilder, is capable of
9 miles an hour going down hilt. Said Professor SwilUtdowa, 'Don't

SUB-AUDITORS
D.

Gonesee Heavens

<odson Pickleson

The Door Height

In Varnish

Still

;

Tedious Reef

Boi>a Sinman
Hava Pineneedle

Zach Benhard

worry, I

Hack Sorry
Mm!! Winebarrel

Gut la Bunt

MANGLER

[

Preacha Sabbath

mun

Wednesday

Published the fourth

March

in

if

too

many

of the auditors don't have hour exams that wee\.

Pot Gawd's

sal^e

Atidttor-»n-Brie/

don't ever hand in contributions or

not responsible for anything, being that

if

irresponsible; the

is

Mangling Auditor

the cosmetics dept (that means

is

SHOE SHINE SPECIALIST

1

responsible for

!

}

Me Chuck"

i
Filler

UMBRELLA MAN
\

Toodle-umma.lumma Toodle-umma,
lumma, Toodle Eye-ea

Any

I

j

j

i

j

Czecho-Slovaks, Any Czechoslovaks, To fix today
Bring your native-land, it may be
grand, it may be big,
I'll appease away with what you

j

Rat-a-tatter, rat-a-tatter,
like

Let

it

•?

a thing-um-a-jig

say's

;

Callo-

it

looks

war
rat-a-tatter, let it rat-a-tat-

ter

way, W. C. Handy, composer of "St.
Louis Blues," Bill Robinson, Maxine
Sullivan, and the chorus from New
York's Cotton Club, they will present
on the stage of the Town Hall a
typical revue. It might be added that
this group is brought to the institute
at • great expense.

news and makeup). All com-

"Call

Wirth's for a sauerkraut dinner (at
the members' expense). Blarney Q.
Schmit said of the tour: "It sounds
like an athletic junket to me."

who will be supplemented by
Mr. Fred Astaire. The final concert

the greatest array of colored
in the United States today. Headed

Cab

ATTENDANCE

Charles N. Corey, Mgr.

night.
The Molar
Bares will provide chamber music.
Wednesday the bus leaves for Jake

inson

of the series will feature the greatest
battle of music ever to be presented
in any country. It will bring together six of America's finest swing aggregations:' The bands will line up as
follows: Larry Clinton, Benny Good-

IN

close with a gala concert at Liarcliff

The next to the last feature of the
institute will again feature BUI Rob-

American public.
man, and Count Basic against TomThrough special arrangement with my Dorsey, Artie Shaw, and Duke
New York booking agents, the insti- Ellington. The outcome will be judged by Bob Crosby. Jimmy Dorsey,
tute will feature on the next night
and G"* Kru^&
talent
by such personalities as

communications to the Auditor-in-Brief, cox it means that
he'U have to wor\ instead of the Mangling Auditors. The
ke

IN APRIL

Continued from Page

I

faat.'

to the
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National Advertising Service, lac
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THAT

"sing like four people with one voice."
This quartet, consisting of three men
and one girl is recognised as the
greatest quartet ever to be presented

MANGLERS

Steadfast Bats

-

it

FEATURED

Pece Whirlwind

ASSISTANT

went ran

NAME BANDS TO BE

THE LOV/TX)WN PUBLISHING COMPANY
BUSINESS

navy yard between the members of
the battleship Lexington and the

Manor Tuesday

SWILLTTDOWN'S SWANKY STREAMLINER

Yawn Wheelfree

E. Herald Bottle

Oakley Melendy, Mgr.

will con-

Lowdown Glee Club (about on« hundred members strong). The tour will

Odds M. Evens
Orchard Pookey

Aqua

rehearsal.

Mme. Boloney

eve,

duct a joint concert at the Brooklyn

ASSOCIATE AUPITORS

Fillup

super-super-speclal

Sunday

Don't mind the

This

is

war

my umbrella, and go on
way,
Singing, Toodle-umma, toodle-ay.
toodle-umma, lumma, toodle-ay
Any Czecho-Slovaks, today?
I'll

a Riot!

take

my

)Q0Q&O&O&mGO<fQ<^^

munications regarding subscriptions should be addressed to

Are You A Jitterbug Perforce?

the Business Mangier, but don't ever subscribe because he
gets

the

all

money while

Entered as second

the Auditors do

class

matter at the

Brunswick, Maine. But its really

all

new

first class

Prospective College Students

the work.

post office in

matter.

IF

TURNED DOWN BY THE

BIG TREE,

LOWDOWN

IS

Rumor

has it that tight, creeping,
pinching shorts are largely responsible
for jitterbug gyrations.

THE

Settle

MANGLING AUDITOR FOR THIS ISSUE

has invaded the

Lowdown

bind and more room to park. Arrows are expertly
tailored of durable fabrics, and completely Sanforised Shrunk (fabric shrinkage less than rg ).

PLACE FOR YOU

WE HEED A LEClOn
Communism

back m* hearties into a comfortArrow Shorts, no seams to

able pair of

G. Y. P. Featherstone "39

Graduate Work for

Men

C. C. C.

in

Short*

Pseudoculture

.

• •

65c

Tops .... SOc

campus. According to

a •ecret document found by the auditors under an easy chair in the

Molded Onion,

agitators are

The

walls of the college.
ittto

ARROW UNDERWEAR

SUBSIDIZED SPORTS

boring from within the ivied

BROKEN WINDOWS REPAIRED

the College chapel.

Nobody seems
it,

now

poison of propaganda has already seeped

to

know who the ringleader of
Watch and Ward

but a member of the Augusta

that he

saw a man

believed that he

is

in

movement

red jeans hanging around the chapel.

member of the Red Publican

a

the

Society swears
It is

Send three BaUantine's tops
Social Security
information.

Number

(filled

cans

requested)

and your

to the Protector of Admissions for full

party.

According to the secret document, which the auditors are
keeping well protected from bomb-throwers, Communist propaganda has caused the annual April riots at Lowdown. Moreover
the agitators are responsible for the decline in intellectual vitality
and dchohrship. When they have finally degraded Lowdown, these

paid alien agents from a foreign country intend to come out of hiding and look with contempt upon us decadent capitalist intellectuals.

Already,

in,

one corner of the Campus, plans are being made

to preserve rugged individualism
defensive

movement

'Way from
But

My

—

in jars.

The

instigators of this

are taking as their theme song "River, Stay

UNtf*

Door."

this is not

enough.

What we

need at

Lowdown

is

a

le-

came the Roman Legion; then came the Legion of
Decency; now we must have a Lowdown Legion to drive out Com-

gion.

First

munism—in

fact, all

people

who

^

see Red. (Also Fascism.)

G. Y. P. F.

eiS
fl a\/o£

V
O. Y. P. FEATHER8TONE
searching for Coramnal— on Ik*
Bow doin rampna "Alan in Red
Jeans."

waa

his cryptic report.

LIHLB

'£

FOR SMOKING PLEASURE AT ITS BEST_C

AM ELS

/i
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SEX DISCOVERED AT

LOWDOWNERS SHOOT
Campus Goes Piscatorial;
Whaling To Be Kingfish
COALBEE RIFLE MEN

i»

LOWDOWN BY RILDER
-

By

By

O. Y. P. Fentfwnttone "S»

was

indubitably the most
thrilling engagement of the current
season, the Lowdown rifle scream
edged out a sharp-shooting, root in',
tootin', team of marksmen from the
Coalbee in a postal match last Sun-

In what

day morning. The match was delayed
several times because of complaints
from several of the nearby clergy
who claimed that the noise was somethin* terrible.

O. V. P.

The

Fe«

1

college.

!

shown

silence as the Lowdown team kept
to beat out their
opponents. Honestly and truly, it was
something just too exciting for words.
I was there and believe me. I was
never so thrilled in all my whole life.
Really!

coming from behind

As the team left the field after the
contest, the stands stood up (I mean
the spectators) and gave them an
ovation seldem tendered to men of

by Alumni
have shown
a coed
students have

discoveries
Rikier.

Fill

Lowdown

that

I

is,

in reality,

The male

their leanings for such

a

col-

,

lege. It

I

was

also discovered that the

(If they may be so called)
spend most of their time discussing

students

their dates

the

i

Cheer on cheer rent the sabbath

latest

Secretary

In an exclusive Interview to your
Lowdown correspondent early this
morning, the Brain State Stock Exchange announced that plans are underway to stock the Lowdon Lake
with fish some time in the near fuiture. This is part of the new trick
of the Moulded Onion to keep the
(students in town on Saturday nights.
Mr. Gallop has started a poll to see
what kind of piscatorial phenomena
the boys like.

main

With only twelve frat clubs having
reported thus far, the interest has
been spasmodic. In an effort to increase enthusiasm, the Onion has secured 'the services of Rover Whaling

if.

publicity and stunt man. The
stores down street are working in
conjunction with Rover in an effort
to make this lake something to see.
It is hoped that Willie Hose will permit his Loch Ness monster to make
a special first-night appearance.

affairs of

to so.

women

is

the college has de-

cided to add feminine psychology to It
curriculum. The course wul be ©inducted by Doctor Stiller, the well,
known Lowdown experimenter. The
classes are intended to give the mate
students a better insight into the
moods and labrynths of female char-

^>

as

and

interest at school.

Since this

acteristics.

women

The

at

Lowdown,

who

spend their time on the walls and
desks in the rooms of male members
of Lowdown, feel that they do not
need such instruction as they have
found that they are born with instinctive Insight and knowledge of the

Lowdoin. The game was played withMr. Whaling was reported as sayout a single substitution on either
As the bell rang signifying the ing "Gee whiz, fellas, maybe Gene
last lap of this gruelling race, Low- Markey will lend us Hedy for a few
down shot Into the lead and finished nights." Dean Vixon said that he
in the fast time of 2:24. This time would interfere with any attempt of
was considered very good because of this sort (the meany!).
the limited practice sessions that the this sort (the meany!). "Too heady,"
said the Dean.
Lowdowners have.
Seats for next month's shoot with
He gave his permission, however,
Belchley have been put on sale by for a man named Hayden. "I won't
Talcum Borrell at the Jim. Reserva- go, though," he added. "I don't like
tions should be made early, said Talc. fish set to music."
.

side.

male.
Discussions on the possibility of
this course will be held in Immoral
Haul under the Chairmanship of Fill
Rilder who will be assisted by Ross
Abstain Wood.

Coughing Drools Out
Sheer Junk On Fencing
G. Y. P. Featherstone '89
In his latest book entitled "Lives
Lowdown Fencers," Hobert
Cheater Twistem Coughing has graphically presented to his numerous
(?) readers, in and about Slumswig,

By

of the

JOIN THE STUDENT COOPERATIVE

!

ft.

Alouhol, Galoahe*.
if

desired.

and Other Neeetmities at

the story of fencing at Lowdown. He
begins with the inception of the sport
under Hamlet, Prince of Denmark, as
presented in the fifth act of the play
by the same name. He brings his narrative up to the present where it
has become one of the most renowned

SLOAN

Books Available

Cost.

See Birty Porker at the Costard House.

Charlie
"Wont you please cut In?" Mrs. Spills is saying to a student who look* like he's a Peter Lorro or a
staff artist sketched this picture (?) dorms;
Chaplin. (We couldn't figure out which, but we think heM a D.T.) A
Ave
paid
been
have
reputed
to
are
background
the
people
mansion.
The
in
the recent week end at the Spills
dollars (union wages) tt attending. The student says; Nuts!

Details of

Organisation in Er. Tett.

This

is

LOWDOWN

a Riot!!!!!!!

Can The "Swill"

AV1ATRICES

It's

Says Famed

WILL SOLO BV 1947

of all intercollegiate activities.

One of the most astounding features of the book is the space of
twenty-seven of the thirty-two pages
which are devoted to a summary of

Great
Reviewer Of It

the schedules of the Lowdown fencing club in the last twenty-seven and
(The Honorable Dr. Slic ROT. expression. I also serve Loopert's one-half years. Equally spectacular
G. Y. P. Featbentone '39
According to a recent announce- (Blattentine's On Tap), proprietor of Raw Gut Ale. (This is a fact.) In his are his quotes from Georges Eugenie
ment by President Katey K. Kasey the renowned Slumswig "Ye Decrepit story good oM Cringegarten shows Drunkalez, Fellow in French, which
Lowdown College will join Olde Sloppe Roome" has drunkenly life •'stripped" (this got by the con- are spectacular. His intimacy with
Spills.
so he bam such fencing terms as "mend" is
Oncle Sam's plan to tain 20,000 air- contributed the following review of »ors) to its bar«t. In
who really unbelievable. It is a new field
plane pilots from collefB throughout the Xmas issue of that rag "The endeared hmMOf to^ali those
writings.
the Hue Nited States. The plans call Lowdown Swill
adv. for the Oeci- avidly and lewdly follow his
for Mr Coughing, but one in which
You should all be ashamed of your- he has very few peers. We might add
for the turning over of the campus dent).
selves.
for an airport. Immoral Haul will be
that the whole book including the
By Herkimer Maggot t, Foreign Carinto
hard
write
and
to
It
»
easy
the
and
the
to
house
pines,
used
schedules is written in rhymed couit in
sult. Seven out of every ten have
Churls Science Buildup will be used
plets (we think).
In thumbing through the moldy trichinosis. A peony to the entire
as a mechanics' headquarters
8 ot tne Swi " your reviewer was Swill combine for daring to print
Air'eady'"ail of 'Lowdovi* students
torn between two emotions; lust and: gucn
„.
ma
xhenet
and
<*
expose
Q.
which
enrolled
the
course
have
in
te Dr E E
***<*
Fve r*ad Some
P"**8
will free them from all extra-curricu- £•**!
].
»J
J??
tiiese
me thatl "lL"
E. Filler has informed
thjs issue was the best. (This
IS
lar activities, i.e. classroom attendare basic emotions. This is a fact.) j_s a fact.)
ance. Classes will be held daily in the
Not all of the rag is of equal value,
afternoon from 4.00 to 4.10, and it is
Ey H. Y. P. Featherstone '89
much
of it shows uncontrolled
but
expected that the students will be
Recently Blarney Q. Schmit, Lowpassion, burning desire, and frustra- Hitler's
able to fly solo by the fall of 1947.
down's famed instructor of the clasthe whole it stinks (see
The campus will be cleared of all tion. On
department. announced that
sical
"You
Dasn't Take It With You"), but
Before
trees and buildings in order to produe to the unexpected weather he
but nevso does the grub at
vide a landing field. It will be necesfinds himself forced to postpone the
er mind.
To the Auditor-In-Brief of the
sary, according to government enannual appearance of his classes unOccident:
gineers working on the project, that
der the Horn Pike Oak.
This is a Riot!!!!!!!
Once again, this is your Lowdown
the planes be equipped with pontoons
Lamenting his unexpected reversal
Allergicson's poem "Look Down" is co-despondent Chim Brunt, describin the springof procedure, Prof. Schmit said, "I
President Kasey K- Kasey Spills unique in that it is impossible to un- ing to you from my scholastic retreat have always like the Maine weather
writer
can't
it.
the
understand
Even
has announced that he will present
that is, until this year. In years
the heart of Totalitananland. a
to the best student Adams Hall as a: derstand it. (This is a fact ). It puts 1"
boys
whose embattled past I have been able to herd my
prize. "I've been trying to get rid of me in mind of that old nursery slime charming country
out on the campus by the middle of"
of
so
"Creep
Purple"
popular
at
my
state
constant
in
a
President
frontiers
are
K.
K.
JC
it for years." said
March, but this year Mother Nature
the
eollich
boys,
Spills when interviewed by an Occi- emporioum with
the tvaiava Fooeyerher plays is against me. The recent snow storm
flux^
Cringegarten's poetry is even worse.
dent reporter.
Ducks and Drakes with the Map of upsets me deeply, for I have visions
Professor Gooligan, who was a As the famous Singing Sands once
the dis-United States of Europe. My of the fair campus being covered with
Quote
me.
said
to
transatlantic
stowaway on Lindberg's
water by the end of April. Coffin's
adopted city of Munich is right in the
flight, will be in charge of the classes. Unquote.
Pond will resemble a mere puddle
I was crushed even humiliated by heart of this Hellzapoppin' tinder-box
Professor Gooligan has been quoted
when compared with aqua of the
story titled!^
that famous Masterfall's atrocious
I've just come in

,
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FILL up with Prince Albert, men —
Here

fill

up with

real pipe- joy

Burning Brow

niHr.

^/ft

— backed up by a "no-bite" process
COOLNESS and MELLOWNESS to

is choice tobacco

—

J

j

that assures plenty of
point up good, rich taste.

And P. A. wins a cheer for its slow
burning, easy drawing too. No clogging. No sogginess. P. A.'s
choice tobaccos are "crimp cut" to pack easier and pack
RIGHT. Around 60 pipefuls of extra-mild, fragrant smoking
in every big red pocket tin of Prince Albert. Climb aboard!

|

M

j

i

PIPEFULS

of fragrant

tobacco in every handy
packet tin of Prince Albert

SO MUD
SO TASTY
SO FRAGRANT

:

S-v?

RiM.

™ """"

w"

H^illlilM?

pipe tobacco roe ever molted,
return ike pocket tie with tke reft of tke
Mbacce ia it to a* at any tnpie vajthtn a
month f rote this date, sad we wilfTetund
hdl purchase price, plus postage. (Sis-nso*)
tastiest

.HE

R. X Reynolds Tobacco Company,
Winston- Salem. North Carolina

Campus. The Androssgogan
be pouring down the steps of

«— Lowdown
will

Cupboard

Fall."
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ATIONAL
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fracraat p peiuts of Prince
yoa don't find it Use mello <r«l,
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Naeh
ing has never appeared before in the|Phant return from his Drang
of the Occident deeply sympaSwill. His style reeks of brownish Osten. Tha Nasi cheerleaders were
thize with the predicament that faces
precipitate, a common fault in writ- really magnificent
as they gooseNeighborhood
Blarney Schmit. Virgil will not be as
ers of his mature age. I might even
stepped in front of the massed popu- fully appreciated in a stuffy, smokeYour. Headquarters For
l°
f
*** * oerta*n
and Miser '«°
Poland* Spriisg^^raYe"
*T
*»
sr
lace which lined the central square, ftUed classroom as well as it would be
individual, you know who I mean, he
17 Page St
Tel. 628
several *««»
long rahs and a under the spreading limbs of the
nu wsenew
ordered ««=.*r««M
publishes the
puDusnes
accepiea u
me rag, accepted
it wiin
with a and
Deliver
will miss that
Horn Pike Oak.
"It's terrific. I predict a glowing fu- [heil for the Fooeyerher
well-known laugh rippling over the
tune for that old felk»w." (This is a
over there in
you
people
know
YoM
'tis a sad fate.
Truly,
campus.
fa <*>
the states are really the laughing
that Mr.,
I'm more than glad to
Cringegarten has forced himself onj'
CONFECTIONERS
ous to even think of the Greater
his breathless public with such a
the
Largest Line of Pipes and Tobacco stirring realistic story as "The Cow- Reich's placing its frontier on
Definitely
the beer joints
path," Unquestionably he has cap- Panama Canal. In all
Town
woo*
in
tured a moralizing moral (I don't here all one hears is the way the
is being nulled over the eves of the
In response to many requests,
it)
with
a
mondaine
manner
get
of
TOILET ARTICLES
poor "boobs" (quote President) who the college will shortly open a
=8=
let secrets out of the war department
date bureau on the bottom floor of
I guess that Fritz Kuhn showed you
the Moulded Onion. The rooms that
some thing were formerly used as dining sastick-in-the-muds
old
when his mighty Bund demons trated lons for the swimming, track, and
that any ten henchmen of the Bundchess squads will be entirely ren.
esfooeyerher can, easily beat one ovated for the new college departmeasly little Communist.
ment. Already contacts have been
swellthe
Everyone
here
is
having
made with Holdme Junior College
For the best results,
suggest
Everyone is healthy, as weft as Morse High School.
est of times.
wealthy, wise, and devoted to their
In speaking about this innovathat you let us finish your snapshots?
beer and their Fooeyerher. Everyone tion. Dean Vixen said, "I trust that
gets strength through joy, or maybe
• Printing and enlarging is a specialty with
the Bored of Governers will see
it's strength through labor, or postheir way clear to go the whole hog
sibly it's spare the yeast and spoil the
are always glad to offer
and make Lowdown co-ed. Then
critius.
beer. There Is always some safetyand not till then will we be able to
can. Perhaps
valve for the Fooeyerher to contrive,
a Salon
take our place among the other
cism
can
so that his gallant hooligans can vent great institutions of our fair land.
in
Print
your negative.
their excess steam. The latest brainI have spoken, period."
child of the gang is to set up images
have a chat about your hobby.
of poor old Chamberlain, Roosevelt, being molded in Rottenfoot cheese
and Stalin for target practice in the and is being sold for household use
Unter Dan Linden. What will be as the National Nasi Bogey-man.
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THE WEBBER STUDIO
EVERYTHING TEATS GOOD
TO EAT
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think of next?
Nagi heroes are already being cast
attunes hronae and placed a*
every college and university in the
•and.
I regret to mention that the
disgraceful exhibition of Mahacks
aVmttn in his loss to the Brow?
Bomber cost Der Schlager ms Naziin

SI BEET

Lumber and Building Materials of AH Kinds
MORRKIX

,

.

Total Resources $2,700,00*
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Well I must be going now. I think
you folks will see the light some day.
Jhe rate things are going over
here now I'll be writing from Russia,
the Ukraine, you know, and who
knows, maybe it will be Panama in
a year or two.
Yours for a North American

At.,

,

Anschluss.

CHIM BRUNT.
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By Bubut Bee

Flysheaer

VIE AT SHUFFLE

Am

.

.

.

.

By

o. Y. P.
Following the Occident's recent
plea far closer relationship between
student and professor, the athletic

.

department has made arrangements
for a Student-Faculty Shuffle Board
Tournament.

Members of the student body will
be heavily favored due to the peculiar
shoveling motion necessary in the
game, but those of the faculty who
have attended college will not be too

.

.

.

.

.

.

pile.

To create the rolling motion necessary for the success of the game, all
contestants will be required to spend
at least two hours previous to the
match at Kfc's imbibing at regular
ten-minute intervals. The ability of
each man to shuffle the board after
his preconditioning work will be
measured on the 10-point system.
First prise will be awarded on form,

Andy

ford,

Miller,

Art Shaw, or Art Shaw
be. with us

Softball will soon

Said

Prince Dalrymple

ago,

when

questioned,

.

.

.
.

.

.

two weeks
"Gee,

ain't

swing swell."
Congratulations
and a long "Lowdown"' to the char.

.

.

ades team for their sweeping victory
over that girls' aggregation last week
end. They deserve the best we can
give them
S arongstress Dottie

poise, balance,

be-

tween matches, eliminating undue expense and work for the Onion Com-

.

.

.

L' Amour will feature "I
Shimmy Like My Sister

Wish I Could
Kate" in her
You know, fellers, the
funny part of it is. she hasn't got a
sister Kate, and if she should try
to shimmy, well
Song of the
week: "I Wish I Could Shimmy Like
War was declared this afternoon,
My Sister Kate, But Darn It, I
according to an unauthenticated reHaven't Got A Sister Kate." This
song looks to us like a sure-fire hit,
port from an unimpeachable source
and if it doesn't get at least 15th on
The reof the Exacerbated Press.
Herby Brown's hit parade gee, we'll
was
pjn.,
port, which came at 12:57
be surprised ... In case your intertoo late to make the evening papers.
ested: the Rangcley Ragamuffins are
The Occident auditors were still skepa Dicker tonight ... If we could
Lowdown's pithicanthropus-erectus, otherwise known as the terrifically
only get Gene Savage and his "eight
tical when they put their paper to
Cherry beats to a measure group" for Ivy, it
bed at 1:00 pjn., because they hsve tough librarian, Cherry Pitedrirer, is pictured here in academic garb.
would be super
Joan Crawford
had experience with reports from the is among the more cultured of the Blowser Hassling Troop; Cherry collects skates
just about as well as we do in
same source. For further details see all extant editions of Boccaccio in Lowdown. Said Kasey K. Kasey Spills in her next screen offering, "Ice Follies"
Colcall
at
32
dictator
or
nearest
the
... 150 days left to do your Christcollection: "Aw, let the kids have 'em!"
mittee.

next

flicker.

Filler

.

.

.

—

.

regard to Cherry's

mas

lege street.

down the opposition fences during the abortive schedule,
but he cant fool this corner. Linaey's peppery tongue Is
very likely ensconced in Its usual niche within the Wootsey
cheek. If he views this guttering array of diamond talentin-the-rough In anything but an aura of Chamberlain optimism. If nobody knows what Hitler will do next, we can
all be assured that Coach Wootsey Is poring over his Inventory of the vernacular, "canning his corn" for future reference in the case of a "rule-book" fly to the short-stop, and
figuring out the exact percentage In the chances of the
Snohomish lead-off smacking the initial teaser, or taking
two, and hitting to Arkadelphia's right Held.

Red Norvo, Glenn

Kirk,

.

.

shopping.

TO

MORE SMOKING
PLEASURE.
• •

...
J

D.

lawn-bowling candidates, Lowdown's
1939 edition of that popular sport
swung into action this week.

Opening practice was held on the
campus beneath the historic Corndyke Bloke but due to inclement
weather conditions the afternoon was
spent in conditioning work. Two of
the boys made a corking snowman
and the other fellows skipped rope.
As the squad and Coach Gooligan are
now in the infirmary with pneumonia,
practice will be suspended until after

Matches have been scheduled with
Congregational Church
First
Club of Freeharbor and the

the

Girls'

Wash Old

Folks' Home.
Led by Captain Frederix Belch,
veteran, the team should

five-year

—

Potent Polo Trio

popular national-pastime announcer in the East, Bostown's own Fred Hooey;
let's start a boycott, Shuck!
Coach Woolsey, perhaps it would be a
.
swellagant idee if you utilized that cushioned saw-dust square in Hide-'N-goSeek Cage for a sliding-pit ... On second thot, you would undoubtedly
come a cropper when it came to vieing with those thinly-attired's who leap
By G. Y. P. Featherstone *89
thru the air with the greatest of ease under the dynamic vocal tutelage of
Lowdown's three mad mites of the
Lowdown's Little mentor of the flat-foots (or rather fleet foots), Jonathan saddle dropped a hard-fought pok)
Jay Mag-hee.
match to the University of Pain by a
s
s
close 156 to 2 score. The match, held
on Pittier Field last Wednesday night
As a scintillating supplement to next year's National
at 11:53, was played in a driving
Pastlmlng "school," Coach Linsey has announced that the
snowstorm, but when interviewed by
League of Nations will offer its stirring depiction of our
an Occident reporter, Captain G. Y.
National Pastime, "Casey At The Bat," a moving pictorial,
P. Featherstone said, "The weather
featuring the pride of Mudvttle
Woolsey hopes that
was all to our advantage. It kept our
Lowdown men will profit by the eminent failure of the imopponents from scoring."
mortal swatsmith who smote the ozone with his mighty
The first chukker saw* the Molar
bludgeon
Due to the acquaintance of Coach Woolsey
Bare mallet-men holding their own,
with high-much-a-rauck, major-domo, and general-nabob
and the period ended with the score
40-0. The Molar Bares raced down
Freddie Rollins of the Bostownian Hose Incarnadine, Lowthe field with ease, sweeping all opdown's talented pastlmera will cavort upon the manicured
ponents out of their way. Feathergreensward of Fennaway Park, when the Roller Bares trek
stone, playing number 2 for the Bite
thru the melting pot of the Bean world on their way
team missed several shots from two
"South" to meet such Dixie institutions as Maasachooseinches out. They were really heartnuts, Stayte, Toughs Dental Clinic, Wesla.vem and Lord
breakers, fellers. The next seven
Jeff ree Harahurts.
chukkers were hard fought, with
.

.

Trails Tragically

—

.

.

.

.

.

neither

AGEING— Cheiterfiel* s

or atty one of the

mild

ripe tobaccos, like fine wines, are

aged for two or more years in huge
wooden casks. Here they gradually acquire that true Chesterfield
mildness and hrttrr taste which give
millions of smokers more pleasure.

United States about

team having the advantage

for very long. The two teams were
fighting for the ball in the last rt/W
of the grandstand when the gun went
off to end the period, with the score
142-1.
At the beginning of the last chukker, the boys from Morono left to

C)

1,044,492 tobacco dealers
in the

O. Y. P. Featherstone '39
With a record squad of three students and the Immoral Haul Janitor
answering Coach Gooligan's call for

vacation.

(senior retail tobacconist
in tfasktngton,

Schedule

•

By

enjoy a successful season. Last year
the team came through with flying
colors losing one match and dropping
another out of a hard two-game
Said Coach Gooligan: "If
schedule.
my boys could only roll the ball the
s
ACCORDING TO HOYLE: Shuck Gorey, bulky and gum-chewing init- way they roll the cubes, we'd be right
at the top of the league."
ial sacker for Lindsey's Lowdownites, refuses to buy any Pacific Refining
Company's gas, now that this Petroleum Trust has refused to hire the most

.

SIX STEPS

Musclemen Start Training
For Super Terrific

•

.

much out of practice. And there's
many a slip twixt the shovel and the

BOWLING SQUAD

.

.

Younger Heads Favored
In The Annual Push
Tourney Here

and recovery.
Tea win be served in the cage

MILLIONS JOIN

By

Hoyle th« Hack
i
A
That "I
Hello there
It looks like Lowdown's larrupping line-drivers will don traditional
Criminal" is one of the peachiest
gray flannels, flail away with their fungoes, shoulder their shilelahs, wield
things we've seen in a long time
.
their willows (or is it ash), bash that old horse-hide, ride the old apple, and
If you have time you should try readin general, mace most mightily any and all foreign flingers who have the
ing T. Clamflat MeanswelTs latest intrepidity
to trod upon fair Bickard Bowl in the merry month of May.
book "Life on the Slumswig Clam- Not only will our Lowdown lads lambaste
the enemy with monotonous regWeek's ularity, but local fanatics breathlessly anticipate the edifying sight of a
fiats." Really a super
pet gripe: All those "week's pet glue-fingered constituency, possessed of sling-shot arms, who will present a
gripes"
Sounds silly doesn't it: united front, a stout, hermetically-sealed defence, tighter than the probut there are 7,244 bricks in all the verbial drum, which should easily handle any pesky pellets that might glance
freshman dormitories combined . . . from the wands of hostile hitters who have the rare good fortune to nick
the blazing bolts from Dud Wite, Herculean hurler.
Record of the week: "Stomping at the
*""•
Sedgewick," by Manny Boodman.
L
Coach Linsey Woolaey, he of the old school of hardThis number is one of the swingiest
bitten, split-Angered, hurly-burly, chatter-boxing psstimers,
things we've seen in a long time
crosses digits gnarled by many a braising campaign as he
The harp cadenza on the second chordons his rose-colored spectacles to view the rustle-bustle of
.
us is super. Snap this one up
.
cavorting pastlmera who are at present rampaging the comWe hate to predict but we think that
position surface of Hide 'N Go Seek Cage. Coach Woolaey
refuses to come right out In the open and state that his
the Gym band this Ivy will probably
supercharged powerhouse of a Lowdown Nine" will batter
be either Count Basie, Jimmy Lunce-

catch a train, and the Lowdown boys
hekl the game even until the final
whistle blew.

Chesterfield's can 't-be-copied

CDustard and Cress
By

MM

STEMMING—"Almost

bvnan"
what they say about the interesting stemming machines, whose
fingers pick up the tobacco, leaf
by leaf and take out the (tern,
it

into the

making of

contest

sjBWs
is only one
Chesterfield blend ... the blend
that can't be copied ... a happy
combination of the world's best

American and Turkish

tobaccos.

Just the right proportions to make
Chesterfield a milder, better-lastini cigarette.

the main drag of the town.

CUMBERLAND
March 22 • 23

Wed. Thurs.

Wings of the Navy

^
with

on the back of the package.

——Olivia DeHavilland
Frank McHugh

George Brent
John Payne

RAPK— Every Chesterfield you

smoke is wrapped in pure cigarette
paper.

.

"Chesterfield Cigarettes are a balanced blend
of the finest aromatic Turkish tobacco and the
choicest of several American varieties blended
in the correct proportion to bring out the finer
qualities of each tobacco."

. .

the finest cigarette paper

made. That's another reason why
Chesterfields are milder and bet-

them you will know why
Chesterfields give millions of men and women
more smoking pleasure. ..whyTHEY SATISFY
try

News

Friday

Within The

ter-tasting.

Sound Act

March 24

Law

with

Ruth Hussey
John King

March

Saturday

—

of

Time

also

Selected Short Subjects

well-filled.

Mon. -Tues.

Shirley

March 27-28
Temple

hesterfield
blend that can't be copied
...the RIGHT COMBINATION of the

...the

Copyright

fj<-urr

a

IMf

world's best cigarette tobaccos

ata______

.mazing

Wed. - Thurs.

are the packaging machines which

seal Chesterfields in
their air-tight, moisture-proof

Alice

packages. Regardless of where
you buy them, Chesterfitlit reach

»*

as fresh as the day
thtj Wftrt

Faye

March 29 - SO

— wits
Constance

Bennett

Nancy Kelly

-News

J

Law (Government

7-8)."

Reliable stooges in the class of 1942
report that the college barbers, Melendy and Melendy (with Corey as
bootblack), as well as Guy Dunflop
have been engaged at great expense
to assist at the fiesta.

Yes, We're Interested In

and enjoy
Coldbug
ethical

Community Sing

§ma_|iitm

my

cold."

called
enquiry-

his

The

squeaks

an

freshmen

prominent member of the class of
1939. "They were peachy!"
Hellman Coolest Heart spoke on
religion. Fillup Stormand Rantwell
'39? spoke on religion. I. M. Clean
spoke on religion. Robber T. Hide
spoke on religion. Robber S. Million
K.
spoke on religion. President
Kasey Spills gave a stirring defence
of the Class of 1939. Other members
of the class did not say

K

.

.

.

ALL Your

We

have had long experience in
producing for Bowdoin men:

STATIONERY
POSTERS
TICKETS
ALUMNI LETTERS
FRATERNITY FORMS
Printing

Ask Us For Quotation*

Sound Act

Tailspin

wrap and

mad*.

Mrsst Tobacco Co.

Little Princess

News

PACKAGING— Truly

i

7-8).

And Other

in

The

Continued from Page

bleachers in Immoral Haul, shortly
after the freshmen had gone home.
Coldbug exclaimed. 'Thank God,
that's over. Now I can take it easy

PRINTING

in

Sergeant Madden

ous cigarette making machines.
Chesterfields art always round,
firm

and

freshmen.

Said Dagger, when
ought so too. While the judges were
questioned by an Occident reporter:
t getting refreshments. Clef Jam"I think this affair might reach inwood and his MDCCCLXVIH songternational importance, so I might as,
birds sang all the songs they knew,
well plug my course in International
and a few they didn't know. Said a

March 25

Wallace Beery

Almost (aster than
the eye can follow, Chesterfields
rolling out of the marvel-

[

ernment

—

News

come

Frosh On Warpath

Kelly
— LynnePaul
Carver
also

MAKING

When you

a squeaking

all

got some pills." (Copyright: all papers may use this story except the
Orient. There is a boycott on the
SLUMSWIG STREET SCENE
Orient.)
When interviewed by an enterprisProbably one of the most delightful views of Slumswig, according; tVthe
ing reporter (G. Y. P. Featherstone
prospectus of Lowdown College for sub-freshmen, Is that above, showing '39)
an anteroom under the
in

-

what it says

MDCCCLXVIH

by
with

attended

MDCCC little
Coldbug did it all
words— no more. (Footnote: ask Professor Bonmot Q. Twitchell,- if you
don't believe us.) Asked how he did
it, Coldbug said, "Oh. I had a cold.
So I went over to infirm mary and

Chesterfields.

BLENDING— There

G. Y. P. Featherstone '89

Coldbug won

prizes the other night in

leaving only the mild, tender,
good-tasting part of the leaf to go

He'll say . . . Look

\

_J

Combination

TheRe&ordOffice
— Telephone S —
Paul K. Nlvea, Bowdoin 1918

Manager
Printers of

DENTISTRY
The field of dentistry today offers to college students an attractIt provides a worthy
ive career.
intellectual challenge, a life of
professional service with satisfactory income, and an opportunity
for research and teaching in this
division of medical science and art.
The University of Pennsylvania
nas prepared more than six thou-

sand graduates

who

are occupying

positions of importance in the profession throughout the world. Its
course of instruction is of the highest order.
Anyone interested in this profession as a life work is invited to
apply for further information to
The Dean of the School of Denttet ry
University of Pennsylvania

The Orient

a___H__ia___la____

4oth and Spruce Streets
Philadelphia, Pa.

